vere 's rei n eryin
By Richard Crabb

led to Mrs Everett's giving up

Park and proposed the study of

merger took place based on a
transfer of stock, never officially reported, but estimated
to range from $30 to $40 million. The settlement made
Mrs. Everett perhaps the

a merger between G&W and
Mrs. Everett's Chicago Thor-

wealthiest woman
northwest suburbs.

which owned and operated Arlington. Park and Washington'
Race Track in southern Cook
County.
Mrs. Everett'was just begin-

agreement, Mrs. Everett received a contract to operate

the reins of Arlington Park

The end of the Arlington

management began in 1968

Park era of Benjamin F. Lindheimer and his daughter, Mrs.
Majorie L. Everett, one 'of the
brilliant chapters of early development in the northwest
suburbs, is at an end.
Confirmation of Mrs. Everett's retirement remains to

when a director of Gulf &

provide the finishing touch,
' and that could come this week.
There are many com-

plexiiies of personalities involved, but at the bottom of
this momentous changing of
the guard is a problem which
remains unsolved a .gradual
slipping of attendance at Arlington Park races which began nearly 20 years ago and
which plagues - thoroughbred
racing at all major - tracks
across the United States.

THE INCIDENTS which

Western Industries, on his own

initiative, came to Arlington

oughbred Indistries, Inc.,

ning the construction of the
multi -million dollar Arlington

Park Towers Hotel, while at
the same time continuing to
build facilities' for Arlington
Park Convention and Exposition Center.
Early in October Mrs. Everett and G&W officers an-

nounced that an agreement in
principle had been reached for

were shelved, largely because
of the tightening of investment
money. By and large most of
the projects which Mrs. Ever-

a merger. Early in 1969 the

ett had launched before the
merger were completed, including the 420 -room hotel
and the extensive banquet

the

in

room and meeting complex
near the hotel. Even some of

UNDER TERMS of the

the Arlington Park expansion
programs have been cut back.

DURING THE 1969 rac-

Arlington Park and
Washington Park for 10 years.

ing season, despite the avail-

The first year of the 10 -year
agreement is just now coming

ability of the new fatilities, the
trend of the slow decline in attendance continued. In the fi-

both

to an end.
In the early months of
G&W control, plans for major

nal two weeks of the season,
Mrs.

secured

Everett

per-

mission of the Illinois Racing
Board to present 'racing at
night. It was the first time thor-

expansions were announced.
These included a 10 -story motel across Rohlwing Rd. froni
the new Arlington Towers Hotel, a highrise hotel at O'Hare
Airport and others.
Gradually these projects

oughbred racing had been
done at night on a major track

in the United States. The results were promising but could

a __din on- ar__,
trial
Problems of 19§9 at Arlington and Washington parks
were further complicated by a
new. Illinois Racing Board tak-

ing over and instituting

Within days Mr. and Mrs

ett made the original arrangements are any longer involved.

not be decisive in so short a

Everett bought a new home in
the Superstition Mountains
area of Arizona.
Friends in Arlington'
Heights met Webb Everett at
the Phoenix airport by chance
on the December day that he
had been to Scottsdale to complete the arrangements for

It is the way with the con-

glomerates. The people
change easily.

THE LAST major under --

in

taking to be handled under

1970 its own effort to increase
public interest in thoroughbred racing. This included
the Balmoral
transferring
Meet, which runs in the early
spring, from Arlington to
Washington Park, dropping
the days of racing at Arlington
from 103 to 67.
Meanwhile there had been a

Mrs.

Everett's

management

was the negotiations under

buying the new home. "I've

which Arlington Park was an-

nexed to Arlington Heights.

just bought Marge a new home

The annexation was completed after the racing season
was over last fall.

Phoenix," Webb Everett told

,in the mountains outside of
nis Illinois friends.

PHILIP J. 'LEVIN, who is

By October there were indications of management ten-

shift in the ownership of the

sion. It was at the time the new

corporations, and Mrs. Ever-

Illinois Racing Board tabled
for further study Mrs. Ever-

ett, the "first lady in American

racing," are expected to sit

ett's petition") for racing at

down

controlling G&W stock. Phil-

ip J. Levin, the director of
G&W who had originally proposed Merger to Mrs. Everett.
organized a new firm, Trans nation Development Corp.
Except for Levin, none of the
people with whom Mrs. Ever-

said to be head of 30 American

in the Superstition
Mountains later to find a mu-

night in 197trand trimmed the
Arlington Park racing season

tually acceptable manner in
which she may retire, ending
her 30 -year association with

by more than one-third that
matters passed the point of no
return.

Arlington Park.
a

WEATHER

e

a

Tonight:, Mostly cloudy
showers likely, low in upper 30s. Tomorrow: Partly
cloudy, mild with chance of
showers.
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uiz co-workers in woman's murder
head at DeSoto. The body was

By Rick Goncher

taken to Cook County Morgue.

Police have begun question-

ing 350 employes of DeSoto

ACCORDING TO police
they found. the body, nude

Chemical Inc., 1700 S. Mount
Prospect Rd., Des Plaines, in
search for clues into the death
of Janice Louise Bolyard, 22,

from the waist down, the body

had been dragged 15 feet to
where it was found.
Police collected various evi-

of 640 Hinman, Evanston,
who was found strangled Saturday night. She was found in
the fire pump room which operates the main Tump for DeSoto's sprinkler system.

dence and her clothing and
sent them to the Chicago crime
laboratory for investigation.
Des Plaines police are
awaiting the report on the time
of the death but believe it to be
late Friday aftern9on or -night.

Her fiance, Donald Whamond, 22, 'of 2303 Sheridan
Rd.,

Evanston, reported

to

Evanston police Saturday afternoon that Miss Bolyard
failed to show up for a dinner
engagement Friday night.
Des Plaines Detective William J. Kuta went to the plant

as A routine part of the inveiVigation

;TDETECTIVE KUTA

fthind Miss Bolyard's purse

and coat near her desk at De Soto, indicating that she was in
the building. A search began
by a police officer and an employe of the company.

Police also suspect that Miss
Janice Bolyard

Detective Kuta along with
two employes found Miss Bol-

yard's body in the far end of
the basement room with a pair
of panty hose and underpants
wrapped around her neck.
They also saw bruises on her
arms and a wound on her forehead and right leg.
Miss Bolyard was pronounced dead at the scene and
indentified by Ronald Broadhead, research department

Bolyard
saulted.

was

sexually

as-

intercom, but they left when , to the investigation and that
she failed to respond to the call.

Miss Bolyard was last seen

they will be assisted by several

officers from the patrol divi-

by fellow employees in the De Soto research laboratory at

about 2 p.m.

,

The 15 -by -20 -foot room
where the body was found is in
the basement of the building. It
houses the main pump and controls for the company sprinkler

sion.

"Interviewing the company
employes will be a tedious
ta,k," Hintz said, "but any one

of the employes could have

system. The room is seldom
used but it is usually not lock-

seen or heard something that
might help open up some new
leads that could break the case
wide open. That is our main
hope right now."
By a strange coincidence,

ed.

"At this point we don't have

what could be called

solid

leads," Alfano said, "but we
hope that through talking with
company personnel today we

will be able to come up with

Sgt. Lee Alfano, commander . something to work with.
of the Des Plaines Police detec-

tive division revealed some of
the information that was pieced
together by detectives Saturday
night and Sunday:
Miss Bolyard was a member

of a car pool. The other em:
ployees in the pool waited 45
minutes for Miss Bolyard Friday afternoon. They had her
name called on the company

'The physical evidence

gives a very strong indication

the last slaying to occur in Des
Plaines was Feb 28, 1969 exactly one year from last Saturday when Miss Boly`ard's body
was found.

POLICE SAID an inquest
has been ordered but the date
has not been set yet.
Miss Bolyard went to work
for the firm last July after she

that the victim was murdered in

was graduated from North-

the room where the body was
found. The main question following this line of thinking is
what led her to the room."

and worked in research and

Police Chief Arthur Hintz
said the entire six -man detective bureau has been assigned

western University. She was a
laboratory technician there
testing.

Miss Bolyard was originally
from Tampa, Fla., and her parents live in Fremont, Ohio.

Parley airs 'death corner' solutions,
Barnett said that Charles

By Ben Clarke
Three

some of the other 21 inter-

sections that received special
attention in the preliminary report of the professional traffic

The three chairman, Don--% ald Furst, village trustee; O.T.

Catholic school open houses
throughout the northwest suburban area were well attended
yesterday. More than 14,000
Catholic 'students went to
classes here yesterday to show
their support forstate aid.
State *legislators Juggled
schedules to visit as many

signed to plans toward making
the crossing of the two major

Included in material to be
discussed at tonight's commit-

while

Catholic parents whose children attend parochial schools

brought neighbors to watch
classes in session.
Objective of Yesterly's

demonstration-to give people
a chance to look at parochial
education, and to mobilze support for state aid to non-public
education..
BILLS PROPOSING . such

aid will be introduced in April
when the state legislature goes
back into session.

State Treasurer Adlai Stevenson, in a press release issued last week, said that the
state has "more than enough
money" to provide $32 million in assistance to children in
non-public schools, and $100
(Continued on page 2)

near Macqxthur Junior High
School.

The intent expressed in the

In a story that appeared

in Friday's Day Publications (all four) concerning
a speech to be given tonight

by former U.S.S. Pueblo
crewman Lee R. Hayes at 8
p.m. in Prospect High
School, and incorrect tele-.

phone number was inadvertarttly given., The correct number to call for tickets is 255-8044.

Feb. 21, that fatally injured

proof.

I7 -year -old Robert Serponi, of
1700 Estates Dr., Mount Prospect, and injured five other
-teenagers.

IT WAS THE scene of a
two -car,

head-on

collision

letter

from Charles H.
McLean, assistant district engineer in ,charge of operations

for Dist. 10 (Cook County) has
already been implemented.
The letter reads in part,
"Within the- next week we intend to post a school speed lim-

it of 20 miles per hour on the
north frontage road of Palatine Rd. between Schoenbeck
Rd. and Birchwood Ln. This
speed limit will be posted as an
interim measure until the children within School District 23

-

When the preliminary re-

are provided a safer means of
walking to school."
THE LETTER asks the co-

school board, is a letter from operation of the sheriffs detraffic lighting expert and Vil- an Illinois Division of High - partment in enforcing the
lage 'Manager Virgil Barnett, was official to Cook County speed restriction.
took heart from word received Sheriff Jdseph I. Woods, dated
A check by a Day reporter
by Barnett that state officials Feb. 11, 1970, notifying
believe expeditious improve- Wood's department of a Saturday revealed that at interntent of the Northwest -Central change of speed limits on the vals between two 30 m.p.h.
intersection is a strong possi- Palatine North Frontage Road speed limit signs-one just west
of Schoenbeck Rd., the other
bility.

Correction

highways more accident

port of the study by a St. Louis

Letter tells school board
of lower speed limit

tee meetings of the Prospect
Gustus, member of the vil- Heights
School District 23
lage's safety commission and a

Thousands view area's
Catholic schools in action
Despite unfriendly weather,

charge of operation for Dist.
10 (Cook County) of the II-

linois Division of Highways,
has indicated that a high priority rating could likely be as-

study just completed.

During Sunday's open house at St. Raymond in Mount Prospect, Mayor Robert Teichert listens
In on teaching machine program. Teichert's son Bob Jr., (standing, right) accompanied him on the
tour. First -grader Dan Conlin was one of more than 14,000 Catholic students in The Day area who
attended classes Sunday to demonstrate quality of parochial edOcation and to gather support for
state aid to non-public schools. (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

By Jan Bone

Mount

Prospect men met , Saturday
morning in a three hour session aimed at hastening solution of traffic problems at the
dangerous Northwest H wy.-Central Rd. intersection and

ti

schools as possible;

concerned

McLean an assistant to George
March, chief engineer, in

just west of Brichwood Ln.-

-are posted two 20 m.p.h. signs
that read "School speed limit,

Gripe
Of The

traffic engineering firm was
released Feb. 14, it contained
prominent mention of the intersection as not coming up to
state standards in the matter of
lights.

Suggested were over-

on school days when children
are present."
This portion of the frontage
read borders a vacant field for
all but the last 100 feet before

Day

scene

of a

Why does the bobbin always run out just when my
sewing is going great?
E.S.

Mat

Hwy., and specific mention
(Continued On page 2)

truck -pedestrian

accident on Dec. 12 in which
Ronald Nettles

an

eighth

Meetings

grade student at MacArthur
Junior High School was fatally
injured.

STUDENTS AT MacArthur frequently use a portion of the two-lane, westbound -only frontage road to
Schoenbeck where there are
traffic lights and a crossing

, .

ists, particularly on Northwest

Birchwood Ln., and was the

walk against traffic toward

(r

hanging arms for additional
lights to further alert motor-

guard.
addition to the speed limahanges, the division of
it changes;

highways has shortened the
green light interval for the

Mount Prospect Youth
Commission, Village Hall; 1
8 pan.
Mount Prospect Public
Library Finance Committee, 14 E. Busse; 7:30
p.m.

School District 57, 701
W. Gregory, Mount Pros peck 8 p.m.

School District 59
Board, Robert Frost
School, 1301 S. Cypress,
Mount Prospect; 8 p.m.
High School District

frontage road traffic at Schoen-

214 Board, 799 Kensing-

beck to discourage use of the

ton, Mount Prospect; 8

road by motorists hoping to
"make time" during the rush

pm.

hour.

See regional tourney stories in tomorrow's .D
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Prospect Heights groups, seek.
involvement, co-operation

Parley airs possible solutions
to problems at 'death corner'
was made of the Madequacy of

the present "near right" end
'Tar left" placement of the

The location of the tracks of
the Chicago & North Westdm
Ry. within the intersection
complex, also adds to the con.

board meeting, former village
trustee, Joseph Grittani asked
what action the village admit -

THE SERPONI youth was
killed when his car was struck
While moking_a walbound left

Min from Northwest Hwy.
into Central Rd.

'An accident of this nature
could be prevented,. officials
Mid, with

left turn only"

Mterval,
(accompanied by
"left tum on arrow only"

signs) be made a part the lights
---Tdissingat the intersection.

0.51amed, mid the McLean

istration was taking on

Another suggestion of the

aa n iza t ions in Prospect
Heights told more then 50 restdents their groups. purpose
and activities,

action to improve the Lt.

problems not covered in
'the study that require alien-

section's traffic pattern and
safeguards.
GUSTUS TOLD 'Me call
mittee Saturday that he weadd
Put a MP Prke mg of $100,00
on converting the intersection,

Bon.

as he noted that the high cost

suggestions need

immediate
and possibly note traf-

an earlier time in an

able.

---

-

McKay, 10I6 W. Wildwood, both of Prospect Heights, lookbevel
over
a petition lass week as they Med for Prospect Heigh.
Distract 13 mho.] Imard election Mbe heir/ In AMR. The Mien took
place at the dIstriers administration office, coMOO Rand Rd., Arlin g.
ton Heights -on the first day that candidates uld tile for the um
vacrocies lo be soon available. (Photo hy I/engrafts)

intersection, and a determination by the village admin.

istration of the sou. of funds
for the Rollick

Catholic schools in action

tad& into We crossing.

(Continued! Pate II

Menus
To be served Tuesday in Arlington, Prospect, Elk Grave,
kiersey, Wheeling and Forest
View high schools in District

million more for

hearings at the Arlington Tow.

schools.
But sonmstete officials have
differing views.

srs Hotel, beginning at 9,30

A statement from Harris W.

Centel!, mate senator for the
40th District in the Naperville,
M. area, says that 'public cdu-

Main dish lone choice):
Cheese meatloaf, subnkvine
landwich, wiener in a bun.
:yegetable (one choice):

catien faces a crisis of great

::Chipped potatoes, corn on the
'Cob. Salad (one choice): fruit
juice, tossed salad, relish dish,

thee those who may support
an Birch political ideology,
John
black separatist philosophy, have thc rIon to operate a

voided: strawberry,

fruit

:cocktail, orange sunset. Rolled
'Wheat muffins and butte,
Available desserts: sliced
aches. tapioca pudding
cherry turnovers, chocolate
'mac, peanut butter cookies.
!,

To be served Tuesday in
MacArthur and An Seib.
3

junior high schoo. in District

: loppy joe or chili, vego
;table of the day, crackers. Jell,
8). chocolate cake, milk.

proportions."

"WHILE ONE may agree

i,, th,

prints
Illinois today)," Fawell said,
7not many would agree that
the taxpayer shoulh aid in the
support of Mese schools.
"Stele subsidy for private
hor,is
eonstimdo.11y

included Sen. John Graham
State Rep
Mrs. Eugenia Chapman (1).

ton Heights). will hold open

its public

IR-Barrington),

am. A number of individuals
and groups will be on hood to
prment their views. The mmplem hearing will be open tfi

Arlington Heights). Dick
Cowen and Mines McCabe.
Wheeling Township committeemen, respectively. for
Republican and Democratic

the public.
Sehlickman, like most other
legi,lators. was on hand for es
many of Sunday's open houses

from Inc community's Ming
more informed as to the edurotional services and facilities of
the non-public schools.
"The purpose
this day of
open houses is to solidify support for state
said aid. Whether or
not state
is granted, many

Worker

house

open

found

the program and slays of non-

Next
atur an, M
.
the Elementary and Secondary
Non-public Schools Study

citations. and am happy to
have this chance to loam.
only wish that it could Inive

open houses.
At St. Viator High School in

Arlan g t on Heights. other
Commission. headed by Eu- guests besides Schlickmaa
gene Schlickuien, (R-Arling, who observed classes 'amnion

been possible ffir me to vt all
he schools that invaed me."

k the

Main Street

Des

Plaines -Niles

ma Senator John lb. Carroll.

.

Lit Flores
The Girl Scouts are out this
selling

week

They
have five varieties made by the
.; Burry Bisquit Co, to offer.
cookies!

::The gals win take orders now
and deliver the goodies about
): /hi middle of April. Proceeds
; go toward campsites, camping
trips and special even.. Forget
1 the diet and buy km!
For folks who may be new
in town, don't panic tomorrow
morning at 10:30 when there's
steady ailen blast for approximately two minutes. It's
Defense siren

1, Civil

ti,e!

testing

Every month, on the morning of the Mat Tuesday, the
Civil Defense Unit of the vil1: Inge of Mount Prospect tests
: the sirens. This is a governregulation

,:mental

require( meat. The sirens am located at

Community Center, 1 p.m.
In addition, it seems like its
"Ticket day" at the club meeting. Tickets will be available
for several tome coming up in
the near future,

World Garden and
Flower Show at the Chicago
Amphitheatre, and Mrs. I. W.
Miter of the Women's Club
will have tickeu for the bus

tell time?"

and the show. They'll he avail-

veaMbl"

to the

dsscribe

his

mart for 1975 is 2,700, and

keg

lot of St. Mark Lutheran

Church. In case you miss Mrs.

speaking

tour in the arm Sponsored by
.1%

Northwest

annual Antique Fair and gale

ion tomorrow. See ticket Chair -

-.This program tonight is part
three -soak

Also, the Women^. Clubb

II

learned during his captivity.
his

is CL 3-3608.

8

'periences and the lessons he

Suburban

TRAIN (To Restore Amencan Indepedence Now) Com.
minor..
:ENGAGED
COUPLESD
might be interssted in classes
Marling tonight at Lutheran
-(dines! Hospital. The classes
Will continue for the next four
1Yeaks. Theyll cover ei, theology, adjustment, 'emotions
and budgets. Thss series is resea
petted six times a year. Sounds
worthwhile!

The Wheeling High School
Instrumental League is selling

candy to raise funds for the
marching band's late lune trip
to Winnepeg. Canada. Music
sIndents are selling chocolate.
pecan turtle candies for $1 a
box.

THE MOUNT PROSPECT
omen's Club has a gay program set for its meeting tomom

-row aftinoon. Dranrist Sy-,

El.h.;

dean ham,.

Harold:

"With

.

witch

,

away th ir cigarettes and were
vented a conference with
Rap.
w.,
, who

been students are expected to
3,700
be
by 1980, Stull said.

He said tel the school dBtrict wCartpobably hold a refercndum
x October seeking
funds for on add
HightSchool.
to Mac-

man Mrs. Harold Beck or can
her at CL 5-8066.

MR. AND MRS. Riche.
Percy - he's the assistant supenntendeM of School Dh[riot 57 --- became

9,

.calls for the purchming accttonal park lands . provide
neighborhood parks throughOct the community.
Mrs. Roth said. 'The park

vide recreational programs for
the residents," she said.

PRESIDENT OF the Prosat Heights Old Town SankDry District Richard Schuld
anroered qumtions on the current sanitary sewer construemeels for McDonald
k
Schuld mid that
two arca Iegisla-

Buildings, to get state help for
the emergency relief of tronbk
areas along the creek, accord.
ing to Schuld.
Schuld reported that 65 per
cent of the sewers to be con structed in Prospect Heights

dweie,,I,i,nre ,inenilteerndand.ce,..arld,

arc eon,
will close. Also. many
In then ext three or four
hove weekends. the Old -Fashioned
pains exhibits in the
duplicated their facilities:.
.Country Stork will beve a

been contracted, and
construction began in Febra-

have

pceoul:Ineietrytt stenodyfallasonduven.ichr..s.

THE FOUNDER of Ehildren's Farm and Lou is John
Curios who is no longer con.

ary.

The sewers when completed
will be tied into the interceptor
sewer extension currently under construction' by the Metro politan Sanitary District of

Hawthorne -Melody.

area has been serving the coosnullity fur twenty years,

IN THE

demonstration
milk bun. visitors watched the
cows being fed and washed add

to National Industries. All the

Salvation
Army aids
631 families

Mrs. Caylor, who leads a
hI

that would allow municipal -

adjoi, unincorporated'

property owners, said she be Heves that "the bill is dead."
Although there are nlIl
hearings being held on the bill,
Mrs. Caylor claims it w. de feated within a month after Ilse
opposition was. organized and

s6

Service was also begun to Palatine Twp.

Those um the highlights of

presented during a dinner at
Old Orchard Country
Club, 700 W. Rand Rtl,
Mount Prospect.
the

State Farm's

He handles home insurance

for their building fund and
that this money will be used

Newspapers

for State Farm Fire and

when the district builds a new

COPPER

and health insurance, too.

BRASS

asheputsoutyourinsurance
"fires." Give him a call.

Casualty. Handles auto, life

Monday

ZINC

1..41 Frldon by Roy Paha,

LEAD
and 711 Rem, De, Plaine, la

UM mai rata.

on a proposed flexible
modular scheduling to be in

t\,

PH: 253-5678

wirre'liZ 'IL 't'I'led"of12a

,\
\es,

D::174Zeds

824-3( 7a

ballot) are ans. Sharrie Hilde.
brow. Elk Grove Village: al.
Judith Zanca. Des Games: Dr,
Heigh S. Poklacki, Arlington

$

State farm
is all you need
to know about
insurance.

leudalia
Mount Prospect, and Nickolas
Heights: Edwin

1.

Krohn of E. Grove Village.
All of them are running for

$ Open all Rey Sunday $

N,

-'\

.

-

1/2 The

.

.s,

March 10. Election day is set
11
forApril
Apr.

LycmaLteormf ahr,e

in Arlington Height, Prosy
Dempster, Holmes, lay. and

ONLY

Richard Jr., 23, and his wig,

Eibstein, High 'Ridge Knolls

of ICalintimoo, Mich., has
twins, a boy and amirl, on Feb.
10. The youngsters weighed in

®GAS AIR CONDITIONING;

- get this! - at nine pounds

z

Girl attempts
to get drug

and Brentwood inDes Plaines) /Lore
and Ridge. Rupley. Grant lejo
Wood, Salt Creek,
'Lively, Cook. Byrd. Hopkins,

Grove, 2.
and Cleormont in Elk Grove ,,,s/
Village.

.0".
Geological
society auction

A druggist at the Doretti
Pharmacy M 2 N. Maine,
Mount Prospect called police
Thursday and said that a

.(The Des Plaines Valley De-

young girl bad just given him a

algicel Society will hold

fraudulent prescription Honk
filled out for 30 tablets of Disoxyn, a "dangerous" drug.

all, crystal. fossil .d lap-

umdm9G, bu,)
HOME APPLIANCES

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,

PH: CL 5.0700

idary items !Oar. 19 at 8 p.m.
in the West. Park Field House,
651 Wolf Rd., Des Plaines.
The public is invited and
several specimens not lWays
available from other sources
purchased by bid.

Girls' Coveralls

A ROARING SPECIAL

Boys'Knit Shirts

--...":

188
Nara fur of ask. Inform

..-m.o.

6 99

provide 2 full years of

CHECK YOUR NEXT GAS BILL

FOR YOUR COUPON. LET US
VALIDATE IT FOR YOU

CALL NOW FOR

MORE INFORMATION
AND AVOID THE
SUMMER HEAT

Boys'

ro'

BORUCKI HEATING
and AIR CONDITIONING

lowreneewood Shopping Center, Niles,

692-4293

Were $2.49 to $2.99

9

rs

each

199

\
ht..s

Masers, sweaters in assorted colors. Sims 11,16,18, 20.
scscrsssstostotc, sstsmnsosswastun

Boys' Shirts

2

2 for

55
2 for 88c

include

Were $4.99 to $9.99

.f2150
.f.q50

Assorted knits styles and colors.

'tlfe:

sortml colors in sines 6. 8,

l=

stem 6, 8,10, 12,11, 16, 20, 22, 24, 26.
':.:.:

'-

Girls' Skirts

'

-

100G cotton knit jersey, em

pumpkin, gold, nom white, etc. in

PERMA-PRESTDresse4

Were $1.27 to 82.99

88c

Was $1.29 each

Now art 2 shika for less then original prier
of one. Turtleneck styles of a 50-50 blend

Knit 1$05rile9on9::k of 100% Orlon ft
with GEO. shirts,
g
acrylic

ALL PARTS

VACATION FIESTA...

in blue, gold or solid color

Was

Fr seice Or,

Buy Locally

or

ninsiu,s

Northern Illinois Gas Co.wsli

Boys'
Muscle Shirt

4

navy. Styes 14,16, 18, 20. 22.

tun..
sm...

e:

mesa.).

scoringwot ILleenfdoerds exit; .
F..h:eghhooL

12 14 16
e

hO.

III.
MOYAMA/M,548545=6

Girls' Tops

.

2 61

66ccolors, fabricsf2or$1.
f!..1510Assorted
79c fololee'asul colors inAssorted
and nlyina

Suss 7, ft, 10, 12, 14, some .8/

s/ to saxes 7 to 14..while they 17:4
p1 sizes 7 to 14 while they last!
chubby sizes, too,
.s.vmsssslszstototassotvvsioidamsissonnvasserssu:Rmswsssossmwosftstsytsctost.stssscsst.ssytetwvvssAstscass st.S.sys.tvs6ststoct.stss.
Priem in vffeet until March 7, or
when quantities last!
CHARGE IT
PM
to
910
Monday [hot Friday 9:00 AM
Saturday 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM
Sims 2 to6X..while they lost/

Charge

its

annual Silent Auction of min1000 W NORTHWEST HWY.

dependable that

Otial
,,,,,,, ALL LABOR

.0.

vssvt.scvszcvssostooLanotazitansostss

Students'
Jackets

Servicemen'

toe,

.Fore.snit.,Vrioc,wpocEleDmaVhiriet

did a double job of it! Son

pen in to, blue, red, brown, etc. SIses
pe
wide 8,9,10,11,1211351,2,3.

N

Mr 1 .1.4 .

by our 'fully trained

.,,,

Includes leather and imitation leather 0p -

10,11,11,13,1,2,3.

II

....,

eid4._

199

Moe -style with smooth vinyl mgr..
In blow, red, pink. Sizes wide IL 9,

.

is so

Peek

Were $3.49 to $3.97

99°

Operating Cost of .......

'Complete Installation .,..."

tend

Boys' Slippers

Were $1.99

//

-.

. expiited to. attend tonight's seres.
board meeting, seheduled.for 8 sce...
pm, at Robert Frost School, ..sr
DOS E Cypress, Mount Pro,- seac.i.

are limiteNO dl

Were $10.99

Three 3-yeer terms and one mows

Stop In soenl

CATALOG
VALUES
FOR CHILDREN'

C -width 6,6, T. 8,.

CONDITIONING

three-year terms.
Paul D. Neuhauser of ''.......aus,
m . ti n t Prospect remains
osed. so far, as a candiv.,
date r the twoyear terns
Ho ver. in addition to the ,,,,,..,,,,
ales who have alseven
ready filed and been officially .....,,,
listed on the hallo,. eight tame

eign, In

March Lion Roars in with

Girls' Slippers

N, System of
vs
k, AIR
'Se

fund will cover the most

Colors include blue, red, pink,

Any Other'

pedtions have been pinked , ......,,,
.....,
by District 59 reside..
Final day for filing will be wow.

9

.13r.ii.opt-, GAS

't,'s AIR CONDITIONING
APPROXIMATELY

124$

$

\ ON

Philip W. Lawson. lt6 Forto La,. Elk Grove Village, i..
running tiro three-year tam

no°. 1t0h r5opsjoit:

Alot=1.7"nrSer

hind
Ms petition Friday for ascot 011
the 0141.59 school hoard.

$ METAL CO. $

51o7.00

11rolgend Om 10 mom a

Another centhdate-the sem

cot. so tho.ottically

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

MAINE SCRAP

6C016.

\

Adinglon

Shoe, uppers with vinyl sot..

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort --

files petition \ A PRE SEASON SALE

He may helpyou save money

ALUMINUM

THE PROMO. OAR

////0.

cie Roy Puldindion

217 s.Ading..,s..,

199

townships.

III

building development in it, no
the architects did not light that

ley's recommendation. Funds .
from the site and construction

Were $2.97

of elementray school Dist. 63,
Palatine and Schaumburg

\\4t\e\Vt

"The south area will ham

Slippers

Heights. unincorporated are.

57 board
candidate

The trusts. approved Fin.

1

Women's

:: id. i.locirect to.r pocfoot leorce, nwtedr

other zoos and farms.

teas' first proposal.

110

Mrs. Margaret Li-

at

Scion.

58.000 more t.n the [yeti-

Sears
CATALOG
OUTLET
STORE

tM facility serves Des Plaines,
Mount Prospect, ArImpon

donated 510,000 to the library

Inan Woo hr m

center's annual report,

the

--will troth

lighting wee not originally sof-

might run to $34,100. about

with 1,000 wen bulbs,12 con.

ElECTRONIgs HOPE

'arcii.- Finley told trustees hi
moons= to why the campus

units with 250 watt bulbs.
He said the exterior lighting

Ze.k!'".

'Ed 160110 of Caudill. Rowlett and Scott, (aid full delivery
and installation could be comweek,.
plate within
Finley recommanded the
college purc/c4,e 19 pole units

Oakton, Deg Plaint,

1797

3

tors have been
on ihe" began petitioning onsinst the
McDonald Creek problem, bill.
and as a result of a recent meetho
between the snaitary
board, state officials from the
Division of Waterways and the
legislators, Prospect Heights
resident fire man
may receive some emergency -

He said that the Prospect
Heigh. Women's Club has

35. <sob
at rt

mad last

MANAGER
FOR LOCAL CONSUMER

region. And we just didn't get
enough light sa the north

mete base unitswith I]5 watt
bulbs; and 15 wall mounted

New fighting may reach the
Harper College.
darkened
architects

Six hundred and thirty-one
subfamilies of the no
urbs were served during 1969
by the Salvation Army Com.
malty Counseling Center,

areas to annex those areas
without the consent of the

ing a referendum in the near

Sulnerionon

doily

of student affairs, who has a
doctorate in counseling and

-New lights may light way for Harper
1

relocate these animals

as* kom del*,

school7,107,1,,'',.,"7,3;0

.---- - -- - - r"----

brary Board, said that the li-

d

was recommended to tIm managonent that it be closed.

1

xation bill (House Bill ND

-

dOutlthy'in'tihWesIpmto'nf Ith'96917il

m,

vt

.

.

Harper plans to employ a di:
al testing and individual con- rector of testing to itaitt:.
roltation received approval of Fischer.
Counseling and testing mkf.
the Harper College board of
vices will be available to both
trIntees lost week.
College officials said the Harper district residents
center would be 0 000 -profit non-residents on a fee bon?:
self-supporting commOnity Fischer explained.
Vocational testing Beryl.'
counseling service. Accreditation is expected within the next will 0001 185. Individual am several months. Guerin Flo S1111011011.4 will cost Woman'
RIO and 515 All hear
cher, dean of guidance said.
Fischer, who holds a doMorate in counseling psgehdnIlY
will administer the center.
James Harvey, vice.president

,,Harohorne Melody Children's Farm and Zoo rill auction off this tractor and others March 17.

St. Louis Expo of 1901 was
also added for the enjoyment

,dt..,wAth:,,Ptrarpl,.!7,7,,,P""ridc,

lest rummer children gram around Mama alloyed few hours
of visiting Me am, but Heatherly -Melody Childruisroowall soon

bd

'''`.MMUrtr'

A merry-go-round from the

eludes

home.... ...I -

strong opposition to the 1/1111.

8/e)

,

wtoit itwatrlurirdc

Over the season, an

shims, Marie Ca for told the
rmidents that the community
of Prospect Heights should bccome "closer M working out
their problems and should
share the joys and micros. of
all the groups."

ities

'',4

It vms named Hawthorne and
Western Railroad and regular

"il"'"--.,.,
of I50.000 people which
in-

ations, a group comprised of
nine

firsit'tcyn'etcian'Nce'r'thineernTlrlinothi:

III

the ' ern ghatflaocts'nim. ik ''' a W.'".

farm in this
first type of dairy,

Hawthorne -Melody Dairy
and the public exhibit was wild

Assn. and the Northwest Sub
Sub urban Council of Associ-

1

countryside to

meted with the Dairy. Cumin,
who is the landlord of the
buiWing and Mnii, room a lip
of his e,tate to the Dairy.

REPRESENTING ' both
the Euclid Lake Homedvners

a miniature train pulled by
:imam engine was added.
an

stahr

proacri.

-

roreenlemd,..szooudo,astiuthared,mabeatdt

cacs

hared
,,,,..it.h.tihe exhibit will be rue-

District 59 schools are Low

Plenty of FREE parking.

Ci'c'i'''t''asoda
fountain Zs add with old

he..

Hawthorne -Melody. "Dm to, Also, the tractors
dhe.se

$54995 to $64995

(61,60a rout of 6.11d)

there

throughout the zoo and store..
In the Old Fashionedd and

andif

('

Price Range From

grand-

Police staked out the store,
but the girl never returned. )

ON bARCH ITTI,
will

amts

MOTOROLA
ZENITH RCA

parents for the first time and

Police sad the druggist told
the girl it woof(' take IS min
utes for him to fill out the prescription, and she told him she
would be back.

oohoshe
sin=

public

DONALD MCGOWAN,
from the Prospect Heights Li-

fumre to get building funds.

Many one of a kind) Limited quantities, so don't warti

mat

goidmcc, will supervise the

m A community college coonsating center which would provide educational and vocation-

'

iC'ha0n0g0es'w"eerYe

fkManW.

1971-72 school year," he said.

Estates, and Queen of the
Rosary in Elk Grove Village. -

ausuratne Luling capacity nem
year at Wheeling High.

Illnos2I,th

o teme M M

of

The animals in the ma will
in zoos and oni-

Page 1

Counseling center
okd by Harper

.

Me milking 000000.
About two years ago, the dopy

high will be needed by the

brary district may also be hold-

channels Mr netting Pcrmission to smoke at the school.

.

THE HAY

Monday March 2 1970

saw

Arthur Junior
'The addition to the junior

Palatine. St. rod.. M Har-

district spokesman said.
The district policy does not Gilberfs office said the stuallow smong
theeon school prop. dents were exceptionally courmeption of des- tccos oad atteMive.
arty with
Tonight he hosed will al.
*noted student smoking areas.

The high, stheo,

LSI 2; the estimated enroll-

on

9, at 9:30 a.m. from the park -

and13. Tickets will be available for His, too, at the meet -

ex-

ltartdd 'How does a witch

peblic . a meeting Feb.

don and proposed Crook,mprve-

THE ENROLLMENT in

Eugene &Midden

show tickets are $2. The bus
will leave on Monday, March

is coming up March II, 12

will

WORST JOKE of The Day:

a

use. "These areas
should be watched closely," be
add.

=hoots in session Sunday
eluded Sr. lames, Our Lady of
the Woyside, and St. Valor in

Prospect High School stu- mid they could be seated in the
dents who staged a smoking audience at tonight% ad demonstration last Friday ate journed hoard meeting.
Lost week the board de expected to appear Igf.ogic the
IF.7d 6 propproposalIPP, farm 006
board of edu,tion tonight.
...Hog ore): within
within
At least 20 students walked
from Prospect High to Me ad_ fenced property of
ministration building lest Fri- High.
In Friday's demonstration
morning. They carried
cigarettes and smoked in the the students mg..., P.P'
^Padministratio arking lot,

roloped but is zoned for rats-

redi,:yr.c.or..ncessionor-ovin-

Libertyville will soon clone
itsdno....ld to thseiz
public.

able at tomorrows meeting.
Bus tickets are $1.75, and

man Lou R. Hayes will discuss
"Remember
the
Pueblo"

months in North Korean prim

the Percy family, son fax, 17.
and five fellow drama students
from Interlochen Art Acadcmy appeared in dramatic
sketch. at Carnegie Hall last

Garden Club will charter a bus

Yiger tomorrow, her number

pm. Hayes, who spent

Joy.
Also. adding excitement for

THE MOUNT FROMM- Monday evening!

Highland Av. and Maple St.
on the north side and also at
the Mount Prospect Country
/Club on the south side.
FORMER PUEBLO crew:: tonight at Prospect High,

'

Cope will portray "The for Geoffrey John and eight
Life of Coco Chanel" H the and one-half pounds for Valrie
bit

the district has not yet been de-

the district skgels is currently

tcrair complaints
.

cc ms facing the district.

In The Day are. Catholic

Smoking teens
Cookies, buy them

Schachter said that the
tenter Plan, presented to the

He mid that approxiniately
35 per cent of the land within

Protomartyr. SY glary,
St.
Zachary in Des Plaines, St. Al phonsus in Prospect Heights:
M. Mary in Buffalo Grove:St.
Joseph the Worker in Wheel ing: Notre Dame High School
in Niles; Sacred Heart of Mary
High School and St. Colette in
Rolling meadows: SY Thomas
of Villanova and St. Theresa in

have to be given to all private. bone f its will undoubtedly peblie schools in mg area.
schools."
come out of these series of
"1 appreciate Ile many in-

and

Carroll. a member of the
Elementary and Secondary
Non-public School, Study

11101111 and St. Emily in Mount
Pros peel: St. Stephen
andhSt.

Mrs. Chapman wing. -I welcome the opportunity to become better acquainted wish

programs

02 -Park Ridge), toured Notre
Dome High Schod es well as
other schools in his district.

Arlington Heights, St. Ray -

Wheeling% St. Joseph the

recreational
Master Plan.

Wm 23, John Stuli, a school icy' for all reside. to be inboard member, said that the volved in getting the park progrowth in student enrollment grams they want. The park di,
and taxes are the major roo. root has an obligation to pro

heard all the evidence now
being presented before the
Commission.

,stem.

briefly on the park district's

Prospect Heights working togather in the same direction to
accomplish the same goals."
The PHIA prings a "Corn
munity Bulletin" that i circalated throughout the area, and
Williams said that any cammunary organizations are wetcorned to use the services of

district

views 'an sine aid until he had

stalled closed circuit television

and getting all organizations in

the PerLolAnttglicasctiohno..,

Conimryion. said he did not
want to express his personal

parties. Schlieknain and Gra.'
ham, visiting a science class.
mon picked up an eight -foot
P/71.0.
VIATOR VISITORS saw
vidoetaped scenes from the
scool's preclUdion of "West
Story"
a newly -in-

as he could physically attending during the time limits.
"SUNDAY'S PROGRAM
is long overdue," he told The
Day. "Much can be gained

TWO MEMBERS OF the
Nimrod Heights Park District
Board, Rosemary Roth and

g

Mn. Home, (Lori) Same, 17 N. Wildwood, and Donald

committee said, appear to be
approve] from the state for a
modernization" project of the

the more than 17,000 books

as a safeguard against any

-

the

McGowan said that the current space is too small to house

threats to the community.

1

ear

Plaza,

'.5).

of fumm needs,

no vs., logmel

still in the same location at the
Prospect Heights Shopping

'Nu

HE SAID, ;'PHIA IS now

rides as the zoo will be re-

years ago, and the library is, meet of Public Works and

they now own. They purchase
an average of 50 new books a
month, he said. and could buy
more if more space were avail-

primarily concerned with tiro-

A year-round place to visit,
FI,,,a7.1hole-Melody

(R -Arlington Heights) will be
meeting with William Cellidi,
who heads the Illinois Depart -

The district was formed 15

Bill Williams .of the PHIA
sHd that association was origi.11y formed to get needed improvements in the area and act

conduit work

Joins sororitr

Rent, and pravided with diagrams of the light phasing and,
Pamela J. Schumer,
traffic now patterns for daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
&spot, assuggested by the enSchumann, 210 E. Sunset,
........gigeering study.
Mount Prospect, has been
WAS ON the basis of this
pledged to Alpha Omicron Pi
thiormation that McLean 's re social sorority
the Umberdi of a possible speed-up of oily of Evansville, Evareville
6affic and signal changes was bid.
Miss Schumann is a soph...Traffic problems are coot- mom majoring in nursing.
4byrnded at the Central Rd.
orthwest Hwy. crossing by
Rte addition of tiaffic from
Prospect Av. and Hi-Lusi that

(-?'

He said some 300 signatures
had already been obtained on a
petition demanding immediete

Stlenlad to review the study,
and recommend which study

11e6 been ricnified of the acct=

-

int.

proving the intersection.

engineering study was to make
Hi-Lusi a one-way street
south.
THE CommiTTEE of
Furst, Gustus and Barnett was

ations in Prospect Heights was
the main topic at Wednesday's
meeting of the Prospect
Heights Improvement Assn.
(PHIA) at John Muir School.
Representatives of eight or-

.

spring.
Rep.

Lem of finding a suitable locolion for a new library," he
said.

iganiaations and civic associ-

.

help in clearing the seek Ibis

THE LIBRARY district is
currently faced with the prob-

of residents
and cooperation between orInvolvement

At last Tuesday's village

fusion.

Hawthorne -Melody Children's
Farm and Zoo to close doors

Sears

HOURS-

2

CATALOG OUTLET STORE

It
"DUNDEE

RT 68

Rt. 83 and Rt. 68, Dunhurst Shopping Center
Wheeling, Illinois.

2

NAe NO

sfur

Ala.

One day at a time
de,

you don't believe it, become.
After your fiat
no

mostly by elbows and hips. It
helps if you're, tall. It rho

week (with your black Dad

helps if yOu're fat. It esp.:MOW
helps if you're an athlete.

blue body) you'll believe to.
On the ed pictures, it makes
a pretty scene to see the train

Some

people

have

By Ron. Swans
Aeolic guy said he'd be more
leibtle. He'd pot gm shoulder
Pd. under hid overbid. but he
draught the football helmet

THE WAY In doge h

Mem. arc outmoded. If

was a good idea.

(letting off Is spawning dee

been

known to carry an empty brief-

coming down the track. Anytime fro. seven to eight in the
of people standing in groups
on the platform. They all well
to get on this pretty train aryl

SOME PEOPLE ern in a
hurry, 'so they're willing to get
up early and stand in hne. Bu t
IM guy that sin still is smart..

through the door first.

He waits until the train stops
and then jumps binn front of
the aisle.
the guy waiting
Not en .cx.se me- or 'by your
leave -Me manners meg ham

A follow 1 know was Idling
me he was seriously thinking

same time. They all try, too.

They all know that inside
theran a vacant smt. They oho

of buying a football helm. If

want to nuke sure the vacant

'thet wasn't enough.

he

said

he'd get shoulder path. too.

ann iathein.

Men left so the breakfest tank.

yn. I almost forget.
There are also card players on

the train. The 001 any in die
group that gets on the nein
holds the sea. for the other
players. Someti rnm it gets em-

barrassing. The other playa.
dna% show up. There he alta, In

in order to accompliah
their goal. If it's swung MG.
Wryly, you can always get
case

morning, there arc always lots

March winds waft romance

II his majesty, with a .cant
look in his eye.

If you want to 0;1000,fi
their womb become wont..

Well Lindenwold who the
long -Wiwi kith ere talking -

The engagement of their
! daughter,

bout.

Sharon

Etainc.

Is

' being announced by her par
eats. Mn. and Mrs. George An...derton of Mount Prospect.

Her fiance, Denny Lyle, is
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lyle of Kean, Iowa
The

itegosammorararafbramoseRNO

Buffalo Banter

and whether it can be amidered eatable. The newsletter

thrhugh 28.

me 'massah'!"

Everything about our long
.sociation with the yearly

says if the code on Oscar Mayer seMage links thorn "0122,"

concert series, previously in its
Arlington Heights version, hos
been painless, except the sod-

manufacturing date. Two days
arc added in the code, it says.

t,c,

e

or th.tions to add

Monday, March 2, 1970

rgca

Mb,

John E. Stanton, Edinnunal

recorded

on

\
C.

Fl.Naarridierirtine Dittmar

1.11wss

answering

we of services given, noece the
giver.
There were recorded 38
mambas -on Bury, mcn end
women, and 23 resource

51 SEEM TO BE Cause

people in the first .wsletter.

of
FISH,- the public service Orga-

Remarkable"

Pop to Bach," .d the folk singing duo of Addis .d

Cron,roi-kodr
other programs already sched-

Mould make a realistic poison -

al appraisal no Lode than the

on criteria like family background and ambition rather

She shoulg d consider her school

11EY, TEACHER
Aar Lee Jansen,
My Warner plays rayorites, and I,don't think 1113 fart. He
pillar me for chewing gum and makes me stay after whoal.

Loans and Scholarthips," a student's religion. in -Monts, abilities and parents

-

When the boy behind me gets eattgbi chewing gum. my teacher kindly tells him to spit it out. He's on the basketball barn, and
my teacher likes basketball.

Two Ways, Arlington Heights
All yen Margie. Me trete. Wiwi applin io one, applies to NG
Of coarse, r. Wow that. Guess you forget sometimes.

GAT PROBLEMS
Dar Lee Jansen
I hove 0e3v Siamese idtty. It is very pingo/ end lots of fun. It
is trying to tear our house apart. It mendelies the furniturt. We
got it n scratching post. I think it Is afraid of it. How eon we make
hint use his scratching post)

Kitty Loier

.711Ps a owl prohlem. nucare owing bin, I. gem.TO
some wrap. Talk to the Yet the not ljew you're there. Geed
lock.

Send yllee uttestiwo in Lee -net,. .in Oct Pit brit -wintry,
111 5 [loin St Mown PrrIVI,Vel. Willa, 00056.

to ra, meabookl.. -

"Oran t s ,

the key to thou-

Keof
financial aid plans --andsie

-

in

.
-

addition

to

better-

the

known federal and state progra., the National Merit
Sifidarship Program, funds
colleges them-

selves and the mom than
200,000 awards for 4-11 Club

best

average, cl.s standing,
s u bj e

t

,

school

favorite subject,
extra
activities,

corticula activities, work experience and futurc plans.

DOes she excel in English?
She might eater one of the essay contests sponsored by naIlona] organizations. Is she a

Mr. and Mrs. Richard. M.
Fm of Mount Prom. are announring the engagor1.1 Of
their daughter Lynette to Lata

ry N. swam, son of Mr. and
Mts. Leonard T. Swmuon:
also of Mount Prospect.
Lynette is a graduate of
Wheeling High School and

A scholarship hunter might
find it invaluable, for example,
to have a father who works for
atria corporation or belongs to
a
nin, or ancestors who

mob from Greece, Denmark

'd Syria. If her own

career

plans are formed, she could
dhcover that the desire to
become a veterinarian, linguist
or industrial relations expert
provides Bet answer to her

- li

mation from the booklet:
uidons°
-High school
counselors are familigar with
stab and federal programs and
should be consulted about
Thum. Most of these aro admin.
lateral by colleges.

National AChievemeat- Scholarship Program is
open to black students in. the
senior high school year. Soon -

-The

She might do well in an Amer- awards about 200 scholarships
ican Legion oratorical contest_ every year: the amounts vary
An interest in fashion could from $250 to 51,500 per year.

lead her to enter competitions
sponsored by local department

The booklet lists a law
number of possibilities to be
ranging from
investigated,
mholarships
ono offered by yellwhich
must be Used in lhcir shurch.
giant
affiliated schools I
Westinghouse Scie e Talent
Search offering cos awards
and scholarships up trt 52,509
a year. It also suggests hand.

now a secretary at Senice Review, Inc. Swanson is attend-

Mr. end Mrs. John G.
O'Brien of Mount Prospect

b.,/ Wisconsin State tidier-,

nounce the engagement and

oily at Oshkosh, where he inf.

approaching marriage of their

filiatcd with Delta Chi Frater-

daughter, Barbara,

in June at SE Emily Cathdic
Church in Moms Prospect.

for this -- as well
01pplication
ton
famous National Merit
program -- can be made
through bighslant uidmme
offices.

ducationas
-Contests w
the prize are of fered by organications which
American Loo

ra, M'\,r,;"

ing) to Vela -

Wars (script

"aisS-I",1Wo),0ig",".,

and

Pr'Pa'inn

.rtation).

and Glen Waller, son of Mr.
T. Waller of Deerand M
field, PI The bride is The
daughter. of Mr. and Mrs.
Herman J. Haenisch-of Mount

Prospect. The wedding day
was also the bride's father's
Tholtev. Raba" Carnal
led at the 3.30 pm. nor-

vim
The bride, giver. ie nserthlIF

nography to se ranee and health
fields,

sato peal and Alen con lace
Empire gown. The gown the_
ruled a sculptured neckline,
fated bodice and wrist -length

""""'"-in
the United

the ca
children.
.

bid).

may be ordered by specifying

PI...Me' or 609,09.99.Pd"

Sig. in r9r."''
--

-MANY CORPORKIION9

M., ---°a-

Her fiance will graduate

A June Wedding is beige
planned.

Troryhonl'Or'i.shM7s.
Thomas Haennch and Janice
Astroski were the bridesmaids.
The bride's oister. Margie
}lambda svas'a junior bridesmaid.

All the attendants were roy-

al blue velvet Empire Boor'length gowns. Their matching

headpieces of bow halfhat
crowns held three -Herod

font 'mils. Tiny carried bob noes of blue chryranthc.
mums

ATIMNDING THE groom

\

bodes brothers. Robert and
Tom Haentsch.

Fothwing the Ceremony a

chord Country Club in Mount

THE BRIDE'S two -tiered
bouffant veil of nylon illusion

Prospect.
9:
The bride is a 1966 graduate

was attached to a peon de soic
and Mencon lace petaled shell
crown and was highlighted

-the

.i.°. P...... 60...0. MtL9.

with a peen .:k soie bow and

N.Y. 10310.

of

&Non 'Maths, "I.!' ..... ,pearls. She carried"a bouquet

,

Usners were the grooin3
brother. Scott Waller and the

dinner r000ptiou for 125
guests was held at the Old Or-

Booklets 0102r sen. and
--'7"---..--en

Three
au roses

sleeves

Mture sate
the back of rer gown
flue

rs of 'their"

...el'',

bor. Michigan.,

Michigan Law Schad.

by her father, chose n whitelad.

--Notional o rigiv may be a
good source of funds, many
groups that I, mad

States still take pride in fur

Lou Haenisch

the former

from art, advertising and pho-

combine scholarships, bans,

,

of the Dec. 26
doubleg ceremony uniting
scene

the

and sc holarships are
available include everything

arrived

Northern Illinois and belongs
to Phi Epsilon Pi fraternity.
The wattling planned for
June at St. Raymond Catholic

Michigan M 'May. He I 4

Miss
Chu9trc. h.R'hion'andent Pros' .pee"L'.W6a5k

loans

for don care and training and

.

Houston Fri.: II of Ann Ar-

nounces

Mary Lou weds on Dad's 'birthday

-Careers fo which Bents,

books which ytve further Cu.

church. scholarships.

White is an English major at

Their employes.

the title and writing to Guide

ghl. 'and loons.

paduate of The Univaillity of

available to the children of

need. Their aid packages maythe

--National 4-H scholoraniM

Administration, Univeraity of

the engagement of
her daughter. Miss Christine
Sloan Gunderscn. to William

Miss O'Brien is a 1967 gmeiMaryante of Sacred }k""

make scholarsh Ms RIO wants

to harp fellowthey

dent employment,

demon of Mount Prospect an-

vid N. White of Park Ridge.

every yea, so Thstudeent''''s Mr"
ants should the ck wirn their
ovm employers ill.hso sane opplies to labor u

Ckhline glen
Mn. Arvid Erick Gun- from the School of Mini=

varsity in DeICalb, when she.
majors in bathe.. She is affil.
nted with Alpha Delta 'Pi

High School and. is now attending Northern Ninon Gni.

-Colleges and universities
give aid based on Emancial
family contributions and stu-

00 011eleo

to David
N. White lo, son of Mrs. Da-

The wedding will take plum

include such surprises ax S600

T ,,,,,,,, rd'i,... vete and
tan..

SOME HELPFUL infor-

sored by the National Merit
member of the drama 01007 SCHOLARSHIP Corp., it

stores.

tl

white chrysanthemums.
white baby's; breath and a
.
white omhid.

of Prospect High School- She
is a recent graduate nurse from

Illinois Masonic Medial

Center in Chicago.
The newlyweds are residing

in Fort Polk. La.. where the
.groom is servin&ln the U. S.
Army.
-

ea. eeerefreeflieleetreaoaffieeeeeepea eadrIre,

CUB CADET

Often on television,. Slue two

Is

beginnin of her junior me.

International Harvester

The Lee Evans Trio, "From

Lyle is a junior majoring in
landscape architecture.
So August wedding
planned.

stkl baseu

ac:c.VdTmri g

service,

service finds Mb. No records
of callers' identities are nbinstresses. The
tained. I.
members' FISH Talc reports

ors, Week with us. Loni Milz

hen es.

Viewpoints on birth proposal

whole

crY.

Choir. of 36 scrubbed, bright
children of very tender years

an

39.7-2300 (also presently
unteerin, its services) and the

date, and (they

Mon Victintired? is

'

craning some seasons back,
appearing in their Alpine cos -

Letters to the Editor

calls

putting a little
Cbmge, a little folding money Hearing, oe Prob. daring"
nide right now. so none of the The add,. is: NCU, Box Ill,
Have
f'sPeci .Heights,
yOungsters will !Ass next
hemp.
Obernkirchen
Chil- - you boon satisfied, or
year's

THE WORLD-FAMOUS

R. N. Peen, Chat/mina Ditestur

to

TO YOU

in servIce. The person In need

the
"wenehae
...

will) contribute the
the Co.
wOrs

draft's Choir. for instance.

R.E. Ilutchinson, Pire-President

William J. Kithaisch.Hdintethe Editor

Week, with their "specialtier

hundreds of violations

Salet's

111

around the clock, seven days a

NCU wants any complaints

the week's budget. So?

- Marshall Field

FISH members are listed

bin), gist ariesample.

programs

OW a year's time and 05 for
each child, but each year
there's the wish to manage

-Ilene,' II; angina I &rem by always frahnisly looping
lb, none !melon, end intellectual Integrity."

fixed, talk with an almholie,

shelf f at no warmer than 35
degrees, because of pork conpersonal, Oscar
1911-

ies only $10 for . adult to

four is

have needed volunteer p&p sitting, emergency shopping.
shut-in visiting, a hot meal

lie,Sausg inks have a two-week

Membership money during
those fear days the drive is on.

ace
Ott

ready come in. They might

6898le,l

ni$an' FIs1).

den bite of corning up with

Ptibtrication5

great first month operating in
this area of Wheeling -Buffalo
Grove -Prospect Heights and
fringing areas. By the middle
of February, 15 calls had al-

how long ill been In the poke,

An estimated half of all college .studenti receive some.

kind of financial

nizatioar tells us they've had a

Pig lo e Poke.. They'll Mies,

Nope, Ith not too catty to
talk shod Me Community
Concert Drive March or

"Just remember, until Curt Flood wins his case on the
baseball reserve clause --you guys have to keep calling

p

LISTENS

By Barbara Smart

of Presume, High School, is a
sophomore at Iowa State Dab
varsity in Ames, where she is
majoring in textiles and clothMg merchandising.

May be eligible fora scholarship

Lee Janson

Never too early
494'

1110 bride, a 1968 graduate

Rotsemstbieratokrame.:00xsomoraMmtnekT

!sewn

Lynette F.

Sher. Auden.

ter.

uled. The fourth is yet to be
In other words, he would im-

failure

Just mid UM our
Secretary of Health, Edamape and Welfare-Mr. Finch-.urges. parents to limit their
Wa

self to others?

WE MIGHT possibly de.

Wrongly on this point that we

crease pollution, wane. poverany, urban unrest, etc., by limit-

Ibrough "Letters to the EdiI

for SOME by denying We n-

rr."
We are one of the couples
"in this country who simply
aon't gel
the the
li

ken. We are

." to

to two chilhigh school

ing future births. But, in addl.
tion, we might possibly deerlye the world of some valnable
contributions --a cure for cancm a 1.ting racial brotherhood, even a more perfect
answetho pollution or crime.

One. It seems to us that to attack our environmental proba

Inn. by Smiting family size
blight make the problems
pallor, but would not dim',

To become

IN FIGHTING our maironmental Mules, it is
sidious to decide that bemuse
people increase our
MOM
problems we should therefore

limit the number of people.
Analogously, in fighting a mil-.
itary battle more soldiers in crease the problems of military
management. but do we

we mimber of soldiers or do
we Wive -for more effective

inaPpmene

educators atill the parents of
)"

person viewed as a "fu -

tom pollutor" can sip MWhy not use our technology
viewed as a "futur Einstein."
It is interesting that limiting
families to two children in the

Pass would have deprived the

;norcedse,uhcc "mti,roievn:larnmwe jolt.

wpowrligdmof..BEaci,h,,,,,Sohwak,rexpeetare,

=tszh setg? NaV,hvy must a solo-

.d the self-discipline to
put nor priorities back into
the starling point to iropnwe

incentives" tomscurage parrarge fumi-rats from -hay
lies. Why not offer stronger
"disincentives" to the earth
tors in industry? Could it b

the quality of life would be for

that we, as parents, do not hay

sciccs, sot, its nasnrs,
habitat by refusing life to
lure hum. beings ---human
beings who might even find
quhg au the lunar
space

parents to limit their fatnili..

as much Influence on our law

surface?

proper perspeCtive.
Finch suggested . that
Mr, Fin

offer

,

"dim-

Indy Snow, 537-2940. You're
invited then to the coffee -tea
Saturday, March 14, 2 to 4
p.m. at Jack London School's

libra.

Onry March

nate future lives?

not., 111.0

C.,"

p.bleputtingthe
moon) really, in

good =-

Mr. Finch claims that the
Arneri.n people mus

"to meet the

of

costrepard

environmental restoration costs

that may range from

le. powerful autos

to less
bassi-

frequently occupied
nets." If America's values encourage us to solve our problems by sacrificing, with equal

readiness, our autos and mw
future children -God h0p

Thank you for considering
our viewpoint.
Mr. and Mts. Joseph Taylor

2 make honor
rolls at Harper
Tub Prospect Heights r.i.
dents have merited first scmes.
Or honors at Harper College.

Margorie C. Flavin,

1510

Orchard Dr., vru nutted to the
for her grade
point average between 3.75 to

rm..' list

Cynthia 'robes, 106 Drake
Tr., made the dcanaliff for an
average between 3.50103.7d.

SALE OF BRAND NEW 1970

Ihilores Haugh -Woman, Editor

Mond y Mar

, 1970

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

23, a Monday,

the Concert Assn. treats you to
a dinner at The Clayton House

NORTHWEST

on Milwarkce at 6:30 p.m.
Your non - representative

*BIG MUSCLE!

spouse would have to pay.

Then, next fall, you'll start
atWending the concerts in the
Wheeling High's Little Theater. You'll miss certain things

mme performance downtown
- the long, congested drive to
and from, expensive parking
blocks away from the auditm,
Film, spending the whole eve-

Our Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare suggested that the government
to

volunteer
call

you often get by seeing the

to utilize our vast talents
code a complete solution.
We need the courage to rise
above a materialistic philoso-

have

a

salesman,

pollution, to lessen urban
strife, to instruct the people of
the world in environmental

ed

might

Membership

and resources to control the

nee one-eBmi

e Mena

"FREE-FOR-ALL"

ado, Board of Directors.

pram the QUALITY of life

Children to two, and we feel so

wish to make known our views

chosen by the Concert Associ-

maker as

*ALL PURPOSE!

Rugged! Built
for years of
everday work...

from behind a p.t.
THE EIGHT -PAGE newsletter from NCU
That's No
thinal Consumers' Union tells us one of its founders,

One quote from the new,
letter, "There are 350,000
welfare recipients in Cook

County who subsist on a 26

HORSEPOWER
38",42",48" MOWERS

4 -SEASON!

ning peeking at the performers

Marion Skinner, spreads out,
in the "published" sense, from
the suburban circulated new,.
letter to Lady's Circle magazine in March.

7-10-12-14

ELECTRIC STARTER

EXTRA QUIET
EXTRA SAFE

LIKE HAVING A
HIRED MAN
AROUND THE PLACE!

cents a meal food allowance..

JW

\,

"Can't scare me," says Melanie Hammon, 2, to brother Jimmy, 4, as they "eye" each other at the Bog o' Elora Come at the
Martli Gran, Mrs, Harold Dickinson, chairrecent Sr,
man of the affair, reports that the carnival netted the SE Emily's

Women's Club almost 32,400 to be mad for equipment for St.
Emily Catholic School, Mmmt Prospect. A record crowd attended. (Photos by Eleanor Rives)

OR

HYDROSTATIC

NCO can supply ill
ers with the translation of

hose nrystetiotu

codes

on

nod, so they won't be buying a

Hideawbrd

ELGUEDA
Make as many four letter,
or more words out of
these letters as you can.

In addition, End the word

using all wren of these
letters.

14 good, 20 excellent

Answer on Comic Page

CUB CADET TACKLES
EVERY JOB! THERE ARE 50
ATTACHEMNTS...
THOSE IN STOCK INCLUDE:
aROtwryg Real Movie.

*Rotary Tiller

remp Carts

Sripw Throwr

Dooser

Snow Modes

eGiont Capaceity town Sweeper

TRANSMISSION
NO BELTS!
ALL GEAR, DIRECT DRIYE

FEATHERTOUCH STEERING

FULL SHIELDED FUN TO
RUN....FOR MOM & TEENS, T001

(Jost Wait of Milwaukee Ave.
Across front Poi -Waukee Almon)

PH: 537-6110
12 MONTH GUARANTEE

SALES SERVICE PARTS

8:00-6:30
8:00-6:30
Wednesday ----- -8:00-6:30
8:00-6:30
Thursday
8:00-8:00
Friday
8:00-2:00
Saturday

MOnday
Tuesday
"It was a ball" according M
Steven Sinedingholf, 3, though
the balloons ainacted him most

at Or SE Emily Moos Gras.

LEWIS INTERNATIONAL, INC.,
55 East Palatine (Willow) Rd.
Wheeling, Illinois

NO WAITING !

(Automatic)

Dwell on that .. 26 cents."
That's what it incredibly says.

BANK

DRIVE IN

St. Emily
Carnival benefits
school

CHOICE OF 3=SPEED

'

-,

Els mother, Mrs. Robert Smedingheff, was one of the mini
St. Emily Women's Club mem.
hers working in the various
booths.This ens the nodal toe
main fund-raleing events for the
Club. The second, a lunch.

eon.landon shoo, will be held
March 7 at 11:30 a.m. at the
Arlington Carousel Entitled

'Gingham and Cam", fashions will be from the Clothes
Horse in the Arno.. Towers.
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DAY PUBLICATIONS

Monday March 2 1970

Tomorrow

people in

offered by reputable business
CALL ONE NOWT
your community

Is Today

Hiah
IM r006
s
mat or
PAM, will m mannsade (a
OAS Iha that hwemn

TRY

the
Your ad will o ppe or daily
Northwest Day. The Arimmon Day

OUR

The Prdspect Day, and The Doi/Mines Day
and reach 60.00$ Households,

er again?

D.C., Roumania
DUO D.C.:
The gamin grown-up people play often note 'losers" qlheir
children.] 13001 feel them getting n divorce. I feel they love .ch

Carpentry -Remodeling

Alters Ions

o ther. B your father didn't love your mother he wouldn't in
jealous of her, even though jealousy is a very destructive thing.
Sometimes adults get wrapped up in their own hurts and disappointments, yes, and their own loves, too, and forget their responsibilities to and their love for their children. 1 think your parents have just forgotten for awhile. I feel they'll remember spin,
mid life will he better for you and your sisters and brothel.
As for your boyfriend,' feel a new one on the woy to you.

FULL BASEMENT
01.1'2GAARZ'IT'S
3,1-3310

HOUSES RAISED

Up, 1

Carpet Cleaning
TO -2055 ohm

Dear Mr. DeLouise,
My husband is unhappy with his present job and yet has been
unable to findanother. Do you sec him finding mother he will be

with, and cvhen2 Also, his previous employment inter -

Pemds

rejected hint for one reason or another. Do you know wily?
Do You see a pregnancy for me in the very near future, Doily,
.01101, seethe mthoMeOf an injury case my mother is appealing
an& something about the settlement? Could I hove your business
number?

amt laohlies Catering ler
aS re 300 people ler al ace

L'IL9'2.7813

slam.

nob -sectarian organization on Michigan Av.. Chicago. Their
phbne .922-1392, and they have helped m.y people.

ART

I do see you getting pregnant, if you are nil already at the time
this is printed I feel n settlement in your mother's ease, but 1 feel

SERVICE

unhappy with the result, My Chhogo phone number is ST
24950, and the best time to cab is between 10 alm..and noon.

ban

-

BUTCH PPPOIRRS

MG, BAR, BUFFET Kg...,

Cement

Weneersi

prim U.R.:

lart. polies. drineo

255-7200

Germany, but 11111 good with this chang. Iseed.12/ 6.9.1 het
yohr children will adjust very wel1.1 Mat Ted a son foryournew
child, but maybe for your fifth.

wSPecin

Znrre:":ffitrt
Special rare

'CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Dear Mr. DeLouicei
1 am expecting my second child in May. My first child was 26
hobn of labor. I'm afraid to go through this again. Will I have an
capy delivery, and can you tonne if ith a boy or girl?

166.1311.

350,505 her 7 6

Dog Service

Committee of 75 aims
lauded by county official

a 75 he supports

Students asked Jones why
he thought 220 clays of school
should be mandatory.
11 would be about 40 MOM

Dag or Moll; 359 1906

Imsworks and go to School s&

many hardly doge m Hey in

bers,

and

students

missing ways and mean,

disto

grat WILLING to let stu-

include a limner

dents work", Jones annvered,
nut the state ion% I think the

41 student learning outside
cot;

NES SAID he wookl like
a 220 dayschool year
foI high school students. Ele.
school

tary

youngsters

Id attend fewer days, he
ed.

Children can learn =my
p or tent things withollt

I

P°1=i7.:'p'.1.°

tr mcly bright child and the
el men dry student who'needs
Boons rather than intere

I

oi

CCORDING TO JONES,
thi'!'Cook 'County education

1

Hors

Madero..

Rohm Grant, assistant in
the Office of the Illinois superintendent of public instrne,

tion, will discuss the outlook
and problems of moving to a

Y. round program.

Wolellons

Co Repoli.
tree Trinomial,
Garages

pode! winter dlw,le
oMeellen.Deehkeer
ebb ourner.ne salesmen.

15 is)

a) 01
0) csi

COMPUTERIZED
FEDERAL & STATE

INCOME TAX
to

eos, 150-3,1 Morgm

192.0805

3Richmond,COgo.
,17.0363

da

cal ex

PAINTING, DECORATING

CLASSIFIED

3O2 60

2

door, DYNAMIC NI. Au
Redlo

AND MORE

'69 PICKUP
Slonderd
vow La. Neleo9..
ey

H turrisccium,

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

of t Sun
aGravies
SoffiRese
Shopffinp Cr

DRESSMOXLs,,I=RATIONS
SHARON HOFER

39,1085

5333901
311.0
Evergreen

RandIorst

Lorene.

2550320

5611.

$79955
Halm $1895

00

201417.961/00Ases.

WITH OR WITHOUT

$4.00 Hr.+ 0.T.
Podgerski to.

TELETYPE CORP.

394-1212
Ind 600 p.m.'Manclay through Friday, or IF
ppointment.

359.9038

7Dap

50% OFF
ON ALL 66500
Aka Expert Reopholuery

TECHNICIAN

FOPS /2mIP

POLICE OFFICERS

ADVANCE
Coll 27148SO

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

noisome

0030 W.Not

morons. 0
Vele de,. wed.

FIREFIGHTERS

].he 202

EARN $10,750 AFTER 36 MONTHS

CLOSED SUNDAYS

Mark Trail

1001 of Fobrics
to choose from

-

RUSSELL

CREDIT OPERATOR
TRAINEE

EauconJeolOPPonwitim

nue, m apt Maylaal HanmI6a6MRon
anemellumwee

DeCoralar

wall midden

.o.,

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS:

EXNAINATIONS WiLl BE HELD AT:

Electriml Work

FCSIVAT-T9'6.1618

Small lobs Welcome,
Mean HalsoMDer 350,872

CORAL ELECTRIC Licensed

too forge or smolt 259 ones

255.7200 or 296-6640

Expert operations

Real Esiffie.Woffied

36

By Cappy Dirk

p'

7o

Using paper Morel tubes and
perfect disks. from heavyeardr
board, a boy or girl can mike a
rolling game that is lots of fun to

H

g

Tile

CREATIVE

esdAl

RI

Walls ood Floors

:EIVIVIE'AVS1=3
Da

Mauro:I Headguarlars,

ooPorr Insiallosion.

Prospeo
o, Ms

Coloramlc. Tile 6 Carpel

""'t %It'74°"'"

Pros. 512 W. NW Hmry, CL 5,0,177

Upholstery

DoilyBornmapm
2007

Ore.

001149 Fesodosos,111.

end,

penmen.
Ps

Ile

74

Corny Metionom Rd. Pro. His.

properly done, the device will roll
alsgug very nicely.

Make several rollers and use

its axle touches the floor.

effiffi-ffir

one after another before

To make a roller, cut a dirk
eight inches in diameter from

to RehrRe.rt Propeilies..73

wonted to
Wohled To Rent .....

Take the disk in one hand and

roll it forward as in Figure 2. If

to see how far yon con muse
roller to roll before either end of

73

rvcksa^iplen
rve coupe

aresure the tube and disk arc pet lenity balanced, tape them tout%
er as in Figure 1.

play alone or when friends some
for a isit.
The idea of the game is simply

40

CUSTOM UPHOLSTFRMFornisure,

394.32226.392,0244

no. irregularitim in the edge the
disk mot have a perfectly round
shape so it will roll luilyCut a hole in tho cehter Inns
which a paper towel core will tit
snugly as in Figure I. When you

A FUNNY ROLLING GAME1

DICE'S TILE SERVICE

111,6016 Residengol

FOR WANT ADS
PHONE

Young Hobby Club,

Real Et.,

Tailoring

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

1657S. Shermer Rood

1412 Miner Street

Northbrook, III.

829-3136

Put Day Want Ads
To Work For You

ogre

o"

WE'RE GAINING
But we still need your help --new equipment

is an the way and it must be manned. If
you're interested in working in the plant
of tomorrow, today -then give us a call and

we talk it over.

MACHINE HANDS

n

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

O

BORING MILL OPERATORS

LI

WELDER -BURNERS

O

WELDER

MILLING

s

DECORATOR
BRIDGELFSSIONS

CITY OF DES PLAINES

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, III.

wss,:

Real Erffile.Pos Property .8.3

D 6 D SUMP PUMP

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT:

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

BUSINESS MESS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

t A jrz4040)

it

SALEr,c1,r10E

[ant
isfoGmo Guaranteed.

Algonquin Junior High School
sit 7130 PM, Monday, March 16,1970

1311

Sump Pump

DECORATING

272-1000

31,10.00.3110

nerficw. or, mar 0,l0n10,

.32

THAD 5 HOME IMPROVFMEN
seen 6 Storm Windows Rels d
o
5
N.W. 1-1, 359 26$0

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

13 6

CALL
ED SUREK

ARM ro Po Physscol.PaR ond Charades ...Dalian

Storm Windows

Fanning, 0.0 WEAN, 00

in

prMar

abarol Reffiemaor Ilenelbs

5550 TO $600

CALL NOW 2510767

Palming,

roscrtssZIaeadw

Sok Leave

Vaffidiew.

PACKAGING CO.
GUARDHOUSE

INSPECTOR ANALYST

Map A: Nome Sesu:PT

2O7.3195

ChallenOng oppomo04 br be

Idle Inminm

DECORATING

KENNETH A. PEARSON

PHYSICAL TESTING

BENEFITS INCLUDE

EKCO

ACCOUNTANT

Roselle, Illinois

cho, Hu, lahrio,

SmS0 11,g4o Pk° MR'

SHOO DECORATING

LAB

396,1071

WINTER SALE

sis.se

I

21 Help Wanted Men

854.4652
Rood

911.1.1.1.. 31.
(414) 652-3SOB
KEN OSHA, WIS.CONSIN

An repel Opportunity Employer

se .r

555 Irvingirark
5294070

MR. AL OLSON
MON,111ES.,31111.0.

Interviews will be conducted between BOO a.m.

GUARDS

IT so.

will eak

ilyou ars intuniml

OR

PEOPLE
ARE NAPPY
ABOUTTHE
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t

come first at

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

Doy ar Evening

Westgate Apts.

oat 939 0549

M.'

-

up to 40, off Doily 9AM

HEIGHTS
ARLINGTON
AREA
APARTMENT
BUILDING INVESTMENT
CLMSES - ENROLL NOW

I YEAR LEASE

CALL 362.0204
COURT 6 SWIMMING POOL
1499 S Busse Rd 4390100

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

f

BS -Real Estate -Apt. Building
PROSPECT
2 Owl

MT

6 cd..

1965 FORD. zee sa
CLEARANCE SALE

Mor SISO 829 OB93
I

253-8811 est CAR

51011E1e I urnitureReces

SWITCHBOARD
Prospect FIB.

x67

ex

4250

PALATINWROU1NG MEADOWS

CLERK TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE
FIGURE CLERKS
NCR OPERATORS

GIRLS

"Interviews

, An EqualOpporlunity

112 -Wanted to Rent

92-1739 4480 SO.

For

515 E.- Touhy Ave.

S250. 392.2119

1410 Rent Apartments

74 -To Rent Apartments"

70-80orns-Bond Housekeeping

YOU

MRS. DUNNE

COMPANY

Vacant

Commercial

Residential

CORPORATION

5 Raises lot Year

S2250 233 1116

1

FEMALE:

Contact Mr. Franzen

PER HOUR

WI, 250 .02

ALLAMERICAN SYSTEMS. INC.

255.5591

- or just drop -by.

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

'

"r17e1 '17.0

omohow moot. vedee.
maim, Call ofier 5" PI WI

2664300

Sons, Ic.

&

one,

challenging 4ark con Bit on oppointment

CALL N OW!

Personnel Department 296-4480

Des Plaines

Stops

Garage Wonted

join a fasegrowing company in interesting and

Will Train You

If things work out, we're going to try our best
to hold on ta you -we will pay for yours/motion,
and should it become necessary, your hospital.
Marion expenses. Mame raises an based on
merit, so Ws up -to you. Noon nap in or con
the personnel office right away.

9.

ALL YOu

1965 Plymouth Fe, III 4 dr.

St'

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
PROGRAMMERS SALES
COLLEGE GRADUATES
ADJUSTER TRAINEES

WHY NOT

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
-Keypunch and verify
-Alpha/numeric 029

p

"

AON611163 LOW iNvESPAE1f1OF 33390106490013

15 ft swimming pooL ,

125 Oakton Des Plaines

benefit program.

55 -Musical Instruments

CALL 593-6880

MALE:

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

ior waking conditions and a !Enrol employee

200 E Touhy

1rir

AND THE

individuals io fill existing openings in our

;Excellent opportunity to work for a modern medime sine company dace to hamb, offering toper- .

SYMONS MFG.

PIZZA DISTRIBUTORSHIP

earl aft, ben,.

0.

outdomaurer

Keypunching as w611 as Verifying.

Looking for a really good place to work? Coll,

n

Fa01,3011111A.

Come in or call Jeon Yale, 259-7010

Out Data Processing Deportment has openings

suer

Fdme comp factory Hyde.,

Own Yo r Own

'

You should
should be capable of liath Alpha and Nu

Illinois Dell'

7;V:07;="'"M".

window

T-5

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

TZ

of electronic supplies to hospitals needs skill.

for two girls to work in the keypunch seclian.

Model

Squke 9

Cauni

668usineuBpportunities

668usiness Opportunities

SEARS, ROEBUCK &
CO.

296-1142

COST ACCOUNTING CLERK
10 key adding machine ind calculator
.Mini mom of I yrs. experience In accouniing

-JOB

6544,22

you

Mentin9. hnlPing PeOgle
Phones. You must lype bui ii's
liking for

.

reintd. oFecr Non. Ore
will bs "rained to odmin,noc,,cotho.

P.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

KEYPUNCH

and

onswor phones, make app.,
coll.lbs, dreg siores for 1,0.

friendly altitude

Le tn.

Call 956-1 1 10

make out pet cree his-

Youll be Doctor's retePtiecith

Des Plaines, III.
Equal Opportunity Employer

A

1

.

'&o.. inimaatt
REWAL AGENT

Exciting opportunity for
er ev'th I&
o,mol

meat

COMPLETE TRAINING

Touhy Ave.

2, 4445

N. Ford

"tr

OUTSTANDING
DI
BENEFITS
A He

If you hove a flair for
working with figums -and if you would like to

for Weekends

with kids

A Litton Industries Grove, Proleftroy Division

0011

.

:2 ''FF'n

RAN DHURST CENTER

vie. R/N.S200.

'1°a,6aaEa

ATTENTION VIP

BLOOMING

MT. PROSPECT

50070,

"'rced7=1"''

OBB.2707

t

1926-27

sollons .cludina hos-

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

10 key adding machine
.1ight typing

BONANZA SIRLOIN PIT
437-0313
De, Plaines

el .y

you f o werk

mLitton

Pi

Is really not that difficult, just ask any one of the
50 girls who drive for us. Local routes available,
paid training.

WOMEN
POLI fil2PE - 11-5
Na
It° P6. PcffuSdnts

..,

duos None unwed,. lin" e
Wain, No 91.... NO FEE.

'hin'it07t4TNVj re '''''

ni

0

-

la Arlington Nefghtf

$450 to Start

°FA' . l''''

r

I

Elk

..,,,,,.

doctors will train

Medical Products

m1E/rowing and soles company

cowwm 0.51a*.

"'

729

P1

if inemsted,pleaseremelnoreoll

ACCOUNTING

4K 6.....d '....B.BA'..

ed

I

Co 532,0.,

y.

^-

1225.

bl

pl

724-6006

I.,.

JOBS ARE

White Collar Girls

1966 Mustang. 6 .yl. 010 5011.

P /S,

CALL CL 9-2933

,

OFFICE SKILLS

cornett,. If you can handle ane of these

BEAMS,

I

Personnel Deportment 296.4488

299-4446

FACTORY HELP.

to

y

i

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

stop in or cal:

re wiew....Poul Geom.

CO PAD 0. , ZAT ON

If

LADY PARKER

°

toly'llexiblo. co...swiss. beeps,

,,,,

LIGHT PACKAGING.'

253-6600

HOURS: 7:00 A.M. - 3:30 P.N.
9 PAID HOUDAYS
PAID VACATION
PAID SICK LEAVE
PAID HOSPITALIZATION

...helpful, hut ow mmHg, NII lime

3

ly No d

h

is o

p

[Ma, yew

42411anted To Buy

NOW

li

Call Hildy,
394-3434

mmpa"v nee

61 do

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERKTYPIST ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK.

Arlington i its. Area

"' " ''," I-

°

w -t

/IN

C

Marels 6 9 lo 1 1906 X Fe

Chicago Credit Centrol

1!\

For Model Ales & En&KF

`,.',,',;.,"T.'"t.,t- 4:',, TXPlama,,

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES

''d

P

1009,1112.11.

FREE PARKING

We oft er you job securely plus these benefits

Hk

t

Otry

SOLID STATE STERO OINIGNO
low eierco
50 woii omolif
A
rder, wren%

ARLINGTON MS.

Printed Circuit Beard Assemblers

CLERKS

3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON FITS, ILL.
439-0023

CLEANING WOMAN

Pa
Belp

TEMPORARY

COME IN AND REGISTER

School Bus, Inc.

EARLY AMERICAN

yd, NYLON PLUSH S3 95 fa rd

Milion, 3924200

"nd"'.

432 6703

se

Poo, sta'Z'n's'rerrt

We Hove Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

0 No fee
Loco! or Loop

Cook County

TOWERS HOTEL

n3f1

the now people

WIRERS & SOLDERERS

ARLINGTON PARK

VC.. COMPLETE TRX.INING

La Salle Personnel

WELDER

6:30-8:30 a.m.

Ve

RAND AT THOMAS

00 Free brush up practice

2.30-5 p.m.
.,

Al, 1.11 pm in en MAR.

Call Peg -298-27,0

MAINTENANCE MEN

MAIDS
HOUSEKEEPING

SECRETARY'

EXECUTIVE SEC. 1700
RECEPTION 6500

MILLING MACHINE SET-UP

A.M. ROUTES

SIAC

TYPEWRITER -ELECTRIC

NEW RESTAURANT

Cabinet Wirers

oh
dvallenging pos.
-EXCELLENT PAY B.

P.M. ROUTES

Staffing New Plush
Airped Offices

I

NOW HIRING

.9.1468

3. 82113,52'2°623Srn

Otr9690

,

Earn Fxtro.Cosh
Paid Training

361-7248

'

619 THOMAS DRIVE

31 -Rummage &CarageSale

ITT

"NOW & THEN 163"

DRIVERS

298-5044

CALL 358-0631

All infinvIewesenlislennol

Solve your money problem's -with a'

-

f.7 m en mg

AIRLINES HIRING.
TRAINEES

AM to) P.O.

b

Add + A + Girl

41 -Home I urnishingsf umitere

SERVICE CENTER

Personnel Office- 297-5328

MAKE YOU FEEL COW

SCHOOL BUS

,,ir..,1

11011'4 .t'"ti441

11

Nk Grove Village

dICEALL

TECHNICIAN S.

WEST PERSONNEL

Il

Ask

tbl, eh

CARPET CLOSEOUT

-

FEMALE

PA. TIME

,,1,

all MB. sld.

.2907.

A MCPM.

21 -Help IfianterIlden & Women

660

IN YOUR AREA

-

- 68 AvM

oodm
Ceti

ori Nee.

CREDIT

.

grad ler
soIons nms Buggy. Bee 095
Volkswagen

1961

o5w1667

ENVIGE

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

,

OF LIVING

1100 394-0309

392.8719

APPLY

humbly sub. Mar

HELP

HIGH COST

oboe ofe BONUS PIM over
o coo of collo. wIrb Dot and

N.S.1. Elk P.a. Village
4290540
3493 Oaten

Miss Paige

TELETYPE CORPORATION

-

-

need

MI

TOP PAY.

bnen m onored. We

CONSUMER

1.1V1Ci°,.

7300 N. Linder - Skokie
677-0600
267-5300

Coll CL 34091

Ty 61 kTyP dl

tx.C31111411 AMUR,

for the following categories.

g
d don
d
P
r
paid ifenefin. nontybitt,,,t,

clip% 253 4955 aft 5 p

110nals rho, be. ever

E. Nor

6 253 2727

Aft

Mywovken

m11

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.
°2°F b3FF°

bonoserkscl.A...

ANWHOLFSALE BUSINESS

CONTACT.

I

r and

he educosonal field, is los.. kit amoral

who

SERVICE PLASTICS

Jr,,74,.
moues Retail

3

NP . .

i

reels.

ple

in

off
{e. SALE enaNnNonM1

dle amending AwsLoneo
SomieCommet Soles
Program.

9mwe M

8

wszk

6

d

old

W. T. GRANT

reefed

rantP...

GENERAL OFFICE

BE MOD

,

104OP W. Higgins

filled now:

Our

222.2300

SUBURBAN

An E., OPPeComNEMploye

CLERK TYPISTS

3.3710

CS

CRAVENS CO.

SM. NW Suburbs.

SECRETARY

of pub,

a.Maier

dcoorlinent imovads in iles type of operation is assenliaL

THE AGED

PREZEK

4

ily h

P.p...

...offers aseellenr cameo, Issoollis and o salary e.

BARRETT-

losol.Call row.

WEST PERSONNEL

290-5051

0100,0,4 Kdray equipment, is expanding so
repidly Hot the fallowing positions must, be

-

nOti Ornmemel Caterm.
Few Gall Pao.
Mme,111.0.00157
eleptiono DIN:M.77W

9.

ta, ,,..au and MAI Wee.

EN

sit

FACTORY EMPLOYMENT

II-

PRocnimilt

,,,.,,''.1-- ----

An equal opportunity employer.

SERVICE

0

APPIA IN PERSON

298-S051

CARER SPECIALISTS

and1Fors.

el

lel

'''-,,,,,

-.... i.i,...
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...... C,....

.

Sig

mo.wectFri.7... ler. P.M

p

35311.13

CALL 9,9,1,1

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, III.

An

SECRETARY

CHICAGO

.1.41...11a No BBE.

Confidential

LUTHERN HOME

Mixed

OPENING SOON

.

ru"1, am&
WAa"FOR
"'"°.

Nonni. Your Spring Oaccolanl
1....wlon lo pay ler ii eel.

LIBRARY

surance. haspdalization. paid 00700010
and holidays.

Way. AM roe

lteaelibprkood ie... moy ,e

-

z9n.oam

Not o BUOilt library

All company benefits Including life in-

are,

9,110

FASHIONS

a blue-chip company.

..... r e

"""'"."°' ml.

Full Time of Port Time

....7.'

no

WS to $475

See us for the best lob you've err had
If you're interested In Premium Pay for
ostertItne and steady employment with

o

HOUSEKEEPERS

A rI'mgtoa Heights
Federal Savings

Cell.oucklw

GIRL FRIDAY

mode Screw Machine Operators.

for

,

255-9000

tat*. , Ole pew...*
we. ...................,

537 7954

I.. co

meg

COLLIE.

.i. Msrei.-

CULLIGAN, INC.

-

old Nes, sheop....b

go doll

115.01 by gmdLir Coll

SHOULDN'T YOU?

KEY PUNCH -LEAD OPERATOR

P

s. Daman

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

Apply In Person
Interview

.

Mingo!,

TALK TO TELETYPE

We have a number of great lob oppor
tunNes NOW for Brown & Sharpe Auto

COMB 0104 CAILMiCHIPPE

AVON

.a

HonehaIt eelNerienol

FOR THE SECOND CONSECUTWEYEAR.

NEEDS

1.4 . .4m. Minn enner

h. work PAO Pt.M. la macaw

9

RN'S - AIDES

common 5750°, heo offer.

TELEPHONE SALES
CLERK.

165 7 S.Shermer Road
Northbrook, III.

AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE

umen

Sargent Welch Scientific

wt. Ads S150 511.2491

319-3273

thor WIRIER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE has Bon soNeted

Come in to our emote,
meta office for details.

359.4200, Exi. 220

SECRETARY

. 5-6965

1960 VV/.nth hoiden, eke

d

27 -help WanledMen & Women

....ph.

In.

seri 575 392-7166

Hendren

Call Ed Surek,

439-2100

fn. reePiee of

392-3258

1.1 Dodge Oath 4 door. M,PO"l.

AWAY. PAN TRAINED.
CALL 827-0,98

'sn'o'llov!,e.'36'''r!Sing7soWer

272-1000

relief operators in our
Nlephoneff elegroph de
partment.

olf, Pea,

lease.

will%

A/T P/5 radio 450

KITIENS.. BS GIVEN
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For More Information
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We 'hove openings for

HARPER COLLEGE

nu. rvoMRS
sos

I.

Pies in Polonne.

AKC 3756 S. .6 4279

buggy, hieGc=0 1.7 2.10 toys
h

THE BEST!!

Conampornry Beak
holl cabinet.

SERVICE CONTRACT

OPERATORS

855 More Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

i5ger44

Ali

.

amenboolc-

°"'' "'

'",,.

W. Lake Ave.
Glenview
(Just west of Glenview Novel Air Station)

Noble

.

FREE PARKING
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TODAY!
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COMPANY

formica foe's,SiLEISARr''

coed

TYPIST

TELEPHONE

TELETYPE
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Cr 5.5399

CLERICS

1925 Busse Rd.

439-7600
METROPOLITAN PRINTING

1307 Rand Rood
Arlington Heights

damfiZ

Moum

940 Lee St.Hes Plaines

LOCAL RADIO STATION

AUTOMATIC
SCREW MACHINE
OPERATORS:

ft... far NINNY

e

298-2770

RECEPTION SECRETARY

CASHIERGENERAL OFFICE

'
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rmso No,. sm. Sans

t Sh

Po 21h
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'CALL MISS ESCHER

an

MAIL CLERK
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elem./Jana wlib e pad background In We ems we desire

Poodles toy ass, colors 7 wks
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,,.... cau Peg
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,
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wraXan
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re I
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.
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of Chew,' Panof vow PU. Mac
Big 6, awe
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010 mcoctilag iron. 6145.

No,
SF,- 1962
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Antique world

Hints for cut -glass collectors
By Den tures
Has the bug bitten? Has On
sle Welles been able to awake

you to collect at least me or
two pieces of American cut
glass? Do you know, or want hi
know, more about that special

pl. pr.

Inherited? Omit

now shares with us some Luton

mason for new
Here are a few tips for the

individual who may have ad
wired a small collection by in
heritance or from another out
lector, or otherwise catcher

It

tbe

'4

The mit glass of the Brillion
period will never again be pre

timed-the cost would be pro
hibitive. But foreign cut glee

is plentiful. new and less a
pensive. Irish Waterford sot
varioas French types am an
°client (but ate not my cepa
to

as they am not domestiC).
is better to collect one Om

piece rather than several In

expensive specimens. If you dt
hay a costlier ormuseum goal.
Ily cut glass item, be sure yoc

know your dealer. It pays le
the long run! And make PM

'before you buy that the W.
glass is not chipped or dan.
aged in any way. I have actual
ly cut my
inspecting

Add a Oak Instant glamour! Ms Mann, show-off h bold enough to give your endure/Am
*now" look with Is giant print and smashing colors. A big 15 -by -72 loch size, m silk Min, It comm
Is three -color combinations that will add dash to your wardrobe. By Echo, about 5111.

Rome votes for midi

in it wasn't dn.glass to be sum
aged.

DON'T PURCHASE

a

'milky' (dirty) piece of glass,
Any dealer with valuable cut
gloss would have cleaned it.

Don't try to collect one .tgory of gloss only, such a,
bowls or vases. Diversification

because the stock for this acne

By Marilyn Shun=

son was

The fashion world is trying
to see

trend in thc

OM-

tinier showings held in F101114.

prior to the Paris openings.

All indications are that the
midi scored a smaSh there, too.
To be sure, there was the usual

hedging, with
showing in

some designers

their collections

months in advance.

SOME BUYERS are saying

the lancer look (called long
vette" by the French) will
catch on more and more by
late summer. But even if sorne
of the dresSes are slit to the
knee, it is hard to visualize WI

ALL lengths. so they couldn't

of us suddenly coverinj up

peasibly be left holding the

during the warmmt time of the

. According to the bible of
behion industry, Orenteles

war Daily, buyers love the

DAY PUBLICATIONS
Monday March 2,1970

purclused many

longer look and am hoping to
seethe midi catch on as a great.

EmEeping trend countrywide.
However, most stores, even, in
New York, show very few long
styles In their windows. miniy

designers

dropped

hemlines

below the calf. Valentino favoted

lower hems, and

his

coats dipped down near The

height.

my goal, but iodate I have only
collected three, pieces. Some

attitude of the collector into
one of prudence and careful

kw) as well as cut Om Min-

manufacturers made glass in
red. green, yellow, mby, am-

calculaling.
Once you start collecting
you will be amazed how many
pieces your friends possess,
and how many different pieces
of marvelous cut glass they re.

Moms.

In all my searching, colored
American cut glass has been

bar, amethyst and blue, but it is
T
rare.

searching and seeking. But do

THE LATTER go hack to

drams are definitely destined
for exclusion by the Italians,
but then, they are hardly nec-

not over diversify either. For

themrn of the century. Sales-

Be careful when poreh.iog

men would send sample trunk

ahead of them by train to ke

colored glass if you are hoping
is American -made. Yeas, let-

essary fora total look with

ono of most pieces maniac-

towns and citi.. One migh

er you may Darn it k Bohm

dresses at mid -calf.

tared. However, I do not have

produce

A Mexican influence was
seen M Titti Brugnolik show ing, wth ankleiength dirndl
skins below tight -fitting borow.

.1110 Danmed," which used

ropes of pearls and fabric flow ers to lend elegance to the
long, long skirts. It may be just
the influence needed to let the

siren song Of the .)00 lure us
away from the mini.copjocat
look of the '20s we have now.

example, I have bowls, deem,
ters, v.es. cruets, and possibly

six -or sevenineh

a

mien Be win you Czech iti

...s.ag

Finally. even though cut

o booth ...new

glass has increased rapidly'in which I attended ea= thee
value in recent years. do NOT . age. It read, 'The only one who
look upon your collection as was interested in whet your
an investment. This somehow grandmother had was 'yam
always turns the very carefree grandfather..

It is impossible to go into ta)
bleware in detail hero for it is a
field unto itself. I have leaned
toward tall tankard pitchers
(seeing and collecting very

tends

One unexpected inflnenee

dress costume. Light, or p.m(
colors are making news. Most

dituser plate, a wine, chem. mooed explain Re his custompagne or cordial Om in my w that they could buy the DOW
design in a 12-, 14-, or 18 -Inch
collettion.

mak. He showed very few
gem m his collection-pant

has been the movie that slamAs for the Romans. their
slinky, stringbean silholwtmorims the dress of the thirties,
was a stand -out: More suits
were seen, less of the coat.

to add to the fun of

'tires tankard pintas. 1219 hoe -heath 14 bah. high,

j

Ozzie, what a pleasure it h.

visiting with you and

been

learning ahout cut glass. I feel
I have to have one
pieces is any home.'

or two

Perhaps at another time we
can delve mon, into Amerkan
cut glom, but for them oment
thank you, Oeefe Wolles. The
hag has bitten.

member seeing in their farni.
lies when they Were young.
Tine calh torrnind sign deal-

Part-time jobs
for homemakers
One solution to increasing
the family budget might be a
pnt-tirrie job, according to an
article in the current issue of

Family Circle

magazine.

Whether or not you have train,
ing or experience, you can find

part-time jobs that help solve
your problem. and still leave

enough time for family re spun

'bilitl

The article points out that
some industries arc gearid
most entirely to part-time woployes. For example: direct
selling,

real

estate

brokers,

who often feel that women
have a special advantage In
selling the virtues of 0 hame

They're everywhere! At throats, at waists,
turbanning pretty heads. The scarf story is
Spring's newest song. From the modest for-

and neighborhood to other
women, and market research
firms that him housewives es
interviewers and train them on

seventy-two, Echo has them all Whispering
pastels or shouting bright-brights, slinky silks
or floating chiffons Dotted big and little,
striped, plaided, checked or latticed
For a care free feeling let one trail on the
breeze or tuck it neatly around a neckline for
that sophisticated touch Signatures add that
certain flair so remember to place them so
they can be easily noticed and the raves will
make your day a great one!

be to0 your backgroOnd

the Mb.

The article advises that the
first mope, geeing a job should

ty-five etcher td the long, long stretch of

realistica500lly

.d

determine

how to use your qualifications
and talents. The author recom-

if&

mends carefully preparing a
resume and gives tips on hew
searching for a part-time job.

cf.

"ONE OF the major advantages M part-time work. "the
article

"9

to mike it an effective tool

.1tDE

UTTER

avoid some of the expenses in-

-

1.

here. in a

4HAIR

7-,

--manlyn shuman, editor

Announces it's

Scene, ovadable

Muriel Muni() Adult. Ned.

Our Shedes some in colors unlimited. Select a Mode
from our wide assortment of vibrant Colors, delicate
poste!s and ham mom!. Add a decorotive trim and

feu

.

and

striped

von sea off matching separates
with a boldly striped short.
sleeved jacket (left). In this
year's cardigan
shape,
it

stretches over a turtle top and
perky plotted skirt. Well-

Impish. Redhead Ceramics
in

Arlington Height;

sirowers.

u.r a sudden dousing of key
cold or
-scalding w.f.
Today's ctrols
on
are vial.
neered to adjust to presume

11., W11.1. avAAAAA

Palatine 359-3396
!.1

A wood chalet reminiscent of
a mountain unseat . the
hinged roof automatically

opens when the button is
pressed and a IN" doll pi mows o airy melody.

$12.00

ft

CLEARANCE SALE
Yu OFF on Entire
Stock of Hair Goods
16 S. Bothwell

DOLL CHALET

PHONE

bld-fashioned

tg

see our complete selection of redheads by
artist Chariot Byj. The gayest figurines in the world.

DANCING

392-3060

In

hot and cold water was inked
manually. Any sudden surge
in water suppiy pressure could
change the mixture, giving the

Etie

$6.00 each

1427 E. Palatine Rd.
Pal -Grove Shopping Center

automatic

giftshopCome

W. 001I.4 litINMELWERIt

't 'I '1'1

match. The foulard urna
blouse adds o colorful dash.

%eki

I

ON ANY PURCHASE
Onip
with this Coupon

oink yes, is perfectly relax.
with a gently shaped Mkt le

hange so that once ifs set, the
temperature remains constant

(Perfect as gifts. Happy additions to figurine
lections. Each redhead has a
mark on the
tteassujirigrfu of the finest in ceramic art.

o% off

short -

sleeved Wren odd dash. De-

edging for on extra loamy leak Then mi., match or
blend o Shod. Topper to year shads.
You II be thrilled with the merry colors and mown you
con combine to create o lovely window deem.

'

from Russ. The long sleeveless

Mouses

"VAN"./Arli,,

JOANNA WESTERN PRODUCTS

Ij

matched separales (oght) a.

tirh

AND

214 E. Greve, Arlington Heights, Mehl. the Whine ,Hen)-292.00E2

Featuring:

tut

STYLISTS

WIG STYLISTS

GRAND
- OPENING

The fashion rule for sprung

'70 0 Make it cosy." Long,
lem jackets and tunics make
effortless fmhion stretched
over pleated skirts or co-ordinated with slightly flared
Blight print scarf

TOP

WemelCt

r

116

4

11111IIMSIMI.

MOUNTNIOSPECT
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Knitwear is fashion leader
Knitw ear is the star
Imeteed fashion leader De
UteriOhne et today tomonow
end the future and will b. the
only survivor of the fashion
Minimum by the rum of the
milady
Fashion inspiration today
alma with young people on the

Meet and the boutiques they
patronize - not the couture.
Their first choice is the sweat-

er costume which

they

launched with all the wonderful accessones-long scarves.
Crocheted knitted wool hats,
mats in sweater -knits, jersey
and double-knit. St. Laurent

saw young women wearing
these styles on the left -bank
bOulevards of Paris, took the

long woolknit tunic swearer
that seems to ooze Itself over
the top pan of the body down
to the fingertips from where

of wide legged

purr

pants

zoom down to the sidewalk

Mme Rykel

newest

sit

houelles are the long fingertip
jacket built like hand -knitted
sweaters that fit like
cardigan sweate
second skin, or 'seven -eighths,
length sweater coats that slith-

cr over the body, with love
Poe Sets worn over skirts and
pants. Her silhouette will bean
influence for the nexr five
lean and Mme. Rykiel is now
developing surface textures,
and °blots, all around
P
1925 art decor. It, where fash-

ex-

ion is ming to be by next fall

quisitely in 47 models for his

and spring.
The rich and varied designs
of the geometric 1925 German
bathos inspiration is the

ideas,

developed

them

supposedly .trend -setting cout-

ure colletion, and then placed
them in
boutiques around
the world.
Today's fashion, led by the

moral that's bringing back the

diamond patter, Me of

le

Paris styles in functional knits.
THE NEWEST direction in
knitted wools comes front

as an inspiration some, One
might also look too today's con-

opened her own Paris shop, af-

temporary sculptors, like the
Pomodoro and Ludo

ter ymrs of quietly setting

Fontana.

trends for the boutique Laura.
Mme. Rykiel, in her mid -

other side to the fashion see -

Maw. Sonia Rykicl, who just

THERE'S ALWAYS an-

New course in stitchery

shaped skinny as a stringbean!

The sumosicek p;nlem of

for eight weeks at

rodey
thc sweat,- I'm
shows how simple stitching

r hip. really insures in success as

a slimmer.

Arlington Heights. where she

F ack into shape after every III.

N

peurfer

were

played at
trysidc

structions for three sites are

or knitting dinetiom to Salk_
chin. Time, P.0, Box 503, Ra-

dio City Station, New York,
N.Y. 10019. A,,h fur ballet

Town

Old

Center,

\ IvAl
tzli

end woeld like to alter the de-

sign a little The instructions
do not call for a front closing.
but I'd like to use ribbon in a'
erisacrow closure. HOW do
snake the openings through

Is

'

°

TInelfrythe
Triangle Center and use
Evanston Art Center.
For further information

0

contact Countryside Gallery
at 203-3005 from I to 5 pm.
daily except Monday.

.

1)

Yr

Mk 7,...

yi

OG

OP

c'
2

ms,n

is

Mt.

Et;

col

ymar. Knitted wool bends and
moves with the body's every
muscle, retaining the fashion
impact of i, cling and Et.

shelf and locker with pegboard
to

woven

n

etceteras.Clone

be've'n

SAVE o $150)

SPSF
a

Town
,.

1,

II

e

WE R54GIF79
nen

a Co

Arlington /Nights

ting

awmrk

30

394.0383

.

Give the surface acoat of wwig, polymer medium and ale

iS

Is marijuana really harmful?

day nt the beauty parlor when!

As he points out, marijuana
everywbere, hut it ie chiefly

blotted print face down on de
tacky surfaM, and press firmly
and evenly. Dip your finger..

tips M water and gently rub
and roll :May the moist paper,
being very careful not to smear
the ink of the eno-aving. Keep

diming your fingerliPs 19 Ot
paper should be rolled
away and only the design itself.
transferred to your surface.

While both surfaces arc wet. said he seas off dope now but
press together and roll not that for a while he had been
w ith a rubber railer or rolling taking LSD and marijuana.
pin. Allow to dry thoroughly She said he was pretty bad for
a while but that of mum takfor several hours
ing dope was what the young

When dry, gently heel -wool
the slick paper surface to allow
the moisture to penetrate.
Brush with water and saturate

people did nowadays. That our
generation drunk and the
present generation takes dope

of the streets and carnpume.

which assures us
that Ws harmless.

The

other.

Does

this seem

drew to yet or wes the

lips, roll the, paper awpy,

Log only the image on your women right?'
suffice.

r

An mg'

leethe
jema"

drug

adv.

lifically

es

check at One California drug.
rehabilitation center indicated
that of

dan-

ea ...sheet of PP,. YOn nstY the contrary, 1 don't think this

spar vamish, thinned to one
part varnish to one part tur-

alter or cut up the picture be- woman was right. You can
boo Yon transfer.. You may find out why by reading Jess
build one trmsferred image stearn's new book. "The Seek -

single one
marijuana.

pentine.

aver another,

SIEARN DOESN'T have
much Use for the campus intelleeluali who argue in favor

cis' (Doubleday).

of drugs. As he points out,

"With

the

same

per -

133

heroin

addicts

questioned at random. every

gerous to body. mindand aptr-

MARGARET MEAD to

it doesn't call for positive

worh.)
Though many college facetty members, like sociologist
Herbert Blamer, disagree, a

.......

You may do many transfers

of mar

study, concentration and

been cienas

iegalizing

(He humormisly refers to

"Far from being harmless.
has

in

marijuana users as tri.sexuals.
They Will try anything as leng-

dreamy staie.of altered feelings
of extreme well-being, or
moodiness, fear of death, and
pain. Suicide attempts are not
unusual, and many users soon
other drugs.
ve'on

merijuana

pseudo -intellectuals

their ivory towers presaured

cams, marijuana strangeiy affects the human system. Psychologically it produces

mil that one is no worse than

the paper. With Your finger- the

used to the unbridled violence

die dubious authority of un-

Says Stearn, 'Tor s
heard a woman Inking to her,
stagilable ss ass suPP/X MM..
quicklY
operator
about
her
son.
She
Vsold
m harmless by its
werb
You must

LAY YOUR soaked and

Kg ...her guise),

Parents ask

had begun with

At any rate, urge posnntS
and college students 10 mad
Jess Stearns' "The Seekers".
for what I believe to be a fair
1

-

and true picture of the joyless,.

unhappy. hopeless work!.
most youthful drug.
users inhabit.
For college stile,. and.
even high school students I.
which

all Northwest
Suburban
Suburban women
18

strongly recommend a drama,
ic and thoroughly fessineting

I. Simply add $25 to your savings account or $100 to your
checking account or open a new savings or checking account
In a like amount, and you will receive your FREE 3 alma
place setting in your choice of pattern. See the display In
our lobby and you wall want to start immediately.

AbilityGtass & Mirror

2, this enrolls you in our FINE CHINA CLUB. Then -you
thereafter may purchase a 991 (Pius tax) stamp wan, drne
you make a deposit -of $25.00 or more to your saving
apount or $100 to your checking account. Stamps must
be purchased when you make your deposits. Naturally, a
SEE savings account deposit ore $200 checking account
deposit entitles you to two coupons at 991 each, etc.

The Bonk & Trust Company

3. When you have purchased 22 stamps ($21.78 plus feel you
will receive a 28 piece set of the pattern of your choke that
consists of 4 dinner plates, 4 mess 4 saucers, 4 salad Mates.
4 bread and butter plates, 4 fruit/vegetable dishes and 4
soOp dishes worth $37.00.

Restaurant & lounge

Merle Hanno
toss H. Rp lknoku

Mitchell's Jewelers

of Arlington Heights
900 East Ileosington Rood
Adington Heights, Ill.

The Black Foe
In the Holiday Inn of
Rolling Meadows
Rolling Meados, lg.

Byhring Jewelers
Rumanian/

novel, "fused Out", by Male

Sisters Wig Shoppe
_1167 Eltnhurkt Road
Des Pones,111.

Suddenly Slendo

Is Liquidity

Murphy Carpet
7 South Dunlon S.

Nelsons Flowers
lot w. Palatine Road

boy who is hung up on drugs
anJ of his high school brother:
who desperately and fruitlessly.

tries to rescue him or at least.

help him. 11, real. It's here.
(Copyright 1970, by the Hew

Arlington Mete., Ill.
1-16elys,111.

Arlington Heights 6.

Wojciechowska (Harper
Row). I tb Ote story of a college.

Ifs now. Read it.

w. Northwest klYcY.

robe:, RI.

sell Institute of Child Dew,

Sylvia's floWers
Arlington 1-lo41. Pond
Arlinglon Heights. III.

All Wet ?

opmeng lee.)

Scrub furniture
beforepainting
'Oottloor cane or rattan fur-

'

niLure holds up better when in
use if it is scabbed clean Ware.
a fresh finish is applied. Use i
stiff brush and work dirt out of

'Ilan" of Arlington
214 Rod Grove

the crevices, Dry piece than.'
oughly; then apply oil. wax or.
polish, acconling to the mall-

Artineton Heights,

facturer's directions.

Coiffure Elegant,
Wig Solon
Arlinc.,ee r.k Nem Road

ft is possible for you to complete your entire set of fine
china immediately. -Just open a new Savings Account
for $500.00 or more or add 5500.00 or more to your
present savings accoontand you may 0urchasea Com.
plate four place setting of 28 pines for just $21.78
(plus tall. Plus of course, your FREE 7 piece place setting.

.

villain,.

Northwest Trust
E Sewing Bonk
stt Swini Mina,.

Bete...,

Wheeling Trust & Sevin Milwaukee Ave., Pgrelee Rood
Whkeling, Ill.

.Nl,netenHeon, ill,

Just A Second

Owen Calm,

12 South Forgroon
Evergreen Vara

672 Rad iorthwestliwy.

Polo.,

Willa
100 West Northwest
Mk Prospect, Ill.

Not quit?.
Now you can earn 41/2% compounded Quarterly
on your regular passbook.
No minimum deposit.
And' best of all, withdraw any time,
without notice.

tl

Ends October 10;1970
Useis Draperies

rl

Sr

0

-1
.

thick

die regular transfer prooms described above, coating both
surfaces and paper, and prebs-

SEE

CALL 25--7400

453 9117

is o

Here's how this exciting plan works:

oN

*r,

that Will dry clear, and it

Cover the design with a coat of

AI

THIS COLUM

idea to up e new brush for varnishing.

the

Contest open to

has dried. (Gesso

Cod both the face of your de,
Louise Bates Ames.
sign or picture, and the bee,
with acrylic polymer medium. Dear Doctor Ames:
was shocked the hen!
This is a milky white liquid

Color was often ,gligd by
trmsMr had.
hood when
dyed. Use artist's Oil paints,
thinned a little with tarpon,
dne. Let it dry thoroughly.

A three piece place setting of genuine Johann Haviland Bavarian
China when you join our FINE CHINA CLUB,
Yes, absolutely FREE, we will start you out on your own dinnerware sevce
of beautiful crested imported China while you build
'
checking or savings account.
up your checking

serfage several -goats of gesso,
sanding smooth after each coat

low to dry -Then go through

white substance also meltable
et an supply store.) may be
thinned a little with water.

00 o

I

a

Keep everything absolutely
clean so ,your name remains

ter and rolling the noire, All of

CHINA

Sorry only one FREE place setting per family.

rd

a
illto

You'll be our guest et o luncheon For two or one of the
Northwmt Suburbs.leoding restourepts.

Life

n magazines such
Look, Hermes Bazaar or
Vogue Can be transferred.
Cheaper magazines arc Me
easimt to transfer.

as

To transfer to canvas, wood,

marmite or-mrticut give the '

NItneton Neigh!, Ill.

Co d .1

le
dh

ADMISSION
Mon pan,

Luncheon For Two

1610 W. rvon6...1,.

P

Elea

Your chauffeur will escort you . merchants waiting to
present you with gifts. He will remain at year disposal
while you enjoy an afternoon of shopping, after being

°

Today transfer techniTS
me surphingly similar to, 1111
V ictorian method -but modern
materials arc used. Black and
hite or colored illustrations

W ander to paper or

smooth. It might be good

our guest for luncheon.

BEAUTY SALON

Fnelieh lmpomvurspwsolry

Oh Sunday of a

Mom eg n =vox.

MON. t

0
10065. Michigan

HIDDENRTREASURES

oar ;e°aeii:liln

out horizei

14,va.

2594020 Ample necking in iyug

G.

PI

Phone

during our fan,

from The Day's She- Shops

Tnmsters allow you remove thecraned image fr m the book to the bon, to Mt glass einek front

HERE'S HOW you -can
Iasi le,

ready.

Roy's Americana

open -slit

clear coat of spar varnish and
allow to dry only until tacky. If
your finger leaves a print with
moderate pressure, it is
o

Courtesy Gifts

We can do it
for you
just in time
for Easter!

5. At any time that you are a mernber,of our FINE CHINA
CLUB you may gnu
various mod. pieces in your

PIOPEN

n

BARREL O'BPEm
ANTIQUESYGONES
ae

Remove and blot carefully between clean white blotting pope, In the meantime, prepare
your surface. If it is to he glass's
or glazed ceramic, wash welYol
remove any gr
wooden surface son d be gin u primer coat of varnish or
be painted and allowed to dm.

has her day!

A Permanent?

customers
all-inone look.

Melon

The lint sap is to witen the
ink by soak hg the picture in
turpentine for about 40 hours

Cover your surface with a

but

waist,

items.

fabric. Put a Mot locker in beMeen (maybe rink, pink?) and
stretch a long board on top for

CHINA CLUB we will add 4 additional pieces so Miasmal
will have 5 ...Woe sets of 7. Stunuld you desire to add an
additional set it may be purchased for $7.40 plus tax, a discount of 20%. Or better yet, Start another club card.

A'

no

AtMi.

III

toh. end, March I eth

Once again women crave
the look of the classic ballet
leotard 'suitable for outdoor

4, When you have completed the above plan in our FINE

UN. 0

A

vaosPF[rm

rib

700 E Noith wan Hwy
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

loose.
How -

PICTURES
SUITABLE
and designs from old books
, and prints are fairly easy to
b find in mcond hand stores or
\antique shops and we
Dipensim as long .fits you are
not interested in collectory

fiberboard storage wardrobo
and cover them in a bloomy

o

tissinidy Love

SHELKOP
.TV

'

. LONG GROVE
RE CUT

ON to

creating

ANNUAL SALE

an

DA

man

1

ProspectDECORATOR

Ho

it

pare -

comfortable garment.
Per, today's fashion version is skin -tight, to give that slithering, sinuous, quite female

'

nines Tor tiny buttons on
bysclothes as well

MANDR M

10031.

'th thread. You may use this
in

OP PR

ouRews9
YN000I ,rd ETRA

COUNTRY HER
ANTIQUES

the

yThe opening you have
.,Reeled should bc strength.

technique

en, named after the
chalet, jumpsuit -a

-

plated in the next row in the
usual nuine.

e

all -in -one sleek oat-

FREE

UCH
iniiiiki

-

micelle held in the right hand.
m if to make n st itch. Dien knit

med by stitching around

'an the

els.

281111amm..-

ml but open-

U. together. This stitch

the room. a problem posed. by.
Susan Finigan of Marblehead,
Mass Get
inexpensive

the daring fashion. This year,

vrooden boxes and glass pan-

Shop in
elegance...

thaerthoTe 211

baby's clothing is

around

elaborate evertingjewels for et - - Man not occur with flexible
%brie like knitted wool that
home entertaining.
LAST WINTER, pains conforms 10 the body -s con
tours,
suits or tunicbop pants were

bi

,1i

the cycle( buttonlaole. Here's.
how to form it: As you work on
the right side of the garment,

poem. yo..

The wardrobe wall Ls the an-

prefer The
Producing cventional
on
sizes

,y
''

)

.)-

out the country.

7 "'

swer when there's to closet in

back

smiled and worked al

11.5

and

hold..

suit .premise. This problem

*nem added

407 N. Vail.

weaving and stitchery, which
of vertical nib have become her specialty. She
and cable.. shape gib sweat- has also exhibited at the Plasm In die season's lean saline burg Art Center, Stone -Brad bean look.

Dew Judy loym rm
inn a sacquc for a new baby

yarn

N sold in line storm Buena,

with

cravings found in books and
magazines to clock fronts.

dis-

recently

K nit hawks

the

body. Pence.. ended his collection with three short pants
woolknit,

Moen 1840 and 1870 and was
used to transfer the steel en -

a shownt Cour,

5187, and include your name,
eddrew and gip code.

pass

tributors of Westbury, N.Y., It

in silver
and worn

let two serve as shelves (one at.
the windowsill level, one
above). Now paint thorn a ord.

Imported by P and M dfs- thevert

and fuion with the wearer's
plapuits-all

dey's Ladies Magazine. I die covered in to e "Work Departhctorian
hw-to of Han dsets
methe te
Victorian manner.
in
This was a popular craft he.

"'A.A4h7.1":17:1'10C:ftPf:
tares a cover-up Ladeneck,ty color and attach knobs om

when she is seated. Some de-

gallery artist.

Tina

Send SO cents for your copy

D ear

give one rmor )ook, but move

and white makes this Hassle

Paging through an old Go-

itgi AD4

boards cut to sna (eachnvniabout
ind::),..w
two
12 inches

when the wearer is standing

Educated at the Loyton
School of Art, Milwaukee.

suitable for bustline measure.
meals from 56 to 40 inches.

ing to

01Lri.asdttilscof hon.of gSew,eit,treLit

RS they bind at the -wretch

ohine washing. Knitting in-

ribbonDR

The coked Palk. P01.1.1.

molded to slip over each arm

bout

wren jumpsuits look gtoat

burlap backing end

Knit the topper und elan der belt to match or mix with
skirts or pants. Botany's Wit,
Sport yarn will In it bounce

Acers of Yankton, S.D..longed
the
nook
for: Construct

the mark -down -blues. Even if

Tine Was a resident of Arliven Heights before moving
to EVI1011or, where she now
lives with her family. Her felt
Christmas °mulleins, hand keened pillory coven and ta-

t

twee-mi,inutek,ry

featured a two-piece vest pre -

in

reaching deep down on the

A grooming gallery pro.avkles

0,0,e111..1

to their canvas or collage. It is
very new, very 1970.
At least I thought it was
new, until one day when I was

IMMO

able items.

brass turtleneck collar shooting out of conventional cloth
suit: a white canon dress highlighted with brass collar.
sleeve cuffs and belt. Penesx

What does all this mean to
not knitwear? It pravides
perfect direction of blending

A CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN

big patchy pockets far Melt-

for sleek fit and motion. The
ski industry found this mit to

einbioider on your design
'nada from scmps of material.

doe shsves---i5 devoted to narrowness. And dm longer linea

Whieh to thread the

brass refinery will be
ly,
added to each couture house.
Courreg. had six two-piece
dresses totally of brass; others
with accents: a shimmering

not have the elasticity needed

show you how to
make your own wall hangings
using

roared by Deborah Kramer of
ThIsa, Okla. You might pick
Reg scheme of red, white and.
blue and cover The inside of
your closet door in felt. Attach

The woven jumpsuit does

w

er and lankier than you malty
ire. Totally vertical detailing.
covering every inch of Ihe
sweater's
shape-in.:lading

alipeovered door, an idea orig-

have all developed the ides of
working in solid brass for bras
or whole bodices. sculptured
to the body, curves. Obvious-

suit is khitted wool.

Pioneer

book, magazine or print end
transferring the image to an,
other surface such as glass,
canvas, paper or wood. It Is n
technique used by many contemporary anis. to transfer
photographic or written imp

closet

expansive

Peso Raban and Pern50

that cabstretch- fit to a jump-

Park.

can make you seem even bug.

The

grows" with the help of

look. The only fabric thai gives

Krythe will indruct
course in creative witchery
and fabric collage. It will run

u lnae hornet -as long m ish

Ing an inked picture from a

Seventeen. which offers roam
oiscestions inspired by letter. from readers:

movement. Women are wild
about the sleek, second -skin

Does creative stitchery turn
you on?
If so. Countryside Are Cesar may have the course you've
been waiting for. Skyline
Thursday, Alarch. 5, at 930

seys a recent isme of

owe

top designers have shown it in
armor. Courreges, Unearth

wool and metallic knits that

rious than cashmere? Ruffled or tailored, these match -metes by
Ballonlyne of &unmet combine pun-overx with fully lined skirts,
both of cashmere in lumen. colors. In chocolate, yellow, red,
bloc, green or wheat, skin or sweater sreprieedst about 535.

What are transfers, Are
they something new,
Transfer Is the art of Amoy

The thing to do is create your

direction for knit fashion. Thu

work is perfect source of
inspiration. A150, the waferthin 1925 cigarette cases with
their cloisonnc top desim--the

going to went for the next tWei
yeassArt nouveau is finished

Be Ruth Cournmer

s sal

dour there when you need

silks and satins are annulment
their peasant and gypsy print,
are all taken from the folklore
and, primitive hand-knit.
There is another advance

and coved the breasts.

the
and the furniture of
the mriod-and the pure circle
mirrors are what the public is

Art of transfers -- old and new

Enter DAY PUBLICATIONS'

That delightful luxury

wear What the designers of

The artist, Sonia LqLunay,
develomd her canvass. and
cloth designs along th.e lines'
hfter the tint World war.And

Kimberly has done then ost
outstanding interprekrtion of

Anything goes in today's

plenty of storage mace

The boutique is now more important than Me much heralded couture collection. although few designers will admit this. They are styling their

What, more condonable than a knit -and what's more luxu-

By Judy Love

comfort of the knitted masa=
shawl a whole farmhouse gull
of peasant inspiration for knit

sew to balance the hard-edge

patterns and other small, habdedged pattemsbusually executed in ink -blotter colors,

ing Predominantly wool jersey
and knitted wool. In America.

Ribbed knits for
long, lean look

design You might ea 0 the

to expand
your storage

boutiques, is founded on the
fristnnt melting fit and easy
The
of knitted wool.

couture collections to be immediately
interpreted into
their boutique operations. us-

Stitchite time

actually started the

thirties

Creative corner

Some ways
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South Minton Svc.,
Arlington Neg.,111.

& Trust Company of Arrugton Heights
AIRINGTON MARKET !MOPPING UNSER 5

',NE MO HUTCH
16 S. Bothwell

Arline,. kleigkest111.

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK

THE BANK

COO salt KENSINGTON 110A0

Royds Americana
1620 West NM... Hwy.

H.S.7100

1.41ar Cleaners.

A to Z Rental
Niirillnres=n Fan Colfax

Cl..54600

359.125

THE OPTICAL CENTER

w. sled. si7
onion..

Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road
Wheeling, III, Phone: 537-0020
Member F.D.I. C.

NELSONS'
SPRINGFLOWERS

Y

'

150 vo, pdotin.Rd.
3'11 OM 6 0

t

Go on a fringe binge!
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Fashion shows for
a change of pace

Hairsetter -- instant style

hair. Their Kindness Unit .is.
thermostatically controlled to

By Frances Altman

tendency to be dry the Institute
suggests putting a little Vitapointe on the ends as you roll

of the liveliest songs in den
alsteal "Hair-. "Shining.
streaming,

gemming,

flaxen,

Hairstylm at the beginabtg
natural -seeming

ois

methods.

',One of the most dramatic
-entries in the personal care line
'has been the electric hairsetter.
In the past four years betweco

10 million hairsetring

:units have been sold.

EVER SINCE the advent of

rhe Curling iron women hove
bless determined to beautify
Muir hair by heated methods.
-,the electrical hairsetting unto
are far superior in design, foe

Their fast and efficient perpickups.

is perks

"The hairsetter
for restoring a hair set between
shampoos," Barbara Lk Tuck-

er. home economist for the
Electric Co., said
iecently. "It is also mmellent
General

for minting curb or adding
body to the set of human hair

rollers the Clairol Institute
suggests making sure the hair
and onto the center of the
is
roller. Unrolling should be

Weller's Restaurant, Mono, Grove, 1230

done with equal care, unwinding gradually.
To obtain more curl the in
recommends using medium, not jumbo rollers.
Pother care of grooming appliances is equally iniportant.
Clean the instant rollers just as

WednesdapyAre Steek

Qekk Set hair styler with adjustrble heat control. Three ekes of
roller provide for every type curl.
reports the Clairol Institute of
ikaguy, which introduced the
even be used forie stmraightening Kindness Instant Hairsetter
hair by rolling the hair in the from Denmark.
At the Clairol Institute tests
opposite direction."
Hairsetters can be teed as have proven dim Ore me
often as as you like, even daily, scant hairsetters will nothann

wigs as well as many synthetic
ones and hairpc. It may

The authors of ben selling

bask. ?The Peter Principle.
me men -Dr. Laurence I. Peter and Raymond Hull. Their
Peter's Corollary states: "In

the

We

l'indo day
""gr'"
clot° every
of the week
at
work in others. We Mee

THE PRISCILLA PRINCEPLE-Romemakers rod

''

"'er'
neeen, ' '''ne b"'me r"""..
We principle.
'''''' 'n 00
dipfgro01
We'"i"
improve
due to Luck of competition.

'schools that do not bestow

duds".

They documem imomeeuse at all levels of every
hierarchy; political, legal. in-

see teachers who can t teach,
doctors and dentists who am

moray. cod if we Income exPeto
tomY fields
le

The three-dimensional work
of Barbara Houskeeper, which
combiner collage. construetion red painting under a plexi-

cause we care.

dustrial and educational.

repair, sales people who aren't
interested in selling and a um -

glass shell, carries a shorn none

enjoyed the book aid I
agree with this witty Who.
with one exception. The aushould not consider this
onivermith
cable. for it does not apply e
there

PdeuiPle

great

Road

-tom

Peter

Prin.

pl,e1.tryy.,,,y,cmyygy yoy,arc

iety of merchandise made by

igcopyg,g,

nohe target of this witty sal-

The authors are writing
only about men, and never
about Ma homemaker. So, I

competent

, You ,

become in_

Wm course in painting nt

worn...

Countryside for many years.

compe,,, yon

What's new

mothers.
Do housewives and mothers

in makeup 9

become more or less competent as the years go by?Sure-

ly the amwer is obvious. We
don't ..ga,worser" we get better mod -Doter. For example:

What Ls holdings new look

yes ..mauve hems of eye-.

in makeup? Estee Lauder says
the 1970s look is fresh;polish-

Bundy manure on upper and

Of skin that seems to wear al-

AS WIVES, we leant to un-

derstand our men. °asexual
lion improve, our art of corn,
promise grows, es does our

hadows

lots of black -bur

aver lashes ... and slip o
sheer. shiny lip color.

no make up.

Houskceper exhibits her work
widely and has taught a pop-

yn, r.0.,

se

many

maple am housewives and

on current themes.
r..'ar,
A resident of Deerfield, Mrs.

used to het off your furnish-

:0,47

nd an

Der.

Guests for the "Features"
show. which continum until

etchings of Carol Lubick. She

March IS, are Lester Rebbeck

takes the familiar and finds

and Forman Onderdonk. Les
Rebback,
who, former gallery artlives in Arlington
ist

something universal in it.
who
Judith Macomber,

in Winnetka, paints in
acrylics and also paints malistimlly but has an altogMher
lives

different Mist in her message,
relationship to
about man
man.
Gallery -goers

will rmog,
nice the vibrant acrylic paintings of Charlotte Polled. A
reaident of Villa Park. Mrs.
Robri is a loomtime Gallery

prints in brilliant colors. And
the rembination of the vinyl

Synthetic knits a Specialty!

-

PLANT

no N. ELMHURST RD.

traditional Willianwhing style,
'0 baby's breath, mast, straw flowers, dad cockseamb, miniature star straw flowers .J yam

wring1"°
:

tedSM
anain

te°

s nnen

g

001Wietewoe

Dancing
eat

You probably plan to inmo, To help you out, we've
been disothsing ways to make
your rooms look like the beautituf ones you admire in mathMee pictures. Last week the

ease and low cost of adding
wurin, gay cntory with paint
were featured.

Today's column will cover

the other may way of adding

arranged on a lovely tray for
unity,
Usually we think of pictures

accessories.

lint when we mention accest
ACCESSORIES ADD that
imponmt finishing touch to a.

IN
PALATINE

Open 7 days a week from 11:00 A.M. to 4:00 A.M.

onbwint

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Emit

fax

359-4525

1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

thithch, one Imge item is usio
ally 'better than three little
ones. An interesting collection
of small objects, however. can
be quite
if grouped
together rather than scattered
gh t y
h
cards, antique

ing

buttons,

either be -mounted -.in

fee table with a glass top, or

vabo on her living room .01.

PAINT 8,

All WALTON EQUIPMENT-

/WOO/Matt earn

SCREEN

6G.SS

.1Cs so quick, so easy to

Pf0(11,11011,9"11.1, idled
Mims
ORadm
?mama

Al mothers, our first baby is
to being a mother-in-law. Each
succeeding child brings more

Giedk your lama,

r bode with a wry

confidence and skill. We am

dress

b"'"min. more
A.
A
s people. our tolerance
and aiwiewiandia, egng iagc

zr. Then apply liquid makeup
high on the cheekbones add

Moan .a.,..jd, grow

wee,.

Dan application of montud-

'

2IPF

forehead with a dab on the
skin. It fits hke a second slain

you. Follow with a whisk of

As homemakers and Wok, color on forehead, cheeks and
you'll look like you
we progress from learning to no.
'open a can and boil an egg to have no makeup on ay dl
preparing gourmet dinners for just your owp glow. This is the
12; from shopping for ind,to face of 19701

'shopping intelligently for the
whole family.

.

P.S. As onesyra beauty:tip..
. try the newest coloring for the

stereo excitement

i,,'Remain

Wheel drain
Overlaid trapezes

Clothed tabs
Sisk ream commodes

Invalid waken
Crutches

Cora adjustable
Cold doom vaporisers

,

th

g

Mlle painting on the wall,

thoaianw ore et.treatment, he offers Geo Knee
-Pm opposed to overall
printed designs and textures
for legs." said Max, whose

melange of cosmic
Bandgeometries in the flammable

avant gard6posters and adven-

lab forte.

.roug home furnishing

(under 251 market. "My concept of leg art is to dramatize

THE CALF gets a new kind
of glamor with his An
Nouveau Sock panty hose &-

the thiuii area -hither -to totally
neglected by. hosiery design-

sign -abstract

ers-to ton drama to live calf

permanent ly set up in her New

your a -minded individualist

and the knee
as in adventurone new ways.
.signing for the

ul,

who is attuned to the dawning
creoler Aqua s. My goat
cre
joy in the hearts of

both the wearer and the be.holder." c

'ID GLORIFY. the thigh

lor

TO ITS NEW LOCATION,
TO THE SOUTH, ON THE MAIN MALL

bad. SEN. boia swi tch
canna4 hoer km". aah

The big SWITCH is

Hp,

on !

$55995*
ON DHPLAV AT

FURNITURE

single Armor a complete

an Arlington Heights Rd.

semis:0[0d save.

owtoirmirow teem.
Otter ends
March 31, 1970,

III 13 S. Arlington Hts, Rd
ARLINGTON ROOM'S
CL 9-1150

!Robyn:ales
Water massagers

his

uses

Glamorize your hair

ex -

flon9rn an elan

tmhoique to al. ...look to
si..sk/r/F`Fl
is 0dssiflu
Ri uu

Whether your hair is long ors hurt. a great way

to look just a little different. while keeping your
hair neat and tame, is with interesting new hair

exotic pendant a to
bend of floral fantasy to accent
the hipline Thlre areothers.

jewelry there's a whole now family ofjewelrylike barrettes. pins, ponymil rings and MRS and
chain twists.
Clip close to the side of Me head un art deco
enameled pin, an antique gold filigree bar pin or
a bane. of three tiger-eye cabochons.
If you llama ponytail mane you'll fi ral diver my of wiry coils, shiny metal cylinders, domed
clips -and serpent circles. Our favorite is a lightweight fat stretchmoil of gold rope wire. Another
is the gold ram's -head ponytail ring. For a touch

Max's adventurous
conditioned him

for cosmic art. When he.
baby his family fled from Germany to Shanghai, where he
wos brought up neat to a,
Buddhists emple. They taiga:
al to Tibet and then to Israel,
where he studied astronomy
sedan,

of color try the elfticized rings of bright little
beads.

Protect your face

WISHING WELL WIG STUDIO
introduces rho

Easy on the soon, please...
mcially during the reinter

100% ITALIAN HUMAN HAIR
WIG THAT CAN BE

months.

$44 9

SEEING MIS AD AND
IGG $2.00 0", WIG

it's ben fa

so it frequently
leaves your norm clogged. Th e
best face cleansers are cream.
and lotions, applied with co%..
ton.

Vie eani roer eenee NOW

Mur 4
WE INVITE YOU TO

al ale coed.

a

a.m.

NA.
enePnie1eii

Ream

p

,fdell.,,eur
am

Wee
NO

..

190,

9ffimum

au

FREE Suray...
Financing Arranged,

Ill

MURPHY'S
TERRY CLOTH PRINTS

Wielq04'

DOTTED SWISS

36" Wide

Washable
44/45" Wide

100% Cotton

FOR

Ifhaff 4effils

Reg,

lamdf&qk
claw dintet
EVERY MON., WED., FRI., & SUN.

Phone 259-5000

1.59NOW 76Cvd.

st'A

1.

Reg,

8"

NOW

6 7yd.

100% COTTON

ULTRA BLEND

White Blouse
Dress Material

Wash 8. Wear

. 36" Wide

Wash & Wear

44/45" Wide
Reg 77c

Reg, 64c

54cyd.

NOW

44C, yd.

1119.1.r. nib

MERLON CO., INC.

PALATINE PLAZA
PALATINE, ILL.

PH: 358-6588

fact,

deep -clean.

Located in the

111439

In

avoid soap altogether, if possible. to cleanse the face. The
reason: soap dries the skin-and not only that, it doesn't

Complete selection of Mord Men's Hairpieces

ARLINGTON

regular prices. Select a

Max
linbetootlY

also

Omits, time Pah, .CLEANING AND SOUND.

we offecthesre two exquisite

Wallace patterns et 20% off

lobe says

knee.

439-9906846 S. Elmhurst Rd. Wishing Well Plaza

CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

JUST

that you are certain which direction is ant and which is west.

WASHED AND STAY -STYLED AT HOME!

stiOP'`

36,000 BTU's

PISCES (Feb. 19 -March 20n can self-doubt in week ahead.
Pisces. II is a luxury which you can ill afford. Yea will fedi
that
in opposite. directions. Check yna personal coon...0

flowers incc

ROM I

.11

MORT NOW-,

by

Youwire
You will relate. You will contact like you never have hcfom.
Intuition will ho unusually keen.

THE SHOP HAS MOVED -

,,,,,y m.d.u.,,,,,,,....,,.._ 358-7722

FEDDERS

you'll wind up a winner.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-1),. 21): By mid -week. Saj. yds.'
would be wise to jump on the whirlwind and thus you'll be in p
position to Eelout
dct thc storm. In short, don't allow any explosisw
situation to
of hand. Trust your hunches.
CAPRICORN Dee ember 22.Jan. 19): In days ahead you will
amble, but if you're as smart a, old Olga thinks you ma, yell
Wwon't grumble. Flea,ure seems to M. all clogged up
the line -it never quite makes a to you. Cheer op, love:
'Olga told you last week that things were going to improve
measurethly before spring. Don't you trust.Olga anymore
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 -Feb. 18): The corning days are to he
intimacy. authenticity, and honesty_ Inshort.0

colorsenhancing the leg
from the tons to just below the

Peter

.

'PO

.

de -

signs have enthralled the U25

MERLE nokman

SO.C.°11.
_

seitimfem

WALI-L-ACE

colors that am the cosmic an-

55995 NOW

Ilbs most dimmi ng s cant

STERLING

thigh -positioned de-

sign is described by Peter us
flouers. constellations and, "phantasmagoria of intricate
clouds in spots of brilliant col- astrologimlly inspired geoor are placed umxpeotedly on
metrics in brilliant
un opaque base to dramatize
For giving the
glamor

you might like to make it more
dramatic by pining B on a
standing easel
a cornet. of
the roan:. Jackie Onassis. ac.
to a recent article.
pcordingher own working easel
l

another

rug

50,51,

For the rowel cd Match only'

Traction eastern.

ed

of brilliance. Complex Mex.

Another design fealtreS
gilaxy of stars in an explosion

chfidhood

PTI CAL

WEXIa

WE RENT
Heeded beds
Sideway

f

end sprayed with clear plastic
for pmtection.
Instead of hanging your fa-

compelling new fashion roc
sons for the miniskirt vogue.
S i 1 k -screened fantasias
of

,omplimertylry Lfs

92.7 fm

We can help you RECUPERATE

in the comfort
of your home!

items and wallpaper
.

positioned on the side of the
leg above dm knit,

V

IF YOU THOUGHT
FM IS ALL
BACKGROUND MUSIC...
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD

and the glow seems to be just

.

a row to hold books or

thing which has grown common will he apt to lose itsulelight.
SCORPIO (OM. 23 -Nov. 21):
very personal matter, the strength of your argumont is surpassed only by the bid
nett'of your verbosity. Cool it, Scorp. One wrong word at this
a
you blow the whole deal. Sit this one out. In ilamahead.

mingling of brilliant noels

colors with
ly oriented
pad eometries. his new
line of
hose designed for
gorlington-Carneo
provides

Open Daily it A.M. T06P.M.10. itil PAY

look as if you're wearing no
midge, at all..

the hardest Rom labor palm

Men has created Thighland
Band. a pew hose design tea taring a smashing inter-

PAIARNE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

the skin shine through so you

pleasing our husbands.

Peter Max. exuberant exnonmt of cosmic art in motion

R359' 1004T5

out. Now it, important to Inc

now we care about

Inc trays, large pap, butterfiles, gaily painted cub, hat.
t'

2
Be prepared in week ahead to eacem the sour with the sweet. Libra baby. II has to be. You've
perhaps grown accithomed to constant honey, but remembei
that it is the sweet thing which brings satiety quickly. And anyi.

signs for Borlington-Cameo.

OTHER WALL IDEAS

in

it in week almad
3 -Oct.
LIBRA (Sep

Venn Away, three of Peter M.'s provocative panty base co-

York silting room.
To add a Modem flavor to
your roo
fill a huge wicker
basket with lame paper flowers-they're easy to orne-and
lean a guitar against -it.

WALLPAPER

STIFFEL

-

Om of 1110 01,01N boa n

GLIDDEN

ourseIva s;

unselfishness.

special

people stepping on it.

single girls we pleased only

and

e

keeps live fern in the basinpart
and it certainly is 0 conveasadon piece.

mood of your 10010. And if

black velvet and then framed.
displayed in a special type ea-

mew pea ...at..

dripping faucet, this quality annoys you daily associates. JO
because your sign is that of the virgin is no reason for you lobe
unrcasonable concerning mutton moral. Others are entitled ta
their opinions. too. Or had yoo momentarily forgotten? Wale)]

0,

,aehe, which hicaA, naaanahiatew

each corner and which was
covered in a bright felt. She

-could include: posters,

MIRCISEI Pon bell eiho

a ceurse in stitchery al dm gal ter this term.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 22B You're not exactly a nag. Virg
but you do at time, tend to be a bit overly contentious. And Ii

Cosmic artist Peter Mayi considers Me thigh area the motMg.
mdly neglected in leg art. here he demonstrates his Aquarian

She very cleverly mounted -it
eon rectangle of plywdad that
hod quarter circles cut out of

ubiquitous brass plaque. How
hanging a rug on }'our
A Rya one from Smadtnaeith an inirioniviv designed
Oriental or a colorful Mexican
rug -Whatever would snit the
J1
1 u're
k
Muskat, hand your latest sodlepuiro on the wall and you
won't 1,10 to wooly abb.

y

pieces of jade, shells or rocks
can

there am other

but

things In hang on your walls
beside. reproductions or the

-

As

ove

series,

rooth. just as they do to It drew
or suia. As with fmhion.

Ih

Taut Krythe, unusual.
orful and creative hangings,
stitchery and woven wink
show her ability 10 rutty the
classic handicrafts far beyond
their usual scope -until tiny
truly become arts. An Emma
Ionian, Mrs. Krwhe is offering

solid brass?

__

onlyhe

maniplewarmto thisslmtegvru
figures or donnas from Left
wellpmpectivm
to right, Complex Max, Thigidand Wed .d Light

sparkle to your home -unusual
elude some redecorating along

with your spring cleaning chi.:

Comp

opportuniy. Well. sterling silver. al ie... Would you believe

of buses, now is in
T ty a new hang-up to brighten your rooms rovemee sideslegs.
Blending ram-

By Ann Formes

ainment
Soli

need

row.nown
novae,
Potpourri
bouquet. Included in this miniature arrangement -copied after

achieve," Estee Utuder says.
ulfs what I do myself. Everyone knows the heavy finish is

I

I

panl.

panel

And, the designs vary
from nature scenm to city
street scenes, contemporary

A writing table bream. o Dale isle of beauty when decorated with a natural dried.flaifer

traveled and exhibited
widely. Mn. Onderdonk of

P.m.

r

manic and

dipped in water before hang-

tivtEleanor Manners

affair, are concerned. Use a little imagination, and your present
situation legarding loved one will improve immeasurthly. Wiwi
are you afraid of? You've nothing to lose but youthimidity.
LEO Ouly 23 -Aug. 221: There is one whom you areopt tomeia
in week ahead, Leo, who has the power to dissolve you inure
puddle of ecstasy. This person could be either a Libra or a Gem.
Keep your baby blues open wide se you won't miss this Orion

liege selection of the easrlm
hang prepasted papers. This
cate.gory ha, a number of the

ma, of which

".°11r.ta

worth living. This is particularly true as far a, your penned

coatings and non -fade color
pigments make fie an casymlitter.
Then, for the do-it-yourself
decorator, there is an equally

-

CL 5-9600
T PROSPECT

,

has

The gallery is open daily,
except Monday. Pons I to 5

CANCER (June 21 - July 221: seen variety in week ancid.
Moonbaby, for no pleasum lasts long unless there n variety in IL
It Ls not only "the spice of life." it is that which often makes We

embossed papers, you'll as
patterns, paisley and small

m at South Junior High. He

touch of giant whimsy.

moves are yours.

Looking at the locked and

Heights. is a painter and teach -

Evanston almmt 'fills the gallery with his massive yellow
and white wood sculptures -a

gent damasks.

via do implat sardee flubbing op.,' KNITWEAR -

Old Orchard Country Club, Mount Prospect:
luncheon 12:30, curtain 2 p.m.

artist and frequent.prixe-win-

squares and also soft and elk

GEMINI (May 21 -Iona 20): You and member of another
generation will be at loggerhead, before wed, is over. Gem.
However, it will be in your power to neutralisethe tiension.Try to
relate on an intellectual rather than emotional level. First
come tolerance, and finally mutual respect and love. The major

of contem-

geometric designs, scenic,
florin, polka dots, checks,

MOM: homy, tettle.teta gray

CL 5-6179

SCENES
REALISTIC
from her home town of Lockport, Ill, arc reflected in the
prints, pencil drawings and

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): In week ahead. Faun.. you Will
(Intl yourself seeking solution to problem in memory's attic. Forget it. Them is NO WAY. Old hopes are not for you,Taurus.111.0
yen know but occasionally tend to forget. Assume a more peegressive, positive attitude. Others will respect you for it an.ico
lest ditch effort at getting your own way. respect of others is MOM
important. Think it over. Then art.

erings is lather and better than
ever before. The attractive pat-

tOON 0311016

TIPt

PROSPECT HITS

Countryside Gallery, 407 N. Vail, Arlington

should adjust your eyeshade, so you won't be squinting b0 much.

ing..
The coming season's selec-

tion of wallpapers and cov-

THEATER MATINEES

ART SHOWS

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): You are about to be dealt a nyw
deck, Ari, the markings will be the same, and so will the gamey'
But risk is in your blood, baby, and you will be unable to stay
away from the table. Just don't allow your mind to wander while
the other guys are concentrating on their chances. Maybe' jmn

murals. In addition to bringing
. the design excitement you arc
..looking for, wallpapers can be

4./Voi, CLEANERS

Wednesday -Ivanhoe, Chicago, 2 p.n..
Pheasant RunTheater, St. Charles,2:30p.m.

Countryside shows
multi -media

our
We are motivated by love. not

pon a promotion

!ite offbeat shop. about 923.

parrrtment
orary
You'll find stripes,

Heights-Open daily except Monday, 1 to 5 p.m.

the authors poi. ... Wt

Into your home? Many timm
you can find the answer with
Wallpapers, with their many
designs, patterns, prints and

sportswear

,areas in department store; or
.check for them in your favor -

to 3 p.m...5 to 9 p.m.
Plentywood Farm, Bensenville, 1210 p.m.

curl.

arerat nth, and pushing

!dresses and shirts in a great
ragtime style, boys like to pile

Trying to find a new way to

Corrado's Restaurant, Arlier011 Height., 12

Mae soft. natural looking

incompetent to carry out his

cupied by an employe who is

'departments and

Page 35
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bring some warmth and charm

Inspeition Time

are completely cool. Unwind,
brush out and the hairdo will

eriicia.

East Village.

Friday -Arc Steak Home, GlenvieM 12:30

ers and leave them in until they

peed

,vests in main floor ac

Corrado's Restaurant, Arlington Heightel to

Thimble Fabric Shoppe, Wheeling, 7:30 pan.
Thursday -Dale House, Hoffman Estates, 12
to 2 p.m.

dry. Roll up with instant roll-

wisdom, governments that de
not maintain order. coutythat
do not dispense justice.. ' as

time, every post tends to be oc-

ous sense of fun.
In buckskin. suede end
shiny patent, look for deal

Mark's Place in New York's

Girls layer them on over

and charm

ing mat's mothered by a riot -

ients range from traditionals
and prints to modern motifs

Wednesday and Thursday-Ethel's Golden

immediately otter
shampooing," says the Institute, if you towel the hair

Arlington Heights. F.mitkd
Features,.. it displays the

of a whole new kind of costUrn-

For Tour Knits -

'Itant
acedhairsetters also can

A new show trot packs
punch is on view at Cantryside Gallery, 407 N. Vail.

them on over their Wallace
Irterry undershirt Ups. Itb pert

Moine, Glenview,

he

would suggest a new principle.

THIS LS ALL up to scale in

to

Uncle Andy's Caw Palace, Palahm, 12:20

directions carefully before

How 'bout these symbols
compdonee. No 'Teter Prin[10e applies to usl

12

4

water or wiped with a damp
cloth. For each unit, read the
thiirsetters glue a new promise of beauty and personalize Weirdo.. Any style is p.sible with Westinghouse's new portable

Resteumnt, Des Plaines,

doubtedly had its birth in one
of the handicraft shops on St.

Cosmic hosiery
is Max's bag

Wallpaper
for warmth

12:30 p.m.

and comb. Some instant toilets
can be washed in warm, sudsy

What's status?

By Gerry Webb

Camelot

you world cl,n a hairbrush

they apply thermostatically
controlled heat to the air.
formance eliminates nightly
pin-ups and provides quick

Jim Seines Tralee Fmm, Barrington Hills,
12:30 to 2 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Tuesday-Ehletis Green Tree Inn, Bensenville, 12:15 p.m.
Jim SainmTralee Farm (see Monday Mogi.
Pickwick House, Palatine, 12 m2 pan.

ID AVOID tangling hair in

curl, aided by a variety of new
heirsetting prescriptions and

end

Golden Eagle, Arlington Heights, 12:30 to
2:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.

split ends.

TousledThese gradually took

/

Rolling Meadows --noon.

'

the hair on the instant rollers.
That will help solve the problem of flyaway hair and brittle.

'Of the decade were teased end

This is one style which an

WEEKLY FASHION SHOWINGS
Monday -Black Fox Restaurant, Holiday Inn,

remain at the IredePt '976 for
all types of hair. If hair has a

me a head AM hair.
loll{ beautiful hair." gone one

both sexes we're seeing
'many
fringed
W
'manatern.style
vests,ornamented with either
' gold sortuds or colorful beads.

THE DAY
Monday,

JAY AND THE AMERICANS

'Ttg°,7,g7tvg°.

1550 Rand Rd. Palatine, III

PHONE: 359-4868

ai,Wit
3405 Algonquin Rood
Realm° Meadow. III

G.

C

MURPHY Co.

STONE NOUPS: Nan, Ihro Fri 9:306 rri Mgt, m
Sun. 11 to S p.m

RAND. & CENTRAL ROADS
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

Ove

mill

/;11111111.5.1 El
r1.7114

.

rave -

v

wvhw et-. -a it

East matmen 2d in state with two champs
Mei= Easta Dave Maple'

seven 'and Prospect one.

and Pete Gross walked off with

.

MAPLE, WHO wing into
the tournament With a 20-2
record, won the title in the

Mate titles and the Blue Demons finished second to North
Chicago in the 33rd Stale High

Potter fell 6-I to Maple.

Week.egates Mark Tiffany (5-

who reached the finals by beat Carl
leg Jerry McCarthy

tilos 12,1), and LawreneevIlles

%fool Wrestling Tournament
nt MOOrtlir1W011 Saturday.

Coach Bob Rick's Demons

rang up 39 thints to North

eing state

er, who was

Chicago's winning total of 49.

champion M the

Arlington wound up in 16th
place with 1 I points. While
Maine West hal 10 Paled=

130 -pound

and undefeated going

into

0), LaGrange's Andy Ellop-

Gilbert of Nil. West, 6-2, and
Pinning Larry Young of Decarun MacArthur.
Gross won the I65 -pound
championship with a 7.3 Woo -

ry over Rockford East's Dave
Cox in the finals. The Demon
junior, finishing unbeaten for
Me

into she match. In she finals.

season

290, heat

at

107 pounds. After losing to

Arlington's Don Stumpf
and Maine West's Bruce Beam
also copped third -place finishStumpf, pinned Tinley
.
Park's Joe DePaulo at 3:25 for

eventual runnerup Jim Welter
of Grant. Verner beat Jim Bo -

Bann edged Thnanridge's TIM

MAINE EAST'S other
Sam points were racked up by
cott Vernon. who wrestled
back to a third -place finish at

pick up x victory. Hewn en' sey's Jim 'Battaglia

Modena. 30, for third at 98

and Fred VViderron of Evanston in the wrestle -beak eon.
petition.

Bill Lockhart (pin at 5:54) en
route to th finals,

Sandburg. 5.1, whipping Marc

MO.pound class in one of the
most spectacular ways post
sib!, The Demon senior upset
rhosChica Dennis ParkNorth

ford of End& Louis Lincoln.
Ron Ramie= of East Moline

Kitt place at 155 pounds and

4rlingto n routs Wheeling, 40-52.

Puede.

Ron McAlister of Palatine
took home fourth -place honors in the 145 -pound class. The

match..

Glenbard North's Don
pies -

Hoshaw brought some

Mid -Suburban
to the
League by taking second plea
tige

Wide..., 4-3.

Pirate senior lost in the semifinals of the regular eon,

By Tom Rowe

115

at

Pounds all 100 opening -round

Match over
Sa'vanna's Dan Drmoperulos,
64, but then lost hia next
match to Evanston. Fred

Opening -round

MAINE FASTS Gary at 1 is pounds. The Panther
Ecklund at 175 pounds and senior lost to Bloom's Ed
but
Jim Ortman at 123 pound, O'Brien in the finals, 5-2,
still
managed
to
finish
MIlher
Conant's Ron Ortwerth at 155
Puede. St. Viator's RIP 12o- Man any other MSL egatimar et 175 muscle and Her- prom.

petition, then won two wrestleback matches before losing to

Libertyville's Dan Holm. in
the third -place bout.

Ken Klein of Prospect was
tho only other ennt wonder to

place. finishes.

The

Sealith

foursome of Lynch, Steve So
Juno. Stretch Lavin and Gene

Led by a great performance

by senior Rich Lynch, St. Via;
tor took 12th M the Illinois

O'Hara qualified 1-10 in the
prelimimrt. but fell one place

High School A.O.Ciali011 State

in

1105 and he held -onto this
place in the finals.

Lynch figured in all the Soo
lion pointy. earning El himself

relay which took two

.1

gone

second

he

001101,

THE DARK-HAIRED co.
captain chased out a bAltmt
high school career by taking
third in the 50 -yard (restyle
IU45krd

_.411111""

fin; high

Arlington's only participant in the state meet, Jeff Thieman, exhibits his fine form that gave him
fourteenth slot in the state meet held Friday and Saturday at Hinsdale South. (Photo by Tom

clocked in 22.683 In the 50

back slightly and he fell to
third bthind Hinsdale Central

Rowe)

free and 49.803 in the 100.
.

Trier East's Steve Baird.

Maine West% Skip Parent
corned nine of the 10 Warrior
tb in the
points by placing
200.yard individual medley.
He was timed in 2:07.4 In the
preliminarie. but fell off
slightly in the final,

Lynch had the lead at the
half way point of the 100 free.
but he tired on the final lap and
fell to fourth behind Mark

A hot -shooting Mike Pate-

Gary Ferrero of HC.

The Viator- 4110 -yard

John Kinsella of HC and run-

and seven free throws while
shooting 85 per cent from the

Sales, 85-68, in a basketball
me played at DeSalcs Friday
night. The game was the

field..He also hauled dawn 10

Lions' lass as a CPL mutter.

son.

formance by a Lion this seaPencnuzzog amazing point

toal, which

Page 16

SPORTS
Palatine rally nips
EG Grenadiers, 47-44

Bob Koch.

help the Lions expand their

Re., who was somewhat
hampered in the first half by

three-point half time lead.

1970

debase designed to stop him.

scored "only" 19 points, and
got three rebounds. The 19

'

while the Pirates racked up a

night.

The Pirates M.. favored,
enterinethe contest with a 5-8
league .slate as opposed iodic
2 -II record listed by ,Elk
The Pirates ended their season on the upswing, inmodent
the regional tournament
with the

very meek 16-52 far 31 per
cent. The Pirates were more
accurate from the fine, hng
while per cent of their attempts
were somewhile the
whot poorer with 49 per met.
Palatine started the game

Off on the wrong foot. cornmining four turnovers in the
first four minutes. These led to
an 11-2 EG lead with 3:31 left

in the first half. Coach Rees
then put in his second string to

give same of thewniors a

chance 10 play in, their
stalling tonight. The 0000 KM' . home game.

top -seeded

..Glenfford West in the Whea-

der with 5:30 left in the half.

Jim

Again there w. no scoring un-

rates will enter the Arlington
Regional tomorrow with e
game with St. Viator. Elk

Grove will

meet

Regional

ton

tonight_

Adamson of G1/2nbanl Wen
will be the main figure Mat the
Diens will have to slop.

.

-

11112

average.

the Bucs with

10

rebounds.

Garoutte also figured in the rebounding with seven.
For Elk Grove Gene Pinder
was high with 15. Pinder
stuffed six field goals and three

,free tenses through the hoop.

to come back -quickly with

By Rio Stuart

leader John Flesch who hid
Flesch tallied.I0 marks fol.

PALATINE (47)

Bob

they've wandered into, the B.
'als of the state tournament instead of just the opener of the
Arlington Regional.
The Huskies and the Wild-

lliat

if The Grover, were

18 33

nom the floor for 34 per cent

F

B

NSW

I

2

Gamuitc

up.

Mike Kolte threw in a fanMk 18 -foot jump shot with

four seconds left in the game to
give Fremd a 73-71 Mid -Sub urban League victory over

host Forest Wow Friday night.

Hashed.

4

Andriano
Sehnert
Carr
Phillips
Totals

0

9
3

3' 10
I

1..

BoYm

m helms
Coll
Prince
Totals

Led

by

re

0

0

2

.

8.

B
4

2

40

,

'

1

1

4

4

.

I

0

THOUGH THE score was
close, the Lions led for Most of

the first half. though they did
fall behind once near the end
of the second period 28-27.
They rallied back to take the

0

I

O

0

I

0

I)

0

0

1

18

8 15 33

SCORE BY QUARTERS
13 7 I1 1647
Palatine
17 8, 9 10-44'
Elk Grove

lead and they were leading 38 0
33 at the half.

draw has put the. two bitter
rivals in the first gains of the
son.

Hersey won its final game
Friday night over Glenbard
North to lie the Wildcats for
third place in the -final MidSuburban League standings.
Both clubs wound up With 8-6

TONIGHT'S GAME will
get under way at 7 p.m. and
will be followed by. another

firsprOund affair. Frond vs,

conference records.

THE HUSKIES. got excellent play from their front

Steingraber of Hersey anOTed

line Friday, and should have
no problem with their starting
Imo of Andy Pancratz, Scott

wierring by two points and

Ecker of Wheeling, look for a

Forge and Mark Lindstrom

to won by
one And now the
the luck of the

close ball game all the way lust
like the first two contests

cats have split their two reg.
lar season games Whaling
Hersey

Warren District winder Grant
.. Both' Coaches, Roger

d

Spry

first rate

reserve

3

2

7

4

I

24

2

0

Don

it out, with the Cards owning
the 68-52 advantage at the end
of the game,

Fraud to finish in fifth place
with a7-7 record. Forest View
fell into a three-way tic for
sixth with Conant and Palatine

THE REDBIRDS contin-

e

3

2

3

Ill

4

2

68 20

9

But in the backcmirt it may

be a different story. !Mud.

go with Roger Wood at center,

have hampered Hersey at the
guard sport, the most notice
able one being a wrist injury to
Dick Powell that has kept him
al less than full strength since
January.,

Gary Kawell and either Mark
Bencriscutto or Jon Pitt at the
forwards, and Mike Groot and
Kevin Barthule at the glands.
IT WILL certainly be hard
for Hersey and -Wheeling to

po.

WHEELING IfAS lost two

when the Huskies won on a
last -second tip by -Pzincrals.

straight genies to rugged opponents East Aurora and Ailing-

but before that the 'Can

had chmbed horn the MSL
second &mutton to thud place
by taking five of cut demsson

match

their last hair -Miser,

But a few thousand people will

come to Arlington's cramped
gym toreght expecting a re
peat performance and they
my not be disappointed

3

6

FPR

B

Feige

6

I

Lindstrom

5

I

Paaeram

8

Dolby

2

1

5

8
18

2

2

0

POWER

7

1

then

Spry

battle with a mo-pointer, ash
Haney had to go work with
29 seconds left to play.

A missed bookie shot was
pulled down simultanmusly
by Spry and Wright, and the
ensuing jump went to Hersey.

After two more errant shot,
Spry came to the rescue and

in the first eight min-

gol the all-important tip that
gave his team the victory.

The drama was not over,
however, as Wright was fouled

of the backboards. which produced a 41-21 rebounding

by Jacoby and got another

edge in the game, started to

second left. But this time the
usually stead Panther center
missed, and it was the 5-9

chance from the fine with nine

take its toll in the second quar-

ter. With Randy Hague controlling the offensive board for
the Vikings, they tied the gase
and then morel the last three
points of the first half for 141-'

Fran who came up with the
rebound that put an end to
Glenbard's hopes.

JACOBY WAS fouled al
the buzzer and made both of

free throws` to pad the
Huski.' final score.
his

Forst View tied the game
again on Wayne Mtier's free
throw with 6:11 to go in the
third quarter, but Fremd re-

Glenbard North was in
command for most of the first
half, but late in the second period Lindstrom got hot and hit

gained the lead and held it
it the Falcons deadlocked the
t minute.
cont.t in the

our shots from Inc field. His
firstone was a jumper from the
com with four seconds to go

mead half and it put Hersey
ahad., 32.31, at the inte,

spoil-

ohsen.
ed a Forest Vw
cerneback
that saw the Falcons tie the
game after trailing by eight
points midway through the
six

gointa with just 1:30 to go in
the contest.

FOREST VIEWS Rich 01son and Dave Long then hit
ittmp shots to cut the gap to
two at 71 69 and Fremd gave
the Falcons a shot at a tte by
throwing the ball away Greg

FREMD (73)
Player

Kola

BFPR
4
0
0

10

Loughlin
Wickersham
Hanks

0
3

3

5

The Panthem went out to
their big lead late in the third

I

I

quarter

0

3

three in a raw from the ou,

3
2 .2 10

0

Game

I
4

Wickum

2

Molosnik

4

Totals

mission.

hit

side..

0

0

PANCRATZ WAS the
high borer in the game with

1

3

3

22 points, and he was also he

31 11 16 41

FP

7
6

3
5

1' 7

Regional play of the Illinois
e,, basketball latunivitent

m tonight with Prospect

4-

10

7

4

9

0

2

I

Phillips
Martin

2
0

0000
28 15 14 27

0r0

SCORE BY QUARTERS
15 26 14 18-73
Fremd
Forest View 20 18 13 26-71

log Maine South v1 Con-

Hrey playing Wheeling
Arlington, Elk Grove playGlenbard West at When-

North and Notre Dame
ng on Niles Naha Niles
ett. Each of these gam. will
haat 7
110 second games will Let
_Forest...View end Glen-

de South at Conant and

0

I

0

1

6
0

2

2

3'

Grthdt

0

0

0

22 21 26 21
TOTALS
WHEELING (12)

20 20 17 24

SP

1

0
0

Play.

0
0
0

B F
0 2

I

R

P

2

2

5

3

Groot

4

2' 2

Wood
Barthule
Pitt

4

5

8

3

I

4

4
4
2

0

0

7

3

Scheid
Stegg

0

0

0

1

2

1

1

1

0

0

Bencriscutto
Kawell

Geils

RTSdbi a7zy

2

72

3

0

19 14'31 18
TOTALS
SCORE BY QUARTERS
19 18 16 15-68
Arlington
12 6 15 19-52
Wheeling

1970

3

Arlington's big Jack Hull lootks for help as be Is surrounded by

Wheeling's Moth Beneriseulto (left) and Kevin Barthel° (behind). Looking on is Card Bill Bieck. (Photo by Tom Rowe)

a

Huskies 136 earns dist. gym trophy
semi on side horse with an
8.6; Hersey's junior Jeff Farris on the high bar with a

Hankie Kyle Wooldridge and
albarounder John Boylan of

Arlington with 8.05. Fourth

H,

As expecthd, host Hersey
High School experienced little

7.5; Hersey's Gary Morava on

went t the first competitor in
the event, Prospect junior Jim

A-Topolowski, EL, 6.65; 10-

difficulty M winning its own

Craig Sjogren on
rings with an 8.35; Arlington's

parallel
Hersey's

ercise with an 8.8; and Morava

136 points to runner-up Ar-

in the all-around with a 7.34

Region's 108.

average.

With four of the six teams
entered Saturday able to score
120 points -plus in a dual meet,

AS IN THE conference

Weld And Hersey's Morava,
both experienced difficulty

wrest

Saturday night and ended up at
list.

WOLD LOST his pip hale
way through his routine and
fell completely off the bar,
having to remount with a one.
poipt deduction in score. The
Knight senior bad scored a 90
the week before, the high.t individual score in thd confer -

-

- even. were

Prospecta Jay

Bensen on trampoline with so

8:55; Arlington's Pal Brous -

Conant's resurgent Cougars

did it again in overtime, adding a fourth loss to Prospect's
second -place conference slate

Friday night. 70-69. The Cougars had beaten Arlington in
overtime last week for Arlington's first loss of thc campaign.

Friday each team had 61
points at the end of regulation
time, but the Cougars of Dick
Redlinger combined a perfect
field goal permntage with
throws M
three of four
that last period to offset Prospect's rthning

THE GAME Was inconsequential as far as pros pea was concerned, the visiting Knights having already
sewn down second place in the
Mid -Suburban League standings the week before. But Con-

ant had a chance to move .
high as sixth place in the standings with the Win. They closed

the season tied with Palatine

and Forest View, sixth with
6-8 records.

The bright spot of the ate season mmpaign for PrOspect
continued to be the out-

standing play of senior for-

tag. These contests should be -

'gin about 9 tonight.
Tomoerow, the secondseeded team In each regimial

will Pay the first garn. Dud
mean s Arlington hosting
Mundelein and Mahn West
testing Conant. The second
pines will feature Maine East
and Glenbrook North at Cow
ant and SL \Hater and Palatine

at AdIngton
Tickets at the door a31.50

high

jumpers,

ing an 11 field goals.
Meissner soured exactly at a
.500 clip and made three
straight baskets in the overtime period to keep the

Baskets by Meissner and
Rush were countered by goals

from Barton and Macdonald,

Then lame the play of the
regulation pante for Conant.

Meissner each added tvan
points and the quarter score re.
maimed deadlocked.

Rucker went wooo layup and
called for an
made it but

IT CONTINUED to M a

by much.

KNIGHT BRAD Rucker
also had 22 points to tie ss the
game's leader on seven of 13

from the field and eight of 17
at the line. He thus finish. as
leading
the league's fifth
scorer for the season.
Conant's Brant Barton had
an off -night with only two
field goals M IS attempts, but
his seven free throws, in-

cluding the two that won the
game. put him into double figures. Howevdr, he dropped to a

third -place he in MSL scoring
with 266 paints.
The Cougars had three oth-

er men in double fig.., soPhoore John Whiteford leading
with 14. center Dave Lloyd
smond with 13 and junior
John Macdonald with 12. Two
other Cougars just missed the

two -figure column with nine
each -Dive Irian and Bob
Wallin.

-

THE KNIGHTS picked up
an early lead and had things
their own way 0001 Whiteford
broke through for a layup off a
Barton assist at 5:12 of the first
period. Whiteford stole the

tight game through the second
period, but' Prospect finally
built a three-point lead, trying

Whiteford's tactics. The
Knights began tome. the ball
a little and capitalised on Cou-

gar fouls to leave the floor at
halftime leading 34.31.
The Knights are a second -

half tam, and as

the half
opened it appeared they would

walk away from their hosts,
scoring four straight baskets
and a field goal to halide quick
10 -point advantage.

Although Rucker and
Meissner did the only scoring
of the third period for the

overtime.

Tosby.

Arlington's Kim Moore and
Farms View's Don
tipin and the contest went into fifth
Again on the side home
settled r
WITH PROSPECT in a full, argon and
s ec n d -place he as
court press and with caught a
in the backcourt with :15 left Bro.s.0 was followed by
in the period, Bob Kline stole

fore Chris Sales took up the
initiative for the Knights on a

Solvie
Totals

BUT SIJDDENTLY Con-

and place on the perto itself as Lance Bolen singularly claimed the sil-

H, 7.25)4. Armficld, C,1.05;
5. Luth 635; 6. Morava; H,

ver medal. Entering the "tie"
category for third were Prospects Pete Klein and Forest

6.75; 9. Sump, P, 6.45;
Beglund, FV, 6.0;

.'

barssec

View's Bob Berglund with

7.4's. Fifth went to Knighljum
ior-Steve Klingarnan.

On the rings it was Pros peas Mike Ossowski claiming
second place with a 7.95 behind Sjogren. Greg Dattilo, a
junior from Arlington, was

6.8;7. ftiel Word, P-Tentgo,
10.

PARALLEL BARS, I. Mod
rave, H, 8.15; 2, Boyer, II,
8.0; 3. (tie) Klein, P-Berglued.:-,
FV, 7,4: 5.

Klingaman, Ps'

6. Boylan, A, 7.05; 7.
(del Sullivan, FV-Valendno,
P, 1.55; 9, Hamm., A,
7.2.5;

8.55; 3. Isaacs, A, 8.3, 4. Reb-

mann, H, 8.0; 5, Benmn, P.
all-around were Morava, -A, 7.95; 6. Hendershot, P. 7.917,
Courtney, P. 7.65; S. Felsia.'
score
Heaton, Bayland second,
EL 7.2; 9 Oict Olson. FV-Benh.
Horsey, Farris third,
View's Berglund in fourthjiml 31und. FV, 7.0;
Hersey's Boyett in fifth,

MEET RESULTS
(first eight qualify for seeds" 1

ALL-AROUNIk I. Mod
ram H, 7.34; 2. Boylan. 0,"
6.75; 3.

Farris,

H, 647; 4,

Berglund, FV, 6.30; t. Boren.H, 6.25; 6 Wold, P. 6.09; 7..
TRAMPOLINE: I. 'Ben" Klingaman, P, 5.08; 8. Mat
.n, P, 8.55; 2. (tie) Von Etilms. ' don. A, 4.96; 9. Pebble, 1217.
AniVmver H, 7.65; 4. Moore, 4 II& 10 Olsen FY 469
al)

'

-.111.14

'

BFPR

Barton
Lloyd

Wallin
Whiteford
Harold
'

5

2

2

7

4
3

I

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

000400

0

I

3

27 16 15 35
PROSPECT (69)

Player
Rucker
Rush

BF PR
5

7

8

3

5

5

5

1

0

0
0

0

0

5

7

01

0

2

9

White

0

Haney

0

2
0

ant got the lead back again on

baseline drive to his repertoire
just seconds later.

two straight from Lloyd and
Om field goals and two free

That brought the score to
8.7 in Prospect's favor, and

throws horn senior Bob Wall-

in. Again it was up'. Rucker

Casey Rush and Rucker upped

and Minster to do the sabring

Kline

I

it to 12 9 with layups Agate
Whiteford brought the Cou

and

pad came

Sales

2

M -Hon

1.5; 2. (tie) Boylan, ACovelli.

CONANT (70)
Player

Irian

fast -break layup and a 10-fooler on an inbounds Play.

HIGH BAR I. Ferris, It

Hersey was finally able to

Tonight, Prospect Tangles
with first -seeded Maine South
in the first game of the Conant
Regional at 7. The Cougars
will play the first game tomorrow night against smond-seeded Maine West,

Rucker scored again on a layup and Prospect held a 4943
margin at the end of the third.
That quickly began to melt
as Macdonald scored twice be-

the

junior, Jim

Knights bone -point lead.

Macdonald'

through

6.1; 9. Berglund. FV,.5.45; 10.
(60) Miller. C -Beck, P -Pierce.
4.75;

the ball and made a short layup
that would have given the

quarter.
Rucker scored first followed
by five field goals by Meissner.

way

.y's John Weaver mod for sec Bensen. Each
and be,

a 7.65. Fourth place went to

Prospectors, the two hot -handseniors
singlehandedly
ed

piled up an II -point lead mid-

ON TRAMPOLINE, Von
Ebers of Arlington and Her.

disallowed.
''- Walling tied the game with a

ball m the Knights *ere moving downcourt and added a

gars to withln one on a shot un
derneath again ousted by

forts, the top eight qualified to.

offensive foul and the score

A, "Si 6. Morava, H, 6.75; 7..
Baker, P, 6.25, 8. Hembd,

Prospect's Benscn.
hardware in the
Earning

after an 8.9 last vseek.
The top five scorers received ribbons for their ef-

16 -all when he stole the hall
and drew a foul. Lletyd and

A-Wooldrige, H, 8.0; 4.
Wilcox, 1), 7.45; 5. Prochaska.,

and the top 10 counted in team
shooting.

his routine. M
the middle
rava earned a sixth -place 6.8

the Cougar ace dropped in two
from the line to bring the score
to 61-59.

L.,

move on in St. competition,

Morava came just two performers after Wold and had
some of the same troubles,
hieing to stop completely in

and Whiteford List the score at

Knights from falling behind

ward Jeff Meissner. One of the

Fremd and Grant nt Adag-

best

Meitner has proven his jump
shot can be deadly accurate.
He had 22 points Friday com-

SIDE HORSE:

10. Brogdon, A, 62;
third with a 7.85 with Knight
John Valentino fofirth at 7.8
and Cougar 130,444-414.411a3,- RINGS: I. Hopp.
8.35i 2. Ossowski. P. 7.95; 3.
"
fifth at 7.75.
Dattile, A, 7.85; 4. ValenfinO,'
5. Bartley, C, 7.75;
HUSK1E MORAVA. took P.
the second spot to Von'acra (del Kennedy, A,..0v.ky, H,''
7,6, 8. Boyelt, H, 7.35; 9. Lb in the free exercise with an
8.55 while Arlington's Mike ton, P, 7.0; 10. Pascale, A 6.9;
Is.cs impressed with an 8.3
FREE EXERCISE: I. Von'
third. Fourth went to Herm,
Ron Rebmann and fifth I to Etter, A, 8.8; 2. Morava. H,

at, Wold tied for seventh Saturday.

Cougars notch 2d OT win;
Prospect victimized, 70-69
sta444

in another deadlock for second
place with 7.65 scores. Fourth
went to Con ant's team captain

other Prospect
Lutz.

hors, but Hersey finished in

By Linda Hamilton
Sporn Minor

THE MEDAL winners on
high bar behind Farris
we. Huskie teammate Dan
Covelli and Cardinal Boylan
the

Elgin -

the boner of the qualifying

SaMm

8.

B roome., A, 8.6; 2. (tte) Boy-.

Tim Armfield with fifth to an-

school,
Larkin. last with 454.

6.11;

CourOmy, P, 6.2;

ton's Brad Prochaska.

the two best high bar men
in the state, Prospect's Ron

League

A. 7.50 5. Tosby,

[Oafs, FV, 6.85

Wilcox, and fifth o Arline -

some top competitors almost
failed to survive the cut. Per

ban

-

bars with an 8.15;

Steve Von Ebers in free ex-

Prospect was third with 93
516 with Forest View fourth
M 36 1/3. Rounding out the
lower third of the scores were
Conant with 13 I/3 points
and the only non -Mid -Saber

way again Saturday
Arlington4 defending mute champion 'Steve Von meet had things
eight, whining tiro gym district competition with the meet's highest score, an 8.8.

6.95; 6.

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

district of the state gymn asti.
meet Saturday night. The
Huskies scored an impressive

State regionals begin

Shevell
Bansfield

Totals

Anastasi

3

FOREST VIEW (71)
Player
Long
Meier
Olson

when

I

Anastasi

gave his team he lead at 5654,

and

4

2
0

7

HERSEY (63)
Player

2

I

4

ton jumped out to a had with
18 points in trampoline competition and 251/2 on the side

FREMD'S DOMINANCE

the

by

3

2

2

00

1

5

2 10

meet one week before, Arling-

bard back on top of thesee-saw

utes.

Wayne Meier went up to grab
it like an .1 -conference football pass receiver, which he is,
but his last second shot went

and

5

3

6

4
2

Wright

both tosses of adwt6shot foul.

tosses,

ond period. Shevell was rensible for 12 of the Falco n

tempt at victory. Dave Long
threw a full -court pass and

fourth quarter

1

3 t2

6

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Hersey
13 19 922-63
Glenbard N. )17 14 18 11-60

tie once again with two charity

the first quarter and carrying
20.15 advantage into the sec-

planned one more last gasp at-

The late lum

5

4
2

5

Totals

BFPO

Player
Panting
Sodini

2

4

Reeve

ther Don Au.uni broke the

Forest View had the advantage in the early going, leadhis

Forest View called a Owe °Low, two oecoodg lo and

The Wildcats will probably

25 13 16 42
GLENBARD NORTH 160)

Totals

but Mark Jacoby got that hack
quickly with a 25 -footer. Pan-

for good.

'

4

Bill Wright of Glenbard

Then Kolse settled the issue
Grip despite the Hose
guarding of Forest View's Greg Shevell (foreground) vial Dave
four seconds left In roe
Long (24). Kola sank a jump shot
game to give the Vikings n 73-71 victory. (Phhto by Bob Biddle)

Mike Echo of Rand chives In for

0

nally knotted the contest with
3:06 left when he dumped in

by as much as nine points in

on

1

the Huskies back. P0000000 fi-

ond place in the MSL scoring

ing was still able to stop, balan ce himself for a jumper and
swish it through with jlist four
remaining

1

.

throws gave Glenbard some
breathing room, but Pancrath
and Feige connected to bring

field goal attempts in a 27point performance. Kola tallied 24 poi. to give him sec-

IFthe way, but the talented Vik-

seconds

I

THREE PANTHER free

38 lead.

_

3

last contribution, because he
fouled net with 5:02 showing
on the crock

Shevell had stolen the show
from Kolze during most of the
game, connecting on 10 of 12

KOLZE WAS going full

l,

10 of 12 charity tosses to pace

1

3

3

2

fine to make it 58)57, North,
with I:52 to go.
Erase ftnally put Hersey in
front when he stole the ball in
the Panther/' backcourt and
went in for the layup with less
than a minute remaining
BUT WRIGHT put Glen -

Cress -court to the right side of
the key.

1/

field goals, but the Panthers
were able to keep the affair
close by hitting 20 of 25 from
the fro throw line. Wright had

3

2

4 10

Crabtree

all go for naught.

Bob Moloznik took the i0 bounds pass with 40 seconds
left in the game and he invitedime., fed off to Kolze. Mike
dribbled the clock down to 10
seconds and then took off

,

settle that dispute tonight in
the opening game of the Arlington Region..

records and have a chance to

1

0

Brodnan
Mandate

Bratko
Harris
Hogan

Individual winners of the

scot wan deb 11-71 wren he
high-smring senior did his
thing after a Viking timeaut.

'rrr

Both finished with 8-6 MSL

Arlington Friday night.

Erase

0

0

5

Peters

fouled and made one from the

speconly because of Kolze's
tacular °Intel; ',,,p4)-74.,7-

L

them] scoring from its first
five, with four of them hitting

to

0

Huh

Meek
Heffernan

Kolze's heroic effort made It

al tournament on a winning

41

.. with Wheeling, who lost

Durso
Spry

t

4

FRP

B

Player

seedto pour it on in the third

was

Fremd goes into the region-

tit

the attack.

'

ARLINGTON (68)

Halt and Mandela widened
the gap only in the second yeriod as the only Wildcat resis-

hp -in by Lindstrom closed the
gap to three. That was Marko

al free throws to tie thhels
with. 47 seconds left, but

the Conant Regional.

ton

a pair of field goals

style, winning four of the final
five events and tying with A,
lington in the fifth.

South in the second game of

Bari.
nd manager Chipn

0

8

took advantage by
cashing in two pressure -pack -

Long was harassing him all

7

minute period.
Brodnan set up a free throw
exhibition in the final quarter,
sinking seven out of eight The
reserv. of both teams battled

spirit seemed to be stolen.

the quarter,

itors to make Ii 51-44, but
jumper by Scott Feige and

Shevell

Mend and Forest View's Dave

4

the finish of the third eight

(bitable 37-18 halftime adv..
Mg, and came out ready for
more, action m the Wildcat

Dan Crabtree hit for the vIn

I

.

c Reverend Patrick Cahill

I

O

0

0

Totals

with injuries, athletic direetor

0

2

I

2

teams
ems and the victory enabled

home sick, so the squad was
coached by ballplayers Cullen

I

4

00
0'0

View is also in action
tonight against Glenbrook

Vistafigure

I

0

Bnuldnaki
Lichon
Alexis

The contest wan the final
competition for both

and Carley, who were both out
I

Rojas
2

the Arlington Regional. For

K'd'an'
The Lions did all this with 3. out their coach, Ed Wade lewski. The head Li. was

,

Von Schaumberg

winner, in the second game of

on for the

Kaskie,

Krszenski

FREMD OPENS tourer,
mot play tonight by playing
Gram, the Warren District

O 0a r0 2i

16 15 11 29
ELK GROVE (44)

Pinder'

of ,,,,

to put the 'Cats back by 17.
The Cards consthd to a com-

er

TP PP RB

PLAYER

at 6-8.

sting

hauled in 51 rebounds to nine
for Inc Pioneers. Many of Pet:
Mnroro's Pnints came on fast
breaks set up by Kaskaor net

7

0

to face an abrupt end tots sea -

*ought

the field. Smith did
-one
lutt score but attempted one

Mike linrem

,

s

10
19

3

3

Shanahan

Sr. VIATOR MI

' ha's 111"PY

Lions' success was the
bounding advantage they piled

on their usual show tonight,
impartial Observers at Ailing-

ton High School may think

the regionals. Prince tallied
Iwo ponts
Prow as a result omit for

a

teat at 4744 Palatine.

tourney. with the loser having

Bob

and junior Greg Smith
for
in Prince

I

seconde

10

3

4

Mimi°

Lions.

bud on rebounding. The
timed
blonde -haired giant grabbed
19 to lead the Lions in that de-

If Hersey and Wheeling put

. ei{ht. Coach Bob

fr.hman

t

3

19

Trawinski

-

collected elght
- rebounds. three less than .=

kneed by Mike Losch with

sne, osrian

poppedas in

fourth personal moments lat-

85 17 51
ST, FRANCIS MALES (MI

Cadet

covering neurones° this time,
but it was too late to stop the

Hersey Wheehng open regional

Pinder also

11.

ohe

points.

Hopkins

We at 34-31 with the Grem in
the Natl. Palatine then Warted

20.9

Reds

Kaskic

kepta

H.bath and two froth Chris
Antiriam. This ended thew-

were the only means of scoring
until with 4:44, Garoutte

HasbaCh,

17 points, falling short of

,

through the first stanza, but
from there on it was Arlington

shot as the period opened, but
then Lindstrom
drew his

.....

buckets, two by Bosch .d one
by Flesch while the Pirates put partment, and forward Mark
through a two -pointer by AI- 'Keehan pulled down II. Angie
gales and three free tosses by Rojas led DeSales with 24

Rinau

Sagged four field goals and
Ohm: free tosses while loading

Ftleader Dave Hasbach tat -

venal back to the box and one,

4
41

Nftenumo

7 . ."' ,.-..-7,." ."...-;
r -r'''' r'x'n°
`''''res . ' 're"
and Rech and coneen-

brens picked up three more

half with a long corner swithen After that free throws
stuffed through a 10 -footer.
Two more buckets by both
tmnis ensued to end the qua,

' in

-

MIKE layup lo make thescore, 25.16.
Gr., plopped in an ea, 15- Huainan and Heffernan unfoot jump shot to knot the leashed a mighty two -man an
the flashy ddo each
game at 114 1 midway tack
WHEELING'S

margin to 4943 with a jump

Totals

TP PF RB

Keehan

n.,, ,

di, with 2:00 left, Palatine hit
throe and Elk Grove two from,
do floor. This set the Score at Player
25-20. at half in - favor- of the Flesch
Leach opened the second

Brian

on
t WO
swished
se cutive corner shots to put the
Pirates ahead 41-38. The

.

SOPHOMORE Stem Gapes,: of Palatine led all
scorers with 18 points Friday
night. 00100110 w. eight for
10 from the floor and two' for
slim fro. the fine. hffil, soon

going, so they switched to
men -to -man defens, which
Rids and Pettenuzzo in edime, shot to pieces. Theme-

PLAYER

a

len% absence.

rour.

fought Alpha3 1

PIRATES
13-17 Margie dOw
back to
end of the first quarter. No
field goals were put through
the hoop until a tip -in by Pin-

smth place in the MSL. The Pi-

season

sumsa, with the Card quintet
pulling out to a 53-33 lead at

tame was ICawell's meager

utes of soften.

dl the way as Han Brodnan,
Mike Mandel, Bill Kieck and
melt
Senior Jack Hult's20-fmt- Bill Heffernan all contributed
er in the opening seconds of to the 19-12 bulge at the end of

ances oldie season.
Glenbard got extremely bal-

SodiM had 13 and Tom Pouting contributed II. Crabtree
was not far behind with eight.
Hersey had a 25-20 edge in

serious foul houble.
Frase narrowed the Panther

bucket
Kolze s last second
.
earns Fremd 73-71 thriller

best.
points is Rech's
He also had .mite a' few assists
, and ran the team in Terry Cul-

.

tribution Friday. Gary Kawell
and Roger Wood topped the
sco rers for the 'Cats with 13

THE WIN puts the Huskies
Huskies and Lindstrom added in a third -place tic in the final,
11 in one of his best perform- ' Mid -Suburban League stand-

and Cease gave the Huskies

key Hfiskies, Andy Pancratz
and Mark Lindstrom, were in

12th in the state meet Saturday al Hi.dale South. (Photo by George Mil.)

loader in rebounds with 18.
Faigh had 13 points for the

Wright both had 14, George

ter was impressive for Hersey,
because not only did Glenbard
hold an eight -point lead going

StViator freshman Jeff Lavin takes off on his leg of the 400 -yard freessyld relay which finished

three quick buckets to come rirr,,rcrrr,'1 rho rrran,' TI:en
within one point with 4:501efb ''`,°"°''',O,""rr.rre a's° rt- With the clock showing Pr°. '0 ".' "r'sr Icy.
wired ,,,
4,00 left in the cont.0 Ga-

last

,

in a three.way tie for

e short of

hold by
Viator
spot to Steve Carley, scared . Chu. Oran& oversswdowed
points in the .second half to a great game by junior guard

Monday
-March 2

The hardethrtmen Of Palo
tiro mustered a fourth quarter
turpso evert from an upset at
the.hands of the Grow of Elk
Grove. 4744. at Grove Friday

recordre

the

ingrcasasignmcnt since losing his

By Bob McDonald

final pa-

rebounds in the

emu.. in his first start-

,..

Drat half was the Pioneer deNiue. They played a box and
ne zone. with the ''one" as-,
signed to hold Rech in check,
It proved to be effective in the
first half.
In the second half. the Pioen decided that they didn't.
need to keep their good thing

ntizzo pumped M 17 field goals

nu= helped St. Vial. pull

PARENT HAD his bends away in thenecond half to beat
full in the IM. Both winner CPL opponent St. Francis De-

freestyle nay and MaineWesto
breastoroker Lance )(entre
came up with a pair of twdlfth

Part of the problem in the

WHILE CARLEY watched
from the bench with cartilage
problems in his km, Pone-

By George Hal.

Lambert of HC, Baird and

the

against

Mundelein Mustangs in the
premier game while St. Vimor

in double figures. Anastasi and

THE ENTIRE fourth quay.

Pettenuzzo scores 41 in final SV win

junior Jim Haffner and New

Ty.day night

Spry tipped in the winning

into that final stns, but two

lead at the halfway point of the
50 free. but a bad turn set him

schoolAllAmwicen was

Hersey, The Cards will play

basket with 21 seconds to play,

progressed.

uld have made Inc top 12
and scored poi.. Divers Jeff
Thienwn of Arlington and Jim
Johnson did not make it out of
.the preliminary rounds.
Lynch nearly won both of
his races, He was tidd for the

Points.

12 point in the first 10 min.

bed with a minute remaining.
Both bad been starters abthe
beginning of the year but had
last their jobs as the season

touching home in 23.2. Had he

and contributing to the 400

the second contest,

their first lead since the fin!

OTHER AREA quefRien
did not fare . well. Saferno
pnished 13th in the If free.

10 points.

Wheeling finished in a tie for

.d Palatine will fight it out in

the game proved to be an in dication of what wan to come,
as the 64 Redbird pounded in

North

a

total of 25 poi., Maine West
Was farther down till its with

ing race with his 18 -point con -

week, with the Wildcats openMg the action this' eve ning
when they tangle with rival

Hersey earn a come -from -behind, 63-60 win over Glenbard

Kuntz. qualified 12th with

pionships held at Hinsdale
South over the weekend, with a.

and fourth in the
freestyle. Victor's

shed ahead of Parent

finals.

the

BOTH SQUADS will enter
the Arlington Regional this

The Arlington Cardinals
rounded out a successful season by bouncing upset minded
Wheeling off the court, 68-52,
to efficiailY give the Redbirds
the Mid -Suburban
League
Crown.
The' triumph set the Cards'
final -record at 13-1, with their
only conference defeat of the
year coming last week against
a fired -up Conant
quintet.

Two "forgotten Huskies'
Con Spry and Bruce From,
came off the bench Friday
night and led their team in a
final flurry of points that saw

and Dave Druz of HC came
Mome to the record and fin

They were
clocked in 3:25.4 Friday night.

Swimmin'j and Hiving Cham-

free

nor up Kidth Gilliam of Rock
Bland broke do WM. noonil
act by Ray ANCoulausb trot

Arlington's John 0004000
led all scoring boron as the
talented junior moved into a
tie for third in the MSL scor-

Hersey bench keys 63-60r victory

3 make marks at state swim meet
}tar In addition to these two
BM Magnuson of ThenutdpRandy Witrourch of Evanston

the third slot in the final standings, as both the Wildcats and
the Hersey Huskies had identical 8-6 records.

Walter
Lundstedt
MeisSaer

-

1

I

2

0

0

.0 5 3
0 I 4
dnagh
Totals
27 15 17 31
They pUtProspect ahead 61
SCORE BY QUARTERS
Hersey's Ron Rebmann finished fourth In Saturday night's Herse
y D lorkt meet behind leanw
57 with 177 to go But then Prospect
IS 16 15 12 8-69
Meissiieb-laffieff-WrtoTirancf- Co ono nl -T81312 IR9)--70 -thfie Gary Morava who wasAmend-IPhotosbv Linda HantiMn)
agate

the

J4

*SHORT RIBS
Monday, March 2, 1970

t4 'TERRIFIED OF %/oO.

MOT FOR LIS --WE NEED TH' PRACTICE!
THIS MAY BE THE LAST OF TH' SNOW
AN' WE'RE TAXAN' ADVANTAGE OF
IT! THE PITCHER DOESN'T HAVE TO
CHASE THE HITS AN' WHEN HE RUNS
OUT OF SNOWBALLS WE JUST
GATHER LIP TH' MISSES
AN' START OVERI

Here's Lucy
Carol
Burnett plays Lucy's
good friend, until

2 News

2

-mars IRE FAMOUS HOOPLE
HEALTH Fa:MLA, BUSTER:
'THE MUMPS WILL MELT

6:15
11 TV College
American Literature from the Civil
War.

AWAY IF -117(I'LL 'MIST
CONTINUE YOUR EXERCISES
ANDPLE
SIM FOLLOW
MET/11-115

ard Harris plan to
blow up factory at

Outlaw holds Kitty hostage along with
Doc , Festus and

manufactured. With
Redgrave,
Ulla Jacobson.

Welcome to It
Monroe is accused

11 Book Beat

z
THE WORRY WART

Co..RAN,

r

1.6 NM lot I .

3-2.

3.11 vim

to. V1 Pm Deo

of being a woman hater an0 finds it impossible to come up
with a cartoon idea in
time for his deadline.
7 it Takes a Thief

To. s.,. IL. ow

nt.n n.

Mundy's plan to
steal a painting for

,ROBIN MALONE.
Woo 00Y ! Mallie For

611E15 EVIL -,MIKE! A VIPER WHOSE FANGS
FLAILS MIKE5
PLANT MIND

TRIE-0

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and

KIL-1.-YOLVAIKO!

'MINK OFT -6471R INK

AND Vaal!

MAL. rgarzY

Seas

Film trip to Rome
and Paris features

orPEROFirAc
DEPRAVITY,,,

many scenic spots.
6:45
2 6 Bob
Sports

Philbin

Your

'Horoscope

PETUNIA,
THIS IS YER
LUCKY
DAY...GULP!

21) -Make an effort not to

FERGET IT! TH' STUFF

THIS CREAM IS

WON')

WORK M/RACZE29-

GUARANTEED V
MAKE YA MORE

.

BEAUTIFUL.:
MORE GLAMOROUS..

seem insistent as you go about

from those with experience in
the field.

ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Pay particular attention

to detail today. Advantages to
the Aries who make a special
effort to work meticulously.

TAURUS (April 2I -May
21) --Be sure you consider the
mood of your adversary before
you ask anything of him. Exceptional conditions make ex' ceptional demands.
GEMINI (May 22 -June 21)

WELL, I.Er6AY r
INTERE671NG
LOOKING.

Paul Harvey

desert headquarters.
Curt Jurgens and
Ruth Roman and
Richard Burton.
7 Chicago Show

9:30

11 Bird of the Iron

Jonah and his

7:40
20 TV College
Geography.

12:15
News

9

Flash Gordon

white. police partner

12:30

almost come to

blows.

32 Debbie Drake

8:00

Mayberry RFD
Millie convinces
her friends and her-

12:45

5. Some of My Best
Friends

2

10:00
News
News
News

2
7

self that the "great
indoors" is more to

9

26 A Black's View

her liking than camping in the wilds.
5 Movie
"Ambush Bay."

Philippines and have
only 96 hours to

9

1:00
Perspectives
News

7

1:30
Reflections

7

of the NeWs
3 2 The Honey-

mooners

"Secret of Trea-

sure

Mery Griffin

2

Show
Dick
7
Show

Mickey Rooney,

James Mitchum.
Hitch9 Alfred
cock Presents

War and its after m a t h-the Franco

regime-are seen

Burr, Valerie,
French.
1:40

Lorre the
Joel Cairo.

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

1:45

2:50
9 Five Minutes to
Live By

tor his client, Peter

through films.
32 Big Valley

Raymond

country.

Cavett

9 Movie
"The Maltese Falcon." Outstanding
detective drama with
Humphrey Bogart as
Sam Spade, Mary As-

11 NET Journal
The Spanish Civil

Mountain."

About hunt for buried wealth in Indian

10:30

complete their mission. Hugh O'Brian,

Movie

9

10:15
News

can invasion of the

is

5

evasive

"MINK. YOU'RE

22 -July

23) --Difficulties and decision
today should put you in mind
of past experiences. Draw
upon memories for a solution.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)
--The wise Leo will avoid incurring indebtedness where a
friend is concerned. Avoid

CROSSWORD PUZZLE'
Answer to Previous Puzzle
3.2

making an enemy when you
can make a friend.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
---Keep adverse opinions to
yourself for the time being.

THE BORN LOSER

@

96

ro4
.4",1,

II

-

ri /
j

rilde

24 -Nov.

22) -Consider first and foremost today those plans and

-.ilt
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IG117.4111.1.1mTAIle.U1100.
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CAPTAIN EASY.
!EASY'S PLAN -FOR
TRAPPING LAPIPE
e....THE
IS WORKINeIE

ES

HAVE APPARENTLY

TAKEN THE BAIT!

THE DRIVER'S WAITING
OUTSIDE...PROBABLY TO

SIGNAL IF HE 5EE5 YOU
COMING BACK. EASY!

yi

OH,Oilt THINK

I CAN 5E6 A
GLOW OF LIGHTMOVING

AROUND

IN McKEE5
WitlooW01

OKAY, TIGRA...
GRAD A TAXI
OVER IN RUE DE

.PA55Y MD GO
BAC

HOTEL!

FROM HERE ON THINGS
MAY GET FAST AND ROUGH...

AND WE DON'T WANT A
;AD' INVOLVED!

As WE

GYPSIES BAY.

"KM KULP!

CAMPUS CLATTER.
Mania WEEK END ON APPROVAL.
TO GET MY PARENTS REACTION.

LT BLEW THEIR MINDS, EiPPI E(
THEY SAID IT WAS MUCH TOO
SHORT, TOO BRIGHT AND

TOO TIGHT!,

Peg

league
lead
lade

6 In - spirits

3 Old Bible

771 1
DO R

2-- Hari

G LE

TR0Y

SO I BOUGHT TWO MORE JUST
LIKE IT-- ONE YELLOW AND
ONE CHARTREUSE;

aff

IE

E
0 BO
LDALE

E

RA

translation.
MANAGERS
V
_ "rNI S R
4 Hawaiian
Greece
11 Evening party decoration
EACW-AMUND,5 f=1o.
E
5 Sea bird
13 Keep
AR RE NA
EA AM
ET LN14 Naturatability (var.)
TA
Y.
15 Semiprecious 6 Tibetan
24
Son
(prefix)
47 Wit
gazelle
stone
25 Field
48 Exclamation
16 Compass point 7 Lubricate
(comb. form)
of taunting.
8 Raw metals
18 Depot ab.)
9 Car damage 26 Bamboolike 49 Ten
19 While
(comb. form)
10 Theatriad
, 21 Preposition
50 Tinter
abbreviation 28 Symbol for
24 Disfigure
52 Highlander
sodium
11 British gun
27Feminine
12 Greek letter 30 Man'S name 54 Hardy heroine
name
31 River of
55 Gaelic
29 Mental image 17 Symbol of
Florence
56 - Paulo,
cheerfulness.
32 Lifetime
35
Thus
far
Brazil
20
French
33 Ethiopian
existentialist 37 Cry loudly
58 Water barrier
title
39 Ounce (ab.)
59 Every
22 Wood for
34 Mirthful
45
Beams
of
building
61 Feeling of
36 Top of wave
light
reverence
23 Poetic forin
38 Peg used in
quoits
2 3 4
5
6 lj7
40 Feminine
9
B
suffix
10
- 11
12
41 Smell
14
42.Verbal suffix 13
43 Folding bed
15
16 17
18
44 European
__ -capital
46 Symbol for
21 28
24 25 26
30 31
rhodium
29
48 Strange
34
51 Roman bronze 32
1133
53 Shoshonean
36
40
37
38 39
Indians
57 Exclamation
43
42.

e

1

ESP

S

'

TOOK THIS RED SKIRT NOME

glad
glee
geld
gaud

OCINN
MAGELLAN
MORAL 0

1

lete later on.

LEAGUED

DOWN
1 Footfall

COOK

I

N

STAGES

Undone today you may not
have an opportunity to corn-

Answers to
Hideaword

E

40 Coin of ancient

&OOP NIGPHT,
PkVIC7i

60DID Nlai-lt
CHET ,

--Prepare both mentally and
physically for what you are
about to undertake. Considerable trouble must be over-

projects for the immediate future. Necessary contacts must
be made at once.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) -If you would receive
the answer you desire, frame
your question carefully. Be on
'guard against any appearance
of arrogance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan: 20) -Projects undertaken
sway from home stand an excellent chance of being comDon't
pleted successfully.
overdo at evening.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2I -Feb.
19) -Settle the day's affairs before nightfall. What you leave

ACROSS'
1 Sign of

happiness

process of hurting another.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)

come.
SCORPIO (Oct.

Cheerful Moments

OR

You will gain nothing in the

aged
elude
eagle
edge
gale
glue
glade

rved ciceives
tation for mission
against Rommenl's

MORTY MEEKLE

vances in business with relaxation. Be prepared for morning
tensions.

duel
dual
dale
deal
dele
deluge
alee
ague

9:10
20 Forsyte Saga

EEK & MEEK

-It is not very likely that you
will be able to combine ad-

CANCER (June

Unfit ommander re-

Feather

26 Famous Artists;

11 Pop 'Art
The works of Wesselman, Sosenquist,
Warhol,
Lichtenstein. and Oldenberg
are examined.
26 Turin Acevedo

the business 'of seeking aid

26 Wrestling
32 News

Comments

32 Truth or. Con-

12:00
Movie

2

32

sequences

way "for the Ameri-

7:00
5 Laugh -In
Danny Kaye
guest star.
9 Star Trek

Great Music

9:2'5

penheimer Case: Security on Trial,"
joins Robert Cromie.

20 TV College
Humanities.
Famous Writers

BUGS BUNNY

For Tuesday
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March

Philip M. Stern,
author of "The Op-

11:35
Paintings;

ter

Marine commando
group prepares the

6:55

32 100

11 Fact of the Mat-

Michael

Charlene.

FLICKER fo We! 5HE

MIKE! HATE! HATE!!

Kro A

against con woman

RAO OF ValGeMCE

got3IIJ
CHEAT/

you HAVE. MT IN )t:EIR n66141,4 CHEAT!
A OAR AIWA THIEF!! YOU HATE HER,

'Masi -Room

the SIA pits him

11:30

32 News Final

are

Cornell

guests.
9 Perry Mason

is

Newly.

10:45
Tonight Show

5

Tim Conway and
Jane

Rich-

water"

.

32 The Prisoner

Show

Telemark where
"heavy

ing.

.

9:00
Burnett
Carol

2

land. He and resistance -fighter

psychological and physical aspects of amok-

zine do a feature story on her unique employee.

tant message to Eng-

S My World and
NIXING
HIM HUNGRY.
HIM

ranch, 'until Doris
suggests the maga-

War
Telemark."
movie stars Kirk
Douglas as scientist
in Nazi -held Norway

6:30
2 Gunsmoke

stand the

as a farm hand on

"The Heroes of

who gets an impor-

help people under-

Millionaire poses

beauty contest for
secretaries.
7 Movie

6:25
Editorial
26 Quiz

2

,

2

they compete in a

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

First of a five -part
series designed 'to

8:30
Doris Day Show

Guest -star

News
News
Mike Douglas

11 PREMIERE:
Why You Smoke

-

Biology.

7:30

6:00
5
7
9

8:25
20 TV College

Show

TONIGHT

Vol) MO T BE
Mon 6Eht1a,41RE. EVERYONE

ofjoy

60 Judge's
chamber
62 Bodies'of
63

water

clean

64 Baty Of

46
48

49 -so

67

51
58

59

52
60 61

63'

62;
64

65

53

64

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Showers, thunderstorms, low in 40s. Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy,

2554400

turning colder, chance of
showers.
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Tackg
By Richard Crabb

Elk Grove Township Republican Committeeman Carl
R. Hansen announced Mon Jay that his township has enJorsed Sen. Ralph Smith (R Alton) for U. S. Senator.
Smith is opposed in the

March 17 primary by William
H. Rentschler of Lake Forest.
"The endorsement in Elk

Grove Township gives Sen.
Smith the backing of all township GOP organizations in the
northwest suburbs," said Rep.
David J. Regner (R -Mount
Prospect) who is serving as
Smith's campaign manager in
northern Cook County.

"SEN. SMITH has gotten
the backing of all townships in
the 13th congressional district
as well as the townships of
Hanover and Barrington.

"This means," Regner said,
"that Smith has the hacking of
all six townships in northwest
suburban Cook County."

The Elk Grove Township

THE TOWNSHIP'S GOP.
policy committee is composed,

of the executive board members and precinct captains of
the organization. There must

named chairman of many
committees before he served as

to this high and important post
of U. S. Senator.
"Smith has been a great
leader in the Illinois Assembly.
He understands and is respon-

Speaker of the House."

REP. DAVID Regner said,
"I have worked with Smith for

sive to the problems in Cook
County. Smith is also an excellent choice to carry on in

four years and I am proud to
endorse him and to work for

Everett M. Dirksen. He is a
candidate whom all Republicans and independents in Illinois can rally behind," Regner said.

Regner predicted a sweep-

him to ensure that he is elected

dorsement. "The vote was 46
to endorse Smith," Hanto
sen reported.
A vote was taken as well on

$20,000 buireary arresg

I

all other positions on the ballot

for Republican nominations.
None have opposition in the
primary on March 17, and all'
were endorsed unanimously.
These endorsements included
two candidates who are members of the Elk Grove Township Republican group, Rep.
David J. Regner and Committeeman Carl R. Hansen.
Hansen noted, "Smith's 15
years of service in the Illinois
Assembly more than qualifies

him to assume the important
role of a U. S. Senator. During
those 15 years he became one

of the leading men in the Illinois

Assembly,

and

was

the tradition of our beloved

scribed the arrest as "an excellent piece of alert, aggres-

By Gary Shiffinim

An unusual sequence of
events led to thi arrest of a

sive investigative work," and
gave this account of the events
leading to the arrest:
AT 1 P.M. yesterday, De-

Rosemont man yesterday after
stolen mechanical equipment
worth more than S20,000 was
found in a rented van behind a
Mount Prospect apartment.
The suspect, identified as J.
Glenn Arnette, 33, was turned
over to Chicago detectives on
burglary charges. The loot recovered in Mount Prospect reportedly was taken in a burglary last weekend at the Marquette Corp. on the south,side
of Chicago.
Prospect
Mount

list. 59
Nowadays if the young man opens a car door for a girl, either
the car is new or the girl is.

. A veteran civic servant who
has served on the District 214

board members eligible for
re-election. Neither has made

awards
lington Heights and Lively Junior High School in Elk Grove
Village.

school board for three years
announced last night that he

a committment to running.
Joseph Schiflhauer, an Ar-

ditions. Their original bid totaled $413,292. However, i at
the request of board member

Richard Hess, carpeting for
for

Lively and Low was pulled out

United Air Lines,,is the only
announced candidate.

,

of the bid and held "in abeyance" for the time being, reducing the bid by $23,075.

Reliable Heating Co. of Elk

will not seek re-election April

Grove was awarded heating
contracts for the two additions, for a total contract of

11.

former
Prospect village
trustee, said he will not run for
Bergen,

rental

agency,

Raymond Krier of Skokie and members of the State Democratic Central Committee from the 13th
District, James Stavros of Prospect Heights and former Wheeling 1 ownship Democratic committeeman, Donald Norman of Arlington Heights and McCabe.

pect Public Works garage.

McCabe is commiffgeeman

Shortly after 11 p.m. police
received a call from a man who
said his truck was missing

choice o Demo women

from behind the apartment on
Cottonwood. Detective Rob-

Barone who had taken
charge of the followup in-

ert

vestigation spoke to the caller
and said the truck was towed
away because it was blocking a
BARONE TOLD the Caller
tilat dtie truck could be picked
up at the police station. Several
minutes later, Arnette arrived
and was immediately arrested.
arrest to come in that man-

ner." Pascoe commented, "It
was a surprise to us and the
Chicago detectives, but we'll
them."
Arnette was, being questioned in Chicago in con-

nection with other burglaries
there. Mount Prospect detec-

and having those contracts administered by the architect.

be elected at the time of the

man of Mount Prospect and

March 17 primary.

Eleanor Norman of Arlington

will speak.

lington Heights), will hold a

hearing this week will provide
the longest list of witnesses and
perhaps the largest attendance

This is one of seven public
hearings the commission has
been holding throughout Illinois. The key issues in the
four hearings already held has
been the question of public aid

To wait until the gas tank
is nearly empty so I can get

a free car wash then find
4

C.D.

to private 'schools.

Officials of both public and
private schools will speak before the

Detectives

A father of four children
and Mount Prospect resident
for 12 years, Bergen was also
vice president of Commercial
Discount Corp., Chicago.
He is also on the Mount
Prospect Plarming Commis-

The Board of Directors of
the

recently voted against smok-

Six Des Plaines detectives
yesterday started interviewing
more than 400 persons at De Soto Inc., 1700 Mount Pros-

ing areas and the district's

are seeking clues in the murder

Bergen was a controversial

board member who

pect Rd., Des Plaines. They

adoption of a confrontation

of Janice Bolyard, a 22 year
old laboratory technician at

policy.

Ray Erickson of Arlington
Heights and Jack rlcistello of
Mount Prospect, both incumbents, are the only other

DeSoto. who was found strangled Saturday night in the
basement of the firm.
Police said an autopsy confirmed the death was by stran-

Mount Prospect
driver injured

gulation and also an unsuccessful rape attempt.

For eight hours, detectives
recorded
1

southwest of West Chicago.
The driver of the other car was
also injured.
Rex Peterson, 20, of 1 1 1

Prospect's Casey Rush made this 'shot last night, but the
Knights were outdistanced, 98-67, by the Central Suburban

Juniper Ln., Mount Prospect
and Thomas Rogers, 45, of 8
Waynewood 1Dr., West Chicago, were taken to Central

at the Conant Regional, 46-45 over Glenbrook South. At the
Arlington Regional, Hersey nipped Wheeling, 64-63, in double

League's leader, Maine South. Forest View was the other winner
overtime and Fremd plastered Grant, 107-79. Tonight's games at

Conant pit Maine West and Conant at 7 and Maine East and
Glenbrook North at 9. It will be Arlington versus Mundelein in
the first game at St. Viator against Palatine in the second game at
Arlington. See fuU deb& of last night's games on pages 7 and 8
of today's Day.

all

conversations

with the persons they interviewed, but nothing significant came out of it.
The doctor who performed
the autopsy told police that
Miss Bolyard suffered minor
hemmorages in the head due to
struggling or falling.

Donald Whamond, 22, of
2303 Sheridan Rd., Evanston,
a Northwestern student, told
police he had planned to marry
Miss Bolyard in June.
Police said they will also interview all of Miss Bolyard's
friends

and everyone

who

went to DeSoto Inc. on the
day of the murder.

considering public aid to pri-

hearing Saturday.

vate schools

"Our public hearings will
have been held I would expect
that out commission would

"THERE ARE indica ions give a preliminary report on
the Arlington Heights findings without recommen-

that

dations

sometime

late

in

April," Schlickman told The
Day

reported at any of the public
hearings. Already 17 individuals have asked to testify,"

AMONG THOSE who will
appear at the Saturday hearing

Schlickman saidyesterday.
Although the commission

arc

State Rep Edward J Cope -1

will not make its final report
until a year from now, Gov.

land (R -Chicago), sponsor of a

bill to permit the state to par-

Ogilvie has asked for a prelimi-

tially reimburse nonpublic
(C mitinned on page 2)

nary report next month when
the Illinois legislature will be

Charge °Bullion laws confusing

hunt clues
in murder

sion.

women s club and the Young
Democrats Club and a general
increase in the voting strength
of the party in this area

cago and other communities

linois legislature studying private grade and high schools in
the state, headed by Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman (R -Arpublic hearing at Arlington
Towers Hotel this Saturday.

xa

the station closed.

Ste-

'His -dedication has re-

sulted in the growth of our
re g u la r organization, our

members who will

coordinate women's efforts
for McCabe are Dortha Wojek
of Wheeling. Marilyn N1eers-

Educators from Joliet, Arlington Heights, Des Plaines, Chi-

The commission of the Il-

Prospect.

Day

Board members also approved giving separate contracts for mechanical work,

paign.
Club

By Richard Crabb

why the truck was in Mount

the additions. Total contract

in 19u/' said Nits

vens

cratic Women's Club.
McCabe is opposed by Herman F. Koeneman of Arlington Heights for the four-year
term. The committeeman will

were continuing their
probe in an effort to determine

contract for electrical work on
award was $52,559.

party projects since he took otlieu

tives

munity.
.11

"I have worked with Committeeman McCabe on many

State [mit sets hearing
afic to private se ools

take them anyway we can get

quite a bit of time to his com-

"I've been a village trustee
(1963 to 1967) and have been
heavily involved in the (Mount
Prospect) boy's baseball association," the tall outspoken
board member said.
"I've also been promoted to
executive vice president of my
company," Bergen added.

Heights

Mrs. Lorina Stevens, presiJames McCabe of Arlington
Heights, incumbent, was en- dent of the Democratic womdorsed for Democratic com- en's group. announced the enmitteeman yesterday by the dorsement, which carried with
Wheeling TOwnship Demo- it a contribution to his cam-

driveway.

Gripe
Of The

DuPage Hospital where Peterson is reported in satisfactory
condition. Rogers was treated
for minor injuries and re-- leased:

the drum. Left to right, Jerry Ryan of the Shannon Rovers, Bernard Puchalski of Chicago,

goods. He then notified Chicago Police and ordered the
van taken to the Mount Pros-

AMPE ELECTRIC Co. of
Melrose. Park received the

A Mount Prospect man was
injured, and his passenger,
Dixie Bryant, 20, of 151
Conde St., West Chicago, was
killed Sunday night in a two car crash on Geneva Rd.

guests at the McCabe Campaign Benefit held Sunday at the Knott home in Arlington Heights gave
McCabe a rousing welcOme. Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D -Arlington Heights) is taking her turn at

$109,802.

the school board again, primarily because he has given

school

Beating the drum for Committeeman James McCabe! Wheeling Township Democrats and

Pascoe

broke open a padlock on the

"We had not expected the

Egyptian Construction Co.
of Des Plaines will be the general contractor for the two ad-

lington Heights, manager of

general employment

truck and found the stolen

there," Pascoe said. "It was a
rented truck with a hydraulic
lift and the whole thing just
didn't look right."
Pascoe checked with the

ember
Veteran bo
Frank It er en w n't run

WITH THE permission of

wood to investigate a minor

type of truck to be parked

Bids were awarded by District 59 Monday for additions
to Juliette Low School in Ar-

truck last Saturday had used a
fictitious name and address.
the

addiffions

bi s

agency in Park Ridge where
the truck had been rented and
further investigation revealed
that the man who rented the

tective Richard Pascoe went to
an apartment at 1201 Cotton-

theft of furniture.
When Pascoe was leaving,
he noticed a large rented van
parked behind the building. "I
thought it was unusual for that

Police

on

victory for Smith
March 17th.
ing

be a two-thirds majority for en-

Chief Newell T. Esmond de-

F rank
Mount

Seroia.

((Duo

GOP policy committee backed
Sen. Smith by a large majority.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

12 Pages
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Illinois

Manufacturer's

Assn. (IMA) has asked for
"unification of the diverse
laws and voices now confusing
manufacturers regarding air
and water pollution in Il-

linois" and charged that the
present situation could slow
down pollution control.

Secretary of the IMA Orville Bergren said, "The over-

lapping in authority at state
and local levels results in different standards and procedural rules applicable to the same
plant."

"Duplication of authority
at the state level, now that the
attorney general can sue firms
on his own initiative, is adding
to the uncertainty of industry," said Bergren.

THE IMA represents more
than 5,400 manufacturers in
the state of Illinois.
A specific case sited by the
IMA to explain the problem of
too many authorities is a Bensenville firm that is subject to
rules of the city of Chicago,
Bensenville, Dupage and Cook

counties and the Illinois Air
Pollution Control Board..
Bergren said that as far as he
could tell Mount Prospect, Ar-

Des

and 'want to clean up their

Plaines have no village ordi-

share of the contaminants con-

lington

Heights

and

nances for pollution control.
He said, however, these villages and surrounding municipalities are subject to the state
air pollution control regulations and the pollution control ordinance of Cook County
as well as the Illinois attorney
general of the state of Illinois,
and the U. S. attorney general.

tributing to it, but more rapid
progress could be made if industry had one master to serve
and one set of rules to follow."

THE IMA resolution states:
"in order for an industrial

firm to intelligently build control facilities, it should know
what pollution standards it
must design to meet.
"What is needed is a single,
"THE LAW giving the at- strong state authority that, will
torney general jurisdiction in set desired air and water qualithe control of water dates back ty standards, establish definite

to 1899", Bergren said, "and rules to attain them, and be
was originally designed to re- frequently financed to do the
duce the problem of dredging job."
the waterways to keep them
Bergren cited another case
navigable."
At that time it was necessary
to obtain the permission of the

in which a Joliet firm was

recently sued by the U.S. for
discharge of industrial waste
secretary of the Army to put into the Des Plaines River in
anything in the water ways, he April, 1969. "The suit for the
said.

"Long since that time the
problem of pollution has been
the concern of the Department
of the Interior," he said.
He said that industry is not
fighting pollution control nor
denying that there is a need for
it.

He said, "Industrial managers recognize the problem

year -old incident was brought

despite the fact that the firm
has now installed control facilities by the state Sanitary Water Board, which has responsibility for the river," he said.

"INDUSTRY IS finding it
intolerable have two authorities for water pollution control and two more for air pollu-

'

tion control as well as the local
authorities," Bergren said

The IMA believes the solution will have to come through

legislation and the courts, he
said The group will -possibly
be appealing a case similar to
that concerning the Joliet firm
in the near future
The association will also try
to get corrective legislation

passed at the next legislative
assembly, said Bergren, but
meanwhile they will attempt to
educate the public on the problems

"Too often the public tends
to over simplify the problems
facing industry," Bergren said

Meetings
Mount Prospect Village
Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Park

District building and
grounds committee,

600
See-Gwun Av.; 7:30 p.m.
School District 26, 1800
E. Kensington; 8 p.m.
Prospect Heights Old
Town Sanitary District, St.

Alphonsus School, 411 N.
Wheeling; 7:30 p.m.

THE DAY

Longfellow School science fair set

THE DAY
Page 2

State commission sets
private school hearing

Tuesday, Mmch 3. 1970

District 57 board oks
.Lincoln School changes

nswor

Brother Lee Ryan, Evanston:
Mrs. Jane Meadows, Palatine

secular subjects.

Mao. Marilyn Ankcorn, Roll Lag Meadows; Mrs. March

Mm Dorothy Fisk of Roll-

lounge, elimination of await to

time book shelves would be

inn Meadows, renrc.nling the

provide an open classroom ad-

used as a barrier.

mined portion of a $7,700 pro-

joining the library, added elmConcerning the tembere
tricot sockets .d more student
lounge, Sahlberg said that the
work benehm and acid wash-- faculty at Lincoln examined
ors for the science room.
the construction plans and do-

Northwest Suburb. Council
of Parent Teacher Asso.-

posed change order for constraction at Lincoln School
that allowed additional equip.
ment in the science classroom

and electri.I work,

last

at

night's board meeting.

The $7,700 was estimated
for the entire three-point proposel presentelto the board by
Supt. Eric Sahlberg after a diseumion with the faculty at Lin-

coln and the architect for the
project.

Die three poi. provMed
for a reloption of the teachers

THE BOARD rejected the
proposal to leave out the wall
between the clriroom and library because they believed
they would actually be losing
a classroom.

explained that the
open room next to the library
could be used to expand the It
brary it if was needed in the

'1 he students were heard last
night. but Me District 214

Neither did the Prospect

students smokers intend Ma

It khctter to have lean!
ww w '51°°1,- W emPhe.

and Mayfair.
But the board said 'no'. in a

to 3 vote with Arthur Aronson. board president. atelein-

DEBBIE MATTOX and
Chris Manna, also Prospect
students, reiterated Klopsch's
statements that fast drivers

lot. Cigaret butts
other an
abo
created disgust to the school'.
neighbors,
the
ono

ing.

SUPT. EDWARD Gilbert
granted the students a hearing
before the board last night af-

ter a group of at least M students demonstrated at the Ad-

ministration Caner last Fri -

Richard Bachhuber, ming
-president of the board in the
absence of Arthur Aronson,
told the students that further
action an the more would be
deferred until the pending investigations were concluded.

.

`We're not asking fora real
big derif like an inside lounge
or closing of the teachers'
!mince (where teachers smoke)
as has been. uggested," blonde
longhaired Robert Klopsch

Calendar
approved
The District 57 School
Board last night approved a
1970-71 school year calendar,

that one the Christmas var.
tionne day and spring veca

Steve Berry, administrative
aid. told The Day the district is
studying positive educational
programs on the hazard of
smoking and doing
analysis on teacher

cost
super -

a

-

Woe Technician Laraine Burton MIN/ ROST Church, Des Plaines rerta Tom Lanatitidi of
'S. Wks, Mount Prospect for any sight problems during the preschool vision and hearing screening

The five days had to be

being mnducted at St. klark's Lutheran church. Assisting him part. is Mrs. ((ether, Netson,

made up by cutting vacations
because the board decided to
hold a June 11 closing date as
requested by Supt. Eric Sah-

517 S. Louis, Mount Prospect. Parents who have not yet registered their children for the testing may
make an appointment by calling CL9.1200 lemon.. only. (Photo by Dan Bales).

Prospect High team, band,
cast members win honors

lberg.

Sahlbcrg said that the June

was """r1' albw

I

teachers

wwsh
register

tam
toe swwweschad
courses and workshops and to
be available when them

the second semester which will

begin on Feb. 2 and end on
June 11.

A total of 19ching days
are scheduled with 9 legal holi-

days. three institute days and
four workshop days for teachers. Christmas vacadon will be
7 days from Dec. 24 to Jan. 4,

the Prospect students.

and Spring vacation will

nand outdoor smoking areas.

Iwo days April 9 to April 13.

be

danand service and attention.
'On the contrary, it seems that

village did not have authority
to levy a special assessment for

It's a superactivealways

residents and then try to find a
remedy. Their president, Richard N. Hendricks, takes his position seriously and spends

the

Ste Emily Church and Cornlailand Baptist Church. Usual', Fairview Gardens is descdbed

as

being lecated at

CT.] and Wolf Rds.

hours working on

problems. Currendy, his

"thing" is the street lighting.
Fairview Gardens heat anned to the village a year and

a half ago. No street lights
have been installed

as

-yet.

Regular street lights, which
the village furnishes at ies own

THERE ARE 290 homes in

the development, two to 10
yearn old, built by R. J. Bloat
MO sons. Of these, 220 arc
Members of the association.

The association is esponsible for many fine social fur.dohs in the area.
Fast Saturday night, the
ppm had its fourth annual
semi -formal dance. Last summ' at the time of the dedica-

cost, have wooden pole and
Overhead wires.

with concre te
and . underground wiring system. This could be paid
ing
for via a special assessment .timatcd at about $50 per
lights

homeowner.

ation took a poll of the 290

nits At ChAstm. time, the or-

willing to pay the $50. Seventy
said no. The 140 arc not ballot'

made

arrange-

salad,

has

peas.

most sympathetic to
Hendricks. group and indicates that "perhaps something can still be worked out."
been

No w, undoubtedly,

tone

itOrd'orZectdrY,c11;ireY1)

Biscuit
diced peaches.
Biscuits and butter. milk.
Available dessert, nine.
apple slices, lime gelatin.

main reason residents didn't
vote unanimously to asses

chocolate pie, .011.15 cake,
co.nut oatmeal cookim.

that

chase of the FG Utility Co.

Salad

buttered
choice):

fruit juice, tossed salad. roleapricot

the

themselves was financial. The
Fairview Gardens people are
wish
ment of 0965-which em ounk
ed to $1,280 with interest, etc.-

sauerkraut,

To be served Wednesday

1" "a...." and Ann 'w'

'wn"Www in 0i1101°' 23:
Pizza roll -ups. mem salad.
cookie, blushing pear. milk.

homes,

only

210

returned

them. Of the 210, 140 were

York Times book review its.
tions boo Jan. 3, 1960, to
date.

the

magazine

THE ASSOCIATION

strirggling with two problems:
to

of storm wa-

If

the

Sunda

ery to the Metropolit. Sani.

concrete

three children, Joy he

Sherman

Chicago.

House,

than 30 persons. By contrast,

only eight persons, seven of
them supporting nonpublic
school old, appeared at the

commission's bearing Feb. 21
in Quincy.

Rolling Meadows.

Center, Carbondale.

and April 3 in the University

established

Northbrook.
Rev. Niles J. Gillen, school

charged by the General As sembly
studying the role

Paul McCabe, Des Plaine.

year

needs
wogs

of

tell1ZdsnlioFrirthdat adled

leached

Prospect,

food.

check their stocks and remove

air Mexican pottery and me.
thenware from their shehes,
poisoning.
"Al presto[ the warning a., Dr. Rose said.
I The FDA is attempting to
plies only to pottery of Mexi.,
<an origin," Or. Franklin. D. contact all importers and db.
Yoder, director of the 111(nois tributors of the pottery prodDepartdient of Public Health, stets to ask for their recall.
mid'Pottery

which shows a
rough or dull glareO rather than

,

',"

"

reieere,r are

tathet

Lead is a emulative
son,. he said, It is essential,
P

poles

and

Wit: !Why,

manufactured
in
Mexico, marked or unmarked,
tO stop using them with foods
immediately, as there is danger

caPV.

Second clan paslage paid at

.

10

We're on your side, ladies!

Wreath; a working tin can rob

Stave Johanson. -Owe% a
Hole in .the Center of a

ou Andy Minh, working

Flame;'; Sharon Drank air 'Meant,: and Kirstin Anderpollution,

son, life cycle of animals.

Malena,
Zrlinga,

Sandy

mold; Terry
"Hon the Eye Works," Doug
bread

Waters,

magnetism;

And

.

Carefully labeling her mushroom, Karen I-Mtanze of Buffalo
Grove prepares for Longfellow School's science fair. Room first
made a clay mold for hen m.hroom...then cast the plant in alas
ter of Paris.
.
science fairs Tuesday, March
Entries for students in
grades one through six will be
10; Al.tt school and Holmes
judged by school scence
Junior High have planned
teachers. At the district -wide
theirs for March I I: and Rob,
ert

KIIIRER,

Kansa

end

SANDBURG,

Mark Twrdn

possibly

School we holding building

Corrosion; Jim

Frost

School

FIGHT YOUR

Plaines.

In lieu of flowers. donations

to the Rev. Daniel M. Crowe
Gualemalan Mission Rind

Winners from Longfellow,

Heights) and Tarkington hirs
are scheduled for Thursday,
March 12.

3 high school districts
review carpet hazards

like other District 21 stMOOls,

will go on to the district science fair, scheduled for March

13 and 14 at Holmes Junior
High, 221 S. Wolf, Wheeling.
On March 13, students from

and

children

taking

. Two district schools already
have picked their top projebts.
At Jack London Junior High
School, first place wi.ers
were Leslie Gibson; with a
crophotography project, and
Kathy Nugent, who discussed
Mold and how it grows.
There were 51 second -place

while awaiting new standards,

.cording to school officials.

ows which will be open in 1971

...aliens of manufacturers

could contain 11,000 yards of
carpeting, some of which will

were heavily relied on.

be in classrooms, Brooks mid,

Dist. 207's officm, libraries,
and teacher lounges, the new

h

districts which
installed carpeting on a
school

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

BATTLE the BULGE!
BECAUSE: you wisely realise the imam.
tome of having lovely, more attractive
figural

Every
woman
needs a

BECAUSE: the 'TringA-Wou, method of
figure contouring Is the pleasant, effee.

LEFTOVER

lover

limited basis are reviewing fire

huartis of the floor covering
Purchasing agents in Dis-

triet 214 and 211 said they
were quite concerned about
them xic qualiti. of the ear-

WE PLAN

pelin6.

flames." Robert P. neuralgia
Cook County superintendent
of .hools said.

Brooks said the district
ndght buy run which have no
padding, but no decision his

.

Our hearing aid RENTAIF PLAN offers the sensible way to find out what kind of help a hearing

any definite standards.

"Our gr..t concern

there is no father obligation. Call today for full information.
ROBERT 0. STENS1AND AND ASSOCIATES

MAICO HEARING AID CENTER
109 S. Main (Rt. 83) Mt. Prospect 392-4750
LOCATIONS IN: HIGHLAND PARIMOMIPARIMAURORAMIINSDALE

Special Smile* For Shvr.ins -Homo Nearing Tart Z Demonstration

The resolution gained unen-

growth of algae

board.

and

other

They're Oil and running

phosphates from their
and substitute al-

is

rubber backing, which. while
dot flammable, gives off very
toxic

smoke,"

said

Jack

THOMAS SAVALE, par clashes agent for Chaim 211
with three high schools in
Palatine, said toxicity and fire

editor for Laidlaw,
Evan Lopatka, electrical e
neer at Western Electric; Tom
Fritz, science teacher at Avoca
Junior High School, Wilmette; William Sirnpson, oresscience

of Mykroy, Inc.;

Hens

and

Herbert Seik, chemical engineer. Scientific displays from
local businesses will also be

SAVE ,7, $150
donne tour feces,
methmtved

Magnavox
ANNUAL SALE

SHELKOP
TV

PO\Y

LOJINGE
Now appearing

Frothingslosh
Randango

happy. trash, Invested entertaMmant ay a guys w e eel

200 E. Northwest Hwy
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Sole ends March 16th

arlington \ark towers

shown.

A spokesman for Dist. 207

with three schools in Mane
Township, said safety rec.-.
lliough Lamming exists in

Maine -North will only have
rugs in the library, the spok.
man m id.

THE DISTRICT las found
Mu lounge carpeting gets tow
dirty.
A recent release from Han.
rahm's office said the superinleodent was worried about

carpeting for installation in
Present carpeting In Me dia.
rim dam have the rubber
backing.

fair, however, judges will include Mrs. Charlotte Mayer,

Of the

elementary and high schools.
His offices has been testing

wen do

your-

SWIM housecleaning
free if you order
gas air conditioning now.

.rpet samples to determine
flammability and emission Of
smoke and toxic gases. The'
.0 are conducted with a blow
torch. a 1,000 degree ovtn,
and a match.

Ken

PLL LaM.ter, stellar spet-

PERSIN AND ROBBIN

rum; Bonnie Lahti and Denise

LevielerS

sow and Tom Will, bog gem.
mings; Wayne Gilpin, narcotics; Frank- Canela, frog study;
end Mike Orozco. dolphins.
Whitman School has 47
winners. Those who will go to
the district fair are: David

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO
ATTEND AN EXCLUSIVE DISPLAY
OF FASCINATING, ROMANTIC

Nielsen, reconstructed chicken skeleton,
Pierce, hydrometer; Maurice Lesley,

study of blood; Rory Chind-

borg, "Do Fish Miss Each

dimensions.

Other?", Debbie Ebert, dental
health.

BECAUSE,

method has been used by actresses
for over 23 yeas.

dieh, NO steam baths or sauna,

elealt ap
$

A NO pills, drugs, or discomfort.

BECAUSE: we GUARANTEE you will lose a minimum of 2 inches
overall from your fiat session or you pay nothing!

My LEFTOVER lover is an IN-SINK-ERATOR

ss

St*

$ We 13

Phyl isoiller is on es a octetporbime...ln,Sink-Crator
akin
is on
expert at getting rid of 6 Phyllis speaks for Me housewives of

Newspapers

America when she seyset wont ihe best for ray °orb.. don't

COPPER

wmp in tote in coo in smell a or see it wo weigh to

ow,. Thoth why I want

stainless awl laShibErasar Mama,
Believe me, gsthe toad Otgarbage,

Hare your home cleaned far free! Buy
year gas central air Conditioning during the
month of March, and well give -you
a certificate fora spring housecleaning by
Sersicemaster", national professional home

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

$

March 6th and 7th

ss

If you own Jade .

$

If you love Jade .

cleaners.

.

.

.

If you are curious about Jade..
then you won't want to miss this pd.°. Opportunity

to see this darcling exhibit

of

exotic,

world-famous Jade artifacts, shown. described

BRASS

and personally discussed by

ALUMINUM
DR. H. Y. CHANG
International Jade expert and former
foreign service director for ell of China

ZINC

gair.ro'bK

LEAD

Orton: Mon. a ht. an raw., ward. a Thvn. 8,4 Sot. 9.,

SCRAP

aid can give you -without o major esVertdireere! Wear a new MAPCO aid for 30 days at a moderate

rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, your Only investment is the renal chame, and

chemical treatment far ma n
mewl.

more carpeting.

"hit and miss" selection of

been made yet.

Code does not offer schools

Kearns. air
Susan
motor;
Lohrelner, smoking machine;

purchasing agent said.

HIS OFFICE hat demi.

shim nitrate; Art

circuits:

de -

for acoustical properties," the

Howard, orin rat. of galas-

JOHN LEONETTI, "How
Shady Are You?"comMahon of psychology end

use

inhalation of smokes and gas.
from combustible carpeting
rather thad actual contact with

*beau, beingetector; George
hOw

to

"In a' recent Ohid nursing- mountable partitions without
dome fire, occupants died of doors Carnejing is desired

on carpeting,
oped he
but the Illinois Life Safety

tive way to repreportion your body's

BECAUSE: we have NO strenuous
mortise, NO rigid and crash

..,r4szrol-xrer

and at treatment plants had
been found to require man, -

if and when the diitrict mien

d

253-5971'

excessive foam on waterways,.

nmistance would be reviewed

Brooks, purchasing agent fat
Dist. 214.
Dist. 214 uses carpeting in
libraries, auditoriums and ofSees of is six schools. A new
high school in Rolling Mead -

Three northwest suburban
highve

`nosethe

whose projects will go on
district -wide contmt are: Brian

Mitchell, mold; Brian Buen-

would be appreciated.

Oaa SHO'140%;.'il'onlY)OP:.1"011.-100515-4

EVAL co. $

Ref Tat*

162a W. Northwest Hag.
Arlington Heights, III.
Operated by
Shalimar, Ens
Fronchlme

1628 W. Northwest Highway
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

1247 Rand Rd.
Des Plaines, Ill.

824-3175

8
$

F'ersiei

Robbie

They'll strip the kitchen floor and re -wax
it ... clean and sanitize appliances,
countertops, cabinets ... vacuum all carpets.
rugs, floors and all upholstered furniture...
Clean and Sanitize bathrooms and powder
rooms ... dust areas above head height
in all rooms ... remove dust and fingerprints
from door jambs, window ledges, baseboards.
VW switches ... they even clean and
sanitize your telephones. (Or, it you wish,
year certificate can be used for other
plans... such as carpet or drapery cleaning.)
Ira worth $60 or more, and ifs all
on the house if you order.gas air conditioning
during the month of March.

Keep your home cool for less! Gas air
conditioning keeps your home coo/ and
comfortable for far less than the ant
Of electric air conditioning. (And with our
special low summer air conditioning
rate, you'll pay less to operate all your gas
appliances.)Gas air conditioning is quieter ,toe.
And more dependable ... because it has levier
moving parts to repair, replace, or lose efficiency.
In fact, gas air Conditioning is so dependable,
Northern Illinois Gas Co.guarantees
the cooling unit for two years. If you

a' problem with it, we'll fix it at
additional Cost for parts or lobar. And
you get a 5 -year warranty on the scaled
refrigeration circuit from the manufacturer.
Convenient, low cost financing is available.
So why sweat -out another hot, humid
summer? Cali us now. We'll clean your home
free, and help you keep it clean and cool for
less, with gas airconditionirig.

hemember...the honserlenning offer ends Mardi 31st

25e,weLtr.s.._

.
amass

.1011TM 0111ITC1 COURT

IMIT

mew mug
AhLiiMION TIOGPITi

Ale MOAT TO

re.

P. 34110
e

Mon thin Sot

Northern Illinois Gas Company
Serving more than a million customers

11:30 to S PM

-'--...gemetemellgaMMOMLagnmename:

Telephone -259.3205

fl

1
tWagey.'

re-.

my. or eight Ye. ago abet

compressor

in All Saints Cemetery in.Dcs

Especially when you cook as much garbage as I do.

(Prospect

7130.9 p.m.

Town U.S. nal rap. .117.00

Mount Prospect. Burial Alla

ing?"

Its at the school, 501 N. Arlington Heights Rd., -from

an oil well works.

a.m. at st. Raymond Church in

is one mess

fellow School's science fair tomorrow as students at the Buffalo Grove School display
their projects.
Parents may visit the athib.

14, the fair will be open to he

10

today?".

sculpture will highlight Long-

public between 9 am. and 3

WHY TRIM -A -WAY?

Nit "Did you take a bath

moon

and

Dr. Norman J. Rose, chief
of the Bureau of Hazardous
Substances and Poison Controt, warned owneu of pottery

tonight rod slyl"0Zo012 tw
Mountdchs Funeral Hon= in
Mo
Prospect. Funeral mini

_

WORST JOKE of The Day;

Mushrooms

imum.

grandchildren_

under -

fulamm and lever. Kerry's partner, Sandy Hunt, helped Ithe wItit the science fair project (Photo
by
Stafford)

ON SATURDAY, March
year; VIM for e. man.

f',rer-

had

Mous approval by the MSD

sembly and the City Council of

Botha° Crone first -grader Kerry H.ghlthit uses ateelehlettee model to demonstrate the

judges

therefore, to take all steps posBible to see that lead intake by
humans is kept to h Mo-

products

pledca upon

detergents

plated the "foaming" variety,.

that phosphates promote the

sage of legislation by Congress, the Illinois General As-

the schools will tour the fair
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Judging on the district level
wet take place from 6-8:30
p.m. that evening, .d the fiar
will be closed to all except

the mete, thth

ienth

Announcing...

the

will he held Thursday at

into

use ofMerchants are requested to

some Mexicul pottery or earthen ware could r.ult in lead

\113e. resolution

Majewski said that pos.

phased

not pollute the waterways."
IT AISO suggested the pas-

public
schools
constitutional
means by which the state can
extend aid.

of lead being

china and slverwre.

lars.

ternative sub.:tn. which do

nonpublicro

to

.d

phosphates in detergents, contended that experts believe

cable data on the nature of

cost the MDS millions of dol-

products

e.

related

forms of advertising media.

nate

public schools .n be ippropriately

Majewski, who said that he
had been collecting consid-

moval of these products by me.
chani.1 means that would

products to voluntarily climi-

and

by,

Mining phosphates.

Mamie plan, life.
HE SAID that it was theca

gent and household. cleaning

THE COMMISSION was

Mexican pottery lead
poison danger told
Illinois officials have issued
a wmning in compliance with

A

olution asked fot-RM executive

Majewski was referring to
rho phosphates in all those di
ferments that, according to all

thenanufacturers

0. A. Candelaria of Arling.
ton Heights, superintend. of
Maple School District 30,

last

order from the qepartment of
the Interior and Department
of Health. Edu.tion and Welthe disfare to prohibit
tribution of detergents co.

perform miracies in removing
ground -in dirt, blood. chocolat and paint from fabric-,
and even food, from wiled

onn".the commission's

schedule hie hearings March
.28 in the Holiday Inn, Moline,

board

the

agent who is costing the country $480,000,000 annually,
and the MSD $15 million.

drew testimony from more

St. Viator High School in Ar.
Minton Heights and Sacred
Heart of Mary High School in

within their jurisdictions.
Another segmtnt of the res.

is week, said that the American housewife is the unwitting

winners from London.

of

aro.
Daniel M. of Guatemala and
Brian le of Chicago. and six,
Mount

ground wiring at no cost to the
resinlents, probably all of Fair view Gardens would cheer!

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure
Joseph Corona,

A hearing Feb. 14 in the

Sunday at Holy Family HosplAl in Des are
Survivors
his wifc. Ann:

that it were going to install the
thee

P one:

ground wiring.
The group is not a noisy

cdi-

find Informal. without ref-.
=nee so the taper Itself.

villge

1040 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Adington Heights

tary District lines and new
style light posts with under-

Frank Brown of Chicago,
executive director of the National Assn. for Personal
Rights in Education, a group
which supports an alternate
aid plan in which parents are

Ma-

Chester . P.

Chicago banning the use of detalent products containing
localities
phosphates from

jewski of the Metropolitan
Sanitary Board of GreaterGht,
eano (MSDL in introducing a
SDI.before

bard.

year.

nr our new fixation ...
THE COMMERCE BUILDING

is

section

don air the current year.
This index is organized in
such a way that you can often

GRIFFITH,
INSURANCE

On a regular basis, there's a
bowling league, a meal baskeiball group and a ladies' vol.
ledball group.

New

The library alms teethe New

ments for Santa Claus to visit
and present the kiddies with
candy.

The

sifying news alphabetically. by
subjects, persons and organieations

Leo P. Crowe

However, when the asoci-

lisr, of a flag pole at Blum
Payk in the subdivision, the
group had a giant family pie
ganization

M.ager Virgil Barnett

._pce hpmeawa the the

HENDRICKS AND many
Fairview Gardeners want
reet

modern lighting. Village

Library.

York Timm Index is the only
gcnice summarizing and clas-

Irecps the

District 'OM:
Main dish (one choice),
thuringer, beef liver. cheeseburger. wiener in 0 bun. Wm.
table (one choice): hot potato

Mm, think it through, poll the

countless

I

the M""'

from June entire3, today, and

Leo P. Crowe, 72. of 218 N.

The Mount Prospect Forest View high schools in

Public

Obituaries
Main St.. Mount Prospect. a
retired civil engineer. died

people who recognize a prob-

'the east of the Mount Prospect
Plaza -to the east and north of

To be served Wednesday M

to the news

since 1851 is now
now ay:M.1e for

Herman of ProspeM's varsity

Arlington, Prospect, Oh

they arc logical, soft-spoken

It serves hem. in Fairview
Gardens which are located to

.

.piep master

Seniors Hu Trio and Ron

Grove, Hersey, Wheeling and

The Fairer
Gardens Civfin
ic Assn.
hotn.wner groups in the area.

Library bag
New York
Times Index

placed second in original

the total residents in the area.

tr.tees indicated at a board
meeting in January that the

School.

monolog.

Menus

bunch Al fist -pounders who

a Vs Day

mod. declamation.
Freshman Janis Pewee

Band Festival. 0010155, Wis.,
on Valentine's Day.

Lil Floras

striving to better conditions in
its neighborhood.

mem at Maine-SoOth High

THE PROSPECT Stage
Bend captured o first place
trophy ut the Badger State

Super active

owner

and band recently won honorstan in the event. He received e
in a variety of competitions.
$100 scholashib.
$ix east members in a con.
test play, "The Bridal NOW'
Jim Johnson, saxophonist,
took first place at a district
and Dave Peterson, guitarist,
tournament. They are: Macy were also named outstanding.
Vosburch, Rick Barnes. JoThree individual speech
mite Volakakis. Robert Swan. events contestants also look
son, Gary Chupek ad Jolui ha place in thee district annpetition.
Alkir
Crew members who suisted
They arc, Melissa Green the dramatists were Dan MM. Wood. junior. comedy read.
Dan Stein, Melissa Saner,
ing; Terri Horwath. scab Kathy Smith, Carrie Pletch. °more, after -dinner speaking,
CM! liloros, sonhomere. orMary Wendt, Geri, Gerodi and
ate Erdertherg.

Main Street

1T here are homeowner
groups and there arc home-

debate warn took smoed place

.

Lan. 29, 1971 and 91 day, for

vision vers. upkeep of desig

Steve Duke, saxophonist,
was named outstanding music -

Prospect High' School sindents In drama, speech, debate

courses which begin on M proximately...13 or 14.
The calendar sets 91 days
for the first semester ending

said, acting as spokesman for

and Ralph Borgatell, Long

ALSO TO APPEAR at the
hearing arm Mrs. Joseph Mere of Rolling Meadows, another PTA representative:

Trustee

Ed ZuchoWski, Pa Ridge,

zimr,-hgnAlfcnildif:t;,tohe Joliet

date rather than Aug. 31 m
ethi nally proposed.

could foreseeably hit a smoking Prospectsho sat on curbs in

Be.

tut, a spun 8 opening
foror.

aged to smoke, Klopsch said.

shed.

possible

and

By Ben Clarke

Loss, Palatine, Mrs. lerom
Tuechin, Rolling Meadows,

lions, which opposes stare aid
to nonpublic schools.

green state canon reimbursemarl vouchers to be redeemed
by an approved school which
their child attends.
Two students representing

tion four days to compensate

smoking arca at Prospect High

Kulie00 had asked that the students he allowed to smoke outdoors at 9 designated fenced -in
arca at the intersection of Dole

BOTH POINTS that sere
not approved by the board
were tabled to allow further

future and that in them an,

On -smoking peers be amour-

Five students appealed to
. Me board for reconsideration
of a rmently vetoed smoking
arab Prospect Principal Alvin

ing.

consideration.

board deferred eaten on another request for a student
School.

tided they would like to hew
the lounge moved to a mon
central location in the build.

discussion

Sahlberg,

School smoking area
action is delayed

.

(Coniinued.from Poor 11

Page 3 I.

Sanitary district trustee blasts
use of detergents with phosphates

preff'7'''

schools for costs of teaching

The District 57 School
Board approved an undeter-

Tuesday, March 3, 1970

.

The Day's prospects

One day at a time
Old Georgeb birthday le

desk aaoa haven my

pats In reek, deo. The rack

domhter. A hours grade boy
mann up a frog.

went Into a box. It may be cieual to them, but I discovered I
have a tender stomach.'

the

g ood for something elm.

In
o ur area, on the February hod-

day, fathers get to visit their

.

THE WHOLE thing coma

There were 26 kids in the

I went after lunch.] thought
it would be fun to see the kids
congregate. That meant thaw

in lit form. They agve tat

. class that day. Some 1 know,

ing when my daughter did. We

ster asked his buddy if he wont-

picked up four other kids on
the way. When we got tote

of the tongue. Another kid'ut
the head off with a scissoa.
The girls turned their headk

youngsters in glade school.

.

end

some I didn't. If you're was -

frogs and crayfish. The young

dering, the answer is yes. They
OW wiggle, chatter, scream,

tubes,

knives, scissors,

laugh and whisper. One kid
couldn't find his book. Three

They had a bulletin board
about

protozoans.

Aneither.

board has all kinds of "haiku"
on it. They had a cage with a

gerbil. They had a tank with
fish and smils. They_had another tank with noon. They
had a record player.

Rids found it for him. Another

They had a brown bag Sled
with various kinds of balls and
play equipment. They bed

couldn't fad the right pages

glass walls that let the sunshine

Theteacher helped her.

,o They seemed, happy, happy. happy.
That day I leaned again

fife's In

They made horrible faces -The
formaldehyde smelled. The
whole thing was quite a casual
operation.
At 1:15 p.m. they packed

away. They have until 1:15

the frog eleces back in a test

things are very mod. Same Flo -

knos.

tube. They pat the tube Ina
rack. They packed U the Mkt

ries am funny. So are some of
the kids that read them.

they are pald.

playground,
slave,

it

ten a mob
.

At exactly 1 pn., they lush
pall mell through the door. If

piety small, your

p.m. to do dirk Mtn thin, I
couldn't believe what I woe at

.

THE LANGUAGE in the
books hjs changed. Lots of

what every anther already

Tewbera earn every cent

-- Marshall Field Ill

W.G.BICANDSTADT,HD.

Tuesday, March 3.1970

E. Stanton, &Norm,
William J. Kisdaisch. MonaMon Mitt.
C. F. Nan,

treatment?

Growth in reading
First
Hundred Years. Rachel Field

Homes share with mace!.
responsibility

to

"Hilly. Her

1930.

juvenile books number among
he finest literary talents of all
time Excellent books in adoquote quantities. hooks tomtit
mory taste are available.

1931, .The Cm Who Went
tra Hamm. Elizabeth Coalsworth

"Warden

1932,

Moon-

Lairs." Laura Adams Armen

1933, "young Fu of the
Upper Yangtze."
Foreman

Elizabeth

1934. "InvincibleLouim,Comella MOW

ward better and finer types of

"Dairy."

1935,

Monica

reading mane,

Bemuse of Shannon
this. a teacher friend of mine
I 93 6, "Caddie Woodsuggested that parents might
Canal Ryle Brink
'wh."
like to have information about
1937,
"Roller
Skala"
the Newberry Award Winning Ruth Sawyer
`Books.
The Newberry Medal is
named in honor of John Newberry,eighteenthcentury bookseller and book publisher. The
medal is presentedmanally by

1938, :Mee White Stog."
Kate Seredy

1939, "Thimble Summer.°

Elizabeth Enright
1990,
"Daniel
Boom."
JAMS H. Daugherty
1941, "Call It Courage?'
committee of the Children's
Service Division of the Amer- Armstrong Sperry
1942,
"The
MatChlock
ican Library Assn. to -the
nother of the most distinguish- GM." Walter D. Edmonds
1941, "Adam of the Road."
a contribution to Amedcan:
Elizabeth Janet Gay
gletature for childrenT-

1944.

'Johnny Tremain.-

1922. sThe Story of Man- Esther Forbes
1922.
1945. "Rabbit Hill." Robkind." Hendrik Van Leon
1923, "Hie Voyages of en Lavuon

Doctor Dank." Hugh Lot,
1924. 'The Dark Frigate."
Cheeks Boardman Hewes
1925.

1996,

'Strawberry

Girl."

Lois Lendi

ring
bTales

from Silver

Lands." Charles J. Finger

disease usually clean up in
seem to 10 days, in some cases
the convalescence is dow. Relapses are common.

nor Foes

1953,

-Miss
Hickory.-Carolyn ghenvin Bailey
1997,

'The Twenty -One
Balloons." William PLAN du
1998.

1926. 'Shen of the Sea." Bois
1999, -King of the Wind.'
1927, -Smoke', the Cow Marguerite Henn,
1950, "The Door in the
bone." Will lames
1928. -Gay Nock;" Phan Wall." Marguerite de Amen
1951. "Amos Fortune. Flu
Gam! Mukerji
1929, 'Trumpeter of Kra- Man.' Elizabeth Yates
1952. "Ginger Pye." Elea
km:. Eric P. Kelly

'Arthur Bowie Chrisman

1954.

Senile

ViClitilt whose attack was unusually severe. Although- the

Secret

of the

Andes." Ann Nolan Clark

guide

g rowth in reading talcs to.

A Although the cause of
the disease has not been poda herposlike
tivdy
only suspected.
wrus is
There is no specific treatment
but drugs of the cortisone

group have benefited

Talk with a teacher
I am sure you know thin
them it no dearth of n, mew
e nure today. The writers of

bk.w.: but not fatal. Na e ketive treatment is known.
Q -My doctor says I have

Irnl

R. N. Pacts, Cirt alatien Dinrltw

di'ertitinu

By Esther Callon

0_ my gurogron, 14, hes inkctious mononucleosis. whoJohn

woes It? What is the hen

K.E. Hutchinson, 15.T -Pis.

....And Now Mi.

guel." Joseph Krumgold

1955. 'The Wheel on the

Q. What mg the symptoms

of Mations thonoo.leosie

,Could it cause brain damage if
School." Meidert De long
1950. "Carry On. Mr. Bow the temperatUrc reached 1051
ditch." Jean Lee Lathem .
A - Like many other acute
1957. -m,,a8,8, an M91,9 infections -this disease is chaby fever, sore throat
Hill." Virginia Sormsen
end tender enlarged lymph
1958. 'Mille, for Weide.° and

Harold Keith

nodes. The diagnosis depends

bird P.M." Elliubeth George

an finding an increased nom.
bee of whit,: blood cells with .

Cycles

single nucleus and other blood

1959, "The Witch Of Black-

'Onion John.- lo-

teas. Although inflammation
mph Kmamold
of the brain may occur in very
1961. "Island of the Blue macre cm, complete meow
ay is me Ade.
Dolphins." Scott 0:13dI
1962, -The Br011itA Bow."
Elizabeth George Spina
0 ' My nephew, IS, Jai
1963.
iss
Wrinkle
in glandular fever with swellings
Time." Madeline LEngle
in his neck. is this disease con.
1964. -It's Like "Fhb. CM.- tneeno
Emily Neville
A A. The term, glandular lb1965. "Shadow of a null."
am, has been replaced by aMain Wojcicchowska
1966, "I, men de Pardo.. ratans mononucleosis. It has
been called the kissing disege
Elizabhh Bonen de Morino
1967, "Up a Road Slowly.' because it is spread by close
contact. It is not very eon Irene Hunt
1961, 'Tram the Mixed-up tagious as large-scale epidemFiles 01 M. Basil E. Frank- les are very ran.
Weiler." E L. Konigsburg
1960.

We've GOT to get our image back to what it was with
Rudolph Valentino!"

Cause of mononucleosis
remains unidentified

-Mime the anginal dream by iihreysieelonsly keeping
dn. latPer% Arden:ea intelleetind integrity:.
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'DOCTOR SAYS

3Dap Publications

the

Spring fashions bloom for Infant Welfare

By Ron Swans

"The High
Lksyd Alexander
1969.

Hem can I get rid of it?
A -This disease, also called

dermatitis herpetiformis, is
characterized by. a severe
itching eruption with sposs
tmcom remissions

nd

ecur.

rences. The victims arc
usually ad v ised to avoid
eating iodized salt, chocolate,
nuts, fish and pork. It runs its
course after several years. Recent studies suggest that the
cause is a sensitivity to luten.

country Club

Joseph Tamale. 2341 AlRolling

McDonald's

restaurant

chain's midwest region allies
Ovk Brook, has graduated

from Hamburger University

The Northwest Suburbs MEP
Professional Theatre
Presents

in Elk Grove Village.

Tomalka received his B.H.
(Bachelor of HemburneroN137 degree with a minor
French

formal
commencement exacisea at
the university.
in

fries

at

Opening Morel,.

n YOUR HORN"

Hamburger Univashy

for six months and showed a
marked improvement in both

its outlets.

Besides learning the pmpa-

in

fathia of ha.hurgers students
learn the r.taurent manage-

health. Gluten

is

present,

wheat, barley anti rye.
Cortisone and various other
remedies mn add to your
comfort during an attack.

of the
McDonald system of operdetails

.mnd

ation.

'

solids

Registration of new pupils
planning to enter St. Hubert's
School, Hoffman Estates, mill
be held in the .church audito,
rium Saturday from 9 a.m. In
noon and again March 14

Ok ao

n

and

m Iffiss new growth colors at
the Infant W elthre Lollipops
and Rims annual honclit show

of electric heat cost?

was m unusual new green and

whits print modeled Lv Mn
Charles I recta of Mount Pros met the phone Cardin magi
soft perm manta pleated
nal

silk fell in wild ripples at the
hemline, corded to kelp ths
flowing design The cowl
neckline cutendsd to the back
hemline in matching, f dew
the long flowing ffieses mesh
mg, On -entire dress a sea of

Min
or

The Saks Ed. Meant
is priced at 9325

math for two chartsrsd bras

abk

WE INVITE YOU TO

claw him

osn

#(06actAk zwvt
zgizzgati.-17ld

Tuesday March 3 1970

Dolores HatmJm h moms Editor

to hex el to and from thk Chi

sago World nom, Shoo et

rhoIntsrThional

Mripht
*leans You aced not M. a gv
dim club mamba to talye ad
vintage of this sonssnienct

ed

The buses will load in the St

Mark Luthsran Church park
m, Mt at Evergreen and MIA

klount Prospecton Mandl,
hlarch 9 at 9 IS am They
will Tatum at 4 p m Bus rtser
msdk in Ad
.Atone num

Vova
iy.r

Mr. lamas

at

26'1 1608 or Mrs

Rummage sale
Girl Scout Semis, Unit 55
will hold a rummage cal
61 ing 6 and 7 it the Aramaean

Lemon Hall

122 W PAL=

Rd Pall., Friday hourarn
from 4 to 7 10 p m and &dm

do, fromeam to, pm

may take thins to the Lemon

do.ta th.ms for the aide

and dips, facial paralysis and
inflammation of the tongue. It
usually has its onset in child hood or the early teens. The
known. It is troucause is

Located in the

77,8.?...illinoik60610. Or calk

stripes

white torniud a elffiw apple
blossom pita, spring sky hlus
Among the dress, introduced

What's a year's worth

Hall on Thursday Mara 5
hooka
houwhold
nem and knehon pothole will

Clothom

hi todurol

The fact is, electric heat costs

have come down so much in the last ten years,
that sometimes it surprises even us,
Of course, we've done' our best to help,
by lowering electric rates dramatically
during that period.
Actually, you pay about $200
a year for electric heat in a typical six -room house
with proper insulation-the kind most people buy.
It all boils down to the fact that you don't have
to make a lot of money to have electric heat
in your home.
So don't be surprised if someday we say "Think tiny."
Commonwealth Edison Company -

Phone 259-5000

rNE. Pro'ilUrnneTt."3"

plaids

Ivan Scott at 417 5257 Flow

Promat has made arrant,

chronic swelling of the fan

EVERY MON., WED., FRI., 8. SUN,

"10

taboos in prints and

ICE

or alum talon aro dm avail

Nil proms& will be umd so
purchase camping equipment
for the scouts Assorts v. whing

144

FEhr,o,horneL',47r".:

up

The Garden Club ot Mbunt

A "I Msomt Yon ete afar -

FOR

aeon

coming

clucks are bloom, in crocus

inn to Melkerson's syndrome
which is characterized by

Am. er on Comic Page

:o.

kingsLlaer

color

'

be cured?

39 good, 46 excellent

ever .pim

a.

syndrome? le it serions?Cat it

Using all seven of there letters.

iitirri making more mon y th

Flower show
bus available

a traininesehool ffirthereen who run

their skin and their general

Prue 5

.....

op stet ed by McDonal,s

Seven patients with this chile of restaurants

disease ate- a gluten -free diet

Lollipop sweet Winona are toodehol by Callao I tench of Mount Prippect end Day. Goodlow
of Downers Crane toile= en Ion horimntalls sinned limo and whit. coat tiara solid Imo lino n
dress prised at 115 MAIM wcar,..hite crot het A/Al/ter while barn 1 tins drew Both ens...shies
art pabbletram Sake r el Shop

Sears. sprout,evenuffiere even in Odle tart Unman this gen, Brooke Harriman models a
what. teamed false dress with polka dot pink silk scarf li It posed at $12 Christopher Owns
(alma hastily modols the essr popular all Amens. spring look Ills nary Assn pants topped
with ad and 'Huh striped nardigin blazer are priced al SP Aml Ilidnits models d white.).
embroidery dress by denkner Florence I isernan All an children of local Infant Welfare chapter
members All fa...retreat halo:Toddler ,Shop

"COME BLOW f

TRAGNES

IT!"

ale a blurb wool cape dreg nab »Inn nide ',de, ninliques.

Meadows, area supervisor for

Hint: Think small.

any four letter or more words out of
Make as
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

Spring n areal,. whole now crop of fashion Mrs Roger
Eggert of the Arlington 11,1khls Chapter of Infant Welfare mod

The dress uosentrd with o high Lenoir, belt of mini and frosted
in white al cuff md from rominds us that spring can be cool The
Oscar do In Heal Boutique minim! sells for S130 and is rind
able al Saks Racal, Room

gonquin Pkvry.,

Hideaword

"I COULDN'T RESIST

63

Q' Whet is Meekeremes

King'

St. Hilbert
registration

from 9 a.m. to noon.

dermatitis venenata. He hos
been treating it for six yesesbut
just when Iffiink its been
ling better it breaks out again.

Bachelor of
hamburgerology?

The bright new ideas,
are Electric.

Home wedding unites Diane Sydow and

Harold Otteman
White and gold 110149 sh9
red Lowns and
Christmas greens pros trkd the
hasiground for the home wed
oration%

ding of Diana I alone Sydow
dan,hter of 911 and Mrs Et

net C Sydon and Hyoid

ram skirt Another snter
One wore an identical gown
carried out her role of
bridesmaid Both girls carried

er bas been introduced by La

Curt Steinberg was

Church of Motown Our
raga.

Waring a floor length Emma gown of pow satin and
pew d angc lace the bride car
aid fashtmd oned bouquet
ned
stephanotis
of tins roses
Her yell wa, shouldkr length

With a head peck of flower
shaped petal, trimmed with
crystal and pearl beading

Do.
tune, served as maid of honor

DUNES SISTER,

Z Boy Chair Co ackording to
K Schroeder vice prat

best

lames Nelson usherkd

m

daughtor in manor at 3 p
Dee 20 at the ke,mon) Per
formed by the Rkv Arthur al
knurlyn of the Lutheran

All entirely new concept in
La Z Boys aerate
omit. m style and operation
to the famous Continental La
Z Lounger and Reclina Rock
sofas

Christen. gram

of Mr and
Ottomannon
Mn Harold
Ottsman

A ssception for about 50

dent of sales
Advantages

people was held in the home of

the brie!, parents They left

School

Ward

at

of

the

So

apartments family rooms and
hying rooms where a reclining
.hare and sole are desired but

THE NEW

Sotette

is

hand for actpema at dad

Cluoago Mdrkot on: E P.M
Knob uaoh pn.sident and
Traditional and Mednerm
Maks The,ame widenscburman of the board who
ald The Soktte contalna
et
of decorator color,
Isetion
wadable in Lull Amtmcan

the reclining chair m a TV
viewing companion It es ill

fabrics and vinals arc offered

the same exclusive patented

a in La Z Boy s sseukr Ir

Marano mechanisms made fa

also psrform comfortably for

of chairs
Being

Rooker and Conunontal La Z

First in the form
tore industry the La Z Boy
In
mg reelming and sitting
by cared tine
sofette
short it is a compantonable
of sither the helm NHFRA (National Wont
Rambo, RepresentalMes
Rooker or the Con keened La
Assn) Innovator Award On
Z Lounger
ca tnappim

read

t

main by La Z Boa Recline
Lottogr
The ',nee range of these
o

Samos
0450 PACI.

$150 0

deternunod by

the style and Lib, +dated

was

MP Nurses Club invites new members

m die Montgomery
office

it
room sire is limited Bss
reclines to full bed position It
may serve. an extra had when
there are overnight Guests It 6
dmigned from the concept ot

lounging

Judehheith space saving for

etterwasi, for their new home
in Wyandotte Mich
The bride a Prospect High
graduate

mom addition too It comes in e tanety of sales and franc,

New concept' in lounging

in an Erman- gam of hohdey
rod wait sblvol bodice and

Dam

Ernest C Sydra goo ht7

The new Name" is a good usvestmmt for newlyweds whose

space . loaned It recite. to a lathed so limn be tad magma

Randhurst

where she met her husband
He w a graduate of Truman
High School in Truman
Minn He received hes BA do
gnra from Augustana College
Sioux Falls SD and is now
i

W Gregory for the event
During the past 14 year,

pect are being sought for mem
bership by the Mount Prospect

philanthropy

the club has pursued de aim, of

education and

Nurses Club A membership @octal octant.

a comptroller for Montgonn
crylWard In Allentown Mich
He served in the U S Army us
the Philippines and Viet

Acute and inactive rent,tared nurses of Mount Pro,

ten for prospective members IP

Mn, and Mrs, Harold Dean °nation

Members are kept :Moaned
planned the 8 p m Tuesday
March lb Mn Anthony Kan- el -medical and annum ad
stant will open her home at 902, maces by guest Va.., Walla

and Elms Two wcials are held

each year m addttion to the
monthly meetings Phdanth
rope activities include the of
fume of nursing scholarships
and the mannenance of an en
eta lending closet

to mebt the club officers and
Committee chairmen who will
give information about the
club Nunes may also receive
further information by canton

Mn Mtchael Horvath mem
bership

-chairman

at

253

5565, or Mrs. James Foley atNoma Om minted to the tea

'39-0537

-

Hersey eliminates Wheeling in double OT

SHORT RIBS

The Dap
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ME BE
EYGNertlzatior

90 1100 TAKE ME FOR 00.

11012 OF CHARLATAN? IANTURPLLY
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REUNION:

HY0-11715155, WHEN 11011 `NAME 00

2

She smokers dunk
ehout the effects of

'

7
9

Shannon are guests.

tees mother decides
leJlenlarty, and Ihete
is dispute as 'to
whether the wedding

men set out to get the

famous Gemini dies-

Itinerant religious
band eves goon
horn death 'in the

PC00 SAN. TIV WOMAN YEE THAT
os DO00/
3 1020 FAU YeAra OF rate Mrsf
THE PAID!
iNE PAPPFP MEN Yolo.semi Y00

-114ri Ilaig

FRuMosibd1,24,,,

10,Athway!

CPA. 10IlO TPAYFILINY,
STEAMING JUNE,

NOW11146ENAL

YOUR fragatio0,3iNE,

2013114:

KILL

ROBIN /
3-3 AO:

.5,110 PIPIT!

Mayo.

log Al- Force gene.

Chicago.

IL 32 Truth
/

Mum from the Civil
Wet. '
.

'

port of Brazil's Stone
Age Indian tribes.
Hitch9 Alfred
cock Presents

'Ballet Gale Bo.
tures

dating

dancers

solo

News

Paris Opera Ballet.

1:30

had ended. He gat; is fourth

36 Motorsports In-

gram arc taken into consid-

EEK & MEEK

eration by others.

9

11 MI &OW

Live By

2145

Five Minutes to

Many

W110LDY0(35AY
1 711012W

A 0455 LUE
13ART5TARR2

ere

CANCER Mune 22 - July
23k An excess of ntkniion 10

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

self could lead others to believe you have lithe thought
for them Guardiegninst this

FALQ

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
Use the morning for settling

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS
1 Coalition
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Rainer shines
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HERSEY WILL continue

Oklahoma
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lost tie straight dual meets,
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ees instructed the Grena-
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free throws before Wieme

missed a jumper with 20 sec
ands remaining. Shevell the
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refused to let things get completely out of hand and retalicut the deficit to seven, where
it wound up et the half, 33-26.
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Greg Sbevell has been one of the mainstays hs the Forest View coming with 332 left, but Gleattada In recent (mines. Last night be scored 16 polnls to teed di bard West countered by dick -
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Fremd eruptx or 107 in regional opener
Fremd pikd up 40 points in

pais the title in tho Warren

the fourth ....on the way

District last week, kept things
tight for much of the first half.
The Bulldogs trailed only 17-

to compiling the highest point

Mil ever by a Alid-Sdburban
:League learn in a 107-79 romp

16

opening stanza and
into the second pe-

burst by hitting a long jump of the Wed period. jumpiag
shot, but In
Hanks got the ahead by as rosin 21 point.

Wag to stem the tide

two poi. right back by hit-

and finally setting for a 67-49

for Fremd during

Bing a 15.footer for the Vik-

edge

homeThe teams played

over Grant in an opening.
round game of the Arlington

26-25 w

riod, but Fremd then made its

through the
o th
half od Fremd left for the

Regional basketball tournarestart lot night.
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move.
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Minh and plays Hersey at 730
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late
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on and oh.

Kolze, the Mid -Suburban
Leagues second best scorer
Nis season, led a parade o-

poi., the final time 075-65.
FREW, THEN outscored
half. Kolze got two Meats Grant by a 32-14 margin to
the
and Hanks. Hague and Rick win going away, to
'Gore garnered one apico o least. The Viking helter-skelthe lead ballooned up to 51-35.
Kasuboske's outfit con.-

took its toll on the Bulldogs

GRANT HAD won the

only ended the Frond out-

tied the =gull through the rest

aod the losers couldn't do any -

Wheeling Regional two yens

ti

live Vikings hug
to double figures. do by
27 points,
followed by Hague with 22,
Moloznik and Hanks with 14
aPieee and Steve Wickum with

ter, run -and -go styles of play

t 1.

0

3

8

2136, Prospect failed to scare

10

7

P TP
4 27

he Prospects early downfall
last night as top -seeded Maine

South blew the Knights sight
off the court 98 67.

Dave Lundstedt, to show for it 001L

43 21 20 107 Taylor

The

Loughlin

3

2

Wickershem

0

7

I

2

2

GRANT 179)

Schad

3

6

2

0 14

Meier

Boeckh

I

0

0

Soden=

2

The Knishts weren't idle either, matching every one. of
Nevins' shots with the balanced scoring of Sales. Meiss-

ner, Kim Walter

and

Stu

Jeff Meissner then cranked

White. But just as it seemed

up hb coring machine anti
put in bight poi. in the first
curacy of forw od Mike Me- four minut. of the second

Prospect would regain some of

its form, Maine South coach
Bernie Brady put Schmelzer
back into the game, and he

that wasn't
quarter. But
enough to keep pace with
South's eight buckets and
three free throws, and the

seemed as though big Greg
Mune South star, but School no got too mans fouls and NeWM took up dn. moving duty.

quickly

intimidated the
Knights with a prir of buckets

HE DIDNT have long to

score advanced to 4017 jar
midway through the snood

go in the game, however, ts he
vvas immediately whistled foe

To.

gams with 39 points, nearly
pa rfert Imm thy field with 15
out of 19 attimpts good. He
was men better from the free

Casey Rush and Chris Saes
combined with Don Lewis end

I

4
0

throw hne turn of 10.

scored four straight baskets,

3

Fremd

4

Grant

loweskseeded

But if fan had come in with

no }mewled, of the seeding
change hs probably wouldn't
haw. noticed the difference in
South
the Prospect Maine

Site Knights were in the

Wtthm 10 seconds it wits 6-2
end then the margin was six

night with ttops like this one where he went several feet MT the nose. Mebsterts 23 poMts

points minute later. From

help Orson though o Maine South demolished Prospect, thought 51 advenehm In the Con.
Regional, 98-67. (Photo by J. Alan Cook)

7110 of the first period retell

pull away from Niles on the

continued to struggle on the
basketball court last night M

stay within a basket of ND until die last second of the period

shooting of Eaton in the early
pan of the, second frame, but

itt opening IHSA

when Heckert hit one of his
three buckets to give Notre

could never break the game
open despite occasional norins flourish.,

Dame a 14.10 lead.

In the second frame Nike
tried to work to Sachs, but the
double teaming of Heckert and

,... Notre Dame is scheduledto

Pohl limited the big Vilic to
only three points in dm firet

I Lmid thewinor of the New
orFrier butt tomorrow at 730

half while ND was stretching
its lead to seven point, 32-25.
al the intermission.

'

Niles stayed in the goose by

outdoing Eaton's hot hand as
the Vikings continually scored
on long jump shoo which usually came from better than 20
feet out from the rim.
Teking a
n -point lead

half, Notre
Dame continued to give in
into the

'

;.i, THE GREEN and White of

p Inger was once again
led by the high scoring of Gabe
foltm

Iliad...,205. pointse

who followed Eaton in the

scoring with 17 marks,
;probably had a greater hand in

ke win as he held Nile's big
threat. 6-5 centerman Mike
Sachs, to only 12 points and
five fouls. The big man foule
old with 4225611100 to played
With Sachs gone the dogged

THE VICTORS tried

through

the

St. Viator head basketball
coach Ed Wasielewskl
=pressed optimism for to-

cent mark from the field With
six bucket, but somebody

tumed on Nevms, and the
Hawk senior plunked in
points for the period.

II

Elk Grove's track team took
on Mkt -Suburban League rival Palatine in a dual meet Satshort end of a 69-40 score.

Maitre left
hope for one of Prospeerin hat
fourth quarters, but it was

from the corner with 15 see pads gone, then watched Sales
block one 01011.11os.

But et 6:55, it on Nevins

and scored on a fine layup but

blitz., but despite building a

van called for an offensive
foul, his third infraction of the

12 -point lead midway through

game.

The loss dropped Elk Grove
to 03 in competition this sea-

son. The Grenadiers tackle

to three, 5249, as Notre Dame
the
was unable to cont
Niles center for the firstain time

in the gam e.

With the ...point differeno Sachs went to the basket

1

2:00 left in the game. He added
the last two points of the Pros-

Walter

1'

pot season with ;33 left. cashing in both ends of 0 one and
one after stealing the NIL

MAINE SOUTH (98)
II F P
PEW.

Wilkins

2
2

Bonk
Jacobson
Nevins

1

15

It

The Warriors are faced with
the hosts as their first barrier
along the road to the Illinott

ing wins will set up another

court and oets.

showdown with Maine South,

The winner of the contest
Will advance to the regional

64 in favor of NiRs. with the

state basketball trophy.

ONCE ND BROKE

its

the

hold an advantage.

Arlington end Prospect.

King basket, the Dom hit their
next two shots in a row to

T E WARRIOS FINISHED third in a tough Cen-

climb to a 10-8 lead on the 2:50

Suburban League behind

mark of the period.
Despite an extremely Unlit

co -champions Maine South
and Niles Week Maine boasts a
young- but -well -polished -lineup thetas given such area pow-

4,

over the top ovo teams in
Mid-Subutban League,

hand Maine would certainly

scoring drought on another

gone set out by Hinger and
Company, Niles was still able

been a serious problem all
year, has. nearly been elimi-

m i-finals 'against either
Maine East or Qlenbrook
Nonh, both contestants o -the
a
night's second half
s

terms

with

regional contest

2 "Ton-

2

2

2

0

9

3

5

while Liehter
grabbed the 50 -yard high hurdles (8.5) and the 50 -yard law
hurdles (7.9).
(56.3),

Barton, the. regional
hot completed its conference

fair is scheduled to begin at 7

slate

p.m. while the nightap pre.
surnably will begin about 9.

good

enough for a three-way tie for
sixth.

Comet-figurestialtavean added extra by playing in

29 20 22
SCORE BY Q RIMERS
Prospect
7 3 1919 -67
Maio So.
25
20 24 -98
1

March 3,
1970

-r'.

21b k Pat Dunning in the bell mile (1151, Jim Ottingerin the

mile (452.2) and Pete Hartman in the high hurdles (9.2).

Picking up third -place
for Elk Grove were

points

George Kan agin in the shot
put (40 -6th ), Terry Somers in

the high jump (5-0), Dan Di -

pact in the pole vault HA),

SHOT PET: I. Scleniepp. P,

Pink.
Humber

7

3

AMP, I. Schnieon. P, 5-6u2.
Zejone, P, 5-2; 3. Somers. EG.

Player
Eaton

POLE VAULT: I. Zajonc,
P, 13-0; 3. Meyer, P, 9-6; 3.
Digangi, EG, 8-6, 50 -YARD

3

4

HIGH HURDLES: I. Lich,.

SCORE ere ()DARTERS
0

23 15 25 24

Niles North 10 15 19 17-61

HALF -MILE BUN:

Notre Borne 14 18 18 23-73

ler,

definitely with knee problems,

and

he's worth 12, 13. 14
points a game. He's as good
playing injured o some guys

diagnosed yet.

arc when they arc well.

felt, thought, after Mike Patenurto's sparkling perform-

Steve Coley from his analysis

tt,,

ing up tonight. He is out in
although they have not ken
Carley's absence may n.05 be

ance in the Deal. contest
Friday. Pettenuzzo scored 41
points and got 10 rebounds' as
he replaced the injured Carley.

I.

Mil-

2)09.5) 7 Dunning,

2:15.0;

3.

Brown, P,

2:16.8, 880 -YARD RELAY:
Palatine, 115.1; 2. Elk
Grove, 1:19.7. 44B.YARD

DASH: I, Michela, EG, 50.3;
Bahnfleth, P, 57.6:
Mundschenk, P. 59.4.
2,

3.
.

1

I. ,Palatine, 2,40.2;
2, Elk Grove. 2:44.8. TWO.
MILE RUN: I, Davenport. P.
10117.2; 2. Finfreek, P,
43.5; 3. Buchholz., ED. II:
199.

M i d -Suburban

so-Leagu

champion Arlington gets
other chance to display its

fact that Hersey was seeded

first, the Cards feel is up to
them to win.

wareskonIght before a partisan

home crowd a the Cardinals
take on Mundelein a[].
-

PLAYING TONIGHT for
Arrington coach George Zig-

second to Wheeling in conference play.
Thus, with an inexperienced
lineup, die Cards have amazed
the experts and. themselves
with a fine 13-1 conference

record:the only blemish com-

Hosting their won regional
for the first time instead of the
sectional they've always had
before, the Cards win 'get a

nan, BM Kieck and Mike
getting the nod at the Other two

ttophyl Zigman's young crew,
which has aged considerably

boost they haven't had in a
long time. This time they'll
have the home court advan-

posts. Brodnan was the third

in a short time, will hope to

lading sokr in the MSL this

ointinue to M. fans.

year. The pesky Heffernan is
the only letterman back -from
last year's club which finished

seeded,Modelein tonight, Ar-

the regional,which, despite the

Mandele with seniors Bin Hek
feman and Jack Hult probably

Mg after they had already
wrapped up the confereno

-

and scout its opponents for the
championship bout if they
make it. Tomorrow night,
Hersey and surprising Fremd,
author of a 107 -point win last

night, will battle in the Ailing.
ton gym for a herds in the ftmass.

It was surprising that the oh -

so excellent director George
Keathley did not insist on

or change of
dr tone. Tom Bradley
paceshading

wi

ARLINGTON

get past the Mustangs tonight,
the Cards wilt test the winner
tonighl's second game be.

If the Cards getpuntinh. -Ewe= Palatine -and Sk Vika
on Thursdayortaing.

Miss

Waters

make-

believe brother Honey Genders Brown, came closest to excitement. but he, too, never

lowered his approach to his
role long enough for the au-

Snitch

at
Loyola
School of Medicine

Barglow tt associate attend psychiatrist at Michael
Rase Hospital and is a proles -

the such

oral lecturer in the depart -

current
Identity Crisis"

runt of Psychiatry at the Univastly of Chicago.

The program

is

the

in

A panel presentation

co-sonsored by the

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS PLAN COM

FOR

EAST AND SOUTH OF KENNIODAT

sin

We are two elderly people. Our only daughter dial three years
ago. She left two children. s girl 17 and boy 15. My son-in4aw
married a divorcee a year eller my daughter's death. She his two
'
children of her own.
Since our daughter died. I have seen very little of our grandchildren. They live only 20 asks envoy. and I haven't seen my
granddaughter in two years. We don't even get a phone call or
Christmas card from her.

Porter

PUBIS° NEARING will he beef so

PSYCHIATRISTS

of the Florida Right to Life

Ple.

and their wives will participate. They are Dr. and Mts.
Stanislaw Molanka and Dr.
and Mrs. Peter Barg.,

Committee; Mrs. E. Ferrario,
and Nahed-Mosaori-Diaz,
MD., obstetrician, Maternity

Institute; Mrs, Blair
Wright, attorney and member

TWO

ed for passim corm*
seed9-5 Mule Ns fondle =dale
131. and legally ...bed

-

bee.

Crualified voters who will

All absentee ballots must be

n ot be present to vote March
14 in the special election and

returned by mail not len than

who would register

in person not less than three

Hoffman

Estates

the

at

Park

Dis-

Theed el theto
Wen WM se See I I

w na mace of nartne

days before.

The Hoffman amt. Park

man Estates, may apply for 0soles ballots by mail or in person at the Hoffman Esteems

District office is open 9 e.m. to

5 p.m. Monday through Fri day and 9 a.m. to noon Smut-

e

Park District.

day.

R art wao, um a sa. ,rtanek

lure.

Mr

Notice

of Carson McCune, `The Member of the Wedding,. that lark
the Ivanhoe Theatre, 3000 N. Clark
alai through March 29,

compoond an,

awn Rbwt

-...path

abw

on

IL Township SE North, Range 10 Toll al rho Gerd PrInclpol

751.5e feet

Inlmtvd persons should emend and will ha Oven am epporlunlly le Re

* rd.

Dear DAM.:
I fed these people are not close Friends. I del -wifely feel ye.
have been taken advantage a. I feel you should seek other, more
compatible friends.

Dear Mr. DeLouise
A very special kind Mom has entered my thoughts and kart
Will NS relationship grow? What win he the outcome of this
relationship for him and me?

Na M1wwd

Mai
ETIFilF"O:'%'
AVENUE, SOU. Or !HiEb
rElr5

-

NliA119111

H131.11113WORGI

CITY 0.fRe

STREET.

woos.. with Me

MAO. In Me

F.

luesdaydearels3,1010

d Fan

i

zothno BOARD OF altihate was Catkin A

SOaix fie

REQUEST TORNA VARIATION IN ARV. PER DWELLING 1.1N1,10 PERMIT CON -

Notice

IT

P.A5f
°MULLION OF A FOUR.UNII- APARTMENT BUILDING ON A LOT
SIDE OF MC KIN. AVENUE NORTH OF AND INCLUDING HALF Of VACATED

h of the Al-

upon

proreawitmenim
M

RQ,CIDAILL STREET,

armee of

la in Comprehensive /miss,

Cosh Co

desumens

two,

awl me ta

IVIO

the

commonly damMied as me of

eau and sou.
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eubibed In She
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ARLING1ON HEIGHTS
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er has

WRIlam lionnurA.Chalrman
Leo Alvel....5ecrerary
ARLINGTON INIGIGE
NAN COMMISSION

1411111010N HEIGHTS ZONING COMO OF416641.6

DAY NORLICAtIONSIV7 N0
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Dom 'Atm

nLn

ien. persons vrie

en imam., be hear

freebie Marks, Chaim,

PUBIC NOTICE

Pubic Nodule hereby alien

...nee. ...I
riper.-

1000 SiJore feet.
es
Noosed pumas will be given on opportoniMMT5,....

CITY OMR

Isine

Pi,

ear. 3: rh<NorthIsenhour:arta goorrw/1 ono Sarals

1.1Mrested persons will be Rion

51.13A115711 A 11011LORWORIN

acne.

Nen..

o0.35f

Parcel1, ober

Commonly des,ribed os prop...Ion
d Motlale
yormed Rockwell EART5
of and 5,cloding Os north

1.51,

mwelk

o ppoodmotery

innotne ma

SPECIAL ZONING COMMISSION ten

Published in AO

NAM. in..

oar PUBLICATIONEINC.

DAT PUROCATEONS. INC

Towdoy, Mot.

M Came Members 0 the ow Holl. Iwo mthor. Rood. Rens =Man
entish, Special Toning Commission 563 uoll conduct a poisse bend. or

Mark Trail

Dams
That port of the eost half el Me northeost quarter of Section tn
Township dl
Ronge II. eost of the Third Principal Mar,

lablis17:;'100 feel In
width by plot el dedicati
4nsodion bee

r be of 0 feel
eing MAR feet

mgr. of the no
point, 36.40

south S. degr

oh of seta

a,, to aware,

dose now JOAS dun

e or Au so

of Ole ens,olf of the nortbeon ,n.on., of Section

aid road. leid
f oil said awl
horns; thre0

west tins of raid cos,. and Me center line of Golf Rood as
moo recorded September Ta, Mg in book 279, of plats. Doges I

smr, running thence south al one said

vast parallel to Me
Tr
said rood. then
place of beginn g
a of
pod brinp southerly of the no
by deed
weved to Me Illinois State Toll Highway C
de fed hey 16, 1556 and recordedluly 311 IOU as Document Na

PoVert

_ZTre10'.e;
Section

This fellow is rather mixed up about this and does not Wog
what to do. I wonder if my daughter should just forget NM or

lying north of the aforesaid center line of Golf ROOd.

of Me cost 82027 QM al the east hall of mM
end that
TooMeostquorter of Seollao S trine south of the nosh lino of
Gerd Golf Rood, WI in Township dl North. Range II esil of

very nervous

Ms Gerd Principal Meridian, Cook Counly, Wino,

Piaui incalian.nntbe,no,nrner of Golf Rood end Dwyer Stred.
AI Wended persons should onend anti will be bran no oPeerinlIV . be
bawd

CWErarf at=tri
Of ROLLING MfADOW.5.1 L1111 015

er the questions of Day readers in this column. Letters.should
be signed, but names will be omitted ff the writer moments It.
cam niDayPtiblicationL 723 Center SL,
Write to

the plat ewe. scams

according to
095771.1. ob.

donied. Petioenerneo to a pegtloo

ROBERT , SALES. CHAIRMAN

feet to o pe

ie. on orr thum 0 mos lotto
Me pewm,0 rotten. all w

Plod 4 The wen ball of vacated alley fee 0 old adlelnIng

Dear A.H.B.t
I feel him getthig his promotion. I feel there'll be an opening
within the next year.

-- Des -Plaines 60016.-'

win aide of Ridge evert., en.

.

eliminated persons should attend and will be glen en oppanway ea he

beak

,

se faro, of 3.1.1.S7 feetulaauk

web
bung
Section 32 area also the ent AA of Ore North East quad. IBASI

De raspiest =Drone is to 0.1
Ortenonse of ,be Cby of Rolling Meadows

l

Af curvature.l th ence sawkeaird

n 061 will condi. a pubk bearing an rbe
legally descried prop.
erneerte =

Arise L 'Adorn and Compony9 Poke.
in Rick 31
bramble. 53.being subdblien el pods of SeNbis
ood
oils, Range 10 Eau el eta Gird PrInepol
03. Toone,'

pole,

el Anowcw thence sea. 7P see

rh

PUBLIC NOTICE

III...Spat

inpi of BIT° feet to

OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT A PUBLIC HEARING W. BE HELD ON

TtS' 't!tgt",1.

fle30
ebs, pmen Mat on Tesday. Marti 15, 10115
pen. me Gime!, Chambers. Cry Holy 500010rd. Rood Rolling Meadow,

Township Al odh, Range II, east of Me Mird princiPM MoTT
shun described as Mows: Beginning co Me intersection of AR

JOSEPH DE LOUISE. nationally known psychic, will ans-

SoollsoTlY

said sewn*

.

Apra 10.1937as Document I la>7700described or MEI. let.port

Dear W.B.V4
1 fed she should Wait until his mixed fedings s.ighten out,
and I'm 101,141 don't fed that Ibis will happen overnight

oionn the

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
.
ARLINGTON

My grandson has been employed at this place time and a holf
years and would like promotion to ejob he feels he is capable of
handing. Do you see him getting the promotion. or will he have
to quit this job?
A.H.B.. Dee Plaines

Way.. Wheeling

sdetl

MONDAY, March BA IWO, al MO

Dear Mrs, RE.:
I feel very good with this relationship as a happy, compark=

wait until his mixed feelings straighten out. She is
and high-strung girl.

point on the

OW OF

PAYPUBLICATIONS,INC.

M rss RM., Elk Grove Village

Was engaged, and she broke their engagement. Now she is back
and wants him to take her back. Her folks don't want her to have
anything to do with him. Matter of fact, she is not even to see him.

o

O R01.11NOMEADOWS.011ILLINOIS

St.

our fault and what way we can solve it?

D.A.M., Oct Plaines

to

RLAND/ MTVEIBANY

irmasloy.Morels &len

BISthey don't do the same for us. Could you MIL me if thisIall

ales
lea to

114.

on ore length of

HEIGHTS
ZONING
ROMP OF APPEALS WILL RECON51.

which she originated on Broadway in 1950, for a six -week revival

of S00.00 QM M

onto

ARLINGTON

Ethel Waters re-creates the role of Berenice Sadie Bros.,'

ea

Me [promote authorities of the City of Rolling meninai was sontant

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

Dear Mr. DeLoise
Close friends of ours keep refusing or offering excuses to keep
from going out with us. This is bothering my husband and mu He
has a habit of being quiet, but besides that he is a good husband
end father. He feels that every time they want a favor we jump.

Norf.

osuss

ce

t

PUBLIC NOTICE

Lel

Dear Mts. LM.:
1 do see your husband skirl= 10011 next year. I Rd you'll be
going south toward Florida.

Al. Rood M Qom,

,0395e5,

her

PUBLIC NOTICE Is

dietc picture hold for him? Would it be wise for him to retie this
coming year? Will we ever !amt. part of the country?
Wheeling.
Mrs. I

of

of mob mum. Slaw.'

the Council Chambers, ClA Hall, 3000 Kircholf Rood, anInsa

yet. Do you sk any children within the next couple of years?

yews ago in which two discs were removed. What does the imme-

f at of ibe tura minded

trick 161 Illinois Blvd., Hoff-

Legal .

Also. do you seem moving to a differal town or state within the

Dear Mr. DeLouise
My husband has worked for the same company for over 20
rm and the longer he is there the more unhappy he is with Ns
job and the harder it is for him. He had a back operation two

II Nark Pane..

con 0,

Bye days before the election or

mat

Dear Mr. DeLontise:
'have been married for five years and do not have any children

ado me you with children. Put gelling twee yeas, but ft might
be an adoptlert 1 dosegyou moving (Dunbar date.

31

Ian

Infant Care Project.

Absentee ballots available now

in Ma manic. Building.

43"27'

The grandson comes once in a while for a few days. but now he
caII s and makes excuses. I realize he is in high school end Ls very

Dear Bolt

&07.; tZT,

No fm.RTH O;

They were both so close...
'The Ivanhoe is located at
3000 N. Clark in Chicago.

away. Relax and just Is things happen naturally.

E.B., Rolling Meadows

.1

d ience to feel genuine sorrow.

I feel you are to eager for remarriage, and you late them

next year?

115E:
11 ACRES TONED ES MG

Fl2NUONDEMLB)MACT 'N'T":1i

Maine Adult Evening School video tape will present Frank
and die Forest Hospital Foul- Ayd, M.D., editor and publishcr of Medical -Moral news dation.
Morris B. Sonia. Forest ad- letter; Howard Leone, M.D.,
ministrator, will modende the psychiatrist at the Langley
discussion.

honeymoon, was relentless in'
her high-pitched vocal approach to every emotion.

.

SHOULD

series,

ented 7 -year -old Clay Taylor

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I have doghter going on IS who is in love with fellow seven
years older than herself. This fellow was going with another ght

lington will be able -set hack

to having scenc-stealing youhg-

ing English, who played 12 year -old Frankie Adams who
wanted to go on her brother,

Dear Mr. DeLouise

Bennett, P, 5:274. MILE

dents.

"American

their various roles
made upon them. Gloria Whit-

Miller, P, 8.2; 3. Fitzgerald, P.
MILE. RUN: I. Camp. P,
4:44,5; 2. Ottingek EG, 4:52.2:
3.

ing

Must be growing accustomed

mands

The one 1 am most concerned about is the girl. 1 wam to sell
our home and move to Minnesota where we have relatives, but
my husband doesn't avant to sell.
Please tell me if you think our granddaughter will come to us
again and why she is treating us this way. My husband is very hurt
by this, and h is making him 111. That and the fact that he misses
our daughter so much.
Mrs. CA.. Mount Prospect
Dear Mrs. C.A.:
thought.
First you mot understand that your
tessness Is not a personal thiritt Young peopleare
are often guilty of
being inconsiderate. They live In a world totally different from
outs. Give them time to grout up olNife..eanwhile, phone them
'now ondMen tomy hello and to let them know you love Ilmm. 45
they mature, conditions will get better. As for your moving, I feel
your husband is right at this rinse -Idol feel you should move.

ciliary

Tuesday, March W.'
Admission is $1.50 for
adults and SI for college sussP

presentation

H ipping at her command all
evening. He almost but nor

Mr. DeLouise

1111 Dee Rd., Park Ridge, at 8

It was also interestin ohot
note that Miss Waters,

The other actors did not
take measure up to the de-

able thing, but 1 don't feel anything permanent between you

RELAY:

railed at the Ike that made him

ny, "yes, SIR" to whites.
pleasure to relax
It was
and enjoy the slow "blues"
Pace of the Ivanhoe production.

dere around, had wry tal-

I Would like to know what's wrong with mc. After my hash nd
passed away I have had had luck with men. Every nun that I have
met seems to turn away from me.1 would like to know why. I am
not ugly,
R.1., Fox Lake
Dear RJ.,

Legal
Notice 1

Malinke is on the Forest'
Abortion will be the tooled
public panel discumion at attending staff and is assistant
Maine South High School, clinical professor of psys

qUite took over.

SO -YARD LOW HUB.
DEES: I. Lichter, EG, 7.9; 2.

Arlington faces Muridelein

Tick
cost 51.50 for adults
and students without school
-identifications- cards and 75 -then to help theta get through
cents far students with

,

learn is more secure with Terry
back in there. He's the general,

Wasielewski.is elated at Cul-

P.

EG,

because Carley won't be suit-

is precluding senior

ter, EG, 8.5; 2. Hartman, EG,
9.2, 3. Menchane, P. 9.J. 50.
YARD DASH: I. Fitzgerald,
P. 5.8; 2. Patch, P, 5.8;
Id.
stein, EG, 6.0.

return, naturally. He
praised Cullen, saying. "The
ten's

Idstein, EG. 19-2%; 3.
Verde, P, 18-3M. HIGH
2.

5
5

Sachs

LPPing

44645; 2. Taws, EG, 454; 3,
Kanagin, EG, 40.6th. LONG
JUMP: I. Michela, EG, 19-8;

NOTRE DAME 031

Heckert

non will be jot. John Brod-

Brant

fashion,

Loeb

4

2

were divided evenly bemcen
Mike Michela and Mark Lich ter. Michela took the long
jump (19-8) and the 440 -yard

hamstrung

the

100 per cent tonight. Wen be
at all strength." Wasielewski
forward

-

THE WEST-CONANT af-

6-8

0

1

0
4
0

events in the meet and they

Vasa to capture its opening

back injury, will return to his
(=Mier position at guard op.
palm junior Bob Rech.

double-header.

LED BY SCORING ace
in

0

3

two-mile run (11:10.9).

"So we should be going at

several ballgames because of

was unable to score from the
field for over four minutes. By
this time the score Mood only

the

2

PORTS

,

lion co -captain Terry Cullen, who has been held out of

Head coach Gaston Freemark knowing that two open.

as late, roording overtime vie-

Sales

N the shot put (45-61, Jim Id -

Told.

people in the regional..

on, Regional swings into the

Although previous records
and pot performances usually
hand,n bearing on the game at

4

Mein in the long jump (IS.

Sachs on the bench, and No.
Dame merely played on even

8:30.

King hit a short jumper. But
Hsi- King's initial boket, ND

Rae throw shots by Russ

without pretudice.
histrionics the mot hopeless.
HER MESSAGE crime ,a.
nn of being black in white cross mach stronger and clears/ark! of prtjodice without cr.than the same message &lave and black world of love livered by her brother. who

Deer Mr. DeLouise

ELK GROVE won four

THE FINAL minutes saw
two m or e Niles starters'oin

and contest which hegira et

their home surrounding. The

other two Don points coming

hold, she ponnted without

1

Lundstedt
Meissner
White
Hnney

0) and Bill Buchholz in the

Schirmer, W
Chernoff

ONE OF THE reasons for

refuses to look past the Conant
encouMer.
The Cougars hove come on

.3 .2
'2

3
3

Kline

Bassuk

Wasielewski's optimism is that
the injury situation, which has

Cougars. figure to draw the
home croak' while the players
have grown acostomed to the

full night of action.

3,

I,

Mao finishes from Bin Tem

Schermer, K

The head Lion believes his

Arlington headaches.

second

I

Idstein in the 50 -yard dash (6.

fouls during the same span.

squad has been improving over
the past few weeks, and =feels
thet "We'll surprise 'se=

ers o the Hawks, Indians and

i-

4 13
39 20 21; 42
7

The Grenadiers got second -

NILES NORTH (61)

From that point ND temprued the momentum and legThe final period opened .god to a 63-51 spread at the
with a 50-44 spread for ND, 4:22 mark while Sachs was
bile Niles had soon cut the lead drawing his fourth and fifth

nitial test tonight as the C

Maine West will get its

5 13

Forest View, which stands I -I
oohs, in a 4:30 meet this afternoon at Elk Grove.

the third period. the Dots

test against Conant

big pivotman had been

Nortek=

Rush

dash

.

couldn't get to fold.

Maine West will get

much greater ease than. when

'toying on the boards.
Notre Dame scored on the
first shot of the game as Byron

dications that it was about to
mount one of its familiar

nated.

off the final NN efforo with.

8 .4

Pirates run over Greens"'
urday and came mit on the

tournament

face Palen= tonight in the sec.

Schmeler

MEET RESULTS

secondseve

regional

I

Med an exoptional layup with

see whether Mathes offense

third qt.,

game at Arlington. The Lions

night's

4

0 -2

1

Cullen returns. for Lion state Did
By George Halo

I

I

It SFR

-.-

live from Skokie was; without
its biggest gun, and ND stood
the

to

o .0

0

Totals
then made two more for 98.
PROSPECT (67)
Prospects.
Meanwhile,
White was showing some fan- Plater
5
cy ball-hodling and contrib. Rucker

Unbeaten Dons survive initial test, 73-61
to shoot over the defense to

p

2

Tuesday,

first period when the score Maine -more correctly Nevi.
nowt to 4 2 in Maine's favor. that got hot. Nevins scored

No. Dame High School

0

Ebert
Bushelle

missed the second and Maine
an downcort and got its 90th
point with 2:50 left.

FOULS ON

game onto until 6,59 of the

I

Butt dynamo of emotion that
once had the country swaying
and singing, "Don't know why
there's no sun upsn the sky,"
or. "Ain't these tears in these
eyes telling you." The none
while thc tempo' of the non -ex- mood prevailed 0 George
"snot music slowed a little to Keathley's production..
"Am
Blue." The Ivanhoe
It was a touching and tender
Theatre production wo grys- portrayal by Miss Waters,who
ml pure waters.
,
proved again that there's no
The program
her age as talent like real talent. As
ho the
73, a mere statistic. She retains servant in it Southern

4 .2

2

30 at the half, but Maine South

scoring 19 to Maine's 20.
Prospect even made the 60 per

g

duel as Maine made two Ms.
kits but had a third blocked,

I

first of the two -shot foul but

the

the

mark. The Knish. won that

Virlan
Gawaluch

Kim Walter to give Prospect

mg rdas this year, pitting the
fifth seeded team against the
top team to the first game. In
teod.d

)jam., in second round play.

r That Ethel Waters
went through her role as Beemice Sadie Brown in "The
Member of the Wedding"
while an angel chorus sang
'Stormy Weather." Once in a

17 14 17 31-79

Page 8

The Knights stayed fairly
even with their tormentors

past

was good enough to score WO
or Prospect's defense could
hold the Hawks below that

It than became a contest to

team always met the highest-

I

16 25 2640-16

pect's junior forward made the

missed one and made another,
ending the period with 54.

The Illtnois High School

:

SCORE BY QUARTERS

7

chance from the line. Pros-

Assomatran changed Us teed.

ings, 73-61, at Niles West.

28 23 19 79

his fifth foul, giving Lewis

NES INS FINISHED the

IWTmeimllen k one finite sm...., idgitiompem and he proved that fact lableine South Int

for a 10.footer and 15 seconds
after that, the Nevins machine

shot. in a row, made two on the

Entghts

&lunar nould again be the

to

from the corner. And the same

off a Jim Williams steal.

fast blnk, than missed four

mos As the game started out, it

So 23-0 by downing to Vik-

4 14

P TP

Pbyer

Hans

PROSPECT, IN an incredibly weld spell, missed nine

couldn't
rebound against the Newts,
1 Ith ranked to the state according to one poll, and Prospect couldn contain the ac-

o= another "off game. They
hindatheir undefeated string

4 14

Bemitw

worked the ball in fora Ivo

more to end the quarter down,

game against Niles North, but
the Dons continued to win d.-

4

422 Gjertsen

0

11

Totals

4 14.1

MoloReik

from the field and had only' at 6-17 At 5.50 he moved Mots free throw, courtesy of side the Knight zone defense

The new ssedlng system for
the regtonals of the state basketball tournaments proved to

regional

Piotrowski

Page 9

Abortion is topic
for panel discussion

A touching, tender portrayal

Knights eliminated from tourney
by top seeded Maine South, 98-67
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

,

4

Hague

FREW)(Mr)

ed at !east tvvo points each as
the
or
lights danced

That fourth quarter was
where Fremd really fattened
up with its 40.point explosion,
but it didn't come until Grant
had twice closed to within 10

Game

Crystal pure waters

9 425

ing the way.

blitzkrieg. Nine Vikings scor-

fmal

The Vikings clicked off 10
straight points to go comfortably ahead at 36-25. Randy
Hague. tipped M mo bokco,
Bob Moloznik scored
scout a pair of
tapes and Mike
flipped
in a 15 -foot jump shot to account for the points.
Pinkowski 0Grant's

FREMD USED balanced
oring to outscore Grant, 10half[ the mart of the second

ago with current Linivertity
Winans. an Lee Oldey lead-

Tuesday, March 3, 1970
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Young Hobby Club
ALARM CLOCK SIGNAL

has been set to go ode the proper

time. If thee's.. ha notkeass,
&wangle not M be displayed.

By Cappy Dick
If your alarm clock is shaped
like that in Figure 2 you can. with
Mather or Dad's pcnnission. gig
it especial feature by equipping it
with one or mores ignal flags.
First, yoU must provide a hold-

er. This'is I piece of soda straw
attached to the side of the dock
with household glue es shown in
Figure 2.

Secondly, you must make the

Other signal flags can he made.
One
say, "Good Morning,"

a.

mother can say, "Good Evening," a third can say "Happy
Birthday," which would be M.
anted in the holder whenever
eorticone in she family bass birth-,

Keep the set of flags new the
dock so you can use any of your
choice without having to hunt for

it

one Or several signal flags (Figure

II you wish to use. These are
made of paper and are glued 00
straight, round sticks that will fit
easily into thesodastriw (seeFigures2 and 3).

45 SPECIAL STUNTS
Mothers and fathers! If you
can use new ideas for birthday
party fun for your children,
you'll find 45 of them in Cappy

The signal flag suggested in the

Dick's "Birthday Party Stunts"

illustration is one that lets everyone know the alarm of the Clock

booklet. To get a copy, send 50
eents in coin, plus a self-ad-

dressed,

tamped

en e ape

to

CAPPY DICK BOOKLETS,
P.O. Box 42877, Ear ran Park,
III. 60642.

TOMORROW: Net chance to
win a junior printing outfit!

...hottlwaithwih IWO

d

F.

c'.`-:;;W:4174'-'7;"7-'1,---.4i.1.---Wfki 7%.

FF'PD-g: 10

Ti14s113 121F. 3 1970
ill Employment Again MEE

3Tmpiap led AgIIIIFRYlea

Sualliarea6 2ektsks Utikexa
YOU

Consult this daily guide of reliable services
offered by reputable business people in
your community
CALL ONE NOW!

rg'n'u's TX:fon
ACC10 $0

A

255-7200 Os 296-6640

and reach 60.000 Households!

3.-5410

Mdws

e4.1836

slo'cr '391,'n'tgLso

nd

ALTERATIONS

Launtz Jensen

WILTIE'L'ILVAECR'ZIVSTAC

Kindling Wood
Call LE 7-404

UARP,ETnreNAPABooingt

Lawn Mower Service

MA TON DELIVERED
3,2,:,;88N SOCKED
537 3350

F.pk p

9 oceb tes P7S8'nF. 29.6305

Carpet Layer
HEMMING

CARPET UWE,

AOERATIO

Plosrsring

ET:ETIADrIE"

433 2676

HAVING A BANOS

bow
95 so 200 peon

REVERSMASCAIRY

529.1211

WANT

MEASURING INSTALOTtON

PLUMBING, HEATING

CUSTOMSHoAX WOVEN
INTERIOR SHUTTERS

or

PORTRAIT PAINTING, MURALS
1759

Nemeteries &Lots
GRAY

827 4637

SPECIALTY.

Radio -TV Service

5.D4E8t

Musical Instructions

Cement

PIANO 620R ORGAN LESSONS

General Hauling

Pee

Pointing &Decorating

Auto Pointing
Ca. 322.4750

er8'

'(=ISZCZ7VC,',L Fa'

Home Maintenance

3 135

11.11211,11°=1

MAYES CALL TODAY 29,31,

key cow wilh

Cl

.9 1696

help ful.

5 399I

3O3 345n

mutely 20,

doparlment

Wed

"'"'nerty

Sewing Machine Repair
MANNERS 729 7367

t= 11

1650 Old Deerfield Rd

.tilled

DoT Clothes
9 to

Sign Painting

rvirkT7iatnins
P

Draperies
43,9214

Slip Covers

30% Winter Discount

25

GENERAL

829 8509

GERALDINE'S

:AVAILABLE AIMEARIELY.

DRAPER/E56 BEDSPREADS
CHENS, BATHROOMS, FIRE-

.uot,'"'b:"''"

P9f.,,,,IA:g=NR:,t7c9pIR

S.

',a'atrello%O'inus7ness 6 per

rprl'ioy'o7eveTaI93:97'

F.c,:esr Te7t1O7':

FEDERAL & STATE

IS YRS. EXPERIENCE INS...

3,12SP.

337.8020

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

by
Woltman Const. Co

FILINGS

Drapery Repairs

3P2,080 A 3981351

WMIP°Pettng ond exted

COMPUTERIZED
FEDERAL & STATE

1121thenRmodeling
Rattesilen Reams
Room Addolens

INCOME TAX
SERVICE

1'017;1,1

hanging, nese refinishing.

Dupzeed. A ChNsilan
2P639S3

San

Realtors-Owners

Decor,.

31.00 off if you

Anic
INchene

.nen
Nom

Open 9 to

Rum

Imo.

Co

Repairs

free Trimming

kw

OW Ses1Sum
GolblIc.

%Pokes
Pm

Oorepse

DRESSMAKING ,..A,LZRATIONS

SHARONAZa

No

394A045

GoRINIse

Slapping Co.

39.3301
1195 Sftri.

SPeckslwInter dhow

xel., ..oldie.

opgiso,

439-8280

Eli. Construction, Inc.
24E0963

CALL NOW FOR

EKE ESTIMATES 29,1638

Merlin Hobegger 3..72

kilns. Reasonable prices. Call
Barb. 52943074 Schaumburg.

BRIDGOESSONS

FREE ESTIMATES.
CORAL ELECTIRICUcensed,

o7.
'919.01751 ,9102.

Insured. Oak...Ler,. pia
s.

.

FOR WANT ADS
PHONE

55-7200 or 296-6640

394.3222 or RG0244

Ro111061=1711..

Simplornent Agencies-01mo

PuZ7Tela'or.7;$,tr,'.

21 -Situations Wanted.Women

Expert °Iterations

DOMESTIC WORK WANTED
SATURDAYS 6 SUND<WS, Re,

'"G779.387'

orences. 2263624 after 6.30Pm.

Tile

old

Electronic Tech

PEOPLE

rn'ver2rto tprn
luPholste, Coll CL 34865 Pros Peel Helghts Upholstery A83 6

Como McGenald Rd Ao. Hts.

ARE HAPPY
ABOUT TUE

dap
Saar

'

son to hondle inventory
chase orders. Also some

letterz.g.

Be Receptionist
Popular
NO

niA for o person to , o
ihis roP,

solid foohold in

POt7ce"Zbe",:k4r."N°:74.
Coll Les Sto,

PARKER
ME Prospect
253-6600

200-$250 WKLY.
u ive

No experience

Sickness , Accident Dhabi. Neuron..
Mock Perches.

HOUSEKEEPERS

Leo. al Muni@

Plots

LEADS

wiu com,,on moos
us and

Div

Innianthmismited 101 Men
Pan Noix,olionion

ow,

.

dy. S

6

Apply in PeMonIo MRS. ALM

K

244Ielp Wanted Men

1155 CARTON ST

SECRETARY
BABY
DOCTOR'S

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

RECEPTION

$575 me.

CLEANING WOMAN
For Model,Apts 8 Of f ices
twice v week

100% Free Positions

docior keep the office

for two gidsMwork In the keypunch section.

You should Se capable of both Mph. end Nu
toe. Keypunching as well as Verifying.

Excellent apporiunily lo work for a modem me
rtirs Page

Experienced
29,0880

o s. Donlon

5600

in

Hildy,
394-3434

for

doctors will train
you to work
with kids
COMPLETE TRAINING

ou

offices

Our Data Planning Deportment has opemngs

Arlington Hts.Areo

EMPLOOYMERD"NT

RENTAL AGENT
For Weekends

dims size company close to home. offeang super

ior working conditions and

MOVE YOURSELF UP WITH...
o AUTOMATIC SCREW

Looking for o really good place to work2.Calls

FACTORY H ELP.

200 E. Touhy

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
LIGHT PACI,GING

Des Plch

29G2251, Ext. 361

C'OC:RSA'ID'Hf8=10'31.

to $650
elegant

0.

6

h

BENEFITS

,ey'll TRAIN YOU

Ihe

Protopak Eng. Corp.
EG Grove Villoge

Isom

P56.1770

HIGH COST

OF LIVING
1

S

Meeting.

people

helping

Ms

not necessary.

Girl Gide
handling cusiorner can,.
real

PAYROLL TRAINEE
cost.

dlo. or plastic molds.

Sm

item

Ps

our.

MR. AL OLSON
WED.

(414)652-3598
ENOSHA WISCONSIN

0 PIPEFITTER

ounis Receivable and PaYt

GENERAL

Aid busytop solos

Peden.. SlarlIng role $4.29

office poillion loomed in
office.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

kr sportsmen Plano voriort
PERSONNEL
sneei

6

$600

tolk . people

IN!

Ax

beoutlfully

this

devoroled

wilh o o,. atmosphere.
Youll do 50.0 Aping. phone

BY

PHONE

Miss poigo

In A:hope. Heigh.
294.0880

COME IN AND REGISTER

Eclecrienced on 10 kw eddIce
.. CALL MBLIfORRELL
255-7900

9 S. Ourven

Goo No fee

POSITION OPEN

clerical tasks. Excellent benc.

all

dm...ffice skills necessary.

YOU AM MOISTER

593.6990 for oo.

$600 Month

Rhone., much tr.,
$500

owe Free brush up practice
a 0 0 Loco! or Loop

RECEPTIONIST
$500
Meet public
new desk. Buslt
SPORTS ASSOC)

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT

FOUR SEASONS

OFFICE

SECTARY

"NOW & THEN JOB"
ALL OFFICE SKILLS

VARIETY

keepinREg.vo..

OPfN SAL,DXS BY APN

,,Wr1F. '

- BOOKKEEPER

020

Dollt.x 6 book.

ARBIBl

5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD.

by

mochbee bkpg, keypunch,
etc. you'll he:tough, new IBM

lifelimeoppoonAIA
call

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW
olve your money problems with o
TEMPORARY

6 be

o MOLD REPAIRMEN

MACHINE OPERATORS

liberal employee

benefit program.

Call 956-1110

FOUR SEASONS NURSING CENTER

DES PLMNES

-

881-3338

Accounts Receivable Bookkeeper
Credit Clerk
General Office Clerk
Call Miss PIM(
447-8385

FREE PARKING "

CLIENT SERVICE

1st, 2nd SHIFTS OPEN

9 AN. lo 4 PM.

mart

125 Ookton Des Plaines

Order Typist

It

GENERAL OFFICE WORK

"' Lan.raV".

New

EARN MORE -10% NIGHT SHIFT BONUS
curing

CORPORATION

3040 5. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON NTS., ILL
439.0923

593510 fur app',.

REAL ESTATE

haye been inform. that you

Rem Nee.

Oman

Cook County

EXPERIENCE

MEDICAL

Plaines. 297-3535.

p

rsfff

who have wrliten

2:30-5 p.m.

McGraw

STAFFING NEW
O'HARE OFFICE

New Dream Gridley. Deckle's
Davenports Brown 6 Sharpe
sO per hour overage earn

MPANY EMPLOYEE SENEEi

PHI fAndan :Plan
ININNeen Avocd

P.M. ROUTES

In ArlAgton Heigh.

1an

air.,

296-1142

School Bus, Inc.

Children's Clinic

°

Suburban offiriday

D

Contact Mi. Franzen

6:30-8:30 a.m.

Needs extberienCed aer

medic

Mobile
Communications

DRIVERS
Earn Extra -Cosh

EARN 0150 WEEK
COMPLETE TRAINING

2557191(11

msmormommmm

Christmas 1.411112.1Me
Holiday. Include
esort OnmenshamontInsurance
Group Paidwp Life in,rosse

CLERKS

SCHOOL BUS
BUS DRIVER

ono

V S GAton

handl,

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

Paid Vasa*

ACCOUNTING

1850 W. Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village

FEMALE

WHEELING FIRM

BDG. MGMTc.e

SALES

EXTENSION
UNIVERSITY

PART TIME DAY JANITOR

SERVICE PLASTICS

A.M. ROUTES

MT. PROSPECT

EDUCATIONAL

297-3550

FULL TIME NIGHT JANITOR

43aenao tb

Paid Training

2974160

Miss Paige

ASSISTANT MEN'S WEAR MGR.

e, sale

SEWING MACHINE OPERATOR

Aphone help,1 but

LoDALLE

13.Employment Agencies -Meg

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERV.Furniture,

RECEPTION
TRAINEE

$550 oto.

011are.Lake13140.
2400 E. Devon

Sor P A M All Noon

377 Wheeling Rood
Wheeling, Illinois

Will do babysitling in rny home

d'''Ptt!be 359.3459

Upholstery

RECEPTION

MS FLAMES

CALL JOHN ABEIR
Arl His 60005

Tailoring

Pro, 512 W. NW Hwy. CL GB477

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONS

SNOW ROOM

then

Pally] rIsAM tocTISPM

SALESMEN

AND MORE

6 0 SUMP PUMP

Colon., Tile 6 Carpel Co. MI.
In.sirialit. Residential

wired, 253,791

21-SilEati2nlantalMen

Pr"""

ownice

PM Off Wodnadow

1

COME IN ORGLIL MR. GNIRK.

LADY PARKER
117

La Salle Personnel

NOW INTGViewiNG.

PACKAGING CO.
GUARDHOUSE

kcoodedge A °Icor., and rnechonical °JAE. You will In
traind la smiles aur iceApRaipmesa.Pateniial for ea. ed.
voromme In GNP growl, sesenocompony BenIINNclude

To

routine.

Call Peg - 298-2770

womrommommom$,

43,093

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

ose

GENERAL OFFICE

mall. Light, simple office

23 78 Po'

:Tit'cZelo7rert!le

EKCO

mons

Remodeltng o. Repairs

255-9000

ister medication to a,

"ilTCLEWV,1755g"

We hove positions open for self stoning men aria haw hosic

DECORATORS
Ganvasc8;s1=er,Hongi

crams SIOdinq 10i,

OR

Mc KAY TREE SERVICE

N

FREE ESTIMATES

Instructions

bad( libel Work

t

259-7493

CITY OF DES PLAINES

.

824-3136

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

CREATIVE

will Abe
be trained to admi,

LoSalle Exolvsivel

11311311CMONICISCH 4host Gahm.

6.4170

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

5,3842

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

Eywgreen

1v/theme os

MORE

sales 6 se=o,all Apes.

529.3988

COUTURIER designing and sAl.
.

yoga,

SPRING SPRAYING.

Sump Pump

Robing 6 Wallpaper, Infer.' 6
BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

Ws Mc in and snd AM oCaMON3

ADVANCE
INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

comee. paid inforocco, vocation end mileage reinsburew

8 6 Et DECORATING

ohnuA of 810,290

SWBD.-RECEPT..

TAKING ORDERS NOVO FOR

THAD S.,.NME IMPR,OVEArb:

EMERGENCY SUMP RAMPS
SALES and SERVICE

SOME TRAVEL

ahead, MAKE LOTS 0

MACHNE
AN< Lysirs

7030 W.NNI=Sulte 202

Stolen Windows

13rS

reorder when stocks ore
low. Later you

455-8350

smasstaissotthorencomonmowasse,
Excellent reiiremetePhse

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors
KENNETH A PEARSON

SECY-$650

',M7'7::

DECORATING

29,31'95

e

SECRETARY

3-3710

keep an Invent, of
medical Buppiles and

INCLUDE TIMEOFF PROGRAM',

pOSiliOn. APPLY

315.50 pesters:lei iehris,

100'5 of Fabrics
to choose from

CAREER SPECIALISTS

6. voibraw leash*,ma f ire-

CIVIL ENGINEERS I AND II

50% OFF
ON All LABOR
Also Expert Reopholstery

"'EVO8r"

w`T,Ztra`,7

Dressmaking -Sewing

Free Est.°.

220 PAINTS MOST ROOMS

r

CL

PRESEIC

Airport Offices

SECURITY

WINTER SALE

RUSSELL

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

CALL 8241.0400

2=3=6840

R

MRS.

h
t pet
tories. You ME born to

253-6600

3700-.W.

HELP WANTED MALE

118usIness Services

SLIP COVERS

gai
anal

SIGNODE CORP.

lo

fore 2 PM 259,0655

appointand

schedule,

ment

Nancy

k

EVI Free IVY, .6 Mi

GUARDS

Income Tax Service

.

II

LADY PARKER

"°,11f1V1r

Chicago, II.

'

keep

phone,
CALL 29,71P1

60

Call Tom Mannord at 724-6100
or stop by

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.

PHONE 255-7200

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

exesaffro Nev Min3

Lake Ave.
Glenview
(Just west of Glenview Naval Air Notion)

Dom

ciliZik CORPORATION

Ceti.

as

imal lover with lite
skills. Answer

to

doing things. CAll 1:Ly.

liberal *It Iowa [IR doys
per yens, =Cum...og to

once

SPECIALTIES
Subsidiary of Nuclear

SUNBEAM

Plano ehe& rm. Oda and.

o GRINDERS
o MILLING OPERATORS

wdi Pm

85+,4652

repeEircHon

fo onoknortino.

'yrlove're

Ledger and Hpe our.

o ELECTRICIANS

Rem. e

34.71 per.. Clash. opening.

yylow

298-5044

Exciting opportur, for

atm am Year.
9. Iwo °mks 'macaw
oavaar.

METROPOLITAN

INSPECTOR ANALYST
Yee be aoovieroplIn sorl.k plaie and layout inspection

by

o MACHINISTS

at

tot ihn spout Piot Pk, ad
mew., Sows will be

LUTHERAN HOME
& SERVICE
FOR THE AGED

who

392.-S033

mint ompiownentepportunity: -

o INSPECTORS

JANITOR
ionne alum 4 Baum per deV

toterst;

it

Add+ A+ Girl

Current Openings

cer

or muls./PA Oa Pewi-

s

inOrenirstsil=in*ci.i:XdZ!'

$135 WEEE-FREE

Typist

PAY

*bout our BONUS RAH ever
run of coffee wish Dot und

VETERINARIAN

ctude
The Following Benefits:

4

CHERRY ELECTRICAL
PRODUCT, CORP.

296-1071

oanctsnt'ar,==
a air

IS

oll Oka AO..

need

HOUSEKEEPERS

Career cineortudnes In-

efinftely thelooder In our field.

AIDES

5425 to 5475

POLICE

Part Time

sir okkankerneol and lo
f Per to Dollfv

Sewer it Septic Work

ALLEN CO.

MIX sm.,.

831-210d

NAM..

CHECK YOUR ADM
ate mounted
vented so
ho fint
of

384-3528

Call 259-050 Rod Smilb

THE HERST

-

RECEPTIONIST

Police Patrolmen

capacity for real advancement.

MOD

$125 WEEK

ELK GROVE
VILLAGE

rear wages and benefits.

Good stoning sal, plusllimr.

ore 310a000lpiee

Aaen

BY RAY PETERSON

Call otter SPM 3. 81292

'""7orTA'1:a'y'otht"'"

tart a ong career with Signode.

6

Ext. 46

RN'S

WANTED

nteresting lobs with friendly people.

43,85.

HELP

St. DPes

114218 1151191 Women

1625 E. Algonquin
439.7010

COORDINATOR

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

Sang on vox. borne 4.81.

Day or Night 359-1906

appointment.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

BE

272 2300

Fos, poy raildl. AND yOUR
NEN! IVY,
OWN
TRAWL

Engineering Co.

SALES

PAGES

Piano Tuning Services

392.8891

Dog Training

and 4.00 p.m. Monday through Friday, or by

Runway &

,p pay. 382.25.21. fAr. Nowak

CRAVENS CO
FAS lbe PeoPle you

Write: Bon 326
Day Publkations
722 Center St.
Dm Plaines, III.
60016

Intemows will be conducted bemoan &DO km,

678-3373

BARRETT-

Full Time or Paa Time

benefits.

394-1212

9c

9301 W. King St.

ASSIST

Nice
Emporia., for
someone close to retire-

loa

keys

CLASSIFIED

G. 3.3384

GOI .A.0010200,2

JERLYNN REMODELING

1500 Hicks Road

APPLY lbrPERSON
OR CALL MRS, MIKKEESEN

Liounv

ment. Uberal company

GUARD

Permanent Waves

or

$2.75 An Hour
4:00 P.M. to MO P.M.
(hours flexible)
5 Days Mon. thru Fri.

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

ON THE

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

EXPERT CARPENTER

Remodetng Additions

ability

DARIITOR

Meat and modem warping conditions..
Ta5

CALL 0LID 259-4016

NEVOVAY FAINTING

GROOMING

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Metal

SUPERIOR
CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES, INC.

100, al

RANDHURST0550C.
CENTER

`'iP'
Plaines

h

I

sectmorial pool, billing clod.

CLERIC TYPIST

Des Plaines Location

CHEM ff) ELECTRIC

Great Lakes

AZILtr'2'55.3'1;8""'

POODLE

359,95e

Rolling Meadows

$171:nt:'s7,'

Roofing

'VVZI7,ICASHING"9. 'CL3PRArg

255-25M

CALL KEN AFTER 5PM

General Electric is well know for its fine benefit
plans and its competitive. wage rams. Previous
experience will be considered when determining

People

330TO START

Phone:. 392.2700

PART TIRE

We have openings for experienced machine Op.
motors at our Rolling Meadows Melo! Shop.
Condidates wItlf varied machine aporolion
experience: and with knowledge of blueprint
be

SBA

2,7-353S

PvkichOrne Opeircdorrs

24-1Ielp fluted Den

n

6

holmes8,
940 Lee

Fabricator

3,

9Bod

d

is

SECRETARY
VELOUS, COMPLETE TRAINING

La Salle Personnel

reading and the use of mIcromotorx will

El[ellen1

TRAINEES

do and good Aeing. tots.

NagtteonvOc.';650.t

the stoning rotes for these Mbe

3620 Edison

""

ALL CLOTHING Vc PRICE

FULTITS=0' 'gT5f1975

'"Da'ii00=07""

carpent rs,RerclOdBiing
Centres ors

.Palatine Frame
and Moulding

Illost and found

LICENSED BEAD, OPERATOR

PAINTER OR FIX IT -MAN

Dog Service
wets, Hwy.. Pal. 35O-0100. Mon
Eri 9 AMP PM SOP 9 - e PM

YOUR

'ottab.'Ze7le:." "' "

=,,="

Dancing Schools &
Supplies

Mps

APP.

Staff'
NEW OFFICES

595-9690

considered.

PARKER

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

AO NTS DAY CARECENTER

FL

and belidays.

atharbneRn

CL 5.3638

BARGAIN COUNTER

N

Hearing Aids

Child Care

CLASSES CL 3 3500

over411.sesgweariced.

OFFICE TRAINEE

Clerks 390, Stenos 352S. Clerk

CITY OF DES PLAINES

cm,rwt'a=lio,

A
CL 5-8232

Automobile Service

frorn,ng.

39,4140

"7 " ''Z's's7-Ltir

Good °ppm.,

SP .5-2466

V2 PRICE SALE
8490

45,E,NHAn,1,;,NTRLIE C

35B 4505 bet 7 6 10 P.

mum otoum

MO hoar wax:Aline cynd

ew plant i.

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

Resale Merthandise

CALL 65,5978

GerneM Welk be Vito Rlogio
EilsXIalin In patios. el...wove
Special

21 to 30
Draft Exempt Preferred

Pohlfen*ellen

Wiihout pas experience

Nag. No loo. Coll

CUSTODIAN AND
MAINTENANCE

Mechanical

KEEP

TV SERVICE!. REPAIR

IZCC'ESArZO"RC'E'8't1IVREE81%,
TIMATES, CALL PL8,913

SERVICE CENTER

1412 Miner Street
004-3136

OFFICE MANAGER

Needs Complete

W. T. GRANT

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT:

MAN WANTED

CALL ,9,715.1

FAA

bo a La Sob Gal
APPLY

Algonquin Junior High School
or 7:30 PM, Monday, March 16,1970

efilS,CallMutynyact.4.

CI. 30954

WINDOW CLEANING - sec

CALL ED 358-5359

766 1943

hen-

CALL OP -4540

PROFESSIONAL

Ch

EDMOND

'P'F'MPKAT'UTE"'N'GP

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

end many niMi frins.

Wor'trd"F.or'd:y°Work

Furniture Refinishing

Hex CL 3.0353
OUR

$4.00 Hr.+ 0,1

ADS

Window Washing

Portrait Painting

,

PATCH'S PANTRY

255-1200

1441erpWanted

endnm

EXAMINATIONS WILL BE HELD AT,

537.124.1

253-7230

WEDDINGS

NO DEGREE

NOWT

FREE ESTIMATES

Plumbing & Repairs

ALL TYPEEEREE ESTIMATE

BUTCH McGUIRES

SERVICE

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

392-3060

Masonry

frortB7oc'
bed. S24 V.5

5600 TO $700

296-1071

Floor Refinishing

dons.

SHADE "N" SHUTTER

Small lobs Aly

WITH OR WITHOUT

2720 Des Plaines Ave.,
Des Haines
Call Bob Van

dew Shades

MAGIC Otil 'DENY THE MAGIC

MARKETING TRAIN ET

mon

keert ItOf f

Kengant=t"

PLarT

CV -10'21"n

Made

.Zrst=f

Yo"

Through 34

.

BUSINESS MENS"
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

JORORIAABP

Apa

for

lions

AIRLINES HIRING

BASIC QUALIFICATION&

oeboo.nity

cex new Pan es Ss hr. If

OUR

CHAS. B. GRAY SALES

Magic

Catering

ART

WIGS OF ALL TYPES

son,

Fail

5 pm 390-3146

'39'2 74'3

w

erection
one

An Service

dr

CUSTODIAN

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
FEDERAL SAVINGS

296-6640

opo st io roes kr ie is hri

dam. NO FEE

Munn! limiremaxandils

'255-7200

oho.. This rnoy be the right

cl e At phone an were,
SiX FIGURES,
TALLY CONTGIMESULTS

Crspa ad FlosplIallsobionPlon

255-9000

or

EL:7,
2P8 t4.70

W II ome solos ree. Orvm

APPLIANCE
SERVICE MEN

amnion,

oar Pubt comes
217 GAllingten Nis. Rd,

Wonderful

FOR WANT ADS7

Ala rapidly growing field. wrA

wogs

CL 9-0495

REAL ESTATE
5450 to Start

o Yeasions H.cloyeneendOichlessee

vocoslon, Sosplialamion

O'HARE

"r

"

RE

BUSINESS MEND
CLEARING HOUSE

11RY

SERVICE 3E9 1594

SEASONAL TUNE UP SPECIAL

FIREWOOD

Z2rtt'rt rre

Decorators

WANTED

I I

SECRETARY
$6500.. GE PAM

RECEPTIONIST

EARN $10 750 AFTER 36 MONTHS

Coll Bob Von

OVER EUREKA LUX AND OTHERS

SI5 95 AND UP ABBEY SALES 6

FIREFIGHTERS

Toe

Intemaltenol Personnel

PHONE

RIJAC4K

RECONDITIONED VACE HOO

I ROI re2,13Ti'n'n

2720 Des Plaints Ave.,
Dee Nobles
296-1071

afnuloymenl hams Women

COTS 12.16

Work ofier mhool 6 soma,

a SANG, Allowance

MAINTENANCE

Vacuum Repair Service

SEASONED

Carpet Cleaning

O'HARE

15 Omen! Agencies ylamen

25 -Employment Agenclet Wens

POLICE OFFICERS

BENEFITS INCLUDE

BUSINESS MEND
CLEARING HOUSE

Excellent opperlueilltfor 6229'

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING.

RICK'S DECORATING

Firewood

ACCOUNTANT
work PART TWIE ,r account
RONICI Meadows
Rama your hours If interested

$550 TO 5600

MAKOV6

COSTOIDUPNOLSTERY

WALLPAPERING

coeicii.'47""

''S'Yftg'o=r

potonel for soli ndodual
Ihat
v°2 no io pus fen,.

CREDIT OPERATOR
TRAINEE
,

2720 0
Pl
A
Des PAInes

Uphol mai

P inting& Decorating

Interior Decorating
McKLAREN INTERIORS

HOUSES RAISED

ALL

"fhVirsr:'"

CAM-11FULL BASEMENT

Cos 1,2,f =It :ES

14114 t (anted Men

co fern

Cvog c onotea Ieb,Mh Fah

QUOCK

The Prospect Dom and The Des Plaines Dry

ONAr2XnS=ATS

top

SHOLenn7"tftclnos

ZFIC

Your Ad will appear doily in the
Northwesi Dam The Arlington Day

Engineering Services

314M

Lo Salle Personnel

SUPER

CALL

Carpentry -Remodeling

$650 TO 5750

VONTRE I"ULtITCIer
298 2770

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

Alterations

CUSTOMER SERVICE

HIRING NOVA

24 Help fluted lien

241Ielp Wanted -Men

$111018 Uanled filen

The Bank & Trust Co.
Of Arlington Heights

White Collar Girls

,..... .....

RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

MT. PROSPECT

+0 K1114 V

It

.11.M

Tuesday, March 3, 1970

Page 12
26 -Help Wanted VISIT.211

FULL TIME

CHECK FILING

26 Help Wanted Woman

We need FASHION WAGON
Advisors A few hours o week
Top earnings Car necessary
766-8784

255-7900

The Bank & Trust Co

POSITION OPEN
Experienced on 10 key adding
machine or proof operator.
CALL MRS. CORNELL

255-7900

Mature woman to care177117icif
ren while parents are vacationing Ref 437 8890
Babysitter for
child 5 day

zation and life insurance. For interview call Mr. Paul Gross.

Dos Maine., III, 60013

An equal opportunity employer

PERSONNEL
A sharp girl to be Personnel
Director's right hand for a
growing Community College.
ing, records, testing and recepMinimum requirements
are:
High School, shorthand or
Dictaphone experience plus
years, preferably in Personnel Office.
A pleasing personality is a

benefits ore greot-the
atmosphere congenial. The
person selected will hove
The

initiative, imagination and be

2001

E.

Davis Street

Branch office of National
Service Dept. needs office
telephone clerk to handle
customer service requests,
filing, some light typing
and general office responsibilities.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS.
TOP PAY.

APPLY

W. T. GRANT

Arlington Heights

n,

OFFICE TELEPHONE
CLERK
-

---

Rd.)

SCHAUMBURG

G.E.

Baby Furniture: 6 yr. crib, play

Immediate openings for full time switchboard
receptionist. Light typing. Permanent, 5 days a'
week, 8:30 am to 5:00 pm, congenial surround-.

car

Beige, lined lie. room drapes.
259-0889

Sun, March 8, Indian Lake Country Club, Bloomingdale, (Lake
St & Bloomingdale Rd) Antiques,
collectables, furniture. 11 5pm,
donations 50c booth space
529.8213,529.6385

resignation of S year veteran
girl for top position with
another
publisher. Involved
is
layout, editing, working
with advertising production,

19 THOMAS DRIVE

--

Motorola

needs

Keypunch

Operators & clerks for interesting
and
challenging
duties. Day'shift only.

NEED 3. Institutional background helpful. New Nursing
I

If you want $1,000 monthly,

CALL 358-0631

will receive the full
Motorola Benefit Package
which includes:
You

Outstanding Starting
Pay

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

Automatic Increases
Finest Working
Conditions

WANTED: DRILL PRESS. BENCH

OR STANDING MODEL.

MOTOROLA
Algonquin & Meacham
Rds. Schaumburg

2000

359-4800

Wolf

Des

Plaines

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PLA

15R= GIRLS
342.599

SHY NOT
( WORK
wolf, NEAR
Kith -SOME?
Recta
-

Rood EXPERIENCE
P'1,1ECESSARY

_ill Train You
Rea CLEAN, EASY
Addition:TORY WORK
Xtra Bd

i'drirnnge" START
Attic I
Kitchen
Gutters
stee

$2 25
PER HOUR

windS
Raises 1st Year
Ceme

"4 -ALL N OW!
MRS. DUNNE

695-3440

MODERN PLANT
NO TIME CLOCK TO PUNCH
PAID VACATION 1st YEAR
HOSPITALIZATION
.
PROFIT-SHARING

RUmmage Sale: Fri. March 6,
4-7pm, Sat. March 7, 9-5pm.

American Legion Hall, Palatine

Good quality dresses sz. 9 to 10,

almost new. Leather top step
table. 537-3529.
COLDSPOT, white, 12 cu. ft.,
self - defrost REFRIGERATOR/
FREEZER. 824-1078

Philco 23" color console TV,

I

year old,

CUSTODIANS
(men -days & nights)
(Schaumburg Orily)

956-1867

kthowledge $20; Jr -'Classics $5('
8' bamboo curt. CL 9-4089

.

Portable G.E. Deluxe dish washer, front loading, Coppertone.
392-5819

You'll enjoy an excellent starting salary dnd many outstanding benefits like:

ADMIRAL Refrigerator 2 door -

Automatic Increases

One yr. old. $100. Free delivery Call 827-2375

Millem Working

Conditions

Major Medical

Insurance
Plan

Vacation

Profit Sharing

TYPEWRITER...ELECTRIC

SMC

Portable, used little, $90 Call Mr.
Milton, 392-8200

36" elec. Kenmore Classic,
counter oven unit, needs some
repair. $25. Aft. 6 p.m. 437-5778

Apply Monday -Friday, 8 AM -3 PM

MOTOROLA
Algonquin 8 Meacham Roads, Schaumburg
359-4800

New Hollywood bed, comp. 21"

BI. & Wh. TV. Hoover Upright
Vacuum,

$30

Must sell

2 Sony tape decks

ea.

358-7118

model 350; $200 or $110 each.
other equip. 359-5294

'Plus

Child's

on awl opportvnity employer

Elec.

Organaire, $20.

Child's gold vanity table, $10.

An Equal Opportunity Employer,

Arl.

Hts.

bedrms., walk to

2

trains, shops, & park, air cond.,
pool, rec area, laundry fac.,

358.4374 after 4:30 P.M. -

-

auto. trans.,
253-8811 ext CAR

GREAT '67 GTO hdtp, stick, pwr.
pos-track, radio. Days
disc.,
439-2070 Mr. Sellers; aft. 7
358.2474.

'66 LaSabre Buick
Best offer.
259.4773

67 & '68,

392-1196 aft. 6:30 p.m.

PRICES. 286-4600
OLDS. '69 DELTA ROYALES

V. tops. Loaded! Air cond. 4 to
choose from. Priced for quick sole.
POLLARD MOTORS
834.1950

bo hydromatic trans. PositracHeavy duty
electrical
system. Many extras. Mint cond.
lion.

Best offer.
358-5123 after 6 PM.

Excellent cond. 965.8292
or

1965 Plymouth Fury III. '4 dr.,
steering.

$650.

17 mos. old. Kept

in

heated

Low mileage. Exc.
$3600. CL 5-0828

condition.

yellow, black vinyl roof. Only 5
months old, just like new. Asking
$200 & take over remaining
payments. Call 593-6415 aft.
5:30 p.m.

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

offer. 253-3807.

Lacing

'69 MGB Roadster. Radio. Wood-

Shading

o Webbing
co Panel Painting
o Fogging
Candy Colors'
0 Metal Flaking
I

en steering wheel. Many extras.
'59 Buick. $50.
Transportation.
Call 827-0692

ASK FOR KEN
894.9238

741-9481

WE SPECIALIZE

'59 VW. Gd. body. Motor needs
work. '51 Ford body, brand new

IN QUALITY 2ND CARS

'64 VW convert., red w.blk.
top, gas heater. Very Sharp...

customized int. 825-6181 7.12 PM

'69 Corvette L-88 Coupe, loaded.

$795.

'68 Firebird 400, 4 spd., many

'63 Buick Electra, 2 dr. hdtp.,
Full power, loaded. . .$495.
'65 Chevy panol van, PU, Blue,
Big 6, auto
$495.
'63 Ford Goloxie 500, v-8 auto,
gold with matching trim. $345.
*Choose From Over 70 Cars

extras. 641-3684 or 299.6455

1964 Ford 6 pass. wagon V.8,
stick, P/S, P/B, excellent cond.,
$525. 255-3384

'64 Willys Jeep, 4 wheel drive
with power take off unit and

Novi*
(MUST SEE.- 1963 RIVIERA)

plow. 394-1148, Steve.

'66 Corvette, bronze 327, head.
ers, like new shocks & brakes.

296-6127

Des Plaines

600 E. NW. Hwy.

Must sell. 394-1149, Steve.

Vacant

'

1969 MUSTANG - 302-A/T, P/S

low mi. 52750,255-1126

garage. 4 speed. Many extras.

owner lease cars

I

'69 Camaro SS 396 350 h.p. Tur-

1968 Chevrolet Caprice 2 dr.
hdtop; comp. factory equipped.

Formula V almost complete, less
engine & small misc. parts,

customized

in A- I shape, low LOW AUCTION

condition. Call after 5 PM best

110 -Sports Cars

1964,

paint, etc. LIKE NEW. $2995.
286-4600
AMBASSADORS

Ford

auto. Power
Call Cl. 3.5600

radio,

P/S,

1965 FORD, 2-dr. sedan, 6 cyl.,
auto. trans., P/S, like new tires &
muffler, excel. cond., $600.
394.2666

P/S, P/B, R/H. $200.
Call 537-7038

running condition. $1000
'best offer. Call 259-1360

f
3r6tk'

Assisi

The Boss

Adults preferred. Weekdays call
--after 7 pm. 439-2262 - $195

Want to Sell..Buy..Rent?
Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

Believing

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Mt. Prosp. 2 bedrm. brick ranch.
Fireplace. Garage. $300 mo.
255-1379 aft. 6 P.M.

2 bdrm. brk. ranch. Bsmt., gar.,
patio, frplc. All cptg. & drapes.

garage. Carpeting. $260 mo.
Immediate occupancy. Call eves.
or week ends. 253-8680
Arl. Hts. 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick
ranch. Completely built-in kitchen
with dishwasher. Carpeting,
drapes. Att'd. garage and patio.
Convenient to schools, & shopping. $295 mo. 392-7587
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Des Pl. 2 bdrm., 2 car gar., bsmt.
Nr. schls/trans. Contract, low
downpymt. 827-4957.
bdrms., 11/2 baths, full bsmt. 2
car gar. Many extras. Cony. to

schools & shopping. Mid 30's.
437-5049

Mt. Prosp. 4 bdrm., 2I/2 baths,
lg. Liv. Rm. & sep. Dining rm,
paneled fam. rm. & basement,
kitchen cabinets galore, 21/2 car
garage,
yr: old, corner lot,
transferred. 437-0788.

Call after 5pm. 259-4901

By Owner- 3 bedrm. brk. ranch
New cptg/tile-Many built ins
Appl. & drapes incl. bsmt. play

80 -To Rent Office Space

rm., wit. shop, laundry 8 bath

Plaines

sublet -Spacious

bath, formal D.
air-cond., appliances, walk
11/2

2
R.,

to

stores. Imm.Occup. $230.
593-6160
DesPl.

super

Sublet Hi -rise 2 bdrm.
del. bi-level. Lux. 156

-sq. yds shag cptg. avail. Eleg.
wall papere
pt., swmg. pool,

Office Space Available.
Why drive to the loop?
225 N. Arl. Hts. Road
Elk Grove Village
block north of Higgins near
new Toll Way interchange
1

CALL 439-8020

mo.

Fenced bk. yd. Walk to school,
park, shops, Y & trains. $27,900.
Call 827-6444

Park Ridge, $27,500. Mtge 6,/4%

No points, 3 bdrm brick ranch,
full bsmnt, w/wet bar, 2 car
att. gar, breezeway, cent. air-

182 Bedr. Apts., New Elevator Bldg, carpeted, appliances,
air conditioning. Swim Pool!
Convenient to Shopping.
Phone: 253-6300
280 N. Westgate, Mt. Prospect

& powder

carpeting excell

rm.

Deluxe

location.

Re-

duce for quick

Young executive couple seeks
2 or 3 bdrm. apt. Des Plaines Rosemont area. No children or

sale. $39,900.
823-5159

96 -Real Estate -Wanted

pets. Call 639-2661

Cple w/child want to rent 2 or
3 bedrm house w/either bsmt or

EXEC CARS

-

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

&NO
'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE
Vinyl roof, Turbo-Hydromatic, Power Steering, Wheel covers, White walls tires, Push button radio.
UST $3675.90

$2775

r)UNBELIEVABLE!!!..

89 -Real Estate -Bus. Property

cond,

Westgate Apts.

DEMOS - FACTORY

By Owner. 6 rm. brk. ranch. 3

elec, pool, walk to shops, schls,
avail June I, $240. 259-9708

bdrm,

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

Walk to train & market. 392.3770

610 sq. ft. office in downtown
Arl. Hts. avail. March 15.

Des

Seeing Is

255-7200'

Arl. Hts. sublet 2 bdrm. Appl.,
air cond, all utilities except

TRANSFERRED?

1967 IMPALA
2 door hardtop., V.8. Power glide.
Power steering.
Whitewalls

Radio.

Heater $1395

1965 IMPALA SS
Bucket seats. 4 speed. Power steering. Radio. Heater. Whitewalls. Very
sharp

$895

1967 FORD FAIRLANE 500
2 door hardtop. V-8. Power steering. $1395
Vinyl roof. Radio. Heater

gar. or both. Lease by end of
PALATINE/ROiLING MEADOWS

One Bedr. Apartments
$160

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

Call for Appointment
358-7844
MT.
1

PROSPECT

Mar. $180. 824-0893.

Wanted: space for small mach-

Immediately Available. Carpet
and all Appliances included.

(Timberlake)

& 2 Bedrm. Apts. (parklike

1444 S. Busse Rd. 439.4100
(Ve mile west of Rte 83...

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
AREA
APARTMENT

Overlooking'Country Club.
2 bedrooms. Stove and
refrigerator furnished.
1 YEAR LEASE.

CALL 362-0204

-

10

.

Salespeople

Will Help You

DICK WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

CLASSES - ENROLL NOW!

LEARN HOW TO MAKE

MULTIPLE LISTING

MONEY

REAL ESTATE SERVICE

APARTMENTMORE
'

(cw

More Than 340

BUILDING INVESTMENT

Between Dempster & Golf)

MUNDELEIN

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

ine shop. Must be able to do
light paint spraying. Des Plaines
or Mt. Prospect area. YO 5-3942
85 -Real Estate -Apt. Building

setting). Reasonable rental includes
Appliances, TENNIS
COURT & SWIMMING POOL.

/
FY

V-8,

75 limo, vinyl opera roof, cust.

1966 Kormann Ghia. Excellent

1

ex. leaf, $10; bks of

Kitch tbl,

PICK-UP

Camper Special 1969 Travelall,
Aft, A/C, P/S, P/B, W/W, V-8, 2

Commercial

82 -Wanted to Rent

clips. 253-4455 oft. 5 p.m.

(women -days).

Rolling Meadows sublet -2 bdrm.
townhouse, free heat, pool,
$193. Occup. Mar. 15. 392-1763

shpg-tra p. $345
827-0356 or 693- 288

Ruger 22 auto. w/holster & 2

WIRERS/SOLDERERS

incl. 824-4599 aft 5

exc.

Hotpoint Electric Dryer
Good Condition - Best Offer
437-1523

Craft'sman 8" tilting arbor saw;

Openings Exist For:

1

carpeted, $195. 394-3571

ft. Dieffenbachia or Dumb
cane in stoneware crock or
casters $25. 259-3243 aft. 5.

Ahd Motorola needs you now at both our Elk Grove Village
and Schaumburg plants! Insure your future, start with the
leader.

'68 & '69' 34 ton
TRUCKS, like new,
286-4600

1968 Pontiac Tempest Custom,
2.dr., Cordova top, excel. cond.,

'63 Mercury Wagon. Air/cond.

ton STAKE
'69, like new.

Est to

Arl. Hts. 3 bedroom ranch. Full
basement. 2 baths. Attached

bdrm apt, Golf
Mill Area. Heat & cooking gas
Large Sunny

8

For

Day or Evening
Interviews

Eves 541-1841

259-4269

MOTOROLA

'68 &

sell duo to illness. 299-2572

CADILLAC,

'59 Mercedes "220", $300.
299-2572

11/2

Harley-Davidson
350
Sprint. Low miles. Call 439-6074
after 6 P.M.

:16 -To Rent Houses

BENSENVILLE

G.E. Stove, 40" wide. Good cond.
$35. Baby grand piano. Call

come first at

Chev.

1969

14 -To Rent Apartments

1

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

YOU

CH,

$2375;

'66 Corvette, 4 -speed,

Cl. 3-4286 aft. 5 P.M.

your home.
5. Terms available

Des Pl. 2 bedrm. Apt. in 3 flat

Prospect Hts.
or 2 girls. Modern bldg., shore cptd. opt. $75.

wood, Arl. Hts.

Road

1969 Opel spt. cpe. 102 FI,P.
P/DB, R/H. 4 spd. Studded snow
tires. $1500 or best off. 358-4513

102-Trucks,Trailers

Shelby GT "500" KR 68 & 7/8.

Woman .to shore with same,
beautiful apt. Arl. Hts., own row

619 THOMAS DRIVE

You name it, I've got it! Fri.,
March 6. 9 to 5. 1906 N East-

Equal Opportunity Employer
AC.

SERVICE CENTER

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

cond.

offer -before

1969 Rood Runner. Fully equip.
P/DB, P/S. Exc. cond. Low miles.

4.See large samples in

70 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

W. T. GRANT

ITT

WE PAY TOP $S$
FOR CLEAN USED CARS
BONUS MOTORS 296-6127

ft

'63 Ford, 6, auto, $150. '66 Fd.
GI 500, V8, auto, like new. '65
Chvy wag, 6, auto $895. Must

Says,

74 -To Rent Apartments

Personnel Office - 297-5326

best

Country Squire 9
pass. wagon. Excellent condition.
P/S. $600. 724.8577

101 -Automobiles Wanted

12

'69.Opel Kadette. AM -FM radio.
Red with block interior. Low
mileage. 529.2357

1

595-9690

If interested, please come in or call

Exc.

1964

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

& bath. 392-8683 aft. 8.

Come in or call today

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

#1/

APPLY

Cabinet Wirers

$1400. 827-2852

$450 or best offer. CL 5-0828

Residential

TOP PAY.

Location (1875 Greenleaf)

I. Closing out stock
2. HeaVy duty carpeting
3. Free installation

Distrubutor

COCKER SPANIEL, female, $10
541-2648

EXCELLENT BENEFITS.

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

60% OFF

824-2175

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

Sharing

Gulbransen Model E Organ w/
bench & light, perfect condition.

1964 Red Volvo 122 S. Good
condition, snow tires $750.

297-5289

REALTORS & BUILDERS

for the following categories.

Insurance

-

WANTED: A 10 gallon aquarium
with accessories. Call

4 month old Mixed Breed

IN YOUR AREA

Top Vacation Plan
Renowned Profit

394-2481

Stape & Sons, Inc.

HELP

Major Medical

40%

Branch office of National
Service Dept. needs Telephone sales clerk to han- die expanding Appliance
Service Contract Soles
Program.

593-6990 for app't

392-2279 evenings

IIAM aft. 8PM 774.2180 low mi.

tanks. $3750. p92-6495

42 -Wanted To Buy

Excellent

TELEPHONE SALES
CLERK.

Elk Grove

Start Part Time. No Investment.

CARPETING

SERVICE CONTRACT

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

RETAIL/WHOLESALE BUSINESS

7 W. Eastman.

will sacrif. 286-4600

Arlington Heights

Center opening very soon.

65 Buick Wildcat-P/B, P/S, A/C.

furniture.

44-Dogs,Pets & Equipment

COOKS

To Work For You

for app t.

Call

$50.

1009 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Put Day Want Ads

Blue Kalamazoo elec. guitar, vib.
arm, used, $47.50. El Rey, Music,

TRUCKS,

paintings. Large original
contemporary. Best offer over

CALL 593-6880

21 -Help Wanted Men & Women

$50. 824-8454

off; 10 pc. corn. grp, Sit -N Sleep $165; 20 vol. encyclopedia $35; Hollywood beds
$40. We beat any price on new
MARJEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND, BEDDING

R/H.

'65 Olds Luxury Sedan, 4-dr.,
air cond., full power, $1050.
359.6990

314-467-5630

baby furn.,
dning rm sets, desks up to 50%

dr. stk.

ESTEY CORD ORGAN,
24 BASE, LIKE NEW,

sz. sets $90; king sz. sets $135;

Bassett

2

'57 Chevy 2 dr. HT. Auto. w/'62
small 8 cyl. Asking $150 or

After 3:30, 392-1916

BUY DIRECT --NAME BRANDS
Serta mattresses $20: queen

hideaway bed sleepers $138;
bedframes $4; bunkbds $20;
trundle beds $50; recling chrs
$50; studio couches $75; Bassett trpl dresser bdrm sets

6

6 cyl. Excep. A-1 cond. $450.

MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN
BOARDED IN MY HOME BY
QUALIFIED MOTHER.

Oil

All interviews confidential

Operators
Clerks

439-7740

'63 Fairlane.

'67 Chevelle SS 396, 4 sp. trans.,
console engages, immaculate
cond. $1750. CL 3.5296

White. 283

net, used only 3 months.
537-3607

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

824-8045 AFT. 5 PM.

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

luxe model homes. 40% to 60%
off. Free Delivery. Cash or

BelAir.

'62 Chevy Biscane, 396, 4 sp,

1960 Chevy Impala V8 A/T Good

fits.

COMPANY

Keypunch

392-7815.

Chevy

Best

PM. $250 392-4326

King Craftsmen Trumpet coro-

Antique sofa wimatching choir
$50; beige carpet 10x10 $20;
telegraph key $20.

work. on transmission.
offer. After 6. 253-3737
'63

Ford Galaxie 6 cylinder
door fair shape $100

best offer. CL 3-5118

Cadillac. Full power. Needs

'61

4

hurst After 6 pm call 253-7484

Kormann Ghia, excellent
condition $750 or best offer.
358.6218

eng. Tape player. Call aft.

255-0030

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

34 -Arts and Antiques

homes.

Conn trumpet and case. Excel-

able. CL 3.0619

Tuttle, 827-7126.

used

Gulbransen console piano. 6
yrs. old. Exc. cond. $500. Ground
floor delivery. 827-5778

Bermuda

post, 488, Lakewood & Schaefer,

359 4796

lent condition. like new. $90

Poodles, small miniature white
puppies, male & female, won
derful disposition, very reason-

724-6006

pitalization and other bene-

METROPOLITAN PRINTING

Female,

Bernard puppy,
AKC, $150. 392-3787
St.

Cash only. No dealers please.

compensations including hos-

595-9690

Call CL 3-8091

Black Toy Poodle, Male,
AKC. 21/2 mos., VS. 6 mo. old
Tiny

people on Devon near River

and

BENSENVILLE

Exc. cond. $1400
TW 4.9325

brakes and much more $325

'766 -3580

Ghia,

Coll after 7PM 956-1490

1960 VW, with headers, like new

'67 Volvo 2 dr., 4 sod., AM -FM,

Other fine carpets available.

Our larger new quarters demand more help for our new

439-7600

$85 359 4671

each column. $275. Please call -

Open 7 days til 9-966-1088

PIMA, 60018, or phone Mr.

1961

A/T

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Began P.A. Six 0" speakers in

Aquariums: 2-10 gal. tanks.
2-5 gal. tanks. Complete $45.

by installer
Heavy SHAG CARPET $4.95 sq.
yd; NYLON PLUSH $3.95 sq. yd.

AllIENTICti VIP

CALL MISS ESCHER

SERVICE CENTER

cocktail tbl $45, 2 Ig tbl lamps
$35 ea, turquoise swivel choir

Karmann

W/W Mint cond $1000 CL 3 7054

'63

ience, but will consider trainee
with desire for career and
advancement. Fine working
conditions
with
wonderful
Des Plaines. Reply to

beige Under 16,000 mi Radio

Fender Mustang electric guitar 2,
years old, good condition. $70 or
best offer. 437-1977

8121 Milwaukee, Niles, III.

exper-

'67

guaranteed]
Call
741 9487

inset

leather

ea,

$40

tables

tomizing and molding All work

Min. Schnauzer, AKC, M.
mon., Perman, shots Allergy;
makes this necessary 299-6228.

CARPET CLOSEOUT

Road,

,437-6703

(CUSTOM painting, complete cus-

55. Musical Instruments

$165;

KOUNTRY FLEA MARKET

'

ings. All Company benefits.

scales, jumper, Bassinet,
seat, stroller, high choir.

pen,

with

cocoa b own, good condition

Dodge Polar° - 68 Air/C P/B P/S
R/H Low mileage $2,100 Call 8
AM-2PM VA7-2907

",THE CHOPPERor SHOP"

Highland white terrier
3 yr old female Great,
with kids $150 541.2442
West
AKC

Refrig., Cop-

pertone, left hand door. West.
window air cond. unit. Lindsey

light

Traditional,

84"

SOFA,

Gold couciii175, fruilwood end

AWAY PAN TRAINED
CALL 827.6398

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Being sold from builder's de-

range, double oven,

Elec.

Coppertone. G.E.

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

commensurate

RECEPTIONIST

Prospect

Mt

misc. furn. Exc. cond. CL 3-4393

printers and engraver. Salary

SWITCHBOARD

Pine,

392 3366

$6. SALE BARN. North Milwaukee

Meacham Roads

MAGAZINE EDITORIAL
PRODUCTION

RITZENTHALER BUS LINES

Male and female $15 100 N

Cabinet 17" TV; cabinet radio
& record player; lounge' chair;

45,
Ave., Wheeling. On Rt. 21
Piz mi. north of Rt. 68 (Dbndee

Challenging and rewarding
career opportunity available
in
editorial production for
monthly magazine, due to

392-9300

259-4963

112 -Automobiles For Sale

111-Motortycles and Scooters

WANTED, boy's bedrm set, must
be In good condition

253-7267

Many old school desks. $3 to

water softener. 956-1777

CALL DON OR BILL

-.

.

CL 5.6904

359-4800

Is really not that difficult, just ask any one of the
50 girls who drive for us. Local routes available,
paid training.

a self-starter.
Please call 359.4200, ext. 216

clarinet, S75. Like new.

Algonquin and

SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

must. We ore situated in the
suburbs with plenty of park-

console,

Sears Coppertone Frostless upright Freezer, 17 cv. ft. Exc. cond.
$150 or best offer. LaBlanc

TOR LA

1141

296-6166
EquolOpportvniry Employer

TV

41 -Home Fumishingsfumtture

437-4998

COME IN OR.
CALL TODAY

Des Plaines, III.

Color

RCA

Moving: 4x8 pool table & bench
rack; 7500 BTU air-cond., Gibson guitar & amp.; dinette set;
typewriter; HO racing set, misc.

Sharing

Hertz Rent A Car

metal

Sz

392.7166

Monday Thru' Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

3166 Des Plaines Ave.

Standard

$375. Cont. walnut bdrm. set,
$500. Will consider reas. offer.

Insurance

2

ing.

23"

Major Medical

Mr. R. Kusmider

KITTENS - TO BE GIVEN

hall cabinet, with leather insert, $75. 392-7166

Top Vacation Plc,n
Renowned Profit

conditions, attractive starting salary and many company
benefits. For more information call or visit:

Cobra V Solid State CB Homo &
Car unit Home unit never used
Also car PA system Best offer

Contemporary Book shelf, $60;
walnut sideboard, $50. Entry

Conditions

challenging office positions. Must be personable and
enjoy a variety of interesting duties. Excellent working

Will be in charge of screention.

Grove Vil-

Automatic Increases
Finest Working

Recent re -organization has created several interesting and

Mixed breed puppies 6 wks old

formica tops. SALE BARN.
537.9886

Pay

GENERAL OFFICE

Girls Moms make your own swim
suit in 1 EZ lesson, fabrics avail
chlorine treated 392-5274

office desks with wood grained

Outstanding Starting

2994446 - Alta Cad. 312

The Bank & Trust Co.

Of Arlington Heights

Elk

AKC black miniature POODLES,
6 weeks old $45

Modern

and challenging duties.
Positions also available
at our

Roper gas bulltin oven and
broiler, 24"x39", copper Gd
.cond $50 358-4342 eves

358 6218

only.

manufacturing and sales company

333 Easy Touhy A...

Motorola needs Keypunch Operators and
for. interesting
Clerks

lage plant, 1875 Greenleaf Ave. Day shift

.299-4446

6'

taiD

ns

Des Plaines manufacturing company needs two women who r
like to work with figures and can type. Prior experience iri
payables or receivables helpful, but not necessary. Full time
only but hours can be slightly flexible. Company paid hospitali-

44 Dogs, Pets & Equipment

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

OPERATORS

1

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERIC TYPIST ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK'

CALL MRS CORNELL

An equal opportunity employer

26 -Help Wanted Women

week No house work Mt Prospect 394-3468 after 6

5 day week including Saturday

of Arlington Heights

26-11e1p Wanted Women

INVESTMENTS.

BUILWDIINTGH

ALSO

OirLr,..rixgthrGsatersNirajtirot

LEARN 100% FINANCING.

SPARK -F CO.
692-7166

Call Any MAP
Multiple Listing Realtor

For Personal Service

555 Irving Park Road
529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

CLOSED SUNDAYS

I

AJ

Tbe Propert 33a

WEATHER
Tonight:

Fair,

hoitv

I

)___s --.20.s

colder,

low mid 20s, Tomorrow:
Sunny,

little

change

in

Your Home Newspaper

temperature.

e D mocratie ra]

H

candidate for Congress in the

lic superintendent of instruc-

George

tion; Ray Krier of'Skokie, can-

senate, congress,

Dunn of Chicago, incumbent
and candidate for president of

state, Cook County and local

the Cook County Board of

didate for state central committeeman in the 13th Congressional District and Ches-

Democratic candidates for
S.

offices will hold in Mount
Prospect next Tuesday eve-

13th

District

and

Commissioners.

ning what is likely to be the

Chester Chesney of Mount
Prospect, former Illinois con-

party's biggest pre-primarY
rally in the northwest suburbs.

gressman

Giving an indication of the
importance the Democrats assign to the northwest suburbs,
not one of the Candidates faces

a contest

in

the March

and

Grove

Elk

Township Democratic Committeeman, will introduce .the

17

primary. The rally is a curtain -

raiser on the campaign that
ends in the Nov. 3 general election.
The rally will be in the

American Machinists Hall of
Dempster and Mount Prospect

Rds. The sponsor is the Elk

candidates.

"We think our March f0
rally will be the greatest politi-

cal event of the pre-primary
season in the northwest suburbs for either party," said
Chesney.

"The Democratic Party expects to gather more votes in
the northwest suburbs this November

than

ever

before.

Grove Township Democratic

These could be the votes that
will mean victory in some of-

Organization. There are so

fices."

'many candidates that the program is scheduled for 7 p.m.

HEADLINERS FOR the
rally include Adlai Stevenson,
candidate for the U. S. Senate;

Edward Warman of Skokie,

Other Democratic candidates to take part in the Mount
Prospect rally arc Paul Shany-

felt of Elk Grove Village who
is running for state senator in
the 3d District; Michael Bakalis, candidate for Illinois Pub-

ney who is running unopposed

for re-election as Elk Grove
Towsnship Democratic committeeman.

west Suburbs, the meaning of
the issues of our times," said
Chesney.
"Adlai Stevenson has al r e a d y indicated his dissatisfaction with Secretary

Kennedy's prognostication regarding the economic climate." To say that interest
rates will come down in a year

not going tc help

people to buy a house now.
"The importance of re-elec-

ting George Dunne, president

of the Cook County Board,
cannot be minimized," said
Chesney.

"Edward Warman, the 13th
District congressional candi-

a motion of intent that the
technical and financial aspects
involved in improving the intersection at Northwest High-

village.

lage Board last night approved

recognized the need for a reassessment of our attitude toward

State

aid to

private

project

the

was

made

said that the board should realize the seriousness of the safety
problem at the intersection.

the survey was undertaken, 45
rear -end collisions, 32 angle
collisions and 26 turning collisions have occurred at the intersection.

one boy and seriously injured
others at that intersection has

been a strong reminder and
"The board should take advantage of the loss of this life to
goad us on" to make the neces-

mains scandal ridden.
"Never before in thAistoof

of Illinois has a majority of
those elected held such disregard for the will

out against the new state income tax, the flat rate re-

sincerely

Republican
Senate majority and has called
on the Constitution Convention to abolish township,
quested by the

government."
Commenting on national issues, Chesney said, "The
record of Democrats is clear.
While the Republicans are
calling for applying the brakes
to inflation, from the Oval Office, the twin evil of recession

by

Trustee George Reiter who

dollar highway bond bill and
their state superintendent of
public instruction's office re-

schools. Shanyfelt has spoken

statement of intent to pursue ing for an expansion of the

Village

THE MOTION to give a

Vietnam a year from now."
"Paul Shanyfelt, an educator, and excellently qualified
man for the State Senate, has

marketplace, in new housing
starts, new car purchases, and
they witness their dwindling
savings, the President is call-

He said, that the accident
that recently took the life of

A petition signed by 470

home in Illinois, the tax -payer
was side -swiped by Springfield
last August when the Republican majority in the Statehouse
pushed through a two -billion

working people are slowly, but
surely, being priced out of the

Trustee Lloyd Norris told
the board that since the time

Mount Prospct residents was
presented to the board, stating
that the residents would like
the board to take immediate
action on improving the inter-

"AT THE SAME time,"
Chesney continued, "Here at

"While the little man, the

way ,and Central Rd. be pursued in accordance with the
recently completed
Traffic Survey.

"

taken into consideration with
the entire traffic survey in the

tion.

unrestrained.

to i tersection, safety
action to advance the project,
He said that the plan for that
specific intersection has to be

Southeast Asia, pointing up to
the fact that if the present program is followed, we will still

Safeguard Missle System and
billions for the battle on pollu-

is being allowed to rampage

Boarhives green light
The Mount Prospect Vil-

Vietimazation of the war in

have 500,000 of our boys in

" T H E DEMOCRATIC
candidates are going to bring
to the attention of the North-

or so is

date, has challenged his opponent, the recently elected Philip Crane to a rematch, raising
the questions once again of the
administrations' program of

of the

people," Chesney said. "We
believe that the
people of the Northwest Sub-

qtr

urbs will want to attend the
Niount

hear

Prospect Rally, and

the candidates of the

Democratic Party discuss the
'alternatives they would offer
in their election bid to the tide

of the erroding dollar, and a

4

slow -down in the National and
State Economy, that State and
National Republicans, are

beaching upon the sands of
their public office," Chesney
was quoted.

"The March 17th primary
can, in my judgment be the
most important election in the
early years of this new decade.

The "little lady" taking a stroll in the rain is Inga Thornell, 413 N. Pine, Mount Prospect. With
her rain coat, rain hat, boots and umbrella, Inga is well prepared for her.walk to and from Gregory
School during the rainy weather common during March and April. (Photo by Dan Balas).

Low-inco

Members of the Northwest
Suburban Council of Associations (NSCA) in Prospect
4. Heights are trying to confirm
what is now a rumor that lowincome housing for migrant
A most unhandy Post
workers will be built, on a
Office Building --one enthree -acre site on(' Camp
trance, no pens in the lob- 'McDonald Rd., between Manby, no drive -up windowsdel Ln., and Columbine Rd. in
-and what a location!

Gripe

Of The to, 7

Day1

e

using seen

Prospect Heights owned by the
Presbytery of Chicago.

The rumor aroused several
members of the NSCA and was
the main topic of discussion at
a council meeting last Friday.

Arthur Brescia, chairman
of NSCA, said the council is
concerned with the development of all the open spaces

M.A.Z.

sary improvements.

gave a status report on the

gUBUI113
SAYS

progress for improving the intersection.

try paying 75 cents.

The traffic survey is being
studied by the Public Health
and Safety Committee, headed
by Trustee Donald Furst, who

If you think it's tough to pay $1.25 for a pound of meat, just

FURST SAID, "The com-

ORS
Ar

seventh

The architects will meet
with

the school board next

Monday at 8 p.m. in the board
room to review the specifications in detail. They will dis-

cuss the school's design with
administrators and
heads next Tuesday.

division

mencing with the purchasing
of stickers for 1971.
Other persons and groups
taxing bodies within the vil- not required to pay the fee for
lage the Mount Prospect Vil- stickers are village officials,
lage Board voted last night to village employes, commission
eliminate the vehicle sticker members, disabled veterans,
fee for vehicles being operated and employes of the Mount
in the village by the Park Dis- Prospect Library.
Mayor Robert Teichert said
trict and School Districts 214
that taxing bodies should not
and 57.
The resolution will be effec- have to take public tax money
tive for those districts corn - and pour the money into another taxing body.
The resolution was opposed
by trustees George Reiter and
At the request of the Mount
Prospect Park District for lower rates on vehicle stickers for

this intersection.
He''added, "The committee
also requested that the village

manager, Virgil Barnett, obtaM or provide a timetable for
the signalization of the inter-

section of Busse and Central
toads, because of the affects
the improvement of one inter-

Breaks foot

section will have on the other."

-- posals the board could -take -no

The building, designed on a
divisional concept, will have a
substantial amount of bronze
glass set in buff -colored precast, Johnson said.

Eliminate vehicle sticker
fee for taxing bodies

action is necessary to implement the means to elminiate
the dangerous conditions of

-.-._MAYOR ROBERT Teichert said that since the committee now had definite pro-

high

Dick Johnson, spokesman
for the firm, told board members early this week that nine
contracts will be offered, including a general contract.
A July 30, 1971 completion
date has been discussed for the
Rolling Meadows school.

the board that it take whatever

neers.

214

Tuesday, March 31.

by a vote of 3-0 recommends to

checked by the traffic engi-

District

school have announced they
will receive contract bids on

the low area or 'dip' on Northwest Highway north of the intersection are the primary factors which have made and continue to make this intersection
extremely hazardous."
FURST SAID that a special
committee met on Feb. 28 and

He said that the committee
has no specific recommendations on contracts or costs prepared for the board but they
have estimated the project will'
cost more than $100,000 for
the one intersection.
He explained that the signal
phasing must be completely

Bids on new school
will be received March 31
Orput, Orput and Associates, architects designing the

railroad, the angle at which
these roadways intersect and

playing '

Lloyd Norris.
Reiter said that a gobd por-

volleyball

School District 214 are out of

Bruce Federlich, 16, 18 S.

Regency Dr.,

Arlington
Heights, fell* and broke his

Palatine's Steve Garoutte tugs at a ball St. Violin's Mark Keehan is trying to, keep inbounds
while Dave Kaskie (44) watches helplessly. Stz Viator pulled ahead at the half and went on to win,
49:36, to advance In the Arlington Regional. Arlington also won In its first game, 66-53, over
outclassed Mundelein. At the Conant Regional it was Maine West whipping the host team, 81-53,
and Maine East taking Glenbrook North, 77-61."Tonight's game at Conant will pit Maine South
and Forest View at 7:30, while Hersey takes on Fremd at the Arlington. (Photo by Linda,Ham_
ilton)

-

in Prospect Heights and they
would like to help the Presbytery plan the best use of the
land.

HE SAID NSCA has made
several attempts to contact the
Presbytery of Chicago to confirm the information they have
received but have been told of
no definite plans.
When the proposed housing

s

threat

tary of NSCA and president of
the Euclid Lake Homeowners
assn., said that her borne- owners group has sent a letter

to the Presbytery of Chicago
requesting

on

information

plans for the site in Prospect
'
Heights.
A Day reporter this week at-

tempted to contact the Presby-

tery for the information but
was unable to reach the man

responsible for land develmeeting, reasons for opposing opment.
Explaining the function of
the low-income development
included feat of lower property NSCA" in Prospect Heights,
Mrs. Caylor said that the
values and esthetics.
A few of the members said board is made up of four offithat the low-cost housing cers and two delegates from
could cause a decrease in prop- .each member homeowner
erty values throughout Pros- group.
Each homeowner's group
pect Heights.
Brescia said the property is has one vote, she said.
zoned R-4 (residential) and the
IF NSCA takes a definite
nine homeowners associations

was discussed at the NSCA

gliVION

section.

mittee reviewed the recent report of the Crawford; Bunte,
Roden, Inc. with respect to the
recommendation that the signal control of the intersection
of Central and Northwest
Highway be revamped to include several overhead signals
having 2 -inch indication and
phasing for separate left turns
from Northwest Highway and
for eastbound Central Rd.
traffic as well as the prohibition of left hand turns for westbound Central into Northwest
Highway."
"It became obvious that the

'

zy

ZO

/*lb,

By Richard Crabb
the U.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

28 Pages

Wednesday, March 4, 1970.

Volume 4, Number 220

right root while playing volleyball yesterday at Prospect
High School.
Federlich was taken to
Northwest Community Hospi-

tal where he was treated and
released.

tion of the park district and

the village limits of Mount
Prospect and he could see no
reason for issuing free stickers
to those groups.
T h e board questioned
whether School District 26
had their headquarters within
the village limits and they

agreed that if it was a resolution could be introduced at a
future meeting to include that
district.

who are members of NSCA
have agreed that they would
like to have a housing devel-

stand on the housing issue, it
will have to be voted on first
within the individual associ-

opment built with homes comparable to those already in the
area.

ations and then by the council,
she said.
Because Prospect Heights is

HE SAID that he has al-

no established village government or center of leadership, a
group like NSCA can become
a fairly powerful force in the

ready contacted a developer
who has indicated that if the
property were put up for sale
he would be interested in purchasing it.
"The council is mainly concerned that it has gotten no an-

swer from the Presbytery of
Chicago," he said, and has decided to take no action in opposition to the proposal until
definite information is estab-

an unincorporated area with

area.
Mrs. Caylor said that NSCA

was formed by the homeowners to have some control
over what happens within the
community and has taken a
stand on zoning issues and other problems in the community.

lished.

Six women from Prospect
Heights who said they were
speaking as individual homeowners in Prospect Heights

Meetings

Tonight

and were not members of
NSCA told the NSCA members that the problem of housing for migrants has been ig-

nored too long and "something has to be done."

MARIE CAYLOR, secre-

Mount Prospect

Plan

Commission study meeting, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Board
of Health, Village Hall; 8
p.m.

Realtors to hear Crane
talk on money market
Rep. Philip Crane (R -13th)
will speak on "Congress' Post-

University of Michigan, the
University of Vienna, and re-

ition in the Money Market- ceived his M.A. and Ph. D. de-What the Future Holds" in grees at Indiana University.
Arlington Heights March 12.
His academic record at InCrane is a member of the diana University has never

House Banking and Currency been excelled.
Committee.
Crane taught at Indiana
Crane will speak before the University for three years bemeeting of the Northwest Sub- fore moving to Bradley Uniurban Board of Realtors_at-the versity at Peoria in 1963 where
Arlington Towers Hotel.
he taught United States and

A native of the 13th Con- Latin American history until
gressional District which he 1967. From 1967-68 he served
now represents, Dr. Crane was

educated at DePauw University, Hillsdale College, the

as Director of Schools, West minister Academy, Northbrook.
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Mount rospect bof,.i rd oks

each yeatardav after pleading

gut% to tft chalets phut'
egiund

thehem

lase Booed Mat night vood to
cantnboth an amount equal to
10 cents per Lamle lapproxi

mush 51 2$81 to the North
kluncipal

Conference

co ordinand
of the
arcs oneompsssed b3 do 15

(HNC) for

ti

ham gone beyond thew village

Om Michael 1 Dalton Co of

lames to oncorporate the an

Bernngton for 1 250 feet of

rounding areas
The only trustee voting
the proposal sam
gates

tire hose at a cost of 52 480
Bids for the purchase of 750

George Reiter who sad that
the project should bo exam

one. half tech hose and 500 ft
of IN inch hi lateral lbw,
were opened on Feb 13 end

toed further before a financial
is node
mm

study

transportation

in NNIC if all

He said
sind that the =Inmost
die, and organizthont arc
CO

municipal.,
agree to perms
can

taking unser
COMmualle
that are oar, seldom usts1

pl. a thin rate
NNIC resolution .taws
Mat ths pruposs of chi
the study la
'Provide a
,
network
transPertation
throughout the entire conference area which la) comhines

heistof thtm are filed and
that is the end of it," he said.

IN OTHER

action

the

board awarded a contract m

streets, highways, mass transit,
terminals and parking (acilities lb) is co-ordinated with
lord development and (c1 provides for the movement of
PeePle and goods to, from.within.

condition.

School Menus Educationtrll c operative
chief expiltafins program

with maximum case and com-

To be served Thursday in
Mk
Arlington,
Prospect
Grove, %%Imam and Forest

fort..

THE TOTAL funds that

View high sc.,. in District

NMC will need for the project
is 034.625 and that will pro-

214:

Main dish (one choice):
creamed turkey over whipped
potatoes, hamburger in a bun,

vide revenue to hire a full-time
director and to handle expenses for-onc year, according
to an NNIC report.

wihher in a bun. Vegetable

Cornbread and butter. milk.
Available desserts, Weil. fruit segments, banana cream
pudding, orange chiffon plc,

To be served Thursday in
MacArthm and Ann Sullivan
Jura or high schools in District
23;

chert said that many of the mu-

sae.cice: fruit juice, bawd

nicipalitics have done Wok

ated colc slaw, molded: rasp -

chIclien ailed sandwich, elm
puddi mg, chiliad frog,
brownie, milk.

ROBERT TM-

own traffic surveys but none' May. pineapple baronet, lem-

or

sandwich

Submarine

Main Street

Week. Make an appeletment

re

to have your eyes checked!

THE WOMEN'S Auxiliary
of VFW Post 1337 holds its
annual fashion show tomorrow. Members will be modeling fashions by the Cynthia
in

Shoo p p e

at the
istration can be
Rim class session tomorrow.

Des

There'll be door et

Plain..
and re-

freshment,. Its set for 8 p.m.
at the VFW Hall, 601N. Main

There's 'no charge for the
course. fell be taught by civil

St.

Tickets are 51.50 and are

defense Monetrkrs and members

Prospect Fire
Department. It covers preparedness for all sorts of
things, like severe snow or ice

available from Mrs. Mealier at
eL3408L. Mrs. Crtighton
et 255,5257.

norms. utility failures, home

BELATED happy birthday
m the Mount Prospect Book
Nook. Last Sunday it cele

n

Ere safety and high winds.
All class material will be

brated io second birthday with
an afternoon party. The nook
opened vedt on Main St. and
then moved to the lovely large
quarters it has now at 119 S.
Eerson St. Ito quite an ook
awn,
unlike any other i the
area. All credit, of course, goes
to Proprietor Dorothy Arne!

provided and certificates will.
be awarded those who com
the. course.

plete

All four

classes will be held at Randy

hunt Town Hall Thursday
evenings. 7:30 p.m.

ANOTHER OF the Youth
Leadership courses starts to -

mw, too. This is an eight -

SUNSET PARK PTA

weekcourse sponsored by the

mdets tomorrow afternoon at
):15 for a program of "Parent Faculty Problems." A panel of

Randhurst To.tm.tere for
all junior

or

senior

high

yettngstcrs.

four will discuss parent and

It's a great course to teach
festively, to listen analytically

gripes.

budget

Educational Cooper -a(NEC) spoke to the

west

the.
Mount Prospect District 57
School Board lost night on the
history and function of NEC.

Seiler said NEC was formed

1ired

le"uynth

r Tr

trims PrrticOinlat-fr, in

tieularojZts,'''

Blgetin'g'"'S=grars'Zir

Listing some of Me major
projects of NEC, Seiler Meted -

Seiler said that he belies,.

Idi I--Thc Northwest Soho,

NEC can serve as slountein
heed" for new ideas frorn

pined and en advisory ergo
mince formed to study Me re-

learnwhch

SEILER SAID that the adbelieved

provides library and curie.

hunch

and
as they kicked
threw balls around in the new
been
Previously they had

there were many things the
school districts could acornplish jointly that they could

lum materials for all member

been using regular classroom type Space for gymnastic *div-

ever do on their own.
The governing board of
NEC is comprised of one reprcsentative from each district,
who holds one vote and Metal-

ides.

THE ST. CECILIA Altar
Mount Prospect
meets tonight for a program by

perintendent from each di,
as as an ea f lido
trict who

the Northwest Suburban Unit
Cancer
of the American
Society. The film, "Time and
Two Women," will be shown,

member.

Guild

of

followed by a lecture by gyecologist Dr. Leon MeGIIL
in the

The meeting will be
parish center at 8 p.m.

Rarhhurst

3'

an

i- s
Seiler

.

additional

"super -power

structure" but rather it

TOMORROW and Friday
the

NEC employs an execudve
director who operates the gencral office and coordinates the
ar ou `3"r
beds
--

shops

will

Spring F.hion Show
on the mall, in the Montgompresent

is

a

means for the districts to work
in obtaining federal
Bolds and accomplishing goads

jointly

that will bensilt all the oaktricts.

try Ward -Baskin court. Shows

legs and at 7 poi. tomorrow

IF TIVO or more districts in
NEC decide to participate in a

evening.

p801001 it

are at 10:30 a.m. both mom-

WORST 30KE of Tito DAT

A man got on his donkey
thd leg to go to the mountains
for a week. He left on Wednesday and returned on the same

Representing

uenberg. Representing the lachy MS be Robert Cramer and

is adopted and the.

educators and adminishators
who are seeking to meet the increased demands of educating
the young people.
School districts that are

ing scat, and is planning
a facility for Minable mentally handicapped children.
2-.A title II program that

visort'

committee

Pent*
elementary level:
cooperative legal services:
diuDay of busing to include all
and
cooPernivc
stricts:
cf commonly
Machasing
bought items.

nonce and operation casts for
Mc office of NEC.

members of NEC am: elementary

Palatine

Disuict 15; Wheeling District
21; Prospect Heights District
t
23; Schanroberg District
Alount Prospect District 571

districts through federal
participation in a data Pro ers ocinogii,coc o c,,r,atsiosce

Elk Grove District

and

high school districts 211 and

and mathematics programs for
training teachers and re

214.

approved

unanimously
pinkie

:.t

mere

547.000 for
school
will

constitution. Instead. lie urged
that Mr legislature he given the
power to organize its own pal -

a

typical

The Bill of Rights Com-

suits

cost and tight-

Addi t i ona I

,

Sunset's PTA is meeting in the
Students
ne
room last
sawed uymg Thc

THIS IS Save Your Vision

CARIBBEAN
CRUISE
SAN JUAN

From

ST. THOMAS

A youth stole a tape cassette

from

$245

last night from K -Mart deprt-

needed for the general fired
budget, which was set at

ran out the stom but failed.
The agent told police that the

530,000 last year, era received

boy has been wen In the store

by assessing. melt distrin as

on previous occasions.

Oakton,

shopping

meter,

A security agent sold he

le

tried to Catch the youth as he

said.
The expenses

allow

rNf

- 'World Day oaf Prayer oelehr2lion Friday. Starch 6. At I p.m
"Take Courage' is' the
theme for the 1470 World Day

of Prawm Rabat Schacht. intern at Luthenm Church of the
Cron in, Arlington Deletes,
and student et the (likes° Lutherm Dwological Seminary.
wrrill,...spzik. A mom' will he

near

'dear.

hair
Prosper, ir trOo5b

Manch of.
frvoor 217 .s..,1,emon Nola
1111Adlamon
Noipluo, IR 6000S.
Ml
and RJR Comer, Doe IranM,

Sm. Smith's
rthedule will he es follows:

mar

SUR for

Newtsstand

plow.

olo

ship IDO after the service..

-

CHURC II W 0

mooMs.

$15,000

$20,000

A

ORTHATE

..

March

Chicago.

$23.96

alienates wail PRIVAto
COmPlogo MR COSMOS=

$47.92

$71.88

$95.83

$119.79

60 (11011rv, riRhs

3 MEAD oga.T.PLUS SNAcirS

Carlates
s. LOC/OM PAM
coos
swami

GUARANTEED 53/4%

OLIO FREE SHOPPING

O..R
.

e ahoh hot ern ass

ALSO -ROUND TRIP JET TO: HAWAII $310

E (At Kennicott Road)

MEDICO $190 JAMAICA $274 NASSAU $184
We Irom o lot of other °pod Mos too, so some In, roll, or
moil
Pattie distrinsInallns

year."WAYNE

the Mo0kIrgans

MM'ar re"- K.1110e0,7 hPend'n'c'olTlinTinn:

.elephants;
nab t'rt heei rRro'sjellr3frroilrnpe!

thiough tlitt grind EmdPeetsetyie circus finale. the entire

motets of the slender silver-

AND JUST SAY "CHARGE IT"

presentation is geared for fun.

clowns.

AiI14,90 H( F. Dinnreoe.
arc -Sir Tony RM. D. nee-

ah 6r"
ivot'will go to the Madin

Adi,==,?=,A,,

Sled..)fountFronmets

GRIFFIN TRAVEL, INC.
36 S. Evergreen Plaza

Arlington Heights, III -60005

One North
Dunton

255-7010

Doom send InNrmation on the following:

alla

P.,

m Aix
Now many days____.

approx. novel dans
SMELT

Cos

ON
AR
NATIONAL
BANK

Deposits Insuredso 120,000 by F.D.I.C.

to

NOM

'3392Shatt.

"c-,,pt

RAt

Downtown Plena

OFFER GOODYNSU SUN MARCN 8 NO PURCHASE
NECESSARY °NEM FAMILY PLEASE

Arlington Heights

SPECIALIST IN tr,,iwykp ORTHOPEDIC
GARMENTS & APPLIANCES.
AIHUNICSIAMIOMMOSTOM1041CMOSTONYMPUSACH

MIME, R PH

LUNA, said the group tile
'formed during January and al'

.

mody h as more than 100 mem-

free, and the. program will inMs& a, fashion.slibw-of Rata
-clothes and tads for both the
rider" and the horse in is show

sa"

66" oval Wale emeas to Mr g hi.back 'deluxe
cone" side chairs 2 matching arm choirs 2 -pc.
Imhis

$

Easter delivery available
Reg. $127D00 Pre -Easter Sale

949

table

to

extends

70e

side

5

Rag. $555.00

Easter deliver y available

0, 61239.99
Pre -Easier Sale

$888

.

Pre -Easter Sale

$449

BROYHILL

-

Contemporaryyvatm walnut finish dining room
9.pc. set includes:

PICK TOUR PIECES

shelves end inece

mat

chairs arrn chap sits china

hexagon shaped china - tan has glass shelves ond

park Spanish oak dining roam

2

10, ofItynoll's eeerdm km mice
NNW oval iablo extends le 1003 4 delme cane
side choirs a farm chairs

Reg. $651.50

$586
PrmEnster Sale

law., 6.1" 1., dino i gloss shelves and

li,,,,.g. $479.50

Pre -Easter Sale

ric surfboard maangular table with three
eon. Ma [holm 2 matching
m
a ahlOpc-hador nano
- glaze Shaklee and lights
12"

rot chairs

Reg. $675.00

'432

Mids. will appear with Wisconsin 'Sate University -Ste.

x

hOrse shows presented by .the
toseciatiOn.

Mod news, Miss Kolli.mid

Thc LLIHA has been midingi fliers AO all membeni to
. members are eligible 10 pm
heipate in various clinics and, .keep theta updated on assotis
that :they hope to be'able to
Dies miasmal wit biused. .. have a regular newsletter'. for
.71046F *Mhos foFthe chides, :Me membert soon,-

00,0,..,..,...,,,,,,,,,,,

Italian deep pecan distressed finish dining roam

,

",..,'.',L':',t'..: ntt1Z.,. ,f::. : ,7
Reg. $099.0
Pre -Easter Sale

.

Pre -Easter Sale

$597

leaves

$599

Final travel
film Monday

-

'South Seas Saga" at 8 p.m.
Monday- - in

Palatine

High

Reg. 019.75

type Movie oarraletinY she mthor explorer and photo-

jonpher,JohnNieholiaBooth.

'258

The charm of Old Williamsburg

-.,,,mbte, am, .,

worm chsromsopo finish, unusual styling and

,,,.

Mos
off Lynell's

SAVE 10%

Z,:rv,=

We wont te/l th you don,

ow pedestal tune with

I

S I - 12 ,r led team Novas

loot (exit. Novo,

crongoler 62" rohle
cone boos sIde.

iiehm

Reg. 830.75
5 -pc. set

dining room

-

available) as pindle side choirs
PrevEenter Sale

$268 7.7.,r..,,..

Extrachairs end other size table available

,,,,,..,--. pre -Easter Sale
Reg. $2PPES

THOMASVILLE

8 -pc. Walnut
Contemporary

"formica woorl.grained protective table tom"

shahs 2

Reg. $59,95

$268

Pre -Easter Sale

$

arm

delom Smallish dining room
deep premed tos finish on table top antique yei.
low.whIte pa deo a I base Testa is 45s and amend, ro
'sem
yellow...Arm solar boa
PI
ide chairantique

48 8

.

Reg. $659.00
Pre -Ender Sate

$448

..

BIG PRE -EASTER SAV NGS IN OUR DINING ROOM DEPARTMEN
NOW! LARGE SELECTION OF FAMOUS NAME SETS IN STOCK
SALE HOURS

"P.

MON., THURS., AND 011. 9.30,311
WES , WED. AND SAT. 9:30 -MOO

SUNDAYS 1100 -MO

Phone 259-5660
BUDGET TERMS

family

178
Pre-Eoner Sole

matching sm. 2 -no. chin- glass shams and kalifs
Now
Reg. $289.90
other size tables and chinos osoilablo at

KELLER

LYNELL'S BUDGET TERMS

South Seas Saga is

abed de, h., ,ie

,-,- , --,,"---'-'

Mediterranean dining room

School's Culling Hell, 150 E.

'Wood, Palhtin,

avollatatm a 3

WILLIAMS

Pre -f osier sales osings

cerl,linie Sunday, March 8,

them the responsibilities eonOteted with owning end slam,

members.

Early American solid northern maple dining room

gene Point musicians Ina con.

core: for their horses and teach

were' -load by the EILHA

KELLER

BROYHILL

Clifton Williams, composer
of Music par' modem. wind

show members the best cm,.

-

8 -pc. set

THOMASVILLE

-

fruitwood dining room

ltalMn the

Italian dining roam- beautiful pumice finish

nir s PS" rectangular oak and soropht iron trestle
able emends m too. a haback oisholstered bciek
matching arm .chairs 2 -pc. 62i'
side chairs
hond rowed door panel, rhino hos glass
rhino

..

BERNHARDT

LANE

UNITED
9 -pc. se 'include.

y

'

Ono. carved SpaMsh oak denim mom

Now $149.00

Matching server- R.9.5182.95

' if

No,.

,

rhino with glass Melms and UM.

treinim.

dues Nor
-She
LEJHA are $2 per year: and
the

039

Reg.$1040.00 pre,g000, go,

Concert -clinic

ganimals.
'MISS HOLLIAS m id' Mat.
High School District 211
LLIHA wants th eleottra.ge' `.. The association has .aighf
adult ads/isms. Four :Selig 93111 prosent the last of its six
IMItit People who own MOM.
gc from the Illinois Quarter- -Continuing Education travel
.end even tnos e who 000 oWn
home Amt. and the othen and adventure thri. entillid
become interested in
horses.
Mid

$0

9- pc. set mdi'dm

The LLIHA clinics will

,

shbyythe and riding horses.

on
...
Easter detivery available

.the afteocantivel dance beginning at 8:30 pm.

ohmGroveH

Adthission to a clinic then
'Will be held at the meeting is

ring.

certificates,

'at Elk Grove High School.
ing.. with members who. ate
showing their horses .'by
William, will conduct an
various
helping with the
,open rehearsal with the Elk,
closes during the shoat, she Grove High bands at 2 pm.
mid.
sadjoin student =skims, in a
It is important to trytand. Concert at 3 p.m
arMs the judge's eye during a
The MSC -Stevens Point
show, and proper riding typewind ensemble and Elk
re] and riding skills in thealum
usicians will °induct or
ring are what he watems fm,"
reheamal and
send
open
'said Mith Kunio,
clinic at4topm,

Undo Kalil. 1718 . Eon--

cher. 2 aca,,,n, arm chairs tog 2.,

chino glom shelves, lights in china top. ear,ed .1111

The "Four days and a
night" band will entertain for

Nye their own horsed may paO
tictpate in the shoots- by -work-

'

i

-

and games.

MEMbOOS WHO :don't

ingot a p.m. for.young people
- throughout the state interested'
'M joining.

Cquiet

side

marrMoe and divorce) for fun

The various clinks being
planned will include talks by
veterinaria
- and
Mins !Collinsns said.

- -

.

9 -Pc Oak Dining Roma
2" oval thble oaths, to ve" a 111.1oack canoed

Dec Adrana is assistant chair-

the'shinvs.

'meeting on March IT at the
'Like County NW grounds my
Ways Lake in the cafe build-
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BASIC-WITZ

ann.
Honey High clubs wig off,
a mini, of booths mussing.

rent area and hird Kids. for

Assn. HUH'S) will hold a

' ad

t

psychedelic, Swedish massage,

'lien newly formed Land .of
Lincoln Junior Horsonatii

NORWICH®ASPIRIN

to

i ..0.^0

A
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.4.,

Ann Zak is chairman, and

Arend, and the usual mom of .

-group seeks members.

-
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.Prizes include c.sette players, shoes, sport shirts. make-

Junior horsemen's

it%

0

-
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made hop and girl; most mania
cat boy and girl; best couple.

up, a wig and
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,

r
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Pomlicrets will sponsor the
second annual costume Mardi
Gras Saturday, Nlarch 7, from
7:30 to 11:30 p.m. in the
rthbol gum and new house.

high trapeze; Princtos Elena
0mas and her balancing utter-

Also
To appearing will be Done
and
ho. the jungleCOf

Starting wait

Phone: 253-6400

to Iso of service for all your drug and health needs

-

-_-_-----

_

Saturday

mg..

cal.."..da.

PcOminancesam

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

(*SAYING "HELLO"...
Bring in this coupon for your free bottle of N wish
Aspirin hi 994 vol.), made by the makers of Pomo
Boatel It a for way of saying hello and that we d like

1

r

The public is invited to at -

the meter.Admission will be 51.75 at
Kirby family o(parv. We door.
a-nd
BnMed -ahTr's
High school muskets are
s4m-vise d
Slid..
.Ctfcciolo, world's smallest
urged to wear costume, for
and Col. E: judgmg
these categories:
he'd dailY T Beale and hi, Imo"!
Matinees wili
d
Vim

0903 WEST RAND ROAD

IT'S OUR SPECIAL WAY

,A

end any or all celebration,

rw000rt,"'

Open 9 am tot0 pm Each Day!

WITH THIS COUPON

The host for the evening cel-

The Hersey High School
Gomakto,

ssTainf rue,

PHARMACY LTD.

IT'S
FREE!

BROYHILL

wi

ebration at It P.O. will he Si
John United Church of Christ
in Arlingmn Heights. Speaker
will he Dr, Richard Hun dries., mission:go so Nigcria.

ropct Gloria Louise and Dow -

7

WILLIAMS
BERNHARDT
STANLEY

,

I

,on, comic of the .branding

ook County representative of

's-' SUNWARD

missile -wry' to Nigeria.

KELLER

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELDil
AMERICAN of MARTINSVIltI

UNAGUST.A..

Chinch. Palatine. Acta Ad h
Richard Hundrimer, wife of

Iha

YOURS FOR FREE

$25,000

PULASKIIIrtk'j

.

.

$10,000

where Rcverond Willful, bass
cski from St.- James Roman
Catholic Church will s I
St. -Derma Roman ET, jic

.will be the speaker.
0 u r Savior's Lutheran

mimes will come to thelan-

250 COUNT -5 grain, U.S.P.

$5,000

Sale ends Marsh leth

Church in Arlington Height,

EN

A numbri of animal RCP;

S

in

ological Seminary. Si. Louis.

-

.

FROM FIRST ARLINGTON

Departs Every Saturday Through April 4th
Cruise the Caribbean on the new

-Path Lutheran
Mount PrOsp0CI
and studant at Concordia The-

..cloWrth mtohim mid other eh'

Sver'

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

DINING ROOM

Clowns annuals, acrobats Mardi Gras
retaly for Shrine Circus
at Hersey

10 mom o

6 :4 5 to 719, Arlington
Heights station: 7125 to 7:50.
Mount Prospect station: and
8:06 to gal, Park Ridge.

emergency trips to loot Cite.
Iowa to supervise computerinatiOn of programs at the
University of Iowa.

(5 3a4% Certificates of Deposit Maturing in 2 Years)

vicar' of It

.

a fellowship hour in Follow,

Shloscriprme ram, SS mots a
roolr, homm e dolloored Cho of
town U.
oll ram, Slam

tion; and 7:45 to 8:20. Des

rims. of World Day of Prayer
in Northwest Cook County at
I pm. an, Our Savior's Meth intim Church in Hoffman EsMoo where Michael Ireachki.

Coffee will he served during, Church

NM,

7130 to'7,12, Cumberland sta-

United are sponsoring live
World Day Of Prayer. edema-.
(ions in Northwest Cook
County. Four of them am at .1
p.m Marchh and one utt R.M.
March 6.
Hosts for the -other Mehra-

St. Mark Lutheran Church
iii Mouni.Prospen will host a

NIOSINCTOnv

PUNInPes

6:45 to 7,0, Palatine station:

for

A pooh or pinhole in the

700 E. Northwest Hwy

World Day of Prayer planned

away.

Smith is scheduled as follows:

and travel expenditures, Shir-

Des Plaines

However, advocatth of this
technique will not recommend
this method as being safe, due
to the margin of human cram
in applying the technique.

Mount -Pracotet Firemen Leonard liaLcer mud (image Cohen, demonstrate the dangers of
volatile !Nairn iii spray cans. The Mount 13.ot...et Civil Odense organisation 0'111000000! claws
sessions beginning interior...-. four socossii t. I tuirsslays at 730 p.m at Itandhurst Town Itall.
.boss home preparedness in lire safety, tornado., ice and thins storms. (Photo by
The

by agent approached them.
Police said the agent caught
hIrs. Rooks but the man got

area campaign co-ordinettor.
Rep David J. keener
Mount Prospect.
Thursday morning not.

W h e e I i a g building, cover
more clerical and admino
bathe assistance as well as ad ditional testing, counseling

E7 A CHECK
EVERY MONTH

'195

7 DAYS

al

Police' said that Berbera
Rooks. 20. from Gary. Indiana
was leaving Wicholdts with
a non when the store's eecur-

The senator's schedule woe
late Tumnay by his
an

mounting to 55,452 for the

This will be the first time

S. Wille, 7 p.m.

valued

tornorrov and Friday.

resources

imum ensty.

which anyone can make: Two
pieces Of white cardboard arc
all that is needed.

history.

in

Added to this. Dr. David said
is the fact that the eclithe will

was caught outside the

U.S. Son. Ralph Smith will

mounting to $5,452 for the

ing sta..

other

simple projection

store.

campaign frOni railroad platforms in the northwest suburbs

mu $60,452,

device

than any

RaedhooiWholdts depariment More at

Sen. Smith
to campaign
in suburbs

principal, Robert Guthrie.

Marrs Lutheran Church, 200

developed

Sotn

high

recom-

more people
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.TV

photographic fihm
wKith has been completely exposed and developed to max-

A safe indeedmethod of
mended by the society is a

to

white

nal bum is incurable.
dewing the eclipse.

ANNUAL SALE

'to thickenesses of black end

A Indiana woman wes ar-

ittee last evening bowed to
the pressure that

ee the burn is not felt. The
Skim}, also reports that li.

of the eclipse will take makes it

"waiJahle'

opthalmolgists date
kola filter providing adegURIC
protection for direction eclipse viewing can bit made with
several

retina is not seneistiee to pal.

be on a Saturday. and :inmost -

noted yesterday afterrinon for
allegedly shoplifting two mons

told the Mud.
resources
Additional

.

1155

Delegate

Nab woman
in store theft

ture be written into the new

aria

in ed work
- plan Dr the Wheel-

molt store at

Thursday.
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the

.cepung73-

Takes tape
cassette, flees

ered

He urged Con -Con Me-

during our (mar,'

of Eastman Kodak Company,
a number of astronomers and

Md. Mina, the delicate inner.
layer of the eye which (ream
mils images to the brain. The

Society.

1:AVE g 5150

ineludine the Set

am& Pholthriphy dolman

cause damaging burns to the

"Although any eclipse poses
and rye hacurd, the danger of
the March 7 eclipse Is multiplied -simply because of its
availability.
It is estimated that the path

Thomas Shirley gave the
booed an addendum to a pre mous request. The brogans

Modular Scheduling will officially go into effect at Wheeling High School next fall.boa,.

3'

tin director of the

The matter will be conskl-

shim reported
Scathes

Dr. Wilfred D. David, mccu-

consider.

U 9 was in 1961 paha tont of
247 oases of visual dtitoSs.
from direct MAD mon of thst

INFRARED rays can

view the eclipse directly.".sald

Cull aim monad salted

pinto in the doom corn
pcbtion hold in the Skokie
VEW Post 1104

THE LAST TOTAL sclera
of the sun offisrsgbh. in tin

matable dangerous Infra red
Yrs, continuo to hs toutod

eclipse

$10

bawd 1,he illustrationl

bit:taut during an seta.. dm

vIIIERE IS no safe way to

proposal and decided lo

mare than an hour Tuesday ars
tampon.

Plaines.
On FrklaY,

Modular scheduling
okd for heeling High

other districts have the option
to participatedr not to, he said.
Dues for each
.50,000 per year. Seiler said
that any additional` funds

..... f,..

districts,

pa

atom on do amend card

M. looked at comfortably and
although those rays are

worming venous desrt. of

following tts adoption last
week at "right to bear armi

Ralph Smith, Illinois' juth
ior U.S. senator, spoke to the
Constitutional Convention

of vocational education at the

THE GENERAL fund pays
for the salary of Me executive
director and general mainte.

ban Special Education Orgards
cation operated by NEC,
Diagnostic
includes

port, he said.

Give legislature powers,
Smith urges Con -Con

Lox ocond pun. 515 and
Molutal B Mdb third phss

not and toms the imeoe of dm

due to the fad th it the sun son

Oceur at 12 '10 p m with
do Southeaotern part of Bo
Undad St tel in the path of
du total GEN, and all tabu
own of ths United Suits sv

litihhts Circuit Court

Mtn of sessions.

710d.:4"L'ci:;a1.2wzro.;
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week for Physical education
Memo. They were an ached

Miller and Mrs. Thom. JET Wedncdiy,

and to think critically. There's
charge, and yoking people
cm register at the first session
tomorrow evening at St.

Prmanting Rte

He said that the individualonom'ogeri:6 fat
projects each hime. tMir ew

&governing WV: the North -

comprised of 10 districts in the
Northwest suburban area.
Formation came after a resmirch survey was taken on the
resources, potentials and coinlams of the districts was coin-

Wednesday. How did hedolt?
His donkey was named
the parents will be Mrs. Re.

teacher

young people how to speak eT

Arlington Heights District
2-5,,Scerhot Board member Ted

almost one year ago and is

Lil Floras

seedling new approaches and

auendmce.

-

Be prepared

"Emergency
a course offered by the 61 aunt
Prospect Civil Defense organisation, starts tomorrow. les
a Marvelous fonr-week course
designed to prepare area residents for the unexpected. Reg-

cording to their average daily

By Maureen MeNesser

prune cake, sugar cookies.

1 total cap, of the rut

grims to confer general powers Leonard Foster made the reconsideration motion. Mn.
legislature. the govupon
ernor tan d the judicial depart-. Velma Macdonald of delington Heights is a member of
ment of the state,
the Hill or Rights Committee.
Most surprising woo Smith's
recOrnmendation that rat even
annual session, of the legisla-

co, mandarin orange grape.

whipped potatoes buttered carrots. Salad
tutees,
choice):

fun e

of the

Mr. and Mr, Paul P. Gurak of Mount Prospect enjoy a champamostealc dinner at Holy Fluidly
II.pith celebrating their new family arrival. The hthpital hosts the new parents with a "pnranla
night out," the evening before the mother and her newborn are discharged. Sister M. Amato,
adminishato, said dinner is for the new parents who deserve a heat before settling into the routine
of bottle warming, night feedings, and diaper changing. Mrs. Margaret Fischer, R.N. (center)
helps the Guraks toast their newcomer.
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Two youth, suave fined $105

nation study fonds

tray s

Three get

2 youths fined
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AS USUAL OR USE YOUR
MIDWEST BANK CARD

Aare Delivery. Plan.

J New dome or

t?

far

Wo II Hotervour Purchase for You

.6,6ter
INTERIOR DECORATING,

LA' A -WAY

FREE DELIVERY
VITHIN 50 MILE
tADIUS OF
ROI -IND MEADOWS

CARPETING, DRAPERIES

POLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER ON KIRCHOFF ROAD

ALL USTED
ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE.

.

I HE DAN

Pope 5

Wednesday March 4 INTO
0s

stss.Vabis.ssass.....XXXOSoms......OMMISF

v

One day at a time
Awned

You talus your

bathed of his rimarks a was

chgnay So do I Sometime
whim things att gornL badly
Hs all sm, hsvv We don I mt
anyonv messing sround with
it

By Ron Swans

If Me essence

reported

Good bad or indiftcrent

It

should

a

be

Tell as you dein t mill), my
that Abbe Hoffmm had bed

dight think that you lack the

hugs

ignity and maturity necessary

Tel not yell dwn t really my
Hat the prisoners were your

for your lob
They might think your an

Grose Republicans had

guests

We are somewhat stmd us to
brie of the defendants to front

Tell us you aide t say that

THE TRIAL is mu The

this et how Repubhcms

get

serve respect.

verdict is i. The defendants
have begun to verve their sen-

Thugs why I was aghast
when I read what was report-

tence. Right or wrong, how-

Tell us you didn't say that

ever you feel, the matter is still
in the hands of the courts.
So, say it isn't so, I oe.
Tell us you didn't really take

awn better pictures were taken, later on.
Tell us that the whole thing

those pictures to the meetingate

Iffiligination, a dream of something that never happened.

ed. !wasn't at the meeting, sot
don't knew., assume it was ao

carat* reported, though.
If Sheriff Woods said what

IlLmas m liksh in the Mum

I

Albert EinsMin would new
have agreed with you on

never loved my lunssind. hut he haSalways cared

in all material maul.

MESESMakarg,iS

Fear menthes of 010 east of the allMalne Twp. High School West production "Annie Gel

p5 Hof children for himself and me if he can finally convince her

Your Gun" are seen preparing their parts for the opening Mehl of the show. The actors are (from
left to right/ Barltara Itrimrell, Ireshman, 363 Cornell: Dave O'Grady, senior, 1366 Wickes Nod
senior, 363 Cornell all of Des Plaines. The chew
Peterson, junior. 28 Sixth: aori Bonnie ctrl,
win he presented March IS. TO and 21. Advance ticket vales begin today at Maine Wars BookIke Maria Schaefer 01100 Stem MI5 Ellinwomd, Des Pinion.

to go with him 10 SCO an attorney.

Map pubtication5

HIDEAWORD

us? Will he he a good husband to me?

tltelutlxvahnvhnn

Dear la
1' don't feel al all good wink your situation. And I theft feel
good with your dividing vp the children like so ninny peas in a

using all seven of these letters.
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nod Publoinu

Joan E. Steele.

W illiant J. Kiessissess.thinireina U..

cohavr

bloke as many four letter or more words Out of
thew letters as you can. In addition, find the word

Goths for Des Plaines Peace Memorial

-

in the

crowds on Memorial Day, Fu-

Buick plant hXping assemble

arcservices maid be held at

chairman of die Dee airplane engines: she also
aka.. helped make mu- planes at the
Plaines mann.
the ronsunerlan ofd war me -Doubles pl. end war matt.

the new Memorial Pere Park.
In closing allow me to elute

My wife

Eakin, Nam.The folio., is
n Inner from one resident to

worked

the

rid at the 00A11 Co. during

mogul:

the entire period of World War

Mr. Don Vance. chairman.
Memorial Committee
Dew Sir:
Please allow tile to express

II.I

Legion,

was offered a commission
as major. Because I wash limb
tenant in World War I. I
turned it down due to my age
and the fact my wife could not
im with me while I was on duty

American

and this would have her all

the yen 1927 -co and 1929 -

rin of this arca.
tom: veteran of World War
I. having served two years in
hat conflict which was sup.
posed to be the war to end all
wars and bring about ever-

alone. However, served at the
Douglas plant while awaiting s
call to relieve younger officers
in the States to they could

30. 1 also served as post chap lain, post service dliecr,

terve on the war fronts. The

lasting peace.
My wife's and my four oons
served in World War II --- all

re,
such a call came, and
meted on the Reserve Officer

orals at which military seevices sssra requested by the
families of deemed veteran,
when my health allowed me te

list for five wan.

do so.

on active war fronts. Two in

I ant sure you can see by the

'the Navy and two in the Army.

foregoing "daft am not o 'Vas
cifisr or "draft dodger," but

my view. regarding the proposed War Memorial to he
erected on property near Luke
Ogee owned by the Park Dis.

Two Were Elm --- one in the

Navy, one in the Amy. Our
oldest von, George Jr., was in
the Naval Beach Battalion and

took part in 14 major Mtge,
MOS, having served in the Ah
hstle. Mediterranean and Pa-

m, ',weever. end.' before

n

feel to build a monument of ow
of
enl and

those brave MO, and women

who gavetheir all for their
country would not be fitung

limey anti awarded 14 stars.
He served at the landings on
the African coast, the bloody

memorial for what we all seek
-- a lestinn peace.
I would suggest using the
momy you have already collected to equip e play park for

Anzio beachhead, the landings

the young. also a flag pale and

In southern Prance, the landings in Okinawa and the Phil-

a small stool withm a plaque

cific are.. He was cited for

containing the naes of

ell

-mine Islands. also the final

Mow who gave their lives so

landings in Japan with Doug.

that Freedom. Liberty and De.

mocracy could endue in this

-- Ian MucArther.
Oar sceand son, William,
served as a Naval Hier. He
helped 0161, the lap Navy on its

Mum to the Philippines and
received a Naval Citation for

great country of ours.
Let oe call it a Memorial to
PEACE.
We already have a war me.

modal containing the names

World War It, and a plaque
could be added to this me-

Toning wounded auras. the

morial COnlanling the name,

Channel and men and ammo

of those who hove since died in

to Norway across the North

World War II; the Korean

fourth son. Jame.
screed in the Infantry. in
France Old Germany. He was

War end
This old memorial was
erected and dedicated in 1929
spiAhDing
and has served as

awarded the "Oak Leaf Clus-

place for MI patriotic affairs

ter' to the Bronze Star for

ever since.

bravf while 01 duty with the
Lank Corps in Germany.

b36
eing

passed

a

resolution

riving foil cuPPort and en-

cheater member, and have
been a continuous member for colcouragemont to the Starer
lege WO ITO011dlITII to be
over 00 years, During which
on this
time '1 servml as post min'Amenmender for two Wrens during "!.eW'

Americanism chairman, many
other committees 0101 all fun-

encourages the founding

and
and development of commanity colleges for higher Wm.don, and

WHEREAS; William Rainey Harper College is a school
within our community, enriching the citizenry of the en-

Pmt 3. has ...led me ArJiEME" Hcight, .f....`

for these awards.

closing passages of the poem.

"From the Line" written by
an unknown author eller the
close of World War I, which
arc us follows:

.And do not rant, l pray. of
war' s magnifient nobility,
For if you see men when come
from the fine you will know it's
peace that is divine. If you
have not seen the things that I
ham sung, Let silence bind
your tongue and make all wan
ease, and work and Work
and work
for everlasting
PEACE."
George H. Eels Sr.

Um ,,i' College

from ages IV to senior citizen
years. In addition to the first
two years of traditional or libeel cots college subjects land
counseled for transfer,. there

ell vocational -maser om-

tcaymr training

pro-

the American Assn. of Uni_._vcr-

My women from l. (Duda-

Ion. therefore be it
RESOLVED, that We support and encourage our Taro-

hie to ,cnivd/ ...yds...
Harper's rercren um on
MrhbelE0-e

this

MO11111011

thouM be publicized so that
your readers may know that
our membership will be actively campaigning for successful
passage of this Important issue.
We hope that our endorsement

will also contribute to a positive voting decision by citisne
who are new to this arca or
who arc for any other reason

unfamiliar with the
cvat ilable to the
ollege.

and evening adult edtmtion
programs in boils credit and
non.c red it a rel.,. Harper
Ron.. 2 ifisffitinis`ffillii area.

Plro,

Phu

motioned in

Bei.
the DMZ Wending ..,.._,near
.,,,,,,_

z;---,y,.g,;;;,;.,-t. -...z7,1.,,,,o;

''''''` -4 Miller. It
wasn't

BRASS

she'll be hank rind my even have relented by she tlinelbis is in
print.

never

LEAD

train newrrecruits.
Miller, a 1067 graduals of

GUILD PLAYHOUSE

legs district hm not kept up
with the phenomenal enrollrum growth of the college
indicating the great need /or
the services of a community
college, AAIJW, with its firm

Elk Grove High School, went

STO Leo Strom

District (5121

to vote "yes" for these two
moposhions
March 21.

un

Saturday.

$3.50

President

AAUW. Arlington Heights
Branch

the

Des
8 24-3 1 7 5

$

for tickot reservations

*We List Dealer and Private
Autos for Sale in Area.

IT'S FREE!
TO FIND OUT WHERE
TO FIND "YOUR" CAR.

K -LYNN
AUTO FINDING SERVICE

PH: 359-4191
Mon to Fr. S to 9; Sot. 10 to 5; Sun. 11 to 3.

ease of Ionise failure

upply the erking brake. put
the car into lower gear and

maintain the friction medal

for. moothest miss
3. When desending steep
grade. shift into a lower mar
or driving range so the engine

pump the brake pedal to try to

build up pressure in the systen:.

ticle.

I

REAPPORTIONNIEN0.,

difficult issue. Teraleites

will be reminal or not.BILL OF RIGHTS -The Bill
derma am of Rights in the Present

durhig ear lain,,

breaker or II. 00000-i.o,
Inowcen !number. a

majoi none. e

many to he sound and even

IrIC

ANNUAL SALE

do,

prohluns to soche. 0110
gp cr. revpomibilitf

worthy of beim included ill
the new draft. Them mll he

authorized'

Magnavox

ai

wt.:ming the char

by

is

"AVES g

have it as t,
the legislatn, Inn Moan. 01

don't .know whether it

yin

"--

SHELKOP
TV

the

co.!.

SIZE OF LEGIsLATL RE.
Some semi :::e m for reLltbm,s
the number of legislators

some additions but the major
elements in proem Bill of
Rights scent certain to Iv rewind.
DISTRIBUTION OF IsN0.
FRS -There is under study an
even shorter and mom direct

700 E. Northwest Hwy

present 17% in the Holm . :Representative, and 5it tow,he

of the Stow Senate.
promost c,r ehang

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Sole ends March 16th

I,::1110

this is the one you've been waiting for ...
take advantage of these outstanding values

I

don't see my better under -

CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATES AND SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
OUR PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED DECORATOR WILL COMI

TO YOUR HOME OR OFFICE . .. DAY OR EVENING ..

$

Moo. thro Sot.
0:30 to 5 P.M.

OesPMines

$

Der Mr. Delssuise:
Jam Li years old nod bare been swamies about my future.
.,1
um inteeted in many subjects hut wotild like 10 knoo

CUSTOM MADE

I

hero intermits I should concentrate on for ms

.

WITH THE MOST COMPLETE SELECTION OF DRAPERY AND
CARPET SAMPLES. NO OBLIGATION, OF COURSE.

career.

H.A.S. Rolling Mead,,'..

D er

ANOTHER

I

SPECIAL!

TORO 10 ;mil
Fingertip Start

fed you will be Interested hi wine medically connected En-

loe
Dear Mr. OeLottise:
I haven favorite teacher and I would like to know if she will be
latching at our high school next September. or if she will move
u n to a college er university. which one will it be?

5

K.H.. Arlington Height.
Denff

I fed roar teacher moving to another wheel but coat be mire
it All be in September. I am son gelling a definite school but feel
Resets toward the East Coast.

NEW 1970 MODEL
A

$7 888

RED

PLUS LABOR

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nalandlifkiicia.n Wrrldr, sill anrc

CARPET
SALE

nyr the qaraMons of Day readers in this ewlamn. Lettere should
be signed. hat MOW will br omitted if the natter rem,. in.

Write no Deland, in rare of Day Publintrions. 722 Conner So.

TAG

Free Installation

Includes: a Free Rods

Des Plaines 00016.

Going To

So

Samna, Savings on Custom Mad

Europe This Year?

PLASTIC
COVERS

#1110MMIIIIH

EMPIRE OFFERS
8.10.12.gtugo nonstick

WE'RE PROUD

O'BRIEN

Exclusive windtunnel h using that jibs lazy
grass blades upright fo clean even ening.

PAINTS

Anti -scalp dish, makes fo even lawns, even en

O'Brien's "Color Album" Offers a Galaxy of Over 1,200 Elegant
Colors. It Shows Colors That Are Out of This World. Match your
galaxy sign or your mood and plot your decorating star with

Om 1,200

&Mil

uneven ground. 3 hp 7.75 cubic inch engine
with linger -bp snorting lhol makes it easy for
Memo no dot. mowing.

GOES ON QUICKLY
DRIES FAST
NO MUSS & FUSS
NO ODOR

Fly with us aboard the

Water clean out port le s you use your hose

Jumbo 747 Jet!

SPRING SPECIAL PRICE fora limited rime only
and subject to availability

SERVIdE
4EIAArCAPPSi 1

LASTS FOR YEARS
STOP BY FOR YOUR FREE

COLOR DECORATING BOOKLET

214 N. Minton, Arlington Heights

BOY

TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

Also at 135 Vine, Park Ridge

Mihtchons

Air vnts

warm

WALL-TO-WALL

Free installotion
lomediote delivery
Repair service policy

SECTIONAL $12"

DU PONT NYLON PILE CARPET

EXPERT FURNITURE

CLEANING AVAILABLE

100% DU PONT NYLON PILE

ow ear homed". Delivery

Roles Sturdy Plle,49 come alive deco-

r

Sop a im

FABRIC SLIPCOVERS
onl

Prendloont

;YEA "" CHAIR

SECTIONAL

Au PA ass
NOW ON

s19!°,..s14r,0,..51752,

Z. width or Rubber Pod,
Yoe Choke

IslobSewing
&Ho Extra Gime ler

.Cuomo InetaZdoz...Stain

SALE

R. tome Color kb
9. Expert Werintediss
lo. Immediate Mlle

FREE!

Coll Today for L

New vinyl cloth. Make your furniture look lite new. Upholstery -typo fitting agtom
lama.
cut and Mina!

Selection In Y.ur

Homeanirn`

COMMERCIAL

. cor,ssnet Mom..
Comm Order

RESIDENTIAL

iNal NEEDS LAUNDERING OR IRONING
.1111M=InInintl

OPERATORS ON DUTY 24 HRS.

tANZZI:o

OPEN AN ACCOUNT

OMB.

259.6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
_

IM MO

ONE LOW PRICE INCLUDES EMPIRES I0 -POINT PROGRAM
).Nom. m.erunwrat.
...ail Door BM

WE HONOR
N,11

Mss Pala
COMPLETELY

Our Eimer} Installation Department Features Both Waffle Padding
or Sponge Rubber (Your Choice). Immediate Installation.

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

13feclwize

cats

PER HI. Th.

NOW

Immediate Delivery

soummassohnsm
Cull of

$

rotor colors. Will give years of wear.

INTRODUCING BOLTAFLEX SLIPCOVERS

NORWAY SWEDEN & DENMARK
DEPARTING JUNE 4, 1970

COMMERCIAL CREDIT
!NONCE PLAN,

-

1

DEPARTING JULY 30, 1970

MOUNT
PFLOSPECTV

LOCKE

ItZragt.V112tt:Iro

F

VISIT El COUNTRIES IN EUROPE

due

1

JAC`icalgr:is."(:i'liz7a:'`i'ORO
LAWN

Nylon lock

1.100M DuPont Hymn

OR

110 E. Rood Rd. (next to the Holiday Inn) Mt. Prospest CL3-28

CL 3.5330

rippers
t cusi
Separae

Csscir Timm Foolems

safely to clean the mower

"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BETTER SERVICE"

Serving the Community far 45 Years

CHA1R...$105°

PLASTIC

full

CUSTOM MADE

Charles B. Gray

ARE JUST AHEAD:

111,1

44161-4111N1W

MOM HERE

HAPPY DECORATING DAYS

1

)11Y1

O'Brien s.

did

SOFA ..,$205°

OF OUR

A genuine Toro, with all the features Mar have
made Toro "the mauves' or the grow group.

'No Gimmicks -No Fooling'

* We Do Not Buy or Sell Cars.

h.

$

DECORATE WITH....

ATTENTION --AUTO BUYERS!

FREE!

II
leas.

the drum and

Ill.RonndR.

COLORS OF THE YEAR!

patriotic

STOP CHASING AROUND!

in

seeding between the mother and the Mel at the present lime.] do
feels fondness on the girl's pine, for you. So do let her know you
am about her -She needs your lam right now.

Special

We hear it is too small to
accommodate

I do 1001 000 girl will move.

l247:10;e

'Phan 2960 TI I

only

Mn,. Alexander ROOM,

Nfld.,

up of one home. the new con0011 provide lilt Will a
'
House of Represent:Mee anti
ONE -Devoted Slate Seale as x e haw m

( louden,. Palmne

D ear Grandnim

MAINE SCRAP

I urge the citizens of HarCollege

Quick. 'short applications are
mat effective to present hem

nth he Inds. \lay he none.

Mould bold re Huy are for Me moment-1.feet

better understanding.

$ METAL CO. $

'

..l.

per

brake fluid has to he
5.
added iniun the twice a year.
he
Orethe entire system chocked

0. MO ride the brakes.

lift legislatum made

what she regirds as the mot
likely (entre of the new tam -

mums,

BALLM-There

SHORT

',RR"

IiIPEP

support

Dear Mr. Detamise:
I have a young girl. IX. with Me who is very unsettled. Will ,he
May here or move? I hope and pray shield her mother reel, g

ZINC

Friday 8 Saturday
MAR016,7,13,14,20,21
coned. timees30 p.m.

mg,.. wig ,,,.....iim.

Lanunittee offers the following

to ease up to stops you know
you must make.

mshas anywise'

'IWO-HOUSE LEGISIA-

ALUMINUM

LAME

er.e.: :fie' however, we'

ONCE ON yen way. the

the ear to sine side or grab too
quickly.

quicker they'll nuar our Try

Dear Mr Delnuiss:
My Wife is suing me for Mere. Al present she has left nuked
gone Saltlike her kinfolla. My problem is not only the proeny

Theatre Guild

MITA

into the Army in Feb., laffi,

Although I feel you won't be satisfied with the cote suit, l de
feel the signet.nl will he acceptable. I don't really Mink you've
been coneenimtine mods on remarrIme. When you really make
upyour mind I think youll be sumeted M have envy a will he.

Dear A.S.00.1
I Feel Mem

WhIIT

U.k.r w. hit by e *ea.

Chicago
a pcTrade check
Me hoax lariodic check
tem hy a qualifiel Seeks: bssil.
ill and says it is a must beton: a
vocation or emended trip.
the

Mm. M.H...Nortlihrook

COPPER

presents

... "''''
an umber of time md lathe

Automobile

4. Witch for symptoms of
-sick" brass -too much pedal movement Make that pull

I. (Hsu your brake a break.
The harder you MC them the

to
week
to return
this
Springfield lor the Con -Con
sessions. thu delegate from the
northwest suburb. reported on

and Its contents. but en you see how I'll fare out of this Caper?
A.J.W., Sticamwood

Newspapers

too_..,..

......,,,,,,......... fir,

The Safety .Committee of

Der Mn. MAL:

Des Plaines

The awe
valuation
gressh within the Harper Col.

bblief in the benefits to all chi.
ROM of a higher education
continuing throoshout life,
can do no leo than take a firin
used ..,..... this

$

he said.

comprised of over a damn sepmine communities.

services

from Harper

where he drove a 5,000 gallon
um tanker truck.

13ay $

111M for a blessing upon uur .1111 11 Its. difficult.
endeavors to swunr and Inn,
.5551St. SESSIHNS-Will
Inn I he 50110 unimpaired to
nos LamIss: written hog
succeeding genecitions...'
m:union. No important oppo-

aries °Vibe su. -I've heard
said' alma this arvery

will do part of the braking.

tips for making roue brakes
lam longer.

$

and we stationed in Germany
for live months before going to
Vietnam,
would like low to engine.
ring se had fu mechanic,
when I get out of the service,"

,,,, weaki. March whit hr
leaves for Port limning,
,,,,,...,, 1,, pim, his IoM veer
sod halt f in the sera e.
A Fo t Berndt,iche will

FREE -FREE -FREE -FREE -FREE -FREE -

CALL

provide

en Assn. of University Worn- grams. caunwii, ...tame

lire
("''''''''sr s.b.rb."'...
mid has been supported by the.

tour certificates of ment and I
shall
cveriemineY galore'

Heigh., returned Feb. 22
from 13 months in Vietnam

bight
.."6'''''' ."''''' '
over 5.01)0 men ;mil women

aitord

Belmont, Arline.

S.

backs Harper bid

cently

$

$

of those who served and thole
who gave their all before

' Our third ton. Ruben, wax
filer for the Army and served
in England and France. trans -

Our

AAUW resOlution

that after being placed in the Editor:
Army Officer Reserve follow Th.A..6.MA... a UMing the armistice in 1918. I maim Women (AAUW), Arhelped organize Post
of the listen Heights brunch. re.
a

$

13 months
Mike Miller. 20. son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Miller. 520

ten,

bane widinv for over fin: non now.

eteitit

$

back after

Letters to the Editor

brakes. it would nie he too ill,

Dear Sir. D.:Louise:
I am 11 present Melva' in a court suit. Can you tell me hinv I
will finally resolve this? Also. do you sess matriass, fir me?! have

Viet Vet, 20,

Anseer cur Comic Page

R. N. Poen, Cinwhirion lain rtor

L,,

of the Minimal., of good

nil not he Mem..

now, and OOPS!"

R.E. Hutchinson, l'hy.-Previde.r.

ram Aivaae

a Move out of state. I Most feel you'll gm any of Use childnot. Be
prepared for a lot of aggrovedon from everyone. llte way Mead

"I've been wearing this weight -reducing belt for a weft

22 good. 28 mann

If a motorist woo to he re.
minded emend unto Cash day

AMENDING LESS DIEFIL'I'Vf-Thcre in general

mitted us to enjoy. and looking

ARTICLE
solely to defining the bound-

Give your brakes a break

pod. These are human livec you are cleating waif.] de feel even.

- Marshall Field Ill

store and

J.. Rolling Messes

MAELOTA

-linnorincorOginil anoint nylinill.OViennamiS keying

F. Null,

Do you see a divorce for him in the limn:and two childrelfor

OTIS(

11111

I

constitution in 1970.
In an interview greeted The
Dayjust before him. Evans left

Five months ago I met a 001 I loss very much. He is also
married and !elle a story similar to mine. But his wife keeps
putting aria divonm. Ile also has film children. Ho:would like to

that

LILp nt

Illinins-unnthil
Almighty Gerd for the civil.
political anti religious liberty
which He lank so king per-

in Illinois government to to
loll from the writing of a new

nie very well

l Mt I

State at

of the more probable changes

I'm minded but will have no trouble getting a.divorce. I have

I

1110
I Inytamon MIS
Inch has Ms 10 scot 'MOM,

11

delegate, regards these es some

Der hlr.

W

of pos v11111 p.ople bulb up
mem.
on
pomn, ind suppmito_ 11
Not
111.011
to
I RE AMBI I
tial monk.. Illoom MAL
th inssd In Mi. rot, 11
n tot mono' Mot. otto,
ors LIMA.
cl
Mi.
1.011,111MM,
tkelv lo hoc ilk,
DI mad
11 Ms NA v the pLopl of the

to eke a short, Int of
officm and dem Nam m th
odd numb.nd twin to nun!
demtd s imp nen,
Mrs. Anne Evans set Des
Plaines. gth District ConCon

hair, rather than as a remote

1101011 :::::

po101 bLinum
Icsol Moo Ind Ram

bong 110(110 the nanon NI pro]

They might think you don't
understand about such things
as personal dignity.
They might think you judge
everyone by the length of

was a figment of someone'.

vi Amer on tin. O,O

By Richard Cadhb

of the Judge

things done.

the Country Club.

they said he said. he should be

Tomorrow
Is Today

OTHERWISE lee people

sit mu) That must have been
quite a meta, mevting the Elk

al. ore roll all Gods childesn

Whanser our written wells

,Possible constitutional changes
outlined by delegate Mrs. Evans

do

S Voabs.

ellsET

All. MIDWEST
LANK CARDS

ONE SERVICES,INC

Our 11th Year

OPERATORS ON DITTY 21 HOURS

AND SUNDAY

ESTIMATORS AVAIL= . U.kY OS EVENING

WAREHOUSE AND FACTORY-ESTIMATORS ALL OYIS CHICASOLAIM

Elk Grove park district
award for Disney pool
Die Elk Grove Park District has won a -first place
Award of Merit for its Disney
Pool Complex. The award was

made by Park Maintenance
magazine and the pools will be
featured in the March issue of
the magazine.
The Disney Pool complex is
lo.ted at Wellington and
)

Biesterfteld in Elk Grove Village, and shares facilities with

Lively Jr. High School

The complex includes an

bility study for construction of
a indoor skating -hockey rink.
They were instructed to have a

preliminary sketch prepared,

and approximate cost

size,

etc.

next year.

1970-71 swimming year. They

These men were among
gboup of 35 who ran the Elk

Grove Hockey program this
winter.

The Board also approved
the purchase of Photo-Identi-

are m follows) if bought .fore
June 13, family year-round,

fcatioo equipment at a total
cost of 51,750. from Laminar

S38 family summer pass, 520;
single summer pass, 510; after

Industries inc. Sr will be used
to provide passes and identiOration for all users of the

fy. 13 they will cost SO, 25
and 12, r.pectively.

pools and the Teen Center.

IF BOUGHT before Sept.
7, 1970, family winter, 520
and single winter, $10. After

THE REQUEST by the Elk
Grove High School that it be
allowed to use the Lions Park
parking lot for its Driver Education clmses, berscueen now
and the end of the
rrent

Sept. ] 525 and $12 respectively,

Daily fees will remain the
same, adults. 31.50 and chil.

School

dren 75 cents.
In other business the Board

proem].

year,

was

also a,

A payment of 9,703 to xi.

AS sign new area

'
Pool complex, told the Board
Lambda i
that he had still not received 0°1 hers Sigma ZiltaatCs"rmer.
the 52,000 due him for work Wednesday, March 4,) in the

speaker.

has
anService
assignment of
Jeanne T. Coghlan,

mailing

named the
Capt.

Nurse Corps,' USAF, as the
mea nurse adviser, She is responsible for Air Force Nurse
Ting for all of Chlengis
and the immediate three -state

feels
6.6d
tractors should receive

Nursing.

Iowa band
performto

in Wheeling
The Symphony Sot. of

Iowa State University will appear in concert at 8 p.m. Monday, March 9. in the Wheeling
High School gymnasium. The
concert h. been arranged lo ally by the Wheeling In-

trumemal L.gue.
Donations for the concert
are II for adults and 50 cents
or students. Tickers may be
the door. Dwight
W. Hall is ticket chairman.
urchased

ALUMNAE

Family

Members of Kappa Kappa
Gamma Alumnae will entermin their hmbands at a pot -

Shopping
Arlington Heights.

Center,

cape-

Anker Anderson will present
and trate the show. Modelbe Mrs. James Ram
Palatine; Mrs. Robert

luck supper beginning at

fat,i-

Buffalo

Neal,

Grove;

Mn.

The Board r.ommended John Chovan, Wheeling, and
that the Executive Director
archMrs. Kenton Jens, Arlington

Jack Clain contact the
Jack Barclay to see If he
Ice the matter.

can

made by Wednesday,Mar.4,
by calling Mrs. James Ledinsky, 392-783, or Mrs. White-

Heights. Mrs. Robert Krause
of Rolling Meadows will be the
co-bostess.

meseting..is open to

4 make honor
lists at Harper
Four Buffalo Grove

a.

thiscs

g

ruhe

noon the Chicago Area fader-

alien of Zeta Tau Alpha will

e household word as Charlie
Brown is Winnie-the-Pooh, A.
A Milne's beloved character

Mrs. Rollyn Meyers, Des

crusted in the 1920s for his

Plaines, and Mrs.Rodney An.

young son and adapted for theauicsd release in 1966 by Wall
Disney Studios. Winnie, or
Pooh Boar, as Christopher
two
Robin calls him, stars
television spcgials this year.

trim, Arlington Heights, are
co-chairmen. Proceeds will be
donated to the support of the

Cleft Lip and Palate Institute
of Northwestern University.'
The Chicago Area Council
is composed of nine alumnae
has raised 536,000 to support

NBC-TV, (Channel 51 on
Tuesday evening, March 10.

the Institute's services,

Tickers and other informa-

tion may be obtained from.

Mn.. C. R. Antrim at 3924656.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Tuesday, March 10, is the
date of the annual salad bar

luncheon held by the Park

.

organizing:.
.

,

The Rev. Randy Bosch of

Meeting

place

facilitia

Jarvis of The First United
Methodist Church of Arlington Heights., The Suburban
Singles will meet the s.ond
Friday of each month.
)A potluck dinner is planned
for the March 13 meeting at

p.m. For further information

Force Recruiter for an ap-

call Rev. Bosch. 437-7299 between 5:30 and 630 p.m.

Rev. Edgar Pears, Lake
Shore Unitarian-Gniversali t

Church, Wilmette, will be the
f
,

at 7:30 p.m., at the Glenview
Community Church, 100
Elm St., Glenview. His topic
be "Second Most Important Factor in Marriage"

will feature a theate,r, party at

The Spares is a nonete

rian, non-profit

for, widowed, single or di: er of Arlington Heights will
varced adults and is sponsored

by the Glenbrook Ministerial
Conned. Cook and Lake cornty residents arc welcome,

talk about England. A guest at
the meeting will be Mrs. Richcod Waugh, Mount Prospect,
formerly of England,

Iowa State College, Principi

50%
Women's Apparel

4111W 4

baled with the Academy of Re
ligion and Health, president of

Unitarian Midwest Ministers
on the
tee boards of Clergy Con.

for Vietnam. Ev.sto

taken directly from two stories

bers,

in the first book of Me Pooh
collection. Aided by Christ-

1MA membership within- 0

1

Archie Foxworthy is surrounded by maple syrup in eve, stage from sugar water to the go -to market product. He operates the only primitive sugar camp In Parke County. Instead of automatically disbursing the finished product m oil operated vats do, he fires with wood cut from trees on

his 280 acre farm, stains the symp and gives it a final boiling process. After it is canned, It is sold on

the spot, al the fairgrounds. During the year he distributes It tMoughout the Indiams area. "II

b566

"Than are the wrong sort
of be.," he whispers to his
tow -haired

friend

on

the

Applications are avadabk
at Ray Wilkins Music Center.
920 E. Northwest Hwy., 3929020,192-9021 or 392-9022.

Ty

Ty
yT

Ty

-4(

Ty
Ty

Ty
yT

Ty

rise in the sugar maples are for-

gotten when one is warmly
dressed in parkas, co., mittens,

a

muffler and wend

boots.

ers mounted on horse-drawn

vestment

then

from his vat. He strains and

sleds.

made of wood and later tin, a
settler .uld tap his trees, pro-

has a final cooking testrsl with
a special thermometer. When

Huge boiling vats welcome
the tree's yield, which is heated

curing enough of the siv¢t

it Is *just right" he "just fills

to the d.ired degree so that

syrup for his family for the entire winter.

the tans and sells 'em."

the water is evaporated, leav-

ing only then aturally sweet
syrup

ARCHIE FOXWORTHY

PARKE COUNTY S oho
Immo as the "Covered Bridge
Capital of the Nation." In addition to the wonderful. smells
of the cooking syrup the landscape offers the beauty of the

covered ri. of yrstercar.
Each fallb indg October fory the
past I1 years area residents

have conducted the Covered
Bridge Festival. Villagers

owns about 280 acres. About
80 are used for farm produce.

"I started out tapping some
of the trees for my family's use.
I kept the old log -burning

from mil. around tend their

even less time oboe I distribute

sesssessetssosssessonoossesosThTheThCroTheCeThsessesoessase

The Maple FM gives do -

He continued, "Wring the
Covered Bridge Faecal I sell

Page

Garden Club at
St. Mark March II
The March

I

I

meeting of

will

present

the

program,

the Garden Club of Mount

"Basic Fundamentals of

Prospect will be held at 12915

Flower Arranging."

pm. in the Friendship Room
of St Mark's Lutheran
Church, 200 S. Witte please

Mrs.

use the Pine St entrance).
Mrs. Jerome Thelander,

..president of the Mount Prospect Garden Club and an lo-

,,eredited flower show judge,

The March hoc

es

are

Mischnick, Mrs. A.
Glowacki, Mrs. Robert Haugh
md Mrs. Herbert Larson.
Guests are invited to this program. For further information

dl; Mrs. William Balm,

al

252-6235.

M.P. Library
Books Sale

V

Those hardcover and paper-

bck books gathering dust in

htottb,mezt:ZCilfrsoestiof
area

are

still. useful pa the

Mount Prospect Library for its
annual Used Book Sale.

Juniors report on
literature and drama

brary.

'Or

for the tots on Halloween and
Christmas with stories, finger

son. Special parties were given

The department conducted
Pennies for Art and sponsored
high school seniors in the Hall mark Art Can.. It has en,
couraged club members to enter the General Federation

programs for the Halloween
H.dstart panics given by the
YouthDcPartment oitheWoMan's Club and is currently

Creative Writing Contest, 7th

planning an Easter program.
Literature and drama memhave made monthly trips
be

sist M the Channel I1 auction
on TV.

District md Illinois. In April,
department members will a,

held in August and sponsorsed

by the friends of the library.
This year, it will be an Saran -

day. April 18, in the library
from 9 am. until 4 p.m.
Volunteers from the Monne
Prospect Junior Womittl

Al one of the three Parke County sugar camps Bryon Harper demonstrates how an occasional
HU with a piece of salt porn keeps the heated sugar water from boiling over. Ills evaporators are
automatically -controlled Wes on heal. (Photos by Dolores (laugh)

Club will assist in sorting, pric-

ing, and selling the donated
items. The library is asking for

Twenty three skidoo over to

donations including encyclopedim, children's books, relibooks, Nagious books,
tional Geographic magazine.,

the Mount Prospect Woman,
Club Antique Fair, says Mrs.
John Bannister, Corresponding

mg Secretary of the dub, as
she models a 1920 virdoge

paperbacks and records.

Proceeds of the sale will be
used by the library for the purchase of new books, records
and films.

beaded dress. The show will be

held March II and 12 from 1I

am. until WO .m. and Fri.
from II am. until 5
p.m. at the Mount Prospect
Community Center, Monica
Catering will provide lunchday the

Drop off books any day at
the library.
For further infornution,
contact Mrs. Lee Haver of Me
Mount Prospect Junior Woman, Club, 439-3717.

Very Fashionable
Women parade
March 5
-0(

ktri111116,-,A111111m,

YANKEE DOODLE

DANDY®*

N110. C.d. J. Mueller, hospital chairman of the Mount

Reg. $487.80
NOW ONLY
LIMITED OTTER- HURRY'

\NN

-The Re,tattrittit, with The .111-.1itterit,th

Sales :& Service

110 L Reed Rio Mt. Prospect

CL 34.131

r

r

Se. of Sagami

ONE

FREEE.

DANDY
WITH THE PURCHASE OF
TWO DANDYBURGERS

at YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

ZW:747"'""' N
LCOUPON EXPIRES MARCH 31st.

.

Prospect VFW Post 1337 Women's Auxiliary, models one of the
fashions that will be featured in the clulds annual fashion sligw.
Of shimmering Estron, this afternoon dress in beige, royal blue
and red on a white background, follows princess lines, with full
gored skirt. The Whim show will be held Co evening of March 5
at the VFW Hall, 601 N. Main, Mount Prospeci. Tickets at $1.50

may be reserved by calling Mn. Mueller at CI 3-7081 or Mn.
Creighton at 255.5257.

FREE

ONE
DANDY
WITH THE' PURCHASE OF
TWO DANDYBURGERS

at YANKEE DOODLE DANDY
10E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

COUPON EXPIRES MARCH 31st

is

eon and dinners and also col,

(ACROSS FROM THE Eft STATION)

Plw$4/411

held

each spring and fall, help preserve local landmarks at Billie
Creek and the 36 area covered
bridge of a past era.

The book .le was formerly

=hailers during the past sea-

10 E. Northwest Hwy. - Mt. Prospect

Tolai

from .ndle dipping

pottery made on s wheel
weVing,..carding, spinning,

Proceeds from both of the

Parke County f.tivals

Juniors

1(

When You Buy 2 At The
Regular Price Of 55C Each
Use The Coupon Below at

Fee Grass Cede Heoulerly $7.55)

crafts

dar for future reference.

Wednesday, March 4, 1970

Dolores Haugh -Wonsan Editor

DANDY FREE

Plus Fn. Fertilizer Swede (Regularly 129,96)

While folks dine there see
fiddlers who play up
storm of foot-stompin' country music. There arc demonstrations of almost -forgotten

local

When the sap rise, get MI
go the Parke County
Maple Festival. There is still
time to enjoy it this weekend.
Held annually the last week-.
cnd in February and Ni Inn
weekend in March, it is an
your calenevent to mark
and

7

You Get A Third

°eon nearing. Raton 510.1.

of seessafrass root and homemade corn cob jelly.

things to see that are fast becoming lost arts in ArnenCe.

00000ftennee00900.200eneepeleite0000ene99p peenneteet000 OOOOOOOO

play, songs and candy treats.
The department provided

low Mr main. Miehmedie
hhasiing

Saturday) and home smoked barns, sausage and balast

There is a lot of room for
youngsters .to ran and may

23 - Skidoo

books from the Mount Pros dent Library to the elderly r.idents. They will also assist at
the library's annual book sale,
profits of which benefit do 1i -

That's Right!

Floating mbar homing - detachable
without .1s ilouelno onadmant included
cemenely lubdcated, aspeed gear frournirden
fella wide pneumatic ad tires reduce turf tom ponies, Foam padded buck seat Hip p had,
and grill for easy servicing large data pedal an
lea broke pedal on right Wide running beards

pancakes being flipped (1,500
hungry visitors were served

blends with the spicy sweetness

had time to farm. Now I have

of popcorn shucks, giant yoyos
and whirlagigs are just a few of
the unusual local items of-

free parking. The aroma of
hogs romting on open pia,

con at the open butcher shop

1

able. Bridge tours and sheep
sheiting demonstrations are
also .nducted.
Nos, warmers. dolls made

fered.

as I've got plenty o' trees. Pretty soon the neighbors all came
tapped a
by wantin' syrup,
few more trees. After the
hardly
Maple Fair started
1

bread men cookies made with
sorghum molasses. Candy, jellies and ether treats are avail,

AT )HE FREE fair there is

method of making the syrup,

their date and talent.

and members of the Literature
and Drama Department of the
Mount Prospect Junior Woman's Club have brought smiles
the faces of many area pre-

yT

5 ap., 12.6 cubic
inch engine 25" Wind
Convenient
Tassel

Dickers,

comed as a long Mt friend
erMose Madinat. the saP ethr-

to Magnus Farm, bringing

yT
Ty

eaten

in

booths of produce and handmade items, freely offering

camps are sheerly

Archie explained how he
tested the syrup after it came

asked, sash yw m wel-

Sugar

beans, and I had Iem thick on
my own plants but no time to
pick 'em."

rhc only two, natural sweeteners known:For a small in-

my syrup all over the state in
this area."

Chairman Mrs. Lce Haver

yT

$4878°
VALUE

no

doesd9 hart the tree to tap It, been tapping mine for many years but you can't mark it In the same
place or more than four places in one &week season."

and Sunday, ,,,,, 2

yT

Toro 5 h.p. Lawn Tractor

-7.

.

ed after each class is judged on

teubtnwey,,t,,reheeamndisiumdn... i,nhto,

sports and enjoys painting.

SPECIAL

heart are going on
Cold weather temperatures
neeemary to came the sap to

Lw

opher Robin, Pooh rides a bat- daba, Trophies will ,,, pra,,,,,,

high into the air In raid

is

dune painting. Smiling county ladies sell their homemade
rhubarb, apricot, banana, nut
and plain breads and ginger-

55 for non-members.
Five dollars may be applied to

Relations. Rev. P.m has beer

Shoppe
8244409

i4 for num-

P'Soloatndt'ryrgfae'e.is

an active speaker for man
clubs and organizations. H
bas four sons, is active in all

Charles B. .Gray

MOIL DINS, 9 to 9
11/E5.WED. ink 9to

to NM

drum
and cymbal will be provided).

YWCA and Wilmette Hums

Cynthia

DES PLAINES

cga,,dteot

the Korean War. Ho -is affil

At*
'THE FAMILY'S DIALER.

679 GRACELAND

eol-

cieith.brinHgusnrdor,odhi,,s kacdrvewnots.

yT

Fe Lawn Cart NOM? 620.00

on a big selection of

cri n't e7m°e

ad

MHE HONEY TREE, is

f.tiviti. that waret.Elte

drum, piano and organ.
This includes solo and band
competition and also amplifled

*****************************Ty

Announces Her

-

of

talk on Russia, and Mrs. Robnot Clapp and Mrs. Milan Mill-

41111W

Reductions Up To

f Mrs. Joh

activities at the
Sixth Annual Maple Fair,
the

JUST NORTH of the town
of Rockville, Ind., old fashion-

Line, foforrthe,,I0gtrhajzong.aggeongg,-.

..jaucncierrd

Travel south by Illinois 94
down to Route 41. Within a

There

1A57Incad-.
MMa"sic
r

CHARLES B. GRAY

Shoppe

Sale

cin

Rev. Pears, who resides i
Wilmette, is a graduate o

SAVE $10892 on this

Cynthia

Final
Clearance

nToht ten

mixed combos and bands, On on,sembles, guitars and accordiseta
jelecm
tnai royn.

Getting is co -hostess.
Airs. Rick Haywood

College. During World War I
he served as an officer in the
'ring corps and as
engineerat
the Great Lakes
chaplain
Naval Training Center Burin

were offered by Dr. Charles

.a5

NPularity and appeal of the
Pooh books, and expanding

meet

Wish you could go South

pegged, each silently dropping
sap into its own shiny bucket.
Men and boys gather this,
dumping it into larger contain-

1,i matter of hours you .n be en -

supplying the salads.

Huebner, 602 S Belmont, Am
demon Heights. Mrs.

group of single people recently
single
to organize a group for single

Northwest suburban

Contest opens

jazz- accordion. sight reading.

gthrgemugdisrsothissoLt ,.pras,teT1

yearn I bought green
own. Last ye
ow

Combine your wish. this

,

work accounted greatly for the

honey. There is no slick anitrickery. Using the

have time to harvest Eny

standing crafts and events will
be described tomorrow.
Maple sugar and wild honey
in the time of the pioneer were

weekend and do both.

Ralph Wright.

12:45 p.m. Members of the
board will' be co -hostess.,

m the home

College, University of Chi
cago and George William

in the
area.

talk to registered nurses who
are interested in learning more
about Flight and Aerospace
Nursing. See the local Air

dmigineiggtuhre, inh,garl,,he.withis,dopm,g,t,0

features. Soma of the...

om?

Reitherman and

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA

The Peace Reformed Church
of Mount Prospect met with a

people over 30 years of

Brach

dy,

protium ed sometime I just
go and buy it, since I Met

adirsission

maple sugar gathering in yen-

'

lightful preview of the suture
event, but with its own Istigue

charge to the huge groves of
trees. Each tree is carefully

Wish you could visit the

ling Holloway, Barbara Lad-

ing or the cooking of the Ines
sY.P.

Maple Syrup Festivities)

this season?

Illinoisga

otahniisr"'6m
beguiling

,

Sliestdeo-mut series on

winning Sherman brothers
and the voice talents of Stew

biymrrnesptriH".l'Shsepigirud','w'hio'sn:

Wednesday, March 4, at 8 p.m.

By Dolores Haugh

in

627 S. Western, Park Ridge. at

Nu Chapter of Epsi-

--

chntInlaM

The 11th annual benefit of
the Chicago Area Alumnae
Council of Delta Delta Delta

Ion Sigma Alpha will

Wiest speaker at the meeting
The Spares, Sunday. March

Ie

his

the Honey Tree" is sparked
with a handful of new tees
from the Academy Award

Disneyfor
s poThnseib

Hill, whose averageslee.

Singles

Prior to entry into the Air

of Winnie-the-Pooh fashions
for small children, is sponsoring the special.

Rasmussen

Force Nurse Corps, she wee
employed at the Cook County
Hospital, Chicago Osteopath to Hospital.
Capt. Coghlan is available

Roebuck and Co.,
which carries an exclusive line

in

simple

She attained an average of 3-50

Bernard's School of

ders,

Then

search to calm the "rumbly in
his rumbly," Winnie ears Jtabbit's entire honey supply and
becomes too fat to crawl beck
out of the rabbit hole.
Narrated by Sebastian Ca bot, "Winnie-the-Pooh and

of Mrs) George Tomlinson.

Joanne Rugg, 80 Mohawk
Tr., is listed on the dean] BR.

Miss Rasmussen lives at 99
Glendale Rd. Hill resides at
266 Buffalo Grove.

Honey

the

tack.

DELTA DELTA DELTA

a grade point averHe atta
age of 3.75 to 4.00.

. listed on the honors list.

'and

Indiana 'Sugar Bush'
country calls-

ground just before the bees at-

Ridge -Des Plaines Area Assn.
of Kappa Kappa Gamma. The
luncheon is to be at the home

med on the trustees' Ilst.
nained

Frank
were betsveen 3.25 and 3.49,

of which. "Winnie-

Tree," will be broadcast on

the
Dr. N.5
pm.
Tony
Drake,
916
Saxon
PL,Alpha
w.
Spares to hear about
'second most important
E. L
factor in marriage
Row, Meadows will give a
luMne
to 334.

the first
the -Pooh

chapters. Since 1954 the group

th gaarnkno&Ilegsgmou lit, 3

dents attained honors at Har: hold their annual spring ben-,
alit luncheon at
per College last sem.ter.

Soon to become as much of

Sunday, March 15. Ethel Waters will appear in "The Member of the Wedding." Curtain
time is 7;30 p.m..

just the way Pooh pa. after

head. 392-1163.

ZETA TAU ALPHA
On Saturday, March 14, u

resi-

7

p.m. Saturday, March 7, in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Whitehead, 110 &Kenilworth,
Mount Prospect.
should be
Reservations

11

general contractors...

CAPT. COGHLAN is naand St.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

CenterI M Non"

cis from Nose

offensive.

medical evacuation of Viettransport. Her duties took her

be

malfunctions.

ing

Air Rase and Cam Ranh i.e
Air Base in Vietnam: two of
which were during the 1968

pan she participated in the area

an Air For. Starlift C-141 jet

...act.'

;;,,,,of ..,.6.4:5TIrrary;:

cause of uncorrected plumb-

She also served for four
short duty assignments al Ds
Nang Air Base, Tan Son Nhut

Capt. Coghlan is a night
nurse. While stationed in Ia.

Tickets may be obtained by
calling Mrs. Laurence Yarach
at 392-4937.

donhome
of Mrs. Anker Anderson
He said this was due to the

to many crsuntrics.

tine of Chicago. She attended
Lotetto (Eng) High School

nam combat casualties. aboard

ce-chrol;;170.,,,,:;zen..,,-

had worked on the Disney

nurse advisor for
Air Force recruits
United States Air Force Re-

BETA SIGMA PHI

mote the sorority's aid to the
cerebral palsy activities of the
Ester Seal Society. Mrs. Irene
Hughes will be the featured'

the

don requesting the Board to
consider such a facility for

a

once coverages. was approved
unanimously,
Bob Nierniec, a Heating and .,,'",bLetteere_b_if,,,,,,"Pielt_e_h!
Ventilation contractor who,. ,i''=17,,

van, Tony Kees, and Mike

facilities, and a sauna in the
school building, a concession
Thursday night meeting. approved the pool fees for the

CAlol.e.nforTa. wArcide hran'rgek''of irns'it7-

is

combined effort of sir Chicago
and suburban chapters to pro-

TER

,

$43,000 being held back from

outdoor pool, diving pool,
wading pool, and indoor pool.
There are locker and shower

Oakbrook. The benefit

L LAMBDA DELTA CHAP

lieeerei

Winnie-the-Pooh
comes to TV

Sorority news

meethm of the Board on Feb.
12, Tom McCabe, Dan SulliPecdrelli had presented a pers.

stand, and outdoor sundeck.
The Park Board, in its

.

appointed a committee of
commissioners. Ed Hauser
and Dan Gilbert. to do a Masi -

The day's Prospects

THE DAY
Wednesday March 4 1970

Page 6

Featured in the finale of the VFW Women's Auxiliary Fashion Show will be this elegant white crepe pantsuit with wide,
wide, wide pleated pants and rhinestone trimmed Duds worn by
Mrs. Robert Lint Fashions win be by The 'Cynthia Sboppe, Des

Plaines. Proceeds of the affair will be divided between Dixon
State Hospital and the American Cancer Society. Musical enter -

blame. will he provided by the Vacates of Forest Me High
School, and organ accompaniment for the sbow by Baron's Mu.
dc Center of Des Plaines.

Offer transportation
to flower show
The bus for She World,Gar.
den and Plower Show has been
chartered this year' by the

theran Church parking lot,
200 S. %Ville.

Tickers for the bus andslsow
Mount Prospect Garden Club are now on sale, bus ticker at

and will leave at 9:30 am. 51.75 and show tickets $2.
Monday. hlarch 9. The bus They may be obtained from
will leave front S. Mork Le Mrs. J. W. V iger, CL 3-3608,

THE DAY

Dist. 59 offers varied
experiences in music

Wednesday, March 4. 1970

Page 8

Al

Amusement
Calendar

Seminar on therapy
---- set at Forest Hospital

.ate

MOVIES

(Feb. 2T- March 5)

ARLINGTON THEATRE, HS N. Evergreen. Ariingon

.

Heights.

Ousel Monday. Tueday and Thursday. 8 p.m.:Friday. 8:15
p.m.:Saturday. I:30, 4:45 and 8:15 p.m., Sunday and Wades day. 1:30. 4:40 md 3 p.m.
CATLOW THEATRE. 116 W. Main, Barrington.

Reservations arc currently `Kramer, art therapist with the
being accepted for a Forest Albert Einstein College of
Medicine. New Yet, Harold
Hospital weekend seminar on
Berherick or Ow For Logan
adjunctive therapy Saturday
and Sunday. Mareh 1 and 22.
Authorities on industrial
therapy. art therapy and poetry therapy. will be Mitered.
Theme of discussion is 11,
allaying Therapie in Psy-

Topaz: Daily and weekends. 8 pan.

DRS PLAINES THEATRE, 1476Miner. Des Plaines.
Hang Your lint On The Wind an.A4The Love Bum no times

chiatric Care."

Fenny Girl: Daily end weekends. 1;15. 4115, 7:15 and 10:05

p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA. 827 E. Rand. Mount Pro.

von Richard Hwely.

professor of English. India.
UnlvisAiiy of Peomdoinia.
Post
The FON,.
1.11

and fnnily thempy. will lecture on 'Evolving Differently.Other speakers are

M27-88111.

EdiLll

show at the

nique

to

6

159

Killian. 123 Braemar, Elk
Eight music teachers in
School DiStrict 59 Ilene
over 1,200 students in the

OASIS OUTDOOR THEATRE, Bensenville,
Hunting and The Release no times availDaddy's Gahm

Gan Ma?quis, 824 N. Pat-

io, Arlington Heights: Sauk
The kick off meeting will be al
Recreation Park, Ailiogton

Come Mem Yoe Hann Daily. 8:30 p.m.. Saturday. 7:30 and

schools in the district, participate in the very difficult string

AAA -

$1.48 on the 5,368,758 average shares outstanding during
the year, compared to 51.76
canted in 1968. Figures for

1968 have been minted tow

the board of DeSoto, stated

Thifteen Rolling Meadows
residents have been named to

three honor rolls for the first
semester at Harper College.

Ragnond Zographos, 2402

Fremont, was placed on Me
trustees' list. He received a
grade point average between
3.75 to 4.00.

Six students who attained
dean's list honors for averages
between 3.50 to 3.74 arc: Lor-

raine Erick,om Thomas Govcdarica: James Janiak, Nth.
du Lyons, Harold Neumann
Jr. and John Van Antwerp.
Six students who made the
honors list for averages between 3.50 to 3.74 are: Peter

Anderson: Jerelyn Cam.; IIftph Crittenben Jr.; Mary
and

Anniversailes/Birlhdays
. Bar Mitzvahs
Bowling Banquets
Business/Club Meetings
Showers

COMPLETE SERVICE

ON ALL MAKES

girls who form the Chamber
Orchestra. On Jan. 18 this

B. A. Male, ehairman of

Rolling :steads.. aldernum

Private Facilities For

FREE LOANERS

a The
.9 .rth"tra
elite arc 26 boys and

RPM PoolingnEthe interests.

group performed at Dempster

that the past year has been one

of acquisition pointing to We.
Sothls future growth and an.
hemp
in the furniture and
fumishinas markets.
home
MPI Industries, Inc., Ward
Manufacturing
Furniture
Company and Kerns Compm, were acquired in 1969 by

either and

13 on Harper
.honor rolls

24 HOUR SERVICE

of assets or

Olotion

were non -recurring expenses
associated with the new acquisitions, higher interest expense
and start-up cos. in new
sions and plants, as well as a
demand during
softening
the last half of the year for fur-

niture and wood cabinets for
television receivers und Mmes
consoles.

Dempster, Grove, Holmes and

lesson each week and re-

hearse svith their school or-

chedra one hour a week. The
Festival Orchestra members
rehearse Thursday evenings at

Grove Junior High School
Imes 7 to 8i3n p.m.

lid Doting

ings, laundry detergents, bed-

.lamps,

Wm. wood cabinets, residen-

Norman
Concentration 6 the thin P '
"U'da.."'Chamber
4" M
Des Plaines, soloist with the 1"Dletriet
a es mm his nit

formed Feiml OreliesM2

gene.

fireplace thrnishings

'

""

St. George 4 the Dragon

og S.Moin MT. PROSPECT

RANO a DUNDEE NOS., PALATINE, ILL.

NOME CANS FOR SFRIT.INS

For Reservations Cali .758,232

Board with letters from residents indicating loin wishes to

withdraw from High Sheol
Di aiict 214 and enter District

clean

ti. and wallooverings.

cd.

were actually Ho., to Ereind
High School than to Forest
View. where most now attend.
The Change from Forest
View to Fre.] would .also
constitute a change. in school

districo. and not candy a
change in schmls. lo said.
Persons concerned, he explained. would be Mom red -

tral. on the north and south.
and Wilke and kohlwing, on

Group leader

the can: and west. respectively.

Kranor. 2408

Herbert J.

Mead.

Algonquin Rd.

ow, No been aointed to re-

Tomo., Monday night

M."

cussed Wad to do about the
mosquito problem and the

rent measure taken to pre
vent their estenee
BIOWII, wife
Mrs. Clay

mTle Pim whOli the cm

committee a dissolve the nib
Des present system under the
control of the Northwest Mos.
quit o Abatement District
(NMAD), Mr,. Brown read reports that the mosquitos are

.

.,o

Vitreous china
reverse trap toilet

19" X 17" vitreous

$

becoming

8988

=tickles but the predawn
which feed on the mosquitos
ere fatally affected by the

Fr
Backing a statement by
President Nixon. she said that
the only way to solve the mas
quite moblem and rid the Pulpallprobem is to let it be a
lotion

china Winton/

F cast iron tub

in-

the

<

ro.00,...imoog

REG. $105.54 SUE $15.66

natural

s

control"

Lavatory Legs ... # 5963
Towel Bars for Lavatory Legs... # 5961
6 Piece Set...# 85200
Paper Ho/der ... # 28115
Paper Holder... # 28305

Toothbrushe 8 Tumbler Holder ... # 829
Soap, Toothbrush 8 Tumbler Holder.,. # 8325
Robe Hook,.. # 819
Soap Holder # 8310
Soap 8 Grab ... # 28330

LAVATORY FAUCET

PLASTIC CLOSET SEAT

.

MEDICINE CABINET

gins mirror

Chrome plated finish

Solid construction for

Plate

to compliment your

the bathroom of today,

doors; flu., lights

bath,

$788. :A:1:;

$488

$2188

REG 'Se av
SAVE

o,

SAVE ll.:

TUB ENCLOSURE

Heavy duty alum,
frame, temp/ glass,
towel bar.

$3488 agitt.77

SYPHON JET CLOSET

Designed -for super
bile. operation.White.

$2888 RsEAS,i:Vz

GAS WATER HEATER

BATH LIGHT FIX.

Fast recovery assures,
you a plentiful Supply.

Shiny Chrome finish.

Holds four 75 watt
lamp.

$436 $41 95 ASEL:"sa'.94

LIGHT FIXTURE
CLOSE OUT!

fantastic selectibn
from our regular stock
A

REG. Se.so

SAVE Sloe

SAVE UP 10 25% -.

SALE STARTS MARCH 4th thru MARCH 11, 1970

TRUST & SAVINGS

STREAMWOOD

VICILICES

3/4 mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake. Street (U.S. 20)

-

LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLIES CENTER

837-6000

asked, "How do we get these
natural pest control predawn

into our area?' Mrs. Brown
odd, Mc will have to fm on
Mayor John Moodie said
that last year was the worst in

STORFHOUR,

certain epidemics necessary.

men if harmful, to save the vit.
loge green.
The village

further

study the ordinance and the
problems of the mosquito al

.......0..

and paw m.o..

Z

'Without thO allocation of
water.. said Howard Olsen of
the Arlington Heights, Mount
Prospect. Palatine (DAMP)
Water Commission, last night,
-We might as well ell go
Olmn,

Lake Michigan, lust does not
make economical sense."

Towns

lieglOn Height, conarnissiOn-

Robeil Teepe:Mount Pro,
pact Commissioner: and Ar-

un Murow of .D.

duce better water management, said Teepe. He said that
separate pipelines from

The chairman of the. Tree

com

Palatine

of working together
which, hopefully, Could proideas

Town

Tree Town
Water Commissioners' (ElmhUrs). Lombard and Villa
Park) meeting in Elmhuist.
Both groups made their
points Clear that thc northwest
d western suburbs arc in
re guests at

need of new water supplies and
that the state, which is respon-

siblc for allocating the water,
should begM doing so. They

Water

COMMISSION.

Harry Weidman, said he did
not believe Me two commissions could combine as one
commission, although there
would he considerable savings
if the two worked together.
Thegroups agreed that measure had to be put on the stale
legslatures in order for this
00:01

allocation to M speeded
up. Olsen saM the state legisla.

tors in the nforthwest suburbs
the Wel,8
suPPOM
Commission's effora.
The two commiSsions
cootinde their cflaM nod meet

woad

mould like direct pipeline to
- -11011 in _Mount Prepeet No
uge- lehigno
-

Tile

-

cameras*, have. and& dafe ts. XXX,

PROFESSIONAL

mo a,ge,

BRICK AND STONE WORK FIRE
PLACES AM REPAIRS. FREE EN

F

°PM °P.'

E.

Fe 345

Resale Merchandise

PIANO E.FOR ORGAN LESSON

come work br ma swam

255-7200
CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

4:::C

Call
Special

ore. From
765.1.413

env.

WE HAVE I TON T,CK
AN 'STRONG MEN

any Wm

b,

rob

Hearing Aids

llf...S....

as k HIS, DAYCARE UNIT

Aoto Painting

°ageing sat:wits
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$650 TO $750
We need people with background of Customer Send..
Good

Runway &

managers. A unlgue opportune, in o rqdidly expanding re

t296-1071

ErPerience dosing, So not
CALL OR.COME

all organirationwhere individual xne. Marla . promoron
and so!, &creases.

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.
911 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

Xneequ. app./um/We.

We

A Division of Jewel Companies: Inc

930134 K,no sr

Great Jobs for Great Gals in
our Elk Grove Village Offices!

Here's what we need:

DES PLAINES

TOUR GUIDE

7Unds11rattOe'rVy=nt

n0;!4M.

MacIteripe

&Phone

'

I'd'

Add+ A+ Girl
oosiq

110170;;;;GIn'Zi:

298-5044

localitpCollnow

grhr

31.11 be docior s receP mei
they'll TRAIN YOU to

15T4APHNO NEW

O'HARE OFFICE

doctors will train
you to work
with kids
COMPLETE TRAINING

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, Ill.
Mco.Wort.FrL JAR ?DORN

SKOKIE, ILL

ii,, 3C re gybr

^1.3i

DIETARY AIDES

.$650
able and able to work rototing

$6.
on

A liki g I
friendly ote d
public can.. iho, coun,s1 Free

the

A

(rQ1 - Experlenced in main.ning dip

PAYROLL TRAINEE
.

Sian,. ra.$4.513per he.

GENERAL

eq. you'll be tough! new IBM

computer . poyroll & boo,

keep. PrennaY
SECRETARY
Aid busy P.P.

ee.

$4.29

per hour,

EARN MORE 10% NIGHT SHIFT BONUS

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

top Sales

RECEPTIONIST
$500
Mee, public or new desk. Busy

SPORTS ASSOC)

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT .
.5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD.

of

$500

for sportsmen. Phone, vadet,"
PERSONNEL
$600
Moot a talk to people 611
day. No office skills necessonx

11A011,4=By PHONE

BOOKKEEPER

OFFICE

$650

very soon. Good opportune,
Accounts Recebable and Pay.

$600 Month
No steno required in Mis lovely

office position locoled in

this

POUR SEASONS

NURSagrCLITER

593-6990 I.OPP,
fC

d

NECESSARY

BOOW Bmsterlield Rd
Elk Grove Villoge

Pf

Hts. A

Call Hildy,
394-3434

VARIETY

$520

gt

NO EXPERIENCE

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

CLEANING WOMAN
for Model Ants Pr Offices

MOLD REPAIRMEN

With shop maIntename

THE KEY T 0
PLEASING
SERVICE

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT

.2211.5245or,1333.6010

PIPEFITTER

Provide

ATTRACTIVE

An equal opportunity empIoyer.

ings.

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

POSITION $110

'Cra717,bs, drug smres &r Doc

$4.50 per hour overage ear,

5555W. YOUHY AVE.

and

394.5660

In Ailing...3h.

c.1

TELETYPE CORPORATION

all

g cup al cal.. with

1. two from

builders A buyer& rig. di'.

TELETYPE CORPORATION

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL PAULINE

MAZZIO 65 676.2000, EXTENSION 5244

aflics slitla A,
akaul our MHOS PLAN over

rm.

REAL ESTATE

Confidential

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

300W...eh:IR&

RECEPTION

439.0900

AUTOMATIC SCREW

GENERAL OFFICE:

FASHION WAGON

O'Hare Lake Bldg.

1720W. Algonquin

.....
=7.

DAY CARE WORKER

BE MOD

and holidays.
0

need

EMPLOYMENT
10096 Free Positions

MT. PROSPECT

1st, 2nd SHIFTS OPEN

TURN -STYLE

TELETYPE?

$575 mo.

nuance, hospilollsation, paid vacations

perience. Sta.ng rate

Please mill (3121 067.5222 to arrange a confident(ol interview.

SUPERIOR
CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES, INC.

"FORD"

400 1.05,,,
297,160

Davenpons, Brown A Sharpe.

...,,, ,,,,,,.. smorsiss exiorlor the proven experienced

WHAT'S HAPPENING A

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT.

DOCTOR'S

FREE PARKING

AU company bents Including life In.

leeW Britain Gridleys. &bribers,

EXPERIENCED RETAIL MGR'S

Great Lakes

1625 E. Aloosouln
439-7010

1970

MACHINE OPERATORS

.

439-13500.

Engineering Co.

1

°'
60007. Phone

ci

439.5522

MOVE YOURSELF UP WITH...

-

2720 Des Plainestave.,

eble

d

678-3373

BABY

5. of '1'.1rte1:11""

CLIENT SERVICE
Hondle cusmMers

-

.

Metal

Benefits. Excel,. working cm.

Co/I Bob Van

helm.

asdrnonogernenr.

407-35001
Eq. 46
Personnel Deo,.

BUSINESS MEiIS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE
Des Plaines

The fallowing opportunities Mc ?limitable to
these who wish to build a send Mere in. Floor.,.sive
organization with young manogementat the

ot,7:7.= n'taTte'n'1171=1Tritt1On's16.1r=lIng

(crowd fob witA.Aigb

11:171.'1,1t.411nd1.1=

tondo belog tovia.d tot uP

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

ALLEN CO.

Loills

See us for the best job youNe ever had
If yetire interested in Premium Pay for
overtIme and steady employment with
obIue'ehIPSalnPone

ore pre

11012, lima 2 Attu

At,

ex'perilenced7C17; rch'd
c

Peoole333 Demo! Assistow

43,5090

3. mgr... or bolApoy, ofier
20 yowl sonic. al aye 50

by

T+131=3 ;SOG=

Lo Salle Personnel

to a moohnum al Sip 200
o ber 5 Y.&

pan.,

routine.

EXPERIENCE

LADY PARKER

Call Peg 290.2770

WS have number of grant lob oppor.
080000 00W Toe kro,o,l & Sharpe APIA -

Apply in Person for
Interview

TURN -STYLE

7300 N. Linder - Skokie
/ 677-0600
267-5300

"RECCTZ117$31:473"

moat.,
ON into,.

EKCO

THE HERST

Fabricator

hospital.

OFFICE MANAGER

Needs immediately

arm Furnishod.

People are judged by the
company they keep ...
SO you'd be wise to choose

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

1600 BusseRci, Ilk Grove Village

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Iowa 112 doks

:lot mai

MEDICAL

mals. Light, simple office

MAKE LOTS OF MON

ma* Screw Machine Operator.

uniform nether and fire

Pull time.. P.M.t.A.M.
Above overoga Po, ...F.&

773 Wheeling Road
Wheeling, Illinois

',Phone

P1.03,30C1

.....

leave

paid

lynch, int!

.011,0r1 Offices

TODAY!

one.. war prompt..
IiRiaW olter r year.

5.

learn to

reorder when storks me
turning low. Later you
will be trained to administer medlcaliCia to ani

Be Receptionist
Popular

5Mffing New Plush

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

The FollowidundgeBenteits:

central telephone company at Illinois

robe out P., 00 00 Jo.

26 Help Wanted Women

TALK TO TELETYPE

Career Opportunities Im

J. illmnot tic

ment

Large &ellen, Co.

OPERATORS:

oVoot.

455.8350

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

CONTACT

keep appointschedule, ,,d

phone,

keep on inventory oF
medical wpplies and

NO

AUTOMATIC
SCREW MACHINE

Police Patrolmen

CENTEL
SYSTEM

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

253.6600

POLICE

'4411=tr

eirenm

1 do Ono !ravel reeve

Lake Ave.
Glenview
(Just wool of Glenview Naval An Station).

ELK GROVE
VILLAGE

20114 Min, St.
DES PLAINES. ILL.
827.9910
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ohli

offer ...Beni working canditions and .mpewOomoilts.

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT

typing skills. Answer

Children's Clinic

d

null** 'Ron clerk. work and hove gad toping okili.100

on animal lover with lite

3700'A

WANTED

.1:0 EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

co

CLERK TYPISTS

VETERINARIAN

EARN $150 WEEK
COMPLETE TRAINING

1

STOCKMEN

ASSIST

Exciting opportunity for

"Illgs=°"

opporieniry

ammeter...I. Knowledge in Ns Inpa al operation is austoolal.

ACCOUNTS

$135 WEEK -FREE

940 Lee St. Des Plaines

TESTER INSPECTOR

7717

Mr. Pinkowski ot 966-6780

t of

o

tor es. You veil!

SIGNODE CORP,

60016

machines

Data

SECURITY

MACHINISTS

GRINDERS
LAYOUT DRAFTSMAN

3600

PAYABLE CLERK

La Salle Personnel

Call Tom Mannard at 724-6100
or stop by

Des Moines, HI.

work with duplicating

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONS
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

-T9n77,3

Inter -Company Mailman to

SPECIALTIES
Subsidiary of Nuclear

PACKAGING CO.
GUARDHOUSE

in please register

for

722 Center St.

Ambitious individuals who join &ices wilb us will find

grow. potential. NO

JR. DRAFTSMAN

Write: 80. 326
Day Publications

O.17.4120

cor A

'OppeauMbr

COMPANY

1

KEY PUNCH -LEAD OPERATOR

Clerks $90. Stenos $525. Clod

Current Openings

someone close to retire.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

ap,,

NEEDS

Renee, elne end

27,1000

7030 W. North Ave, Suite 202
Chicago

amp, io,Traie for Dix

255-7200
:66 0

Nice

Staff
NEW OFFICES

noel employment epporlonity.

benefit.

METROPOLITAN

0.--

Attention Ladies

1,7.353S.

II

Needs Complete

M. feeder in our Plaid.

Des Plaine, Location

ADVANCE

1.13.°0 Nelienoi rm.

M

$2.75 An Hour
4,00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.
(hours flexible)
5 Days Mon. thru Fri.

mess Liberal comp.,

JANITOR

LOCAL RADIO
STATION

253.6600

poorturily for real advancement.

1

824-3136

SALES TRAINEE
ern

0

Algonquin Junior High School
00 7,30 PM, Monday, March 16, 1970
APPLICATIONS AVAIIABI5 AT:

Part Time

manufacturing and sales mots.,

.orb coo tivo roar. free
IVY, INA Mines Des Ploises.

LADY PARKER

Neat and modem working conditions.

s

Age 21 Through 34
Able ra Pass Ehysicat. dd. ormIChrwooer insestraartss
EXAMINATIONS WILL BE HELD AT:

oitoolopporionnomPhOr:

299-4446

of Arlington Heights

SECRETARY

&

o

t

1

Groot wages and benetits.

PART TIME

JANITOR

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS:

tering pla. 4 bows per day.
5 dor per we...

394.5100

tc;:hron'l:'1
EMPLOYMENT
so.

jobs with friendly people.

no ro., ^

Family Major Medical NospliolleolionPbn

1607 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Illinois

tiny 'nook Including Sneed,

Sargent Welch Scientific

Sdurnorni omen...

CHEF

Couconniot come

x 20 inch sign will atteact
attention to your sale and bring you

t

426-4851

JANITORS

15

Typ

Start a long career welt Signode.

ZOSUREK

Cu9114

MEM'

Coll Bob Van

.5

Carpentenville

1412 Miner Street

meniolly retorded, etno

IVY,

400 Maple St.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

CALL OR V4S17

&Urn

,

0)11 IARS.CORtfat
2554900

MODEL AGENCY
BIG PAY! NOSTENO

$125 WEEK

PENNWALT CORP.

CITY OF DES PLAINES

1.4wolsy S rnal Se.. 8 E.
394.5660
PAWSWERECSUPERVISOR

BUSINESS MESS'
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

DRAFTSMAN

T AXEL

RECEPTION

CLERK TYPIST

fills McCanna Div.

POLICE OFFICERS

APPLY PERSONNEL DEM

03114711.753O

r

(limit

'o=i7e1'.11;14=

:TI:etnorli=mentaanolin

23-Emplopeent Agenciesgen

raise& AND YOUR
W

1

CHECK FILING

The Bank 8, Trust Co
DES PLAINES

.FIREFIGHTERS

re

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERKTYPIST ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK

FULL TIME

-

BOYS 12 to 16

DOMESTIC WORK WANTED

or drive -way.

extra customers

Initial

.t.

CAREER SPEGIAUSTS

EARN $10,750AFTER 36MONTHS

SATURDAYS A SUNOXYS, Rel

M

This

neld.

R1TZENTHALER BUS LINES

moors,

CALL 299,3191

359-3,15.2

A cheeeging °PP.., in

.

challenging

WAITRESS

259-0222
office,

ii

really not that difficult, just ask ony one of the
50 girls MP &Ng for us. Locul motes available.
paid !raining.

FULL OR PART
TIME.

Otrry

i001 6 CUTTER 0011.11:411

SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

BELLA INN.

u:ttotoliera. torn.

Vswaiio., nolidnyzana Ski LOME

my home

NO DEGREE

sign

1441elp Welted Men

tion in mr physical MeroPY de.

$600 TO $700

LOCATE your sale to motorists and
passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"

K mart

PHYSICAL
THERAPY
TRAINEE
Sem., full lime day Posii

Will do babysining

Jury

O. OAKTON ST.

Moving to Wookoaon during
IWO

WS to 6475
Beautiful

Lbs. Slocev

25,0628

munities and reach more than 200,000

CHERRY ELECTRICAL
PRODUCT, CORP.

RECEPTIONIST

$550 mo.

0411,, Itorint. eh. Soy

101.00

394.5660

CALL Om CM BILL

Rao Rorlads

Mania

Fornily

RECEPTION

Sat SA FA tillNean

ond Rotors machining utino

SonlarlryRidialatad loom.
No tkapiralftalion
Apply in Person lo MRS. ALKE

1650 Old Deerfield Rd.

TAXING ORDERS NOW FOR

Nada, Plan

537.0060

GENERIO.OFROWORK

MODS. COMPLETE TRAINING

NOW INTERVIEWING

HOSPITAL

392-9300

LIBRARY

Heiden. we:

Insurance

tesm et Aboonco

031-2100

PARKER

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban com-

travel.

or Call

toys,

your sale with a DAY

2533

Porios ond dovewale,

SPRING SPRAYING.

ANNOUNCE

m.ely 20,6

His ode. sus I, In

TOOL ROOM

b.

301.203a

SHOW ROOM

and 10 pad

Mt Pr spec

pit.

PART TIME

bramble jobi SPEE*11,11496

Son

required.

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT

SERVICE

PANDHURSSCENTES

a pod knowledge of It:wormed
c mon spurns solo&
33 'Fe Pot
and a 10, Bonous for 2nd sh

Typing

ST. ALEXIUS

LAB TECHNICIAN A

DallyISSAIN ra4 isPfA

Mums. nod*. Disaltil

Good starting so., phn. fiber.

AIRLINES HIRING
TRAINEES

s

Rota
Pension Nan
Omperesenweirl System

Poid

sur, uss YOU'LL

411

.yrch7A13''Enorl

SCIR 21..RONIC1201 ideal Graduates

Paid Vacation
Pold Nolidoys include beer Birthday
ttaa111.Aceldentol neon) 6 Dismember...Also r

COORDINATOR

fres

rype

Iribln."'.

Phone: 392-2700

0. lune lot and 2nd ondi P00111008

- - COA=FAIZOYEE=S:

Train.

chase orders. Also some

assoc.

.

SALES

oIfice

holmes&

PART TIME DAY JANITOR

PLANT

their

n' ro'in9.17otsi'df

ANALYSTS

59,9690

Toshiering experience r,,41

pock.

EMPLOYMENT

WHEELING FIRM
Needs experienced person to handle inventory

ledger and

'''S'SVSE'P'gre

FULL TIME NIGHT JANITOR

394.4140

MACHINE

! a phases al

Substan9S

',Oahe coma. PreIer

1.-h

SOME TRAVEL

SERVICE CENTER

ASSISTANT MEN'S WEAR MGR.,

3620 Ed

SECY-5650

W. T. GRANT

an EgunlOpooriu.y En,ii2ov.

APPLY

031

iolrizoraiors. Orono..

APPLY

bone, it

Top

office,

business

snedoo fornSurr.

OFFICE TRAINEE

end:weer...nem

,,,ornon nnor es.cl
challenging ParillaE1E..

1

824-3136

Ricoslo.trathers.dryorS.

560016/. Roosevelt VI.
Chicago, III.

I

Face.. opporturrIlY ,nr

ex

'f'r=i',1t7;721.

SECRETARY

1

PAS126,7161
Ken balSOn & Associates

0000.01 1:000 andOor

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

Palatine Frame
and Moulding

LIKE SICUSESS
SAW/ CONTEST RESULTS

CITY OF DES PLAINES

.Sesellsolasnortungsfor
lappet., lob security and
rorno0an to ton'!"

054-4652

.

dl.,: r.... -' re!

CASHIER

Mternum 6 mo

s.Agrfm,

Plano.

saIes Po....

Con worls

11:

Ztrg

Parker 20/1 WO In giant Per
Cie
sannel 1511 Brno Rd

54.50 to Start

10

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

auki soles pooPlo.

Piss Pomils alsefross Mr Wel& Mora. MerlIcal

34.71 pee how. Dao. sIllft opening.

yuccalon ond Notelet,

S write
!len°
mum mot oak
rysy suo:
sm. co, lean Porker, 2,0.5240.

"

""r

TD'er:OlneCni7

Vuran. Center OP..

REAL ESTATE

PiPleel

rude:e.o.m./Mee

en complon oantpla coos. Own ie., tenon., Stoning tn.

r2.5=11=Imer=
Poiq

COUR X.,01.

APPLIANCE
SERVICE MEN.

$550 TO 5600

Go.

firms

urban

26-11elp Wanted Homan

26 Hell gated 0oreen

HOUSEKEEPERS

RECEPTIONIST

CIVIL ENGINEERS I AND II
carserchnseremswerestirmonwonel esponeeler,

INSPECTOR ANALYST

"Vg4=1"

SWBD RECEPT

HELP WANTED MALE

helpful

26-Relp Was1e5Wonse

25 -Employment Agenas Women

1

EXEC SECY $600

NURSING CENTER

392.19300

overeme. AS hours pooranieed.

Private !wren.. on flute, ohoe
or piano. Will teach jou, clani.
cal or papular music. Call be-

SALE

around componion to elderly

La Salle Personnel

AAA 1 Hearing AM Repair Ser

DAD lake your

RITZENTHALER BUS

22 Employment Ageme1 km

IF Employment kenos Women

11,e

..Ed

THE BANK
6 TRUST CO.
OF ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

Just ReeredbLivIng Alone?

.. AND MORE. CALL NOW

14 -Personals

mon,.,,n, obi*

--- -

1 24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

2RRIIpWOIIESSTI

CUSTODIAN AND
MAINTENANCE

TOW TRUCK OPERATOR

%.P.rzr
S. George. E. Meburn, Mt. Pros.

I

FULL TIME

LIGHT MECHANICAL

case weh keys lost

p... 25,1397

24EslfWa,IOEMIn

24 lielp &Median

Also Available

GENERAL OFFICE

we have 0, ep,,, ,er
I f ice

&Ales,

0

a

Responsibilities

consist of lolleng, filing, flaw.
wotk, and lighl correspond

me. Mu.... good typing
41. also. Pleasant working
ondeions in
small °Ike

CLERKS
2004 Diner St.

DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

d

wiIh
cmgmictIolmosPh..
You'll do some typIng, phone
clerical tasks. Excellent boneles. Hours are 9.5. ree.
Miss Paige
In ArlingEon Neigh&
2940300
9 S. Due.

FACTORY HELP,

04 5.051,10 Apply in person
r call ,1395500

'

LIGHT PACKAGING.

GOOD STARTING P.M
CO. PAIDHOSPITAL13ATION.

CENTEL.
SYSTEM

SERVICE PLASTICS

-

BENEFIT&

Protopok Eng. Corp.
fib Grove Village

956-1730.

1050 ostouhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village

central telephone company of Ellnala

Wednesday March 4 1970
Wednesday, March 4, 1970
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WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

'RN'S - AIDES
HOUSEKEEPERS

-

.

Full Time or Port Jirrie

w..

wo

""'""
,Aw

"

eg,..Conspel

IN PERSON

APP

emont Solory
e

'

.

mocedr. MAW
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wills MA
.. tolemon

BARRETT-

. 395,150 N orronjo on intervew.

COMRESS, Inc.

NotJust A
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11rancheffires8 Fledionol
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MN... 149 NPNO
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...do...WO. rospon
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2711ele PientedMen &-Wumen

'

SYT:, P41;1054

;.

...

APPLY.

9 inclodov

YMENT

'

IIIHRIFYILIF

Major Medical

FEMALE

5964690

-

Paid Training

Pcirl Time

6:300:30 a.m.

and felloweboOk. Mie

=7,7. ...--,..,...

P.M. ROUTES

[Amnions

redoes ...noosed a.ep.

.

enr. Mai. hours - 20 io 30

.

-

-.

TO CithinetWjrars

ITT

Algonquin & meeme,e,
Rds. Schaumburg

Commercial

Residential

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

-

I

47-ileme Fornishegsfurniture
BUY DIRECT NAME BRANDS

PM Oor NAN

twl Fe.

School Bus; inc.-

....h.,

300 S-Bsse Rd.

..439-8500

ITS )

,,

AND THE

,.

.

AnInnol OP.., ,,,,,,,

ARLINGTON HT S. 11,
C29-092.9

..

illf

359A800.

,

a Order Typist
'--Accounts Receivable Boolckeeper
... Credit Clerk
. General -Office Clerk- :.

I,

.

-

.

CLERKS

'

tontrai Mr. Franzen
296-1142 .

'

.

i

-

ii -LYNN -DAVIS

You *mild be capable of both Alpha -ahil.Nu.'

901 E. Prespect Ave.,'Mt. Prospect, 01.-..

-

.

.

.

-

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

...

ior

s

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

....,,...,.

, 90 Local or

'Major

'

COME LN AND REGI*Ek

.Eicir /Noce IMarn1000n

' Conditions,
Medical Insuiance

Man

:

freezer. Gun

..

.... -

.

.

i,CIILLIGAN,
INC.
.

.

272-1000

(6.1!

.
.

,

-67.1657 S. Shirmer Rood
.
Northbrook 111.
-Yr: cool oveeilieRiemplOw
--

White Collar Gifis

er' e, ,r!o°nr.oe.`,..
392-5230 .

'

'
-'

,,,,,,ENT, FR0.1190 To.,,,,,

-

-

'

.

Apply Monday Friday, BAH 3 PM
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NOW trti DISPLAY

9-SfeitsDis
'67 Kormann Ghia; block coupe,
allc,

cond9ion $7=7, offer.

psalm

964

or best offer CI 5,0828
Shelby GT /600" KR 66 6 716.
in

heated

rod

100% GUARANTEE FOR 30 DAYS
ON AIL GOODWILL USED CARS.

[poetic tonaiion

cl.

:scans
14M,

,s.., ws,,ws Power

onallonleff ff. mt...

oot

many RD ro.,merea mm dock. Nemr Title,

.....k
4 door Sedan. AO... power steering and

'67 OLDS

$3895

R5,4773

1260D.C15.0,928

...4295A

$1795

DATSUN

$1295

'68 IMPALA

1965 MUSTANG

iorm,.^.

a1.A ervnD
ea.

$995

'68 CHEVY CAPRICE

1966 MERCEDES 200 "Ir

gorgundy wiM Lea.. Um,
DA

air. power stosasa

otod

$1695
et/. ,r.k.

$495

1960 VOLKSWAGEN

136 W. NORTHWEST HWY. BARRINGTON, ILL
OPEN TO 9 P.M. DAILY
381-6663

1967 FORD FAIR1ANE 500

[y ,/[e.

""'"''''''w".r'ee"' $1395

so

a/362A

RED AND GOLD SALAD BOWL

$995
'66 GRAN SPORT

2 cups diced unpeeled red apples
3 yellow apples, sliced then

$1095

1/2

529-7070

BENSENVILLE, ILL.

Roselle, Illinois

595-0250

CLOSED SUNDAYS

Open Doily 9-9; SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

an..

.18

arately Makes 6 servings
For cream dressing Combine 35
1/2 pounds shrimp, cooked and

1

Cream dressing

cup each mayonnaise and dairy
sour cream Fold in 2 tablespoons
cut chives
servings

Makes

6

generous

ucts ne low

in fat

Cod Provencal is the choice of

do Bureau of Commercial
Polon, fora quick Tur ream
Ouch moire.. only 15 61111

18 tO cook

An oen faster Nestor, an
Prepare combines colarild red
Ind tolden apples with shrimp
and cheese trimmed with Ito
Nun, lettuce When to as

preferred coml.. the apples

sob Ion tar pm %NM/
naiad

Another Book sell

IS

IrtAtd Hndcloa n In Mosses
ohich sces frozen fillets Elm
mend in mushrooms and on
106% Brsad crumbs gives thst

Awe 90 amount feature at
w4IIst a Wry ont.

555 Irving Park Road

125 W. GRAND AT YORK

381-6000

505 W. Northwest Hwy.

process American greens Serve Cream Dressing sep-

devemed
1/2 cup French dressing
Salad greens

RCP,

'59 BUICK

pound

Combine first 5 ingredients, toss
until other ingredients are coated
with French dressing Drain oft
surplus dressing Arrange on salad

cheese, cut in % inch cubes

DICK WICKSTROM

$100

BENDER-RIEGER
, ILLINOIS
BARRI

SALES & SERVICE

A bowl of goodies;
shrimp, cheese, apples

$895

in;,::Tatte'.,rtr.=

'66 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE

/

and that many fishery prod

1965 IMPALA SS

$1250

easily digested

protein vitamins and minerals

$2195
2 door or.., 4 speed trans. like new.

seafood, canton

high quality

$1395

'69 TOYOTA

$1495

know that

1967 IMPALA

ready to Go poo! /

BARRINGTON

not fastinh

JUNBELIEVABLEHK_

$175

NEW !WICKS

$195

the proper manner is Saws

Seafoods AIT .ke Wont.
for .Joecounter.. Tor they

aoa wagon. 6 moornaft pow. off

178

1968 RAMBLER AMERICAN

MOTOR SALES

the proper seafood prepared tr,

yl, 4,,,,,,,,

brakes. Radio heoten Nice at

useful menu nem, It is not to
much a matter of dental a, of
discovery As a matter of fact

$2775

'62 CHEVROLET

1963 VOLKSWAGEN

To many people the advent
of Lent iS a reminder that sea
food and fish are execedaoly

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

.'.

$2695

$2195

Not many around Me this.

(Day Food Editor)

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

se. ood roo, ostra. Inaano a

ide Om.

oyafftlo

Power tree., Rack, Hearer, MN.*

200D CC
SPORTS CAR

'

poWer brakes. Very chat wry reason...

1969 VOLKSWAGON

SEE THE COMPLETE LINE AT

hw. Kny.

eno

By Nora Naughton

EXEC CARS ;-

296-61 27
Des names

$1900

.60 I.:4pb.Culck

low mhos. .,

,

at . 1.1M Car Mae In Sup, Mad.

1968 CORVETTE 427 2 TOPS

PRunner.

DEMOS - FACTORY

rs'

No,

UST SU-- MORA/ERA)

'68 ELECTRA

'69 ELECTRAS

All Mm Rweluoni Wing Our Itemacialing

P/S S600.724,8577
Fully equip
909 Rood

'411:O:'

Heart of the.
$CUDDER
Western
BUICK Suburbs
$AVE

m,leoge, 529,2367

Mant sell. 394.11,19. Siee.

P"

'63 Ford Gala. 560,6 auk,..

894,92

70. 9481

"PIE BOSS"

3495.

131g 6, auto.

ASK FOR KEN

extras, 641,3684 or 299-6465

Ptow.39,111/8, Steve.
an

AIER

a lenten discovery

Believing
DICK WICKSTROM

'As Ch., portal von,

y ShadIng
Lacing
Panel PaInting
Webbing
Candy..
Fogging
64,61Flokin6

PRICES...4600
OLDS.

figs.

radio.

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

AMBASSADORS

r.1325,61111 7.12PM

lush

top, eas same'

253-8811 off CAR

BONLISMOTORS 1966127

"2".""7"'",r7.2,'1"-

Motor needs

Seeing Is

ca

Ur., Cordova tap, excel. cond.,

Va, - auto. Don, PA,

ea oo

h.5113 a(0,5

WE SPECIALIZE
.141AUTT MO CARS

968 Pontiac 'Tem.. Cuff..

FOR CLEAN USED CARS

994571

Camper Special 1969 Travelalff

Kept

Icror fair shape
Coll after 7PM 9561490.

Best offer.

286-4000

WE PAY TOP SO

e 4,61,,der.

1;s0terp,76ry ett'ol AA/cond.

PalnY ek.NKE91995.

...non, like new

air, IffS,

excet

customized
196,I,
CADILLAC,
vinyl °We roar, coot.
75

'66 Chevy Impala 441. HI, lap

RIK
and. 9430.
stk.

Air 4

with power take off ma tan

10244to Titian Mims

17 mop old.

f.xcep. A.1

tyai Fo,c,'

7.;

PICK..

..1513
'69 V. ton
TRUCKS, like new.

dr.

1

67 Chevelle SS 396. 4 sp. trar,

eras. sin 0.r best ox. ]sn4su

sac.. 2964.

9 VW. lops

tostomized

11AM aft. 81,6 7es7,2180 low mi.

102-Titickstraten

cyl.

Call 827,0692

359.6990

.6

leP11050. 350.0399

1124stossales for Sall

Exc.

Faldane.

03

'69 Mell Roadster. Radio. Wood.

'raw...".

.65 Olds Luxury Sedan. I.dr

mu/ f ler,

1965 Plymouth fury III. 4 dr.,
auto. Power steering, S65D Coll

Png.
100.
M. WO
392,a316

'69 Buick SSD

QUALINEDMOTHER.
314.467,6630
-

condfflon. Coll after3 PM best,
aff et 25.3807

7,11.9.4187

MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN
IN MY HOME BY
ARDE

player. Coll oft 6

14404 2 2750,255.1126

Ottarantnt,

654tVg0SchittORICao

White. 283..

work.

tomleing and molding.

CI 5-6169
.

,3 chew Belt,

$600,

cond

The Boss
Says,

bo hydrom ottc trans

Ilke nem, fires

auto trans

r.7.r."°'

N.

Dffellent cond.765-8ry p1

Sprint. low mg.. Call 439.60

Gammen Model E Organ of

Magnus Electronic chord organ
Model 94500 Bike newl.Original
$449.Scrifice

hdrop, comp facto

Davidson

Ha

equIpped

9 Comoro OS196 3O0 h p Tor

MS FORDsedan 6 oft

PONTIAC .63 gonnevIlle

1968 Ch./plot Caprice 2 dr

1966 Kormann Ohm Excellent

112-Alitomodlas for Sale

111Mlamobils For Sale

1124s7motieSfer sal

112-kkactiel fat Sae

IlMatimilesfor Soh

A salad should be lovely to look at, crisp and
delicious to eat A Red and Gold Salad Bowl fits
this description using either shrimp or substitut
ing tuna for a Waldorf twist

REMEMBER YOU SAW IT HERE IN THE DAY AUTO SECTION

Or try tuna
with the apples

r, Zit .;-7 r

T PS hi Selling!

'."-7

1

TUNA WALDORF SALAD

TOPS in Saving!
TOPS in Service!

2 cans (6 1/2 or 7 ounces each) tuna
1 cup diced apples
% cup chopped celery
1/4 cup chopped nutmeats

.

It's a fact! Sales have lumped 226%* and 1969 was the
TOP year of the sixties for Buick in Chicagolandl Buick
continues to he the number one TOP log seller in this
biggest market area - eastern Iowa, northern Illinois
and northwestern Indiana! And we will make you the

!As

% cup mayonnaise or salad dressing
Lettuce
Drain tuna Break into large

is

pieces Combine all ingredients exlettuce
Serves 6

Serve

ceps

on

lettuce

Atlanbc Cod is particularly good for ShmmuM
because of its lean, firm flesh and delicate Flavor
that adopts easily to many preparation methods

TOPmost money -saving deal!

IMMEDIATE'DEUVERYI
WHILE THEY LAST

'hiene Inbons,Sunday,Fsbroory 22 1970(P 2 Section SA)

Opel AND
If/

TOP Used Car Deals of the week!

.

UICK ON RAND!"

2 door hardtop, facto air condi... Yon
custom interior, ebonyblock exterior wt. black

1969 BUICK ELECTRA
or hoidtop, factory olr [ono... *al,
Power ...T., nos... windows, Due 04.42 M. $4195
black vintd.P.

'HOD

ttIrr/p4c,::::,:tssion,

'41 9595

$AVING$

640 V.8,101011,

1969 BUICK LE SABRE
4 door hardtop, fociPry air coma..., meo.
mac transmission, powor amine. P64."
regular gap custom Inleidaterl. $3795
rot

1967 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

1968 BUICK ELECTRA-

L'.172,7tV.7,=.°1;"'"'"'"°'

P1:11 ""r

rake,

6. sggs

"0" $1695

mmalli

:1295

9,1:ZOt brakes, pevAr blm 6i1M,

COD PROVENCAL

$795

m.

1h aa,4dnyuop.

$ugs

$1695

1966 CHEVELLE
02.0 0.40, otoommis mama*. newer

1965 PONTIAC hE MANS
door sedan, V, cutornadcfromnhelon, pow.

hm'n$1095

'11.4i:o:ZZ.."1"'"'"'"'""*a. 9095

41,.$2495

1968 BMOC LE SABRE

1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon basil

1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
Vs teaspoon pepper
2 tablespoons chopped olives

Cook onion and fish in butter in a

runs on regolorburgundy finish wt. Mock $2295
curomIntedar,

door sedan, roc, air condition.. 6 way

10 -inch fry pan for 5 minutes, turning once. Sprinkle fish`with seasonings. Add tomatoes.

OPEL

BUICK

1967 BUICK ELECTRA

cynom

2 tablespoons butter or margarine

matoes and cut into 1/2 -inch pieces.

steerIng, power brakes, factory

powor soot pow.. windows, tat steasise
bloti Mi9
crulm control, slime 1.1.

1 can (16 ounces) tomatoes
54 cup chopped onion

Thaw frozen fillets. Skin fillets
and cut into 6 portions. Drain to-

4 door hardtop, automatic trons.110. pOwer

Mt. ProsPect

sgggg

I First in Savings

801-EAST_RANDJIOAD_* 390200

fintkbab

BAKED HADDOCK A LA MARITIMES

Thaw frozen fillets. Skin fillets
and cut into serving -size portions.
Place

2 pounds cad fillets or other fish
fillets, fresh or frozen

1966 BUICK ELECTRA.

door, esctory air conditioning,...^.

.

.,°,,,:Z7:=,°.V.,,:=1;;Mrs''

'4" "' 9295

1966 GALAXIE
4 door s.doo, soo.atis tr..... P.m,

.1967 01,05MOBILE "88"

o

automatic transmits., P4we,

"we'eoa::`IeteP;' $1795
4 door Fora. foctory air conditioning, cup/

blue

inish, man y econornIcal mile s left.

makes..on

its

1967 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER

1966 MUSTANG
2 door

FANTASTIC

Sport

NNIlCN

1967 CHEVY CAMARO
1970 BUICK ELECTRA

1966 PONTIAC LE MANS

1967 BUICK WAGON'

1967 BUICK LE SABRE

Quick fixdish
in 15 minutes

Tomatoes are accent
for baked haddock

'Cover and simmer 5 to 10 minutes longer or until fish flake easily
When tested with a fork, Sprinkle
with olives. Makes 6 servings.
Approximately 145 calories per
serving.

2 pounds haddock fillets or other
fish fillets, fresh or frozen
2 cans (4 ounces each) sliced
mushrooms, drained
1/4 cup chopped onion
1/4 cup melted fat or oil
1/2 cup chopped parsley
1 egg, beaten
1 tablespoon lemon juice
Y. teaspoon salt

1 cup soft bread cruinbs
6 slices tomato
1/4 teaspoon salt

Dash pepper
Y6 cup grated cheese

in

a

single

layer

in

a

well -greased baking dish, 12 by 8
by 2 inches. Cook mushrooms and
onion in fat until tender; add parsley. Combine egg, lemon juice, and
salt. Brush fish with egg mixture.

Top with crumbs. Arrange tomatoes over crumbs; sprinkle with
salt and pepper. Spread mushroom
mixture over tomatoes. Sprinkle
with cheese.
Bake in a moderate oven, 350 de-

grees for 35 to 40 minutes of until
fish flakes easily when tested with a
fork. Series 6.

Delicious red slkes of tomato accent baked
Haddock a la Maritimes, hardly a dish that looks
like it is made with frozen fillets.

/rya,.

Wetbusflay. March

THE DAY

Page

4,

1978

Brussels sprouts
complement royally
Tha warm glow of can!.
light, soft background nolo,
bubbly champagne and an ele

pint dinner menu set the per

feet mood for celebrating a
'owlet occasion or entertain.
Mg special guests

But as spacial

the occa

aloft may be, you need not
spend long hour. in the hitch
en In fact, if you're a busy ea
rear gal, you can prepare this
meal after work and atilt have

time to pamper yourself To
days modem limner ready
food§ make this miracle pus
sible
An easy way to impress your

guests with your culinary obit
lty le to serve familiar foods in

an unwind manner Brunie
Sprouts Royale la pleauntly
attractive
flavor surprise
"Elite" little cabbage., cook
ed Ina rich butter saute, are

Bake the sunshine in a spring basket of cookies
With new flower nuts playing a leading flavor role.

At the rear of the basket are Pineapple Sticky
Buns, In the foreground, Swedish Nut Squares,

tossed with freak green grapes,

slivered elmonda and a bit of
swame wine to make an ex
citing company dish The baby

Bean fruit dessert will put the
perfect finale on your meal

ALE
1

Smiled. aprons from. In but
tee sane that Ohm.

1/2 am mediae pan papa

Sabin/eon. mutate wine

preparation simple, serve gold
en carrot nuggets in butter
BAIICei Chicken Kiev and rice

Bring water to a second boil,
verdi The rice verdi in tender continue cooking 18 minutes
long grain 1100 sparked with Do not cover pan
Penally open pouch end
bell pepper. and parsley Both
the carrot nugget. In butter drain butter sauce Into a small
saucepan Add grapes Cook
mum and rice Verdi coma fro
only enough to heat through
nen in convenient cooking
pouches so you'll want to pre.
ple.rth.ernthinethnertmzs.000ntils

eliminating two extra pane A

heat, add eau

Remove

and
wanitdh

roes

Yields two to three serving

,.,....111111111h11,

MANY MARKETS SELL ROUND STEAK
It doesn't have to be a special occasion to serve Brussels Sprouts Royale,
those elite little cabbages, particularly when they come frozen and In a
flavontight cooking pouch

eagle
DISCOUNT HUPPHIMAILHETS

nuts.

Until recently. these nuts with a distinctive and delicate flavor.
ware not widely available. Now the "new 111.11" is here in abun.

in..Vour fledgling baker can cony turn out "Pineapple Sticky
Buns." canned buttermilk biscuits crowned with a nutty sweet

Tumblers
BY ANCHOR HOCKING
I
.0C SUE - AVOCADO

HAcnve caress

C

"g

cookie*.

20" Begging
Easter Bunny

PINEAPPLE STICKY BUNS
01 cup drained crushed pineapple

.,N cup butler, softened
45
,4 cup ffrinlypaned brown sugar

!I.

'ZITZ'o

I can (9, ounces) refrigerated buttermilk biscuits

SWEDISH NUT SQUARES
1/2 cup butter
m oop gramd.ted sHHAF

"

Pad -Cover Set
,tL

STANDARD

sifted all-purpose flour
I teaspoon baking powder

2c

1/2 teaspoon salt

Deodorant
deal

2 en whites, stiffly beaten
t cup finely packed brown sugar
i cup salted, toasted sunflower nua

Lustre Creme
Shampoo

000h25#

5".1

In heavy saucepan. ado en white. brain, any end outs
Heat gently rico or them minutes, stirring °comedy. Add remaining vanilla; spread an dough. Bake et 350 degrees for 25
minutes. Cool slightly and cut into squares. Make. 24.

ETV
RIME
,

MI

Remo) Sky
Command Kite

octetsaw

22" Rotary
Power Mower

i egg

7 Cup Ceramic
Tea Pot
,1.7,>r<up.

15 teaspoon salt

3 cups corn flake, crashed
1/2 cup salted, roasted sunflower nub

- AUTOMATIC CHOKE - 0" WHEELS

-

FOLD DOwN HANDLE

$499

Cream butter and sugar until light and fluffy. Beat in eggs and

vanilla. Blend in sifted dry ingredients and corn flan crumbs.
WRKTKIDS hi cup crumbs. Stir in sunflower nMs. Chill dough
thoroughly..Shape doughlate.one-inch balls..
.

Roll in remaining cnimbs to coat mealy. Plea two inch.
ungreased cookie neat. Bake et 375 degrees for 12
minks or ono! Itghtly browned

port

ORANGE OATMEAL COOKIES
Icup buffer
cup firmly packed light brown sugar
I egg
I tablc.poon grated orange peel
2 tablespoons orangejuice
I cup aikpurpose flour
1,5 teaspoon soda
1/2 teaspoon salt

to quIdocooldng oat.

.5 cup wes,
al

raisins
45 cup salted, restated sunflower nuts

ram butter end sugar until light and fluffy Beat in egg
t.Ja I tuN... U, ndln stfted dr, s, edients Stir In oats

.Polowode8r

Playtex

Prestone

Nandsaver
Gloves

Jet Wax Liquid

ZZZITL

Listerine
Antiseptic

$148

jEy wAy
gppanWIPE IT

Station
Wagon Pad

E

TIM Al%

MO Household Plastics
HEAVY DUTY LINEAR PLASTIC

IN DECORATOR COLORS

1.0.1 Nose WITH VINYL

UMW PAIL WAVE BASKET

COVER - ELECTRONICALLY

14,4111N AND GIMES

'WOO SCAMS

$377

C

If Takes A Lot Of Happy Customers To Make Us No. 1

LP

EDAM iliDA INSPECTED

Round

NDED BF

D A INSPECTED

SD A INSIECTFO

FR

Ground
Beef

Standing

"!'"--.

Rib Roast

I LS

r

89`

Ground Beef

It JO

Y

LV

R,

i.

Eagles

OW

I

ESHER

Grade A

00,

57'

T -Bone

A IN5IECIED

'"$1.4

1W:4 Round

Steak

MeatAll Wieners;;. 69'

iiiileaVieners

Top. Round Steak IL^, sl"

Round Steak

yg, Beef Short Ribs vo4..039' Co

Ground Beef

99' Link Sausage

Rolled lleerie; si:,1100 Sliced Bacon

79
,7: 48'

SelfBasting

w

e' 89` SparelRibs

GRADE A
,,0,s
2 7V Stewing Hens

88' Bacon

$01

84'

Cuts

°:: 39` Bologna
n,

Pot Roast

To

a'"74`

Turkey

49'

,,,

Le

ea

0490

1300 Grade A Turkeys I. 3V
DONDEDHEfINSPECTED

PLMSYSAY

Sirloin
Steak

raerLa,

ks

djiY Fryers

Pork

Chops

g$
Beverages
Instant Coffee
Hill s Bros Coffee

Bakery Products

.slur White Bread
sl" Coffee Cake

Nails gOsloffee
Apple Juice

,a

65

Bri110

6.428
bit

49'

I

011,11ft

otatoes

Saltine Crackers

.

bog
SIZE

FRESH SELECTED QUALITY

A

'

34' Large

Broccoli

22° Green Peas

Cat Food

14'

,,,, 56'

adyle7Bulier7RY7'

ii;a1;;"'"'"'"

itistic Wrap

V.' 40'

El IN Chips

49'

Brach's

slat.

BRACH'S - EASTER

C 1ARIAIN

la

',!,`;

l'iaYarlaii;--M 82'

feekream

."ttt

COLORED OR SIti

Bathroom
Tissue

,

Min PkV

Neyguy

Velveeta

SUM OR HALVES

Orange juice

Check & Compare

ff1,KE

12...

1E

IMMO

We Discount Everything
Quality,
Courtesy And Service!

iia;g4iii-7-.'=

31'

lifeeTitew

59'

24 38' Tomato Paste

28'

46' Evaporated

18'

88'.

Dressing

ieieiali;577T77.07igr. Margarine

1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER PARK

Macaroni

American Cheese'Z. 39" Ii;e"ellwifckles 17 43' Lady Lee Tuna
t.

'=

int

IBUTte;ChipS

39° Wench Dressing 't,7- 53' Iiiiid"e"Tis. Corn

Cream Pie Filling

48' IEngle Salt

STORE HOURS Mon - Wed 9 A M

Sot 9AMEs PM Son 10 AM -Spin

ewe

11.

cm /Thurs F. 9

M -9 P M

SToRES NORMAL, OFEH

Anion
PreSoak

osavs-

Duality, Courtesy And Service!

Ajax

Detergent

e

ItTAK6-11-LOTI1F-HAPPOUSTOMERS-TO MAKE 4110,1

a

efr

21'

Health & Beauty Aids
Crest Toothpaste °;t: 78'
ANTISEPTIC

Vel
Liquid

25'

-

IN KA. SYRUP YELLOW CLING

Lady Lee Peaches',...' 28`

Be Macaroni Dinner' X,'! 20'

Birds:Eye:E"r"""°"" Biscuitsnaamrm
Puddings r,K,

Whole Yams

420

38`

10'

Tomato Soup

Kraft

ti

gg

Potato

37'

,n, 64"

Margarine

ow. er9n,
or Ma de Hem, Hoo. Menem

24'

Mellocreme Pets

Dairy Products

KeyBuy
ITIOS SOM. woillfeOf

Golden
Bananas

7,7 30'

30_
e:7,7' 33'

.IiIL;;;COOkies74!' 42'

Frozen Foods

qi

Paper Towels

Russet

Grahams

Jelly

ITE

Bathroom Tissue

1118;1 Grahams :4!. 42'

EMMY

9c

Bread

N RTHERN GROWN

290

%ftecoa!

Candy And Cookies

NO. 1

0,41111

Bird Eggs

Rye

wt. 22'

u.s.

OUDOT,' -

Sauce

HAWES, D

Why Pay More

Apple

KeyRuy

tv 250

Wheat
Bread

29'

Vicks Vaporub A40
Anacin Tablets:MP
Dristan Tablets 1188

id sunflower nug,

1-110P by tomPonfuls two inches apart on lightly greased
We sheet Bake at .50 degrees for 15 to IS minutes or until
golden Remove to wire rack Cool Makes three and a half doZ

11=311

Vidc::1

'0.7 Ad

EASY AS 1-2-3 AT EAGLE!

Steak

ioInso''n'IsIaVoe,::: 17'

Vicks NyQuil

Mr -

0

everyday
A AA

SMART SHOPPING IS

C

NIGHT TIME COLDS MEDICINE

.ern

tempoon vanilin
2 cup sifted all-purpose flour

Vitamins

- FOLDING

SUNFLOWER CRISPS
cup butter
i cup sumo

Pals'

NYM.

Ironing Beard $aga

3

Smooch Stook

Maalox
Antacid
Liquid

0"168

fa.

Cam butter and granulated suer until light and fluffy. Beat
in ens. one an -time. Add dry ingredienta alternately with sour
Cram to awned mixture. Add 1 teaspoon vanilla. Spread in
incased are.

2 shops,.

HeefifeW fieEcTot:7°,'.43' 6111411m

FOR CHILDREN

Garbage Can pp i1721, TRI:'rf.P8
Massengill
Storage Chest 8801 Feminine
/EA/
LONG - BOARDS ADJUST FROM 23. TO 36-

Solver Tip Sank
Chicken Fry Stool
g,,e. Stank

108

C

)

STOR.ALL - HEAVY GAUGE PRINTED CARDBOARD

2 tablespoons dairy sour cream
1'l, teaspoons vanilla

I

`"FW Dial Spray

GAVANIZED TO PREVENT RUST - SNAP TGHTLD - 10 GALLON

eups
fla

Savoy

td, male.

guarantee
ea.re.,hxes2.1,06yealeod,..,.
you know exactly

BUT NO MATTER WHAT THEY
CALL IT,IT'S STILL ROUND STEAK

Colgate
Toothpaste

"72°

IDEAS FOR FLOWER OR SHRUB BORDER - 36" WHITE

Picket Fence

Pinwheel Sleek

o

PM

SIY6

880

138

Combine pineapple, butter. sugar, cinnamon and nuts. Spoon
into 10 greased muffin cups. Mace biscuits over mixture. Bake at
350 degrees for 20 minutes.
Let cool in pan five minutes; invert to remove from pan. Serve
inverted. Makes 19.

Teflon Ironing

m1,01

80

SI:111

Snvnlish Nut Squares, Orange Oatmeal Cookies and Sunflo.
wer Crsips all will add a measure of flavor excitement to your

1/2 cup ailed roasted sunflower
I teaspoon cinnamon

Aqua Net
Hair Spray

"-tIEFA

Tahiti

Running
Easter Bunny

Chip Sleek
Coronet Sleek
Hollywood Filet
London Broil

Impenal tired
mmute Stool

1

Roast

narur
1202.

Butterfly Week
iaor a .2 meek
Buns, Meek

RIEBYDAV

Homecenter

J

There's nothing new under the sunflower except sunflower

USUALLY AT A HIGHER PRICE
UNDEk
VARIETY OF FANCY NAMES SUCH AS

I

I

of cookies

STEAK, and like every cut of EAGLE
meat it's a better buy for
THREE GOOD REASONS!

I

Cookies

:nut

bone -out, BUT IT'S STILL A ROUND

1.1_1kW

al

Slip pouch of Brunel.
sprout. Into boiling water

.

top round, bottom round, bone -in or

1 to 2 lableapoone allvered

TO KEEP YOUR meal

Compare Eagle's Everyday Low Discount Prices!

dance for adding to sweets, casseroles, salads and snacks.
Por the cookie lover, home economists at Fisher Nut Co. have
developed n basketful of taste Reats with the sunshine baked right

And you'll find it cut the way you like it

.

10ffnmee package baby

flanked by Sunflower Crisps and Orange Oatmeal

Bake the sunshine
in a basketful

EAGLE calls a round steak a round steak!'

BRUSSELS SPROUTS ROY

Brunele wont. come frozen
In their own specially mason
ed butter sauce that cling.
and are in n flavor tight cook
In pouch so there la no mum
or to.. for the cook

1

2; Si"

ilia--seltzerJIi

L', 48'

"ifs; Breck

''..t 76'

Head8Shoulders °,;°,'

'1"

:.

slo.

Lt.

88.

AM.

Po'rioileiinb2r19

Gel

1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER-P.4RK

THE DAY
Wednesday, March 4.1970

age ft

°uer ter Pork Loin Sliced Into

::***

PORK CHOPS
WOICE
CHOICE
st.

:

FROM KROGER!

SIRLOIN

he finest-latest

09

t

in women's hose !

Lb.

ems swot

10.14 Lb. Avg. Wishhone

2.Legged 211reestee

Turkey

FRYERS

29

49C

Lh.39c
Center Cut

ilea

u,
Spicy Corn Fritters, served with cold cuts and
crispy chilled cucumber, celery and carrot sticks

makes a refreshingly thfferent meal, ideal for the
evening when son want something light and quick

Celebrate with a sardine
super -supper sandwich

Taste
plus
dividend

PANTY

°naiad and (Marin to serve
for your nest buffet' A budg
btAtcher perhaps' 4 laet
mmute somtthing to pull out

and

of your mind and off the pan
try shelf whoa there s no turn
to plan,
All this and morels wowed
The

more

A the

and the oast. with A hmh these

dewy fritters can be thrown

-

together for another

O

TEA_ better taste secret on the

frith, is the use of ',psalm
gives the dish an almost crone

kful comes the wonder
what
enalme them task so partmodar

I, good so different

Lk.

88c

Lb.

2 cups cream stile corn
2 egg laths, beaten
2 teaspoons cooking ad
1 cup Dour
1 tablespoon finely chopped
(mon
2 teaspoons Calla chopped

'n hose sets They're made longer, to stay

LL

put

with a special top to eliminate bulges
All made of Downyloft 100% nylon fiber that

N

in fashion right shades
only at Kroger
CHICKS

A

ChoiceS Tend erer

CUBE STEAK

Ground Round

.$119

Lb

99c

USDA

SDA

Choice ....... r
PORTERHOUSE GROUND CHUCK
OioiUc TenderAV

$l"

Lb

Lb

9

er

to

BOLOGNA

55c Lg 69c

89c

An

4197 DISCOUNT FOOD PRICES
SALAD SIZE

TOMATOES

sold

EE

KROGER BONUS BUYS
You May Purchase Both Items With a $7.50 P 'chase

,

PEPSI -COLA
I

Angostura

O

Iltt
III

ten ,alt and mop, MIX moll
Fold

whale

FRESH PICNIC

'

cu

2 egg whites shiny beaten
Combine .orn one yolks
RI flour onion and
and panic,
AddAmo,tura
bit

nt

Osmr mover

A PANTY PLUS 3 STOCKINGS

parsley

1/4 teaspoon pepper

59c

Lb

choice Tender,

69c

shapes itself to your body the first time
buy SMART
it's worn Be a smart chick

Ga

BEEF' LIVER

Sale Prices good thre Saturday March lth,
1970. Copyright 1970-The a oger Co
We reserve the right to limit quantities

I-

DAINTY CORN FRITTERS

tablespoon

ROSTON ROLL

only $1 SMART CHICK STOCKINGS are cus
tom designed for garterless girdles and panty

'

quality A othout being at all
tdentifiable With the first for

1

Fresh Meaty
PORK STEAK

U.S.D.A. Choice Tenderer

spare, Additional pairs for replacements are

balers as the spies

Wenn, agent The bitten

aromatic Inners
1 teaspoon nit

t

fit like panty hose
Look like panty hose
but they're better. So practical, tool Separate
panty comes with 3 stockings in the package
If you get a run in only one, replace it with the

Mk derknd for one flung

111.0111MIC

OAST
Lb.
RUMP ROAST

$

HOSE

up in one idea Spey Corn
Fritters

PORK CHOPS
Lb.

What bind of rood idea are
you looking for' Something

I -Y11 Oir4

STEAK

beaten egg what.,

post

16 -Oz.

Bottles

SAVE 33'

Drop le, spoonfuls onto hot
greased criddb or fro mg pen

Fry until lightly bravoed on
both ,ides Serve hot

COMPLETE

2.1akes

about 25 won Indus

Strawberries

0.440

.

WesM1Instoe Rod or

lad riii

at.6c

golden Delicious

Apples .

.

12

far

79c

FIWty

Ruffle Ferns

Poi 99` EATMORE STICK

MARGARINE

b

The Mame occquicentennial celebrated thin
soar Insprosidad mmirationfordllondsofnms

d unusual mop, utilizing t my Mane Sir
dines

Good old Postponed cornbread Ammo form

the bwc for In old tsboott with I non Me
M one esrdines gated cheese snd slices of bright

rd tomato, are the other ongAthents
sprit In
A wolf no supplying oalueibk
protein supply minerds Ind vitarnons whoa ev
know need, opecoall, during rho bold wager
months FAniliar on cold sandwich, many
people don t realize that the lottlb fish Ire equally

Land hot Thb sup, suppbr balk for broilum the

grated cheese and slices

of bright red tomato
piled on a heart warm

I

'

old-fashioned corn

chilled hoof broth old n lo,h1 Trail dessert mike
the me co nook.

A kw .an, of hlaine sardines on this pantry

convcnobat to stem and

r

a#6

area's

%6

SAVE

Beech.liat Strained

VOLLRATH MIXING BOWLS

A FAVORITE bc,urtge such es reed lep or

harb

PKG.

3-duart

NO HOOKS, SNAPS,
OR GARTERS NEEDED

43/4 O..

BABY FOOD

Jar

gond-tie' as a garnish for pizza mako t m*
addition toe ehLfs sated or add flan to a 'cosh(

GOURMET

MI.

Bowl Only
Cerescda

FLOUR

25 -Lb.
8

Edens

11/2 Of. Bowl ...99e sis Of Bowl

men Iltru Fn rain

roz.---;400

kag13.1011 fix that ntro

lir,

leuell

4 cornbread equates, split
2 ripe tomatoes IS slim)
11/2 cupsgraled sharp Cheddar chyme

Dram Marne ,ardirbs Combtne magumene
mustard Itmon owe and cayenne

I

Spread titsides of cornbread with emy

.11

melon0'

// /

'

STOCKINGS

Kiwi

SWIFT'NING

Foods Neatly -

Snack Time

WM

I

COPYriglit 1970, TM itraor-co

ONLY

....

I4
EVERYDAY DEEP -CUT DISCOUNT PRICES

WHEELING

'2c

Shortening

KITCHEN
CUTTER

asi
Sews, MMaar mely)in to cut done

Sly 011

EVERYDAY DEEP -CUT DISCOUNT PRICES

71)

291 E. Dundee

MT. PROSPECT

SAYE 10c

Rand & Central Roads

That Cuts Solid, Ice -Packed
F

PAIR

TOILET TISSUE

69

SPECIAL OFFER FROM C.ROGEll

propersd p.m*.
.11p. to wpAI.
each op/motto
comple

Frn gram cevenne

onnape mixture Add a slice of tomato wveral
whole sardine, arid a generas notion of grated
cheese to each open face ignore Brod about
melts
1:1,err,i;,coli, esfrokim,rohe.artwiirtl,cheese rust mel

$239

,

SPECIALS

MAINE SARDINE SUPER.SUPPER
ni

8c

SAVE 30c
ITS ANOVIER HIM
FORTE IIII/VIDVW1/01

3 cans (4 ounces each)MaineSardinm
cupmeSennaise
I tablespoon prepared mustard
I tablespoon leinonsmce

math a 57 50 purchase or more

SAVE 2c

dv.ulabls for quick and bast' moat. The ARA
of rho litho fish la almost endless They arp

LIMIT 1

EVERYDAY DEEP -CUT DISCOUNT PRICES

SOLID STAINLESS STEEL

shell nob a boon for my hombmalser Smee they
need mother reinger
nor trbbetnp Irt

LB.

eistOo %

10c

bread made a delicious
meal fora cold winter's
night

open face ',and% ichbs until the chooseA melted
ad the sardines art bubble and piping hot

Wiz

.

a

Maine Sardines,

ing square of

with a $7.50 purchase- plus deposit

FIDDLE FADDLE

11.0..

Pkg.

37`
SAYE 3e

Rich

MILNOT_ .. . ... _________

d-

SAVi 4

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
310 E. Rand Road
P

HOURS: Man., Tues., Wed. 9:00 to 7:00
Thursday 8 Friday 9:00 to 9:00
Saturday 9:00 to 6:00
- --Wheeling-Stem Open Sun. 10 to 4
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Cook of the Day

Cold, Cool World

Try this dinner

`You can do it
when you must,'
says this cook

for St. T'at's Day
By Charlotte Erickson
-instead of serving the tradiBanal -corned beef and cabbage, how about varying the
menu a bit with this delicious,
economTeal and yet so easy to
prepare dinner? Start your

meal in the morning and let it
simmer all day, giving the ingredienis a chance to "marry"
into a truly robust flavor.
Another way to get a touch
of St. Patrick's Day "green"
to your table would be to make

the Cream Lime mid Fruit
Mold below.
IRISH BRISKET STEW
IN CLEAR BROTH

6 lo 8 beef bouillon cubes
- liquid and if more salt is
-3 medium carrots
needed add additional bouil1 9 -ounce package frozen lon cubes. Serve with horsefrench green beans
radish or mustard sauce.
12

small

new

potatoes,

-peeled

frzing.

green peppers
pepper to taste

nice tart lime flavor. We think
you'll like it.

Put beef brisket in a kW
kettle and cover with soffident

water to make abiaut three
quarts.

(Ustially

about

two

quarts of water are needed.)
Add celery greens, sliced on -

This simple one pot meal O

on parsley tops and seasoning,

easy on the cook, m well as the

and simmer for several hours.
Do not boil.

pocketbook. A tasty change

the whole family will enjoy
when served with crusty hot
bread and butter.
Yield: 10 to 12 servings

Ph to 2 pounds lean beef
blisket

hay Imf

met for an additional hour en Oil vegetables arc done. Taste

10 peppercoms

When Doris tops this dinner
off with a luscious apple pie,
you know she has really ad-

minute

dy (with the new patch on
and broke her leg, but she's
progressing nicely. Our best

interests in their tardily, with

wishes go to you, Sandy!

17-yenr-old Keith interested in
Jam band and piano, the entire

POULET A LA CREME
JOUBINE

2 cups sour half and half
I can (20 ounces) crashed
pineapple, km:trained

cluding Sandy, 14, and Donna,

I cup maraschino cherries,

homehold, Don, is a former

'A cup butter or margarine
3 -pound fryer, cut up
1 pound thinly sliced onions
(about 2 cups)
2 tablespoons white wine
2 sprigs parsley
1 stalk celery
1 tablespoon brandy.

13, and 9 -year -old Brian an ac -

Dm Cub Scout. Father of the
disc jockey with WLS.

1/2 cup chopped pecans

AS FOR COOKING, Doris
lays she was forced into It.
when she and Don were mar dad. "I couldn't even boil wa-

wire whisk beat in sour cream

Then fold in crushed pinepecans. Turn into individual
or one trope or 6 -cup mold.
Chill until firm.

Her recipe for Poulet a la
Creme loubine is a delicious
cooked

dish

chicken

CUT UP 35c LB.

-----

STANDING

ky celery and brandy. Cook
slowly until tender, about

Old fashioned yeast buns are as easy to mix as muffins
By Franey Altman

Sally Lures am delicate, slightly awed yeast
buns which came to us from England. According

to legend, they originated in the 1790s with
woman named Sally Lunn who made the bot tea

buns, piled them high in a basket and hawked
them on the struts. One day a shrewd baker ob.
served how well Sally's buns were selling and
duplicated them in his own shop, naming them
"Sally Lunns."
The fashion of Ilith and 19111 century Eng.
land, Sally Lures are mentioned in the writings
of Carlyle and Dickens...Robinson gives me cof-

,trisb. Discard parsley and cele-

ry. Bring onion mixture In
boil. Break up onions .into la

KING OF ROASTS

SUPER RIGHT

CHOPS
1/4 Pork Loin

RIB

Sliced 9 to 11
Chops

STEAKS

sugar, salt and undirsolved Fleischmanni As'

Season if necessary. Pour over

Sim Dry Yeast.

ebkken. Garnish with fresh

price in a saucepan. Heat over low heat until
liquids are warm. (Margarine does not need to

in with the sugar, salt and part of the flour. In
Weer.
initial beating is done with an electric
mixer. The Fleischmann's Yeast Test Kitcheos,
who developed the method, tell us that this not
only focilitatm blending but makes daughs that

scraping bowl occasionally. Add 3 well knee

1/2 cup sugar
2 teaspoons salt

Also, Sally Loons."
Sally limns were in such demand in England
Nat the recipe was brought to America. Early

1/2 cop water

I teaspoon vanilla
I egg

thick batter. Beat at high speed two minutes,
scraping bowl occasionally. Stir in enough additional flour to make a :tiff batter. Beat until well,
blended. Cover; let in in warm place, free from
draft until doubled in bulk, about one hour.

2 cups diced tart apples
1 unbelted pie shell

cup milk

.V (I slick) Fielsclunann's Maryville

formula differed vastly from modern recipes
and required the dough to set overnight. With

3 eggs, well beaten

modern quick -acting yeast, Sally Limns can be

In a large bowl thoroughly mix 11/2 cups flour,

CHEEtRinWHIZ

inch unbaked pie shell. Bane In

8 -ii 6c
Save

400 -degree oven for 25 minutes. Top with mixture of 1/2
cu
brawn sugar, one-third
cupp flour and Co cup butter.

Bake in a hot oven (400 degrees) 20 minutes,
or until done. Makes 16 buns.

AsP
BRAND

features blue cheese

Astro-applesauce

vinegar base.

came

FOOD MART

More recently the dressings are being made with sour cream.
too. Here is a recipe for blue cheese -sour cream dressing that has
a bit of mayonnaise, Worcestershire sauce. plus oil and vinegar.
Hearty American blue cheese
at your local grocery
Mare at an economical price. Its .zestyl
flavor and creamy texture
will be preserved up to three months if it W arm -wrapped in pol-

r
The "Personal Service Stores
With You in Mind

r
-

Sausage

79C

25c value, with Special Hag of

-

FOR

featuring Ice cream and applesauce.
"As

American as apple
ple," the saying goes. Yet what

Apple Same (about I pound)

will

encounter on the
moon? Taste trends still to

softened
W cup peach preserves

transpire will undoubtedly in chide apples in some shape or

Vs teaspoon mornen

1 quart vanilla lee cream,

be

Ions.

dtkifeit

MA all ingredients just to

For a treat to the moon cone
in on Astro-Applesauce Frosty

blend. Serve
Serves six.

immediately

made with vanilla ice cream,

VARIATIONS:

applesauce and nutmeg. Fora
space-age versiqn add peach

Peach preserves and add one of

preserve. The variations are
limited only by the resources

the following:
SS
cup apricot

available.

Omit

preserves

14 cup strawberry preserves,
'

ASIRD-APPLESAUCE
FROSTY

,

cup cherry
prennuaa

-

preserves

,Onothird cop cherry pro

MEficise_PAmedmank_secres.

1W4

FRITO

33c

CORN
SALERNO

BUTTER
COOKIES

CRACKERS

iBee

.
Box

49c

Located en the

*11A11%
0405 Algonquin

OSCAR MAYER
ALL MEAT

`BOLOGNA

,Lb.

6- 16 os

;12,97

65c

ca.

$ 19
-114

a

NORTHERN GROWN

JANE PARKER

RED POTATOES

Each

APPLE PIE
24 -oz.
Size

Budget Barrier ...

Save 6c

A&P
Brand

16 -oz.

Can

79,
SAVE 6c

Oven

Sauce 16 -ox.
15 -ox.

Meat Loaf Sauce
Creole

THIN SPAGHETTI

16 -oz.

BBO Sauce

Sweet & Sour

ELBOW MACARONI

REGULAR SPAGHETTI

15-00.

Sauce

Low
Prices

Loaf

Plus

Can

se

Plaid
Stamps

3 Lb. Carton

A&P BRAND

CHEESE
Romano Parmesan

GOLD MEDAL

COLA

PRODUCTS
Solid Pack-Peeled

TOMATOES 213:
TOMATO
PUREE

29 -oz.
Can

Pear Shaped-Peeled

TOMATOES 2L::.

FLOUR LABEtO

3CansT0

Cons -b Pack

CONTADINA TOMATO

GRATED
Parmesan or'

SAVE 15c

51twailsosnS tase.ukceSauce

PEPSI

11.9b 93(

3 -oz.

Pkg.

WM this mum end any purehoes at any
Chicago Wrist. ASP Stem thus March 7, 1910

79c

S VE 15c

4
I

20 -oz.
6 -oz.

55

89c

ON SAVE 10c

I

I

n

thou Sot. March 7th, 1970

VALENCIA...""*"
A41) Breaks the

ANN PAGE
CONTADISHAAUCCEOSOKBOOK

22 cc

SALERNO

.

Graham &
Saltine

gcc
Wpm/

COKE
TAB
FRESCA

9s

1 lb Pkg.

Throwaway Bottles

CHIPS -53'

EVERY MON., WED., FRI., 8 SUN,.

Phone 259-3000

6 ,..

PIZZA

FLORIDA

s'ze

PINK
SALMON

COBIA

1

2% MILK

FREE Zte,:fsesel"e

WE INVITE YOU TO

Earthlings young and old will go for As-

,

BOLOGNA 69c
ROSSI

Gallon cation

tro-Applesauce Frosty, a taste -packed refresher

TO MARCH 15

WANZER

1Z

ORANGES

COLOFFEEMN

PURE BEEF

blue cheese Chill Serve on salads. Makes about 21/2 cups.

Wed

SALE DATES

MARCH 5

yethylene or other air tight material, and stored in the refrig-

1 teaspoon chopped chit.
Set aside
cup of blue cheese. Bledrest of ingredientMesith
electric mixer or electric blender until smooth. Stir in reserved

100%

PANTRY

or toned salads. Usually the dressing is of a French or oil and

EASY DRESS -UP
1 cup American blue cheese (about 5 Vs ounces crumbled)
cup salad oil
2 tablespoons vmegnr
hi cup dairy was cream
'6 cup mayonnaise
Pinch of sugar
Dash of Worcestershire sauce

samlits.

OPEN

Blue cheese dressing has long been popular on heads of lettuce

0

NEW CROP

Prices Effective in All Chgo. Div, A&P Stores

Bake 20 minutes longer.

Easy -to -fix salad
The fashion of 18th and 19th century England
are Sally Lunns, slightly sweet yeast buns which
accompany coffee or lea at any hour. The modern
housewife can prepare them quickly with the Rapidmix method.

59

Combine cream,
sugar,
flout, salt, vanilla and egg.
Add apples. Pour into eMhtc

Stir batter down. Divide batter equally into II
greased muffin cups )about'/ cup of dough In
each), Cover; let rise M warm place, free froris
draft, until doubled in bulk, about 30 minutea

package Fleisehmann's Active Dry Yeast

ve

1/2 teaspoon salt

eggs and V: cup flour, or enough flour to mate a

'
SALLY LUNNS
1 to 41/2 cups unsifted flour

that's meant for muffins. Likewise crumpets.

1 cup sour cream
Ya cup sugar
2 tablespoons Boer

BONELESS

V CHUCK
ROAST
LB.

SOUR CREAM APPLE PIE

Melt.) Gradually add to dry ingredients and heat
two minutes at medium speed of electric mixer,

are lighter than ever.

fee and Sally Lunns," wrote Carlyle, while
Charles Dickens said, "It's the sort of night

parsley. Makes four servings.

Combine milk, w ater and Fleischruanol Mem

BEEF

nook until desired thickness.
easy as mixing muffins. Especially now that
no longer necessary to dissolve the yeast. With
the Rapidmbc Method, which Beam the yeast as a
dry ingredient, you just mix the undissolved Yew,

PORK

1st thru 3rd RIBS 99c lb.

9g

SUPER RIGHT

little pieces as possible. Slowly
add cream, stirring constantly;

prepared fromsimple no-kocad batter -yams

''

ROAST

I

ham.
Remove chicken to healed

5th

RIBS

SPM P`4"

on
seen
sides. removing
when
donc. Place
in Dutch
.oven, add wine, chicken, pin-

whh

4th

BEEF RIB

Heat butter in Dutch oven.
Generously sprinkle chicken
with salt and pepper; saute in
hot butter until golden on all

phmning meals all the time.?

This golden brown version of en old favorite is apple pie made tastier by
the addition of sour cream. A streusel -type topping is baked on the top.

2 TO 3 LB: AVG.

1/2 cup heavy cream

ter," she admits. 'Now with
six to cook for, I have to be

apple and cherries. Chill until
partly set. Gently stir and add

LB.

her jacket) fell on the ski slope

family sports enthusiasts, in-

Dissolve gelatin in boiling

-

vanced in the culinary line.
Incidentally, daughter San-

The Phillipses have assorted

juice of 1 lime

water. Cool and add grated
lime rind and Mice. With

Add remaining vegetables
and bouillon cubes, and

large clove garlic

Yield: Serves 12
2 packages (3 ounces each)
lime gelatin
1 cup boiling water
grated rind of 1 lime

meat is very fatty it is not nem
essary to cool broth to remove
into smaller pieces.

d

while I sew a ski patch on
Ssody's jacket?" asked Doris
Phillips, Cook of the Day. This
is typical of the hundred and
one chores done by not only
Doris but many other mothers
with a growing family.

CREAM LIME
AND FRUIT MOLD
Terrific eye appeal with a

drained and quartered

fat. Strain broth, return meat
only, which may now be cat

water
celery greens
1 large onion, sliced
2 sprigs parsley

is
7Will you wait

When meat is tender tw.
move from heat and cool
slightly. Remove any mum or
fat from top of broth. Unless

LE

wine. The aroma of it cooking .
real appetite stimulant.

This stew freezes well. How em ove potatren before

3 ribs celery, sliced horizon tally
I 1 -pound con stewed to matoes (optional)
'A cup frozen chopped

-

A% SAVE 7c

14M1 SAVE 30c

SAVE 10c
MEL-0-BIT AMERICAN OR PIMENTO

DUNCAN HINES

CHEESE SLICES

CAKE MIXES

TOTAL

I

CEREAL

KLEENEX TOWELS
Jumbo:

45c

e

28c Ea.

WIth Hes scones and nee Powhow M sac
Chicago Division MID Sone duo March), ISDO

With this mupen and any PerchussMonr
ChloyellIvIsion ASP Stars Wm Mord:2,19M

SAVE 10c

SAVE 7c

SAVE 1.0c

1035 50. ARt. HGTS. RD.

3 'AV 87c

147- 59c

With this mueon anti
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Tomato Wedges

Peanut Butter

GASH -SAVING COUPON

16C44

1 th

REG. PRICE 29`

U.S. NO. 1

o

2

YUMMY CREAMY

---------

17c

r'56c

co.

Country Style
LB.

(PRODUCE,

KAI. KAN-CAT FOOD

serpent

Pig Feet

mASH

r-

67`

PUSS N BOOTS

56c
ic-L- 49c
zonr.

DEL MONTE

Produce Market!
_ _

2343:

GOOD THRU

WITH THIS COUPON

c

38'

ES

1:,;..

11:1=01211 MARCH I

11.1 =I Ile( ICI

Can

an

Beef Stew

Vienna Sausage

LB.

ON A Ony POUND PACKAGE 0
OSCAR MAYER
ALL MEAT WIENERS OR

,

33`

HORMEL

All Beef Franks

I.

,3_.

Dog Mix
Chicken & Liver

45 European

49 Again
50 Masculine

Cn

1 lb lOor

185; 5331

HEINZ

Ribs

15' OFF

$109

'Dog Chow
',95

59c

c..'
6'/sat.4

PURINA

AVE
SKA E IZ
SETOSE AM AReSER
ffife
SERFS GEESE
25 Escaped

73/4 oz.

33c

Mushroom Sauce

MEATY - PORK

41 Put forth

Answers to

mate
meal

7 Departed
8 Raw metals
9 Car damage

.

relationship.

OATMEAL

Worship

CHICKEN OF THE SEA LIGHT

ONION GOUT
TRENT= ANNEAL
AGENT S BEANIE
MEOpl
00
ALA
©©RAY
E
ss_EciE
NE A
0
TN
0
SAL ES
5S

26 Greek letter
16 Golfer's
27 Continent
mound.
28 Destiny
17 Chair support 10 Month (ah.)
29 Above
19 Glorious deed 11 Scottish
30 Torn
explorer
20 School -home
12
Compass
point
36
Herbaceous
group (ab.)
plant
22Fnasen liquid 18 Main point .
20 Expert (coll.) 38 Sharp tool
2413inming
(var.)
21 Place of
37 Tree
42 Class
worship
28 Because
43 Greek holy
23 Secondary
31 Sadness
mountain
place
32 Station (ab.)
44 Two -wheeled
worship
33 Hail!.
vehic e
24 Vedic god
34 Seine
35 Greek leiter
37 Comniunien
plate
39 Cretan

be somewhat impaired by emotional upset this morning. Save
decision -making until afier,
noon and evening.

the morning can

4 Australian
"bear"
5 Friend (coll.)
River in Italy

servant
15 Flaxen cloth

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

you would be wise to

3 Chest bone

14 Prospero's

22k Your good judgment may

Dec.221: Begin now to prepare
seriously for the wmkehd
. shead. Contact those who cen
be of help to you in cementing

DOWN
ACROSS
1 Church (Scot.) 1 Type of
cabbage
5 Buddhist
2 Biblical
temple
name
(archaic)
10 Deacon's
stole

now In make every moment

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Red Salmon
PILLAR-ROCK
Red Salmon

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

pattern.

ByTtz

Treet

_J

Breaded Shrim

yr;f7can

29c

BETTY CROCKER

ON ANY igcPACKAGE OF

HARRIS

to,.

ARMOUR

Steak

WITHOUT COUPON $g1.09

GOOD 71-1.1 SAT . MAR. 7 IWO OM,

fusion in the prment circumstances, you must draw upon
peel ex,riencc for a hehovior

Sloppy Joes

PEER

S ORENdum Pa
LAZY MAPLE

MEAT

REG. PRICE 41`

31`

TIT.'

Hollandaise

LB

GEMINI (May 22 - June
2)): So long as affairs at home
are running smoothly, you
should be able to turn your attention completely to business.
CANCER (lune 22 - July
23), If you would prevent con-

77c

3L

BETTY CROCKER

WITH THIS COUPON
orvt court, PE. (d7F07.

G OOD 'TARO MARCH

JAR

bers.

co.

Spam

3502.34`

71217E

ao

unkir

Apple Sauce

TEPrAnACY

rivapro,

the contributions that can be

Rump Roast

Chicken

aa.

MUSSELMAN'S

EEK & MEEK

TAURUS (April 21 - May

,,Stewing

MARCH 1 lib

.

alprospects with a view to

21): Loved ones help make this
day successful. Don't overlook

GOOD THRU MARCH 7th

°"="`ar

GOOD THRU

look over business or prolesexpansion.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS -ROLLED

25' OFF

BONUS SPECIAL

10:30
8:25

;MEAT;

BETTY CROCKER

2:10

1514 ox.

LIBBY-W/BEEF

LB.
>2>

it,Z

Haney-

Can

Bordelaise Sauce

KRAFT-TANGY ITALIAN

Late Report

29
17

I SYs ca.

BETTY CROCKER

CHUN KING-SHRIMP

2:05

0.6 A Black's View
afire News

Chili w/Beans
FRANCO AMERICAN -ITALIAN
Spaghetti
RAGU-W/MEAT
Spaghetti Sauce
RUSSO-MUSHROOM
Spaghetti Sauce
FRANCO AMERICAN
Spaghettios
Cheese Ravioli

mr34 rChow Mein
85
Spaghetti Dinner
27`
Noodles Romanoff Pko
5-44c

Third of

VAN CAMP

CHEF BOY AR DEE

Fried Rice

MOO

Olga Amigo!

Steak

CHUN KING-MEATLESS

winds.

7

Roun

'coll'.

Gun-hlast-

hm 'account of the

sloe

7

Show

"Inside

Mafia."

office.
32 Dabble Drake

Michele Lee.

JohnoyCesh

2 Ems

12:55

rotten apply in his
own police district

non while he is on vs-

20 TV College
Humanities
26 Famous Artists;
Famous Writers

Mt

5

Jonah finds soma

Medical Canter
Grant
Shaky

Guests include

vs"

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): Travel early in the day

11 Bird or the Iron

Fano Forum

Feather

SAO

6:55

9

12:25
News

9:30

Sew

Bob Philldu

and

Kathryn Gram.
5 Midnight Report

12:30

9 Nan

6e45

Mickey Rooney, Er-

7

l

Turkey Vegetable '"cl- I OS C
Chicken Gumbo ":::' 23c
GREAT AMERICAN
Clam Chowder
To`:.23
GREAT AMERICAN
19
.1,Tomato Soup
LIPTON
32
Onion Soup
BcZ
lic
Pork & Beans
HEINZ BEANS
17`
Vegetarian
CHINA BEAUTY
Chop Suey Sauce IT 10c

wild party on

Chicago Show

U.S.D.A. CHOKE

GREAT AMERICAN SOUP -

base. Jack Lemmon,

Kovacs

you'd expect to pay elsewhere.

i .r%

CAMPBELLS SOUP

"Operation Mad
Boll," Comedy about

Comments

to Paul Lyndo and

TABLECLOTH:

1:00

i Menlo

Paul Harvey

32

26 Today's Rodeo
32 Of Lao& and

Sports

minds of others.

Con.

cation in Mexico.
5 Music Hail
Alan King is host

If

the

o

20 TV Collage

2

CAMPBELLS SOUP

9:25

voyant Edgar Cayee.
appears
with Dr.
Herbert Puryear.

A film trip to CAT-

NEED A NEW

Paintings:
32 100
Great Music

nie

ug7

1tr7 17
Cream of Tomato ''cr 13c

11:35

32 News .

7:45

Id-

son oT

32 News Final

n

Whitman High for

slice of the good life, chances are - they re
Jewel shoppers! Right here on these pages
you can see for yourself that Jewel offers
you countless items at a lower price than

17
CAMPBELLSinc
Cream of Celery
Consomme

crafty soldiers plan-

Perry Masan

problem student
who is transferred so

Nanny takes an
adventuresome driv-

ace,

your own interests

26 Arturo, Mende=

PerpreliTes

Profesear

II

Your

'II Interface

7 Room 222

32 Truth

ing test in Made! A

BUGS

9

ter able to offer their family's a bigger

CAMPBELLS SOUP

11:30

.1 adjustment

Newly end Na

coupe.

32 Men in a Suitcase

"Miracle Prices"

If some of your neighbors seem bet-

Like These!

Cha-

...

"Miracle Prices" Make It Easier!

ll World Pres

Guests include
Lulu, Ray Charles,
Marilyn Michaah.

ENJOY THE GOOD LIFE

liarid.

pardinek Show

12 Yoga

threatk
7

Rd George

a

with death

GFTKATM1OPHCL. d YOE CALLA htlalla P-

lments.
7 Eneelbert Huse

mansion
where she's staying.

Dixon copes with

The Varghthm
A gunslinger, bent
gefor Ids faon
ther's death 20 years
5

egainst time and the

Jerry Lewis end

the

to bomb -Germanrun factory in Nor-

turns

oss -country

owreIvy the day off
so her brothels cart
visit

TIOITTMOKnY

-

'M-

Beverly

agee

Hee-Iiaw

2

Bronson's gamble
bring his mo-

In

themselves

rand

World''Wer If natation film about title

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

TheJoy0fGoodFood.

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"

Movie
"633 Squadron."

9

group's air mission

011ie and Buelab

20 TV College

Caved

the deadly "Id

011ie

6:10

Hawaii Fine)

2

7
MOO

Dick
7
Show

9:00

Jewel Shoppers Know

Jewel's Shelves

54 Tombs of
saints

COMPLETE BB -VOLUME SET

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

FULLY INFORMATIVE

ONLY

AUTHENTIC AND ACCURATE

VOL. NO. 1 STILL AVAILABLE AT 49c

57MuskalsliOw
58 lacetdestitute
59 Lock of

60 Packaway

VOL.O.8

N

-See_F-or-Yourselftlow Pleasant A_Jewel Shopping TripCan_Be

REG PRICE Vi"

Bee For Yourself How P easant A_Jewel Shoppin& Trip_Can Be

Seed catalogs remind
us spring is near

A note of thanks to Day
subscribers...

41)

1300 NORTHWEST HWY
PALATINE, ILLINOIS
Located in Zayre Store

VAYE

thru SAT. MARCH 7th

Open 9 to 9

,

Day Publications takes pride in offering
our subscribers another value...any four of
these carefully tested cooking booklets for

By Margaret. Murphy
This is the time of year when

ued catalogs arrive and many
grocery stores start displayirm
newly painted stands filled

making tS cup mar In top

Guests Chocolate Rum Pie?

of double. boilerin the bottom
of double boiler put cold
water and

Crumb SlorM
,6 cup maraglne, melted

with seed packets of vegetables

melted
145
etembs

and flowers. Because of high

Your money back if 'you are not completely
satisfied.

year when vegetable garde...

food costs. this may well be the

-

rick's Day, why not serve your

CHOCOLATE RUM PIE

$1.00.

or al least vegetables lucked in
with flowers, Will be popular.
Herbs such as rosemary,

crumbs of

thyme and marjoram mix well
with nasturtiums and mad.

Tine. Spread 11/4 cups evenly in

golds, which repel insects le
well. When you harvest ram
herbs far drying, little bundles

thOroughly. Save Ka cup of
crumbs for topping.

la boil. KEEP WATER BE LOW BOILING POINT. Add

gingersnaps and

pletely dissolved. Divide this
mixture in half.
To one-half of mixture add

combine with melted mama?

pie pan and pat down. Chill

flavor additives --- far superiores cep sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla

1, squares melted chem.
late

cup whipping cream,

whipped and kept chilled
3 tablespoons rum
Soften gelatin in cold water.
In separate bowl, bed egg

seed on your sunny window
sills. I suggest that you shat,
this experience with your little

Then Wiz in , cup sugar.

In celebration of

St.

Combine egg

Pat-

yolks

and re-

CHOOSE ANY FOUR OF THE FOLLOWING COOKBOOKS

COOKBOOKS

$ 00

Please send the four booklets I have Meshed off below. I unden.nd If lam not completeM+midiedl may
return these and be refunded

'

0101 Quick Olshin
0 10/ CasseroleCooldipok
103 FronenCookbook
0104 Chaoolate Cookbook

0100 Cakes
0106 gollanCookbook
0107 Salad.

a 0 110 Entertaining SIN mEight
,

'0116 Eh... Cookbook
0117 Cooling Dish.
for Hot ...her

.

0120 Demon and Mann..

0109 Elogo.Dessorts

0121 Cooking with Seta Croon.

0110 Creole Cookbook
0111 Dishes Children Lave

0122 Southern..

0112 Gourmet Rod.
i IT Scandinavia.; O Nkbeek

0123 Fabulous Low-Calode

,...mg:77x7:2,.;::
all
..-Maytoa Alek W.

Dish'

HUNT'S TOMATO SAUCE
HUNT'S TOMATO SAUCE

300

10

20

2/45121
33

89'

113

656

L..

31

47

45

POST HONEY COMBS 901.
POST ALPHA BITS 13 oz.

43

43

dB

48

49

36

36

CHEERIOS

15 oz.

51

51

53

357

27

27

13,x.

49

rI9

53

53

KRAFT MACARONI DINNER

20

20

2/4 21

CHICKEN OF THE SEA TUNA

41

43

43

No. I

PILLAR ROCK RED SALMON
ALPO BEEK DOG FOOD

0114 Hungarian Cookbook

0 124 Holiday Cookbook

YES,

WHIRLPOOL

MAIL THIS COUPON to:

58'
83'
93'
58'

14-1/2oz.

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO SOUP

Na. 1

CAMPBELL'S CHICKEN NOODLE No.1

No.1

CAMPBELL'S VEGETABLE
HI -C ASST. DRINKS

46 oz.

HAWAIIAN PUNCH

46 oz.

DRYER-

pin $79

Address

R 173

$84

EASY

Phone

-'

TO

AUTO WASHER ,R479

REALEMON

ya

I am a subscriber to the Day

''

P.M"
atear
door in
snowy
weather

a I wish to subscribe to the Day for the Next 3 oaths
lagm

.....

ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
I

'

I

I

1

1

,1.6

t.

No Tnedtano
sn SNOW

at ACE!

-

-R14,7

1615 N. Rand lead (U.S. 121
lot 2 inlits no

of lianionost

CALLrm 392-1800

..

IN SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN ESTATES

24 W. GOLF ROAD
`noon one Itin4111..)

320x.

.....

-

.

am,um.r.n..,;,...,..t.0
CLOSED ,came

ta

29.
99.
25.

1.12 1.09 1.0
28

26

18

28

13

13

13

13

7

17

17

17

15

15

15

14

30

30

32

32

32

55

52

11

30

16.
14.
27

32

29.

1.1

1.0

52

49

12

12

12

12

11.

63

63

63

63

59.

BETTY CROCKER CAKE MIXES

39

39

39

39 33'

PILLSBURY REG. CAKE MIXES

39

39

39

39

33.

IS

le

16.

26 oz.
5 lbs.

DOMINO SUGAR

99c

11b.

DOMINO POWDERED SUGAR

18

18

LIPTON TEA BAGS 48 et.

57

57

HILLS BROS. 2 LB. COFFEE

1.53 1.53

FOLGER'S 2 LB. COFFEE

1.51 1.51

1.531.5 1.45
1.531.5 1.45

30

30

31

57

63

63

16

16

16

16

95

95

57

57

57

57

54

54

54

sa

54

54

Coffee

83'

Teo

Household Aids
SCOTTIES FACIAL TISSUE

200 a.
22 oz.

STA-FLO SPRAY STARCH

14 oz.

COMET CLEANSER

Gal. w

JOHNSON DEAR WAX 26 oz.

'-.4T,

so 155

ao 129,
63 157,

15.

92.
55.
54
49.
54 49.

1.35 1.29 1.35 1.35 1.19

14 oz.

JOHNSON PLEDGE

Disposer ,

220x.

Gal.

CLOROX BLEACH

94

89

84'

94

home foods

YES!
"THE
BEST"

.

er

RED

R 103

59

CURTIS BROS.

ACE

al

--

39.
47.

BANQUET ASST. DINNERS

38

38

38

38

33'

BIRDSEYE AWAKE

35

35

-

35

314

KRAFT VELVEETA

POTATOES

ON SALE NOW!

.69

61

Qt.

2016.
Bag.
RED DELICIOUS

APPLES
LARGE SIZE

2129c

CUCUMBERS
RED

2/19c

RADISHES

1.19 1.29

.291.29'96

12

10

10

10

29

29

30

10

7.
28.

49

49

8 oz. UV ER SAUSAGE

49

49

49

49

47.
47.

87

85

76'

8 oz.

GOOD LUCK MARGARINE
OSCAR/AMR
8 oz. SANDWICH SPREAD

49c

31b. Bag

2 lb. loaf

PILLSBURY BISCUITS

98'

49

49

9 oz.

BIRDSEYE COLL WHIP

'-",;",...,-..

AUTO. WASHER

59

COFFEE RICH

--

1 lb.

12 oz. BOLOGNA

85

85

5 oz. UTTLE WEINERS

59

59

Dairy
MILK

94

94

94

95

1/2 GAL MILK

55

55

55

55

SS 8K

Se

33

33

33

54.
29.

21

29

25

25

21.

13

14

14

14

10.
10.

65

65

-

67

59.

19

Hi

18

18

18

Gal.

51.

89'

Bakery

1 LB. LOAF BREAD
hthrellaneous

GREEN

2119c
6/89'
49'

ONIONS
COKE, FRESCA, TAB

WASHER &

CALL. 894.1900

19.

43

Baking

FOOD WASTE

AUTO WASHER

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

GET TOI

a

$69

9

1.13 1.1

27 oz.

UNCO BLEACH

SATISFY
GOOD REBUILT WASHERS & DRYERS GUARANTEED TO
G, E
MAYTAG
KENMORE
KENMORE I

? DRYER

49

Soup 6 Juices

SWIFT PREMIUM

REDIT IS EASY AT ACE !.. 1st Payment in Apri

Rectos

26.
47.
52.

29

12 oz.

KELLOGG'S RICE KRISPIES

Prep-m.1.M,

YOUR CHOICE

go. DIE
-

Spa

51

KELLOGG'S CORN FLAKES

MORTON SALT

MAYTAG
- MAYTAG. You'll be glad
I

SALE NOW!

47.
34.

8

36

Bologna, Cotta Salmon,
Old Fashioned liver Cheese,
Olive, Pickle Pimento

11.1. 11.., buy on AEI WASH011 -

MAI rAG

43

12 oz.

OSCAR MEYER
SPECIAL

pkgs.

47

WHEATIES

11 oz.

30
45
40

31

31

TANG

2

18

POST TENS

KELLOGG'S SPECIAL "K"

357
L..

14
10
19

arrel,
QUICK QUAKER OATS

.

..... ounkor, ...onalned Lenin.
we WI on. pro.. MADAM Ov.
10 Melton sot. No... say mare

-

24

3/3511

1VIAYTAG

v I < deportment, which

awn

13

26

23

11

Ground Chili Meat

r

threwwe

14

11

°Round Roast

W

boy dlr. Isom to lam., which
moo. low. p I . s. Y. run our

.

-

1111

Sauthwestern Cookbook

Nome

722 Center St.,
Des Plaines, III. 60016

w.. .11 other ...Ion In a Ow.

,

-

Cookbook

City :one

why dam one ,hin,.....1.B.POBY

qvasher
IL,
:

ARLINGTON DAY PROSPECT DAY DES PLAINES DAY NORTHWEST DAY

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Portable

14

8 oz.

MAKE US AN OFFER!

WHY ACE WASHER & DRYER?

d

0110 NewEngland Eaokbsok
0119 Sunday Nig...Suppers

0106 Ground...Cookbook

Boon or

14

CAMPBELL'S PORK 8 BEANS

JOY UQUID DETERGENT

--.---,'-'
)11,,,i,.,1 '-'
r4Iiii ...
TiO9olc
cif8,01. - k..

25

14

2/3116

MR. CLEAN KING

.

25

303

15

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED HOW EASY WE SAY YES
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC. Circulation Dept.
722 Center St. Des Plaines,' III. 60016

8

15

1 lb. SLICED BACON

WE'LL DEAL

33

16 oz.

ROLLED

-LESS!

OF YOUR CHOICE

25

303

39 36
26 24
27 23

BONELESS

BRESIICOUNtlY STILE

,

26

26

Ground Round

ONLY

26

25

Ground Chuck

-,-,.

36

26

303

25

Ground Beef

,.

39

1

303

RUMP ROAST

140
FOR

11

DEL MONTE FRUIT COCKTAIL

IN TOWNI

___

39

6 oz.

THE BEST GROUND BEEF

r.--1°

32 oz.

81

33 29
37

33

CONTADINA TOMATO PASTE

CHICKEN LEGS

SA.

88

GREEN GIANT PEAS

Rif SN C0111410.1. STU

booklet contains over 100 menus.

BB

U. S. CHOICE

U.S. CNOICE WHOLE BUB

MAyr,,AG

36

DEL MONTE KERNEL CORN

TIP ROAST

CE

87

28 ox.

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRIES

CHICKEN BREASTS

Here's an international resume of cooking ideas to
brighten your culinary accomplishments...delight the
family...and make meal planning enjoyable. These
menus are carefully tested, written in a clear, step by
step method that assures successful results. Each

26 24
59 54

88M PORK 8 BEANS 28 oz.

US CHOICE SIRLOIN

A.DISHWASHERS

61

B. Vegetables

Canner IF r u

Lb.

WASHERS -DRYERS

29

59

HEINZ CIDER VINEGAR

mixture.

"May the wind be at year
bur all of St. Patrick's Day.

child.

26

61

WISH -BONE RUSSIAN DRESSING 8.

Sprinkle remaining crumbs
...MP HA cup). Chill until set.

whit= until stiff, but not dry.

26

32 oz.

SKIPPY PEANUT BUTTER

rakere carefully on lop of
eh

14 oz. boll.

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

Fold half of the
whin mixture into chocolate
beegg
mixture. Add vanilla. Fold in
hell of whipped cream.
Fold remaining egg white
miantre into plain egg yolk
moisture. Add rum. Fold in re'mining whipped cream.
Into chilled gingersnap
crumb shell pour carefully
ebOcbtate mixture. Spoon the

4 eggs, room temperature,

saving cottage cheese contain?
ers and aluminum foil pans fon'
starting small quantities of

HEINZ KETCHUP

Cool the two mixture until

separated

C

B

Dressings - Preservel

they begin to thicken.

I tablespoon gelatin
1/4 cup cold water

VI

A

melted chocolate and beat Itn.
til blended.

FIRE.

small pots of chives should be
in the stores.
You might also want to sort

is why we are No.1

softened gelatin and continue
beating until gelatin is com-

With rolling pin make fine

to chemical ones. Even now

e the Judge

low

04er

timing heat when water begins

einget`":-

99Ps

place

beak Beat continuously con.
tents of top m double boiler
Until water begins to boil, re?

,

A little sugar, if you met

make welcome Christmas gifts
for gourmet friends.
Needless to say. you should
plant parsley and chives, thoie:
great, though subtle, color and

4

WED. MARCH 4th

FRITOS IARGE BAG

DRYER CO.

..
.

.

.

JELLO GELATIN- 30x.
JELLO PUDDINGS

LOG CABIN SYRUP

Reg.

24 oz.

CARNATION MILK EVAP.

Maine West buries Conan faces East

MSL coaches lis all-star choices

By J. Alan Cook
Asst. Sporn Ed.

One 'down and eight to go.

That was the thinking that
through
West. lockerroom
buzzed

initial four Minutes. First -min ute.buckeis by Fred Horn and
Dennis Willison pushed Wen
into an edvantage it never re -

WarriOn had

trodnad 'regional host Con.

Milo Anderson added

Mir of free throws beforaConant managed Its pirst points of

contest, IA by

the

Dove

ant, 81,33, last night.
The big opening victory
earned the Warriors advance.

Lloyd, the Cougars began it

into tIM regional sail.
finals tomorrow night opt.

8.6,

41C111

Wine East, winner over Glen.
brook Nbrth In the nightcap.

of

surge

their

own

that

brought them within two at
Torn

Kummer,

WIllhon,
Anderson and sub MT Smith
then sparked Maine back boo
a commanding first period ad.

Tut: MAINE -Conant cow

vantue. 20.8. The Warrior.

ten Was never close, save the

Ill their best prodUCI1011 In the

B

RTS
a

Andy Pancrata

'

Mara 4,

111E COUGARS' biggest
problem was bringing the ball

lulcot Ilrolmm

Brad H11111111

Cary IfifiYell

of his teant's 19 third period

consecutive

by Kummer's

Seven

presses.

]N-

ers on 11, all-eonference squad

for the 1969-70 time siatson.

origjnal

hada the AISL totalg in seniine
Wily

tekm sos seniog Mike. Kola.,
whose hot hand of lab:W.341 .

Tbe varsity basketball couches
met Monday, Feb. 23, and so -him SecOnd only 16 Hashabb in
laded a first tenni of 10 playem unofficial scoring total,
and a_ quintet of honorable
The fifth leadilM scorer in
mentions.
the tend. renea was Yrospett's
Tearb 'champion Arlington. flashy' senior. Brad Roan,.

which 0100., 13-1 record in

Mal he too was ainong the

loop play this seasoMheads the

coaches' avorites. Another
sophomore. 6-8, rebounding

.all star

list with two players

na;red to the first team and
on the honor:MR-mon.
tion list. Cardinal juniors fobo.

Wood got 0,0 nod along syith

senior forintid Gary Kowa.
Palatine's ace scorer and re-

bounder Dave iinsbach. .the
league's best point -oaken was

'

5/00
B m Wright. p8N

67

Sr tWppeNdANin

5-1

dro

Antly Pancrala H.

6-8

6-0
6.10
'6-2

all N I

110NORAIII

Forest

tlefffirnan.

64

Gary lenwell.W

:rws.11900atABLE

o ns

675

.

Dave Hasbacb. Pal.
Brad Rucker. .Pax,
Roger Wood. W

Nonh, steadjs Bill Weight:.

.0 the coaches. first team.Teweride .sophomme Roam

formenee..

alike Mandel. A

reboUnds than anyone else.
Rounding out the vattud was.

T11101/.

while advancing them 50 the

semi-finals tomorrow evening.

The Cards will tangle with

II

lam

SS

Soph.

Pm

.

Mit he led thelehgueln

g for most of ihe Wien

Sr

and finished -in a tMrd.place1le.

=Rh.;

.

Si.

IN

with Brodnan with lb pants.
All four of
scorers were ;unanimous. all.
conference lhoices.'

III

hoar _

Rich Olson. IA'

der and GlenbariEsOhn Anas-

Davb {Ong. FV

'

DowAnastasf. GBN
Eugene
gene Pinder, EG

from last yearn all-sw
Pida center

-

JOHN BRODNAN again
leaJ all scoring honors in the
match m the outstanding fun.
ior tallied 24 markers. plopping in nine field gal, ind sia
free tosses. Brodnan not only
J azzled Mc fam, with his
brilliant moves and fake..

I It

CARDINAL MANDLLL
was the 150i best Scorer ih
theleagne aith 167.Wilds
14 games. He also Nod 123

the von ;MSLs.

-

through the game, hut gave the

local booster, an add.' thrill

-

. Rounding out the 'top

Wheeling, tam
Rucker was the mail -Day of
Kaweli
:
Yrospcces scoring for most of . iMpremcd many conches With
',tic year and finished fifth'in
nhilltY
comPlemea
..the league with a 254 -paint
Wand lthger'''lt,,"'
'ME The' 6-0 Knight serjor.W. far the big mann. his absence,

Prospect to its two Jlopointsplusgamcs thisseasuo,
The twoeients of thelmmdc,

'tetra:a'

drirn,
ten.
lAo:,
ton. who finished 0c season in. though ho.was only 6Lond he

Pena. and Wood. moved to I

when he dropped in 11 45-foot
push shot with ono second left
on the scoreboad at the close

.

erne. were producing: Junior
guard George Woodley and
Anderson look turns hitting
pans apiece during one
very

were

20, but wcro still hungry when
Me second half got
change the
Conant tried
nientum of the garlic by come
me-undcrwoy

a

one for the Cards contrib.
Ming 10 Poims to the Ark,
ton

whila

cause

teammate

department, He WWI.

Left Arlington's

.

,

-,Thal confercnCe champion:.

limited to...the' all -conference

..Arytegtods- entrina us the

.

11011

super-

Mike Mandele

for two of his 24 points in last
nights encounter with the
Mundelein Nlestaligs. The
Cards easily won the central.
66.53.

.

.

ell -star

teams may 0...ybe

no conference. meet_ However:
'ache MSL perhara the
,best gymnastics
onferen
In the entire country, the'
catches ..and athletic dime,

cce

so"

MI
.

=Elam

'

Bobs Ben sm two now
records M the 180 -yard run
end wad ForistAriew to a6712 track victory over arch-rival

Elk' Grove in

the

dam' fieldhousc yesterday
lire victory was the second
sInsight Yor coach Bill Mohrmantis E;i1cons and boosted
their dual naegt record to.2-'1.
I lk Grove is .611 winless after
lour meets.

BELL 011,1'1.1'6RED
wn

'Forest

rated and

View
Elk

his
'saloon

Grove
geldhouse mark with a 2,03.8
in the 88(1. In doing so he
the

uM padm old crovscountry

die nweL Sell
jumped 195 A to add the
broad jump to hi, 880:win.
while Keen took the 6Board
winners

Allis

. MEET RESULTS

and loll were the only.double-

111 1.

in

chirped in with

It

THE MUSTANGS hung
close to the rampaging Cords
in the Initial eight -minute
spun, matching each Card tally
with scores of their own,
Seeds, Mike
Moore, Rick
Boothe and Bob Ramie;all
counter -balanced buckets by
Arlington's Klock, Brodnan,

low hurdles with a 7.5 and the
50 -yard dash with 56.
Other Forest View. winners
were Rica Sales
dhet ivp-

-

mile run 11050.21fm. bun-.
phey in the high jump (5.-61.
Howard

Aloek in the pole
vault (101: the four-I:m=1N'
teWl1,12.61 and the eight -lap
relay team 12:37.71.'
Elk Grove's fit -it -plate win-

ners were ;Prank Tenches in

th,e 60yard high hordics(8.11.
rho ',Mike hli-chela is the 440 -Yard
1 tae. Jin 'Citing,
',tabbed second for the Grenadash .1573), Pat Dunning to
own wBh 2:08;0 elocki01..
the mil e ron.y443.91.011111111
Fief Views
KieiF
dipshat gut 147-3).

..TWO -61111 RUN: I. Sales,

}Ns 10;50.2,2.. Cyri'dr, EG,
' Franscia WV;
191.57.0... 60-1ARO 01011
.Tatieher, EG,
HURDLES:
10050A;

3.

EG, 3O; 3
Shalom. FV 86 56-YARH
DASH: I. Kett, F1/...I.6; 2..

.8.1;

2.. L M

for

,'

NONE OF he
.

Mann
the'conference had a
boynanied to the squad,

3.

Sehmanke. FV,

.

late

Me

in

Ile Maine East High School.
Bill Knapik was nomad to the

Iron ...ble .`10,00 .1"''s ,d
The

1ek.'FV, 59d.

.

'''..
."'"ch.''

CHAMPION
LEAGUE
Lyons of La Grange placed

tree members of its

undo-

fated squad on the all -conference tAm as 6-8 center Owen
Brown, and playinakers Marc
Wnshinmon (6-101 and Scott

York placed 6-4 forward
Denny Perk and 6-6 center
Gary Deitelhoffi while Down as Grove saw front liner Bar.
ry Cernock at 6-5. and 6-7 pi Imam Gary Wonsowski also
capture slots in the all-star

4,539; 2.
Mobovney, EV:4;1597; 3.
dbibald, EG,. 5:02.5. FIGHT -.Y
LAP RELAY: 1: Foram yaw,

e

Barto led the Conunt tally.
Mg with 17 points While Lloyd
Donal
14 and John
Donald 12.

7

2

It

2

4

2

2

0
0

5

O

4

2
3

0

2
0 0
19 15 18 23

SCORE IlY QUARTERS
Milan West 20 23 IS 20 -81
8 12 19 14..53

Conant

al rees in
miutes,sery

13.9,

the final eight
but

9 27

26 12

T.0616

head

the

George Zignsank squad
had all the points II needed to
Coanch

MUNDELEIN 153)
0

Perry

Player

Helena

1

7

0

Hankins

2

It
0

2

0

Rayons

0

6

0
0

0

I

I

Moore
Boothe
Totals

11

Peters

0

0

Brodnun

9

Brotko

0

Hogun

000

Harris
Mandele

0
0

2

0

0

9

2tk
HYlt

4

0

1.

11

0

I

000

Seed.

BF PR Hoskin.
4

2

11

4
1

2
1

1

6

1

23 71

4

26

I
1

0
0
4

Arlington

20

6

Mundelein

16 14 10 13.0

Scare he Quarters:
19

17 10.66

Mate West's Dennis Willi:ion appears 10 It the the Inside Oral In snagging this rebound while
Cougars Davy Hon John hilICH01111111 111111 Brent Barton regroup on defense. The Norton
rmnbled, 81.53, to notch their first state tournament victory. (Photo by J. ,Shot Cook)

trWed free throws to complete
the first quarter scoring.
the mond
EARLY'
loaner, Lion coach Ed Wasie,

got four while Mich ad Cullen
got two apiece as Viator went

Rcch added Inn diet a steal
while Palatine could counter

thead 22-16.
Hasbnch pulled Palatine to

with

oved Pedant=
and Kcehremm. who V1,Tre both In

within 1010 points. but Rah.
Brion Carley, Cullen and Kas
kic all donated points as the

ter.

IN

lewski

Palatine 49-36 in the opening

foul trouble. Pettenuszo got

two points before he loft and
two
epiece es iator took the lead.
Habash and Garonne led e
Kaskie

and

Rech

gat

mild Pirate rally, but Kaska

and Viator was guilty of a

Lions widened their lead to 3123 et the end of rho third quayter.

KASKIE GOT two

only a Hasbach free
throw to open the fourth rpm,
Palatine

again

rallied

mildly. an Rech. Callan and

Kahan law to

It that it was
mopped. Trawinski. Rah and

See

complete
regional
game stories
in tomorrow's

Bell,

IR9 Y ; 3. Shaken, FV,.10...10.

Arlington's Jack Halt forcefully discourages Mundelein's
Bob aqua= front driving as the talented Coed senior throws Ns
weight Into Ns work. The Redbirds won the contest, 66.53, last
night. (Photos by Mils Hemllton)

Day
Dial 259-3775
far scares

Derr
Kahan
Pelletal.=

Kaska.,
Rah
Callen
Carley
Trawinski

Radio kept the Lions in the Tenth
lead and put the game out of.
reach.

0
2
21

number of turnovers. Palatine
led 6-7 at the ad of a dull first
quarter. but she Lion, took the

I
I

5

BFPR

Plmor

2

1

2

Habash
Andriano

10.

Sehnert

lead, 22-16, at the half, then
pulled way in the Berl quar-

2

(1

Harris

Can

ters.

0

Phillips

0

fowl,

ALTHOUGH DAVE Has
bah of Palatine was the leadinn scorer in the contest with
21 poins. he was outshone by
Lion center Dave Kaskie.

1

0

7 19 33
PALATINE 1361-

Moder

ST. VIATOR 1491

and

I

0

2

12 12 13 25

.

Named Capt.
of U. of Mich.
baseball team

The blonde Vidor pivothad 18 points for the
Lions. and more impormet. he
dominated the Wounding.
grabbing 16.
IlashMh played a Fine
game, but he ran out of help.
The rest of the Palatine squad
SonMined fora mere 15 points.

Tom hundstedt of Arlington Heights has been named

captain of the University of
Michigan
varsity
Wm for this season.

-

baseball

Lundstedt, now a junior at
Michigan, recently switched

teve Garoutte was the second
leading Pirate scorer with slit
points.
Junior guard Bob Rea

played well, getting 14 points
and playing

his scholarship from basketball to baseball so he would
hCave a better chance to con hate on his diamond shills
in hopes of becoming 4 major

tens,. Junior Joe Trawimki

league ballpayer.

came off the bench when Mike

pancnuzzo got in foul trouble
and grabbed five rebounds

LAST SEASON Lundstedt
replaced the 1969 team cap-

whileplayingI, Dan myth.

tain at the catching spot on the

game.

Man late in the schedule and
WI again do the receiving for

TERRY CULLEN eel.

the Wolverines this year.
Lundstedt is a 1967 grade.

brated his return to the lineup f
by scoring seven points sharMg four rebounds and Radius

W of Prospect High School

,

end made all stale recognition

the Lions in assists. Cullen was

in basketball his senior year.

p, his finest wish several tint

He ranks second behind Palatine's Ron Rozlicki as the
northwest area's all-time lead-

,s including a fan,as, be.

hind the back toss to Mark
Keehan underneath in the lb

Ing scorer with 1,222 weer

nal period.

points.
He will spend his spring va-

Lions'op
c

The Lion advantage was

23792. Elk Grove,: 240:9:

."EG, 41-6;

noon smoting ---'

senior was one of four guards

-11 ing, ,EG

I

0

1

2
2
0

O

Harold
ToMls

19

as both were shooting poorly

able)o crock the starting 12 for

reacher, EG,.Tih .3. Shaken,

1

and Willison contributed
and 16,10escvel

O

Wallin

Anderson

teammate

1

Brundl
Whiteford

drained any desire left M the
ailing Mustang ballplayers.
Sour
A cold streak from t hc War
plagued head coach Dia
hags

and only Bob Reiniann was

2.

176 FOUR LAP RELAY: POLE VAULT :1. Mock,
L Forest yiew,'1:126; 2..Elk
1002. GI nas, 1.V, On91 1B
Grove. 1,18.1. 440 -YARD
gangi, EG, 8-ti,S1.1111
DASH: I. Michela, EG, 57:3y Teo EG
2,Itisfein.EG._58,2L3..:4Dtb- ..E3/....A3,611
'I
/1,innis hak

!Hon

individual
scoring
honors with 22 points on ales
heads end four charily tosses

The Lions had trouble shaking the Pirates in the first half,

The West Suburban Basketball Conference announced its
All -League warn for 1969,

.

FY, 2103.8: 2. Guinea, EG: FV, 19-5'/; 2. JOMIvia, EG,
TOGA;

5

game's

second half of action, as it
peered the Cardinal spurt had

W. SU burban
All -league team

.

6.1,,70. MILE RUN: I. Den:

IV

0

1

P

Lloyd
MacDonald

game for both squads at Arlington last night.

haling0

thetheteam, ook

ins five out scored the Cardin.

*

.BROAD 31.1610.

2

Lions outgun Pirates, 49-36

ontil. the confeenime

111110 JUMP: .1. Dunphey.'
NM* IN, 6.113. Rochelle,' . FY. 5-61 2. Leach., PG, :5-6:
Stenberg,
FV, 6.2.
-

MONASI) RUN: I;Hell,.

I

2 12

11

5

The powerful Redbird quintet began to pull away from the
lagging Mundelein fivesome
early in the second period with
Hub. Brod,. and
sanior
Mandeb: doing the honors.
Brodnim and Heffernan put
By George Helm
together a ovo roan scuring
spree late in the quarter. a. the
flashy 'duo pumped M clean, Sr. Vesta started alp phis in
the regional tournament on
10 points to close out the half.

Lyons entry.

71

I

4

Bill Heffernan and Mond& to
hit g about a clo.+c'-U I6 score

Shaw (6 1/2) composed the

hem, IV

3

0

1

Barton

ARLINGTON (66)

THE MUNDELEIN Man -

,

DV

final 81-53.

Mustangs vms scnior Robbie
Seeds with 14, while fellow
bath:out-Mum Rick Boothe

high bur antEday %nap mule -

.

Bell snaps.2.recor-cls in win-

2

CONANT 1530

Caposso

plopped M tallies to
make the more an unbeatable
56-40 at the end of dna quarters of Ala,

own teem of outst=d

ingindividuals.

0

Prayer

thc lead to the

press

Player

sin on side Mira:
Prospect,s ma A1.4111.1
°Mikes are iVold
thr

tOrs -hay, decided.. to Mime'
the

4

I

32 17 20 36

against tho Lions of St, Vidor.

Kicck, Mandel, and Brodnan

Photos by
Linda Hamilton

nanifid id shortywhere Mehl%

3

Thiall

hig rebounds,
tallier for tho losing

maw. during which Cards

.

a

5

6
0
4
0
9

9

Hansclinann

area ranched 32 at
76-44 before a the
Con.
The

the ballgamc and *van. them to the semi-finals

klustangs

;dine.

.

member, diciate.that

3

give It

nieet this year. on the tramiro

-

MSL 1r

Horn
Kummer
Smith
Hendricks

the right foot as it rdled over

star John Brodnan 1201 drives
.

oimeasticicpaches bap' on- .the win* bf each pace Mita list 'wih Slorak leading the ell-conferencesmadare Steve
, noumed their alfeoidermeg ainference meet mo we*, :way. and Lance Berl, and : yon Ebers 't. ft
ocercise.,
lAdvred the first Man.. Todd lalehr following, .
Barnisdau ot mic liorse 4nd
choices for 'Wit sPOrt: ^wing ..ega
total of 17 boys to 21.posis. son
y or a member oPthc
..SJOGREN0A0
eqnJohn Boylan in the alParound.
.firs
-he: InvitnIC MOAnna.
ferenCechampion orr,ne 666, sTrOin third -maim Eft
'Hersey, Gory kldrav was Yaw. Steve V.on Them of Am and. allded his 1111.2 11, tba H.,:
comes Fernandeg on the rings
-hosen in fourtitterent mend, lington,.Pat BroaSeati of Ai- say gathering. Morava eel and in .the Ml -around,- Jack
Waldo. Pon Wok] of Prostael
Ron Rebmann acre mimed in :Malinedahl on rings: Mlles.
us one of Me top firm in
Kyle,Wool:.
free aercise
Co :
confyraw, and ..Elk Grenah
gren 01 -Hersey.D.iy
on
The Huskies unseated Ar- ,dridgp;
-Benny
.sale earning a spot. on the
Ws there
.oti dm hip. bar and W.ayne 01horse. Morava was again
tinned than'
lington' as ,eonrenee' chum. pion this'yoar, and the depth-.. 06,06a to the big',
lohn Weaver given.
THE ALU-Cceiference,tearn" luden team of Don VoriEberq
ttiml Joan 10 nommatroa. berth on the trampoline to
-Jr.. tribe listed as unofficial as
a.= The Huskies bad mend out the 1-11.r,t1 n.ag,
the ruksof theInter-Sobachan
AssMiatien. of, Which the their Ohre pwalld bar turn Iron

a.

5

Mike Mandele held control of
the beards by pulling down 13

easily

of

Willson

KUMMER GRABBED the

It was only a matter time

All -conference gymnastics squad consists of 17
The 11-lid-Spburb4n.Lag.

4

While Conant yvas having
trouble. however, the Woo,

of the first period..

.

Kawdl scored 190, pointe for the season us plitcc 10thin riot.
Iiii1111111/0 1101.

1.1ons

ring 49.36.

-

-

the

the Palatine limierthis 101

6".

Bill HefTeman.,

tae',.
;
Hashich is the only repealer

11

'

as

earned the berth by downing

Wright of Glenbood, scored

'the' stand".'""ninge
in his.' potthortoi4nnodan'th'emi".1. '
pie, 1,11 lee mds. 14

contest,

the

son and didn't play. this best until the late1 meLof the con .t
mid Wheeling
toad

-hind ProspcM.-

-

.

views. Rich 01.00 and Dave
Long, Elk Gala's Gene Pin,

crossLown rival St. Viators in

the strunkth
10... insIM'24 -poi% onOriel
-gawp. .-tied for.thicil in thelcague be-

111

Want nartrin, C

placeulahodtwo starsON

'wk. A

and 255 rebodnds, bul Wand'sloo
points .and 193 rebounds

mat few games, and
nerved
wayTrom fourth in scar-

FIILWT TEA31
pl math

John Brognan.'A

,rho big nian from Glenbard

.

teams.

Jd for paO of the sca-

MD) -SUBURBAN LEAGUE
.ALL -CONFERENCE BASKETBALL 1E141

first squad aslle was an -Menthe
top Ill scomrs in the loan=

to the second.

Leagues Mundelein.
The very important triumph
keeps her record in he home
L'hird.cogo"
7.0

FrenM's. Kolze putin one less game. Wood

sey was a natural ebolceforISe

and hauled down.' far

nabbed' a mud of 5 rebounds
thie.-yearsplaeine him third in
'the

demon Ands' pancrao of Her

Brodnan and Mike Mandele
appear on the
town and
Arlington .senior pacemaker
Rill Heffernan adds his name
WHEELING'S

.20.7 mamma. Hasbach als0
'

triumph over Tri-Cuunty

Paberata.
with -1,mitY
as a
Bushman, ouldistmcga Wood
in the statistics with 213 ppints
respective'

with 2419 points.and

Redbirds

spunky

stormed their way to a 6653

ilJens awed =Wheeling's Carl .be
rlyequalinplayingabilFrickejn scoring. This yehr hb 'itY. and 'contributions to their

1970

Frcm,pe contnibut on lie

the

os

M1farch 4:.

10.

'

7

Woodlcy

bench,

Bill Klock also played ti line

Arlington Regional last night,

'The Mid -Suburb= Levee Mini pinch in reeding. .44 alko

points.
Moine, led

Player
Anderson

turnovers by Conant allowed eight points, widened its mar.
the Warriors to increaso their gin to 31 at 57-26, before Free.
margin to a 20.point spread at man began emptying his

trouble making the defense

Ily '00000 Rove

Wednesday.

010 listed 15 basketball play. ' placed on. tlie

MAINE WEST (81)
0 F P

from Anderson's defensive
shadow and accounted for 11

up against Maine West's full
court zone and men -to -man

half -court
no
press. but 0110 Warrior bud no

The Arlingthn Cordlnels
completely atelnmed their
secunt-round opponent in the

Bill Wright

COUGAR ACE Brant Bar
ton was finally shaking loose

Mg out in

19711

berth
the regional
regional (Rah
comes tom ow at 7:30 p.m.

Cards keep unbeaten home court
string intact; whip Mundelein

Retail Milo..

Mike Kelm

Wednesday,

The Warriors' chance for a

gold per.

-

ter 12.

content to leave the court at
201, 1111e1T1111.11111 leading 43Page 27

the

while, was struggling ti regis-

stretch.
The Warriors

0

finding

and

Marker,. Count, mew centage shot.

114441,1)d,

the

Maine
after the
soundly

and smarter, accounting for
23

cation working out with the
Michigan squad in Arixona,

demonstrated by the rebound ing statistics, which showed
the
for 33 rebounds

according to his mother.
Robert Lundstedt,

while Palatine came up with
-

Kaskie opened -the uwillIg

with a field goal, but the Pirates tied the score with free

4,

shots by Jeff Algaier and Rusty

Sehnert. Cullen and Keehan
put one basket each in for Via.
tor, but Hasbach matched

them and chi
hipped in a fro,
throw. !Cookie and Heehach
.

ll

.14.--k

'

.

Dave Hasbach of Palatine drives around Victor's Terry Cullen for two poll. In the second
quarter of last night's regional at Arlington. The Lions won, 49.36, to advance M the semifinals
tomorrow night. (Photo by Linda Hamilton)
'
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Entrance to finals
at stake tonight
Hersey, Forest View and

the Vikings will approach that

Notre Dame will try to uphold

mark against the much taller

the prestige of area basketball
tonight in the second round of
three separate regionals.

Huskies, which handed them a
seven -point setback in the
fegular season meeting between the two.

The Huskies, coming off
that wild double -overtime win
over Wheeling in round one of

the Arlington Regional, will
try to keep their string going

against

a

run -and -shoot

Fremd outfit that scored 107
points against first -round victim Grant.

BUT as very unlikely that

"Our main goal is going to
be getting the boards and cutting off their fast break," said
Hersey coach. Roger Steingra-

ber. "Also, we have to stop

took out Bruce Frase at the
end of regulation time and inserted Mark Jacoby in his
place. Jacoby responded with

04.1.

-s.

.6

.,.C.

to
...time to redo and rejuvenate to give your home a bright, new look
for spring. We're experts at helping you save on the best window
treatment for your home and coordinating it all with new slipcovers
or upholstery.

two clutch field goals that were
instrumental in the victory.

BUT IT turned out that
who had played an excellent game all the way, was
just exhausted and Steingraber
Frase,

Just call for our

felt that he had given all he

Kolze (Mike) and we may do could.
that with a kind of a man-toSo Bruce will again be given

man defense."
Steingraber looked like a
genius Monday night when he

Shop -at-home

service

the starting nod, and he will go

as far as possible as Hersey's
quarterback. Mark Lindstrom

will be the other guard and
Scott Feige, Don Spry and
Andy Pancratz will man the
front line in the Huskies' "rePage 28
Wednesday.
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75 1/2- 271/2 romp over Wheel-

ing. The Huskie frosh-soph
team was
83-32.

also

successful,

The host Huskies swept the
top three places in one event,
the pole vault. Leon Zasadny
was first with a leap of 12 feet,
followed by teammates Gary
Swanson and Tom Dean.

HERSEY SPRINTERS
Skip Peterson and Chris Kelsey were one-two in the 50 yard dash, with Peterson finishing with a strong 5:6.5. Skip

also won the low hurdles in
6:15 follovi,ed by Kurt Kieffer

of Hersey and Joel Olson of
Wheeling.

Other first place finishers
for the Huskies were Kieffer in

the high hurdles with a 7.1,
Terry Castre in the long jump
with an 18-51/2, Gary Gardell
in the shot put with a throw of
44-41/2, Tom Gehr in the 440
with a 56.0, Jim Heuer in the
high jump and Greg Gawlik in
the mile run with a 4:49.05.
The Huskies four -lap and
12 -lap relay teams also came

out on top with successive
times of 60.2 and 3:45.0.

thing," said Steingraber of his
tourney hopefuls, "so don't
think they'll ber letting down
after the Wheeling game."
WHILE HERSEY may

10:43 and by Frank Savage in

h a v.e some trouble with
Fremd's scrambling team,

Forest View will have a considerably tougher task in its
second -round affair at the
Conant Regional.
The Falcons, after barely
edging a weak Glenbrook

the 880 with a time of 2:08.

South squad Monday night,

Hersey's next meet will be'
tomorrow afternoon at Maine
South, while Wheeling will
host a triangular with Palatine
and Arlington on Saturday at

will face the number 11 team
in Illinois, Maine South. The
Hawks had no trouble in
thrashing Prospect in the first

noon.

111.1111111."'"- MEM

We have over 32,000 yards of fabric in stock. We
buy directly from the mills, guaranteeing you a
savings of 50e to $2 per yard.

round, and it would be quite an
upset if Forest View could pull
this one off.

Falcon coach Ken Arneson
probably start Wayne

MEET RESULTS

will

TWO-MILE: 1. Johnson,
W, 10:43; 2. Ohle, H; 3. Zimmer, H; HIGH HURDLES: 1.
Kieffer, H, 7.1; 2. Olson, W; 3.
Halcrow, H; LONG JUMP: 1.
Castre, H, 18-51/2; 2. Poole,
W; 3. Scapin, H;

Meier,

Rich

Olson,

Custom Draperies
. Custom Slipcovers
Custom Reupholstery

Dave

Long, Greg Shevell and Ed
Bansfield with Keith Phillips

sure to see action along the
way. But the Hawks' duo of

GUARANTEED
4 -WEEK DELIVERY

Greg Schmelzer and Mike Ne-

SHOT PUT: 1. Gardell, H,
Holzkopf, W; 3.
Lee, H; 50 -YARD DASH: I.
Peterson, H, 5:65; 2. Kelsey,
H; 880 -YARD RUN: 1. Savage; W, 2:08; 2. Rieger, H; 3.
Myslinski, H; FOUR -LAP
RELAY: 1. H, 60.2;
44-11/2 ; 2.

440: 1. Gehr, H, 56.0; 2.

POLE VAULT: I. Zazadny, H, 12-0; 2. Swanson, H; 3.

H; MILE RUN:

Gawlik, H, 4:49.05,

I.
2. Hil-

debrandt, W; 3. Radke, H; 12 LAP RELAY: 1. H, 3:45.0.

COOMDINATID MATH PASHIONS

Bedspreads

POSSIBLY THE closest
game of the three will feature
Notre Dame arid New Trier
East in the Niles West Regional. The Dons are undefeated in

Decorator Pillows
Window Shades
Complete selection

23 games but must meet the
challenge of the Indians' 6-11
center Bill Kosick.
Incentive for this semi-final

Free
Estimates

Savage, W; 3. Scherpalz, H; game should be higher than
HIGH JUMP: 1. Heuer, H; 2. usual, because of an injury to
Poole, W; 3. McQueen, W; Niles West star Mark CartPLOW HURDLES: I. Peter - wright that took him out of
H, 6.15; 2. Kieffer, H; Olson, W;

Kirsch Drapery Hardware

Beadangles
Trimmings
A,d(7

"I DON'T want this to
sound like I'm faulting our

in his resignation from the post
to Elk Grove principal Robert
Haskell Monday morning.

said. "I might have stepped

season or anybody else," Rees

01111110

Everything for Bath and Boudoir
. . . coordinated in 22 fashion
colors . . . from the most luxurious
to the most useful item.

be Russ Pohl, Gabe Eaton,
Tom Reckert, Kevin Kachan
and Byron King.

at Elk Grove as both a mathematics teacher and coach of
Grenadier frosh-soph crosscountry team.

owe

"I'm proud of the fact that
single change on our basketball staff. That has fo be just
about the record. I think we
a lot to those four
coaches --Don Schnake, Larry

Peddy, Ken Grams and Ken
Rundquist. I know I do."

$54995 to $64995

yki for two years after which

:Elk Grove's final game under Rees was Monday night's
68-55 loss to Glenbard West in
the opening round of the

Wheaton North Regional. The
&feat dropped the Grenadiers' record for the seaso9 to
5;16.

Oregon (III.) High School.

IN 1959, REES came into
District 214 as freshman basketball and baseball coach at
Arlington. After three 'years at
Arlington, he moved to Forest
View for a year as head crosscountry coach and jayvee basketball coach and then to Elk
Grove, where he was also head
cross-cou'ntry °coach until last
ceason.

"I can't say anthing but the
finest about htm," Elk Grove
athletic director Bob Tipsword

said. "I didn't have to worry
about the program at all as
long as Mr. Rees -was in
charge. He handled all the details, was cooperative with ev-

kept the Grenadiers over the

erybody and was just an ex-

.500 mark for three seasons at

cellent man for the job."

33-32. They finished in a tie
fdr fourth in each of thiir first

Tipsword said Elk Grove

Mg seasons in the MSL before
dropping to last this year.

would open the position up for
all formal applications. He '

f

Stop in soon!

ONLY

he spent a year coaching at

-That
gave Elk Grove a 38-

14.13 record under Rees, who had

Many one of a kind! Limited quantities, so don't wait!

Price Range From

"MY GOAL for our team
this year was to finish with a

the state championship, and

MOTOROLA
ZENITH RCA

started his coaching career at
Balyki High School in Bath,
III. He was athletic director,
basketball coach, baseball
coach and math teacher at Bal-

When I didn't make that our
goal it was a sign I was getting

We honor all Midwest Bank Card.

didn't venture any guess as to
when the school would decide
on Rees' successor.

Rees graduated from Illinois State University and

had coached long enough.

.500 record and in the league's
first division, and I feel at this
stage of my career that wasn't
particularly ambitious. The
goal should have been to win

Mon & Thurs. 9 to 9. Tues., Wed., Fri. & Sat 9 to 5 30

record turned out to be, but I
can't really say for sure.
in four years we did not have a

while explaining his reasons
for stepping down after 14
years of coaching basketball.
"Actually, I decided about a
month ago that I wanted to
quit coaching. I just felt that I

1 1 S. Dunton, Arlington Heights
CLearbrook 3-5249

down no matter what our

Rees, one of the most mildmannered coaches in the Mid Suburban League, will remain

"Just getting old, I guess,"
the 38 -year -old Rees joked

Ma

'4,

the tournament.
Niles West was rated as the
favorite regional. but now the
winner of the Indian -Don contest could have clear sailing.
The Notre Dame starters will

Grenadier coach Rees
resigns head cage post
Bob Rees, the only basketball coach Elk Grove has had
in its four-year history, turned

DOLPHIN

GOLDEN

Custom Bedspreads
Nettle Creek

vins will be awfully tough to
beat.

Dean,

WILDCAT VICTORIES
were scored by John Johnson
in the two-mile with a time of

"They know the first loss
them out of this

will put

1

Huskies trounce
Wheeling runners
Hersey opened its indoor
track season in fine style yesterday by taking first place in
II of 13 events on the way to a

bounding" lineup.

1000 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARUNGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

(2 blocks west of Euclid)

Plenty of FREE parking.

ogRa

P9@

PH: CL 5-0700

HOME APPLIANCES
t

Moutt..- -411

Telephone

' WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in the
Tomorrow., Partly
cloudy, warmer

-I

20s.

2554400
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tfoack s new 'boss'

lets bright future

piLeD

Marjorie L. Everett in an attempt to buy out her 10 -year
contract as head of Chicago

By Bob Casey

Officials of Transnation Development Corp., the New
York -based firm that now con-

Thoroughbred

Enterprises,

Inc. (CTE), Transnation sub-

that owns the race

trols Arlington Park, yester-

sidiary

day painted a bright picture of
future real estate development
on the 450 -acre race track
property but left the longrange future of thoroughbred

track and hotel.

Levin said Mrs. Everett is
not being fired but would not
elaborate on why the holding
company wants to buy out the

racing at Arlington Park in

remaining nine years of her
contract, an agreement which

doubt.

reportedly would have paid

At an Arlington Towers
Hotel press conference called

her $500,000,,over the 10 -year
period.

to clear up "newspaper con:

He said he "could not re-

jecture," Phillip J. Levin,
Transnation president, said his
firm is now holding "amicable" negotiations with Mrs.

call" which side, Mrs. Everett
or Transnation, initiated nego-

tiations on ending her, contract,

WITH LESS than three center" within the next 60
months' remaining before the
race track's Memorial Day
opening, Levin said CTE is
now in the hands of its department heads with Mrs. Everett
no longer taking an active administrative role, although she
remains CTE's president.
Both Levin and George
Yarbenet, Transnation vice
president, discussed future development of the property, According to Yarbenot, the firm

will approach the Village of
Arlington Heights with plans
for a 400 -unit luxury apartment development and a
200,000 square -foot -shopping

Vand lism, illegal parking
spell trouble at Harper
Phillip J. Levin, head of Transnation Development Corp., the New York -based firm that
controls Arlington Park, yesterday explained the "amicable" negotiations going on between

By K. C. Radtke

Transnation and Mrs. Marjorie Everett, president of Chicago Thoroughbred Enterprises Inc., that
are aimed at buying out the remainder of a 10 -year contract 'she has to manage the race track
facilities. (Photo by Jac Stafford)

ing are blemishing the open

U.S. in era of misinformation,
cinogenic drugs like LSD in

By K. C. Radtke

the "others" category.

The United States

is

cur-

rently in an era of mishysteria and
information,
polarization regarding drug'

use and abuse, a former addict
turned academician told Har-

per College students yesterday.

David A. Deitch, a University of Chicago teacher heavily

involved in the Illinois Drug
Abuse program, said concerned individuals who proselytize on both sides of the drug
issue should know the influences of their efforts.
discussion
"Considerable

needs to occur on what happens when you proselytize use
of drugs and when you proselytize against it and what these
influences are," Deitch said.

THERE IS very little reasonable, logical reaction to

drugs, the man said.
Deitch defined three classes
of drugs: downers, uppers and
others.
He put alcohol, barbituates,
and narcotic -like substances in

the "downers" category; pep
pills and their: relatives in the
"upper" groups; and hallo -

Marijuana
found on
shoplifter
A youth was arrested last
night and charged with shoplifting and possession of marijuana after 'a security agent at
Wieboldts department store at
Randhurst 'shopping center
caught the youth walking out

of the store with a pair of
men's pants valued at $12.
The agent.called police and

told them that he was holding
Kenneth M. Grzesik, 19, of
1405 Jefferson, Lake in the
Hills, Algonquin, for allegedly

stealing a pair of pants, and
that the agent had found two
cigarets, which looked like

marijuana on Grzesik.
Officer Warren Fischer
took the substance to Arlington Heights police laboratory

and found that it was marijuana.

-Fischer charged Grzesik
with possession of marijuana.
The security agent signed a
complOnt against the youth
for shoplifting.
Grzesik is to appear in Niles
Felony Court March 24.

MOST SCIENTISTS, he
said, classify marijuana as a
mild sedative causing some
hallucinations.
"Congress has listed it
(marijuana) as a dangerous
drug with high abuse potential
and no medical purpose,"
Deitch explained somewhat
bitterly.

Deitch seemed to relate well

to his fairly large mixed audience of long-haired, bluejeaned bearded boys, longhaired, short -dressed girls; sev-

HE RELATED his fear of
what could happen in drug research if the government
gained control of drug use
through legislation.
Research was obviously not

his favorite word for Deitch
talked for quite some time on
the fact that so-called research
stressing treatment for the

drug addict was for quite a
time very profitable to state
hospitals.

of that use was not *ruetive," Deitch said.

use of drugs for recreational

HE SAID he had used all of
the drugs he mentioned. They
ranged from the common
marijuana through various
hallucinogenics.
"I've used them all and a lot

He made

a

strong dis-

purposes.

Jack Kilroy, chairman of

Mount

Prospect Village
Board, has issued a schedule of
seven budget meetings on successive Mondays, beginning
March 9.

Kilroy said that all meetings
will begin at 7:30 p.m., at the
Village Hall.

find the intruder.
Palatine police told The
Day no report was filed on the

day:

case.

added.

thefts of auto parts.
He also discussed rumors
which erroneously told about
a Saturday evening attack on a
college security officer and the
resulting dismissal of a security cadet.

But the security office suspended cadet James Kramer
for one week. It was his duty to

lock the LRC doors by 2 p.m.
Saturday.

Meanwhile vandalism has
been on the increase in the'

"MY PHONE'S been ring- sprawling Harper parking lots.
ing all day with people calling
"EXPERTS ARE doing
from the newspapers about
that attack," Kurowski com- it," Kurowski said.
"They take anything on a
plained.
Kurowski's been minding car that can be removed in 15
the campus while his boss, minutes or less-carburetors,
Robert Hughes, building and generators, batteries, tires,
grounds director, is away on sometimes valuables inside the
car, like stereos."
business.
Most of the thefts occur beMichael Bradshaw, a Harper security officer, was hit on tween 2 p.m. and 10 p.m., Kuthe head about 7 p.m. Satur- rowski said.
day, Kurowski said, when he
DURING THE class hours
entered the Learning Reare

source Center in the campus' as many as 2,000 cars
lonely southeast area to in- parked on the 218 -acre
campus.

vestigate noises.

Two security guards patrol
lots between 10 a.m. and 4
THERE WAS a dance in the
p.m. using a private car and a
the College Center that night,
he said, bringing activity to the tiny white campus car that renormally quiet weekend sembles a golf cart, Kurowski
explained.

However, the problem

After Bradshaw was struck
he radioed Harper security officers. Terry Strey and mem-

er in a more distant spot of the
campus.

The 450 -acre race track
property was annexed by the
village early last fall and rezoned to the B-3 general service (business) category with

arises when the guard leaves
one lot and moves on to anoth-

idea may be dropped in place
of two movie theaters.
Still in

the works, Levin

said, is a 10 -story motel across

provisions for planned unit development that will require
village approval of all building
and site plans.
The 400 -unit luxury apart-

ment is expected to cost between $6 and $8 million, Yarbenet said, and will be located
on the site of the present golf
driving range north of the hotel.

THE SHOPPING center,
to be built in the southeast cor-

ner of the track area near the
present Shell Oil Co. service
station, will have a bank, dc'
partment store, food store and

Rohlwing Road from Arlington Towers.

When asked about the fu-

ture of the property as a sports
complex, the Transnation
head emphasized that there are
no plans to replace the racing
or exhibition facilities and that
remodeling and improvements
begun last year will continue.
AS FOR THE domed sports

stadium that-has often been
mentioned as a possible addition to the property, Levin said
high interest rates and the difficulty of obtaining financing
for such a project rule out the
stadium for the near future but
the idea will not be dropped.

said.

Despite his optimistic predictions about development of

Plans also call for construction of back-to-back 600 -seat
movie and legitimate theaters
on the property, Levin said, although the legitimate theater

Mrs. Everett's innovative racing policies that made her the
(Continued on page 2)

other smaller shops, Levin

"WE'VE HAD one or two
reports of theft occuring at a
time when the security guard
related that he had just gone

from that area to another,"

BRADSHAW HAD X-rays
^-nt day which showed he
was in'goOd health, Kurowski

campus.

Village finance unit lists
next 7 budget meetings
the finance committee of the

spaces of Harper College, security officials said Wednes-

talked with me about recent

Deitch seemed to be asking
for a change of public attitude,
more understanding, less side taking, and acceptance of
drugs for some purposes.
Deitch said that he saw the
United States eventually altering its laws to permit the open
purchase of marijuana and "if
we don't get too polarized" the

eral nurses and other less typical students and adults.

Vandalism and illegal park-

Kurowski, security assistant.

tinction between use of a drug
in and of itself and drug reactions which might possibly be
complicated by other factors.

police

force checked out the threestory building, but failed to

While a tow truck moved
cars from fire lanes, Henry

hysteria, ex -drug addict says

of the Palatine

bers

days."

Kurowski said.

Harper employs three fulltime patrolmen to watch over
the campus 24 -hours a day as-

sisted by four part-time men.
The guards, some of whom are

the property, Levin made it
clear that he will not follow

SIMON

SUBURB

'

SAVA =
Book buyer% choice- dirty or dusty.

(Continued on page 2)

Plan commission to weigh
10 -story building limit
A motion by Mount Pros- cifically to the recent approval the elevator equipped buildpect's plan commission vice of the 10 -story office and pro- ings, and commission members
chairman Harold Ross for pub- fessional building in the Rand- said they wanted more inforlic hearings, to be held by the hurst parking lot, he replied, mation as to the intended locacommission for amending the "Take your pick."
tion of roads of ingress and
village zoning ordinance's reTHE VILLAGE board egress to Busse Rd. from the
quirements as to maximum recently approved the Rand- new buildings planned.
heights, and minimum side, hurst build, whose number
front and rear yard regulations, of stories exceeds even that
FRANK BERGEN suggested
was approved by a unanimous
vote at a study meeting session
Wednesday night.

Ross made the motion because there has been dissatisfaction on the part of some
plan commission members as

to decisions made by the village's zoning board of appeals.

allowed for a planned unit development by two stories, and
exceeds the zoning ordinance
height limit for all other build-

that the proximity of the apparent planned south exit into
Busse Rd., near the south Hig-

ings by almost 100 feet.
Ross first said at

plot, to the adjoining Holly-

gins creek boundary of the

the wood apartment complex yet
Wednesday night meeting that to be built to the south should
it was the intent of the resolu- be checked.

tion he was about to present
that "we amend the zoning or-

He noted that the exit of

traffic from two apartment
are going to approve next," dinance to limit structures to complexes too close together
stories or 136 feet."
said Edward Erickson. When 10Reference
was made to the could greatly complicate Busse
Rd. traffic.
asked if he was referring speTuesday night meeting of the
Chairman Malcolm Young
village board, at which the told the commission that he
commission was notified that had been notified by Village
the board would not call for Manager Virgil Barnett that

"You don't know what they

public hearings on the proposed amending of the ordinance, and the commission
was told that "the plan com-

and all proposed salaries approved, all items in the budget

could be ready for final approval by the time the' fiscal

mission has the right to generate its own hearings."
The final form of the motion
was that the commission hold a
public hearing at a regular

year begins on May 1.

Steal tape set

there was no money in the cur-

rent budget for payment of a
village planning individual or
company, to develop a plan for
improvement of the downtown
area of Mount Prospect.

YOUNG SUGGESTED that
such a plan should also include'

A tape player, 22 tapes, and
two 'speakers valued at $24C

April meeting, with specific commercial development

mission to be worked out at

templated that at one or more

stolen Tuesday _night
from an auto in the Randhurst
shopping area near the drive-

of the meetings it will be neces-

in bank.

sary to include a portion in executive session in order to consider salaries.

Don J. Allison of 537 Isa,
Wheeling,' owner of the car,
told police that the burglars
took the tape deck while he
was working at a store at

He added that

it is

con-

The schedule of meetings
follows:

March 9:

Public benefit;

Randhurst.

.4014

general obligation bond and
interest; police pension fund;
firemen pension fund; parking
meter system; civil defense and
garbage.
March 16: Waterworks and
sewerage fund;
March 23: Street and
bridge.
March 30: General.
April 6: General.
April 13: Illinois Municipal
Retirement Fund and library.
April 20: Historical
Society; and senior citizens.
Kilroy said that if the schedule can be followed as planned

recommendations of the com-

were

°V

'

Gripe
Of The

'44414111161.Est

-At

t

ments, each with 40 units.

Day
The lack of safety precautions for

pedestrians

east of the new Arlington
Post Office.

J.R.

WITis ,Rtt Watalatli==tti

'/

along Rand Rd.
However, commission mem-

intervening study and regular bers Erickson
and Robert
sessions, McBride were directed to
make further inquiry as to posCOMMISSION member Euplanners, for such develgene Bradtke presented the sible
opment work at a future time.
rough plans of the apartment
Young released new combuilding development conmission committee assigntemplated on the remainder of
ments as follows; with Young
the 13.5 -acre plot,, southwest
and Ross retaining the chair:
' of Algonquin and Busse Rd., manship and vice -chairmanwhere the resumption of conof the commission: planstruction of the long vacant ship
McBride, chairman;
ning,
Tally -Ho apartment complex
subdivision, Lynn Kloster,
is soon to be resumed.
chairman; and zoning amendProposed, said Bradtke, are ment, Bradtke, chairman.
six more four-story apart-

Each building is planned to
have 14 two -bedroom units,
Nurse Mrs. Harold Anderson of Palatine checks on the 14 babies born at Northwest Community Hospital yesterday afternoon. There were seven boys and seven girls. Three more were due
before midnight yesterday. That was Jack Ryon's story late Tuesday at the hospital. Ryon, public
relations man for the hospital, said that all 31 of the hospital's maternity beds were filled, so some
of the 41 mothers who recently gave birth were temporarily given beds in the halls. Others were

18 -one bedroom units and
eight efficiency apartments.
Bradtke noted that the park.% as shown in the plans was

discharged three days after delivery in cases where doctors felt the mother was sufficiently healthy.'

tion to the four-story height of

.

_

adequate, but he drew atten-

Meeting
Mount Prospect Public
14 F.

Library Board,
Busse; 7:30 p.m.

Thursday March 5
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Race track's new 'boss'
predicts bright future
( ['wawa, Own, Pa, I;
contrtheryai hot pith Of ran
mg

On Arlington Parks tabled
application for night mem
data in the coming mason, ke.
vin said;
the Illinois
Racing

If

Boyd (members) are,.. go.
ins to do anyting about it on
don't
their own initiative,
,, think we're going to push them
x:six on IT"
"IF THEY were definitely
' nat it and it became too
Controversial, dun I don't
think we would push for it," in
1

-

said.

The 30day Balmoral racing
5060000, formerly started at Ar-

Mutton in mid -May 'will now
be held at Washington Park,
also owned by CTE, starting a
month earlier in mid -April.

Arlington Park which a,

know anyong at all about rac
mg I ni purely a businessman
I was In rearm for two or three
tears but then I got out

generally
Harper student,
moue the outdoor campus dur

mg the day bthause they or:
harassed when thay patrol the

from Mn, Everett s hands to

Gulf and Western Industries,
Inc., he said, in exchange for
Gulf and Western securities.
When Gulf and Western Land
and Development Corp. was
spun off from Gulf and West-

For.
Levin denied that fan..
sports figures Bill Veeck or
Werblin would be
named to head CTE. He said
Sonny

hansnation would start with
the most ;exceptional wadidates in the country for the
post and continue its search

GULF AND WIESTEra

Look and

Something will have to be
done to end declining attend--

Coth.'s

Development

name w. recently

to Transnation, he
said. According to Levin, 30
changed

once and betting handle and to
interest young people in racing
'Levin said, although he offcred no remedies for those

per cent of the new firm

is

owned by himself, 28 per cent

"99.cent sales" to attract Class

is publicly owned and the remcinder is still held by Gulf
and Western Industries, Inc.
He said he is interested in
buying out Gulf and Western's

ins was tabled. Arlington lost

timers.

shares eventually.

Race tracks are limited by
law, he said, and cannot hold

Transnation

mortal Day and the Fourth Of
MVO., tae of its dam higgets ruing dates.

W01110 have
state

Tmnsnation, he said, now
owns ..99 plus plus per cent"

Racing at ArlingtOn Park.
which will begin Memorial

no objection to
limning of race tmck
personnel and the "off -bell"
rule for ending betting at post
time that have been proposed
by the state racing board.
Success of licensing -would

Mn, Everett now holds only a
small portion of Transnation's
stock, Levin said. The equity

Arlington

1150

Futurity.

formerly the world, richest
twwill not be held this year,

in said, because Illinois
horsemen have been offended
by out -of -tow ners winning the
ram while local horsemen had
b:. be content with smaller paron throughout the season.

.1 MUST BE very truthfriC Levin said. "I don't

of CTE. To his knowledge,

she gained from the sale of
CIE is still in Gulf and West.

depend on labor unions involved, he said. As for making
sure betting windows ore
dosed as post time, Irvin said
he is "heartily in accord'. with.
that proposal.
Levin also said he thinks a

proposed rule that would required that only Illinois horses
appear in certain races 'would
help Illinois horse breeding
rachm in-

and benefit the

ern securities, he said.

Stay in lane
Motorists should stay In
their oven lanes on superhighways, advises the Chicago
-

Motor Club -AAA. The few
gained by wearing
from one lane to mother are
not worth the risk involved.

Lil Floros

Prospeet's loss
leave the area.

lo hme him

In

a tenth= converse -

don. he said, "Don't make' a
DM over me. I'm just an drHoary fellow..1 enjoyed my
home in Mount Prospsst he -

Thin are II a.m. to
On Friday, March
are

I

1

a.m. to

5

13,

been living at 104.S. Elm for
dm pest' 5 years. The house is

been on inspiradon

one of hose big. old homes

folks.

that requires a fair amount of
mention. Albert has been ten,
ding to it and to numerous oth-

er things like a man half his
n e. It hasn't then unusual to
see him on a tall ladder repairhog the high roof, painting the
Vim, fixing things.

many

Best wish... Albert Carlson,

VILLAGE Theatre will
perform "Four for Tosight"
at St. Viator tonight and toMorrow and again the next
Sonvday at 810. Tickets MCL
9-3200.

ANTIQUE lovers might be
He has been a faithful. dillgem worker at Trinity United
Methodist Church, where he Is
charter member. A few years
ago his driver's license was reYoked and he couldn't drive to

the church any more. That
didn't stop him, however. He
would walk from h. home at
Elm and Busse to the church

on Golf Rd. and Wa-Pella.
And that's a long walk!

MMrested in attending the en -

thpre she, of 'lie il101.Wroii"
an s Club of Palatine tomer.
row and Saturday.
It, scheduled for 10 adn.
10 p.m. tomorrow and from 10
am. to 5 p.m. Saturday.

It's to be held at Mc Plum

finwers and many, many
people. He was
with
ecroll-hke card signed by

mission of the Illinois legisla-

this

ture studying private eleme Notary and secondary
schools in the state had attracted by Wednesday afternoon m ore requests from per.
sons wishing to be heard than
could be accommodated in
one day.
by 5 p.m. wednesday 43 individuals had asked to be

explained, "We will set up a

MOST OF those wishing tai

testify doily to make tom -

chisens of the Chicago rob

old oil

paintings.

Lunch and dinner will be

vilenus

this annual event the lo-

cal Church Women United

.

Ash

duke'
molded:

fruit

salad, relish dish,
strawberry, sliced

Prune muffin and butter, milk.
Available desserts: apricot
halves, cherry gelatin, peach
crunch, butter cake, orange

...El..

continents.
Prayers will be offered in 75
languages and 1,000 dialects.

Arthur and Aon Sullivan Jun.
for high schools in District

malion we will consider the pe-

mester.

and we will apply insofar as
possible the 'first come. first
serve' priryiple,

"Finally, we will consider
where

the

witnesses

msidc.

Those who five in the northwest suburb, close to Ariing.
ton Heights will be given all
possible consideration."

SCHLIKNIAN
00
REPORTED that

the biggest hearing

held to date. the commission
from

testimony

30

Chicago. The
hearing began at 9 a.m. and

witne,es

in

the fifth of 'seven

thi.s week that the Arlington
Heights hearing would attract
more witnesses and a greater
audience than any held by bis
commission before.

21

Chase

A teen-age boy who was fall-

gmen salad,
coo

rig

"Wl"

Mount

residents

have.

arc: Geraldine Gedroici Bev-

crly Glowed. Joann

Hold -

amen: Christine Runt:ice
EmilY Alartens; Connie Orlowski; Dorothy Riall; Rolm}
Seegers and Patricia Trefelncr.

Rosa Ana Bileita and Linda

Johnson were named to The
deem
for averages be
students made the honor list for average between

ran MOSNIMPAY

political
process than elsewhere in the
in the

state," said Schlickm,an.
More than 90 per cnt of the

witness. heard,

fare have

TO

$6000

FOR NAME BRAND

44141*

Iowa US. meal saw 312.00 a
row 0000 Sor slo mon.s.
Newszionel pito, 10 6.2.0

die -

Bugle Corps,

020 million annually. It costs
the government $1 million to

Weathersfield
subdivision in Schaumburg.

figure when compared to

'bother

-gram for 19 years. Their proby the

grade students

as

a

sells

the

stamps

each

Wednesday afternoon.
Generally it is the school

PTA units who now ornate
end administer the saving
stamp programs. However, in

S -T -R -E -T -C -H

WIG

Des Plaines the 10 0100 Wom-

an's Club has received many
local, state and national cite nos for helping develop the
program there in 11 schools.

'We are extremely unha,
.py to see the program fold,"

sawed deu mop owd et

said Mrs. Lester Peterson. Ou-

primte schools in we way or

snor president. The Juniors

nother.

have sponsored the program
y.rs and sell about
00
01,200 worth of stamps es year.
Volunteer Juniors sell the

ing in love went to the library
and took out a book entitled
"How to Hug."
When he got home he (nun

PARTNER, Reach for

leak

that he had volume 10 of the
encyclopedia.

COMMUNITY

Belville

NEW

ROOMS

4111.10r
KI
RE.

SPANISH

4 -PC.

BEDROOMS
Spanish

with

one in Arlington Heights and

$

elm

afr $s

J02

$

$

CONCERTS
BUY YOUR MEMBERSHIPS NOW!
(Available only until Mar. 14)
1970 - 71 FALL - WINTER SEASON
At MAIN EAST H. S. AUDITORIUM

SPA

roes Plomes Headquarter.)
PRAIRIE LEE PAINT

$ We 13

$

-

Our Customers
at only

1.0sX

PHILIPPINE DANCERS

COPPER

LEE EVANS TRIO
NEW YORK PROAUSICA

BRASS

amen

are delirious

METTDMIT

ENTIRE SERIES $10 per person

PARK RIDGE

$ METAL CO. $

Mrs. Chester Hillman - 823-2938

12$

$

824-3175
Hon. thin Sot.
13:30 to 5 P.M.

""."'

mette
OUICM BOY

AMMO

e otaa

MOE..

haltagetel

""a2

"MWBON.U"-S

WEEN EACH SYNTHETIC STYLED WIG YOU

MAINE SCRAP

$

JUST
BECAUSE OF THE FABULOUS SUCCESS OF
SYNTHETICS
WE CARRY IN STOCK:

Sandwiches

LEAD

g:ZZI, E411.

E,.!tie,l`c" $1888

$
$
$

DES PLAINES
Mrs. Clarence Foisted - 827-8542

MORTON GROVE
Mrs..Andrew Socha - 965.6616

DINE-IN*C414OUT
Lee & Oakton Streets
Des Plaines, III.
Sun. thou Thur. 11 AM to 10 PM

Fri & Sat 11 AM to 11 PM
PH 827.5246

RECEIVE A CARRYING CASE AND STIROFOAMIMA01

shoa

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

A Japan.e hospital nurse'
and

a New Guinea public

health nurse ham temporarily

joined the staff of Lutheran
General Hospital, Park Ridge.

Miss Chicks Pukushima,
Osaka, Japan, will spend two
years at the hospital before re-

igsH

1593 Ellinwood St. Des Plaines
,Northvies1Hwy.6 River Rd.,

.PHONE 298-2299

turning to Yodogawa Chris.
wan Hospital where she he,
orked for seven years.

Miss Erna Matthias, whose
missionary

circuit requires
four weeks of Pavel in northNew Guinea, will
leave the hospital in July.
Both nurses are involved in
she medical _mission program
at Lutheran General Hospital.
eastern

Dramatis Moditanamar, In Reid po.on
finish Include. 11. clam mst table w.th

1.f and four one dd. dein
AT

S22.9S

On 5ele thell.0 Way for Only
On

$369

PICK UP OR R -C WILL ARRANGE FOR DELIVERY TO YOUR HOUSE!

41111011111111

i. Monday through Saturday,

day, March 8.

The building will be available for families and adult usage from I until 5 p.m. For
family
and
non-members,

Muss be accompanied by their

Japan on staff

{Ol-

Salo the P.0 Way for Only

activity program to include
Sunday for a trial period of
five w.ks, starting this Sun-

unit sponsors the program, be-

Nurses front
New Guinea,

S89

In-

inchand dresser,

Hwy., Des Plaines is extending

- lieved to be the only one io
School DistrictSalk.
57.

The Northwest Suburban
Assn,
will
Manufacturers
present its 12th biennial eroded. show, "Products for
Progress in the '70s", April 16
and 17 at the O'Hare Inn.

Ohh

The Northwest Suburban
YMCA, 300 E. Northwest

are applicable to membership
within 30 days.
Children under high school

Admission is free, and the

Pickles

vevolvenvin

ZINC

The Latest Ram in synthetic 50 denier mod.
acrylic. Lang fell sides with a tapered back,
flip ar tem under - it stays. Wash, brush,
wear. Never loses Its style.

Kosher

4th CONCERT TO BE SELECTED

ALUMINUM

Try
Our

BAYANIHAN
Newspapers

The Dutch
Boy
by Mr. Henri

finish

COMPARE AT PM. On $2.59

'

96" LOOSE PILLOW BACK SOFA

'

Handsome contemporary styled sofa upholstered in combination stripe and sold all rubber cushions.

age who attend on Sunday
COMPARE AT 5310.95

parents.

On Sala rho 1,0 Wes, for Only

Manufacturers group
plans products show

Sandwich!

oak

ga.. bed.

NW suburban
'Y' extends
activities hours

AT GREGORY SCHOOL
in Mount Prospect, the PTA

Corned Beef

'

dark

formic fops.

mirror, ces1

gin at 7 p.m. Admission will be
SI for adults and 50 cents for
children ages 6-12.

guest passes arc available
adulsmat
ll cost:These guest lees
at a

School are

work part-time. M. Virginia

6 -PC. DINING

cludes

stamps on Friday afternoons.

Paten. at

School of Social Work are also

VIM

MEDITERRANEAN

those present.

Carlson has two daughters,

attached to the center. They

hers.

and

begin at 1:30 p.m. while the
standstill competition will be-

"NEW"

say of Illinois Jane Addams

Lion creates other, equally ice -

and the Crusaders from Milwaukee along with the Illinois
participants, the Falcons, the
Belle. and the Viscounts from

postal official to present the

and

Dorena Swartz work fuldime.
Robert Kauffman, Marquis
Wallace and Kenneth 1 entsa
serve part-time, and Mrs. Ks -

Pukovnik and Mrs. Gladys
Felstow are eleri.I staff me.-

Kenosha;

and they usually invited a local

years the Wilson PTA unit h.
taken over the bond program

MRS. PHYLLIS Gilson.
Edward Gutmann and MM.

Horn;

Elk

"SUITS ME"

bonds when earned. In recent

lions.

In the city, survival is a reel
problem for poor people. Sub-

The competing teams will

Springfield,
McHenry.

vicesare also asked for done -

polls, she noted.

Iowa; Wisconsin Corps: the
paled in the savings stamp Pb'

that re.ive Homemaker Mi-

maintaining their social pod-

Rd.,

from

donated to the agency by mat
chests. Families
ca

mitteeman and also a campaign committee member, confers with Fthe and Kucharski. Fiala has
been named head of the campaign.

Jr. High School, 700 Spring-

Queensmen

199

SPANISH 5 -PC. HEXAGON DINETTES
Sef includes 42.412"x66" hexagon table in dark pecan
formica lop, and four matching heavy wrought iron chairs,
in red and black scroll design.
COMPARE AT $239.95.

On Sale the RC Way ,or Only

159

BIG, BIG, SAVINGS EITHER WAY YOU BUY AT R -C SHOWROOMS!

public is invited. The event
vrill be open from 5 to 10 p.m.

Thursday, April 16, and from
noon to 10 pet. Friday, April

I/.
More than 75 of the association's 250' member companies are expected to display
their products for the new dec-

ade M booths in the O'Hare
'Inn's Convention Hall, Man-

nheim and Higgins, D.
Plaines, said NSMA President

George E. Lang of Goergcs.
Screw

Machine

Products,

Inc., of Franklin Park.
In addition to Rs goal of itn.
proving community relations,
the NSMA presents its products show .ch second year to
emphasize

employment

op-

3 -PC. SPANISH ROOM GROUP
Slogan. Sish styling hearing roped desismd weed on arms and
bran. Includes 94" loose pintas bawled sole in ieade valvd and Ivo

portunitim available at north-

Nth backed Elwin In a complementary Spanish scroll design.

west area suburb. pl.ts and
calisplay their products to

COMPARE AT 1024.95

stomers
stomers.

and

prospective

New student
James Kotts, son of Mr. and

Mrs. Sanle Kotts, 4006 Raven Ln.t, Rolyling Meadows, has1

been accepted at North Cen.
tral College in Naperville

Is

this year. Money is

generally
!neve
rbanites
enough to eat, but the strain of

Color Guard contest
March 14, at the Jane Addams

Titans from

$73,173

thy Mader is a case aide.
Two students of the Uniater-

be: the Nee HI's from Clinton,

expenditures.

need, the supervisor said.
The center's budget

they move out of the metro-

operate WI program, a modest
-

of a person fulltime to filltlud

Floyd T. Fulle, center, Maine Twp. Republic. committeeman, discusses "Campaign .70"
with Edmund J. Kucharski, right, GOP county chairman. 'Ile campaign will coordinate coon.
fyveitie GOP activities for the November elecfinn. Harry Magers, Berwyn township coma

and

insguth

Homemaker services are oleo
available, but the demand Mr
ra.
them has not been
enough to warrant the hiring

IN THE CARTON SALE! STARTS TODAY.
QUALITY FAMOUS BRAND FURNITURE
THE FABULOUS WAREHOUSE WAY!

The Guardsmen Drum and
comprised of
boys and girls from Me Northwest Suburban ar. is sponsoring a Drum and Bugle Corps

busily assisting the Jonas Salk
School in Rolling Meadows in
starting theirs.
Several schools in the north.
west suburbs participate in the
savings stamp program, which
n ets the Treasury Department'

1264 Northwest Highway, 2 Blocks Wert
of Downtown Des Plaines in the
Amigo Realty Building,

gP

They mature in seven years.

COUNSELING is usually

dune in the center's °MCCa,

Corrals.

The color guard contest will

60016.

weak, hem dol.., On: of

At the same time that Treawas

post office. The stamps themselves pay no interest, but the
bonds Pay 5 Per cent liathrtht

Drum,
bugle
contest

circulated

continuing the program, the
Post Office Department was.

and a few sates are made by the

School in District 59, Ailington Heigh..
"Many
are surf
to learn that the stamp pro-

publications. the Wall Street
Journal and U. S. News and.

surer Kennedy

SOCIAL WORK in the suborbs is not a lot unlike that in
the city, she said. People king
along their problems when

deemed at the post office or

sentative of the PTA -spunat Juliette Low
sored

directly with the post office,

kin: 217 s

SuboorlptIon rotes 35 eons. o

nationally

to

be

Across the nation about 6
million pupils participate in
the savings stamp program,

math and social studies. At the
time the students worked

WHY PAY MORE?

can

The center is 5 years old.

rector -supervisor of the C011..

turned in fora $25 Seri. E
most banks.

at

9,

$18.75, when they

pressed his dismay at the program's ending, m did a repro-

"thrift I.son" while studying

SATISFACTION 299.3794 GUARANTEED

Under the savings stamp
program stamps in denorninss

Opal at Wilson School, ex-

eighth

MEN'S SUITS

trans front 10 cents to 15 are
accumulated to a total of

m

Last year the center gave
wrvice to 631 families, mostly
of Des Plaines. Marital probwere the cause of most
len
with
Parentdisturbances
youth difficulties the next
meo, prevalent, according to
Mrs. Margaret M. LisInski, di-

only partially filled.

having had no news of the discontinuance.

such

63.e

stead for cash. He estimated
that 50 per cent of the albams

the embarrassing position of

gram win initiated

,

Although there has been no
additional explanation given
by the Treasury Department,
assistant postmaster Proebstle
did point out (hat most albums
of stamps are not redeemed for
the $25 savings bond but in -

bond. Stomp albums can be ran

WILSON SCHOOL M Am

44e $4250

pass war -time efforts.

port their PTA board also has
approved the writing of letters

agency

The office staff, which has
expanded from two to 12 persons serves Des Plaines, Arfington Heights, Mount Prospact. and the unincorporated
aras of Grade School District

pram hod the potential to stn.

ROBERT PARSONS, prig-

lington Heigh. h. partici.

OPEN 7.2 P.M. WES thru FRI, All Day SAL.

Rd, Arfinglon Noight0111. 60005,
and 722
Del Mines, 11.1

in

arca in that empty spm where
ever he looks." said Mather

the pictures of it in the news,
television and
papers or
yo
vision."
dm

people walk in to ask for help.
Mrs. Lisinski said.

average sales oath Wednesday
afternoon is $50. Mrs. Stephen
Loverde and Mrs. William
Landeene, co-chairmen, re-

World Report and wire =-

Mizener, "is to wait and

Center at 1797 Oakton St., Des

counsehng

been at all enthusiastic the pro-

brought to the local station are

BM was briefly mentioned in

Mworer scid.
Saturday's eclipse is worth
inn but it ia not worth your
onion. "The best advice sad
coo

feels that had the governMent

Grove branches, was placed in

released to the news media tint

ados our, period as lo see- tans,
thesthes
rttoke
enosrm'anem e e
or erien 'Sunglasses,

the MOS t imporIant point of vidon. If this happens the person

Secretary Kennedy.
Through their PTA newsletter, the "Salk Sound," they
have asked parents to combine
their efforts. Mrs. Ted Corral,
chairman of the bond program
at Salk, reports that their 429
studena have purchased tipproximately $315 worth of
stamps each week since their
program began.
The -Jane Addams PTA in
Palatine began their bond program three years ago and their

Crane.

continue savings stamps was

the shoebox with white paper 3

motion for the program and

to the attention ot cents per
soonr by the telephone. Few'

Pr.ident Nixon and Rep.

ton Heights station, including
the Rolling Meadows and Elk

lazy Kennedy's decision to dis-

an

damage," buts
said. "The
sines rays burn a spot on the
reline of the eye, typically at

tacted Robert Procbstle, assistant postmaster for the Arling-

.1

then point the pinhole at the
sun so that the rays move
natural wonder should occur through the. pinhole and po,jon the final day of the national eel an image on the white paSam Your Vision Week,' said Per.
Do not, under any circumFlOyd a Mizener, O.D. .
stances, look directly at the
president of Me 110AL
"Looking directly at the sun sun with binoculars. opera

ald Cannata; Sharon Collmarit
Donna Grath Judy- Green:
Cheryl Haugh; Michael
...Pithy: Michael Math and lances McDonough.

ton Heigh. both in witnesses

and

-

As yet no official release of
this information has been
made by the Post Office Department, which handlcs the
stamps. When recently con-

..

area with a partial eclipse,
"It is a coincidence that this

325 to 3.49; William ffshnhoiff; Gregory Brook, .P.a.

Ihrovoll Fed,. by toy Publicc,

"THIS APPEARS to indicate a greater understanding

United Stat. and expose this

will suffer a permanent blind

ings held throughout the state
in February." He said the largest hearing was held in Arlingand public attendance.

solar eclipse

the

Mope...

IT APPEARS that confirmation of Treasury Sara

Solar
tern portion
pss over the else) pin or needle in a shoe of the box. Cover the opposite end of "
southeastern p

Prosbeen

Nino students who mode the
grade point ay.
trustees' Iht
for 3.75 to 4.00
crams betwen

"Thia is similar to the pattern of Con -Con public hear-

eased the issuo of public are

Palatine.

Club holds 1. giant sixth am
moil spring antique show and
sale. On Wednesday, March
I I rid Thursday, March 12,

r.una

Narber, thalss, foot cocktail.

WORST JOKE of the Day:esuuce

NEXT WEEK, of course,

tone

choice):
o.ven fried fob. pizza, wienin a bun Vegetable one

Main

wJljcin millions of people insTo be ssrved Friday ingLe.
hood of prayer spanning six

Harper College for the first se-

Mean, Prospect, Elk Grove,

Beck, CL 5-8066.
TOMORROW

Day of Prayer. Women from
five area churches will gather
at St. Mark Lutheran Church,
200 S. Will. at p.m.

day. After we have that infer-

titioners on the basis of the

If you value your eyesight.

beware

Harper College
honors 21
twenty-one

tar ille

Mizeder suggested one of
of the safe ways th view Seim.
Mora. The Illinois Optomet- day's eclipse:The most simple
sic Association (10A) warns is the "pinhole camera" which
is made by puryhing Ovhut
that at 02:30 p.m. Saturday

equals

named to three honors Ns at

s'on throughout the state. Rep.
Schlickman predicted early

214i

about

pect

This is

Homey, Wheeling and Forest
View high schools in District

schools

those opposing Me giving of
public aid to parochial edit.tional institutions.

Arlington Heights on Btu.

hearings held by the commis.

juice,
World

6.0n.

advocating public aid to mi.
sate

forth." he said,
"We get some letters from
people we've helped, but molt
persons don't see it that win,' ,;

Optometric group warns
against viewing eclipse

In total the number of those

"First, we will ask witnesses
if they wish to be scheduled for

Ar-

served Friday in

Te

served. Tickets, at $1.25, ere
is

VIC

continued until 5;45 pm.

tered green beans.
Salad (one choice):

skiable room mr Harold

Schlickman

priority bused on three considerations and then do- the bat

heard

p.m.

Also, there'll

Saturday,"

time they requested to be heard

Grove Club, Rts. 53 and 62 in

the Mount Prospect Woman's

A'week ago, his Men& at
Trinity had a coffee pay in
hie honor to bid him well. It
woe complete with cake and

Hotel on Saturday by the com-

how,

be a demonstration in the art of
caning furniture, refinishing
old antique Nadu. WM

.WE ARE not goinlip loll
anyone he or she carthorithe
heard in Arlington Heights

9:30 p.m.

Twenty-six dealers will be
showing antiques of all kind.

gunk doll,
Don't make fuss indeed,
He's grand fellow who has

hearing 81, has

will be held in Hinsdale.

The public hearing being
held at the Arlington Towers

The added slay of hearings

cause I had such lovely neigh-

.

Carlson,

extends school hearings
will take pine March 20 add

the assistance we give, sterna,
cars, changing tires, and so

golly parked will be ticketed,

a

sion, after consulting with his
associates on the state panel,
announced that an additional
public hearing will be held for

Best wishes, Mr. Carlson

ticketed.
Kurowslei said any

r°

"Few people thank is for"'

Iota Wednesday, two were

Too many speakers --state
By Richard Crabb

geeing s "bad guy" image.

is

costing thorn too much money

lamented the fact IMO the"
college security officers are

tow risk area where state laws
impose serious Penalties B. or"
fenders who impede the prog
russ of emergency vehicles.
Of the 35 cars parkeri in fire

'

211.16 for or against public nil
to private schools in Illinois.
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman
(R -Arlington Heights) <Warmth of the important commis-

Main 'Street

Albert Carlson, dear old
soul that he is, will be going.
a Methodist Home in Jams.
vIlle, Wis., today. Ids Mount

.

gram is ending. On June 30.

klEANWIIILE KURCIDSKI -

.

Most counoeltng case, Come

It is the
Salvation Army Community

sur y

'1970, the United States Treasury Department will discon-

tinue the program, which

the

northwest suburb,

Percy Rep Crane and Trea

ment.
Now the savings stamp pro-

There 5 only on, family portant problem, she mid

only a World War II thing
She cryteszed the Treasury
Department for st, lack of pro

aged by the federal govern-

Salvation Andy
serves suburban
tortured souls

gram is still alwe easel Mrs
Corral Most thought n was

through a letter
writtng campargn m President
Nixon Senators South and
happiness

War 11 every school child
was urged to buy sssings
stamps, a thrift -teaching program underwritten and encour-

tow truck operator. Only nine
persons have failed to pay the
$15 towing fee and the $3 tick el penalty, cadet Strey said.

FIRE LANES are a oriel

Members of the Luther College Concert Band Mack view from left). Tom Holman, Barrhmton,
Jean Hausknecht, Palos Park: Ave, Battey, Buffalo Grove: Connie Kramer, Chicago, Tom Kiraner, Ethin. Erma row; Xath5 Nagel, Man. Proses.; Jane Meemland, MOM Patricia Holman,
Barrington. They win tour with the hand March 13-7A.The band 010 give concerts in eight sthtes,
including n concert March 20 in Philharmonic Hall in New York City.

ticketed,

weeks since the college hired a

even visitors find the yellow
paper flying beneath their
windshield Wine,.

currently expreamg their tin

The Minuteman once rye,
bohzed readiness and thrift
to several million American
school children. During World

Forty-nine cars have bee
!Owed in the three and a half

and. sometimes

ticketed

By Frames Altman

student and faculty cars.

Faculty and students alike
are

lack, the ap ice to keep ye
holes he old

The college will snail
quire a license file .to cheekr.

ski said.

en control of CTE.

random because the Calle,

rocker west- not
Kurowski added.

The vandal trouble is ac.
conmanied by illegal parkin&
which the Harper. security
for" rakes seriously. Kurow.

ernlmt year, he said, it was Mt/-

until the right man is found.

arc

BUILDINGS

locked by 10.30 p.m. Monday
through Friday and by 2 p.m.
Saturday when activities ose
not underway.

GTE was originally ac wired Rom Mrs. Everett by

problems.

Day, is scheduled 63 end, in
mid -August.

ALL

Transnarion..

could M no way be blamed for
the reported financial loses last

HE SAID

nings

End of stamp program
causes concern here

'BEFORE THE tow rook
%GM mto effect Fab 9 can
Mach did not hate n Harper

of butldin. during the tax

ence Learn explained how the
ownership of CTE has passed

plied for 103 racing dates, was
awarded 68 days of racing by
the Illinois Racing Board
while its petition for night roc-

Labor Day, which with Mc-

indoor, Kurowsk: and
They do patrol the interior

Pap 3
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but only Illegally parked car,
wath Harper suckers will be
towed The towing to doe, a,

(Conhowed Iron! Pole II`

dustry as well as the state Itself
During the press confer

He said he h. no criticism
of the way Mrs. Everett hasmanaged CTE and said she

THE DAY

Vandalism, illegal parking
spell trouble at Harper

THE DAY

On Sala Oa R.0 Way for Only

$399

DECORATOR STYLED 3 -PC. BAR SET
Sal includos bar. 01020,10 with black vinyl end walnut frost, walnut
bothca try end 2 matching blest vinyl cove. stools. Chrovothlefed
per culamor.
Kobel,. Lim...
1

COMPARE AT 5I09.95
On Sele the R.0 Way far Only.

$79_
2670 GOLF RD

RIVERSIDE-CORVAIR SHOWROOMS
Guaranteed Savings on Name Brand Furniture

Talisman Shop. Ctr. 1 mile west of Harlem
Gelnuiew, Ill.
729-6030
OPEN EVERY NIGHTTIL 10 P.M. SATURDAY &SUNDAY TIE 6 P.M.

-

The day's prospect

One day at a time
Tomorrow
Is Today

An expert on kid, Iblt
Sure, I think they're good kids.
Sure, I don't expect more than

the usual Von.. Sure, l think
they'll make it. At least they
have, so far. Sore, I think
they'd make it the rest of the
way. I hope I'm right.
Dear Mr. DeLortise:
I ant a 32 -year -old mother and hOesawife. I've been mauled
for almost 16 years. I love my husband dearly. He is a woodman,
kind man. In fact he's my whole world.
My problem is my husband seems to be developing quite a
drinking habit, Hedoes his drinking at home, not in bars. Heap
he needs it to relax, but I fear a serious drinking problem may

busy, busy, busy.
They have one emblem.

new stereo set. I got it from
low Oh, O.K. Their kid brim

homes, In one instance we
only did they steal, but "they
tore the joint apart." Beam

there are ome terribly stupid
parents insthi world.

When my hushard drinks too much he changes his personality

deals because of this. My health is getting worse and worm because of all the nervous tension. I've tried to speak to him and

nap Pubticattong

have several drinks nightly.
My question is: Will he finally give it up and mann than bOa.
killing me by inches?
Also. he asks me constantly to have another child and I mime

because of the conditions 0va described. Do you see another
child fur us? I have fears that our marriage will break up, even
cannot stand sty much longer.

No Name, Elk Grove

Will a divorce really take place or will 1 gm him home once
more? Will my da,htm merry? Will my husband'. health detethe office and spends large sums of money on

riorate? He lives

liquor.
M.S., Mount Prospect
Deer
I feel your daughter's wedding will take place. I don't feel you

Retina a divot. Your h.band needs help. He b going throat&
mime kind of emotional change. Stick will him. He Reeds you.1
dealt feel good with his health at this time.

Dear Mr. DeLourse:
My husband and i bed never heard of Karma until s year ago
and feel our belief in it has changed our (ives. 1 am particularly
interested in one young boy who we want as our own. Will this
happen soon, as we are running into so many obstacles right now.
Men. O.K. Dm Plaines

JOSEPH SE LOUISE. notionally known psychic, will answer the questions of Day readers in this column. Loners should
be signed, bur names will be omitted if the writer requests If.

Write to Dednuire in et. of Day Pablientions. 722 Center St.,
Des Plaines ROOM.

Hi deaword

Q -He nerve is cut theme,

will it beal so tint its .notion

going on.
BM then: es I say. I cagy roll
someone else how to nthe his
kids.

Sr I won't.

cine the will make it

heal
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A- When a norm is seamed,

and Ptibliihe

John E. Stanton, Edit,

William J. Kiedaiff h, Manage. Edifor

the dinal part dies, If, bow over, the portion nearer the
brain can be fix,I to the distal
pMtion, so that the cot sur

R.E. Hutchinson, lice-Presitlent

R. N. Puri, Chierdidirorrififfetror

C. F. Neu. Adviii.ine Ober tor

faw

, nyg.

io

fibers will grow downward and
replace the dead fibers. This is

very slow proc.s that

Letters to the Editor
Says students

at Harper should

pay More

Edr.rc
I

Mr. Lahti momesss addition-

al taxes for Harper College. I
sugg.t that if the students at

the Central YMCA can pay
$35 per credit hour, surely the
effluent students in the Harper

College District can pay 516
or 5x1' credit hour.
This is the man bond issue
community I have

happy

heard of, and, sin. it is conpll

nueItr,rele't1IC:ssetf

af-

tab
With students livtrg at
.harne, eating at home
pick up

Bue

would like to merest

statement made by Ron Swans

Editor:

in Ids 60ne day in a M." column in the Feb. 26 issue of

on this issue and 1 urge everyone else to do likewise.

quote, "In Federal Muth
the judge picks the jury." I
would like La correct this error, in that it ten. 10 1024
people who do not know the

late Junior College Law, a

morel

may not be charged

ing through my head and I

Swan's Gat statement that

I

procedure, to a wrong co.
Ilusion.
In the United Stoma District
Court

a panel of Moors I

lled. This panel includes a
number of jurors from whdm
12 will be selected to try the

the judge picks the jury in Fed-

eral court is just not true.
served en Frdeml court jury
duty for six months in 1968
and my information comes

emit get it out. Is this normal?
What can I do for it?

m

leng. for

61'

Regarding
challenges, de

cause.

tense usually has three chat

sw Pow". ono.'

Answer on Cootie Page

gas.

mn of Mr. and Mn. Elmer V.
WbIters, also formerly of

Frothingslosh
Randango
=7,,I===lig=

lin

towers

arling of

ter Band Concert at g p.m. Sat-

the Prospect High School
Depertment of MIcSic will
ere,. the annual Mid -Win -

urday, March 7, in the Prospect field house. Featured pen
.

.

.

dames, stocker bkret.
& Pant Suits eon and
end andond arid

DP Sag*

Champ m Ord

APAINGTON liDOMPS

elf I Arthessolin.!th
nThoesthri

Dolores Ilim dc.Wonwas 01i101

.......... ................

1

Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Rickel, Arlington Heights, and Sue

Save $2

Save $2

Special YMCA
fAMILY INTRODUCTION) $

..'

$10.00

.

a pc. Salad Bowl Se ny Irnsmcnional

Presentthiset.d.,opn.dn

Now
Bring Home a Colorful
Blooming Plant Only

March 8, 15th, 22, or April 5, $
or 12, between 1 and 5 P.M.

$1.00

and receive $2.00 off on a 1r

Cash and ...Iv.

$.N.70,

li ew SIOSS

Y"OZ:Va. roZa
Siker, Chino & Crystal
6400 North Harlem
At Northwest Hwy.

Free Estimates! Prompt Service! Our Trucks Are in Your Area Doily.
PROSPECT HEIGHTS
iTO$ES

7 N. Elmhurst Rd.

a 5-6174\

(Or. 83 MrOanald Rd).

TO

Suburbs 825-3131

Mon.iThurt. P.O. Friday... SO..
Closed Sunday

Thursday, March 5, 1970

can run
Life with pare
if a girl bchay.
mart smoothly.
es like an adult -even it her

Mrmal far ;ris

agrcements don't nave,o

Meth band and clarinet choir.

magazine booklet, "How to
L live with your parents." Girls
hones and Kenneth L Wil- I..), go far towards mai,
Horns.
home life happier if theytumember that pare. too ;rave
problems, learn to use a little
tam M handling dimgreenints
and avoid telling mother every
little thing.
The booklet points out that

of Jazz at Oak Lawn and the
Badger State Stagelland Contest in Delavan, Wis. Also of

parents, as well as teen-agers,

interest to the audience will be
doe first appmrance of the
clarinet choir. This is a now

e of adjustment wh ch
are
can letiadmto anxiety and fear Illness,and
and a little understand ng
part can hop
on

are going through a dill Huts
time of life. The middle 0 r

life running more moo. ly.

It's true that parents a. s

n-

parents right now aren't do ng
their fair share of stn ersding,
tan
you may have to sup -

to Boy Scout
Troop 153

1

ply more than your share for a
time.? the advice goes.

U. the same tact With your

30-60 YEARS
learn the lads about

Boy Smut Troop ISO, Busse
celebrated its lirst
birthday March I. &ening
with five boys and six fathers,
it bas in one year become a

may 110W go on into Boy

toll -fledged troop with it new
charter and 28 Boy Scout,

all who purchased candy fast
week. As a result of the candy
drive, the boys will be able to
buy six tents. each 10 by 10
feet, for their once-mmonth
overnight camping trips. Duo

School,

The formation of a Boy

tr.p had

been

at-

FARMERS NEW

Scouting without IftWillg their

30/60

home pan.

The weep extends IF

AUTO INSURANCE

to

PACKAGE
Stat.. proveyou are super

parents that mu Would with

Scout

other adults.
Don't automatically mil
your mother everything. espe

tempted many times at Busse
School without success. But
with the persistence of Wayne

dolly if she becomes panicky
rosily. If your problem ill real
one. and you think your par -

help of many enthusiastic par.
woe, is is new functioning sur

stimmer camp at Camp/those-

MO enough,'

casehilly. those Cub Scows

kno.

Farmers Insurance Group

can do anything to help or
to suggest a course of action,
by a. means rtlk to them. If,
on the other hand, your probat vague, mementolem is slight,
, v thcr.
behavior requires that you resolve it some
ot..er way.
1: you limit mope, do it eon

Miller, scoulmmer, and the

prem. risks and entitled
to gig rote sarinm plus new

ing March they will be heading

daughter of Mr. and Ms.

list at Loyola University for

of sight or explain sonmthing

James L CbIsholot of Mount
Prospect, has been named to

the fourth semeSter. Perrino, a

of whet is wrong:

the dean's 1,0 of the School of

senior, is majoring

B.iness Administration at
Miami University.
The dean's list honors students who hove achieved
scholastic average of 3.00 or
above for 12 or more credit

pology

terios symptoms.
Booklets at 25 cents may be

ordered by specifying the title
and writing to Guide Booklets,
Seventeen Magazine, P.O. Box
61X, Madison Square Station,

New York, N.Y. 10010.

ethos you renew

On Dean's list
Central Rd., Mount Prospect,
hes been named to the dam's

helpless in the face of mys-

and broader coverages.

for Eagle Cav, Wi, Thoy are.
now registering for August'

Leslie

Anne

Chisholm,

hours of study.
Benedict Perrino of 1304 E

Or anthro-

JOHN LABIAK
392-1250
1068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

CUSTOM DRAPERIES
for the look of luxury
for your home.

FREE -FREE -FREE -FREE -FREE -FREE -

ATTENTION --AUTO BUYERS!
STOP CHASING AROUND!

Pictured are del to tight) Amy Nelson, daughter of Mr. and
Harold Nelson, Mount Prospeek Judy Iliad, daughter of

No;

Married men
between

Happy Birthday

Tick Is are 51 for adults .d d., but "if you feel that y ur

too.

...-

school principal, works at another wheel.

wit
ifffroy their relationship,acsymphonic &M, concert band aardia, a aa, Scv
formieg

50 cents for students and ere
available from any band member or at the door.

here. Perfectly messW,

Now $3.50

=INN w stub No,

1110allANDPARB

L

III'

,Cat 14

iielp

you With

FREE!

SChneb, daughter of Mr. and Mn, Don Schoch, Moms Prospect.

A6ew items Available only

EVANSTON

(Photos by Dolores Haugh)

oosed to understand their c d -

Aol in sten kdr.d

menden. MESAS/INGE

'will be shared

yam Margaret is .ing. Cheri sods the wool sheared by Roy
The finished yam is also domfed to museums far their dupl.,

between 13 and 19 to disagree
with their parents, the dis-

when

Is of T r ue?

from20%to SO% OfPOP

yummy Omni. Their recipes

ROWS WIFE makes the
wool
most unusual lamb's

Margaret Hudeleson uses a loom like an expert Her mother,
Mrs. C. Hudelemn, and bee daughter Cheri learned to spec the

While Ike

bers of the clarinet Moldy.

Caw d.00

(NOT SHOWN)
3 33 German Lead Ca, Salad
'Rcil $11.50
(NOT SHOWN)

when examined broke. This is
mused by the she, being sick

for &plate

parents don't always do the

group a Prospect High and is
composed of different mem

Teakwood Handles Now $5.00

We MN hoeing a trov

Onc of the strands of wool

hanks m mamma who use It

Mary

boded with the

collated
collected by bees from the local florahunda provides.rnany

sheep.

The yam sc son we give In

Booklet helps girls
to live with parents

Of particular Merest will he

they're dry cleaned

Yes, Virginia
It m True

mg up but he, std1 tooYoung.

Bandana candles and good -

So s dad and hopes somo
have 1,000 had of

as Joseph McNabb of Boadville takes mrdd wool and spins It into yarn. Mts. Hudri.on, I.al

New Clarinet Choir previews
at. mid -winter concert

colon bright,

Vegetable Dish with

end dip it into tho colored use
when the tapo dal eamowd se
have a beatinfull) waled two
Iont. medic

thy

honor and the groom's brother
Dennis performing the duties of
hest man. The bride's parents
hosted the wedding reception in

fli

Help your family lead

Great Savings on Bavarian China end
Earthenware. Services for B. Should ho ,
seen now while Stoat Ion.

I have one more maw.

Roy work. a 350-acrc fare

Folks visiting the Maple Fair in P.m County, Ind., fascinated by the whirling spinning wheels,

happy, fresh, fast -paced antenstranent by 3 goys W gel

mow, h

.

a white candle with scotch tap,.

inches long, is made into dress
fabrics.

the people could watch.

Charlotte serving as maid of

the appearance of the Prospect
dame band. This group re.
candy won the first place
'Bat of Class" trophies
both the Chicagoland Festival

.

10

were

Wheeling.

ing of all their Spring
clothes. Dresses, coats,
suits look refreshingly

SHOPS

couple

their Long Greve home. The
newlywe.' wedding trip took
th
to Acapulco and Mexico
They Ire now Ilying in

with perfect dry clean-

MATERNITY

The

NOW 1117170811n0

cM1, 12 W. Memo

.

taught my older two
mos and then Joseph when he
I

g.w,of

Former Mount Prospect red -

dents Mr. and Mr, DeWitt H.
Dome announce the marriage
of their daughter, Patricia Co
rot, to Jack William Walters,

Reed Pelatne.111.

sparkling

to span

Europe and she taught me holm

powo, joo,

multicolor

china PP'S...mg. Many old time handcraft),
objects are available al the
Park County Maple Fair held
Marsh 7 and 80.

Experimental

treatment with law, Worm fast
shown promise.

LOUNGE

...mom of business located ai 12

the E.. Parade

Wo learned how to (hp the
candles and now my assistant
bus thsooserod that if no wrap

I bad a girl come into my

1....f417.1RT

ful and the affected bones may
collapse. Thc disease is treated

aster excitement in
the family's parade

available in all departments.

stain. OM day who WWI frorn

married Jan. 31 in Long Grove
Church, with the bride's sister

DAY PUBLICA11011S.

our customers before. Saviugs

rem Assn Thercnu, need.
mune dm craft

He explaioed thet the wool
had to have Strong end long
strands. be good. The coat.
wool, which is about 7 inches
long, is used for mattress and
other bedding stuffing while
the fine wool, about four

Theruare weavers prod,-

marrow. The cause is on.
known. Themmors are pain,

We Are Celebrating Our 37th Birthday with
Savings we never offered to

26 good. 34 excellent

and we've sheared . rnany as
57 in the 4 day fMr."
Hc contirmed his dernOm
stration explaining thet hand

A - Jo this disease, Mali,

Glenview.

1..1.:0eatd

$rtfulay Ode

using all seven of these letters.

pion.

Ones that AN read) complete...
ht. end

nem tumors form in the bone

Mount Prospect, now living in

Rww

0050.1

Cleo& They we the only

The candle dipplog done In
Sue Hann a one such vrt
1 was battled aloog esolh
seven others by the Travel Bo

are added.

t

- PONY

VEINLAJ
Make as many four letter or more words out or
these letters as you can. In addition..find the word

10ITO? IS there a cure for it?

There off and running

e.'h""'1'
..... .s.

0 - What cames maltimj
IMP'

toYelome What

0 - Con continued frustra-

Palatine,

minutesas
nervous
when I w

Former residents
announce wedding

tion and ern011onal stress cause

Wire"

junior sheep above"; cham-

cannot he blmehed or dyed not even black

A - Tess but only if the viclimit= a feding of inferiority.

mustard

Legal\

SOMEONE asked how long
it took to shear a sheep. Roy
answered, "I've done it in 2

Ir. The black wool he not of much ',aloe meat as sta., as it
done meted.lbe front and rear.

concentrate en 0 more scathing nine that you like.

w. Palatine Road

in an adjoining tent.

Loud bleats did not deter the
adept hands of Roy Reedy,
who holds the lido of national

The Igloo mg wiled,. arc let
to whoring bs 12 year old Joseph McNabb
His father,
Robert got the wheals from

Mumma! Junior Sheep Shearing champion Roy Reedy demonrimtes how be takes the wool Wiz
sheep m record time The quick shear. begin their work under the head, down over the befly and
rear legs The sheep. tamed on one sod, then the other wools clipping begmmng under the ears oo

Peon entitled, "Punch, BrOlber.
Punch." The only remedy is to

msreqeMr

limits on the number of chat-

Q
is possible for one per son to cause another pence to
hero o nervem breakdown?

with derivatives of nitrogen

n name in We concluci mimic

should Mos baey m pos.
filar. 'ensiled/ea y pat.
°MG
,W,NN

in taking up a hobby.

effect if you must return co the
Wale set of personal problems.
Some victims find healing

iu

rdrb

comfort in religion and miff"

help hut will have no lasting

to messej
ome

The Editor

be excused. Thee requests am

ofhis education.)

ness, is never theanswer. A vacation or change of scene may

-.10Y

not help his growth of wool.

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

!vi,TYrot'c'a'ski7:17tlicrds:

ratmartSrW''`',. bat
Parties on either side may
ads rMt a member ofthe yml""" sill be v"M"'d

peremptory

is no pat formula
for recovery. Some victims off
cured by changing their lid of
wont,. Rest; in the sense of idl.
factors, ,the

Notice I

Letters To
la

ti

phcity of probable causative

A -This is indeed normal, as

serving in the United States
District Courts.
Judith Murphy

/Loma

more than one-third of the cost.

A- A person can work 13 or
14 hours at a stretch on a project he is deeply interested in
without undue fatigue. The socalled nervous breakdown is
used, not by ovemork, but.
you suggest, by frustration.
of ling of failure or emotionnee
Mures, Because of the multi-

from personal knowledge and
from the Handbook for Jurors

ealld challenges There ere
CAW. .0 types of challenges, ealse
ED TOR'S NOTE: Under and peremptory. There are nO

11.1C

dio or a popular song keeps go-

your P.P.

saddling the whole comm.

for .4 will wet "Ne

-Often a jingle on the ra-

lows for each derendatth 71w
peremptory challenge is legal'
right long recognized by law
ns of giying both sides
aome choice in the maker', of

case pending. The panel messbars are sworn to answer MUM
tions about their qualifications
tiering at home, it appears
to sit as jurors in the case. Fhb
mon equitable that those at- questioning process is wdled
tending the school should par the voir dire. The gees
are
Re costs thereof Instead of asked by the judge and me m-

oily.

several months. There is
is no
drug that will speed the heal -

Judge does not pick
jury in Federal Court

a nervous breakdown? What
treatment do you mcommend?

is restored? Is there any mediquicker??

Page 4

Dear Mn. JS.:
I feel good wlth thls and I feel It will happen soon.

mg mina

those pare., who can't seem
to find time to fine out what's

is very slow process

Marshall Field111

Dear No Nor.

Deer Mr. OeCouise:
My husband and I will be married 25 years in June. Shortly
after that my daughter plans to be married. My husband has been
an alcoholic for 11 years and now we have been separated for six
weeks and he has filed fora divorce. I will contest this divorcees I
love my husband but he is stubborn and wants out.
Also. I do not think he approves of his future son-in-law. My
husband also has pernicious anemia and runs a business partnership which is showing a loss. My nerves are shot and I cannot go
to work at the present time.

Marne

Healing severed nerve

.111mor the ongisiol damn by olowysfeelattsly homing
'hemmer' s fremlem and intellectual integriO."

though I can't imagine life without him. I jual feel my health

Deer Mr. Degortise:
I would appreciate your feelings regarding selling our bonne.
Is a move advisable or would we better benefit by remaining= is.
Also, will my hmband enter a business venture of his own within
the near future and if so do you feel this will be successful.
hi rs. P.D., Hoffman Estates
Dear Mrs. P.04
I feel a moth Is not advbuble 5e Mk dme,but I doted you will
move.1 feel mood with your heathen& business verdure.

I

DOCTOR SAYS

although he admits he's acting foolishly. he still cond.er (0

I feel, our husband's drinking problem will continue for some
thne, but 1 don't feel it is yet m serious . you feel it is and I feel
you will adjust to it for the present. However, l suggest you seek
counseling for him, perhaps contact your local Alcoholics
Anonymous. It should be listed in your phone book or cheek with
your church or doctor. He may think he doeen't need help now,
Sul I feel etentually he'll realize he does and then ddngs will
Improve.] don't see any additional children in the near Mum.

Rodnollv Ind that an. pro

srtiktholiffth.W.,43.rtersio3

like Jmkyl and Hyde. I've had to go through unbelievable or-

sheep

neer m origm and (set becom

BUT MOSTLY

alone, but with a gang. Not
kw things, but thousands of

in the parking lot. Motors rev-

There ere ...and crafts
50 the Maple Sugar Fall near

Bowen which are Rho sold at
the spring festival. These arc
made after the wool pelts. are
carded, dyed and attached
styrotoam balls. Wire eteme

Thu WOOL adored, ear- or being fed something thid did
ded and spun, came horn the

there a smnning

big fun. Some fun, all right.

Maybe, Pm myopic, but I

1111 OTIIER night I went
shopping. Big crowds of kids

success. They
realm lots of money. They are
pillus of the community.

ANOTHER crag practiced

By Dolores Haugh

wM may buy it. Sure, I blame
. the kids who get caught up In
it Sure, they think they're hav-

don't think so. It just seems
me that a parent is tcrtibly vulnerable when he discovers his
Midis a major thief. His kid not

ifa,
, questions asked. Praka,the
answers make sense.

a

Sure, I blame the merchants

fag hell? Possible.

asked. All this new, expentiVe
equipment in the bedroom No.

ghetto kids Pm talking about.
These are the sons of of
poems. These are kids whose

dollars worth. Not a lithe hem,

but big things they motel..

Melting love? Could be Rath

gave it to me. No questions

THESE ARENT deprived

deal. are

dem Smoking pot? Maybe,

...home a new I2 -inch TV. Sant

tiled? Well, hardly.

' how to raise his kids. They can
do as they wish. They undoUbtedly will, anyhow. Still,1001nit

they were doing? Whether
they might get home that
night, or be killed in an Wel-

They are blind.
Their kid comer borne with

eters have robbed a number of

It's certainly not one Mt of
parents' job to tell another

,vbsg. kids crooking, language
abominable Did their parents
know where they were? Whet

TIM'. got It made. They am

Seven) times in the hit few
weeks, 'there nave been unbelievable stories in the papeth. Small gangs of yortilgo

Rene. P. Mod of my own.

Pioneer crafts prevail at Fair

Byron Swans

SERVE

YOUI

MT. PROSPECT

CL 5-4600

462 r, Northwest Hwy.

$
$

$
$
$

daily $3.00 Family Guest $
privilege at your Northwest $
Suburban YMCA, 300 E. North- $
west Hwy., Des Plaines, Ili.,$
296-3376. Enjoy, a Famtly $
Swim in either of two pools, Family Roller Skating $
5 -P.M.), etc. $
(1 to 3 P.M.), Family Gym (3 to
Coupon may also be used any evening at 7 P.M. $
For family swimming. (Entire 63.00 is deductible $
from cost of annual family membership if appl,
cation is mode same day) Good through April 12
So

$2
T

Rich Antique Satins,' Home -

By Renting Your Table & Wall Decorations
Invitations Imprinted far the
Discriminating Bride

awier
Upstairs Party Room
Come 8 See, WO The

Vona. Airy Casements and

* We Do Not Buy or Sell Cars.

SHOWERS,
PARTIES, WEDDINGS ETC.

3

Elegant

IT'S FREE!
TO FIND OUT WHERE
TO FIND YOUR CAR.

Datnneint

71111

just

some of the Fabrics to nick

*We list Deafer and Private
Autos for Sale in Area.

K -LYNN

from.

DIRECT FROM OUR OWN WORKROOMS
custom made Slipcovers that will start any New
Year out right. Our skilled craftsman will transform
your old furniture into a thing of beauty. Stine..rs
are custom Cut and gin fitted in your home.

FREE SHOP AT
HOME SERVICE

WEIIIWENEMS COFFSBEDSPREMS

.**n......*ffm*wh*Fk

358-6050

AUTO FINDING SERVICE
107 80. Moil
Mt. Prospect

CC 3-12113

1970.

* No Gimmicks -No Fooling*

PH: 359-4191

PALATINE "'"RE°
DRAPERY, DEC.
Your Drapery Smetana

Mon. to fr. 5 to Si Sat 1010 StSurr. 11 to 3.
16 B. NertMau Hn.. Palatine, Illinois
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Local talents at Flower show

Fo rt y four

IT'S WILLE's

Arlington

named to three rent semester
honors list at Harper College

Honors are designated In
theca groups

3rd ANNUAL

**

The trustees honor Int

of students who
hove attained a 375104 snide

a:imposed

The Chicago World Flower
.d Garden Show opens Saturday at the International Am-

phitheatre. Among the outstanding garden displays will
be a Children's Easter Garden,
Discovery Garden, Pocket

Garden, Living Pillars and
City Courtyard. A sun -filled
Lath House will be created

SPRING
TUNE UP

Set bake sale at Holy Family

A 10 -year reunion for the
1960 graduates of Arlington
High School will be held Aug.
I at Villa Olivia Country Club
in Bartlett. Anyone with information regarding class members
please
notify Bruce
Fichte, 1826 Catalpa, Mount

ly Haapital will hold a bake

cakes will be sold. Everyone is
welcome.

We this Saturday in the hosph

Ski

Curds.

$495

William Elsner; John For-

Ha

15

Spaniel

Week End
Special'

The i

Slowpokes

Square

Club will hold
"Shamrock Shag" at 8 pm.
Dance

March 6 ar Euclid School, just

east of Randhurg. Gene Tidwell will be the caller, and the
rounds will be by the Devises.
Refreshments 'will be served.

bus with a potluck supper and

PHONE

Sis Sala

A square dance workshop,
efraher level, will be held the
second and fourth Thursdays
t Euclid School. For more information call FL 9-1417.

$2488
111011gis the
time to Save

the
HO VER

fl

savings in by the
tenth of the month
earn from
the first!

r
er

Lightweight, easy
W use Heathy.
for these quick
pickups.
Optional
attachments

BLATZ

Kobus;

available
for above

TO ADVERTISE!

the floor
leaning.

Take advantage of
oar low clinic price

tar

Lawrence

Donald Uhlir; Otto ',Menke
and Nancy W0000.

RAKE

-0-

11111111/
YLa

w
a nower rake,
lake
Loosens deed leaves.
prevents Itingusl Easy

to change

75 BULBS
N ASSORTED COLORS

normally

O

°ails for 55.95. Get
VOWS. now or only ...

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS....

PARKING

Pusan, rm.tM.ubn6a i a In hit reastaill

CL 5-1600

bh

6"

Imported From Canada

GOLD
PENNANT

4.

Canadian Whiskey

179

about rho low prices at

%

Famous liquor Stores...

.0 IT'S All TRUES

Fifth

QUART

By he Makers of
arly Times

KING
Whiskey

5 DAYS ONLY

A Blend

DIET
PEPSI

at

'1499

BUY IT WITHIN rid NEXT 5 DAYS AND SAYE $300
USE OUR LAY -AWAY PLAN... SEE US TODAY !

Greener -Up

!

HEATING

Lovereneewood Shopping Cantor,

Mink

692-4293

1.111111111111_1Ark

fll

Premium
Beer
None to Minors

A SAW Voice
Now Only

1
Mee h. Ban. only Sa.gal

99
BAG

Mexico's Popular Brand Name

CARTA BLANCA

RID

Imported BEER

summer with RID, ..
Simply toe ea directed.

$

Cole of 24

Mere s o lot of talk about the low prices

SWIFT'S

/Covers 5000 OA

GOLD
LABEL

at Famous Liquor Storm ... AND IT'S ALL

Boy Locally

CALL NOW FOR
MORE INFORMATION
AND AVOID THE
SUMMER HEAT

w;Lt";17Lnd

o

Cyclamates
I6 -oz. Dep. Btls

20 -LB. BAG

ALL LABOR

279h

NAdded
SugarN

THIS MULTI-FEATUPE FAMILY POOL
Amu BE THE TRIBE OF THE BLOCK MADE TO LAST AND LAST. THIS
POOL SELLS REGULARLY FOP SIMI

snw ,

'Ns

oving Is Yours!

The

299

24' WIDE - 46" DEEP
IS ON SALE FOR THE NEXT

6

NO DEPOSIT

12 oz bottles

.)69

ors.

I

Ulf

den bottles

The Saving Is Yours'

GASTON
de LAGRANGE
FRE,S°cO?NAc

4691
9BA9G

Covers 2,000 sq. ft.

We Are Now Showing Our Complete Line Of

EASTER DECORATIONS

ARLINGTON HTS.
1307 RAND ROAD

and AIR CONDITIONING

NOM HON,1111111.1M1
WM, WElk a Mr. e-5

P to Tor

Nis

The Saving Is Yours!

Charcoal Filtered

"SWANK" FAMILY POOL

ALL PARTS

BO RUCK(
100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

Enos.

MUSKINt SUPER -SPECIAL ALUMINUM -DECK

VALIDATE IT FOR YOU

Sun.9,30 to 1:30

CLOS De 0000001

1"

at the low low cost to yen

SAVE $300 NOW!

VACATION ,FIESTA...

FREE

CHATEAU fOURNOV61

VODKA

TURF FOOD

'PLENTY
OF

cam

..there's a total cola

Free Service en

8 to 8
Sot. 8 to 6

1

Let oor esPerts des lan A arrange artificial gowers
sous vase or planter
. Youll be pleaseatlY surer sect

'Complete Installation

0

La PUCELLE ANJOU ROSE

Wisconsin Brewed
CASE Of 12
12 OE. CANS

BAG

VISIT OUR WONDERLAND OF

.81I

So easy to use. Roovertent
ity through and through.

99c

TIME NOW TO PLANT TAM

$290M8PLETE

is so dependable that
Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 2 full pearl of

HOURS:

of ITS MIRES tit 713 to MEET

PRO. OF

any to

.

Club

from Holland!

every

Pool Masson Vineyards. Sorotogn. Cal

Bention

Just Arrived

MATIC
Makes

Rhine

BOCK
BEER

BULBS

Servicemen
GAS AIR CONDITIONING

Mon. duo Fri.

211-13 S. Arlington RN. Rd

GLADIOLUS

by our fully trained

Pesehordt Accounts Pahl
rid CotnpOttlIdnd Quarterly

CerelIlmionErenat.

Sherryo r gu
Chablis

THE NEW

LIZ.A

-polishes to a high luster.

fine WINE

12 1 69

McCarthy; Paul Mikes; Carol
Jeanne Schroeder.
Rukr

CONDITIONING

Scrubs-applies the wax

PAUL MASSON

Van°4

hire. Jones; Robert Klaiber;

Susan

from America's #1 Wino Shops

BEER

between 3.25 to 3.49 are: Peter
Fleischmann; Patricia Fraser.
ReRoger Fredrickson;

AIR

PRICED TOO LOW

Is Yours

niewski and Timothy Wudi.
Thirteen snidents who made
the Honors List for averages

System of

SWEEPER

located at
Douglas &Miner Sts.
Arlington Heights

Dinner 7.9 pm
Entertainment 8:30 pm
Doming 9 to I

The Saving I

shove March Sand 6 from 10:30-7p.m. in the mall in the Baskin -Ward area.

CHECK YOUR NEXT GAS BILL
FOR YOUR COUPON. LET US

on Arlington Heights Rd.

CL 9-1150

Two outfits from a co-ordinated grouping from the wonderful world of Montgomery
Wards are worn by Debby and Darcy Busch. The new type fabric is splotched to
perfection wIth n new type dye. They will be part of the Randhurst Spring Fashion

neth Trimble; Stanley Wis,

Arty Other

ARLINGTON

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

Steven Sachem; Christopher
Carlson; Christopher English;
Irene Browning; William
Mager; Teresa Sharpe; Ken-

1/2 The Operating Cost of

$1888

ON DISPLAY AT

FURNITURE

ages between 3.50 to 3.74 are:

APPROXIMATELY

UPRIGHT

Coll 255-7914 or get your tickets at the door

Award Winning Liquor Shwas

AIR CONDITIONING
Model SI40 or MO)

poI

a

the dean's honor lit for aver-

bryant-AGAS

ON

HOOVER'S TRIPLE ACTION
Isneas, as orers. as a cum

ne MINNA el IN pila

bnassiblsh will eraet4 o evening

grade point averages between
3.75 to 4.00.
Nine students who attained

A PRE -SEASON SALE

with accessories

ONLY 200 RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE

Clefs Jensen and Arthur
Synder were named to the
trustees' honor list for their

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort --

1 1/8 HP. Vacuum

$4.00 per person

Sat. March 7

averages between 3.25 to 3.49.

4.4

on three Harper College honor
rolls for the first semester.

\\11,11 l

HOOVER POWERFUL

dancing.

MONTHLY STEAK FRY

ahue made the honors list for

SAWSIN ON YOUR FLOWER SNOW TICKETS NFU

Ave Mr PrisNAN

and Mark
named on the

Barry Alexis :mil -Cage Dom

Twenty-four Palatine ride. have merited placemeesnt

Bauer; Sandra Kinnune; Jerry
Mortensom E. J. Waltmm and
Kathleen Weber.

On March 8 there will be an

addlabn to your Warier. Shad.
nddub Mewed fork
ucani
Comm.
S te pen cholas. 3710 In. Wok.

from Palatine

Five students attained the
list furttrio nosrages
bet a7een 3.25 to 3.49: Rainer

"Irish" bowl for club niter.

1160P
711$ lamp will a clItentsed old

rolls list 24

been

are

Linda Gentry, Cheryl Skaja
and Robert Sobieszczyk made
the dean's list They attained
grade point averages between
3.50 to 3.14.

Seifert.

Mil

BISSEIes Flowers & GIN Inc.

PUBLIC INVITED

Douglas Scheuer and Shirley

Hughes; Janet Jones; Chester
Lloyd and PaMicia Stone.

$300

College for the first semester.
list for their grade
point averages between 3.75 to
4.00.

Heifers, Darlene Mileski,

rade point average benceen
3.50 to 3.74: Gceffrey Farrell;
Junes Guthrie; Constance

FOR A TOUCH OF SPRING

Merle Guild Post #208 - American Legion

Ali, North

Fought; Paul Grant; Kenneth

n amed to the dean's list for a

X.=

ders have been named to
three honors lists at Harper
North

3.49. They are, John Brill; Ted

Flero; Marie Jay and Joyce

1711:41:7r

Seven Hoffman Estates resi-

have an average of 3.25 to

Four students are listed on
the trustees' list for their grade

have

on Harper
honor rolls
7

tains more students who have
achieve an average of 3.50 to
3.74. They are;
lens Breach; Michael Copeland; Gary
Drichelbohrers
Moody Gass, Jan Gmberti
Thomas Jensen; Susan Maynard; Oscar Rodriguez.
Those on the honors list

Fifteen Elk Grove residents
have been named to three first
mmester honors lists at Harper
College.

Weber.
Six students

and a carEfully researched and

The dean's honor list con-

honored

saturtam

The program will be accompanied by background music

three first semester honors Hat
al Harper College,

point. average between 3.75 to
4.00. Jerry Bienke; David

'Home Gmwn WEDGEWOOD IRIS

Slowpokes host Shamrock Shag

Peter Hahn; John
nus; Phyllis Hartman;

sberg;

At the Consolidated Mines
at Kimberly miners live in th
most uo-to-date hostels is the
world The first glimpse of mid
life comes In Kruger Natrona'
Park viewing giraffe impel
zebrm caps buffalo and bee
boons in their natural habitat

dissolves into the next. a daylight view changes to night.

den6 have been named to

' Those on the honors Ikt

Swem

row n told mint whae min

tr. work live

Iros prsturs
of ea uique ts
blendmg protector. With this
equipment, one lovely scene

Eighteen Des Plaines resi-

Hammon; Kevin Laird.
Christine Lakowski; Gregory toydig; Sandra Pace; Gen
Wolter; Brad Zook.

visual aeon of

arc
hid, or
denma ossible throuth the use

Harper honors

Gemmel'; Thom.

Park

Ihn co/or

students get

are; Patricia Avigliand; Calk' n Bieber; C.A. Comer:Alan'

CON

1960

to Arlington MOP

Ponsors

D eJuilio; Cynthia Frandsen;
Thomas

tal lobby from DI am. to 4

Arlington High
School included students from
Wheeling, Buffalo Grove,
Prospect Heights, Elk Grove
Village, Mount Prospect and
Rolling Meadows in addition

Paul

Wadzita.
Those on Me dean's list am:
Mark Cooper; Patrick

Prospect, or m11437-2913.
In

Laurin;

Thomas Sirainmen; Lame=

Service includes: clean & grease agitator bearings, motor
inspection, electrical inspection, cord check & outer bag
check. All parts, extra.

av

Reunion

leen Hartman; Dana Laurin,

Bring in your old Hoover -regardless of age

part in the flower extra. vaganza destined to spring into
1970 March 7 through 15.

p.m. All types of breads and

eel John Gregory; Rick Hahn.
Michael K. Hamilton; Kath-

Friday March 6th Only!

clubs and rmidents will take

Cheeri-Aides at Holy Fami-

RObert L Alm Jr.: Patrice
A. Hisentraut Marlys IL Full -

Factory Representative will be
in our store from 10 AM. to 8 PM.

with the assistance of the Barrington Garden Club. Pictured are the Garden Tapestry
(tap) by Kellen% Country
Florist of Mount Prospect and
the Free Form Garden for the
/Os, designed by Charles
Klehm and Son Nursery of
lington Heights. Many area
florists, federated state garden

ttutt-.

Those on the trash.' honor
list are:

Ridge
Unusual

Des Plaines

Thc honors list Mows those
3.25 to 3.49.

Dempster and Potter

dances The Apartheid policy
is better understood by a vrstt
n the Barth I'LI'vaImn

African Contrasts opens
with night And day scene. of
Capetown when. Portuguese
marinas first rounded the
Cape of Good Hope in 1488
Cosmopolitan Durban with is
Golden Molt of holiday play
land is toured nttt than mod
robann,burg and the
con

n` the auditorium of Mune
Township High School pia

Tysccetk
tgltStrtn Anthony

3.74.

students with an average of

Merck
Mraz

Marshall

core

me
mentsry

will I, presentsd by the
Maine East Community Les
ter e Scrim at 8 p m March I I

'Yeller Milstein Denise Peter
sett Michael Sedlak Susan
Stefantli Evelyn Rokosz

honor ha
nem. those students oho haw
achieved an average of 3.50 to

historisal

pro
African Contrasts
duced by Helen and lim Flex
Alan

Anne Kelly

Mansmith

poen average
The Chan s

Hoover Service
Clinic and Sale

school
`African Contrasts' at
with Sunday morning tribal

tape Jeffers

Hoghts moders have been

Page 7
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PATIO
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H AND CARRY SPECIALS:

ARLINGTON HTS.
1307 RAND ROAD
CHICAGO Meier.
CICERO
WOMAN,
FOREMPARe
hIELIMSEPAM

Hersey shakes slow start; whips Fremd

Dons squeak past NTE; advance to finals
Russ Pohl. None Dame's
unsung.hero, became the most

important man in Ralph Hing-

erh lineup lass night in the
Niles West Regional. He re-'
bounded an errant shot in the

victory.65-63.
end rotted ISHA basketball
Notre Dame had taken 10
competition, with New Trier point lead at the half, but was
F_ast. and !eyed up the final. unable to hold 6-11 Bill Kosbasket of the night to give thy, ick during the second half.
Dons their 24th consecutive Kosick had 4a of NTE's 63

missed Pat &Gera free throw

points. The Don lead started to

play Gabe Eaton trieda jump

disappear in the opening seconds of the final period as Kos-

shot from the side, but the ball

last four seconds of NOYsec-

Page 8

SPIRTS

for Notre Dame at the 1.32

their victories instead of over-

trunk, and the Niles five then
stalled for the last shot 01 the

vrbeloving the opposition as
they had done in the fat part of
the year.

game.

Last night ND took charge
behind excellent team play in

With only five seconds to

idt scored one of his 21 field
goals to give New TH. a 56-

hit the On, and was taken by
Pold who had to ouclump.Kmfor possession. The Niles

55 Had.

senior dropped the biggest shot

Thursday,

they had been struggling for

the first quarter looking like
they deserved :boo high 311110

ranking by inkinga 22-13 first.
period lead.
test
The game became a contest

of ND's well balanced senior
five against the giant from

of the year through the hoop

FROM THAT point, thole- for the Green and White.

Marc l.5

New Trier as each of the Dons

dians built the edge to 62-58,
only to see the well-balanced

tee,
had a hand in the ND
during the first eight minutes,

THE GAME opened with
Dons creep back to a 63.63' dramatically improved ND
deadlock in tiro final two min- Svc. In the last three content,

1970

utes of play.

Tom Reckert rebounded a

while Kassa dominated the
NTE statistics.

despite the fact the Dons had
able to continue winning,

New Trier merely brought

, the air for dee he mien-

team within one, 55-54,
Rosick then scored

nt play at the burger

rooter to grab and flip to the
basket. ND used is superior
individual manpower against
the Indians man to non de-

as Reckert tipped in the last

rcubc.

mission Rad.

four-paintIrTe, d
mtoidadi,ofg.

points at 68-63 with a 3:07 re-

mng.

Forest View made highly tooled Maine South tight fur
its

life lest

night hut Greg

Sehmdmr, 32 points enabled
'

the top -seeded Hawks to score

an 81-69 victory in a semifinal
game of the Conant Regional.

,
r

Couch Ken Arneson' Faltens ended Moir season with a
12.11

record.. hlaine South,

smaller Indian. were able to

ger Steingraber called tilb me out

MOM the ball more effectively

(iced goal home a few seconds

THE MOVE worked es the

him score 19 points in the first
half.

John

Sohn., NT

cbmh, used all 10 of his tOuricy team, but only Kosick
mold iMimidate the Dons.

scorer

responded

with

basket by Olson and a free

rebound attempts by Long .d

2147.
though, Brady called a Maine
South tinwout and the Hawks
responded to his lecture with

bulge.

missed

Maine

Emoted off add the MM. entry

Meier sandwiched a pair of
baskets around a Hawk free
throw to thing the Falcons
within live at 68W3. That,

began closing the gap.

hmvever, was as close as Arne.

rebounds

Maim South never trailed
in the game, but it needed ev.
ery me of Sehmelzers points

I

free

good shots as the Falcon do-

'to scoring 32 points and. he
cleared the boards of 14

1

a

Falcons

FOREST
VIEW wasn't
quite ready to roll over and
play dead. however. Maine

Greg Shevell refused to fall.
After that, Maine's Mike

shooting
tTreats, which were getting

side. but Forest View's Wayne

lease sagged in on Schmelzer,

1

the

and One

against the winner of tonight's
Moire East plMe.

proved to he too much for the
smaller talcum to handle. The
Hawk pivot:nun hit 14 of 19
field goal attempts on the way

to stay ahead. The issue wasn't
completely settled until the
Huwks rsuled elf eight
straight points after Forest
View had closed within five

picked off a

Reckert

again
throw and

first half and left for tlw
with a 4248

intermission

situation

South's outside

South's well-built 0-6 motor.

later.

04-59,

live

throw

Suburban League and rated
among thentale, top teams in
some polls. moves into morrow night, regional final

SCHIS1131/.ER,

ring jump shot and Maine

seconds

Forest Vie; got its deficit
down to six during the third
period and finished out the
quarter trailing 58.50. Only
the clamp work of Schmelzer.
who scored
10
cf Maine

South's 16 100v
pnts in the period
and set up
goo
others Hans
pass, kept the Hwks
from falling apart.
The fourth quarter is when
FORS! View really put the
pressure on Maine South. The

Falcons whittled the Hawke

Nevins hit a jumper from the

son, club could come.
Maine South then reeled off
its eight to
points in the
next 1:20 to finally pun away.

Koala

throve by Keith Phillips. When
the

score

reached

Norlanderstole 0 pass and
Ofteuquarters of the

forts this season. Meier led the
way with 22 points, followed by
Long with 14, Shevell and 01 son with 10 apiece and Phillips

court for a lassip, Schmelzer
rammed home a rebound and
Norlander added two free
throws to send the Hawks
comfortably ahead, 7643,
with just 1:29 remaining.

couR

points avian Prop. M

0

1

Stmeard

3
0

0

I

2

I

0

27
B

Eaton
Kachan

5

King

3

5

4
4
0
23

Hillinger

.

0
0

4
3

MM.

Morten.
Bonk
Hylen

ar

F
8
7
2
I

0

P

R

4
3

4
2

2

I

1

4
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Mark Lindstrom (34) of Hersey tries to amid .babel with Freud's driving Rick Gaare. Andy
Palter. (42) moves in to snack Game from the man Hersey won the Arlington Regional Weir,
6753,

By J. Alan Cook
And. Sports Ed.

DUFF IS suffering from a

in for Duff, got the Westerners

off and winging in the Jong
jump with a trophy winning
Grant Pick made it two ina
row with a 5-10 performance
in the high jump competition
while Ken Kovar followed suit
with a tine 9:53.9 in the twomile run.

4

8

3

In A.M. to tell their knowl-

3

the Maine West trackmen.

edge of safe boating practices
at 3:30 Rm. March 15, on

crippled .by injuries to front.
linos Jeff Duff and Keith

Holding down the position of
West's top long juniper. head

Royal plus the absence of Sean

coach Joe Jobst also found that

Mose, still mariaged to thrash
visiting Palatine, 74-35 yesterday at the Maine East field-

Dull was a respectable high

3 14

BFPR

NBC channel 5. in 'The Na.
tional Boating Test:.
Commander of the Skokie
Valley Squddron, William R.
Williams, of 112 N. Phelps,
Arlington Heights, said that

8

the show is a great step forward

able thremome was barely evh

in boating safety education.

dent

The half-hour color special
will be hosted by Ed Herlihy.
ateswillpresent 20 piloting
safety practice questions
which every boater will face

problem

4

D

1

Fora) View, Keith Phillips (13) fights Main South's Greg Schmelzer to standoff on the
rebound, but it was one of the few times the Falco s could handle the Hawks' 6-6 center. SM.1-

I1 17 22 18-68

While the law of the voleagainst

Palatine,

the
looms

continually
larger with the Central Suburban Conference Meet only two
days away.

jumper and has had him proptier the event on the side.
Royal, n nwhire, John's
best shot putter, fell on his
arm. A bruise resulted and

the security std warmth of
lard.

leap of 18-6.

Hurd1er

Del

Hansen

Team
Prospect
Fremd

Team Scoring

Forest View

Arlington

Hersey

PO.
993
919
910
848
827
804
788
784

Paled.

730

Elk Grove

683

Pro..
Fremd
Forest View

Arlington
Wheeling
Olenbard N.

Con.

Halsey
Wheeling

Comm
Palatine

Elk Grove
Glenbard N.

FGA
346833

Prospect
Conant

Arlington

461

Forces View
Wheeling

Genbard N.
Elk Oroye

Teens

Pet.
.451

Palatine

For. VMw

444
430
429
417
3980

and whenever he wanted to go
p0100 114

ZerekL shoe

hrfr.

Sometimes Feige:s other hand

was near the bull, and often
Kola was forced to pass up the

MERSEY 1671
Player
Jacoby
Prase

Durso
Powell
Fcige

Lindstrom

Spy
Pancreta
Totals

7

5

5

12

28 II 17 34

PR

F

kolo.

oughlin
Hanks

7

7

I

I

I

5

3
1

0

D

2

Haim
lotak

I

1

5

4

3

3

2

2 I1

1(1

20 14 12 26

Hsrs.

Fr..

March 5,

13

21

14

19

67

14

13

14

12

53

Monied men
between

1970

30-60 YEARS
learn the raers mb,ur

FARMERS NEW

Otherwise.

the

Waniors

fulling

TWO-MILEt I. Eon,
MW, 9:53.9, 2. 1Cratsc, P,
10:39.2,
1.
Finfroth,
10139.7, LONG HERE I.

-

put competition. Pirate Henry
Schncipp outdistanced his apements with a heave of 4640.
His nearest challenger. Bill

Pick,
MW, 5-10, 2. Schneipp, P.5 -H;
3. Zujene,
P. 5-2; HIGH

kins, MW, 5.7; L Patch. P.

MARK WATKINS domithe 50 -yard dash foe

iecond

JUNIOR JACK St John.

5.9; 3. Fitzgerald. P. 5.9 plus;

The finer. of Scott Forge became a8 to familiar UP Frei.

110 -YARD RUN: I. Krainik,

guard Nlike Rolm 1131 lad night as Feige and Ids Hersey ham.
mates downed the Tatiana, 67-53, in semi-final game at Arline,
ton Here Feige cuts Rohe off at the baseline. (Photos by Linda
Hamilton)

MW, 1159.4; 2. Jacobsen, P,
101.2; 3. Jolanon, MW.

two-mile
man, showed his endurance in
Maine's

the competition

MUSIC SHOP

2:02.3;

pole vmdt com-

Ghmhmd

mgt.

Fraud'

I. MW.
1:17,7; 440 -YARD DASH: I.
Lindinsky, MW, 53.6; 2. Per-

rone, MW, 55.40

Dond.

3.

sehenk. P.57.6:

LOW HURDLE& I. Han sea, MW, 63; 2, Pruitt. MW,
6.7; 3. Fitzgerald, P, 6.7 plus;
MILE: I. St. John, MW,
4:31.1; 2.
Davenport, P.
4:35.4; 3, Miller, P, 41363;

11

while the sophs were
equally impressive with their
71-26 triumph.
Saturday's CSL encounter
will be he. at the Maine East
win

JUNIORS: 200 YD. FREE

FLY: Cindy Antonik 50 YD RELAY: Sandy Gabler, la,

LEY RELAY, Ginger Rotoney, Chris Takata, Barb Lar-

LAY: Gentzler, Gabler, Geis-

first places.

sen & Nora Halvorsen . 25

PREPS: 200 YD. MED-

has been highest point coll.

BREASTSTROKE, C Takata
POO yd FREE RELAY, Re -

tors all year.

becca

LEY RELAY, Lisa Basinger,
Margaret Gabler, Cheryl Takata, Mary Ann Mate. 50 YD
FREE & 100 YD IND. MED-

2311-3611

of Pdatine yesterday in the

BEEF

184496
176-307
145-255

Pirate Henry Schncipp
shot

put

itzsimmons.

200
INTERMEDIATES:
Y D . MEDLEY RELAY.
Ruth Ann Gabler, Kathy Dal-

12:3. Pruitt, 011Y, I I-6.

.634

Arlington

.620.632

Prospect

Force View
ElleGrove

.

..

MOUNT PROSPECT FEDERAL'S
SAVINGS SPECIALIST CAN HELP

.587
.569
.529

$il
45 C

90 LB. PORK PKG.
.

Steaks,

Sparerib,

Bacon.

op.

renI al charge. IF YOU DECIDE -TO KEEP THE
THE FULLIRENTAL COST IS AP
PLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If nor. your only investment's the rental charge, and
there is polinchoreiblind M ire Cali toil, for full information.
ROBERT 0. STENSLAND AND

J & B Village Market
In Their New & Beautiful Store

MAICO HEARING

CENTER
109 S. Main (Rt. 83) Mt. Prospect 392-4750

NOW OPEN

AIDASSOCIATES

LOCATIONS IN: HIGHLAND PARINOM PARKAU0.012ARINSINUE
17 W. ProspectPrespeet

6% on savers' certificates.
There are eight types of say-

I

ings' plans from which to

Speriallendoe For shutins- Wine Hearing Test 6 Demonstratten

choose.

TRY

Order Includes Chops, Ham,

Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way to find out what kind of help a hearing
aid can give you.- without linden' rutcoulinnet Wear a new MA Kneed for 30 daysem moderate

fAS!

or Mere

:PFE6E11/11LIOU

1195NET WGT.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

WELCOMES 'A NEW NEIGHBOR'

Our savers ore worming up to

With Purchase

I 11 Of 1160 Half

ALL PRICES INCLUDE CUTTING,
WRAPPING AND FREEZING.

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive .... Be Sure

Pet.
.763
.719

Fre.

Pal at.

--with Flexibility

HALVES

Joseph Corano, Mat

ton, Susan Hale, Mary Fitz.
simmons. 50 YD. FREE: Ka- Conant
FREE, lemma Allen. 200 YD thy Dalton. 100 YR. FREE:
FREE RELAY: Betty Evans, Sue Ivison. 200 YD. FREE
RELAY: Hale, Gabler, [viten'
Lisa Baystnger, lemma All
.slim for 13 'games
tatictierimagaihb/e--& Dalton.
& LecDoehler.

LEY, Lee Poch.. 100 YD

Warr. Mb Lidinald breaks the lapsing. 440sarcl des',

event.

Free Throw Percentage
.

--with High Return

MILE RELAY: I. MW,

BEEF SALE
U.&D.A. CHOICE

Henry

Wheeling
Glenbard N.

--With Security

LIGHTNING STRIKES ONLY ONCE

recorded one of oMy two firsts

Pala bur

Tem

The Day
for complete
cage, gym
results

3:41.5; POLE VAULT: I. ZajOne. P. 12.6; 2. Fisher, MW,

fieldhonse,
Maine
West's
home away from home.

FT -A
282-392
743-405

Wheeling:
Conant
Forest View
Orove

IF YOU'RE CONFUSED
ABOUT HOW TO SAVE

Read

NO MONEY DOWN
NOTHING TO PAY
TILL APRIL '70

227-358
219-274
194-366
186-317

1068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

TARO RELAY:

kept °me with a 8425

"CONN ORGAN"

392-1250

SHOT PUT: 1. Schncipp, P.

second and third with jumps of
12 and I IA, respectively.
The Warriors made it
dean sweep for the day as the
freshmen and sophomores
sizeable victories.

HOME OF THE INCOMPARABLE

JOHN LABIAK

46.10; 2. Holm, MW, 42; 3.
Mayer. MW, 41-11 441 8. -

with a

Mike Pruitt had to settle for

PT"'

3.

Insurance Group

1:55.1).

normally

2. King. MW, 7.01

Before you tune
talk to us first

SO -YARD DASH: I. WM-

petition with, final leap of and
Jim Fisher and

3-5592

°nc":1AsT'WTEUDENliSIDAVAFFTVIi;,11010

I.

while teammate Glen Parrow

AND SCHOOL OF MUSIC

PHONE: CL

fire

HIGH JUMP:

Pruitt, MW, 7.1;

nage!

to bee rote savings plus new
and broader raverage,

Before you renew talk la us

6.7;

in

preferred mks and emoted

acrd', P. 17-7140

-

was right behind

Somme, prove yao ors sum,

Zabroske, MW,
18-6; 2.
Schultz, P. 18.0160 3. Firs.

3:41.5 in the mile. Warrior Bob
nindinsky outraccd everyone
the 440 -yard dash in :53.6

Teammates Kevin Terry and
Mike Pruitt helped the War rims e. use with a second and
third in the highs while Pruitt
came back to capture second
in the low, in 67.

to lobo.

MEET RESULTS

.356

Team

lo take half of the individuul

gma,-Dawn-Gmitwald. 50

Paige shadowed Mc Reel
Frcmd hotshot step for step.

Page 9

THROWS

weekend. Although Oak Posh
- failed to get more than one out
of 111relays. they did manage

Gran,

man deftnse all over the court.

Thursday,

.371

Hersey

BACKSTROKE: lady Gran.
50 YD. BREASTSTROKE: Terry Fitzsimmons. 50, YD
A. Di Francesca, 200 YD FREE: Sandy Gabler. 200
FREE RELAY: Di Fran- IND. MEDLEY, Janice Themes, Larsen, AMonik & kata. 100 YD. FREE Carol
Geisler, 200 YD. FREE REGrunwald.

Ann DI Francesca, Pauline Di

by Feige, who Muck him all
an.to
game with a tough

ing clingmi type gym actiVity
inclu
trampoline.

800 -yard run in times of 1:59.4
.and 2;02.3, respectively.
The visitors finally broke
into the win column in the shot

first in

nice Takata, Claudia Genteler,

LEY RELAY, Judy

complished quite successfully

five -week trial.
Sunday activities will in-

ing a 1:17.7 th the 880 and

be ready Saturday. according

27 W. PROSPECT AVE. MT. PROSPECT

.418
.416
.415
.410
.400
.387

Glenbard,N.
Elk Grove

Northwest girls sink Oak Park

MIDGETS: 200 YD MED-

against the winner of tonight's
Arlington -St. Viator contest.

Mahn.

.

HURDLES, I. Hansen. MW,

Field Goal Percentage

Wheeling

554
545'
495
480

Freud

CARTER

THE

312-780
305-677
304-853
304-722
297.725
271 se
269-725
261.674

Conant

Team
Hersey

THIS WEEKEND, coach
Ida Gabler and .istant Fran.
Allen will be entering their
s-A-tcanrje-thy D,ArierOne

That second task was ac-

morrow night at 7:30 p.m.

Rata

Maine in 5.7 while Jerry Krainik and Steve Johnson' team.
ed for II first and third in she

ed

375-897

Frond

Halvorsen,

Kolze.

to will be evaluated after the

Maine West garnered both
firsts in the relay events post-

fireball broke the tape in 6.7 in
the highs and 6.3 in the lows.

INSTRUMENTS -MUSIC - SERVICE -LESSONS

Team Rebounding

Wheeler,

and to stop the high -oaring

Hersey's nest stop on the

Director, Charles MeCullan
mid that further Sunday open -

the mile in 4:31.1. Palatine's
Guy Zajme. meanwhile. end-

Arlin
Prospct

Larsen & Moloney.

tournament trail will be to-

reel

1 RI SID (VS

Holm of West, came in at 42.

LEAGUE

FLY, Halvorsen. 25

mgs.

the beards (the Huskie1,
ouhrebounded Fremd 34-16).

Rich Gazre dofthl with 14
THE STRATEGY for Her- and Hague ba lifor the Vik-

available m a nominal Dec.

of his specialty. llw slender

Field Go.

jkAM STANDINGS

Strongest opposition Woad
by the Midget Division, which

sey in the one had been Wean.

:Roble ligum,

ies finiMed

du., and quest nnsux.will be

showed top form in each race

kept him out of the running.
Bah Duff and Royal should

had little trouble with the Pirate, They captured the bloc
ribbon in all hum. events in
eluding both Mays. 6

sooner or later once he leaves

zer got 32 points and 14 rebounds to lead his teammates to an 81-69 victory in the Conant
Regional. (Photo by Jim Cook)

MID -SUBURBAN

ler&

put his team on the right end of
a 48-41 scare at the end of the
quarter.

Jacoby all had 11 as five Husk-

Injuries don't stop MW thinclads

TOM 7ADR()Slili,

yd. M ED -

Northwest Suburban

RT
SP/GS

4

7

Sc 21 17 33

FOAM View

100

who found the range from the
comer and hit three in a row to

15 and Lindstroni. Spry and

and by that time the samc was
long sine, decided.

SCORE 131 QU MITFRS

0

MR. South 17 25 16 23-81

CADETS:

hy making both shots of a conc.
and -one
foul situation to

Thc YMCA taciles will be
available to families and m

3

Olson
Toads
29 11 19 17
SCORE BY QUARTERS

'FIRST PLACE WINNERS

Jacoby follow. up his antics

connected to
make the first period 000014-.-

YMCA, 300 E Northwest

2

Phillips

MEET RESULTS

was Lindstrom and

it

YMCA to open on SDNChlys

pulled muscle in he thigh, the
neult of kh efforts in the Mallaming high jump event.

Shevell
Benefield

Northwest Suburban YMCA
girl tankers were able to over-'
come theg visitors the past

Hague.

was suddenly broken by Feige,

The

Squadron, a unit of the United
States Power Squadron, urges
the 4.200,000 pleasure boaters

OFPR

FOREST VIEW (69)
Player
Long
2
1
Meier

YD FREE Grunwald. 50 YD

Randy

breakaway

on

The Skokie Valley Power

Totals

at

ceores

were

lamps. He me seven for seven
from the free throw line.
For Hersey. Pancratz led an
attack
unusually
balanced

exited with hft fifth personal.

9 20 17

test skills

total

3

Champioashii.
Trills,
George Williams College.

and

the Huskies a 23-16 lead, and

cheap the margin to nine.

0
0

Boaters can.

added 16, Norton. 13 and

Nevins

Scoring 1911 points to top
Oak Pad,' 11191 130, the

Durso and moving Spry to the
pivot But Fremd, led by Sol

THE HUSKIE cold streak

Hwy.. Des Plaines will he
open on Sundays from I pan.
to 5 p.m. March S through
April 12 ona trial Innis.

0 I
Totals
14 16
SCORE
QUARTERS
New Trier East 13 19 22 9-63
Notre Dante 22 20 13 10-65

Jim Williams 10 to the Hawk

Schnidme14 4

Maine South's Mike Nevins h harassed by Forest View's Ed .hlield (23) and Wayne Meier
deft). Meier had 22 poi., but Me Falcons went Mom, 81.69, in Me Conant Regional last night.
_Whole by J. Alan Cook).

his

side shim The smond gave

axe,

I

to

IIT from the floor and four of
those

read 0:13 that N.M. fimlly with .19. Ecige was nest with

clude swimming, roller skal-

Pahl
Reekert

MAINE SOUTH (ID

NEVINS, who bagged

Kelly

Player

with nine.
MAINE SOUSSE also had a
balanced attack, though ft was
dominated at the top by
and
Schmelzerss 32 points.

0

3

went

KOLZE WAS indeed the
game's leading scorer with 21
points, but he hit only seven of

NOTRE DAME (65)

Mike Bonk hit a jump shot,
drove

6

2

Braun
Totals

;ou
4t

0

21

°Vara

The Falcons got balanced
scoring in the game, as they
have in most of theft good of- -

2

u

Rem

Hattie
Burns

10 straight points on the wily to
their 14 -point halftime !tad.

0

Steingraber

scored six straight points and
cut the Hersey lead to 4337.

BFPR

Hayes
Pfaff
Douglas

bench to try to in Pancras
for lalcr usc, bringing in John

Hersey High School was in for
about In seconds when he hit
his first of two successive out -

gm to 10-6 with a mo-pointer.
and then Lindstrom hit again
from the strong sideso cut it to
two. As the quarter drew to a

63-63 with 1.59 remaining.

TWENTY-FIVE

the

Ewe seconds later Spry picked

then brought in
Mark Jacoby, who A proving
to be mighty valuable.a sixth
Ilmee Erase at guard,

rind, and 11 quick pointy be Meer, him and Spry sent the
their biggest
Huskies out
lead of the night, II points.'
just before big Don fouled out

It was not until the clock
Hersey led by seven at the
half and increased that to 12
midway through the third purlod, but their troubles were still
far from over. With 4,37 left to
play hi the quarter Pane:rate
drew his fourth look and only
up his third.

M., to take over for Cour

Paper. re-entered the
fracas at Me slarlof the last pe.

with

Slimy

The "John Havlfter o f

Scottnarrow
Fweinior n

throw which tied the game up

Oho'. 1b5"-clk4c.'

fielder pushed that advaluage
to 17-14, and after Kolm pop ped in two charity tosses,
Spry hit a weakside jumper to
regain the three.point lead for

strom sank Flersey's first field
goal from 15 feet out and that
maned to settle down the

fort with a Notre Dame free

Hersey
'rse'vYolno

ANDY PANCRATZ' first

WITITTHEthfiir'sidt 'Period al-

to return the lead to East, but
then saw Eaton match his ef-

Jay, opened the game by bit-

w
th'eTp1cl:

most half over, Mark Lind-

,coLrocdscoik,,e owies,wofofrc.euledthrowand.

18

quota.

shot, then took a lead pass and

By, moving to leads of 8-1 and
10-2 before Hersey coach Rut

to Koski:, and the East high latcr.

Long's driving layup rolled in
and out. Then, with the WON

Coach Bernie Brady's bunch
led by as much as 16 poi. in

free

finally pulled away in the Ian

then intercepted a New Trier
pass and snapped the tying

ing the Indian pivotman durMg the quarter, but still saw

Forest View continu ed its
surge in the opening monitnte
of the second quarter, pulling
within three points on another

one -and -one

ping jack forced Frcmd star
Mike KM. to take a poor

The Vikings came Oct 'in

Othhee

Mid -Suburban

a

victory last night to
mow Mto tomorrow night's 0nal round of the Arlington Re-

thee usual rune press as the
pane started and were able to
rattle the Huskies momenta.

NEW TRIER RARE (63)

of

seven times before the Huskies

O'Gara, 5-9 Ben Braun and
(,2 Chris Pfaff M an effort to 58, Kachan was fouled. The
take mute of the defensive Don coca 1a nailed two of
1,9,114eDIfiree,2th,ronw.
throws, licIlh.ing.
press.: off their hey center.

see and another from 1.0111( to
close it to 17-11 at the quarter.

shot

Permanent lead. TIrs 5- 10jam-

to match New Trier's one.man
effort with an even attack.
The Dons were triple Meth-

missed Indian free thrown set
up the hysterical finish and
Pohl's game winning basket.

foe.

Read blitz and rolled on to a

Stanza enabled the Huskies to

67-53

ND,
With the board reading 62 -

South ran out to a 16-5 lead
iterwith 140 to go in the
kW, The Falcons the Or,,got a
pair of baskets from Rich 01.

League

take what turned out 10 be a

an

third period with 13000 new
players :ft they

F"edige 'arkt tinarthorfiTh'e sceseondbY

early

overcame

Notre Dam added one mum'
point , ,,, ka, .as it

sent in 5-9

FREMD NEVER get
closer than five poi. to the
victors the rest of the way,
though the Vikings were able
to reach that five -point deficit

tom:.

ob.y, the

Maine South, which had they blew several monoblitzed Prospect by 98-67 nide to make things even
ation in Monday' night, re- dghter.
&nal opener, looked in the
first half like it was going to
WITH 71113 score 63-57,
easily bury its second straight Form View missed the first

cothampion of the 'Central

-

lead to six during the early
de. of the final period, but

more.

watch Kevin Kachan single,
haridedly knot the ware for

IN THE SECOND Peens'New Trier then started the

Falcons scare top -seeded South; fall 81-69
By M. Emma

Henry, looking more and
like a lottrnament

the

opening field goal of the final
period and led his teammates

shot of the first half off a Pohl
field goal:Mount to lift the undefeated Dons to a 42-32 imr-

A combinatMa of defensive

By 3151 Meal

ND upped the period with points in the frame to bring his

the bell downed threw g high

-

41kM,,,,,,

82130°ties

HI
Order Includes:
Steaks, Roasts, Stews,
Ground Beef and More.
FRE ME UFO SPECIALISES

766:6750
OHM °ARV 9 Mt to

FOR COUNSEL COME TO
.THE SAVERS' PLACE TODAY

AU Beet SolelliangineWelpAt

50 1.8. BED PKG.

e. .
Pri;
--,

MON.

INSURED

766-6750
PM.

SAT. 9 la 3. QOM SUN

BENSENVILLE
9.11)1110 PAK It 014191

:,.A.71

WE OMIT
'

FREEZER MEATS INC.
BENSENVILLE, ILL

"We won't give you a Bum Steer"

'

....._`°

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Association

15 E. Prospect 'Ave.

CL 5-6400

:grolgTog.

THE DAY

CLASSIFIED

iThuradmi Mem, 5,1970

Page 10

Lo

CUSTODIAN AND
MAINTENANCE

Blast and Food
Found

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Deems to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

20
109

Auction Sales

II
CIVIL ENGINEERS I AND

Mechanical

112

notainchites wrinted

14-Posonals

tot

retirernOMPlan
free Family Blue Croor.1.514okl.hipor

fin.

17

Business

Cord of Sympathy
Cord of Thu k

9

Cemeteries ots

3

Retired gentleman le needed
manolocto work pan

l'rn looking for a couple
of I torte homes in your
oreo to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Instr...
ad Siding. If interested

99en,e6Geu
EmploymenlAtsndes.
25

Women...

.973

41,

5
0<

Funeral Directs%
Help Wanted Man
Help Wanted

24

Help Wan. Kaman

26

fore

03

1sintal

It

L'9179:,""""

9°

.

5600 W. Roosevelt dd.
Chicago, lit.
A

Wheeling Tmrtmhip Independent Democrats. Koeneman 0 opposed by incumbent, James

McCabe, of Arlington Heigh.. The Ie. is for four yam.

Experts. slaked.

Cle.ceeng. .ne'n

55

Personals

'APPTDrI=."

05

but niq

S37.7075

2TotrWEIZZg!'"'or

CALLOR CC... IN

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS.
Aris Orr.Ro to

tempted to bring a frat propos.

by 947 witnesses.

week for dm honeymoon.
Not that Witmer wished sp.

al

cilkolly to disncst the Easter
wedding

plans

of

Delegate

William A Sommerschicld of
Elmhurst, but he did propose
dit past week that ConCon
limit its Easter recess to the
mking at of Good Friday.

to the floor of the con-

yet the proposal failed to get
convention attentim.
problems, Delegates became

mail's petoao which the con.

alarmed at the lack of mail in

vention A moving toward a

Springfield, A courier was sent

now constitution.

to the Springfield post office

Witwer down and voted to ad.

jount March it. thc day be.
fore Good Friday, and recess

until April 7.
A majority or the delegates.

omaro,hete bme-mmiting

,hat

found

and

111E DELEGATES voted

most

I

quarters

the Con -Con avalanche that is

chairs have boordelivered. A

concern at the slow pace of

he.,

riot Old Capital

Building, TA, Cohn aim

CENTRAIL TREPHOWIE

agreement on a single sentence

nook.

MOST'OF thedelay appear.
to be procedund. Milan issues

of Arlington Heights from the
ld District will go to the QUIFF
ay hearing.
tetra

tended hearings in Rockford.
Arlington Heights and Chicago is not taking part in the

DAY
vol

ANT

AS

TRY ONE

this week, the em
likely to be held outside of
Springfield.

'

Head nurse

(IMb. 27 - Mom. 51
ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen. Arlington
Heights!
Olken Monday. Tuesdey and Thundey. 8 p.m.; Friday. 8:15
p.m.: Saturday. 1:30. 4:45 and 8:15 p.m.; Sunday and Wednts.
day. 1:30. 4:40 and 8 p.m.
CATLOW THEATRE. 116 W. Main, Barrington.
Taper. Daily and weekends. 8 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 3110 Miner, Dm Plaines.
Hang Your toot On The Wind and The Love Bum no limes

Rolling BleadoW5 resident
,,,,,
Conroy,
meanly promoted to headnurse

.

'n ch a
f he fourth
note medical-sur°gical unit of

!Ae'rn 1.A;l2S.1.;.62VaArlAY6At3gl
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APPLY IN PERSON
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Full Time or Part Time
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Rent Free
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1966 CADILLAC DEVILLE
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Locks, 6 Way Seat, Safety Sentinel, Brand
New Set of Radial Ply WW Tire, Yellow with

ASK FOR KEN

.

h, oftusu.

a Black Top. Green Seal.
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CAI atter IPM 90614..
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p.I 1st Arri1537 5854
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Automatic Dual Shifter, Power Steering &
Brakes, Bucket Seats, Wide 0o015, Floor
Console, Mog Wheels. Burgundy in Color.

11-Apts.and Booms to Share

G

Believing

Guu/Miu area nu, apt.

HEIGHTS
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AREA
APARTMENT
BUILDING INVESTMENT
CLASSES ENROLL NOW,

14Te Rent Apartments

LEARN HOW TO AMU

a Cabinet Wirers
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NEW APARTMENTS
BRAND
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1967 PONTIAC GTO 2 -DOOR
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100% FINANC.

SPARKS + CO.
692-7166

DICK WICKSTROM
'THE BOSS"

DEMOS

-

FACTORY

'

FIT.

EXEC CARS -

19.66 OLDS STARFIRE 2 -DR.
Loaded with Full Power, Farm, Air

Conditioning, Bucket Seats, Floor Console,
Radio, WW Tires, Aspen Blue, Green Seal.

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

A Really Nice One!

$1795

&amp&

TEFISTIS

COURT 6 SWIMMING POOL

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

86-RealEstatetionsos

OR

I

KEY PUNCH
TRAINEES
Train on our evening shih from 4.9 p.m.
at an attractive salary plus 10%
night bonus.
Upon successful completion of training loPproximately 12 weeks), switch
to our full-time 71/2 hour day shift.

OUTSTANDING BENEFIT PROGRAM
RANO PROGRESSION

106 NIGHT MORI( BONUS

IMHOUR PAY
APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

JUNBELIEVABLEllk_

1 YEAR LEASE,

1967 IMPALA

722 Center Street
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Salespeople

fiEle Rent Nice Space
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DICK WICKSTROM
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MULTIPLE LISPING
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Central and Wilke Roads, just north of
Algonquin Rd. (Rt. 621in beautiful Ming
ton Heights. Watch for Twelve/Oak

4A
611

CHEViDOLET.'

REAL ESTATE BERME

Furnished Model Apartments Open Daily
& Sunday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Come

DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CALL 3943050

sf

tib

bilifsl n

-Completely equipped kitchens willsFREE

....ins

The Worlds brow Oldsmobile Doolenhip

Oil41
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2 rloor Harp

TRANSFERRED?
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I
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1965 IMPALA SS
d. Per er.

.

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

32Miscol5neous Mrchandtse

Neater. $1395

1964 BUICK WILDCAT 2 DR.
HT Loaded with all the options & full power,
bucket seats, power windows, brand new set
of white walls, chrome mag wheels, FM/AM
radio, red with a white vinyl roof.

1967 FORD FAIRLANE 500

--FREE
-

sun. moa Fa. ins
toys. clthg, much misc.

Radio.

r....±'!7owr

PAIATINEBedMOSUNG MEADOWS
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Hawing.
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story...

American Lepton Halh Palatine.,
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Power
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the inside

Philo 23" color console IV,
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!or 44a. uornofta, 00,000,

HmIant lend, Dryer
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- An eabal opportunity employer -
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Westgate Apts

Des Plaines Day

Some
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CALL 362-0204

117 S. Main Street

oler

C

Loshooms- .4.00

Prospect Day

us,

k

s2775

.2. Lu'Oi:p
437,049

RAMT6b5EIN

AND

Fom dam room and bedrooms.

ATIRAM1W WASTING SMART
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MT'''.

sO

PM 3260 392.4326

Arlington Day

Work Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center.
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$ Malj- T
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Equal OppoovoiN LoPlOYer

umiba °rood Inutubloa:
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Chevrolet Conn. 2 .
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ELECTRONICS STORE
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ished Saddle with a Saddle Vinyl
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668usiness Opportunities

o Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

Top SIC for the experienced. Part Time Shift 4:0010 9 p.m.
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CL 3.5666

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

,

4 hour-doy
Hours can be flexible
Starting Rate 52.28

600 w. Blesterlieltl Pd.
Elk Grove Village

bl

Cell 208 .64M

217 S. Arlington Ills. Rd.

PERMANENT/PART TIME TYPIST
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40%
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Northwest Day
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[oodsio' 58001. EY2L16.37

"THE CHOPPER SHOP" .

1193 °scup, Mar. 15. 392.1763

489-2680

299-4446.

RONTIAC, 1963 DooneyiRe
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No YON rather she.. tech sliadband and pond oumo
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196,
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Em.EVE;YRIEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING

for the following categories.

Estes and Elmhurst Rds.
Elk Grove Village

LADENDORF OFFERS
YOU A BETTER SELECTION
OF BETTER USED CARS

.

ye

10

1,95.

-

,nnanal

b

11K1050MYR155 and Scooters

I. Closing out stock
2. Heavy deny carpeting
3. Free installation

bloOlul, bur MS mgessorm.iord....,

For Model Opts 8, -Off Wes

Hollysomi beds

CARPETING

491070 for nen',

IN YOUR AREA

WA...

mixable ond Pay FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

sp

4

tomising and mod.. Al work

: REE""EEELEErre

HELP

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERKTYPIST ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK

.

,Ih

3,35;

447-8385',

g.

Arlington Ht. Area

FRE

FOUR SEASONS

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY

537.00e0

pedia

L

Call Miss Plett

REQUIREMENTS

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

ger andtype pH;

Center apening very soon.

sTOIl

Accounts Receivable Bookkeeper
Credit Clerk
General Office Clerk

g

CUSTOM oolong, gam*. uum

liRooms.Beardflouseheemng

EIGHT PACKAGING.

BENEFITS.

S165, 20 vol. encyclo-

etroIEEr'EREOPREIGH:107174

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

*Order Typist

DAY CARE WORKER

Sleep

392.7166

SECRETARY

ST. ALEXIUS'

g

455-8500
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Mid Southern
Toyota

392-5230

359-4800

cusol'opperlonBy smut.Mm

ACCESSORIES, INC.

RANDHURST CENTER

Ods, Schatisnburg

67 5. Gourmet Road
Negthbrod, 1H.

bu

L

S.O.

coLinet with

COOKS
Insti...1 back-

Excellent salary and company benefits.

White. Collar Girls

Algonquin 8 Meacham.

2724000

FACTORY HELP.

Lalt

hIf

k

CALL 593-6880

/8407008CPLA._

CULLIOAR,ANC

CA1129,71,1

0L15 DRIVER

ive

r

-

NAreI formation
DollEdsireir.s.

S20

NEED T.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
F

26 lielp.Wantetl Sawn

COME IN AND REGISTER

'07 .l... .. ..1.

6-16

far

Apply redeye,. ask for Mrs. T. Santoro.

Elk Grove VAage
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C

fully esluirPgI5,55
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hideawoy h. sleepers
S4
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'67
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REAL/WHOLESALE BUSINESS

We have a great opportunity in our sales
department for an experienced file
clerk with good typing' ability.

One No fee
eon Local or Loop

o'RenownecIptofit
Shining

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Apt.
Moss.
Frm.-s Commissions
.$400 Bose Stalmo

CALL 358-0631

Excellent opportunity to work and grow
with a fast moving automotke distributor.

ALL OFFICE SKILLS
Glee Free brush up practice

Conditions._

E. of

2,8,

11200

File Clerk

"NOW & THEN JOB"

DICTAPHONE.

'

WEBER MARKING:

'

41Home Fold sEngsFurniture

TEMPORARY

-

PP, WA RilL 15200,55

IRSports Ears

OTIL264B

537.06

CENTEL
SYSTEM

Solve your money problems with a

Used Ca rs

E59MR=.24REgO,OR2"SE

-,-71oftov.nan-om:7, auftalU0bu

2

central telephone company of Illinois

=DS

-

'RENTAL

Ahoy Scull 3,27707
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MARE YOU FEEL LOW -

.'''.I.Fr ......".

.SS3
"mi'...

,7§!°,°,'"1,"'".k°1'

Serra mattresses 120, queen
Inch am

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

OF LIVING

gg, z.'1417;Zrudc'lel an

FREUND, CAMPERS, NC.

S85. 3594671

44.0ogs,Pets &Equipment

2004 Miner SI.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

HIGH COST

*Auto Trailers 8 Csopers

COCKER SPANIEL Tomo, 510

C

CLERKS

Clerks

11 INA aN. OPM 774,100 low mi.

1701 W. Rt. 120, I,

1,175; fruimood end.
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ent lealhor

HUI:122:17ER

00 N. Northwest Hwy, (R. 53 6 14) Palatine, III.
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CB H
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p

It sent, went SI,000 monthy,
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rer.
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Truck Compost., TOPP

_!E
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358.6210
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loll power
109 6990
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L

ow con d
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SYSTEMS, INC.
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NO EXPERIENCE
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3040 5. [Gaze Rd
ARLINGTON HT5 , ILL.

luxe modell homes.

65 Olds

PICK UP

ton

60 6
TRUCKS, like new.

MODEL 110. MAINE

14 -Arts and Antiques
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FULL TIME NIGHTS

School Bus,-Inc
LUTHERAN HOME
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A!

W

Gads,de prcLecto.15.

ground helpful. New NurYng

Cook County

Pny S500 Phene
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P
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WAITRESSES
During 4 Week Training Period

2:30-5 p.m
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.. P.M.:. ROUTES'

AIDES'

LUNG OUT FURNITURE
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'HOUSEKEEPERS

COMPLETE TRAINING

merles

1-

key

ayikay, 04h_

112 Anton let For SAM

I

ton STAKE
like now

60 6 6,

TRUCKS

6 roan., IstoYerr. lounge

827-6534

spoco

ek.11 desired, can

23,2251, Ext. 361

lnterviewi

E.

booth

1,

Choy

RERIXXI%RtEDEEI,RAEOge

. 529-02IL 52,6305

..4374 otter 4,30P.M

nonroullne

50c

EORAELE=VRE16E

Des Plaines

DRIVERS

..6i30-8.:30 am.

doctors will train
yowto work
with kid6

200 E. Touhy

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed

.

320.
110

ConoTions

h

12

'BEGEREIRe EnEnEEHOErEpRoURTIRO E:TOE

telepraph

SI 6 Bloornloodolo Rd, Amigos,/
collecToLleb forrOure.
514o.

359.5294

Child, gold yam, table,

Hes a chollonge Q wake

41 Rome Fumolungs-Furniture

BUY DIRECT -NAME BRANDS

SYMONS MFG: COMPANY

For
Day iir Evening

O

equip.

Sec. Organ.,

COLN

EgEGEtndEEE2WVITrREE

OtEbRE11,7EIEEIRIEgEVeR CtROEIEe

115.14 FT.ALUMINUM

ROUTES

ree.
Miss Pepe

womon with exceptional clan.

wide var., of

other

Plus

Res

CALL Br POMO

KOUPGRY PL.MARKEY

.

Must sell 2 Sony moo decks
moclol 501200 or 4110 nash.,

Part Time

150 41.42tivesEE

/oohing for a Molly goad place ta work? Call,

6954440

'Po d Troing

con

102 Truch&Trallers

tOl wissowel

TWErs'S'rsosIneder4TO -
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011ogloo PPM'.

SCHOOL BUS

Attention Ladies

Poexam

BOrn fiwn

'17'rEGRiE

EttfirrE

25,1464

ELtrpExtro-Cash

CRAVENS'CO.

. NO,^9, enEw ond

benefit program.

FEMALE

-

Classic

RITZENTHALER BUS LINES

AARS.-DUN14

RECEPTION

Kenmore

G

working. conditioni and p liberal employee

CALL. N .bvvi

RP.

elec

counter oven loll needs some
rePolr SIS Aft 6 p rn s7474

NI

1217

mew=

392-9300

5 Raises 1st. Year

aro

Elt'EB

s sp,

,

47 Nome Furnmhtngsf endure

8410e55 Pets & Forcemeat

company close to home. offering super -

SECRETARY

gi's7r.rc'ic=

ttOEy

Now,Holher ood bed comp

PER HOUR

'MET1f0DEIMFG
:CORP.

non

EEE

12-16scellaneous Merchandise

products in reseorch deport.

CALL DONOR PIU.

Excellent opporMnIty M !midi for. a modern me'

START_$2.25:

or apply)

paid graining.

mots Keypunching as Volt as Verifying.

Will Train -Too
IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

4

Is really not that difficult, just ask any one of the
50 girls who dove for us. Local routes available,

capabk of both Alpha and No -

You. shook:

'NO EXPERIENCE
'NECESSARY

:

kW 6

Our Data Processing Department has openings
Eorlwd gldstowark In the keypunch

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

STANLEY -KNIGHT

FULL OR PART

Popular
Children's Clink
MEDICAL

SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

WRY NOT

76

Girl Today Los 00 6 Gyms doe

It pays Loadvertise with Day Want Ads.

TORS

GIRLS

au4sa

E

Be Receptionist,

NO

KEYPUNCH ©PE

FASHION WAGON

bko people?, Dental
under
E.Rmtisogst Will tram Under

michboard Operator
esporroNLPLO Shoe

447.7 ONO

AT HOME

26 Hale Wanted Wenn

26 Help Wanted Women

04

Up

WAITRESS

126 Help Wanted WON

26-11elp Wanted Woman
I

HOUSEWIVES

RECEPTIONIST

syo4%

L

:Do., 298.5240, Illska.
wnM315P

Mt

SOON solo BIRO. .

SVVHD RECEPT
Niles Urn Too. 9,1 oLls tOenT.
syrbd. Altey.osh for

26-11elpglantedWomen

261Ielp Warded Woman

76fielp Warted Women

l2 -Miscellaneous Merchandme

I

P.,

Call Any MAP

IoMOO sg ft al warehouse
. prefer Elk Grove Ark

aft

47.7750

'Coo mates

r1T7,7, r5,w-4,7,1rv7rv-,f,

Multiple Listing Realtor

For Personal Service

555 Irving Park Road

Rand & Central Roads

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

CLOSED SUNDAYS

Des Plaines, Illinois
.

Hours:Mon thru Friday 9)00 to 9)00
%P.M() to S,00 Closed Sundays

Phone: 827-3111

'

.

91

a
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HOLD IT-- ITS 100 LATE: YOU
GETAT HIM WHILE
7GOT
HE'S STILL UP THERE --IF

I OUGHT 10 SMACK YOU
FOR SAVING HIM WITH THAT

YOU DON'T HE WON'T KNOW
WHAT HE'S SE1/4' SMACKED
FOR!

FURNITURE WITH YOU WARN -

60 WHAT

ELSE ,15
NEW

KEEP WATCHING m -1E

LOUP CHATTER! ILL NEVER
TEACH HIM TO SlAYOFF THE

WI-IEN HE'

CHAIN AND LISTENING

I/,./6 HIM EVERY TIME I

ducer to unnerve a

TONIGHT

ALMOST

Oo

BUT YOU.
GOTTA APAArT

dent.
9 Star Trek

Mike Douglas

9

11 Chicago Is

rT IS K1NPA

CREEPY! WE

WEB

SOON ItkE
WILL

BE SAFE MAW.

00,

11 Frenchman's

ward Sherbyn Gal-

World
26 Spanish News

lery, a one -of -a -kind

ive" art and crafts

6:15
11 TV College
American Liter-

taught artists.
26 Ayuda (Help)

6:25

,,,, .

nrmtDL

6:30
Family Affair
Bob Steele guest -

2

o ..+.M MU r TA 4 al to

vj

ROBIN .MALONE

in

a

scheme to capture a

Ra5PC CLOP! Yair,
5EovEEfER ROEN IN
A FORE,51; AND
DEPRNEINE WORLD

hinuEy GRLDE3Elz!

confidence man of

HICKORY PERSON'S \CIRCIJLAfE,HICKORY!MIKE15 ;Ha& EITHER
HERE 170ge-pLAc51 pur up og
MY PEI !
HEAPI5 HIGHER
-THAN PEOPLES
PO 1,0T.LEr 'WV IPA roOESE 511010P /
OGRE TALK!
THE PAWS/
MAI:ER(15 5ERai5

ILK KNOW OF
BEAUTY

eczAoi of

LAG! KEEP

PROrocol,/

guest.
ZoLINDS! -114EYVE DEVELOPED

A BRAND NEW MODEL;

Your
Horoscope
FOR THURSDAY

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Don't make up your mind
too soon. You will avoid having to change plans later on if
you reserve opinion now.

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and

II WHAT? NO
ENJOY
LECTURE
YERSELF!

8:00;2

nam, the Philippines,
India and Thailand.

Queen." A prim but

MILK, GUV'NOIRr

ABOUT
GETTING A JOB
...THE VIRTUES
OF HARD
WORK?

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): Marking time today may
save you from making mistakes tomorrow. Patience brings
rewards in the near future.
TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Take advantage of the opportunity for spiritual gain
even though it may mean a
slight material loss. Be fair in

mer in order to attack

Initial difficulties may
tempt you to give up on the

JimNabors
are

7

Stevens.

Jones
Bobbie

.

News

Tong war and the

mooners

murder of a shipping
millionaire.

The Honey-

Show

2
7

2:00
Late Report
Reflections

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
Show
9 Movie
"Alexander
the

2

2:05
Meditation

Mery Griffin

5
7

40L) PP T.

A

Accakup6 To THE LATEST
THEYRE ELLR.OSEE

I

cemsogs

DECIDE WHAT 7p CEMSOR.
CEKLSoP,
AIJD lLIMAT AX1T

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): You can little afford to
waste anything at this time.
Take special care with items

WIN

I'VE DECIDED TO

I H1 GOING TO

BECOME A
2TAR 1345EF4LL
PITCHER .

WITH THIS PITCH.

4ligle

ALL MY G4MES

tit
oak

"ilf

(1,

Ir Out u. co.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
Take particular pains to preserve the good opinion others

e

have of you. Moderation and a
bit of planning lies behind suc-

Answer to Previous Puzzle
41-Pgro'

cess.

Flowers

Sept.

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS
1 Thistlelike
flower
1 Sagelike
flower.
13 Forma
notion .
14 Certain
Europeans
15 Squatter
16 East or West

other what you have not the
patience to give.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

Get a good start by making it

an early start. Don't be surprised, however, if you must
pace by

the
ernoon.
slow

midaft-

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
The simplest -seeming
problems must be approached
with care at this time. Use rea1 son to gain entry into special
:difficulties.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): Clear away the
22):

week's work a day ahead of
time. In this way you should
guarantee yourself the time

ma

tuuotuo.,. ut

T

THERE THEY GO:
E-G-GoLLY. EASY. ARE
'IOU SURE WHAT WE'RE

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Rapid events may
leave you feeling far behind

GONNA DO IS LEGAL;

schedule. Refuse to panic and

CALL IT JUSTICE: X PROMISED TIGRA
TO GET HER STONE BAcK...OR MAKE
LAPIPE PAY
SWITCH ON
THE RECEIVER'
WASH. 50 WE
CM TRACE 'EM!

at

FUNNY..
1T /2 ON-T GEOSEEM
TO
WE PON
SS.THATS

GETTING ANY BEEN

you should be able to make

appehdage
35 Eurochpean.

fin
36 Diatribe
38 Pause again
39 Motorists, for
example
41 Brothers
(ab.; var.)

1

promises.

34'
IT70 by Nu, I. TM. It.g. US Lor 011=0:T.

JAVELIN
jail
jean
jive
vail ,
vein
vine
veal
veil
vile
vale

vain

vane
venal
venial
navel
nave

nail
naive
line
lane
lain
live
,

PRESIDENT POMP, WE NAVE
ANOTHER APPLICANT' TO

lein
lean
liven
lave
anvil
alive

mil
anile
aline
alien
evil
elan

'

I. CAMPUS -CLATTER

TEACH THAT PERSONNEL
RELATIONS COURSE INTHE

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
DEPARTMENT.

AND, r WONT ADD, THIS
ONE CERTAINLY SEEMS .
TO HAVE A KNACK FOR
PERSONNEL RELATIONS

I R 1,_,
0
I ON

-DO

GEM

EXERT'
ALP

-11.<

AE

CAL- I BAN L N
ES
E e JIM_ E G
(comb. form) rTRAR
PTA
IC
B
3 Arboreal
FIRe
SH F O
home
00M
ST
A
4 Burmese wood
ET
AT EN
sprite
5 Follower

D

c 00 ANA

6 Amen=

7 Genus of
:bulbous

A

RE VUE
R

STO

herbs
8 Scottish alder 24 Challengers

'

14

15:

16

17

25

44 Snooze
45 Exist

32

48 European

34

plant

51 Wears away
54 Evader
55 Nests of
eagles
56 Doctrines
57 Diminutive
DOWN

Metallic
element
2 Iclea -

-. 26

27

fruit

42 Regulation
43 Twisted

into threads
45 Mine entrance

46 Stagger '
47 Essential
being
49 Fish
50 Seine
52 Biblical name
53 Table scrap

48

.10

11

12

29 30

31

.

19

20

.

,

,

.
42

9

33

36*

41

18

S

decay in

tree

13

R

O

ESS

-

.

.gains by evening.
AQUARI US (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Do your best to avoid argument with loved ones. At the

same time, however, don't be
talked into making impossible

'

25 Male swans
9 Danish weight 26 Fish sauce
17.Folding bed
27 Erect
10 Bribe
18Sick
29 Perforation
11 Genus of
20 Pillar
30 Egyptian
willows
21 Stopped
goddess
undesirably 12 Helper (ab.)
31 Dispatched
25 Combination 19 Loose leaf
37 Eaters
(ab.)
of syndicates
38 Abrogate.
21 Looked
28 Genus of
40 Virginia
fixedly
herbs.
22 Delicate
(ab.)
32,New York
41 Internal
23 Expunger
city
33 Got up
1
2 3 4 5 6
. 7
8
34 Goat

CAPTAIN EASY

you need.

Answers to
Hideaword

.-

afilj
7.3)

63

that can be easily overlooked.

- ance in your dealings with others today. Don't demand of an-

TD

AllfTHING. OFTENSNE
THAT HAS 1..)0 REDEEMIAG
SOCIAL- VAUJE I

CELJSC42

MORTY MEEKLE

soon show you why.

-

conqueror

Greek

EEK & MEEK

while longer; results should

VIRGO (Aug. 24

3:00
9 Five Minutes to
Live By

Great." Epic tale of

Eckstine are guests.

"Doomed to

Die." Cargo of stolen bonds leads to a

10:30

Gentry,
Bob Hope and Billy

That Girl
Ann Marie is hired
by a Broadway pro-

1:40
Movie

9

2

This is Tom

Newhart and Kaye

9

5
7

32

and Katarine Hep-

Bob

9 NEWS

10:00
News
News
News

2

burn.

Guests

1:10

9:30

Bogart

Humphrey

7

project. Hang on a

23): Be sure to exercise toter-

Kings

20 TV High School
32 Debbie Drake

a German ship.

MEEK.I

GEMINI (May 22 - June

1:00

7 Of Cabbages and

Comments

involved in a series of

Famous Writers

all things.
21):

9:25

Paul Harvey

32

ing the war and are

Show

A BUM!

12:30

International
Zone
5

32 News

miscourageous
sionary and a down at -the heels gin -loving skipper meet dur-

26 Famous Artists;

2

ALWAYS

Charles Bickford.
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

Perry Mason
11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

9

"The African

7:00

ONCE A BUM,

clusion.

Movie

dangerous adventures as they go down a
river in decrepit stea-

I'VE GIVEN UP TRYIN' T'
REFORM YA, SYLVESTER:

forced him into se-

Seas

6:55

DIME FOR A SAUCER 0'

disfigured face has

War.

Journey to Hong
Kong, Korea, Viet-

12:00
Movie
"Whirlpool."

Hypnotist Jose Ferrer uses Gene Tierney to carry out his
evil schemes. With
Richard Conte and

former actor whose

ature from the Civil

6:25
2 6 Bob Philbin
Sports

BUGS BUNNY

2

Brennan helps restore confidence of a

7:40
20 TV. College
literAmerican

Tom Smothers is

TH661./155E5
PRIAWINS!

Robbins are guests.
7 Paris 7000

Show

Half a Comedy Hour

"---

Paintings;
Great Music

Gordon and Marty

sequences

Pat Paulsen's

7

32 100

Barbara Anders 9 n , Sid Caesar,
Alice Ghostley, Gale

32 Truth or Con-

many identities.

WHAT rioE5YOLS

OF .5I1CHI3A1.11Y

present

pirate

river

11:35

Show

11 Why You Smoke
Fourth of five programs demonstrates
how the environment
c a n affect one's
smoking.

Boone poses as a

Dean Marlin

5.

works.

Daniel. Boone

5

11:30

32 News Final

9:00

Bewitched
Darrin is assigned
to show a client's
daughter how an adagency
vertising

Western film idol
whose old movies are
shown on TV.

32 The Champions

Show

7

stars as a one-time

lin,

nice Pier.

7:30.

Editorial
26 Quiz

feature comedy.

With Charlie Chap-

26 Elias Diaz Perez

Ironside
Ironside fights for
the life of an organization devoted to the'
rehabilitation of ex convicts.

2

1914 Mack Sennett
production, is considered the first sucfull-length
cessful

in the water off Ve-

5

War. ,

Punc-

tured Romance," a

Friday and Gannon must learn the
identity of a young
woman found dead

created by self-

ature of the Civil

11 The Toy That
Grew Up
"Tillie's

Dragnet

5

showplace for "na-

32 The Munsters

ton, Fredric March,
Claire Andrews and
Danielle Darrieux.

8:30

to the Ed-

Visit

Show

stars Richard Bur-

Alfred
Hitchcock Presents
11 Speaking Freely
2 6 L a Tramenda
Corte
, 32 Big Valley
9

suing columnist during a re-enactment of
a restaurant acci-

6:00
Nerds
News
News

2
5
7

ApoLINOS
BEEN MORE
TO ME! YOU HEAR
REL AXED
NOTHING BUT THE
CLITT1'
SOUND OF MY VOICE!
'THROUGH A
HEAR. -THE
YOU HEAR No-TIAN&
CEMETERY
ON
1:0012BELL I
BUT THE SOUND OF
H LLOWEEN
MY VOICE:

ROLL UPA NEWSPAPER!

ALIT

WIPED pa -RIE FIRE DilaboN

' OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

,1

37

38

45 46.47

44

43

49

50

51

54

55.

56

57

52 63

ri

MOUNT PROSPECT
PUBLIC LIBRARY

Palatine GI pis granted -.0)4104 in Save: en
By Rick Lewis

of 387 U. S. servicemen who have been

"I can't see using my life for something
I don't believe in," wrote Army Spec. 2,

granted asylum in Sweden.
Rogers joined the Army on May 9, 1969,
after being married on May 5, said his

LeRoy E. Rogers, in a letter to his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Rogers, 340 Wilmette, Palatine, "Forty thousand have al-

wrote. "There are several reasons why I
defected, but they are all to difficult to ex-

railroad 'station.
On Nov. 28, he left for Sweden, she said.

plain.

mother. "On Nov. 22 we put him on a

His wife told us that night. "We didn't

plane to Washington. He was on his way to
Vietnam.

know what to say or do. She gave us a letter

LeRoy's letter said that he thought by
joining the Army he would go to Germany
if he asked. He did not want to go to Viet-

he had written to tis before he left."

nam, his mother said. "That is the main

His wife joined Rogers in Sweden on
Jan. 5;

reason I defected," wrote Rogers.

The letter said in part:
"I DON'T expect you to condone what I
have done or even understand why," he

"If the war over there was a sensible one,
with some good reason behind our purpose
over there instead of this senseless slaugh-

ready been killed and i am not going to
become a statistic like that,"
Rogers, 19, it was announced Tuesday

wife, Lois, who was living at the Rogers'
home at the time, knew LeRoy was at the

"HE HAD taken civilian clothes with
him and the following week was back in

by the Swedish Immigration Board, had' Chicago, staying at one of the railroad stabeen granted asylum in Sweden. He is one tions downtown," Mrs. Rogers said. His

"Sure, I'm afraid of dying," he wrote.

hoped to in the U.S.; however, at least I'm
sure I'll live to see my children (his wife is
"I CAN'T SEE using my life for some- pregnant) instead of dying in some God-

ter of American youths and the Vietnam
people, I Would have gone.

thing I don't believe in," Rogers' letter

forsaken swamp for no logical reason.

said. "Forty thousand have already been
killed and I am not going to be a statistic
like that just for the United States to remain honorable.
"For my life ahead of me in Sweden,"
he wrote, "I know it will be hard for me to
learn this new way of life.

"I don't expect you to understand this
all," he wrote. "I suppose it is really unimportant in the final analysis." Rogers said
the most important thing, "inspite of what
I have done," is that "I will always be your
son and glad of it."

"I know I may not succeed the way I had

"He does not plan on returning," said
Mrs. Rogers.

Pro5pert ;1)ap

WEATHER.
Tonight: Fair, low mid
20's. Tomorrow: Partly
sunny, little change In

Telephone

2554400

temperature.
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Private school hearings tomorrow
By Jane Bone

'hearing will be held in Hinsdale March 20.

for and against

Schlickman reported

state aid to non-public schools
will testify in Arlington
Heights tomorrow as the Elementary and Secondary Nonpublic Schools Study Commission holds a 9:30 a.m. hearing
in the Paramount Room at the
Arlington Park Towers Hotel.

Thursday evening that a definite list of speakers appearing
tomorrow in Arlington

The hearing is open to the

to sponsor a' purchase -of -ser-

deemed by an approved school

public.

vices bill which will use state

which their child attends;

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman
(R -Arlington Heights), who

non-public schools for costs of
teaching secular subjects;

heads the commission, said

Mrs. Dorothy Fisk of Roll-

that because so many people
have asked to testify, another

ing Meadows, representing the

lington Heights, and Sacred
Heart of Mary High School,

Northwest Suburban Council

Rolling Meadows;

Speakers

Heights was not yet available.

AMONG THOSE who expect to appear, however, arc
State Rep. Edward J. Copeland (R -Chicago), who plans

St. Rep. Eugenia Chapman
(D -Arlington Heights).

AssociParent-Teacher
ations, which opposes state aid
to non-public schools;

of

CHESTER HAYES, exec-

utive director of the study
commission, said that those
speaking for state aid would al-

Dr. Frank Brown of Chicago. executive director of the
National Assn. for Personal

ternate with those speaking

Rights in Education, a group
which supports an alternate

against.

Last year, the commission

state aid plan in which parents

was established by the General
Assembly. Its goals are to

are given state tuition reimbursement vouchers to be re-

"1111M^.4,-

study the role and needs of
non-public schools, to study
ways by which they can be ap-

funds to partially reimburse

;51V

propriately related to public

Two students representing

schools

St. Viator High School, Ar-

and

to

find

lk

con-

situtional means by which the
state can extend ,aid to nonpublic schools.

Tight money may have
effect on S & L operations
.1

By Bob Casey

The continuing tight money
market, which has driven the
single-family housing industry

loans dropped from $1.44 mil-

lion in 1968 to $1.19 million
last year, he said.

into a nose-dive slump, may be

Nationally, Morton said,
the savings and loan industry
last year experienced a run off

having some long-range effects on mortgage lending operations of savings and loan associations, which nationally

provide more than 80 per cent
of home mortgage loans.

That is the view of Donald

F. Morton, president of Arlington Heights Federal Savings and Loan Associations, a

leading lending institution in
the northwest suburbs where
the' Chicago area housing
boom had been concentrated
in recent years.

In an interview with The

Day, Morton said greater federal participation in providing

termined for home loans will
be coming for his.industry and
for home mortgage borrowers.

THE REAL estate market is
severely depressed, he said.
Home builders are being

levels of a few years ago.

Morton said, obviously leaving little room for profit. Such

AS

FOR NOW, the pros-

pective homeowner who wants

of savings deposits after depos-

loans are made solely to keep
the housing market going, not

iters found higher interest in-

to make money, he said.

cost is dear. Effective rates on
conventional mortgages are

a mortgage loan will find the

vestments more attractive.

FEDERAL HELP

for
home financing increased last
year, when the Federal Home

THE OTHER main source
of mortgage loan funds, be-

eight per cent, Morton said,
,

the legal ceiling under Illinois'

sides savings deposits, is payments of principal and interest

usury laws.

from past
Morton said.

tration (FHA) guaranteed
loans, exempt from the usury
classification, are now at 81/2

Without federal assistance,
the housing market would be

per cent, he said.

boost the capacity of S&L's to

make home loans, although
their short term nature prevents them from being a per-

even more severely depressed
than it is now, Morton said. He
sees an increasing part being

make down payments equal to
one third or more of the value

manent solution, said Morton.
Arlington Federal Savings,

played by the government in

Loan Bank system began making short-term and 5 -year
loans to S&L's at a record rate,
he

said. The federal loans

for example, last year exmortgage money and a change perienced a growth in savings
in the way interest rates are de-

Morton, they will not reach
the five or even six per cent

around and use them for home
mortgage loans at a maximum
effective rate of eight per cent,

deposits of $4 million while
making loans of $11 million,

he said. Two -and -a -half mil-

lion dollars of the difference

helping

mortgage

loans,

to smooth out the

variations in interest
rates that occurred during the
late 1960's.

interest rates say over the past
40 years, there are short-term

according to Morton,

fluctuations but the direction
has gradually been up," he

S & L's pay 73/4 per cent on
the federal loans and then turn

said. Though high interest levels will eventually'recede, said

was made up by federal loans,

Borrowers can expect to
of their houses, according to
Morton, depending on their
credit ratings.

With current fixed interest
rate

mortgages, he said,

a

home buyer is locked into high

interest charges for the life of
the loan.

BUT UNDER a new type of
mortgage, which Morton says
is

",on the horizon" for the

savings and loan industry, in (Continued on page 2)

pinched from two sides, according to Morton; because

deferred

a

decision

on

would be determined by the alternate chosen.

a

$30,000 excavation project at
West Park until a meeting can
be held with the Mount Prospect Village Board. The deci-

UNDER THE

tentative

agreement between the joint

sion came after lengthy dis-

owners the first part of the pro-

posal would be funded by the

park district and the second
part by the village.
Since no members of the village board were present to discuss the proposal, the committee members agreed to wait
on their decision.
Richard
Commissioner

cussion with the board's engineers and two representatives

the village the responsibility
for construction of a retention
basin and gives the park district the work of maintaining

Ward said that $20,000 of the
$30,000 would be covered by

the funds already alloted for
the development of West Park
but $10,000 would have to be
obtained from another source.

ANOTHER MATTER to
be discussed with the village
board is a change in the drawings that increased the area to
be excavated for possible wa-

SIMON
SUBUI113\
SAYS

the park's development gives

ter retention that could affect

the recreational area of the
park.

The levels in the retention
area are determined by the
amount of water that would
have to be retained for various
storms.

Be sure tosee the eclipse --but don't look at it.

and developing a park area.

The Rock Road Construction Co., which recently bid on,

r

a contract for improvements

Auto hits Forest View
senior after gym meet

on Busse Road, made an agree,
ment with the 'village to dig the

basin and use the fill for the
Busse Road project -at no cost
to the village.

the number of building per slits issued for single-family
houses in the '6 -county Chi-

A Forest View High School

Since that time, the road

senior was injured last night

contract was awarded to Milburn Bros. of Mount Prospect

cago

when hit by a car while he was
walking north on the east side

and the Rock Road representa-

of Goebert near Seegers, Arlington Heights.
Police said the .car that hit
Gregory Padovani, 18, of 807
S. Waverly, Mount Prospect,

fives told the committee that -

p

they are only assured of selling

100,000 yds of the approximately 280,000 yds. that . will
have to be removed in con-

HOUSE

1k

was also northbound on the

structing the basin.
Rock Road has made a proposal to the park district to put
back the top, boil,. and grade
and excavate the various levels
in the retention area for

ally adjusted annual housing
rate plunged 56 per cent from
December, 1969, according to
the Bell report.
Tight money, said Morton,
has lured away the non -S&L
lenders that formerly provided

east side of Goebert.

finals tonight. Arlington nioloo firrvey and Maine *Wed testing Maine South. See details in today's

Sports pages. (Photo by

posal would include three alternatives for handling unusable soil taken from the basin.
The Rock Road representatives said that the village

Gregory was taken to
Northwest Community Hospi-

'

Non-public Elementary
and

Secondary

Schools

Study Commission public
hearing, Arlington Towers
Hotel; Saturday, 9:30 a.m.

isfactory condition with head
injuries and a left leg fracture.

His father, Gregory J., is a
doctor and was with his son at
the hospital. About a half doz-

have appealed to anyone hav14 Enawledge of the accident

went to the hospital and stayed
until they were sure he was going to be all right.

High school students were
just leaving the Forest View
High' School sectional of the
statei' gymnastic tournament

HE IS A SENIOR at Forest
View and plays the trombone
in his high schobl jazz band,

when Gregory was lilt.

ical and aptitude exams for entrance into the .U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis, Md.

'A friend of Gregory was in
the car behind -the auto that

Meeting
Tonight

-;z1 where he is reported in sat-

en of Gregory's schoolmates

(

"es

ber.

please contact them.

A second portion of the pro-

While Mike Mandele heads for -the locker room after a hard-fought Cardinal win, the Arlington
High fans Celebrate their 64-54 regional win over neighboring St. Viator last night. Maine West won
at the Conant Regional, 75-63, over townihip rival Maine East. Both' winners will move into the

struck Gregory but he failed to
get the make or license num-

Arlington- Heights police

or, car that hit Gregory to

$30,000.

about 30 per cent of home

to 80 per cent in Cook County
last year, total S&L mortgage

pect Park District last night

by the village and the park district. A tentative agreement on

last year, compared to 1968.
In its survey of new building
for January, Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association said

tion of home loans coming
from S&L's . climbed from 70

would decide what would be
done with the excess soil and
the rate per yard for moving it

West Park is owned jointly

mortgages filed in the county

mortgage loans. While the por-

The building and grounds
committee of the Mount Pros-

Co.

are blamed for the 10.7 per
cent dip in the number of

PERMITS decreased 48 per cent' ompared
to last January and the season-

West Park excavation
project decision de erred

of Rock Road Construction

they can't get loans to finance
their own operations and are
also stuck with unsold houses
because buyers are having
trouble getting mortgages.
Recent statistics indicate.
just how bad the slump is. According to the county recorder's office, high interest, rates
and the scarcity of loan money

metropolitan
area
dropped to its lowest January
level since f945.

Rentschaler in the March 17 Republican primary, shook hands
with commuters this morning at the Arlington Heights, Mount
Prospect and Park Ridge stations. He appeared yesterday at the
Palatine, Cumberland and Des Plaines depots.
(Photo by Gary Shiffman)

Federal Housing Adminis-

sharp

"If you look at a graph of

s.

Carrying his campaign to northwest suburban train stations for
second day in a row, Illinois Senator Ralph T. Smith greets
rush-hour commuters at the Mount Prospect depot. At his side is
State Rep. David Regner (R -Mount Prospect) Smith's campaign
manager for the northwest suburbs., Smith, opposed by William
the

He was scheduled to take phys-

Gripe
Of The
Day

(
.1

Customers who expect
and get their papers on time

but never have change
handy wben the carrier cidlecb.

Friday. March 6, 1970

"

Library b0Jhard sets special
meeting f®r Th rs y

have left The Day premises

The Mount Prospect Public
Library board Of directors /am

forever.
More

night set next Thursday fora
special meeting to discuss currant
bills,
appropriation
requests

1971-72,

and

the

operating budget.
'James Gladstone, chairmen
of the finance committee,
made a report showing

that of the library.
For the fire department,
with 26 men, the annual cod is

and $8,000 for the Illinois Mu -

about double that of the li-

of $155,926.26.
'

we fiscal year ending April 20,
was 5171.600

RICHARD

HOWEVER,

Jesse. Mount Prospect finance
director, has said that ex-

perience shows about 7 per
ceneof the levy figure proves
to

$20,000

-discount" the actual income
that ran be expected is re duced by $10,752 to 3162,848.

the cost of crossing weds,

Day offices drew names of the
winners.

Figuring that most of the library income will be used by
April 30, the cost of the (moo

hospital insurance and the
pension fund, the latter pegged
at 558,000.

Northwest Day lucky winner
was' MI, Barbara Morris, 955
Whitehall Dr., Buffalo Grove.

ation should come to the
$162,848 plus bond and inter-

The fire depamment total of

est of $14,710 pod on library
building bonds on March I.
The total operating cost for
fiscal 1969-70;5 I77&58.
AS A BASIS of comparison.
annual'
the budgeted costs
33 -man
operation of the

Mount Prospect Police De.
parthent is about three dines

OBITUARIES
Nell° L. Benedetti

Stanley

Nell° L Benedetti, 65, of 4
N. Edward So., Mount Prospect, a design engineer, died
WI:Monday at Skokie Valley
Community Hospital.

Rama

Stanley Russell, 60, of 611
S. School St., Mount Prospect,
on insurance undemmiter. died
yesterday at home.

Survivors are his wiD Ethel;
sisters, Harriett Lisi-

three

ingston of Elgin, Lucille Mennen of Wisconsin and Jeanette Klickman of Glenview,

wife,

his

are

Lena; tho cbildrtn. Lenora
Benjamin of Naperville and
Yolanda of Mount Proved:

and a brother, Eugene of Burbank, Calif.

one granddaughter; two sisters, Anita Bonaguida of Co
darburg, W is

,

Visitation win be 7 to 10
Weight

and lean Pros-

at

Lauterburg

and

Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Height, Services will
be conducted by the Rev.
Leonard Fardon tomorrow at

peri of Elmwood Park, and a
brother, Hugo of Omaha, Nob.

Funeral mass will be held
tomorrow at 9 a.m. al St. Em-

II am. in the facial home

ily Church in Mount Prospect.

Burial will be in All

in their choice of size and color by Day reporter Jan Bone.

bn'T'le police department total
of $ 5
,928
includes
$425,171 for operations, and

Me not subject to the 7 per cent

uscollectible money.

Survivors

than MO madam
wrote in for a chance to win
their own personal scarf, knit

nicipal Retirement Fund that

reteipts for the fiscal year to
dim
bees of S159,774.77, and dis-

The estimated budget for

Rosemead. Alferd, and
two tin -named mexi-scarves

of the
budget figure of $173,600 is
comprised of $12,000 in fines

Because

chapel. Burial will be in Forest
Home Cemetery in Forest,

Saints

Cemetery in Des Plaines.

Park.

1

got "thauregard"-all
maxi -scarves that size deserve
She

includes S293.644
operations; and the ex-

name to (notch their personalidea--in the 1I -foot length,
knitted in avocado and white.
Mrs. Morris, is the mother of

penses of the bureau of fire
prevention, the $6,140 for fire
equipment bonds payable on
Feb. bale $11,000 for fire sta-

preschoolers Steven and Bob'

1,

1969, and the expenses of the
en's pension fund.

Seven -year -old him Korn,

917 N. Hickory, Adington

Check your
speedometer
Speedometer error Is common among automobile malfuntions, says the Chicago
Motor Club -AAA. If you

think you are driving at or
within posted speed limits-but consistently pass most
other vehicles-chonces are
your speedometer is slow and
should be checked.

11

VA..

I

lount Prospect's masi-scarf winner Lynn Morris, 619 N. Foil IL is a sixth -grade mud.. at ShR9Ithend
and insisted on naming her muthilo.and-white maxi -scarf Al.

St. Viator students
in Georgt for eclipse
lack and compute the hemlit
of to moon when it interferes
with the sun's th Sat Nay:'

o,",..",;*`'woo,"',,,o'rno,toothoffr°,,'seven St. Viator High
School students will be watch"''"""
""w"
ing from Voldosta. Ge. with

mid Astronomy Club presiwoad
dent Rick Ryan of 1020 N.

'-

The corner of Main St. and
Kensington Av.
Foundry

. tmcher William Wilhite,

lin, 4 S. Uwen. Mount Prospect. and freshmen Niched
Pelligrini. 2285 N. Titanium

Rd., if you're an are timer-is
going to change)
The L & S Standard service
the soullmeal corstation

Arlington Park Toweria and
the Lual Shop in Schaumburg
Proceeds will benefit St. Emily
Catholic School.

BIG CONCERT on ProsHigh tornorro. night!
The syinplionic, concert and
stage bands will play, plus a
pect

proem area plus the adjacent
10110 the south. That lot has

new clarinet choir. This is the
first time the clarinet group is
performing.
The concert will he held in

ercial
Wirer nod for of
that it can be developed
with the new constotht ion.
The old Gunnelfs Steak

the field house -.. which is a
switch from past concerts. Pre-

House and bowling alley on
the southeast corner already

will be an L. Eish Funtialro
.Thee company s an old

O'Leary,

elfeld cameras to recent the

um Heights: William

pect, heading for Me World
Garden and Flower show in

1018

Belmont.

N.

Arlington

Heights; Samuel
Kane. 1818 S Ridge, Arline

2204 Fulle 0, Rolling MeadAstronomy

Club students who couldn't
trip are
make the C, 'a field
ww
record of the mtiat solar c clipse in the M ;then from Ike
Sr. Viator
all field.
o1,7170,,EHO

will he on hand to welcOme
end direct visitors. The church
is having an official dedication
Se
at noon Sunday.
'There'll
a bus on Monday leaving from Mount Pros-

spelling-

individualistic

the

-and it's thing iworn hy 11.
year -old Lynn Mortis of 619
61 v, Mount Prospect.
N.
Lynn, 61 sixth.grader, has
requests to share her avocado

and whim scarf with brother
.Gary and ,ister Laura. bet
his "Alford" is strictly loyal to
his owner.

Des Maim inecarf win.
tor is Mrs. H. Kunkel. 575
Berkshire. A secretary at Ware
Aluminum in Des Plaines,

Mrs. Kunkel loth one son, a

IF 'YOU didn't win
scarf, and you want to make

in his ado
are determined Yo maministration
Illinois thelob
0111Ory state in the central part
of the United Suites in the her.

yourself one. heres bow:

FICSaing. of the in:stew wonders

and avocado scarf.
maxi -

Yarn in contrasting colors.

E tlau h0, pathos
tlher we can con,'

ows and Robert Sylvester, 425
Schaumburg.
Neal

The boys were given three
days off from school no make
the trip "because We thought
they would Imrn a lot from it:.
explained
P

the

Rev.

oMcials from the Nixon ad.

cluded such educators as Earl

Minialration and
than 30
leading scimtists, educaMrs
and industralios, took place a

M. Hughes, president of the
Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois and fornier

'

Divide
two parts.

that

R1V RSIDE CORVAIR

at St. Vieth, as exciting as pos.

slide:. The Sr. Vidor science
dmanment head, the Rev.
John Milton, CON . said the
school will make is awn kadentape of the 0.4.6 eclipse
record carried on commercial
television tomorrow and pleas
to
combine that profesnuserial
sionally -produced

four strand, of yarn for each

Airport. All newsmen were ex.

ration, Alert
01 V. Crewe, De-

stilch,one from each ball.

eluded.
A series of steps we
planned, some of which are al-

parbeent

ready in process; that in the
coming months should bring

tor, Illinois
Education.

are

THE ELIMINATION of

osiers.

'

CALL

cover the group.
Ryan, an astronomy enthusiast and the spark
the club, said he wrote the colleges and observatories in the
southern coastal area where
the eclipse will Mseen the best.

Moder
fdfor, ay ear Potato-

youth building of St. Mark Lutheran Church will lot open
and on display this weekend!

Elk Grove, &rest

View said

Hersey high schools in District

Mon to

morrow in the Round Table
Room of the Arlington Carou-

rage

cheese,

molded:

rasp -

just look rho Id. that things

END -OF -WINTER

- Mown." Father John said. detailing how he made it a point

CLOSE-OUT SALE

to take white wine with fish,
martinis mode with the hest

00

0118

1600

CAKES
Or

37 W. Slade St.

Palatine, Ill.

359-0507

PIES

I

Hb first try at AA lasted a

Alcoholism la a progressive

year. but John moved into social drinking again because I
didn't think I was like the oh.

" REmuss

03E,

srne sow

Satisfaction Guaranteed

: holic except himself. The
hardest thing for the alcoholic
is coming out of it.

JOHN L., an older man
with a Nmily to support, warned
ho young people sitting
around hini about the parlors

SNOW SHOVELS,

"I hod my family.

didn't
hove job problems. I wasn't in
jail.' he explained.

SPE%
24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

-7

HARDI-GARDENS
MT PROSPECT

Abscelloneoo fibers

99

26 W. ball good Schaumburg Ill.

old momentum ond eventually
John drove himself to Lutheran General Hospital for treat -

15 -DRAWER
STORAGE
CABINET

EACH
Plumply filled with crushed waterfowl leathers for
restful sleep. Faather-preaf ticking.

9
°L.7.1.=
value! Clear drawere
Mimi holders,

Groot Mile rata. is ef Rotel
one, d cones U e ?km for

OILS

hlilr=engthi helps

NEVER -IRON
COLORFUL
NET
PANELS

IYh

SAND FINISH
WHITE LATEX

118

rom

GAL.
11644Intly

2 size, 48,(4.6" and 480639.

SAY,

° N NEWEST SHOE STYLES!

GIRLS' WET LOOK
PUNCHWORK SHOE

JUST LIKE DAD'S!
BOYS' "GEORGE" BOOTS

222

350
The ankle.high styling, he loves. Easy -core pins -

tic uppers, easy -on strop and buckle closure.
Available in brown sizes 103

white for sun. forsixes Pi 4

For All Girl Scouts In Uniform
Accompanied by a parent.

1275 lee St
Des glainos

PAIR
Flowered and modern prints
In pinch -pleated ranch style.

Ss

YOUR CHOICE

DINNER

$3

EACH

Chenille and fishnet. types,

Cotes rich

pond for walls

PLEATED
SHORTY
DRAPES

re err Lea-r.4a

New hIgh.vornp styled shoe has punchwork
scuff -proof gleaming plopic uppers. In block or

8

LONG

reduce

1 FREE
Saturday 8 Sunday, March 7 8

45"

6g"10ng 9.99 reg. 5.13B
84" long 4.99 reg. 6.118

viIth,ohnig,urnp

'1
FIRST CARD

gm TOWN &COUNTRY

DAILY 10-10

CHARGER
AND OTHER

111

tota Cad 544
Just west of Roselle Rd. Next to turn,

EACH

Our own regular weigh) motor oil

water 9,49^ 9P

upon the Estelle, that he we,
grateful he hod it.

4 ea

White. gold, Ike, green, pink,
mess, blue Chromspue am -

TV marching

sobriety, but

imprersed

349

.7)

'

Ranch

he

LOFTED
cHROMSPUN®
DRAPERIES

CHOICE

5/99

28t

chen.

YOUR

en,

20W, 30W

variety of patterns, all vividly
solo ed to brighten your kit-

B OLSTERS

TOPPS MOTOR
QT. -SIZE

cos.

Calton lancelet's towels from

At ROUND

with dividers,

MEMBERS PLANS ARE ACCEPTED

OPEN DAILY, MONDAY THRU SAT URDAy

KITCHEN
TERRY
TOWELS

LOUNGERS

Reatha's heavy gouge welded steel

WITH

827-1126

Thick deeply ob othent and
lone ,,,anonst lint free

o 9, of maker M a cheerful

Ho didn't any bow long he
had been enjoying his cannot

DI

TELEPHONE 269-9466,'

TERRY
DISH
TOWELS

FEATHER

But rho slowed -down drink
ing syndrome soon gathered its

GIRL
SCOUTS

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza

I

LUXURY

SPECIALS

Safe -On DE-ICER

NOW 1/2 PRICE!

s all' Beautiful multi tones to blend with any decal

TOOL BOX

SALUTES OUR LOYAL

_

el

Jacquard patterned canon
terry dish towels in lwely gold
melon
bleu ar aroma,

PACKAGE

wtnfersafety

t have held poi -

sons.

'

STURDY W"
ALL STEEL

2e01Ile *to Cad 91l4

Plus -

mile -

te

tethanever musing

INSTANT
INFLATION FIGHTER 4-77-YOUR

INSIAMATIC

ICE-MELTER &-

9,

I

reg. p.ise $1.99 to $3.99

NOW $1,0$ 2

wiles;

containers

COLORFUL
REVERSIBLE
SCATTER RUGS

1

never %impeded lo be alcohol -

"No one can help an oleo'

for

-r

would

I

too
I drank
could
knew
handle it." John said.

; Father Jo fin said seriously.

selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

STRAWBERRY

and

Ti KNEW

aloe
diman't help you at Mr

EERIE 2?"

Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M D ) or
OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be filled
In the frame of your choice from our large

-COFFEE CAKES -

right

much. hut

KNOWN FOR BEST QUALITY ALWAYS

WM.

weren't

ly included drinks to keep him
from shaking while he shaved
in the morning, hidden drinks
during his working hoars and
coMinuaus
imbibing alter
work long into the night.

-Knowing Yon..

Otol

Anion. Chimp

of

imit 1)1A Ill

I

11

I

drink to lix them."
John, typical day eventual

ging mn sop.

L .

66115, COHam intenrstional

urn RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

drank too much too Often for
too long a time. Pretty soon 1

ly WOrion. listened intently to
the panel during the college's
second program in. three-day
drug seminar.

5; Sun. 11 to 3.

"

McDonald, Corp., and hPaa

vestment Clubs INAICI.

PILLOWS

My proNem was that

Their small Malian.. Man-

OPEN MON.
THRU SUN.

Humus'we stcnt

by the National Assn. of In-

Med

"Illinois surds ready to take

l addiction which no mare

eau ore18

lific cooperation in the years

don write NAIC, P.O. Box

Wi

ties, you know, for courage. I
couldn't elect a girl unless
hail a coarse of drinks." John

techniques. no threats, no nag-

junior high schools in District

7alatute?a,44 Slop

exist in greatest nuMbers2
Graham reported that Gov.
Ogilvie told the conference.

and racial drinkie that could
lead alcohsm.prone
then
person to drunkeddielion.
..1 started drinking at par-

disease. Ow priest said., physi-

fruil Segments, baked custard.
pineapple pie, chocolate cake,
coconat oatmeal cookies.

Hot dog or egg salad sandwich, potato chips, catsup,
fruit, spice cake, milk.

search and where the good jobs

'Being a clergyman I was

fruit cocktail. Blue
berry thornns and butter. milk.
Available desserts: grape-

23,

arc kaders in governmental re-

SM.

berry,

served Nlonday in

CalifOrnia or New York thel

and AI Anon.

This is sponsomd Peace
Northwest Suburban
Coalition. or
are 53 for
adults, $2 for stedents.

To

states such as Massachusette,

Ti DRANK LIKE A gen-

6005,

record numbers of
talented and trained men and
Wonted
women who have Mond that
they had to move to other

AUTO FINDING SERVICE

5 to 9, Sat. 10

rical0116

OM B0y10,21, vice-president of

serrations and 98.50 ar the

. niimir villa:1001i-

Keeping of all drugs and po-

ILLINOIS HAS for years

K -LYNN
Fr.

door. 'For tickets and inrOnne.

The program is sponsamd

solution to the

a

said.

00
at

McArthur and Ann &Olean

"brain drain..

they told a Harper College outfit:nee yesterday was the
.houle that had IN each of
them to Aloholim Anonymous

mM

School Menus
1 o be served Monday in Arlington, Prospect, Wheeling,

including

the most likely site for this uni-

gy E. 6', Hedge

PH: 359-4191

meant.

3.360g.

Weston Aro:ler:0o, would be

Their 'thing" in common.

Newsmen, pi, 10 was 0

Mount Prospect,

told The Day. "Ii can bring a
long list of benefits to Illinois,

drinking sorrows

Day Publications will be in effect FRI. SAT.
& SUN. MAR. 6 - 7 - 8.

The Chicago suburbs, al-

o:bean. tlie man drank to make
Things better, and the woman
was married to en alcoholic.

lovos US. mail rem, 1.17.00 o

ing at arty:

Dock Market Success,'
Tickets will be
FOY N.

Dr. John Wilson, director of

ready the home of the Argonne
National Laboratories and the

TO FIND OUT WHERE
TO FIND "YOUR" CAR.

week home delinred. Our of

government included

P.Seerch of the Office of &anomie Opportunity.
'This is a very exciting deGraham
velopmen
Sen.

The pried drank liken mo-

Sulnotption roinr, 35 cunt& o
Yu

Dr. James E. Allen, Jr., U. S.
Commissioner of Education;
Dr. Carl York, Jr., head of the
National Science Foundation;

IT'S FREE!

introannim MInals.111 60005,

Neigh,

MINI poisons away front chi drug not transferring poi -

Hear 3 tell

We List Dealer and Private
Autos for Sale in Area

mien

Park Towers Hotel. Arliaeon

which is an innovative effort to
plan for Federal -State Belch-

'flu Investment Club Way to

Miller,

col the first stops. It
would broning together the scientific advances, develop practical programs for
jor problems and soot, will industry to produce tools and

rabic the rethse of any waste by
economically converting the
wastes into the bask elenter112

We Do Not Buy or Sell Cars

MF MOSIMITIAT

HMO.

will join log for this meeting

Those attending EOM the

the "fusion
torch" which
nome'atomic scientists regent
as a Practical possibility. Using thermonuclear power, the
fusion torch would maker pos.

' No Gimmicks No Fooling'

aok
out trip insurance to
TN toey

Marvin

Co.,

federal

need for the development of

FREE!us

tent efforts, we hope that you

in-

Of Environment, was envi

limed to exist in any country.
THE CONFERENCE
on such things as the
to

STOP CHASING AROUND'

Points which will be taught..
'during the troop meetings in-

for invest

Witold in o rs i of 906
Plate, PalMine, vice-president
of the NAIC, will be one of the
featured speakers. Also monk.

George L. Clements, cheirman of Jewel Cornpanus.

versity on envimment, the
like of which is not now bo

ATTENTION--AUTO BUYERS!

ing the Year in the country.

chairman of hoard of Northern Illinois Gas Co; and

Mien.

till

According to council toad-

ire than 2.000 P.m.
will die from poisonings der -

of the board of Inland
Sled

services of public implemen.

M.

prevent accidental poisoning,

cluded Joseph L. Block,chaiman

ioned as

FREi-FREE4REE-FREEMME,FREk-

rented a station wagon

INDUSTRIALISTS

pollution in all its major forms
received more attendee a the
conference Omit any other
prohlcm.
Planning of an entirely new
kind of research, and educational institution, a University

or could be made by simple de.
cision of an SAL's board of di-

paying their own way.

yeor:

Our In the Carton Sale advertised in The

the program into public view.

ways in which they can help

by teaching the scouts
during troop meetings wverol
15-21

mar

Physics, University of ChicagO, and 1.10 E.
Holderman, executive direc-

Board of Higher

'Notion Week during March

An all -day investor% sendwill been at M am,
March 21 al the. Arlington

The Illinois delegation in-

executive vice-president of the
Commodity Credit Corpo-

The Northwest Suburban
Council of Boy Scouts will 00serve National PoIrtod Pre-

Seminar set

ership in a variety of signith

tend.

color.
Cam on eight stitches. using.
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with the film record the boys
will bring back from their trip.
'nib BOYS making the trip

hosted hy

few days ago at the Marriott
Motor Lodge near O'Hare

hi. sod
changes inth o I iths aould
ther be pegged to snow 000
way street" app
pro
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Ogilvie and attended by 20 top
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irk and
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able now. would ha ultudidl
not by' changnk thi. monthly

Dints

St. Vinton
principal.
We want to maim learning

19711, and beyond.

nomic or financial indicators

the own,. hut
yhm the pelts al ths.

Marriott conference. Con- opine the ways to utilize the
Ernintion that the conference scientific and technological
was held and a report of the advancements to help solve the
highlights worn secured by pressing problems of the fu The Day yesterday from Sen. ture
John Graham of Barrington
Sen. Graham was invited to
who was one of the Illinois the conform= because he is
nun invited by Ogilvie to at- chairman of the state legisht-

at

discussed

'

the new Jumbo Jet needles.
one and one danh
loaf inchca in diapeler at the

Tight money may have
effect on S & L operations
[crest nth, on mortgage Mans
would go up or down, depending on current money market
keels.

tithe's Commission on Technological Progress. Graham's

Doc aro some of the mat-

of to
to solve the ItOline
try's pressing problems in the

Buy two 4-ounco bath of

tomorrow ening

ms NEW recrmtion and

Main dish loth choice): salisbory steak, cheeseburger in
a bon, wiener in a bun. Vega table (one choice) whipped
potatoes, Harvard the, Salad
(one choice): fruit juice, tossed
salad, relish dish, peach, cot -

fashion show and luncheon to

ininmboo of the

ets from alo. J. W. Vigcr. CL

-

their Ginchank and (Ions"

animist b`1""" 7 and 9
day. betsvcen 2 and 5 pm.

going to claws.
This maxi is -Alferd.-note

day and that Ilik ing1001 r
go down in ma or ilea. 109r,
shouldn't hi, mums,. ko
down alsor Munun a old

"Viet Rock," a live must 50 cents for students, available
from members of the music de- cal about the Vietnam War.
will be presented nt Mill Rug
partment or at the door.

JUNIOR and senior
high young people at the Lutheran Church of the Good

TOMORROW is Jane WMson's birthday. Happy, happy
to hell
The ladies of M. Emily have

house

s

Ri,ckets aro Sr for adults and

chain store operation, and this
stem will
its 18th Plans call
for it ny be completed by

all `fish" and -those who like
to spin their wheels." They're
having potluck desert after -

Nn

.000Kenet
Jones and
Williams are hoping for
in attendance in the larger

Morganbe jammed. Band directors

most know,

Shepherd in Prosptht Heights
are having swim -roller skating pany tomorrow evening at
the Northwes) YMCA. The
clever literature they sent
about the outing said it was for

rhos

Honor 0°0

Chicago. Chartered by an
Mount Prthpect Githden Club,
leave at 9:30 a.m.
the Solo w Mark,
200 S. Willis
Boat Sr.
Bus tickets are 41.75, show
tickets, $2. Morc info and tick-

viously, they've been held in
Band a
the Little

has changed. Hunks of the old
structure have been removed,
holes have been dug, and construction trucks are every-

'

205 S. Wille N.

p.m. and Saturday and Sun-

ner will become a large and
modern station.
soo.
nwill he torn downesnt
The ew facility will use the

where. This,

''"*L

look OVer the facility located at

Ln., Palatine: Patrick

dosta State College.
They took two schoolovmed telescopes and a such -

Meanwhile.

eau.' is

the
Clothes Horse Boutique of the
by

me

Making the trip with Wilhite and Ryan, a junior, are St.
Victor Sophomom Frank Thu-

yesterday morning for
Valdosta. where they will he
given dormitory span at Val-

Lit iloms

Stratford, Arlington Heights.

The youths and their Astronomy Club adviser. St. Vialeft

Change coming

Mount Prospect also Ism a

the lead in cooperating with
thstor states and with the Fedcral Gen. -ninth( in keel -

ready for use in new products.

Gov. Ogilvie md the deterchiefi'

college senior at Whilewater,
Wis. She chose a .i.foot gold

allocated to proton,' and alt
went to font gradc in Mn: cost end ha rah I., the
North
Lawson's mom at
length of tht morq,te. tkrks

7

mbar While
northwest
bonito must see the mod solar

"grade'
1'0 000 00°'
away from the curb; if there is

School

Raymond

St.
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Boy scouts to observe poison prevention week

University of Environment

If a person buts) hoe, to

Club -AAA. To park on a
wheels-

keep her warm while she was
waiting for hcr school bus.
WHEN KIM came in 10 ger
her six-foot
red -and -white
scarf
longer
than she is tall), she said she

School in Arlington Heights.

enl. More than 11111 Ono readers entered the contest.

downgrade,

Main Street

Fashions

.

Modeling "Alford,- -note the individualistic spelling-is

Motorists should remember
hear basic rules for parking
on hills, says the Chicago Mo.
turn the, ront
wthels toward the curth on an

said she wanted a maxi -scarf to

Iv,
I

Parking rules
for

Heights, carefully printed several letters before sending us
her final, neatest copy. Eking

t,

their own telescopes.

sel.

RECEPTIONISTS at 'fle

so,

open

lion bonds paid out Dee.

Ogilvie presses for

Day's maxi -scarves are
in new s rr u dings
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It war just a shoo article.

Tomorrow
Is Today

Yogis. He also won a 46,400
mink coat for his wife

Only a dozen lines. It wos tucked in with other 001010. At Desk

dkin't believe it. then I read
if again. Sure enough. I bad
read correctly. I read it once

Ifs o feur.seater. It has a !Tuth-

mars just to make sure,

isabeautifulpieceof machinery.

ill bar. It has a TV. It kW a

hi-fi.. It has a refrigerator It

can. If so, you could see it on
display nt one of OM suburban
honks. There it would be, in all

Dear Mr. DeLoutsez
divorced my huslmnd of 15 years to marry this man. We h ve
been warded for two years. and he is unhappy. He tells me to get
a divorce., am hle third wife. He wants me to have a baby, and
don't think it is wise liar me to have a baby. He has live chiklren
from his other mo marriages and I have two Icon -ages.
1 hula home. in Chicago and he sulked roe bap selling it to
move out here so we could be happy. We bought ahontrout here

uan families view such cooaption? What dam the local
mlithrer, trying to raise Mods.
think about it? Or 'suburban
parents trying to put several
kids through college. What do

Now, about that Rolf cm.

The article asked if you
wanted to see a 56,000 golf

qk

By. Ron Swans

4.1i a ii me

YOU GET used to strange
exhibits in the suburbs. This,
though, tops them all. It

ghetto mother on ADC reads

caused Me

gry because of too link food?
How about the Black Pan-

wonder. Flow do

The mticle explained that it
had just been won by a saki,
ban man ot the Homan!
Hughes invitational in Las

their minds?

DO OUR young

How do the evicted Mod -

people

rod about the tart and jump

4,44 NS RS.

families. With a 010 deal of

many different longuagea

effort. they succeeded. Whin
do they think?
Undoubtedly, a great many

sie. a 16,000 golf cart. you understand why.

/Dap Publiction5

At this time we are having a little bit of financial difficulty. Do

Pare 4

you see any improvement? But my main coneorn is my father. He
is only 42 years old and has had two heart attacks within the hat
three year, The doom says he might have to have heart surgery
in May. 9n1 in t he nmAiime all we Jan Jo is wait ond worry.

Friday, March 6, 1970

\ymhmj,Kledulmb, Aletnanion Editor

I'm also worries! about my mother. Bemuse of my father's
condition. I'm afraid slick going to worry herself to a nervous

rhythm of the pulse. Since
them are several types of nrrhythmin, different causes

RE Iluuhinsnn. IlemPeralchnif

C.F. NatithriblAing Dimmer

breakdown, Will the surgery he successful?
Worried. Mount Prospect

What are the chances of recurrence? Can it be cured?

A - This b an abnormal

John E. Ronan. Edinonnal

It. N. PuelLeirothation /Asir,

Dar Worried:

ranging from rrhial to xr am
may be al work and, since the
attacks are usually
inn:r-

ink., recurrences are com
inn.

I feel your father will have some type of surgery, cods feel
there will be an adjs./mown for the better. 1 feel your mother Is
very semiti, but when your father's eandldon Impnms, hers
will too. Monswhile, Rite her ail the help and undershmlIng you

mon.
n, They can often be

Dear Mr. DeLotthei
A friend and I have planned a tour trip in March. I recently

Letters to the Editor

rather than cured. The
questions met follow deal with

Viewers must decide movies they want

Q - Two yaws ago. I had a
very rapid pulse. I am taking

some of the types.

was told 1 need surgery, and the doctor would like for me to have
it in March. This necessitates a cancellation of my trip, I am a
widow and a senior citizen and would like to ask what you see or
feel for no regarding taking a trip at a Daum date. '1 enjoy your
colunm immensely.

Editor:
I hove just finished reading

your article featuring the low

of NI, lames Baker. I agree
with only one pork that the

ER., Elk Greve Village

way moot,st the showing of a
film which you object to is to
Adt pay your money to site it.
ded to that if you an:sitting

I feel you should have the surgery Maki feel then yooll enjoy
hip much more nt n Inler dele - worry free.

for its patrons is horrifying.

"X" rated movies to

money back.

us?

We have children, and one will be as freshman in college this
roar. The others am younger. The freshman is planning on an

Thc Michael
Tndd Theater
i

i,

Illinois college. If we make this mom will all go well for him?

showing

..,,,thai:
Animal." Critics have given it
athathm7a,,,,a,

Will we settle psmanently from this move. if we make it. or is it
only temporary, Should we sell our home here or not?
D.S., Rolling Meadows
Dow USA
I feel very good with Geonek, though I feel you will be there
for only three to Dwayne.' feel the Mande is good reele present
Bow for ail eoneemed.Treal It an en adventured do fe your son
alteml an Illinois college tar. year or Iwo.

reviews, yet
the wear,pos
is
iv Med. As the cothe fnun Chicago Today stated:
the

chi,

M
Wool, -Goodbye.
till ,,,, ....wing

movie

as the Michael Todd inead or

"l'ernale Ani.e- ifs'people
went to see it.

Dear Readers:
Some time ago a young poet wmte me, and I published two of

her poems. Her initials were R.S. Now smother reader has sent
me it message to pass along to her. Here ft is:

countrim? Would it
better
to tun, OV.:1- such aid M the

Meth. Iln

national

clan old and 11 policies of camases of alit membirship
the Unite) Slates

.-.at the next General Meeting on

Some of the questions to be.

Iran, will he: Should thc
consered

aid? Should the U.S. give
awry assistance to any country

ha"' ' '''" program fall l's

Legal
Notice

tree Me questions o f Day readers in this column. Leans should

he sinned. bur namesu911 he. mined y the witty mimesis
Write to Del.ouisrn care Deo. Publications. 722 [inter Sr.,

'

cF 6,19

o1211mcl on

Make ttg many four letter or more words out of
thew letters as you can. In addition. find the used

p.m. March

11. For further information,
call Mrs Richard Stroh, at
'

'

is

your heartheal
bon and
md

Valium , athanquilizer.

'

.555-0741. 511" 5 Phl'h

taking

FREE!

0

A FIVE PIECE PLACE

4

SETTING

OF

T,IFULLY

DESIGNED

BEAU-

1

TONITE

6 P.M.

Q My husband

is

,ipuu or

taking

rs
ho,,,

t

5 30

0 00 o

to be oar

pleN in "d"'""ri".
Rev. Lionikis
trill speak

'Facia Emmanuel Lionikis,
pastor of St. John the Baptist
Greek Orthodox Church. will
speak at St. Niary, Altar and
Rosary Society's open meting

Thursday, March IT on the
Greek Oithodox religion. with
special emphasis on the Raster

Bober LionigiscatnetpDes
Plaines five months ego after
having been a psmor in Gary.

his

Ind.. for eight years. lie' has
served in the Chicagoland area

MANHATTAN°
DUAL -BUTTON
"TORQUE"' COMES
ON WITH

Swornry9.00e.m. 1i:20pm <lewd Monday arid lino l Holidays

TWO-FISTED
ARROGANCE!
Menhattaft,'..Torque"--the shirt
that's MD% roan! From the hi -fash-

ELMHURST
ELMHURST

PHONE 833 9700

for the con 25 MaraOn Saturday, klmch 21.1hc
Altar and Rosary Society will
hoki its annual SO, Patrick's
Day early. The festivities will
thcludc Irish entertainment.
dancing and hot corned beef

button culls To the leaner body and

self-confident, brazen colors. And,',
-"Torque" is permanently pressed'

.1.-WOBODASONS
-14,cf,
12 S.S. DUNTON ARLINGTON HTS.

CL5-2595
OPEN MON a THURS EVES

day. 0 to 5 p.m.

er rooms aid showers.

n with ring P°".

The rite of dedication will

Thc bolding is used each

be held at noon Sunday. Yong

day in the week with certain
open bows for the general
public. It has proved to be a
popular pane for youth of the
church ant community,

Dmid Weld. regional director

Assn.

Sen. other congregations will
in

the

Suter M. Joyce Rowlend,

mcnth.,thetheeemnivnein,Lie,ina,t1 inoninga.

561-.71.
ral152.191^.11Vair112.1.2121L

/Men Holm, is youth dime.
M.

I.

Charles R. thewlit, 488 Des Plaint% AV.; anti aim Oman.,
e

Loilklenvn lhornratneirniges ao,f, skinmil/1p
do

Others gain knowledge of God
MT, conducting a
month
home Bible study with them.

ot holU,,,n,i ,oL.11e1,11 novIa,6

ir ntness,cosso,i,ta

I'laine. check over

for 'lath 13 to 15. Aocmhly will be held at
vention sin
Jchovith's Witnesses' Assembly 11., 78.59-61 S. Akhland Av.,

Sunday Sal=libleCle,

Chicago. [Hewitt and Cueing:oda am In cheep of the con-

gt00 .10:30

the

theme

amid a busy secular schedule.
Highlights of the con-

vention will be Sinutkoh
thyme Sunday. March 15, at 3
p.m. His subject will be "W ithstanding the Pressures of Our

sandwiches.

Grace youth launch
fellowship group
Senior

High

School

Youth of Grace Evangelical
Lutheran Churth in Prospect
Heights have organiAd a new
young adult fellowship called
,"Agepe." this 9 lit c New
Testament Greek worth for
-Christian Love."
The Agape group. as a pan

Christian ministry and
brotherhood in our church.
community and world."
tine

The officers and odminis
native boar)! of Agape inelude: 61 ichael Dorosh. Diane

Eklund. Jan Brickwood. Mark

John IMO

10:50

v

"Soul Suicide"

H

Evening Services:
7:00

9,30 o m

"The Good
Shepherd"
Nursery Provided for
.1 Services

Church offers free
tax service to needy

HEAD FOR THE EXCITING NEW

NIELSEN'S RESTAURANT

For the second year the La-

15

theran Church of the Cross,
2025 S. Goebert Rd., Arlington Heights, is offering free in-

And Enjoy a Delicious

come

assistance In the poor

of the community,
is
Each Tues-

SUNDAY, BRUNCH
to 1 p.m.
Also Complete Dinners Served From 11 a.m.
FOR RESERVATIONS 827-1819

6475 N. MANNHEIM ROAD -

ILL

the succeo of this

Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

BIBLE

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN
CHURCH

Heights, and Bob Termer and
Donald Jewett of Mount Pros-

'Meadows.

The free service is sponsored by the Social mhdary
committee .to help make the
Wye of Christ happen =dna

"This

service

is

tre-

mendous help to our meta"
recently comm
ter's director.
StannY.;

the cenMrs. Karen

Pect.

accdrding

the

Larry-D.Cartgard,. pulor.

Rev.

SCHOOL
STREET

PASTORS

..f.r"."'"'n.owirrh

`""lu.",ron =t"a"-.
Mon rfec 11°

MOUNT
PROSPECT

CL 5-0332

SPEAKS

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
431 S. Arlington Ilts. Rd, -Arlington Heiehts
Family Service and Sunday Salon/ 9,00 A.M.
Morning Worship 19(30 A.M.
(2nd Sunday School session, age. 3-71

841 N. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Sunday Masses:

Pastors:

6:45, 8,00, 9,15,
10:30, 11:45, 1:00,

Vernon H. Schreiber
C. David Stuckmoyer
Telephone 2 5 3-483 9

Parish Conte,

Rectory:
CL 3-6305

moomenuemomeemonsenirenummummunmemminnme%

9:30, 10:05, 12:00

Trinity United Methodist
605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect

First Presbyterian Church

Dr. Robert E. Matthews
392-6346
Rev, Honey R. Neuman
629.8463

(ORGANIZED 1855)

302 N. Ithaozi,,larcton Heights
ice

Church School 9.30 5 11:00

"The Man Who Might
Hove Been"
Sunday Lenten Service

7:30 p.m.

11011815111119118611110MOMMMIIMIIM18180

- Spoc,o1 Mu&

MINISTERS:Paul Louis Siumpf
Leon A. Haring, James D. Eby

day evening beginning at 7
men y from the congregation
will be at the Northwest Opportunity Center in Rolling

100

SOUTH

TO YOU

swesi len., Worship

service/

2 59-41 14

stun-Bowski

THE

Widnesdav,8100

John Cornwell. John Hilly,
Bill Drockschmidt and Kenneth Bender, all of Arlington

111W. Olive
Arlington Heights

F1211CL W.3 Ca-2407mpbell

820,

waff

"BRUISED REEDS"

51X MEN from the church
de primarily responsible for

"Relevant Christian
Ministry To All People"

p Pastor: Albert A. Lucchi

1p

AFTER CHURCH

a

E A Zeile

quesnan.

Lovdjieff, hcry

Pcihn and
Sue Plinske.
Advisers to the group will he

11.12 SIM WOOD

this

$t.3aulcs Church

of Orme Evangelical Lutheran Church. defines its par- selected from the congregapose: %Ss a youth organisedon. Meanwhile. POMOf AI lion In the church, we see our
ben Weidlich has been advispurpOM m cerrying out Wee. ' ins the youth.

SOMETHING
NEW

insightsom on

"True Children of God"

-Accurate Knowledge Builds
Fine Ministers," will bring to
the attention of the audimute
the need for them A rely on
B iblical principles in solving
the many proMerns of life. Si.
niuko will call upon various
delegates to aelate how they

find time to study the Bible

Na, si inter -

Series
sting

Communion IP 30

vention.

The Saturday evening pro.
on

Pastor
427.32M ..3.0412

mord. la

9:45 A.M.

erten

"WHAT ARE WE
SENSITIVE TO?"

It's on 36 Illinois stations
Including:

bt

conducted by Charles SinOtko.
district supervisor. It will he

gram, 'based

Wmon and

Listen -this Sunday th the

Lothe ra nChn re. It

oPmeet class vam.4.11oPeo they ro-

March 11
THEM, WORD

Sunday School:

Pastors of St. 'dark Church

son -sermon on "Man" to he
read in all Christian &knee

SI, John

"CROSS WORDS AT THE
CROSS ROADS OF LIFE"

Ld

BAPTIST
CHURCH

Stade cod Henry Wendt.

Christian Science Radio

gation weekly schedule.

torch M. The

FIRST

wtuhan Hammon.

arc David .I. Quill. Nolan A.

eta,

MID -WEEK
LENTEN SERVICES

nude with Miss Patricia hoax.
2718 W. Rosemont, Chicago,

19°"'. Johnston. C. Richard
Roger

upon the earth." This passage
from Genesis is part of a les-

ion. On Plain,

on

Members of the building
comnittee are: A. Wm. Swan sen. ebeirman) tdrs. Carole
Bloamquist, seermory: Anhor
Dallis, Mr. and Mn, Leo

In the northmst urea Christian Science churches are located at 41/1 S. Evergreen. A,
Rd..gton Heights)! S. kohlwing
Palatine. and 1275 Mar-

oin

Litlftt, Cita&

honored.
Brunch reservations may he

,t1

g

Suit

guest of honor. Graduates of
1988 and 1969 also will be

M1
la
ormng Worship:

Churches this Sunday.

ton. Morton Grove. Wauke-

concentrating

In early 1968. the agency
aided 780.000 new refugees.
left homelms by the Viol
Conds Tel offensives. Other
war victims were aided in the
MiddA East.
-19

newly elected president of
Seint Teresa's. will he the

to

creeping thing Mut creepeth

assembly.

are

I'llthtiIcS1Se' (Ill's:ever more
important when peace comes
their country.

hilt

Lyn, is the chairman.

Yondre of Waelkegall. General
is Stade Construes
Park Ridge.
lion

and over the lows of the air,
end over the conk 40d OV41.

J

willoh

Brunch will follow at goldentines Restaurant. ICA E. ChiMo. Mrs. Robert Andrew.
22W469 Birchwood, Glen El-

gift of SiA000 from one of St.
The archi'0
tecturai hum handling Ae
project is Anclemon, flehder.

1111 the earth, and over every

meths' AshlandA
7859Av.. Chicago.
.61 S. Ash

Tomesi

An 11 0 en mass will he of fared at Holy Name Cathedral.

S100.000. The
project xas started by special

center,

Saint

annual laetare Sunday Moos
Brunch on Marche.

APPROXIMATE cost of

inion ov, tit, F.S1111 the 505.

rl

no tion M Jehovah., Wih

GS NOS ROAD)
(JUST ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF HIGGINS

SOT, NAlr,.

and bill lairds:a worship area
divisible into classrooms: a
kitchenette lounge, den. lock-

`And God said. let us make
man in 1n.ir image, after our
likeness: del let them have do-

o

ion Collar and the rugged dual -

07.00

BANK Ot
AD Al GRAND AVE

bc

weekend. Hours for the open
house are: tonight. 7 to 9: tomorrow. 2 to 5 p.m.. and Sun-

church adjoining the church
perking lot on Willa St., has
been three years in planning

felTlowshe

wrinkle -free forever and eV's(

$
$

Pthmect

thnnis and rot kr skating: a

. 1110 TO

nDemlnenngatiens ,woirEithaootte,ed.Lrom.

convened into education end

55% Rode , 35% cotton theta

$ METAL CO. $

Rd.,

hpirpesen,t

41/2%
71/2%

SAVINGS INSURED TO $20,000.000

MAINE SCRAP

tot du

thou en,d02
Jades rt,h,t,,n,iconngrenon:

Mon. headed by Arthur

Mount Prospect. begin thisevoning. and emotinue through the

rated wrens the street from the

the weekend of Mbrch 13 to 11

on Anon'rn

IA

a full sire grmnasium for bas.
keibull, volleyball, badminton.

lesson - sermon

lll seal 750

kthrovided. Thc
architectural Toth of Banns.
mons & poems. has bp.)
swathing with the building

As
College

and o

phan
they

The Chicago Chapter of the

the buildna

Lilisntenr; annonnonric,cd he localonlocinnal

ttionitr,epdaciaomaonnd, othijapec;

ides also

Fealu,udihe building arc

services, 8:30, 9:45 and 11,

LCru,ageliiaajido.no,. cpresio..ding.

IN virNAM
Olinf as in Blafra.
Services plays
Catholic
a leading tole among foreign
vollnuary assistance nannies.
Besides providing basic nom-

.

and construedon.

of youth activities for the
America, Intheran Church

its regular
soyaf some 7(1

Laetare brunch

Man is

don of Jehovah's Witnesses,

lion ic expectede

Sun..] Weekdays 3.11

Mon. dye 500.
8:30 to 5 P.M.

a

St. Theresa
Alums host

and a member Cif St. Mark. will

to attend convention

ntrn.

..Thche

ephedrine and Hydergine for

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

$

5200,000.

Page 5

Cancel Witness activities

with Eric P. Bergstrom Construction Co. as the general
connector for .the building,
,ithnrul

Friday, March 6 1970

Relef Semi. did

financial resources

the

Liggett, Saran Lonsinger, Jeff Lloyd, Jim Elliott. Vs. Elliott,

preach to the three morning

thecommunity 'which

Tnnotalninncoctrnuctiroran

THE DAY

ic is "Committed to Christ."

would scat the over 1.000
members of the congregation.

drugs.

LEAD

MAR. 6 n. MAR.15

The congregation normally
fiolds worship three \services
end.to accommodate the congregation in one mass *vice.
the high school Audifprium
in

Several
her drugs,
including diphenythydantoin.
isoproterenol and proponolol,
arc effecve
too in most patients.
They
all prescription

Outboards, Inboards, I/0s,

EXPOSITION CENTER

-

regul

TODAY

ZINC

in a series ofro-Easter
commitment services.
toper

building sit,.

hoiklina win rte in excess of

ALUMINUM

824-3175

to

dent of Judson College. Elgin.
will be Runt speaker Wednesday. March II, al 7: 30 p.m. at
the Elk Grove Baptist Church.
Dr. Weber is the second speak-

was selected as thc only VIEW

Quinkline slows the
heartyst and makes it more

SI A YOUR SET

BRASS

$

in it your liver will supply it.
Foods high in this substance

A

COPPER

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

it, but if your diet is deficient

does eat help any more. What
do you recommend?

TERNS.

Newspapers

.

diet your liver mocha:. s less of

Q -I hove an irregular pulse.

CHOICE OF TWO PAT-

12:1;luR

-

CONTRACTS were signed

ACCOUNT. YOUR

$

A . Chub:Sterolnomthl
A
constituent of your diet. your
blood anal every cell in your
body. If it is abundant in your

Dr. Hann A. Weber, presi.

Of 10 am
Morning worship skrvicts
will he held at ilia ,Wheeling
High Scheel Audithrium at 10
ern., followed by "'precession
down Elmhurst Rd. to the

both

and Personnel of atilstin B.

Rev. timid.

pan of American Catholics,
Catholic

Tc,mrz,,ilacind,ttorTfdras.'svcs.nlir;.
'.crS'r.S"

(fourth row) the Rev, Lockwood, John Klein, Jthe1 Pugh, Jay

Open House and Dedica.
ion ceremonies for the new
Rectuational-Youth Center of
St. Mark Lutheran Church,

& VIEWS

Committed

(width Homily, Edward Mosmtelli, Claire Robinson, Carol
Rent, John Stine, Susan Milling; (third how) Charles Kohler,
Randall Van Vieth, Paul Floater, Scott Sykora, James Miller;

St. Mark Church dedicates
youth -recreation center

NEWS

Higgins Rd.

Lutheran Church of the Good
Shepherd in Prospect Heights

1

them in.

C

WHEN YOU DEPOSIT
525.00 IN ) NEW (OR
EXISTING) SAVINGS

OPENS

'rte luncheon b from no
untill p.m. at the Nielsen R
hurant, located on hlannhe
Rd. about one block south ol

new sanctuary and remodeling
of the existing building for The

Whin. b cholesterol?

Jean Thayer, Sheryl Lhaelcs, Beth Oliver, Paulo &edgers and the

Religion

victims of Hurricane Camille.
y. through the generous sup -

.

W.

tured above are (from left to right): (first row) Diane Dncan,
RoJames &hide, Brian Pope, William Davis, David
Joey Romano, DavW Geent (second row) Sharon
ger

Mend.

a chartered
plane with moss needed relief
supplies m Gotgoor,,

call: CRS sent

lion has been tel as "the Mao for 1910, The

Butenback, Cynthia Ragland, Douglas Rrobst, Charles Peden,

grown from juda fete men to
mar 50. All men ere invited to

Grmindboulking
ceremonies for construction of the

What foods hive a high choirs.
tarot content?
am taking
Pronemyt. What is it given for?

Quinidine helped at first but

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

STAINLESS FLATWARE

Motors, Engines

eing weekly ...home has

will be held Sunday, NI arch 15.

INTEREST RATE PERMITTED BY LAW!
SELECT THE SAVINGS PLAN BEST
SUITED TO YOUR NEEDS AND OPEN
YOUR ACCOUNT TODAY...

13 good. 42 eseellent

Sailboats, Houseboats,

rhythmia.

take them
premribed
bail
until the cause of your trouble

PASSBOOK SAVINGS

Publbbed In Me
DAV PIALICATIONS. WC.
irichoe.Morch 6. IWO

See famous Cruisers,

and controls some( of arA - Ephedrine increases the
rate and strength of the heart
beat. it should not ba given to
persons with high blood pressure or coronary heart disease.
Hydergine is given to improve
the circidadon. 10 side effects
include nasal Stuffiness. nausea, easy fatigability. headache
and fainting.

ELMHURST

ihe

ro.

KN.. ..

IN BOATING

Pmonestyl slum the pulse

IS NOW PAYING THE HIGHEST

Ellreiier
Mee gusloen Service..

using all seven of these letters.

1

use of these drone?

Break
ground for
sanctuary

sponded to. domestic disaster

A national goal of 910 mil-

A nimble group of young people from the ERN United hlethedict Church of Des Plaines made a momentous decision on
Sunday, March I, when they became members of the church.
This day climaxed many week' of preparation under rise guidance of the church's two ministers, the Rev. R. A. W. grueld and
the Rev. George Lockwood. the young people in the group pic-

explained

School Service <enter. 2525 Sow..
Nombre&
ue. Arlinglan Heights,

Slo

'

March 10 and

p.reparation that

include egg yolk, cream an
other Erna of chimal fa,

Northwest CBMC has been
peeling every 'Tuesday for six
years. During this time the ey-

yreainiskiroiNnidn.

Hideaword

ARLINGTON PARK

Dr. Mitchell will he stop-

ping here briefly white enrouto
to his home in Lox Angeles. He
has just completed a year tray -

a,ailthaaage

.

the season of Lent.

Young people are confirmed

siunary. He also was an observer of the unusual phenomenon of thousands of

cxperimental

The Lutheran CIthinh of the

Des Plaioes 0111110.

,

fonner headhunters, to whom
Mitchell was the first mis.

Inter -Chinch

the

management of the theater ac:
saene-man censorship hoard

JO.TEI'll DE LOUISE, nationally known psyrhk. xill at,,.

March 19.
All prospective meinbers of
the League arc we/conical
tawny

9,mill be
a PolisT of nth.'
me.i.Ss whiel
!aon control . a basis for its held at g p.m.
9 a.mh
U.S.

What 1 vehemthtly clNagree

A toad pod.

the questions will be cdscloser with a view to =Moth

montunung study on the for.

with in hlr Rakes letter was

thoughts we ore recording. Never be embarrassed if you write
ehoM something you have never known. Tau tune been chosen
for this Be Mirthful humble, and keep welling.

United Nations?

league s

Is a dalis

this mean
definitely.

unit meetings of Om League of

Women Voters of the Arling.
ten-Monnt Prospect arm wi0

long will I have to take these

A-

don. Would there he any bad
side effects from prolonged

has bonselimid even if

sisting many of the developing

asking for ila Should the U S

And the suggestion that

poets, that this force is using us to reach someone who needs the

Dorothy Oliver

Thc next regular monthly

his desire to have only "fumdy
movies" at the area theaters

hear RSA
Aso poet. I can Idly.... that you should meant with ell humid Q that force which leads your maim. I believe, as do many

end make their desires known.

Plan talks on policies

jistionable, leavamaking sure
the manager knows why you

are leving. and ark for your

those

who want lone them, line.

through a MoVit, you deem ob.

Door Mr. DeLouise:
My husband has been offered a mod job with a one company.
It would mean our moving out of the staM. He's been offered
New York. Pittsburgh or Georgia. Which doyen think is best fur

It is not up M the mem.-

Ow Des Plaines theater is went, local, state or fed not in business to decide what eral gmomments, censorship
people should or should not Words, moral codes, or any.
see. They are in business to one else to decide the viewing
make money and if the only habits of others. The public
way they can do it is to show must decide what they want -

slow pulse and poor circa.

Q

digitosin and Valium. How

the

Also last year. for the first

time in its 2,,,car hi..., oho

mud appeal opened last Sum
day. A collection will be taken
op notion:yids in over 18,500
parish churches on Lonna
Sunday, March 8, midpoint of

W44

visited the Kobe tribesmen,

Moslems in Indonesia con efforts in
rating to faith in Jesus Christ.
organivina Bible discussios
This is the first time in hbtory
groups among executives, busthat significant numbers have
iness men, factory workers and
turned to Christianity in a
other.
Moslem country.
his

W.C.SSIANDSTADT,

Q - Whet Is cardiac arrhythmia? What causes it?

quarters at 350 Fifth Av.. New
York City.

Overseas Aid Fond. The an-

WHILE IN Indonesia he

Ministries and w. noted tor

Imo.- the original throat hy altrayhjralorply keeping
rlm paper.Klinvienn and ithrileanal

Dear SIr IkLouism

Plus Accessories for
Every Boating Need

founded

can be controlled

fffarshull 1101,1111

Canoes, Pontoons,

When you read about, or

Irththmia attach:.

Sorry. Roselle

Dear Sorry:
I fed you shardd sell the housenntlego through with his with
roam divorce. Yea 1110 see Chance for you to go back with your
Cost hathund, and I feel goad with this.

EVERYTHING

man and former Chicagoan.
will be the speakermst the
Northwest Christien Bibiness
Mat's
luncheon Tuksday.
Much 10.
During the 10 years Mitchell lived in this arca he

11111t on -iTS-

Should I just lel him sell the house and get the divorce, or can this
marriage be caved? Do you see a chance for me to go back to my
first husband?

MM... from ...Mod

PC"."' the 19rh",50. Cath.'

cling in Indonesia, Vietnam,
India Pakieten and Ethiopia.

missMnary, Ma,

traveler.

luau

Ors

I know in my heart ihal some day I have to go through with it,

but right no, I keep wilt neinn maybe we can gill make if work.

EITNALO

Dr. Hubert Mitchell. Meld

.

which edminiaten the BMW..

say the CatholM Bishops of the
United Stales, as they .6 sups

In the suburbs. we speak

tons of canned goods for needy

lief Services. This is thematic):

'A world one-third rich and
two-thirds poor" challenges
American generosity urgently
In the decade of the '70s. So

placeS by many other people.
They won't be as happy as the
winner of the carl.

'

teas than a yA r
and now he wants to sell the house and get a
divorce bee
c. the marriage isn't working.

Dear ILL:

mound the course. It will be
talked .111011t in many other

were they marching for something else? I thought of the
Christmas programs :11 the
schools. The kids tried to get

thers? How Will they react?

addr(
meets g Tuesday

THE CART will be the talk,
'of the golf club no it Wheels

thought of the people on
their "Hike for Hunger.' Wes
this the prize they sought, or

about Mc cart? Does she think
of her seven children. in hun-

some or the people or..hn
they read about it or
it?
What thou his run through

its majesty.

on exhibit. I really wish
. knew what Mch one thought.

how times have changed.

they think when they seen?
What happens when a

Misst nary will
s CBMC

People will WOW the carrwhile

for joy? Is this the affluent life
they sock? Or the old. struggling Pone on social nclarity.
Maybe they were golfers. My,

Annual Mid -Lenten
Appeal begins
wo#ldwide

First United
Methodist Church

/n4 'KOMI' Wag
k.L.I0ReakTXKIC CalaWEIR

of Arlington Heights

300 N. ELMHURST- MT. PROSPECT
JEROME EGSE11-1, PASTOR 25,4671
Sunday School AM,

E

Morning Wenhip 11:00 A.M.

"The Reproduction
of New Men"

ow

Evening Service

"Plr

Charley Churchman an
the Youth Ouo4e

I

1903 U EUCLID, CL 5.51,12
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9:00 A.M. 1020 A.M. 11 .te A rts
Nimery emnot all So.

.

wers-dam

The day's prospects

Garver

generation's due 055kude

younger
toward
riage.

opened in "Under the tun,cerrying cases wide by wet

Ii

Collings.
A 2

A

0 0-y arlokl

Seth

lings of Parke Cowry ate a

Thomas clock smiles from

honey of a couple.
They have been married for
58 years and arc as busy as the

shelf in the kitchen.
Mrs. Collings apologizes for

ben they tend.
A huge sign on Indiena 41
north of Rockville announces
in large letters "Candle Shop-.Gourd Birdhouses." Windfinds

a

sign

the extra warm stove in the
kitchen, but she has etthrltik
and has to keep the chill off rise

room at room temperature. It

house.

is an excellent source of quick
energy and contains mon) carbohydrates than sugar per cup.
''Caket tend cookies made
with honey are noted for their
keeping qualities," she said.

"Covered

Midge," but where me the

"They're for my two chetah.

shoA p

small sign and a line of
beehives announces arrival at
deatinotion.

THE OLD WIIUE farmhouse has a brick path leading
to the side door. Antique

need furniture

25 cents postage. Be sure to include your address.
He
is a recipe for Honey

Able. These arc for sale.

Lemon Pic,jmt a sample of the
delicious tested recipes in the

front porch.

why we keep on working,.

As one retool the small
,screened.in porch a smiling
man says, "Hello, come on

Wes said, "but we just kCep on
doing what we like." He canes

right in." This a Wes.
"Oh, don't mind the floor."
says his friendly wife, Gladys.

HONEY LEMON PIE

"1 used to vane a column
for the Honey Journal," Gla-

I baked pie shell
ons butter
lee

the special artist. and camera

0Up.

cup honey, salt.
Water . d cat on egg yolks.
Alb wcl1. C ok over hot wake
until thickeStirring constantly.
Remove limo fire. odd lemon

Seed in a
play. Ohm

into belied pie shell.
Covet with a me ngue
made in Mating tabletop° n
egg
hhoney:Into mil tly hest
white). Bake in nmderne oven
I

1325K,Icercesi 15 then= Or

HT
Their
'''Come

final
hack

greeting was
happy go

lucky."

"Pro very kid ref Unit little green arms Roils 00e evaithlue Bd agar flak Bmdee's

.0.11

praise ME to entwine a skeptleaflack Ellis of the merit of his proposed trade.in fur "The Shiny Red
Boll" Cleve Ithuhold's pointed spoof on salesmanship is one of four the -act plays to be produced by
Village Theatre Munch 6, 7 and 14 at St. Timor High School. Also an the bill are "Bottieelli, by

Terrence McNally; "Interview," by ria.4.anuele V. Bathe, on "The rager," by Mutiny &Waal.

when you visit the Covered
Bridge County, whether In

VS cup sugar
min honey
14 teaspoon solt

fall for the Covered Bridge
I

onto =a meet them

daring departure
The Arlington Heights Village Theatre is musing the Me-

00000

ant excitement this, weekend
with will see openings of six
productions. The Village
Theatre, under the watchful
eye of Director Arnold Nelson,

Page 6

New women's club growing

is offering four onpact plays
under -fik. title of "Four For
Tartish, .hey arc n daring
delsmturc eons the eustomary

Friday March

dill

1970

'nein-prow-tonal

tor profes-

sional, or leis nes.

r

Remember her?
cameral Men and Central Rds.
Ford I. yearashe wasa guard Who helped child,
Oren crossCentral on the way tollusseSehool.

who played the part when it
g, tsaiCWirsmanytegg

,t1.0101

ITEM TWO concerns
Herb. who Writes his excellent
reviews for this newspaper. Hu
is appearing in "Shiny Red
Ball."

For a drama critic to ow is

pions passing judgment.

schedued to he one of the two
characters in e Bmticelli" and

She listened to their stories.

theater. They were ennead."

and
licelli."
"Interview"
"The Tiger:' The production

BOB SEAJA, who was

They called her "Grandma."
-She wiped their noses, buttoned their coals,
helped tie their mufflers.
Sheshared her cat withthffinwhenitrained.

Brae. annealed .t,00

that one. "I .mud tears in my
, wlm 1'cme rat of the

The house should be filked
with panned or praised thes.

counts of happenings than ang
other in a long. long time.

1'4

den.

The plays to be star arc
"Shiny Red Ball," 'Bot-

bits of infmmation and dm

A stop light replaced Mon. Lydia Know at the

Mal reviewed by Herb Bra- seems like some sort of i track

nothing. less than sphmandor.

has contained more interesting
11)

"MT MOTHER always said rho knew mom
about the children's families than anyone, otitNow Mrs. Knost is recuperating frame bean
attack. She cannot drive or go outside.She missm

"her children."
Her address is 203 S. Louis, Mount Prospect.
A and would help her know she is remembered
for all her unselfish kindnesses.

hiss Gerald B Merhower of l respect Ifteght, and Mrs Rus

el

To pass thetirne she knits and crochets. We bets

if you ask she'll make you .pia of Weans or

Dave Boyer, author and professional entertainer, oar the featured speaker at the orguninafional

vest. Call heatat CL 3-1147.
A stop ligh can never replace her.

meeting of the Northwest Suburban Christian Women's Club at Arlington Towers last month.
Among the 200 =men attending were Mrs. Alan Carlson of Palatine and Miss Mildred Cooper,
national organizer now residing in Arlington Heights.

oaf Dahlstrom of Mount Prosinct look no, the must, seer
bons nhich Ire p ern of Lash month!, nosh, 1 he Des will
e. 1.1. h /7 meeting
dues support rural MANUA"), to Ameritd.
will include the "Wonderful World of Wigs" presented by Pow,
der Puff Salon De Coiffure, Mrs. Robert ()unborn m soprano
and Miss Bonnie Barrows A Wheaten College as guest speaker.
For information contact Mrs.
Di erbower at 1124-2290. A
Nursery Care is conducted, 70 carts per mother, coinciding with
the meeting.

At the last minute, jun like a
script. Director Nelson had to
find a replacement, Like a mit.ache, a fine yew. act= Inst
happened to he i000. He is lined in the program credits us G.
Michael Rieder.

To his friends at Arlington
High School. he is Mike, u
'dedicated thespian. fresh from

stint in "Boy 'kind." the
school's recent successlra mu -

Now. Dad's a Girl Scout leader
By Eleanor Rhea

The 16 girls in Junior Girl

Scout Troop 464 are 'quick 50
..knowledge that
Father

woo In danger of distant:ling

known *air When their troop

fathers stepped in and mai

for lock of leaders, two faulas
s

the day by offering their a. vices as leaders, first in the
Northwest Cook County Girl
Scout organithtion.
Most responsible for
of the troop of
fourth, fifth and sixth graders
is Bob Burhop of 100 N. Sten:anon Ins Mount Prospect.
theleadership

year's meetings..

delighted with the two father -

thrilled

In addition to regular weekly meetings
badge
°seared badge work,
the girls
red
men. for their families, Valentine placenta., candy cups

'cadets.

dads

"You can't imagine how

I

was having these

volunteer," site said.
"They am doing a remarkable

leaders."

AREA FRONtAGE aro IN

IPA

1

Mot thing was when

the basement of St. Emily's
.shoot, Mount Prospect.

reserve

leaders'

uniforms presented something
of a problem for the men, but

leaders. Our enndl reassured

What to wear as

heads together and solved it by

pffisenting each father with a
Girl Scout tic, an all-over pattern of trefoil outlines on a
stern background. The =ugh..
legjof each leader made. the
entation. The men cornple

the "uniform'. took by

Vie

ing a green sweater, lead-

Theatre's production.
Incidentally, that produm
lion is one of six that are open ing M the area this weekend.

Peggy

Elk Grove's NI,. and StnT
are doing "Critic's Choice."
Pheasant Ron has Kathy Gar -

ver in `Under -the llumYuns

troop, whkh meets at St. Emily's CallialleSchool In Mount Prospeclian thsdeveriog that life with
's Father ism much fun at GM Semit meetings as at homeeNalionl GM Scout Week begins Sunday,'

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT A
PUNK NEARING WILL BE I.MD

MOND, March 23, GOO w n.10
rels Nel ghlb

Mon=
Apple

".II

tai

ner vord rernitg"`")1
Ms commis., of o

hennaloRall3

1,10 is blect 12 in norinwers
Highlands being a subdivision al to
Esc = of ,he seam Easl

A

UPCOMING events for tit
girls include a day at the
and a May camping weekend

Rape I. Ease alto Third WA.

at Happy, Hollow Girl Scout
Carp in Wisconsin.
Asked if he enjoyed being a
Girl Scout leader. Burhop re-

nerthwest oomer al eruteo loran

ONernonly described of o lel of We

u

'

4"

'end Clarendon street meo11/6190.

eradmoreie ste, Peitz /XX.*
s.
demons 00 tre da!e tee

gURHOP, WHO reorga-

that age. And you see that your

Riffirlc MerkbChalenlien

own daughter is so normal. I
really hope other fathers get
interested in Girl Scout volunDer work."
Mrs. Bernard
neap

.mo her has a 'particular job
'and, is responsible -for gnines

llnwr

escept a oyes in she sows tea eee
6ad in Section 15l,bownshIO RR*"

trenpindetainer, has
nrieli the troop
re
d a splendid response
fro the girls' mothers. Each

a World Friendship

°"''
firs*

raw.,

sA

ere posing as Girl Scout

plied, "It's great. You really
get a new insight into kids of

rs,

piribmi a Girl Scout lapel nig

--nudirtheshnienesattirarnfilw-eorgrainer for, DistriA471,16-

It

Inn In Rochelle Aug. 14 and

including the aunt.

And Bill

Kenline.

it stammer sport as dm cast

calmly that he

made it. 1 guess you con figure

hasn't "Metafrustrated since
the lun.storyor prom."

its here to stay. The play is o
fosl moving. nicely paced and

tells of a young
eollthe student who moved

well directed comedy 113.
might after all reflect the

states quite

The

IF SEX was always es funny

This contest is open to all
girls, 13-17, who win be
judged for their scholastic
achievement, civic contribu-

tion, poise, ponanditYnna op

hutch w/gloss doors.
Reg. $1172

DONNA DAY

FASHIONS AT THE DALE HOUSE
Trees are beginning to bud and fashions for spdng are
showing thentselves on the scene. You con se e both at the

Applications are now 'ming
accepted and girls can obtain
them by writing the RegionalHeadquarters

Bunn

Ma' le Trestle Table

NOW $760

- 38" x 72" + 76"

ma ale hutch, 6 choirs.
Reg. $1270

.72": Trestle Benches w/back
Reg. $159

Bob Burhop and Bob Wagner, leaders of Gin Scout Troop 484, listen attentively Sheila
Wagner recites the GM Scout laws. The Monsen lake their drabs as leaders seriously but mix
generous amounts of fun in the troop activities. Dits is the first time that mm inthla arm have
volunteered to be Gie Scout leaders. (Phoths by Le Roy.Meyers)

enelaGeoenaneeterfele
al Arenettrunetent
Publishedielhe

eusuuriatP,
,

Eadoaldent6,192L

ANNUAL SALE

SHELKOP
TV
700 E. Northwest Hwy

CONSOLIDATE, decentralize, and merges,. and county educational units by implementing the state educational

Dr.. Rockton.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Sale ends Mooch 16th

service region plan (14B1470 -

Huge Selection of Lamps.

I - Triple Dresser, elk. Maple.
Reg. $280 as is NOW $99
- Heywood Wakefield - glass door

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!

Chino, ginger finish, 50" wide.

NOW $250
4 - Chicago American - End table

NOW $769

Reg. $179

25% OFF ON ALL PICTURES
1 group of pictures - $3 each
Group of vases, bowls, ash Trays, statues.

75%

NOW $69

OFF

5 Day Sale Only(Thurs. through Mon.)
an Carpet & Draperies
Custom factory mode draperies, by Stuart
Bring your own sizes

65% OFF

NOW $119
Girls White Spanish Stock or Bedroom set.

15% OFF

Pine Buffet.
Reg. $2130

1

NOW $140

Dark Maple Buffet_ w/lighted crown

glass Chino:.
Reg. $648

NOW $300

Pine 'Bedroom set - dresser drawers &
mirror - chest on chest - 4/6 panel bed,
box spring & mattress.
Reg. $773

NOW $399

Raiierned-Texedo Style Sofa.
Reg. $575
NOW

$375

Italian Curio Desk -Book Shelf Top -Inlaid
Leather Top -Grilled Doors.
Reg. $350

NOW $239

Oval Italian Dining. RCM= Table & 4
choke.
Reg. $500
NOW $250
Pine, Spanish.

65% OFF

NOW $437

Dinette sets - Hole Co. hard rock Mople,

w/woed groin plastic taps - Motes &

1 -Early American print sofa -Conover Co.
Reg. $350
NOW $199

- Loose Back Traditional Sofa -

Commanders Chairs.

20% OFF

deisseel
tails.

Green rnotelasse, Clayton Marcus.
Reg. $495
NOW

$225

I - Red Velvet - Italian Chair.

Noted =go, IV, and film actor, E.G. Marshall norrates this
film which depicts the behind4he.scenes facts about hew a
Mr. Steak Restaurant is born...showing the step by step

Mt.

actives it takes to make I new restourant o reality.

glass 4 40. round table, pecan top, 4

I

Playing the role of the Mr. Steak investoornanager is Mr.
Elmer thigh, in reality owning one of his own in Westmont,
Illinois. The story begins wherethe Leigh family starts their

cane bock chairs.
- Reg. $1183

rockers.

Airy Mediterranean White Dining

Reg. 8200

room set, 393' China vv/lighted crown

NOW $550

25% OFF
Ow installation at discount prices)

Group of odd dining chairs - Maple,
6 piece - Pine Corner stack unit.
Reg. $B76

Story was aired to area viewers. Far those of you who
it let me nil you rn on some of the interesting

11.4cignessrovic

Remove the elective office of
Sum SuperinAndent of Public
Inaructicin from our constitution.

Commodes, Italian inlay fops.

Group," a swinging guys and gals dancing show. Bring

This afternoon, on channel 26, the "Mr. Doak" Resrnuront

eutherized

Headboards & Beds.

entertainment...provided this month by the "Offstage

THE "MR. STEAK" STORY!

during oar feu,

Provide for an elected State
Board of Education with a
chief state administrative offier appointed by 14 Cover -

Reg. $500

Dole House in Roffman Estates. The Dole House is in
wooded, glom our location back from she highway and
boostsa lull fashion Mow each Thursday stoning at noon.

your friends fore full, enjoyable evening.

Jersey in September and is now
Miss American Teen -Agee.

SAVE ro $150

such program, most he continually improved."
Hanrahan also proposed the
following:

MARCH 6th THRU 16th

°Mbl table w/4 choirs and 54" Chino

OP

able speed.

REMODELING SALE
Sprague Carleton 48" round Maple peci-

pia

nertification nandards
which should he more flexible.
state

pearance.

126

the express

acavditation must not he limited to present educatioml
programs but the
sit
of

15.

at

gnaw, traffic -and stay out

TEACHERS mon meet drive at the minimum allow,

Mass or a cupped hand.

glorey was almost too =I es
the lecherous landlord who

It would seem we all should

Three plays in one day for a

Mx. RESIDENTS ON THE HORM.
VA. CORNER OF WALNUT AVENUE
ANDCLARENDON

In

er.

State finals of the Miss American Then-Ager Pageant win he
bold this year II the Vagabond

from Aurora who went on to
the National Title in New

apartment door with a stet..

Mr CONSTRUCTION OF A .5,HOLE
tau

the

them that we were bona fide
leaders, all right."

should

sleep

M.. II

hey young advertising Mg be happy as kings.

4,,

The sixth Annual Illinois

" es, as.ZZ,,C" c,),1:4?".

000.0 burp pan'

e. safety as prescribed in the
Illinois Life Safety Code,

km line of simile surrenders.

REAR

to

campsie. They
quickly called our council to
warn them that a couple of

the girls put their imaginative

him Meat troop ne symbol of Me
Bndmfrinlitha thEninDe GMKrander Pmcrated
gids gf the
leadetship. AnOdter ma presented to Wagner The If forth, nfth and &to

`called

or
with her
fiance. The leering, snooping
landlord Bill Marcy stoops low
enough to cavesdrOp at the
shoukIn't

Ito

all school bu ddi nos must meet
standards of health, sanitation.

registrations

and punling thmussums on

whether she

n

mew additional criteria:

YARD REQUIREMENTS TO

and mpkins. Under its new
male leaders. the troop has
toured the Adler Plancarium,
father of. three girls an d a spent a day horseback riding
3 -year -old son. His right hand and spent the weekend diem
man is Bob Wagner. who 20 winte=amping at the
shams responsibilities except. Little House of Glencoe, a lo. when hers out of to
on bar'i cal Girl Scout camp.
ens. Giving the t w o men
"That camping experience
helping hand are co -leaders was a ball. We had snowball
Mrs. Mary Smith and Mn. fights, a winter hike, tobogVirginia Hoesteray. The troop ganing, ice-skating. The furs
meets each Tuesday evening in

terehunge of ethical comments

traffic hazard

Slowpokeso
vouch. plan would Include,Immwews.

SID: HAD great support in
hero Dan Conway and aunt

STEAK FRY SATURDAY KITE!

NOTICEOF PUBLIC HEARING

MERE IS a delightful in.

Miss Teen-ager
contest opens

Mess
Illinois Teen-Ager.
1969, was Rose Marie Mesons

American Legion, Merle Guild Post tang will hold their
monthty steak fry tomonow night of 7 pm. The public is

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS TONING
110Avo OF APPEALS WIG cONsinee
A REQUEST FOR A VARIATION IN

planning based on yews of nPerience and hiloriously Rm.
ny gift of riposte.

Slowpokes are

A turn, cashhe

Hp purpose is seduction of Be
new
a long, =bre-

Goode

job end should be recognized
by our community as excelknt

rated by her aunt. She invites
her deeply-in-lovj boyfriend
on
to move in with her, in

eine.

recognized schools that would,
the voucher', in
for state funds.
Hanrahan said his parent

the. Play.

Enjoy the unmatched sfenery and the new fashions soon!

Legal
Notice

into an apartment being va-

cope.

didn't get to see the Village

Increpse bonding to 10 per
cent fob unit school districts. '
Eliminate personal property
taxon individuals and the salts

tricts.

I. vouchers to the state-

doing that us she was ening in

wonderful fun that it wanid be
too bad if everyone in the area

schOols that meet state recogninon standards deyeloped by

tax on food. drugs, and =dB.

maelstrom of the world of
;'11

building mots of local. &-

PARENTS WOULD rum

flown in from their =We California. She was as charming

And then there is Dennis Tree." Des Plaines Theatre
O'Donnell, who is appearing Guild Will open "Wait Until
in llotticelli- and "Inter- Dark." Country Club Theatre
view." Saturday afternoou, he s swinging into a long run of
will also he King Arthur in "Come Blow Your Horn."
Lew musiars "Tellers of and Wheeling High School is
Tales" productiOn in which he scheduled to do Armor Mill era "The Cr..."
plays the title rot,

He hurt his kg m a faculty
basketball game at the high
school when he [mates

side of the teachers," said Mrs. Wilma Golden.

-She told the a.dlence on
Opening night that it wes her
Hot professional stage emceeance, and she introduced her
mother and father. who had

operational and 75 Or cent

",pent" by parents either at
public schools or non-public

-Catherine O'Donnell.

Kathy Garver

is by assuming 50 per cent

tai

1454 m 261-7943.

ave. she finds it difficult.
The landlord finds it a situ.
Woe that demands full use of
his great power for strategic

crowded ern...

INCREASE state aid to eve.
=Mary rod high school dis-

the Office of Public Ingrate-

THESE ARE some of 110
thing that pull people into tha

was done cos the Illinois Drama Festival in 'Old Town late
lest year. hadlakave the cast
because of an injury.

Cc"

gip through the fog. It Mg be
at Pheasant Run Playhouse
through March 22. The dinnertheater combination requires reservations. Call 584

DIRECTOR David Mori

I M im Garver, oho appears
weekly on television's bFamilit Altair," is a cuddly:browneyed blond,

V.; they really are.

easeettooseCtaTheeMrtiodeschteggeffgeosessartoosetiossotia

it an evening well wells the

inn tan Pm another fend., in

-

be reduced.

These vouchers could

The four combined to Make

platonic basis. Ile finds it dif-

again
producer Carl
shows just how successful is hb
judgement of what the average
PAYgoer wants, o see.

Village theatre offers

spring for the Irliusk Fair or in

1 cops mar lea 2 Aislealum.

the play started too

-Wait will be a television movie. But it is a play that should
be ROM by an.ne who mots
CVget away from it all-whatit all" is.
CV

G

Tickets are available at the VT boo office, CL 9.32111).

You know. we will. And

cupb flour

stage

successful movie. BeWattee of its theme it isn't likely

makce Aroutifql brawn
dies too.
/As we left the charming
mfilled home -shop- the
t
Moine invited us to come

time. She overcame her Initial
nervousness to become a light
comedienne somewhat in the
tradition of a Carole Lombard.
Peggy Kenline and Dan Conway performed with ease.

',very

until' a delicate brown.
Collings eNat quits
mirs.

superintend. of
County
=hoofs, said Thursday that he
favors a. parent voucher plan
for giving state aid to both
public and private schools.
As Hanrahan described the
in his recent testimony et
plan
n Illinois Constitutional Con,
vcmith
hearing,
parents
would he given vouchers to use
for 'educational purposes.

Kathy's debut indicates that

1

,

Robert P. Hanralen, Cool

lore' and mar-

she'll be around for a long

dowly. Bin all ot a sudden. it
revved up and moved lob a
happy display of young 'Mc,
modern style.
the
Ptursligm
"Under
ree has Men around since
4960 and has been smn as

juice anqind. Mix well. Pour

'handsome spiral hound book
entitled "Homy Recipes from
The Covered Bridge County."

chairs, tends bee, and makes
beautiful gourd hirdhonses.
dys said. 'Every week I had to
come up with some good honey recipes. When I stopped
writing I kept on thinking of
WI those good recipes so my
daughters and I wrote o cooks

A table laden with home conned honey direct from the
hive and special honey boner
made by Mrs. Collings ore on
one sidc..Another table holds

Mr. end Mrs. Wesley Collings are Ina very thlented people. They operated a ocal store in
covered bridge country for many yea, and retirement kg brought them an eq ly busy life.
ht.*, am
Their Creative hands produce quilts, candles, thmeebntter, a cookbook, gaunt
du= and caned chairs. "We don't have a shop, can eel have a home, and our =toners are out
friends." That's quite a motto in this jet age. Parke County, Ind., folio seem to he like hat, Mangle.

ingdale, Ind. It cos. S1.50 plus

pot, small, clean
atly
farm implements all
tagged rest on another hittle

"Our friends keep asking iv

crowds the

Mull !meet, add yo

You can send for One of

AN 01.11 HORSE bit. aleck

al Pheasant Run Playhouse, it
maned for awhile as if she had
eVerything going against her.
First of MI it was a foggy.
'foggy night that kept liar drivers off the roads ad resulted in
also
ann. cancellations. It
the first time Miss Garver has

1/2

eggur,
lurge or 3,smallwIdtes

than cookbooks by writing to
Mn. Wesley Collings. Bloom-

tem seme day:.

tom Tree" last Tuesday night -

lemon
I badminton honey

you'll pardod the pun). There
we 79 pages of sweerresipis

all ming nature's own supr.
Honey is an nrefined' food
that should ben kept in a dry

In sparkling cupboards and
old fashioned china cabinets,
eerieus pieces of antiond cot
glass and china gleam. "Them
are not for sale," she explains.

ing along the rural edit road

'ME BOOK ie a honey (if

73) which became law. Aug
II, 1969.
Collect and distribute local
property taxes 4 times a year)
rat herthan 2 times a year,
which is the current practice*
In this way, the number &Tee'
Anticipation Warrants issued"
by local school districts could

IIy Jan Bone

When 'Kathy
2Iorie ett emdi
brier hoe ate lemon
Gelded rind of at least

Page 7

Kathy Garver enjoys Hanrahan favors
successful stage debut parent vouchers

They're busy as the bees they ten&
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cole

'MED"

Friday, March 6, 1970

NOW $140'

Pr, - Blue print - Traditional swivel

Carpel - 50 patterns including new spring
line. Shags, sheared tip, twists, loop, plush,
kitchen, Acrilon., woof, nylon, polyester, Ke.
del© yarns.
Free Lobar with all carpet jolted

50c Yard Off

on all carpet g10.00 retail g en
der, plus fr. labor.

$1.00 Yard Off

V.P1=11r.

AM mfr.

oll

$1.50 'ford Off ow
Carpet tile

-

T°°'
up,

ram.trwl

self adhesive, no glue needed in

stock -Reg. 59wisn. ft.

NOW 39`/sq. ft.
Discontinued Cornet samples ." a 27"

750 ea.
All dry part' hardware, in stork.

25% off
Remember... the our 12 months, no interest, no

carrying charge. $300 minimum w/down payReg. $400

NOW $280

ment. 5 Day Sole Only

on Carpet & Draperies.

association with Mr. Steak, completes o several week course

m Mr. Sloth College in Denver while their restounent is
being constructed, end participates in the grand opening
festivities.

Many Other Buys Of Comparable Saving's

Besides the personal., this interesting film showed how
Mr. Steak cattle are computer fed le tune naming nondords....even to hew the processed maw 1/'packaged and
shipped to the restaurants.

DECORATOR

Sorry it you missed this story....BRAts a good one especially

. Mr. Steak For an
in this age of the franchise. Hats
...ellen. film as welinni successful operation.

SERVICE

MON Thru FRI.

Ar

LL.L'
.

9-9

SAT. 9 30 5.30
PEN THIS SUNDAY

DURING SALE'

"HAM A GREAT WEEK -END!"
;

a

seas

`Critic's Choice' opens tonight

`Glass Menagerie' good.high school drama
WHEN THE brother, Tom,

lay Catherine O'Donnell
;The Glass Menagerie" is
shattered into memories for

stood on thefirwescapc across
the alley from a dance hall sign
that red,' "Paradise" at the

the cast and crew who presented the prOduction lot weekend

end of the third act and said,

at Forest View High School.

by lightning-blow out your

Bu l What memories.

candles, Laura," it was an almost too tender moment for

There is always something
fresh. and surprising in area
high' school productions. It s
getting sd that it is difficult to
conjure up the adjectivn to describe the exciting work that
the young students led by fine
directors are doing. One could

"While the world is being lit

shojfiliod the Om.

sho

in.
Laura, the fragile sister; ;Broadway and Julie Harris
die
road
company
took
Mesh.
leaned over and blew out the
-

ca['iaii,-itte adage lights dim- ry of Laura to theid5HEisi't
mad to dark, and it took the I They would have loved Forest
View's revival.
Laura is the crippled daughter of former Southern belle,
and the shy sister of Tom, who

audience a few seconds to re- 'J
cover and applaud with gusto.
her
Tennessee Williams
never topped the lovely words
he put together in "The Glass
:I
Menagerie."

wants to write and to travel
md bides his time working in P

Warehouse. Tom bow home

THE -CAST was a lovely'.
choice Theo understanding
of what the play was all abOut
wax a coda to director Wilde
and to them
It w na the simplest of plot.
sod Williams e'er rose ramdly
when Laurstts Taylor op

gee, -

i

not achieve Such splendid success without the other.

The high school plays and

Jacobsen, Dori Jaartbakl. 'M.
R. KletZ, Ellen Mord% Steve

The set was a livitig room al
the thirties, right to the outhed...

Stepleton, Sue PeterPon,

Victrola with the windllp

Waldron. Bev Brinkman, Kg
thy Harrington, Pam Lundo
Nancy Winn, Nancy Kehl..
Debbie Ayres, Jill Boryard4
Lori , Souk, Tom Plendeb.

handle. The lighting svgs ngOt
oneute and just right. The technit:al director was Robert. M.
Sta. The costuming was directed by Jane Beagle.

Gene Harding, Al Bennett and
Kathie Gagnon.

Ile technical crew included Mary Lynn Cotten. Cathy
Fischer. Gene Harding. Jan

inns

Fob to be engaged
PHONE CL 5-2125

THAT'S ALL thi.n, to but
what a lovely lob the Foot
View player, did
kharacten

x oh

the

DarerEATRE 69t

NOW THRU THUR50AY

Ilia kozaris

STARTS FRIDAY

excellent source

old.,

Thi;PROGRAM15

tainment, not only for fellow
eludents, family friends, fami-

here the play will be presented as a dinner -theater
bination fin' three successive
weekends beginning tonight.

There will be nine perform.

RATED G

car. rstryualat,

ly member, and faculty, but

and they fteciye. Their
reear.' is not en orary one at all. The group
to hired inures -and trans

mg Park Rik, in Bowenville,
A

BRILLIANT SCREEN

musicals arc rapidly ofbobg

twice Messed. in that they

This time it will be to Eli
eds Greentree Inn, too ['-

'"!.-

ON OUR WIDE'

The Elk Grove thespian

ortcd 50 00 50 residenceof the
mscovine
People's
Old
Acme to their dress rehearsal
-r the
four years.

US 148..9.5,15

aVON... 'callerwhoWo-

Elk Grimm Village Mosque
d Staff Players open this
kend with a production of
ities Choice..

Ord.. liyei7 .9.3.4

Suggested for

I.TIh':oiegro.

GENERAL AUDIENCE

for people just hungry to see a

live" play or anxious to catals

THE TIME and effort that
goes into each production ha
resulted in theater that.inspiles
enthusiasm, a rare commodity
Ron Mills, 569 Is. Malin. ha.= actor's field day in the rote
in this blase world, The Foren
of Harry Root, the arrogant leading thug who threatens the blind

heroine in Des Plaines Torn. Guild's production of "WAIT Vtew presentation of 'GI.'
UNTIL DARK." Here he rehearses for the compelling. drama's I0000.50e" I.505 9n9 'WO
It only played one weekend.
Friday night opening with Vince Connolly, 818 Mitchell Arlington
Heights lrightl ratio plays
S'P'""" ''''''"'"'N'und took a
an Friday end Saturday nights, March 6 through 21, during the

n'ec

Charles

difficult play end chose
be

rub of "WAIT UNTIL DARK" at Guild Playhouse, 620 Lee SL, each of the roles. He inter °. Plaines. Curtain time for 'all six performances is 8:10 p.m.
that
them
Tickets may be reserved by caning 296-1211 after 12 noon.
Firszt for instance, played the
brother, Tom, one night, and
the gentleman caller, Jim, on
mother night,

Hold open readings

Des Plain. Theatre Galion
Inc., will hold open routings
for roles in their May produo

ber of the community theater
group and active in Other theaters in the srcae will direct the

lion. "Tom Jones." Monday

rollickng
rho comedy and con-

and Tuesday nights. March 9
and 10, beginning at p.m..
Deihl Playhouse, 620Ide Des

duct

Plaines.

Ed Sauer, 0700 N. Dec Rd,

D. Plaines, a longtime mcny

tryouts.

-Tom lance" will be
presented for three weekends
in May. Friday and Saturday
nights. May B to 23.

Laurie Hynell played lee
daughter, Laura, and the

mother, Amanda. Tom

WON

also played by Joe Hammond.
Amanada by Patti Murray.

Laura by Pam Gueritecr and
limey John Wegner.
saw,m not certain whicheost I

but I am certain that the
production is a lovely memo -

'

00,otas

ME"he ...long
stonal sage Ob. In Country
Club Theatre, production of
Tome Blow our Horn by

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

Presents

MATINEE

r

his one, Dresner is the Minh,
ot new talent in many years,
The Country Club Theatre is

Tc:Z1,7"6=g(r

i

Johnson.

trading

I

by Li, Broderserr and Bonnie

The dinner -theater tickets

which is S3.50 ansl 53,75. Ad mission is by reservation only.
For reservations and more in-

nfir /arm -runt

formation, call 359-4659.

TIIE DAY
Friday, March 6, 1970

Bill TRAVERS

RESTAURANT OF 7'HE WEEK:

Page 9

DAY PUBLICATION'S

Virginia Mc KENNA,

ltimi Or
11;91444am
',Say 8.10aN0

5.95

iefons

BARBED WIT

the,. Only

this weekend

THE CRITIC' N damned
door and damned it he

,m -up Intl ono 00 hours of cirronal miod
er.p.m,nt, isluth miens thwr pirfarin racers
to
hired and tall be Jeep. rn lii era enthuses Thor
Mur for corned, nu., eM lisauttrul ballads and hour
pert barmen, st,Ing lu ma, dellghtful eening of
1111.5 laws

'1

as pay only for the dinner,

Plus

"CACTUS FLOWER"

Theme,

Dinner

are Vern and Susan

day and Sunday and 55.75 on
Saturday. Season ticket hold -

e.05 ONLY

DOCTOR DOLITTLE

;:rt'S'u a=1S XVI

Apprentice

Casaning hit about carefree Cessa
nova who shot. his kid broth r the rapes Will lake over in
intimate three-rmarler
the
and

COMPLETE AND INTACT

"The Sorcerer's

be made by calling 25,5400
or 255-2025. The long -run-

Ioillob..1reoh,nsozn.

lines and situations around his
dilemmn.

eon 15.50 per panda on Fri-

*COMING MARCH 13*

-

Prospect, and reservations can

his

The Chew, Four n t dentulgrnop fol.., Sharon
aidra nal min it the Bram Rad Cothtad lamp, in
III. Sher eon 0 tier. Blarsh ill throoli Minh 21

etc

Panleeinnalerneas

by Nell Sim.

at 700 W. Rand Rd., Mount

Ploying the victim of his

6asey. Supporting players ore
JimGrainge, V irginia Lobough
and Swan Johnson. The dirce.
UMW reins
in the capable
Clhands of Shirley Johnson.

wraps sonic riotously funny

sewswya

Al Do ONO EACH OAT

"COME BLOW is
YOUR HORN"

Norman Rice Peels that despite

sondeceit like it. rho playwright

play. Is

far more

.

PorOthfrYir

PIE ORIGINAL ROAD SHOW

Ned Simon. Resident director

esay Jr. of FJk Grove. who is

A

Opening Marsh 4th

by reservation only. Call 359-4659 , beficeen II A.M. and SCO

1dinission

proud

John Rock
Wayne Hudson
"the
Undefeated

C=P1

The Northwest Suburbs ONLY
Professional Theatre

He

theatre

KERR

BOONF

DUFNVIAT

and 'play until everyone has

AND

leunlied a lithe,' So says Oh --

SHARP COMEDY

rotor like.

Best Show Bey in the Ai

A

THE BLACK FOX RESTAURANT

WockEnd FunFare

style chicken

ere,

CLIn

''.owisti

and drop lay to ,nwoh.ynnwate
d

'Dining...Dancing...Entertainnwitt in the Northwest Suburbs

mln with

Meld, Ihe Nark res.

RESTAURANT' OP- rue

THE DAY
Friday,

Page 8

DEBORAH

NIRK

warmth Droner or Leon

.

.

ant Phlen's Green' ree Lim in liensvaville.

specially

IL...missed" play.

.

.

Doh Johnson who playa drams crate Parker !Whittles Is dlipleyhm thoughtful concern ebeotthe
pa:01,1111y of reviewing his wife's first play, lib ronthewindaty, Charlotte Orr, ploys by .VIndole
.Lohough comforts him in thin scene nos, Elk Grove Masque and Staff Players' production of .CrIlles
Choice", The dinner -theatre combination will be en sueceedinn Fridays and Saturdays Mar. 6

rch 6, 1970

DAY PUBLICATIONS

PERFECT

PIZZA!

THE COACH LITE INN

WeekEnd

Beer en koessloy Mach the 10th. Happy hew will

And, while you're Mao, by some or BY. OR.
had...just the thing to somplimont Pc ice cald laser];

rm. twiehmosnicsirk......mohno tcoh,

---Dining...DWiwing::Entertainment in the Northwest, SuburbS,

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

p

RESTAURANT
ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS

CALL

WITH

Vliduantk

LEON BERRY

WAYNE

FASHION SHOW Tues.

NIELSEN'S 827-1819

CL 5-2441

mot

COCKTAIL HOUR 4-6

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THOU SATURDAY!

Thurs. Noon 'NI

P.M.

Arrow tom O'Hara Field

0075 N MANNHEIM RD ROSE/NOW. ILL

'he f

MuSiC of

SAM PERO

This Weekend ... discover

PLENTIM
ANCb0

1 ile

ANYTIME!!

1,4
q

MEXICAN
CUISINE

,i,k fall

Hist
Lona Lees

1550 Higgins Rd.

Dining Ind

JOIN ME FOR

CA113513-4148

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

RESTAURANT

Join us at
Old Orchard
Country Club

5.5AESINN

"The Drive.ln
with the
Exceptional

Easter Sunday, March 29tn
Brunch -10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Dinner - 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Special Childress Prices

SLEA8 SANDWICH '
POLISH SAUSAGE

6 00

S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill,

PHONE

537-8866

Reservation
Help Us.
To Serve

You

CI5-2025

Oee 1of6 &ow/

COW PALACE
Delicious

35

U.S. PRIME P10, MIGNON EN BROCHETTE

0 75

BAR.B.0 BABY BACK RIBS, OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE

BAKO3NAMINIVIS PINEAPPLE RINGS.

Join us durin our

3 05

Anniversary
Celebration

3 50

-

3 50
3 5D

LemonTve

CHILDREN'S PORTIONS

Mixed Drinks 501

Featuring

II

THE CLAUDE

W' WED., FRI. & SAT, NITE W

ROCK -N -ROLL by

SCHEINER TRIO

I

with

???

Rand Rd. &

Fte night for 2 at The Lemon

/53 RAND ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

Open 7 days n week from 11 00 AM to 4 OD AM

every Friday and
Saturday night
opens doily or II 30 a rn
Saturstays al p

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington HCights
394.0765

r

Evert Wednesday - Be different, enjoy fiSin
with as on Wednesdays instead of the usual
Fridays.

W

ON FIELDALE RE.

fis miles East o

IN HOFFMAN'
STATE5

Barrington Rd.
on Pte. 72

LUNCHES ONLY
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

All you care to Eat
LUNCH
11 AM. to 2 P.M.

WITH SALAD, RANCH HousE TOAST, S. POTATO

$1.19
4:30 p.m. to

$1.69
GEORGETOWN SQUARE

ling,F

537.9500

ILL

For Reservations Phone 312-426-3446

Delicious Tasty Food

766 10Io

E
l FIREPLACE

TE;=XX

Awrie PorkiegROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARnENTERSDICE,

DINNER

EDITH JOHNSON

Tree,
C. TnE 4I Ns. ANDmbI.v0aU.NkGeEe BiNY heieU

ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday, Thunday, Friday, Saturday

"ALL -YOU -CAN -EAT

wngstress

ome in and submit a name for
M. group. The winner receives a

Northwest's Only

)ale Roam

FISH -FRY!"

'LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

100 LESS

wa

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

Luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Doily
Pessare Dengus...n"
°"°

(C smorgasbord

Bottled Beer 35`

ROAST TONTuvito WITH DRESSING, CRANBERRY SAUCE 3.

location:3405 Alg nquin Rd., Rolling Meadows,

eke

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Cocktail Hour 4-7

358- 0

Don't Miss Flimi's . . .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW
EVERY THURSDAY'

NEW

March 16th
thou

Every Men., Wed.,
Fri. and Sun.!

2800 !!

3lako.4aaPelthatnatellattacoNLOILCIaaaaarerwiewompo

OPEN

THE

OPEN UNTIL 4.A.M.

served FAMILY STYLE

Dial h

Nerihwest Hwy. (Rt. 14) and
calla Rood. Palatine, III.

&Ay, 956-1170

-\40.4

CHICKEN DINNER

in the AZTEC ROOM
Tuesday thm Saturday

TAIL

ar

clbidd

& COCKTAIL ILA sd

7INCidd

LOBSTER

1000 Busse Rd. Elk Grove Village

Make Reservations Now

Mt. Prospect

r(5k
REST Al RANT

THE BILL PIERCE TRIO

STEAKS

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT

1st I

Now we are featuring these
Special dinners to complement
our Superb Menu

PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEP, AU JUS

s

Euclid Ave.

Rar-Our SERVICE t001

PH: 392-3411

tor.

PRIME RIB

DREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH BROWN GRAVY

Menu!"

THE

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT

Complete Dinners

HARCZAIIV

S.* Go pad

RESTAURANT 8 LOUNGE

Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Dally

Old
Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

s

Gooch lite Shopping Center

(Now Appearing CHMER5 FOUR in Mel
BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT 8 SHOW LOUNGE

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT
I

Join
Your Friends
at

358-1003

Michele's on tag,
3411 Kirchnf f Rand

9301o7pm

Net,.

PASATINE

CHICKEN SPECIAL
ON WEDNESDAYS
AND WHATEVER!!

HOUR",

61LiBlackOTHWELL
Roldrood.fia,en

Palatine, M.
Avoiloble

Mondays Ihru Endays

The Eleanor Manner's Trio
by Reservation

Northw st Hwy.

Rollins .Meiselews, III.

"HAPPY

4.

'"ALL YOU
FISH FRY FRIDAY

Ns

Elk Grove Village

Featuring
LUNCHEONTROVS''''

aPP6

Coates

PHONE 437-4526

-V. ::iiilialli,
-------..,,,_-__
CirIcaoolend's Favor!
For 38 Years

Some che sins.

7 Superb

HAVE A HAPPY NEW YEAR!

munr.

Gourmet
Dining to
Turn You On

Luncheon Menu

.

ifnn

CAN EAT!"

Complete

We're Open 24 Hears Every Day!

ri...40 ARM

XL

iAdigLi

SNACKTIME

1:11%

Coact)

PH: 529-8840

%XINING CENTER
WOOD DALE

p.m.

$1.69
SUNDAYS& HOLIDAYS
11AM to7PM

$1 99
(CHILDREN EVEN MSS)
DINE IN COMFORT AT SCANDA HOUSE

MIR f, 9/ dem
10IB
Prnspeci Plaza
Mt Prospect Plaza
25, Y550

AMERICA S FAVORITE FAARYRESTAURANTS

25373300
V
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`Glass Menagerie' good high school drama
WHEN THE brother, Tom,

By Catherine O'Donnell

'The Glass Menagerie

is

shattered into memories for
the cast and crew who present.
ml the production last weekend
at 13orest View High School.
But What memories.

There is always ffimething
fresh and surprising in arca
high school productions. It's
jotting di that it is difficult to

stood on the fire.escape across
the alley from a daneehan sign

that odd "Paradise" at the
end of the third act and said,
"While the world is being lit
by lightning-hlow out yOur
candles, Laura," it was an d.
mod Do pock moment fog
the eudience that filled the the

ma.

the

fragile

tBroadway.and Julie Harris in

sister,

loaned over and blew out the 1.- the road company took dade

candle, the stage lights dim- .j ry of Laura to theatek0eM.
mad to dark,- and it took the I They would have loved Forest
audience a few seconds to re- ') View's revival.
Laura is the crippled daughcover and applaudwith gusto.
ter of a former Southern belle,
has
Tennessee William,
md the shy sister of Tom, who
never topped the lovely words
he put together in "The Glass i wants to write and to travel
!. and bides his time working in a
Menagerie."
THE 'CAST was a lovely! YaMhouse. Tem bring, home
a gentleman Miler who hap I

char. Thor understanding

al, A.,

Conjure up the adjectives to de-

oCribe the exciting work that
the young students led by trite
directors arc doing. One <Mild
not achieve such splendid swam without the other.
The high school plays and
musicals are rapidly bcconli4
sin excellent source of enter;
Minmenk not only for fellow.
etuderits, family friends, fami-

Laura,

tie Victrola with the windup
handle. The fighting was ngat
on cue and just right. The technDal director was Robert NI.

Stelk. The costuming wilt directed by Jane Beagle.

The technical crow included Mary Lynn Cotten. Cathy
Fischer, Gene Harding, Jan

Joel:hap, Deal JuIrcbiki. M.

R. KWh, Eike Mares Have
Stapleton, Sue Peterson, Pal
Waldron. Bev ftrinkoman, Kathy Harrington, Pam Lunde.

Nancy Winn, Nancy Kehl,

Debbie Ayres. ill Bawds.
Lori

NOW THRU THURSDAY

kick pipers did .h the also kazan's
charoctem

BRILLIANT SCREEN

51-=

on Friday and Saturday nights, March 6 through 21, during the

).`!".

acar:1-;,-,,

run of "WAIT UNTIL DARK" a Guild Playhouse, 620 Lee St,
for all six performances is 8:30 Pm. Changed them so Pat Steve
Dm Plaines. Curtain
Tickets may be rsserved by calling 296.1211 after 12 noon.
Firszt for instance, played the
brother, Tom, one night, and
dte gentleman caller, JIM on

Hold open readings

another night.

her of Pe community Neater
group and acti4D in other theaters ill the ans. will direct the

Dm Plaines Theatre Guild.
Inc., will hold open readings
for roles in their Slay produc-

tion, "Tom Jones," blandly

rollicking comedy and con-

and Tuesday nights, March 9
and 10, beginning nt 8 p.m. in
Gulld Playhouse. 620 Lce.Dcs

duct the try-ouls.

"Tom Jones.' will
presented for three wee

Plaines.

mother, Amanda. Tom was
also played by Joe Hammond,
Laurama by Patti Murray.
by Porn Gussitner and
L
Jim by John Wegner.

he

in May. Friday and Saturday

Ed Sauer. 9700 N. Dee RP
Des Plaines. a Innegime man

Lamle Hysell played the
daughter. Laura, and the

production is a lovely memo -

nights, May 8 to 23.

This PROGRAIN IS

h*re

RATED

ecruntry-,V...ub

Bob Johnsen ate plop drama critic Riker B1Bmllnegs diiplaying thoughtful concern oasis the

he lie. perform-

passibility
reviewing Ni
day. Ills mother-in.latv, Charkle Orr, played by.VIrgirde
Lebaugh comforts him in this scene from Elk CroveMassmeanil Staff Players' production of I'Critles

atmea of the lively l001dy by

Suggested.,

Lavin.

Choice".Ira
.

The erouP is eeP.I.DY
proud of 1-yeamold John
KIRK

DEBORAH

DOUGLAS

KERR

Wire Hudson

DlINAAZAY TOTED 40%
Hannon Dressier of town
view will be making his profem
.40,10 stage debut in Country

The Northwest thiburhs ONLY
Professional Theatre

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

Presents

MATINEE

Open, March 4th

Club Thmtn. s production of
'Come Blow Your Horn by
Norman Rice feels thal despite
his age, Dimmer is the bright-

laba

eawaw,d,

damned 4

k does and dlinincd if he

MOAMIJIMO
BUS On,

The dinner -theatre combination will he on succeeding Fridays and Saturdays Mar. 6

through ntar. 22. a Ehlen's Green' ree Inn In Bensenville.

is by reservation only Call 349-464,betuDES g AM. end Sale PAL' for more

beast like it. The playwright
wraps some riotously funny
lines and situations around his
dilemma.

Playing the victim of his
profookm A Hob dolmmr..

THE cnrric

/oho ma mudar

Casey. Supporting players are
JimGrainac,Virginia Lobaugh
and Susan Johnson. The dirtytonal reins ore in the mumble
hands PC Shirley Johnson. Coproducers arc Vern and Susan

Other !ceding toles arc Ilkon Johnson.
by Liz Broda-sen and Bonnie
The dinner -theater tickets

The Chasers Four a telenhd group Deleting %arm

et Andrs sun 4ppeer

coot 15.50 per person on Fri day and Sunday and 15.75 on

%tr... 0 Darr

ok'

which is 93.50 and 53.75. Admission Is by re,rvatiog only.
For reser-yahoos and more in-

tiI

formetio. cell 359-4659.

.

Plus

Friday. March 6, IWO

Bill TRAVERS

REST.4 LI RA NT OF TIPA MEE:

Prig

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Virginia Mc KENNA

COMING MARCH 13

Prospect, and reservations can

-

"The Sorcerers
Apprentice

be made by calling 259-5400
The long -runor :hit a0

OBm
ng Or
ight Water

s=a
MT d SUN. MATINEE

ning hit about a carefree Casa.
nose who shows his kid broth-

FOR CHILDREN

er the ropes will take over in

ErDloy 3,1e0xtv

"CACTUS FLOWER"

three-quarter
neekend

nd

6,14,10.05

BARBED WIT

this

round theatre
and 'play until everyone ha
laughed a little,' So says Dip
rector Rice.

AND

Best Show Buy in the Area

SHARP COMEDY

A

THE BLACK FOX RESTAURANT

WeckEnd FlinFare

eking, plus oll
en even,

e

Mon7,3"y"

eneZ2aim '17:
one she. sped.1

me

Dining...Doneing...Entertaintnent in the Northwest Suburbs
PERFECT

WeekEnd

Lite Inn in ROM, Meed,
"ye olde fashioned

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

I

PIZZAI1\

THE COACH LITE INN
NotntCoati,
e

RESTAURANT

0,

ENJOY THE LATE SING -4 -LONGS

CALL

be from 4 to 6 p.m., so don't be tote end miss ovt.
un's great

And, while you're then, try some of

WITH

-Dining..:Dancing.:Entertainment in, the Northwest Suburbs,

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRILSATURDATI
Acre, from O'Hezre Field

I

6175 N MANNHEIM RD, ROSEMONT. ILL

Oeim,

"ALL YOU

Coati) IL tte inn

iFik NM

EL

=dm

ITENIZW.

"

SNACKTIME

Complete
Superb

ANYTIME!!

Dining

e

1.34

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

14ft

!

Zappottea

Delicious

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT

PRIME RIB

5'

Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Daily

PALATINE

Complete Dinners
Now we are featuring these
Special dinners to complement
our Superb Menu

0Id

Join
Your Friends
at

Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB
Join us at
Old Orchard
Country Club

HARCZAH'S
SAUSAGE4NN

"The Drive -In

with the

4 25

U.S. PRIME FIlDIMIGNON EN BROCHETTE...

3 SO

Menu!"

Easter Sunday, March 2911
Brunch -10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Dinner - 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Special Childrens Prices
Make Reservations Now

SMAK SANDWICH

A"N=A7F
ITALIAN BEEF
BRATWURST
HAMBURGER BAR BO RIBS
HOT DOGS

L71=2:

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING, CRANBERRY SAUCE

CHILDREMSPORTIODS

Mixed Drinks 50'

yke

Zale 'base

'LIVE. ENTERTAINMENT

1004E55

W WED., FRI. & SAT. SITE W

SCHEINER TRIO

OCK:NR?OLL by 4

with

dome in and submit a name for
+r group. The winner receives a

EDITH JOHNSON
every Friday and
Saturday night

Open 7 days a week horn 11.00 A M to 4 00 A M

Theatre

RESTAURANT

LOUNGE

d3R9d4.
1432 N. Roki.:01giang
ton Height;

jr

S. Milwaukee Wheeling, Ill,

353 RAND ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

25313300

uosw+g

S37-9500

Amore Fara,
ROUTE 31 NORTH OF 00015 72, CARPGITERMLE,
ILL

For Reservations Phone 312426-3096

" r'rililroTel"s!'

IN HOFFMAN'
ESTATES

on km. 72

turrodS DAILY
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

All you care to Eat
LUNCH

Wile MAD, RANCH HOUSE TOAST, 8, POTATO

9.69

$1.19
DINNER
420 p.m. to 7 p.m.
$1 .69
SUNDAYS 8 HOLIDAYS

IIAM to7PM
$1 99
(CHILDREN EVEN LESS)

1V4 miles East of
Barrington Rd.

ON FIELDALE RD.

smorgasbord

II A.M. to 2P.M.

Osem doily ot i 1,30

AND LOUNGE BY OUR FIREPLACE

eservation

Northwest's Only Professional

Fridays.

songstress

Rev -out srevievraor

ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Delicious Tasty Food

Every Wednesday - Be different, enjoy fish
with us on Wednesdays instead of the usual

THE CLAUDE

Tree.

05-2025

"ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
FISH-FRY!"

Featuring

600 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.

53743866

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

luncheons and Dinners from 1120 Doily

M.

Free night for 2 at The Lemon

Help Us
To Serve
'You

Every Mon., Wed.,
Fri. and Sun.!

Bottled Beer 35e

D so

fg,Y,

PHONE

served FAMILY STYLE

Don't hiss Flovd's
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

zi

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW
EVERY THURSDAY

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Cockta I Hour 4-7

CHICKEN DINNER

lecation.3405 Alg nquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, II

kketerankkeklkammegemkrketkantwannorktmikk.

LemonWee

I

'1ST AIL 1.01 NMI.

2800 ;

OPEN UNTIL 4 A.M.

O entin Rood. Palatine, III,

'47; 42 'AM

NEW4= =4- =

358-

thosdav thin Sword.,

Northwest Re,. (M. la) and

OPEN

THE

thru 26

3 SO

BREADED VEAL CURET WITH BROWN GRAVY

Exceptional

March 16th

50

BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH BROWNGRAVY

tQOp

Celebration

PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU !US .....

BAKED HAM WITHPINEAPPLERINGS

*Po,

in the AZTEC ROOM

TAIL

.um: 956-1170

-\40.4

Dial

LOBSTER

1000 Busse Rd. Elk Grove Village

1st
AnniverSary

4 74

BAR.B.OBABY BACK Ritt, OUR OWN SPECIAI SAUCE

If

(IlCO(

7144443
THE BILL PIERCE TRIO

STEAKS

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT

Join us durin our

lax

UTERE!
COW PALACE
16;;111,
RESTAURANT 8. LOUNGE

Ammi

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

by Reservation

aweri-ortesmewswe wee Ine-^Ierwmcle
-0 .
THE

Mail

Sedial

The Eleanor Manner's Trio

LIMPHEONUZAM:

14 Block Hook.,
Railroad Station

RESTAURANT

Featuring:

r(54(

"nns`rTah?stsrers=s,Ts"

Feasts
4:30 le7 P m

Mondays

Geed, Lite Sho ping Center

in the)

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT 8 SHOW LOUNGE

HOUR"

5 nee

CALL 358-4148
61 N. BOTHWELL

(Now Appearing CHASERS FOUR

"HAPPY

0,,Pri"="
.
-OPEN-

Miehelets en Coed

5411 Kirchaff Rood
Milling Meadows, Ill.
ss

JOIN ME FOR

PHONE: 437-6526

1951

CHICKEN SPECIAL
ON WEDNESDAYS
Na WHATEVER!!

PH: 392-3411

CUISINEChef
Some

358-1003

FISH FRY FRIDAY

Elk Grove Villege

MEXICAN:

44.

app

Comkta

HAVE A HAPPY NEW YEAR!
lien Higgins R4.

Gourmet
Dining
Turn You On

Me fine Musw ol
SAM PERO

10 Northw st Hwy.
Palatine, Ill,

CAN EAT!"

,

Luncheon Menu

We're Open 24 Hours Every Day!

COCKTAIL HOUR 4-6
ASHION SHOW Tues. 6 Thurs. Noon Nil 2 P.M.

NIELSEN'S 827-1819

CL 5-2441

Pic.p

uktuuk 1 Dust

LEON BERRY

WAYNE

41444....44,erythin..

Al

andmousb,voterbo, did.. with

weidldend. they Nod/ Re.

YC

DAY PUBLICATIONS

REHM

its fur "mud, mix,
fin 01011 NBA, And fear
part hat inon! singing to make a dihkhlful esening of
tmertainmffit

ys

rob 6, 1970

This Weekend... discover

teettal I num, to

HI km. March 21

and mar 20 boors or orimnal nose]
err tn, mulls which turps than piefortn mat is ale,
, tr. ind Lan
...end 10 fit -on p.m._ Thor

0

RiEST.IUHANT OF TUE IfEkKi
Friday,

tha Brnm
At .,11

Thee bass pr

Saturday. Sums ticket holdera pay only for the dinneR

THE DAY

DOCTOR DOLITTLE

by Ned Simon

ill 700 W. Rand Rd., Mount

intimate

A

A

rl YOUR HORN'

est new talent in many years.
The Country Club Theatre is

the

Undefeated

AT 1,30 ONLY EACH DAY
THE ORIGINAL ROAD SHOW
COMPLETE AND INTACT

"COME BLOW is

Neil Simon_ Rmident director

esay Jr. of Elk Grow, who is
cost es the precocious son of
,,,h,,(c wire
the drams
g
writer

John Rock

ro

tonight.

GENERAL AUDIENCE

THE DAY
Page 8

hired hems and transported:40 tO 50 residents of the
Bensenville
Old
People's
hoc

wedtcnals beginning

goes into each production has
resulted in theater that inspirk
enthusiasm. ..tree commodity
No an actor's field de,' le the role
Ron Mik 30
at I.rry Roal, the arrogant leading thug who threatens the blind in this blase world. The Forest

took a difficult play and chose
could be cast in
h

rehearsal is not en r
dinary one at all. The group
dress

ving Park Rd., in Bensenville
where the play will be prssented as a dinner.thenter com
bination fdr three successive

ON OUR WIDE

THE TIME and effort DIM

Heights (right) who plays Carlin°. Suspense and action will abound

The Elk Grow thespians
are twice blessad,An rhea the,
give and they Mceive. Their

This time it wig he to Ehlenk Grcentree lee. ROB Ir-

STARTS FRIDAY

for people just hungry to see
live play or anxious to catch
a Missed" play.

View PR=.^fafiR^ of
Menagerie' lomm arc Wet.
Friday night opening with Vince Connolly, me Mitchell, Arlington It r,,,,P.',..Y.),,.2,C_WC=11

Elk Grove Village Mosque
and Stall Players open this
weekend with a production of
"Critich Choke."

Hem Jo their dress rehear.'
for the past- four ran.

DesePses
694

PHONE CI. S.2125

TRAPS ALL there nbet

A

ly members and faculty, but

heroine in Des Plaines ThaRre Guild's production of "WAIT
UNTIL DARK." Here he rehearses for the compelling, drama's

PlonfiCh.

mildinGtOtt

what n lovely job th, Forest

op

Book, Tom

Gene Harding. Al Bennett and
Kathie Gagnon.

faU5.14 BU5 15

pens to be engaged

of what the
ens a cited. to director Wdde
end to them
It was the simplest of plal,
and %Warm star rose ramdly

when Lau,. Taylor

The set was a living room of
thethirties, right to the sulhoi-

'Critic's Choice' opens tonight

1

PH: 529-8840

k

766.1010

DINE IN COMFORT AT SCANDA HOUSE

GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER

mgt

WOODOME, ILL.

AMERICA S FAVORITE FAMYRESTAORANTS

Mt Prospect Elmo

t

259 9550

THE DAY

Friday March 6 1970
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What's happening in the area
By Tom Hamilton

Tell us oral The Dan =II tell

tend i =rem Eton=

others Winds Happening with
you

"Wheec Happen.,"

in

Weekly haft= of netiSities for ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Enda, at the Cellar will be
vendn and a rundown of the
Child
current music scene The ac mo group, arca Ma
twity may be sponsored by a and the Overland Band Sam

club church school or pad,

it in, he a commermal

or

day

tons toe max have on ant sub- Lion Park 500E Muter
TM Pommels of Hersey
ject to 'Hhat a Happen.,
Dar Pubheatuna, 117 S Mom High School ary plannmg o

Mount Pro,pect 60056 Mar, Gras to be hold Sams

coffee
mcnt

Coke and entsstam

son has hero released from the
Immo II They 114001 him to

starts at 8 pm
for those 14 and older Cover
char, is 75 ono and meludss
Eastwood

It

keeping tab on the indexes that measure Ihn nations Fs= o
inflation has become almost an obsessson Bankers labor leachcn
and even housewives hay e jmnyd the government s army of nra

happily announced recently

that their club calla toe Gip

MOUNT PROSPECT
The Lost and I (mid Coffee
House will be open outwears
for business Friday In 109 N

By Canon Smith and
Richard Putnam Pratt

WHEELING
The A -C Sntere Wheels

dance of which Ammon is
75

Unman, In charting the eroding salve of the dollar
Considering all the attention It gets its hard to ace how nsty
aspect of Inflation could sneak by very many of us But =pars=
Vit does Insurance records Indicate that too many ontratse
ert citssyns allow inflation to chew away at boo homeowners
costume until the protection to beastly sabotaged

Business
T y

be calling igam noon perhaps
in April Paul Hollister will
call at a dance Saturday Ed
Hempel on Saturday March

Dances are held at the

21

lisrnage Park Odd house, 220

IT ALL BEGINS Innocently enough when the policy n font
taken out A Galtstic value Is plastid on the building Ind the

S Wolf Rd

homeowner basks in the warm glow that comes with having bar
red the door asamst disaster

WAUKEGAN

But then mflahon Ilky a great fns coal term. begins Hs
work the value of the dollar gas down The cost of nplacing
roar house got up and within 7 year or two the amount for

Saturday at thy Wild Goose

Calendar of events

will be the Etrst Comm, and
Mapc Child Nest Thursday

llisadender is prepared npublic service by
the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commeme.
Any organization wishing to conteibute should
ad! Mrs. Helen Becker, Cl 3-7469. Deadline for
lining is Tuesday of the preceding week.

CHICAGO:

To fill in the gap of time

the Kinetic Playground
elo'sec, Aaron Rousseau PoElections poser. Friday, Spirit, Zephyr, Frost, Hot Setup,
in

"°"' Pr.P't N""" C"'"b'

"rn' " Mr' Anthony Km""'

WEDNESDAY
Mount Prospect Woman's Club, Antique
Fair, Mount Prospect Community Center. II
Buffalo Grove Over SO Club. Drop in Center.

Flower Show. Bus looms St. Mark Lutheran

Ranch Mart Shopping Center. Bidfalo Grove.
I ft30-3 p.m.

Church parking lot, 9,30 a.m.

Mount Prospect Rotary as,. Old Orchard
'Country Club, 12;15 pan.
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect CommunityCern

THURSDAY
Comp Eire Girls Maders assoclation meeting

Sonnet.' h 0:30 a m

Arlington Heights Over 50 CluboriptoWorid
Mount Prospect %womb Club, Veteran's
Service Commillee, Mount Prospect Comm.-. Flower Show, Bus leaves Pioneer Pork, 10a.m.
Extenstoneers of Mount Prospect, Pot Luck
nay Center, I pm.
Randhurst Toastmasters, Si Mark Lutheran Luncheon. Community Presbyterian Church.

.Church, 7,1 pm.

10,30-3 p.m.

Prospect Heights School District 23, Board of
Education. MacArthur Junior High, 7:30 pm.

Mount Prospect Woman's CM, Antique
Fair, Mount Prospect Community Center. 11

A DAY IN THE 1.1FR
Santana will appear on the

Thc sis-min group, which
=Rs itself Santana after the
founder, lead singer and guirevcry

r'ertr;oCuUls procedure

cisco and other west Coast

fitsA

chiss before making their
recording. With the exception

of two, all the Tnes on heir
Whim taw -Solana," kVan
written and arranged by the

ton Heights Rd., 8 p.m.
Riverhorst Woman, Club, member's home, it

Marled studying music at age
!daunt Prospect BPW, dinner Meeting. Canna. flap At 14 he was performing
xl Restaurants, p.m.
professionally in 'Tijuana. A
Mount Prospect Chapter of Infont Welfare, Sst
borne of Mrs. Richard Club, fl 'p.m.
San Francisco where M gat

.

p.m.

Moont Prospect Park District, Board meeting.
Mount Prospect Community Ceder, 8 p.m.
Arlington Heights Chapter SFERSQSA,
Knights of Columbus Hall. 8 p.m.

TUESDAY
Mount Prospect Woman's CI*, Bridge,
Friedrich's Funeral Home. 1 pm.
Northwest Ithilutclir Club, Arlington Heigh&
Savings & Loan. 7:30 p.m.
TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadows, 7,30 p.m.

Proxpeetive Waist-A...vs, Friedrich's Funeral Flom, 730 p.m.

west SSuburbanneon.
Mount Prospect Lima CIA, VFW Hat

7

St. Emily's Woman's Club, church hal1.8 p.m.

Gregory School PTA, 8 p.m

Double Didee Mother of TM= Unterberg Rohe on keyboards and mond Oehler 8 p.m.
=Is; Jose Areas on conga
Horpssedless hoard hhidli% UMW-drums, trumpet and timbale.:
gonquin Road, 8 p.m.

Mouot natal.",

ebb'

,,, and alike Shrieve

Fair, Mount Prospect Community Center,

11

VFW Prospect Post 1337. HOaed nicating.
VFW Hall, 8 p.m.

Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adeli nes, In.

Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.

ternational. D. lames United Church of Christ,

NADA Conference (Cathac °menhaden for
widowed). Knights of Columbus Hall. 8:30 p.m.

8,15

and Mike
Carrabello. both on drum..
Their music is hard to categorise; it has been called am

The Board also declined the
regular preferred dividends
peyable Apr. I. 1970 to shoo: -

holders of record Mar.,

,01Mariachi

rock.

Sales of Lucky Stores, Ine.
'

D. N. Upturw

J. Howard Corer
Two men n1011 have Manx
promoted by 1nternational

PET I NG

Howard Coonen. 700 E. Sha-

Harwster Co. D. N. Upshnw.
430 S. Yale. Arlington
Heights. formerly manager of
International Harvester's tootor truck central sales region.

Bonne Tr., Mount Prospect,
hen been promoted as Iner-

bos been promoted as assistant

peoyS

manager of dealer =to for the

mg your insurance agents and check on the facts of your coverage.11, at lcmt a even bet that you will want to increase it.

FOR THOSE of you who are about to DM out a new policy, or
to renew an old one about to elapse, the industry hss come up
with an automatic solution for this problem. It is a method for
incre.ing coverage automatically at a measured rate.
The horneowner buys the same familiar package of coverages,
except that he adds to 0 what's being called the "inflation -guard
endorsement." This allows the insurer to increase the face
amount of the policy by I per cent every 90 days thereafter.

HOMEOWNERS' POLICIES arc commonly written oe

reached a new high in the 1969
Neal year, according to Awes.

SALES FOR the 52 weeks
ending Feb. I amounted to $1

million for the pravinuayar of

cent over sales 2151 billion, 28

three-year basis, which means the coverage will inch up -one step
at a time -to a full 12 per cent incremeover the life of the policy.
This is an imaginative answer to a perennial problem and
probably a good idea for most of those who own horfiessit hssone
drawhack in these times, however. A policy that increases its face
amount only 4 per cent each year is lagging behind the pace now

lion.

This is

51.68 per.
11,574,508

Named chief engineer

oper-

atic= Were 519.6 million, an
increase of 36 per cent over
1968 earnings of 514.3 mil-

K:D. Oswald of 306 S. Wapoly Pl.. Mount Prospect ha

equivalent to

share on
the
average
shares
to
com pared

oustanding,
$1.79 per share Ost year (after
adjustment for a three per cent
stock dividend and the two for
one stock split in 19691. In addition there was a nonnecur ring gain of $1.7 million
(equivalent to 15 cents per

share) from the sale of the
company, vestment in the
common stock of Blue Chip

Walter 'Eats -the Ir., el 715
W. Matley Hr., Arlington
a

Heights, has been promoted by

Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
from cable splicer to splicing
foreman in Arlington Heights.
Broderick has had 21 years of
sem ice oith IBT in the ye.

completed

has

I nyormse
Hartford
Grump, mlyancement &enter
at Hartford. Cone. A field 00pervisor with 1110 compam Is
The

western department

mrs

E. Pr ed er irk, Arlington

2-neek !cadets., seminar at

Heights.

CARPETING

Gerald W. Broderick, 917

Chi-

°ago. McCuejoined The HurlIMO.
fortl

shines

of apprentice splicer,

nommen. lineman. coastrucclerk nod .nrirebbesed 10-

stalkr.

been named chief en gmeer of
technical services and. engineering for Union Oil Co.
California's new $200,000,000
Chicago refinery.

ladies

51

floor manager at the Cbit010
Board of Trade.

Bache & Co:, Inc., with
headquarters at 36 Wall

St.,

New York City, maintains

more

than

130

offices

71/2 out of 10

of our customers
the other 21/2 have the lowest possible tax.

is an account
and an auto ,0

we'll help you with both
Mon. thru Fri.
8 to 8

SALON

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Sat. .8 to 6

Sun. 9.30 to 1:30

PLENTY

SECOND

OF

FLOOR

1970

Scout -O -Rome

for

ticket sales March II accord-

1949 as a management trionen,
has served as maintenance and
construction engineer at the
Beaumodt (Tex.) &dinar),
end es project engineer In Chh

mg to Scout -O -Rama Chumman Rees Davies of 891 Sterling Rd., Palatine.

Thirty per cent of the proceedi from the show which

funds will be used to provide
and camping sod).
hies for scout in the council.
The Scour.0-Rama is one of

inc technique to authentic Mdian dancing

Clamped
for Space?
Get

a

FREE.

Hasid M. hikness 1m been
'appointed manager of phutninannd finance for the transporlation eqmpment gimp of
Universal Oil Products Co. II,

home

improvement
loan at
Mount .Prospect
State Bank

been appointed to employment

comes to his new Ilyil,111111fIll

supervisor of Commonwealth
Edison Cu., at the company%
,110ry11 dike in Chicago. He

from the film's aorporate mar.
keting department where he
yerved as moll:Ong coordina-

college graduates and lechnlj
lid pessonnel throughout Ike

will be M charge of placing

CL 5-1600

atra. ranarmieut onernown.usemonanenaranian-onalaan,..

OFFICE HOURS
9 AM -9PM,

company.

Mount Prospect State Bank

Monday -Friday

VAM-5 PM,
Saturday &Sunday

ADVERTISERS:
100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

Money stand in your way.
Let our Home Improvement Specialists show you the
facts and arrange
the money... cell CL 9-4000
today)

Clifford W. Reany of 611 S.
Edward, Mount Prospect, has

You can obtain position on this page for your ddveo
Tisernent and reach the Northwest =NO.= ...co five and banners man.

-

For more jnfarm0rjon phone
'The Day's Mr, Mokelo 255.7200

Mos, and Emerson mount Prospect,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SCHAUMBURG

11255. Arlington =inns Rd.

320W. Higgins Rd.
539-3902

439.8200
405. Evergreen
259-1493

BANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS!

--.-a

HOFFMAN ESTATES

PALATINE

=Gulf Rase Shopping Canter
S29-3900

109 5, Nechwest Huy.
359.1410

and

300 d'

PIO& eshiblo. and de... mations ranging from camp-

If this is the year you plan to expand, don't let the
BENEFICIALCISERVICES INC.

PARKING

;

their

$
CARPETING

8:00-6:30
8:00.6:30
8:00-6:30
8:00.6:30
8:00-8:00
8:00-2:00

Hell will be paid to particle.

program and mare h
unto
Oswald joined the rum ing
his
camp], material,. Other

,raimat

HOURS:

Drive -In Banking Hours

largo, indoor scouting
Au= 0t the Midwest, =cold the

throughout the world.

ready -to -weer stores

get income tax
refunds.

Hope we will see you in our Carpeting Department

will be held April 25 end 26 at
Arlington Pak Exhibition

ations in the Bache & Co. tn.
Chicago office, has been elected vice-president of the world-

1968 and has been Bath,

12

end there our'
were'
operation
411 stores
411
of 259 supermarkets, 47
discount centers, 21 member hip department store& 33

Northwest Suburban Conn-

ciia the Boy Scouts will open

charge of Board of Trade oper-

opened

mg stores and

Scout -O -Rama sales to open

Robert C. Fivian, 1410 N.
Salem. Arlington Heights, In

During the year there were
end

4,700,000 new cards x111 he distributed from the Poldine and Los Angeles headquarters by the
end of April. Union 76 is a division of Colon Oil of California.

Vice-president

wide investment firm.
Fivian joined Bache & Co.
in 1960 m a registered representative. He was promoted to
in
msistant viceresident

Stamps.

24 stores
booed, At

Mom than 121orts of credit cards from the Union 76 headquarters in Palatine, 200 E. Golf Rd.,

me sacked before their departure to the U. S. Post Office. In the background at left 10 W. S.
McConnor, flee president of the eastern region and R. J. 15910400, treasurer. More than

being set by the harried building industry and may not be sufficient to produce the protection it was designed toassax.

53 weeks.

Net wrings from

CARPETING

0;0

often put 011 even by those who are most aware of the problem.
So all you procrastinators out there, drop your newspapers and

r

billion, 259 million, up 22 per

People

our Drive -In

billion dollars, and

oral moor truck sales region,
He. was formerly the comcentral motor truck
so= region menages.

per cent of value. Depreciation doesn't count when the 80 per
Fent requirement is met.
It's a simple enough matter to increase the face amount of a
homeowners policy periodically, thus staying ahead of the inflation problem. Yet like so many simple things, this one is too

exceeded one and one
one-quarter
-quarter

national's manager of the cen-

became

All you need to use

o

fires motor truck division. J.

in American. The. purpose of

j'7, t1,;:t 7

16.

1970, it was announced today
by Gerald A. Awes. chairman
of the hoard.

orythi, from Mexicano bless
to

WHAT THEY don't know Si that a fire loss will he figured on
replacement cost, less depreciation. if =sedgeon, doesn't equal 80

,

group.
Carlos Sa ntana was hom in
whore he
Sl

the Santana Mnd together DIG
yid Brown on bass; Gregg

be plenty Pon d 525,000 40400.

dividend of 20 cents par common share, payable or. 28.
to shareholders of record
Mar. 6.1970.

R

Bell System, all -music special
on Saturday, March 14, at 6:30
p.m. over NBC, Channel 5.

a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Northwest Suburban Welfare Connell, North.

.

Apparently many homeowners are dimls mare of wham
happening but ignore it on a false premise. FM. MOM ever burn
to the ground, they think, so $15,01/0 worth of coverege should

The Board of Directors of
Lucky Sloss, Inc., at their
Feb. 26 meeting declared tt

n..

Township District 214, Board Meeting, AdAmerican Lc in
ministration Buildin g,
non Post 525 Auxiliary, mepmbers home& p.m.
Prospect Chapter OeMolay, 1104 A Arling-

which your home o Insured Is no lonpr suffiment

new high

Ned and Sun for $4 at the Ara-

MONDAY
Moon, Prospect Woman's Ode and Garde. a.m.-9.30 p.m.
Club of Mount Prospect, tour of Chicago World

Earnings
reach

Area men
on the move

the Hot Setup and Itha.Condt
lion will he presented.

parch 9-15)

Pagn 11

Friday March 6 1970

A must-revise home fire coverage

ent w11/ by admitted to to

will be Zephyr and thy

hy open Friday
fee lloose
at its regular location Recrss

Send information on what

=poem= or send any mon

day from 730 to I I 30 p ns at
Hersey High Schools 900 E
Thom. For Daps and a Night
w111 provide the motto Only
Hersey students or those ac
dompamed by a Hersey am

0142111 Moss Band

Ths Appointed Place Got

event

THE DAY

P1'14111(11 illifIllf

CLoorbrook 9-4000

r
MO( N1
PUBLIC WRAF< i

0

SHORT RIBS

Oap

Page 12

BONNIE
BONNte
WeV67 SPETtrIAR;T=ITARY
NGINEER'
VoNxr

LIP. JPET
reee-EAM

PanVIMP'S.rr

ANOTNER
Y--.ER,A1.1. NAME

ar.o

WORK HERE,

I HAVE....

weroMUPS

TaE JOB

H ERE mess,'

'111,

ROOM

IABC

tru

xoW

gr5to6,119O6

IMIN0Vivp

nirot

6 ' iSECRETARY

Et.NEORI TOP

509112),

Nv,VOR

)0U11. AMSWEN
BUT
REMEMBER MAW

I TOLD TOO/

2
5
7
9

32 The Minden

MENTAL,,,

COULONT
HAVE BEEN

Social science.

aNE...WARS UP!

. ETARTToPIR

cannot get the author
to change tbe ending

try to sell
9 Star Trek
11 Up in Smoke

Style
Love

7:30
2
pagan's Heroes
Gen. Burkhalter
tickets Schultz for

..Love and °Mod ma'. Man Ruth,DEaL

6:15

APPRENTIcESTIP
IN THE SHOP

Max goes to work
for a nursery owner
who N suspected of
planting listening devices in offices
throughout the na-

III

IPYPERSSARD /6 MEND

7- The

school..

machine materialises

as MD.

11 Calorie Kitchen
32 Truth or Con -

Pro Halsey
The Bleck Hawk.
vs. the Seals it Oak-

sequences

land.

nee Sandpiper..
An artist is an Imam mother
ventional

26 Today's Racing

out of school to nth: -

hove taken can help

32 Of

cam him in her own
way. Elizabeth Tay be, Richard Burton,

them.

said

7:00

Tim Conway

Show
R0111112 Crawford

cad Herb vzhen he

1../Srprltity
2:35
liOnS

10,

,

10:30
NI e r v

3.30

VAN CORTLANDT MANOR

loon,

5

Van Cortlandt Manor

Hitch.

the

Hall
gads lotie with native

,Styjma,Y,,ilon

.

Tonight Show

Dick

7

girlitakeinspires him

Cavell'

,
11 NET Festiva.'

iiifIVE 9P ini aindY

Show

"A Generation of

Hot

26 Red

Lea yes, Stopped

Blues

Two
Running."
rung people who set
out together for a
California commune.
wind up on very dif-

32 Movie

end

-

'

pasL
SC-(0getil

'ONNASt"

-Topper Mho a

Trip,"

%areal

Young is frustrated
00 Riviera vacation
by gloom Joni

HO

'

I a; WM

Tell

in

has been restored to its Dutch-English appearance of the late 18th century, when the Manor
was at its height politically. Its owner then was
Pierre Van Cortlandt, who was the first lieutenant governor in New York State, The Van Cortlandts rose to pr.ominence through generations
of leadership in the politics, trade and agri-

Side

Biography

9

MORTY MEEKLE

from a

The Manor House, above, whose lower level
dates back to 1680's was owned and occupied

by the Van Cortlandt family for over two centuries. A 750 foot -long red brick "Long Walk",
flanked on both sides by gardens believed first

CANCER (lune 22 - July
231: A look back over the past
tom:save you some grief a, you
Mike out into the future. Don't
make the same mistake twice.
LEO (July 24- ALM. 23): Social activities to the fore today.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Well, Well

nicely.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
231: The end of a phase and the
beginning of another one
makes this day unique. Ob-

WATCH WHAT IOU SAY...THE OLD

K. AKEAV6STRDPFEIV

ACROSS
1 WWI

(,ego)

11405A DE!

g Wen. -

serve Al subtleties of good

(thoroughly

L IBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 231:
An exceptionally good day for

Libra who does not demand having everything his
the

own Way. Seek satisfaction in
friendship.
-

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
221: Projects of the week just
pow may need a few finishing

.CAPTAIN EASY

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221: A social evening fol' lows a busy day with loved
ones. Take care that you don't

Mn an argument with a child.
-

Jan. 201: Business and pleasure

on be combined to your benefit today. Take care, however,

dun others don't resent your
move.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19). Take advantage of a quiet

42 Be 111

afternoon to study the trends
of the time where your busi.

concerned. A day for affection.
profession

is

Answers to
Hideaword
ELATION
line
loan
lean

lien
lain
lion

lint
One
lent

lone

loin
Ink
fuel

NAYS YOU ANY "0E0E1 weAroms
READY FOR MIS

C A CAME,

53 Well-'IM HOPEFUL THAT

THIS Unt.t. BE

LorsOF mewl

'

0q, A PRONG TO
YOUR SPOTTERUP

O. HiGHE

TIE PRESS 60x-.

THAT!

THAN

IT'S
110T LOJE.TO
PiAL.A.PRAVEN

(cOurteous)
57 Run
60 Course

A

,

MIMI

Eci.MUI

E
N

N

OA

S
ACe:

172

.

,

Effective Immediately

26

0

mile

6-

cool

1123

toil

ante

of' a law

atone

DOWN
TRent
aBeastoof

and

QUARTERLYTharshigher than bank interest rates.

Bell Federal is the place to save if you want your savings to earn the full new
maximum rates just approved by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
And these new maximums affect other swings, too, at Bell Federal. A big 5%%
on one to ten year certificates for $1,000 or more. Golden Bonus 90 -Day Notice
Passbook accounts now earn 5./x% (on $500 or more). Regular Passbook accounts
earn a full 5%. One year 71/2% certificates available for $100,000 or more. All savings
compounded daily and paid quarterly.
And, so you can keep even more of your savings, Bell Federal offers Tax Deferred
Savings Plans for up to ten years.
Two to ten year
Up to 10 days free interest because all savings in by the 10th earn from the 1st day of the
maturities
month,'So
hurry to Bell Federal where your money works harder making more money for you.
15,000 or more

32

42

41

44
48
50

anti

GUARANTEED INTEREST COMPOUNDED
DAILY...PAID

38

MInnarne only

tale

Bell Federal gives you the

highest savings interest rates allowed by law!

fl

19

24

for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders .

Manor in 1749.

S

SE- RERE20n

.

aline

alone
aloe
into
iota

-r

I8

weter

THIS SECTION

was built soon after they had moved to the

51FemalesheeP

tile
tail

tolane
toile
teal
elan
talon
tine
entail
nail
tone
note
tonal
tole
neat

3 Keep from
doing
4 Native metal
Grl's Rome
6 Ordaylike

43 Recent.
44 Poisonous

45 Body
48 Joker

CAMPUS CLATTER

C0.404 A1.50.01.
late

A

;s1

'

touches. See to this; then relax
end take itteasy with the family.

or

NN IA SAL -ac

plant
VE
cooked)
7 Month (ab.)
9 Pugilist
8
Compass
point
10 Of Oxford
L.. UOE
9P
14 Mountain
411 Vex
crest
12 Pear G1.6.
15 Transpose
49
(comb.
26 City in
mother
16 Hawaiian bird
13Nupoleamoklah
17 Sea inlet
64
us stone
28 Si61116iz
18 Lock opener 1.7marshal
well- -...
teen , .53 Vi4of water
19 Greek letter
30 Mood vessel 54 Regiets
(like
21 Termination
55 Greek letters
31 Cleherivise
24 Had a bite
56 Delaware.
32 Obtuse
Detesters.
20
27 Exist
37 Meadow
(ab.)
22
Settle
down
29 Roof parts
39 French river 58 Cheat hone
enuillY
33 Cooking
59 Cuckoo.
23 Kind of crow 45 Flower part
Utensil
'47 Habitation
blackbird
24
Imitator
34 Explosive
25
Public
vehicle
ifl
Gained
victory
60
Border
35 Increase in
Olathe
4
5
B
7
8
38 anfahment
38 Negative word
10
11
12
40 Equal
16
(comb, foim) N
41 Horseman

Manners.

I

CHECK

planted by Joanna Van Cortlandt, Pierre's wife,
Answer to Previous Puede

Don't worry too much about
Ming taken for granted: you
can make your own way very

ness

ewe

burgeoning nation.

calculation on another's part.
GEMINI (May 22 - June
211: Where others show affection for you, you must demon Mote the same in return. Take
ewe, however, not to be taken
too seriously.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

Photographs and storycynatesyof
Aspen:Worn

culture of the Hudson Valley. Ardent patriots,
they played a distinguished part in the Revolutionary War and in the development of our

TAURUS (April 21'- May
results

111111IJ

Croton -on -Hudson

EEK & MEEK

211. Good fortune appears on
your side today.A push toward

IIIII11II

11[11111Mi'lll

'

do so. Strangers size you up at
evening.

success

"I

Croton -on Hudson, New York

.;9y News

Griffin

Show

arms pada.
32 Big Valley

pugs.a wick on Spud.

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

The

'11 NET Playhouse

s.

Homes

32
1110011¢1S
2

Alfred

Great
American

2:3e

Honey,

threatens to close
down Lotties so,
9

Famous Writers

201: Whether or not you feel
the need to put your best foot
fonvard, you would be wise to

Meditation

of the News

A distillery strike

26 Famous Artists; '7"

ARIES (March 22 - April

2

26 A Black's Mei,

cock Presents

fluence decisions.

2:25
Late Repottt

that 6ewers and pry,

7 Here Come the
Brides

Sporn

2

2

gram panicipants

Eva Marie Saint.

are

6:55

McHale's Navy

chows how the ten

who keeps her son

nob Philbin

26

2

12' Why You Smoke
Final part of series

Movie

2

6:45

the time being. Children in-

1:55

9

the subject of a soap
commercial and wins
a desperately needed
washing machine.

an ore.

ness mailers can be shelved for

New 'York City.
9 CrOmie Circle

(POO

ination of the migra.
lion of bird..

FOR SATURDAY
PISCES (Fen 20 - March
21): A Saturday for getting
amity affairs in order. Busi-

g oes on a rampage in

News
News
News

2
5
7

Gregg.

The Flying Nun
Sistej Bernina un-

and drawings
used in

Horoscope

year 5000 and she

10100

snoops into her romance with Capt.

Color films, maps

BUGS BUNNY

female from the

32 Debbie Drake

Muir's cousin who

Sins

Your

Ned

Ghost

guomstars

Lands

...RI'

from the
Year 3000." A time

Alice Ghosdey

becomes

Movie

7

tends to make some
changes in her high

arra!

willingly

DVAL.NG WIN musvoavv,

News

IMO

Feather
Jonah's sister in-

tio. capital.
lien High Clop
5

7

love murder.
9.

American commu.
airy has feet of clay.

finds himself drafted
temporary lawas
11.16TPOoR,WEICL1ENnoUrl
NIP REMEMOPM, YOURS'

Paul Harimy

11 Bird of the Iron

Mn, Muir

As the victim of a
practical joke, Blue

ROBIN MALONE

The

9:30

the LA. Mexican -

FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1970

.Afgar4,,Edgar Allan
Poe sloiNlaborated
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Homebuyers' fickle taste
turns fro Colonial style

Real Estate/ CLASSI

RI

7111

T.

x

northeast

Arc

suburLmn

the *mat papal** a.m. at

hlml.burts tiring eft,* Pee

European -accented consumer

metal al

lOnne

-thc
Ilii,,,niileecs,,i,rcv

Colonist

According to Royal Eaubion, marketing and sales director of Kaufmtin and 'Frond's
and
of Kaufman
rector

Broad, Chicago Division, Ttidor-stylc elevations have pro,

Finding acceptance in

America," said Fallbi011.

Heather]. has a variety of
split-level, two-story and ranch
honles,
b9.1]..
Pri59'
733,990 and 537,990.
'The Briarhill,9 a Vireo-

bedroom, 69..0

isi4gvel,

lea, a corm/unity Of single-

priced at $36,090 and gra&
lished with the Tudor, wool-

family homes in the PalatineBarrington area.

real sales winner at Heath*

cd to . the most popular

beam exterior facing,

is

the

lea, according to Faubion.

Sales figures over the past

rix months have shown that
majority of the
selected

yers

home-

Me Tudor-

le elevations in preference

k) the other, Second choice
as the authentic Colonial design, and third choice was the
"contemporary Colonial" with
its narrow -lap siding. All duce

exterior desig ere *nibble
on each of the four model
singlefamily homes,

Briarhill," a threedsedreem, two -bath bi-level at Kantman and Broad's Het/Medea community of stogie -family homes
lomtril in Me P.atine,Barrington area. The Tudowstyle elm..

BEIJEVES
FAUDION
that the exterior style prate,awes Indicate a Irene away
from the more traditional fawrites' towards a European

dons me the most popular designs at the community. Among
special features included In the price of $36,990 area finished
family room and attached two-mr garage.

Building permtts down drastically
The number of housing...
sanction permits issued for the
six-caunty.Chicago metropoli-

flavor

last year, according to infer.

1970 plummeted from figures
reported for the same month

the Bell Federal Savings sue

in the construction of apart-

., of the new building.

aunt units. for which 422 per mite were reported Iasi month
compared to 2.745 in January.
1989. representing an 85 Per
cam decline.

the largest decrease occurral

According to the survey, the

"QUALITY CONTROLLED

,,HOMES"

$30,500 A:2P

combined totals of apartment
units and single family homes
for which permits were issued
in January. this year, reached
only 812, a CV per cent *cline
from the 3,496 reported for the
same month

is

The
noted kitchen appliances are a
eritideml.
aa
dishwasher;
If cleandoable -oven with
arca.

ing range add ual speed cahalm system; double stainlessMod sink with disPesert bent-

in maple chopping Nook and

kitchenuld
and
"Ipantcr.yhinu'lh'emdkit0

a

separate storage room adjncent to the garage.

A wood-pannelcd double
doorWay at the entrance to the
home leads into a spacious faycr With steps leading to both

tively .separate the lng and
doping areas of the home.
with all three bedrooms locowl in the east wing on the
upper level.

The master bedroom suite.
which features a wall of double

its own privale bathroom An atIshlignal

closets,

includes

jell bathroom and two family-

size bedrooms completed Out
sleeping area of the 1.06 The
bathrooms Ore eguipptd with
cola r.coordinated lialgres.

mableire vanity tops. formica
cabinen ceramic wall toles
and a glass door in theshower.

custom.designed cabinets. Oak

THE PATIO kitchen forms
parquet flooring with haltedon walnut stain, and waboit- the focal point for the enterstained colonial interior wood- minment arca, with easy auwork am provided through- eau from the dining -room. !iv.
ing.room and balcony! unlit. A

oat,

Call
Any of These
MAP
MULTIPLE LISTING
REALTORS

includes it spacious finished
family room with optional
womood-brr itzi Taproleoc.c,.,

powder room and a large utili-

upper and lower Noels of the
home. The Boor plans effecilitiHeTs 'Rh.d"...k."justinsourliajdfluallnii

dee Ed.. just 34 minutes along
Illinois 53 from the 1,3013 127

minutes via the Chicago &
North WeStern Ry. Adjacent
to a ItglealIM or major highways. it is within each access*
choice of schools,
a wide
churcites, shopping centers
and recreational facilities. in eluding five gad courses end

Mg .06

estate

transfers

in

Maine and Wheeling township] for the week ending Felt
08. Price is indicated by SI in

&fa etake

255-1515

Mile Nee. on

Phone (815) 459-2430

STAR STUDDED
HOMES

serve.

WORTH

mediate occupancy is avails
able for all tin) homm.
Kaufman and Brood is limed

108

VIEWING!

Regency

N.

Dr,

East,

N.

Paul L. 11111/61rom, 526.50.

Wheeling, 105 E. Norman

Busse Jr.. 17.50: 1514 W.
!Lexington Du. Moral 1,

Owen 51. Rae,. $2/: 952

Birsinger to Roland A. Blair,
537; 1143 N. Stratford Rd.,

Pebble Dr., Melvin G. Choppa
to Loren W Orecturce.525.

Ln.: Lucille 0. Greenfield to

IN PLUM GROVE

Philippe Bros. Realty

DESIGN BY

Estate combine chore -

Village.

pear mond, leaving MAAR
timc for relaxation, ricmation.
for its, onjoymenr of life.

raine." This is the semind largest among six furnished mod-

a

ch. offering 1080 square km
of centrally air conditioned.
graciotri living phis a full bacment And two -ca gam* for

These aro just sonic of the mesons why our townhouses have
found such an enthusiastic co -

ryen-

937,600

Profismonel crews nice
care of landscaping in summer, Hilo, rcmoval in winter

IN "rillS MODEL. the

court 0d porch

Doe
motels

CONVENIENCE

'

lend

through a foyor into a party.

he. thaca.bcdroem

you could live in a better home in the
peaceful, rolling countryside, wouldn't you and
your family be happier, more content?

$54,500

CREATED FOR

392-0660

DISCRIMINATING

is a 0000 10101

three hell,

SCAPING IN HAW.. SNOW SHOVELING IN
YEAS

10050. nJld lulkok,s, Ti,? M.., ...rk
lend -row deers !GAN, of preset eats. for
s,eers to rime atilo your tweedy ,elan gr.ws, I. M.
chum.. ,lorries
sample., community al
nes

with 4.denionol 50 It lets. Nome n

$12,600

wisher medical. milers!. octal ,in mriceissalmilk
short drives to Chicago, two
. .11 mi.. e
get
on superb senribtelmirit

lam

"

$sto,ru

3101198 '

"

YOU CAN AT -1111i3EnWICK*
IN SCHAUMBURG

400
'

... away from jet thunder, in clear, clean sir and iftia
Tina community where "your kind of people" live. You

can II* in the home of your dreams. Brick Ranches

other models Irom

and hi -levels irOm133,900.

hated arum et 125.11.5 FOR Feltstre:INFOAMATION

signs.

Wont to Sell -Boy -Rent?
Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

255-7200.

nomino

THREE FOUNTAINS
IN PLUM GROVE

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHT

111C.'

Twelve/Oaks
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

782-1735

Company. Inc,

I

sz

TAKES THE"Ir OUT OF HOME BUYING

10% Down

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

row It O. both Spilt Meet.

and 15x 12.

/

m5 morn amtm,

ItImediste

S2000

ee

al, Mega with
down.

KEMMERLY
Reol Estate

ARLINGTON FITS.
394..1500

Ohigisc

so marg..

ndal.. /el./as
,nee.

M1

A.
w/lo e
3 Bedrm alt.! wigs

llama !decd....m.2

Indrm

3101 Occup....
send,
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except
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'"'""'57=612'
PROSPECT

rtimberlokel

esictrri. Am. Iparklike

117/
sonBosse Rd

terrik star

1111123B.

Wolk

Regent Pork w. fabulous
.311edrnern.Res bob toreshoom
dining no, fireplace. be.

DREAM HOUSE
immersion ceadltlor 3 Wen

both fon* ern. 2 car goo
age.

STARCH, Realtors
437 W. Prospect,
Mt, Prospect

Ads

392-2290

In This Space

oble to d
p. YO 5,94

or Mt

room, dieing room and bedmoma

SCSINGTOT
439.400

utile west of Rte 83...

g,o,gemosrer NMI

PALATINE

HOME

AREA OFFICE

%edbymITtse7t2

home or

Orrarandlog

Loco..

01.500

Ng mach. 3 Wm. with a bare-

ly mm. PHA financing am.

359-5770

FREE gm amides:. 14 co. ft. ten/aerator.

kitchen,

ern

two

ARLINGTON
AREA. APARTMENT
BUILDING INVESTMENT
CLASSES - ENROLL NOW!

.. including

Furnished Medel Apartments Open Daily
& Sunday from 10 o.m. to 7 p.m. Comer

Central and Wilke Roads, just north of
ton Heights. Watch
signs.

INVESTMENT

eend,"

$55,900 - Prime Arling.
ton Heights area. Live in

IMMEDIATE OCOIPMICT

/ 0 2 DEPIODAD 2 DAIII
APARTMENTS FIN TIDO TO $250

DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CALL 354-3050

lig

SAVOR

359.6500

HOME 10 BE PROUD

10 OWN

LEARN HOW TO MAKE

Coll on this 3 betboom bride

WITH
MONEY
MORE
APARTMENT
BUILDING
t
INVESTMENTS.

bitted bates+, limplose, cm.

LEARN 100% FINANC.

for Twelve/Oaks mil

CAL

1NG.

SPARKS + CO.
692-7166

ranch hero. his gene, Full, tio.

ming, drop..

oltintrunFAM

ail your neds.
CALL

359.6500

this

ON
QUINLAN & TYSON
2...SCHAUMBURG

49,000 down.

SCHAUMBURG 89443100

Plum Grove Woods

132 S. Northwest 11,

359-6500

MN. Roc. Rm.

rrorkes

1111
fl

Ramon Brick Ranch and tr.

Members

soak mono but

'
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Prospect
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Call Mrs. Parker
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can best arrange financing
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mom Cosmos
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Nick Peony sse wpm. It
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for you -Mortgage Money,
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wed

To Place Your
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.set
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WANT EVERYTHING?

21

homes that ore offered
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of

" gr'CK
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122,100

for YIN o month with

200 E. Higgins
34,500

NY

PA

894 ewe

CALI.

dales. 3 bedroom
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BA,
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bor.
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se,

Be sure to see all the fine

85 -Real Estate'Apt. Building
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Dona

WHITNEY
REAL ESTATE
55.6 51.1e, Polatine
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QUALITY PLUS
loowin, cocoon. bow Foca

CHARM WITH ECONOMY

4 Sedans.

AN 'UPDATED BEAUTY
Century old prigin61.9 mom
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OUT IN THE COUNTRY

GILWNiw

aging gni Run.
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roughing
ma deriney
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mom, she sale et 11. [horn.
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-Air conditioning.
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frame splo.
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available, brk

358-1800
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FHA financing
In
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79 Weathers Field
Commons, S.
SCHAUMBURG

894-1660

Addison

Call Mrs. Parker

PHILIPPE BROS

STARCH, Realtors

of wall and closet spite.

21..L'e'P.'573'd.51Va

559,900

359-4600

358-5560. 9561500. 39.63500

Radose

"Home For Sale"

-FREE Individual, controlled heat.
-FREE dual muter TV enema.
-Completely equipped bitchens with

alder home.

GOOD FINANCING

To Place You,

-Big, BeaMilnl interiors wiA plenty
I nbodtm,

armng. Canaan o
bedroom

Interest" woventional loans - If you don't,

WALK TO TRAIN

255-7200

-FREE wallgoevall carpeting in tiring

Image. b. die. hones.

HONEYMOON
HAVEN

Low

894.1800

ns3-2460

REALTORS

the inside

439.68E4

PALATINE
INnnel heeding and runs glut

pwedm

'paneled mbar, large
kitchen, MR., L.R. 2 -car

Madinah

MAP MEMBER
REALTOR:
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a,

KENNEL

ed woke., old bane tr/e bed.
V
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Regal Real Estate

B2cWanted to Rent

sits

Four large *dm, 21/2
both 31.27 Fee. Rm.

see us to Buy or Sell.

Id. E NORTHWEST HWY.

pool ...put 537.5854 5155

story...

12 E. BUSSE AVE.,
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4 Bdro,
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location
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company
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equip.
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,
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394 4500
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7450 Rent Apartments
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Ready for Immediate
occupancy

Algonquin Rd./121.621in beautiful Arling-

Centex
Construction

Arlington Heights

°NS BLOCK 70 TNAIN

4:301327,903.

GEO. L. BUSSE

593-6880

We ham "Low Down

Choice office space. 2
udjoining offices, 15x IS

sate girl, Goll/Mill area hl, ent.

dre. essi, walk to shops, schls.
area lone I, faun: P5O9708

dolly 111 dusk.

Grove Road
Iwo miles south al
Higgins Road

CALL 439-8020

freezer, distmermher and sink &spasm.

Model homes open

Seg.30D
394-.00
MODEL LIVING

Cbll

11.Aikan8 Rooms to Share

or,

$30A00 to $43,300

3e2.1855

nt.

74.10 Rent Apartments

Des Plaines

$5,15

tIrt:tg,'0;707.,LIT,

Elk Otode Selene

ON ALGONQUIN ROAD

Obout APM

roffices

80 -To Rent Office Space

I
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"%See Mem Call

253.8100

255-1515

AR. OFFICE

You may soli ler ...ins -

359-5TTO

PER

There: 894-4540.
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The sales office is open sew
en days a week front ten to six
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ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
MT. PROSPECT
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BAIRD & WARNER
359-6050
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g. sailing will soon add to
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"
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cos oust 56.

MODELS OPEN
FOR INSPECTION

894-1660

pleasures of life 'in sum-

Am.r
immesh.. by

CL 3-7600

mow. with down payments
from $010t All are centrally
air Conditioned and all haw

ding,

Barwick is en Mum

owohoose

...rap

Bothwell

n dames, Ilaot plan 4h

Wonlaing. Basement Ps

2 car goroge...$35,900

mm. 601

16 5

WANT TO
FALL IN LOVE?

available on this Top
Value 3 BR Ranch. Fiw
es] location. weac. ssa.

ARLINGTON HTS

baths.

1

HAGER

Schaumburg

the 530.400 to 342.000 WIN

tional nu itivies right note, like
ice-skating. ice -Leath.. sled-

SALES POSITION OPEN

259 E. Rand Road, Moant Prospect, III,

tem. Widely sc.:homed kw Iltut
extra peace of Mind.
The other five models arc in

CLUSTERED

NOM ...800 "

PROFESSIONAL CREWS TAKE CARE OF LAND-

a*

FOR RENTAL
INFORMATION

mem ape teem hem 5501

392-2290

w.411-1.1 wall claims. Two other

the shores of n 35weee private.
spring -fed lake. Elk Grave Estalcs.lownshomec offer recrea-

711ile0 aria: 40so.

-h.

INN Para

HANDYMAN'S SPECIAL

One bedrooms units o g
from MOO monthly, Iwo 1..a

Mr. Prospect Office

*swims eating area.
Upstairs is the huge master
bedriann with private dressing
mons. deluxe shower bath.

cupancies are available.

t

BR Cop. Cod,

financing

BOEsceptIonol

awa.

mix

New Models

OPEN HOUSE,
SUN. 12-5

531,900

ALP... tre Fon..

BEN PEKIN CORP.

Starck Realtors

tam.. Very clean home

2. Nn, family Rm....

Family

mile west of Notelswest High Adorn
I
r last

natural fireplace. The in-

garage, with Genie electronic
garage door openers. ImMei
di ate, spring and summer oc-

136,100

u....sr..nr

BUFFALO GROVE
4 OR Mow Orleans CoNnial.

PALATINE
3 BR Rene/0.5w OR w/both

U)Z

593-6880

For Personal Service

HOMZst

Basement Rec, Ream,
Garage.
Low
Patio,

From $215

Sontag Realty

Downstairs. the full Ms.

fully air-condifIoned/wellfo-wall carpet

OUTSIDE MAINTENANCE AL L

1,2 and 3 BEDROOMS

moll offers space for a future
memotion room and boasts a

11

WINTER,

sumo

894-8100

m.. The familyqdre gourmet
kitchen Timms built-in Tappan appliances. a pantry and

NW Suburbs

All Brick 3 BR Georgian.

LOCATED FOR

sliding RIas doom
open ma concrete outdoor ter-

392.8200

BUFFALO GROVE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Schaumburg Office

sulated

Financing available

Call Any MAP
Multiple Listing Realtor

Sliowg00

PEOPLE

free, easy living with the ad /640.8/6 of ownership.. mid
Robert C. Winkle, Centex
sales director for Elk Grove

1005. VA/I
Arlington Heights

SCHOLZ

Stape
Grave

$38,900

1

Hemm

sired hying -dining room with

Guar Nariteut

Visit any of the M.A.P members below
for No, 1 Real Estate Service

359.4600

two and nne4mif nets -Lor-

0730 831lASB SBBVICB

The No.1 Listing Service in the

SAKE SHORE LIVING
IN THE SUBURBS

253-2460

MULTIPLE LISTING

Cog 117Tfreal

FOUNTAINS

Regal Real Estate

028400.11.

IWO-

THREE

Kemmerly Real Estate

vanity bath.

and MOST fascinating...

pa k. Wage T a mine WAD°.

113333130

you're beautiful

359-6050

Hawthorne House

-comes with new home
guarani...

POINT

259-0200

Don Hager Realty

time, outside maintenance all

CONDOMINIUM

dishwasher and disposal

-ter t tt,t1

DANA

394-4500

in Elk

21/s bad, new'

carpeting; oversized 2
or 9,4094 doable oven;

ARlINGTON

Geo. L. Busse & Co.

miry Intoinew is housing.

ting Edwards fire alarm sys-

$38,750

Phone 394-2577

Arlington Hts. Office

-Our townhouses

OPEN HOUSE

room;

359-6500

Emerson, Arthur C. Nelson to

86.RealEstatellouses

Will Help You

bedroom ranch, formal dining room: family,

I YEAR LEASE

Etny to wow; mon. Rd to

chi -held company whow wis

Salespeople

B7-Coorlociriurn

Palatine

CALL 362-0204

change end is the largest publi-

surprise feature, n self -activa-

bl=

Some evolloble ...dieters

More Than 340

820 E. Anderson Drive

4

=war
MLS

rd

el g

A HOME,

1 to 4 P.M.

investments?

Palatine Office

however you Owe._

et ibis immesulam Raised ann.,
and goad we family room, oir conditioned. Excellent

RENTALS START AT $205

on the New York Stock Ex -

John P. Raffirty, 516.50.
411 W. Hintz Rd.; Terry E.

4 BEDROOMS

*mortgage money?

BUYING or SELLING

Sunday, March 8th

Contact Wen rod,

392-1855

bedrooms share another full

Nee sae early ro Mink about ike ,vmmer bra.

PALATINEMOLLING MEADOWS

Quinlan & Tyson

Boyce S. McCoy to Paul P.

CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

window

Arl. Hts. Office

P. Blank, 08: 21 W. Suffield
Dr., Donald C. Knapkc to

320

o new home?

SitopPten.

Phenol 263.6300
200 N. Westgole, Att. P.sPest

of Arlington Heights

253-8100

259-1855

Howard G. Anderson to John

mount Prospect

Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village

358-1800

Dere, 538,

George Michehl Jr., 528.50;

Newt I, 2, 3 bedroom

and Saturdays till 6 p.m. Im.

The number of single family
homes for which permits were

306 Harvey. 531.50; 706 Clarendon Av.,
William L. Kunkel & Co., Inc. The Fidelity Mutual life Into Thomas J. Washburn, SI It seance Co., Inc., Pennsylvas
Gated,
nia to Dennis L
001 Lance Dr.. Gregory J.
au, chek to Royalty Building 524.50, 626 S. Chestnut. John
and improvement Corp.. R. *herer 111 to Jamie H.
513.50; 575 Radcliffe, Ed- Reeky. 338; 529S. Pinejahn
ward J. Newell to Kurt Mol- C. McCallum to Robert L
ArlingtonsHeightst 1703 N.
Kennicott, Robert G. Fora to

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

HOWARD PRO/NTS CO

Mt. Prospect Office

tslodels are open daily and
Sundays from 10am. to 8 p.m.

Des Plaines:

or. 530.50.

can solve yo ur

Westgate Apts.

Baird & Warner

Tobin to lames T. Normal,
r mods 437,50,346 E. Vail, nob. L.
Dan to Joseph C. Powell.,
01.000 in market value.

31

ttrtV;::::11=

invites you to join
the Country Club set

TRANSFERRED?

Open House

COMPUTE0

the Deer Grove F011.1 Pre.

-rim. tenseness
1

REALTOR

Arlington Realty

slightly mare than half of the
reported for the same
751
month last ywr.

Cook County Recorder Sidnay R. Olsen listed the follow-

Windsor
Woods

II Real Estate Wanted

BIllealE,tatellenses

86-RealEqatollouses

The Day
Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate
Values in
The Northwest Suburbs!

Your

Professional

who are co-operating
in presenting
The Showroom
of Homes

1969.issued in January totaled 390,

Although the number of
permits issued in each of the
housing categories were lower

74 To Rent Apartment,

1410 Rent Apartments

Real estate transfers

Half Acre Wooded and Unwooded Lots
Buy Your Homesite Now Build Later
From $1500 Down

U.S. 14 No rthwest .111. 31 d

styles.

housing

21,foot.6-inoh livingroom with adjoining
adjoining dining
and

all bedrooms, custom -design-

Mull in p ttso sountat td out
aide dim* balcony maka it
easy M saw barbecues from
the
The
ke'Saver level of the home

Townhouses offer the pleasures
of ownership without the chores

than respective totals Ind year.

tan area in the first month of

motion recently released by

in

Housing seems to he riding

Included in the price arc a
finished family room and atladled two.oar garage. a ricluxe Cfiliforniwpatio kitchen

'.TOR % GL SP \CI is t I.
feature, with ample clams in

Coll 392 0660

for Appointment

SONTAG REALTY
960 E NW Xtuy Mt Prospect

Home For Sole
Ad.
In This Space

nye. and6F-

or

i,

an,. 6 me-sa

Fnday March 6 1970

LI) to

__.

points last night to lead his

13 Toni Rowe

Arlington's

snappy

Inn

John Brodnan poured in

Mid Suburban League chem.
pioneldp Saltlad to an imamssive 65-54 victory over avail-

Brodnand kept the slipping

ed St. Viaior quintet, Orme.
ing the Redbirds to the .final

The 6 -2 -all -conference ace
threw In a fantastic 22 markers

al

s -n. But a flurry of Arlimbo buckets vddened the

'Cardinals In the hansom. in

mund of the regional thh evening.

In the second half to spark a

margin to 10, cancelling any

Card
In from which the sagOng Lions never recovered.

Lion ideas of a comeback.
emerged after the
The

tile dual period, a5 his 12
markers compared to the rest

of the team's

LION TERRY Cullen led
his team in the scoring depart.
went, plopping in seven buck,
eth and a free toss for his
night's work of 15. Teammate
Mike Pettenuzzo was close be.
hind with 14, wm the Lions

big center Dave Kaskic, who

se

chalked up 11 markers.
Assisting in the Cardinal

modng attack were Jack Huh
end Bill Kieck, each marking
up 10, while piste( man Mike
Mandele chipped in with

'sr

six

unabled

the Redbirds to remain on top
by 10 as the buzzer sounded at
the end qf the game.
The Lions in this stanza put
td
together a drive which

halftime intermission only to
continue the ssmc style of play
that had dropped the Lions
back by six at the break. Brod-

nan put together a one-man
scoring time in this third eight
minute time span, plunking in

in 23 big points, though not
enough to overtuke the pow -

R tolal of 10 points in the guar
ter, while his team marked up
only 15.

ecru! Cardinals.

ME LIONS could only
minter a meager six starker. in
the period, signing their loam's
death scow00 with poor

percentage as head coach Ed
Wesielewski's trout, played to
a
13-14 season. Arlington's
home winning streak was kept

4
4

Toads

Arlington and Herssy will
square off tonight to determine the regional chump, as

licking their two preliminary

Player

opponents. Hersey eleminated
Wheeling and Fremd from any

Rech

BSRP

Cullen

unblemished with

she

BFRP
1

2

10
3

I

I

2

1

0

4

2

0
9
2

IS

I

3

1

4
0
3

5

4

3

2

1

5

17
12

15 18-64

13

6 23-54

.

RTs

lead on two pointers by Mandele and Brodnan, but Victor's
Bob Rech brought the fans to
their feet when he tossed in

MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE
REBOUNDING LEADERS

MANDELE AND Kleck
while St. Viators Kaskie end
Pettenuzzo dropped in field
goals to make the tally 17-12.
It appeared the Lions might
forge into the lead early in the

coached by John Eliot. made

en excellent showing at
preliminaries of the District I
B op Swim Championships,
the

held Saturday at George Wilg ems College..

Al the end of the preliminaries NWS thd the other 19

.

Chimer arca teams in total
points. and will have syn.
niers entered in 38 of the 41
events ru the linais. to he held
Saturday. March 14 at George
Williams College.
-

NWS SWIMMERS

also

won Statc Meet berths in 22 of

the 41 events by mecti, the
times during the
prelims, and hope to qualify
more during the final, The
Slaw Meet will be held in
quellfying

SMinglield April 4. The Cadet
Division (8 & under) bettered

state qualifying times for all
events, and the Intermediate

Cavision 05-17 years) quali200 -yard
fied in an except

Phil NychoN
Ebithro. III
11114.31 50 yd. Backanm- peas 1115341 200 yd. Ems Tom Gran 2nd place (36.41 style-Screwn Farmer. 2nd
andlohn Elioteth place138eli place 12:19.11: 50 yd. From
50 -yard BrmststrokmMarty style -Phil Philbin, 1st place
Gds., 5th place 142,01: 000 (24.71 and lint Smoker, 3rd
style -Chris Stewart. 5th place

yd. Free Relay -Chris Stewart
Marty Griller, John Eliot.

Individual Medley -Rick Schwan -

Dave Dodder,

place

tag, 1st place 12:16.41 and Jim

PREPS: 200 yd. Medley Re-

Tull, 4th place (2:30.011 100
yd. Butterfly -Phil Nychay, 1st
place (5901 jnd lira Smoker,

5th

12113.51

lay-Gury Takata. Bred Buse
Rob Carstens. Gary Gruenwald, 3rd place (2:13.41: 100
yd. Individual Medley -Gary
Takata 6th place (1,19.41; 50
ya. Butterfly nab Carstens.
00 yd.
6th place (32.1):
Newcomer,
FreestylcriGreg
4th place (1:04.11; 50 yd.
Backstruke-Roh Carstens, 6th
( 05.11; 50
P lace

yd.

Breast-

stroke -Brad Busse. Oh place
136.51: 50 yd. Freestyle -Greg
Newcomer, 2nd place 104.411
200

yd.

Relay -Brad

Free

co Orme

Busse, Gary

weld. Gang Newcomer. 3rd
place WELD

fremtyle.

'The NWS Intermediate Division set four District Meet
records. Rick Schwarting, of
BMA ngion, broke two individual

records:

100 -yard

back -

smoke (1:02.31 and
Individual

203 -yard

the
Medley

Phil Nychay broke
die 100 -yard Butterfly record
159.81 and Rick Schwarting,
Tony Lemberger. Phil Nycimy. and Phil Philbin broke
12.16.41.

the

200 yd. Mettle,' Relay
mord 1 1 :53.6/.
r - There were seven leam

records set during the prelim:
{Midget 511 yard Backstroke-

Mhn Gran 136.41: Junior 200
ard Medley Relay -Dave Peen. Ross Peterson. Eric Pee-

ler. Jen. Arhart 17,003): tun.
lur. 200 yard Individual Med,
fey -Dive Shown 12.25.0):Jum
ha 100 yard Breaststroke loss Peterson and Dave She led (tie 1,12.91; Intermediate
lis500

JUNIORS: 200 yd. Medley
Relay -Dave Larsen, Rom Pe.
tenon. Eric Porter. Jeff Am
hart 1st place (2'001). 50 yd
1rd
Ersot)le leff Arhart
plan 126 21 200 yd Individual
610010 Da, thhnert
1st
place (22_0111 and Ross Nor
son

6111

plass. 12 30 71

100

prd Butterfly Eric Portur 5th

ph* II

11 11

1110

1,1

Back

Woks DI, I aron oh plass.
11 12 51

100 yd

bramlyk

6th pia.
11 04 91 1110 yd Brrostgroke

Lan

13010man

Don. &Mei t and Ross PULS
son to. for 1st place 0 12 91

200 yd Fr. R. lay Dan Han
mon Den. &heart Ene Por

tcr1655 Arivel

10

plan,

(1 46 51

200
INTERMEDIATES
yd Malley Rohl Rick Seth

w trona

Terry

Lz_mburgsr

place

0.6.01:

200

yd.

Keskie and Pctlenusso sword.
ed tallies to cut the gap to two

Farmer, 3rd place (59.91 100
yd. Backstroke -Rick Schwarting, 1st place (1:02.3) and dm

romance in free exercise and
nvo other second -place finish.
es boosted Hersey to a mommending early lead last night

in sectional grommtics coin.
petition at Forest View.
With three events compitted and the other three set
for tonight. the Huskies hold a
39-281/2
lead over second
place Prospect

ARLINC ION IS m third
vtth 271/2 points followed by
New

Trssr

East

Waulsroan with
ith

roll]

21

Palatine

19

New Trier West

10'

ArlIngteo's own all-star John Bradman loses possemion of the

Relay-Screven

ball, courtesy of Mae Paleness° (hidden) as St Vialor's Joe
Traronski doses in. The Car

won the contest, 64-54,1mi night.

on the side horse with an 11.7.

John Valentino of Prospect

Morava and his Hinkle
teammate Ron Rebmann pve
the large Hersey following
something to yell about when
they were first and second, respectively, in the free exercise
competition.
STAND.
ARLINGTON

But he had a laugh tune with
Huskle star Kyle Wooldridge.
who narrowly missed top hon.
ors with an 8.6. Ken Baker of

captured seventh with an 8.0.

OUT Steve Von Ebcrs, last
year's state champion, could
only manage a third place
against Norma, 87 and Rcb
mann s 854 Von Ebers had
an 8 15 noong out Phil Walk

mg in a nt nth plass. thadlod,

with

four

and

Glrobrook North and Lake
Forest .ace xith two end n
h tlf Fremd Elgin Larkin
Mundeltan
Roskfonl East

of Palatine we, se,mh and

0

end Whoulinx have (add to
work so far

The nor. in the all mound

the

Bulldogs

and Kurt

Prose°, s Guy Courtney and

Arlington¢ kirke Isaacs led
for taghth with scores of 75
All nrne will advanco to leaan.

rossuct
Pbattle

mem meet

As expected Pat Bronweati

earned all the Cougar ponts

tonight , total Bob Roth of
Nsw Tin, Ent is the leader sn

a ArltngIwt was UK mcdtdm

with a sixth place fint oh and

be

added

on

94

4
2

92
89

Shevell, FV
Barton, C
Algaire, Pal
Meier, FV

4

89

4

81

Up a final point for Hersey by
finishing 10th with a 7.8.
Tonight's second half of the
sectional will begin at 7 p.m. at

Forest View with competition
in Ilia trampoline. the horizon,

sal bar end the pendlel bare.

ace

yard

reestyle Relay -Tom Behnke,
ark Funk. 'Scott Koester.
ass Mate. 2nd place (1,07.61

4

62

4.4

1

62

5.6

Sehnert, Pal

3

61

Hopkins, EG
Rucker, Pr

4 56

3

56

2
4
4
9
4

54

3

48
46
44

4.7
4.3
3,2
4.5
3.8
3.7
5.3
3.4
5.8
3.4

4
4

43
43

3.1
3.1

Sales, Pr
Pauling, 01361

Feige. H
C
Rush, Pr.

Wallin, C
Hanks, Fr
Heffernan, A
Whiteford, C
Macdonald, C
Brandi, C
Moloznik, Er
Phillips,
Boyer, EG
Wickum, Fr

53

52
48

8

4 41
36

3.0
3.0
2.6
3.3

35
35

2.5
2.7

36

2

4 36
1

4
3

Player

Doylt.

Bartley

0

fact, it almost shut them off
completely.
The teams traded their 1101

Kerr
Toads

O

4

2

and mold hands, with West re
gaining composure at 58-44 at
quarter's end. George Wood -

Marone lineup in Bondesan

and a rash of substitute,
ere the main contribuers to
the lastest Warrior sur ge.
Woortley cooly dumped in a
pair of 12 -footers and then

and guard Russ Anderson, the
Demons maM concern seemed

covereted on a heads -up steal
to break East's back.

JP

I

Adington's Steve Von Ebets dhplays the form that earned
Idm.lbe third place hone babe sate sectional gymnastic lour
unmet last night. (Photos by Jim Mean)

.

i

Forest View Sectionel of the ante gyounesdes tomnionest,

11

4
2

Deschamps

M. Bondman
R. Anderson
J. Bondman

1

'

0
2
0

2

0

5

9

3

6
6
9

3

64

0

4

DAD

.to

Mr. prcupect Tickets-Keelers
Van Duel, Drop Siares.

I'm looking fora couplet
obfrome homes M your,
area Or display our new

JCronin

I

N.,2 3

TOM.

,u0e yeur son

0

Vinyl Aluminum Insulate
Siding. If interested
Coll Mr. Moore.
545.0507

<

'

15 -Instruction

or piano 11611 leach

jorcmi
A class,

Zr'eRP72t70675'.
.178nSness Woes

Two quick fouls on Horn
point rampage that shot the
blue and gold into a 25-15
margin that they never relinquished.

The Warriors continued the
pace to pmt a 35-23 margin et

the half. The Demons were
replying with only 10 pointS.
Demon ssphomore Russ Anderson (25) cuts Warrior George

woo., (to off et the baseline dining ovt worn nntoMost
Wool
win

" "a "a

7,7t7; riirfair'"

five by Reimann. Russ Andertmt..o th;0,911)01,salgnmemot

win

aa" "a5 "50'

-10.A.CCANuNaANCAN

the bench early car

SPRING SPRAYING.

Olson, Benny qualify
Elk Oravek Wayne 01,on
des ohm in,
'end l
I
titles to pace the
thenadiers to th., fineday

dividual

lead in the Addison Trail Sec.
tibiae gymrothcs chumpionMips last night.

Croch /Led Gram,' Grenadiers totaled 40.5 points losers
and -Mace

Evanston's.

30.5.

Mints Ent was third with 25
points. lallasved by Oak Park
with 70.5. hlaine South. 17.5,
5.5. Addison Trail and Proviso
East 1.5 and Glanhroak Soutt
I. Maine Wmt. .1 ans. Tech.

Rolm, Fr.

43

Meissner, Pr,

42
40

47
47
47

46
46
46

7.55

roma] bar.
Maine West will try to break

the

RAW

nu, with a

wore. good for eighth place
and the final qualifying posi-

ELK GROVE'S

Eugene

the free exercise with Niles
West's Marc Halperoin al

three evens.

men for next week's state meet.

LAST NIGHTS com-

and Jeff Troyer took fourth
IBM end Neil Ropeki fifth

horizontal bar and trampoline
action. Starting lime is 7 p.m.

iohed second 18.051 and Keith
Field eighth 18.051 on the rings

07.7010n the side horse.

Maine West's only two performer, in the opcningoight
competition failed to advance:

Warrior Tom Jackson had a

Benny Fernandez won his
individual title in his specialty.

5.0 on the side horse and team-

the rings. with an H.85. Elk

on the sings.

Grove's landy Fernandez and

Jock Malmedahl both Vain.

lied lit the state rm. in the
sume event with EL essd fax n
fifth with
threceity tio

&analysis Martin grein.

trampoline and Bobo. llespie

on the horizontal baMaine

Maine East qualified four

mate Gary Yeiser had a 5.40

East hasno carom in the fi.1

STATE QUALIFIERS
RINGS: 1, B. Fernandez.
EG, 8.85; 2. Baldocchi, ME,
8.65; 3. (tie) Fumy. MS. and
Keeshin,

E,

8.20;

5.

(tied

Krein, E, Malmedahl, EG.and
L. Fernandez, EG, 8.10; 8.
Field. ME, 8,05.
SIDE HORSE: I. Olson
EG, 8.70; 2. (tic) Porter,
MS, and Loebel. OP, 8.50; 4.
Troyer, ME, 8.0: 5. Rapski,

ME, 7.70; 6. (tie) Stems. E,
and

p00106, EL 7.60;

8.

Sakam,EG.7.55.
FREE EXERCISE: I. Sal -

ELK GROVE ell -around
men Benny and bandy Fer-

stone, NN, 8.5; 2. Johann;
OP, 8.1; 3. Keeshin, E,7,75:
4. Apple, NE, 7.5; 5. (tie)

mindex and sophomore Mork
5110 unMinoru samtinue

KG, 7.25: 7. Milkr. E 7.0s

wound competitions tonight.

8. Nissan, OP. 6.7.

H alperoin. NW, and Breninn.

40
40

G PG FGA FT FTA AVG TP

Berton, C
Brodnan, A
Rucker. P
Pancras. H

Wright. GBN
Wood, W

13

Feige, H
Anastasi, CHIN

M 75

Kawell, W
Long, FV.
Meier, FV
Algaier, Pal,
Pinder, HG
Mandele, A.

14 76
14 74
14 59
14 76
14 63
14
56
14
164
4
66
4
61
4
46

Flesch, EG
Meissner. Pr

Lloyd..0
Gams Fr
Olson, FV

3

2
0

4
4
2
4
4

Lundstedt, Pr
Sehnert, Pal
Macdonald, C

35

34
33
32

Heffernan, A
Sodini, GRN
Jacoby, H
Kline, Pr
Pin, W
Bauer, FV

28

26
26

26
25
25

Laub, EG

24
24

Boyer. EG

Mike Innen)

54
45

49
14
14

.14
14
14
14
14
11

14

N
r

14

38
33
38
35
27
34
32

134

12
.

12

14

143 101
43 72
203 44 64
154, 38 66
175
38
64
126 56 84
16 24
170 42 76
129 55 84
70 190 24
47
31
44
03
31
69
09 54 87
75
17
32
12
25 40
18
32 47
29 40 68
12 56 79
09 28 52
54 20 38
08' 28 39
25 27
50 27 44
95 .34 49
99 15 23
98 17 36
96 43 54
100 25 38
85 30 63
123
16
26
86 20 40
32
18
28
103
87 21
36

75

191

0 34

/2

57

30

98
24

83

42

13

19

55

II

27,

D 32

Whiteford, C
Hopkins, EG
Lindstrom, H

45
38
.47
43

14 '30

Sales. Pr.
Orion. C

,Ffsedy Fernandes of Elk Grove swings around on the side horie dodos Oat MOP. Addle:Su
m the seedemd with 40.5 polnla. Remo 55
Trail Sational, The Grenadiers took the firstdey

40
52

4

Rush, Pr
Barthule, W

32

64
59
55

50

14

White, Pr
Wickersham, Fr
Hutt, A
Pealing, GBN
Ristau, EG

35

76

14

Moloznik, Fr

36
36

91

14
102
230 66 90
14
95 228 76 109
14
89 189 88 106
14
94 235 66 112
14
84 191 51 81
14 74
103 69 89

Shaven. PV
Crabtree, GBN
Hague, FR

37

99

14

Kolar, Fr

14

26
25

41E13

66 M 33
16

24
27

9

21

45

18

37

13

23

71

13

32

II

23

75

6

14

Statistics unavailable

YOU
YOU

""'" -tt'a7avon

CAN HONE

22 -Situations Wanted.WOmen

YOUR WANT AD
TO U5

MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE
INDIVIDUAL SCORING LEADERS

Groot, w

39
38
37

18

I

LI

Demon Bob Reiniann. Wad's 40-22 margin on the boards
proved lobe the difference in the Warriors' 7543 semifinal

Kink, A

39

19

Using his 44 frame SO good edvantage, Warrior DennlsWal.
Eon (34) hauls down one of his 13 rebounds despite opposition by

Player
Halbach, Pal

DESIGN, DRAFTING

O,

Actor), over rival Maine East. (Photos by J. Alan Cook)

41

22.
22
22

GAue

into the scoring column with

Brennan tied for fifth -place in
7.25. Dale Walters had a 5.53
in the free exercise but did tun
qualify for the state meet.

2SV 0628

213ilvations Wantadat en

and Dave Swenson on the hod

Rick Dan cmter on the parallel
bars. Tony Kurtz on the

tirm.

Wen Leyden and Lake Pork
failed to Maw.

maps with the parallel tors.

0

They will be joined by special
ists Al Mithos. Bill Helbig and
Neal Dorsey on the trampoline

Demons Bob Baldmchi fin-

petition included the side
horse. 000 exercise and rings
events. 1110 meet concludes

Mc KAY TREE SERVICE:

Olson took first lacehonors on the Ode hone with an
0.70 performance. Grenadier
David Sakti also advanced to

40

,

0

a

enabled East to knot the mom
at 15, but Willie went on a 10 -

45

.

7

Knapik

ME DEMONS came back
within eight late in nte

F. P
2
2

B

Reims=
llinery

vantage,

Barto,C

Jacoby, H

Player

Ind quarter. Kummer added a
rebound conversion to give
West a 15-13 first buzzer ad-

48

..
Wickershwe Fr.
Prospect's Kurillenderahot qualified sixth 1st night In the hien, C

14E monis

minutes remaining in the in,

Meier, FV
Moloznik, Fr.
Rucker, Pr.
Shevell, FV
Boyer, EG
Pinder, EG
Wright, GBN

Sehnert. Pal.

eward...17AS

23 20 40

2

diem even at 113
3 -thatwith two

48
48

PaulinEGBN
m

dt'srwo

AO TO WORK
FOR YOU!

Et

22

as

Brood-.

GO AHEAD, OF SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT

ed

Long,
FV 23
Atonic, Pal.

MIDGETS: 200 yd. Medley

audience for your message, everyday!

broUght

sic field goals

51

While, Pr.

es

3 -Lost and found

per, setting up half of WW1

Hague, Fr.
Mandele, A

Wood, W
Barthule, W
Game, Fr.
)(awed. W
Lindstrom, H
Hopkins, EG
Halbach, Pal.
Ristau, EG
Whiteford, C
Bauer, FV
Brodnan, A
Heffernan, A
Losch, EG
Groat, W
Saes, Pr.

13

6-1, Willie put the Warriors in

Crabtree, TON

Flesch. EG
Lloyd, C

2

3

2

2 grave lat

.AFTER FALLING behind

60
56
52

Olson, FV
Pitt, W

50

2

nometerles& Lots

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade
or whatever ... The Day has a ready

MA1Nt EAST (63)

ley

Bob

coach

4

2
4
2

man-to-man fashion.

Pancratz, H
Lundstedt, Pr,
Kline, Pr.

Hull. A

Hersey side hone medalist Kyle Wooldridge Marls on his

0

7

none with Willie shadowing
Demon ace Bob Reimann in

PF

Feige, H
Macdonald, C.

...r-,

dismount during his excelled saeondinnee performance derhig
lest nighfs sectional swami al Fame Vine

I

O

I

MeClenand ordered his q
tet into a man-to-man defense
While Warrior mentor 0040n
Fineman employed a 2-1-I

MIDSUBURBAN LEAGUE
FOULING

---.......41111

Butterfly -Dan Jump. 5th
place 137.81: 100 yd. Free,

0

Smith

Anderson.
East
head

Niles North I I. Nile, East 7.
East (myth,. 65. Niles West

Anastasi,GBN
Sodini, GBN

Corner.. 61h place 11:24.81: 50

2

stopped East's momentum, in

5RES1nS SCORING chores

were ably handled by senior
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and s
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of Chicago Office
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Top Vacation Plan
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Shoring
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ond or

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

sr*

*beginner.

Inn More InEOrilliltiOn
Call Ed Surek

DUTIES,

in.

MOTOROLA

In,ectors and Light Packing $2.10 hr.
7:30 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Algonquin E. lAeoCharn

Rds. Schq on, rg

359-4800

165 7 5. Shermer Rood
Northbrook, Pl.

COMRESS, Inc.

Here is an invitation to grow with us in our new
food processing plant. Pleasant and clean work-

wEb4p,,\IE
EDIAIE

894-7400

TOASTA FOODS COMPANY

TRAINEES

300 Wiley Road

tw" Gs 09

.02)

opENIN

Schaumburg

sEcRETARI
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RECEPTION

LOCAL RADIO
STATION

FULL TIME NIGHTS

SI ENSION

1

PLAN

',LOW SHARING

077.;

-TYPISTS

'stlsoRxmcx
M DISABILITY

'Ex`
. HOSPITALIZA

WAITRESSES

SECRETARY

\

N REIMBURSEMENT
P.lAA

During 4 Week Training Period

AUTOMATIC
SCREW MACHINE

All company benefits including life Insurance, hospitalisation, paid nonagons'

MOLD REPAIRMEN
or pl

See us for the best job you've ever had
if you're interested in Premium Pay for
uvertime and steady employment welds
o blue-chip company,

oulc molds.

and holiday&

Apply

in

Person for

a

Confidential

iMoiA

Sho..
PIPEFITTER
c,,40 rote 3/.29

per km.

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, III.

EARN MORE -10% NIGHT SHIFT BONUS

r =V=

Roe W6110734. wt P.m

1st, 2nd SHIFTS OPEN

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

An equal opportunity Ample.,

Apply in Person

RECEPTION

$575 mo.

1

dly

tt

d

6

-

300 N. Northveest Ham, (Me 53 & 14) Polotine,

GREAT JOB FOR A

REAL
ESTATE

TT'/';'176:7:ine'rrergOn'.::

4 hour day
Hours con be flexible
Sfartiag Rote 52.25

PERSONNEL
SECRETARY

9

Check out this tremendous
BENEFIT PROGRAM

Our Pl. Manager ond Induslriol Wagon. Supervisor
4444, c sharp. copehle secretary wha can perform o
vati, of inleresting

,

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONS

RENTAL

RECEPTION

Rent Free 1 or 2 Bedrm.
Apt. 4- Most Utilities
Free + Commissions

Major Medical
V Life Insurance
V Shift Premiums
V Profit Sharing
V Pleasant working conditions
Poid Vacations
A. Void Ho/idays
I/ Paid Hospitalization

Your magemem wIll !whale heeding amENdial re.
POns. correspondence aa well ea greeting pHm .1ters
and lab o0P,MON.

AGENT
$400 Bose Solo,

Apply in penon or callused, o conlidantiol opmlnlment

You wel be renting beautiful
new opt. complexes. Commisrlon an each apt. rented. AnY

ral. ...FIT/ helpful
you for this unusual

Mem with

"'

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY

to

EsfeEslkaGndroEvienivhiulirsagteRds.

TOTTHOMPSON

INDUSTRIES CO.

1797 5. WINTHROP DR. DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60018

wung dynomlc

CALL 29,7141

gen lemon 6 Assad..

419-2680

Lb of Oakton St., bemeen Wolf & Mt Prospect RdS3

CAREER SPECIALISTS
SIO
St Des Plaines

Open Sot. AnA,Call anybee,

An equal opportunity employer

411111111111111.1111111MMIMI

yam

.740,;-,-.7.
-PO

3rd shift only, midnight to El A.M.
Storting Fo's $2.16

PERMANENT/PART TIME TYPIST

ronoin0Psrneerhly.1.1.7re'v oo", do

'RE YR.L6R.

1

SORTER -PACKER

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

PAM memo. thit PoMee

TRAINEE

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Sons, f ree insufance programs.

COMPLETE TRAINING
'MO 'FRAIN you Ion the ph

MOVE YOURSELF UP WITH...
costs. dies

doctors will train
you to work
with kids

'

celled empIoye bowfin, Wilding paid voco.

DOCTOR'S

OPERATORS:

.g..10P

attractive ladies

We con offer permanent emplaymant with 0. -

BABY

We have a number of great job eIsPerDeities NOW far Brown & Sharps Auto.
matin Screw Machine OPerohmh

426,851

o AUTOMATICSCREW
MACHINE OPERATORS

Miss Nage

TODAY!

SKOKIE, ILL.

'

Auroras:Mc Increases
Finest Workkas
Condltlans

STENO

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

5555 W. TOUHY AVE.

5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD.

SECRETARIES

1

TALK TO TELETYPE

CORPORATION

wh
sicori,.

secknos

ing condltions. Uniforms fornIshed. Ws will train.

OSSOC.

BOWER ROLLER BEARING DIVISION
FEDERAL-MOGUL CORPORATION

TELETYPE

PENNWALT CORP.

fult

the

Outstanding Starting

CLERK TYPISTS

maellerial. bur

receive
Benefit

YOU

MAIL CLERK

necestaw. Full lime
Ilerible. Company paid bespflall.

RA NDNURST CENTER

Apply- Mlle a, CAI fin ...Eden*.

APPLY IN PERSON

action -getting

Tailoring

gapping

Freemen

'A"rt

Company benefits Uniforms furnished.

Davenports,

5293,4
1105 5./A

with an

CS. 5.3842

Small Jobs...

114loss

S293000

46B11280

E.V. Construction, Inc.

NNE INTERIOR PAINTING

odt-sese
SLOP Pl. C's

'7,7ECenc'I'S'673;1'd'"

17,714r:=Y°'''' So'

CAR seavtas.

Nerimoy.

you need

Sump Pomp
24.6-3,63

Good starling salary, periodic increases

Div.

359-4650

Hyry

N

S

Security Guards. Shore Patrol, Military
Police or Ciailon Police experience helpful.

essence red dlsolswed ohnh

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS
130

NOW®&

Hills McCanna

motor°.

Secretary To

ho,

?r,..,:er,ponmnin,,,,;,trriar,,

D 6 0 SUMP PUMP

BENEFICIAL

Nun
Sys ens

Maws

waibli. paper

office help

Storm Windows

BARRETT-

chalking..

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed

We have immediate openings for stable

dependable

OR CALL MRS MIKKELSEN

FOOD PROCESSOR

AIRLINES HIRING

ad

Macomb, RI.

Salons commenter. wo. es.

sample dawss rim des,

ScancV'US=eU

B 6 0 DECORATING

bd. Ibis Rd P...

Fmk

Modernizing

niwhen

wall

SERVICE

CM.I.24.04.3

Reach the

CALL NOW 251-7707
North Shore Interiors

COMPUTERIZED

,,n ammo..

Porch

RUSSELL

" ':373B'0HTd:

a* emu.

AdManns

I Ha.

""X7:VII7,I="

caL=II'V.L.,77"

Recreation Reams

y

holmes&

7WE NEED

aptitude.

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

DECORATING

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

455-8350

od mechanical
Requires mWM
geed ma,
%Warmed

Also Expert Reupholstery

FEDERAL & STATE

shifts.

-

You

NEEDS

APPLY IF'.1 PERSON

WOMEN - JOIN A NEW

5500 TO START

TEA. INC.

Call(312)689-5002 for appointment

and

du,es.Day Milton*.

272-1000

goRd Mgr. los of

Phone 392.2700

BOO Market St. Waukegan, Illinois

pump and awn enema! vulva,

50% OFF

FILINGS

rapery Repo.,

division al

Clerks

CULLIGAN

OFFICE

$600 Month

239 TPO.U,

mmediae openings for journeyman or equivalent. Must be able to work afternoon or midnight

VR /WESSON COMPANY

1:e.tra,"

3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON MTS., ILL
439-0923

/epilen 6 ea.

TOOL &DIE MAKERS

Excellent Bingos and working conditions.

School Bus, Inc.

MENTS

We ft

Operators

Cook County

CRAVENS CO

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK TYPIST ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK

Keypunch

CULLIGAN, INC.

.

Data

HOSPISALIYALION
PROFIT-SHARING

Reepi, ond admInlarailpe re-

SECURITY GUARDS

CNFuS BATHROOMS, FIR,

15 YRS EXPERIENCE INSURPO

nu

PAID VACATION Iv WW1

GENERAL

OFFICE TRAINEE

-

"NEW RANT with wall equipped TOOL ROOM"

SPECIALTIES
Subsidiary of Nuclear

DRAFTSMEN

ON ALL LABOR

GERALDINE'S

JOURNEYMAN

METROPOLITAN

SLIP COVERS

eltiVocrThT.1?(

824135,

GENERAL
AVARAPLF IMMROIATELY.
HOMES, OFFICE. BOOM
ADDITIONS, GARAGES, KIT-

vs+A ado ana

WINTER SALE

392.6437

BS. Degree in Cl.ernicol frloin0.11, wehreid. but

Do, 774-4023 Evn

Ca112°59-0501 Rod Smith

DR

nen mule* cueumw

'cr.=

ifrrZOZ:r1'. 1 Faun pe do

topublication
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57695

025.1608

Nu.tx nod orben tom.

,

CL9-4455
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"Fla Icor, solid gold r1m, 585;

2 -DOOR HARDTOP;
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, 335 2597132
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r. ran
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NEEDS

69 Ford XL

,
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172Z=

Excluswo Volvo

$3150

OF THE WEEK 1

g

DAY PURL CATIONS

4' 4 3' 320.956,1003
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52691

WSW
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530,
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SPECIAL

116 CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

92-0381

455-8500

Used Cars

OPO-OandOwitaj

Closed Sunday

Open Evenings

WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS, INC.

1969 SIM. BO CC

Des Plaines Doi

5.1 PEARL M.

11-

'Cr 3.5666

392.0420

2175. Arlington Hts. Rd.

-Jig Ready

nt:5Wri

$1395

S. lawns available

Arlington Day.

ds0
IdpeN.ment
forAp

Fi:FMAre Fan.

Wn4b0.,
TAW'

1800 E

PONTIAC, .1263 Bonneaillo

Your home.

AND

$3315
69 Fel Galaxies

NOTE/RIND.

sins

Arlington Heights

2020 E. Northwest Hwy.

New 8 Used

51750 CI 3,5286

ci

2, Heavy duly =Noting
1 Free ins/allolion
A.See large samples in

maybe.

111 LTD

MARK MOTORS INC.

EXCLUSIVE HERE

.4712 Arbor 06 Am 120 Rolling

PRICE

bucket seats, floor con-

VOLVOS

I. Closing out Mock

....:

EIPE

..T
dld1d
vdn' d.dd
0,1 GOND.,
Full Power.

5900.06

REVISED INVOICE TOTAL

JUST A D $1 00 00 '5':Iert
YOUONPAY
THAT'S ALLDISPLAYED
SHOWROOM FLOOR

170 VOLKSWAGEN ...31095
NEW, auloroatIc.
51585
170 MAVERICK
Ea

33g:P
77.20
166.70
68.80
10.60
33.00
25.00
70.00

.85
2.45

Y41 MANUF ALT URERGS STATEMENT OF ORIGIN
USG L78X15 WSW 2 STRIPE TIRES
716 CHICAGO FUND C1DAA
053 DESTINATION CHARGE

S3995

more.

;095

2.90
0,ta
5.60
12.05
4.95

561 STEERING WHEEL TILT ANO TELESCOPE
91X VINYL ROOF -BLACK
VSX BODY SIDE MOULDING -VINYL -BLACK

won for

P

servo

DOWN-TO-EARTH

a:147'173Oli

R23 RADIO -GOLDEN TOUCH TUNER-AM/FM

0814793

PICK UP

1031lialiaders & Capers

.

10750 Grand Ave. Franklin Park

69

286,600

i

lid

0..1.9...

Mid Southern
Toyota

61

3OR 7166

In.

polmdai

5THE 51=1,10E22ER

Sa

ME
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ANN,. '

paoll
eludIng

98 LUXURY

Pow

wool....

ob..
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351.0899
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And .1 A...a..i.
CENTER

1969 OLDS

ly 5275 2921178

:51:\t,1 .,4 ' 'PDwen.

GM L.S.111UTIax

-with a fast moving outomofive distributor.
We have a great opportunity In bur sales
-department for on experienced file

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

deluxe radio, whitewalls,

THE 5.15515ERVICE."

SiXtt
,otlil

d le.,

ow dill.

in

complete Safely package.

maid. 526,5.901 Coll 35,1032

GNitNGi.

soi l
icelm15,5., .A. Wad
i.
ballog I or on Indlyld-

File Clerk

loco waNtO.1 M 336,6

SIGII
POO"'

GAL FRIDAY

,

IMPORT MOTORS

Itil-Ttactsjiadeis

1850 W. Touhy Ave.
EN Grove Village

.....

steering: power Nukes,

.

QUALIFIED MOTHER.

White Collar &iris:

BARRINGTON

IS BACK AT Ai

69 BRONCO WON.

GIL TINTED GLASS ALL WINDOWS
1153 ATP COND./HEATER/ AUTO.TEMP. /SINGLE
L41 SAFEGUARD SENTINEL LIGHTING
P25 FINIER SPLIT WENCH SPAT -6 WAY

CONDITIONED, POWER

537 053d.

69-Nursely Schools -Child Cate

'BOTROL5'D' TIrr HO'11,T

SERVICEPLASTS

.132.6300

Ike in10.0r. FACT AIR

$3800
69 Fad Oolanuo

RD.

Br'gaybeles

052 AXLE RATIO 2.94
E85 8 CPL. ENGINE-440-46BL

luxuriou5 gold, lea..

2038 WAUKEGAN

OESCNPTION

YM43 IMPERIAL LE BARON 4 DOOR HARDTOP
14509 FRONT SPLIT BENCH SEAT -LEATHER
034 TOROUEEL ITE TRANSMISSION

an ivory vinyl roof and

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

GLENBROON
FORD

Pewe'r71'97A

MOD7
EQUIP

Poop gold in color with

59

1E1 d d11°Ird

rOlt If

door hardtop. Truly
mac nifitent in uveN wee

THE II YEAR CAR!

1566 Mu... 6 5.5.k

6 record PM7orr IrMoge ohaM

CA,439.0946
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al, el,

=7,===77,

USED Id FL ALUMINUM

Mor 6 6 ,

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.

Polly equi

NEHIGH
N,YOPS

'69 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

PAM

DELTA 88

5

nod

25.11H1Y21.5com

1009 S./51i5gien HI, Rd.
annao ea

"."' "I' 9:61;7'

51.100. 8272852

olvolisr avocado came;

299.51:10606pin

mo No fee
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ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

no

WITH
THE BIGGEST
REDUCTION
IN THE
HISTORY OF

GLENVIEW

1969 OLDS

ad.. 2 dr..1,Top PM.

1263

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

MARK MOTORS INC.
sow 2020 NORTHWEST HWY.

over our cost!

IT Home lumishingfinitrie

827 6584

Stops & Sons, Inc.

ollice &In. kW....

r

IGN KEY EP0205
TRK KEY ES1687

HARK MOTORS INC.
2020 NORTHWEST WHO.

smi.
TO

'70 OLDS
100

.

Oft. 5.

Ao imio....compo.
CALL 593-58411?

"NOW & THEN JOB"

/Ido

15'

3,7,1311=1...P.:C.,"1

000 w. Biesterlield Pd.

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW
TEMPORARY

Comp/ore

HOSPITAL

OF Ulm
Solve your money problems with a

sae2

ST. ALEXIUS

259.3223

Poston 523

MUM

BRAND NEW

7<19s

I 'gIr5T506M431'169C-128176 922-C7-004173110-27-69
LUI 0-01- 75 0 Irr.)4P41"SX9

'JEFFERSON ASSY

250

ASK FOR 0E5

o11290r4376

ATTENTION VIP

. .4'4.g.

Wiginti.
.90.11

CHIRsTLER
MOTORS ...MOOR/1710N

INVOICE

WHY NOT?

ShodlIN/

.
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1
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is Great!

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING'

1962 FORD PANCH 05.501.1, 6'

P.IMA, .018. or pho

ill

Business

010 ava.

358 5123.4dier 6PM.

1

NEXT CAR
OPEN SUNDAY.
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I JIM AIKEY

RAY OLDSMOBILE
BARRINGTON IMPORTS
WIGGLESWORTH VOLVO
BARRINGTON MOTORS JEEP
BONUS MOTORS
BARRINGTON MOTORS DATSON

MUFICH BUICK
WICKSTROM CHEVROLET
GLENBROOK FORD
YARNALL TODD
MORTON PONTIAC

glrl

112 Autemelsies fa Me
6

M 6 F arc

Poodles Pro m

dn...

SYMONS ANFG. (ANENT

01.05 69 DELIA reov-me

CA1011,C

P

MAGAZINE EDITORIAL
PRODUCTION

NURSING CENTER

PRICE, 206 ,659

CUS20.41 poInN9 comPNI"m
NI week
tomlung ond

CHECK WHY

SHOP THESE LEADING DEALERS IN THE
GREAT NORTHWEST SUBURBAN AREA

uer Nom =ow

e

1

guoranteedlc,

dB Sporting Coeds

6 W AKC 1A41;;;,...ed 574

.591.6990

HOUSEKEEPERS

65 6 69

941 740,

E,Gro M

Woking fora really good place to work? Col:
E. Touhy

tom Sole Chino [ohm, bvflet
<Mom lomps bodt olc
.rY
good cond 911 Grope,. Ave

PENAUNDAYS

AMBASSADORS

Forn

of DEPARTURE

NUOMCGC5NTER

NURSING CENTER

You should he capable of both Alpha and Nu,
Keypunching os wallas Verifying.
Ineric
Excellent opportunity to work for '0 modern me.
ilium size company close to honw, offering super.
lot working conditions and a liberal employee
benefirprogron,

262

ma

tenr noeninu ...aro°.

59.1 6990 f or ao9I

Out Dom Processing Depariment has openings
Farts girl. to work in the keypunch section

it="5=SIV=

CO* S

BOOKKEEPERO

t.

111Matampclosand Ronan

41 Home Funatimaiumare

44-D035,Potr&Equipment

27 Nolo Wanted Men & Women

729 2600

1L 1.

Pm

117

FORD
750 E. NORTHWEST HWY

=Li; ZI's

DES PLAINES, ILL.

CLOSED SUNDAY

827-2163

r

-av erx

WE SPECIALIZE
IN QUALITY 2ND CARS

'64 VW convert, red w blk

The Boss

top, gas heater Very Sharp
$795

Says,

'63 Buick Electra, 2 dr hdtp ,
$495
Full power, loaded
'65 Chevy panal van, Pp, Blue,
Big 6, auto
$495
'63 Ford Galoxie 500, V-8 auto,
gold with matching trim. $345.

E.

Seeing Is

Choose From Over 70 Cars

Nov,

Believing

(MUST SEE---- 1963 RIVIERA)

296-6127
Des Plaines

600 E. NW. Hwy.

Always Better Buys

v CHPYSLER
MOTOR. JORPORAT1ON

63-275-0170 (6/67)

Priced Within Your Reach

114

INVOICE

1IAM T R AM CK ASSY
Ro1807

BUICK
$AVE
'69 ELECTRAS

Heart of the
Western
Suburbs

seats, factory air conditioning, vinyl roof, and

'66 DODGE

off List Price

'

Van. 6 passenger, automatic transmission. Priced right for a BIG or a small family.
family.
Sport

4 door Sedan. Automatic, power steering and
power brakes. Very clean & very reasonable.
Stk. #4295A.

$1295

'68 OPEL

$995

door. Oversized Seiberling tires.
Like new inside and out. A beautiful Mini -Brute.
2

Buick convert:4 speed trans.

'63 PONTIAC

1970

4 door hardtop. Power steering,
power brakes, power windows, and power,
scat. FACT. AIR. Like brand new inside and

Bonneville,

ELECTRA 225
4 door hardtop, power steering, power brakes, automatic

out.

$650

white-

walls with wheel covers.

el14140
'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE
Vinyl roof, Turbo-Hydromatic, Power Steering, Wheel covers, White walls tires, Push button radio.
LIST $3675.90

DESCRIPTION

F

E.H. 6 0

UNBELIEVABLE!!!

TRY

WHOLESALE

V129 OUSTER 2 DOOR SPORT COUPE-6(32FR VINYL BENCH SEATS
GREEN
D34 TOROUEFLITE TRANSMISSION.
E24 225 CID ENGINE 6 CYL
R11 RADIO-SOLID STATE-AM
S77 POWER STEERING
Y33 FLEET SALE
Y41 MANUFACTURERS STATEMENT OF ORIGIN
T11 TIRES-6.95X14-BSW-PF
822 PLY-VAL DLR S CHICAGO REG.
093 DESTINATION CHARGE
HB 513C

TAM - 00
MI I noN NtLui Of NOT
Morn Kula ON TN
La 01 Ny DINIINCE. TITLE TO nit MOH 0001IND MOTO*
CI N 11
a. MI COATI. 00111.11UOTOU comunou [HALM VINCLI WIG ON MIMI TO NT 001.11. 113 KOMI

120.00 1754.4
9.2
9.60
132.6
1.40
18.6
3.25
44.3
4.70
64.3
.2

20.0

1967 IMPALA
2 door hardtop. V -B. Power glide.
Power steering. Radio.

Heater $1395

Whitewalls

1965 IMPALA SS
Bucket seats. 4 speed. Power steering. Radio. Heater. Whitewalls. Very
sharp

44.00

$895

1967 FORD FAIRLANE 500
2 door hardtop. V -B. Power steering. $1395
Vinyl roof. Radio. Heater

139.70

I

BRAND NEW

clock,

Chevl

020446-01

I

$1095

transmission,

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

$2775

'66 GRAN SPORT

$1350

EXEC CARS -

PRICE

$2695

$1900

TRK.KEY ES0670

CD-COLONIAL BANK & TRUST CO.

BODY
EQUIP.

DEMOS -.FACTORY

IGN KEY EP0803

MARK MOTORS INC.
2070 NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

PAID
FOR BY:

Royal Master tires. Like New Inside & Out.

many extras. Stereo tape deck. Never Titled.

Custom

SOLD
TO:

9 passenger wagon, power steering, brakes
E. windows. Factory Air Conditioning. U.S.

ing, power brakes, power windows, power

MARK MOTORS INC.
2020 NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS
.

'68 CHEVY CAPRICE

Executive driven. 4 door automatic, power steer.

'67 OLDS

SHIP

TO:

DATE
V50(1tY4Tc&-24417 1154v-mo1756 INVOICE
02-05-70
NEW-CHICAGO-ASI
16o -o1-100
12E8

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

Full

Factory Equipment. Stock No.

LOIN F04 PAYMENT ON TNT MOTOS vINI05 UNTIL PAID
ANON Hill, IN CAW. 6110011111 INST01INI3 AN 001515
ONLY AS CONCOIONAL PAYMENT

JUST ADD $100.00

2227.56

ORIGINAL INVOICE 1

Sales Tax

THAT'S ALL YOU PAY

DICK WICKSTROM

DISPLAYED ON SHOWROOM FLOOR

'59 BUICK

,I5.57.

Plus Stte

TOTAL

4 door sedan, automatic, power steering.

$3975.69

MARK MOTORS INC.

$100
I/

A

2020 E. Northwest Hwy.
Open Evenings

A

IClosed

555 Irving Park Road

Arlington Heights

529-7070

Sunday

Roselle, Illinois

CL 9-4455

I

I

116 CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

T
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oow in Arlington Hts
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Cr-

'4"
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RK II

COROLLA

0A

CORONA

RLINGT ON

ii

s

171

CROWN
-r.

Arlington Toyota

Northwest Highway-

020
,

394-5120iN

All Models Available for Immediate Delivery
Full Factory Trained Service Department

12 BlocksNorthwestofEuclid)

Arlington Hts., III.

394-5120
,f,,,,AZflfkAfIganInaiiN;'1ge62:14,,,,,,,Re40,3'hae

, ,
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nteldrs:ttirmItisplialf,/'
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WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy, chance
of light snow, low middle

Pro5pert 31)

Telephone

2554400

Tomorrow: Mostly
cloudy, chance of light
20s.

snow, little change in temperature.

Your home Newspaper
Volume 4, Number 223

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

18 Pages

Monday, March 9, 1970

Talks continue March 20

dews differ at chools hearing
By Jan Bone
First in a Series
State aid to non-public
schools was urged Saturday by

individuals and groups testifying before the Elementary
Non-public
Schools Study Commission at
its Arlington Heights hearing.
But other witnesses said
Secondary

and

"I do not think there is any

countries to the Commission.

short or long-range economy

schools because "the double

ities."

in

and

that

there were

preceding year.
Mokate said that more money was expened to educate last
year's transferees than was

necessary to assist the entire
non-public school population.

last week when the Mount
Prospect Village Board
lected a consulting engineering

se-

the commissioner selected by
the Circuit Court to "spread"
the assessment according to

Gustafson and Co., and Gil- the calculated benefit that
bert R. Pearson and assoc.,- each homeowner in the area

Gripe

.0f The

Richard Jesse, finance director of Mount Prospect, is

(

xa

send.,

Day
DriVers who refuse to
give my baby and I the right

of way when crossing a
street.

in addition to Consoer, Town-

J.P.

MAYOR ROBERT Teichert said that when plans are
prepared they will be sent to
the Board of Local Improve-

ments and a public hearing
date will be set for public hearings.

Residents to be affected by the
special assessment will have an
opportunity to voice their

SIMON \
SUBUI1:8
SAYS=

will receive from the estimated
$263,000 project.
THE HATLEN Heights
area is that bounded on the
west by Meier Rd., and on the
south by Lincoln. Its east

boundary is Busse Rd. from

Lincoln north to the rear of
residential lots on the north
side of Bonita Av.

At the rear lot line of these
lots, the (north) boundary line
of the L-shpaed area runs west
to the rear lot lines of lots facing on Hatlen Av. These rear
lot. lines serve as the

east
point

boundary from this
north to Central Rd., the most

northern boundary of Hatlen
Heights.

When the present undersized sewers arc replaced by
larger lines, some up to 60'
Easter is fast approaching --but the bunny may bring frozen inches in 'diameter, the storm
Easter eggs.
water 'from the area will dis-

!-,3 arrested on drug
possession charge
!'

Two youths and a girl were

arrested Friday night _and
:Charged with possession of

marijuana when police got a

of It

suspicious auto
parked on 917 Whitegate.
Mount Pcospect.

I call

Police said the two youths
;were Michael J. Skop, 17, of
1205 Dover Dr., Mount Prospect4 and Daniel J. StaudeniMaier, 18, of 1406 W. Busse
Mount Prospect, and the

girl in the car with the two
boys was a juvenile.

Police said they found ' all
three in the front seat of the

car, and when the police asked

them to get out they noticed
Staudenmaier tucking a small
plastic bag into his belt. Police

found what looked to be a
small amount of marijuana in
the plastic bag.
Police filso found one marijuana stick.on the front seat of
the car. Police searched the
two youths and found on one
of the youths a pipe with residue in it and zig zag cigaret papers on the other youth. Police

said they found 2 black and
white capsules in a plastic bag
in the girls purse,

in a non-public school.

had several questions for the

Aid to non-public schools
was also urged by other witnesses. including Daniel Kiv-

Commission.

"How do you take care of
extremist schools?

What about the accounting
system, the availability of access to records, if services are
purchased?

that
non-public

SHE SUGGESTED

only

qualified

schools should receive state

referring to difficulties of pub-

lic schools.

lahan

of St. Viator

High

fied support for state aid.

A new proposal pot forth
Saturday by several witnesses
would have the state give aid to
public schools in districts
where parochial schools had

limits.

Another suburban hearing
has been scheduled by commission members for March
20, at the Holiday Inn in Hillside.

closed.
Such aid could

given on a
short-term basis to help the
public schools take in their ex-

tra children, much as the Fed-

eral government gives aid to
"impacted" areas when a
Nike missile base or naval station produces children for local schools.
ADVOCATING THIS idea
as possiblity was Mrs. Dorothy
Fisk of Rolling Meadows, representing the Northwest Suburban Council of PTA.
Mrs. Fisk and several other

PTA members spoke against
aid to non-public schools on
the ground that such aid would
encourage the springing up of
new private schools,' and might
result in segregation of chil-

School, president of the stu- dren along religious or racial

dent council, and by Mary

lines.

student at Sacred
Heart of Mary High School.
Miss Kane said that Catholic schools contributed "in-

Carl Sandburg School in Roll-

Kane,

a

novation, concern, and religious instruction" to the quality of education in the state.

KIVLAHAN SAID

that

the benefits of non-public edu-

cation to the individual student .provided an invaluable
service .tta .the state, and justi-

Another PTA representative, Mrs. Joan Meyer, from
ing Meadows, said that PTA
opposes both the purchase -of -

services system and the voucher plan-two methods suggested for the granting of state
aid.

NOT ALL witnesses who
wanted to testify Saturday
could be heard because of time

Any individual or group
wishing to testify can "sign

in" with Chester Hayes, ad-

of the

ministrative director

commission, by phoning him
at 372-3726 or writing to 173
W. Madison St., Room 1307,
Chicago 60602.
Representatives

.

from

School District 59 and from
Queen of the Rosary School'
(who jointly operate a dual -enrollment program) will be

asked to testify then, according to Eugene Schlickman,
head of the commission.
SATURDAY
OTHERS

spoke of financial problems
for non-public schools.

Joseph B. Stucker of Des
Plaines, speaking for parents'
of St. Zachary School, gave
commission members a chart
showing an estimated $80,000
deficit for the current school
year.

Stucker also
charts describing

presented
St.

Ray-

mond's School, saying total
costs per student in 1969-70
totaled $281, with income per
student of only $114, leaving a
per -pupil deficit of $167 for
the parish to subsidize.
Next: State aid to non -pub -Fr.
lie schools. Why? Why not?
.

Prospect Hts. group seeks 'common goal'
provement

Association

(PHIA) is seeking to find a
common goal for all the organizations in the unincorporated area of Prospect Heights
to work toward, in an effort to
unify the community, said
William S. William, president

or PHIA.

The PHIA, organized for
more than 30 years, encompasses a major portion of Prospect Heights, mainly that area
called the "Old" portion of
town, said Williams.
When originally formed,

PHIA was needed to get improvements in the community
and to act as a safeguard

against outside threats to the
area, he said.
THEY ARE STILL serving

Williams said that the vari-

nosy involved in a zoning issue

editor of PHIA publication

ous homeowners groups do
their part in maintaining the

over a proposed development
at the corner of Euclid Av. and
River Rd. that would include
six -story apartment build-

"Community Bulletin" for
the past six years.
She said the bulletin has
been in existence for more
than 26 years and is distributed
free to all residents of Prospect
Heights.

welfare of the community.

I

THE NORTHWEST Sub-

1

ings.

urban Council of Associations
(NSCA), which includes 10
was
groups
homeowners

formed to bring the home-

The owner of the 10 -acres
has asked for a zoning change
from R-4 (single family residence) to R-6 (multi -family

owners together, he said.

dwellings).

Through NSCA, the PHIA

has taken a stand on

issues

dealing with annexation and
zoning.
Williams

said that they
backed the NSCA in opposing
House Bill 1241 which would
allow municipalities adjoining
unincorporated areas to annex

those areas without the consent of the residents.

HE SAID THAT they are

THE $5 MEMBERSHIP

fee paid annually by members
PHIA has a board which in- of PHIA goes toward the cost
cludes five officers and four -of publishing the bulletin, she
representatives. Each representative is from a different
section of PrOspect Heights.

THIS YEAR'S officers are:
president, William Williams;
Henry
financial secretary,
Zedd, corresponding secretary, Arlene Cooney; and
treasurer, Arthur Streccius.
Mrs. Henry Zedd has been

said.

found; man
charged
An Arlington Heights man

will be printed free of charge ment Saturday afternoon by
in the bulletin, said Mrs. Zedd. three Mount Prospect detecPHIA hold a minimum of tives.
two meetings per year and an
Charged with contributing to
annual election of officers is
held each May.
Running for office are: Wil-

liams for president; Dorothy

_ad

the sexual delinquency of a
child and displaying harmful
material was Joseph Howard,
27. The detectives reportedly
found eight reels of "stag"

Charges against Howard reportedly stemmed from a com-

plaint by the parents of a
I6 -year old Mount Prospect
youth who said their son had

represented. Each group was
given an opportunity to speak
to the residents and acquaint
them with their activites and

been invited into the apartment
Feb. 21.
Howard reportedly showed

goals.

the films to the youth and at-

Williams said, "PHIA is
here for the benefit and wel-

tempted to coax the youth into
performing lewd acts.

fare of the people."

Acting on the information
received from the parents,. the

THE GROUP has an interest in all aspects of Prospect
including

Stag films

films in Howard's apartment at
2218 Goebbert Rd.

well as homeowners.
PHIA recently held a public
meeting where eight organizations in Prospect Heights were

Heights

Colby, for vice-president; Mrs.
Elmer Springham for financial secretary; Henry Zedd for
corresponding secretary and
Arthur Streccius for treasurer.

News from any group or or- was arrested on morals
ganization in Prospect Heights charges in a raid on his apart-

that purpose, Williams said,
but have not taken on a new
project to unite all the civic
groups and taxing bodies as

three detectives-Sgt. Joseph
Bopp, Richard Pascoe and
Robert Barone-obtained a
search warrant from Magistrate Marvin J. Peters Satur-

zoning,

land developments and any
grievances residents might
have concerning roads, streets

charge into the Crumley reten-

or other local improvements,

tion basis on the cast side of
Busse Rd., for later slow release into Weller Creek to

he said.
Because Prospect Heights is
unincorporated there is no
center of government.

'avert downstream flooding.

ceive no share of that contribution for their own children

state aid to non-public schools,

the polling booths," he said,

The Prospect Heights Im-

who are familiar with flooding
problems in the village because of their extensive work
on various projects of this nature in Mount Prospect.
Manager Virgil
Village
Barnett received proposals for
the work from Ciorba, Spies,

neither for or against

aid --schools which met standards comparable to the standards used by the State Office
of Public Instruction for pub-

"Taxpayers arc saying no at

ents of low and moderate income were not free to choose
the kind of school their children would attend, since they
could not afford to contribute

to public education and re-

MRS. CHAPMAN who testified

Ste gave a list of 51 such
MRS. PRIME said that par-

to taxpayers.

mond's parish, said that more
and more parents were forced
to transfer children into public

50,530 fewer non-public students in 1968-69 than in the

of the Hatlen
Heights storm sewer special
assessment project was taken

But State Rep. Mrs. Eu-

"I believe aid to non-public
schools will eventually lead to
their full support and we
would be duplicating facil-

ued,

Another step toward the

non-public

be given in any form.
G. Michael Mokate, 209 N.

schools than in the preceding
year. He said the decreasing
enrollment trend had contin-

completion

moral values in

they did not want such aid to

1966-67, there were 6,203 fewer pupils in non-public Illinois

opinions at these hearings.
The engineering work is to
be done in accordance with the
fee schedule recommended by
the Illinois Society of Professional Engineers.'

dren can study religious and

subjects.

MOKATE SAID that

firm.
Approved was Consoer,
Townsend and Associates,

mond's parish, said that _in
nearly every free country, chil-

genia Chapman (D -Arlington
Heights) told the Commission,

could carry.

By Ben Clarke

Women's Club of St. Ray-

schools without loss of tax
funds for the study of secular

burden of taxation and tuition" was more than they

Select consulting engineers
for Hatlen sewer project

MOKATE'S QUESTION:
"Can the state afford to have
excellent schools wither and

Mrs. Marie E. Prime, 507
N. Elmhurst Av., Mount Prospect, speaking for the Catholic

die?"

Elmhurst Av., Mount Prospect, a member of St. Ray-

"I am convinced that the benefits of non-public education to th'e individual student provide an
invaluable service to the State of Illinois. I feel that these benefits alone justify your support for
state aid to non-public schools." Daniel Kivialtan, 9 S. Dwyer, Arlington Heights, president of St.
Viator Strident Council was one of nearly 40 witnesses to testify Saturday at public hearings of
Elementary and Secondary Non-public Schools Study Commission.

lie schools in passing referendums, "and are expected to be
considerably more vocal in future opposition."

day morning and then carried
out the raid.

Howard offered no resistance when the detectives entered his apartment. His bond
was set at $4,000 by Judge Peters. He is to appear in Mount
Prospect Circuit Court March

School hearings series starts

26.

Becadse it is impossible to summarize more than seven
hours of testimony in a single newspaper story, The Day

Meetings

begins a series covering views and ideas expressed at Saturday's hearing of the Elementary and Secondary Non-public
Schools Study Commission.
The commission, headed by State Rep. Eugene Schlickman (R -Arlington Heights), was formed last year to study

Mount Prospect Village
Board Finance Committee
special budget meeting,
Village Hall; 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Fire
and Police Committee, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Park
District, 600 See-Gwun
Av.; 8 p.m.

the role and needs of non-public schools in Illinois; to
determine the ways by which non-public and public schools
may be appropriately related without destroying the freedom
of the non-public schools; and to recommend ways be which
' state aid may constitutionally be given to non-public schools.

Z -'1W.1
Mrs. Mary Chelepis of Des Plaines, one of four persons injured in a five -car chain -reaction crash
Friday night, Is wheeled to a waiting ambubwrice by Mount Prospect Firemen. The accident occured
during the evening rush-hour on Rand at Kensington, Mount Prospect. (Photo by Gary Shiffman)
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primary.
inprimary

Hansen tells importance o
great opportunity to have a
voice in nominating thosecan,
didetes. Only the primary
gives diem the opportunity to

By Richard Cfahh

Carl R. Hansen of Mount
Prospect, member of the Cook
County Board of Commission.

vote on the officers of their
party," he said.

Republican. Committeeman of Elk Grove
Township, told the Elk Grove
Township Republican Policy
Committee yesterday that the
primary election offers voters

en

and

Hansen explained, "An cx
ample is the committeman.
The Elk Grove Township
committeeman, athrig with

their only chance to participate in the operation of the Re.
publican and DemocratiOPMA

Central Committee of the Re.
publican Party of Cook Connty. One of his major responiibilitirt is to screen, endorse
and support the best Repuhlican Party candidates for den-

ceives on the 'ballot from the
voters in his township," Hut-

foal Committee affairs. This

explained. "Thus, even
though a committeeman may
b° running unopposed, it is
Very important to have as

dorsernen( of County condi-

one

rive office. My job as um- many votes as possible.
"For each vote cast in his
mitteeman is supporting the
kind of candidate the voters township in the most recent
want on the ballot.

ITHE

C 0 M-

those from other towns hips
and Chicago wards in Cook

MEITEE.MANS Voice is only

County, sits as a member of the

as sftong es the support he re -

'

primary election, the committeeman receives one vote in
the conduct of the party, Can-

.This is why it is atemporthat citizens vo in the
March IV primary and every
primary;' Hansen said.

Four persons were injured
five -ear
Friday night th

Hansen described the
primary election as "the snailmisunderstood

preciated, yet one of the most

chain
Rand

important political processes

Mount Prospect.

and least ap-

reaction
Rd.

al

accident on
Kensington,

and candidates,"
of Hansen said.
election vot"In the

Police said four can Were
stopped on Rand. Rd. facing
northwest in the left turn lane
when an auto driven by Mary
Chelepis, 28, of 486 N. 7th,
D. Plaines, smashed into the
last car in line and caused a

ers can choose only between

chain

i n our nation."

"ONLY THE primary

heys the op-

portunity to express their opin-

ion on their pany's officers

collision
volving all five gifts.

the candidates the parties have
alrrtdy selected, but the

reaction

in

The driver of the fourth car
in line was Berbera G. Homes,

primary gives them their one

M.

Chelepis

M.

and

Holmes and her two children
Naomi, E and Cherie, 4, were
taken to Holy Family Hospital

OUTLET
STORE

where Mn. Chelepis was re-/
ported in good condition, and
Heather three were treated for
minor injuries and released.
Mrs. Chelepis was charged

with &Dore to reduce speed
and to avoid collision and is
th appear in Mount Prospect
Court April 5.

door.

Thomas Rich, curriculum di -

means of curriculum enrich-

pact Heights School Dist. 23
will be extended from the costomany 2 D days to 4'h days
in the 1970-71 school year, if
recommendations made by

baud of education tonight.
Rich made this recommen-

dation in a short pr.entation
of the program to the board
last week during which he

ing environment beyond the
classroom, theoretiul knowledge is enriched by practical

showed colored slides of camp

through

Menus

.

1

rector, are approved by the

f
It has also been planned to
he camp M the fall,
soholdrne

To be served Tuesday in Ar-

Iingtom PrablANI, EIfteelft52,
View and
Elk Grove,.
Memey bigh schools in District
214:
Main dish (one choice): pizs
za casserole, fish sandwich,

in a boo. Vegetable

(wiener

choice): has browned potatoes, buttered green beans.
Salad (one choice), fruitainees
tossed salad, coleslaw, molded: cherry, diced peaches,
apricots. Hard roll
utter, milk.

Available desserts: pear
Ives, orange gelatin, cream
ff, prone cake, gingersnap
.

okies.

o be served Tuesday in

ocAahur and An Sulam.
ior high schools in District
23:

Gravy train or open face
sandwich, whipped potato.,
finger foods. muffin mid bu6
ter, cake with chocolate topping, milk.

true between tthe

opening

of school and the first week in
October, probably lam Sq.

THE PROGRAM is held at
Duncan, a YMCA
owned camp about 22 miles
Camp

northwest of Prospect Heights
our

Also suggested was a late
spring registration, so that parents could pay haanlf the camp
d lodging
costs for food

then, with the balance to he
paid in late Septembm. Toed
cost is expected to be about
Ito per child.
With the longer camp period it is planned to hire comp
counselors from Hersey High

re -

Millie will again be con-

fided to one lane in each direction (on Elmhurst) between
Oakton St. and the Northwest

inteneetions of Elmhurst Rd.
with Algonquin Rd. and Oak ton St., and them Will be miscellaneous work to of elan
the whole contract setion.
tract

Chief Highway Engineer,

Tollway while the west half of
Higgins Creek Bridge is re
constructed. Southbound traf-

bound lane by a crossover to he

work...while they lost!

Alma L. Paepke

placed immediately south Of.
the Oakton St. pavement. and

re-routed lock to the normal

Was

southhound lanes on .another

St. John School accepting
grade school enrollments
St. John Lutheran School

fled, dedicated teachers whose

1101'lanneman Rd., Mount
Prospect, is now accepting applications for enrollment for

into'est is in the total child spiritually, mentally, phyrii
cony, emotionally and social -

1970-71 school year for
kindergarten and grad. one

ly.

the

through eight.
The smell classes at St. lobo
'subside the teacher the opporutility to give each child the attendon which is so important
to; his growth and Bevel°Patent. The kindergarten enrollment is limited to 15 pupils
academic

readiness

is

hildren whose parents are

mambas, of St. John Church
orb accepted first, other applications will be considered in
tilt order in which they are re.

God who has been sent to us by

parents who are interested in
having him receive a Christian
education."
Further information

-

and

enrollment forms may be oh,
mined by writing the school at
the above address or by calling

delved. There will be openings

for the fall term in all grad.

439-0672 from 8,30 to 4:30
y school day or 439-2234

Pot' those children whose pared. desire a Christian educes-

evenings -and weekends. Considering rho high cog of ethica-

lffin for them.

lion today, the tuition fees are

54

Ms.,

nondumnem Rugged, eng

Home in Des Plain.. Funeral
mass wilt be said tomorrow at
10 a.m. at St. Emily Church in I
Mount Prospect. Burial will be
in All Saints Cemetery in Des

pictured.

Was

87.49

86 49
rte.

''''''''.".
.:

366

:lerat,Wrtz'

CHARGE IT

;oohs,.
n'."
Charge

'

Sears
AgARS AOMMOIAllo co

HOURS:

.

Ott

-4...

The garden spot

Force flower for
Spring preview

Day plate is shown above. The

limited quantities are almost
depleted in the land of its origin, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Orders have M be madeat once
if any chance exists for obtaining one of thee new collectible

By Bernice Fick

About this time dux year,
den to gal je,biont. I long

sae 1130 sethstighera thasecesessessethe sensed
Page 3

Keep branch in cool
IOW tiglu until buds appear.
then PM them in bright mw

for some of those lovely blossoms which enhance the gardem. To satisfy my anxiety, I
cut several branches from the

ear3 blooming shrubs and

light so she color will be natu,

'

If you would like corium

:

eludes of blooms, keep some in

an area that gets light but so
sun, and you will have a muck

sufficient. Wash thcm thor-

359

Them will be music and
dancing when the German
Arlington High
Band of
School entertains the Mount

179

Prospect

1-

for

16 at the Mount Prospect
Community Center,
The

9 cbc
,

..99

German

Bend

was

years ago. and be is its present

director. As supervisor of fine
arts at Arlington High School.
he directs the Concert Rand
and the orchestra end also

99

each
Prospect

Legion

at

Ladies Auxiliary will
USO Day at 0 -Hato

525
hest

The group save 113Q the Ora
Friday of each month yar-

15 -gal.

Aquarium
Outfit

ttad and kelp so the %opal)
dmmtshss qu cknl
It sou haven fin books you

Was 025.99

Gehringcr shorman rit 211

with to dones rill Mc Jack

Was 87 49

1216

aold below. Our finest

nelude
hn.eeo then
out ale
tubing, floating thermometer, fish
food; charcoal, glom wool, booklet
on fish, tank care. Na lash or plant.

I

between Aikido. Jujitsu and
other forms of self protection
at then monthly meeting at
at the
8115 p.m. March
Hone Park field house,

""

Shamrock night

Members Of the Home Life Department of the Mount Prospect Junior Woman's Club made 140
Easter treats for children at the Dixon State School. Looking at the treats am Linda Paolella, 2,
daughter Male. and Mrs. Robert Paolella, and Lisa Trochock, 5, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Monet.
who have both earned the cov-

eted black belt, will present a
demonstration on rho "Art of
Self -Protection."

They

have

.

:Va,,,,70,14,'"an`;;;Lt
this unusual program through -

Trochuck,

the northwest suburban
end Chicagoland area. They

MK

It's Girl Scout Week

recently

appeared

'Chicago

Today'

the
on
television

Moe,.

11 will be s night for wearing

the shamrock - a night for

tk,i,

thinking of Ireland of tomtits
good trisndshths and thestung
vh, brt of the blarney
St

Patrick ,

will remain on the branches
longer if you spray them with
clear plastic spray after they
have fully opened.
If you are one of the lucky

few that planted the "fad tali

joy the

you will be able M en- a"
interesting curlicue

ends that these willows have;

ir VO. WANT
taros. P.m.,'

breeestsloes

in hot water (100 degrees) and
spray al lent once n day. TM8
encourages rapid bud opening.

oration. They are TOOy BO,
cihia, 15, and Steven Thomas.
15, high school students from' :
Hoffman Estates.
The winners of the seventh
cod eighth grade essay Contest
by

the

Solution

Citizenship Department of the

Juniors have been invited to
read their prize-winningticon6
positions on "What Price
Freedom."

Air. Bruce Reinger, chairman of the departntent, will
present the winners with their
cash awards.
First prize is $10 and second

15, and there will also be them
honorable mentions awarded.
This contest is an annual event .

for the Juniors. The young
from the participating ..

sters

Two of their students who
have reached the brown belt

Mount Prospect school. have
been very responsive to the

level, will assist in the demon -

project.

Dirksen Marigold
debuts

Plan to attend the Sthond
Annual

]Co
ay

Danes sponsored by the St

Gila Alt ir Guild on Marsh 14
St gcred Heart of Mary High
School in Rolling Meadow"

Clever ideas at Harper's bazaar

OW

dflo

10 gal. size Were 813,99 999
5 -gal. size Were 810.49

ChM will learn the difference

.MIM=IME

provide refhments falbw-

nosh Guenther. 392-6434, or
Ms.. Val Hanson, 259-11691,
senior citizen co-chairmen.

-

4374144

Budget Outfits

.A,,,,,,_,..,

Members of the Mount
Junior Woman's
Prospect

the Mount Prospect Junior
Woman, CM, which mom

'

Pussy willows will give you
much enjoyment if youcut
them now, forcing the catkins.
then let them dry for per snan ent use. The furry nubs

Jujitsu for Juniors

All area senior citizens am
Moiled to attend. Members of

ing the program.
For further information
concerning this groups ae
ties, please contact Mrs. Ken-.

paler color blossorn.

Tickets ars, avadabk. by call
mg Mrs Kenneth Beach It

included.

Was 821.99

Spray with a fine mist of we-

ter daily to prevent the boa,
from drying out.

zurkas and schottisches.

Band is composed of about 20

The American

I

s.

soloist. The band
wcordion
ill play waltus, pone., ma-

teaches harmony classes.
The Arlington German

torch hooks nod mcgormu
Illcu me mace m so-rviconth

Aquarium
Outfit

coning the branch ends each
due water is changed.

umbras, freshmenthrouglimniors. MI of whom perform in
mthentic German costumes.
Featured veil be Barbara Heil,

founded by Fred Schinor 18

USO needs
old books

Home-A-quarium Ripplies

10 -gal.

Red with water.
A SMALL PIECE of charcoal will keep the water fresh;
however, you should chantge
the water at least once a week.

re at each
meeting to moltsenio and

Sri. tin.: 30 ft. and 6 in x 30
ft

179

submerged in hewater for a
few hours. Then split stems

sort: the gro

each

%"."3'49_
to 35.9,

at

Heir monthly meeting March

Your choice
alummunt or steel
S1.79

Senior Citizens

oughly in clear, tepid water.
The branches may bc left
and place in a clean comeincr

hear German Band

Lawn Edgers

2"

stslithastadLLSLLi

Bunny baskets

Swinging seniors to

288

Other rakes

Was 83.70

Monday, March 9, 1970

scorrecatteettecescethosTossesseveratess

Thos n don neul tor paper

499

IRENE&

1!11

fats the blooms indoors.

d

Steel Dog Bed

Plush Dog Bed
366
Wne

lannaMillifelle2:',

Jr. pf

Funeral

week the supply car mm

11116eoacoe

:rrxerm`,7ralr:.'h-'

1544
UMMV*144P' -Pump

e

L'.1::::74:::=17:1.'" r'

Chicago.

Oehler

Was 14 79
131A in wide
Was $3 68

In huh Needs ea bantam re me

WAIWgiVra0MONE

Mount Prospect: ten rand children and a sister Add of
at

pl.. The new 1970 MAIM h

8Was

Mount

Dm damn.2gmdgia Jude IS

ad

produced are inscribed on the

molten= on Monday of last

Dolores Haugh -Woman Editor

Garden Rakes

Harm rich, ready to Wee
e. Ideal for roses, iv, bads,I
hones, .crabs, seed as

Pet -Room Gate
88.79

eb

wife,

Visitation will be until 10

The model molds of the
Bing and Grondahl plates are
destroyed after the limited
number are produced. Christ-

)1)

in
The word
Day" and the year in which

ket.

35.88

174n wide

v.,9, 59c

197

w..

1898

Were
926.90
4.8.3 fr. Binh twirl.. mol) has 1
dmiroftold ter sow dues disco.

Marys two children, Ellayn

tonight

Pruner Head

thal and reverse. With manual starter
and piastre vondshield.

Exercise Pens

Des

Saturday at Holy Family Hos-

and James

one of these places.

CRAFTSMAN.

TrImmer... Was 81.98

MM:§Ming

415

Spiegier

The Mother's Day plate

pleasure, by cutting branches
that have good lines and intereying curves. Just a few vrillhc

Manual Hedge

Lets a 26 inch aroma in snow up t.
4-cycle
2 net deep 6 -HP winterized 4.cycle
comm. 4 forward speeds Pins

ro

his

may be ordered wherever fine
china is sold. Dernands arc so
great, however, that whm des
plates were released in Co-

Mr, Peterson is a member of the Scrimshaw Questers.

C150

$369 50

Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. Burial was in
Ridgewood Cemetery in Des

arc

Dam and 1970 will Man=

Copenhagen blue underglem
on White, depicted a cocker
spaniel with her fitter of tour
frolicking in codsaroud a bu-

&Id Gamin. and plata and those made by Royal Copenhagen.

$54.4

forWy.
Was

Amanda Nichols of Appleton,
Win, and a nephew, Robert of
Abington Heights.
Services were conducted by
the Rev. Charles S. Jarvis this
morning at Lauterburg and

Survivors

they are called, are on exhibit
bt Stirling, III.

The inaugural design struck

luBYrti. m'egrtf' in rho f......

I

inikiWaleay.
....

M

457gallon

Canine Supplies

pital in Des Plain.;

plows in 1895, the special lubike plates in 1915. The letter
are produced only every five

liable suppliers immediately.

Mrs. Thor Peterson of Arlington Heights gave the history of
the Danish porcelain at a recent meeting of the Scrimshaw Chap.
by el Questem. Her study paper will be submitted to Quester's
National Library. The collection hided. the Ring and Cron -

,_749

Snow Thrower

June.

We consider the child as a
unique and special creation of

lection of these "Posk.r es

by Bing and Grondahl, so if
you are interestedGuff 08f f."

The second edition 1970
Bing and Grondahl Mother's

CRAFTSMAN"

All work is scheduled to be
completed by the first part of

and the next, we use the latest
media, methods and textbooks.

mum place

en order for one of the new
Bing and Grondahl Mother's
Day plates. 101roduced leg
yer. by this world-renowned
Danish porcelain mama.hirer, the first limited edition

Was 39.87

li*NORNOMMWM.MOMMO.::3M,

James J. Partridge, 77, of
Berkshire Ln., Mount
Prospect, a retired superintendent of transportation for
Railroad Express Co., died

Christmas

their

THE NUMBER ,of Plata
being produced is not revealed

You may also enjoy this

Sprinkler

Limned all to thin ell
paits.

James J. Partridge

Warren S. Ford, principal
of St. John sta., "In striving
(or our goal of developing
Christian citizens for this life

BONG AND GRONDAIII.
introduced

Deluxe

TirpW$.

changes that veill be made daily
in these berricadings as the
work progresses.

a

Bing . and Gtondald also.
produced, from 1910 dam*
1935, a series of Enter
plaque,. An outstanding out-

f:F.4**

wall 2300 sq. ft. maximum

-sr-tope"

For interiors...choose white, anti"
white, fern pref....weld.

the Higgins Creek crortovers.
He asks that the motorists and
commercial drivers be alert to

are

c.

$7.79

LITEA'1.117

there would be many tempora-

Survivors

Lora.

this amount and have an early
start on what con develop into
an heirloom collection,

ninon. value?
Theo you WM

found in collections or antique

eat '

plates.

Oscillating type, 4-poidelon

Latex Flat Paint

Plain..

Alma Lucile Paepke, 77, of
208 E. Evergreen, Mount
Prospect, died Friday at Holy

30. Pot plows mo Mb' he

will not pay anywhere

beton. meat inaugurals are

549

ENDAF,SEASON Manager's Special

in

If you pine an order now

out by noon of the
day.

30 it. blade

MMES.§2:MTIMMOM

the camping area . well suited
for nature study.

Hospital

-

Plates were gobbled up by col-

Was $0.99

rages and in construction

ming, and the marshy area past

Family

mas molds are destroyed On
Chthmus Eve, others on June

you can be assured Mot you

Something Beal will stow in
monetary value es well as sem

-)Sprinkler

220 -volt model...2-cylinder 2 -HP
CFM at Pgl Our
Elem.
our versatile sprayer to use in an.

the program, noting the excellent sand beach for swim-

Obituaries

fic on Elmhurst will be transferred to the westerly north-

itris ....Ito! for upwards of

HEDGE TRIMMERS$4288

1419 95

$329 95

slated to resume today
was clued on Dec. 10, for the
winter months in the interest
of safety for the traffic.

Would
Would you nolo give your

Our finest electric

Paint Sprayer
Currently In our erg Soong Catalog

ry barricadings or lanecthsures here and there besides
the permanent barricading at

'By Dairres Hooch

Something nevi?

iNNEMEA
CRAFTSMAN.

nd world."
nity, state nation athe
Rich pointed out during. the
slide show the appropriateness
of the lake on which the camp
is located for implementing

bound traffic at this location

on

wash lb -in. blade Was 84448....only

through the utilization of re
commusources within

Elmhurst Rd. 011. 831, ' between the Northwest Tollway
-and Golf Rd. by the Illinois
Dept. of Public Works. Work

Satann deb nebege vast of

Nth: TAT?

Was awe

Was

R.N. Golterman warned that

CL.

,,/

Portable

tral become more civic -minded

crossover south of the bridge
improvement area. The north-

voter -vote

p a r thime

been

abb.

HANDY GARDEN TOOLS
/
1/

,

Work on Elmhurst Road
will be restricted to thc eagerly
northbound lane.
reconstruction
Additional
work is also to be done at the

17," said the committeeman.

50°
Aerosol Fabric Protector was 82.25 1.50
wo.2.3o 1.50
No -Pest Strip
69e
Wm 99e
Paste Wax

and constructively resources
beyond the classroom as a
stimulus for learning and a
means of curriculum enrichment, and to help the individ-

work was
Construction
scheduled to resume today on

romma prIco,

Terrific savings on items
for "Paint Up", "Clean Up"
PLUS Garden Supplies

10 -gal. Can Liner

AMONG THE goals mentioned were "to utilize fully

by animals, birds and man will
also be studies as well as some
forms of aquatic animal life.

obligations to work for the

59°
Was 85e
Kenmore Detergent
Kenmore Enzyme Pre-soak. ..98e 58°
Ironing Board Cover/Pad Wm 83.75 2.75

knowftdge gained
firsthand experiences with
topple, places and things.

pinpointed its values:
"Outdoor education is
method which utilizes

primary blection day, March

at terrific savings...

ment. By extending the learn-

a "statement of philosophy'.

School. who will be trained for
their duties during en orientation program.
In presenting the proposed
program to the board, Rich, in

ry. Since a candidate is their
repr.enratise he has certain

in great demand

Sean Mrsi mob.

men

,

party candidates to get on the

election ballot. So don't be a

HANDY HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

sources beyond the classroom
as a stimulus for learning and a

Included in studies in the
program will be rudimentary
geology, the construction of
terrariums and thc collection
of insects. Various forms of
plant life, and the mamier in
which their growth is spread

tawa

'

Shop early to avoid disappointment, quantities are limited!

Dist. 23 plans to extend
outdoor education program
The camp period of the outeducation curriculum for
all fifth grade students in Pros-

of truste. for the University
of Illinois and the drafting of

politimil acitivny.
There is not another way for
effective

airoS

Early Bird
Sears
CATALOG Values for Spring

25, of 1 Beachwood Cs, But -

fah Grove.

things carried on at the state
convention is the nomination

deis,
ou of
mreal.men

"The primary is the key to

best candidates must be nominoted by members of each pao

New Mother's Day plates

real.

Subscription rote

these people...

their religious Orillabons; then why do they keep
their political beliefs a an.
cret?" asked Hansen. "The

The day's prospects

and 7.22 Center, Des Plaines,111.

registered voter can be one of

"PEOPLE DONT try 'to

"For every 500 votes cast in
the primary the township gains
the vote of one delegate at the
state convention. Among other

lt,Onclas

Ill. 60056. Biondi of.
ficest 217 S. Arlington ,let0hts
Arllegton Heght, III. 60005,

Of his party want -and every''

hide

dates,

dl,

do, by Pay Publlcot.

Prospect

type
type of government the people:

the Republican state plaftorm

relates to the 'election rind me

Published

ohovp5

something special thla
Mother's DM?
Mother's

4 persons hurt in chain
crash in Mount Prospect

ie.

THE PROSPECT Mee

749

s...;: vv.p..11,...;,i.,7,=.'ohol=71:
..,

499

,

here

an

ci. Order Pump adv.-need

M.REERMW'''''''''. '
Wind Chimes

'''''''i4a,

V

:.:°:::'d

-I' -7:ref.; '-: ,4,.i` Were 83'89
mum cao aerm 2 ni Adds a bright, exotic tomb to porch,
Moire, run 2 filter,

::3Ii: Polio. 3 tie, colorful.

ffEralAWMP,ANWO.NQft,zo*

raotunfrIX1g0FIAtia= to MO PM

PD,sD, in effeet until 111a eh 14,
or while quantities last!

CATALOG OUTLET STORE

TIM b the new Everett 136Imen Marigold grown by Kedeol7
Nursery, Mount Prospect. It was espechily developed by the
Burpee Seed Ca for introductim at He Chicago World Flowery,

I
DUNDEE

H168

Rt. 83 and Rt. 68, Dunhurst Shopping Center
Wheeling, Illinois

-4

_

be on sale when the limper College Faculty Wives
bale, emotive, Clever articles lace these will
Show for Merit., on Tuesday, March 10. Holding sample
hold thelr Harper's Bomar and FasMon
Birkkoh, civic undo. chairman, and Mrs H.
Items are Mrs. K. leach, bazaar chairman, Mrs.].
event begins at 8 pm. in the cafe.the of the college at
Meier, president of faculty Wives. The big
75 enayeach,moy ix purchased at the door.
Algonquin and Roselle Rd, Palnine. Tickets, at

IM Chaser of Junior GUI Scoot Troop 802, Mooed Prospect, OM the Gel Scout sign remind lag scouts of their threefold promise- duty to God and Country, arum loathers and adherence to
he Gid Scoot laws. GO/ Scoot Week been Sunday when the girls attended their own churches in
engem. Trefoils have sprouted all over Mount Prospect, Minksws of homes procblmIng that 'Si
Girl Scout ilves here.--bedan for brocade; green foe Juniors yellow for Cadet., red for Seniors
'and white for adult leaders. The wealth activities seal culminate in a "Minidamb. at Lincoln
Junior High School Worthy, Much 14, with 400 Imbue demooktratingGhi Scout skills and

bleat. (Photo by Memorithes)

and Garden Show, March 7 through 15. The show Is bethg held

at the Internadooal Amphitheatre. 'These giant light ydlow
marigolds call be one of the Mon points of the show," odd Frank

Dubhuky, managlog director. Mew Didnien and Mrs. RichauT,
Ogilvie were among the guests at champagnededicalloo pony
InuedIng the ofikbi opening of the shove. Kellen's also created
the presentation booqueb for the dedicadon mummies. (Photo
by Dolores Haugh)
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Citizen must face pollution problem

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

It's A new nave lend. In
when yeu're old mialghto

SUddenly, one day the birds.
day comes that changes WM),

Adds your mother told you

Want a, plarhtime job but not

thing. You can legally 00 to
work. You can hold a parttime job. You can do whet
you've wanted to do for an

YOu watch the clerk read
user the application. You're
druid and nervous. `Ton%
call us, we'll call you." the

bang.

Oak says.

old enough to get one.

You know there's no map plying, because they'll torn

you down. Still, you want It.
Its a vvy rough time,
sympathize,

and

fathers want to know why.
Why do you want to go ta work

when you' don't have to?
guess they really know.
You mope around.

I

the

home, griping about the thinp
wrong in this world.

at

ask questions when you dealt
fully understand. Fortunately,

weekend you wonder if yotell

the end of :he puck you're

Then h ends, and loath on

Imp account. Them isn't

your way ta the newjet.

School seems to

01000

"Every

OO

siiDF FARM

the

American concerned with the
in this nation

'quality of life

must play a part in 119, battle to

I

save our environment, None

Crane warned agamst Inc
attitude that the problem will

avoid incineration of garbage
and not litter the highways or

be solved if only Congress aspenough money and
called for a nationwide drive to

beaches."
Crane

Rid
Cane.

IN SEE THE BALL

Map Publicationq

Crane continued, "We have

look beyond goVernment
for the solution to these prob.
inns. We must enlist the scion.
to

Life community in an all

Marshall Field

".

111

of the plane, but I CAN give you a window seat in the
the 'General Audience' movie section!"

William

j.Kiedaisch,,Iformaing fiditur

'INDUSTRY WILL have

these letters as you can. in addition. find the word

to devote more time and nee-

Using ell seven °Mese letters.

ey to finding ways to avoid
causing new pollution end to
ote. up that which already ex-

John E.Sthateo, E.ditor owl Publisher

.. There's no more room in the 'Mature' movie section

crisis and to develop the mean
to combat T.

Make a many roar letter or mom words out of
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caitiA-4/41.

to identify the root
causes of our evnironmental

effort

LEGLVAI

15..19mal11t

ists.

up our environment will be es pensive-and it is the consumer

who will ultimaly
caneurb
foot the

MM. -

trial was., but the .st will
passed along in the form of
higher prices, Municipalities
can improve their sewage systerns, but the cost will be home
by the taxpayer.And the 'level -

of something to

Is

1

pit

chld

p

er pricand possibly teduced
efficiency for our motor vehides"
Crane saichthat he favors a
system of tax incentives to 'ndustry for pollutien-abatewent programs, rather than di -

I.

g

Letters to the Editor
Tomorrow
Is Today

Edam
I would like to make few

nice people have ,missed the
point of the recent talk about

comments on the letter appear-

populotion. The limiting of

ing in your paper of March 2.

families in sire is a direct result

1970, signed Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Taylor.

of a belief that, by the year

It seem, to me that these

2000 AM., in order to survive
at all, we must slow down the

growth of our own numbers.
Dear Mr. DeLoutet.
I have read your column and never thought I would be asking
for help to ea, the heartbreak of my daughter and myself. Can
you -see .y hope in regards to her 16 -year -old son who just
picked up and Ielt home Jan. 39. so his friends soy, for Florida?
Do you see anything in the future. if he will return or dohs police
will find him? If we just knew he is all right it would helps° much

agree with Mr. Bakery

Mrs. A. B. Hoffman ESIIMS

about It i, incident correct? Am I justified in believing that lie
needs psychietric help Wore hell find happinT With me or any
other women?

Mrs. R.N., Wheeling

Dear Mr, R.N.:
I feel that when the new child comer your hatband will take a
tom for the better. I feel he has some maturing to do, and I feel It
win begin to came about nib Jas,

o rc

It' goal; vh' n"'''''ow aytsh a.
Even though I'm in the

these ',dynamos" owl a his system. My mail indica. that

he really playing it straight with me lately, or are my suspicions

n

O

Dear Mrs, A.B.,
I feel ihe boy la OK nod will return. Give hint time to work

Dee r Mn, DeLouise,
My husband and 1 have been married seven and a half years
and um expecting our fifth child in June. My husband's behavior
last week leads me to believe that he is planning another affair. Is

then two children. But I he
Ilenewhat is being asked o(
everyone is to Mink about all

Editor,

to ease these slermless nights.

running away is esteem* popular m000g lAyeawolth this year.

Surely this would not be retroactive, and I certainly 'do oat
look with disdain at my friends
and neighbors who have more

Blames bad
films on
movie industry

'

Dear Mr. DeLouise;
My husband hu been with this company for. 20 years. They
have now offered hint a job in another Ude. My husband and I
liave never been 'bore. The company will not
in writ.
Mg. such . how tong he would be there, the amountgs
nt of money
thurey will pay or, if they no longer need him. if they will payjgpr
moving expenses back to this state.

Do you feel he should rake tuts offer? We now own our own
Iralbe in this am. Should we sell or rent it? If he doesn't who this
dyers will he Mid unother job amity?
Mrs. Z., Buffalo Grove

Dear Mrs. Z.:
Unless this is a policy of the company, I feel this to a shaky
Situation. I feel you should get something in writ* or turn do.
Me offer. I don feel your husband will have any proNem in
getting anotberjob in this mess., don't see you moving.

Rainey Harper College underwent construction.

and a victim of the majority

Supports voucher

fifti**1 aid fo

private schools
1

your series on state aid to non-

public schools interested me
very much. Considering the financial plight of both systems,
feel some form of state aid is

when my children marry they

bility on the already heavily

will not have a choice of family

burdened taxpayer. In addition, it would deprive one of
his right to freedom of choice,
as the state would then have
a monopoly on education.

gas their kicks watching two
nude people rolling in bed together. women being raped
and men kissing each other.

It's too had that something
beautiful has to be exploited so

tonghe dirty old men in Hollywoo can make money_ It's
else too hi01 that some people
gct their
thrills watching
people
each other.
I

sow 'Midnight, Cowboy

0

that these things goon in

I must sympathize with the
Dm Plaines Theatre in showing MO idnight Cowboy'', for
than just aren't enough good

movies.. show. I walked out
of "M idnight Cowboy" and
wait give the movie industri
any more of my money for R

so

that

increased

possibly

size. This is not to say that I
can't increase the size of my
family by choice, for there Or,,
needless to say, many chiWren
waiting for adoption that
could use a home, and they are
already here:
I don't believe that we can,
as intelligent humans, Wry
our heads in the sand and let
.

"Joe do it" (or not do in. We
are ail responsibie
our community, country and eanh and
the future generation that's
here.

For insight to the possible
future world conditions 0 the

the

non-public schools
financial responsi-

Grant -Parent Voucher form,

equal educational opportunity
in the school of their choice.
Susan (Mrs. R.F.1 Moynihan

Mu. Richard E. Strahs

have big question merles,n

CONDITIONING

Student

could

then

through March 15 for those
with the inquiring minds.
Thais right, you only have
two Sundays remaining, from
to 4 Rm, that you can
choose to visit Harper for d
menu.

%on.

Des Plaines

delids7 'avrcriti n7roersier'llnr

an the school, the refereti n-

be made again. It's up to the
people to demand it.

those I won't be able to see in

logrOW.

Legal
Notice 1
NOTICE 0 PUBLIC NEARING

weasels hereby chnn woun?"'w
nonce

for rood purposes el the
Wheeling Township Rood District in

Nine of the many ways the
Bale Carmelo Course helps yea,

WEDDINGS AT

ALLGAUER'S
NEWLY DECORATED
BANQUET ROOMS
BEAUTIFUL DECOR

Develop greater poise andel'
confidence

personal abilities

or°

°

Be a letter conversationalist
Remember names

,

-

Control tension and anxiety

gornmunicate more effectively
Beal ease In my situation

Discover awl develop.,

. Ramiro a better understanding
of human relations

11,alyour best MR swoop

Attend a free preview meeting

Po:ri:CN'YeCtot;"./;..'
ond ending lona, 31,'

will he an file ond convenienlly

t:117g2"7:11!an of wherN
w.nt

wry, Arlinglon
Illknors
Worn end cher 9:00 o'clock A.AIN, I gr
claw Morch.1570.

Notice is further hereby oNen

at O'Hare C

d

, JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic will an,

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS
SUB. 8270100
CHI. 763.5590

DES PLAINES: Y.M.C.A.
300 Northwest Highway
March 10th, at 6:30 p.m,

1.7,10

'
10.1.0

.010

',kilo head,. gold budget and
ornronlotton ordinohceball be held

ell, lawns!, Town

oll, MB E. NW liwy.,Arl.

P,
...-

Make your reservation now. Far information call:

DALE CARNEGIE COURSES

Publshed..

LEASE

by our fully trained
Service -men

*ALL PURPOSE!

LIKE HAVING A
HIRED MAN
AROUND THE PLACE!

js so dependable that
Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 2 full years of

EXTRA QUIET
EXTRA SAFE

CHOICE OF 3 -SPEED
OR
HYDROSTATIC

ALL

(Automatic)

GEARDRIVE

CUB CADET TACKLES
EVERY JOB! THERE ARE 50

ATTACHEMNTS...
THOSE IN STOCK INCLUDE:

Buy Locally

VACATION ,FIESTA...

*Rotary& Real Mowers
*Dump Carts
*Dozer & Snow glades

CHECK YOUR NEXT GAS GILL

FOR YOUR COUPON. LET US

*Rotary Tiller
*Snow Thrower
*Giant Capacity Lawn Sweeper

TRANSMISSION
NO BELTS!'
ALL GEAR, DIRECT DRIVE

FEATHERTOUCH STEERING

FULL SHIELDED EUN TO
RUN....FOR MOM 8 TEENS, TOO!

VALIDATE IT FOR YOU

F.

692-4293'.

/whfintimam-x-A.
.

PROCLAIM
BORROW
LOAN
BARGAIN
EXCHANGE

ELECTRIC STARTER

'

ALL LABOR

CALL NOW FOR
MORE INFORMATION
AND AVOID THE
SUMMER HEAT

LEND
RENT

HORSEPOWER
38",42",48" MOWERS

Rugged! Built
for years of
everday work...

'Complete Installation

and AIR CONDITIONING
isnwenmweed Shopping Omer, Wm.

Clerk

aAy

BARTER

4-SEASON!

:BORUCKI HEATING

LAWANNUCARROZZA

,c

presented MM11111.WEST INSHTUTE28 E. lackSon ChitagodA7.5916

*BIG MUSCLE!

In thlg

Wheeling Tawnghlp Road....

tz,r=z;

7-10-12-14

]

.

ALL PARTS

7trZ1f1:''' 00 a boy, Morrh,

ALLGAUER'S

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

Free Service on

hoc*, cord ahropriorion or, 010.

of I IINM famous Dale Cum Corso

00

GAS AIR CONDITIONING

One thing I'd like to say to

Si. Mary's Parish

PREVIEW
MEETIN

many poodle Wont to the show
when movies wore worthwhile
and not stag films. Great mooles were made before and can

-

dum and your part as community parent with you.

FREE

and X pictures.
The movie industry doesn't
need vex to sell a picture. Ws
VI insult to our intelligence

talk, and or refresh- 'Ns.

guaranteed

be

I/

SALE OF BRAND NEW 1970

I

tour.

359-0808

APPROXIMATELY

began Feb.8 and will continue

highly favor the

CALL FOR AN
APPOINTMENT

"FREE-FOR-ALL

AIR CONDITIONING

Some of your right now

B

CUB CADET

1

ON / bryant-\ GAS

lege grow and become a No. 1
college because of you.

23 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine, Illinois

'

=O.

-A PRE-SEASON SALE

dum you in return can watch
William Rainey Harper Col-

'sayZit"

392-4975

'The only Results
are Happy Ones"

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort

return for a favor. With you
voting "Yes" for our referen-

P MA N
G E ORoG9 LA01!..N dCH ullt.0

PA

International Harvester

hiltill 1 /1/1111

1

Illinois. To keep our standards
up is our major concern.
That's why the referendum is a
Major concern not only to us,
but to you.
Everyone likes to help nthers and that means a favor

AIR

I

1

t

College is holding a series of
Sunday Open Houses which

port?" by J. H. Fremlin Oct.
edited by Judson R. Landis.

Jennifer Edwards

ANTHONY'S

Sale ends Morch I fah

dom we are paranteed by the
first, fifth and 14th amend-

linois Bill oreights?
Being awar of the two different approach. to state aid,

PROMOTE
BUY
TRADE

ALSO: WE PIERCE EARS

RANDHURST

700 E. Northwest Hwy

tellectual and religious --free-

the United Slates and by sections two and three of the Il-

C

SHELKOP
TV

System of

ments to the Constitution of

about Permanent Hairy
Removal.
1

ANNUAL SALE

not come visit the school and
find out?
William Rainey
Harper

of in

test

Ask Mrs. Chapman who: the=ss
Medical Profession has to

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

-

HAS JOINED OUR STAFF AT

Before you start treatments: 6

Magnavox

Any

cation meet the

ovo

donne our foamy

William Rainey Who? Why

Would this monopoly of edu-

Cool Pore Air Process

$150

V ToltrerOperating Cost of

which is patterned after the GI
bill. All children in Illinois

sptives on Social Problems"

SAVE

your eyes. What referendum?
What will it do? and perhaps

growth rate remains constant,
I suggest reading "How Many
People Can The World Sup29, 1964, as reprinted in "Per-

a nue=

'no

II,

six -buildings on the
campus
the fstml

;'''''V.''211::::

have chilthen
public and non-public ached.,

If

is

munity college in the state of

Editor:

Sine

,The,

"i^ 000 approximately5,000

dust ry that Makes the R and X
movies and a sick society that

qv, the questions of Day readers in this column. Letter. should
lie signed. fill/ names will be omitted if the Keller requests it.
Write to DeLouise core O'Day Peolientions, 722 Center St.,

7-

mini Moo my parents ma
As a reside. of Northbrook

never know you personally eionly as Santa Claus: and
who doesn't need him?
Be commined. Vote March

were to cRse, it would put on

world

and our self-respectJust as

-

an important aspect of your
.mmunityi hence, William

the

ing It?

Dad J.W.:
I feel you will be going South. I don't feel you'll rood the
diamond. I feel II is gone

is that yarn ore helping me wilt
my education as much (if not

not bring another child into

0000 i0 0his world, but
what is accomplished by allow-

J.W.. Arlington Heights

In

myparcnts.Whatlmean

sea

dustry make, it dirty and dissenting. Ids 0 sick movie in-

divorce from my husband? We do not get along.
A Des Plaines resident

the near future? Do you feel it will be south or east?

chill

was forced to look elsewhere

of your community college.
Most of these students will,

imertive.

this world, hut do we have to
sit and watch it? There's a lot

Dear Mr. DeLouire:
About four months ago I lost the diamond out of my engagement ring. Do you feel I will ever find it? Do yen have any idea
where it might be? Also, do you ace a transfer Mr my husband in

,aitifiorLtliliys. one more

udents whom you'll never

for a community college of

I'm selfish enough for the
children I've already bane to

andknowst sick to my stomach.

I feel you'll he working for semi, time yet.1 daft seen divaee
in the near future fur 7. but I do feels separation and a divorce
in perhaps two year, from now.

whether or not the world can

person: There are many, many

Caro was downed Mimi, I
some kind. This is where you
C0MC in. You said, ?Yes" to

over.30 generatin I'm no
prude. I'm all for sex and don't
think it dirty. The movie. in-

Dear Mr. Deldui,e,
I slatted new job last week. How long will I hold tWs pod.
lion? How long not I work belore I out stay home? Will I get a

Dear Des Plaines:

the problems facing us, food,
living space, etc., and then
decide in all good conscience

tour referendum fora Junior

know-never see hear of; but each will be a part

snaking a plea to the residents
of this community who arc in a

A NEW STYLIST

REMOVED FOREVER

Student lists reasons for Harper support
Editor.
As a Harper student from
another community, I ens

SWAP

Answer on Comic Page

R. N. Pier, prerdoriuti Direetor

UNWANTED HAIR I

Thoughts
on control
of population

SELL

re -

placer he Internal combustion
engineerl be paid for in high -

"Every American can help; , rect subisidies or RoFernMent

R.E. Hutchinson, VirttPraidan

C. F. Nan. drirertAirm laraptm-

CRANE SAID, "Wc must
accept the Fact that cl.ning

bill. Industry

for Mod."

AND SEE YOUR
WORK
,
aeylaaem

?Honor the ortgand thrum by ehruysjenkmaly karpiaa
the paper 'A firedom anal haellerand Integrity."

against

problems. Fie said that the
noddemar
consumer, with his

the prices ,the constimer pays

HIDEAWORD

.utioncd

making a scapegoat of in dustry for 91 our nvironmen

Wks have created: henmber
farms and farmers is
of at
continually decre.ing, bet
Me number of Department of
Agriculture bureaucrats increases regularly-and- so do

of us can sit back and wait

Pern= NW, """'"'

boa says.

individual in

no rthw est suburbs, every

PH: 253-5678

take care to observe pre cautions in tr.h disposal,

lion and related ills.
"Wc should have learned by increasing numbers of
he- said, "that throwing venience appliances, his ex.
w
government money at a prob- .ploding use of the automobile
km doesn't make it go away. If and his reckless waste and
we need proof that this R the careless disposal habits is in
case, we should look at the sit- large measure responsible for
Me situation we fa. today.
,Ruralagric paluetion our

the sciences.

Arlington Heights,

campuses. Their parents can

can succeed." the congress-

involve every American in a
wid.ranging attack on polio-

Department, an annual Mt.
nab for graduate students In

dll E. Northwest Hwy

know ifs all worthwhile,
heck.
"Hem's yoUr
You're doing a fine jpaycob," the

INSTRUCTIONS seem to

birthday and Christmas glow

ing -in -Miniature of the Northwestern University Chemistry

HAROLD E. NEBEL

the newest.
At the end of noo weeks, you

tbe savings account. hit

tion connol before the Meet-

insurance. Contact
me today.

You've 'arrived,' became
they just hired someone new.
That means you ere no longer,

foramr.

you have a social security card,
because you had to open a saw

address on the matter of

diFiN Of value on
car, horn and life

sadly enjoying yourselL

be able to handle tl.

from delivering the keynote

ING

gram. however well designed,
man predicted.

The COagressMan' had come

The second day is better. By

4 p.m. on Monday. All

cation blank carefully. You

Mount Prospect.

Y. BO,.

One day the phone AP.

.rod, no amount of federal
funds, no ambulated pro-

themselves can win, Rep. Phil-

it

_littered sidewalks, college du dents can run community
clean-up campaigns and stage
snit -litter drives on their

"If the esteem -anon of the
American public is not se-

ip Crane told The Day on a
weekend trip to his office in

thing seems to go wrong. 11th
not Net stupid. I can do this:.

You're told to report for work

critical and exploding
problem of pollution, and loin
a battle that only the people
the

dinment funds cannot condo

come fan and futions. Evry-

had to be saved.

YOU FILL out the appliMothers

Richard Crabb
' TheBygovernment
and goy

LEWIS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
55 East Palatine (Willow) Rd.

Wheeling, Illinois
ust West of MiiWiltrke Ave.
Across from Poi -Waukee Airport)

YOU
NAME
IT,
DAY
FAMILY
WANT ADS
CAN
DO IT!

PH: 537-6110
12 MONTH GUARANTEE

SALES SERVICE PARTS

Just Phone 255-7200 or 296.6640 to start
the action with a Day Family Want Ad,

Page 5

_

Get Results_

3-Cesetemes&Lot6

CLAIMS APJ TRAINEE
Wt111roin Sal 6 Car 4600

offered by reputable business people in your
community

5,6118

my

13loot and Fomul

Yo r Ad will °pp.., do1IY inure

Carpentry -Rem deling

AAA 1 HoorIng Ald Repair Ser
vice on oall makes,
loaners
essD
vino

Privom Instructor on flute,

FULL BASEMENT
In.taHOUSES
RA SED

ALTERATIONS. HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS 6 COATS
592 5410

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

"scrZVanti=
io`47707:
ALTRKTIONS

.9.6050

1946

SINCE

"HA ki4d.r/Z4::rbMips

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

Hts. Reasonable

FURS

CARPET 6

of

inn

,ho

suns

at Don occount, ooyght

N'S CLOTHING: suits 6 sport

S101. Income M.'. 253-3074

GO3

eaA 7510

OECRIPAAN

Coll for

My Sass.,

Soall

BRIDGELESSONS

Landscaping

°11894.7644

329,5

May,

DACO,DA,Er.

30,11133

Carpet Layer

L

d

Si

I

CALL FD 3563359

"

'w

Catering

CL 135.

36 00 CL 5.2236 or

Wigs
WIGS OF ALL TYPES

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIRE.
PLACES AND REPAIRS. FREE ES.
TIMATES. GAIL FLB-013

PAR

200 people for all

9

P.M. ROUTES

sm

05016
HAW YOUR PIANO TUNED

Window Shades

BY RAY PETERSON

PIANO 6/OR ORGAN LESSONS

na

,

SHADE "N" SHUTTER

Musical Instructions

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

nzi.:7"tr=t,t

59,3000

P rob EI

3364505 bet. 7 610 P.M.

Automobile Service

215 halloos WantodNeo

head

BAN/0 LESSONS

Sewing Machine Repair

Painting & Decorating

;';6I'arlj. 7,'40Lanl" ;CZ CZ:

Suncloy

1

nee

P

o'h

lk

id

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

leps

HAN NOW FOR SPRING

CONCRETE WORK
Coll alter 6PM 5926492

6924210

100's of Fabrics

REASONAOLFAFFERENCES

to choose from

FULW INSURED - CALL 562 1975

on Pomg Pa, Pongee

130

Store licensed 255-7335
A

facsories No
Roe esnmolas

isb

fest

EmPilL-'

392 6337

MOSS,' 827-684E

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
HOMES, OFFICE. ROOM
ADDITIONS, GARAGES, KIT

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

RUSSELL

POODLE

GROOMING

Axle

Flats

Rohm.

Got.
Gem

Proem

Weak.
Cones,

Home sewn dresses .50 & up.

cl

Draperies
EledOilting

?1,7:17":0

bream Ros

DRAPERY hordwore mstollouon.,

ream

Brolosfens

Pm Remo.

Nos MM.,

Gomm.
free en maim Ne Wiseman

available: Reasonable .529-5695

Custom drapries by

of NELSON ask your neighbor

Open 9 to 9 weekdays
Pio SSes. A Susie
IS GolARase shemetssp Or.

Hoffman E.t.a.

529-3900

GERALDINE'S

Hoffman Wales

DRAPERIES, BEDSPREADS

529.3901

CUSTOM MAW, FABRICS

Horne 6 commercial work. 2029

E.V. Construction, Inc
General tv Carpenter Contr.

PIM S. Richoond,Chga.

302-.

Palatine
25761Ino ans. BY/.7150.
Forest

Ave.

439-8280

own vvoikroom, fabrics, Kirsch
rod&Insiolotion.03341357.
-

1

rooms dormers, kitchen
down for
horn. owners.
whners. YVYI timer.

001)==evas.

El,
CALL NOW FOR
FREE ESTIMATES 2961630

ep=rehenning

Tile

CREATIVE

359-1410

GPEG"LY far you

KELLY SPRINGFIELD
TIRE CO.
301 N. 3rd Ave.

'""'.1nrlY"
Iclustrial

ResIdentiol-,

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERYFurnifuro.

299-7788

to

& Pirplana

upliblstery. Call CL 14865 Pros-

.pe,, Heights Upholslary 6E3 6

Doily° am MB pm
2807Sigwolt Street

WALL

PERINO

Wall Papering.
For ibe home or office with the
rs nol Touch Add W

per...reasanebly piced. .11

:James E. Lindquist 43943706

"ICA =litAG"'"

RECEPTION
SECRETARY

7:30 A.M. m 4 P.M.

ADVERTISING
$140 WK. FREE.

Here Is en inWtarion to grow with us in our new
food processing plant. Pleasant and clean work-

5555 W. TOUHY AVE.
SKOKIE, ILL

facades growth eapodunily in our system, deporlmen1 or

AUTOMATIC SCREW

MOLD REPAIRMEN

TRAVEL

Experienced in mointolning dip
coax dies or plastic rnOlds.
Stoning rate 34.50 per how.

New Biimin Gri.dleyx Bech.re,rs,

If you can Neal Ih moo 00.
I th Mee al sop. M, POd

I^0s)

responsIbloy wal be the comealon of 160.20 RPG
porom,. 31914DRPG opens.. andee

Lo Sidle Personnel

ax -

dnd Fend wanes burr ar resume oat.. emu curter,'
educoMmal lent end equipment and professional

RENTAL

TWO GIRL

gems* fOur employees am swore el GIs ca.. alMas

OFFICE
$150 WEEK
217 S. Arlington HeigHs Road

Susi sstyliglesiping

AGENT

mesaPh,

:ZEIT/
BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

O'HARE

27201= Ave

,

EARN MORE -10% NIGHT SHIFT BONUS
1st, 2nd SHIFTS OPEN

5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD.

5.," Paid Vocations

1, Paid Holidays

Paid Hospitalization

cry who con

,

perforvarm a

Glomming Geirm

Rent Free -1 or 2 Bedrai
Apt. -I- Most Utilities
Free b Commissions

TV:THOMPSON

os,ato mikes

SCREW MACHINE
OPERATORS:

IS. of Ookton St., between Wolf & Mt. Pronsecf Rds.)
rapid shorthand and mad kping

skills manned. Emden, adore sod comm., BermOR

An equal opportunity employer

Moon 1.1.1t1.0

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY

CALL 2.411,11

OFFICE TRAINEE

Nen Larson A Assodates

Estes and Elmhurst Rds.
Elk Grove Village

CAREER SPECIALISTS

439-2680

tto

1,pd, tt'd

AIRLINES HIRING
TRAINEES

Phollso.TniToo
le

holmes&

2. A RAISE
3. A RAISE

GENERAL OFFICE
Some office experience, light typing skills and a
high school education required.

a

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS'

with. Message Aping
Fan pay rages. AND YOUR

work

OWN

and holidays.

TRAVEL

FREER

IVY,

207353S.

SECRETARY'S

26 430.1500

One year of secretarial experience, good typing
and shorthand skills and a high school education

Address
income. you

City

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONS

same as ends...hos HS. el...rm./Gel get ahead lessor hose if yew,
end dostre to del so.

Wet the
ho obtlnr

BUS BRIM
wonted for Nursery Schee In

TRAINEE
te

I

p

th

ers on where to go, how
gal there, and what to lake.
You'll
fits

olio

call

°Hines

1

include free travel pr.
In Ailing!. HeEghts
95 Duaon 394)0000

.

Good starting salaries, excellent fringe benefits
and a congenial work atmosphere makes these
positions
extremely attractive.

5371100, Mt. Last

Excellent

=NtZtrc

EKCO

766-8781

FACTORY HELP.

'

LIGHT PACKAGING.
GOOD STARTING SAIARY.

NOSINIALIWION.,
BENEFITS.

Miss Paige

Nr PRODUCTS INC.
777 Wheeling Road

Wheeling, Illinois

Protopak Eng. Corp..
Flk Grove Village

selephonn and yeul ham

open..., to mow up in

people hovel

956.1no

AN EQUAL.OPPOPTUNEIVEMPLOYFR

ef

Mulch yourself to Gm prafiticalion. Gen come see usl Wero ao equal apporiunia

Operator

CALL FOR IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION

Pn''PZ-37111.

61

contact position
owner of this plush nave
agency. irs es exciting da
ov
whore you'll MG lo tre
From

Youll he trained for inlerssling =deeded mods shas is as impudent ro people as their

required.

e. Spore lime.

5 days a week...MAAS

RECEPTION

5555 West Tauhy Ave.
Skokie, III.

epe r

d 059 a .p
Receptionist WEI Ira.. Undei

or apply Ingrain for a confidential Interview

telephone opera... or a dime
Baal§ Bell,yeel get IhreoreLsemmor fire seer. Since our Berens solar

At least 6 months of keypunch experience an 029

Le people," Dental AssIttont

Stat%,

Thar, cool WItolher yoo,

219114 Wanted Boon

Name

pnma

1. A RAISE

aptitude and a high school education required.

All company benefits including life insurance, hospitalization, paid vacations

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

why your first year
will be more rewarding
at Illinois Bell

One year of payroll experience or 2 yearn of
general accounting background, a good figure

blue-chip company.

Doily Pam. to 4,30 PAR
4,P.M.
So, .111fenpl.ar00

Three good reasons

PAYROLL CLERKS

assoc.

BAN0HURST CFNUR

time and steady employment with

Division or Dad industros

-

and job applicant.

NMs hip

In

INDUSTRIES CO.

17975. WINTHROP DR. a DES PLAINTS, ILLINOIS 60018

wapn

cellnAr717117:47Zfret..

TELETYPE CORPORATION

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT

V Profit Sharing
Pleasant working conditions

or ond Indus/yid inkiness Nmea,

$400 Base Sal,

No. Yrs. Experience
:

Major Medical
Life Insurance
Shift Premiums

PERSONNEL
SECRETARY

REAL
ESTATE

an-

merecent

II

CAR

Schaumburg

GREAT JOB FORA

t7'It Plain

940 lee

Hours
flexible
'72".R'Se

Check out this tremendous
BENEFIT PROGRAM

programming IBM 360,0 and 30 DOS using MEG.

Phone

PIPEFITTER
Yeth shop maintenance

bout day

298-2770

fur year of hes, mMedense

programme yea ot bog

300 Wiley Road

Girl Friday -$575

EMPLOYMENT DEPT. FOR FURTHER DETAILS

MACHINE OPERATORS

PERMANENT/PART TIME TYPIST

TOASTA FOODS COMPANY

hoer o la Salle Gal

FILL OUT COUPON AND MAIL TO

1625 E. Algonquin
439.7010

3rd shift only, midnight to Et
Storting Rote 52.16

ing conditions. Uniforms furnished. We will train.

PROGRAMMER

TELETYPE

Runway &

SORTER -PACKER

894-7400

Automatie Screw Machine Operators.
See us for the best job you've ever had if
you're interested in Premium Pay for over-

Prance. Stoning rote SACY
Convertible

"",

how just lite ,P,^9

;r57:errto'u'r aver'ogreorn)

Upholstery

FOOD PROCESSOR

Lh

G

We have a number of great lab op.
portunities NOW for Brown & Sharpe

MOVE YOURSELF UP WITH...

DECORATORS
Interior &Eaerior
Pointing

Viss Forge

4L37

$550 mo.

Patrol,

PARKER
253-6600

Do It Yourself Headquarter, ar
entAnn Insiollotion. Mt. Prosped

t

WOMEN - JOIN A NEW

SHOW ROOM

APPLY IN PERSON.

Engineering Co.

FIEE E4IMAIES '41;41

Meoclows,111.

Monne

Shore

CORPORATION

Great Lakes

no

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Merlin Habegger 3564072

Drapery Reps IS,
ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

,

By school leacher. Insured.

3024244

259-7493

MANAGEMENT

olt amt.'s

°"a=nr.

FREE ESTIMATES

Coale Broperes mode in our

d

p

workin0 rem

Tailoring

Railing 6 Wallpaper, Inferior 6

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

EX SERVICEMEN

fee

Grant, GolfRose
ShopAimi Censer

S.

Roam

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

.are
252.2252, If you havent heard

pecial..dits.ro
all callers Deet Owl

Imm9 this ad wIl; you,

Ivor!

g

Company benefits. Uniforms famished.

Fabricator

$7,800-$9,600

D DECORATING

,vp

llospliolissoism Vacation. Itorimment Van

Good starting salary, periodic Increases.

PROGRAMS

312-76P-2806

B

Doll clothes for Barbie & Ken.

&fissa

WRITE. CALL

MANNERS- 729.7367

Realtors-Owners

296-1071

brg

(ONLY
PROM W D ELECTRIC,
O

For as little as 35.00 Imre, Morn

Doll Clothes

&ding

N

F

SERVICE

Percepoia

Poch

IL

INCOME TAX
Low

Guards,

Metal

FEDERAL & STATE

OCHA PROBLEM DOCK

.

=071
O'HARE

COMPUTERIZED

WEST PERSONNEL

aas. la yew. UmPiem Paid isms.. Fre

Military
Police as Civilan Police expeliencehelpful.

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

-

2,7-31.93

Dog Training

Recreation..
Room Additens

Security

Income Tax Service

200-1606
'

2 automatic
grom

We hove immediate openings for stable

CALL

o
brmmDECORATING
exterior poning.

Woltman Const. Co.

{WWI,.

255.5705

Storms due occur at anY tIme.
ovoid flooding. TRUSTY warm

299-4446

7,7'n

Some mem* helpful. Stoning rots $043 per bur with

NOW!!

Call Bob Van

big + The madame...

255-2570

CWE NEED
SECURITY GUARDS

area Any schoolingP.
M
PA

SHARING
.""S"?L4

PROFIT

" L'

amatlAostU;ette60;;;IC

DO YEW MOWED,
0 14 0 SUMP PUMP

INSURANTSN REIMBURSEMENT

10300 W. Higgins

AMFORGE, INC.

HELP

140SPITALEZ,A,1

.

'298:S051

.16.6

VI 7-6440

N0,411=1'. Bey Pena ape,

P00%.fc::2C.FIXUZER

227,020

332,59E3

smarm paid benefits Includme

343-5100

HELP

All Cracks Repaired

CHEN, BATHROOMS. FIRE.
GOOD WORKMANSHIP.

60016

for Interview Call

& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

EXCELLENT

-

nemblo Compare/1,4001,1m.

$575 mo.

RESTAURANT

350.3650

Hyry.

N.W.

Fully iEEE1PELI

15 YRS. EXPERIENCE. INSURED.

Des Plaines,111.

KITCHEN HELP

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

SHOL=CgTING

P.M, GENERAL REPAIR.

SHIPPING & RECEIVING

ARIES.Ts

SIONiCi*TYPIS
SA,ME,S,,,s,:z.,,

7

pe. Pe,Or eXprn.

RECEPTION

1.1?1:11.gLICATIONS.114G.

ARLINGTON INN

WO PANTS MOST ROOMS

DOLORES ERRS SCHOOL OF
DANCING. ENROLL NOW FOR
CIASSFS CL 3 3500, FL 3 1355

GENERAL

Write: Box 326
Day Publications
722 Center St.

ENGINE LATHE OPERATOR

CHEF m COOKS

Ni en p Pump

H A SO DECORATING

Dancing Schools &
Supplies

S.

oPPP

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERKTYPIST ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK

1 AP

SECRET

299-6629

TW

Northwest Suburbs

WORK IN ITASCA!

TROD, HOME IMPROVEMENTS

30% Winter Discount

roll do, EPEE..

Plaines

DOCTOR'S

Storm Windows

ARL. HIS. DAY CARE CENTER

Deed iold,111. 600;3

Mender Bp...WU pacisego ead

err

"z"-

All Work euoronteod

358-2597

MO Rand R411

f OUR SEASONS

BABY

1$10,000-$11,0001

455-8350

Wog. N°b.

0,141 FOR
IMMEDIATE04INGs

NIIRS,MKZIER

PPPPLP

DISTRIBUTOR

n the industrbl Pork in itosto

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

tr

BOOKKEEPER

PERSONNEL
TRAINEE

VOLKSWAGEN NORTH CENTRAL

beh efts

SPECIALTIES
Subsidiary of Nuclear

PARKER

Shop At Home S

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Child Care

'Zro'n'a

meet. *era! company

$1050 per section olus lebrir

OR -INTERIOR

PAINTER OR FIXIT.MAN

Mancial wore.

,2441elp Wanted Men

rv'err's'et'g:I'ffolt

Home Maintenance

SPENCER & SONS

WRENN REMODELING

METROPOLITAN

Also Expert Reupholster,/
Nome or Office

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

$4.00 Hr.+0.T.

Hot

College Grad
Claim
Adjustor Trainee
$750 Car -I- Expenses

50% OFF

Ouoliw Work

EXPERT CARPENTER
CALL KEN AFTER SPIA

359-135n

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

,23 Employment Agencies -Men

ON ALL LABOR

No min ma big or EPP GP..

ssot=inrt,

297,3335

opportunity for
someone dose to rerir-e:

Nice

If.fS)artr

SLIP COVERS

Coll. 3924750

ifiiTs7rresi%

Theyll WAIN YOU t

7,4r

$2.75 An Hour
4,00 P.M. 16 8:00 P.M.
(hours flexible)
5 Days - Mon. thru Fri.

CO2:470:'na Maroon

CALL BUD 25a 3016

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

LADIES

.298-2770

lenr

Palatine, III.

It pays to advertise with Day Want Ads.

TRW ELECTRONICS

ace

I d)

d you foreies-

hem peE do,

aloes.

HO. N, Nonhwost Soy, (Rio 53 &

298-5044

La Salle Personnel

3737 take Cook Rd.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
Add + A+ Girl

HOUSEKEEPERS

RECEPTION

Data

WINTER SALE

359-2515

nr.Ig

g

Slip Covers

KANZLER BROTHERS

437-7300

doctors will train
you to work
with bids

he a la Salle.,

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

Des Plaines Location

WE HAW 1 TON TRUCK

Hearing Aids

JANITOR

JANITOR

Sign Painting

P 't g60

81/4 EPEPIIP

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

KEN'S CUSTOM
KORNER

CALL 6565970

A. J. MAGGIO CO.

WEST PERSONNEL

Exec. Secys.-600+

s.

Apply m Person

AT HOME

COMPLETE TRAINING

439.0923

General Hauling

poseos

5PM

PART TIME

ARLINGTON FITS., ILL

DOMESTIC WORK WANTED

SNP.

6 PM

-

30405. Busse Rd.

WITH OR WITHOUT

CALL WNW

9

296,1071

MAINTENANCE

22SituationsTlantelTiomen

Fri 0 AM -9 PM Sot.

School Bus, Inc.

PLANT

fro Insurance programs.

-

Part Time

384-3528

ALLEN CONCRETE

2706 N. Edgington
Franklin Park

lions,

CIStrOVelldg

P'rl.t1"

CLERK

RON NEW

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

INTER=TERS
Cement

Furniture Refinishing

oltd:S=

Cook County

on.SIOWSper

MEASURING INSTALLATION
CUSTOM SHADES WOVEN

Sewer& Septic Wadi

253.7V&
230Punperi

ABM Painting

m

FREE ESTIMATES

BUTCH McGULAS

300E Rand Rd.

298.5051

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

2:30-5 p.m.

I

EDMON'Er RtIRAIr'r27-3637

PROSPECT CATERING Ct G4033

255-7200

onb R

6,30-8,30 a.m.

,WcE cE. ,,T,9S0T,UDc410,1:

1'1=11.. XET rkrITAIL':
A

Rp

Subsidiary al Nuclear

Y

sisal

Piano Tuning Services
y

Ch

A.M. ROUTES

MAERICATI:1701.STERING

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

Meyers

Hardwood lireplomIoSE

PATCH'S PANTRY

complete

Permanent Waves

5371233

Paid Training

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES, INC.

g'76.74FOn277474.1'"
CUSTOM UPHOL

TWEGFREE ESTIMWTES

Firewood

Catering

DRIVERS

REVERSMASONRY

Vbk:Igio'gri7oZs..;9:1"Br'

STENO-SECT'Y

10400 W. HIgoim

455-8350

Earn Extra -Cosh

LAB TECHS

W. con offer permanent employment with ea.
cellent 'employe benefits, Including paid vac.

HOUSEWIVES

$600 Month

ladies

ZZ:.1%,!"ntiVL:"' °""'"1"

we.. Will pay 3500. Phone

259-0222

503-6"00

SCHOOL BUS

CUSTOM NPNCESI-EleArree pick

Masonry
om 2963136

WAITRESS

ne ond guosseeKe,g,

McKAY TREE SERVICE

During 4 Week Training Period

s

OFFICE

Contact
V. Morgan

PARKER,

$2 00 Per Hour Guaranteed

ASSOCIATES INC

BELLA INN.

Call Mr. McGrath 358-5600

"

FULL TIME NIGHTS

964 7070

01 d

MALE

Roofing

E gMee

GENERAL

IMAI7RESSES

SECRETARY

ELECTRONIC
C.':747

GOWS660

Coll las.c.

259-0028

ng
I

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

TV SERVICES. REPAIR

MAGIC BY "DENY THE MAGIC

liben3 i:"

0 E. ORSERVWEICE
NTHST HWY.
MI. Prospect

Murphy EmPl 'er
HoGhweIt NEW In,

ler's'eat'""Ife's Plaines

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

cense= aiatme available Hospalion. kid holidays

interesting factory
duties. OPPMNPRY.. f9r
ado° ncentOnt.
of

"Zel:st'r

Mollie!: In GI: :pinny

LZSSZ.=Is'e7=0

Radio -TV Service

Engineering Service

VARIETY

E

Attention Ladies

FULL OR PART
TIME.

EMPLOYMENT

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

Young man far variety

ry'oe ses,otcone

25,3905 After 6 Gm.

pl

well

264Ielp Wald Women

monwg A MorMoll held fr,

Blocks So al Stollen

modern Mop, NoPmen Entre'

splendid °PO.,

PORTRAIT PAINTING. MURALS.

ARCH

An Service

GENERAL
FACTORY

lee A

B

tame and Pon spar. Gm em

La Salk Personnel
MID

Wanted For Permanent Positions.

thIs

Mobile
Communications

,olio

MHICE

holpfuI

With Expanding Machine Shop

SPRING SPRAYING

3586 ober 6 p

CORAL ELECTRIC licensed.

MAY SPECIAL

CUSECIAIELSERVICE

Electronic Tech

KIRA.

onh AVON COR
an mor. Rearmost

Good

FILE CO.
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Mrs. John Mathy enjoys
her special day
By Mary Lind

Being treated like a queen is a rare experience

for any woman The winner of the "She" contest, Mrs John Mathy, relaxed and emoyed her
day of royalty last Wednesday
At 9 30 a m , a limousine arrived in the drive-

way at 999 Maple Ln in Elk Grove Village to_
pick up Mrs Mathy and her guest, Mrs Ruth
Havnla of 1015 Maple Ln , also of Elk Grove

%.1

THE FIRST STOP was in
Arlington

Heights at

Lisa's

Draperies, 11 S Dunlop The
women were welcomed

Village

from the manager, Oka

OlVell.rn, and Mrs. Melly

The chauffeur, Henry Knosp of Mount Prospect, offered his limousine service to the two
women and started the day by collecting gifts at

was presented with a decorative
flower arrangement

area merchants

Photos by

`She' has her
day of Luxury

Dan Balm

Then they drove on to Syl

by marilyn shaman, editor

Ha's Flowers at 1316 N Arline
ton Heights Rd where they
were weknmed by the florists

'
"I see a man opening a car door for a lady - it must

Marge Weidner of Arlo,.

be the limousine," someone called as the party aimed

Heights, who is an employe of
the shop had a phallnophis cot
sage waiting for Mm. Math.

Her face wreathed in smiles, Mrs John Mathy
alighted from her limousine Wednesday morning at
Lisa's Draperies, in Arlington Heights It was stop

number one For the first winner of the contest in
She," where the prise was a day of luxury, with a
chauffeur driven limousine at her disposal

Mrs Mathy s day was spent collecting gifts from
area merchants, followed by a leisurely lunch and

a

shopping - with the limousine always at her service
Trim and personable, Jean Mathy, who lives at 999
The third slop was at Rov's
Americana Beauty Sidon at

Maple Lane, Elk Grove Village, had picked an old
friend in the Village to accompany her The first stop
she made after being picked up in the limousine by the

pg

personable chauffeur, Henry Knosp, was at 1015

1

1620 Vi Northwest Hwy, Ar
Unman Heights Roy Lax, the
owner welcomed Mrs Mathy
with asmile and a certifieste for
a an shampoo and set

Jean Mailal vale, bad in the blame moon heal*

In Mount Prospect, Mr,
Maths, found the employes of

Wilk Lumber and Hardware,
at

100 W Northwest Hwy,

waiting at the entrance to wet

come her

A gm ...PM',

Present, Tenon cookware, was
presented by employe thine

Photos by
Dan Batas

Eagle of Prospect Heights

The women enjoyed a luncheon m the atmosphere of Old Or
chard Country Club on Rand Rd In Mount Prom.. While

relaxing they could view the rolling scenery of the golf course The
afternoon was spent at Long Grose Where they enJoYed malting
antique Mops and .arlouscountr. stores

Lanchem enardtred al Old Orchan I Comb) Clair

Chard), er Hann Imago alums cuarteen. heipe Mr. Maly and Mr< Ha. nla from die em

Maple Lane, where Mrs Ruth Haynie mined her for
a most unusual day of shopping ancfluncheon

"I've never won anything before, and this happened

so fast," Mrs Mathy said "On Fnday,

was out

shopping, and while looking for carpeting at Murphy's

Carpet in Arlington Heights, I signed my name end
dropped it in the contest box I ham ily had time M
think of it, because on Monday, The Day called to tell N,
me i was the winner " The two women chose to have
lupckat Old Orchard Country Club, "because we've

e

'k

. 'heard it's so nice, and we've never been there "
What was the neighbor's reaction when they heard
ofJean Mathy's good luck?

lAid

Beauty" was offered by Ger
trade Plingsten from Arlington

"It could never have happened to a nicer person,"
Mm Hawk said, "and I mean that sincerely We
never'eqqld have had any nicer neighbors than the

Heights

Mathys
The two women have been friends since moving to
Elk Grove Village about 10 years ago

At 4 p m., Mrs Why err
dyed home to rest and prepare

Jean Mathy's husband, John, is vice president of

for an amnia at the Black Fox
Restaurant In Rolling Mead.,
Holiday Inn Her husband and

Ockerlund Wood Products, Forest Park, and feels that
Jean is a wife who deserves to he treated royally
"I told him this would be something like being
chosen "Queen for a day," Jean Mathy said, "and he
a ,day - and you're a
answered, "yes, Queen' foral

mother accompanied her for the
complimentary dinner

But, before she knew It, her
day as queen bad ended Next

another winner will be
enjoying the same experience,

Queentvery day!"

wo

by merely registering al

parlidpating mereltanta.

Nak
Mee MhehY deb eisd Mee Ha,Hla itti, UM, ,Pe in openaAdifntm WM,
berarat-Marehrare

*

UV

For their final stop, they its.
lied Merle Norman in the
Mount Prospect shopping ma
ter A beauty demonstration
certificate with "Three Steps to

THE
DAY

Monday, March 9, 1970

`Spit 'n polish'
course at Carson's
-

Carson Piric Scott & Co. announces the ..Blue Blazer Spit

Polish" course for hoig 7
cc
through 14 in marlines. and
Manners beginning April 4,
1970.

.

The Course was given preWoolly in Washington, D.C.,
% We children of presidents.

and grooming is for boys only
and

is divided into two age

groups, 7 to 10 and 11 to 14.
The sessions will he one hour

Rolling Meadows -noon

long and will stress the follow ing categories: good manners
for boys, table manners, man nor

2 30 p m Monday through Fnday
Tuesday-Ehlers s

manship.

At the completion of In

Scott & Co. State Street store.

protocol of Me State Depart-

The charge is 920, which inchides graduation dinner, MO

4pm

book and claw Materials.
The instmetor for " the ,

Pm

course is William Mum princloak H.L. Richards High

to

to demonstrate to

where" took. And one of the

Bert

hest parts of the message ht it
doesn't take money to be with
a for spring.
GUaranICed fabric Inter-

Registration for the course
may he made by calling Cersons at 744-2645, beginning

Theselu Blaner Spit 'n' Polish
in manliness, manners
cour

Weeks.

Medamdas-Are &Lek
12 Wpm

Glenview

,

pm

P.M., -Am Steak Hem, Glenview

12 30

PANE ROAST SIRLOIN OF BE, AU.111S

.--4ATERHITY

wood

"th'Y w"'
basin

SHOPS

block

principle
''
'In
ltd is known m "relief'
ago,

,

of synthetic research and a
team of former couture de-

printin, where the raised sue-

signers, they deliver garments

Tern, m on a rubber stamp or

face forms the printing pat-

shah
enough to double es tunics
'Dressses.

prints.

We me having

a

Inns how 2096 to 50%
OFF on drone, stocks

selection of

pants,
coordinated
van, tunics, jackets. she

IRE

MENDOUS SAM - Sow

biggest season in years. Soparates continue big. and Fire !s-

lender offers

*Ira

blouses

and
and

and

Pont
and

/1

and

Sows

and

t

.0

Dresses for spring are soft and supple. This one by Cintura
Wits is tint with a fringed belt. Ropes and tassels are the new
accawry twist for spring '70. The dress, is washable, and retails
for $24.

?Ott 91.0k

Za=:=::
RIGHT NOW-you unk.r
woe
,

have that feminine look of
the past, but the fabrics end rm-

ANY KIND OF sail wood
may be used, such as smooth
ekte boards without knots.
pecial plywood for woodcuts
nevailable at art supply stares.
Mk does not splinter as cosily
and allows much finer detail to

"",""7eParZLVagat

mar 'lea.; will be white or
nwnprainateYd. Also, your finished
print will racoon everse. Hol 5
aim irror
your d.ig
t,rati:t Jim,

,Thisi,is

er iy,,m,rpoi

HIGHLAND PARK

EVANSTON
mommssa Chu.

/7520rondSt
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CIS S klinpion NI.. PP

concave side of a tablespoon.
A thin paper, such as rice pa per, will show the ink through

to the bank side. (You any

I

. pick up a corner to check if his

printing well, but be very car.
but not to let the paper slip on
the block.) Your first print
may

',;,°,"

,w,e,ak in color until the

ab'rim' e""gh

All tools and the wood MO*
can be cleaned with turpentine
or paint thtnner.
For additional 'reading there
are several printmaking hooks
'

'

ink before transferring the de"
Won is a good idea. Then you
will be able to see your design

available at most art store..
of
Some fin 05
woodcuts can be Seen et Coun-

tryside Gunny, 407 N. Vail.
Arlington Heights.

progress as you cut.

Holding the knife at an

angle, rernOve a V-shaped sliver of wood around the entire

outline of the design. Then,
with gouge, remove areas thm

Supplies for making wooden. include good quality paper, a buyer, block printing
ink and a rectangle of glass.

expensive and are available at
hobby shops or art siores
The ink that is the easiest to

Parents ask

How to keep children
quiet while dad sleeps

robs, hi blot

It winesolors
and

i. 7

A PIECE of glass, about 12

071

Iffe

ay Louise Bates Ames, Ph.D.

nliA,DE

WHIM:A

'Tr Yno'o'7:iyA70:61

find

throughout the Unitod Mates

pastas end basic

LOOMS

eutral.

hod works nights

vive the ecological mistakes or
thc older one promises to override all other
youth Ismes, according to an article by
Raul Tu racy in a recent issue
of Seventeen.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PHONE

MERLON CO., INC.
1550 Rand Rd. Palatine, 111.

1472 N. Bond Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

PHONE: 359-4868

you seem to have all Me ha.
ports without any fun. You:
both seem to he conscientious,
but the companionship the in-:

help. Th e Mlle boy is VERY

a

think I'm a gSad'

t

roc, but er
not a "togetherness' father

Mother

I

time.
Nd goikr

uf the time.

292-2060

leno'nisc

a fi"nd'i kn-

tro.° ree'nbtre'llirdret

husband is deepingoOnuar.house

%VIJAY DO YOU mcan

*F "h'
ligho and darks of your design
nod

with torn pieces of black and
white paper.

at-

yoor

mar FIER' is cotansdy

reprimanding

ily

° keeprsono,r.nn 17. c.:',:st otryrn-g.
them still is tying mein

d

knots.

-My children aren't doing

since she doesn't live with you.

n oisy

stereo excitement

a ....bitrolly exuberant,
ago, Even one more sear

y ill Ivies new prohlvrn, for all
a ler-upon
of Mom, but at

92.7 tan

some 'of the old on...s.

IF YOU THOUGHT
FM IS ALL
BACKGROUND MUSIC...
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
WEXI.

Here's a flattering new twist to spring (*.Hon. A buttoned
placket tunic in washable polyester tops flared pants. Belle

Morphq

MURPHY'S
44/45" Wide
Solids
Plaids

36" Wide
100% Cc4ton

Not quite.
Now you can earn. 41/2% compounded Quarterly

87,0.

BROM TNISCOUPON

oy`

BRING nits conc.

Now

1

Gracefully contoured leaf,
delicately textured in
141Or.sensowoosnovenos.
Cultured pearl framed by
duised star -burst design is

54/60" Wide

$1.57y,
BRINGTHIS

n.,,7<4;212egi

ri
eik 4

C012 ..for '3.11°

A

A

67c

your children may think foil

UNUSUAL TOUCH!

you haw a little more fun fon.%
yourself, Each person need,.

to add that extra touch to

some run each day Mr eelfel
week or each month). Flab':
sonic one thing you love to tki:
and then do it and we if it

your

bolls

Battery operated clock

doesn't help.

$30.00

r

BRING THIS COMP.

rrIallS...

sell In thou of Child Dwelt
°mem,

tai
Tuesday

- March 10th
Our

Hair and lc
Wig Stylists
FINAL WINTER
SALE

G. C. MURPHY CO.

are "Tops"!

"VAN"

of Arlington

POPO NOUNS, Men. Ihru rd tit p.m

SO. 9130 P.m.°
Sun. I I to 5 pm,.

RAND.& CENTRAL ROADS
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

By all

don't give up your class..
WelWright 5970 by the Gem

Celebrating our 1st

Hour and Occassion.

1d.

AFC a good one. It is more lino,.
portant %I' sou to see to illhai.11

luxurious filigree designed
clank with o towel ring to match,
A

Our New Spring Collection
is in. Fashions for every

Reg. $1.99

Reg. 84o

From our selection of
Fine Quality Jewelry

yd

NUBBY DAN
44/45" Wide

BONDED ACRYLIC

plicated in the earrings.

The big SWITCH is on !

Reg. $1.57

Try MC to worry MO =Eh,.
about wheMer you m a gootE
mother. So far es you know.:

FOR THE

KILTCLOTH

TERRY CLOTH PRINTS

PH: 358-6568

assume that ht possible

Sir it

top to contemplate the onto
Mal crisis in forums, dleussion group, films and lee -

PALATINE, ILL.

Anybody wo,da he nu0..0.11 and irritable if Me wore
tryine to keep three children
more2

and the need to snuggle and depend on you or an Eight. And

to participate in a giant, na
April
nwide "Teach -In"
2, at which time classes will

PALATINE PLAZA

:

If Mem out of the house

'she has the feeling that no -hotly likes her. like a Seven,

All Wet ?

Milwaukee Avenue im Dundee Read
Wheeling,111. Phone: 537.0020
Member F.D.I. C.

drcn will he underfoot every evening while your husband
sleeps? Can't you plan any sort.

bination of Sewn and Eight-

At least 1,800 colleges end
undrcds of high Schools plea

13011

missing

Is there any was you can an,
range that nut all Mace

YOUR ti-VF.AR.old is be,:
having like an intermting cow:

conservationists

Epoque hairdo and ropes make the look new. Priced at $32.

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK-

the:

problems

aking proposals.

urea

rc-

stand

for your hnshand to arrange
101 different working hears. If he could it would solve many

manent organization, the Student
Environmental Confederation.

on your regular passbook.
No minimum deposit.
And best of all, withdraw any time,
without notice.

marrige. imolve

1

rom 40 colleges met in Palo
Alto, Calif., and set up per-

Is Liquidity

to

quiet while their rather sleeps.

sarp questions and headlineYoung

able

drudgery and difficulty anddisuppoimmen. that
many::

of schedo TO that will take some :

C Put , sto P
right
It should 0 possible,

4

mns in
Angel., he
spotlight was stolen by 100students who challenged UM
open -forum
with
sessions

wrest in and time with each.
other, the pleasure from each:
Other which makes so many:.
Ales

I

and how t

at

.

You both arc go 'rid thrinalt
the motions df m..iikge. hag`

grid seems

pv,iynssiecc,o

outs, in the evenings when my

endedLos
by 1,0
00 invited pez-

Id

8-cywe'a rr-kd

forte myself to smile. Psy-

LAST NOVEMBER, at an
conference

6'1! it.'

ododnInber.

Wad,I"1°O. m°^.5 k."'.

14w

OPEN SUNDAYS'S-5
Doily 10-5,30, Mon. & Thurs. 10-9
Pal -Grave ShoPpn9Gnter
1427E Palatine Rd.

The problem of whetherthe

environment

11°T.

ems. He is

younger generation bin sur-

1

oldest

bs collegeparr

WeMeosure instoll ...Free fairoonMMe

crusade.

doll an why
Actmilly
you should be happy or you
husband either, poor fellow

school. and my

lhiic

and edging for

ewaIlueury lea, ThenAdd,
mot. or blend a Shade ,Perto

are linisrup behind to mem
new causthe cm/ oatmeal

in

mother keeps iemnerne that 1

erido^,MlIoSLY,

JOANNA WESTERN PRODUCTS

COAST TOM TURKEY WOO ceitssimAcitAIMIERISAUCOLSO

too well

must help them mom with

Thousands of young people

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

.

LAY PAPER carefully
ova your inked block. Rub
back of paper welt with the

Use Is an oil base block printing

Open Thursday Evenings Until None

ano

Open / dogs n weal, born 11 :00 A.M. to 4,00 AM

crossing several times.

among the Pitman SI books

usingv

A good pick knife or X-acto 'S'cidtee're' winalroTtoite glace
Wife cm be used. Tool are for, slab. After mixing ink wall on
Woodcuts or linoleum are in- glass, run the roller One the

. calories are very much 1970.

Students
help fight
pollution

SELECT A simple, bold design. It is often helpful to work
4
this out with black and white,

gouge are all that are needed.

mune, Fashion this spring

-

with an even Mtn of ink, miss.

Painting the block with India

be achieved.
A knife and a and U-shaped

Accessories play a big roll in
die total look. Newest items

ere the rope bet( and dog collar. Oversized fringed scarves,
nhoulder bags, close fitting
cops and big round shades sre
being
everywhere. Hair
num in a knot on netsHail rown or
head in the Belle Eopoue

.

prod o. some very satisfying

usually

mer pants, arc having their

Phe.ant Run Theater St Charles 2 30p m
Old Orchard Country Club MOM. Prospect
luncheon 12 30 curtain 2 p m

CENTRAL PIP CONDITIONING

"

dream to care for.

HMSO PORK TRIDERSOIN WITH llOWNONAVY

CHIMESS PORTIONS

making

ware

THEATER MATINEES
Wedn.dav-Ivanhoe Chicago 2 p

11151.

BREADED VEAL CUTLET Wail BROWN UAW

tiara paper is too heavy.

woodcut is one of the oldest
Methods of producing prints
known to man. The Chinese

away. The technique is simple
enough, so that a beginner can

36,000 BTU's

MEC NM WOO PINEAPPLE CMOS

,

SALE!

FEDDERS
Kira

thick can be used. Construe-

making remain much the same
centuries

are m modem as today. Yet the

and

Si)ttktlittritC3141

BAR -B.0 UM BACK RIBS, OUR OWN sclICIASSAL.

Mo. The methods of print,

mho, clean lines of a woodcut

lob metal times. Then,
Pie roller, Ink the woodcut

that has hem taped

Print§ more than 1300 years

The powerful shapes, bold

Mirae of black and white.

those -who -know-

15,

around the edger, Mad an taereliant base to roll the ink.
You will also need a brayer
or roller (usually made of rubber) and a tabl.poon.
Japanese rice papers are by
far the best papers to use.
These can be found at most art
supply stores. Otherwise, any
absorbent paper that H not too

poly.ters, completely
washable, make 1970 clothes n

Complete Dinners

0.as

x
'

Plany000d Farm Bensenville 12 30 p m

Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Doily

U.S MUMS MET MIGNON Or SPOCHSSIS

.

By Ruth Cournoyer

..the keyos,o1of ba,tyfreLite:.Thue,

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT

Now we are featuring these
Special dinners to complement
our Superb Menu

inflow

Ion

A classic approacli to woodcuts.

-

CLEARANCE

Countoude Geller) 107 N Vnl Adington
Hei,ho-Opendetly except Monday Itolpm

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

Toni Simon will be manager

-

higher price. Acrjlans, fortrels

ART SHOWS

The Eleanor Manner's Trio

Famed French couturier
of the store and has just re,
St Laurent is opening a bow turned from a week's pran.
pleaoque in Bonwit Tellers Chi- Lion at Rive ache,
buy end
sego store, to be called Rive York. Plans are
Gauche. It has a sister boo- show high fashion. She reportwpm Rive Gauche In New ed that at least 50 per cent of
York.
the stock coming in to Me new
boutique wbill be in the new

once found only at a much

Corrado s lb-stament Arlington Height, 12

tolpm Slog pm

p

.

Islander. Backed by a decade

Thorohn-Dale Hausa Hoffman Enid= 12

P

Chicago's Rive Gauche7m"

One company leading' the
knit parade is COMM, nod
their sportswear division, Fire

Uncle Andy. Cove Mace Palatine, 12 20

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Featuring:

House

Creative corner.

DAY

will insyre well
made garments for the woinep
who wants an inexpensive way
to look smart.

."

Corrado, Restaurant Arbngton Heights 1 to

lasts six

March 16.

preted by
the -scene

2p m

School. Oak Lawn.

boys ntheir formative years
diet othersis notlung seedy
about. being well mannered:
met he-men are gentlemen.

(

Inn

Pickwick House Palatine 12 to 2 p to
Weller s Restaurant Morton GM. 12 10
pm
CilneiGt Resteunint Des PI ones IS to

April 4, al the Carson Pitt

is

Tree

Green

lors Senses Tralco Farm (see Monday Inning)

Teased by the dean or the Diplomatic Corps and the chief of

couree

is the knitted "wear -every-

sonvillc 121t pm

Fomented at (Tontine Marine
Bose to obleers. children, as
well as in private wheals and
t:annoy clubs. The course Ott

The band idea behind the

Looming larger on the hd..

12 30 to 2p m Monday through Frrday

an achievement certificate at a
graduation dinner.
Classes will be held on snocessive Saturdays beginning

can receive.

fashion industry,,

Jim Sans Tralce Farm Barrington Hills

course, nook boy will reecho

mem as one of the most valuable forms of training any boy

ts as hard to.find 0 a Cuban
travel poster, and there probThly isn't a welt seam in. the

Golden ante, Arlington Heights 12 30 to

for boys on the go, good
grooming for boys and sports-

THE

Monday. March 9, 1970

Fashiori for spring 470 Ls
leg, supple and feminine:11M
death knell hassOunded for the
Constructed look. Tough-chle

WEEKLY FASHION SHOWINGS
Meaty-Black Fox Restaurant Holiday Inn

and
also

ambassadors, senators
Ohngressmen and was

Spring `70 fashion is feminine

Fashion shows for
a change of pace

REFRESHMENTS

214 E. Grove

WILL BE SERVED

Arlington Heights
(behind the Mile Neal

caret acetone
245. Evergreen Arlington Heights 253-2290

--FIFTH-DIMENSION-on,this_Saturday'3AEXLAINight

Concert

9 P.M. to 6 A.M,

392-0062

THE DAY

Uncommon possessions
THE DAY

,Thole to celebrate

Entertaining ?
Add a bit of green

Alfred Mitchell acquired

itartmilyn Shuman

rich background before he eau
horn-

ready to open his own busi-

vedbry Of I dream enure true

ness. He worked for five yeas

%.Esstlier and Alfred

as a designer for C. D. Peacock, Chicago, and for. II
years in the diamond depatinent at Sears, Roebuck and

eYeettrnav was the

.

It :was rust a veer ago
March (hat they opened Mi.
ellen Jewelers at 20 S. Ever.

background,ven he

Mee
as my Idelong Near,
ono

of

IN ban working and savfor..all my life," Alfred
;Mitchell -said. And for Esther
rAlitchelk it was the beginning

a

naive

in

Arlington

town, he said. In looked tot
different when I moved here in

Irhh °F

earrings and charms, messy of

Estill!' Mitchell obviously is
thriving and enjoying her now
Aft. 4. years at
Career.
family, I
borne, raising
wasn't sore how it would work

out. Lame in to help -and
job," she
found' i
aid.
OUT.

in-bluden.S116 specialities as en-

paving which Mrs. Mitchell
inanaddff exterourly on items
as final' as earrings or rings or
as tai 0 is a thotgun.
Alfred and his brother Fled,

to '(biped the (emity m

htr

how chryiprisc a year .Loa art
II. Old World craftsmen. Fourth
Sarmatian, jeweln, they were
lexandria, Egypt,
born
end learned the profession

They their father as children.
They nosh d.ign and make all
Was of jewelry, working

them

Several small pots of Nrn or
dinner in honor of the great ivy might be placed on a cake

NIB. One year I made a large
Shamrock tree for our buffet.

She also helps in the buying of
import items, and they carry a
Wing

Norway,

CM out green shamrocks about

well

them from

enameled jewelry, and from
Denmark, mosaic work, and
elegant porcelain and glass fig-

any'

Lang,unon, thewn wall above
rib-

After worying all his life designing jewelry in Alexandria
Fred, his wife, and too daughArlington
ters
moved to

tr treamers hforr

Heights 0 year ago, where they

coma white
Yellow
Smaller shamrocks ears
used tuname cards.

.pineapple

00 010

felt

be

cookies

lived for nine years at 624 N.
Gibbons. Their two boys,
Douglas, 14, and Jimmy, I I,
have already shown an intact

IF YOU HAVE some Irish

homite-et least; after dark.

ry importance in the last few

Shoe shapes range from ankle
high to sliver -low.

-1

to your Interior. Shads

aIs

nn won, dub Nimrod Soh.
Cons..

on any Service
WITH THIS AO

f

lent pull
lent
p chains, 377) In. high.
ON DISPLAY AT

W. Palatine Rd.
IL

up.

Take pets. A pedigreed toy
Poodle is status for Mom under

$12,300: a Ks** boar or

A II4

polo pony, for lhom over
S75,000.
Just what is status? Accord-

ing to her article, sock)] scien-

bol as "something that is not
common to men.bus of your

Peer M.P."
1 NOW FIND that I am

EVERY MON., WED., FRI., 8 SUN.

Mon. thru Sat.

Char/in.:Adams'

-SPECIAL-

*P.

Mem &Bays SPORTCOATS
562 N. Milwaukee
Wheeling, III

ANTIQUE ARE

NEWSROOMS
COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIC) ES

Ability Glass AMirmr

\v

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Mt. Prospect

253-4601
101 WEST PROSPECIANNUO

4

Yorar.11

7- or arc of

'MY' HOUSE
LOCALARN)

The Bank IL Trust Company

of Arlington Heights

Costumes the radio,. key.

Maybe you are to. Keep the

houe, eve have an old-fashion-

'MT cTISgonr LgSZarer'ifit:

flylre it

cd basement. It is full of stor-

What do I own, or do, Mart is

age boxes, but is is also home t
a den of cub moms as well anda

I

was amazed to

playroom

for

remember her), a tailored suit
mot smacks of Jean Arthur, a
hat polled down over the Cy,ss
when you want to be Garbo.

creating and

messing.

Olga's advice. And stop mumbINg to yourself, Len: em1Ple,
expect to win EVERY match, you know.
Virgo (Aug. 23 -Sept. 22): DoNcy of a week on the mend.
Vim. One of marvelous humor and wit will seek you out.This
person may be of opposite sex. If so, don't play your trump card.
And you needn't stand there looking so darn puzzled. You know
perfectly well what Olga means.
Libra (Sept. 23-001. 22): Things should go along rather swimmingly in days ahead, Libra honey. Careerwise as well as personring you if
ally. There is one person however who would like

possible. This person could be either a Scorn or a Saj. And Is
probably of the same sex as you arc. In any event, keep Mose

OUR FORMER 65 -year -

experiences and memories in week ahead, Saj. Recognise the
power of emotions to override the caution of your. ntellect. You
will red,doubt move toward deeper self. exploration. This in itself
is good but do not for a moment allow yourself to become bagged down in self-douht.
Capricorn ON, 22 -Jan. 19): Should you encounter one who

PALATINE
Nst Who
359.4525

has a will top.truction during coming weck. turn tail and run.
CO NOT mop and argue. Think of Cap first. You and at tima.
but yourself. The is very noble. but
Cap, to consider he
to excess. Then it becomes sheer
even nobility can he

You'll Take the Cake With our fabulous
tram

z

On least day
keep your eyes open in one Cupid should
com strolling doom the pike.

Mognosers...
ANNUAL SALE

White footwear.
looks good now

SHELKOP

time of year? And during early

wi,n, white footwear this
spring mod?

from 400

ft= 10 00

Yes, white boots are one of
the good looks this rear, and
with the new.
nuderials that boots are made of
today, white boots.. no more
impractical than black. bona
ones.
of

700 E. Northwest Hwy
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Sole ends March loth

Sisters Wig Shemin

ion

the chance to add prestige, careers:rise. Avoid those who arc only
peripherally involved with the serious work st hand.
linear As week
wanes avoid tempttion to quibble withone who is
dear.

5T75

SHAMPOO & SET

Merle NormErma...Pan

l'isers (Feb. 19,March 201: This is weak when you eon only

during our hero, y
authorized

OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
TOUCH UP noux FANCI-TONE
FROSTING norm aMP Marne.

may have neglected lateiy.

SAVE a $150

$10.00

Aquarius Clan. 20 -Feb, 18): Beware of domestic tranquility in
week ahead, Aquarius baby. It mad lasiblY
ens can berme
no-nonsne week. So
the you -know -what. This week is

knuckle down to biz. Be kind in week and to one whom you

,

you deserve nothing but the NM we use Um
best. Our master colorists will pamper your heir with a a
.the exclusive InBre0lenM1 of which em
sinus Irostinn
Change Helr Color Lotbn
Roux
Sweet at our beautifully budgeted pricer

I la Elmhurst Rood

Prmeoptbni Ac owe

le

ANTIQUESaw ETCETRA

REST

MANOR BIOG. LONG GROV

12 NOON to PAL
We Buy and Sell

gal.:111.n° in Antique Jewelry,

STS Lee N. Des Plaines

10:00 a.m. to 4:30

ONIY

DINE& BROWSE

WEBER'S ANTIQUES

Anliques41,1:21.11a; l.unque Antigua, Furnishings, Art Oblate 'nanny Wraps, An Class grooms
& General Une of iNiques
Decor Pieces
AUCTIONS
Consignment
OPEN MON. thru SAT,
Every Wed. Eve. MO
Nun 10 to 6 Closed Mondays

939.2028

Wheeling

Elm and Evergreen MI. Prospect

amino. a Collenables

Phone 537.1000

259-2210

Primitives

1 1 gate 4:30 p.m.
ADMISSION 50
Antiques Etcetera Ma agars

VIII 392.0383

,

urph ComeL
17Mash Du my an

Street

Sylvia Flowers

0390677

NA 5737

*oas
Am.
Sunglasses

OEM MONDAY NMI...MOATS, 5 Ea ERMA,. TO

47 Ye Slade St Palatine III

Nelsons Flowers
to, w. Polotine Rood

511111011t311"rr

Today, you can be warm and

dry as well. gin. many boats
sire waterproof. Brighten up
the winter doldrums with white
footwear.

'Nan" of Arlington

BEGORA!!

Palotine,11/.

Coiffure Elegant.
Wig Salon

Northwest Dust
& Saving Bank

Arlington Heights A Devon Road

311 Satoh Adiegton Heights Rood

'

Ellr Grove Vale,

Just A Second
12 South Fergreen

Wheeling Trust & Saving.
Mieeniukee Ave. A Dundee Read

Moulins,

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Owen Cape.
672 fasIlloraluest.y:
Redwine, Ill.

Wide
100

es, Horihwest

Propect,.

Tis mighty happy we'd be if you'd be joinin' us
for a bit of "coffee and" Sat. March 14. We'll be
4wearin' the green and hopin' to greet you!

Hrs. 11:DO In 6,10
2358
42AVID

tea's Draperies

Roy's Americana

South Dunton Street
Arlington HeIhls,111.

Arlington Height., di

THE WIG HUTCH
16 S. Bothwell

ILLVE.

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center

TO ADVERTISE IN

253 9117

no.

Engligh=raolry

WILMETTE,

THIS COLUMN
CALL 255-720O

3S8-7722

heavy winter outfit. They provide a bright. light spriagdike

CHICAGO

Staffordshire
With a Floral Arrangement

Rt. 83 e Golf
Neat tD Notional

PTI CAL
ENTER

SUN. ST APPT.

1006 5. Michigan

Mb Sunday of each Month
Town Hall, lower Level

MATURING PINE CUT A CURL AND ROUX PRODUCTS EXCLUSIVELY

KRUNG MEADOWS
3135 Kirthoff Rd
Next to Oaminicks

a quick way of ligh,

Me look of an oti.rwiw
eningas

OPEN DART lira 4130

629-2653 oC894-7572

BeautifullyAntique
Accented

W, Northwest HvA,

noise

FURNITURE, CUT

NS020

Flea Market Sale

Byhring Jewelers

LDG,

THE RED GAVEL

ONE°, our specialties

Suddenly Mende

CATimeart.

Wider white patent shoes
Ar1100000 WIN the fashion -

.19.99

SHOPPE

pm HOUSE ANTIQUES
113 E. to.. Street
Bloomingdale

ANTIQUES

Mitchell's Jewelers

mo NV Kensington Road

°NINE PEPPERMINT STICK

HIDDEN TREASURES

of gondhunt
RN. la& 83, Mk Pm peel

662 E. NW. HINV -

on the strata -a

bell-ringer, so prepare for action. You tend a times o watch life
from the balcony. Now it N fime for Moonbabe to take center
Project.That is the key.
L. (July 23 -Aug. 221: Nutty week coming rip Leo. You will
be assaulted intellectually. Keep your mental dukes up. And keep
unnving at all times. The bout will end in a draw if yop follow

YE OLD CHINA &GLASS

{ANEW SHOP Iry

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

We do 'P.M, service & finishing an year KNITWEAR -

El:

have a pan-

eled erec-room"-which is not

th°frwott=e.4t,:rn,.

Arlington Hog., IA

BUSSE'S ROWERS GIFTS

,Ozor.oirsoti.1;e1, slightly baggy, tattle -tole gr., or gra

TA N. ELMNURST

WeWe don't eVen

Look to
old styles

score

we

advice last

Rolling Meadows.

4133S.Milwaulta Ave.

IIElr
209.5020 Ample Farling In Sark

today;

effects.
Cancer (June 2I -July 22), Did you follow old Olga

week, Moonchild? If you did, dace Mrs weakestll be a real

real status -symbol collector. I
it befom.
realieed
never

MT. PROSPECT

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES

Your Knits For
Inspection Time

CL 5-4600

the old Irish songs. Not too

the taboos that your circle of pals obey without question. This
move could set off a chain reaction which may have long -mall.

ay.

Arlington Heights Rood

except Mon.

CLEANERS

MT. PROSPECT r PLANT

sociel climber dom.

oldie., Dixie -Land bands and
a piano player who knot all

Des Planes. Ill.

WIS Hardware

CL 5-6174

our membershipa the Gaslight Club. We still like good

-Alt WALTON EQUIPMENT-

all Northwest
Suburban women
over 18

INTIQUES

'

PROSPECT NTS.

Impress your neighbor by
not flaunting yam MMus. An
aristocrat doesn't need to -n

Luncheon for Two

1058 Mt.

MT. PROSPECT

AdluamIMIghts

you ware unaware.

vac.. Ourci

Good banning precise craftsmanslop-and

1620W. Horthrunt Hwy.

many Men symbols of which

Many of my neighbors have
Playboy memberships. We are
considered old-fashioned with

what the heck, Taurus, the fun will make it all worth while.
Besides, considering your track record, you're not exactly In

your bundle now, baby, and you're sure to pay Inver. And
through the ,or
hildhood
p
e
S Otta
IN . 22 0 . 21). E ph.

Contest' open to

ZWak

1003 V. WItelld Rd.
Prospect Heights

BEAUTY SALON

pride.

Taurus (April 20 -May 201: Did you get out of the afire lest
week, Taurus? Olga hopes so, for there was nothing there for you
but dusty memories which are best left undisturbed. Week nhead
looks more promising. One of vigor and vitality is about to eater
into your little world. This person may be a trifle vulgar, also, but

position to point finger ...Yea
Gemini (May 21 -June 20): You are a bom pace -setter, Gem,
and by the middle of the week you will really have your associates doing (Hoff ops. The reason? You will refuse to kowtow to

of your uncommon possessions
you will discover, as I did,

grid them with anew -found

colon oxclusively by Roux.

Cur 1150

Ming Meadows

GLIDDEN PAINT
AND WALLPAPER

Synthetic knifs'a Specialty!

IF YOU TAKE in

from The Day's She- Shops

3405 Mg... Rood

SHOPPING CENTER

Ray's Americana

among my peers -so it most be
9latu9 symbol.

ItOlttlhat'; ggIrn's

Located en the,.

10 4

SCREEN & GLASS
REPLACEMENT

We can do it
for you
just in time
for Easter!

that stand outside year round.
They are usually dirty, but
they run. That's not too common. Now that I know the definition of a status symbol, 1 re.

COMPARABLE ...S.

The Black Fox
Restaurant Lounge

Coloring?

in garag.. We havV old cars

FROSTING

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ly)),r 4A9

0.0 MD EU=

rial my son bought in Hong
Kong. Again, not common

a good show.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 -Nov. 211: You have wonderful pokfili111,
Score. and at this time it would be foolish to dissipate your
energies on frivolity. By the third day stress those goals which

211 13 S Arlington Hes. Rd.

Phone 259-5000

NOW OPEN

ComnIimerr hems non

4.1VOI,

cars, which are always parked

mon

Your Weekly Horoscope
Aries (March 2I -April 19): You have been blessed with an
uncommon amount of guts, Ari. And in week ahead you will
really tell those who question your motives. And Olga mains
you'll tell it like it has never been told before. They,may retreat,
but they will still wonder and watch. Let them. In fact, give them

beautiful eyes of yours open. Remember that the best defense is
good offense.

TO IT'S NEW LOCATION,
TO THE SOUTH, ON THE MAIN MALL

nifyIng glass -are necessary to create perfect
kcharms such as these whichareatteehed to a
Wgee tinge

nal dress, made by my college
student daughter, from .mate-

les your season ando someone
elsek thing as well 01 your

definition in mind a

on Arlington Heights Rd.

THRIFT AND GIFT SHOP

a

have

or den with Larsen
'markigh
Daumier lithprints and
ographs." In our 25 -year -old

FURNITURE

16. S. Bothwell
Palatine 359-3396

AROUND

117.700%

MY PEER group

s -Kasper, Narducci, Sharon

clean, new (or almost new)

tists have defined a status sym-

ARLINGTON

IIIn

SECOND TIME

0:eAn'121NyEaPf11,TrOTr.

Harris, Bill Blass or Chester
Weinberg. I do have an origi-

!vont.. ealll create o stunning

FLOWERS
FOR EASTER

30-Tritkintera

Redlington Terriers.

I have no clothes with labels

Year chauffeur will escort you to merchants waiting to
present you with gifts. He will remain It your disposal
while you enjoy an afternoon of shopping, after being
our guest for luncheon.

111004

$1.00 OFF

NELSONS'

THE SHOP HAS MOVED -

of popular American design-

Des lamp with a distressed old

round, square or oblique toes,
Purdy heels, and a slender

noRmnn

such a dog is not .mmon in
this day of Lasa Apsos and

Courtesy Gifts

cation. They feature flatiend.

TREBLE

symbol.

common it, too, w. a Milos

Notilrotest nm. A

Shoes have gained access.

IouR.

"cocka-poo-lab-sheff
herd." You have to admit that

You hope to achieve within the next six months. be careful on the
last day of the week regarding money matter. Use your wit. Blow

Shoes of all kinds

sllYt-

thentic

many dam' For ex-

Esther Mitchell has road a new career helping manage MI,

"Whit dangerous weapon! It's had to realize that lids magni red photo shows a gold charm
ed by Alfred Mitchell, so perfect But the wheels 00.5 (um. It Ls only about onwhalf

realise that because it was not

has her day!

theirs Jewelers. She enjoys describing her hasbmiPs line craftsmanship to customers.

4,

ic. I knew that it via slay
and haven to many kids.Now 1
an

ampme
ample:

FIT

CALL

old house on EMIR. land real

hats and clay pipes. You could
also make a map of Ireland, us -

TTley would be fifth poem

a

ing incomes of $75,000 and

She--

Nhaun and pot of gold, or
montage of shamrocks, top

be glad you thought of them.
Now is the Arne to use your

years. And this season is no ex-

the.world by chartered plane is
a status symbol for those hav-

rieighbon7

felt cut in the shape of a leer-

as "Top of the

Morning." The recipients will

uncle at work, on Saturdays.

0,

the season. Asa background
use a large piece of green felt

lop hats, and write a short messuch

aii. vacation is the ultimate
luxury to people with incomes
under 512,500, while around-

not .rum. to my wash and

at

sage,

sets the pace; the status
in
vary according to your income level. For example, a Ha-

shamrock -shaped

than a special greeting. lust cut the size you wish. On it
out green shamrocks, or glue different colored pi ece s of

a career M jewelry -making.

It seems that the upper elone

IMMO

It might be fun to make a
felt moshc wall hanging for

friends you might like to send

Like their father before thee,
they are getting early training
by observing their father and
mays

or

hasn't got same

A CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN

goblin moths.

be

delin-

chart

cial level. She quoted author
Cleveland Amory, who said,
"Anybody who says stay-tos

Shop in
elegance...

,nh-

spans
sherbet with

mint, Nrtion
gran -tinted wcoitchonuctr,ernwerniIljac

The Alfred Mitchells have

proudly.

STIFFEL

rocks can be used. plummets menthe, shamrock -shaped

now live at 700 E. Northwest
Hwy.

elan jewelers,. Allred

e

1T i

uDd oESS

she called them.

parfilrother precima Rona

en white of an egg.

dr,red rep by ratting them in
inverted paper top has for the

large shamrock to

make

urinesvecollecto.

neatly et gold arid platinum;
with sittings for diamonds,

leather. Then revive the sue
face hy rubbing with the heal

of the hat. House plants can be

breeeh

UM I had planted in a flower
pot. I covered the pot with
green foil paper. You could

hand -

an

age in

spa from

greasy

full -page

eting status by strta, or so

Wash your
own gloves

remove

theee ioch. wide and hone sewed through hales in the top

line of pewter from
as

t:f

f1r od 0mg:i hm2e
green
t
tnrr: erne' prier p'deP
store can be placed over
aard gryorai jon.
gtars of
rale and spiked Naves in

thenshcorm7oeckmthaenmY cwianYds

a

ed

have the kick

soap wide Innolin to help re
store the natural oil of the
glove skins-Turpenti. wil

bunches

"Impress

article,

an

Thy Neighbor," which includ-

When boo wash a lathe
glove, use a hair slump. u

roses or daisies mixed with WS,

Mal to Pau halm a Par

bracelets and other fine jewelry is displayed under the
careful hand of Mrs -Mitchell.

wrote

real of

man for the day, you probably Queen Anne's lace or while

Watch.,

handmade.

for the Chicago Daily News

I hope you

Neff propria. floral arrangement
Yoe'reast nr: I.,' might use bells of Ireland and

101Y.

Recently a society reporter

of thillrish this week and for

sorted between them. An ap-

Most of my neighbors have

pedigreed dogs or cab. We
mongrel, one.eighth
lave
cocker spaniel, poodle, labrador and shepherd, an au-

By Gerry Webb

in a different color for each
essay and buttons for thb
ales.

'the

aniigaendblo'ss'onnikrit:

ale.

Patrick's Day
lines
Whether

want to add a touch of the
filled with a wide variety of

lhodate ihe customers."

.blIttarineytiond

h

wIllhhiehgTenhersionde

St.

Tromliet husband. eShe Ind

actsom-

o
womenecelebrate

Heights.
have watched .It
grow from a- rather snudl

i'haver worked in a jewelry store
thy,m Hut adapted so fast, she

to

Irish,a

is something

THEIR JEWEL eases &re-

Awe or her way

Irish linen or lace tablecloth,
You might like to place a lace.
On this coming `TFFl FP, cloth over a plain green one.
population oi 919 An unusual centerpime could
me
,b9 iN be fashioned from a Styrofoam
9thUrb.9, arF9,
would- cone -with a pyramid of limos
aRnsed icy haereds
By Amy Fremgeo

rodebackground,

anbti career.
She rreceives sincere praise

MON atone great help,"
lIfid suriNNAnd
she likes to go

'

with his

And e

irnew Sboppia Center in Ao
.fingteff Heights. "Opening a

What's status anyhow?

Potpourri

First anniversary for Mitchell's
k
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900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255-1900

IIE

R AI S

L -Nor Cleoners

TV'n
rriY7ritny",
as-mon

A to Z Rental

nodhweianxt rt Colfax
359-455

THE OPTICAL CENTER
W.Slodo SI.
Palatine

THE BANK

& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

'.in

Warriors eliminated by Hawks, 67 45
,..

ByJ. Able Cook

otter ompleding Mr a anal el hl

'

.A., soo,p ug.

wing Wm East pad tem

'

tight beftire.

Nobody In their right mind
Wouldha've predicted that the
Conant Regional final beMem rivals Maine Wes( hee

.

..

.

.

1 mht tebadywec Insane,'

s'
JIt e

bee n Soudan extra dafi of "at.

Wool SimPcdtion 'of ithe lb'
Inn, High SChOolkbasketbalt

'

d'

purnarnia with a-

.

,-

.

Mailing -

were

the

in

wings

-

.

0 RD L if

'

'

'

.

-

-

.

'lumping on top, 6-1, the War,

nets immediately hit

n field
goal drought that lasted almost
until the end of the period.

Only a charity 1.10 Horn
.anal Willison's two list -minute
-buckets prevented a shut out.
'the Hawks. meanwhile. were

.

euin fr 18 points

oar.,

contributions
wkre dmost to irshadavwd by
bee

back into the game, West was
whistled for n e personal

bet Sc... Soon took avast.

.

.

ENOUGH.

Malin West can. enet running,

-ml of the season in such. do included tee mg:Oar-scars, .1.1e .
conference triumphs. Neither ' . WHATEVER -THE reason,
cial showdown, but everything
No one would have nig.' actually happMed.- .Friday ' of King two radius .vtiri, ..South mode. shambles of the
night in the third deed..this ' hoWever, were,. impressive or' Warriorst zone defense with
hied that the Warrior fouryear between Maine West and . decisive as .this final mom, lob, pass. to nig' 6-8 Greg
some of Willie AntiersonsTem
' ,
tin:
...
...
,
'.
Schmeldr, who either com
Kummer, George Woodlei. Maine South.
Fred Horn would have : ;Head coach BernM Brady's ::.,.(7n.e.M.pliiibtlba fpralM sur- .us led the short jumpers or
combined for. ohly 19 minis. Maine. Smith Havd...Pineq. FisitellOnlefighE WighOtier . 'was hocked in the proms, The
.. , . wedgy worked to the tune of
26 pointy for Schnulzer but
Maine South would be a differ,
en ce& 22 points.

IN AN ATTEMPT Co get

.

the

of Mrseon hh..an.
Bob Norl inlet and
Schmelzkr for an 149 first
mark smangsohip

Indefensiv, prow e.,
The solid bent was duet,
merino Limits tea boor& us

bunter 'whoring, W. hoed
coed, Gaston Inman wen

'

fouls over thenext eight minules, but with South hitting 80per cent of their charity tosses,

the infractions only served to

widen

the

0

Jacobson

0

uskies nip Cards for regional crown

0

I

IWa

dons.

. while Maine West was luintng
AND NO ONE would have.: 67-45 victory( over West.:
At was the Hawks' -third 'back stubborn' Maine East
wagered that .Maine West
would hit thcir lorsest point tinatraight win over West which ' Thursday in a hard-fonald
'

overall 12-8 slate. With Willie

and Willison but Schiedam
lid. eizt nthgtvate,to 1 3 at

aimed Perim, width hod ban
Since Mg Hawks had gained . a Warrior trademark all year,
the finals on'Wedn.day,rhey.. was chains in Me final tabula-

our

almost

mountable lead, 52-N.
The teams battled m sem.
what even terms during thelast
quarter with both benches gds

l ing then o Ind
Th, terramationh of t Ion

but prosprous men twill)
gaw. the Woman with en

South, meanwhile, will continuc ils hid for the state crown
Regional
against Arlington
winner, Hersey, Wednesday
night al the Frcmd sectional.
B

E.

Is

R

Willison
Woodleg
Kammer
Horn

;

I

0

2

2

3

ies came on Friday night to
hand the Cardinals a 42-41

I

0
0

whipping in the ono that
counted, the finals of the Arlington Regional.

Gutowski

Now as on

0'

Hansclmann

1

I

2

c

2

I

I

Score bOwerten
llama South Ig 15 19 11 67

2

2

I

MVOs Mil

loads

19 21

18

whore
I.

I

9 10 12 14 45

Wednesday.

I

fa-

hit the first but mold not convert

\

out to o gap* 26 9 margin

Wool Moja but to soden

pull othat dra- shot foul. The junior gunner

Jacoby gave Hersey hs first
lead at 14-13 early in that we.

peration by Arlington.

OnThd stanza.

its poise

this stago
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lose

worked for the percentage shot

March 9

0:50 it was Andy Panerateuho
dumped in the decidtng budkd
from dose range.

at

and with the clock r.ding

Registration begins for MPPD
elementary wrestling program

Salwas

all

leased sumo, lo rasing tiro

ph, in I ye elomplor out

-1

School

Weight edagorns ;ono',
fits thro,h cioht arc urged to

- .....

contact the peal: district Office
.

minima
before March 21.1or
.
. .
.

p

.

. A fer til 61 will bi. tinged
.Munk MOW.; West's 64 junior fonvard, tow his height
for the ism mottle, in cum- ,.'sidmotage lurid rebound. from Maine South's Mika Nevins.
petition

.

Pork

hspesmon

Ed Poloway emotion of do,

told how natio. Irk

shoe

fighting

pollution

of

Loki

Slichthan

Steve Stuart completes
successful track season

up eficr soungsters ha, n.p,rs
and Those boys in grades

.

Iron
Om. of lbw eipt.sts of the
shoe Lemants tin bolters

pm no.ld its Clung boor
rich day IS 11 pm tokon

reply oati

'

tha new boylma union n Ho

1 ht. show opens it doom ot
11 nm
ukektnds nod at 1

high school wrestImg kom.hks
on its stall to supolment the

Glen Shed end SI erk Bondi
at
Pilluni. High School _ took viands
!rooms hid 115 points to 76
for Jack Lunen. 73 forThree boyswho lust. firs,
Holmes and 72 forib Palatine
round mewlls but who went
Park District.
.
on to capture third-plice henJim kleGgite.lrob Daniel,
ors for irognoid were Brub,
Mark Schlock, Ken Tekida.
Jones.. Dam Lundahl antiJohn
.
Ern is Wickstroin. Den Dumelle.

in

fight yginnst pollution of laity

structor, . sash Neutron as
tho pock honor has enelakd
tor

m Tick,. art S2 for
'Klend
ein 71 ...Ws for .101

n cur,ntls running
through nom Send, launches

Conk'

THERE DILI bs tour to

non Mho

Sunda, when thi. final hour

that

Arlinton

Holmes Trenlor High School
wed Dunpsnr tumor High

Iroquois oink Pull Enok.r
lohn Mullah Bob Grow

undo

Ron Shoe

hr

Mod dl not all or m big
on display
at th, chew will host. rktanung
tonlo so that de, do not pump
sow, and other was Into

the Maine East fieldhouse for
dual need tomorrow at 4:30.

the court and tried t Monk

urn and m the !Megan. M.

Recreational

remaning.

it.,.., with three scores in'a

tin came
me down Friday night

.18.14. affair with:11w Dohs,

setniteneight410 fiefeigoal :

row to hitikc.the first pcnbd an. 'attempts, and two.strafght free.
throws.
s.
...

in the haMs of Byron King
and Tont Reekert :a Notre

and King toyed in tivripple.
for no points.
..
A law seconds leer ...ken

KING ,THEN hit 'a. Iong

.

wrestling

I. Maine South 3311,4. Glenbrook North 21101 t .

program set

Deerfield Mt 6. Niles West.

melons oAc rely

Inds to kst msolskd
rte
n atonal erastI nun will hewn
Menlo 21 mkt
for sight
wk,ks It Mrs, Mount Primal

Won ten phased silt

bk PM at

hem

Peas Desoto sins
procr

Humor., N H

Stave 5morall probross

C.mpa, ,std Holm, motor
NO schools and Prospect

jump shot -to give NlYa throe.

pbint edge. only to sic Larry

. TM W.i.lkit a isi d'isfajrcif Johnson' lay in 5. two -pointer
.horhand,, the di:nay:mein the' Mr Evanston to make the score
Damn High School:The male'
BOTH SQUADS wers-sim.
Gil WO :to.. Wag the 50-49.
Waled .Dons of Ralph Hinges iierin size ands,cd, and botb. .four Mrno,-s 1.:i4e:ts the
It Was then the fine elk
holding the edge.

i

.

'

'

-

,

,

hem a nick.* noire individuolistic One 'km Evanston.

'

'

66.61: as move into seminal

play

tomoirow.

night

.

.

.

'

.

at

Notre Dania has assumed

'

the ma ygad. holding the
edge on the Wildkits by .OS
much as in points during the
.Ors,three periods. But the lossmiu :I not be put away ea.'
By. and by the bk.inning °Dix

lifted theGreenasid White tio a

by Eaton.

four point -edge, 8.4, whet

la
namits players in and oift id III

'

Dons'

..

.

-

...'

'

...Med to

-- Ehansion

managed
to
carry
Mail period, had managed to. through the Cars eight. minbath scure at 47.47.

game during' AMR.. hall

.

.

.

tap, were doable Id dad,

much .proportioned strength

. third

.ND.s sophisticated match.

"

Recker, Gabe Eaton. Russ
.Pohl and Kevin Kachin each

-;

'

bonus, the ball jumpedoff the

'front of the rim.

and

Pohl,

hero of the Dons victory over
New Trier East, snagged the
MIL and as he had done

six points on free

give ND a six -point edge.
After Pohl's' basket Notre
Dame went to a widespread of-

to

maintain the lead and capture
the Niles West Regional chewpionship ganie.
The Dons play Deerfield tomarrow.

EVANSTON (61)

against NTE in the finals e.

ends, converted the grab to

tosses

7.4.457. Glenbrook South. 15;
8. New Trier West. 645.

TWO-MILE RUN:

eighth -graders. 9 a.m, for seventh graders. 10 a.m. for sixth
graders and I I a.m, for fifth
graders.
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.
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B

Pohl
Keelson

0
9.

2

old mirk

Johnson

0

1

Asit Speed Ed.

Joh' Libby, Robert Potato:nth

0

Evanston

3

Notre Damn

another mw mark

and Howard Klein broke the

demon 3:275, eclipsing the old

.

115E MILE Mubarb over

'

'

.

'

-

.

-

-

'
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outdone: Esonston dust 11 Ilse

tenon

Catholic

chattipinus

haunt minden

'

Stmlh anotber.lific contender

7110111111MV:

VIKINGS JEFF Epstein, hacks In rogistering i 00.5.

.Concentrating on the meet

ZOiraltralleraaggatiarall

0

1

4

4

Player

I

Totals

I

0

not quite colnetelonlylly I etgo
always unclad up on the. same

Brodnan and Imo'
lot him stray MO ter

9 10 18

16

11

1015 9 8-42

Hersey
0

0

I

0

13 12 5 11-41

Arlington

owton mignon though the
pond
GREY f

but slash until a Millman
semporm at thr. slut 01 Knott
four
ad, lut szon. 14 32
That iskoh, put m o Km
throw tind doge ,.licktal ehina

trom th. sornsr but Card an

mti

Bill MO casnyortod
th:d point play to make it

Brodnan minted only tuna

dangerously obno lo 35

S P/1R TS

for

,t1 I

Monday
March 9
1970

Hey

I.

Abuse- Hersey stars Andy
Pancratz
who owned the
Imekboards throughout the

Arlington Regional tourney
lakes possession of the net as
well after ho Ilmktes explored

2. Memo. MS; 3. Racy.
MS: 4. Kuhnle. NN; S. Friedman. NM;

the tourriannut olio Friday by
down, Ore host Cardinals
42 41 (photo by Jim Moult

M.

F 5P'

0'
1 eft -Herr forward Mark
I indytrom clutches rebound
Friday night en regional Sham

pron., sectary Male Arnim
ton s Bell Peters (13) watehw
helplessly

Will I get an

income tax
refund?

Willis of Niles NW and Roger. GIN: 5, Die),

2

5

phy. MS. 2,03.7:

3

5-

eundie. MS: 3, Watkins. NM: 615Vi

2.

Edge-

et

NN.
of

3:31.3 hy
Trier Wolk 2.
GBS: 4. NN; 5. MS,

Senior miler Steve Johnson paced Ms competition curly in the

running Saturday ut Ilts Central Suburban League track meet
lohnson crossed die Rah line in third, but was disqualified on o
disputed pushing call. (Photo by J. Alan Cook)

NWS girls break swim record

7Y) out of Ten of our customers do.

14 17 16 M -6I
18 18 119--66
I

The Northeast Suburban
swimming team
YhIcA
bra

WO

!.

w 1 ctn.-,
tabu s mead
-unesskd a par el lints atilt :

Kral. in tea 440 and St

Lohcon.din 11111,.,O,,, oHrit1,1zne ,1,,riotbof,

the 880 end th, four litp aeh,

I

i

Francesca, Dawn Grunwald
ANN D1FRANCESCA set
a record in the Midget 50 yard

I

breaststroke,

and

Lee Ann

Denier set records in the prep
50 -yore freestyle and the 100
yardindividual medley.

8

Other first -place finishers
for the winners were the cadet

freestyle relay team of Nora
Halvorsen, Barb Larsen, Re-

three way he for fifth

(Comonadm pgm IA

------#M12L
IN BOATING

VERYTHING

sod Patti Larson.

pole weltersErn Fisher and
PlIke Pruitt moyhtesd for a

by ntrorto according m lobs?

P.M.

of Cindy Antonik, Ann Di -

BAGG1N AN important

Both Dull end shot
peer
Keith Royal etre hampered

3-11

Midget Freestyle Relay team

foursome

fourth for two Mon plants.,
high tamper Gr iot pick

The Midget 200 yard Medley Relay team of Judy Gran,

TODAY

Pauline Di Somma, Ann Di
Francesca and Dawn Grunwald set a record m did the

into rkla, k im and four show

v ir in the two hula hit Duff
in IN. long Jump Mame ,a

five meet records on the

way to a District One championship. The finals wia be
Mitch 14 at 9 am.

'

The record !making Medley Relay Midget team from Northwest Suburban YMCA which set
new sword time of 2 23 3 in District champion,* prelims al George Wiliam, College on Minch7.
from left, Ann DI Francesca of De, Plaines, Pauline DI Soma of Prospect Heights, Dawn Grim
loin of Rolling Meadows and Judy Gran of Palatine

71111111111111E

becca Wheeler and Ginger
Maloney; and Kathy Dalton in
e
intenneclitle 50 -yard

freed*.

OFFICE HOURS
SAM -OPM

See famous Cruisers,

Mandov.Fridny
9 AM 5 PM,
Saturday I Sunday

Outboards, Inboards, I/0s,
Sailboats, Houseboats,

SHOW HOOPS: 561.1111

Sun.11

Canoes, Pontoons,

Wee.ys 341

a altos vscs ax ion lap

Motors, Engines
Plus Accessories for
Every Boating Need
EaSy 10 gel to

Acres of pot.. pr.,/ stet

ARLINGTON PARK
EXPOSITION CENTER

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

SCHAUMBURG

1125 5, Arlington Heights Rd.
439-8280

320 W. Higgins Rd.

529-3902

S. En...nen
1,311, and nutmeg

X

011.161109 HULK ILL.

MAR. 6 0- MAR.15
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SCORE By QUARTERS

t's'ywN

,

...

Wimple

hoard tipping In too dens end

4:31 by Smith of Maine West);

MILE IMMO

24 IS 10 20

-

2

think on the oth.nstrs busk

MILE RUN: 1. Mittelman.

080 -YARD RUN: I. Mae- 3:27.5 dna. old

fcnse, forcing Evanston to foul PalmasSCORE
BY QUARTERS
Thba
nailed down five of their him

4

Non1M 2. Hansen. 11W: 3. Pruitt. MW. Pietrini. MS and
Ridley. GM, O. Skidmore. 13; Fisher. MW:
5. Gunther. NW:

10

4

Math...

lo atop the clock. The Dom Attie.

I

And that prison!, thpb1,111
nim of the Birds bUr1.113
MSC Pancrat, Kson to do his

POLE WAVED 1. Nebo of
D. 13-0A (breaks old mark of
50 -YARD EDW.. IIUR- 13-3 by Ws
0, of Niles North);
"DEM 1. gose. 1.15. 6.1 Rim 2. Lavine.
Wel Abrams.

F, P R

2

4

only 26 times in 14 gamest.
than Po a ,ann

NW:

9 18 32

3

play, fouled

SO -YARD HIGH HUH. Nelson. D Shot Put; I.
DUNI 1. Rum NN. 6.4 Brown. GBN, (breaks old
(breaks old mark of 6.5 by mark of 54-1 by 61cAvoy of
Hammer of Maine West and Gies.W1: 2, Stein. NW,
Ward of Wine South): 2. Gwen MS:4. Condole. D.:
Hamm. MW: 3. Dunn. MS:4. Stan*. MS:
Western. MS: 5. Guenther.

E

King

league

B rodnan

Hull

HERSEY HD.

Mateo

in

4

3

and Meek had 1

with his fourth person.. .adman.

0

Heffernan was high with 16

Jacoby
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.

going into the event. had to
.code for third with 3314

IDE-Alm Cook

.

.

26

Miller

.

.

Total.
NOTRE

other Hitskie in double figures
with 10, while for AMOSICIII

2

11_

The make -or -break mlay 'mark of 3:313 set by New stn,hni,ad:dwemd the osp,arrlitcmig4,25,7,
'The: .Wafrior *derma
camelright hack
up.weignichas.o. .were forchddown Jo the final ...as brought about when Trier West.
NOTRE DAME, non the
std'
Mat W es, mg, stem Johnlook 1 five -point spread for the Other hand,. was able to Work
gave, other standards were Mittelman The feat wiped out
of its owmo drop the sn,gyo i'eveint...mocdoo after a `didPeriod. 19-14, and ended the more effectively an the Evans.:- four nano again,
.ntininication
tins prod..'
was
disputedly ifsshattered and one tied during the prim. record of 411 4
game with those same markers ton znne as on several ocen,
-After. that, the Orange add
Mnning failed to im the Ceft. ftualified on a pushing charge the course of the afternoon. set by Mame West
being the. difference.
siona managed el free a man in ..'Blue relied on da P-4 center
The
ark shattering dint
Mel Soliurb. League confer- at thc wire. Johnsen: apparent.. Niles North's Steve Rose reAs befitting a championship. close to the hoop for good perto the books in the 50 -Yard
lith Godwin io dead it Ma IP, ' coca beet at die Maine east
ly finishing with a third to his
termin.e wah the running
pnw. the first period was ceniage scores,
,
poini. period, :The. bma api ficklhouse.
" credit in his best effort of the high herd!. Melia 6.4 and lied eve. however as Ihrec of the
probably the finest quarlef of
By th6 middle of the period, paled toPirefroro theiEvansyear; was given the heave-ho the low's mark of 6.1. Warrior four field events also found
..- 1 i
the weeklong regional. Boll ND had built.a -sevenhmint ton running' gime and could i Weals nolc play.tenatethe after a fiery discussion by the D e I
Hansen,
meanwhile. ne w h o I do re Glonbrook
teams came out with their lead, and Bormadd begamthe only garner II pointsusiGad- ' thrafgh- wills 'a sufficient sec- official,.
,
grabbed seconds
in
both North % lohn harm lopped
sliodtine hands still smolder- first of several player changes win's last-secOnd shot knotted' ohd,'however, td eon, head
events.
It didn't make tiny differeveryone with a leap of 22 31/2
ing front earlier competition in in an atempt to notch the Don. the icon at 47 -all :when' d' coach Jbe AMP,' pew the wee to Maine Wed. though,
Den St. John is thenes, in the long rump competihon
which Evanston had defeated senior five
burner sounded.
ea their quartet of -Jerry Krai- holder of the two-mile rccord while raincoatBob Brow n
- terse
.trophy with .3816
Niles East and Niles }Vest and
With his first substitution:. BE. teams Men. ..feel 'points.
.'
nil, Scott Klose,Tim Watkins
as he coVecd the distance in added more than two feet to
Notre Dame had stopped Niles
5-8 Pee Gibbs, the 'kit
to
and Mark Henkel teake
9.34.4. The old mark was the shot put standard with a
the 'pressure 'of 'the- screaming
North and New Trier East.
went to, man-to-man defense 'crowd as 'only. am Extort free .
KEES NORTH, winner.. ban seat only to the record 943.5. Teammate Krainik, in heavo of 56-6', The Old
Notre Da. scored 00 iln which.slowed the Pommy. , 0.licifint
0..0 'Il. Tip: : Me rainy; fell short of the top setting efforts of Niles North. hi. specialty --the 440 -yard milks were 21 5th Ind 54-1
first three shots. and mil to he
lea could not stopitm UK& Rusin III .IIIVIIIIIIITIIIII RIIII 11,
run -left the competition lithiS uspectively
with MI markers while Mai,.
.

shared in the scoring,. ND

2

11

usual m in to mon pm. but

John. MW. 9.4.4 (breaks old
LONG JUMP: I. Piano.
record MO:435 by Schaefer of GEN. 22-316 (breaks old
Niles West,: 2. Stevens, 01 3. mark of 21-51/2 by Gans of
Kn. 16W. 4. Cole, MS, 5. Niles West); 2. Halpern. NW;
Hannon, MN: 50.YARD 3. Duff. NW; 4. Berg. MS: 5,
DASH: I. Stmdefer. NTW. Swiss. GEN:
5.6: 2. Klein, NN: 3. Eisen HIGH JUMP: 1. Bomb:all,
hummer, 1OW:4. Zimmerman.
NW. 6.201; 2. Conduit. GIN:
NN: 5. Pl. GEN:
3. Moe. GEN:4. Pick. MW 5.

.High School. All yeions will
be on Saturday as 8 a.m. for

Godwin

poi.. Pancratz was the only

only 22 seconds into the third
period Brodnan was tagged

1RLINGTON

THL HUSKIES dui sat
hakk mte
zon, Ma, than

ter

..

,

-

-..

BUT WITH theme., 45,

the

minion was Ond at 25.211, but

defensive work, Edge was also
the game's high scorer with 18

7

Brodn m

rc.1111

iir c

period .with L. WI., .,

baskets by Eaton add Kuehn:

maw for any sustained scoring
uMI the close of the stanza.

.

on

inter -

D. 4:15.7 tbrealm old Mark of

West trackmen garner 381/2 points;
!at in. CSL. conference meet trophy

teIme y siesedy'litd beTtfesHl'O PYciV21',Ii"P ''''ic
pile their slight .motion Nvan,The Niles squad <nted the '

IT WAs ie ill[ fine' eight

minutes OM the *II -balanced
entry from .Niles showed leo
fo

took :mother Kachan pass and

put up two more points in the
same manner. Orestes Arr...
Evanston's finest aft around
Jack Bur master's Wildkits aad
atone] play -of Noire. Dame 'player. then brought home a
lasers:
Ringer's' Dam came cc each - 'i;
tinomove0 the Odes to theic- guim shot to make the score
other with a presking defertsc
..
' 54-5). but he fouled out of the
'. THE SECOND griod she 'tory:
Which fell- back inn a. son ,-Noire Dame sp.. &an gaily . After. an. errant Evanston mune -on the next ND move.
10,point lead 27 -17.0 -at Jim "shoC 'Mahan flipped ..'.long giving Gabe Eaton n one and
on e situation.
Dons seemed lo Ma. p ith the aims lo King who was MIAS=
.
'EATON SCORED co the
In the cad) mint., ,tiro bulge ohd saw dingle!. gilt to behind die .Wildkit defense
baskets' hi King. and solo.. live at the intermission -36-51:
mores by 'Eaton nod Reckeit.. despite Tgo three-pont( play..
'

fin fen throw, but

GEN; 3. Brannen. CBS; 4.

BFPR

TEAM TOTALS: I. Maine

10 -point lead melts, but Dons triumph
The nets in the Niles Wmt
Regional Besketball Towne-

nik. MW. :50.5 deeds old
mark of 51.2 by Lawton of
Now Trier Won; 2. Close.

the

at

West 311/2 . 2. Niles North 36:

skills end prom& on oppor

oontmontod roath nun Won
bel.sWe feel that if he condo.
um to improve with hard work
thin hall continue to make a
very positive contribution to
thebackprogramhereztDartmouth."

Mila. twins Oho 11.11 Row s

pump lamp with 21 'Lands

ARLINGTON (41)
P laten

mark, it turned out to behest a
kw gasp from a dying flock of

!Luling her cress to t 14 26 ad

ass Feted hotshot

nekhl

400 -YARD DASH: 1. Kral

Hendee. GlIS:

MEET RESULTS

A;
THIllsopanhibmed 22 points in a losing 67-45 cause.

1:14.5: 2. GEI9:3. MW:4. hIS:
5. NW;

Wheeling who will travel to

propene to tun bane

running tiro, logs

tea Ho, atm, and torn noted st,nht
it am
Scott 1-ku, flu pac. that.
I.strs effort
ty

score

e

3 12 25

17

NTW:

sistcntly
on tho

'ulna runners, specialized in
the 600.yard run this season
and scored' valuable points in
ths -event as well as con-

polo before the outdoor semen.
being Sat. April I I.

Palo,m sad

Mew. [wart of trlinhton
Hoights has pot oompletod a
succosstul indoor track's, oon
it D trimauth Collo,
Bunt one of Dartmouth's
most promhing middle dig

4. Epstein. NN; 5. Mitchell.
GEN:a-LAP RELAY: 1. NN.

The Warriors'
opposi
lion is Mid-Suburhan League

bOhasIs IIICh will

Ih Idu

with thenrebound, and by the
lime the Cardinals regained
possession of ilia ball it am all
over but the celebrating.
In such n low rcoring affair
mukh a the mcdtt Mould go to

co

Boat show through Sunday
Ihc

Spry cae out of the melee

who didn't have one of his bkt
ter nights, drove the len:hmh of

West takes CSL track trophy
leanrinnedliwn Peigd9
and arc not Mutated to con

long. however, as Feigds unstoppable jump -shooting had
put the Huskies right back in
the thick of things by the be -

4

Tobin

to stay right with The
Cards the rest of the way.
When Brodnan finally bil the
go-ahead shot at he I:27

able

Peen

last

dia. who was fouled in desThe mph ohenom missed
OM time but teammate Don

PlInCril.

press, and the Huskid were

IN ADDITION 10 kb fine

THAT LEAD didn't

rebound came down to Pen-

and

Spry

first period.

their previomly-disouted
n umber one seed in a real
photo finish Vol saw Arlington take a 40-39 lead with only
'1:27 left to play.
But Hersey, not about to

second

Lindstrom

to the basket and for. his

Heffernan

The Huskies won the right

the

Powell

on four outride shots in the Redbird,

of the second quarter.
fact, Intwo free th rows by

Moen,
1970

While Brodnan was being
cut off it was Arlington's other
guard, Bill Heffernan, who
kept the Birds in the game.
Heffernan loco seven for eight
froni the floor and he almost
single-handedly led his IMO In
an early 12-5 lead, connecting

the

to

min on buckkts h3 kunumr

amor Willie Anderson looks for the open man in hopes of picking up mother oiliftl.gueleading musts Irving to thwart Anderson c efforts is Havel:010m Nes ors

Low mar o mead an

left Brodnan drew a Eye-

Suburban League champions.

Creg Sehmelzer Kest htt their lowest point total of tht season In bowing out of the Mite basketball

nivel* tame of so uh Vic

on

points In the quarter to loose

rh, MI

ns

tourney 6749 (Photos er Mske Inuem)

Nlyszka Gars Hags and End

wiggle through the Card pron.
He swished his free throw and

matic victory over the Mid -

Coen a fadmmvay one Kinder by Warrior Tom Kummer Olt Is smothered by Maine South,

Its !saguaro Junior High

Jacoby was fouled trying to

k nne. out and hit the first eight

i't

Iroquois unbeaten

shot to go awry.
After that some of the steam
oo, of the Arlington
we

tIn neond period Thu Hawks

C

1 he pro,ram toll he to op
crtnon tt duce hoc Mons

Mid -Suburban league thja year
with a 19.0 average.

ey1 worth, and with six

is Pos-

sible after watchinutg their

Hersey's Se. Feige and 8111 Heffernan of Arlington go after a lame OM during Hinkle, litg
win Friday night in regional finals. Edge and Heffernan wee high scorers for their learns with IS
and 16, respectively. [Photos by Torn Rowel

bun skht.duled foe ypht eon

immediately Huskie coach
Roger Sleingraber called time
out with 21 SCCOnds to go.
Steiagraber inserted able
ball -handlers Dick Posited and
Bruce Franc into the lineup or
the purpose of running out the
lock, and six seconds later

us believe anything

Card

High

that would have tied the game,
but somehow Jacoby beat him

deed, but the Hersey support -

fiat
eLL.CONFERENCE
John Erode en

Prospect

started to drive (or the layup

field against Edge's close oh
servance. Brodnan win the
third leading scorer in the

non su.nad to p,nktratc Mk

T

ssecant Saturday mormit.
darting Alerch 21

hit only four or 14 rem the

with. the importmt rebound.
Andy got the hull out to Mark
Jacoby in heavy traffic, and

BOTH TEAMS still insisted
on giving the fans their mon.

will be a formidable task In-

The pack ddb r fluctu. in

contemn, rumor act ed far
22 motto-, month of do, 20
foot %arms Tin hul. of het

Thi. Mount Pros,. Park

was Hersey's man on the scene

On)) Wart s Odin. Will

Mein 1-1,k eon,

Dotoot s Ciceroni, Nees
Ohm, Prokram for 1570 has

Heffernan Kok the ball on
stiffening fan -coon press and

dm Hersey lead was 42-40.

cold to try and quell the South
uposme but to no mad

Mumma, at the other and

points after be 29 -point barrap against St. Viator, and he

DUMPING THE Hawks

411

red insertinghrec sub.

dim limiting the Warn. to a
ungl, shot or woman 7
maul effort by one of her

Fronk

to
Huskies

meet a
the
Maine South Mani, currently
ranked I 1th in the slate, in a
first -round sectional balk On

2,

2

6

2

ing two regular season gam.
to Arlington, Hersey's Husk-

3

0

IS

No doubt about it, the third
time was the charm! After los-

2

10

rnt

Willi um
Hykn

3

I

tilcon'driek'

MAINE 6017111 (67)
Player
Norlander '
Bonk
Schmeker
Nevins

BF Is RI

Player
Anderson

But the sisal was off the
mark and once main Penman

By Jim Sloan

MAINE war (45)

verge next season

259-7493

HOFFMAN ESTATES

PALATINE

15 Golf Rem Shopping Owe,
529.3900

109 5, Northwest Hwy.
359-1410
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"
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Hersey captures gymnastics sections
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor
Hersey took another step to'

ward a state iitle Friday night
as the Huskies piled up 62
points in the second evening of
Sectional gymnastics com-

petition at Forest View. Hersey

had

scored

Thursday night

39 points
in the first

three events, and the total after

LAST YEAR'S state championship Arlington team finished a disappointing fifth
with just 421/2 marks. Palatine
was the next area finisher with

come the final qualifier for the

Wold. But Friday night

state 'meet in that event. Bill
Osbourne of Fremd was ninth
at 6.75 and Hersey's Morava

served notice he too will be a
strong contender for the state

had a 29.05 to finish ninth.
Preliminaries in the state
meet will be held during the af-

tile as he came up just one man

ternoon and evening this Fri-

scored a point with a

he

after Wold and again dazzled

day with the finals taking place

place 6.7.

the crowd with another 8.5

Saturday. The meet will

place. Forest View's 10 points
placed them seventh and Conant was ninth with seven

After Smith and Morava on
parallel bars it was Prospect's
Steve Klingaman in third

show. One judge rated Morava
at an 8.9.

held at Prospect High School.

points. Fremd was 10th with

place. The Knight junior all-

ONLY TWO other com-

161/2

points, good for sixth

four points, and
failed to score.

Wheeling

Friday's four events stood at

Hersey's Gary Morava set

Prospect kept its second place status Friday, adding

the stage for sonic good battles
in this weekend's state meet at
Prospect when he defeated

10th -

around man had an 8.10 edge

petitors on the piece managed

over Hersey's Lance Boyett

an 8 -plus routine as Waukegan's Don Habjan took third
with an 8.15 and Bill Carpen-

with a 7.90. Knight Pete Klein
finished in a fifth -place tic

with Bill Dieterick of Wauke:
gan with a 7.80. The final two
qualifying positions, seventh
and eighth, went to New Trier
East, but Fremds' John Williams earned two team points

ter of New Trier rated an 8.0.
Palatine's John Compton

took fifth place with a 7.85

401/2 points to the Knight total
to finish with 69 points and the
runner-up trophy. In doing so,
Prospect nosed our New Trier
by four points and
East
Waukegan rated fourth with

New Trier East's Bob Roth for

601/2 points.

bars was an amazing feat as the

THE FINAL event of the

district meet for him the week
before. There was a three-way
tie for the final qualifying spot

Huskie senior floor leader had
to stop his routine completely

sectional meet was' the high

with Conant's Tim Armfield

bar, where both Wold and Morava knew they would have to
redeem poor performances in

and

the all-around honors, was sec-

ond on the parallel bars and
tied with Prospect's Ron Wold
for first on the high bar.
Morava's second on parallel

and take a deep breath after
missing a trick. The man' that
beat him, Ken Smith of New
Trier, won the event, 8.3-8.2.

with a ninth -place 7.6.

while Hersey junior Jeff Farris

took seventh with a 7.5, the
same score that had won the

the district to qualify. Wold

Hersey's Dan Covelli
earning a 7.45 along with
Steve Burris of Waukegan.
Morava took home the blue

was the Ilth man to go in the

ribbon in the all-around with a

event, seeded lower than team-

38.52 total for five events, a

THE OTHER event winner
Friday night was Prospect's

mate Jim Lutz because of last
week's fall.

7.71 average. Second was New

Jay Bensen, who put together
an 8.5 on trampoline. Bensen
carried a .4 edge over second -

Wold was the last man to
qalify in the event in the Her-

place Leonard Henderson of

District meet, but his
moves in the sectional were

Waukegan with Hersey's John

clearly those of state cham-

Weaver in third with an 8.0.
Fourth place went to Arlington's Steve Von Ebers and
fifth to Forest View's Mike

judges gave him an 8.5 composite with one scoring him at

sey

pionship

material

and

the

8.8.

Trier's Roth with 37.85 total
and a 7.57 average. Farris of

be

Bartley, C,'8.05; 7. Valentino,
Pr, 8.0; 8. (tie) Degan, GBNCordell, LF, 7.95;

TRAMPOLINE: I. Bensen,
Pr, 8.5; 2. Henderson, W, 8.1;

3. Weaver, H, 8.0; 4. Von
7.35; 6. Evans, W, 7.3; 7. Ran-

dolph, NTE, 7.1; 8. Moore, A,
6.9;

FREE EXERCISE: I. Morava, H, 8.7; 2. Rebmann, H,
8.45; 3. Von Ebcrs, A, 8.15; 4.
Walker, Wa, 8.1; 5. Henderson, Wa, 7.8; 6. Hendershot,

W 8.15; 4. Carpenter, NTE,

McBride, W, 7.8; 6. Boyland,
A. 7.7; 7. Menges, Bar, 7.55; 8.

Goldberg, NTE, 7.0;

RINGS: I. Roth, NTE, 8.7;
2. Sjogren;H, 8.3; 3. Ossowski,
Pr, 8.2; 4. (tie) Bottof, Pal Hamming, NTW, 8.15; 6.

Hersey
Prospect

101

69

New Trier East

65

Waukegan

601/2

Arlington

421/2

Palatine

161/2

7

4
4
21/2
21/2

0
0

o
0

7.

Pr -Morava, H, 8.5; 3. Habjan,

8.0; 5. Compton, Pal, 7.85; 6.
Culbertson, NTE, 7.6; 7. Farris, H, 7.5; 8. (tic) Burris, Wa,Armfield, C-Covelli, H, 7.45;

ALL-AROUND: I: Morava, H, 38.53; 2. Roth, NTE,
37.85; 3. Farris, H, 33.45; 4.
Dieterick, Wa, 31.30; 5. Wold,

Hersey was third with a 33.45

and Dieterick of Waukegan
was fourth at 31.30.

WOLD TOOK a fifth in the
all-around with 30.00 and Arlington's John Boylan was

Kim Moore of Arlington

Morava had also had bad

sixth with a 29.90, the last state
qualifier. Bob Berglund of

luck in the district meet, quali-

Forest View was seventh at

Page 18

landed an eight -place 6.9 to be-

fying just one place ahead of

29.65 and Boyett of Hersey

Monday,
March 9,

Conte with a 7.35.

Pts

10
71/2

3. Klingaman, Pr.,
8.10; 4. Boyett, H, 7.90; 5. (tie)

I.

8.0; 4. Roth, NTE, 7.85; 5.

Team

Forest View
New Trier Wst
Conant
Barrington
Fremd
,Glenbrook N
Lake Forest
Rockford E
Wheeling
Mundelein
Elgin -Larkin

H, 8.2;

Brousseau, A, 8.7; 2. Wooldridge, H, 8.6; 3. Baker, P,

SIDE HORSE:

Boylan, A,

I.
PARALLEL BARS:
Smith, NTE, 8.3; 2. Morava,

Klein, Pr-Dieterick, Wa, 7.8;
Preston, NTE, 7.75; 8.
Roth, NTE, 7.70;
HIGH BAR: I. (tie) Wold,

Pr., 7. Mallow, Pal, 7.7; 8. (tie)
Courtney, Pr -Isaacs, A, 7.5;

6.

TEAM SCORE

Ebers, A, 7.75; 5. Conte, FV,

SECTIONAL MEET
STATE QUALIFIERS

Pr., 30.000;
29.90;

S P/0 RTS

1970

Jay Bensen of Prospect won the Sectional trampoline championship Friday night with an 8.5, paving the way for his attempt
at the state title this weekend at Prospect.

Left -Arlington's John Boy-

lan had some tough luck on
the high bar but still qualified
in the all-around to advance to
the state finals this Friday at
Prospect High School.

The star of the Forest View
District of the state gymnastics
tournament was Hersey's little
Gary Morava. He won the all-

around Friday night and tied
for first place on the high bar
with an 8.5 routine. He was
second on the parallel bars by
.1 points after slipping on his
straddle jump.

Int

Right -Ron Wold of Prospect tied with Hersey's Gary
Morava for first on the high
bar Friday in the Forest View
Sectional. The two will duel
for the state championship on
Friday and Saturday in the finals at Prospect.
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Prospect's Pete Klein will go into the state finals at his home
school on the strength of a fifth -place tie on parallel bars Friday
night at the Forest View Sectional meet.

Mitsos takes trampoline event,
but Grens second to Evanston
Elk Grove's Al Mitsos took
individual honors on the
trampoline, but the Grena-

fourth in the Elk Grove Dis-

diers finished second to Evans-

sectional victory by talented
Bruce Keeshin, who won the
all-around with a 36.75. Elk
Grove qualified to all-around

ton in the Addison Trail Sectional gymnastics champion-

men for the state meet at Prospect this, weekend, Benny Fer-

John Compton ships Friday night.
Evanston. which trailed Elk
led his team to a sixth -place
team finish by qualifying for; Grove by a 40.5-30.5 margin

nandez with a 33.8 good for a
third -place tie and Landy Fer-

ELK GROVE'S only other
performer to qualify Friday

nandez with a 30.0 good for
fifth.
Mitsos took first in the
trampoline with an 8.2 to join
side horseman' Wayne Olson
and ringman Benny -Femandez as Elk Grove's sectional
winners. Grenadier Bill Helbig hit 7.35.for third place on
the trampoline and advanced

for the state meet was Dave
Swenson, who finished fourth
on the horizontal bar with an
8.15 score. Keeshin won the

Palatine's

the state meet with .a 7.85 fifth
on the high bar Friday night.

Photos
by
Linda
Hamilton

going into the second and final

night of the meet, wound up
with 92 points to the Grenadiers 84.

MAINE SOUTH was third
with 55.5 points, while Niles
North had 36, Oak Park 25.5,
Maine East 25, Niles East 20,
Niles West 16.5, West Leyden
16, Glenbrook South 7, East
Leyden 6.5, Addison Trail 5.5
and Proviso East 2.5. Maine

West, Lane Tech and Lake
Park failed to score. /

to the Prospect meet.

trict a week earlier with a 7.05,
a score which would have been

good enough for seventh at
Addison Trail.

event with an 8.75.

The Grenadiers total contingent in the state meet will
have Benny and Landy Fernandez in the all-around, Mitsos and Helbig on the trampoline,. Swenson on the horizon-

Neal Dorsey, another Elk

tal bar, Duke Brennan in free

Grove trampoline- man, scored

exercise, Olson on the side

-a 5.6 but failed to qualify for

horsi and Jack Malmedahl on

the state meet: That was a big
disappointment for the Grena-

the rings: The sectional free
exercise, side horse and rings

Evanston-was- paced-to-its--diers-and-Dorsey,-who-was_ _competition.,was_helcL Thurs-_

EG, 8.2; 2. Weiner, NE, 7.65;

day night.

MAINE EAST qualified

3. Helbig, EG, 7.35; 4. (tie) Zeman, E, Hurt, WL, and Olson,

four men for the state meet in

MS, 7.30;

Thursday's action. Bob Baldocchi and Keith Field on the
rings and Jeff Tr`o* and Neil
Ropski on the side horse will

6.95; 8. Michael, NE, 6.70.

represent the Demons at Pros-

Keeshin, E, 8.05; 5. Newman.
E, 8.0; 6. Shute, MS, 7.05; 7.

pect.

Maine West wasn't as lucky.

Tony Kurtz (4.8) on the
trampoline, Rich Dancaster
(6.25) on the parallel bars and

Bob Gillespie (4.25) on the
horizontal bar all failed to
qualify Friday as the Warriors

failed to score a point in the
sectional.
.

7

SECTIONAL MEET
STATE QUALIFIERS
(Friday Night Events)

pouNE4

7.

Scheck, NN,

PARALLEL BARS: I. Farney, MS, 8.45; 2. Schwartz, E,

8.35; 3. Moser, NW, 8.3; 4.

Williamson, WL, 7.75; 8. B.
Fernandez, EG, 7.6.

HORIZONTAL BAR: I.
Keeshin, E, 8.75; 2. (tie) Farney, MS, and Licht, E, 8.25; 4.
Swenson, EG, 8.15; 5. Stanfa,
WL, 8.0; 6. Waldman, NN,
7.90; 7. Darden, GS, 7.75; 8.
Freidman, NN 7.65.

ALL-AROUND:

I.

Kee -

shin, E, 36.75 (total); 2. Wald-

man, NN; 3. (tie) B. Fernan-

dez, EG, and Farney, MS,
33.80; 5. L. Fernandez, EG,

Hersey's Dan Covilli shook off an earlier injury to qualify for
this weekend's state meet with an eighth -place tie on the high bar.
Covelli scored a 7A5 as. did Conant's Tim Annfield to just
squeak intothe finals, which -will be held at -Prospect -High.

Lo non- u_ lie sc..vols

e

jor issue

ANL

By Jan Bone
(Second in a Series)

man

(R -Arlington

, -State aid means money

Heights)

from the state.

heads the commission.

State aid to non-public
schools is either --depending
on your viewpoint --the only

BECAUSE THE question
of state aid is such an important issue, The Day is present-

way to maintain a quality education in a private school system and give parents a choice,
or going to destroy the public
school system in Illinois.

ing a series describing much of

Testimony for both those

--Non-public school means
any parochial or private

--PURCHASE -of-services
means a plan in which the state
(pays non-public schools a sum

lof money in return for their
teaching of secular services

the testimony and explaining

such as reading, math, science.
Under a bill which passed the
House last spring but was
killed by the Senate education
committee, each non-public
school that qualified would get
$60 per elementary pupil and
$90 per high school pupil
plan
voucher
--Parcht
means a system whereby parents would get coupon -like

various proposals. Examples are:

points of view was presented
Saturday in a seven -hour-long
public hearing of the Elementary and Secondary Non -

school. It can mean a denominational school affiliated
with a particular religious

Public Schools Study Com-

group, a private school with its
own educational philosophy, a
military academy.

mission in Arlington Heights.
State Rep. Eugene Schlick-

and

turn into a state -recognized
school and apply to tuition. At

to public schools without impairing their freedom; and to

lect all its vouchers and re-

recommendations

make

deem that for state money at
$48 per elementary pupil and
,

$60 per high school student.

Something else should be
made clear.
The Elementary and Second a r y Non -Public schools

by

ing to decide whether or not to
give such schools state aid.

purchase -of -services and voucher plans.
"Taxpayers have rights,"
she said. "State aid must mean
state control. We have elected
school boards. Will private
schools allow us to elect their
school boards?"

"Aid to non-public schools,
in my opinion, would be a violation of my constitutional
rights. It would be a step back

the commission, members
would not have to hear any testimony opposing state aid.

to the dark ages of church state union from which our
forefathers fled.

OTHER PTA spokesmen

"I DON'T, want any reli-

In fact, however, they have

BY LAW, the commission
was charged to study the role

Catholics, testified that PTA :
opposes any form of state aid
to non-public schools-both

gioh.

public schools.

like

gious power structure to gain
access to my tax dollar."

listened to many witnesses who

do not want state aid.

Tonight: Partly cloudy,
cold, low in lower 20s.

Mrs. Dorothy Fisk of

(Continued on page 2)

firo5pect map

WEATHER

Meadows, who said she -

ing

and her husband were both:

taxes for another man's reli-

which state aid could constitutionally be given to nonIf they went strictly by the
text of the law which created

Study Commission is not go-

Sandburg School PTA in Roll-

was Pastor Frank W. Bumpus,
of Bethel Baptist Church in the
Roselle -Schaumburg area.
Pastor Bumpus' statement:
"As an individual, I don't
want to be forced to pay by my

public schools could be related

the end of the school year, the
non-public school would col-

Mrs Joan Meyer of Carl,

ONE OF these witnesses

needs of non-public
schools in Illinois; to determine the ways in which non-

vouchers which they could

Telephone

2554400

Tomorrow: Partly sunny,
continued cold.
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Tiered parking lots may
be in future for city
The possibility that parking
spaces may go up -- in the air,

that is -- was suggested as a
solution to downtown and
commuter parking in Mount
Prospect,

during a

budget

meeting last night in the village hall.

In the course of reviewing a
budget worksheet of the parking system revenue funds account, the increasing scarcity
of available downtown proper-

nance committee members or
other village officers present,
the topic was reserved for future discussion.

The meeting called by

fi-

committee chairman
Jack Kilroy to consider public
benefit, general obligation
bond and interest, police pennance

sion fund, firemen's pension
fund, parking meter system,
Civil Defense and garbage accounts, was the first of seven

ty for parking space, and the
high 'cost of such real estate

scheduled.

that is available was noted, and
led to the suggestion by
Trustee George Reiter.

vision of the parking meter

Reiter said that instead of
contemplating the continuing
spreading out of village owned
or controlled parking lots, perhaps it would be well to consid-

Under the capital outlay di-

system account, $10,000 has
been recommended as an expenditure for the fiscal year
ending April 30, 1971.

er tiered lots of two or three

Finance Director Richard
Jesse noted an individual parking meter, of the twin -headed

stories. Because costs of
such structures was not immediately -known by any of the fi-

type, costs the village about
$102 and pays for itself "in
about four years". Jesse esti-

NW industrial
council to hear
Ashley Smith
The Northwest Industrial
Council will present Ashley G.
Smith Jr., director of the Economic Development and Employment Department, Chicago Urban League at 5:30 p.m.
March 18 at a cocktail and din-

the firemen's pension fund are
$23,230 and $38,100.

mated the average life of a meter at 10 years.

KILROY AND the other finance committee members set-

HE SAID that there is some
$20,000 in a fund earmarked
for purchase of meters.
The $10,000 would

tled upon tentative figures of
$49,000 for the police fund
and $42,000 for the firemen's

go

largely to replace many of the
meters in the Maple Street lot.
Another $6,000 is recommended for paving an extension of the railway lot, and it
is believed with proper planning 18 parking spaces can be
added there.
An expenditure of $44,500
was recommended by the vil-

fund.

Such annual increases, which

lage manager for the police
pension fund, compared with
an expenditure of $30,609 in
1968-69. Jesse explained that
the village's expenditure of

take charge of a six -state feder-

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration office at

al

3166 Des Plaines Av., Des

ner program in the Arlington Plaines, March 16.
Dehlin was named acting diPark Towers.
Smith, a graduate of Roose- rector of the office Sunday by
velt University with a Bach- the Justice Department. He is
elor of Science Degree in resigning as director of the
Commerce, is affiliated with Idaho law enforcement planthe National Assn. for the Ad- ning commission.
The office is set up to assist
vancement of Colored People,
National Assn. of Intergroup
Relations Officials and the Illinois Guidance and Personnel
Assn. among other groups.
He has served as the vicepresident of the National Ur-

years at 50 per cent salary, pro-

least 55 years old, up to a maximum of 60 per cent of salary

vided that the individual is at

lington Heights,

Chief L. W. Calderwood.

Meadows,

"This would be a first leg
area communication center,"

igan.

said Calderwood. "It would be

Minnesota, Ohio and Mich-

a test program to determine

.According to Calderwood,

whether to expand it or put in
another one. We probably
would not include more than 8
units in one group."

SUBURB\

can't comment on it until I
know more about it," he

to it.

Leonard Johnson Jr., at 903 S.
Waverly, Mount Prospect.

used for improvement of law
enforcement, correctional facilities and the courts.
Dehlin will have a staff of 15
persons at the Des Plaines office. He has served as a California highway patrolman and
,

a police chief in Washington
Terrace, Utah, and has a degree in police administration.

TWO TOP aides of Dehlin,
Jesse James, 49, and Thomas

B. Kirkpatrick Jr., 27, were

Mrs. William Stemple
needed a babysitter. She

also appointed to posts of law
enforcement grants specialists.
Both have assisted in setting

ran a Day Want Ad and got
11 calls the first day. You
can get the same results by

a petition for election to the
High School District 214
Board, officials said Monday.

up the federal program.

Directors of. six other reCentral School's performance of David Rogers' play "Hip,
Hippie, Hooray," scheduled for 8 p.m. Thursday at the Mount
Prospect school, features Judy Stein,' 212 S. Edward, Mount
Prospect as "Guitar." Judy is a member of the band, "The Great

gions had been named last September. The office has been located in Des Plaines since Jan.

Unwashed."

Police Chief Arthur Hintz.

1; according to Des Plaines

tax anticipation warrants
considering

the

added

ex-

penses they have had during

the past year.
Repairs at Lions Park Pool,
agreed to purchase $15,000 in
preparation of a Park District
Tax Anticipation Warrants Master Plan and expanded rec-

rate of 6 per cent.
In February, the park board

authorized Haas to issue the
warrants for an interest rate
not to exceed 6 per cent.
At that time Haas said that it

might be difficult to find a
buyer who purchase the TAWs
at that low rate.
He said that the park district
needed the additional funds to

operate the district through
August 1970.

He added that it is not unusual for the district to be issuing the warrants at this time

,

not seek another three year

dren, filed his petition papers
last Saturday, confirming earlier reports that he was considering the candidacy.

term.

Brooks, is manpower director for the Cook County Office
of Economic Opportunity. He
is also president of Education-

al Laboratories which sponthe recent Sidewalk
Academy lectures at Forest
View High School.
sored

HE HAS SERVED 'several

Bank will buy $15,000 in

from the district at a interest

pervisor and father of five chil-

town on business until Friday.

If you don't stick your neck out you won't get in trouble up

night that the First National
Bank of Mount Prospect has

Bergen of Mount Prospect, announced last week that he will

LeForge was unavailable

says =

Prospect Heights Park District Atty. John Haas said last

Robert W. LeForge, an Illinois Bell Telephone Co. su-

for comment. His wife, Loretta, said he will be out of

stated.

A

rte

being done at Higgins Creek. In another phase of the highway project, additional work will also be
completed on Elmhurst between Oakton and Golf Rd. The project is scheduled for completion by
the beginning of June. (Photo by Gary Shiffman)

SIMON

said Monday that he and Village Manager Virgil Barnett
were to attend a meeting next
week which he believed had
been called for briefing on the
Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration program. "I

fiscal 1970. The funds are to be

greatest shopping center in
the Northwest suburbs The
Day Want Ad pages.

The president of the Prospect Heights elementary District 23 school board has filed

POLICE CHIEF Newell
Esmond of Mount Prospect

Need

Pneumatic jack -hammer chips away at Elmhurst Rd. where State road crews began work
yesterday reconstructing the bridge and culvert at Higgins Creek. Traffic on Elmhurst will be
restricted to two lanes between Oakton and the Northwest Tollway overpass while the work is

Dist. 23 board president
files for Dist. 214 board

lage.

STATES INCLUDED are
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin,

Sunday night at the home of

7200. It pays to use the

new fiscal year on May I.

Rolling
Grove,

A budget of $9.8 million is
to be allowed for the state of
Illinois part of the program in

calling an adtaker at 255-

proved before the start of the

Wheeling and Elk Grove Vil-

4.

s

ished on April 20, so that hopefully a final budget may be ap-

center which would serve Ar-

A front bay window valued
at $300 was broken by a rock

Help ?

from $31,527 to $34,101.
The general obligation bond
and interest fund expenditures
were approved at $77,456, up

secutive Mondays to be fin-

Arlington Heights Police

't

Break window

$13,790 to $16,220, the increase attributable to salaries
and capital equipment, and an
increase in the public benefit
(or special assessment) fund

1969-70 budgeted figure of

my has applied for federal
funds to establish a central
communication and records
Buffalo

4.

budget were an increase in the
budgeted sum for the civil de f e n s e commission from

$71,236.
Kilroy has planned the
budget meetings on seven con-

The Northwest Police Acade-

"Development

dinner will be $7 per person.

3/4 of one per cent increase in
collection costs due to rising
salaries, Jesse said.
Other expenditures tenta-

more that $6,000 over the

states and cities in their applications for financial aid under
the federal anticri me program.
"Federal funds must be
matched by local funds," said

Smith will speak on the

A

tively approved for the new

man.

ban League's Development
and Employment Council.

of Minority
Economic. Opportunity and
Employment." The costak the

for which
1968-69, and
$177,000 was budgeted for the
current fiscal year.
The $200,000 figure for
1970-71 is predicted on annex-

about $200,000: fully 11.hded
in 30.25 years.
Jesse said that the firemen's
pension fund, which now
stands at about $40,000, is calculated to become fully funded
in 38 years..

U.S. law enforcement
unit gets new director
David J. Dehlin, 35, will

$159,355 was expended in

ations recently made and a

contributed by each policeCorresponding figures for

An increase was recommended in the garbage collection service account, on which

take into account increasing
salaries plus at least an additional 10 per cent boost, are
calculated to make the policy
pension fund, which is now

THE TWO FUNDS provide for retirement after 20

funds for this account is added
to the 7 per cent of base salary

after 30 years of service.

reational programs were included in the expenditures for
1969.

Haas.said that the park district intends to pay the TAWs

after the first tax collection
which is expected in May.

terms on the Dist. 23 board
and gave up his presidency
temporarily when the telephone company was on strike.
Two of his children attend
Wheeling High School.
LeForge is a Prospect

Non-public
school aid to
be film topic

Heights resident who lives at

"A Time for Action," a

1105 N. Maple Ln.
Clyde Brooks, an Elk Grove
Village resident, announced

film from the Illinois Catholic
Conference, urging state -aid
to non-public schools, will be
shown tonight at St. Emily,

that he will seek a seat on the
Dist. 214 board.

Brooks joins Joseph Connery of Arlington Heights in
making announcements of
their Dist. 214 candidacy without filing necessary' petition
papers.
T w o incumbents, Ray

Erickson, Arlington Heights,
and

Jack

Costello,

Mount

Prospect, remain uncom-

1400 E. Central Rd., Mount
Prospect at 8:30 p.m. The public is invited.

Gripe
Of The

(

Day

mitted,

Meeting
School District 57 spe-

cial

meeting, Lincoln
School, 700 W. Lincoln St.;
8 p.m.

COSTELLO HOPES to,
make a decision later this
week, he told The Day, pending settlement of business mat-

ters. Erickson said he has not
yet decided on running or not
running.

Another incumbent, Frank

To settle nice and com-

fortable in the bath and
find the washcloth is out of
reach.
V.L.

fiMitIgErAM14.7

"." COD, 0* Ti'viinv-
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Dist. 63 cancels
referendum plans
r March 28

-wra

'Continents riotfter being fired
By George Hamilton

last say 111 miss all the
wonderful people in the amMunk. around Arlington
Park," was the only comment
Mn,

Marjorie.

L. Everett
Would make last night after

and see arc discussing X lawsuit."

The decisionto fire Mrs.
Everett was made at merabsg

for a salary of $50,000 a year..
She had been negotiating with'

leering statement:

Transnation for a settlement
of the contract after die.

Pork race tracks.

Mrs. Everett, contacted by
The Day at the Drake Hotel in
Chicago, said any comments
ed her dismissal would have to

"It was announced today,

ogree .. reportedly

on the management and the fu.
to re of the two tracks.
On Friday Mrs. Everett
said, through her attorney,

the board of Transition De-

dittoes for a settlement Was
that Levin would have to sell
hh holdings in the Parvin-

velopment Corp., was elected

McNeil Kennedy,
Kennedy said he and Mrs.
Everett only knew of tbc se-

acting president of Chicago

Sion'through statementerd

cm, whose a

interests in Las Vegas gasp
Wing casinow

foie tracks had been tenni-

Emnedy hod been a meting a reply yesterday from
Levin, but instead learned

is-

Weed to newsmen yestay by
Philip J. Levin, president and
chairman of the hoard of
Transportation Development

Corp., which owns Chicago
Thoroughbred
Enterprise
Inc. (Washington and Arlineton Parks).

alF

THE

statement

is

scar;'Kennetlywill

with
Chicago Thoroughbressociation
d Enterprises, Inc. and the Arlington
Park and Washington Park

KENNEDY SAID that
Mrs. Mom is a mmnber of

would make an announcement

the board of directors of Chi-

on the probable lawsuit after
further discussion with Mrs.

cage

Everett and after she has been

Thoroughbred

Enter-

have to take legal steps to pio.

Kirin. Inc. and that she hat

t= Mrs. Everett, rights.

I

not been notified of the meet-

suppose it will mean litigation

ing in New York, suggesting

"That makes Rest" says Russ Molder, edItorvinwhief of the Viewer, Forest View High School
student paper. Nancy King admires the George Washington honor medallions awanled the paper
for Erie winning editorials. The Freedom Foundation presented the awards. Mi. King will edit the

William

school paper next year. Co-editor N., Cooper of Rolling Meadows wrote the current prizewinning editorial entitled "Freedom Inv., Decision" which appear in the paper's March 28,

two factors will acct the dodices needs tomen year and

1969 edition,

possibly two.
J. C. Busenhart, assistant enbusiness
and
perintendent

P rk board tentatively oks

MOO Trammotion

hoard

munity development pro ben Con -Con delegate is mak-

grams and aid by means of
Vacting of indebtedness,
are of public credit, hem,

ing a move in an effort to get

grants or

rite ConstitutioI Convention
hs write a more meaningful

Inver, exercise of eminent domain, son exemptions and

VFW P. in Mount PrOpect
for the use of a park site to

1910 constitution for Illinois.

abatements.

When the delegates go to
their desks Tuesday tobegin the

STATE PLANNING-P.

convention, 12th week of
work, they will have before
th= 16 new proposals from

vide for orderly development
of physical, social and monomic resources of the state

Weeds.

through advisory state and se gin.] planning bodies and
processes. (At placed there is

They will require the men.Res of all nine of the standing
Con -Con committees working
on the new constitution,
Woods' new proposals call

for the complete elimination
of Article Xl, third longest in
the present constitution, a.
thority for the legislature under which counties could
merge, local government units
be abolished or created.

A CONSTITUTIONAL di-

=dee on pollution control.
this tate participation in

the

creation of new municipalities
tn rural areas and regional

planning bodies for all of IIlinois-to mention a few.
Here is a summary of the
new Woods proposals(
ARTICLE XJ-Recommends
complete elimination of this attick, third longest in the
present constitution, dealing
with banks, railroads and other
Corporations.

POLLUTION CONTROL-Provides for a
declaration

thrte one-half Mon dollars
"'ere is a sta. referent
Om on the matter.

ELECTIONS MERGED -Recommends

wouId help in the development

...new cities" in rural areas
for the purpose of providing

for growth of Minor; mutation in an orderly maner.

COMMUNITY

OBITUARIES

viding for local absentee yob
MS in Put's°. and requiting di
primary and local elections to
M held on Saturday.

LAKE MICHIGAN WAiwn_wontd quire by cos,
,,,,aa se araatiaa of an Itr
lanais Water Resonrc. Cam.
mission with res.nsibility for
quitable allocation of water
f rate Lake Michigan in accordance with rho provision .of

MENT-Proposes

provision
made in law for government of
counties, alteration of existing
county boundaries, legislative
authority to merge caustics.
That counties may be dumb
tied on any reasonable bans by
law, that counties may exercise
any powers not denied by state
law, that Cook County be go.
erned by an elected president
and board of commi,ioners.
That downstate counties

general law.

q

n ,a,jaa, aq,,,,,,,, ma,

n asked

for the use of the state

sailor

provisiona of general

M

1

JUDGES AND MIX

(Continued from Pore It
Rollins Meadows, whoa

mrad Me Northwest Sub.ban Council of PTA, said she
feared an expansion of prim.

schools ' "am aid McaMe

thus ...ging

mailable,

.h..is `eel "P to Promote redal or religious segregation.

'PTA,"

Mrs.

Fisk

said,

Public schools."
irgil Kraft,

representing

Americ.s United r Scorethat
then

if state aid were give,

oar Private eMerPrisc
(even though it might be a

profitable organiation) coos
dem.d a public subsidy.
Remitd the "overwhelming

those presently in use, and that

making contributions to popttni..

counties and other local goy ernmental units may by tranra.

cal parties or candidates
icipating M political cam-

ilditivai Prv"ufv--

transfer
functions.

REDUCING

powers

phi

and

PUBLIC MEETINGS.
ire all mum.. of

GO

MENT UNITS-That

would

the

ized to provide for Me creadon, growth, elimination and

pug, a,aacias, ,,,,, an

consolidation of local governmental units and that the Ie.-.
!attire enact such laws es will
encourage consolidation of,
existing units and the eimina-

tion of duplications

of =-

I

General Assembly, to be oboe
to

the

public except . ex -

emitted by general law.

Provides 'usher for public
notices, record keeping to se -

ur'
"d
reasonable
inspection nod copyinn of
Mmicies.

Providesfor full compensation,

record

whose property, taken for pub-

move]

compenstion, and time an
manner of election end term

so-

Illinois Central Railroad, municipal subscriptions for rail -

rods, the Illinois and Mich igan c.als and
van =Orations.
-

JOSEPH STUCKER of
Des Plaines described an emi-

mated $80,000 deficit for the
current school year at St.
Zachary's.
Richard White
i.
Figures on increased
lion and dropping enroll-

=no ar Adington Heights'
St lames.
.

ARLINGTON...5 PUBLIC SEHoots

Ashen, usts, bests
NMI. is HEREBY GIVEN rho o
neuter mooring of de Board of ter aeon of School Diwirt No. vs. cod
ewe, Minot. held in rho Wilson

let"?'

us acv

P

we feel
co'

"riv'e 'rn".

who testified Sat-

urday in favor of state aid ft.'.
scribed

viii'li ..-"Vs `v.'. fi'vdng 'h.
.Shred
Sacred Heart of Mary stu.
dint Mary Kane Of Barrioron

=Bled that CathOc =opts

...-

le'7 MiaiiiY i" 'ilmutinvi in

the

financial

dim

ublidedlen
PueuGTIOnth
Mondernfernoll 011970

schools

Vandals hit home 2d
time with eggs, paint

pubice unable to afford noneducation for their

lawn.
Police

incidents

tion of a, property that Me

sons.

similar to Hagen's have been

vandals can get their hands on.

dent council,

"the adminis-

Cation will be forced to increase the tuition to $450 per

year in order to maintain the

pl

said that

now Milo. for use at the
beery.

he area between

ha

P.M.' and "

Mount
Plaines, especially in the Cumberland arca.
.
Police said the vandalism

occurring in this area include
the breaking of windowsvrith
waif

lienus

Tone served Mond, in A.
!Mon, Prospect, Wheeling,
Elk Grove, Forest View a.
Hersey high schools in District
LOU:

Main

dish (one choice):
oven -fried
chicken, baked
ham on
seed bun, wie-

whipped

lettuce wedge, molded:
strawberry, pineapple grape.
orange banana diced pear.
Cornbread and butter, milk.
ad,

Available dessert, apricot
halves,

chocolate

pudding,

cherry rhubarb crunch,
nan'

cake,

'died

Extensioneers

another

ed

The Over 50 Club which

Mount Prospect, a senior rid-

meets at Pioneer Park, Arlin ton Heights, will attend the
Chicago World Flower end
Garden Show as a group, low
ing by bus from Pioneer Park

Wives"

is

V3 OFF

ALUMINUM

:IitrajCgg'g=
' Full Factory Warranty

ZINC

Vt4A

LEAD

Free Mtge, 890 Days
Factory Service

Save upta &Mon.

To be served Wednesday in

junior high schools in District
Hamburger in a bun, french
fries, golden

$ METAL CO.
$

LIBERTY

1247 Rand Rd.
Des Plaines, III.

3.

824-3175

$

Men th, Sot

C o m of u n i t y Preshwedan
Church, have set aside March

Three more works of value
to businessmen and students.
the business econony arc the
"American Stock Exchange
Reports," providing individ-

IT for a potluck luncheon in
honor of their secretary, Flor-

L5,_10R5
CLEA

'

,

3 DAYS

CASH & CARRY ONLY
1711 OAKTON ST., Des Plaines
PHONE
827-8989
'

.a

8.00 to 5 PM-. s

I

hear

One of her favorites, and
mine, is, "You coo give with-

out loving, but you cannot
love without

ivin."

M. on the Oriental theme,
she nouns stark white Cho

"Origami is the age-old art
of paper folding creating oh joins of riature, you know,. she

they mean, and all of diem

continued. "I then took these

have a special massage. (If the

Rev. Eugene Nyman has an
nuanced the hours as 9 a.m. tO
Mon, I p.m. to 4 p.m. Mn,

day through Friday,

except
Wednesday, when hours are

only until n.n. Sunday 110Y13
are a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
If you plan to attend, stop by

and !met Marria. The "Frog
lady" hos a way of hopping
into your Mart.

ing

High Sc.,. senior and

=been planned for March 26
to see the Easter lily display.
The group will travel by bra
and have lunch at the Encore

indud.

Rounding out the list are
"Convertible Bond Prepares,"
"Industry Reports" and the
"ISL Daily Stock Price !s-

of Prospect Heights. The Wuden( should contact the school
c
tis tors for mom
information.

The Estensioneert are looking forward to the celebration
of their second birthday April

do"

2. A potluck lunch and pro.
g ram are being planned.

THE PROSPECT OAT

Publih.

On April lb. seniors lam
for an II -Jay tour of Calder-

do

Monday

byily.
Poy

Pubho

nia, traveling first by railroad
to Son Francisco, then down

PrarPeCt. 16 60056. Branch office, 2.17 5. Arrygton Peigtm

the Wm Coast to Los Angeles.
For reservation information

ond 72.2 Center Per Poln

contact Mrs. Walter Meyer at
CL 5-3169.

ihroph irld ay

.

II.

60016

-

In addition, tIse club is of-

brine the following 'choler-

(own 11.5.

Brae

89.00

0 eon

PoPy.

Second...

nonage paid err

Galen.,

L. V. Rict of Mount Pros-

will

pee, and Jeffrey B. Schwartz,

be at
neapol is.

both triply stainless steel coo-

BUY YOUR MEMBERSHIPS NOW!
(Available only until Mar. 14)
1970 - 71 FALL - WINTER SEASON
At MAIN EAST H. S. AUDITORIUM
(Des Plaines Headquarters)
PRAIRIE LEE PAINT

BAYANIHAN
PHILIPPINE DANCERS

LEE EVANS TRIO
NEW YORK PRO-MUSICA

new Town House line was inhome-spired by the modern home

conunue to be held at
Pioneer Park each Friday.
Arrangements have been
made for ISo seniors to attend

utensils and by the traditionalist, demand for the con -

SI

SERIES 40 per person

tour for

PARK RIDGE
Mr.. Chester Hillman - 823-2938

DES PLAINES

Restaurant,

the

after which they
home in Min-

Mn. Clarence Foisted - 827-8542

MORTON GROVE
Mrs, Andrew Socha - 965.6616

...TIM Lon Prayer"
rang by Mosey Gerken.

laid with lace and trimmed
with pearls. It had full stems

were

weight stainless steel construction designed for long years of

service." The steel itself is tri-

ply. An Moe, layer of carbon
steel, which assures even heat
disrribution, is sandwiched between outer layers of stainless
steel throughout the utensil.
Tight -fitting, subdy-arcbed

g.. -

Three popular sizes each of
covered skillets and saucepans

ere matched by
casserole

an d

a

family-sire

a

fivrquart

dutch oven.
West Bend has chosen deSCriptive names, in addition to
quart capacities, to identify

If

7

utensils in the Town House

line. Cookware comes in Bah
Party, Brunch, Entree,
Roast-Ovenette and Chef SO.
fet,

- each designed to fit specific

burs.. The same was wont by
Cynthia Swagger, Meb of the

et

cookware f.tures what the
company i.cribes as "etre-

cooking needs.

The complete Town House

r

of quality cookware is
available at lading gourmet

line

gift, hardware. and department
stores. Picas Will be sold open

Mr. and Mts. Jeffrey B. Schwartz

stock, or in seven -and 10 -piece
sets. The seven -piece Wet retails.
for .549.95, the 10 -piece mt.
$69.95.

Heights

16130.1611t.

don.

return completed applications
for the $400 nursing whaler ship. Information or applicatin forms may be obtained
from the senior vocational
counselors at area high schools
or by calling Mrs. Konrad Pankow at 439-3482.

Student nurses in Rhodesia.

Africa. arc fi.ncially unable
to pumhase white uniforms
they must have before entering

the hospital for practical experience. The nurses' club is
collecting uniforms for this
purpose. Readers who wish to

donate discarded white ma forms may call Mrs. Anthony
Konstmt at Cl. 3-6B38.

Branch banking
topic of ASIVA
Robert H. Bukomki, vice
president in charge of the per-

sonal banking department of
Continental Illinois ntatianal
Bank, will address the Chicago
Suburban Chapter of the

1941. the

American Society of Women

in

school has received over 6.000

repromtatives from 88 different countries.

Accountants March
Louis' Restaurant in

Colorful procetain jOins rugged stainless steel for the first thee

'Branch Bonk

is a rodent at Carthage Cal -

For sore information con tot Ruth Schmidt at the stw

affiliated with Kappa Phi
Eta =craw:

counting firm of Kilian+ A De Valk, Elmhurst.

is

Thimbles for fingertip fashions
Huge golden thimbles made
from paint buckets end topped
with giant crepe paper flowers

are the decorations made by
members of the Mount Pros pot Junior Woman's Club for
de rancheon-fashion show,
"Fashion at Your Fingerlips"-so appropriate since

fashions will be by Ethers
Golden Thimble Fabric Shoppe.
The fun and practicality of

home sewing MI be stressed at the event March 14 at
the Brass Roll of the Sheraton O' Hare. Mrs. Keith Vernon and Mrs. Phillip Allen are
ways and means co-chairmen
of the dub. Tickets are $5.75
and may be obtained by Calling

Mrs. Alien at 437-2847.

at

Miss Lovdjieff, a 19611gradtiara of Wheeling High School,

de modem homemakees preference for colorful gourmet-OmIngowirers oho
cookware-and the traditionalbes demand for the convenience
and durability of stainless steel-Town House is both stylish and
functional.

I

Addiscm. The topic of Bukowskik
talk will be

in new Tom House the of cookware by Wert Bend. Impired by

Students

may contact the school cot.
scion for any further infonrs-

into scenic Nor-

way. Founded

T II E TOWN HOUSE

temperatures up to 425 de-

MAID Os: HONOR Pa -

excursions

ing the M the country.

handling, will withstand oven

ried white roses, baby's breath,
starbursts and stephanotis.

EO= . mention

the University of Oslo.
Students attend lectures, intern:atonal evenings and informal get-togethers and go on

Porcelain -on -aluminum cookware which touched offs color
oplosion in cookware en
route to becoming the best sell-

oven -safe. Stylish black accent
handles, proportioned for easy

and a mandarin neckline. Her
headpiece was made in the
of a lace hood, edged
for
with tear -drop pearls. Sim car-

usheredM.

of the International Summer
Session School of Norway at

Three years ago, West Bend un-

The groom, Who attended
the University of Minnesota,
attends Nonhw.t School of
Chiropractic in Minneapolis.
"A Time for Us," from
"Romeo and Juliet," and

A lace bodice formed the

attended

a student for the 1070 session

Housewar. Show in
Chicago. At thes same show

neapolia

top of the bride's gown, which
had a satin skirt and tram, in-

the groom as best man, with
Allen Richter, groomsman,
and Randall Crabtree, a junior
groomsman. Robert Schreiber
e nd the bride's brother Feed

Prospect, has been accepted as

veiled its Country Inn line of

pent.

groom.
Richard Greene

Terri Lavdjieff, daughter of

Mr. and Mn, Nick Loydjieff
of 1129. Juniper kn., Mount

Introduced at INC January Nis

ale McInnes af 253-1941.

Will study
in Norway

c-1;-

The Town House line was

lids retain heat, promote WI basting and allow a minimum
of water for cooking.
The porcelain exteriors Ire
fade proof, dishwasher -safe,
W ein-and scruich-r.istant.
Town House is completely

It

1

of stainless steel.

don and =creations. call Jen-

College, the bride is employed
Co. in Min
es Pillsbury

Inosegays of blue bachelor bib
ns, daisies and yellow star,

4

and I.ting qualities

556.85. For further inform.

Heights.

April 15 is the deadline for
Mount Prospect residents to

f

3,,
1

maker's pench.t for gourmd
cooking in stylish, colorful

Holland, Mich.. May IS.

Minn. The Rev. Nolan A.
%twin performed the 1:30

meta Monroe and bridesmaid
Bonnie Gerstung, the bride's
raster, were attired in fulld eeved, yellow slipper -satin
gowns fashioned with high
Waists and inset banding and
button trim. They carried

aleeting will be held the evening of March 17, St. Patrick's
Teri.,..

Bend, Wis.

On Thursday, April 2, the
gnibpwill travel to Harperlunior College for luncheon and
a tour of the camp, Ceramic

two-day two -night

)1-

Iran exteriors in avocado and
harv.t --- has been developed
by The West Bend Do., Wat

0

A graduate of Prospect
High School and Augustana

of Zurnbro

rbiSeel-

District, will speak to
the Mount Prospect Nurses
Club on air pollution. The

struction and colorful pore.

Falls,

Schwartz

Cook

p.m. to midnight, with arnteee
dancers providing entertain mot, and a bingo p.m March

couple left for a honeymoon in

dated Penny Elaine Van Rid,
daughter of Mr. and Mr, Fred

son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman

CONCERTS

Corrado,

Suburban
Tuberculosis

Day, at the home of Mrs. Rob-

Penny Van Riet now
Mrs. Jeff Schwartz

mu, rarne

for W=obi.

Nehmen. erten

of

ert Breihan, 710 E. Thorntruc

Subsyriptien nem 11 eon. o

Mmes
home dolivorni. Our of

Dr. E. A. Pi.... field di-

re..

- featuring for the first

rate

junior at Wheling or Hersey
High School and a Prospect

Nurses to discuss
air pollution at
March meeting

Woman, Club, a Saturday
night party March 21. 7:30

the Holland Tulip Festival in

.

'

cookware called Town Huse

26.

B uffet.

A new line of contemporary

To apply, the student must
sophomore or
currently bc

graduating class and a resident

T usday. March 10, 1970

Town House line introduced

scholarships of S50 each.

senior. To apply, the student
must be in the top half of his

County

ing at I p.m. March 19, with
dessert served by the Junior

smiors. A tour to Garfield Park

"Stock

Dolor. Haugh -Woman Editor

49eee2tle2tr2et/00000001/020011000020P000009 O2ette0901192990110 22222

ships toward a Youth Summer
Program: in the field of music,
two scholarships of 550 each:
in art, two scholarships of S75
each, and in conservation, two

5200 to a Hersey High School

TlE

Other activitio planned by

March 19 is a Drop In Ce.
ter day. with Girl Serra prdriding a sweet treat for IM

New York Stock Exchange;
and the ove.thenounter and

COMMUNITY

ENTIRE

ognize them when

nese and Japanese letters, cast
M plaster, on flat black painted
plaques. She will tell rove went

the seniors arc a business meet -

organization.

ring the same material for the

4th CONCERT TO BE SELECTED

MARCH 12,13,

an engineer. He helped me devise my 47 -fold frog.

turning at 4:40 p.m.

A. Walker of the FBI will
discuss the activities of that

Jan. 17 was the wedding

homes, rippingeggs lip lawns and
parkways by driving across
them M autos. and the destruc-

say mob Fine things, but I rec-

at 10 am. March 12 and m-

ance MeClaine, who is moving
n way. Following lunch, Harry

sal mpods on every active
stock on the American Exxha,e, "Stock Reports" coy-

regional
exchanges
which
Reports,"
Canadian reports.

Extensioncers

ml group which moms A the

pence library, as in p.t y.rs.

milk,

BB gun pellets, throwing of
BB
paint and
at ears and

14 Thurs. Fri. Sat.

MAINE SCRAP

rEng

The

Standard

and Poor
that will
be shelved in the busines ref -

Yree46

MacArthur and Am Seely.

dom. She explained, "I one&

Over SO Club

ba-

wheat

finely printed words of wis-

ii

Page

Outlook" reports.
The latest "Register of Corpotations, Directors and Exec -

potatoes,

buttered spinach. Salad (one
choice): fruit juice, tossed sal-

horizons by adding origamisle ne
drawings and bib of
i to

Senior activities

oer in a bun. Vegetable loon
choice):

Scholarships
offered to
PH students

fair.

letter and the weekly "Bond

$

BRASS

.Plr9WIrf.="`""'

Reg. $799 Only 23481
PRIVATE TV SALES
537-1926

.11, NON -public

CLEANING & PRESSING OF ALL CLOTHING

$ We 13

Don Soffonlindoonon
Doted north 21970

day.

READY FOR SPRING?

COPPER

Board...W.

manyof
of those present Sato

present level of quality educe.
tion.
"As a result, some families

ceives state aid," said Dnaiel
Kirtahan, pr.ident of the stu-

ln.gs, told the library, board of
directors last night that a numbar of business publications,
including Stand.d and POOrs
"Corporation Roords" are

opanded group of business
teem. works are "The Outlook," a weekly stock market

Palatine, member of St. Theresa
up the feelinx of

Night vandals struck again
Sunday night at the home belonging to Melvin Hagen, 428
Radcliffe, Des Plaines, when
they threw eggs and paint on
Hagen's front porch. Vandals
also ran over hi, lawn in a eta,
don wagon.
Hagen told 'police that Friday night someone in an auto
also drove across his front

re-

=try, Mrs. Mary Jo Hutch-

Also included in the greatly

were given help, it would tend
not to destroy public schools
but would tend to put them on
their mettle, and would enable
public schools to compete with
private schools.
vl do not seek the subside,
lion of the teaching of religion.
"But feel it is my right-the
Aindemental right of the
people-to receive their due
from the state."
Next( Purehase.of.ervices
plan for state aid.

...ion was Zeod. the seealtir
education was excellent. and

Li-

Public

of

Fed that he had to tell his con-

gregation "Mc retie.. he

Prospect

philosophies of its taxpayers."

Ss

.

$

(ITPe$.5J.Ignnliy,'459991

Solid Oak W/Doars

school of their choice and in
IM state supporting either
none or all of the educational

-

A thing that is going M
divert them

"

share of the t. dollar to parents and students to attend the

"Our system of life is founded on diversity," he said.

ing for 3,500111inois members
oehibme leoevetiee.
of the National Council of WV aud mite,. indreeffort

Jewish Women, .id "Public

The chief librarian of the
Mount

dm state allowing an equitable

Gallery

Barrington's 'Pros Lady", Marc. Walaitis, poi. to one of her original origami plarm.. The
attractive oriental.flavored display was in the lobby of the Turkey Run Mate Palk. At her beck are
some of her special Words of Whdom neatly.
or accented with fine lines and Our of
origami. She proudly explained that her son hal designed the special collapsible display Inane atly
folds for easy transportation. She will be among the artists
in the Ninth Ann.
Fair at the Barrington Community Church this month. (Photos by Dolor., Haugh)

Business publications
now available at library

NEUTRALITY
"TRUE
conslas, said Dr. Frank
Brom, DePaul professor, "in

And Frank X.

and director of Commercial
Services,
Ing,

Consulting
Hinsdak.

refr.hi, attitude toward life.
Marcia widened her artistic

fold. Owls were simple, and I
would still be Making owls if it
weren't for my brother, who is

.

sign called a curvalineal plane.
"My son Chester is 18, and
he is a fine photographer. He
will display some of his works

"Maria is 20 and is attendNorthern University. She
rites."
The ninth annual show. cadged "celebration" is ex
pected toottract nearly 50 artist. It begins this week and
will continue through March
The Prospect Heights
29. The church is located Cl
301 E. Lincoln in Barrington. Woman's Club is offering a
$200 scholarvhip to a Wheel-

"I bought a child's packaee

p.m. ceremony at St. Mork LuMount Pros theran Church

Sp*

SECTRIN 33 OUT-Thi

Wool. 15 E Polottne Rood, ulna.
lon Heights, On.. on rhundon
Mach 12 1970 or/Ep.m.

bony, 2 N. Evanston.

The Rev. James Modern/of
Me Evellgolitt
...5,5 Pt!.
hnureo in Streamwood knob

Newspapers

Legal
Notice 1

be used,

Herbert Ducey, 2of. N.
Wille St., Mount Prospect, has
been appointed vice-president

of his creations. He also has
created a new geometric de-

but because of her delightfully

of origami paper and stetted to

Appointment

mitred the name of "Frog Lady". Without him she would still be
"hung uP on owls."

et the Community Church art

art thin."

W. Owens, 271 W. Norm.

Mexico designing lamps." She
produced fine glossy pictures

MARCIA WEARS a Japa-

"SINCE MY HUSBAND is

Which, 14 S. Albert St.
Feren Des Plainest Clifton

This bright green, yellow spotted, 47 -fad frog Is Marcia,
the University of Nese dal.. fame. Through ails happy Mae ehnmet. she has =-

nese kimono when she teaches
the children. She is a huge sec;
-cess, not because of her dress

- always working on his paint lop,. she said, "I decided that
I too must have something to
exhibit instead of just sitting at

P.. 6 Rob Rd., and Joan R.

is at

she sold. The M. refers to
her oriel.' origami 47 -fold

es she is.

Cedar L. Charles F. Heng-

$

office shall by prescribed b

COLOR TV SALE

for

future
from
constitutions references to present
constitution which refer to the

weight ar Friedrichs Funeral
section in precut constitutio

MRS. ROBERT Menger of Highland Park. speak-

future

REFERENCES RP.
MOVED-Provides

and a sister, Eleanor Fischer.

of

.

wheal out of business."

"UNLESS Si, Viator

as determined by jury, to the
owner of private property

mother, Manes of Chicago,

the

governments and

ocal

"Became of this added bur dm,
dm
parents will have to
make even geater secrinces M
send their 5001 to st, Vinton"

tion of Church and State, said

ptlooltpf,ovprhvomtuit,.thilowaidit. of ate

meat

Meadows Pork could possibly

NI. Btown, 1001 N. Reline=
James I. Kleeman, 1439 N.
Haddow, and Brett D. Lam -

State aid to no public
schools a major issue

ecclesical blitzkrieg" does

Mount Prospect, an insurance
executive, died Saturday in
Westlake, Ohio.
Survivors are his wife,
Ferne; a son, Richard O.; his

Park Cemetery in Chicago.

competitive bidding oe

Park. (the location originally
requested for the 'Omura

v

TICS-Would prohibit judo.

ABOLISHES
OFFICE-Provides for elimination of
Section 5 of Article VII
which now reads "There ma
M a county superintendent o
schools in each county whos
qualifications, powers, dutie

Rev. David J. Quill tomorrow
at 1:30 p.m. at St.
Lu.
Aileron Church in Mourn Prospect. Burial will be in Acacia

"

BIDS.

iai, .0i., d saia, fur.

form of government instead of

Raymond O Railer., 52,
Moistly of 421 N. Maple.

Home in Mount Prospect. Services will be conducted by the

summer season, told the timid

-

'Stood for strengthening the

COMPETITIVE

may adopt the Cook County

lic use has been taken damaged
or rendered useless.

10

UM. the board had agreed that

elections on the same day, pro -

COUNTY GOVERN-

Raymond Kailertni

Visitation will be until

new

and other local government

fished in 1957).

FULLCOMPENSATION-

OPM ENT-Authorize the

While discussing the ordb
deals with park

anima, ,,,,,ong

at,

Hons.

her works at the Chicago Public Library and at Turkey Run,
State Park.

shop, and my children do their
own thing.
"My son Spencer is 22. He

unknown as "The Frog Lady,"

frog.

Fool, 21 N. Maple

'Mints (B plus) out of a possible

District ProWent
Robert Jackson said that because of construction at Lions

children." She has exhibited

"In the Barrinpoo Ides

I

'OUR HOUSE lea work-

give demonstrations to school

same way.

I

I

your car.)

I

"I was thrilled at the recep-

The brown -eyed v'various
lady really tells it like it is. She
is open minded and spoke the

jjj

plaques.

tion they got. Now I on participate in an fairs and also

%tains.

Prospect,

He added that the circus has

once that

,,,

dufa, from the narks,

Mount

liabilay insuroce for coverage of damages up M
125,000.
Park

Artists Par C.a....)

wooden

things

added a few smooth stone or
twigs, and they were ready to
mike their debut.

The story of her cholte of

WHEN TIIE next matter of

seem. a bit toncerned than
not only d,s but elephants.

MR whisper the meaning in

art expression is as attractive

business Our rho request for a

6.0 (A) in at least 14 hours of
academic credit and have no
grade below C (4 poi.).
Students from Arlington
Heights am Denise Adanson,
2909 Briarwood Dr.; Cerletta

mooing is a Role naughty she

an artist," said Mrs. Edward

borrowing.

els, 210 N. Fairview; Linda N.

rating, a student must have a
grade average of at least 5.5

end

raminted them on flat black
psinted

vl always wanted to be
gyrsy, and 1 was jealous Of MY
husband's talent, so I became

Do be paid and pa.ed on to.
school district in 1970) will
come too late to prevent this

To qualify for distinguished

commissioners

insio0000100118.514

I

Ousenhart, . planned because
the receipts from the 1969

that they woukl be in the park
only one day and would clue
up before they lel).

circus the

(Ff In a series of

rowing of money from one
fund for me in another, said

snort

shiny papa

By Dolor. Haugh

cipation
However, Mere will be bon.

St.; Linda L. Gaussian, 1403

nusiance or damage property.

72M.M.1111171.11

District 57 is not contemplating any nteendum in
the near future, mid Bus Mart, nor these of tax anth

distinguished student rank at
Purdue University, Lafayette,
Ind., during the first semester.

monkeys and hones
wouN be in the park.
A representative of Seth &
Gray Circ. that trawls
around Me country during In

consitution provide for hold ing township, village, school,

only the Northeastern Illinois
Planning Commission estab-

levying jurisdictions.

DEVEL.

that the

threceing circus

a

Aug. I, after earlier in the
leg
nonce that would have probib-

unless

of w ensiron- General Assembly be othor-

mental policy by the Stah of
Illinois.
NEW CITIES-Urges a policy under which the state

sponsor

limits the building of a capitol
building to a maximum of

levy of

subsidies,

night from the

last

The 'Frog Lady' of Barrington

used in 1969.

From

it
ILL':

Purdue honors 10 students
Ten area students have won

meeting.

with 16 new pr posals
John G. Woods of Arlineton Heights, northwest Mur

Board President
Gurolnick estimated
Mat revenue produced by the

&hoot

officially notified about oa-

request

provide for com-

to be somewhat higher than
the $88 million 1968 figure

Om referendum.

Jogs houM be alloweJ in the

legislature

County aesessor. Action at the

to produce the cancellation of

use ®f park for circus
Woods presents Con -Con -li===vn
By Richard Crabb

yet. He guessed the new figures

4.8 per cent in the county's
equili.ion factor combined

Dorhmann Co., which or=

from newsmen about the a.
don in New York. He said he

Ms figures from the Cook
make it official.
An increase in the district's
ess.sed valuation and a risco(

Kennedy, that one of her con-

[erne from her attorney, W.

erendurn yesterday after examising next year's assessed rata.

beard's meeting tonight will

i

manager for

elementary
School District 57, said he had
not received the official equalized assessed valuation figures

The school board of District
63 canceled its March 28 ref-

arose

following a special meeting of
the board of directors of Chicago
Thoroughbred Enterprises, Inc., that Philip J. Leyin, president and chairman of

Thoroughbred
Enterprises,
Inc., replacing Marjorie L. Ev-

f

remaining of a 10 -year con.
tract with Transnatio, calling

in New York yesterday, after
which Levin reledNed the fob

news came that she had been

fired as managing director of
Arlington and Washington

that this would be a factor if a
lawsuit is tiled.
Mrs. Everett has nine yeas

The day's prospects

e

e

e
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One day at a time
Ens sure Be Isn't a mind
read= Still, he learn to egret,
with what we say. It was the

Dr. Walter Bon
oemeier. He says thereto doe-

it. He sounds as d he did,

.../Ileves in paramedical people.
He thinks they can do a lot of

says the time can be shortened

things doctors do. He believes
the public would accept a
nurse's performance in patient

Without turning out poor do.

Dr. Bornemeier says it takes

too long to train a doctor. He

it can be

done. I know it will P.M. So
does be,

THE PRESIDENT-ELECT
OF The American Medical

doctor shortage.
There's only one problein.
Dr. Borne meier says the
=Ideal profession is con. servative. He means they don
-accept change very willingly.
So he probably needs some
help.

Ideas that others resist. He be-

area

My hope is that he will follow through. It will take seine
doing. He'll have to work hard
at it. Everyone won't be at

long way toward cm., the

earlier. I'm sure he has Ion of
people who agree with him
For a deeeet. he has some

shouts of joy all through our

though.

anxious as he is.

tors should dart in hbspitak

him. He wants to dosomethlog
about it. That should bring

stertekl. I'm sure he didn't read

Mining program for doctors.
What he proposes could go a

can be helpful. Heroinks doc-

. shortage. I dont knoW snyone who doesn't agree with

rent article The Day printed
after "One Day at a Time".

Forest View High honor students

By Ron Swons

Assn. a

cam in. certain instancer. Dr

If you agree with whit be

tors. He says that teacher-physkims can help shorten school

Borner believes thiswoukl
Mbw the doemore time for

dote. He says summer vac.
dons should he eliminated.

serious matters.

W. maybe you should write
end tell him so. Your letter to
The American Medical Asan.
at 535 N. Dearborn, Chicago
60610, will ranch him,

HE HAS LOTS of practical
Wm, this new presidentolect.
He could revolutionise the

That cuss three years to two.

He thinks group practice

The Tint semester senior
.. end funior honor rolls for For-

,. View High School My.
been announced.

FRESHMAN:
Paula Ann Aiello, Curtis B.
. Anderson, Charlotte M. Apt
Rebecca E. Bailey, Susan Bag-

.: nil, Brooks L. Bell.
Maria R. Biletta, Willem
Blenkmore, Joanne M. Boa, neer, Donald J. Bohn, Leslie

Robert Car.-

L. Bryant,
dine.

MARY L. Christmas, Kerry A. Donovan, Linda M.
Duck, Scott P. Ericson, Stephen Feke, Mary Fitzpatrick.

Wouldn't On be surprised?

F. Gaegen, Michael 1. Jule, Ed

w.c.upalsrerr,sm.
Q - What maid atm a

the fint urge In !tenons with

woman, 20, not to natant.
for six months? Her doctor

should be avoided .d cranes
containing 0.7 per cent salt
should be used instead. Mild

says she is not pregnant.
A
Several other readers

have recently asked me this

"I'll tell
tell you what all this ,means-it means the artist is
probably BROKE!"

-Assam as cold weather

ry glands .d chronic poisoning with led, mercury on alto.

aeon in my feet get cold and It-

hot,

nk to cold. Do you know of

came

any relief for this?

idgannd
Nay split down the ridges. I
took gelatin every day for a
year but it didn't help. What

P"rt'N'his may he due to an

congestion but it
may cause hives. If this is the
cause of your trouble, the antihistamines used for
fever

m a hormonal

should dve you some relief,

imbalance. You should hoe

But they will not cure you. On

'd

Map pubtication5

the other hand, you may have a

13 - What causes blood elan

chilblain. in which case Itydrocortisone ointment implied
twice a day may be held..

caMe.

in the menstrual flow ecco
partied by severe cramps. In
there drything I can do to pre-

-- Marshall Field III

raids h. Managing Editor

eh

'The pownge of clots am
enl

considered
or
girls, the cramps

John E. Stanton, rdirorara/PnbrOrier
William

deterodne

be

In some

or deem.

norrhea arc related to a fear of
nmnstruation but other causes

R.E. Hutchinson. 17e,Mresident

should be ruled out. Theis in
R. N. Purl. CfroulurianDinwror elude pelvic infection, endometriosis and diseases of the

au..1 five.

se

the
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doctor

your

the man s fnvektut ant, knellerina inrearkr..
'

menstrual

b

ovarian

by eilEivipfrolonslylampIng

..1101111,1111.1,11111,

y

causes

'

Q What h Milprem given
for? What are its side effects?

A- This is a combination of

a mild tranquilizer and a feawe hormone. it is iiven
chiefly to combat menopausal
symptoms. Side etTects are rare

if the drug
0 taken in the pre,

MOVIES

ap The while
Undefeated: No times

y

ki:ynanxieties

" 'th n'

:rre,:0P.1

.

A - Allergy to cold usually

sec, Carol Selman.
Debra Smith, Pamela
Spillios, John Stahl, Henry

Swierenga, Ann Tilounoto,
Janet E. Throop, Card Lynn
SOPHOMORE:

Frank J. Bohac, Sawn R.
Christine Caufield. Nancy L.
Cole, Linda J. Collins.

do you recommend.
A - To of gelatin have
been consumed with a view to
strengthening nails but a wellbalanced diet is more likely to

help. A recent study showed
that persons who use their
hands in physical work lately
have weak nails. The mile, like
the muscles and the brain. will
suffer from disuse
Ridging of the nails may be
caused by psoriasis, lichen
Manus, an :mute febrile. Illness
or a vitamin deficiency, wipe claily of A, B or D. but in many
persons no rouse can be found.

available.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Funny Ghir Sunday through Thursday. 2, 3 and

day,

James R. Conley, Jr., Janet

Lynn Dick, David S. Dm.

pan; Fri-

Sally Farmer, Patrice E. Fell
Robin A. Fogarty.
Patricia Frankowski, Roger
W. Frech, M. Mark

and Saturday, 1:15, 4,15, 7:15 and 10:05 p.m.
The Reims and The Brain: Daily and weekends, I:10,3,4:45,
6:36, 8,35 and IBIS p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA. 007 E Rand, Mount Pros-

Karen

poet.

Butch Cassidy and The Sundae. KIM Daily and weekends,
1:40, 5:45, 7:15 and 10 p.m.

Urges election

Suggests new

of MacDougall
in primary

motto for
13th District

when be edged closer

Editor:

Democratic voters of the
13th Congressional District
arise! You have nothing to lose

bat the dictates of downtown
Dick Daley,
Mayer Daley. without consaltation with suburban cow

Q Whet is Hirschspninis

Meer to support the polka

of P.M. Nixon. Demo -

coil's don't want another
White House rubber stamp.
Indepenemt Democrats ors
fer the community an alterna-

dye to automatic defeat by

sheriff wood, speech

or

dience laughed and applauded
photos of the ex -defendants of
the Conspiracy trial? Were the
majority of men in the au -

diced balding or barbers?

November's
elections.

of journalism.

fail to see the humor Mit!!

Since most Democrats not
pretty intelligent people, they
must corne to the conclusion

that it

patently Mogi.' to

support the regular party candidate in
upcoming prim-

ry. March a.
Granted that Warman is a
nice spy, but he was dumped

patty bard by Crane in the
special election last November

If

this

is

"how Republicans get things

cans find themselves Imre.

pared to speak to their group. I

worse trouble than

know how much tanghdp given

by Mrs. Haugh

aPPlemaled Thos past year l
have been publicity chairman
for the Holy Family Auxiliary.
My assistant and myself were

Beim ciminded, I called

complde neophytes

the Elk Grove office, and a-

quagmire
noon Prof. MacDougall
ha
againn Southeast

Jesus, with, and without, long
Cute and beard. Or possibly

Asia adv... since in in- hilly Graham Molloy, as

P

in

the

field of publicity and do.
th ink we mold have had such a

successful Year `al''. your

staff on The Day. My family
and I have be. residents of

he

donned mustche and board at
he. could "be
Woodstock,
p
to-" in lady
't1
th
didn't seem
think that
would receive the laughter
and applause Sheriff Woods'

her staff

from The Panne. Day was

thought.

proposed bringing photos of

Barry Belmont

Jun a brief mom to In yes

done" then the country's in

into the Lens

motion.

Editor:

an maniple of

And don't let anyone kid
you. The Vietnam War is still
the number one iron. In fact,
the Domino Theory is now
working in revesse as Amerilardy sucked

Appreciation
for our staff

to the Elk craw
KelEtkika9s Wa'
s.."9,
nontlucted over why the 1111 -

aDougall,
Nonh
western University maimed

congressional

.A Terse. with this disuse
ham a congenitally enlarged
orlon
It is egg

Club really riled my dandruff,
I'd like to pose some 'Hairy

slating Mac Congress Dr. Curtis

w.

Ion

me Mount Prom. Countryvaotailure to go th,.

picked Edam.
Warman to run against Republican Philip Crane in no.

mineernen,

What."

.

and

add to the circus.
I'd like to remind the people.

who attended the ?Ent Grove
Hair -Meeting" --- You have

Frrokenstein's %water, The Sterile QM. end De
Daily and weekends, 6:30, 8:08 and 10:15 p.m.

THEATRE

65 years old or older and M.
idled veterans are getting n reduction in their red state

no other person.
Another measure. Home

this year,

According to thc Illinois
Rate Bar Assn.. the 65 -yearold or older homeowner is cliaible for a 51,500 exemption

Bill No. 808, provides for an
exemption of 515,000 hi the
of a home
owned and occupied by a veteran with a service -connected
assessed

value

SAVINGS MADE passible
by the exemptions will depend
on local tax rates, the 1SBA
said. For example, if there Is a
$,500 exempton in the equal -

that assessment would me.
that the 65 -year -old home-

2. mid.ce of ownership:
3. A declaration by the op.

The new ?Homestead exemotion'. was enacted by the
1969 Illinois Gcmral Amenn

the federal government has Cu.

reVr'n ,`is,,st.11nd.ubaci ataheleblruu

plicant that he or she metes the

'horse. payment for "specially adapted housing" purulent

all1igible

bray es Rouse Bill No. 1176 and

to federal statutes,

age requirement and has title
to the property, occupies it hs
a residence and that the applicant hoc not applied for a
homestead exemption on any
other property
Illinois.

PurPmes

approved by Gov. Ogilvie.

TIIE STATUTE indicates
that, aside from age, the only
othd requrremints are that th.

mrson must occupy the r.
&mid unit a. own it to hrs or

The MBA sand

the

ex-

emotions arc effective in the
assessment year starting Jan. I,
1970. The applicant for a
homrstead extruptron (H B

Bp.,
Mali

persons

should

chck wash the loclIzeasstz
scar's
first

for

office,

).l

deadline for application
the - demotions. Appli-

ni

G. Nesbit Jackie Ann N

Cynthia

A. Germano. Barry Glove-

Char tote

Goerschler,
Laura L.

Grier,

Keith L. He en, Katherine L.
Hill.
Reid M. Huey, Deborah G.
Jessie, Cathy Johnsen, Ben
bent Ann Jordan, Linda Kelm
William Kidd.
DENISE KING, Cheryl
Lynn Koch, Koric KoellIker,
mate Krajcwski, Linda M.

Pa. Steinhart,

II, Nancy A. Waldron, Carla

Kral, Karen Jean Kuhn,
Donald Kula, Doneld S.

Wood.

Lumen, Cynthia A Lawson.
Peter Loschialm, Terri
Lyon, Debra Lynn Maw.

P.
-

Jam. E. Mackin, Susan /L

Kathy Broom,

ryl L. Jorgensen, Dale A. Jell-

Maerome.

Gina

A,' Mark-

arian. Bruce F. Martin, Gary

A. Mayer, Vera Jean
McCrum.

Lynn A. Lower, Kathleen
Manfredi.
McFall, Charles
McHaley, Patricia Murray.
Maly.
Daniel B.
M.

Ellen

RONALD J. Norbeng
ham Oberhardt, James P. Per-

to., Leslie L. Troutman.
Richard K. Cooling, Dolores 'Vercelli, Alan K. Willem

YOUR !IORN"

Gary 12:Abramson,

Thomas Allen, Jane A. Al.
lovio, Michael Altergott, Dalid Arthur, Timothy W. Bail-

FOR

MBIngr, D.brah Ann Miskc.

las-4 qt

Mary C. Campbell.
Joseph Conroy..

FOR CHILDREN

2 P.M.

'The Sorcerer's

Apprentice

Dinner it iMeter
Theurer Only

Rebecca

Roser.

Ellen Roush, Candy L. Rua-

boldt, Magda Sanchez, Kimberley A. Sasser, David R.
Schaeider.

Sandra Seger, Julianne M.
Shed, Peter F. Sicoli. Region
Simele, Patricia H. Skelly,
Bronda Smith.
PATRICIA S. Snyder, Rob-

en W. Somogyi, Thomas E.

,

ino. Beatrice O'Halloran.
Deborah Osmond. Leslie G.
Palmer, Mary E. Parker, Mary
Peluso, Larry R. Pr.sl,

'

chic& kuts

Eugene

Gross, Tom R. Hagedal, Pat&

Laurie A. Hysell.
Sandra L. lablenski, Linda
C. Jamieson, Donald L. Johnson, Edward Johnson, Judy A.

Johnson, Dougl. B. loom

WILLIAM F. Joyce, Michael R. Keen. Kelly S. Kis.
semis, Beverly A. Kocien,
Linda J. Koepke, lee M. Kosmoski.

Bruce Kratky, Theresa M.

William C. Martin, Lein R.
Match Sheila K. McFadden.
Karen R. McKenna), James
McKewen.

Sprague , Debra Springer,.
DEBORRAII

Mak A. Stevens, Charles G..
George Vollkomrner, Rob-

ert A. Walker, Lori L. Wander, Robert M. Miasmal, Barbara Ruth Weber, Catherine

Made,

J.

J. Miller, Howard P. Motk.an
Thomas W. Moore, Carolyn

P. Munn, Kathy E. Nelson,

Wager.

Mark G. Nelson, Gail A. Nielare, Cynthia Nordlund,

M. Zawacki,

A.

Barbara A. Weiner, Joan

Barry O'Donnell, Richard
Madeline

Olson,

Palm-

JUNIOR:

Gerard C. Panska, Aiatender Patano, Richard A.

David K. Abbott, Sandra

Pazdro,

Berra,

Robert

D. Boelke, Kirk D.
Bucholz, W. David Buschrt,
Timothy Byrna, PetmCantRoss

11.

Chris,

Cley,ts'e7,

gadr

KEITH IE

C

'Moons D. Cvikots.

Petereon,

Jeanne C. Pro. Keith A.

R.

Bittler, Kathleen NI. Blakey,

Path

Sharon K. Pierson,
K. Pirdrham, Michael

Pion.
Michelle

Thomas

Plant,
D.
Plemich Craig
Donald C. Reid,

M.

Proching,
Kathy Romack, Rob. Scha-

P. Redo, Barbara 1.. Rogers,
Jahn Rohde, Mary Ann Rohr,
Laura Lynn Rom.

Donovan, Sandra L. Fackler,

Carol A. Schaal, Joyce M.
Schaller.
Angola M. Serino.
Ten
J. Shakro, Gregory She-

Nancy J. Frick, Nancy M.

yell. Deborah S. Singer.

Gallanis, Nancy Guaglianone.

Schmidt, Janette

Joseph M. Hammond,

Schutz; Donald Simon. Te-

Kathryn M. Hthkins, Herbert
Hart, Elizabeth R. Hill, Steve

Theresa

rence J. Skelly, Lumen Slawinski, Jim Sprague.

H. Horne, Darrell W. Hate.

elope Stamis, Craig M. Stiles,
Carl F. Straumann, Karen M.
Tolf,Patila Vandenboom.

Johnson, Pamela A. napusts.
Thomas F. Leahy, Jr. Cyndy

Leann, Mary K. Lenz.

Stephanie Va... Janice

DAVID LEVEY, Chrht-

Kay Vol.. Cynthia Sue Weed.

opher Lindahl, Deborah A.
Lynch, Eric Madis, Michael
H. Martin, Richard W. Man

Maryann Weirec, Mark M.

Wilds...

Elisabeth

Woh-

nab.

n.

Aldrich. Linea A. AnderSoo,

Randi K. McDonald, Jan K
Mahn, Nancy Meyer, Diana S.
Miskovetz, Eileen G. Murphy,
P. Diana Nieves.

Steve R. Anderson, Stephen

Kathleen Orourke, Sharon

Arthur, Deborah E. Ayr..
De. M. Ballotti, Nancy L.
Blane, Barbara A. Bongirno,

A. Om.. Diane L. Owelsny, Judy Palmer, Steve].
minter, Christine L. Prichs.

Cushing,

SUSAN SOWA, David M.
Spocth, Roberta J. Stir, Deb-

bk G. Storhaug, Glenn M.
Traeger, Kathy 1. Valemiano.
Joy 1. Vincent, Rodney A.

V.A. Lynette E Wall, Sendra L. Weir.

Jon W. Weikel, Baron
Weyer, Randall W.
Neal D. Zeller.

The following are MX included on the Honor Roll List

lek: Lfron E. Grosch, Steven P.
Hansen, Jeffrey A. Heck.

11g..Julie K. JacobJapersen.

.Meredith.K. Johnson, Robd

ert W lide, Berkley B. Kiel hack, Lawrence Klann, Georgette

Si.. Kiel,. Ralph

poske.

L.

JUNIOR:

Christine Taros., a senior et Elk Grose High Scheel Is one on many nigh school students who
find that work had school do mix, especially If they am part of n work study program known as
Office Occupations. Claris enrolled lust Eli in Office Occupations at Elk Grove High School and
aWends classes for half a day and works half a day. After winning a Morsot . contest for students
participating in the program Chris henan work at Chemerron Corp.'s National Cylinder Gus
division in Oh Grove Village.

cures of drug addiction.

The broadcast, directed by
WEXOS Bruce C. McGuinn,
was aired last Oct. 25.

Arlington High senior honor roll
JUNIORS:

The first semester honor roll
for Arlington High School bas

Diane L. Belanc. Linda J.
Block'. Gail H. Bolduc, John

been announced.

M. Brodnan. Linn. E. Bur-

To obtain Senior honor roll
recognition,

a stud. must

ger. Michael V. Burke.

=Stain a 4.5 grade point av-'

roll. Jeanne E. Combs, Janet
A. Cording, Caryn S Corn
PEGGEY K. Cunningham,
Nancee E. Dailey, Russell R.

James R. Alm. David D. Argun. Nancy J. roulette. Bar.
harm L Anse, Robert S. Baer.
Lindsey C. Barton.

Laura A. Bergstrom, Willi. S. Bergstrom, Pamela L
Bigford. Debra A. Bruner.
Mew A. Bunnelle, John F.
Steven R. Gook, Patricia A.
Dean, Kathy S. Dolinajec.

Daughtry, Nina G. Davison,
Charles J. Drenches, George
F. Dye.

Leslie A. Ferry, Ellen c.
Fill. Greg 5. Gibbel, Lynn A.
Gray, Elicabeth Griffith. Eric
R. Hanilton.
Sue Ann Harden, Thomas

Mary K. Doyle, Nancy J.
Dun. Kristine A. Shier.

RICK J. ERICKSON.
Christine Ferifilr, Ruth A.
Gabler, Cristine . L. Gehnig,
Haire, Fred W. HMI, Dom -

thy M. Haulf,
Mile.

Barbara

A.

leen L Herrmann. Alan L
Hens, Karen G. Hills. John S.
Holloway,

JANA L. HOLT, Robert J.
Huh. Bill P. hem, Kathy M.
Kopko, Rosalie V. Keller,
Steve C. Kenninger.

William C. Kirchhoff, Su Ian R. Kost, Pamela M. Eon
Michael A.
ska,
Joanne E. Latish,

Leduc.

Carol E.

Lepkowski.

David A. Lockwood, Tina
M. Nielsen, Paul A. Nystrom.
An. E. Owens, Steven J. OriPerish.
rack. Janes

MARCIA L. Patterson,
Emery J. Peek, Irene Bl. Po rowski, Gail L. Gaunt. Jerome
V. Michael Pamela

Rlchey.

Elam -Michael G. Rieder. Eliza

both N. Rossi, Gale E Sarum,
Bernadette Schemne, Clifford
L. Schultz., Jeffery D. Schulze.
MARK J. Secvers, Scott A.
Severson, Glenn E. Sieferman,

Patricia A. Smith. Diane E.

a Sti.er.

Sigrid Sundstrom, George
F. Tannery, Paul A. Thomeson, Mary Ellen Tuomi, David
A. Ullrich, Adrienne R. Voise.
Patricia A. Welsh, Devorah
1. Whiting, Jane E. Whitnell.
Judy J. Willcox, Susan Wok,

Harris, Kirsten K.
Huber, Kathlean A.
Robert
Hurley, Lydia NI, Jurocki.

MARTHA JASPER, 'Bun.
Kenny. Thomas N.
King, Jean pl.

k L.

Klimek.

A.

ivn

Gge
herno.Knit

Knight.
ICathryn 1. Koclania, John
I.J.

'Corinth. Cynthia D. Kon,

Lome

S.

Sully A. Hensen,

way. Barbara 1. Cording, Jill
13ungelo.

G. Carlson, Thoma L Car-

SENIORS.

Gibbet, David W. Gresham,

M.
FRESHMEN: John
Bird. Kathy A. Blackberg. Jeffrey D. Brauer, Joyce A. Con-

-

Kathy A. Campbell. Bruce

era.. with no grade below

Jeanne Eben, Janice A. Ester). Laurel R. Ewen. John A.

K uffel. Susan .B.

,Later, Steven C Lon..
Stophenie Loughrm. StepMcAlli,ter. Robert A.
McDonald, Jell K. McGuire.
McNeal. Curolyn J.
Susan

hen

MARGARET J. Heller.
Thames A. Hendricks. Nancy
V. Hess. Merthe E. Hughes.
Carol

lernbera. Stephen

S.

C. Keno.
Catherine Lent. Ann M.
Locke/DIA. Janice L Lyon.
mann. David fl. Petersen.

CLARK D. Petrie. Andrea
Pol.. Richard P. Porowski.

mek

Julie.

Przeiroda. Carol A.
Richards, Linde A Ross.
Nancy J. Rodin, Gary G.

Carol A. Luker, Karen J.
bleinhardt. Carol H. Moon,

Russell,

April J. Siegfried.
N.cy E Simon. Laura K. SI-

Niemeyer, Nancy 1. Parks,

yen.. Terry A. Smith,

Rindal,

Michael J. Niemczyk, Dan A.
Jody A. Petersen, Karla M.
Jeanne L. Rodsdh,
Jeffrey A. Schramuk, Mary L
Stanley, Robert D. Skolnik.
Mary C. Snyder, Richard L

Patricia L Stebbins, Jim E.
Stoll, Joy E. Thomas. Etnadene B. Travers. Fred A. Vogt.
Alan F. Wagner.

Laurel E Wanner. Sharon
Wcilinmen. LS. R. Wickstrom. Time. S. Vdill, Ann M.
Wilson. Berbera L Wray.

Sorensen. Robert G Southard,
Dennis NI. Steele. Judith B.

Ulrich. Sharon K. Whiting.
Christie .h. Windhcim. Leman
NI. Yelavich,

AIR CONDITIONING
PRE -SEASON SALE

SAVE $50

Ruc. Dale ...berg. Sandra

Schin kows ky.Claire L.

fn

$100

immediate financing
convenient, unhurried installation
written performance guarantee

A.

Sehmoy Or.

Linda C. Schnee.. Mary B.
Schroeder. Cindy L Sebesta,

Shimcr, Usti,

STEPHEN B. Herter, les-.
ley J. Holmes. Darid R. Jenkins, Kathleen G. Keating,
Stephen,. Klein, Mary E Kli-

Dane L Marken. Amy.Perch.

BARBARA N. Nelson.
Mary P. NeUinann, Elisabeth
Susan L Pace.
A.
Thalia L Radmer, Lindsey A.
Reese, Kristina E. RoenCr.
Thomas J. Rowe, Karen F.

J.

Deborah L. Gerfy, Wayne
B. Geyer, Saralee M. Geller,
Shame L. Gilbert, Peter G.
Harper, Julie A. Hanschti.

Anne

a

Susan

L Foster, Sandral. Gabler.

Cathryn A. Kelly, David W.
Kenninger, Lida Kreidich,

Meister.

Schmoyer, Kethrro

Karen A. Daughtry, Dean
E. Dellacecca, John M. Dillon, Mary I.. Dobstaff, David

Junk,

up to 5 years.. pay

L.

CALL YOUR LOCAL NORTHWEST DEALER

Sam, Deborah A Smith.

PHONE 359-5100

MELVILLE B. Smith

Nancy A Spahalann. NUM
A. Starek, Steven B. Starr,
Daniel A. Sumter. Robert W.

pfie-. Northern Air

Swanson.

Inc.armnnn

arroao:e

Karen L. Thompson. Mary-

ann Urick. Beverly J. %liar.
Karen L Weber. Stephen F.

Going To

Welunann, Kerry E. Welton.

Trevor 1, Will. Robyn E.
William W. Wolod.
Lora A. Wray,

Whlt.

Europe This Year?

SOPHOMORE
Peter D. Anderson. Scott A.
Barnett, Richard C. Blake.
num. Beverly Burch, Sumn.M.
Caranci, Philip B. Carlson.

Richard G. Corbett. Nam
E. Collins Leo A. Davidhersc

Susan E Dawson. Jona-

NI. Dewy. Jennifer V.

driewicz. Patricia A. Zalud,

than

Elizabeth A. Zilen.

Dixon, Pauline A. Dority.

AtimMitelw

They're off and running

Curtis Kenn.

SENIOR:
lune A. Dunaway, Barbara
S. Mueller, Susan M. Per., Jo
Anne Werling.

Joseph Corona, Mar.

109 S. Main (Rt. 83),* Mt. Prospect.

Fly with us aboard the

P\

LOUONYE
Now appearing

Frothingslosh
Randango

.

Jumbo 747 Jet!
FVISIT 8 COUNTRIES IN EUROPE

DEPARTING JULY 30, 1970

r

392-4750

LOCATIONS IN: NIGHIAND PARKOAII PARMAURORAMINSCIME
Oemonserotien

'

inrer,====rsT;ntraggra.

arlingtbmark towers

1

OR

NORWAY SWEDEN 8 DENMARK
DEPARTING JUNE 4, 1970

Coll a Stop

idc

jot

tee Storkut

aPPY, halx fat -boon entertainment 49 guys 're a gel

MAICO HEARING AID CENTER
SpakIServire Far Shut-Mr-Nome Hearing Test

The award was given for
program, "Both
Feet on the Ground,- which
explored possible carom and
nine -hour

ere potential candidates.

ROBERT O. STENSLAND AND ASSOCIATES

%TA!

a..

grades thus far indicate they

Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way to find out what kind of help a hearing
aid can give you-ithout nudor expendirare! Wear a new MAICO aid for 30days at a moderato
rental charge. IF
DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID THE FULL RENTAL COST IS APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, your only investment is the rental charge, and
fi
rther
ablidadon.
Call today for full information.
Iherc is

ar, Robert Huffman,

FFII

-

Ray Smithers, station moulage, accepted the ward lest
Saturday at the sixth annual
ISMS awards program at the
Ambassador West Hold, Chi-

because of an Incomplete. The

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
-

outstanding radio docuinentary of the year.

Shield, Alice

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

Katherine

al journalism award for the

Laplante, Jacqueline Lapobet, Lawrence A. Geyer, Peal M.
Pamela J. Laugal, Mary Ellen - Greene.
Daniel P. Grey. Kathleen J.
Lisinski, David R. Long.

LAURIE A. Dahl, Mark

Lour.-

STEVEN A. Firszt, Pamela
A. Geudtdr, Linda R. Grose-

L.

*114CLIA

s.=

Gail A. Gorniak, Wendy L

MICHAEL J. Quinn, June

B. Dick, Linda Divall.

'X1 7"

barge, Todd M. Gibbons.

L. Costa, Michele Cowden.

Located in the

SAT.J. SUN. MATINEE

Rooney,

J.

Louise

Bar bora Mitchell, Paul
Moon e Paula Needham,
Richard Novak, Doreen N-

William Barlow, Robert H.
Berglund, Eile. Bowen, Sue
C. Brown, Sharon 1. Baca.,

Phone 259-5000

using all seven of these letters.

Richard D. Rimer,
Mary

Emma, Paul L. 61etcher, Rob-

ey.

EVERY MON., WED., FRI., & SUN.

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you eon, In addition, find the word

BARBARA J. Pingel. Rob.
K. Raising, Jeanette

art

Robert L. Audry, George A.
Banc, Cynthia Berkhola,

SOPHOMOREs

SENIOR:

Northwest Suburbs ONLY

TWYRSHA

Mugnolo, Robin 1../4.el,

Clam C. Meier, Paula 1. Mel One. Anne M. Meyer, William

LINDA SPRINGER. Pen,

.nder...Sus. E. Petersen, Carel Peahen, Arir Powers.
.Vicki L. Schilling, Steve R.
Sehraid, Ellen N. Takamoto,

Vibleti(cPar
"COME BLOW .1.

A.

Abr.., Laurie Jean Ahn.

Jc, A. Agger, Diane Les

Presente
Opening March ml,

Scott

Sandra Jelacsity, Barbara C.

WE INVITE YOU TO

Preferment Theatre

McFadden,

LEONARD NICKER...,

Richard W. Karcher, Raymond R. Kielhack, -Diane M.
Koch, Daniel M. Kolle, Mary
F. Krupa, Karen J. Krzywda.

Gayle A. Toll, Marilyn Tren-

The

lyn

nek,

age of 65 on or before that date

not converted
man because
you silenced him.
Mrs. Lorraine Wagner
PS. 13th District's new
motto --- ?Unite - Get a Hair -

Cathy

McMahon, Patricia B. Milk,
Gordon P. Moore, Elizabeth

Keen M. Young.

Answer on Comic Page

cis S. Hess, Diane L. Hoyt,

Fuller, Barbara George% Pratt

Johnson, Susan K. lanC3, Che-

Bra ProPertY:

1176) must have ruched the

Dorothy Wilson

25 good,. JO paean!

Brian O'Connor, David G.
Patterson, Joyce D. Pearson,
Mark R. Peters.

Donna D. Drobish,

Drajus,

Russel J., Cassie, Ron Chrht-

1, the identifying number of

55 (Per 51°01 tax raw. the

dissbility or by his unrernaw
ried widow. The disability
must b of such a nature th t

in the assesses valuation of his
property for real estate tax

Conway.

in L. Foster, Vickie L. Ram -

Levey, Ronald E. Lundin,
Theodore S. Maas, Kathy .1.

Diane C. Janssen, Marge. J.

rol M. Conrad, Barbara A.

'

Donald 1. Friske, Victoria R.

DEBORA L. Hoed.,

Laing,

J.

Patricia Carmichael Peter
Cayallaro, Patricia A.
Cioni, Christina 1, Cody, Ca-

McGovney, Maureen Miller,
Wayne C. Miller,
Leo A. Modica, Joann M.

Gmlon W. Bea roman

expected to include:

J.

chael Caravollo, Peter M. Ce.
route, Laurie J. Cox. Jeanne
R. Divan.
Richard Doering, Susanne

JUNIOR:

exemption application. the 1SBA sold. can be

Krawczyk, Karen Krien.
James R. Kuhlmey, Louis

ra, Patrick Wm. Buhrke, Mi-

Heidi Streaky.
Bruce A. Sturgeon, Mart R.
Teaser, Richard Thompson

homestead

dlnell.

Richard J. Lange, Sharon D.
Larrance, Larry R. Lamm.

Richard R. Lesser, Marla L.

Douglas B. Guinn, Anne W.
Gunter, Arlene J.
Kathleen Harrington, Kristine
Hawkes, Lawrence A. Host.

Beverly L. Brach, Bruce E.
Brad, Valerie Erman, May R.
Buyers, Marla Byl,

Mame, Andrew Kol, Mi-

Ann Kula, Lorrie

Beach, Robert Beckmann.
Peggy lo Bell, Cathy L. Ber-

Joseph Frank Reim John
Mork Sadly, Thomas G.

provided by the tax mason
Information required on this

K. Bdbey, Christ other Barsi, Saban A. Banth, Nancy M. BeJrowski.
Robert K. Bolt Barbara A.

Carolyn A. Costello, PatOa rick J.' Coy., Denise L. DarSTEPHEN G. Law, Dorm, nall, Debora L Depasquale,
L.: Miro, Mike J. Do J. Lindsey, Robin Ann Loda,
Nancy Ruth Louis, Bonn
Diane Ma., Larry K. Martin,
MARK R. Ear., Deborah
Lois Jean McElwain, Gera-

MICHAEL S. Planet,
Jan E. Poore, Janet L Quig-

cation must be madeoda forrn

Jew -

ch. L. Kramer, Terence M.

FRESHMAN:
Susan M. Addison. Robins
Altenburg, Marcy C. Rahota,
Steven F. Balogh Kenneth

John D. Shewski, Dean J.
Shutt, Carol C. Saco, Ronald

in order for his exemption to
be applied to the, tax bill for

Baker,
Diane

Patrick A. Arnold, Linda A.

IN.,. lop lohoSo, James
a Ea.... Juan. H. MS?
JOANNE S. Campo, Caro.0.
Patricia L. Johnson, Susie lyn L Cantmll, Roger J. Cm

ior honors are:

Semple.

her own none or in johu owncrship with spouse but .with

Hain...

son,

E. Evenson.

Doyle, Candace L Eggert, Sumo E. Engelking, Don J. Gen

isppkhaus, Anne Louise Apt

dy Japer., Ronald D.

Tone., Ellen S. Tugaudis, Kris
Van Arsdel, Joann Vercelli.
Debbie 1. Voigt, Gail M.
Waclawski, Julie Waldron,
Nancy 1. Weber, Nancy
Weser, Gary T. Werner, Sumo
A. Takes.
Students who achieved jun-

DIANE FRANTELI,

Benhart,

Gary A. Greco, Nancy Gail
Fiedler, Marilee Hankins, Phil

Beaman.

Thomas.,
Nancy A. Throop, Lynn M.

A. Kook, Laura J. Lawton

Smith,

Richard L. Amadei. Ja-

KAREN M. Jacobsen, Ran-

W. .OWEN

offel, Mary Lynn Cotten, Jon
E. Dahl, Paul Derezotea May
Many homeowners who are

J.

Hale, Robin L Heineman,

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
Come Blow Your Horn: Daily. 13:30 p.m.; Saturday.7:30 end
10:50 pm.: Sunday, 7:30 p.m.

SENIOR:

Richard G. Hayden, Barbard Milliner, Robin E. Huey,
Gieoy Holterstrum, L Beckie
Hysell, Kim Inners.

Smalenberger, Glen R. Spie,
A, sporiedm
ley, pamehr

Raymond Kotschi, Steven

53 OUTDOOR THEATRE, Rt. 12 and Hicks Rd.. Palatine.

Medical Society's 1969 medi-

onice M. Anderson, Kenneth A.

ken.

Margaret A. Semple, Walter

Knudsen, Mark R. Kest.

and it gave me a warm personal satisfaction to know that we
'have such nice people working
on our local paper.

HIDEAWORD

A. Redo, Deborah Rohdn Ro.

9:55 p.m.

The Reivers: Daily and weekends, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 p.m)

bob Sandi G. Touch.
Patrick E. Trilln WRWm
Tweed, Janice C. Wall, Kristic
Zimmer.

Daniel S. Gee, Cerra J. Germ -

xanne Roscr, Gary H. Rom,
Bette 1. Sande..

Espereeth,

Prospect.

Arlington Heights radio sta-

tion WEXI-FM recently has
been given the Illinois Slate

THERESA Fiedollew. Vicki

Kay E Quigley, Chrigline

Wendy Ann Dwyer, Susan R.

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

Jeanne

Lynn Smith, Sally A. Ste,
yens, Richard J. Stewart, Jw
lila Stinebaugh, John A. TM,

L Rut, Kathie Fitzpatrick.

S. Pfaff, John J. Placek,

Becky

Donna Desch,

Boyle, Pamela K. Drava, Gall
L. Baker, De. A. Enna,
Mary Eschenbrenner.

A. Pudovani, Janet L. Peak., Gae A. Pettinato, Karen

d., Elaine Kaup, Diane L.

got.

The Conspiracy trial was
Raven, of justice miongh,
without having Sheriff Woods

L Moses, Kathy L. Nicodem.

drug awardfor
program

Schmidt, Bob Scott, Terry D.
Sebastian, Joy. L. Simon.

Daich, Leslie V. Dingo.

R. Mekr, Gail Miller, Bank '

Arthur G.J ones, James Elro-

Tax break for homeowners
over 65 and disabled vets

to use tam -

PT:N%

Editor:
and

15b.

timers
Gail E. McFeggan, Weyne

Georgia Steffens,
Swinford.

Joanne F. Sawin, Alan P.

WEXI-FM
wins

Schmanke, Thos. D.

den, Carolyn B. Curtis, Dan
G. Orthicons, Judith' Robyn

Mat,

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Pmpect. Park Ridge.'
The Reivers and Viva Max: Daily and weekends, 600 and

R.

Q Would It e ronnthi for
my daughter.

Beverly

KAREN GAIL Johnson,

ovaries.

Letters to the Editor

Goodhope,

Hanna, Roy E. Higgins..

The late serves you

Elim
of the
cause should being lasting relief. Meanwhile a hot pad and
pain killers arc your best het.

Bak Donald 1. Martin, Elko
Michelle

Ross, Kevin M. Sarni.

cy Choice. Catherine Collins.
Mike J. Conroy, Gina Cow-

Bolthos, James W. Campbell

-

chy. My doctor says I'm Mu-

- - What would cause me
to have slight sunning of blood

ita Oswald, Sandra L Padden,
GM Oualeatti, Anne Sallwas-

,

eases of the thyroid or pituita-

1.

Mersin,

bins, William Robertson, lane

BEVERLY A. Brinkman,
lean M. Campbell, Frances
Carroll, Bill D. Chilton, Nan-

Less., Loden
Livinstone, Lynn A. Mao-

..

PURYEAR,
CARLTON
David E. Ray, lama E Rob-

Bonk. David M. Roster.

Leduc, Janet P. Lendreth,
Gary M. Langhoff, Suzanne F.
Larson,
Sandra

Boni, Loretta V

Daniel L.

.

DAVID C. Martindale, An-

HTII:'Arrangement: no limes available.
Dr. Doll. Saturday and Sunday only, 1:30 p.m.
gown
it loCA TLOW THEATRE, !In W. Main, Barrington. '
fQ.ont Must I ate
and Sunday, 8 put, Friday and SaudaFT,o,w9e3aDpal
A
mirror tranquilA.
day,
rer.3inee is will not
should Ver%17:gr DES PLAIN. THEATRE, 1476 Miner. Des Plaines.

dis-

disease,

Leal*. Janice Lind... Kethed. Mallon,

ywoorith mkornt,c,'"'7 th"'" ARLINGTON THEATRE. .115 N. Evan.ern, Aribreon

cases require no treatment but,
if the condition is troublesome. aurgical corrections advisable.

game question, The causes include severe
malnuon,
anemia, tuberculosis, diatrbetes,

chronic kidney

dosage, but monne
who it taking it elbuld duck

scribed

this diseese, np water enemas

Katzman, Diane it Keys.
Jeffrey Kosmoski, Gail S.
/Lathe, Ann' Lee, Gary Merit

Amusement
Calendar

Menstrual passage
of clots is normal

JOHN D. Kornacker, Km.

meth Kondd, Genddhte L.

DAVID S. Opsahl, Gregory

Jerry Foropoulos, William

DOCTOR SAYS

Page 5

.

MOUNT

PROSPECTVileatiNS.
me.
259.6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

25 players from 13 schools selected

Bunny
boutiqUe
A Bunny Boutique is now

open at the Pink Lady Gift
Shop In the lobby of North-

MOUNT PROSPECT

B to 13,-Solviday 8 ler 6,

CL 5-1600

Sunday MO to 1130'

Hospital

Cooimmilly

west

The Day picks its 1969-70 All -Area Cagers

- 100 W:NORTHWEST HWY.

OPEN: Monday thru Friday

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Hospibil. Mr, Jam. Mason
and Mrs. Neat /1814k1/15 Meet

two ideal Foster gifts which
toddlers through
would adore.

leemagers

"FAMOUS MAKERS,

Author Kirk

END OF SEASON,

to lecture
at Harper

The

CLEARANCE"

Russell Kirk, author, colum-

nist professor, traveler, and
anuervative, will lecture at 8
pm., Mat. 16 at Harper Col-

First
Team

lege.

Kink wrote the book, "The
Conservative Mind," dealing
with today's political theory.
He also writes a syndicated
newspaper .1urim, "To the
Point."

Sorority news
rose, and hen name was placed

PI Beim Phi

Election of officer for the
1970-71 year will open the

business meeting of

the

Alumnae Club of Pi Beta Phi
Wednesday evening, March
It, at the home of Mrs. W. B.
Banta, 127 S. Dwyer, Arlington Heights. The winner of the
Sophomer Award, presented
annually to an outstanding Pi
Phi at an Illinois university or
college, will be announced.
Mn. Robert Grossenbach,
chairman of the Founder?
Day luncheon, will present her
plans for the observance
Wednesday. April 8, at the

:

-

on the chapters Rose Honor
Roll.
Mrs. Dole has been chapter
president, rs a charter member

and h. been a continuing so-

Robert Mon and Mrs. Robert
Greco, pp of Mount Prospect
Beta Sigma Phi

Percentages
are in Your Favor

An American who holds the
highest art degree from St. Andrews University, Scotland,

Kirk has taught history and

"Cooking with Wine" will
be the program given by Mrs.

Robert Howc for member, of

five member of the local chap- Xi Zeta Epsilon Chapter of

Beta Sigma Phi on Wednesday, March I1, at 8 p.m. Mrs.
Park Ridge home of Mrs, DomRichard Fleming. HO W. Shield Keenan. Assisting her were lob Dr., Arlington Heights. is
MIK Douglas Lawrence. Mrs. the hualess
ter.

The meeting was held at the

politics at several colleges and
has traveled extensively,

parti.larly in -Europe and Al'
rim, during the Imt 20 years.

Kirk will speak in Room
E- 106. His lecture is the eighth

in the Harper College Cultural
Arts Series.
Admission b $1.50 far

nn%

adults end 75 mob for students.

The

Founders"

Randhurst

don may be made by ailing
Grossenbach

at

all mens, womens & childrens
ski pants, sweaters, parkas, headbands, cotton and Ban -Lon Turtlenecks.

Day

Luncheon will be open to AIN
Phis in this area, and reserveMrs.s

392-

assisting

Banta
Has are: Mrs. Walter Bann.

AV

ett, Mn. Joseph Fancr, Mn.
Lour C. Dodge, Mrs. Nat T.
Burfeind and Mrs. Joseph
Behm. New Pi Phis who would
like to attend this meeting are

asked to call Mrs. Earl Tn.

greets Bunny

zee

S.ding by his wishing well
Randhurst Bunny Park,
waiting to meet all little boys
and aids, is the Randhurst
mall, opens Thursday, Marsh
12, and continues through Sat-

Alpha Omicron PI
Alpha Omicron Pi's Northwest Suburban Alumna
Chapter will meet in Mrs,

ardaY, Marsh 28. Hours are
from 10 a.m. to 2 p,w, nd
p.m. to 9 p.m. weekdays, 9:30

OFF

am. la 5:30 p.m. Saturdays

Rim. home, 706 E.

and noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday.

Baldwin, Palatine, at 8 pm.
Wednesday, March I I. Mrs.

If pare. want

a remembrance of the ineuslo, Bak
Studio photographers will be

George Vit. of Arlington
Heights and Mrs. John KlInke
and Mrs, F. J. Richardson of
Palati

FUR HATS

1wBunnyPark the same harms

Randy Rabbit, and they will

be plea.d to take a picture of
the child's vlsIt.

are the co-hostesses.ne,

Mrs. Joan Hoch, a visiting
nuns from Arlington Heights,

NI/

will explain her work to the
chapter. Mrs. Hock helped the
AOPis to establish contact
with an arthritic sic. in
1968, and the members WO
take nuns visiting their elderly
Mend.

The election of officers for
1970-72 will also be held. Mrs.

William Borst, Mount Prospect, is chairman of the nomiviaing committee. Committee.
Members are Mrs. W. R. Mateveiler, Mount Prospect, and
Mrs. Robert
Ridge.

ackett, Pork

YMCA endorses

happiness
Happiness Is" S the Mk
of the seventh annual water
Mbar to be presented by the

tion or transportation, call Me

wrst Suburban YMCA April
18 and 19. performance wit
will

man:
Hen: Des Plaines, Mrs. Leon
Pennon, 8241468; Mount
Prospect, Mrs. Robert Scott,
392-4586; Arlington Heights,
Mrs. Thomas Munson, 2556192, and Palatine, Mrs. William Reitz, 358-6168.

FASHIONS
highlighted
the February meeting of Alpha Omicron Pi's Northwest
Suburban Alumnae Chaper.
Loraine Monroe and Phillis

Mermaid Mamm of the North-

be
at 8:30 p.m. Saturday. and
beat

7:30 p.m. Sunday.
The Neptune Kings and the
Mermad
Ills Maidens will be join Mermaid Memos
as
such
productions
in
"Zicgfield -Follies," "Avoiding the Kite Eating Tree" and
"A :Sunshower." Neptune

ill

Kings is the name given the
male members of the club,

OFF

8 -week Yoga

session to start
A second

AOPi alumnae in the BM
are welcome to attend the
meeting. For more informa-

tr.sponation chair-

Stowe Allen of Mount Prospect and her daughter [mice
svim together in ache
The Mermaid Mamas is one
of the few groups in the coun-

try for women who perform
water ballet or aquatic art.
They are sponsored by
YMCA and provide bed-

ership and instruction for oth-

er groups interested in synchronized swimming.

Tickets for the show on he
obtained at

the YMCA for

$1.50 for adults and 50 nents
for children.

session

SNOWMOBILE SUITS

of the

'fop program given by the
Rolling Meadows Park District will begin Tuesday,

SELECT FEW SKIS

March 1], and run until Tuesday, May 12.
This eight -week session will
for bebc divided into a 8l
ginners from 7 to 8 p.m. and a
class for the advanced from
to 9 p.m. The fee for both
classes is 93.50, and the pro-

AFTER SKI BOOTS

gram will be held in the Carl

in Arlington Heights presented the fashion scene, past and
present, and illustrated cur-

se trends with a selection of
bright garments for spring and
summer.

Models were Mrs. Laurence

Frerk of Arlington Heights
and Mrs Robert Green of
Agora Prospect.
Miss Monroe said that hemhnes are still a mystery, with
severaI lengths in vogue and
the future unsure. Some of the
hallmarks of the '70s, she said,

9,

will be knits and a contin-

tp, nation of the pants look. Curs

randy, rearm, bold colors,
wild prets and wet -look vinyls
are important.
The AOPis' received a

dank you note kora La Rehab Hospital' for Valentine
bey favors completed in one

Pipes was 'noosed with a red

Hersey

By Linde Hameln.

Notre Dame, which not now

ended up second in league

Heneys Panama. A 4-10

4.6 Fame

Is Inaleftated far the catheseeson. The Dons have posted a

Notre Dame

Palatine

Thc Day has picked its allarea basketball team for the
BM 13 schools have been sc.
leMed to represent the more
than 130 edgers who have
competed in this area for the

ND.

Our staff deliberated on the

Menu of basketballers from
Dame. Maine Wm,
Not
Maine East, Arlington. Prospeel, Forest View, Elk Grove,
Wheeling, Hersey, Conant,
Fremd, Palatine and St. V Star
high schools. We came up with
seven players

whom we feel were definitely

ALTHOUGH SEVEN

25-0 overall record and own
victories over such respected

Bill Knaprs of E. and junior
Tom Kummer and Dennis

St. Arial. The Don, tonight,

Willison of West adding their

try for yet another win as they

ng mes.
On our

enter the Frei. Sectionals as
the top -rated team.

Maine Wast of the Central
Suburban League, which has
produced

Regional

nes

teams

grouped well. The second rev.
en me all players who contrib.

Med a great deal to their re-

M.O. teams and who

had

fine statistics to go with their
HI

onference ratings.

Although it is etatoinary to
pick an honorable mention
squad, we decided that we
Id rather call these players
"Special mention." instead,

because they are all very fine
=gem. The difference in
wonls meant more than that to
us. but because we cover such

big area with so many good
tents. the Special Mention
temn could be placed no high-

LEADING THE

list

outstanding

winner

Deerfield,

lists three men, all on the top
two teams. The Warriors
handed Mid -Suburban ettampion Arlington

is

were in a class by themselves.
Diy, Soloed Team is sins
made up of seven players
whose talents we felt were

such

teams this yearn Niles Wmt.
Maine South and Waukegan

end of the season. Kola was a
focal point in the Ftemd press

sophomore, Wood avenged
16.3 points a game, had 109
rebounds and kept his fouls

and was counted on for baskets

down to just 37 for 13 games.

sexing with a spurt new the

'

and New Trier East as well as

teams as Niles West, Evanston

an unusual number for a teem

such as this. our ,ff fall dun
the seven on the First Term

Reckert while Comas hig1W. nay.
ANDY PANCRATZ is
scoring Brent Boma also joins
Hersey's answer to big men.,
the team.
MAINE EAST and West erywhere in the state. While
fill out the second seven with only a sophomore, the 6.8

when they were needed. Mike

Pa.rata hauled down 215

.

TOM RECKERT of Notre

Mention
squad are St. Victor's leading
Special

View's
Wheeling's

PI

RTS

Tuesday,

March 10,
1970

rebounds

in

nonfcre,,,,

14

knocked off the Cards)
JUST TWO underclassmen
wen: picked on our firm team,
Husey's strapping sophomore
Andy Pancras and Arlington's hot -handed junior, John
Brodnan. The rest of the First

Team finds two Notre Dame
men. Gabriel Eaton and Kevin
ash. playing ball with
Everything
Palatine's NIL
Dave Halbach, Frenid scoring

are Alike Korse, and Manx
West's ashy little Willie Am
demon.
These seven were the super-

stars of the game in The Day's

°Min,

111c Second Teem members
are an elite group which we felt
also possessed ability in a clan
by themselves. Prospect's en-

try there is senior Brad Rucke..rioan.doW,hmeoerlicr,g4ocarrwrib,utes

is ,Nam Dena adds center Tom

Elk

iccR,a,6,,,,dry,

Grove

agt...dom::::7INddi 6 scorer in addition to being

Eugene

,Anderson nr, pindn,..., all
Arcrel,A1.7:

team.

'''''.. Day

THE FIRST TEAM
GABRIEL EATON

JOHN BRODNAN is en
tAreallincglas's'Sji"tnhi'hriswe'ver°
y"moveMbh.
real

Brodnan was third in the MSL

of

in scoring this year and was in-

Notre Dame was the leading
scorer on the only undefeated

Vallytin in his team's 12 -me

team this area has this season.

Eaton played forward most of

the year, but filled in ably at
guard when teammate King
was injured. He was an all -conference selection in the Subtle-

ban Catholic.

KEVIN KACHAN was one'
of the bestalharound players

in Me Chicago area. As

a

me.

more

ythearan o7thesvls'i'lyn.'W's,i1/17was"d

players anywhere. Although
he doesn't possess the height

of ma, of his counterpans,
any

Suburban eager and was third

in the league in rebounding.

Be carried a 20.6 ...aye,

mfero.ence jaunLewa,s,atnazeid. the

choice.

age

in the

loop with

151

rebounds to boot. He was a
unanimous

all -conference

KEK0LZE
Pmt.'s hustling guard who
was

BRANT BARTON

wes

Conant's pride and joy for the
seas n, leading the league in

scoring for most of the year
and then dropping finally to
third place to end the mason.
was

unani-

another

moil hISL
mous

ending up fifth with an 18.2
average per conference game.
Brad's baseline drives and long
shots from the comer were his
.noi on d c,foconks e ,t hh :
a r,k and
trademarks,

point on the 1-3-1 cone prem.
Brad

wm named all-c.f.

TERRY CULLEN was at

Vi tors Tool

captain

and

bad back much of the season,

trademark was the long, arching 2220 -footers which he Ins
able to make with regularity.

SC OTT FEIGE came en
Mona during the second half
of the season and is a big mason why Hersey is still in the

state tour.ment. One tough

coach stall which felt Rum deserved a spot on the f rri Ham.

WAYNE MEIER is Forest
View's contribution to the Mikes team. Wayne was overlooked for .1 -conference, but
The Day sports staff was continuelly impressed with his talent.

GARY KAWELL of
Waling was an alkonferselection who rose to the

occasion when W.d was Injured. Kawell's steady play.
both on offense and defense.
won him a spot onour team.

BOB REIMANN of Maine
East made the West Suburban

all -conference first team. Ms
mutation as a fine scorer.

defensive man. Scott can Mill
score well.

DAVE LUNDSTEDT,
Prospers junior renter with

MIKE MANDELE is another Arlington junior who

die

familiar

name,

was

all -conference.

and -place Knights and led his

Not a flashy ballplayer, Man-

named

dery is is still among the best in

Maine East's semon, earning
all -conference recognition in

the:nee and ranked MTh in

team in rebounds. He is.
spew? for his shooting
many and board ability as

MSL rehounding

well as his defensive prowess

the tough
League.

West

Suburban

BYRON KING spent some

RANDY HAGUE of

of his season on the bench with

Fre* missed a couple games
because of an early injury, but
this junior pivotman ended up
second in the league in re-

the

an iMury, but ho was earned
allmnference and is the

you, Maine West Ore, and ge
collected a lot of points underncath. Kummer was ail -con-

RUSS POHL had his big

TOM KUMMER wee the
leading

rebounder

on

ference for Gaston Free..

able mention 1,, year.

third -place Warriors.

in-

DENNIS WILLISON was

quickest of all the Don players

bounds with 159 in 12 games.

moment when he won the regional game against New Trier

of two
East with a shot in the final
seconds of play after

Ka'

Belida. teams wintotit a big

an

ba.ding

roan. and also did well in his
three betties this season with

6-5 but scored many of his

ewe honorable mend, a

of Maine West's junior standouts. Dennis stands

the

6-11

Pohl was named all -confer-

EUGENE FINDER ivas
one of Elk Grove's brighter
spots in an otherwise dismal
season. Gene rebounded 116
scoring 168 point,
Hewes
He wes a tough ma m to beat at

4380.

are girls aged 9 to 16. Mrs.

411%

Balloons to fly
Camp Fire Girls all over the
world will celebrate their 60th
birthday March 15. bounded

o40pINE

The

SKI BOOTS

in 1910 by the four Gulick
girls and a few of their friends,
Camp Fire Girls has grown to
a membership of 60,000.

Second
Team

Palatine's Catholic Camp
Fire Girls will attend 8:15

mass at St. Therma Church,
and the protestant Camp Fire

Girls will attend services at
9:30 a.m. at St. Paul,United

After- attending church.,
vices, the girls will celebrath
their birthday at Deer Grove I

at 2 p.m. Some 500 helium filled balloons with each girl's
name attached will be released

iVidtpAt
of Mount Prospect
200 E. Rand Road

SKI SEASON WILL RETURN

bbreezionn itendherrn

iles

nwrIrp'oar

-

FINAL SALE

Church of Christ.

Roger Wood
Wheeling

255=8800

Camp Fire Girls.

#

,

want Berton
Comet

Tom Kraemer
Melee -West-

Tom Recker

Notre Dem

a

steadying influence on the sec -

Wong in the second half of

ea. after earning . Mom`

ROGER WOOD

SPECIAL MENTION

was

BILL KNAPIK came on
the lop all season in scoring,

sity con.tition.

Terry still contributed mightily to the Lions' season. His

named to the rough CSL all-

BRAD RUCKER was nut

DAVE HASBACH is one
of the best all-around ha.

guard, Notre Dame's Kachan
shoots and rebounds Well in
addition to being a real leader
on the floor. He Was all -con-

Notre Dame Chrietmas tour-

while still figuring in

unbeaten streak in the confer-

i it more.,d
,Daivne,quthie:nly pouredother

,

ANDERSON was
Maine West's leading scorer

in field goal average

anwas named all-confereme
in his, his second year of var-

West's 6.11 Mark Cartwright
and New Trier Eat giant, 6-1 I
Bill Kosick. He held Cartwright far below his scoring

his team in rebounds.

isthfreemyWILLIE

this y year as only
from this area have

Prospeca junior center Dave
Fremd's junior
Lundstedt.

n?---tat'piattet

lading scorer, Troubled by

by five. Recker( was . all conference selection and lcd

!Carvell,

Maine East's Bob Reiman,

o

no

guard the big men like NH.

average as the Dons beat Niles

Meier,

Wayne

Gary

Dame had the assignments to

Page 7

scorer and playmaker Terry
Cullen. Hersey's quick Scott
Feign, Arlington's junior con.
ter Mike Mandcle, Dons By on King and Russ Pohl, For.
art

He was deadly from the foul
line and was named all.nfm-

move disputed by the Don

prima

while the Mermaid Malden

-oldse-ch*MeeebridgugrouPt.--'11°,-4,11 wrnialnl;nrg

MD Dud- Dole of Des

Andy Panaats

Fremd

OFF

Sandburg gym.
Registration may be made at
the Park District 011100,
eosin 3200
392.
Central Rd., or by

Gloss of Marge's Sample Shop

:
:

Arlington

be. Kaeban

Dave Has..

Mike Kelm

WIBle Anderson
Maine Wmt

Gabriel Eaton
Notre Dame

John Brodnan

1969-70 season, and 25 players

Bunny. Bunny Park, in the

rud Jr. at 329-5029.

,

.11 10

OFF

Maitre D' Restaurant, III E.
Higgins Rd., Elk Grove Village.

V

at Wille

unHeiversities.

, mob Malmo
Melee Want

Ink BM Koala
Maine East

Bred Rucker

11 Employment AgenomoMen

Meissner sets high jump standard;
Knights notch track triangular
Spurred; on by Jeff Meltsnerh
record.breaking perfomionee in the high jump, the
Proepect Knights indoor track
team swept a trimgular wester-

day on their home oval, runnlog up 68 points to Conant'e
47 and Crown, 22.
Prospect senior Meissner
eclipsed his own school record
for the indoor high jump, soar-

ing over the 6-2 barrier to top
the old mark by one inch. His
fen overshadowed an equally
Impressive jump by Knight
'Junior

THE KNIGHTS took seven

.

first and six seconds enrome
the victory. The Cougars man-

eged four individual winners
sod five runners-up while the

community

HI

wound up third,
being edged for second by
.sophomore Gary Reese was. Crown's Pat Fawn, Cougar
first in 56.2. Rick Stillrnank of Tom Rambo captured first in
Connie missed nipping Reese the pole vault with an excellent
height of 12.6. Tim Loeffel of
at the wire by two seconds.

The only other

Prospect

Prospect

THE COUGARS finished
impressively in three events,
the shot put, the pole vault. nd
the low hurdles. In the shot,
Richmond
Mark
Conant's
emerged victorious with a toss
of 42 feet, 10 inches. Cougar
Fred

second,

was

Beasley

winding up with a toss just six

inches short of Richmond's.
Put Packard of Present was
third,
The low hurdles hod Cougar

Pocrson dashing in hunt of
the field in 7.9. Jim Nun of

READ THE

Prospect was second end
Cashion war third. Fouts

880

Sprinting on the victorious
880 relay teem wem juniors

DAY

Western
Illinois Invitational on Sat unlay. Prospect returns to
action Thursday. afternoon

and sophomore Gary Rees,
Conant placed M the mile re.
lay while Crown switched positions with them in theta°.

The West Suburban League
has announced its all confer.
ence wrestling mam for 1969-

1970, and four members of
Bob Rick's Maine East Blue

PROSPECT'S
Matthews
captured first in the mile nut in

Demons were named to the el-

ININTADS
1970

Steve Prigge% York,
Sophomom 4-0; 3. Rick Snyder. Downers N., sophomore.

with six members each. Down.

es Grove Nora saw five boys
turned. and Maine East placed
four.

107 POUNDS

WSC AL1L-CONFERENCE
WRESTLERS

Scott

I.

dale C.. Senior. 7-0; 3. Mickey Elsner. LaGrange Senior,

98 POUNDS: I. David BatOstia, LaGrange, sophomore,

145 POUNDS I.

175
5

La

\0* E4,6,
NIRESTIS
s-CA

structional sessions before the
mason opens. The games Ore

ior. 41-2; 175 POUNDS:

the sun, fun and Rash air at the

view R. near Milwaukee Av.,

ballgames and, at the secnte
time. earn 51.50 M. act m oft

and at Kneen Park in Glenview. Saturday and Sunday

Pete Grms, Maine E., Junior,
60; 2. Dave Sparks, Hinsdale

chi' scorer for each game.
The idea to can upon the se-

there arc games going on all
day in from two to four fields.
Saturday's schedule starts at

nior chimes to III the posi-

10 a.m. and Sunday's at 12:15.

being part of a

$ll ages in this country. The

who

Pete Gross, left, and Dane Maple, two West Suburban o0 conference wrestling selections, hold the second place IHSA
date loarnoment trophy which they helped capture for Maine

to cal1 Boll Hoffmann at 724.

East. Grass was the 165 -pound state champion, and Maple won
the 137 -pound title for Bob Rick's Blue Demons.

W.,

KARL1NS SAID he believed rhos e intim citizens
who were Ihmiliar with hueball and scoring would be het: ter qualified, although anyone
.. Molested is invited to make

inquiries as there will be in-

Park district
seeks coaches

weren't enough lo preyent the

yard run, Pat Dunning in the
mile run with a 4,16.9 and Bill

Grenadiers from dropping a
7633 track meet
noo-con.
Terence foe Crystalof se Saturday.
The Grenadiers are nem

four meets end
will try to end their skid
against Arlington in a meet
starting at :15 this afternoon
in Elk Grove's fieldhouse.
Sophomore Frank Taucher
will

Taws ni the shot put with a toss

of 47-10.

The Grenadiers' only 3.
steinpe finisher wss Jim Idstn with a 6.0 in the 50.vard
third -place
Copping
honors for Wendler's squad
dash.

were Mark Lichter in the high
hurdles (8.5), the low hurdles
jump (17.1) and the he

he silver lining for Elk
Grove coach Jim Wendler.

21, idstein in the 4-40.yardelesh

pole vault (8-6).

4 experience who would like to

onlyher was the Grenadiers'
on
double
again.
Crystal Lake. taking the 60 -

;LT help coach a

yard

The Wheeling Park District
ie seeking coaches for its midgs

et football program next fall.
Any man with some football
asked to

: cell the park istrict office at
537.2222 Mr further inform.

was

high

bundles

with an

RI clocking and the 611 -Dad
low hurdles with a 7.9.
Elk Grove's other

solo band Kurt Karelia in the

Crystal Lake, domination
was most evident in the relays

and the two-mile run and the
swept
high jump. The and
both the four -lap and eight -lap

first -

relays and took 1-2-3 M both

.

TWO-MILE RUN: Hipps.
CL, 10:45.0; 2. Pelabrtem,
CL. 10:50.9; 3. Wagger, CL.
HIGH
60YARD
10:52.5.
HURDLES: I. Taueher, EG,
8.1

2. Peaco, CL, 891; 3. Lich -

SUNARD
DASH: I. Schenk, CL, 5.9; 2.
Idstein, KG, 6.0; 1. Mayher,
CL. 6.1.
880 -YARD DASH: I. °Bin Car,
2.0E4; 2. Mindock,
Gerry, CL,
CI,. 2:14.3;
2:18.0. FOUR -LAP RELAY:
I. Crystal Lake. I14,8; 2. Elk
8.5.

Sit

Grove, 1:16.4. 000 -YARD
DASH: I. Schenk, CL, 55.2;2.
Masan, CL, 56.0; 3. Idstein,

CL 5R.9.

60.YARD LOW

NUR-

PPD completes 2d hockey season
The palatine Park District
hasp ust completed its 1969-70

hockey season, the second in
i s
history,
and
several
noteworthy
improvements

were accomplished during the
yew.
Over 150 bays wok:ironed
in the program, as a full deed
hockey court with lights were

added for the two competitive

leave title with a 5-0 muk,

leagues which nese organized.

sod the Langer Printing team
recorded a 62 season to top
the Bantam competition.

We
T H E GULLETT Low
N -Key copped the Pee

An awards presentation was
held Sunday in the Recreation

REEF airs sectional
.

All tournament games from

the Frond High School Sectional Basketball Tournament
will be aired on station WEEF,
103.1 F.M. this week, in.
Hersey -Maine
the
eluding
SOUth corned scheduledfor to-

morrow evening.
Veteran sportscaster Dick

Thomas will be at courtside for

the play-by-play, with game
timid for 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday nights.

"cal

sponsors

fa

the

3 ONES 5 mys

broedessts are Arlington Real ty.end 1iarris Pharmacy hi Arlington Heights.

time for all gums Is 15
minutes before tip o, -

PHONE

255-7200

137

pounds, Roy Carlstrom at 83
pounds and Jim Carlstrom at
77 pounds were the first place
Winners. Brian Sesko took a
second place at 70 pounds for

ker at 108, Pat Meyer at 103,
Scott Sanders at 77 and Bob
finished in

dividmu,
ff..

woo pin

Coll

CREATIVE
DECORATORS

A

Pli

all culler, (Mol d.?

4431 5. Richmond, Chao.
347.0563

19,4000 as 352-1351
We ig
Sh PP g C

roundotio

WAXXI"0,==4/
ESTIMATES

Carpet Cleaning
CARPET 6

OR

0

y

11

Lauritz Jensen

CL 9-0495

255,3318
some

Electrical Work

6

Business

federal

6

094-7644

1

Bld

I

yl'

PARKER

Nam Men,. oily Insured.

263 6600

259.0620
RV 4.6046

Tarot o comodoy benefit:

55 Employment Ageocics-Men

TRAVEL

Peet HeigSts telrnstent SeP3 6

Electronic Teets

II you eperneleeposl 90,

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERYFree pick
Ca11290-4646 or 827.0491

Mobile
Communications

'nd

NOW INTERVIEWING
Daily 7,IS A.61. to 4,1S P.M.

sun wee.. Splendid ersPee
anted

foosheld

knw.

.19.0171

in Mn rapidly

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

BUSINESS HENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

Cal Lea Mac,

PARKER.

KRY'SIT'll

MOVE YOURSELF UP WITH,..

LAB TECHS

WIGS OF ALL TyPEs

AUTOMATIC SCREW

repoirs of all
all lyeesG. 255

MACHINE OPERATORS

CORAL ELECTRIC Licensed.

Y

PORTRAY POSSTING. MURALS,

too large or small, 255-0394

25,5505 Al ter 6

Engineering Service

Radio TVService

Magic
GIC

ao

in, E. Palatine Rd., Arl

CALL F0350.5359

352.3060

DENY THE MAGIC

ROOFING AND RESOFFING ALL

A em

WORK GUARANTEED. FREE.,

S38.2676

II pays to adVerlige with Da
-I

Ads.

Permanent Waves
lICEN5ED SEAMY OPERATOR

'5'600 '171=2;;67r"g .31;84

grioeher for
570010 SIM pee mently
Cal
RON NEW

296,1071

Get Results_

(.9ZhZ

Stoning

easy SC. pee hos.

in

PIPEFITTER
swim.

-

CUSTOM IticA,Z: WOVEN

Day Wont Ads

Brown 6 harpe.
8,50 pee Row average earn.

MOLD REPAIRMEN

Seal

TAEASURRIITI=L'ATION

TERIOR SHUTTERS

MAGICIANBanquats, Childre 's
paisley Club, Family, Scott Ent y
tainment ca11435 2730

mechanical SYR.-

SHADE "N" SHUTTER

Reasonable Reties

Roofing
Y

Why notmovan Moho! oloc.

Window Shades

Mt. Prospect

255-1910

blT Pet d Call
Tomes Elendsuist 535-0706

255.382

PLUMBING,

BRIDGE LESSONS

d. 253,752.

Hardwood liroPl000 N9e.
Split, delivered. $201an.

BRUNING
Do, el ealereelelrell,eleillereell Celle

1500 W. Central Rd.

Wigs
DAN

Instructions

255-1910

of the liMe

Small Jobs 61y4pe,c:Plee

MARCH THRU

I

$750 -I- Car -F Expenses

For the home or office with .e

82,510

,Eprye

Sery 2966365

MAY SPECIAL

College Grad
Claim
Adjustor Trainee

DOMESTIC WORK WANTED

Wall Papering

"8.7ETt:ILJAD'ETL

FURS. shampooin

2 overage sire rooms for th
SR
Nice of

666-3443

22.Situatins Wanted -Women

MAERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Dressmaking .

Rug Shampoo Specialist

296-6640

e

'M472'7074'

SALEM MAINTENANCE
'

0/11

h

Call 2550202

Dressmaking -Sewing

TY SERVICES REPAIR

Wised Des PI

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

Federal 6 Siam Tax Returns

CALL ALLEN 392-9351
acorn Additions

'AFE'R'':e8e/PL"'T4273

Upholstery

1

HOUSES RAISED

IA9.6050

Mr. Paul Felts.

296-1093

McKAY TREE SERVICE

110) 5wa

COUTURIER designing end seit

1946

all Me whiN ?raining

a

39,0544

FULL BASEMENT

""st'i0tV0AaVE'

Sofory commensurate with experience and ex.
0011000 growth potentlol Including 100% tuition
reimbursement. Call, apply, cm send resume to

SATURDAYS 6 SUNDAYS, Ref.

Roanthill,9 Moodorn.111.

E.V. Construction, Inc

men in m.o. on,tn-

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

Indusirml 6 Residonilol

FREE ESTIMATES

FEDERAL & STATE
FILINGS

Drapery Repairs

on HONEYWELL Tape System and rising Easy Coder.

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOP

"""cf=7,1"'"

359-1410'

395

'

Sprelal vontordlso. So

Peas. 512 W. NW Hwy CL 5 8457

SPRING SPRAYING

RIGS

1

The sticeessful applicant must be a high school
graduate and have of Nast 6 months experience

Tree Service

Medeniellip
f

PROGRAMMER

21-Situatins Wanted Men

1045. Narlimest Hwy.

5

tii,72'5'7osss

ROOMS

GERALDiNE'S

wale*
Firs haulm
ommNee Hinman
has aninteTs.Te Wipe.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

mu need] hokum.

r

,.."ITTgII=pus

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

259-7493

Rumpus an.

$500 FREE

loo

17 -Business Services

DICKS, TILE SERVICE

Co

Custom draperies by NELSON

Stairways

MECHANICAL
DRAWING

Tile

Goll-Rasoler

Fence.
RooNsil

n

SINtE

vitational.

Kurt Kock at 123, John Kol-

hlelmnF

encl.

Carpentry -Remodeling

Three St. Colette's wrestlers
walked off with first -place
honors at the Deerfield In-

Paul Motisi at 130 pounds,

Ws monm mewed nm
Nykr. Sadao. guaranteed.
na3 one.
vane.

352-1317.5888700 eves.

St. Colette's
wrestlers win

Kuhn at 70 all

529-3900

'

VI 7-6440

Plaines

AMFORGE, INC.

hon.
15 -Instruction

[Fppddrailing

Cos twat, Rod Seed.

43-316.

ve

tailed

too

I. Tows. KG, 47-10; 2. Kra-

Snyder at 90, John Berg at 83,
and Dan Williams at 70.

6 Wolloopor, Insular

Hollmixtbiates

Doll Clothes
Doll slo.es for Bee. 6

Decorators

vertas, CL, 44-8; 3. Stone, CL,

ments were given to the par-

0 6 0 DECORATING

160.96RoseS$MPHISCix

MANNERS 729,367

Lee'Sr "Wel:

for Inteniew Call

MINI CLOTHING, Seel L aLori

Nos

9 so SSots 6 Sorm

POLE

Bill Stutzman at 97, Kevin

LIM

ONLY

Karaffa, KG, 8-6. SHOT PUT:

ffAir

-

RE-

signifying the season achieve-

CALL OR APPI 61-1116

wall waMinG Popo,
nplog. mood ref inahhp. All
need. A Christian

439-0280

OIL Peri.

ors

A

St. Colette's.
Third -place winners were
John Byrnes at 123 pounds,

940

oII

Tailoring

ea plus ran sow pole brmars *Wing.

we elm. pmd

La Salle Personnel

MRS. MAY

11235.88tandaArtnif.

%no Wm.

455-8350

ALL READINGS
CONFIDENTIAL

KENNETH A PEARSON

OPen.,,, 9 weeklom
MANOR

CALL e24,13460

CL_

at

METHODE MFG.
CORP.

CARD AND
HOROSCOPE READINGS

529-3901

caisson.

Cora

Siding. II 'n crested
Call Mr. Moore.
545.0507

Porch Repoe

1\

SPECIALTIES
Subsidiary of Nuclear

ed

2-766 20,6

TAX SERVICES, INC.

*Roam Addilions

VAULT: I. Woellfer, CL, 126; 2. Di KG.
CL, 10.6; 3.

Hyneman

fee

RUSSELL

Harman Wane

Parch

no

$7,800-$9,600

SALES TRAINEES -$M0

pecormor

7=7:rl'orsett7

Realtors --Owners

puegos.Gaml sinning rale.

METROPOLITAN

PARKER

16n looking fdr a couple
of fro me homes in your
area to display our new
Vinyl Aleminom Insulat-

Palming.

s

and um all basic Inspoolon

MANAGEMENT

298-2770

0 6 0 SUMP PUMP

25,3153

Gar A PROBLEM DOG,

t

mint be alio ra nod Oen

EX SERVICEMEN

ENGINE LATHE OPERATOR

Daentssarts sea

opping
ShOman

Rooney, CL, 5-6. BROAD
JUMP: I. Mayher, CL, 17-10
U1
2. Mason, CI., 17-5; 3.

Greg

etuatl'en:Reesior.
esesibeiry
...T.'
incomi,

DECORATING

gj at, goo.

INSPECTOR

WORK IN ITASCA!

358.9038

INCOME TAR

Woltrnon Const. Co.

2

Building in Community Park,
end the trophies and ribbons
ticipants.
Thursday, March 12 at 7:30
a committee meeting will
at the recreation building to discuss next years hockcY Progront in Palatine. All in-

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

di

ra

I.

17-2.

COMPUTERIZED

Dog Training

Lo

JANITOR

CALL 392-1927

IAIrlAarl.1AAIZEE"

SINS'Ef'58R oTING

SERVICE

299.1696

WATS EXPERIENCE INSURED
227.3020

Perto,
CL, 5-6; 2. Schenk, CL, 5.6; 3.

EG,

SRC PAINTS MOST ROOMS

For as lode as S5 PO tepee thEa

GROOMING

34,5554

1.

O. Elk Grove. 2:42.9.

Lichter,

C'O'MAA'S'El.:L"SFTEE"ET'i'lLA;Sel

FEDERAL & STATE

GENERAL

BUSINESS HENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

14 -Personals

CALL 2553010

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
HOMES, OFFICE, ROOM
ADDITIONS, GARAGES. KIT.
CHEN, BATHROOMS, FIRE-

Day Want Ads Work

365 4650

H 6 AA DECORATING

295 4837 or B2,6848

G000 WORKMANSHIP

LAY: I. Crystal Lake, 237.0:

HIGH JUMP:

Plyey.

Income Tax Service

POODLE

PLACES 6 GENERAL REPAIR

EG. R.I. MILE RUN: 1. Dunning, EG, 4:56.9; 2. Jung, CI..
Walker,
EIGHT -LAP

"RA'S"Igst"STE'L'001"

2.55-2570

411

o

,

P"Ztre "

FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY

'"CEs,'utes=""

358.6437

WANTED FOR
OUTDOOR
CONSTRUCTION
WORK.

Part Time

CL 63842

0% Winter Discount

CAPPE.T'SSLIASAP'001'

CLASSES CL 3 350, FL 3 1355

No

RELIABLE MAN

ARLINGTON INN

RON ririi
2964071

Hemetenes&Lors

Sump Pomp

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

,25545.

raf?ee. pa' Mian's
ieb too amass

taemres6

Senior,

3.

purrify you

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES oed SERVICE

""IZ::OZIZ

358-2597

Dog Service

DLITEe I. Toucher, EG, 7.9:2.

5:03.8,
5:36.5.

SPENCER & SONS

'ELT'SFL'17(?ttIL

Rooney. CL, 7.9; 3. Licht.,
MEET RESULTS

ROLAND E JOHNSON

NW

5

sm.t4.3tr..1,,

CHEF o COOKS

8 COCKTAIL LOUNGE
shi-sloo

thot

514,000.1f so

Day or !Role 355 1706

EG outrun by Crystal Lake
the two-mile and high jump.

Storm Windows

130

Dancing Schools &
Supplies

Jamie Summers., LaGrange,
Senior. 60.1; 2, Joe ChirumProviso

HELP

y

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

KITCHEN HELP

oe

pp

d

2441elpttlantenen

THAD'S NOME IMPROVEMENTS

Child Care

e'resl'it:en7sfi2!bath.

hetPf
G

.

ADS

CALL NOW 251.Z767
North Shore Interiors

to

r

EXTERIORINTRIOR

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

7-0; 2. Bill Crosby, Proviso
W., Junior, 5-1-1: LIWT1 I.
bolo,

to choose from

352.3450

991

CL

CUSTODIAN AND
MAINTENANCE

PARKER

296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 De PI 'nes A
Des Plaines, Ill.

for

WANT

100's of Fs.cs

timotes fel Sped.

REASONABLE REFERENCES
CALL 562 la7
FULLY INSURED

28.11elp Waited Men

PROGRAMS

NEW WAY PAINTING

PAINTER OR FIX.11 MAN

Call cher SPM352-8891.

'Conlon, Downers N.. Senior,

Noce winners were Jim Ortite
gee with a 2:011.4 in the 040.

Home Maintenance

Also Expert Reupholster.
12450 pot solo plus fah&

CONCRETE WORK

3Y5 1455

h Man

105 POUNDS:

Elk Grove Qapturcd five
first -place finshes, but they

hells

Wall

PLAN NOW FOR SPRING

C'i7L'87NTS'ErP'Se

1.50 per game, of course, is a

token payment:.

Pat., tre- 6 est,

andgraten.

15-

w. New plant rub
Mane No at. cos

FAMILY

ON ALL LABOR

CALL BUD 259,015

ap

DAY

5 PM

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

C.,.Junior, 5-2; 3. Mike Mord, Proviso W., Senior, 5-2;

would like to apply for ant
mmm positiots. or who want
um information, arc invited
1750.

SLIP COVERS

50% 00

My Locally

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

359-2515

1.
Kim:
155 POUNDS:
Strauss, Downers N.. Junior.
7-0: 2. Bob Fleming, LaGrange, Senior. 5-1-1; 3. Gon.''
don lade, Hinsdale C., Seninr.5-2.

at M1e league's fields on Glen-

game that seems to appeal to

.

01:s

KEN'S CUSTOM
KORNER

SuchomeL LaGrange. ender.
7-0; 2. Chuck DePaepe. York,
Senior, 9-1; 0. Mark Disney,
Glenbard W., junior. 5.2;

pled
ry ut 0 pm on weekdays

volvement would be especially
Interesting to these people be
cause it requites no real physk
-pal mertion it's a responsible
position. it, healthful and it

'T'a7g:n rt=

DELTONE 1=1=08

man aI a

OUR

Slip Covers

WINTER SALE

:761'

eaS '1Vs1

day I

Dave

the use's retired or semi -retinal senior citizens to etWoy

persons

9

165 POUNDS: I. Guy Ek-

dlif(

74,023 Ese

Day

Call. 352060

Peee Edirne?...

TRY'

Sign Painting

HEARING AIDS FO

ART HTS DAY CARE CENSE

lund, Maine E., Senior AO; 2.
John Elting, Hinsdale C., Sen-

Ind

"39'SC5763

Hearing Aids

6 10 PAY

5-1;

scas selected in the weight he

ions came from MOLL presi-

',Yu

Fab

CALLUS EIRST

BELMONT AUTOMOTIVE

5-0: 2. Greg Hoerich, Hine

the 165 pound clart. and
Grow, the 165 state champ,

dent Ed KarbMs who said,
"We felt this type of

special

"s7p,

MACHINE

BANJO LESSONS

General Hauling

Automobile Service

Bill Fleming, LaGrange, Junior, 5,1; 137 POUNDS: I.

in

-

CALL 650 5570

veal

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

RESTAURANT

85,548S

VisOPutor

ALLEN CONCRETE

Verner. Maine E. Senior. 6-0; Downers N., Junior, 5.] 3
2. Bill Poole, HinsdaleC..Sen. Chris Riots, R -B, Senior,
int. 6.0 1.15 POUND.% 1, Jim 5-1-1;
Brickman. Downers N., Seo130 POUNDS. I. Bill Elyte,

divicion, Maple at 137, Eklund

League, 166 year. is inviting

'5'pee

WO up. 437,194 or

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK

358,585 in

POUNDS: 1. Dale
Walksler, Glenbard W.. Senior. 6.04; w. Dave Wolff,

Dave Maple, Maine E., Senior.

Senior citizens get
baseball opportunity

stE178

150B ON
296 1071

as so- goad ',ode

Sewing Machine Repair
All Makes

T,T=s1gIg=2,',1

An

$400 Hr 4:0 T

TROUBLE
SHOOTER
57004050 FREE

MAKING

384-3528

8

123

VERNER WAS nsutcd all
conferena in the 107 pound

Grange High Schools dominated he honorary selection

alutne

Cement

ters"VtatV.

In the 880, Clinker copped

Larson. Pete Lcmcke of Conant was third.

PIANO 1101 ORGAN LESSONS

Painting 8 Decorating

Senior,

Hinsdale. C., Junior. 61, 2.

and

INITCHM.41225
300 P. RangZit.Prespoot

-1,13

Sewer& Septic Work

DO MO /NOV,2 0 P
PwaF

Prop smen rs

WITH OR WITHOUT

-

.'"n7e8Pr"2:0797'

Art Service

Colbert, R -B,

2.

6-01

completed the Maine selection.

Central

Fe niture Refinishing

la

BAWLER BROTHERS

Scott Verner and Gary Eklunl

Hinsdale

sor

dem.

CALL 024-4347
Alt SERVICE CO.

827.4637

GRAY

Mud. Instructions

BOO people N. all mo-

Auto Pointig

Prospect high jumper Jeff Meissner set Ms second straight
school record with a 62 leap yesterday in a meet with Conant
and Crown. Friday both Meissner and junior Terry Rohan had
cleared 60, and Meissner set the mark at 61. The old school
rook of 60 was held jointly by Meissner and 1964 trackman
Dave Gobeille. (Photo by Linda Hamilton)

larch 10.

ing the host's club one-two finish in the high jump was Conanth Steve Paterson, who was
third with a jump of 5.10.

contested in the league.

DMOND

MAINTENANCE

ens Pla pee

PRODUCTION

SUPERRIFIC
QUICK
CAS -1 -

525 1211

BRICK AND STONE WORK FIRE.
PLACES AND REPAIRS FREE ES

AA,. Momper

Blaple and Poe Gross topped

the top slot for Prospect in
2:00.2, Teammate Ron Henkel was second while Steve
Pairs of Conant was third.
The two-mile run had Prospect's Bill Allen breaking the
tape in 9:56.8, finishing just
ahead of fellow Knight Howie

hed.$24 55

T1MATES CA11E03-69E3

p.m.

Morrison and Al Treece filling
up the next two spots. Follow-

the Perk Ridge canting., as

Wd

HAVING A PARTY

25 h.

352-6817

Floor Refinishing

ENs

Air Conditioning

ite squad of grappleampiors.

does

439.3532

Williarns

Ned

537 1245

ad led

SHARONAll="'394-104.5

when they journey. to Niles
West. Starting time 6 4:30

4:43.5. Dale Bond of Conant
was second with Knights Al

State chns Dave

tom.

.135-7421

PATCH S PANTRY
pl t
Car
9

HEMMING 6 ALTERATIONS

ALTERATIONS ,ORESSMAKING

ry

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPESFREF ESTIMATE

CL 5-3517

Four Demons make A11-WSC

Manning and Tom Klinker

Maine -Northfield little

=878,101rZI'8,8

Residential,

floors.

Sle

SP. .3, e6
Catering

392 5410

Ma

PROSPECT CATERING CS stoat

Rolm, John Wotal, Tom
Cashion and Bill Grady. The
etHe team was composed of
senis
or Keith Matthews, John

Floor Maintenance
Fa

Furnace installation

Bond. to the

PATS

in

LATER

The Knight win boosted

mile. Me high jump. the 880
and

CARPET

Pes CL 3 0353

Prospect finished especially
relays, the
stronp in the is

3:05.88,

Carpet toyer

Conant.

Mi.ads in the victory circle.

and the two.mile. The Knights
centered both relays. the mile

Alterations

HELP

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

255 7200 OR 296-6640

Co

and will be sending four boys.
Peterson. Ramob, Stillmank

WANT

21 Employment Agencies Men

PLANT

CAR!. FOGEE 29S COO

CALL

ALTERATIONS

their indoor slate to an even
4-4. Conant cunently is 4-6

S0000r-cer.000so.roo
soles experience necessarY

Ookion

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY

Mace went to John Arthur of

and

offered by reputable business people in your

CALL ONE NOW,

oNftrARI= 670ATS

Crown club could only put two

in

!!

fiat mane in the 440 where

Tee, Rehm, who

cleared the bar at 6.0.

Consult this daily guide of reliable services

IF
YOU

23 Employment Agencies -Men

SALES REP

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
.
O'HARE
Des Plaines

EARN MORE - 10% NIGHT SHIFT BONUS
1st, 2nd SHIFTS OPEN

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT
5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Page 11

Tucod it March 10 1970

uesday March 10 197

Page 10

26 kip Wanted Vivien
25-Emproyment Agoscres 14emcn

25-Erpirpatnt Agencrs 11ctszn

214141VoTted Hen

,ayram std Rod

940 .0 ST

Ymm m.Prn.

Oov

or

$475 FREE

Wide
titter wonled. Mr. Pros.

Oalay

AGENT

GENERAL

Rent Free -1 or 2 Bedrrn.
Apt. -F Most Illiliiics
Free -k Cornmissions

OFFICE

elpful

answer

$600 Movali

re'r

to

PERSONNEL

nce

26Help Wanted Women

Des Plolnes, Ill

WAREHOUSEMAN
Shipping 8 Receiving

La Salle Personnel

General Office
SECT -$655
SOME TRAVEL

lee'r'"'D'O'P

940

$475 FREE

youna bassos design 6 furnish

e

Wide

FACTORY HELP.

'

Twevelim
oeso al opororen smug..
be.Knowledge
oilers ekcellent company boraMs one o Wary cam.
monsuraMeitb experience,

Hours: 8:30am to 4:30pm

chase orders. Also same

Working Condition.

'e7PTote.:71,

YOU'LL

yoAlt RAISES come foul

DRIVERS

$150 WEEK

alai, oar:diem working comfmans and rampant' honolla.
CONTACT

Surge8t-1,11eIch Scientific Co.

Call Far

Appointment

ken/

7300 N. Linder -

9 am to 5 pm
FOUR SEASONS

267-5300

GENERAL

ti

Immediate opening

ADVERTISING

atZt.....
324-00B0

Key Punch, Lite Exp.

BE MOD

$125

FREE

298-5021

1=1:1:t7It=
297 3535

Wide
PERSONNEL Des names. ill.

RECEPTION

Add -F A+ Girl

$550 me.

d you far

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

Free brush up practice

No fee

5150W. Roosevelt Rd.

,

White Collar Girls

ARLINGTON HIS., ILL.
439-0O23

La Salle Personnel

S

Prot

298-5021

Wide

AFFILIATED
BOOK
DISTRIBUTORS

RECEPTIONIST

PERMANENT/PART TIME TYPIST

gh, swircAoprd and Aping

4 hour day
Hours can be flexible
Starting Rote SEM

(Higgins

PART TONE
BART

STENO-SECT'Y

STANLEY KNIGHT

A. J. MAGGIO CO.

CORP
1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-55E6

RECEPTION

$575 um.

OWN

TRAVEL

HMI:

IVY,

292 253.5

"FORD"

-

BOORIIEEPING

10036 Free Positions

for

soce
meone close le retie
ment. Liberal comp o,
394-0B80

REAL

24Ke1p Wanted Men

V Paid Holidays

Accounting Clerks

DES PLAINES
O'Hare lake Bldg.
2900 E. Orvon
297.7160
MT. PROSPECT
1720 W. Algonquin

V Paid Hospitalization

$115 FREE

298-5021
Wide
PERSONNEL

ES124""

PROGRAM

V Major Medical
V Life Insurance
V Shift Premiums
V Profit Sharing
V Pleasant working conditions
V Paid Vacations

437-7300

EMPLOYMENT

Des Plaines Location

Check out this tremendous
BENEFIT

DOCTOR'S

Paid Vacation
Profit Sharing
Paid.Insurance

romompsoNINDUSTRIES CO.
1797 S. WINTHROP DR. o DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60018

Irt=i'n?s711

537-0020

0100,'"fl'h7

Be Receptionist
Popular

WANSED

III,

(S. of Oakton St., heiween Wolf & Mt Protpact Rds.)

DINING ROOM
HOSTESS

An

equal opportunity employer

Children's Clinic

60016

NO

MEDICAL

Here b on imitation to grow with us In our new
food processing plant. Pleasant and clean work-

259-3473

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

to $650

RECORDS
CLERK

TOWERS HOTEL

ThreeOElH reasons

-

Aptitude for figures, ac$625

CLIENT SERVICE

BENEFITS

re doily potting. Typng a plus.

THAI'

INCLUDE TIME OFF PROGRAM

OFFICE MANAGER

Apply in Person

VOLKSWAGEN NORTH CENTRAL

Coll 827-6155

DISTRIBUTOR

GENERAL
AMERICAN
TRANSPORTATION
CORP.
Custom Fabrication Div.

3737 Lake CAS RA
Deedield,111.60015
An Equal OppOrlon,EmPloYer

$520

PAYROLL TRAINEE

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONS

RECEPTION'

Wanted For Permanent Positions
$650

SECRETARY

With Expanding Machine Shop

TRAINEE

RECEPTIONIST

Cali Mr. McGrath 358-5900

95p $500

$IttCZ5ASE0!

0500

PERSONNE
PEoi
tolLk

$600
io

rttwitis

:rma!Tcutenne

ob...
11.1.reeyout gemmed Manabigy

telephone. and yaul hove Plo appal/may fa mom op In ma aparpapy...app,,,

GENERAL OFFICE
WORK

414 E. GOLF ROAD

FX11aollem

NOM

LWOW*
Itpurolohr
Order Oar

URGENT. KOPOHCH

5400M 000

Age open -lap firms eager to Mr. no...amt./ay:a bellr
your mania and working condinons, Suburban and loop
lnenngs.Evening appointments available.

moult sonnos to nem noregrosonn eon come
emebymt

DES PLAINES

on goal Gem.,

Operator
ore oho °eters cab Nesmith or find phono
need pees ieleolione volseylhe

when

grectory toil available,
dedrese help people.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK TYPIST ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK
like to work wiik figures ond con mke. Prior experience in
only but hours con, shoMy flexible, Company Redd haephoi.
Toiion
ininsuronce.For Inierview coil Mr. oulain*

holmes & associates

,299-4446,,

CHICAGO -PHONE: 939-7633

ml Wm.

r

PHONE:392-2700

RANDIIIJIM WOKING CENTER

741-9A07

FLUNG OUT fURNITURE

GENERAL OMCE

Some office experience, light wiping skills and
high school education required.

KEYPUNCH
OPERAT
At least 6 months of keypunch experience on 029
red 059 equipment.

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

-

beds .0.

Small Doriebt PArto

es" lagn.L;,,.,....ati

(Transportation to door)

695-3440

FOR FIGURES?

Day or Evening

nstfim.te

CUSTOM
PAINTING

bock cban

n

Intorvienvs

520r

Want to SelL.Erey..Rent?
Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

.It ome

pli

t

WE SPECIALIZE

aft 7 pm 439,2262
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

IN QUALITY 2ND CARS

11411140101 Souses

DANA
Goodpram Mnp.,

11Apts. and Rooms to Share

also entire ranernod ai'sdaw

goadrm.a

Call forms*.In...o'er

Sgle g
or

537-6900

,GanlMlll area has op..

-

you're beautiful
LAKE SHORE LIVING
IN THE SUBURBS

4 30, B22 2903
Meoi

1

d

M1

1pf

I

member el Ms Non,west
N

FOUR SEASONS

snobbeneoardollOorvis

g

are

CARPET CLOSEOUT

83811't

con salve your

Says,

EAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

f

o a new home?

t

724-6006
NEW SURPLUS

cor00,0,Jc,r0,!,

TOOL
around -

From $215
a +negate wrin

,

eT;Rr°O'gr''4CO'lr'r'e

NeATINg0.01.18400000195
31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

610 sq.

fi.

office in downtown

60-10 1001 Office Space

MT.

PROSPECT

O''11RT 6111/MONG %re.
res 5 B
Rd 39 101

42 -Wanted To Buy
USED MFT.ALUMINUM
FISHING BOAT.
CALL 439.0246

Peroonnel Office 297-5328

sonoble. 2595S20

se.

CASH

Road
-

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

-

Large or small.
274.5300

Westgate Apts.
tor Bldg., carpeted, ophonces,
air condionino. SwI rn Pool!

MULTIPLE HMG
ProspeCE deplt7Col

oETr7

e

$1895

Ran ESTATE 0055005
c2sLisitteGrostir_ lute

5845

DICK WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

3-1119

bine shop. Must be able

. Po`ni kPro TO
Phone: OS3.6300
2E0 N. Westgate, Mt. Prome

$1495

1965 OLDSMOBILE

en°0111',1/., iree7.
CALL 439-8020
87Wanterl to Rent

Private par, wants to bur OLD
CLOCK, onY PTA

Will Help You

nimbeelak

moo

1968 CHEVELLE
STATION WAGON

Salespeople

7844

Hsp Mo,

1967 IMPALAarmor

More Than 340

Coll foretenintront

8a,axol,3,5
092.3473

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

m

HOWARD SPROAT 6 CO

'''"'mle°7.X1norff1 "

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TRANSFERRED?
17 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Coll of ier Sprn. 259.4901

IN YOUR AREA
for the fpllowing categories.

ITT

5&teal Estate Wan105

Phone: 9561110
BEN PEKIN CORP.

LFASE.

CALL 362-0204

Morch 11 6 12, llarn.9:30pm

Cabinet Wirers

Seeing Is
Believing

INFORMATION

34-491 and Antiques

mannaor

ME Boss

1,

FOR RENTAL

0 Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

DICK WICKSTROM

suusUTERis4

COMP

Heights.

EIN

HELP

Hi
r

Store .5

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

investments?

Contact Him Today

mile wed al Northam, High,

DFLANESatISTSTIPPLY CO.

An eclog, opikoTunity emPlokor

mortgage money?

a 11

2015 OH Higgins Rd.

CALL 392-1130 for April

e
o

1,2 and 3 BEDROOMS

Days

MN Well

The Boss

k."71.7YL=LCUtr1T9;:o'.a

27 Help VianteraMen & Women

Illinois Bell

aro E. ow Ho. Des Plaines

REALTOR

opt H
I 'g
io
s
pool. 1st April 507-505a 515S

NURrOZTER

dohs, FT

296-6127

Professional

pl

COOKS
g

WIRERS

Fe°e=1/rore

Your

14 -To Real Apartments
g

G

sma325-2253

IA

TcH

s9.111.trt cttt

p

MD:, end

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

AnFeeolOpportunayPoployer

R

741 Oa)

21 -Help ihronteMen & Women

MOTOR

Algonquin 8 Meacham Roads, Schaumburg
359-0800

onadrPoini

condycob,
met. nah.o

ASK FOR KEN
goa-9238

,10-flooms-Soard-llousekeeping

FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS

Automatic Increases
Modern Working Conditions
Major Medical Insurance
Vacation Plan

=an
fp.ing

82-14651ed to Rent

14 -To Rent Apartments

°T°J'e'l;°, Pr'ek'errrn'7195'.7OnO'y's

255-7200

PAID VACATION 1st YEAR

come first t

Tan c -Inn or excelinor Outing SOH,

Vacant
ax9 QUALITY

cash

SOLDERERS

aro top. AA 215 BAY

For

Wheeling, Illinois

You

°AK

b

jsZtan'''

MRS. DUNNE

Apply Monday -Friday, 8 AM -3 PM

Mon -Fri., Sam-6pm, or Sat. gam -1 pm.

n

Commercial

CALL NOW!

NO" PRODUCTS INC.

P rofit Sharing

Tester, your application by phone, COIl 656-9922,

lln a;d!,,a,k1plo,wor, 6MI

yen

All
e
Residential

PER HOUR

5 Raises 1st Year

DO YOU HAVE
A GOOD HEAD

ean ofkr,

oola

Yr°,20'zd,;;,t%,'0",;,';'7,

"-°-

To Work For You

Mr. James Levy

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

top,

3,2-4251

Put Day Want Ads

$2.25

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

777 Wheeling Road

d

a52500 392 0527

0,259.0910

666-5885

Ye PLYMOUTH SPORT FUR,

259-0222

MARJEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AM BEDDING

START.

CALL

beds

H 11,

cyclopedro 535

Will Train You

cluding non-contributory
profit shoring.

irvndle

Oa

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

Salary with

520,

wl ohildren,a32-8873

No'EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

SECRETARYS

CALL FOR IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION

537 1930

bunkbds

One year of secretarial experience, good Typing
and shorthand skills and o high school education
required.

Good starting solaries, excellent fringe benefits
and a congenial work atmosphere makes these
positions
extremely attractive.

"

a

WHY NOT

Map have good; ping
ability. Good Srting
program

in

117Automohiles For Sale

P°T 5500 PMne

FOR

benefit

Chevy Urn
d n

GIRLS

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Reoplehaval

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

Girl 'than

.362,896
1usioal100530ents

keyboard 53511 Call 350-2542

COMRESS, Inc.

255-7200

1:1,1792

immune end molding. Aliwatt

.

MATURE WOMEN

gss.oma
Hgt Buick. Runs geed. Aimee

r-nincriconEn SHOP"
for
are
CUSTOM rielnong,coner

1'7°Zin°17,1."

°

&

SEEMR. OMANI°

DORM RECEPTIONIST

Caeca Coma:mien,

/OX:ro

''Orkl'NUG=.1T'Or

,w

moessoiLsoommtemeriormnonfintseonem000r nom. minter..

yping a. be proficient in figur wogs Good working
excellent solo,

people oll

lu

.492

217 S. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Hts.

..call one.

gl.'01trLO'n;!1=1.31.S.

1969 Honcla CB 35.0. WO. Call

ralter.M.

41floree FurnisKngsFurnitaN

Proving 50 lodios

averapall Mawr you,n o alophom rant., at a dinar, CallthanCO aparotar or
todalentlatt

Full Time Onley

OPENINGS
&mfr.,

465porting Coals

S. S. KRESGE C0OMPANY

CLERK -TYPIST NEEDED

100% Free

moo. Inman. IV yam. Co..* OW Mem
including HaseeollsarlaN Von* Reilromant Man,
Skileaveand Holidays.

299-7788

2® A RAISE
3® A RAISE

11 blk.So.of Oakton, 3 b..

IMMEDIATE SUBURBAN

CLERK

Des Plaines, m.

1 A RAISE

o011. a* ..I. and vorgd awl tsar a import. to mph or tar

SHIPPING & RECEIVING

301 N. 3n1Ave.

salty your first year
sviii be cut, re re0109wain
at Illinois (MO

1669 Morsholl Dr.

Excellent condilfen
359-0945

500, F. 595. AOC

251Ielp Weald Women

gcnm

moor, 000d cam4

Hondo 60CP.

722 Center Street

b.

a dr NI I=

SI050.35P.0399

35S-7144

Des Plaines Day

Part time. 5 hour day. 10 AM to 3 PM. 5
day week, Monday thru Friday. Full company benefits.

,31

ExET:ISIt:=75

Bd

678-3373

y0=ESISTFR AITNONE

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

KELLY SPRINGFIELD
TIRE CO.

SUPERIOR
CONCRETE

ACCESSORIES, INC.

Coml.* entalie ovailoble, Hospitalisation. Feld holidays.
Modern Map in Naffman Estates.

wooden. helpful. Starrett rate 83.43 par

and

9301 W IDeg M.

Lathe and/or Mill Hond
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

LOST -Vic. Elmhurst 6 Golf Rds

Attention Ladles

aptitude and a high school education required.

Illacteroyeles all Scooters

117 5. Main Street

65

PAYROLL CLERKS

7uodTIS;O: Coll

824-2175

Prospect Day

REQUIREMENTS:

537-1100, Mr. Last

ARLINGTON PARK

SMART y

Like Now.5125, Coll
529.5245

2175. Arlington His. Rd.

of Chicago Off ice

One year of payroll experience or 2 years of
general accounting background, o good figure

118Sports Cars

your home.
5. Terms available
'65 Ch

Arlington Day

DES PLAINES

TORWU'L'D'AVN TSPEITA RS

4.See large samples in

C011298-6130

EXPERIENCE

MATERIAL

S865

1962 FORD RANCH WAGOBI.
cyl
5100, Coll aka 1pin Tx:

BONA: MOTORS 296-6127

2. Heavy duly carpeting
3. Free installation

rio. old gyrator Trarkerd

_.

101.11utemobiles Wanted

L Closing out stock

5 ,M

AND

Call

STAFFING NEW
O'HARE OFFICE

255-6575

Northwest Day

Schaumburg

BOOKKEEPER

40% - 60% OFF

255-11115

700 NORTHWEST HWY.

-65 ford 05.4 dr. off Ws. Good

196e Red VW. low mileagmBsbei

conc..
75%ld

TELEDYNE

carman...

Cotalina

061 comma. P/S. PA etc

con d. 58.75.C1,,,,

2994131 ofi eent

FREDERICK POST

894.7400

cur. 52:95.981 till s591W

CARPETING

32.1fiscellanNos Merchandise

OR SEE
MR. ROBERT JONES

ing conditions. Uniforms furnished. we will train.

RTER-PACKER
3rd shih only, midnight lo 8 A.M.
Starling Rale $2.16

'""'API7EFIE'ISSON

$400 FREE

7:30 A.M. to 4 P.M.

MINIMUM CASH DEPOSIT 51950

M AM mei.

299-3455
Inspectors and Light Packing $2.10 hr.

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

299-6629

940 le17Yes7 Plaines

.....

an

RANDHURST CENTER

TRW ELECTRONICS

File Clerks

298.2770

"7k e"Pecd'i'VE7r1Z11
GS lor'few haws weekly

sirodlro0.

P4B.,

le:;^7"5'. 192 11711

Pontiac

IDA6 rypebilling
macM114.

FOOD PROCESSOR

517.051a

62acm

66-11usinese ppritumry,

QUENTIN SCHOOL

WOMEN - JOIN A NEW

Apply in Person
Mrs. Hollenbach

ISTAI-O0

ro

Hsohold

Tuesdoy 6 Wed^rn,

Co,

'9'

Rd lei Peospect

S

196, Bonne.. Ile

1966mud
Mu'long 6 clk exist

channel bass amPli

Pm

C,0619

COME IN AND REGISTER

Appointment
287-6720

Chicago

AIRLINES HIRING

.1

9 to

Dospla:noa II,

Local or Loop

Bons.

Inc.
elec

light

In

DZITI75.

'Erg

School Bus, Inc.

Des Plaines,

12 6

"NOW & THEN JOB"

work in our sales service
deportment. Dunes in elude sales order processing and related typing and clerical fen,

Manufacturing

LADIES

slorring

722 Center Of

PERSONNEL

Regional Manager

MALCO

SHOW ROOM

Exec. Secys..600+

Day Publications

192 1017 oft

kkoorione

827.6513a

to

Call For

6r/7D

.I .Hie va't Doi and

yeas' experience

TRAINEES

wen: Box 326

'h

re.39.9

.g:rirrrook,dor

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

TEMPORARY

Heist with one to iwo

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES, INC.

DUIVEll

S Moran

R27NEIrZu7st71

PONTIAC

ASSOCIATE WANTED

OF LIVING
Solve your money problems with a

available for qualified

298-5044

banal lb.

SCHNOODLES

Galleon Wy Om P

Secretary To

MARE YOU FEEL LOW

SERVICE

BELLA INN.

$140 WK. FREE.

2:30-5 p.m.

aoponunity

15 P ra

Mor

OMR COST

OFFICE

SECRETARY

FULL OR PART
TIME.

A.M. ROUTES

$2.75 An Hour
4:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.
(hours flexible)
S Days Mon. thru Fri.

e,
SLOP Aliggl'm 6

300 Wiley Rood

25,0222

LADY PARKER

JANITOR

298-5021

Wide

537-5052

:Garage Ale mei la

Holm. qmP

FREE

TOASTA FOODS COMPANY

590 6990 for opiii

Ce1159';'6= AWI

-

Earn Extra -Cash
Paid Training

3040 S. Busse Rd.

677-0600

392-2022

NURSING: CENTER

MODEL AGENCY
BIG PAY! NO STENO

TWO GIRL
OFFICE

70

.4s el. fogy clerical work and haw good apIno MI. we

and Pleasant

537,0060

11. looking lor cermet

Our company In Pm oducormnal

SALES

Tas, res,so skills Al,u4rottr

SCHOOL BUS

95orO-.17ng.

CLERII TYPISTS

Modern Offices

BOOKKEEPER

No

'"'"7A a SEASONS

RECEPTION
SECRETARY

Cook County

mor

WAITRESSES
394 5100

5129

los AMC Shot. 3 wks WTI hold
for Easier 2,9 0262

our key ouneh and serene

WHEELING FIRM
,'Needs experienced per son to handle
handle inventory
L dge and type par -

Werlirr'''''

Cp.

Pktopak EVillage
El
Grove

AligAns

NICHOLSON

P.M. ROUTES

Salary plus Commission

CALL299.0a7a

WAITRESS

PERSONNEL

S.

Full or Port Time

neor notA Aburbon Moldy

Nursing Home

298-5021

67

.

$550

Experienced

298-2770

CAREER SPECIAUSTS

6:30-8:30 a.m.

Jr Secretary

BEAUTICIAN

CIIT PUNCH -LEAD OPERATOR

Ages 20 ihro 30,

R.N.'S Or L.P.N.'S

Kantor.. &Associates

MALE

Sgoevalfac

nos

SECRETARY

GOV=GQ MRY.

ho ore So, Gal
DR.'S GIRL -$525

392-9300

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grave Village
437-2830

Satgeat Pik df

g4nr°1,1°,

CUO,PAID HOSPITALIZATION.

USA

76

298 5021

obou

DENTAL ASSISTANT

227-2535

Mega Lanais. Conn m

FASH

ohoodl MAKE LOTS OF MON

That'd TRAIN YOU to Me lob.

VARIETY

GENERAL

AM and PM

In

9400 Base Sal,

-

cluld Algonquin 6 leo 29

112 RutornO 'es For Sa'a

15541osicallnstmeats

ors vs'et=o1,1' tet

Arlington Inn Restaurant

'won's, Mr Nursery scnoo, .

Girl Friday

COMPLETE TRAINING

RENTAL

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINES

21 llelp Wanted Homan

GENERAL OPPla

Ugh, Nping constrocilon office

BUS DRIVER

DES PLAINES Mother w
for worklng moMor e

5 cloys o week. 392-8666

with kids

6 keep record

2641elp Wanted Women

2611sIp Waded Worn

7re,t7

c....

EARN $100 INFER

you to wolf(

REAL
ESTATE

MECHANIC

Hair Dresser Also Pec;

COMPLETE TRAINING

doctors will train

IMP( CONTESTRESUITS

top

12611elptlantert Women

I 2641E10/anted Women
Tap

De:71=111

PER.

IMMURES,

Dos Pinions

5021

25-Forp'ortrent Agonies ((OTT

go n.S.

Inleninhonal Personnel

II

296-1071

.298

llr fogol 293,70

La Salk Periannol

Call Bob Van

$110 FREE

Wide

Md.,'

290 2770

mau

Reception Trainee

I ght shaiMond

TYPing plus

Girl Friday $575

HELP

GEN10A000101.

linusuotlrfonfo'a

6,144.1/JOH
ight 6 Shorp

25-Errp'ormsnt Ageoves Wean

44 -Dogs Pets &Equ[pment

11 Rummage &Garage ale

d

Oes
o store

°semn. 19 rageni

Multiple Listing Realtor

S55 Irving Park Road
$29-7070

For Personal Service

Roselle, Illinois

Call Any MAP

S.

-9..4.. 9.99

9. 9,

4.9 .4 v9.4.

As-

SHORT RIBS

a

Page 12

Tuesday, March 10, 1970

Jim receives a job

TONIGHT

I

YEAH,BUTGRAMP
I DO 5AY! WHEN I WAS A THEY'RE
AT IT
ADDEDA PROP TO
?II/1AT KID WE HAD GREAT BASTHE ACT! HES ALAGAIN,
50? KETBALL TEAMS,T001
NOT 50 MANY BEANPOLES I HEAR! WAYS FELTATA
YOU
DISADVANTAGE,
DON'T LIKE YOU AROUND THEN BUT WE DIDN'T NEED ...../
HAVING TO TALK UP
SAY!
,Em -WE HADSPEED
10 JEFF -50 HE'S PROVIDED HIMSELF WITH
AN' DECEPTION:
FURTHERMORE...
A
LIFTkI
AND HES GO IN& STRONG!
15

( AFTER THE
/11-10U6I-IT I'D BREAK
UP WHEN >CAI CONVINCED FOSTER THAT
HE'D ALREADY EATEN!

ME15 \\ON
I SHOULD

7
9

Guest s include

GOING To 20!
yoLl DOSIT
THINK ID

HAVE

THAT

Omar Sharif, Wayne
Cochran and Charlie
Manna.

EXAGGERATE
MY SKILLS,

ANYTHING
COULD

Po You 7

HAPPEN:

Italian Panorama

11

8:25

8:30

Of the
trends of the modern
theater.

ancheros."
Fastmoving action movie
with John Wayne as a

when she is hit by a

Texas Ranger out to
bring a gang supplying firearms to warring Indians.

Red

J.J.

Skelton

Show
Guests are

runaway office chair.
Ortega
26 Victor
Pan -Am Show

Vin-

cent Price and the

Who , What,
2
When, Where, W2hy

CALL rrA CHAIR.

luged with men attempting to fill the

void left by his ab-

4111414.40..1,911.01,11.114
2

Love story of two

young
struggling
schoolteacher.
5 Winnie the Pooh
and the Honey Tree

wHArrii- ?

QHAVE FANNED THEFLAMES
OF RAY IKITOA RAGING

CI

dren's tales.
7 The
Underseas
World of Jacques
Cousteau

/it\ n

I

KILL.

KILL!

I. 'THINK IT WOULD 'e
LOOK BETTER OVER THERE

J o e Thompson
and Andre Laban
participate in a test to

Lands

refuses
to
heed Dr. Welby's advice and continues to
dive.
9 Perry Mason

bends,

OWE

to keep out of the

9:25

Your
Horoscope

Everyman

9

12:35
News

7

For Blacks Only

A look at volunteer activity in the
Chicagoland in cooperation with the

9

Movie

Volunteer
Bureau
of the Welfare Council.
11 French Chef
20 TV High School
Barrix
26 Curley

veal information to

Paul Harvey

32

Comments

4.1

(Feb.

2I) --Efficiency and productivity should be able to counter

ARIES (March 22 -April
20)-A temporary restlessness
could force you into regretable

ficulty explaining to those in
authority. A good day.
CANCER (June 22 -July

Philbin

MORTY MEEKLE
15 IT TRUE 71-1A-;"

UH-HUH... ELM
THINK r LIKED

YOLJ SENTO-UFO

HIM BE I 114R THE

AWAY 'TO A
DOG -TRAINING
SCHOOL?.

WAY HE WAS.

ME it) GET HIM A6Forov

K....THE ED SULLIVAN 5fi0W.

PSYCHED, NOW CO YOU WANT

YOUR E0(46?

CAPTAIN EASY

should not be allowed to take
today.

Keep alert to a breakthrough
in problems.

KEEP YOUR FINGERS

WELL/ HANG !TALL,,,

CR055EPL IP I'M RIGHT/
THAT WASN'T .LAP1PE

IT'S POSSIBLE/ION'T ITT
THE THICK STEEL. SAFE

NEVER TRIED

WALLS MAY BE BLOcKINO

TO BROADCAST

AFTER ALL...AND ills

ca

FAKE OPAL'S STILL IN

THE SAFE:

OUT THE SIGNAL!

PONT A5K

mE,..rve

OH.OHLWEI.1.1WE CAN
UNCR055 OUR FINGERSI
EASY...THE BAIT

GONE!

FROM INSIDE

A SAFE( A?JY-

WAY, WEIL

appointment so long as you an-

SOON FIND

un
r'g' II

OUT!

rm.

r\

.

'

AQUARIUS. (Jan. 2I -Feb.

a

19) - The best -laid plans may
come apart at the seams at this

lime. Be prepared to make
quick changes in the schedule.
3-10

haws
hays
hasty
hast

star
stray
sway
stay
(shay
straw
swat

satyr
swan
swath

wrath

rat h

wary
wars

rays
rash
rats

tray
thaw
tsar
trash
-wart

wash
what

ways .

arty
awry
ashy
yaws

Five Minutes to

Greek."

of the News

Live By

3:00

FIVE IS A

FOUR:LETTER

3-10

Answer to Previous Puzzle

measure

horizons.

SWARTHY

9

ACROSS
1 County
in Texas
7 Warbler
13 Small space
14 Form a notion
15 Having
toothed
wheels
16 Tree exudates
17 Order (Latin)
18 Malaccan

NOW 'MAT YoU'RE PROPERLY

Women in the home stand an
excellent chance of enlarging

hart

26 A Black's View

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

he alone at evening.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22)- Results are determined by
the
methods you employ.

Answers to
Hidea word

couri-I Was Born a

11 NET Festival
Mer"Melina

2:05

Variety

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) Seek thti opinion of family and
friends concerning your latest
projects and plans. Don't try to

even keel.

Meditation

cock Presents

.4 US 14.

views.

ticipate nothing:spe1:04t from
this day. Keep erhotiorison an

2

2
5
7
9

Hitch-

340

therefore, regardless of your

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) - You will avoid dis-

News
News
11 Ski School

nuns.
9 Alfred

10:00
News
News

0

CAVAI-L4

Member of the opposite sex

time

2:00
Late Report

for a group of -

cz-z;

have a bearing on your future.
Be on your best behavior.

valuable

2

el

32 Debbie Drake

0

0

r

family members and their rela-

your

Reflections

It../CRO

tionship to your future. The

Nonessentials

1:30
7

Show

0

ik

k

0

NOW HE leEEFS BUGGING

0

-

ter.'

WHAT?

B

22)

police. Montgomery
Clift and Anne Bax-

HEY. YKIJOVJ

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) Take a clear view of younger

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

"1
Confess." A
murderer confesses
and priest cannot re-

EEK & MEEK

sive reactions.

Dec.

Poi -

tier stars as an ex -GI
who travels the country and builds a chap-

1:05

_

.

23) - An unexpected occurrence may prove to be more
pleasant than you at first
thought. Guard against impul-

right decisions now insure
their happines..
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23) -

Movie

"Lilies of the

Field." Sidney

7:00
Debbie Reynolds
5
Show

action.

which you may later have dif-

8:00

20 The 'American
Community College
26 Famous Artists;
Famous Writers

day.

Be wise; take no position

War.

6:55

degree that success marks the

-

London, Amster-

FLINCHIN' ONCE!

periods of uncertainty to the

GEMINI (May 22 -June 21)

American
literature from the Civil

2 6 Bob
Sports

`IA WALKED RIGHT BY
71-IAT EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY WITHOUT

20 -March

Guard against this
through a decision against involvement.
TAURUS (April 2I -May
21) - You may have to go over
head today to
a superior's
make yourself heard. Take
care, however, to explore other avenues first.

rope with stops in

5

FOR WEDNESDAY
PISCES

9:30

20 'IV College

6:45

1:00

Volunteer Line

2

zerland.

BUGS BUNNY

12:30
5

When, Where, Why

7:40

dam, Belgium, West
Germany and Swit-

Midnight Report

5

7 Chicago Show

his sextet perform.

sequences

Film trip to Eu190 a 919k I., TA Iva U S I, OM

house-

hold. Joan Fontaine,
Orson Welles.

Tenor saxophonist

Gene AmmOns and

20th century.

Seas

mysterious

11 Chicago Festival

desert to see the life
of a group of people
who have managed

and

12:00

Movie

2

phan girl grows up to
become governess in

student with the

26 Today's Racing

32 Of

11:35

32 100 Paintings;
Great Music

"Jane Eyre." Or-

An oceanographer

32 Truth or Con-

find whether one sub
can rescue another.

32 News Final

M.D.

people caught in a
battle involving the
destiny
of man.
Lloyd Bridges and
Angie Dickinson.
11 Adventure
A film trip behind
the shop front in Algiers and out in the

cial based on A. A.
Milne's classic chil-

OH, DELIGHT OF MIAOW -5i

Movie

"The Love War."

An animated spe-

ROBIN MALONE

who are doing something to eliminate
them.
7 Marcus Welby,

sence.
7

11:30

A look at some of
the most common
aches and pains we
suffer and at people

tives and Julia is de-

Murdoch takes a
personal interest in
the success of a

32 The Baron

9:00

Corey visits rela-

6:30
Lancer

Corn-

11 The Fotsyte Saga

First Edition.
5 Julia

Editorial
26 Quiz

3ea

"The

finds a new
way of meeting an

2

2

Movie

9

and J.J.

6:25

,

Show

The Governor

2

eligible bachelor

Psychology.
26 Spanish Sports

Tonight Show
Dick Cavell

5

7

discussion

2

CRAMPAW
-THE EQUALIZER-

Show

Social science.

7:30

6:15

Mery Griffin

2

20 TV College

11 University
of
Chicago Roundtable
First of a two-part

32 The Munsters

11 TV College

Honey-

10:30

cause it pays less than
the oresent one.
9 Star Trek

Mike Douglas

Show

WHAT T. NAAS

'FIGURED

PLL HE GOT WAS A
GLASS OF WATER,
TI-kEN HE LEFT To
BRUSH HIS TEETH!

5

MY WOW BOYS,
1: 'TOLD YOU

but intends to refuse it benewspaper

6:00
News
News
News

2

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

3 2 The
mooners

26 Motorsports International
32 Big Valley

offer from another

device
12 Legal point
20 Pedal digit
21 Printing
mistakes 22 Symbol for

actinium

23 Pause
24 Poker stake
25 Adult male

ON THE OTHER WAND MAYBE YOU JUST
WEREN'T CUT OUT TO BE A DOCTOR.:

da074-g.""

34 Right (ab.)
37 Seine
39 Symbol for

deer

19 Pilfer
23 Rough file
27 Grampus
28 Top of head
32 Lurer
34 Rambles
35 Theatrical

standard

29 Asseverate
30 Gull -like bird
31 Fq-cPntial

being

platform

43 SolicitUde

2

3

14

41 Nut
42 Expunge
43 Cure by

51 Summer (Fr.)
52 Favorite
.animal
53 Three times.
(comb. form)

47 Feminine
5

6

7

-

13

14

15

16

46 Plexus (anat.)
50 Comfort
in grief
52 Most pallid
54 Biblical
mountain
55 Hebrew
32
ascetic
35
56 Crazy
57 Pesterer
38
DOWN
Sack
2 Martian
(comb. form)
3 Period of
7Etime
4 Nobleman
54
5 Margarines
6 Crimson
36
7 Courtesy title
8 Utopian

monkey

salting
44 Exclamation
of regret

45 - avis

33 Cerium
36 Horns
(symbol)
38 Sheep in their

second year
39 Follower
40 Sea eagle
41 Babble

appellation

48 Mounds used
by golfers
49 Domestic
slave
50 Capuchin

iridium

26 Swine
28 Upright

./c

'CAMPUS CLATTER
MED STUDENTS OFTEN FEEL. A
LITTLE UNEASY OBSERVING THEIR.
FIRST OPERATION,M iSTER6BuRN 6
:--YOU'LL. GET USED TO rr.I

9 Promontory
10 Walk
11 Heating

1

8

9

10 '11

22

44

8

29 30

34
36

37

gr°
46
51

1

52
55

7

48

4.4

12

1
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Constitution vote after Dec.
bly, since it is the General Assembly that provides the funds

within six months following

Chapman's subcommittee and

the completion of the new con-

reported that the convention

The people of Illinois are
not likely vote on their new

stitution. The constitution is
expected to be completed in

constitution until after Dec.
possibly not until the early

has taken no action on setting
the date for citizen approval of
the new constitution.

approve could be held until

for extending the convention
work from 100 to 115 days as
well as the funds required to
hold the state-wide referen-

WITWER TOLD the legislators that the convention will
need 115 working days, rather
than the 100 days provided in
the Enabling Act, to complete
work on the new constitution.

dum.

This would indicate that the
new constitution will not be
completed until early or mid -

important factors which could
delay the holding of a referendum on the new constitution.

August.

"THE NEW CONSTITUTION has to be printed in

By Richard Crabb

mid -August; hence the vote to

1

days of 1971.
Projections made by members of the Constitutional
Convention have called for
holding the vote as early as the

mid -February.

first week in October. ConCon'S president, W. Witwer,

cial subcommittee on Con in
met
C o n legislation
Springfield.
Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D Arlington Heights), a member
of the subcommittee, attended
the
Tuesday
conference.

The unlikelihood of holding
the vote on the constitution in
October or November was discovered Tuesday when the spe-

has proposed that the vote to
approve the new constitution
not be held less than 27 days

before or after the general
election Nov. I.
The delay until after Dec. 1
is due to the period of time required to hold the state-wide
referendum.

THE VOTE must come

Chairman of the

8 -member
representing

subcommittee,
the Illinois house and senate, is
Robert Coulson (R Sen.
Waukegan).
Witwer met with Mrs.

It is the formal responsibility of the Constitutional
Convention to determine the
date on which citizen approval
will be asked.

Actually the responsibility
is a joint one between Con Con and the General Assem-

State law already provides
for the number of days which
must elapse from the date of

declaration to the holding of
the election. There are other

numbers

large

and

made

available in every county of Illinois," explained Rep. Chap-

man. "This means that bids
will have to be secured to dO
the printing of the new con(Continued on page 2)

Mass transportation unit
probing survey possibility
The Mass Transportation
Committee of the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce is
making preliminary investigations into the possibility

Coakley from the Chicago &
North Western Rwy. to discuss the financing of such a

of conducting a mass trans-

Coakley told the committee
that federal funds are available
for that type of project but becauSe of the large number of
similar surveys now being con-

portation survey in the village,

said Chamber of Commerce
Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D -Arlington Heights) congratulates
Adlai Stevenson following his address before the Des Plaines Democratic rally yesterday evening. Stevenson is unopposed in the Dem-

ocratic primary next Tuesday for the office of U.S. senator from
Illinois. (Photo by Michey Birger)

Pryan said that the commet Monday with

Mount Prospect Village Manager Virgil Barnett, George
Koelper from the United Mo-

tor Coach Co. and R. W.

endorse Warman, Krier
ship

the Democratic Party. I am

"We are the concerned party

sure we will meet our responsibilities and opportunities,"
said Chesney.
Chesney was saluted as the

Democratic committeeman, said as the keynoter,

After hearing Adlai Stevenson promise "we need only
leadership to move us into a
decade of peace, justice and
prosperity," Democrats of Elk
Grove Township Tuesday evening endorsed Rep. Edward A.
Warman for congress and Ray

and. this

is

a time to show

concern. The Bureau °flatternal

Revenue is

havinrthe

dean of township Democratic
committeemen in the 13th district and as the only committeeman unopposed in the
district.

slowest collections in recent
years. The evils of high interest
and high taxes are being felt by
all our people.

Krier as committeeman from
the 13th congressional district.

PAUL SHANEYFELT of

"FOR THE first time since
became committeeman al-

Machinists Hall in Des Plaines
was the largest pre-primary

most a decade ago, people are

Elk Grove Village, Democratic candidate for the state sen-

coming to me asking to help

ate

Democratic candidates night
held in the northwest suburbs

them find work. The times are
changing rapidly and this year

before the spring election to be
held next Tuesday.

is one of great challenge for

The party rally held in the

Chester Chesney of Mount

Prospect, Elk Grove Town -

Meetings

Scaffold falls,
injures youth.

Streams

Commission, Village Hall;

in the 3d District, introduced the candidates.

Dr. Michael J. Bakalis, on
leave from Northern Illinois
University and running for the
office of state superintendent
of public instruction, told the

Tom Andressen, 12, of 1005

Des Plaines audience, "I urge
that we move rapidly to create
a state board of education to

Arlington

coordinate all phases of educa-

Heights, was injured yesterday
afternoon when a scaffold fell
on his back while he was play-

tion from pre-school through
graduate school in Illinois.

N. Dun ton,

Mount Prospect Drain-

age and Clean

I

.

8 p.m.

ing basketball in the gymna-,

Mount Prospect Building Commission, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.

sium at St. James Junior High

Township
Wheeling
Community Mental Health

Heights.
Andressen

Board, 1612 N. Douglas,
Arlington Heights; 9 p.m.

Noithwest Community Hospital where he was x-rayed for

School,

800

Heights

N.
Rd.,
was

funds than with funds for education. He has been more concerned with one million dollar
mansions at Southern Illinois
University than with the complex problems of mass higher

Arlington
Arlington
taken

"My opponent has been
more concerned with flower

to

education. He has neither been

an innovator nor a leader,"

back injuries and released.

said Bakalis.

STEVENSON, unopposed
in the Democratic primary as
candidate for the U.S. senate,
made his position clear on the
issue of law and order.

"I have no sympathy for the
radicals or the politicians who
exploit them for partisan purposes. Neither can exist without the other. We can do without 'both," Stevenson said.

"Instead of playing upon
the decencies of the people,
they tear at our social fabric by
fanning the flames of fear and
hate.

Mathew

mittee

Elk Grove Twp. Dems
By Richard Crabb

executive ' secretary
Pryan.

I'll have no part of the

tactics of fear and hate in this
campaign.

"I WILL TRY to restore

decade of peace justice and
prosperity. We need only the
leadership to renew that old
unifying faith," concluded
Stevenson.

Warman was endorsed over
Curtis D. MacDougall of
Evanston, and Krier was endorsed over Lynn Williams of

ducted throughout the country the funds are not readily

determined, Pryan said.

the business community.

Public opinion will be very
important in the survey, he
said because the committee
will be seeking to determine
where the greatest need for
public transportation is and
what is needed to fill the de-

Pryan said that the committee agreed that the funds
should be obtained locally.
He said that subcommittees

were formed to contact the
Chicago Area Transportation
Survey and Harper College to
get information and possible

help for conducting the survey.

available.

THE COMMITTEE will
HE SAID that the second

present a plan to the village

means for funding the project
would be to obtain the support

and businessmen when the survey is prepared and the cost is

Pills found in coat lining,
student ,14,, charged
By Gary Shiffman
A I4 -year old Prospect High
School freshman believed to be

on school grounds after he was
let out of class at about noon.
THE BOY was picked up by

grounds last Friday afternoon.
Yost was conducting a routine search of the youth's cloth -

a supplier of narcotic pills to

Yost and taken to the police

ing when he discovered the

his classmates, has been put out

station after Donald Arseneau,
dean of students, complained
about him being on the school

pills.

of business by Mount Prospect
Police.

Richard Yost, Prospect
High School police counsellor,

said yesterday that 36 barbituate pills were found hidden in

the lining of the youth's coat
pocket after he was arrested on

a trespassing charge. He has
been turned over to the County
Family Court on a delinquency
petition.
Yost said the youth, who was

participating in an early dismissal

program,

had

been

confidence in the American warned repeatedly not to loiter
political process, by. talking
-sense. We need only the leadership to move us ahead into a

survey.

of the village government or

"Further

investigation,"
(Continued on page 2)

$540 in tapes,
tape players taken
Tape players, tapes, and a
radio valued at a total of $540
were stolen Monday night

from four cars in the Mount
Prospect area, but none belonged to Mount Prospect residents.

The thefts included:
A $120 radio from the auto
of F. Victor, 1106 Hawthorne,
Arlington Heights, at the Pros-

pect High School parking lot
at 801 W. Kensington.
A tape player and 15 tapes
valued at $200 from the auto

of Tom Gerblick, 35 Lake

SIMON

Zurich Rd., Lake Zurich, at
the Randhurst parking lot.
Thirty tapes valued at $180
from the auto of John H. Rutledge, 1022 Castle Dr., Glenview, at 1800 W. Central Rd.

SUBURB
SAYS z`

And finally, $40 worth of

Trials of Youth: Old enough to do the yard work and too young
to borrow the family car.

Evanston. Both were endorsed
by margins of four to one.

tapes from the auto of Robert
Hagemeier, CAS N. Warrington, Der Plaines, at the Randhurst pr rkingiot.

mand.

After such a survey is conducted the committee will be
able to test a system from 3 to 6
months within the village,
Pryan added.

THE MASS Transportation

Committee has scheduled
their next meeting for March
23.

Pryan said that by the next

meeting they hope to have
definite information on the
survey.

Gripe
Of The
Day
Pollution.

A.H.

She could
have sold
a dozen
Mrs. James Gryczka advertised a dining room set
for sale in a Day Want Ad.
She sold it In two days and
says she could have sold a
dozen more. For quick re-

sults, use the Northwest
suburb's greatest shopping
center Day Want Ads. Call
296-6640.

Fight shaping up over `purchase -of -services'
By Jan Bone
(Third in, a Series)

Swinging its weight solidly
behind the "purchase -of -services" plan for state aid to
non-public schools, the Il-

grade and high schools in sub-

tween the purchase -of -services

urban Ccok and Lake Coun-

plan and the voucher plan,
ICC was backing the former

ties and in Chicago. Its theme:
"Come, see what we're asking

you to buy!"

relating to the Illinois Con-

"A TIME for Action," a

,On Sunday, March 1, the
Chicago

Archdiocese

held

open houses in all Catholic

problems. "We
shouldn't discriminz.te against
people because they're

that virtually all Catholic high
school teachers here would
now meet state standards for
certification, but that approximately 15 per cent of Catholic
grade school teachers in the

nancial

wealthy," he said. "They may
not need it for existence, but
they could improve their
educational program."
"SCHOOL BOOKS should
be open for public audit," The
Rev. Mr. Clark said. "Under

vices of such schools.

At Saturday's hearing in
Arlington Heights. The Rev.
Thomas McDonough, director of the ICC, testified that

lor of Plum Grove School in
Palatine was that such aid

AMOUNTS MENTIONED
last year by State Rep. Ed-

could lead to expansion of the
private school system and the

no racial restrictions for Catholic schools.

setting up of schools which

He said that state aid should
bed given to all non-public

term-but the state could draw
up specifications. It could re-

schools, including those not

quire that every teacher has

here at St. Alphonsus in Pros-

any plan, and those who support a. parent voucher system
of state aid.'

The Rev. Mr. Clark said

pect.

But the ICC has run into opposition from at least two

film ' promoting
state aid, is being shown at
many parishes. It has been seen

while there were no great
philosophical differences be-

ward J. Copeland s -Chicago)
in

his

purchase -of -services

bill that passed the house but
10.

-

-PTA.
One of the reasons given by
PTA spokesman Mrs. Jan Tay-

would tend to segregate children along religious or racial

The Rev. Mr. Clark said
that approximately 8,000 nonCatholic children attend Catholic schools in the Archdiocese now, and that there are

certification."

those who are not having fi-

pect Heights, St. Raymond's
and St. Emily in Mount Pros-

22 -minute

want the state to give money to
non-public schools through

affiliated with any church, and

stitution.
Under a purchase -of -services plan, the state would pay
non-public schools money for
teaching secular subjects such
aS reading, math, or science.
The state would "buy" the ser-

linois Catholic Conference is
actively sponsoring programs
to promote such legislation.

groups --those who do not

because they felt it had a greater chance of passing court tests

was killed by the Senate Edu- :lines.
Rev.
The
HOWEVER,
cation Committee were $60
per elementary student and Robert Clark, superintendent
of schools for the Chicago
$90 per high school student.
Archdiocese, told The Day in
Firmly on record already as an interview that he would
opposing any plan whatsoever have no objection to requiring
for state aid to non-public compliance with civil rights
schools is the Illinois Congress laws before non-public schools
of Parents and Teachers- could get state aid.

the purchase -of -services, the
state has responsibilities to see
that its money is wisely used.
"Let's not use the word

control '-that's a loaded

Chicago Archdiocese (perhaps

1,000) might not have bachelor's degrees or have finished

professional education
courses. "We would anticipate
being able to negotiate certification," he said.

TEXTBOOKS? "The state
could require that books for
teaching secular subjects be
completely free of sectarian
reference," The Rev. Mr.

Clark said. He defined secular
subjects as any subject except
the teaching of religion.

A growing number of parents whose children attend
non-public schools do not
want such state controls, however.

They cite the Rhode Island
case (which will be heard by a
three-man federal
tribunal

March 18). To receive state
funds which supplement their
salaries by 15 per cent, nonpublic school teachers must
sign a statement "declaring"
that they do not teach a course

in religion and promise not to
teach a course in religion for
(Continued on page 3)
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Village, contractor discuss West Park excavation pact

Dist. 57 board approves Lincoln NS revisions
District 57 ,School
Board approved a revision ice
The

the building plan for the remos
deling and addition at Lincoln
Junior High Sehool, last night
that gave additional space fora
teachers lounge and enlarged
the proposed library.

A speeial -Board meeting
was held at Lincoln School to
allow the Board to examine the
areas where the proposed

changes would occur and the
architect for the project, Guy

S. Fishmann attended to ex-'
plain any perk of the proposal

room and one small classroom,

but will now be made into a entire classroom area added to Classroom space that will be
:lot is the small room upstairs
teachers planning room and the lounge.
that were not clear,
'because the one classroom exrequest for the
lounge area.
The on
SAHLBEItG SAID that the Meted to be eliminated on the
A small section of the room
changes was made at the last
regular boaril meeting when will be available for remodel- present lounge is too small and first floor will be retained,
plan champ that area
Tug into a classroom at some with
additional science equipment
IN THENEW library, tat be
and electrical work were opfuture time if it is need, said Car now be used for a health
center.
constructed in the new addiproved but the decision on the Sept. Eric Sahlberg.
hethe added
'on to the school, the plan
He said that with
Where the current teachers
lounge and library deferred.
tallCeral
bonze is to leave out a wall to
lounge is located on the first student coming
floor, the plans previously in- School to Lincoln next al a an adjoining classroom.
THE PRESENT be
This will open the classLincoln was to have been me-. dicated that await would be re- bigger health room will be
and
needed.
oom to the library
varied into one large classThe prim, health room lo- will be available for usef the
carid next to the general office

Civic assn.street light proposal
under study by Chamber
The Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors has invited Richard

Hendricks, president of the
Fairview Gardens Civic Assn.,

to attend their next meeting

Pills found in coat
lCdoMpred Torii Ririe 1

main cause is that titse avail;

Yost captained, ',emoted scat

dwindled because of a series of

tho pills were stolen by the boy

arrests last summer and early
fall. Pills are easier to come by,
In many respetts, SUrthey me
just as dangerous, if not snore

chiliit y
I

hum mothdr member of his
family who had obtained them

with

Iceitimte pre-

of marijuana has

as. as marijuana.

mriPtion."

YOST SAID the MIK
awned ',armies'. because

ofe

"THE PILLS we recovered

from the student are of the

their color, "have been turning
up with increased frequency at
theschool in the last fewweeks,
We have traced these pills to at
least one other recent incident

depressant variety. If a person
participates in vigorous physi-

man was found to be under the
influence of the drug last

Thursday. It appears that the
11 -year old boy had either sold
or given pills to the other

youth. Wesuspect he wuasupFiler to other studems."
Yost, a detective assigned to
the school on a full-time beets.

April 6 to disc.% his views on
underground wiring for street
lights in the village.

cal activity after taking the
pills, even if it is only one or
two. it could have a harmfulor
fatal effect."
Yost said the use of pills and
other drags at area high schools

"h. not reached alarming pro-

fore the Mount Prospect Village Board and board

of street lights in their subdiviF.

Fairview Gardens is a
mcently annexed subdivision

,}.1

need to have 100 per cent participation in such ea project,
have delayed a decision bs the
silicon on Me request.

meet-

bee is interested in studying the

convention. Mm Chapman's
subcommittee, which will re,

ow constitution

every

ommend Con -Con legislation

county in the state also tam

at the spring meeting of the

additional time. These are ac-

legislature, is unable to act untit the cion h. cstablished a time schedule for finishing the new document and
has proposed a voting date.

tors that are

to

generally

not

present in a regular election."
add Rep. Chapman,

"Absentee ballots will have
m be provided for Illinois men
in the armed services, and they
are stationed all around the
world," Rep. Chapman said.

,a class.

Students can me the library

than had been anticipated and
-that the addition should

be

ready for use by September.

Next MU Lincoln will be.
Mane the only junior high in

MMUS].

last nighl to disco, the motyards of dirt at West Pals, and
agreed to agree at n later Jew
on details of an excwation and
grading contract.
Thu

represented the
Prospect village ad24

Mount
stration, the Mount Prospea Park District, the park

planners for the park district

at

the

southwest of Busse and 1.6nnuts!, is an integral patio( the

and site Rook Road Construe.
tion Co.

park district's 02.0 million .pension and development cots-

Mack whose implement.

terr

Mucci 5r.,
prase

the

STATE COMMISSIONER

got their money on a pro -rated

Nail.
Chief Circuit Judge Wil-

pay Ilse salary supplement to
161 teachers in 51 non-public

Sam Howie. in Pennsylvania.
discuming whether or not pur-

schools for a total 018165,000.
However, he has been stopped
from making any payments till

chase-nisserciecs

Paul in Pennsylvania. where
a

federal

district mart dim

dared the purchase-of-se r.
vices plan constilutiatlisi by a
2-I decision in November,
such groups as the Pennsylva,
nin Stale Education Associ-

Won, the American Civil Liberties Union of Pennsrivaniu.
oral other defendants have no.
pealed to the United States Sip
prerne Court to stop public

possibility of having under-

lawyer in the Conspiracy 7
trial, to speak at Forest View
High School, A question and
He -said that no definite de- answer period will follow his

public schools for

child', has had requests to

in

violates the

and Weir {hoer, Kessler,

Meet. Bronkhorst and Loch nee, 'had numerous meetings

individually with Rock Road,

titled to receive. This is she so-

Act need do no more than sub-

mit, on a form prescribed by

for aid and later proving that it

hes made expenditures Mat arc

rodmhursable rodeo Mt act
without ever obligating itself
to do anything for us in the in-

tone! of the stole. The Haw
bum noses -vices and the school
sells none.

`The

problem,
But The

M Education.. then agrees that
the slate will dm what the mom
ute requires -rim -1,8y, pay the
sMocil such sums as it is cm

C . B .G .

A

p.m. at Holmes Junior High
School, 1900 W. Lommuist

Our best selling
high peammance the
Full 4 -ply nylon cold body
Handsome sculptured salewall
Rugged Super -Weld eonsti diction
Long wearing Faeqtone SUP R TUF
lubbm

Iii

schedule. and then we will me-

pare Con -Con legislation for
he legislature."
Mrs. Chapman said that
while it VMS never pleasant for
the legislature to face addition at expenditures, she expected

si

DO RONK, DAY
Pub0shed

dolly.

Rev.

F6odoY

through iridoy. by Day Publico
Prospect, III. 6006. Branch of.fice, 217 S. Arlington NeIghts
Rd...110ton N610,615 60005,
ond 722 Center, Des Plot., Ill.
6016.

ation, which Village Enamor
William McManamon said

whether you follow she plannet ecitirnaie (thc larger fig.
mak or that of the Rock Road
Construction Erin.
The retention pond It emstons, level would hold about
50 acre-feet of water. It would

We'
lob' ll' would
control measurell"
re a' abelkod

Thomas ;

the sun,. applimtion Jest, McDonough. director of the
riding the portions of its cur- Illinois Catholic Conference,
lingtestified Saturday at
riculum for which it wants
listened
"The State Superintendent

The range in the estimates

undertake to enlarge its cm --

fellcoo holy
purchase -of -services and vim-

sloe hearings ihai be

there

moved beyond the pond site.
He set a
mst
of 80 cents a yard for thisopor-

nthf 214,678 cubic yards

Min the 100 acre-foot cap.

pond,

might be intermediate, interring layers of "unsuitable"
earth that would have to be

of eart will have to be moved.

called comm.
"THE SCHOOL need not

the

excavating

far dirt removal depend on

antliciul characterPint Amendment, wrote, "A ization of this procedure us
non-public school that desires "contracting for secular edus
cadonal services" does not
financial aid wider the
sylvgnia PorcMsedffiSerrices help solve our constitutional
Establishment Clause of the

hid:Pions together went over 'and the wane board and park
the 2I -page draft of a contract district on the other side over
the voter of the fill to Rock
paragraph by paragraph
ID EXPAND the retention Road, and the cost of moving
which norm holds about fill which they End unsuitable
P
35 aeracet of water (one acre- for their use.
ffivereng contended that in
foot being one acre of water a
foot deep), to the 100 acre-feet
the grading plans of the Merci
firm call for, it is estimated
that from 180,000 to a max-

cidentally flood control.
The pork district hoard.

shiluld he
cm..
Levercna said that were has

coMpan, to buy the fill under
usual conditions it would pay
25 cents a cubic yard.

At one period in =mid-

considered high earth molting
msts and other proposed fees

this joh.''
He then gave Me following
estimated costs: Storm sorra
work al nog Lonnquist
(08,000): stockpiling of top.
soil, $20,000( replacing tops
coll $14,000; removal of coms
MI (12,000 cubic
yards), 114,000; Pumning as
pense,

511,000;

engineering

layout and .nervi sie

in

MOM, construction of Sled
hill, 53.600: and fine grading
work, $9,000.

AtinfIESAW
.140UNIPROVOCOUNIRYCIll6

C h ool Menus
echo®

To he served Thursday in
Rock Road Vico President Arlington, ProsPeri, Who".
i ig, Elk Grove, Forest View
.
John Lev erens said Mat his =,tiggg catimata that of tit, :nit Hersey high schools In
IRON yards of earth they District 2-1.
Main dish (one choiccit
calculate need to he milted, as

chill sue,' over Ile, Neil.,

much . 50,000 yards will be

ger in a bun, wiener in a bun.
"unsuitable."
(one choice), later
N)NSUITABLE" in the Vegetable
rounds, buttered corn. Salad
gongtrgattga gagligg,
lance imanis amenable for fin tone choicM fruit juice. tossed
prmunsamy gn.,..,,,,,,,,..0., salad, relish dish, molded: or-

go,

peaches,

5position handle with windup lock fee

GUARANTEED IN WRITING

weel, home deur., ow al
town U.S. mall row. 517.00 o
months.
vcric Sega lot

doe limp anon..

that her subcommittee would
recommend General Assem-

ea limit ee meenc

°"'""

71:071girr.

or

0 la -is

929.50

70tFlo

31.25
31.25

maw
11

the convention's work by 15

I le

roe

days.

11:TiMn

. TIN

1st We

32.50
34.50

06

37.75
41.50

s ss.,s

46.25

ee

sMis

47.75

814.76
15.62
15.62
16.26
17.26
18.87
20.76
23.12

Mar. 12 - 11 am - 9:30 pm

1

Mar.13 - II ant -500 pm

muffin and butter, milk.
fruit
Available d.sertsr
cocktail. raspberry gelatin,
cream pie, german chocolate

Antique Dealers

erg ilre

833.50

43.00

916.75
17.75
17.87
18.50
19.62
21.50

47.25

23.62

52.50

for you
2I -Inch rawnBoy virtually
Smits quick, mows quiet. Fingertip hon.
dl no with Lown-Boy's odjustable tima

54.50

27.26

sq., handle ocd tioht, rust-ree

35.75
37.00
39.25

.

.

storage. Variable speed seninns-

To be served Thursday in
MacArthur and Ano Sullivan
Junior high schools in District
23:

Wed.( or prim commie,

MT. PROSPECT V & S HARDWARE

gravy, whipped potatoes corn,

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

nmainik8 butter, filled coffee

lime,

cake,

cocktail.

INTERESTED It: PlICE?

Atv

plan.

sPEeLpti

Nis

411-1,0111M

_eh

.1,41

MAYTAG

xae

inY

n.9 '..prompt credit service. Don't miss out!

big

COLD CASH AT

apua

PORTABLEpurs

HEAVY

ium aims duck. 6 cutting Might ...Ions.

Is Liquidity

catcher is standard equipment, ot no extra

Repack Outer Front Wheel

S re°171Bearin
o=ry miles

WASHERS

coriqadel No. BM.

C

$13995

Ill 11 I. WITH THI

WITH THIS COUPON

All Wet ?

WASHER & DRYER?

OF OUR

Why does one dealer consistently outsell
oll other deolen in a given field, is it

\

Not quite.
Now you can earn 41/2% compounded Quarterly
on your regular passbook.
No minimum deposit.
And best of all, withdraw any time,
without notice.

a ance

de and Di Change

Prolongs the life of your tires.
Easier handling.

1,/

88

Wheel

metude. 3 qls. of
premium oil and
expert lubrication.

SELF-PROPELLED
0/011

ignition -key

electric

'Firestone

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

MU \GTO N

Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Rood
Wheifing,111. Phone: 537-0020
Member POI C.

430 W NORTHWEST HIGHWAY Ph. 2 59-2 244
OPEN MONDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY id

'

Dish

D

WE BOUGHT A
CARLOAD!
200 MUST BE SOLD!

NIN1116

ON SALE NOW!

SAVE GREEN COLD CASH ON GUARANTEED REBUILT WASHERS AND DRYERS
SERVICE

*?ECORD!

KENMORE

WHIRLPOOL

MAYTAG

AUTO. WASHER

DRYER

AUTO. WASHER

R.180

$69

R-188 $79

R-194

$84

G.E.
AUTO. WASHER

NORGE
DRYER

R-135

$69

R-168

$79

algae $1 699 5

Charles B. Gray

141

v\L

yoc

IS EASY

AT ACEI

cHaCK OUP

COMMERCIAL CREDIT

Hours: Men gas., Wad.8.30 to 8.30

maANCE PLAN:

Thum id, BOO to g Sot. 8.30 to 5:00

paw
mamas

yet

Sehaumbarg

CREDIT

Complete Saks do Service isf

LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

In Arlington Heights

warty

"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BETTER.SERVICE"
C13.2531
110 E. Rand Rd. (next to the Holiday MO Mt. Prospect

JACOBSON ARIENS TORO

\54

SAME PRICES AS WHITE!

sell one product, SAAWAGI Over 18 million sold! Need we say more2 This time,
buy on ACE WASHER MAYTAG - MAY TAG. mum be glad you mot

MGM. power

mowing eiceri o new ear of convenience.
sta.ng bewn-111. no'
Tis
itself, hut feature, Me famous
°q pro
repelsctric
towrilloy quick start (with ice hot quirk)
of a 12.coli automotive HPe homes me mom. Plus a, the exclusive features and
advantages of Model 8222 Modal No.

DISPOSERS

POPULAR AVOCADO GREEN

Portable.

mooeans quicken, personoliFed service. We

Coupon expires

March 21,1970

DIVERS

washer

ur own service deportment, which

21" DELUXE ELECTRIC STARTING

rec s on " ee

-,--

1111111,1:01-::

lower prics, Is it o better product, Is it
he. service, We el Ace-Nlowon think
toll three: we buy direct fmm the
factory, which means lower mites. We

I

DUTY

Built -In or

WE'RE PROUD

Coupon expires March 31,1970

HEAVY

OR
ELECTRIC

DISHWASHERS

WHY ACE

using precision equipment.

MA YTAG!

EVERYTHING ON SALE!

Front End Alignment
Precision alignment by skilled mechanics

Coupon expires March 31,1970

ACE.

21" DELUXE SELF-PROPELLED

mit Me tip Irlm. Gross

Buy NOW..

ON

SAVE GREEN

Main Me camel handle and this

HERE'A
A
GREAT
BUY

in=

$7995

9

3g-

4dj

1:1

coml. accessory is optima Modal Na.

os

g

P=INFoFIrs

CLUB

cake, safari cookies,

omred sinner for cud,. mans war.

1st 1.

3E50

23.87

per.,

c.

Mar. II - 11 am -9:30 pm

19" DELUXE

id.
Esti.

mains wham.

F

IQ

.

IhAWN-BOY

All sizes on sale ., buy now and save!
SIN

U

se

num by Rock Road, Levet=
said. "I'll give goo an id= or
the costs involved for us in

Pick a Champion.for1970

rusts lmm Isi to 3". laven.BoVe exclusive
primer, min -spark mune, and patented

Mole. midtwees

Subscription rotes: 35 cents a

WOMEN'S MB

MOUNT PROSPECT

WHEN TRUSTEES and
other objected to what they

A buiPF5s4asInF.ver ,,,th b man on,

ISEIP":"1117

hk

VISIT US AT THE

ity level only hi times of heavy

spired, and its perimeter
would he expanded along con tours to bc graded.

'

Page 3

cher plans for state rad would
Pew fed,:a constitution ti
NEXT: The parent vomiter

The meeting will begin at 8

convention," Alm. Chapman
told The Day. "We want the
convention to approve a time

e

PqC

talk.

:::,..."1:;`,.zsPeci

planned to in -

enia,unt

SLIGHTLY riculum or to increase its cilTHOUGH
over 55 million was appro. rollment, Indeed, it can de priated t 01'enmylvania lout of crease it, enrollment and di proceeds from home racing) to minish its curriculum and still
pay for the purchosemfAccu- qualify for state subsidy.
-It merely goes through a
tar services, over 516,133,000
in deim were filed by non.. prescribed procedure in tams

school pupils represent about

Robinson. who

the Marl IR court decision.

ground wiring for street lights
throughout Mount Prospect.

October, 1970.

der lino
mark payments. The schools

P.

25per cent of all state admit

anti

The case will be heard in

said the 45,000 nonpublic

William

Leonard Weinglass, a defense

wiring. but the directors plan

i>

ervices'

funds from being paid to nonpublic schods.

of Education for Rhode Island

brought such controverstal in dvduals as Bobby Rush,
Blank

to investigate all aspects of it.

from

ror'paS'ili'mp urr'ifoTs',i a "a nid hit!

land.

speak at the general meeting of

cisions have Nen made on the

Di -

DEVELormENT of
Weel Poi, the 23-acrc tract

Ntieh which am nod in the
public schools of Rhode Is.

High School District 214, will

leader,

31

Minder Salvatore

prsent Lacre retention harin

w long us they receive a salary
supplement yfrom the state.
They furtNr narst declare that
they will use only teaching ma-

Clyde Brooks, head of the

Panther

ct

'

and
dismisunderstanding
agreement between the construction company on one side

representatives

from the three interested orga-

four-hour

dismssion

'Continued am. root If

Educational
Lab head
will speak
Laboratories

lit

"

L. night,

ering the West Park pions. it
was thought that the village or
park, orboth, would be coati&
arable money ahead b.:weed
sale of the dirt to Rock Raid.

last

night was occasioned by both

li ve s to design a contract mMolly satisfactory to all three

Development of the eite,
the vita
ointl

1

The major "hang-up"

and with village represcnta-

don was assured with approm
of a bond issue a referen.
duo last Feb. 22.E

Fight shaping up river

Planned for those areas.

Educational

Mucci S
th MIT .1
agenda -km", the excavation
and grading em track which
consumed 75 per .cent of the

ing of close to 200,000 cubic

`purch,ase-

'lit is not the intention of bly approval of funds to extend
our subcommittee to urge any
particular course upon the

both the change for the lounge
and the new library were die cussed with the staff at Lincoln
before a recommendation was
made to the board.

rent trend in school construelion and that my portion of the
library can be used to conduct

to consider a plat of
subdIvialon of property southvast of Goff and Elmhurst

Mount Prospect Village Km Rd.,,
owSalvatore Di

in

Vote on new constitution/
now expected after Dec. 1
THE NEXT STEP in the

that

SAHLBERG SAID

open teaming spaces is Is cur,-

for the changes will probably
mot exceed the .timated cost
lof the original morideling

Hendricks said that a poll talten last year in the subdivision
'can"
in a 'll "lc in favor
of underground wiring.
SEVERAL MATTERS, in eluding the increased cost for
the proposed wiring and the

many varieties have been turn-

matter is up to Witwer and the

crease was given.

quested approval from the nil-Unini9 will u" re the Fes.. limo,,,,,,Yhwal= .nc:tr, 1,1hcrconDs,
loge for underground wiring

ing rase week,

iConriniredfisnii Page ll
witution, and securing bids
will lake mom limo
"The distribution of the

FISHMANN SAID that

said .,_,,,`! 02 onlyinin,.."

gate

the community, we can make
great strides in that direction."

rier.

Fishmann reported W the
board that the construction at
Lincoln is progressing Neer

eliminated,

mimes. The group h. re-

noted that "narcotic pills of

"There are several possible
reasons for this. Perhaps the

by using bookcases for bar-

area tom

teachers to

cussed at the directors

but with
rom conhoots and

Eliminating the wall Will be
a deduction from the original
construction cost, Sahlberg
mid, but no estimate of the de-

lounge hem* they

would be in a more central location of the building.

Twenty-four men met in the

construction of a wall in the

help, our Job would be hoops.

dffinpletely
continued help
earned persons in

class, he said.

necessary can be sectioned off

deals

but
Hendricks
ineleah..rife...
ru remothab with the changes
ted
,,,ivic coontio,
dein% m that area can he

Pryer said that the Chem)

senors at several other schools
In the area have made the same
observation,

still be used for a class and if

He mid Cleat the gaff lead
preferred the revised plan for

FISHMANN SAID that the
nriginal Plans alc° included

the community. Without their

"The problem of Me Of
lag up more and more in the -'drugs by young people Mamieled for years. It may never be
last month or two. Police count

could be used for one large

ine special board meeting
was

ference, he said.

Mathew Pryao executive' the District 59 School Come
secretary of the Chamber of munity Council tonight.
Commerce, said that the unBrooks, a resident of Elk
darground lighting was dim Grove Village, has recently

portions, mainly because of
awareness and co.operation on
Ole pan of school officials and

library, Sahlberg said.
He said that the space can

By Ben Clarke

can be made available to the
school social worker for con-

and soot lights have not yet
been installed by the village.

f

in which a I5 -year old fresh-

Sedberg said that the only ' District decides to expand the

Moved giving the teachers an

facilities whiles class is held in
one section or the entire area

THE DAY
Wednesday, March It, 1970

r sums
"vat

1ST POMMY
HE APRIL

1615 N RAND

24 W. GOLF RD.,

(U.S. 12)

(ROUTE 58)

CALL 392-2800

CALL 894-1900

MAYTAG
DRYER

R.167

$84

CURTIS BROS.

1 ACE

IMi

wj

WASHERS

DISHWASHERS
DRYERS
PiOPEN

MON. THURS. FRI. NIGHTS 'TIL 9:30 P.M.

K1,7'

One day at a time
Tomorrow
Is Today

A year and a half ago. Whir 14 years of marriage, my hobo d
fell M love with a married woman at a soles meeting 700 miles
Mosey Iron home. He has only seen her once (over i year ago)

erything was line.
HEMAS sniffing as he took
his coot oft.
...Wdbot smells so good?' he

nether in a bowl. It would all

SHE REMEMBERED,

.

..actly as he said his mother

sod wondered why she hadn't

load? Would b task the some?
WoMd the recipe work out es

dorm it before. After all, they

she expected?

now. She knew Bawls one orhis

go into the pot on the stove.

-

favorite dish., He often had it
when they went out to dinner.

gone shopping. She had found
all the special .things she

He seemed to enjoy it as much
or more than anything he ate.

needed, some here. some there
She had some trouble finding a

She read the recipe opin.

I

Meet a successful

ntrairk"lR

2

do." he

'

wonted to know,

pike

d with the kids fora

coffee in front of her, and she

while. Then they oil wet into

.relaxed.
She had answered the

dhmer.

don't

phonevPleeNe

ask

'

By Dolores Haugh.

90

again."

hhon'tk''ds Sda.rongr

"Oh. this looks good." he

said. He didn't sound us enthitsiostic as she thought he
would.

Bawl In aeries an

she

Artiste nor Excelleme)
Ed WOlailiS had just some
Into the lobby at Turkey Run
State Park. His face was rosy

.aid. not looking at her.

Map Publication5
.Marshall Field Ill

church and state separate.
Church school admInts-

The papers have hem full of

Rotors should think carefully
before considering accepting

Wednesday, March I I, 1970

schools' open houses last Sunday. The parochial schools

want people to know "what
they are buying"Wo know
their schools arc good with en-

°CHOW.
met teachers and programs.

Dear Nit. Derouise,
Several friends and myself assume you reside in this area.
Therefore we would like to know if you give private bilks and
what your fee is.
F.P. Elk Grove Village

John F. Stanton, I_,lirur and Publisher

Parocisnhial

William J. Riedel...h. Mondairm Editor

R. N. Poets, Mistinirion Dins

fur

DOCTOR SAYS

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

vet.

lham bad a fungus um

M.E, Des Plaines

Hem can I soften them?

two ails for several
months. My doctor prescribed
an entibietic. which I apply locally, btu it hasn't helped.
What do you recommend?

A - Ia some Krum. this b

der

Dee M.E.i
I du feel areal pod chance fur you to find a good compote&
Out 1 feel you marl get out more. I feel your best work b some
kind ofjols which serves the public. You must tiro more people,'
I fed your brother will vlsit, but it will he a long time coming.

en inherited trait. Other autos
include wearing shoes that are
10111
short. poor cimulatioa
psoriois and ringworm, Treat.
neent is as
but removing the cause should hemp.

A Since your nails am tm-

Dar Mr. Delouise:

pervious,

local

Meanwhile, if you can't cut
the nails, keep them trimmed
by Ming them.

applicationS

arc usually not :cry helpful.

I understand you are doing show of ea= kind in our vicinity,
but the friend who told me about it wasn't sure when and where.
-Could you tell me Ple4m,
EagoeTo See You, Buffalo Grove

some fungus infections can be

killed by taking the antibiotic,
griseofulvin, internally for

will he eppuoing at the Longfellow Schaal le Bath& Grove
la ?the pm. en Friday, March M. The papa. Is sponsored by
_the PTA and I undulland adadselon, S I per person, any be

the cause. It is often helpful to
massage a hand cream or petileum jelly into the skin
round your nails and to take

prOar,joa

ontelos
du. god vimmia D.

prim.,
In the
Roy Berg/mist. running for
as in schools. pledging alb, gromrcpracntntixo ix giving
vocal minority of taxpayers in
this country who oppose pray-

baua,
pappl, of 1,1
giano to our age or any refl.
gious observance M public
shoals.
sent our district in the General
It would therefore he naive Amemhy,

to rid. loom ,

this group
would allow tax money to sup..
assume

that

cUIt to believe the, they can,
subsidize their own schools.

Instead of the state giving
aid to parochial schools, why
any

publicap

than a few school, closing.

Mr. and hIrs.J.F.

independents get
commendation
Editor:

As delegate to ihe Illinois
Convention
Constitutional
vete or parochial school
close.? Then they can easily elected on a non.parlion Iwlabsorb these additional chit- lot. I feel that I should not im
solve myself actively in sup.
dren.
port of any candidates in the
Let's write in support of the pasty prenoics this month.
free Millie schools which Heaven, having son o m in-

Itogoir Vct'in

IOSEPII DE LOUISE. nationally known psychic, will oneleer the miestionfof Day readers n this column. Letters should
Wr cloned. her wines trill he omitted r the wirer requests it.
Write
Delouise In rare in` Day Pehlke,

deficiency. The condition

and thick I can't our them.

REPAIR
24 HOUR SERVICE
FREE LOANERS

26w

Georgian

22°

Pr

International

'reter;

:01:rion

Z niFs
Mole,

Aroustiron

'ot'
ri1r
Witlet

the replier

Ste S. Moin Mr. PROSPECT

Boot-ECAuS.s0.99tur:iN±

self -attained genius is reflected
in each onc.

pMat.lie does landscapes but

party

PREFINISHED PANELING

$3.50
3.98
FREE

Azaleas of cm, color bloom at the feet of Mrs Foul Fick of
Mont Prospect and Mn Eugene Tamillo of Des Plaines as Oh:,
share a happy moment or relief that the show as all ready for the
public. Mrs. Tamillo is serving as chairman of the Garden Club
of Illinois section, "Season With Flowers." Mn. Fick, president
of District It, assisted on the special Headquarter:: Committee for

during our foam/

Cahn gardens are by the A.
Lange Florist. Anding's Flowcriand. W. Alice Bosom Seed
Co.. Coca-Cola Co., Hauser-

man Orchids, Inc., and She

to make changes
Mn. John Kellen admires
one of the plmlings created

in the new phone book.

with plants grown in the fami.
ly's

Maybe you'd Ike w change the
way your name kneed,'
If your name isn't lead, maybe this
year you'd bk. It to be.

4),

Mount Prmpect,green.

houses. Harold Elope of Palatine designed the gardens us Mg plant material from several

PANEL

18° Sq. ft.

AMONG THOSE attendtag the red carpel champagne
reception were Mrs. Edwin
Haberkamp, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Locw, NI rs. Emil
Fick, Mn. and Mrs. Joseph
Kellen, Mr. and Mrs. John

!Celle, of Mount Prospect:
Mrs. Eugene Tainillo of Don
Plaines: Mr: and Mrs. Charles
Klein. Arithoton Heights.

IVIegncnrcnor.

gko nave.

Page

ANNUAL SALE

The Chicago Horticultural
Society
-sponsors the show

\itE
51 PlIoll0

.6-14.46.00

700 E. Northwest Hwy

05;711111:121

Mar h I I, 1971

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

0120 0 099110200090 9 01100 OUOSt 0120 DOR

Solo ends March 16th

Oakum Ilaugh-SNonsins 0011,11

wefinetda

"07`/AIX .11 I

'

I

IT

07..0407.1.,144rrwmirinr..141pla,ti'Ave.

Paterson and LCwis 1. West.

Garden designs arc by Herold Klopp of Palatine.

Ili

All who contributed time..
talent and energy deserve
special

bouquet

of

oilmen. for an outstanding
show and impressive &dim'
don ceremony.
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Or you might want to odd p listing
for someone else in your fohily, so
friends can keep In touch. Such
extra listings goat 50 cents o month.

the time to make your
change,- whatever it to The new
Naw's

phone book far Arlington Haight,
Elk Grove Village, lverness, Mount
Prospect, Palatine, Prospect
Heights, Rolling Meadows and
deurby communities goes M press

March ES. So please cull your Illinois Bell Sweat RepreMmotIve

florists of the area. Pink on,
Owns, white mums and many
other blossoms surrounded a

before then. Fier number I. on the
first page of your directory.
Coll now. If wa deal hear from you

by March 25, we'll have to say
woWe sorry, the presses ore rolling.

©

Illinois Bell

tiny fmmtein in the Kellen's
.

Country Florist Garden at the
1970 Chicago World Rower
end Garden Show.

gay pastels colors And the
earlier you choose, the better
your chance of getting lust the
right,one to help make this
important event in rut' life -a
memorable one, whether it's'
your prom or his:Shown, just
one from the collection. Size

SHELKOP
TV

'Beif;ni;

March 25 is your last chance

SUSPENDED CEILING

2 x 4 TEXTURED FASHION TONE
2 x 4 GEORGIAN HEMLOCK

Chissiaeonotniss a am 0T5 G5

With Flower,"

.Among the officers and directors of the show arc I. W.
Golburn. president; Mrs. Lawranee F. McClure, vice preeident; Robert Witor, treasurer,
Lorentz B. Knoulf, secretary;
Fred J. Ryington, R. Milton
Carleton, Dr. Francis deVoe.
Hubert A. Fischer, Mrs. A. J.
Fremouw, Mrs. C. Kenncth
Hunter, Bamb Krosborg. Mrs.
Stewart D. Owen. Gunnar A.

$150

SAVE

authorized

Kellen's

Rates my the dslication of the.
new Burpoo .9A1Co. marigold

abo on hand.
Dirbsen. who is a.gen.

4x7 $5.60

CL 5-7141

are

hibit of its kind in the United

Ida that morning. Gov. and
Mrs. Richard Ogilvie were

ROYAL,FLM

MT. PROSPECT 514 E. NW. HWY.

garden displays

pent. Charles Klehm and Son
Nursery, Arlington Heights.

'IQ, OFFICIATE at the fornud dcdication was Mrs. Did,
len, who arrived from Floes-

$5.82

LUNCRRRA PLYR,OOD

and the pertinent gatherino.

Chicago Park District.

$7.50
$8.64

Fn fn Ong DUFFYtEVANS

particimting in the beautiful

.

- Garden Show March 7.
Highlighting ,he largest ex-

en Dirksen,

PAIR

MU

Mrs. Tanana -is. chairman
for the Garden Club of Illinois
section of the show "Season

Country Florist, Mount Pros,

named after the late Sen. Ever-

" 7 $5.10

DELIVERY!

a telegram received from Proidont Nixon: The senator was
much like the firmer he loved.
robst. sturdy .
and all
American."
Among the local florists

Chicago World Flower and

HERITAGE WALNUT

$15.49

to

spring -summer fabrics and
'1114"01111ittpr

408x1"- $13.44

D & E MEDITERRANEAN OAK

CIST

Beautiful the night, beautiful
the occasion, beautiful the
dress when it's a Judy formal
from Carsons Randhurst
You're sure to find your
favorite from this wide and
wonderful selection of

a.% .1

4o8

CI

Anne H. Evans grits. T.131.1

Bush bulbs exploded amidst
hup ipringtime flower displays at Me International Antphi heaue Friday evening an=
flouncing the opening of the

$14.34

questions and help in your
selection of a -spring fashion.
fur
"

choice in the March Er primary election,

, ft

D & E MEDITERRANEAN PECAN

.

endorsees

Champagne bottles popped,

4,08.1/4" -

Mr. White will answer

and giving the vales a Inner

dimclor of the show, reed from

mnnurnsnon

his sagest with brusk and

Amderrhmeebtedm

WALNUT -BIRCH .0M -MAHOGANY 1/4" air

Mau

To own one of Ed's paint in, is m know the artist. His

is

LIdlonen'

392-4750

its, then captures the feeling of

o enter. solontrerfsero

D & E WALNUT

PURCHASE
OR OVER

with geese in flight, a bright Interpretation of u Galena street.
Each Was executed with the

.

sinew Imaoondkmmmer woos

HARDWOOD PLYWOODS

$15.00

homes.

his owl. He looks, sem, stud.

area

'

Carsons fur buyer, will be in
the fur salon to show his
spring collection on Thursday
and Friday, Morch 12 and 13.

Clummlinencearm meCarset owe

Inner herself, felt the new
Bowe r haN much to offer. vs
her hushand..
did her
Fronk DUbinsky. managing

4a8-

and came here to study art on

ring. a calm, bleak rural xene

the show.

4.7.1/4".

M !dings
to match your
paneling.

ON ALL MAKES

can be found in many

Ed was. born in Lithuania

give both of these candi-

D & E ANTIQUE BIRCH

i hid

4x 7 -

explained.

brood scope of subjects. There
'were elephants II, the circus

.

(For product, labeled to show country of
onwn of imported furs )

By Dolores Ilaup

All Hardware ,Z

COMPLETE SERVICE

po ntlogs encompossing a

Charles Fonon in Mount
Prospect In fact, Ed's works

dates credit for "taking on"

241/2`.q

Textured

4 x 8 xi/o4-

'The circus pictures 1 just
did for the Shriners." to softly

processed lamb jacket, -288100..
In persona Mr. A. J. White,

PINA

24'

Madras
Pinehurst

4.8.1/4-

The painting of the Parke
Canty covered bridge now
hails in the home of Mrs. .

Dirksen dedication launches flower show

newly dedicated marigold. Mrs. Dirksert's bouquet was designed by Gene LeRoy of Kellen's Country
Florists. (Photo by Debuts Haupt

including

HEARING AID

shares with his wife were other

%I a champagne pro sew reception at the Chicago WoOd Flower and Garden Show, CON end

ANNUAL.SALE

AAA - I

/

Mn Rwhard Ogles poss. with Mn Dirksen bode the enema, statue created by sculptor David
Laughlin of Nilo The statue is Cr the center t4 00 Bargee garden abler° sigh blossoms of the

CAFE DOORS

Sole ends March 16th

duction which eppearbd last
month on the cover of "Chl-

Q - What ants my finger-

Meginovalc.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

lm he wishes to do so for special effect.

'1-'7.hiBt

during our forms,
authorized

700 E. Northwest Hwy

Alongside of the Galena

street watercolor was its repro-

waging a MPrule against an en .04111141 Political machine in
thou area. He is pledging to do
away with all patronage if he is
elected,/

CEILING TILE 12"x 1 2"x1/2"

Fi

Ed's work is free and clear.
He does not grey his colors on -

Community Church, which
will continue daily through
March 29, he will exhibit at the
Joliet An League and later in
the Old Town shows.

Dated. (He in also
mean, tor commineernan in

SAVE `"J150

SHELKOP
TV

M agasine,

Democratic Party to be nominoted for representative in
Congro, from the I OthCon.

SPECIAL ON ARMSTRONG

15 pod, 21 excellent

Ed Wolailis of Barrington shares his picture of a Parke County covered bridge. He will be
among the arliqs exhibiting al the Barrington Community Church through March 29. (Photo by
D. Hough)

!Med by the Central Cornmince of the Cook County

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE .... 9 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

letter,

in. the Ford Motor Co. -Travel

.

'

OPEN SUNDAYS!

seven of hoe

dars, in Newsweek Magazine,

fails, another antibiotic, nysts.
tin, may be tried. Both are arcA - Brittle mils may be
used by excessive tonicity scription drugs. The treatment
is difficult at best and often
Mg, a reaction to fingentall
quires the help of a doctor who j lacquer or polish remover,
specializes in skin disease.
prolonged soaking in detergent solutions, a diet too low in
Q - My Mama are so hard cakium or protein and thyroid

paid st Me dotor.

In addithm. find the word

Chicago,

TWo beaUtifylJur jackets at
arsons -spring values! See
them at Carsons RandhurSt, i
make your choice in time -for
' Easter. Natutal mink jacket,599.00;. dyed broadtail

the

The chmeh schools may risk
losing theirreligious freedom in

ordenoachiew financialstability. This kos would be greater

Artist Greeting Carts, calen-

ished.

ON THE display board he

Democratic party
race, an energetic mama man,
In

study at the Art Institute In

HIS WORKS have been

eage TedaY."

ms money, There N 0 small but

to

published on the. American

be

nails to crack and Meek?

four or five months. If this

Deed Eager,

may worm in winter, when
the indoor air b too dry. The
endment would depend on

with°. ..,gdas, endomm.,,,
in their re.er.do,, primnd.,

public schools that arc open to
ell children. Private schools
Public schools asc a necashy.
The church is extremely
wealthy, well ineCSIC0 and 0
has -free institution. It is

bit

modulates who ore running

port church schools without
some contml or swings at-. Gary klaples from Maywood,
is opposing the candidate se me,d,

a

arc a luxury, not a necessity,

Skin disease specialist
needed for nail fungus

sympathy and
y
can mendatkm to two primary

special interol
group? We 5110111d ',appall our

Why ...td taxpayer.: 40.9
support

1 haw been a widow for over four years.1 miss my husband so
much, and I am very lonely. Do you see me married again?
Should I Huh my job? Who kind of weak would be best for me?
How will things bo between my brother and me? I feel I have
gone all the way now. It is up to them. Will they ever come for it

Mob: as ninny four 101111
mor
woods out of
ewhams os yea an.

arc

parochial children out mouth

E.g. Hutchinson. ricie.President

C. F. Nou,4,/w4li,ill,

Dear hlr. Lb:Louis,

CHENRAR

schools

do not serve all of Me children.

. Moo. For more information you may call my Chicago office at
ST2-3950 not lintels on klondays between 10 a.m. and noon.

Hideaword

't the poi..

That

Dear P.P.:
I do reside in the area, and I do give private tall.. The fee
depends no the another of people, location and reariollS other

using all

State aid to private schools?

pUblicily about the .prochial

"11"Tet;e6llief/=:;;;::/nit7IIZI/7:4VS;;,'''["

Page 4

nudo mil ConotrY die.. Km},

Editor:

Heartbroken, Rollin:: Estates
Deer Heartbroken:
Stick it mu. I feel this will pr. If your husband didn't love you
doom deep. he wouldn't be with you. Seven hundred miles iskst
Sty Mjet. If he really wanted to see her it would
over an ham
'have been cos. Sepormion is not Me answer. Whatever Mis other
yea can give him, con.
woman mild gels:

without .parry
hacking. I would like to Mend

For free public schools

was mostly self
He did, however,

duo

bridge that he had just fin-

He carried a complete wa-

depandont,

especirdly of clowns..

tercolor of an old covered

Usother. His hair was mowed.

Letters to the Editor

admits hefices to do pgrtraits,

the Chicago Tribune -MagaHE AND HIS wife had job iine, and in other metropolireturned from Key Weal:Fla.. . tan publications.
where he completed some.
In additibn to the Barringwork which will soon appear
Ion All Fob sponsored by the

from the cold end of winter'

Is he Staying with me because of the children and money problems, or is he waking for this woman to .become free as she was
planning to get a divorce? Should I sit this out and hope he'll give
her up emotionally and regain his love for me? Would a [agora tun be hest al this time?

Mind of :ha professionel. Ed
Wabilis iajuat that.
Th?Aulet man exploinedtaught."

"'I'l 'had this for lunch." ho

-only sorrow.
At present we Breslin together as I love him eery much. He is a
very good father, and our two children worship him.

FUR
SPECIALS

self taught artist

"What is the trouble!' she

She decided to wait -and sues-

several times. She hod talked
ebout last night's bridge. She
talked about plans for Ow met

She looked over all dm things
the had collected. She got the

thi?..I"d'oh'. you'id.know

answered.

After several hours, she
wiped her sweaty forehead
with her apron. She sat down
in kitchen chair. There was

had been married Soil: a while

couple of them. Finally, she

since then but has called her several Ernes a week and written to
her. He claims he loves her and fells nothing for me emotionally

on [bestow ell the thne. Ev-

cupboard below the Move. She
beg on adding the things to-

ready on the work table.

After eating thine he mid it
was really good, but he was
full.
"I thought you really loved

weekend. Still. she kept her eye

empty mixing bowls from the

Now all the thinp were

The day before, ale mud'
Dmr Mr. 1)cl.sui,e:

By Ron Swans

commeil them all,

Slowly, she stirred the pot,
Carefully, she added a few ingredients. She watched.' the
ti
on the stove.
Was it possible to make it

The day's prospects

[Parses Are Our Pleasure!
Private Facilities For

Anniversaries/Birthdays
Bar Mitzvahs
Bowling Banquets
Business/Club Meetings
Showers

(Special Group Menus
Open Doily at 11:30 A.M. )

St. George 4 the Dragon
RAND & DUNDEE RDS., PALATINE, ILL.

For Reservations Cell 35133232

{Arsons ie the place to save

.

THE DAY
THE DRY
Wednesday March I

Page 6

1970

1

Arlington High Junior honor roll
semester honor"
roll for Arlington High School
The first

has been announced.

SENIORS)
Elizabeth A. Adana, Carl J.
Anderson, Mary C Andaman,
Carla A. Angeloff, Michael

Maier, Heather E Baird.
Dianne K. Banko, Patrick
A. Bluhni. George B. Bond.
Habana L Bressler, Karen E.

-Tiles.. Kathleen A. Brown.
Jean NIT Burke, George S.
Kristin B. Clark,

Chapman.
Marianne

S. Claming. Jona,
K. Coekran, Dana L. Coe.

fman.

MARTHA L; Corwin. Carol J. Culberson. Lesley C.
Declining, Sharon M. Dohlwr-

tin, Elizabeth NI. Drake, David C. Dutton.

Treacy T. Elliott, Kevin L
Erbe,, Timothy W. Fichter,
Frances P. Frig°, Kathleen A.
Game, Pat A. Givens, Laurie
E. Godwin, Robert F. Green.

'M. Colleen Guilfoil, Nichola
P. Hahn.
DONNA M, Haase', Fred 1.
Ihnh, lards I.. Maundy, Cm

thy E. Hackendorf. Margaret
J. Hermes, Judith Hilbert.

Anita Huysmans, Linda E.
Johnson, Barbara J. Jones, Ka -

ran L. Kalinski, John C. Kel-

l. Joanne M. Kiss,.
Kathy J. Kiley, Barbara L.
King,

Terry

Kluesing,

G.

Deborah A Lenhardt, Christi
Lembenfeld, Victoria Lille-

ERICK A. Lindblad, Jo.seph B. Lynch. Susan K. near
Job, Melanie C. Maloney,

Jobe K. Alma, Janet N. Ma Jacqueline,
McMillan.
Kathryn A Mena. Berbera L
Meyer, John W. Meyer, Craig,
D. Mortiz, John K. Morrow.
Elizabeth Nloy, Rath M.

Nerlinger,

Deirdre
Offen.
Pascale. Wayne F.
Pierre, GeorgeB. Predick.
PROCHASBRADLEY
KA. Susan K. Ramsey. Donald R. Retake. Dick K.
B rian

P.

Mlindd K.
Martha A Ranee

Reed.

Susan Seelcnbinde. Diane

'C. Shak Kimberly Skala.
William J. Short, Monica J.
Stansbury.

Martha J. Stephens. Jeffrey

K.

Stockdale.

William

C.

Hackle, Gerard A. Subj..
Thomas W. Sward, Herbal A.
Trulove.

ELIZABETH

Turkmen!

Uselding. Watley
Lynnda
VanWinkle, Debra C. Vogel,
'Dianna I. Wadsworth, Evelyn
F. Wagner.

Richard Wakcly. lama J.
Wainer. Janet

I

Walters

Vince W. Weidner, Michael J.

Weiler, Cherie Ann Weste.
Kristine T. Wolter, Patrick
H. Yorke, Pamela J. Zoellick.
JUNIORS:
Jeffrey K. Adam, Karen S.
Ahnquist, Esther L Banm.

Nancy Baumgartner. Brooks
W. Bauske, George F. Bieber.

Steven L Bohn, Roy C
Brooks, 'Thomas A. Bucking,
ham, Mary J. Brasher., Donnejo Cemdstro, Paula D. Car.

Cheryl L Clarkson, WilIiitrA.Cochron, Carla J. Colson, Brian W. Conklirceharon
K. Connor, Cathermh E,

Kathleen H. Witcher, Barbara
L. Wotrubm
SOPHOMORES:
Marjorie

S. Bauer, John C. Benham,
Angela J. Berry, A. J. Teddy
Bourfard, Ifitsma E. BowM.
John H. Chapman, Mark A.
Chidley, Craig L. Combs,

Alan K. Conrad, Barbara A.
Conti, Steven J. Cooper.
Carol C. Dalbkc, Donna M.

Onvis, Vicki R. Dellasseec.
Patricia A. Doyle. htmlc A.

Fluke, Kenneth A Follett.
MICHAEI.

b rieburg,
Frisbie, Desiree
E.

Ellen NI.
Frisshmonn, Becky L. Geiser,

R. Givens,RR'''.

CrYCAMEY M. CashinK GRohm
E.
John J. Daly, Michad J. DanHolly II. Hansen, Stephen
Solo, Charles B. Dillon, Rho- W. Harms, Janes H. Hauer,

roe M. Doyle, Timothy R. James Heffernan, Deborah L
Dural
Hatcher, Jeff C. Hunskicker.

Earl T. Eells, Jeffrey Eft.
'themes M. harm, Wendy A.
!Mon, Steven P. M.N. Mar- Jenkins, Jean B. Jessup, Laurie
Ma A. Flodin, John C. Gabler Johnson, Tom E. Jahastin.

. Roy L Genevich, Jean

E.

Frances H. Kempisty, James
A. Kolze,

Suzanne Gocbbert, Brian R.

JOHN R. Kolze, Glenn R.
K oh Joel Kuykendall, Helen
P. Lehman, Susan M. LOr.

Glenda.

Goedke, Ann C. Onshore.
Peggy

Grob, John
Prom, Michaele M. Haas.
A.

A.

JERRY 0. °99.0. Riub.
and L. Hanson, Nancy L
Huth,

Pamela

S.

Hod..

Sheila M. Hoffman. Kathleen

A. Badly.
Barbara L Hudec, Robert
M.Iversen, Kay
.ieskemt.

Rose"'
j5h"" Jan E
ICcbc, Barbara A. Krysli,

gem, Sharon R. Luker.

Chris A. Nlarkstrom, Janis
R. Meyer, Michael J. blitchell,
Susan 1. Moon, Thomas P.

.

Nichol.. Craig Noland.
Pat
P
E.

pada.,

O'Neal, Sumo L.

Borgelt, Maureen H. Brunker,

Robert R. Bunn. William H.
Bunnelle, Cynthia A. Bunting.
JOHN A. Burkhardt, Mars,
A. Chr stensen, Theresa Coleman., Cobh n M. Colman,
Gail S. Colianni, Nancy C.
Common.

Robed S. Conklin, Alan R.
Cook, Dale W. Coffman,
Deborah L. Crocco, Dania
Cunningham, Woolly A. Daly.
Brian M. Decoy, Jane Dick.
inson, Heather R. Dobbins,
Catherine M. Drazba, Renee
Extrorn.
T:Drolet, Daniel

Joon M. Hampton,.Sth
D. Hares, Massy C Hathaway, Gerald W. Henna!,

jewelry, art and fashions at a
special display in the lobby of
the Upper Avenue National
Bank of Chicago in the Haze
cock Center Building for sev-

Several area residents are
among more than 400 colon-

t= chairmen and go-getters
ier WTTW, Channel I I's
fourth

fund-raising

annual

oral weeks before the auction.

auction, who helped kick-off
the season for collecting donations at a champagne party in

It {Gym M the AuLNIOPIUM
This year's auction 'will be

Circuit Court revenue up

Peter NA. Hendricks.

Cook County Circuit Court

Raymond C. Herman. Stan D. Hinton. Ray C. Holten.

system in 19691i:weeded 1968
revenue by almost 5 per cent,

J. Danaher. Most of the revenue was from fines on traffic
law violation, he said.
The. cononunitics and their

hach. Thomas R Holub.

head) Division Assn, is seeking

Elk Grove Village,

Welter R. Lester, Cheryl A.

to contact World War II mem-

Leah.. Joanne Lindblad...
son J, Lockwood, Linda K.
Loam., Nancy E. Maniere
Sally A. hien., Lamm L.

bers in planning its 23d An-

573.295.87;
SchauMburg,
070,926, Palatine, 534.557,
Hoffinan Estates, 526,463:
Mount Prospect, $25,370,
Wheeling, 520.140, Rolling

las. Tex. on July 23,24 end 25.
Fortner members may write to

Nona A Meyer, Neil &bola. Box 172. Davi-

Matta,
Lynn

nual National Reunion in Dal-

McCollister.

Moejude

McCann, Mark T. McClen-

las Roxanne Pariii.

Joyce I. Kuensficr, Scott J.
Kunkel, Eve NI. Locker, Mar-

m A. 1,ickrell, Terre= L
Plato, Deborah R. Quick, So-

lo L. Larson, Sally A. Leighton, Deborah A. Leydig
Melody Lockwood. Donna

7a one R. Ruff.

Ness,

ai
-THE KING

Patricia E. Hatch, Sheryl L
Ryckaert,
Sonia, Tim C. Sands. Mary
E.
Milan H. Savich.
Hildy M. Sievers.
Jeffrey L. Seiler, Barbara L.

David F. Paulsen, Michael
R. Pautr, Gary R. Philo, Dolor
L Plant, Roberta L Hanle E
Steven Pesky Bonnie S. Ne-

WILLIAM P. Moore, Mark
C. Morgan, Karen L Mama
Krhtin L Newzmiet, Scott G.

Sherman, Denise NI, Sherman.

Lennon A. Remain, John
W. Ramsey, Kenneth Rawm

Petite
Filet With
Sauce Bernaise
Petite Lobster Tail
with Butter 5625

Nielsen. Ellen A. Olson.
Katherine R. Owens, Coos

PETER A. Stull, Janet G.
Sundcen, Rick L Sundquist,
Deborah K. Taylor, Debra K.

nolo, Lihda A. Rotten, Christopher Rintz.

dining fit for

Richard A. McKay, Denise L.
Menu. Michael P. Moffo,

stance Pickrell, Ann H. Poo

Gail B Smith, Stephanie Stab
der. Karen L. Stephens.

Ma iii S. Powell. Mane M.
Rieder, Michael J. Rossi.

TItielen, Marcia C. TindalL

Jan Marie Santelli, Robert
M. Schwenk, NancY S.

Laura J. ssagnm sawn,
Weber, Gregory A. Wetland,

der,

Michael G. She -alien.
Thomas G. Snetten, Catherine

Barry R. Werner.

Snyder.

Woods,

DIANE SOCHA, Ron W.
Manley, Dean P. Stambury,
Jeffrey A. Steele, Patrice E.
5ain, Jos

sy'ar°°.

Thiessen, Lois R.
Abbe
Thielen, Cory N. Tibbits. Sheb

Deborah

Carol E Werner, Anne hi.
Christine Yong....
Mary NI. Yorke
FRESHMENt

Tonic A. Aleshire, Cheryl
David E. Anse,
D.
Margaret J. Barry, Debra D.
Bauer, Kris A. BaumgarL

ley Townsend, Lana R. Vol.
land.

Katherine Walsh Linda S.
Westphal. Michael K. WilFins. Robert H. Williams,

J.

awn

am,

sonar

Bergstrom, Gregory W. Way.
Thome Bierrna, William G.
Blocki, La
M. Bohn.
hl
Betsy A. Brags. James R.

40 reasons why

tter&

JOHN S. Robb, Lorry R.
Robert G. Rowan.

Roberts,

Adrienne L. Rudy, Patricia M.

been raised on Be grounds

ance; Martin Ryan, English:
Michael Carroll, coordinator.

seven division chairmen
attended the American Assn.
of Higher Education meeting

1010 Crabtree Dr., adminis.
active assistant, all of Arlington Heights and Michael W.
Johnson, 138 Center, Wheel-

March 2 through March 4 in

Ica

Chicago.
Staff expenses arc paid from
the 1960.70
budgeted ih-

novative travel and In-service
. funds.

SAN JUAN

pares those of Isall to the ones
asked Ill years ago.

Not everyone will be risked
IM same number of questions.
flare is a block of items which
will be asked of everyone, but

others will be put to only 20
per cent of the population.
Some will be asked of 15 per
cent, and some of five pr cent.

'WHETHER A question is
to be asked on a 100 per an

'195

7 DAYS

Departs Every Saturday Through April 4th
Cruise the Caribbean on the new

4 SUNWARD

Serving Om docommalm traveler for over 15 year,

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL,
365 Evergreen Plaza
Arlington Hughes, III 60005

INC.

255-7010

Edda Ara

Shaben, William D Shama!,
Kristin M. Shuman, Janet

names haver dam

L. Sieferman, Lynn A. Simon,

NAME

How any days-

"vacationed

nine completed," will be

in confidence by the paling
bureau in accordance with the
cenWs law.

Many questions

country of binh, of

`The five per ,Cent ample
will provide statistics for larger cities, standard metropolilarger

Drivers should enter orpresantys at the speed of traffic,
the Chicago Moto
Motorists also
Club.AAmys A.
Mould keep pace with expressway traffic, change I
only when necessary, taking

care to check traffic both in
front and behind, and look
cahefully to the rear before

slowing down to leave an ex .

such as
parents

Residents of Harper College

sentee ballot for the upcoming
tax rate referendum nay obtain their ballots in person or
by nail, officials have announced.

all

Qualified voters may
absentee ballot previous to the
voting date, March 21 if they
II, unable to be
at the
polls because of

n-

capacity, tentes of religion, observance of a religious holiday,

or absence from their county
of residence.
Absentee voting can bu
done in person between March
11 and Wednmday, March HS

9 am. and Sum. at
the Harper College business
office Room 220, Building
A), Algonquin and Roselle
RM.. Palatine.

Thomas, David J. Thom.,
Richard N. Turner,
Anita Ni. Weber, Donald J.
Weber, Timothy W. Weiler,
t

a

C.

Mon, Jeff,

A. Wussecker. Dominique
Young. Kathleen M. Zaucha.

15

cents and comm in English
Spanish. Write to the
American Medical Assn., 535
N. Dearborn St., Chicago.
"How to Prevent Child.
and

hood Poisoning -A New Ap.

station pamphlet. and wig

mon household products a
tint aid memures Wnte

&Bs that parents and fm the.
lolloworg

Math

meat Ths Children s

Ira
Thu
Countsrdoms
HomL Ile free tram Ammon

Cedar 300 Longwood Al

tlru.r35R/PcE:ghtl!"/sT"NTX
ark N 1' 10019

PoisonIng on 10 ants and can

Dooms The. MEnace Tam

cldsnt Prsyyntion Comm.),
at The Anne.. ssadidny of

,

ing.ti
not

"Inc presence of these basic plumbing items is a
sigi

nificant indicator of housing
yet

the csus questionnaires
distributed Minch
28 and should be 'eternal by
April
to the district census
office,
1001 Touhy,
Da
should

been

1

Plaines.

Voters hoping to am ballots
March 14 should contact the
business office 1359-1200, ext.
220) immediately.

Mailed absentee votes require completion of an °application for ballot," which
should be filed with the college
no later then Monday, March

Page 7

1970

The new publication en a
Part
of a book
la published two. years ago,
"Your Bill of Rights." The

Iv It legal to teach molution
to a public school? Is it legal
for a student to wear a black

Pocket

annband to protest the Vietnom War?
These and other issues de.
tided by the U.S. Supreme

Pocket Part summarizes the

Court during 1968 and 1969
affecting the Bill of Rights are

M dam.

latest Supreme Court casa
.d brings the earlier work up

also are available free
to the public Requests should
be addressed to Illinois State
Bar Assn., Illinois Bar Cader.
Springfield, III. 62701.
Rights

discussed in a new publication

The Pocket Part is available
free to anyone who has a copy.

"Your Bill of Rights,- a
110.page commercially print rd booklet, was prepared by 14
Illinois lawyers, It was edited

ieleased Saturday by the IT

of "Your Bill of Rights"

by Atty. Carole Kamin Bel -

gaol. State Bar Assn

Copies

Bill

"Your

of

of

Iowa Chicago.

proach Is 10 cents and lists 50
potentialls poisonous cone

i PM, at Poison 0 tea from
Caen
the Nffional
col for National Poison Prc
sentient Week PO Box 1543
Washington DC 20011
FACES
F\ERYDAY
About Poison Prbvention

Depart

Education

`Fria Aid Treatment or,
be obtained by writing ilssAc

A

II

6

Boston Mess 02115

-

1

Pediatrics 1801 Hrnmm An
Evanston 60204

Read the Label on Hon.
Modiants es tree from Thu
Propratam Assn 1700 Penn
sylinuna Av NW Wasibmq
ton D C 20006
au IS 29
Poison and

cents from Champ L Bau
Co

Ina

Granfield

Masa

01101

Thos two rsfersndum pro
poyah weak an mons. in the
college v

educational

hand

from 12 cents to 17 cents (per
5103 assmsEd valuation) and
iradtdoi. in the building and
meintenume. fund from Four
;Ants to mat. cum.

16.

Voter qualifications for the
Harper referendum are the
isme as those for the general
election, a citizen must be reg-

istered in his precinct; be 21
yew, of age, a rmident of the
college district for 30 days and

sate resident for a e.

KROEHLER
FACTORY

The college sery
of Palatine; Schaumburg, Elk Grove, Wheeling
ship

and Barrington High School
Dist. 224.

ANOTHER C.B.G. SPECIAL!

XPANSION
SA
El
- ONE
WEEK ONLY

Special purchase buy of the year - Kroehler has expanded its local factories and we
bought our quota of expansion special sofas, Reg. values fa $249 00

the fine most popular sofa styles around. Modem,
contemporary, traditional, Spanish or Early Ameri-

Now your lawn
has met its master!

TIP

MICHAEL J. Sweeney. Rtman Taylor, Barbara E.

"First Aid Manual" is

any hazards.

Sus. K. Smith, hitched W.
Stanczak, Nancy L. Sundeen,

ton, D.C. 20009.

Harper absentee ballots
ready for Dist. 512 voters
Maria 512 who need an ab-

1825 Con -

:QUESTIONS
ABOUT
lush toilets, bathtubs 'and

their being asked by

The query on activily will be.
wool to surly migration patterns. according to federal of.
finale. All answers to questions of the census will be kupt

Assn.,

necticut Av. NW. Washing.

not asked at all in 1900.

1060. The government ap-

O.

Chemists

The Amway Corp. of Ado,
Distributor Somas
Mich
Divenon neently rnewehed
amilabilit) of poison ptt

Yeas

pressway.

Please sand Paola... an ebb fotl.w,ne

last head count.
Others, like

Ibis Beach moo( everyone 10

cent basis.

areas.

and employments status Will
bc asked of fewer people this
year than they were during the

claimed March 15 through 21
National Poison Prevention
Week. 'Consumers will be
alerted to thefact that most accidental poisonings of chitdren are the result of misuse of
otherwise harmless prodneAS,
or, more usually, ignorance of

1

Bill of Rights issues discussed in new booklet

free from the Manufacturing

President Nixon has pro-

showers will be asked of eatery thth This

on expressivay

ALSO ROUND TRIP MT TO HAWAII $310

n

er on the condition of pees
Musing unit will not he aned

Maintain speed

MEXICO $190 JAMAICA $214 NASSAU $184

the King andhis
special Ladyr

five years ago will he asked of
20 per centof the people this
year. It lifasn'tin TfiR°.

listed for areas as smell as on,
sus tracts and most counties is
collected on a 15 or 20 -per

statistical

Poison Prevention Week
aims at alerting parents

asked of only five pee cent of
those polled. lt, heaver, was

A QUESTION OF activity

that needed for city blocks is
collected on a 100 me cunt
basis, information to be tobu-

tan

ALL CABIN, WITH PRIVATE BATH
COMPLETELY AN CONDITIONED

AND I"

hated in Such a way that each
person and each household
hos an equal chance of being
included in the sample.'

'Information inquired for
apportionment purposes and

From

ST. THOMAS

YOUR CHOICE

Choose from a wide choice of 'fabrics and

can

$17800

colors - for best selections shop early.

QUANTITIES LIMITED!
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

The New 1970

JACOBSEN
21" MOWER

ay.8

SPANISH
JACOBSEN

Style
your
kitchen with

ture finish

e

eons cokhor. also

conions,

Amber Verona
Pearl Verona

Reg. 58.49
Reg. 58.49

2/GAL.

ARTIFICIAL A perfect wood
CEILING
BEAM

reproduction.
Easy to handle.

9c
tOc

INIXSAYE
INTERIOR LATEX

15c

an_
771;

pe..

Dries fast.

All Triple

$297
GAL

91R6'.0

TRADITIONAL

All Jacobsen rolory mowers feature eaknive

$ 700

4-31oclo curling. Instead of the old fashioned bee
cuner with onna sharpened edges. Twice the cut.
ring action far smoother =wings plus the blades
are double edged so they can be reversed when

Get a Jacobsen and
Get it over with!

$ 178"

Reg. $249.00

ONE WEEK ONLY

MODERN

SERVICE

CHOOSE FROM 8 MODELS INCLUDING
SELF STARTING - SELF PROPELLED
RIDERS WITH LAWN ACCESSORIES

411110Mt!ilt.':"
30 RANGE HOOD

Windows

Easy to install,.

25%.

Reg. $249.00

dull, For longer ono, cutting down on the reshorm
ening job

fr,

Track Storm
in Stock

Easy

aralw ra wawa S.

Edda. Aladalousta ars.

ONE WEEK ONLY

$1100

61.23

1100

MAYFAIR 290
SCULOTEREO 270

LA

or.

law. Ma

8ED N515.99

92REG

L458

just 20

,.tar.

am Sanaa Ed all id Wanda
nodal Naddrawd ...lad le In a to
ol Mad dela ados. ha dna.,
to Ladd
1.1.1 end doaliodand
w

clean-up.

SUPER

SPECIAL!

TAP SAP,. OmndAP

soap a. water

Pebble

CIAPTIMED

YOUR
CHOICE

7.-

SCOTCHGARD

eca, Ma Amapa Iramal

k raal. had ard

minutes. Easy

in

sulates.

7

rig
sP

Dries in

betifies, sound

1:11a.

Bag. MSS

la

alma

WE'RE PROUD
OF OUR

ULTRA ONE -

COAT INTERIOR

to in ceiling that

al

PANELS

Star Burg

ONE WEEK ONLY

mte
our 6,r* Sil oal smy
asa
aka
al
we
lloadana.
ad rais

Her durieg
alow*
loaraTaa ay as alas.* mai

ads aw M.

SUSPENDED
CEILING

Rog. 56.49 t5114

Gold Oust
fin:g's.::::
Gold FlorentineFlorentineg

s00

model

...4144,44... 45.
smAm.... wad, Ime....piloannaw
ss.4.444
awe lar Widi yea awl le ow now, near can Nom

°"2'stiaTar'

Reg. 06.49 YOUR CHOICE

Avocado Florentine... Rag. !CM

show n

Lain. mit.iiiisd

re-

sists abuse.

10%"F
Reg. 36.49

Rao. 5349.00

Model 432.139

sxeasy

Highland Birch
Natural Birch
Antique Birch

CONTEMPORARY

0. EMMEN/

cabinetry from
Wickes. Longlasting furni-

PANELING

The bright new ideas
are Electric.

dist they unduly invade one's
peivacy. A U. S. Department
of Commerce. bulletin co

pia will be scientifically se-

cials.

CAPTAIN, COCKTAIL PARTY
SWIMMING POOL
DUTY RH SHOPPING

'CABINETS

Commonwealth Edison Company.

some hove

partment of commerce offi-

CRUISE

3 MEALS DAILY PLUS SNACKS.

KITCHEN

comparable gas models. This savings can represent about three years of cost-free drying under
average family use.
The electric dryer surrounds your wash with
gentle radiant heat, so your clothes are always soft and
wrinkle -free. The economy and space -saving convenience
of electric dryers enable you to give your family a sunshine free wash, day or night, in any season. Put a little more sunshine in yourlife=the new, radiant electric dryer.

to

sample basis depends on the sin) of the area for
which statistics am to he made
available," according to de-

CARIBBEAN

Ryan, Clarke J. Sanders.
Joy
Schaad, William F.
Sellmid, Diane C. soden,
Glen K. Shaffer, Kevin D.

the electric dryer stacks up
as a betterbuy.

Electric dryers are priced up to $40 less than

Objections

aounties and states. The um-

basis or on

r

Pr,Zpp

femnss were: James Harvey.
atcmpresident student affairs:
Guerin Fischer, dean of guid-

tributorst E.M. Maier, 1714 E.
Mayfair Rd., cohhairmant
Mrs. Edward' Brcitenbach.

Meadows. 513,770. and Buffalo Gros, 53.426.

son. Mick, 48423.

ask?

Dis-

and

The 1970 census question.
noire baboon to be distributed.
'W111 sort of questions will it

March 6 in Hawaii. (Bien
who joined him at the cum

mechanical design program
and James Hamill, trustee.
Three administrators :NW at

Da Plaines, 1107,040; Arlington Heights. $79.191.50,

The 3d armored (Spear-

convention Fcb. 28 through

acknowledgements

raven. from 1969 a.

KELLY ht. Keirn, Karen'.
Knssck, Gary R. Knight, Ellen A. Koch. David J. Kubik,
Timms A. Kureka.

KEVIN T. McLaughlin
Pamela A. Meyer. Karen
Murdock, Douala R. Myer.
Mark K. Nagel, Elizabeth A.

C. Luther, Kyle L. McKay.

to Cook County

Circuit Court Clerk Matthew

Reunion

e. AeltI, of Junior Colleges

fEquipment

Pmemaming a the
martial public television Ste-

according

tributes items gets a tax &lacdon Far his donation plus' free

Gabor Von Varga. 215 S.
Drury Ln., chairman for Of -

of Malkin and

movement

doe.
The businessman Who don -

Arm residents who will he
involved in volunteer Wen on
the Channel II Auction arm

ginning to contact local rnerchants and manufacturers for
donations of products or services to go on thc auction
block -to raise money for im-

televised for seven days. April
26, through May 2.11te public
will have a chance to view the

Harper Coils, staff not

Robert E. Lahti, college
president, tended the Amali-

calhaair

'70 census to cover
everything and everyone

h. began March by attending
professional meetings in Chicago and Honolulu.
'

for his company and product.

The volunteers now ere be-

Revenue recevied by suburban communities front the

Barbara J. Pomp,
Linda A. Peckham, Km A, Pe -

MARJORIE Phillipp, Har.

4 area residents aid WTTW
in 4th annual auction kick-off

PAN1ELA K. Fuchs. Earl major donations in antiques,
T. Gray, Gary E Gronimid.
Mary J. Hahn. Cathy A. Hammock, Donald E. Hammond.

Harper staff
at conferences

Wednesday March 1

duct free,

NEW! SELF -STICK
CARPET TILE

Just press into
place.

$2695.,

EARLY AMERICAN
1/2 H.P. DISPOSER

Silent

operat.

'aesr.""ed

REFRIGERATOR

16.6 cu. a

$339 inyou
$39.95

Charles B. Gray

Reg. $249.00

$

7 00

ONE WEEK. ONLY

.EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BETTER SERVICE"
110 E. Rand Rd. (next Ionia Holiday Inn) Mt. Prentibet CL3.2831

100% NYLON

Reg. $238.00

PA wawa awn sank E cap add Yaw nada
prida swoad aware aisarlywallon bead rippord
swala
ala au Sawa May Maws and.

ONE WEEK ONLY

wely dad land It
BAN Dna 4.4 ad
.01*
Mara a f000f a do inn Rad ram* wax

ass. scion* cm mins mem. al a art war. hr

mow ...arm.

111./6N

Ll

S

11

S

A Small Deposit Will Hold Your

HOURS

MON., THMtr AVIr
ROD
TUES.,V40. AHD SM. Aso. 4, 9W.

SALE STARTS MARCH 12 to 18th
.consikri.dides

STREAMWOOD
% elite west of Barrington Road
cie Lake Skeet (US. 20)
837 6000

Purchase For Future Delivery. Plan-

ning a New Home or Apartment?

dSLISSAV511d105,00

SIOSFROUn

Can nesthen

ens

derrire

JACORSON ARIENS. TORO
LAWN BOT LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

re OM learn

CHECK OUR

COMMERCIAL CREDIT
FINANCE

esteent

LAN'

in SAW. NA
Nome Mos., Tom,

ed. 0:30,6.5:30

lAurs....1130 tog. Sol. 9:30 to SDP

We'll Hold Your Purchase for Tout

FREE DELIVERY

Phone 259-5660

WITHIN 50 MILE
RADIUS OF
ROLLING MEADOWS

ADROIT TER95

OHM'S IADOIT HUD
ASRDIAL AA USL TONI
MRIVILSTIANA CARO.

INTERIOR DECORATING,

CARPETING, IMIAPERIM

ROLLING MEADOWS 511,9i, CENTER ON N. IRC HOF P ROAD

AU. LISTED
ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE.

I

ednesday, March 11,1970

THE DAY
Page 8

WedfleSday, March 1 I. 1970

Men on the move

z
0

12/114VII.E4 .116111/1,0V ' RIVItzt-iimiuj
Consult this' daily guide of reliable

154nstrut5on

Carpet toyer

ALTERATIONS 6 HEMS

CARPET

ONAOGARMENTS 8 COATS
392.5410

PAT...PANTRY

,ate. 324.95

ins

WEDDINGS

wee

sales

the supervisory level at Westent Electric] Regional Headqt.:triers in Rolling Meadows.

by Weber Marking Systians,
I rte., Arlington Heights.
Lame is now responsible for
customer service, order pro.
caning, pricing, branch office
whnhastration and national
magma courdination.

As department chief, Ilayley
will now direct the efforts of a
lame unit of personnel respon
sible for engineering etc,

Ira nic switching comm.

SPECIALTY.

AVING APAR

.

253.7230

cent,

M''''''
In'n'"""
PIANO aloe ORGAN LESSONS

r

1...2Lreg 0.,.......

COUNTRYSIDE.FURNITURE
REFINISHING AND REPAIR

0
0

;EC

t. 7.10 PMs

mo .0

p&is,,,,, & Decor. jog
.'
ee
weshead."99-17,06.

,

81, Mtleraulsee
Horne or Office

igg

692.4210

w

PAINTER OR FIX.ITMAN

'.1111111"-'''''''''
sidewolks and oelss

ans,i,

FULLY INSURED - CALL 5621975

No

Reo,anoble.

.... `..',.;Vg,!.....

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

a

EXPERT CARPENTER

35,1459

Ices been promoted by Illinois
Ken

Telepone

CO.

C h es tell. St, Arlington

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

HP10111. was recently

?°.tli^n111Tt7l1Z

K.6.O.P Off lamb-figl

11.0111

saitchboard installation foreman to district installation siiperintendent in Mold, He
will stipers i51, 58 employes
alio handle telephone installatiuns ill Skokie, Morton
Grove, Niles and Lincoln-

m,. He hasworked in and.

elected

of the General Finance Corp.
M
Evanston.
O'Keefe Is
0110 a member,,rlbeCMPr

.9

Toll Ingo:ore

D.

Dog ,E,,,Eo
reqms

Committee of thr Law Foram
of Nolionul Cementer Finano Amp,

Lrogiliong in the ryrnpany
indodlak miasma acount

IR

office

portitions

,Inman end sales manmer

2512570

SERVICE

POODLE

GROOMING

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
HOMES, OFFICE, ROOM

299.1696

.10,25,0.,,,,, ppp.

G....V..'
.....
.- °.d.`. T5T .

6000 WORKMANSHIP.

-.T.....

...ORO
9.-9.9
CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

I

s

Kitchen erninewee

(/)

Realtors -Owner,
krilington Heigh.

Rd

se naia, appointed man
Robert Boylan, 1421 Green

Log Mount Panne, am brain
promoted to president and director of Me Charles R. Teas
Co. of Waukegan (distributors
If fire and security products).
Boyland is a member of the

Lake County Safely Assoc,
anon and 110 had 15 yens es-

SW

Colson draperies by NELSON

.

G.
Ra.e.

/mmisi.

DRAPERIES. BEDSPREADS
CUSTOM MADE 6 FABRICS

Stalrwoes

Rumpus
Vlolallons

'

named

assistant

Controlleh
Z117:1196'N. Ile"00

of the American Gas Assrhand

0

Darien.: in the Me and sew serves ea that group's *rein; control industry.
delisemconelneentedne.

,
259. 8 .....C...

392.

Custom Draperies

a.,

s

pany in NM as a senior a,
fort being

..
359-1410

. ...m,, . YHIe.',.

A

I

F

...

wt.

°

...'..
'.....
e3

Carpentry -Remodeling

°

,.,,,,,,.

FULL' BASEMENT
Installed In Your Crowl Space
HOUSES RAISED

.

.

.

1:1":'.''

Randhurst

255.034..

Loretto.

maul. EledricalWork

Res. Rooms
Any small lobess 6 slding
n World on,
FREE ESTIMATES

has been promoted to assistant

computer control manager for

the Allstate Insurance Cornpanics in their home office in
Northbrook. Prior to assum.

ing 66

new

position,

La.

Robed F. Carroll, 1116
Crabtree Ln., Mount Prospect
has been promoted to a newly
created position of. Chicago
Operations Manager for Full -

cram Metals Co. In North brook. In Ms new assignment

Cutroll MU menage all pro.
adminisltation

glantin was a quality control

duction,

analyst and a data processing
supervisor.

sales activities at Fullerton's,
corporate biddiparters.

di

CORAL

...MI Our

he

'

wall

9..............

1, Ace, will prepare Persm. a Pomess aidinal A.

All levels. Classes arranged to

/No

Nolob
11 85{. OM

imam/and.

walhtng

pointing, drappy cleaning. Low

,

GO .5ROng. cleans,
17:GIE.,..:7,.:P."%.,

,,

'

a

,,,,,,,_,,.

roverop taprooms bribe

$ Plit. delivered. SRO tan,

$2995'

s

194-7644

'

'

438406

P.

....

"...

Hu b Palatine ad Arl

oozy.. '

it pays-to-advertisewitif Day Want Ads.

Arrange Lee en Mierriew innodiesely by writing are.sieg

MRS. MAY

I'm looking for a couple
of frame homes in yaw area to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insulata
ed Siding. If interested'

DAYS OR NIGHTS
No Experience
Age Open

TRY A NEW JOB AT

cOt

Why hedowohearied,
was

ALL READINGS
CONFIDENTIAL
CALL FOR APP'T 561-1136

Erma

ILrnrote'to

THEY'RE GREAT!

1ipier porton, double occupancy,
eati sales tan not Included/

AUTOMATIC SCREW,
MACHINE OPERATORS

.1r

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.

Call 537-7100 or apply
8 e.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon. flue Fri.

4

SIVL.

3400 N. Wolf Rd.
Franklin Pk.
455-7111 Ext. 222

Chicago, III.

pd

POWER TOOLS

1449 S. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling
SW co% of
Palatine Zs Wolf Rds,

CHEMIST
ANALYTICAL
scale and clari
&alien analysis at new,
internatonal head, arFor

ter, in.i Nonhbrook, III.
Degree required, prefer
Water treatment experience bet will train

the right wenn.

360.3011PG operas!. under POP.

pen,

semines,,

5.1
272-1000

Pend hand wreten Weer or resume otnenksg mod wpm.
educceienol loyal and mmmy. end prof...not
ex miles., (Our employee. sei smore of Ns mover 0,06
B0%1252
AYPaLICATIONS, ND.
217 S.AdIngton Neigh.. Peed
Arlington Neights,Illinois

1657 SberinerRoaCI Northbrook III.
Meol

6005

MOVE YOURSELF UP WITH...
d he helpful. We offee the

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

or

°L.P., benefits.
NOW INTHWNWING

Doily7A5 AM. to 4.15 P.M.
Sat.9
lill Noon
smelling t. iglyspeed receeNner. Am, yein opponent, to
vet that you <an gentelhuneleaue godle..and he r,egoiLed
athievem
toy
.

an pxllmr

AUTOMATIC SCREW

ccaiR

MACHINE OPERATORS
* ew Britain Gridley, Beehlers,

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employe MIF

MOLD REPAIRMEN
Fx7rTed n

;Zdng 17,11,;

NPIPEFITTER
Wth

op

patience.
par

maintenance ea.

ort, rate 14.29

,.

EARN MORE - 10% NIGHT SHIFT BONUS
1st, 2nd SHIFTS OPEN

Collor ANN. today

..

Must Have Own Transportation

11.7'''ezn

MOLD
REPAIRMEN

or Mari/. 01

$

Patio

You receive a good salary and excellent
benefits including profit sharing.

cribuo ueMed

CONTROL TRAINEE

Excellen. growth opporteniry in our suet... dePortower for

WEEKEND RELAXATION

Dancing
Sauna

FACTORY

WANT TO GET
OUT OF A DUNGEON
AND INTO THE

ine. tringhmenryedisme end semi...work...a
CARD AND
HOROSCOPE READINGS

Remo. plan 3.22.4750

Poolside sunning
178usiness Services

TELETYPE CORP.
5555 West Toohy Ave

Ralph Harker -131&6441

FREE ESTIMATES

('CIPSTZSCRA"07;0=
WOODS
'

INTERIOR SHUTTERS

1RAMADA INN'
.

R. R. Donnelley & Sons

(formerly The Uncoln Lodge)
Olson,
-

Chicago, Illinois

'1815) 2110.3371Pforbroch u re

on emoloppor..0Nomwr

350 E. 22nd St.

PaifnlonOttlWOve$
Pe .

MORE OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE!
CALL 854-4652 OR APPLY AT
5600 WEST ROOSEVELT RD.

LICFNSE1813EALITY OPERATOR
.

,

.

WORK IN OUR
CLEAN MODERN

call 854-4652

program...1.1360.n and ao ao1uehtp RPM

WOMEN

MEN,

=9:1Otlerp'erl"'untr '""F' """. ""

1st and 2nd Shift Open

($10,000 -$11,000)

Nearhy...Golt NJ.. Rarer Includes Friday and Saturde9
IAA% Rdiner, Men Ines n(olejlotoz05sols. Good

. SHADE "N'.' SHUTTER

.

porties,Club, Fanli., lads Doer.
...lament. Co114.32,7710..

,or, Aid Pep.,

heated Olympic pool

i.

131130 sward,

BONUS

NORTHWEST SUBURBS

eregrams

to 9.0P.M.

h a Nankai malorpeuleoce or ensdneeo
become menseeef of the fuune...In

fised rsmonchair we es we soarers. el 9000 PPG

Year round indoor

SASESSERVICE43999 6 11461

ROOFING AND lifP0f PING Alt
CLOWN" Speciallzm In children, won% 011APANTHO. FPfEesti"
enter/01.6.n. 529.656.
mates.392.7532
'

"

14 -Personals

1

5555 VstraTeo,71.117 Ave.

EARN MORE 10% NIGHT SHIFT

ENTERTAINMENT.

Window Slicidei

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

De'

LESS THAN 2 HOURS FROM CHICAGO NIGHTLY

WISHING WELL WIG STDIO'

Radio -TV Service

BUSINESS MESS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

14 -Personals

,

.ut Cleaned. Set, Slyled 6 Sold
Private Ago,. 29.6751

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Training opportunity

REACH FULL CAPACITY

"

or apply in person lora confidential interview

ADVANCE

PROGRAMMER

WE: V.....

Wigs

Roofing

PLAGICIANDonowle, 1011dren'e.

..,..9.....

.,des7i,%L.1376.

No. Yrs. Experience

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO

An Equal Opportun,

PON NEWT

Call Mr. Moore.
545.0507

S. Elmhurst Rd. DesPl.

NAGID 80 "DEP, ....' 6.590.0

'
'
Firewood

MAY SPECIAL
price of I

Mitgic

prepare

:=1dr,57,:rt.'Zte'si""

MARCH THRU

v

v.

II

MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT

CMS

DP.

WIGS OF ALL TYPO

Rewonahla Pate,
CALLED 35.5359

"

paced ENO. Srv. MOOS
SALEM MAINTENANCE
Rug Shampoo 5,00.11.

Small Jobs My Specielry
Drywall Repairs
DAN KROH
255,B22

...CM,
AM.°
25,1905AL I 6 p

wwn

Prot.,. Consulting.
much'. duet..., drNing.

moll. . eleran

,

No, Lrowe,,,, Travel

AORTRAIT PAINTING, MURALS,

43,6450

.

W.II P.p.'',

For the home or office with the

JOE ORT6U- '''''' 824.7510

E0,04,,

_

437.2884
AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING.

..

eanuenlence.956.1007

help
girl wit/
you

Phone

A.M. CASTLE & CO.

666-3443

..ou

1760 to 1.7spermont.

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

ad ose

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

C.l'.1?''.`r,'".1.1.."?'

P..?:rj-79.:,.NE

BRIDGE LESSONS

Engineering Semi.

ON. thompaising.'
CARPET
i1/2
.alaspra M. intiosoMma
mach.

ng

pared Tor bosh business . peh

Landscaping

Carpet Cleaning
tinting,

I

0011298.W. or 827.0441

Plastering

InE:,:

meowcensed,

Insured. Mr. s

d

a
°M.
82,8509

out

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY-F..6.e pick

CL 94495

Stale Income returns. 25,1074

PAN s ........, ...
........ ....9.96 9..
kapok Work ..... 2.9'.

.2

296-1043

2.96-6r7

Id

Decorators

tonal Bock accounting c.a.

'r7so: "e'r' Artre=s-'9-471;
.

togineenag

or

m,;,-;,1,,,,:.:-..-"",
Rd. Pro. Hts.

Jensen

EXPERT PLASTERING

:

gad.9717

....9.0 R9^9.

Room Additions

4

E

CALL ALLEN 392-9351'

r-

Lauri

'

Coll 259.0561 Rod Smith

Reos.439.6209 or .13.1166

SIN'C=EnT:rc..

Cad P. LaMantia, 2407 N.
Lafayette, Arlington Heights,

'f

PRP

RICK'S DECORATING

1,1000,0 Is Bookkeeping

1946

255-0

25,028
Upholstery

State

ARLINGTON HIS., ILL,
439.0923

LINDBERG NEVI -DUTY

You'll assist in speclut
Mule tralelho
mums -all

Phone

upholstery. Call CL 36065 Pros.

392.4317. 598.700 eves.

E

Mc KAY TREE SERVICE

WALLPAPERING

' Mt. Prospect Caw

-

6 baihs.,

C")

Sh an' n c

Our office of your home

Rem addit

0
(/)

DaiIY E. am . B.

City

3040 S. Bosse Rd.

SKOKIE, ILL.

Aye

the technique%

IMP

Address

School Bus, Inc.

Mr. Paul Felts.

....
°'
6.1 maw* menget

wo

didiseunwell shes

M. limns., 1A, mu..

3924080 or 392-1351
IR

all

P.a.

FREE ESTIMATES

Office or Pr, acy af Home.

Drapery Repirs

...

Industrial 6 Residential

Name

2:30-5 p.m.

Chicago, Illinois

Salary commennoram with experience and ex.
or lent growth potential including 100% tuition
reimbursement, Call, apply, or send resume to

LAB TECHS

tronk. or mechanical

Your High School

9e
ry

EMPLOYMENT DEPT. FOR FURTHER DETAILS

P.M. ROUTES

350 E. 22nd St.

on HONEYWELL Tape System and using Easy Coder.

$500 FREE

T.'"TAKING
S*"im
ORDERS NOW FOR

OUR SPECIALTY

'

rErr

The successful applicant most be a high school
graduate and have at least 6 months experience

PARKER

MECHANICAL
DRAWING

'.z,;,!1L:z';

conpas 6 Wallpaper Hanging

FEDERAL & STATE
FILINGS

-

CO1 S. Richmond, Chgo.
247.0963

C")

1.3.90

SPRING SPRAYING

OM 0.140ohweS,1696

Horne 6 commercial werk. 2029

Poss.

B. .mm

came associated with the com-

DECORATORS

259-7493

GERALDINE'S

in

5555 W. TOUHY AVE.

PROGRAMMER

Why nal mews In Sledded elec-

05

oper Ill the Controller's Staff
MD. Peoples Gas Light and
Cold Co., Chicago. He 10 counting clerk arid held various accounting positions his

CREATIVE

.

A.M. ROUTES

R. R. Donnelley & Sons

ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

BUSINESS HENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

4172

'

FILL OUT COUPON AND MAIL TO

6:30-8:30 a.m.

431.8644
Mr. Ralph Harker 431.8644

301 N. 3rd Ave.

296,1071

93

,.,

and holidays.

Paid Training

CASTLE?

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

s.

All company benefits nduding life in.
swan., hospitalization, paid vacations

h

Earn

Potrol,

lo

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

ills S.Aritiraltd....
39.8240

ovooble. Reosonahle 529-5695

Ill

253 6600

By school teacher. Insured.

blue.chip company.

DRIVERS

APPLY IN PERSON

299-7788

Tile

CALL NOW FOR
FREE ESTIMATES 2961635

529-3901

CALL 82,0460

loin 1 094a, 1025 Wat

pm
IsfaiLah Ouorontood.

bedspreads. Fabricsseen Ha 1091 35

Valances.

ONLY

47:0,,,,,nr^1,Z

B 6 0 DECORATING

eloffmenktons.

KELLY SPRINGFIELD
TIRE CO.

PON HEW

WEN'S CLOTHING: win . soot
locLos custom hips, on,

296-3,53

time and steady employment with a

SCHOOL BUS

holed en pour oclinemenes.

College Grad
Claim
Adjustor Trainee
$750 + Car + Expenses

Mud* you fur
ONAlleo CALL

5 DAYS
CL 9-0849

Military
Police or Chalon Police experience helpful.
Shore

shoo spew el 1vre yersweb stag

Sick learn andHeNdene.

Do

on men, wear.

11091, wood ',Rif... Gl.

OLOPPNIC.Mor

Drapedes
Room Additians

sainme, we molting. Pope.

Gram, col.

lieltromenr Plan

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

Yoe

LINES

3

Tailoring

529-3900

gram Including PospNl.flon. Vac..

312 76.2896
now.

Guards.

MALE

Daily

some expellees. helpful. Waning am 0500 per hour with
2 cowman. increases In year. 4mplem pold benefit

ENGINEERING O'HARE

Wood D01,111.66191

'Ono

Holm.. rm.

Doll Clothes

Waltman Const. Co

CLERK

HELP

245 E. loing Park Rd.

Free estimates Call
2973195

9Ats Sate. %Sun.
15.11-Rese ShOPPIngO.

7261361

LON, FROM W D e.tRogO

DECORATING
.
esterior pains..

0.19 to 9 %Redo*,

MANOR

.

d

SHIPPING & RECEIVING

fee

',on WRITE OR CALL

GENETICAL
TAN SERVICESTNC.

001A PROBLEM DOG,

15 YRS. EXPERIENCE. INSURED

g O.

Is .

w

DISTRIBUTOR

no

PARKER

'

455-8350

3737 La, Cook Rd
An Equol OsP9.692

PROGRAMS

en

RUSSELL

tof deductible,. No aPP. 6....
accurery.
Dryoiy

Peg training

CHEN. BATHROOMS, FIRE.

Jz

INCOME TAX

Security

VOLKSWAGEN NORTH CENTRAL

$70041350 FREE

SNOW DECORATING

FEDERAL & STATE

GROOMING

NOM-)

TELETYPE

29,1049

350.038

Automatit Screw Machine Operators.
See us for the best lob you've ever hod if
you're interested M Premium Pay for over-

Cook. County

PRODUCTION

0

0

is

rmn

1657 Sherrner Road

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

Results!
I

SECURITY GUARDS

Company benefits. Uniforms fumished.

avoid ...GO TRUS. oMMI
cl

METHODE MFG.
CORP.

CORPORATION

to'eVw"Lal: rum.

$7,B00-$9,600

120 PAINTSMOST ROOM.
All Cracks Repalred

COMPUTERIZED

POODLE 6 SCHNAUZER

MOTIONS, GARAGES,I1.

20.:0%.72=

Ctslariam..

Data

O'HARE

Income Tax Service

.

GENERAL

Mew

,F,C14

001-0017

2551567

u,0

P%

mrsonna neer or apply

MANAGEMENT

Reaching

ode, 4 soi.,eanall types.

on ointing %Popp Hanging

CALL 259.3018

024,6InG.,LEInlolo 2.1,?,W,

cam Bar,mt., Me American
Nor Aisc. and the Goveming

.

SPECIALTIES
Subsidiary of Nuclear

Goad starting salary, periodic

TROUBLE
SHOOTER

for High

0 . OSUMI, PUMP

Winter Discount

30

a

.

COMMERCIAL. FREE ESTIMATES

DOLORES HMO SCHOOL OF

REMODELING

1

CICALA., RESIDENTIAL AND

lies

Su

rp

TRIP WAX AND BUFF TILE
AND WOOD FLOORS.
PURNHURE AND UPHOLSTERY

Pt d

med 255 35
Dancing Schools &

Day or NM. 350.1906

d

Fl

,CARlDSSNA.P0600

M

-

O'Keefe, 644 S.

Tb

AD1

CL .3042

00

oom

S...700

EX SERVICEMEN

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SASES and SERVICE

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

Child Care

METROPOLITAN

272.1000

La Salle Personnel
ao

c

WE NEED

298-2770

Sump Pump

ROLAND E. JOHNSON
PAINTING. TOCCOA,.

15E1 Nicholas Blvd,
Elk Grove Villoge

We have 'a number of great lob opportunities NOW for Brown & Sharpe

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

c, `,°,;Za!raNea"

WANT

THAD. HOME 126ePOVEMENTS

35&2597

CALL KEN AFTER 5PM

Cobinets-Tr, Work.Rec.

.

o

SPENCER & SONS

.

P.M& R. Meaoskey, 14.

392.8891

FAMILY

Storm Windows

EXTERIOR.INTERIOR
Fully in.

guageuGend siert. rate

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

JANITOR

Northbrook, Illinois

and wont,. ROM.,
the ,n4
296.0171

North Shore Interior,

Osroliry woslonans.p.

Part Time

BOB VAN

CONCRETE WORK

359-2515

Audrey Lis, Mount Prospect,

'

Need a Handyman22

PLAN NOW FOR SPRING

TRAVEL

a

PARKER

SASES

CALL NOW 251f7767
and paper hanging. Best Ref.

KEN'S !CUSTOM
KORNER

ae

colt Les elemy.

to choose from

E.J. ERICSSON
011.

sign vuek Splondid
tunry ler
Omen LI,

aDAY

SUM per section pro...
100, of Fobrics

Free Estimates Ed Sowin141
292.3430
5.3961
CS

5 OPERATORS:

Paid Holidays
Apply in Person

MURK

''" ''rsrsog'

,

.

'

. Free Life Insurance
. Paid Vacations

We have 10.1.41010 000,1,1 for stable

Also Expert Reupholeery
ST.., O., P eL fah&

me

NOP WAY PAINTING

REASONABLE -REFERENCES

.

e.., ...a um..

1,

c

Home Maintenance

KANZLER BROTHERS

6 PM

Pointing, int,

Niles

Excellent fringe benefits.
New sheet metal fabricating plant in Des
Planes.

faikRutEU;M:0A9AtoeCHICINE

Free Hospitalization

,

CALOR VIM

PARKER

If you can sear. Ma post RO,

ON ALL LABOR

GAHM, 259.4016

L'A'....r8i6L

Buy LocA1y

COVERS

WINTER SALE
50, OFF

BELTONE HEARING AIDS

.

LAUNCH

Pb1

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

nes

Mobile
Communications

7.9.0

Call me, McGrath 0585800

INSPECTOR

No experience necessary. Doy and night shifts.
$3.04 per hour to start. 0.3.17 per hour aver 120

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Electronic Tech

SEp Covers

Ca. 39250

-

R

143rCTITr'

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
8 E. tionlweal NwY.

No Jaw coll

Pal

774 4023E

y

,r.',Z7Z:Z;,

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

'.....APP''
.......
west Hwy.. Pa, 358-6100. me-

0

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
-437-2830

DRAFTSMAN

CA alio,' a P.M.
89,5485

!:0,0tr,,,,

building

MiaMt. cart -Expanses

Sign Painting

N.G '....". C.

Hearing Aids

Steps

Free Estimates

MIL 9 AM. PM Sat.

a ea;

03.56 u.002.4,21,, EL 908,7

NEARING AIDS FOR RENT

...

Slabs

ff. .... PG.G.

,

.

Sewing Machine Repair

sesdie, spec. in pop

N 'STRONG MEN
AN
CL .8232

CALL US PILOT

Automobile Service

P.

5

BANJO LESSONS

ALLEN CONCRETE

35B-4505

L

Excellent

NICHOLSON

296-5586

SALES REP.

384-3528

CALL 65.5978

spa al

A.,. Pointing

engineer.

ded.

Minn.SLIP

snoop

23Employment Agenas Men

1/MATES CALL Fl.6,13

1754

i

feemerly a agate= equipment

,

E ..9,:

general

DensIstern eweellrne available. liespiteldotion. hod belidays.
Modern shop ie Hoffman Estates.

days.

electrical

MOintell011.0.

$4.00 lir.40.T.

Sewer 8. Septic Work

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIRE.
PLACES AND REPAIRS. FREE ES

CALL LAR.f0G.V.8.470

floors. sid weal, stoirs.

o

and

WITH OR WITHOUT

....^i C. eher 4 1,...9.66.

DfilD

iumang

G96..114991199

AT'S'E=ETO.
Ad Service

MAINTENANCE

CHILD CARE In my harne. licem

nd

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

.

Cement tro,

o

-A

.11,6 Rh

.,

I

dIllom.

required in

Experience

machinery,

dad 35919aK.

repair 90,0152

Expert Noir,

fill° lilif FP°.'l^?

d

3a

394-1045

PLANT
<n

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED
BY RA, PETERSON

...Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

CALL 392-1927

WAREHOUSEMEN

g

1

MAINTENANCE

22 -Situations Wantetl-Women

52.1211

a

Ma age

Mations requirements in Illinois and Wisconsin. Ile was

E

Rg

3.98.317

Williams

Ned

All rypes 6 rirryloce,
CL 3.964

Furniture Refill ish ing

people roe

2S

Air Conditioning

0

°

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

With Expanding Machine Shop

Ihe 3100

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
Genetal Machinist
0.D and/or I.D. Grinder Hand

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
hos several) rmanent lobs for

Shipping & Receiving

Good opportuiry.

Cl3.8595

LlaeltRan=.1d

org, oe,ongs

Sc o

...

h

SHARON HOFER

administration senile..

5371244

enstSt:i'sChTwCo=0.sit:os.",

ALTERATIONS - DRESSMAKING

has been appointed manager of

OUR

°

43,3532

Palatine

Roos.

Fume. installation

e.

HEMMING P. ALTERATIONS

Dr.,

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPESFRO ESTIMATES

...h....G.

For w.d.

Catering

Complete

'''''''''''''''''''''''.1011

recently paned, to a pod of

l

ASTERATIONS

William Lance of Palatine

car,

Floor Refinishing

Lzr;V:::,:":
r

Residentia.
6 Ind ustriOt.
4399421

marcham

SO.4296-3146.

BUSINESS HENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

ceed

WANTED FOR
OUTDOOR
CONSTRUCTION
WORK.

TERRACE SUPPLY
cern.
emend

GENERAL
WAREHOUSEMAN

Mechanical obi*

a. Free R.C.uP cod del..,

Piano Tuning Services

Masonry

Cleaning, Waxing 6 bulling of

Fast service
Call after

prices.

CUSTODIAN AND
MAINTENANCE

r26'.10S7'1

2131180tions Wanted -Men

12E51...DRAFTING

Floor Maintenance

LAYER-

Reosonoble

CASS

RELIABLE MAN

Wpk

Delivery o0d

big -h The need Is new.

Tore 2 PM. 259.0655

255-7200 OR 296-6640
'

Nogrommen
Pull. o'er,
atom Any schooling In EDP A

Fec.

Are you anflous t00 ex-

FULL TIME

Business of,.

.

Wanted For Permanent Positions.

Are ,u a self.stader2

DRIVER

2441012 Wanted Men

alp Ranted Men

Personnel Trainee

"19'61V2"

244111) Wasted Men
SALESMEN

WANTED

PARTTIME HOP

24

241 alp Wanted Men

24 -Help Wasted Men

24410 Wasted Men

"255-7200 or 296-664

DO YOU KNOW.D.P.7

private instructor on flute, oboe
or piano. Will teach
clop,
co, or popular musi C, oll ho

community... CALL ONE NOW!

Alterations

0

24-11421 Wanted Men

offered by reputable business people hi your

services,

OF THE MANY WAYS
DAY WANT ADS CAN
0, SERVE YOU1,PFLONE

HELP

1

CALL

Sinnet

THIN .

001. Lady. wage
sylvanlo 6 Dover,

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

Morton Hagey, 1300 W.

Page 9

D wove

SADO 0. 12276 er .0. 3-3384

'

'

-Day Want Ads
Get Resells
.

an equal opportunity ernP &nee

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

!°'.-

..11416-'117'111

Page 10

'edncsday, Mnrch 11.197
25-EmploymentAgencies-50010

2641elp Wanted Won

2880 Wanted Women

RECEPTION
SECRETARY

WAITRESSES

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONS

ADVERTISING
$140 WIC FREE.

HELP

583.5147

Experienced
Full or Part Time
Salary plus Commission

geS.7070

NURSES AIDES
Coll

Paine engine

rn

STENO-SECTY

needence.

A. J. MAGGIO CO.

TRAINEES

437-7308

GENERAL

le?;17PTIV:P,ines

OFFICE
RITZENTHALER

$600 inoniii

BUS LDomsINES

VELOUS, COMPLETE TRAINING

St

alp

6

peon

TALLY CONTE...SULTS

bs

3949.0

aumne

os

teds s

Mount Prospect IN

CI 3-4950

Invites You To o Saint Patrick's Day PARTY March

e,

26 -Help Wanted Women

Be Receptionist
Popular

or 2 Bedon.
Apt. + Most Utilities
Free -I- Commissions
$400 Base Salary
I

Children's Clinic
NO

17, from 3 to 7 at our Des Plaines Office, 606

298-5021

De's711W211.

PERSONNEL

AGENT
Re. Dec -

IVY,

REES

$110 FREE

Sot

REAL
ESTATE
RENTAL

RAD

EXPERIENCE

MEDICAL

LIGHT PACKAGING.
COOD STARLING SALARY.
CO. PAID HOSPiTALMAMON,

If you are or have been a Kelly Girl, or are 'think.

ing of returning to the working world lent stop
by

BENEFITS.

Protopak Eng. Corp.
Elk Group

COME -AND METALLINE KELLY GIRLS

'

S.50.1770

827-8150

O'o'utror;E'.7.o'e:'

dudes. Oppodunity for
netsmoment.

Leo

Why Sit Still When you can move ahead?

NURSES AIDES

'CnALRErall':E=S°T'S*'

Teletype ....nixes talent and pays for in Espe.
ciolly when it tames to sharp stenos who know

7tiu=trOttT

V. Mgr..
"FORD"

$400 FREE

298-5021

Wide

erN

PERSONNEL

DES PLAINES
O'are lake Bldg.

WHEELING FIRM
Needs experienced perhandle inventory
Ledger and typo pun

2400 E. Dodon

chose orders. Also some

EMPLOYMENT
10016 free Positions

Des Games. III

.sont

297/7160
boa La Sallo Ord

2 70 6 9.1. 14gington

DR.'S GIRL -5525

Franklin Pork

MT. PROSPECT
1720 WAlezgain

940

buddeo

Nice
opperfuniry
for
Someone lose to retirement: Liberal company
benefits.

aheodi MAKE LOTS Of MON

rT:

RECEPTION

p

SECRETARY

II

ru"

$550 mo.

$520

60 016

odornimool

SPORTS ASSOC. 1c

=errE'V'E'S'inTerE
General Office
$475 FREE

298-5021
tnigaims

doctors will train
you to work
with kids

oil

need

beatable job, FREE IVY, lOn

They'll TRAIN YOU to the iob.

KEYPUNCH

dike

sk9s.

Ask

oh.: our BONS HAN ever
o cup of minis M. Dor mid

SUPERVISOR
he flu

Girl Friday -5575

r

Add + A+ Girl

298.2770

Sir
ountsl Free'

public carom

PARKER

100% Free

DOCTOR'S

DOCTOR'S RECEPTIONIST

64.24,

CredlrOtememiom

RECEPTION

Yourli greet children and their
oppointment
and help doctor

scheduk,
the office

Nyleg. erios oed mei

Fonrlo,Roz:91,

position

Miss Paige

In Arlington Neghts
95. Duman

394.80

MODEL AGENCY
BIG PAY! NO STENO
You'll work right with Talent

tell rn.ee where to go for
o

nice

hone

Theyll Nab revp
2973535.

Call 827-6155

vs rewarding

GENERAL
AMERICAN
TRANSPORTATION
CORP.

11 Wk. So. of OLon, 3 bliv
won olArt.Proopoci941

Accounting Clerks

IN. so, ant enalin misname

tome ..owl.. lobs ellwhon, you'll
ooddels, to dose.

298-5021

Wide

NC iloolilmows
HCR MS

voice.

fres

owe, boom]

°Weldon
cinkletre.

ti

Nueva*

Wm' .1

URORMIWORRICII
$400T0 $600
Age epee -top firms eager to Dire nowe eased, Be better

nomotn.MornuornoiormernovalfuLlo.

PHONE:392-2700

holmes & associates
AMORURST SHOWING CENTER
Pro,ssionol
23A

CNICAGO-PHONEL 939-7633

reetroArroaoll te Moo entlificonoes, ikon

Modern Wanking Conditions
Major Medical Insurance
Vacation Plan
Profit Sharing

rego

tsn,

cum no on We rte tem! moored,

In our office for a gal WM a
good figure aptitude. Some
Aping or office experience de,
,Fred but not a must for sharp

218111 Wanted -Men & W1011

led ins Mee..
om

Goadamn, profit Ger.°. tui

"

'o"If7cVs Pvnfri

MATERIALIER<i RECORDS

preferred 3,2-530IS

Nlinois Bell

MOTOROLA
Algonquin' 8 Meacham Roads, Schaumburg
.239-4800
An Equal Opportvoity Propioter

Ta

nb

';e!'6: "22';i
"'rrl7Pt rpn;Vs:.4,t1::.
,

O.

21's,r1sr."11=trid,
a. eau

tnnto7in:'lle
DES PLAINES

2 hdrm garden

:auks 'pr.el erred Sld9, VZday's

4.

pm ,1092262

maybe less

eaTeZ12

Sports

IL

SI

g

LW...137-07H

RIM

maybe loss

ITimberlaluol

COURT 6 SWIMMING POOL.

an.

eess eve..

4377308
PART TIME

OSPITrAfAXLIr
PROFITSHARING

Call 327.61 55

.

UNUSUAL podtion whir

Teaco

ephone 024.1097.

An 0,01 Opoortuniry,RMYer

GENERAL AMERICAN
TRANSPORTATION

onclition.

WIr4ro

maybe rem

'67 MUSTANG
2 door
V -B atito.

225 N. Arl. Hrs. Rood
Elk Grose Village

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOW

One Bedr,IALadrnents

Alut :Pica

ev, 10'11 InNe's'inteu'cln'ate

immdec0czly

CALL 439-8020

Professional

NURNIZTER

'67 FORD

fal ="t

$726

member of Ihyborthwest
Suburban lionld el Reoltort

Tweitve/Oails
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

S00.0000 for aPP0

°

537.6900
Mr. James Levy

door,

$995

116000 IBM

Stallon

wagon.

1965

y.

FORD

can salve your
REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

FAIRLANE

'Be MUSTANG

a new has./

etg

1.ownor Low ros.

a mortgage money?

FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS

vinyl roof.

S

'nay.,es MSS

Stool

e investments?

o,

$345

ma

Contact Him Today

meals stock purchase plan paid pension plan free 11,,
accIdont, death and dIsmemberment ineuronce me sIckneis

stick,

maybe loss

$1Co095

ola, pold wocilons. BIrthclay a, free uniforms a.

door hardtop,
radio, heal- .
er, whitewalls.
2

1117 MUSTANG

Career oppodunitles disteady employment wllh an aggressive
growing company. Excellent workIng
.ans, top stanIng

1969

VI FORD

'At

rIro.I'LZ.=t797L; Pond==e7o7l'aer'l

ha rcIMp.,

white bucket seats,
operating console,
Matador red.

'00 FAIPLANE 500

Day Wont Ads

SEDAN

MUSTANG
Maybe less

H

S. S. KRESGE COMPANY

the inside

Store RES02
Gtr.

tip

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced
HELP

IN YOUR AREA
for the following categories.

story...
Northwest Day
AND

V-8, stick, fastback,

2175. Arlington Ht.. Rd.

Prospect Day
117 S, Main Street

Des Plaines Day.

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS
Wheeling

Irt cos. dbhwwherwd sink

31-Riermage &RarageSale

Gararrjo Mar. Id 6 IS, O ta
221 N. Elmhurst

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

NN WoR h.

An ON, Ornornme Erni°,

Allortor.

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

18 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH

.

;77,77-7;;;;;;;I:

53599

TRANSFERRED?

115

IC

7rdigbrnFu

More Than 340

S4T114

VOIrIni,c?Vir6

Will Help You

MOYER Mos

MULTIPLE LISTING
Furnished Model Apartments Open Dail
& $unday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Carrie

PI

Elsehold

Rummage Sal m Thum Mer 11,9
to M American lasien Hell, Miner

A DouglabhiNts.

Algonquin Rd. (Rt. 62) in beautiful Ailing
ton Heights. Watch for Twelve/Oak

WAGON
Seats,
power
steering and power
brakes, adjustable
3

cross country rock.

$1488
Bravos
Olds

UAL ESTATE 01111111/3

0 RD

c.LOLte___egil=lentor

Central and Wilke Roads, just north o
P.

.do/:

,5"ur.
1'4

Gogeon Wy, Deo

',he loss

95

APARTMENTS FROM $190 TO $250

P

DODGE

LaPd11;c4o'ncrian.

'70 FORD

Salespeople

4C

1967

maybe loss

MOCORVAIR
CORSA COUPE

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

-Air wndillaning.

* Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

Personnel

mi:

-FREE wolldo-wall carpeting In *kg

722 Center Street

Cabinet. Wirers

t:Tor

18RealEstate0anted

-06, Beautiful iderion with puny
mom tlNInR loom
d6d
-FREE IndlHdumly controlled heat,
-FREE deal master TV antenna.
--Completely equipped kitchens with

$1795

Og

COnliglellE

of mill and closet space.

Arlington Day

ITT
411 N. Wolf Rd.

JETSTAR
2

CORONA
door O. outoronc

REALTOR
IN ARLINGTON NEIGH,

Cultism ralerlealon DN.

FOUR SEASONS

maybe less

1495

Your

NOMA' MOAT

NEED 3. Institutional back.

Center apenIng miry soon.

1965

O,

CORP.

ground helpful. Now Nursing

$895

110;To Rent Office Space

aueem Dempster 6 OGG

ironsmi ssion, radio, heater, whitewalls.

'69 CNIMML913
NEW YORKER

Coll Dor Sum. DSO.001

A44 S. Busse Rol..13,4100

W6Fei''erlYa"C'

MUSTANG

m. M

1095

ngl

1965
Automatic

CT CHEVELLE

2E0 N. Westgate, MS Prospect
PROSPECT
ea

9695

ittFt°7;7.;,:l.

Phone:253,200

Wagon 3
power, air

COD ditianino

'67 FAIPLANE 500

oll
p

bki

maybe Ms

$1695

705

Ent.Tiniet!if F"7'

WAGON

Vla;'"InZt e le s

RANI f stateflouses

Po

L

BUICK

n;errner'LR7orOgeg

ri:nrth?,1WirLtirec7se:fUl'I'bs'rd.

CSNW

1966

tit

able to

_

or condi-

$695

aanwFORDLTD

YO 5.3142

hardtop,

door
power,
tioning.
4

108

M. now, HS 021a

5222,50 mo 9,0962

meybo Hos

95

511695

CALL NOW!

Donor Evening

1965
DELTA

15070

4 bedroom GI

For

$11795

OTO

BDoPG.lglo a',

121Santert to Rent

eA tAntlarr.,
CL 0,70

MT.

Coll for oppMointment.

Apply Monday -Friday, 8 AM- 3 PM

7410 Rent Apartments

Westgate Apts.

695-3440

Vistacruiser, I hree
seats,
oir conditioning, power.

za96ft'ainry0o less

COBISBerCid

78To Rent Apartments

MRS. DUNNE

2 OLDS 1969
WAGONS

girl roof.
1995
MOORS less

PER HOUR

Central telephone comp any of illinol

'ELFA1141.A.N.L50:1,

4

5 Raises I st Year.

modern office con -

co

Lo

0.9

ROSideldifill

1011 emacardfleusekeeping

An equolopporluniA employer

We have on Interesting position

OdeZr:vettLtt;r=eatI'n
n:Ay1:e
itZ.

Eota eVacant

e 9t

Mete
Mete lem

Kindly phone MERL.

$2.25

DO YOU HAVE
A GOOD HEAD

conmony-rnony of nu:

or

5.95

re.

724-6006p1a

$2895

Z. 71:14r;i4lar'r

(Higgins,

L,,711,,

FOR FIGURES?

OPBRIFIly

re° TORINOOT

Boo, SHAG CARPET Se, sg.
yd; noon onsm L3.95 se

START

999 Elmhurst Rood

NIRen

ne.rid ler Informing averted walk Meg Is as Impure. in peettla
reintlegnis end pull Nem ihs opporiunliv now
n

e Automatic Increases

oso.u57

CALL 392.1130 for Appq
EME

M
Sear. Since our naming sands. an allow, the
pot am. Rioter Mr. II mu, yes
ability

alMu4d41:: for

ho.

CARPET CLOSEOUT

Ito

Will Train You

CENTEL
SYSTEM

11 ,000

maybe les

1895

but

$115 FREE

3. A PRAISE

SOLDERERS

Mem raw.

sport Raclias,

255441113

le meanie lan. Priam

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

COOKS

Apply Ian Person

non, delet$Shainsenalrd a kW/cm armorer. far, directory

°

your me. a. working conditions. Suburban and Mop

Hove

RECORDS
CLERK

Moos X118aw2 ramaamo

M TORTSLA

OPENINGS

-

BABY

$575 mo.

MATERIAL

An equal opportunity employer

girl st1 yam'

GIRLS

door, vinyl lop,
air cond. power
steering,
power
brakes, 6 way power seal.
4

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

827-9919

DELTA

maybe less

69 BRONCO WON.

16575. She rmer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

Iterviews

(S of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rd.)

&

IMMEDIATE SUBURBAN

ca.

1969

SOD, Yrs

Like New. 91,2,S;

HOME?

Communications

$2395

ISZFrOWOF

10d S. N n,ln,ME,ST HWY.

eer.F
LINVSAS

eerototot

N EAR

Telephone

Call For

1® A R ISE
2® A RAISE

25 -Employment Agencies; Women

tto lentPloi

lite

298-5044

297,35

La Salle Pereonnel

YOUR future

dition.

3

0

PALATINE RESALE SHOP

ZEMIN I

WORK

OMAN of Don Indust/Ms

You

WIRERS

0

RD.

29.4131 drawn.

WHY NOT

Appointment

392-2022

NE Ste

C

COMPANY

(OPERATORS/

2784 Wanted Alen & Women

PERSONNEL

$700 MONTH

oa

Modern Offices
and Pleasant
Working Conditions

1797 S. WINTHROP DR. DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60018

Roby

CENTRAL

(Transportation to door)

601=1:Dr.

Openings Exist For:

2038 WAUKEGAN

SAM'.

power, vinyl
lop, oir conditioning, excellent con-

IximminR

---"°==

Is In

9 am to 5 pm

c me first cetA

COMPLETE TRAINING

monv

". "'

272-1000

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

cluding non-contributory
profit shoring.

Custom Fabrication Div.

BE MOD

EZPZItZ111,

YeeMI RAISES come

CENTEL HAS OPENINGS
FOR CAREER MINDED',
WOMEN

1967
TORNADO
Full

FORD

.20

er Mn
,g25.020.0951.

CULLIGAN, INC.

Hours: 8:30orn ro 4:3000

at MlineEs Ma9E1

M., Wheeling

415 N

37 -loots and Marine Supplies

RI, o:VVIrollold bowl peel

For More Information

FOR

ing a pros.

AFFILIATED
BOOK
DISTRIBUTORS

$600

DRAWS
MOS

4242anted To Rey

MT. PROSPECT

Dor Plolnes,111,

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

-

677-0600

OUR LOTS

GL[ MBROOI1

$150. 23,3,13

TYPIST

Nursing Home

tio. Paid Vocations
641 Paid Holidays
14. Fold Hospitalization

dal. leeks. er semi

267-5300

AT

GLENVIEW

392-5230

curate dolly porting. Typ-

SECY-$650
SOME TRAVEL

RANDHURST CENTER

...p298-5021

SECRETARY

V Pleasant working conditions

25 Deployment Agencies- Women

REEr5O41.

White Collar Girls

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

CONTACT

$500

CLEAROUT
WITH
THE BIGGEST
REDUCTION
IN THE
HISTORY OF

rU7e;uiriTg

62701/1
net. ish form top, oval Me,

1327.75.10

DICTAPHONE

666-5885

Profit Sharing

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.
7300 N. Linder - Skokie

Oreentt T:gand'e

'Niggle,

CLERK

-

Aptitude for figure., ac-

$650

Wks and

Sr.SiMEL I

SECRETARIES

MATURE WOMEN

ear who eve, clad. work ond hoce goad lyping Mils. we

b

too,

YOU

COME IN ANDREGITER

Key Punch, Lite Exp.

BENEFIT PROGRAM

°m em

CLERK TYPISTS

$500

RECEPTIONIST

COMRESS, Inc.

Check out this tremendous

Cro'n't,

299-6629

SHOW ROOM

PERSONNEL

000 No fee

Most have good typing
ability. Good starting
salary with company
benefit program in-

V Shift Premiums

TRW ELECTRONICS

PAYROLL TRAINEE

Widens

ALL OFFICE SKILLS,.

4 hour doy
Hours con be flexible
Starting 001e42.25

.0

9119 95

day, srhwlmm.vohawblti M1,

TELEPHONE

PERMANENT/PART TIME TYPIST

5555 West Toully
Skokie, Ill.

MN I..

gel

DEEDS

eponsibilitie,

3rd shift only, midnight to 8 A.M.
Starting Rote $2.16

TELETYPE CORPORATION

deparunere. IMewlulge

11RUS"T

DELA. L41?UnrIPPLYCO.

298-5021

CULLIGAN

000 Free brush up practice

GENERAL OFFICE
WORK

SORTER-PACKER

REV PUNCH -LEAD OPERATOR

Warm Boo 326
Day Publications
722 Center St.
Des Plaines, Ill.

keen

DES PLAINES

Sargent Welch Scientific

Des Plaines Location

2815 Old Higgins Rd.

mIrcelloneaus

Coll Ed Surek

144 Life Insurance

5620

cove -

r

'GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

ens

121.U186917

Gies,

PERSONNEL

TEMPORARY

DUTIES:

RERSONNEt

255-7200

700 NORTHWEST HWY.

NEEDS

CLIE'ldi'SE5'VIC:

Manic hand too. ma,

Apowilier.

Mectrie

IBM

:u.1,!,1.1.0.49590.4jter

Af.solve your money problems with al

Major Medical

to $650

Wide

cindci rerenlonler, See Lae

FREDERICK POST

ARLINGTON MOTEL
Zi*A;LFIXIG NEW
O'HARE ORRICE

Fri.,

5475 FREE

"NOW & THEN JOB"

217 5. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington His.

'for a confidential interview.

'

so, IR" Craftsman bond taw

STORE

horn.. galore. All Apes of
hp

12

14, 9 AsAto 4 PM

DES PLAINES.

MARE YOU FEEL LOW

REQUIREMENTS

DAY PUBLICATIONS

676-1000

9

Come in and browse around.

',LANA door

OF LIVING

49'r
Apply in Person
Mrs. Hollenbach

bosom GSM AA

reeS't7PeICILlai

EARN $150 WEEK
COMPLETE TRAINING

$2.75 An Hour
4:00 P.M. to 8400 P.M.
(hotted flexible)
5 Days - Mon. thru Fri.

Regional Manager
f Chicago Office

Wide

Modem office, pleasant surroundings, cooperative people to work with. Call us today at

X1(

NEW SURPLUS TOOL

m4it<rskia6ae
Complete I, HP. 10" table

bike.

NIGH COST

CALL

..

JANITOR

'

nsl

eAr.Typm.ex

11 you LACE freedom, interesting work, chollengMg
assignments, mall LOVE working at Teletype,

5600

51.00. MOOT.

La Salle Personnel

PART TIME

5370060

CLEANING LADIES

REAL ESTATE

2811,2770

'LVernir'''.

Rt.

scellanems Mel

ArconO oni

who, It takes to get a lob done.

Ca115465?00M Apprt.

File Clerks

2

ring,

wino

1lW

Girl Friday

$125 FREE

NURSINGCENTER

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES, INC.

414E. GOLF ROAD

Secretary To

pany benefits.

elle nen branch

MR. ROBERT JONES

SHARP STENO S:

394-5100

r,rxrIlL=p1,°,

CALL 2994191

Port time. 5 hour day. 10 AM to 3 PM. 5
day week, Monday thru Friday. Full com-

TELEDYNE

WAITRESSES

fano,

ty SAM N

TYPISTS

OR SEE

Arlington Inn Restaurant

Young man for variety

455-8350

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

at MAIN to arrange an in

299-3455

BARBARA 6055, MANAGER

Plum Go, Rd. at

n

1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

nd soy "hello" and meet

A.M. and P.M.

Contact

=red67=:!*''''

esce.CeninelereenCeleman

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

Lemon

1

Jade, gold

I4K

55°95

BOOKKEEPER

Lee St

FACTORY HELP..

S

lociMe

32 -Miscellaneous MercharMse

000 Local or Loop

Reception Trainee

Wide

Ask for Ed Knrsa

Interesting

M EQUAL OPPORTUN, EMPLOYER

678-3373

KELLY GIRL

IllinoisRange Co.

of

WILMETTE

3201 OLD GLENVIEW RD.

SUPERIOR
CONCRETE

410 %UR
OVAL

?..E'lvneda7I'LOOK

I:'

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

OUGGINS-CHOOL

Mor. 13, noon to 0 PM Sod, Moi.

ono.

Milwaukee at Dundee

DILE FIGURES,

110ht

"opt.
'*"""11F Ftl7FPIFANIO

necosio, previous

ACCESSORIES, INC.

FABRICATOR

..

much on,. March 14, L5,10 6,

17rto=e'r Pt.;
handle

be prolIclont In Room work. Good working

CUTLER -HAMMER, INC.

nd

rte Eitt

Co=rro,

37,99 aft, PM

Full Time Only

uot

256-4650

MR. W. C. WILKE

SHEET METAL

GENERAL
FACTORY

=

=reined '4'i'll7r1
rrnt."V",
reeZnOnarrWarchard Shoino Conies

OFFICE MANAGER

TI orefer apeRmensimoa

Day Want Ads Work

and trolno

CORP.

GOOD STARTING SALARY PLUS
EXCELLENT COMPANY BENEFITS, PLEASEML

537-0020

Isncorne In your horne.Spore nme.

Mon., Mor. 161E, flo CRA. 1323

SANK,. dual,

GENERAL OFFICE

lies Plmnes,111.

Paid Vocation
Profs Sharing
Paid Insurance

392-9300

Short on expeloneo,
SW
Ught on doll

Ladles: Learn how to earn 2nd

eves,

lothing, enc.

eie,10.,

RONT DESK

STANLEY KNIGHT

APT COMPUTOR CENTER

sue;

PERSONNEL

RECEPTIONIST

267-4590

Jr. Secretary

BOOKKEEPING

AIRLINES HIRING

VARIETY

R., Call

3I -Rummage &CarageSalo

efits, big future.

5.4%=r AAR,

298-5021

La Salle Personnel
940

Day and night, full and port lime. Company ben-

Wide

290.2770

2

SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

omo,S days a week, 2 children.

02M5S9

Exp. Halr Droner. Also, Recep

Wednesday March I 11970

26 Help Wanted Wow

my ak Grove

CLERIC -TYPIST NEEDED

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

0550 FREE

Exec. Secys.-600+

Viclnity Orchard Place School.

nIce flgure Prefer ers. 8 thr
2. Some ensVenco necessary

Rorndly coponding service boreal/ in Skokie needs
talons

R.N.'S or L.P.AAS
II end II to J. Excellent

Ca11,0',!'g9Mr ;L1.

SOU RELAAN4E,ICE0r

Must have sparking persona.,

'''''GZL2,90,174

CALL MRS. RAYMOND

NURSING iiNIFR

be a LoSollo Gal

CEO 1222

Come Work For Usl

537-5052

Ia

"""Rng

LADY PARKER

MECHANIC

',.17o'rlern'beZr'nsrowing

totive and Nom gpme RN. into

BEAUTICIAN

Light typing. construcion Alike

AMMON WAGON cloihing.
766.0784

'',110140,

253.3300

METIOS. Be an AVON Represen-

Call Bob Van
296-1071

in

RI Ile( Waited Woman

%,l,r wanted

BABY SITTER DAYS.

GENERAL OFFICE

cot

FLAMING TORCH
supply Gem with AVON COS

TRAINEE
gg,g,

"

fenIn'al'

wonted

Lunch Hour -11 to 3

ILICEPTIMI

Rm

2001

2211011 Wanted Women

262eIp Wanted Women

25Cmployment Agencies Women

241101O Wanted Men

mare

2611115 Wanted Women

L'7.1 ti,V;L'MT1-1.

2191elp Wanted Women

2111e1p Wanted Woman

25-Empfoyment Agencies- Women

.

61ENNOOK

440 E. Ham St.

by

Barrington
II

Q

Call Any

signs.

Multiple

DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CAI 394-3050 14

ForPersonal Service

b9'It

r

2038 WAUKEGAN RD.
7294600

GLENVIEW

ULU,

DU 1.3400

LIE

PI

Wednesday, March I 11970
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mmw

Mirott,Tetsfannatelll

4146ffie Fumintgsfumbre

Peoelles brovm ley M .F. e%.
blood lines ARC prized to sell,

*emit...0,010

MOOR HOME FURNITURE
Belng sold from builder's de.

off.

ar

cand

Black Mustang mark

19)0

owe, Auto.
43295.53,900

niaTcgm

A'7,1'1.171.1:=1:10PPOSIT 01950

"".

1.

PEL:71510=ncr.

0700. 2963901 oft. 5.

U. 6 FA 25%Pete

Cougar '69. Air power, auk.
matic. 02695.961 Coll 359.1834
alter 6

,LI,i;,,,otth

N II,

235

d

1,6,5UNKI

Open 7 don til

-R66-1088

159A116 after. PM.
Lakin' for lo,n. 3 wh.se Peed%

F

'Hondo 160..0275

d 64
to
5C 35 2

'6

1969 Hondo CB 350. 0550 Coll
9.1792

CARPETING

9/6 0/11. Good tires., cond. Sm.
2554476

tire, 6 brakes. G1. rand. 5695 m

1960 Buick, Runs good. Almos1

"THE CHOPPER SHOP"

omp. hired, 080.

-

40%
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60% OFF

CUSTOM paint%,eomphase cos,

Duvng Ouu

gOTigO5ROinoVET

Panel Pointing

296-6127

ASK FOE KEN
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onditioning, automatic trans.
mission, power
power 18rolc
Perwhitewal6. local
s
radio, heater,
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car Only
1966 CUSTOM TEMPEST

558usicallestrumeals

STATION WAGON

passenger, stick, radio,
whitewalls, runs good. Only

SEE THE 1970

Beit 923p

7414407

%RAO!

WWI

'67 OLDS
looltes. Yew deem wry

heater,

381 0899

217
NEW BUICKS

and

'gut

1967 IMPALA

it?

Id cured
0th their

fma otatoes
dtiOhal drive Stock
filonal recipes
qgh the cen-

Day menu
' cream pie
le "Slainte
o you,
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e$1495

`tea ,,72

1968 CHEVELLE
-

$650

STATION WAGON

$1895
1965 OLDSMOBILE

'59 BIM&

Ready To Gel

$100

Dr.,

$845
DICK WICKSTROM
rH

` L 10
555 Irving Park Rood

381 6000

505 W Northwest Hwy

THE EINST eFRVICE

Grocelon

=79t...t.kn "..taT

All Models
All Equipment

$395

THE EX=IVE DRAM

hairs %nips beds et

'66 GRAN SPORT

$2395

BENDER-REIR

BARRINGTON
F

,

9095
$995

Believing

$995

$1350

9.501 Fl Rey, CL 3.0180

reason 517 IBM

-

H.T., Automatic Transmission,
$1495
Radio, Heater, Low Mileage.......
2

126N COOK ST

anundllo 1 deer ha
p.m r hnoel. memo
Wee cerwited right.

9295

OPEL
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Seeing Is

Price

'66 PONTIAC

8powe68r

arse s

DICK WICKSTROM
'THE BOSS

`$2695

$1900

1968 RAMBLER AMERICAN

IMPORT MOTORS

ed t

'63 PONTIAC

Only

BARRINGTON
omp

gen

onnornesteennmuee New hold.. out

1962 RAMBLER STATION WAGON
Overdrive, radio, hea0r, runs good

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

enturies o
avorite

600 E. NW. NeN. DesPloines

Executive diverTedoor.o

1968 OLDSMOBILE DELTA "88"
door hardtop, ,nyI roof, factory
4

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CART

cow sad

0195

,or,

'68 CHEVY CAPRICE

'69 ELECTRAS

pReerm Md.ing

I

1965 MUSTANG
2 door hardtop, V.8, radio, healer,

48Sporting Cods

Detause of DEPARTURE

Corned beef and cabbage

r6T'C'o'r%ir'togr-E'lle'1

"e"Melol F7olt*lea

,

,

tea ,
as a

'

eand. 0400. 359-0558.

62 'Dodge Lancer, 4 dr.6

SEE THE ALL NEW"70" FIREBIRD
NOW ON DISPLAY

er,Whitewalls.7000 Actual
r 5P M. .9.512.1

Notional

.64 Ford Galax. 500 VD auto.,
Sharp

-

On 1%7

1969 VOLKSWAGON

12P

1966 enne .....

The Boss
Says,

Rear Window Defogger, Radio, Hu,

824-2175'

oh

'63 Volkswagen Sunroof, will.

ssem,. shocks 6 brake

Recent ...on. 6 NeT

Webbing

PLYMOUTH SPORT FURY,
convertible. block will wh%
'65

4 door hardtop, factory air conditioning, full power, AM FM radio, while ,...$3695
walls, law mileage, only.

8,40%

Your home.

Ceinom buili din

Sed.,

3,2.1251

1968 CADILLAC
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3. Free installation
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68 Olds Cutlasi, 4 'dr,

newer es. SIRS

39451247

Put Day Want Ads To Work For You

7,119487.

,

2. Heavy dun/carpeting

os

WE SPECIALIZE

Tw 4.6525of ter SP.M.

100% GUARANTEE FOR 30 DAYS
ON ALL GOODWILL USED CARS.

I. Closing out eock

1,1e,

'7797V3Z4,4TO.PM.

439.4226 cher 6,30.

53,035

P/S.
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MARTEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING
11121 Milwookee, Niles, Ill.

home. asS0B2B

or best off A, 5 P M

111Motorcycles and Scooters

Blaek. to6ded Incl. Fat n Re.

'64

1962 Studebaker 4 dr V8 Over

0 wheels. Clean 6 in pd. cond.

60 Chevelle MDR. Coupe. 02
00A013, Ext. cond. $180

FOIMTNTU6SEITARS

ge.

Foust

3T,Tar. "5, 9", °"'

yip.

Chevy impol;

BONUSMOTORS 296.6127.

4 door.

'64 Lino. Continental

dr.,

''Z'rffe'''Ccill

orp. 0895.35.1761

CL 3.06IR

4

02,8982

.,

Iwo Mustang convertible, .0.

iweeks old 035

Polora

Po ..... d. 29,6137

.6759

Ill-AutomobilerWartfi

Dodge

air-cond., P/5, P/B, B ma. ate!

1961 WV - runs good, excellent
Sires- 0100.Arter 6.1

1961 Chevy - good be*, ma

$4500.0.ener.3131.2662
1969

Co.9,44.

field ond Nu.% stock Amoyed.

cADD.wc '68, fully egulPped,
AiC, sr mileage. Like newt

6 H, snow Ares, dean,

sr

H.P.

537.0534

Wrge for interview Oppointmen,

PePP

300

Full

1966 Mustang, 6 psl Nick shift

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE

Christmas day

-

eer

lHtrob -swiveoe ringon

Cosh. or

Delivery.

Free

ASSOCIATE WANTED
eepr
rn.

VA'aN=leVh=w'e2:r

wjeleidren.332.012
SCIANOODLES

40%1 60%

d

I
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I

112606l61es for lab

11268001u Fat San

112Antanfilles far Silt

1124stonc61a For Sale

1126anattilerfot sse
Pmauth 4 dr, 8 cyl,ulo.

112 Autrehlts 101 SDP

Moaners finothetes

e,*

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois
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Open Daily 9 9 SAT 9 5 CLOSED SUNDAY

REMEMBER YOU SAW IT HERE IN THE DAY AUTO SECTION

DES PLAINES

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

NOW IS THE TIME
TO BUY!
OVER 125 BEAUTIFUL 1970's
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

DUSTER HEADQUARTERS
MANY COLORS
TO CHOOSE FROM

YOUR TRADE-IN WILL
NEVER BE WORTH MORE
ONLY 26 BRAND NEW '69's LEFT

SAVE AS MUCH AS
I

THIS HOT COMPACT
HAS A GLOVE BOX --A LARGER
ENGINE. ARM REST, A MUCH LARGER
TRUNK, TORSION BAR SUSPENSION,
LARGER WHEEL BASE, LARGE
TIRES, ETC. ETC. ETC

9500

$2172
E

I

V

I

II

I

This traditional recipe recommended by the National Livestock
and Meat Board for Glazed Corned
Beef with vegetables has changed
very little from its preparation

GIENR

centuries ago

1

El

0

1

Salt cured beef, cabbage and potatoes, three staples of the Irish diet have

D

gained world reknown as a traditional meal for St Patrick's Day For a

pleasant variation try mustard -glazed corned beef served with carrots, beets

PRICE RANGE

1967 Catalina Convertible

1965 Plymouth Fury!

$395 TO $895

r

9595

1,:peed 396 V8 bronze fin

1965 Dodge 880
seat wagon full power air
nditianing roof rack

1411

1962 Tempest
2 Door bucket sears, auto
mac tronsmesion Radio

$11195
I

9188

$1395

II

:

4 door hardtop Full power
Face
Factory
conditioning EM
f
iszarrOMY

/49

1995

I

This one is like new

Door
New
4

°"'" A $324

Full

Power

Glazed with brown sugar

1968 Chrysler New Yorker

3 to 4 pound corned beef brisket

Like 9988

1/4 cup brown sugar

1968 Dodge Coronet

1967 Chrysler Newport

MUSTARD GLAZED CORNED

1 k tablespoons prepared mustard
12 peppercorns, coarsely crushed

4 Door V 8 automatic trons

foct. air wed green

ConditionedPr"7/eFar"'S71 o'rpr

6msh

-

GLAZED CORNED BEEF WITH

I

51895

Cover corned beef brisket with
water. Cover tightly and simmer. 3
to 4 hours 'or until meat is tender.
Remove from cooking liquid. Place
brisket, fat side up, on a rack in an
open roasting pan. Mix brown sugar. mustard and crushed peppercorns. Spread on corned beef brisket. Bake in a moderate oven (350
degrees) 30 minutes or until glaze is
set. Makes 6 to 8 servings.

beef, stick with cloves and bake in a

VEGETABLES

moderate oven (350 degrees) 20

3 to 4 pounds corned beef brisket

minutes or until topping is set.
Broil potatoes in corned beef
cooking liquid 20 minutes. Add cab-

BEEF

1968 Mercury Montego

1967 Rambler Classic
4 Dr 0 201 AgtOrDetIC

.

1965 Rambler Wagon
Real Buy

Mustard enhances
traditional flavor

1966 Chevelle SS Malibu Cpe.

1968 Volkswagen Fastback
Radio Blue finish In top con

$788

2 Door 6 cylinder Stick shift
Radio The Right One

i

MANY TO CHOOSE FROM

and cabbage

Water
6 to 8 medium potatoes
S large head cabbage, cut into 6 to
8 wedges
1/2 cup brown sugar

1 tablespoon flour
Whole cloves
2 tablespoons finely chopped parsley

Cover corned beef with water.
Cover and simmer 3 to 31/2 hours or
until tender. Remove meat to roasting pan. Mix together brown sugar

and flour:Add I tablespoon cooking
liquid. Spread mixture over .corned.;

bage and continue cooking until
vegetables are done. Serve glazed
corned beef with cabbage and potatoes. Sprinkle with parsley. Makes
6 to 8 servings.

Coffee tops it off
1 cupitrong, hot, black coffee
1 teaspoon sugar
1 tablespoon whipped cream

1 double measure Irish Whiskey

Warm a stemmed whiskey glass, Place sugar
and -about 2 tablespoons of hot coffee in glass,

dissolving sugar. Add Irish whiskey to fdl to
about an inch from the brim..Holding the teaspoon across the glass pour cold cream slowly
over the spoon. Do not stir the cream into the
coffee rather let it float on top.

STOCK UP NOW!

THEISM(
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5-7 Lb. Package

Cold; Cool World

GROUND BEEF

Seafood for Lent

By Cowhide Erickson

lobsters and (or) tails. If there

d tat el y, add lobster and

is any roe or coral, add it to the
broth. Discard -the tomalley or

shrimp. Otherwise, refrigerate
muce until servint time. When
adding the lobste- and shrimp
mix gently. Simms until

SEAFOOD PASTA

If you're having company
and you don't know what to

thinks of fish and seafood.
Those items should he includ-

cd in our weekly dim year

serve, for something truly different try this elegant Seafood

mond. but Ore often overleaked The hollowing are two
ontstanding recipes that Cm
surc you'll enjoy. Even though
the ingredient list seems long,
the recipes are very simple and
lake only minutes to prepare.

Pasta.

'

Yield: Steam 6 to 8
I

pound

cooked

lobster

meat'
I pound shrimp, shelled and

deveince.
,

This'is an old Creole recipe
that comes to or front New Or -

lams. A delightful disk with
just the right amount of sal.
Wald: Serves 6

1 cup frozen chopped on1/2
cup frozen
chopped
green pepper
3 cloves gadic, pressed

pounds

peeled

raw

shrimp It pounds impeded/
I cup uncooked rice
II -pound can stewed toes

lkinince

can

roman(

tops and leaves of several
celery stalk
4 Peppercorns
2 sprigs parsley
6 tablespoons butter

erately low heat until smooth
ind thickened (about 10 minInes). Add cheese, mustard, us-

and cheese until

dry

onions

and

pepper and 'con nue cooking
for another...10 minutes, stir-

FAMILY PAK

"

SALE-A-BRATION

proxately 8 minutes). When

drain and rinse the,
°uglily with hot water. Drain
completely, to
with butter

basco, brandy end salt

it is well
coated. Serve spaghetti on a
large warm platter and spoon

I

theSeafood Sauce over it.

& Breasts
Fryer Legs

1 cup reserved fish stock

I tablespoon de Jong style
mustard
3 to 4 drops Tabasco sauce
1/2 cup brandy

Spaghetti:
1 pound spaghetti

The first recorded reference

I tablespoon
I tablespoon Wive all
3 tablespoons butler

a frankfurter. After broilin

ta a dish made of dough aad
served with a sauce is in an

for about five minutes th
meat rolls are arranged on

3 tablespoons grated pan.

eighth century Greek work. So

in one form or another;ma.ni has a long and delicious
history in many countries of

bed of hot spaghetti and th
all-important sauce poured

urn cheese

To prepare the seafood, fill a
large pot with water, at least a
six -quart size. Add all the sem
sonings to the water as soon as

it comes m a boil. Now add
oils.stea first or the lob If you are doing
whole live lobsters, you will
most likely only be able to do
two at a time. Bring them to a
boil again,

reduce heat and simmer for an
additional 25 minutes until
done Add ham and simmer for
additional live minutes.

mer covered fr approxmate.
tongsreI2 minutes. With
move lobster or lobster tails.

heat and dm -

Cool. Remove any scum from
the broth and now add shrimp.
Simmer until they just turn
pink (about four minutes).

the world.

WAS 37c
NOW.

SAVE
12c

-

111/2.0z,

available in about 150 different shapes and sizes and is
firmly entrenched as a family
favorite. And since it's a time
and money saver too. there,
always room for another good
spaghetti recipe.
This one from the Test
Kitchens of The R. T. French
Co.. is well worth clipping. It's
combination of
grandfire

beef shaped into thin
rectangles, topped with a slice
of cheese and wrapped around

Spark lamb with south
of the border flavor

I

camasUMW'
nuns I Frau

5

0111Vrtentin

BOSTON ROLL

Relompaarialut

59w

0

99w

/

Round out the meal with.
buttered Italian green beam
and a tossed green salad served

with an Italian dressing. A
mixture of oil, vinegar, garlic

1/2 pound ground beef
4 dices American or process
Cheese

4 fosnkfitylees
I -envelope French's Spa-

ghetti Salim with Mushrooms
(

11/2 cups cold water

can (6..0 tomato

1

NIA%

Fruit Juicy

COFFEE RICH

HAWAIIAN PUNCH
tat ZZe

23'

4*

tangle. Wrap rectangles around

frankfurters with ground beef
gather

to

seal. Broil five

L3I,,:v;,
no

mnutes, turning once, keep
warm until ready to serve. M

4t

ENTREES

APPLE PIES gait:, 36`
TACOS

.

Tooadt MetkPok

ITALIAN SALAD

-

DRESSING

Tiv.lbleds cup olive oil or

VINE RIPENED
TOMATOES

BROCCOLI

3 Bunches $1

t,

161/2.k.
Pkg.

Rine of IA. W.er FRENCH

496 COOL 'N CREAMY
856
sac

PIZZA
AW Witk Chxw

FRIES

..

1,"

LB.

.14111.11.F.

PIE ....5

111/447.

Waffles

PIZZA .. Pkg.
'1/4'e' IV

..

12C

4197 DISCOUNT FOOD PRICES
KROGER

SAUCE

Rector While

DELICIOUS

NAVEL

D'ANJOU

APPLES

ORANGES

PEARS

W ad oil
ih cup wt. vinegar(
1 teaspoon French's Italian

GRAPEFRUIT

..

ASPARAGUS

. .

51.

Seasoning

For

1/2 teaspoon French's Garlic Powder

- 59c

cY's Day

Shamrock Mums L

8 -Oz.

Can

WAS 11c NOW
SAVE 3`

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICE

88c

1/2 teaspoon salt

VI teaspoon French's Black

Jumbo 56 Stse

Pepper

Combine all, ingredients in a

stand at least one hour. Shake
well before serving. Toss with
mixed salad greens. Makes one
cup dressing.

r

tired

Betty

This Mexican lamb dish is both elegant and economical. For truly foreign
flavor it combines sweetness, sharpness and tartness for an unusual tasty
result.
Contrary to acommon notion. Mexican meat

did. are not necessarily hot. Nor are they always "sweet." which is what many American
tourists remember about their South of the Border culinary experiences,
But they can be hot with chills and garlic, and
they can be marvelously sweet. la this regard.
Mexican cooking differs sharply from the Span.
ish or .Latin American styles.
There is one other important note in the recipe
offered here. the use of Angostura bitters. This

blend of many herbs and spices is not "bitter."
despite its name, but it gives a definite flavor lift
and j subtle indefinable tang.
.This recipe is suggested. particularly, for the
or young people who like to enter-

al, watching their food iiii..lOre dish is
...Awl as well as different and dadciow.

MEXICAN LAMB.
61.10 shanks
11/2 teaspoons silt
1 teaspoon pepper

1/2 teaspoon gat* powder

1 brae onion, chopped
2 cups

3 jars 01-outceljuolor Peaeb.
4 t.spoons Aegmitee bitters

Crocker's

Hostess

Cookbook is planned to help
you be "the hostess with the

mostat." This

new,

and offers more than 400 party
reciPa with menus to help you
entertain graciously and easily
M a streamlined, modern man-

The menus come complete
with plain for preparation that

'A teaspoon rosemary
Es cup raisins
Cooked rice
Cling peach slices

feature dishes you can prepare

carding bones.

Cut meat into bite -size pieces. Place lamb in.
large skillet and add onion and milk. Simmer all
Ana is almost absorbed.
together eArti,
Add j,mior peaches, Angostura aromatic bitters,
marjoram. thyme, rosemary and raisins. Heat together slowly, stirring occasionally, for about 20
minutes.

To serve, arrange hot cooked rice an large
platter, spoon meat mixture over top, and garnish
with peach slices. Makes six servings.

Hsi Herm

VEGETABLES

NIBLETS CORN

CHERRY PIE

29. 3

FDz

w

alai many idea for imagi.
garnishee table W.
centerpiece. and decora-

tions.
Betty

has a washable bard cover and
is specially bound so the papa

lie Ow It is sold at good bookstores, everywhere. Golden
Pre Is the publisher; list price

6

12 1/2.0z.

Pkt.

Main

led OWO
y
Whop Chew Melo

11.05.
Pkg.

Oglwaslale,
ONO, kendklo,

Wren

Ckeeelate Swirl

711

KROGER VEGETABLES
1.01. 14,

C SAVE
3.

SARA LEE CAKES

CHUN KING

CUT GREEN BEANS

Bowl Only

COFFEE CAKE

2 4199
CHUN 0th

al,

SOLID STAINLESS STEEL

Lee Butter Pecan

Hossein

Cookbook is easily readable,

is 51.95.

Sur

rse raft
Crocker's

Pkg.

PEg.

ONE FRIED CHICKEN

patio and coffee parties. There

Lb Bog

SWEET PEAS
10.0x. Oka.

t

VOLLRATH MIXING BOWLS

Banquet

ahead 10 avoid a last-minute
nub. Entertaining is covered
from casual gebtogethers 50
formal dinned with recipes for
brunches, lunch. end teas to

native

A

o.

n er.

45 teaspoon marjonun
Pinch thyme

Rub lamb shanks with salt, pepper and garlic
powder. Place in large min, cover with boiling
to and simmer until almost tender, about 45
minutes. Remove shanks and trim off meat, dim.

Sleds Eye Pm Cow Green Deans

Green 131.0 In Wes !wee

20

1-0

ISLE 1110411 Ottne THU MUMMY, MARSH It IVO. WI NUM TX. MOIR TO LIMIT QUIXTITIII

beau-

dhdly illustrated cookbook is
realistic about today's living

Russet Potatoes

-NAVEL ORANGES

jar with a tight fitting lid. Let

New cookbook
aids hostess

. lb IP

TOMATO

4A,

Shiba tem

range meat rolls on hot cooked

spaghetti. Pour hot spaghetti
sauce over the spaghetti and
meat. Make four servings.

SUNRISE -FRESH PRODUCE

."A:. 65'

Bled. By.

..

PIZZA

Tender

JOHN'S PIZZA

b'

,

tents of sauce mix envelope,
Water and WM= paste. Heat
0 boiling, stirring frequently.
Simmer 10 minutes, stirring
occasionally. For serving, ar-

illt9

PLbkg.

EE E

Ali

Sausage & Cheese

441

BREAD DOUGH

Niceof
of che.e on each recon the sounide, press c48e

lam

Elm Tree White

1/2 pound spaghetti, cooked

69'

25'

ear

7

'11,'

99C

Sliced Bacon

ORANGE JUICE

Fruit 'N Creamy Pies

paste

Shape ground beef ing four
thin
and place a

Minute Mold

on

CORNED BEEF

Ham Stteks

BACON

water.

1,°.'
IT

Si

$499

SAUSAGE

is made with an envelope of
spaghetti sauce mix with

SPAGHETTI AMERICAN
STYLE

Pkgs.

Pkgs.

over all. Subtly seasoned, Ihi

powder, Italian seasoning, salt
and pepper, the freshly made
dressing adds special appeal to
the salad bowl.

3 3 -On.

Lb

mushrooms, tomato paste and
In the United States, Nista is

essmassisalirad

WAFER MEATS

U.S.D./L Choice Tonolomy

Breasted
gge o. 2
a -led
FRYERS

BANQUET
DINNERS

There's always
room for a
spaghetti plate

11/2 cups light cream
1/2 cup sauterne
eup grated parmesancheese

cams,. .Wes

SLAB BACON

Lb. 79c

Lb

6 tablespoons flour

sorting, Bring to a boil., then

*Mixture may he put into a
haltism dish and baked in a
350 -degree oven for 25 mM-

separated.

are

tender,im

Vs teaspoon white pepper

raw shrimp and cook an addii
liana) two minutes.
Add rice, tomatoes, tomato
'paste, chicken broth and sea-

strands

chicken broth, cream and
wine. Cook and stir over mod-

1 small onion, sliced

I cup
chicken broth or
bouillon
cup snipped parsley
I teaspoon chili powder
I teaspoon paprika
1/2 lampoon thyme
dash nutmeg
dash cloves
2 bay leaves
pinch saffron

oil mixture until tender. Add

the

1/2 lemon, sliced

1 teaspoon .It

1 pound cooked hams cabal
Saute onions, green pepper,
garlic and celery M hatter and

with water. Add salt and oil.
When boiling rapidly add spa ghetti. Stir until spaghetti is
completely submerged and all

Cook until it is just tender (ap-

paste

sal.nd pepper masse

heated through. Then serve.
Spaghetti: Fill a large pot

ally add reserved fish stock,

1 cup chicken broth

I cup chopped celery
2 tablespoons butter
tahlmpoon olive oil
11/2

green liver. Cut meat into uni,
form sire chunks. Add lobster
meat to shrimp, cover and refri erate
Sauce: Melt butter in a large
heavy skillet. Add onions and
cook for several minutes. Add
flour and continue stirring unPal dissolved in butter..Oradu-

I tablespoon salt

2 tablespoons minced

ions

(.

ring frequently. If yob are go ing to serve Shia dish imme-

minutm.

Because of past triathlon
when one speaks of 1.. -one

SHIXImP JAMBALA VA

utes. Add ham and continue Drain shrimp, reserving
baking for an additional five -broth."' Remove meat from

SAVE

C

22

SAVE

'AR,

be° 11/20.

SI 20

99e aor

'14

2 IN 1

FRG zoc

KITCHEN
CUTTER

i

Thor Cuts Solid, Ice Pecked
Frozen Foods Neatly Quickly - Easily(

Prang slurdy enough to cut down

OBEY

REGULAR
$3.00

VALUE

I

"

THE DAY
Wednesday, March I I. 1970

For St. Pat's Day

BLADE CUT

Modern version of castle banquet
0NN,.

er version of a shrimp cocktail
with I'm embrKAIrmtlr in -

For St. Patrick's Oily. jet's

NOT boy, on,n, Ey), ad

add themauce to till the glmses.
Decorate each cocktail with a
in Place of the smoked sal
Jimmy slice of lemon and cucumber,
191/21011.30P111
FAIN, chef of Irish toter- cutting each slice halfway and
°P°01.1 'ft' 1 Ividy,1/20 Per- hoeing them 01010 the glass

truth not a kvorite on. the
Ould Sod.
With the help of recipes
from Irish Internationid Mr -

banality in the Emerald hie.
mBSIBB

season. This rend, of

smell

reTTMG it.1,11 can add Tipsy

gnt2 or
uB

rakrPY the '9w this meal is
mm. You'r haven bunch Of

ryall and neneherhrold. with

gather round and sing theyold

disb... theerved to hungry
greht hall of the
travelers in

rrr00.
addition to the feasts al

McNamara..
Folicaving the hanquo.
colornd pageant depicting the
history of Ireland is performed
pyfon.
Pry
ylw
young
They begin with the Slone Age
and cgontimm through the

Cl

wit,

ino of
the gmat famine a the

Irid

RPIMPoPre Cass], where you
can dine odependcntly or on a
ton, thessme tourist issnquets

end TrArmmrm rt BunraTly
Md Hungaire C.d.. All am
near Shannon

and
make n 0011011 horithuMS for

DUBLIN BAY
PRAwN COCKTAIL
trhirstmerr meriemehr

tables,. tem. Im ts

elm P

LtP.111.°) Pres.
'RAM er Tabluco
lot teaspoons brandy
11/2 teaspoons

this mad for your Irish for Into whim of egg or oil and
th en

into

chopped

parsley.

omen nem I NNW.. shredded,

molted! is aemilly just anode

IHNee in the Nntom of men

Dress your
dessert in green
St. Patrick, Day is conCna up. SO get out your

Berea china and prepare for a party

in

greens! For deism you won't be able to find
nnything mom delicious than this Choolate
Tttelsin Pie.wrved with a wonderful Baker's semisweet chocolate sauce --. a kind ofdrevert to remember with pleasure. and one you'll make often. Llse other kinds and colors Ott ce cream for

ik

num a

meul -in the gnu
if you liken
choosing pea soup for a Harter. Serve this in
small cups with to o
Aotons To accompany
the mon course

md Is ...h.). there are

any se-wen l gm, yegosibles from which lo
choo
peril.
im..h asparagus w 11pimknto
a cheese
suttee. Toss dick! oorsido and hits
for color ono!, v el.mur greensdad andserve
parsley hottenal Irish potatoes. to. For Me per.
lot linish germ Chocolate Piochio Pie.
you haven't time to make a pie then mace
simpler demmt like Leprschatro Mint Freese. Ifs

similar to a rich tortoni. but has been given a
touch Kneen Man the Emerald Isle.

CIR/tX/LATE PISTACHIO PIE
cups notham cracker crunibs
16 cup flinty chapped unhlanehed almonds
Ia cup Sugar
ri cup butter, melted

I aunt pistachio ke atom
Chocolate Standee Sauce
2 egg whiles
1.5 cup sugar

Combine graham cracker crumb, almonds
and,. cup supr. Stir in butter; mix thoroughly.
Firmly press over bonomandsIdosof uninc-inch
pie pan Bake at .150 degrees for eight minutes.
Cool.

3 lablmpoonfuls sow

mode from eggs, milk ad mg-

Decorate with whipped

r.

cream and almond,

Irss

Put egg yolks in a double
boiler with water; whisk over
moderate heat until thick and
foamy. Remove brom heal and
add 9 ounces of butter. which
should be lukewarm. Add butter gradually and M small
quantities, stirring constantly.
Season with the salt, pepper,
cayenne pepper and lemon.

Strain through muslin cloth.
Keep lukewarm, as the mum
will curdle at higher tempera-

Right - Irish cookery

prise to the =Mated.
Depending
wishes, Irish
can be simple

hearty or rich and elegant.

Iamb stew, corned bear and

The new-found interest in
Irish cooking is due, M hate
part. to visitors to the island.
Their interest and en..
ligament he, given new pride

end set.

Then dice a mixture of well prepared fruits---aptplo pcms.
skinned plums ---in fact, all
fruit in season except those °In
washy or color -giving n
Mre. such as red or black berries. A quantity of table gooseand
berries, well -prepared
blanched, helps this colorfid
ensemble.

Has fruit in gins and cover with some cider. lee and
If being used m a course for

dinner, k is best when served
aldne. Mt if used as an an
appetizer. serving it with
a wafer finger -biscuit increases its appeal.

SHOKILLY MUSHROOM
ANI/ CHICKEN SOUP
d

pihis fresh mmhrooms,

finely thopped
2 finely minced onions

For me, talc out each coke
and soak Inn prepared syntr
boil 2 cups water with tS cup

good pinch of AM

in hollow molds and leave to
rke (molds Mould be oly onethird full). When it Ms risen

plain Amu. add rind ,without
pith/ and juice or tvo lemon,
2 oranges and 2 level, Wespoons
Cook until it ad.
hems slightly to the serving

Set the cakes on a serving
dish and fill center with sliced
ripe strawherrim or cherries.
Serve In Ill with
Hogdtidd
syrup. flavored with Cork gin
chilled before serving. Heat
some gin. and on guesfi plate.
pour on and set alight. Gunn
con bale on the
Savoring

3 eggs

enough. bake in

a modere
at

spoon, at this syrup stage, to.

liqueur.

fry for about six minute,. Do
not allow them to color. Add
water and simmer for one
hour. Blend the flour AM a
little milk :mod strain Mto the

FLARED SIRA1VBERRIES
AND CHERRIES

will he soll.v1 Serve at once with the chocolate

for IS
golden brown.
oven

yeast

cales from the avve prepare-

paste. add salt and mix well.
then add the sugar.

4 cups 0001

Knead and

cup lukewarm milk
th ounce yeast
1/2 cup phis
tablesp000
butter, melted
1

1

op sugar

leave to rise.

beating every 20 to 30 min.
otes-the ntoe it is raised and

(serves 01

plus

beaten the bettor. Set the paste

ROAST

I

lump or

tablespoon

SUPER RIGHT

CORNED

ONLY 2 MINUTES NORTH OF SANDHURST
mel/Lh.ozy,:en, know they

cop chopped suet

BEEF

Hew the butcher bone the
with an onion: skim and siminside. Make stuffing by mixing together the breaderumbs,
onion, ham, parsley, suet and
seasonings. Moisten with the
beaten egg and a little water.
Sprad
e
thoep stafng inside.
Sew
with a darning
needle and thread (me ske-

8-01.

IRISH WHISKEY

IS HERE

3
..11.9

150 years

Cole 24.12 or bottles

2

McCALLUMS

$2.79deposit

1A1i

59

113
SIZE

Chocolate Suds Senn

DRAFT BEER

Put a lid on thetie and put

,

in a 350.degree oven until veal

k tender (about two hoard.
Remove veal and drain off
most of the fat. Add the M-

4 siqu.n., Baker's semi sweet eboadate
6 biblemoons water
14 cup suenr
tablespoons butter
Place chocolate and water over Icorissal. Stir

until chocolate is melted and sauce is smooth.
Add sugar and stir until it is dissolved. Buil gently

four minutes. stirring constantly. Remove from
heal.Add butter and slir until blended. Senn her.
blokes about

cop same.

LEPRECHAUN MINT FREEZE
P1/2111/2 pin) heavy cream
V, cup sugar
I

111

9

teaspoon vanilla

, teaspoon peppermint extract
5 drops green food coloring
squaw: semi.sweet Chocolate, curtly grat-

FANCY WASHINGTON

Case 24 12 ea. Bottles

is

0

Fifth

WHISKEY $3.09

MILLER HI -LIFE

SW9
0
5

0

6 -12 oz.

z

DELICIOUS APPLES

9

SAVE 10'

FIFTH

C

99C

Full Quarts

SEMKOV OR
SILVER KING

ed

Whip cream just until it will form soft peaks.
Add mica, vanilla. Peppermint extract and food
coloring. Fold in grated chocolate. Spoon into

fOugoutace paper cups. Freeze until firm about three boult. Makes about theservingt.

GIN or VODKA $319 QaaN

70 C

BETTER

Imported Dark or Lite Rum

MIX OR MATCH
ANY SIX BOTTLES

qk

$2.98

fifth

EARN

NEW

EVERY MON., WED., FRI., 8 SUN.

FULL QUART
5 Year Old Straight

O
Com
wei.Com.Make"Good Wino, Good

"". GGT1PeOpl
liam Shakespeare

BOURBON WHISKEY

$3.49

SAVE 10'
BOLD

GOLDEN GLADE

FRESHENER

590

With this coupon and mw purchase of ton
Chicago Division ASP Store thru March 10,1970

- NO EX l KA COST!

THRILL

,DETERGENT
'119

2,111,T.

SAVE 1511

SAVE 30'

quart
MT. PROSPECT
_36 N Main St

DES PLAINES
815 Lee St.

ELI( GROVE
'Devon 8 Tonne Rd.

440

2

SCEIAUMBURG
Higgins Road
8, Rte. 58

FOR

29c

'With Mis co, ontrsony pu'rehose many

With this coupon and any purchase at any.
Chicago Division MP Store thru Marsh 14,1970

A Little Plaid Stamp can be
the Start of Something Big
ARLINGTON NTS.
.___1818 N State Rd_

DOVE BAR

PINK DETERGENT

KSING

With this coupon and a, purchase at any
Chicago Division 11,P Store thru Morels 10,1970

,SAVE 100

SAVE 15°

SAVE 30'

SAVE 1d

0:07i.37:d"d=

COLD BEE

Can

590Wit this coupon and any Purchase al any

STAR
SPANGLED

SAVE 10'

10%
DISCOUNT

1 -Lb.

7,N.

CAN

(NOT SEECIAt, TAGGED,

Chat& diNta

*MJA &WA

RON MACAO

...

SPRING FLOWER DEODORIZER

EVER!

WRAPPER)

Prices &Quality To Suit
All Tastes

FOR

Caknbin

GOLDEN GLADE

THAN

pluv deposit

OUR WINE DEPT.

(ox

Located on the

CAN

Imported Canadian

I

BROWSE THROUGH

Phone 259-5000

46-0Z.

6 -TA Bottles

$1

ready prepared stock and reduce it. Serve the sauce with

12 Year Old

Blended and Bottled in iecolood

.10 ox Bottles

O/

5EA.

10 For 491

fifth

- SCOTCH s5.59

Imported German

PEPSI COLA

NOTEa Fordeeper meringussuse4egg whites
and 35 cup Nunn

Snares .r. Sot.,rsor.10, 1970

RED ear GOLD

the veal and brown

WE INVITE YOU TO

AR.1,

CAN

Known for $C

Hiker from Wisconsin

until Me onion is tra...
then put

Prices Effective in All Chicano Division

ORANGES

Famous Nationally Advertised

/-"BOCK BEER -

mer. Open out the veal. Season

CHUCK
ROAST

ARIZONA VALENCIA

PHONE 253-7000

'SALE DATES: March 11,12,13 8 1 41h.

shoulder of veal. Boil the bone

LB.

inotcut99.th1,----.011/4,

Pepend salt

wers, if you like), and AM all
over with flour. Melt to cup of
hotter in baking pan and fry
to finely chopped onion in it

cut

SUPER RIGHT

BO NELESS

o

BRISKET

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER
Comp McDonlel Round
Rte. 113, N. Elmhurst

hwt9I'vre6:117

<C:nela

oes

point

HEIGHTS,IIQUORS

3 pounds shoulder of veal
2 cons bread crumbs
4 teaspoons finely chopped
anion
I epg
Et pound ham, mimed
2 teaspoons chopped parsley

1st thru 3rd RIBS 99c lb.

KING OF ROASTS

NO EXTPA OOST

COLD 13E 61Z

sauce.

.

smoll

some

poste. Scrod hotter on the

ROAST VEAL

Pepper

bloke

.

WITH HAM STUFFING

the veal. Serve with
Broccoli on Branch
Washed fresh broccoli

te op butter

will double their size.

gree) oven.

(any line crystal will do) and
dip the rim 'vs -inch down in
white of egg, then into colored
green line sugar. leave to dry

Wexn layers of line paws.

Place mushrooms In sauce pan, add Miter and onions and

popperandsall

correct seevning and serve.

Take an Irish crystal goblet

work well together. Spread out

dissolve yeast in mi19 and pour
into a hollow made in the

Irish cooking runs the giv
mut from simple items like
wholemeal Mead bacon and

CLONMEL CIDER
FRUIT CUP

wok them right through-they

roe. Sieve flour Into a bowl;

lel. cover with melted butter
and cream, that bake five to
six mintuss
e hot 1425 -de-

through a fines ieve Rant.

appetite mcompany you!

weeks in a wooden box ite-

When cooked, lay out in a skit-

2 cops milk

IIMV One,

Come with us, then, on a
short tour of Irish cooking-end may success and sped

heat syrup dram in cakes and

flour. Add beaten eye and

3, cups chicken stock

ewe old recipes and develop

cabbage and scafoods la mom
elegant and involved dishes.

When ready they may be

kept for at Rog on to two

sprig of tliymc in the water.

1 , non,

minute,. Mil

move. love to intuse then
droin through a muslin and
add one glass whiskey (to
taste). When soaking cake,

6, cum water

saucepan. Add chicken stock
and the remainder of the milk.
Bring to the boil and simmer
for a Maher 20 minutes. Pass

and mil confidence to Irish
chefs. encouraging them to re-

5th
RIBS

cooked in boiling water widi

Irish cookerY
The variety
may .r11rsse the menu.
among those interested in difreran, foods. Too long has Itilbt

cabbage and potatoes.

4th

BEEF RIB

and

2 elmo fresh minced garlic

By Carroll Selman

cooking been charaelerizad by

STANDING

.

until meringue is lightly browned. (Meringue

.

your
oking

hivo Avat

tures.

Beat egg whites until foamy throughout. Add
M cup sugar. 2 tablespoons at a time. beating
thoroughly after each addition. C.tinue heating until meringue will form stiff shiny peaks.
Then Mat live minutes longer. Spread over pie.
Bake al MO deanas for three to live minaet, or

I

-

comes as a pleasant sur-

Fill crumb cunt with ice cream. Frees until
in annuli is firm. Prepare Chocolate Sundae
Sauce.

-

There's more to Irish cooking than corned beef

Jiffewm oomsioi.
Highlight your table with a green tablecloth
and green carnations for the amterpiece. Make

leaf, peppercorns,
lemon and vinegar.

Bring to boil and simmer for
about ore hour.
before
continuing

slimy

alix mayonnaise, ketchup,
family.
So pin a shamrock
your crea, sherry, brandy and TaIs louse. pot the John Mrm together well.
Dip the rims of four chem.
alcCormack o Irkh Kern,.
long 01emmed Omer
records on the memo and lib PRP"

Bay

ling into a saucepan the water,

000011.

client° provid.nauthenticS,
Patrick's On Iran for your

non -Irish)
The Dublin

IS pint white wine
Prepare a court bouillon (a
stack for cooking fish) hy put -

Inch Into-eon/mai Airlines or
agent.

pint milk
3 eggs

lulu of 'h lemon

3 pounds salmon, middle

boy

glass Irish whiskey, or

ry. Cover over with custard

Pinch of cayenne pepper

91.

ry,

Vs

more if desired
Two-thirds glass sherry,
enough to soak sponge

dignuy

Penner

doves
;Wee of 1 lemon
6 cup vinegar (scant)

, cupful ofjam

Vz pound plus I tablespoon
butter, melted and cooled

3 egg yolks
3 tablespoons water

Salt

oions, carrots, parsley, cele-

IRISH INTERNATIONAL
will be offering for all its air
Waveless
on March 17 an
elegant methot furn removed
from the Jammu hall. which
mn
recreated in your kit-

2 erins pmfley
I Milk celery
I bay leaf
9 Peppercorn

Irish vacm on. Rdservaf`AR
dons can Ito orrangad through

Pasta uprising a your

tout the
1916.

Airport

carrots, chopped

3

TIPSY CAKE
6 square sponge cokes

55 pint whipped cream
Slim and sandwich together
with jam,
of sponge
cake. Place
glass dish and
moisten with whisky and sher-

HOLLANDAISE SAUCE

t medium onion, chopped

thoughme eirlincwm,
Cake when yoo bring on the

Put the salmon into a saucepan, cover with stock and add
Me white wine. Season to taste
with salt and poach gently until the fish will 101010re bones
when toted with a fork. Place
the fish in a hot dish, remove
the skin and garnish with
sliced lemon, cucumber and
boiled potato.

8111110 water

Irish coMe. and then. even

mead.
not smoked whom,. beef .PPM Pelnsse,

mstk 'acient hum of the

POACHED SALMON
HOLLANDAISE

Salmon -Mushroom

HAROLY A surpnne is the

lino. yv,a can .ern nook,.

fin instance, a medieval font is
creatoJ nightly during the

nine cookdd prawns (shrimp),

eluding a homemade sauce.

catehme. 'I his 11101I. Willa IS
the sentimental Imdition in
America for Match 17. is in

version of one a the famous
male banquets. At Castle
Knappogue in County Clare.

glass. Into each glass pul about

Chicago Division

411.;.

sto,c.ru March 10,1970

SAVE 10'

Plaid Stamps are redeemable for color
TV sets, rangeland refrigerators, sofas,
tents, and trips to faraway place's.
A little Plaid Stamp goes. a long way.
Prochrsts prohibile

ARLINGTON HIS.
1601 W. Campbell

by State Low exempt Prom P1/21.0 Stamp offer.

BARRINGTON
.

300 N. Haugh St."

PALATINE
.276 Northwest Hwy.
y.

f

Cook o the Day

).
.

STORE HOURS

MAR. 14

.

Cream butter with brown

WAREHOUSE FOOD mARKET

,

YOU BE THE JUDGE

-."

,,- n-,
4 -)SURVEY
) SURVEY TAKEN

-

WAREHOUSE FOODS

FEB. 24

..,

,!!!nr

No. 1

CHAIN

A

0101..

C

B

Dressingsa Preserves
Heinz KETCHUP 14.0z. Efil.
Kraft MIRACLE WHIP 32.0z.

29c

26c

24e

they chose to give proceeds
front a toy demonstration to
he Chicago Hcartng Society.

59c

6I5

59c

54,

88c

88c

88c

Wishbone RUSSIAN DRESSING 8.0z.
HEINZ CIDER VINEGAR 320x.

33c

32c

33c

33c

394

41c

43c

41c

81c
29c
37c

B 8M PORK 8 BEANS, 28-0z.

395

36c

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRIES, 303
DELMONTE KERNEL CORN 303
GREEN GIANT SWEET PEAS, 303
CONTADINA TOMATO PASTE, 6.0z.

26c

26c
254

DEL MONTE FRUIT COCKTAIL, 303
CAMPBELL'S PORK 8 BEANS, 16-00.

25c
15c

Canned Fruits a Vegetable

25o
25c
140

3264
9c

324c
6

28c
25c

27c

23c

14c

146

13e

25c

26c

24c

I 5c

2/31c
3/35c
2/45c

26c
16c

I lc

105

21c

191

25c
14c

I lc

20c

20c

POST TnEONNSE,

470

31c
45c

COMBS,
POST ALPHA BITS 1 -Oz

430

43c

31c

48c
36c

51c
27c
49c
53c

c

26c

1c

I

KELLOGG CORN FLAKES, 12-0z.
KELLOGG RICE KRISPIES 13-0x.
KELLOGG SPECIAL "K", 11.0

48c
36c

232

14c

33c
474

315

30,

475

430

43c
484

456
40c
47c
345
50c
26c
47c
S2c

49c
36c

SIc

53c

51c

27

-

99c

49
53c

49c
53c

49c
-

Prepared Toads
206

20c

2/41c

2I5

19c

die

43c

43c

43e

1.12'

1.09

1.09

-

29c
995

26c

27c

273

25c

KRAFT MACARONI DINNER,71/2.0z.
CHICKEN OF THE SEA TUNA
PILLAR ROCK RED SALMON, No. 1
REOCROSS SPAGHETTI, 1 -Lb.

19c

AS PRESIDENT of

CAMPBELL TOMATO SOUP. No 1
CAMPBELL CHICKEN NOODLE

13c

I 3c

13c

13c

111

173

174

174

170

105

CAMPBELL VEGETABLE

15c

14c

I55

I5c

lac

HI C ASSORTED ORIN S, 46.0

30c

30c

-

304

27c

HAWAIIAN PUNCH, 46.0z

32c

32c

324

295

TANG 27-0.

1.13

1.13

-

32c
1.15

REALEMON 32-0z.
Baking

524

52c

55c

524

MORTON SALT, 26-0z
DOMINO SUGAR, S -Lb.

12c

12c

63c
39c
39c

63c
396

18c

1.09
49c
_J__

DOMINO POWDERED SUGAR, I Lb.
Coffee 8 Tea

124

11/2

63c
39c

392

12c
63c
39c
39c

39c

59e
331
33c

18c

18c

18c

16,
556

57c

57c

-

1.53

1.53

1.53

59c
1.53

1.51

1.51

153

1.53

1.45
1.45

J LLO GELATIN 3-0z.

114

115

I

4I c

11:

110:

.1 LLO PUDDING, Req.

135

LIPTON TEA BAGS, 413-Ct.
HILLS BROS. COFFEE, 2-lbs
FOLGER'S COFFEE, 2-Lbs.
Miscellaneous

ALPO PURE BEEF DOG FOOD, 141/2 OZ.

28c

26c

LOG CABIN SYRUP, 24-0z.
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
Frozen Toad

65c

65c

190

184

COFFEE RICH, Ot.
BIRDSEYE COOL WHIP, 9-0
BANQUET ASST DINNERS
BIROSETE AWARE

49c

256
59c
185

28c
670

284
18c

106

Fresh Frying Chickens.

utes at 350 degrees.

Pmgare the following fill-

Stop in today - take your pick from the

'

finest display of meals in all Chicagoland. Take
this opportunity to stock your freezer with several

I &ounce pedeage cream
dams

are 95 med a, membgm.
"In the fall we plan a har-

- GRADE 'A'
Frying
Chickens

egg

FRESH

2 tablespoons nifik
1 tablespoon lemonjoke

1/2 Novo. vanilla
blend sugar and cream
cheese until smooth. Add egg,

1.11.s

milk, juice and vanilla. Beal
well.

Spend filling user bottom'

vest tea, and at Christmas we
Mvite our husbands to smor-

baking chocolate
I stick margarine

gasbord," Margaret said. "In
February we have a salad
luncheon and this spina we

saucepan.

which meet monthly.

"Our studies are correlated
with the Bible:. Margaret
said.

THE maim also have

SEVEN SEAS

op flour
Add above moorhens to
mistune in ...pan. Mix well.

Salad Dressing

Pour in eight-by-114mb
sun. Sprinkle vcith
907

6 VARIETIES

Mrs. Levi Holmes finds lime to do crewel work even though she is the
president of two northwest area orgaingatiOnS and is the mother of two

and

her ow

clothes. Other special amen
are craft projects, upholstering

young children.

Peanut

widen

r.

THE COLORFUL crewel

He was looking for a nom-

garet, own designs. A large r

tious. easily digested. high promin food for some of his
patients.

hanging of crewel yarn embroidery on a burlap background adds interest to the
family room.
On one wall of the eneloied
front porch of the Holmes'
home is an eye-catching hoging made from pieces of fell
and yarn applied to a draw

His invention proved M be
with non -patients.
too. Nov it has turned into big
business. Um year about 675
million pounds of peanuts
were ground into peanut buts
kr for U.S. consumption, and

beach hat.

much of this peanut butter was

popular

Margaret is also talented

59c
384
355

6I5

614

38c

5-18c

-

38c331

seems appropriate to try 01111
11011 pemot butter filling in
honor of National Peanut
Week. And perhaps some Other peanut
sandwich ideas
should be added to your sandwich rmipe file. as well.

sok

said.

311

355

355

cap Mopped nuts

STRAYING-jun a bit from
tradition is the Deviled Peanut
Sandwich, a zesty blend of pos-

her butter and deviled hem. It
may be grilled with sliced tomatoes added, or served cold
with lettuce.
Fold salted peanuts into
chicken chow mein salad mix-

Dairy Case

96.
7.

KRAFT VELVEETA 2 -Lb. Leal
PILLSBURY BISCUITS, B -0z.

1.19

1.29

1.29

1.29

12c

10c

10c

106

GOOD LUCK MARGARINE I -Lb.
MILK GAL

29c

30,

30c

946

1/2 GAL. MILK

29c
94c
555

18'1

39c

334

55c
335

555
33c

28c
89c
54c
296

SANDWICH SPREAD 8.0z.
LIVER SAUSAGE, 8-0r.

490

49c

49c

49c

49c

496

47e
47c

BOLOGNA 12-0z.

855

854

873

850

UTILE WEINERS, 5.0z.

594

59c

-

-

55c

OSCAR MAYER

The
SIC

Bakery
2I5

READ 1 -Lb. LOAF

29c

190

25c

25c

The beet goes on
The beet goo on.

salt, vinegar and Kr cup beet

Met most conventional of

juicc in sautspani heal until
hol and sugar is dissolved.
Pour aver vegetables, Cover
and chill for several hours in

vegetables, the beet, b flavor
protagonist for two new dishes, developed by home economists at Aunt Nellie's Foods.

refrigerator. Makes about 246
colts

is

Beet Cabbage Relish
decorative and delicious side
order for most meals, end
Molded Beet and Tongue will

MOLDED BEET
AND TONGUE

I jar (I pound) Aunt Nal-

appeal to the gourmet palate.

COKE or TAB SCHLITZ BEER
6/12 oz. Cons
6/16 oz. pt. Cans $1.29
79c

BEET CABBAGE RELISH
1 jar (I pound) Aunt Net-

2'h cups hot water
'

2 tablespoon horseradish
hit cup sugar

NNIXABIS.

and

ALC°4UM FOIL
ALUMIINI

2

,,,,,,mgEHOUSEP 0005

Put Mar,

nuts, drained and chopped

GOOD tx1iiiis MARCH__-,

WAREHOUSE FOOD MARKETS

drool and drained well

Into the

chestnuts

and

sour

eic

Sa cup mayonnaise a salad

drown
2 teaspoons soy oleo

I hot dog huns
Combine chicken,

CornedBeetRound
DUBUQUE
(3'
ROASTING
Corned Beet

vege-

tables, peanuts, salad dressing.
soy sauce and pepper. Stir
VNITYniked 'into 1/210/1 misore:

ICI

bum. ',74r!loPl ingIetidthuoiltlyst
foil, or place all buns in biking

Heat in slow oven 1300 de-

CANDIED CREAM
.11THEISE SPREAD
3 ounces
small package)
cream cheese
tt cup crushed peanut

brittle
Enriched wine Mead

Colored sugar or deco..

sandwiches, cut bread into desired shapes using cookie cot-

14 cup peanutbutter
41 ounces (1 large can) deviled ham
2 teaspoons prepared mostard
Dash of pepper

16 slices enriched white or
whole wheat Mead
8 thin slices tomato (option-

desked. Makes 12 servingS

al)

sharp

svoman . managing household and rearing children in
spite offa glamorous position, I

vacuumundry

no

to

today's

career

equipment,

hat buns for breakfast woo orm
IT the better, rotating jobs,

which gave emh the opporMnity to select his favorites.

It was about the .ly luxury

my friend Sylvia's

clmner, not even a

mother, a majestic Diana from
the forests of Lithuania.
Although she had five children, her husband's failing

hair dryer, although she wore a

they had until onc day Sylvia's
mother proudly brought home
one of the radios she

crown of treSes neatly wound

had assembled herself.

around her proud head.

The children were elated.
They were the first family in
the block To oven one, and
and

health prompted her to seek
employment in order to support and educate them, One

FROM.SCRATCh
HER
cooking was often started by
the children peeling potatoes
.

her

return

home at

might call her a pioneer" in the

before

production of radio, the 12Mob cathedral window style

night. Every child had daily
therp. GOiog eases the Oreet

their

when

mother

their love for such songs as
"Humoresque" and "Liebas.
she put renewed effort
into piesswods. The result MB
,

-

a pioo and music lessors.
These arc the memories Sylvia Shares with
friends
when she entertains, climaxing

*nostalgic reminiscences by
Serving Kugeli.

KUGELI
-

Vd pound bacon cal up Into

1 -Inch pieces

1 medium-sized anion, firm
ly chopped
5 medium-sized
(red)

, 2a 3 eggs beaten
li cup hot -milk
I teaspoon salt,
Va teaspoon pepper

potatoes

Chicken Legs

59c

LB.

2

,

r
1,10Ticle0
PBORYCOESIIR/

Ina
MIK

grees) 10 to 15 minutedor until
filling is heated through.
Makes eight sandwiches.

ton or

Sl"
LB.

Produce Market!

per end cover tightly with foil.

end

GRADE 'A'

71.e.

KNEIP

teaspoon pepper

DEVILED PEANUT

Spoon over beet layer. Chill
untiI firm. Cut into servings
Serve on crisp salad greens
with a sour. *am dressing if

to the bake, at 6 a.m. to sleet

LB.

nub

BUTTER SANDWICHES

creaM.

YOUR CHOICE

LB.

ors'

FOR

spread on bread rounds or other shapes. Serve cold, or even
better, broil so the candy melts
a bit.

syrupy.

10 OZ.
PKG.

Corned Beef Brisket

,

half. Leave one half at room
temperature and 014111 other

That flooded homo with light
classical music and skits *toe
family whose crowded closet
would burst open at the right
moment, disgorging its contents noisily. She had'. elec.

think o

I, .........---

o

knife. Spat

11111111

ICI

DEL MONTE

Catsup
SWANSON -3 VARIETIES

Pot Pies
MARY DUNBAR

Strawberries

eon sandwiches. as um11/.
Makes 11/2 dome small tea
sandwiches or four regular
sandwiches.

Cualiflower

BTL

8 OZ.
PKG.

MARY DUNBAR

Green LB.
Cabbage

LB.

10 02
PKG

Keep Learning At Any Age With This
Reference Set From Jewel!
THE ILLUSTRATED

Columbian
Encyclopedia

Gently 03310 bacon MB.
Crisp. Remove from pan to ptif,
_

per towel. Saute onion inbet
con far iintil golden.
Peel and
potatoes in!
mixing bowl. Add beaten egg.
and semoning, bacon and MIT
Wn. Stir well.

FULLY INFORMATIVE

VOL.
NO.
ONLY

AUTHENTIC AND ACCURATE r

VOL. NO. 1 STILL AVAILABLE AT 49c

COMPLETE 26 -VOLUME SET

Into amend casserole poi
above mixture and bake for 45
minutes in '400 -degree oven.,

The top should have a game
brown crust. If not, place Ltd:

Northern Tissue

ROLL

REGULAR SIZE

Lifebuoy Soap

BAR

GERBER'S - STRAINED

CTN.

YOUR CHOICE

WHITE OR COLORS

Yummy Beverages INZ

LB.
FRESH

1

I

REG, OR DIET

10 OZ
PKG.

MARGARINE

Allsweet

Asparagus

20 OZ.

aei

1=1

ALL GREEN

shoo with cream cheese mixture. Sprinkle with colored
sugar or decorettes, if desired.
Rehigerate until ready to
serve. 90,40 cold, or broil one
to two minutes until candy be'
gins to melt and serve wane,
(If preferred, this filling may
be toed to make regular lunch-

From the forests of Lithuania comes Kugeli
directed

-

cooked

t on (5 ounces)..er elms

Often when I read stacks
ONLY

cum chopped

to

By Margarele Murphy

1500.
Tell

-

hOrseradish.

ORIENTAL
I cup diced cooked chicken
cup Chinese vegetables,
1

Blend cream cheese and
peanut brittle. To make tell

maining gelatin mixture snail
Syrupy. Fold in tongue, water

drained and chopped

serving V5 cu. Finely chop
beets. Combinep beets, cabbage

'

CHICKEN BUNS

stir crushed peanut brittle into

In the meantime, Will re-

I op canned bean sprouts,

Ft op red wine vinegar
Drain juice from beets, re-

'
INN'Otia)0Nikij

1 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons lemon juice
2 tablespoons vinegar
3 tablespoons horseradish

.

to

until

MARY DUNBAR

0. 7 9C

-ROLLED

Makes eight sandwiches.

heat in the oven and serve es

cream cheese

10 OZ.
PKG.

Green Beans

KNEIP OR COLUMBIA

Cream Cheese Spread. Simply

chilled gelatin, stir beets and
bean sprouts. Spoon into II b5,7. -by-2 inch pan. Chin
until nearly firm.

teaspoon salt
,,,,

(and lettuce if sandwiches am
6, he served cold). Close sod wishes with remaining bread.
To grill. butter outside of sad wiches lightly and grill on both
sides until golden
brown.

ture, stuff into hot dog bum,

softened

CHERRY VALLEY FRENCH STYLE

Pork Roast

with tomato e slice, if desiml

dissolved, Add salt, lemon
juice, vinegar and horseradish.
Divide gelatin mixture in

2 envelop., (2 lablesposo)
unflawed gelatin

ne's sweet diced pickled beets
2 cups finely shredded cab17Age

Drain 119015 from boats and

add enough water to make I
Cup. Soften gelatin in liquid
for five minutes. Add to hot
water and stir until gelatin is

one

BONELESS

-am,

PKG

Peas

a
ri 9
CountryC
0.7

YOUR CHOICE

Blend peanut bona, ham,

henrysupper sandwich. We
call this Chicken BUNS Oriental. You'll call it delicious
For a tea table sandwich
that's truly unique, prepare
sweet and crunchy Candied

46 cop &thymus:ream

Ile's sweet sliced pickled beets

3202.

1000.

Peas & Carrots

Chops

24 OZ.

20 OZ.

PKG, -

DEWKIST

Pork

2 OZ.
PKG.

1

20 OZ.

10 OZ.

Green Beans

BTL.

lightly until salad dressing is

Let this trio of peanut sandwiches brighten your
luncheon or party menus. Candied Cream Cheese
spread, top left; Chicken Buns Oriental and Deviled Peanut Butter.

I cup flour

CHERRY VALLEY -CUT

LB

VS cup chopped salted pea -

peanut butter sand.'
wIches are such favorites it

cup butter
cup brown sugar

Cut-Up
Fryers

Whole Kernel Corn 'PG?

LB.

TASTY -PORK

mu:nerd and pepper. Spread
on 11 slices of bread. Top each

consumed in sandwich..

cook, and her friends especially recommend her deserts.
Today she is sharing two of her
favorite cookie recipes.

395

49c

are

sandpructically ay-

years ago that a doctor in St.
Louis invented peanut butter.

CHEESECAKE COOKIES
.

FRESH

IKC)GZ.

MARY DUNBAR

CENTER CUT

POTATOES O'BRIEN
SOUTHERN HASH BROWNS
PIXIE SHOESTRINGS
SHOESTRINGS

steam lett* MOM*/

butter and

nonymom, IL wm about BO

embroidery wall
hangings
throughout her homc are Mar-

lhe cookies arc very rich
and should be cut in small
squares when mot," maraara

MARY DUNBAR

,Ami,
-GRADE

ORE -I DA

furniture and nifinishini end
antioning wood.

8 OZ.

Green Giant Rice

Peanuts make delectable
sandwich fillings too

ber unite social ministry committee of the church.
sewing

61/0 OZ.
CAN

Chicken

I teaspoon vanilla

Margaret, a former lest
grade school teacher. teaches
Sunday school and is a mem-

of

CHUNK LIGHT

2 eggs, beaten
51 teaspoon salt

obtained from NORWESCO.

enjoys
most

01I

CHO IC'

Chopped Broccoli

I cup sugar

teams
serve,DK0
Fif- choRed oats. Rake 12'
n
wt.,. dis um at 350 degrees. Cool "anbctributed to migrant families at fare vatting in mall Muses,
Christmas. The names were

She

fee

WHOLE FRYERS

Melt above ingratiate in a

will have a 'Panel of American
Women' speak to us."
The auxiliary has five study

8.7

5TR

CHOCOLATE SQUARES
2 1 -ounce snores hitter

i

it

**,
77 7wool

of Jewel's chickens at this most attrochve price

st cup sugar

the

ON...

hood Jewel and stock up on Grade A Fryers.
You see - Jewel's having 'an, exciting sale on

Women's Auxiliary (LOW) of crust. Sprinkle remaining topthe Lutheran Church of the ping over tilling. Bake an addiCross in Arlington Heights. tional 25 minutes. Cut lam
Margaret Is in charge of four smaII squares when cool.
Urge meetings a year. There

creates

Soup 8 Juices

BETTY CROCKER CAKE MIXES, Reg
PILLSBURY CAKE MIXES, Reg.

This year

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

If your family's fond of tender, juicy chicken - now is the time to stop in your neighbor-

;

Press remainder of mixture
bottom of eight -by -eight inch pan, Bake 12 to 15 min-

philanthropic interest ism aid
hearing sec cries.

1-m.

in

int

021)

Fees IAsti Cac ens From Jewel!

1

ping,

surrounding
villages
and
meets monthly in members'
homes. The sorority's national

26c

6I5

WHEATIES 12-0z.
CHEERIOS 15-0z.

Delta Zeta Alumnae in dudes' 30 members from the

264

Skippy PEANUT BUTTER 280..,87E

HUNT'S TOMATO SAUCE, 8-0z.
HUNT'S TOMATO SAUCE, 300
Cereals
QUICK QUAKER OATS, 18-0z.

the of
horneMtWer and
two, Allen, 61/2, and Catherine. 21/2, is prmident of Iwo
area organliations, the Arlington Heights Chapter of Delta
Zeta Alumnae and her church
omen's club.

sugar. Add flour and nub. Mix
well. Reserve one cup for top-

1

elkof Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

NOW'S THE TIMETO SAVE

'
'

Mrs Levi Holmes, young

r'.._-

11, 1970'

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

By Lorraine Lemberly

,

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

DAY
Wednesday.

Two favorite cookie recipes

PRICED GOOD
THRU. SAT.

Man. thru Sat,
10 A.M. to 9 P.M,
Sunday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

THE

Page 18

BEAUTIFULLY IttUsTRATE0

der broiler for a few minutes.
Recipe may be doubled.

Baby Food

41/2 OZ

JAR

18 VARIETIES

Brach's Candy

BAG

YOUR CHOICE
FOR

Al& to

-

Lengthen baking time, howl
ever, to one hour. Serve intrat

dia.'', (Sams four,)

.

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

q-1'

- a_

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

Page 20

- Today

SHORT RIBS

Dap

Wednesday, March 11, 1970

4tit.511S StorEttnisf

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR W 4Y

TONIGHT

9,7

6100

I

7
9

Mike Deanna.

Guests Ire Honk

Show

Smith and
Reynolds.

Tie Coarlshlp el
Eddie'. Father

'

S m Leven:ten.
DeFom and
Chuck Woolcry am

9

Loge

sarn of money

to its owner,

St. Trek
II PREMIERE:

9

abroad.

"!perm

20 TV Celle'.

Author

Social science

I."

No.

7:30
Beverly
Mfges

6i30

HasHove

2

ROBIN MALONE

2

Dottie

West.

Phil Silvers guest
stars as Shifty Shafer
whose wife persuades

C II

I

i

Wilts

I

are

The Vlogidan
Two men capture
one of three wound.

5

bank

cd

robbers

swarm of bees.

takes

11000

Rhine

doped

duckllego
Proms city park.

l'our

3UGS BUNNY

Horoscope

11 The MMus

MgrAMTZT's

FOR THURSDAY

poet and critic dis.

once again hefore onning to u

Sea

final decision regarding your

-

goal. 00101 have it heater view
of things.

ARIES (March 22

A Elm trip to 11110 -

deal. femur, an clo-

Oa, safari.

April

-

2.111: Single-minded alien will

645

,nu farthw today where
1re.ntly-laid plans are con.

yen.. Tuba

;in

26

Sp.

Digt,-Ova

Paielhert

Bob Philbin

don.
5
7

MIthdght Report
Chicago Show

toren,. Vacate
Don Know. Mob
mIra Roasts end the
Edwin Hawkins
Singers arc gums.

News

name them, re -wrap them, and

the

cut

way you

the

removing only

part, at a low discount price,
.. EAGLE MEATS ARE A BETTER
BUY FOR 3 GOOD REASONS

1. Quality Bonded

sell them at a higher price
per pound!
91

SMART SHOPPING IS

?.Honestly Labeled

EASY AS 1-2-3 AT EAGLE!

3.Discount Priced

'

Chuck

1:00
7

Chuck Steak

Roast

Oiws Amigo!

aouuroarnr

1:15

32 New.

Napoleon." A singer

32 Troth or Co.,.

20 Fent* Sem

9

Movie

-A Girl

falls

Against

9:30

20 TV ton,e

I

I

World Me,

32 DeMie Drake

for

idol.

5 Mane Hall
Steve
Lawrence
end Eydic Gonne arc
co -hosts to Peggy

Lee.

Standing
ib Roast

country
ISpainl and the sol.
&cr.

Ground
Beef

w

Reflection]

NEVIN

5
7
9

New,
News
News

"

,e.slo9

i;lagw;"7.7ip
"rep"74`

oW 'NILE

26 A Ill le View

mwm

he

.

9

friritick;ix"r

Round

t2.- $4"

69'

Corned
Beef

Five Minutes in

L ive By

Aimed pleasures in the cumnmnity. SO

ViAge;:;i;iLe

oming. Take your tirrie

CAM ER rime 22 - July

Eagle Dry Milk

1101111,110 con -

cent may need wur immediate
h11110011. See ...hug you can do

:about polling the family lo -

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

nether.

laZsato
Answer to Previous Puzale

THE BORN LOSER
rEA

imsr CC cizeiii ISPECREORIAL
OR.11131211/PRE

Von mast to he free to leave the

Alaskan Oil

°UN

ER.

Cip,KE Id, SALL

THst.u.,,Yznyi.j.Lvr

,.r

8

Island
13 loose stone
foundations

will not he himonol.

19 Cremona

MORPH/ on. 14 - Nev.

15 Locomotives

16 Lawful

110+1000 loom largs to young.
er
memla
11114 your

26 Came to ife
9 Afghan prince 27 Lace edg ng
laborer
10 Linger
28 Street show
18 Mystery
11 Greek letter 2 9 "Aida," for
S.
v.U.,"---12 Yellow ocher
instance
39
Gardner
0 Merit
20 Kipling hero n Native of
3
7 Exclamation
23 Weider
(suffix)
3 8 Cob of corn
27 Coldest
221,004 (Homan) 91 Fixed
31511 (R°...) 24 Dolt
4 2 Request
32 Quick blow
25 Additional
3 Bed canopy
33 Feminine
appellation
34 Of that object
35 Choler
36 Early Arctic

CAPTAIN EASY

for happiness.

CAPRICORN Met, 23
of
strengthening lour position at,
home and on he employment
icen, 'rake a definite stand en
TIM 0S110,
AQUARIUS Uan. 21 - Feb.
ways

exerted

froM

explorer
39 liematite,for

outside

example
90 Celtic Neptune
91 Oil tanker,

which land to sway you in the
wrong direction.

Answers to
Hideaword
ILA 21C11111

51 Part of iris
52 Finest
53 Tatter
54 Number
55 Be sick
57 Homo sapiens
58 Deed

SS -

44

MBUS CLATTER

oil drilling
96 Exist
47 Egyptian
tau cross

rIGLI HAW TOAES WARS TOLD YOU, CLOD,

N,00 WANT SOMRTHOJG, ASK US TO

,a 0 0

PASS R,,"

(Pe it

Stocky
53 Explorer
Amundsen

49

0

56 Disposed

:"4:111" -Att.111024N1

to love
59 Oleoresin

60 Blooms, like

-

lily of the
valley

_

fI
II

Of?

Millions from

I

der

\

61 Frozen
82 Beg

-

MEM=
MOM
NMI=
MEM
MIUMWNM=
MMOMAIM
AMMO=
MEM
MEM MEM
Will
MEM
MEM WEN
UMM MOIMMAMEM
ammo
OEM
MEMO

MEM
MOM=
EMMEM MEM=
MIME MOM=

QUALITY

Russet

Potatoes

;1V

-

Boneless

Pot Roast

los

Apricot Nectar

:5-6ir Buns

=r

Golden

Frozen Foods

65` ,Blackberries

Dairy Products

icting;ich Bags

e.1`: 24'

Chocolate Cake"::' 73' Cheese Spread

Aluminum Foil

'!.r: 231

giiixMuffins

'L'n' 42'

Lady iUe Butter

Cat Food

Hot Slices

00.`43`"

Orange Juice

73`

ii;i.;;;`""°"'

591

24' Margarine

1,7 73'

59'

Sauce

I

29'

Pillsbury Biscuits

9

Key Buy

Whip

38' Salad Dressing

Morsels

42' Fruits for Salad

a,t 34' Fruit Cocktail

39'

*--0

58'

Dark Cherries

290

=att.

Hawaiian
Punch

31°

quality, Courtesy And Service!

a

Bounty
Towels

owl
:,r

NIIIIIit

33°
I

IT TAKES A LOT OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO. 1

agile

27'

45' Tomato Wedges

Mit MIN.. RHIN ly n WON iodise
or Ira Mn.lesserany passional Home

-

Canned Foods

. se=

46' Light Cherries

Lady Lee
_,Applesauce

47'

BunnyBank

62' Peach Halves

We Discount Everything e_

o

37'

321

°..7.

Off

1

Tri;°Ig

M7n14;;Iggs

16' Sliced Peaches

Puffed Wheat

Key Buy
MINH

37'

32'

STORE HOURS: Man. - Wed. 9 A.M.-0 P.M./Thors.-Frt. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
IN poxes nests cam sumews

Breeze
Detergent

Jelly Bird Eggs

Del Monte Catsu;'7281 Lad; Lee Tuna

53`

ir;ii:146i;;

Orange Juice

a

Mginute Rice

35'

Fiesta Eggs

Why Pay More

Meats

Pi::a Mix

26'

Friskies

Broccoli Spears

260

Krispy Crackers

war, crwar oacausono

44'

Brussels Sprouts ';; 24'

-

COCcmDream

J,. 56'

Sausage Pizza ;,°: 72' Large iggS

270

Check & Compare

55'

11;fh;einiii;;;;°,4, 25'

Tissues

250

-c)

",1.° 52'

14;6 Stew

',Was

s.

B

Morton Donuts 'g 33'

'"----1°""---'

SIZE A

01

assrassa00

Crackers & Candies

Facial

Tissue

Geer

bog

Cocktail':''04342: :17bdurger7:j 1

45 Ragout of

game
48 Rabbit
50 Definite hour

1

NORTHERN GROWN

Ob

Easy -Off Spray

MEMEMEM MAMMA

191: Don't deviate limn your
purpose. Then: may he pres.
sures

2 Russian hemp
3 Ascent
4 Imbibes
5 Chinese

8 Purse

17 Spanish

suppn.

20T My to

.

t.7- 37,

°"° 76` Whitev

27'

dynasty
6 UncloM (poet.)
7 Actual being

violin maker

ID: Offer 1011,01.111011 the children,' disappointment. Small

depends team di 11 °Lambe,
You wools!
mse. Mon:fore.
10 help another
his smirch

Prince of-

U 5 NO

Raisin Bread

Iroffeeia'r"

Household Products

DOWN
1 Precollegiate
school (slang)

Alaska

plan to the promi,o of north0,11 mu, well he that poimism

Sdbl 1.1.11411 '1 Nos. 23 Dec.221. oni own my greatly

ACROSS

1 - Boy,

on Dir, dam runic,

11111A Diem 2.1 - Oct. 231i
IMO accommodate

ran.

Sirloin aSteak '

=7

Bathroom

Gatoradeerade

1.00 iluly 24 -.log. 231: A
:high-prssoure mornhut during
which Sea could cosily attain

VIRGO [Aug.
Sept.
231: Avoid homming overly
invols.1 it domestic affaim

51.0

age;:slafee

plaining the situation_

: at lean one goal of long-stend: ing. A good afternoon follows

Bakery Products

Beverages

onotionally wising out by

100110

90

s"98`

Steak'?

fur the work -

a personal nature may leave

31. Mann. of

Turkey

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

001 hidance tho's hats ono.
ing of lam
Ohm 22 - June
N210 .51 uplasoal in an affair

.

Self -Basting[

79'

"°

890

C

j,

lama Bean

7 ;is<

19' Sliced Bologna

EMriedikMi

Bacon

2:55

.....

Sliced Cold Cuts

A kat.

I AURUS Merit 21 - Slay
"_I I: Catch upon some amenity

$128

Ii;eleiiii;QPZ. 69e

ff./402

Mo.lt1i1on

32

79'

acon

Late Report

11 Vega for Henn
of the News

TBone
Steak

Sliced

Grade A Turkei;":::mir Eagle Wieners

2:05
2

Rolled Roast

Spare Ribs

1:30

0100

Med/colCenler
Dr. Gannon mots
his boyhood football

ir88'

rAirifeeThieners27 9.
E-e
Wieners 84'
All
Sliced Bacon

her

Geography.

2

65
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Dons earn sectional final berth, 76-60
Notre Dame High School
played well enough to min its

opening sectional contest
against Deerfield, 76-60, last
night at Fremd High School,
it showed only flashes of the
brilliance which had taken it
thfough 25 games undefeated.
were
The
Dons
over-

whelming favoritm in a game
which pitted the unbeaten
Suburban Catholic champions

Tom Beakers field goal which
tipped the book to ND'S-4.

Reekert cmtinued Ms outperformance during ma 12 -point cake by mid-Peri-

. remainder of the game,

gressive pl. only produced

WITHthe

THE S CORE
knotted at the opening of the
second period, Riley :main
scored the first basket after the

three more games then it had
lost during the regular season.
and
ND played to the
Deerfield level as they am-

xponded, repining the

the

I6 -point

win

which will put them in the sea
tionst final Friday night
against the winner of this evening Heney-Maine South

lead

midway through the period as

the Warriors managed a hot
hand on mole Mt break .01-forts, but still could not match
die well balanced Notre Dame

effort as each of the stoma
from Niles managed to mark
the score book.

It was only in the third Fri-

contest.

dthat Notre Damc was able

THE GAME opened with

O

to gain control of Mc game as

bath sides set an early pattern.
The initial Odd goal came
from Deerfield's John Kiley at

the 6:41 mark, but it was evident that ND was the stranger
team as the Dons were able to
weld
field five solid performers

the Warriors had to My
on Riley, who tallied 22 points
for the game, and Bruce
Fritsche who had 17 markers.
The Central Suburban entry
could not match the Dans in
rebounding, defense and allaround floor play dcypile the
fact Notre Dame contributed
at
to
five first -period
aid the Imers somewhat sloppy

first eight inutes.
Notre Dame started with its
an a. match -up
unsettling
zope, while Deerfield set up a
I-34 zone around the basket
as each team managed a .17 -

point first period.

OREON THREE tame.%
albeenl'crence, all -area venter
took down errant Notre Dame
floor shots and laved up a two
cornDo. temp
uoltaer
into an advantage.
Onee 'again Notre Dame

was able to show h balanced
scoring effort w Reeken, his

.

Dartield's Sean Savage (41) finds himself surrounded by three Notre Dame rebound. lad
manages to tap the ball away front Torn Reeked, 54, Rum Pohl (behind Heckert) and Kevin
Kuehn, right, for one of the few limes the Warriors could match the undefeated Duns in list
Frond Sectional, The Dons won going away hot night, 76-60. (Photo by Jim Stain)

the basket against Ralph Hinger, talented squad.

After Riley's opening scort,

Notre Dame quickly captund

Y

Watkins end Tom Ountemann

wore right behind in 10:22.0

Mane West rode eight rust
pieces out of a possible 13 in.
trouncing a visiting Wheeling

A SECOND STRAIGHT
sweep pushed the Warriors

emerged victorious in the BM -

track team ymcrday.
Four complete sweeps highlighted the Warriors' domi.

75.34.

into the lead for the first time

yard

at at- 14. Hurdle specialist Del
Hansen broke the tape at 6.5 to

Johnson was in at 2:01.0 while
Wildcat Frank Savage landed
a Mi in 2:05,
The West trio ofJ im Fisher,

nonce over the Al id.Subtoban
League entry.

With two field events completed, though, Wheelie, was
on top 14-4. bet once the running began. Maine quickly
pulled away.

WILDCATS Jon PM and
Dive Poole captured first and
seeond. respectively, in the

long jimm competition with

In

of 19111/2 and

31/2.

Noticeably lacking from the
West side of the ledger wm Jeff

Duff, head coach Joe Jobst's
top man in the event. Tom
Zahroske. howee, mansged

a point with his third plan
jump of 18-1.

win the highs while returning
la duplicate his efforts with a
621n the lows.
His initial performance was

rm. Teammate

Steve

Mike Pruitt and Luke Bur -

Winter Sports Awards Night
Ian night to honor four levels

was named the team, Most

of basketball, swimming, gym.
niastics, wrestling athletes and

20 giM in
and

cheerleading
non squads.
the

Junior Dennis Willison was

named apeain of the varsity
basketball team and Wilne An,
demon received the Most

Valuable Player honor on the
cae squad. For wrestling
Brox Barringet- earned the

honorary captainship of the

Valuable Wrestler. Diver Terry Matyja was mated captain

of the swimming team and
Lance Kuntze earned IsIVP
laurels. TM gymnasts selected

Tony Kunz as their honorary
captain anti Bob Gillespie as
the Most Valuable.

EARNING BASKETBALL Mars from Gaston
higlyauccessful
Freeman's
varsity and jUnior varsity Wars

SP/ RTS

Pick and newly -acquired bas-

respectively.

mates Mike Pruitt and Kevin
Terry were second and third.

Finally cracking the Warrior string of firsts, Wildcat

reepectively, in both events.

Gary Hildebrandt

ketball player Dennis Wildman
finished second and third with
jumps of 5-8 and 5-4, respectively.
The two squads split the re-

toast's crew chalked their
third consecutive event winner
in the 50 anddash- with Scott
Klose breaking the tape in 5.7.
Wheelings Gary Kawelf shadowed Rose across the line in

5.6 for second while Maine's
Mark Watkins accounted for

nipped

West's Mark Henkcs at the
wire Sonat to 53.6. Kawell. in
his second event of the afternoon and only in his first week

of competition, had to settle
for the third slot M 54 flat.

WARRIOR
Komi' can now

mane
to

Ken
4:30

Injured. Keith Royal earned

21.

Willie Aneerson,
Dave ArneXald. !auk Bo - quint. Bill Besenhofcr. lames
riots were

Buchhola. Chris Cline, Ken
Gutowski. Jim Hanselmunn,

Richard Hendricks.

Frei!

Horn, Bruce Kerr: Thomas
Kummer. Douglas Imuffers

burger. Gordon bowis. Steve

Miller, Dan Moll. Dam ;Mirth Robert °taken. Thomas
Jerry

Reeves,

Smith.

Smith.

Jeff

Sloven Van Scow,

Dennis Willis.,

George

Frederic
and Jonas Benton.

Martens

and

Page 22
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News this Thursday. it was ars
nounced last night. Bill BeSenhofer was ,med caPtaie Of
the Warrior jayvee capers and
teammate
Miller was:an-

nounced as the moms Most
Valuable.

Carlini handed out letters

McA.rewS, Jim Mandik.
Daniel Moss. NE, Palauole.
Charles Rucker, Bill Tillman.
Garrett Waecker, Fred Triebe.
Al Vaccarello, Chris Willa and
Robert Wolfgram.

Arlington took first place in
II of 13 events and swept the
top three places in five of them

to topple Elk Grove, 89-20, in

KEN GUSTAFSON was the
jayvee wrestling MVP and
Mike Bistan `toas announced

the Grenadiers'
yesteoday.

as the manisaptain.
For the swimming Mam,
which won eight duals and lost
six, head coach Pm: Andersen
presented letters to Larry

the allot put and sophomore
Frank Toucher in the 60 -yard
Mw hurdles. Tcws tossed the
shot 49-2 for a new school

Bienvirth, Jack Branding, Pal
Brennan. Bruce Carlson, Eric

reco rd an d

High School Boys' Gym.,

ARLINGTON WON both

tics Rulrs Co mmittee.
Drain is a high school repro-

bash. The Ognup will be held
from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

BOYS 9.14 years old on or
before Aug. I. 1970, are elifor Bronco and Pony
League ball. Boys IS and 16
who wish to play' Colt League
baseball and who are engaged
gible

inkrscholasyic gymnastics in

The sixth annual Wm Sith
.

for the swimming team

,

in high school sports are enwarmed to sign up as tryouts

IN ADDITION, he has
as president of the

served

will ant be held anti, school

United States High School
Gymnastics Coaches' Association. In addition to his coach-

Felde.

RM grappler
wins 190 -pound
Tri-State class
Bob Savage, sophomore
Rom Rolling Meadows, was
one of the top contenders for
the Yankton College wrestling
team as he won the champion.
ship in the 190 pound Masa for
the second time at the

.snumber two spot by only three
points.

The Blue Demons had two
individual winners as Jim Olson won the 880 yardrun Inc

time of I:58.7, and Don Um.
ry lopped all high jumpers
witb 6-2316 ledp.

THE MAINE mile ram
end

Bob Trantin took the Show
roud out the bulk of Maineh
total of 30 points.
John Keane, ME's outstanding distance man, ion

into some stiff competition in
the form of his old cross.coun-

try nemesis Andy Rupert of
Proviso. Keane burned him_self out early in the two-mile

Our lady of the Wayside
grammar

In additionto being a line
Wrestler, Savage, is an outside

linebacker for the Greyhound
football team.

boys gymnastics med these In
solve 35 000 students The

Lane.

Savage,

Sr..

4503

Peacock

ok 00,

basketball

On Sunday, March 8, the
7th grade team, coached by
Ray Merkel and Ralph Bosch,
beat St. James School in inclose
31.30 mne; while the 8th

grade, coached by Don Camp-

bell, also defeated St. James
65-41.

the four -lop and eight -lap relays end mooed their five Fin.
lobo in the 880 -yard 0.1400 -

yard dash, high jump, broad
jump and pole vault. Elk
Grove was able m phiug two
men in just the shot put and the
high hurdles.

The 'Cardinals were especially impressive in the pole
vault. Fred Harsh won the

have

certainl

force

have

gmwn up, and -in Penman
Hersey has one of the hest
sophomores in the state. The
Huskies have had an up -anddown campaign after acted
tagged with the unwanted
badge of "conference Moornes", but they have improved
steadily in recent weeks and
quite possibly

to

yet

have

erength and balance M the

Bratko

80 -yard run. Cm -dinar John

Junior Bruce Beam, the
states third best 98 -pounder,
led the balloting for Dick Carlini's Maine West wrestlers in
the Central Suburban League

and

MI1

Andrews earned
mention status.

honorable

TWOMHB RUN

and

Bob

in the championship
match of the sectionals and in

BOTH WAYSIDE

record,

Team

:Wednesdayh2

11

Barnett, A 10,36.4;

2,

Harsh,

Hartman, EG, 9.7, 50 YARD
DASH: I. Bratko, A, 5.9;.2.
Idsteia. EG, 6.0; 3. Dangles
A, 6.1.

880 -YARD RUN: I. Curtin, A. 2.09.6; 2. Jam A,
2:0E6; 3. Split, A. 2:08.8.
1

55.7; 3, Cleveland, A, 57.9.

Lyans
Maine Ears
Proviso Wen
Riverside-Brooklield
Hinsdale Central

31

Downers Grove North

2746

mere A 5562 Haddam° A

,

to

the

8th

grade

recently won first place in the
Carmel High School Tournament (Mundelein) and in the
Hersey High School Tournament (Arlington Heights).
The Rh grade, coached by
Tom McLaughlin, also hod a
very successful season with 16
wins and 2 lossea and took the

championship in the Arlington Heights Park District
Christmas Tournament.

cago papas. B. they may be
surprised at their opponent on
Friday.

Whitfield, GM

2.

Jack

Broom, MS, 153 Pounds: 1.
Pe. Witt, NW; o, Kent
ToutWhman, Do 165 Pouts& I.

oColetto.

NIS;

175

Pounds: J. Bill 1111men,MW;
185 Pounds: 1. Carl Mellin-

3,

SIW; D;
Papa; 130 GuyMorrn.
145
137-11. Wolfgram,
Pounds, Scott Perz, NW; 159 -

165.. Koxler. Di Bob

MeAndres, MW, Tom Phelus,
NH; 175 -Howard Mack, 185 Woody Esker, D; Dennis

Flannery, GBN, Wayne

Schuclmaan, NW; HWT-John

Meadows

District will be starting new
basketball program far 5th and

Garcea,

foundation

skills of basketball, as t, ses-

Ottinger, EG, 4:41, EIGHT LAP RELAY: I. Arlington,
2:40.4;
Elk Grove, 2:48.5,

siinne
ons are designed for eoth bers and more experienced
g
players.

in

thc

essential

HIGH JUMP: I. DeWitt, A.

The program will take the

5-8; 2. Bradt°. A. 5413. Wit,

Form of a b.keball clinic, and
141 he held at the Carl

BROAD IUNIP I We

1974 2 Bratko A 1904
Welton A 17-911 POLE

I

Tens

Baurnsterk EG 19

SAVE
Our ing our forrotv
outhorixed

Mognov.ar.
ANNUAL SALE

amSand-

ur, Gym from 8 30 II 30

each Saturday
html 2nd

a

NIS; Mark Rockolt

GBH; Steve Klein, D.

Bratko. A,

A, 4:40.4; 2. Butler, 4:40.6; 3,

1

98 -Phil Morrmle, GBN;
on107 -Mike Kaye, NTW; 115
Brian Palmer. NIS,

AI Vaecarello, NIW,

5th, 6th grade
basketball
program set
.The

HONORABLE MENTION

SHELKOP
TV

through

Remoras= may be mat at

the Park Drer. OfliCe at 1200
Central Road or In

700 F. Nrfhwes1 Hwy

192 4120
01 fee x all be charged for

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Salo ends'Merch I Mir

tin. slims

SERVICE
ALL MAKES AND MODELS

"TIM

.11674111
Fred Haigh (left) of Arlington end Frank Teacher (right) of Elk Grose clear the first hurdle

8.6. (Photo by Mate Imre.

the Titans, 541/2 -4alth

Glenbrook South.

in 60.5. In the 440. it was

Tom Gehr, finishing second
behind Stan Brietxman of

,40% SAVINGS
Budget Terms Available
EAR UV TI COE

Reilly, GBS, 6.45; 2, Kieffer.

4:43.7; 0. Salerno. DOS: 12.

H; LONG JUMP: I. Reilly,

LAP RELAY: I. GB.S., 3027.5;

NORTH AVE. '/0 MILE WEST OF 63- 011.1.A PARK

GBS, 18-9; 2.1ielerow.

HIGH JUMP: I. Heuer, H.

PHONE 633-7700 ASK FOR MR. CASSATA

6-1; 2. Beilfuss,0139: 3. John-

MILE RUN: I. Barter, H,

son, H.

Kieffer and Gordon Hal -

Brian Zimmer got the hosts

off to a good start by liking
first place in the two-mile with
a 10:38.5, and then Kurt Kiefter kept things going by ettPturfing the high hurdles with a
72.

first

md second in the 50.yard dash
as Chris Kelsey turned in a 5.6
and was followed by teammate

crow of Hersey took seconds
in the ftrst low hurdles and the
long jump, respectively, and
then Huskie distanceman Ed

in 4:417.
THE TITANS took the 12- lap

relay,

but

the

MEET RESULTS

2,14.1.

Results of the Palatine Park
District February wrestling
an-

nounced, and in two dual contots, the young grapplers frOM

Palatine captured wins over
Golf Junior High, 1415, and
Fremd, 32-20, while finishing
fourth in a quadrangular
which included limitads, Lon.
,don and Holmes junior highs.

and the

are right

Heuer won the event with an

lik made it four in a row for the
winners by winning the 880 in

Wrestling meet
results given

rA

Huskies

came back to take first and
third in the high jump. Jim

Terry Carne. And Greg Dow-

manage a third in the shot put

The

Rigger came on to win the mile

excellent leap of 6-1 and John
Johnson of Hersey cons third.

been

they've been reading the Chi-

TRANSMISSION

for Hersey, but the Huskic
four -lap relay team was a win -

have just

NW 137 Pounds: I. Jim Sur-

8.4, MILE RUN: I. Tourbin,

1

Hersey won a pair of indoor
trek Meets yesterday at home
when the Huskie varsity heat
Glenbrook South, 5745.514,
and the sophomores dumped

meets

Pounds: I. Barry Rosen, NAV;
130 Pounds: I. Marc Gilbert,

ouTehetht;r0Eism yi s.17,s iganeV0o

Harsh. A, 8.1;

ton SHOT PUT

Muskies trip visiting CBS
in 'non -conference contest

HERSEY COPPED

WV, 107 pounds: I. Tim CysGreg, GSS 115 pounds: I.
Greg Schneider, NW; 123

DLLS, 1. Toucher, EG, 7.8; 2.

Mudg. A Ills Brake

during their tight race yesterday Harth look first with on 5 5 clocking and Toucher was second et
I

Don fans started chanting,PWe
want South!" Obviously

ger. GI3St WI': I. Seen BY -

6111 grade boys beginning Saturday,

EG sta 2 0 Chid!, 4o I Is

30
281/2

175 -pound bracket. Dropping
one conference bout, he,

HUH,

61IYARD LOW

RELAY: 1. Ar15 a 2 Eli Grow,

6

55
33

meanwhile,

was another standout at the

98 Pounds: 1. Brace B..,

--ed-Sta

Pts,

York
Gotthard West

trom Deerfield in last
se
011 opener, the

ram. NN;

Finishing
I c a d -off even,
fourth. nearly 17 seconds be hind Rupart's 9:26.8 time.

TEAM STANDINGS

tights

CSL ALL -CONFERENCE

440 1 %RD DASH 1 Tram
I

TILLMAN,

came

lington

MEET RESULT S

As Notre Dame was pulling '

gent, D; 2, Bob Dicta, NH;
Mark
Pounds:
I.
145

the final,,

Al
Mc-

Yaccarello

A, 8.5; 2. Toucher, EG, 8.6, 3.

Sam Wit and Gary Bratko

Mike Nevins, muscular all-

only all -conference members
In
Ion
their respective weight

and Wit third 15-61.

Brat, in the toyed dash

lineup will be all-CSL forteard

night. His only two setbacks

the

HIGH HURDLES: I.

(5.9) and Scott Tourbin in the
mile (4:40R).

Along with Schmerser in
coach Bernie Brady's Harting

elite

cracked into
ranks while Bob 1V
also

(540 with Bratko second 1530

at 55.7, while
Mke Cleveland grabbed third
oh57.9.

trouble.

along with Beam, were thc

and Mike Split at 2:0813.

right behind

Huskies could be in serious

ter sports award ceremony last

McGrath. A, 11,05.21 Bache
hole, EG, 11:21.9. 60 -YARD

Arlington's other first -place
3A41 Barnett in
winners were Scott
Her
in
the mile
the 60 -yard high hurdles (8.5).

m

lions .Teammate Bill Tillman

DeWitt won the high heelt

THE CARDS' sweep in the
400 was paced by Tim Teem who registered a 55.6
clocking. Gary Raddeman was

all -state.

Pancratx getting into foul
trouble or someone missing
too many free throws. the

coaches' aril -conference selee

Welton (17-515). while coal

were involved in both the high
Jump and broad jump
re
u
WIt took first
the broad
Jump (19 7a.)
followed by

e 104).
Arlington also showed good

45)

little thing goes wro,, such as

NEVERTHELESS, Heise
will have to put everything to-

Beam, in posting an untie.
lievable 27-2 record, was voted as his tcam's most valuable
wrestler at West's annual win-

Curtin won it wild a 2:0I6,

NIudge took second
at 11-0 and Craig Bratko third
andenScott

(19-0

nether to beat Maim South.
Its . simple as that. If any

IM other wing and Mike Bonk
and Jim Williams at the
guards. Williams was honorable mention in the CSL and.
Schmelaer was nominated for

eum,, Tillman, 3 other Warriors
land 11-C SL wrestling lat rels

the players rise to the °comma
as they did twice during pain fully close contests during the
regional^
Steingraber knows that such
a situation can cause tragedy,
but he thinks his team has too
much confidence to let such a
thing happen.

the

evt with a lofty I.34 vault

Gary Garden could only

had previously won first place
in the Conference's South Division; the 7th grade with a 12I

He is a graduate of Forest

school

ships in the Northwest CathoHo Athletic Conference play.
offs hoot wcekOnd at St. Victor
High School.

Tri.Slate conference meet at
Le Mars, la., Feh 28.

of Mr. and Mrs. Robert A.

mettneation sponsoring win

nati.al competition.

p a fourth place, miming the

Wayside sparkles

View High School and the son

thrash 'attire Wheeling. 75.24. to gain they sixth straight dud

Mani spot fly whining six of the
13 events. Maine East picked

spume the longjump contett to

Mitch more than 1 850 span
ma competitive program, in

bur able Batting over. The strategy didn't work on this jump, but Mg, Drain serves as a judge
EMI.. dewed 54 before bowleg out. Ills teammates went on to during college and inter-

ttsn , 0 per Lee Peterson appears to be holding on to

York walked off with the top

Gutman. Members of the porn

of

poldimes and procedures de
veloped by the membership of
the National Federation tiled
more athletes than any other

Proviso W., and while

team captured a second

Wojak.

schools

Id

R. Nelson, Boxy Doremus,
Donis Johnson and Betsy

Gad Scheeler and Debbie

of 22 000 high

Conference
Indoor
urban
Track Meet was held Saturday

Chris Clausen, Jill
Diane
Sachettl.

!antic McManus, Pan, Potter.
I mda Retnahm. Gall Russel,

sm.., Apresena m emus

Hersey into mistakes, or will

pressure

juniors

anierence Bob Norimder at

teach their peak,

fa

WSC track meet

L$1111 Loyd, Lora Lomat..

mutative to the United States
Gymnastics Federation and is . spomibiltty at the request of
past -president of the Illinois high 000011 throughout the
High School Coaches' Assocination because of the an
ition. He has served as a mem- creased autytty and Intenat me
her ,of the IHSA Gymnastics interscholmtic
gymnastic,
Advisory Committee, which is competition
responsible for making recomThe Habana] Federation of
meadations for the conduct of State High School Athletic Aa

on a first come, first setae

Steingraber.

Demon thinclads
fourth at tough

pen squad were Jan Barka,
Shah Carynski. Vicki Caton.

a national set of rulas desmned
specifically for interscholmtrt
compete lion
Thy National
Federation undertakes this re

tremendous

those

VAULT I Harsh 4 130 i

"Main Jo DINOb and co.

the Mahone' Federation Tim
, the first attempt to establAft

Toucher ran the

low hurdles in 7.8 for heGren.
adiers' two firsts.

Gary
Terry

Cheerleaders honored were

be dexeloped by the new mt.

fieldhouse

The only bright spots for
Elk Grove were Bill Tows in

nastics squad.

commit,. and published by

they'll take notice of us," said

who lost only one ganie in the
Central
Suburban Leapt,
have yet to face a front line the
likes of Honey's.

Seen Forge, the key to Dentyea tourney chomplonship.

and Craig Benes for the gym-

Boys Gymnastto Rules aJl

will succeed or fail tonight -in
the poise depar,ent. Will the

But

SpURTS
Cards streak past Gren trackmen, 89-20

Denals Mallini, Bob

Study Curer, Karla

'teems to mind the snub. "If we
beat Maine South, I think

painted out that the Hawks,

Hillier. Gary Klein. Janus
Kiumpos, Lary Krusinski.

Wnlhnm.

But no one around Hersey

tools to pull it off, Sarin mbar

ger. Bill Beam, Bruce Beam.
Steven Retina, Mike Bistuny.:
John Dint. Kehl, Fehrenba.
cher. Ken Gust Mon, Daniel
Hammer, John Herter. Brum

"Wain

sure of playing before 4,500 plus fans get to the Huskies.
And more thm anything
else, this is where the Huskies

Huskies

bolted -on mons; Bryan Cous-

should put them in a good

team togethee should the pres-

IT WONT beyasy, but the
50

Roan Anderson, Bruce Barrin-

stars

shoulders
fall the
unenviable task of pulling the

could be a close game on Friday, without even saying that
both had to go through the molions of a preliminary game.

B nr, Chuck Meson, Jim Pritmold and Keith Wolter for the

ex,

beet appointed to the National

Bays summer program will be
this Saturday at the
Mount Prospect Country Club
Community Center.
The limited amount of
Openings left will be assigned
held

S.

6
0

tem managers were John

tended Maine's unbeaten dual
string to six straight and

Sid Drain, gymnastics
coach at Maine West High
School in Des Plaines, has

Motel Prospect Baseball for

Yr.;

0

School
Hersey
High
School was nothing more than
a set of lines on a landscaper's

THE HERSEY playmaker
wll
hit be Mark Jacoby,
mayy, end on

One city prep writer flatly
Waled that Maine South will
face be
Dame in what

14

EARNING UTTERS es

Sid Drain named to
National Committee

for the

Proof of age. The feel 5:5 for

3

2

17

forward Scott Fcige, who per

picking up valuable tourney

oul trouble.

spectably close to the Hawks.

13 16-60.
Notre Dame 17 25 22 17-76
Deerfield

Cook)

Final MPBB
signup Sat.

.-

that the Arlington Regional
winners will come 'even re-

Tony
Kum, Bob
McNabb. Mike Redmond,
Bob Slink, Charles Sulik and
G try Yeiser.

at :53.6. (Photos by J, Alan

mile event. Don Anderson
paced his competition in 10:19
flat, while teammates Tim

Final registration

26 24 16 30

tolls.

Henkes sans right en his heels

The Warriors drew within a
point with a slam in the two-

4

5

In 196g, when amoral of the
current South players were

formed so well in every facet of
die game at Arlington. His job
do defense in the regional was
magnificent, and several dmeS

drawing. board. And last year
the all -junior Huston' bowed
out in the first game of the no

is

for offense.
Posebly the key to the
game, however, is 5-10 Hotta

Hon to this fine Hersey Man he pked up the °Heave
They aren't even predicting fa hen the big menwrs.10

SCORERS QUARTERS

there

Lindstrom is listed . a guard

0

Iviwobx

Hildebrandt has a slight lead
over Warrior Mark Henkes es
both runners press during the
final lap of the 440 -yard run.
Hildebrandt hung on for the
blue ribbon in :53 (1.0 while

heave of 45-41/2 M the shot
put, bm Wheeling grabbed a
Set and third on the efforts of
soongtan Sam Romano (46E41 and Tom Holakopf (43-

0

Grove District of the state
mat. Earn, letters for coach
Sul Drain were Richard all

High t-Wheeling's Gary

second for Maine with a

3

It

0

Spry, although

since the Chicago daily newspapers have hardly given mem

ate a meet this mar, but they
med five rnen in the Elk

frame of mind when they tmvel to the tough Evanston Relays Friday night.

tr

0

the Hawks' tallest

is

0

-

lay events, Maine taking the
sprint in 1:18.4 and Wheeling
the mile in 336.4.

IHE MEET victory

4

Swimmer was Eric Dahl.
The varsity gymnasts didn't

winner's circle for the second
time during the afternoon with

jumps of I I-6. 11.6 and 11-0,

0

11

412

3

mint play.

OBVIOUSLY Steingraber
nanny alone M his optimism,

I

Paul Meador. and Russ
.11 Zap.
Voted Me Most Improved

to account for the sweep.
Wildcat Jon Pitt entered the

.1 off his previous best. Team-

11

Thomas , Donald Parent,
Thomas Peterson, Stew Skop,

capturing the blue ribbon
while teammates Steve Melling (4,38.41 and Scott b/w,.
(4141F) ran second and third

while his lows' timing ins jam

pole

Recker,

Hudson, Lance K
Linen, Art Larsen,

in

a leap of six feet in the high
jump event. Warriors Grant

the

competition

5

Connelly
Riley
Muhlstedt

strom and

King

Tobin

Damage

and are veterans of mum.

the state in one poll.

Hater
Abrehem
1

Andy Pancratz, Mark Lind -

The Hawks ere rated 1 1th in

Hillinger

Mager

man. Mersey's line on defense
w.11
average over 6-7 with

rough, tough Maine South

Eaton
Pohl

Dahl. Dave Denman, Steve
Dukball. Scott Kuntz,, Don

Kovar toured 10 laps in 4:31.1

whh

dominated

.

Skinner
DEERFIF.LD 1601

Head wrestling coach Dick

tenth best time of the year.

vaulting

chard

Phew
Kuhan

OF COURSE there will ba
just as many fans looking end
yelling at Maine South, 0111

a major difference.
ne Hawks have been
it before, having gone to the
sectional the past two years,

.0.6 he

mg basketball coach Roger
Reingraber used to describe
his club's chances in tonight's
Fremd Sectional battle with

NOTRE DAME x(76)

Les

Senior Willie Anderson will'
listed on the Special Men.
don team of irs Chicago Daily.

the lead at the 5:14 mule on a

his best of the you, season

on the floor in the 76-60 win.

Darraugh

varsity and junior Bruce Beam

turning in his fastest and she
WARRIOR whiz Jury
Krainik failed to hit the sub two minute mark, but still

and 10:241, respectively.

the contest WI oh his second gee

Fritache

Maine West held its annual

MM.. his next goal after

chiral place in 6.1.

la last 17 points from the fns
stripe as Singer finished out

player who is being scouted by
several major cone es but at

as

So says Hersey's hard -work-

h g=ored at Maine West

Warriors make Wheeling sixth victim
By J. Alan Cook
Asa. Spuds Ed.

the final stantn.
Notre Dame scored nine of

from Riley and Eritzsche.
W It cn the third horn
sounded the Dans had moved
m a 59-44 spread, and in the
final period merely played out

bled to
counter the Don presaure with
a fast break pattern, but when
they were unable to move
_

"If the ballplayers are

confident as I am were going
to go out and win thishame."

23 IA .111 29

calls. which

kept tbens Cl bay through..

depth. Deerfield only hunt

THE LOSERS

quickly from their own zone,
they were ineffective going to

frmi

numerous

South center Greg &bowl= Is an excellent alharound

By Jim Stuart

Table

the last period, but them ag-

rebounding Deaner Bii18 Pohl
and Gabe Eaton, Kevin Keck

an and Byron King all tallied
for the Mmes. With one ex -

Palmer.

Courtney
Weber
Henricks

nter sports athletes

four missed shots in a row us

so1AA

DEERFIELD. TRIED. TO

23 points and 12 rebounds.

Op to give Deerfield a 19-17

bled to

they nellY to,
press the Green and White ire

edge. Once again the Dons re-

Central

the last eight minutes showing
only flashes of the 26-0 team

od behind the rebounding and
ending up as high scorer with 'shooting of pivotman Reckon.

team which had won only

a

five Red and Gray turnovers in
the first three minutes to espied

tending

Suburban

agMnst

the Data soak :among of

Hersey, Maine South battle for survival

TWO-MILE: I. Zimmer,,
H, 10:38.5; 2. Gregory, GBS;
3. Lesar, GBS: HIGH HURDLES: I. Kieffer, H, 7.2; 2.
Smith, GBS; 3. Ambler, GBS;
50 -YARD DASH: I. Kelsey,
H; 5.8; 2. Cane, H, 5.8;

880 -YARD RUN: I. Gm lik, H, 2:14.1; 2. Wickstram,
GBS; SHOT PUT: I. Tenglin,
GBS, 47-6; 2. Bohn, GBS; 3.
Gardell, H; FOUR LAP RE LAY: I. H, 60.5;

4 4 0 -YARD DASH:

for spraying trees 8 shrubs

_
A telephone in your kitchen. 11 ever you've tali
something melting to run and answer the phane,
and returned to a scorched mess, yoU knee last
how convenient a kitchen telephone can be. Gall
our business office today and order a telephone
in your favorite color.

CENTEL

H, 55.0; LOW HURDLES: 1.

(ORTHO)

dormant oil.
-

11

Get these pests while the getting is
good: scale, spider mites, mealy bugs,
peach leaf curl and certain others.

2004 Miner St.

Beans,

sysygm DES PLAINES, ILL.

Daily a toe

Saturday.

827-9919

I.

Bretzman, GBS, 55.0; 2. Gehr,

with

Cooking convenience

central telephone company of Illinois

Sundmaaete kao

Algonquin Mt 62)g arlingte&Hts. Rd.

Arlington Nalahts 4374880

.

_

;

A note of thanks to Day
subscribers...

I

Day Publications takes pride in offering
our subscribers another value...any four of
these carefully tested cooking booklets for
$1.00.

Your money back if you are not completely
satisfied.

CHOOSE ANY FOUR OF THE FOLLOWING COOKBOOKS
Here's an international resume of cooking ideas to
brighten your culinary accomplishments...delight the
family...and make meal planning enjoyable. These
menus are carefully tested,- written in a clear, step by
step method that assures successful results. Each
booklet contains over 100 menus.

COOKBOOKS

ONLY

OF YOUR CHOICE

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC. Circulation Dept.
722 Center St. Des Plaines, III. '60016
Please send the four booklets 1 have checked off below., understand if I am not completely satisfied I
may
return these and be refunded my $1.

0 101 Quick Dishes
0 102 Casserole Cookbook
01 103 French Cookbook

0104 Chocolate Cookbook
0 105 Cakes
0 106 Italian Cookbook
0 107 Salads
0 108 Ground Meat Cookbook
0 109 Elegant Desserts

DAY PUBLICATIONS

722 Center St.,
Des Plaines,
60016

Name
-

Address
City, zone

for Hot Weather
0.118 New England Cookbook
0 119 Sunday Night Suppers
0 120 German and Viennese
Cookbook

Cl 110 Creole Cookbook

0 121 Cooking with Sour Cream
0 122 Southern and

0 111 Dishes Children love
0 112 Gounnet Foods
0 113 Scandinavian Cookbook
0 114 Hungarian Cookbook

0 123 Fabulous low -Calorie

The Arlington Day

MAIL THIS COUPON to:

0 115 Entertaining Six or Eight
0116 Cheese Cookbook
0 117 Cooling Dishes

Southwestern Cookbook
Recipes

0 124 Holiday Cookbook

The Prospect Bay

The Des Plaines Day

ouc. vier'
By Jan Bone
(Fourth in a Series)
A growing number of Catholic parents, concerned about
possible state controls over

non-public schools, arc back-

ing a voucher plan for state
aid, rather than the piirchaseof-services plan preferred by
the Illinois Catholic Conference.

But other parents who do
not want state aid to non-public
oppose both methods, and feel that either is "unconstitutional."

The school board of St.
Stephen Protomartyr in Des

s

Plaines has gone firmly on

vices plan, the state would

with a particular denomina-

record as favoring the voucher

tion

plan. And Joseph Stucker of

"buy" the teaching of secular
subjects in non-public schools

Des Plaines, who testified Sat-

by paying such schools $60 per

urday before the Elementary

elementary pupil and $90 per

Secondary Non-public
Schools Study Commission,

high school pupil.

'and

UNDER THE

istic system of education is its
diversity of educational philosophies, with the personal
right of each parent to choose
which philosophy and which
school best suits the life of his
child."

tional philosophies."
"The need," said State Rep.

John S. Matijevich (D -North
Chicago) Saturday, "is to provide financial aid, not to inter-,

education committee.

PARENTS WHO want the

plan, parents whose children
attend non-public schools
would get "educational oppor-

voucher plan say it is constitutional because under the,
0.1. Bill of Rights and the Il-

tunity grants" of $48 per ele-

linois State Scholarship grants,

"A RELATIONSHIP other than independence would
erode academic freedom and

mentary pupil and $60 per

studenty could study at either
public or private institutions,
even if they were connected

the quality of education stimulated by competition.
"The real value of a plural-

Tonight: Fair, low in lower
20's Tomorrow: Sunny,
a little warmer

al Constitution court tests.

"But under the purchase of -services plan," said McDonough, it is clear that the

,

state is buying something
and getting its money worth.
"In the language used in the
voucher bill, the terms "grant"
and "gift" are inviting a court
test under the Illinois Constitution."

CATHOLIC
ILLINOIS
Conference head The Rev.
Thomas McDonough testified

voucher system and the pur-

"WE FEEL the purchase of -services plan is on safer
constitutional ground."
Article VIII, Section 3 of
the Illinois Constitution says

chase -of -services idea. He said

that

Saturday that there was no

idetogical conflict between the

Tbt Protpert

WEATHER

he felt either would pass Feder-

Matijevich sponsored. the
parental voucher bill last
spring.

mingle, interfere, or disturb either school system.

voucher

high school pupil.
Under the purchase-of-ser-

41,

They feel that the voucher
plan "will maintain complete
independence in the educa-

Bills for both plans passed
the Illinois House last spring,
but were killed by the Senate

representing St. Zachary parents, said he wanted the voucher plan.

e L., co rovers

rwits s

'the

General

Assem-

ap

bly . "Shall never make any

appropriation, or pay from
any public fund whatever,
anything in aid of any church
of sectarian purpose, or to help
support or sustair'any school,
academy, seminary, college.

university or other literary or
coninstitution
scientific
trolled by any church or secta-

rian denomination whatever;
nor shall any grant or donation

of land, money, or other personal property ever be made by

the State or any such public.
corporation to any church or
for any sectarian purpose."
BUT THE Rev. Robert
(Continued on page 2)
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Teichert: normal review

Sanitary Dist. shows new
insterest in flood study
By Ben Clarke

The Metropolitan Sanitary
District of Greater Chicago
(MSD) has ordered 50 copies
of a 1968 engineering report
prepared for Mount Prospect,
which contains recommendations for the construction of a
vast storage basin north of
Central Rd. along Weller
Creek. This move by MSD is
viewed as an encouraging sign
by village officials.

Both Mayor Robert Teichert and Robert Klovstad,
chairman of the Mount ProsHersey's gutsy guard Mark Jacoby (11) has just foiled an attempted out-of-bounds play by
Maine South during the action -packed Fremd Sectional last night. The Huskies fell behind early,

pect Drainage and Clean
Streams Commission, last

night cautioned treating the

"The total sewer discharge capacity of all the sewer of
Mount Prospect is greatly affected by the level of flood water in Weller Creek."

IT CONTINUED, "If the
level of flood water in Weller
Creek can be lowered four to
five feet, the capacity would be

lows: "The total sewer discharge capacity of all sewer

coming

from Arlington
Heights is relatively too large
to be handled by the planned

board of trustees toward im-

capacity of the proposed enlarged Weller Creek channel,
to say nothing of being too
large for the present channel.

give such a plan its blessing be-

Con -Con to get first
constitution proposal

1968,

ity of these sewers."

The Constitutional Convention was scheduled this afternoon to receive its first proposal for a new constitution.
The proposal provides a
much easier means of amending the Illinois Constitution
and the calling of a Constitutional Convention at least
every 20 years.
A Con -Con decision on the

'prOposal will not come until

Gripe
Of The
Day

L.

t(.r.'v

To make certain I have
film in my camera and then
get so wrapped up in a wed-

ding that I forget to take
pictures.
E.S.

Correction
Rolling Meadows alderman Frederick E. Jacobson

presented a resolution to
the City Council Tuesday
in favor of a change in high
school districts for residents of that municipality,
'

In the March 4 issue of

'The Day, it was erroneously reported that this change
would be from District 214
>to District 211. In reality,
:the residents petitioning for

:the change are requesting
AS -annexation from Dis;2trict 211 so that they may
'attend the new District 214
;-.school opening in Septem! AO of 1971,

both

vice chairman of this com-

TWO That the citizen approval require only a three -

mittee.
In a surprise move yesterday
the
Education Committee

fifths majority rather than the

voted to recommend that the

the

new constitution provide for a
board of education that would
have jurisdiction over all pub supported schools from

vote

by

two-thirds required by
present constitution.

THREE That there be a
provision for
amendment, by popular initiative, something which is
not provided for in the present
constitution. A petition signed

constitutional

by a percentage of the state's
registered voters would result
in an amendment proposition
being placed before the people.

Under the present number of
registered voters in the state
about half a million signatures
would be required.
FOUR That there be called

a Constitutional Convention
at least

every 20 years. A

Simple majority of those voting

would constitutie citizen ap-

proval of any product of a
Constitutional Convention:
The proposal Will be under
present convention rules have
to wait three days before it can
be debated by the convention.
Debate could begin as early as
next Tuesday. Because of Holy

(Continued on page 2)

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect
ciary
Committee,
lage Hall; 8 p.m.

JudiVil-

Mount Prospect Public
Library Board, 14 E.
Busse; 7:30 p.m.
River Trails School Dis-

trict 26 Board, 1800 E.,
Kensington Rd., Mount.
Prospect; 8 p.m.
School District 59 Board
executive session, 2123 S.
Arlington Heights Rd.;
7:30 p.m.

Harper College Board,
and Algonquin
Rds., Palatine; 8 p.m.
Roselle

In recommending the con-

the

struction of a 900 -acre -ft. reservoir, Bauer Engineering
terms it "the least .expensive
and most effective method of

Bauer firm mentioned in a let-

lowering the stage of Weller

to the village administration Aug. 15, 1968 was that

ter

Week ceremonies, the convention will be in session only
THE FIRST of the standing until Thursday next week. It
committees to get a proposal will not meet the following
before the full convention is week. The first session after
the Con -Con Committee on the recess will take place April
Suffrage and Constitution 7.
Amending of which Delegate
With a short week coming
Peter Tomei of Chicago is next_ week, it is possible the
chairman. There is no dele- new amending proposal will
gate from the northwest sub- not be decided until after the
urbs on this committee.
recess.
The Tomei proposal will
THE CON -CON Educarecommend:
tion Committee moved closer
ONE That the Illinois legis- to making a proposal in seslature may place an amend- sions held Wednesday. Mrs.
ment before the people on a Anne Evans of Des Plaines is
three -fifths
houses.

had

were ordered last week.
One conclusion of

late next week and could be delayed until early April.

By Richard Crabb

required to obtain full capac-

apparently "died" at the MSD

board level, until the copies

cost alone.

recently fired as MSD general
superintendent, gave his approval to the plan, but nothing
'further was done by the district

Storage north of Central Rd. is

idea

Prospect could.:not bear the

County suburbs."
A corollary conclusion fol-

view of a flood control remedy
made by Bauer Engineering in
the

posed reservoir was estimated
at $7.2 million when the report
was made, and has since been
costed as high as $8.75 million,
it seemed apparent that Mount

VINTON BACON,

interest shown by MSD as any-

However,

Since the cost of the pro-

above the average for Cook

came back twice, but finally fell to the Hawks, 66-50. Maine will play Notre Dame tomorrow night
for the championship. See complete details of Hersey's game on Page 10. (Photo by Linda Hamilton)

thing more than a normal re-

empty into MSD interceptors

deep.)

plementing it.

The MSD would have to
cause Mount Prospect sewers

sewers.

Now, considering .that an

Teichert said that such a

MSD $380 million bond issue
for flood control purposes received voter approval last year
in Illinois, the sanitary district
is apparently reviewing a number of projects whose consideration was formerly unlikely
because of lack of funds.

large reservoir, its location
proposed for the industrial

The Mount Prospect Vil-

mission of a new plat of subdi-

for a parcel of land

DiMucci indicated that he

is

Tuesday night, attended also
by members of the Plan Com-

southwest of Golf and Elmhurst Rds., owned by Salva-

one acre of water, one foot

mission, voted to require sub -

tore DiMucci Sr. The plat had
been altered after it was
recorded.
"No linen (document), will
leave the possession of the village (once it is recorded),"
Mayor Robert Teichert 'assured all present, after Trustee
Donald Furst asked a review of
the usual procedure followed
in recording a plat of survey or
plat of subdivision, once it has
met all necessary steps of approval by the village govern-

did not feel any covenants pertaining to the land, when residential use is contemplated,

Creek." (An

"acre-foot"

the DiMucci property was subject to question because it had
been altered after it was
recorded.
The alteration was made in

Students from 'Thornton Junior College in Harvey yesterday questioned westbound Golf Rd.
motorists as part of a traffic survey being conducted for the Illinois State Toll Highway Authority.

Golf Road traffic study
survey stops motorists
ducted for the Illinois State

survey roadblock, asked drivers where they had come from,

Toll Highway Authority yes-

where they were going and said.

terday stopped motorists in the

what roads they generally use.

westbound lanes of Golf Rd.

George Guderly, the toll way authority's executive administrator, said the traffic

thority, the.study is designed to

learn the origin and destination of motorists using highly
traveled roads near tollway
corridors.
Students from Thornton Jun ior College,. who manned the
A

setback line requirement.

vision

tions pertaining thereto) for

traffic engineers for the au-

Teichert added that while

lage Board at a special meeting

"linen" (document
showing a drawing of the parcel in question and any restric-

Mount Prospect.
According to a spokesman
for Wilbur Smith and Assoc.,

is the "key to any water resources management plan that
we have."

the plan was not the only factor, it was 'the single biggest
MAYOR TEICHERT said factor in helping to provide the
last night, "The MSD now has maximum flood control prothe ability to do such work:- gram for Mount Prospect.
Though they have never comKLOVSTAD NOTED that
mitted themselves on this project, there seems to be unoffi- the current national interest in
pollution and flood control
cial approval."
(Continued on page 2)
He
continued, "I am

ment.
The

just east of Elmhurst Rd. in

property north of Central Rd.,

Village asks new subdivision
plat for DiMucci land parcel

.

A traffic survey being con-

pleased that at least the MSD is
reviewing the project."

survey is part of a study authorized last December at the
request of the state legislature
to determine whether tollway
charges should be lowered.
"One of the things the legislature indicated was that the
tollwaYshould examine its rate
structure and adjust it con-

sistent with what would be

necessary to maintain and operate its facilities," Guderly

The survey is also aimed at
determining what the effect of
future economic conditions
will be on the tollway and how
the growth of nearby communities will affect tollway travel,
he said.
As for whether the tolls will

be lowered, he said, "If the
rate structure can be reduced
consistent with expenses, then
it will be reduced."
Li+

removal of a 50 foot building
setback line. DiMucci said last

night that the land had been
changed from commercial to
residential zoning in 1961, at
which time convenants applicable to the land made the 50
foot building setback line necessary.

He said that the zoning had
since been changed back to
commercial zoning (B-3) and
therefore the parcel was no
longer subject to the building

should apply once the land is
to be used for commerical pin -poses, and said he did not know
who had made the alteration.

Though the question of the
person or department responsible for the alteration was
raised briefly, Mayor Teichert
and others said they felt that
question was not the issue, just
so such an occurrence was not
repeated.
Malcolm Young, chairman

of the plan commission, said,
"An altered linen will not be
recorded by the county, if they
can detect the alteration."
Teichert spelled out the key
to the question before the assembled village board and plan
commission as the fact that

"the present linen is not what
the plan commission or the village board approved."

Young suggested the solution as a "novation", or new
plat of subdivision.

The board then directed
that DiMucci should submit a
new plat, after Teichert said,

"During the past five years,
the procedure has been that
once the linen is recorded it
stays in our hands. There is, no
precedent (for releasing it after
the recording)."

gl MO N

gileOURS
SAYS az
The only thing you should do behind a person's back is pat it:

.r

t
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Prospect Heights Old Town
Sanitary District nearer' goals
cool 1.331. decided alter llu

By Millirem MeNunn

I ong rung ads OI

comphkon Man tramur

Its,

Prospect Huth. Old lawn
Suntan District (P001513)
now haomink a rt. (My and
Rith tral lathuld president of

Ile Mond s ho ird t, °p.m
tn. ihtl ilia Ion, hour. tad

cod oontributod by
hoed minkn and mterialdl
h Lid

study whigh may not tt rt. tdy
tor almost two p.m. acordmi,
lo Scheid

PHOTSD tormcd m Si.p
Itmlicr

1967

tacomp.sts
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120 icris gnd 91 holm,
He said Ihrl th. district has

lornad to obtain ill therc

coat tnd I9. wool but hatau¢

tha mono was approd thru.

Crack for bong,

ol the work the district has un

months

dart Ala Ihe bakoa ri.fustd
the moots

Inothr, roferonduan Skhuld
sod that at was aPproval 10 .1

Scheid s tot

llut do lint in trot

pro, actundsruLtn

itstiants will load to full

Cook County only to the Met
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%Maack Sohuld said lint
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0 his ....wiz sssam

000 s inn its
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Anther nvor problom lac
Ink PHD I SO is fin neigh,
along McDonald Creek and
emergency relict for dewing
the creek may be underway
within two weeks. said Scheid.

LONG RANGE per.
lament improvements for the

tact Wattimm sit on tht.
west Euolid As on th. south
and odium, Rd on the math

in fin enimorporiad ant al
Prospect Heights.

SCHULD SAID that since
the format,. of the district a

subdivision to the north of
Palming Rd, has been annexed
and includes approximately

loath, of a mile of each other.

"Mae schools. which were
of Catholic Wilt and financed by public
schooh in the Chicago Arch- funds, each housed approxidiem, told The Day that he matey 000 students. Such an
fell purchasegdger
og. arrangement could hardly be
constilut
Mime than 50 considered efficient use of tax
yang ass, the Illinois Mprome monies."
THOSE WHO do ministate'
Court hod that it wss eonstinnional for the state to aid for bon-PLMIle .schools, but

had

Clark.

9purchase service' from ho. trim differ

on the

method.

orphanamo, den
ideas about state cotrol.
The Rev. Robert Clark told
though they were related to a
church group.
The Day that the Illinois RathOpponents of mate aid to olic Conference would be perpilots or

.

non-puldic

sch,sols,

like the

fixity willing to

school superintendents of finked,.
Niles Township, nin only am

civil

".

have a te.
cemelime0

rightsint

concerned whoaut th opus -into any bib He said that the
Icon otheruc and State. but state could require that every
nonpublic school teacher hod
raise ot
qestions.
-Do the people want two certification -and
faranticipat

separate school ,yslems. one
for Proteaanb and Jews, and
Mc other for Roman

in Om he,"

hs

bail)!Catholcs

asks

.

negmMtes r
being ''abk
the IS per cent of Catholic
grade school teachers in the
Chicago Archdiocese that he

larvin Garlick Lincolnwood
District M hind M hi, written
estiuniny submitted Samrday
to the Commission.
NDO Terry ,vant
nals-

mid might have difficilty now
meeting certification regood,
though they were
good, experienced towehers.

port

school teachers he said. would

Ie given to any

9Vinually ;111 Ca Aolic high

IIIorganization that wants
lo pond oa a schm4 as in Newfoundland where thing are
seven schoial systems operated

time me, g,ge rgccalion

MI public funds by seven different deniminaiMnal groups.
including the Salvation Army?

to use tembooks that had no

-Not minY Yeas ad, the

public schools 0 Holland cis -

lulled 77 per cent of pat na-

school pofailation.
loon, Now
is disl
trihmed wialidy to parochial
schools. on percent of thechildem am nagegated along rah-

quirements.
CLARK ALSO said he fell
the state imolai require schools
sectarian references, if the
purchasc.of-services plan goes

through
The
of of mondani.
-and what stand:ode-has
ten come up during the state

that public tax

Mous lin,

-In Amsterdam," Darlich
continued,
have seen three
ninety -constructed high school

controversy,
Illinois does not relpliM any

th it India tad the

ken n rho arid woe in poor
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approvidi

ant is Mi. numixr ot ems
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laminating McDonald Crook

and construction began Feb. I.

and the water supply in the

1970.

Schuld said the construc-

area, Scheid said

The engin, cost for sewen
was whetted
mewlat. 51,250,0M1
btu was
at 0910,000
when the project was put up

fion mught to children of cor-

nsponding age and grad. in
the public schools, and where
the instruction of the child in
the branches of education is in
the English language"
The Stale Superintendent of

Public Instruction ism, two
bulletins describing stmdards
for schools. The one outlining

recognition ,uiremonts for
independent, parochial. and
private schools (circular 16101
is
pages long.
Under the voucher Ow.
non-public
schools wouto
Few to meet I60s standards to

pet the state money. or be in

the prosn..of

Mose

state.set academic standards.

IN THE DAY II, the

this Catholic high schools..N.re Da me in Ni In. St. Via-

ler in Arlington Heights, end
Sacred 1-1,0 fif Mary in Rolling bleadows. an state-ft:cog-

nicks!. Sacred limit also has
membership in the North Central Amociation.
But Me only non-public cle
mentary school in The. Day

arm that

state -recognized
on the list put out hy the Superis

intendent of Public Insann
ri on is the Des pinkies Chris tian School.

All suburb. Roman Catholic elementary schools how.
ever. are ',many -approved."
So are all Missouri Synod Lutheran elementary schools.

County approval

fisrmewhat

mon

is

a

flexible,

term. according to Len Albano. asnigmt Cook County
superintendent of schools.
"We believe it is good to be
working with chase schools on

curriculum standards

to

the quality of education. We

A CHILD, however, may
attend a private or parochial
where children are
taught the broaches of educa-

school

tion of Phase should cootieuc through next summer and
he is hopeful that contracts on
Phase II min go out for bid af-

terthe first ma ygor.

to be state -recognized. to mmt

mncation
fool requirements, or

',tarsal r of 49 per
Da lour Lemmas for son
unction at Pb to lot lb. pro,

w. spill co from Ilkx ton

non-public school to register,

I
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`Voucher' plan sparks
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(Corobsorliroot Page ft

I

went to be a service agency to
provide guidelines for them.fi
NM: what might happen If
non-public schools cline'

II E SAID that, the
PHOTSD hoard law been considering an initial Dp-on fee of
1200 per home when the sewOrs are completed rather than a
monthly service charge. but no
decision has been made on the
ProPmiti
Mee: the formation of the

Curul

c mann, glens

91' ?

du.squip
nun; to chart ths crock

RIP SCHLICKMAN hu
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tomprient
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behold sod thil Ills
P110190 ho dal No had soon
docusslon of lio weirr situ
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kindergarten to the state uniresidents of the district, Schuh! versities. The minority report
'provides for a nate board of
udik-d.
The had hen also dis- education that would be concussed the possibility of open- cerned with only ekmentary
ing an olds for the district in and secondary education.
Mrs. Evans voted Mr the mithe Prospect Heights Shop.
nority report.
9AT PRESENT we have4n
Illinois 00011 of Higher Edu.

Jim of N final.
Sergee and interment will
be Saturday in Toledo, Ohio.

now

end see."

He added however,

E::nis!!!1. ;11innInid-st sop

with

tin move on behalf of MSD to
review the nservoir plan. a
formal report by the drainage
and clean streams commission

neededbm now is to create it
ilar
nd chat will make pol-

icy for the public elementary
end secondary schools.

'Dm, we have a had for
elementary education. the
time will have conm, if the leg-

Wins 4 -day trip

islature wishes to do it to or.
gmize an Illinois Council of
Education Mat would smordinate the efforts of all publicly

Eugene Nowak. 123 5.01m.
hurst Av.. Mount Prospect.
reccimal the Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. Dislinguiehed

1

-Ili=

Seim Award Mr

tossed salad. coleslaw, molded:
raspberry, grape pineapple.
lime. grapefruit orange. Cara met roll and butter. milk.
Amilable desserts, pine
apple slices, vanilla pudding;

sales representative.
Nowak's award is a four day vacation in the Grand Bahamas at Mc Britannia beach

liotel as a guest of Donnelly.
The presentation was wade at
Donnelly's

Annual

Quota

could he awomplished by the
end Al IOW), will now he maksible. whereas formerly the
status of the reservoir plan OW
k
so indefinite.
Iglowstad concluded that chivelopment el plans that tO.

intim tit letm some "...id. funding has been difficult,
Nhowattse 1110 Ii0end governmem di:banging its guidelMes

...I,-

lie said he fhb the admIniitrationb plans bar pollution

tern, 'and

water mantqwnavel aro just beginning to lake

definitive loco.

learn the lads about

FARMERS NEW
(1t)

e

ry division.

melee!

bob

Nvidov

Hoicks proveyoeure super
profaned risks and entitled
to bto mta moans plus new

and Noe, coverages.

0196
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A Day only Wede

Arthur and Ann Sullivan juMoe high ,chools in District

day mistakenly made this
Tile Day
t}

Fish cuffs or sloppy jue, pochips, buttered beans,
lemon cream pie, milk.

roue

1,01

the erg

-amme:.

SABRINA,.

IC

Ig

Boy One
RANCH DOG

"64eek 13,9y"

Rut Rebtio krip gegig, by
the old style Antight mon

high

"It'd j, a matter of knowing how to strop the blade
pmpedy m that it hdds its
edge." he said.

PATRICK MANNA. who

hes been wielding therezor
and shears For 11 years -MX of
them at Randhurg, says he hos

noticed Ilia ligJrop odor cuss

Rey

'26°°

hospitals, civil service.
he
and redevelopment.
liquor soles. parks. public wig.
fare. public works mph,.

tAnt. public school, private
Employment

Practices

Sund

Easter.

&S. $28.00

for increased lax bandits since

digs

HOURS

rafara:34nrots,,,,

The Gold Card Club of
High School District 214 10111
bd special guests.

tendrils. A real trimph, captured in natural
looking Kaneko', modncrylic.

DOWNTONW OES PLAIskoaNES

1593 Ellisr000d SI.

leges background and need

the open homes began last
month.

,A.ondd don't

beintwo,s,urprr.isel if

miner fraud. He won praise
kom such diverse groups us
the Taxpayers Federation of
HEHAS won every election Illinois, Illinois on
thossu.
in which he has participated. Illinois Federation of Labor
having been elected to a verie, and CIO. and Illinois Retail
ty of offices ranging fromjus-

Suburbanite.

Merchants Association.

Shop Monday thru Friday 9:30 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.... Saturday 9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M....Sunday Noon to 5 P.M.

shove. disposable blades for
!.rtimmiorm

zesche1aors,ixhammo.a2. of

SAVE *40.95 to $50.95! SAVE
Water Softeners ... Whatever Water Does

A CORDLESS, rechurge.
able clilMer

resting 0 010

end of a shelf of barber's tools

is another recent innovation.
it

".

Polco. whose barbering ca -

": 9°'

for You, Soft Water Can Do It Better!

back to

rr'd fora
161shave
Price'
cents
and th'""'"
75 cents
for a haircut. This was in 1929.
The prim of haircuts
dropped between
'

"

Sears

1932, be added, another 25
tents to a low of 50 cents per.
shearing. After 1933, he con-

11

I

0

bryant

Studio Mayen. the Harper
student drama group, will per-

.fonn three short pl. al 4,30

-pm.

GAS

/2 The Operating Cost of

Soft Irairr WWI Delight and Help You in Many Ways

Model 0.125

Save $50.95 on 5 Cycle Automatic

System of
AIR

Handles water with

Saves50.95!
0170

rip In

40 hardness grains per Re,trir $230.95
galln. Has guest cycle and
opass soh, for automatic
wale, flow doring regeato
endow Fibc,huis bah and
resin tank. Save at gears!

Complete Installat on
se%

.189
go

Installation Extra

in

dodos the
theopen house.C

an

OurSest 6 -Cycle
Automatic Model
Regular $279.95

with So1ISsfsdka

by our fully trained
1[41-111

$229

Servicemen
W

GAS AIR CONDITIONING =
is so dependable that
Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 2 full years of
Free Service on

Installation Extra

ALL PARTS

Automatically conditions water with up

Roy Locally

VACATION FIESTA...

11

Model G-210

4%.ke

Save $40.95 on Our
Biggest Automatic

CHECK YOUR NEXT GAS GILL
FOR YOUR COUPON, LET US
VALIDATE IT FOR YOU

CALL NOW FOR

MORE INFORMATION
AND AVOID THE
SUMMER HEAT

SI

Handles water with up to
100 hardness mining per
gallon. Ideal for large

Regular 9319.95,

tons-

ilies or for areas with very $2 79
hard water. Has guest
RI

cycle, manual by-naaa
valve, other deluxe

fen-

ures. Save or Seam!

BORUCKI HEATING
lawrencewood Shopping Center, Nile.

692-4293

Model G 170

Sears

to 70 hardness grains per gallon. Has
convenient guest cycle for increased soft
water demands and salt selector dial for

economic usage of salt. Resin and

150-1b. salt storage tank are construct. ii
ed of durable fiber glass to resist rust
and corrosion. Modern tank -in -tank
styling saves space, too. You'll notice the

difference in soft, conditioned water in
Y

our home immediately. Save at Sears!

hatnitntloa Emm

H

and AIR CONDITIONING

(Northwesc 1110..4 Itirr.r141.)

PHONE: 298-2209

Fir.

ALL LABOR

Close to 2,300 visitor. have
loured the campus and viewed
Able presentation of 161 col-

'22"

traveling.

He became identified with a
panicular brand of.legislotion
such as the new criminal code
minimum wage bills, judicial
and election refOrm and alo-

APPROXIMATELY

sans in public pInces of ftecom.

You'll he captivating enough for 505 man
10 lose an empire, with bewitching shaggy

'20"

who will %have you.

So the next time you arc

to go to several barber shops
before youll find somebody

Whip.

AIR CONDITIONING

The free brochure covers,

A delightful caper cot with a lively, youthful gleam! This Small Wonder comes on a
new contour cap stretch base for the most

Reg. $25.00

Mstomers dogs not always
had to
keep shaving
the sharpest point desirable.

was re-elected in 1966. After
only two years in the upper
house, his fellow Democratic
Senators named him Minority

is ""
SummerHere
Comfort

ON

fin individual rights of

March 15 in the lost of a series
of six open houses.

neck curls and natural enticing little ear

an examination t'hat consists of

VAM11111 I 111/NO/

CONDITIONING

Senior citizens will he guests

Reg. $32.50

)bobhas

Atty. Gen. William J. Scan
has prepared a new brochure
to familiarize every Illinoisan
with his rights under the laws
of Illinois.

of Harper College

perfect fit possible! Specially priced for

heeels

Any Other

Senior citizens
to be guests
at open house

and contour Cap stretch base.

I tam on shaves was ..100 -to.
i."
Samarium. said that al-

Ilan
allot us." he said.

Brochure tells
individual rights
under state law

Springfield. 02706.

5 wig! The first breezy coif with a natural
part. Longer tapered back, side tendril,,

SAMARITAN(' explained
that a would-be candida for
barbering trade

of practice through lack of

pdk Sen. Dixon al 42 almady
ha served in eleCtive dikes
for 21 maw

IN 1962, he was cleefed to
hie first term in the Sentomand

'_yams,
year, said

ego,
lohrez.rand,l,nura:1;ire,r

approximate shows via Mc

supremo ('nun Building.

A New You in a quick-witted little stretch

Randhunt and his
former Ineation in Chicago's
between

though the disposable Nadas
for the straight razor are selcustomer. an elderiy bushes. dam useful for
than one

blades in sharpness and length

onion

Eaymosomonia

ued their upward amid since.

rushed for an appointmem or fail to pods your mmr.
dtm't
surprised if you have

giving both haircut and shave.
Nevertheless, he said, lack

this period that ht henna to
MisrwalhiholYa hscal and
minus programs

Thew blades. which far u.ed earlier model safety razor

chopped

With this coupon only.

lined prices rose again to the
75001 figurcand havccomin-

tomes requesting a shave duo
ing his Randhurst years.
He said thin the difference

Party in Illinois can draw upon
for candidates for smte offices.
Acquainted with success at the

Hose, I uelicmr, COMM1111.5. In
1949 and 1961 II was dung

he used
to have a steady. daily shave

voting and the far-reaching MIN=

(covevee.piresteidniolit sun. Maa615)

Sun. film Thur. 11 AM to 10 PM
Fri. & Sat. 11 AM to 11 PM
PH. 827.5246

for a shave. hut the quality of
:blades. for example stainless
,blades.
being produced for use
with safety razors.

Copies. may he obtained by
writing to Scott at 160 N. LaSalle, Chicago 60601. or the

Pickle
Relish

Lee & Oakton Streets
Des Plaines, Ill.

your oriakkers shorn that has

AM.

regular price...

PINE -IN 4 -CARRY -OUT

6U yc:lr old

hush., school,state

with

and

FREE!

Nam

Anthony
Ppleo. barber since IWO, it is
nome 9.2 price mg for getting
J

Fair

at

Get Second one

Ferber since 9I64, showed the
disposable blades for new style
Straight razors currently used
by many barbers in preference
to the old-fshioned straight razor with permanent blade.

jobs

ntntntntntntntndno

IC

Sam. 29, who has been a

ovalion. state and municipal

tAe

on Western Bun

2 for price of I

man. until a ymr

JOHN LABIAK

WITH A WIG FROM OUR FABULOUS CAROUSEL COLLECTION

All BANe31VMER

This is confirmed by a visit
10 the Randhorst Barber Shop.
in the Town Hall section of the
shopping center. where manager gam Samaritano gad his
fellow barbers proven good
soUme of information but
changes in the tonsorial trade.

straight razor route.
Sam noted that some shops
lab their Wes fora shave equal
M the 93 charm for a haircut.

068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

71

trade

blades gbe sMves that doggy

IPAIRAIDIE
44

nette wha

99-

'51191h191 barplying his

Ferber shave is fast becoming a
seance item.

farmed Insurance Group

392-1250

inference.

23:

MBilar,

the

Fib.'

than those formerly
.manufactured. In fact, such

with High School District

sugar cookies.
To be Nerved Friday in Mae -

*Me stranded beMcen planes
or trains has discovered that a

growing majority of shop; just
re
don't give them an ymo.

shave

limn.

Educational
Laborm
larks, headed by Clyde
Brooks, is not affiliated

Any northwest suburban
businessman who has ever
tried m find n barber shop
where he could get a slave
"

Murvice. give a mach closer

11V:0:15,7trier:

17 5. Aringlan
nalgradinerm1riebb

is

the sante or greater, and a

kd fewer and lbwer num to ask

Donnellyg telephone dinart,

15000,5 friday, hy Pay

because the time required

Ily Ben Clarke

those using she disposal blades.

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS

Dinner Fel, 27 at the Sheraton-Black,tone Hotel. Chimp. honoring the top Yellow
Pages sales representatives ill

montoseoct Oar

Safety razors whittle away at 'barbers' shave trade

made.

(which Monied hid hoped

Mite same old Reiraldi.thay the blades are new." Tile replaceahle or disposable feature rum the
entire amain of barber's took Robert Rodkin, another Randhunt barber, 1111111 a pair of trimming
Mears made for periodic rejuvenation.

shave.

CONIPLKDOPI Oil commillet, work Lament that end.

sales

record in 1960. Nowak serves

Correction

apple pie, pink marble rake,

his

the company as a specialist

Obituaries

and two children, John and

plan lOr Mount Priopeet can

mid, 91101 clamor is going III
be extensive for their (MSD's1
funds."

Remind said that he knew
of at least `a half do on" re.
tention projeMs currently bcing reviewed by MID, "so
all we arc going to do is wait

Disposable blades arc not restricted to schema Even the old fu hired straight racer, with its
high quality steel blade that was designed MI. for mamma, so. hemline a thing of the past Mae
newer model gloom here, hu_s dividable bladvs origin protecting guard Mat are good for a single

to We village hoard ort u COMprehaLasi,e wiiter inmagemeni

shows great mmlerdlion and

1909 budget was 59.47 NIlions. The 1969 budget mem
semis' a 44 per cent increase
over the 1161 expenditures of
the state a HI mots.
Dixon is another Of the
younger men the Democratic

;den

r21 t

proposal sh®w insterest

dean's list

Norma ,
formerly. of
Mount Prospect, died at home
Tu
y. (Ir. Handy wen
elcstr al engineer and an '
ordalnod
teaminister. His wife
was a aher 0 (liner Junior
High i Arlton
1101e Heights.
Sun, v
Ms wife. Betty

1 sarpho ex

billion for the first time.
Dixon explained that the

Con -Con Sanitary I iste

Menus

Laurel W. Hanel, 49, of

ns 11952 196(11 and 0ralkd
an awn maim gommillte Ht
s chatrann 01 tho powtriul

Twavor Adlo An

tho spring mooting of the. loge
Churl I think that thc [Neon
budget for 1970 will be over S5

len. (Photo by Dan gat,

his hong.
Members or the PHOTSD, supported education in the
te said Mrs. Evans.
incorporated with the Upper Board are: President Richard' sla,'
The report will cow before
Des Plaines River Study which wardcuh]: Vice -Prated Ed is currendy undenvay.
L. Sakach; and Clerk Pe - then nvention eithermlate next
wink or after the body returns
For morekilo: -Ili:di:ire action ter J. Shradcr.
M Springfield April 7.
bl
S-huld
on the
In both the majority timl miadd he met recently with John
nority report from the ConGillou, Chief Engineer of the
Division of Walerwagg Rep.
idpr'gavt'm
r
Eugene Schlichom A -Arlington klev1101. Pep. Ey.
To he served Friday an Ar state board of education to ,
genie Chapman. (D -Arlington INA, Prospect, Wheeling, point the Illinois superintenJ'Heights nd Rep klavid RegElk Grove, Forest View and dent of public instruction.
ner, R -Mount Prospect). M Haney high schools M District
On
discuss state funded emergen-, 214:
cy
Main dish (onc choke])
Christopher J. Froelich. so
As d result of the meetigg. bine noodle casserole, ham- M Mr. and Mrs. George E
Fe said a committee of eight
burger in a Mun, wiener in a Froelich, 2 W. Orchard P1.
bun. Vegetable (one chodeb Mount Prospect, win named to
whipped potato., applesauce. the dcargs list at the Univers' t
gad( one choice): fruit joie, of Colorado, Boulder.

Laurel W. Handy

aim botwoon Gov Omlin.
triowhelk,
Illinoo
oury
THERL IS now hut I
Jon t think than will ben rink

An old dented carbegocon nomad an Well, leek adds to Iha egoton, pollution An art a of tlae
cnth In Des Plum, along Golf Rd test net of 0111 ltd h Is tallur Mho, as awn 0 tin b irb

A DECISION to join with
DAhIP would have to In determined by the wants of the

IIE SAID that it was finally
agreed that the atudy would his

San Dison was m-ekricd m

fin. Hon, tor list constant..

ins

danger of a

to bundle al the work out of

Raorta.nt 111551 and wee Oa

Right now Mow isk &ham
son is

Hugh. (fount Promote! and

district the trustees have been ping Hama.
trying to get the State 10 work
Sebald who estimated that
of IdeDonald he works from 30 to 50 hoursa
on the our
Conk and in 1968:1 situation week on the sanitary district
study was made by Inc Illinois and °pct.:ties the office out of
Division of Waterways that his home said that if an office
recommended 115.0130 he al- were opened at the shopping
located for an engineering area it would he needed for apstudy.
proximately one year.
Schu Id. mid Mal in- He explained that when the
Springfield that year represen- sewers are completed tha resitains from the area supported dents will be coming
perkgislation to provide hods for mits and pay tap on fees and
a study.
it would be almost imeassible

In 1910 at age 21 lit was
Acted to dst SOM. Ham of

political wilt.. hold 0 the
111 at House in Lingolowood

lino

the possibility of joinnag with
thi. Dos PI linos Arlington

no immediate
shortage.

tor

foung.st membor 0 the Stott
talc twasurer mado this pre Getman. He won th. Inds
diction at a luncheon pre, mad.. VOILIN 01 Illinois
sinfer once last Thursday
Lamdator
Outstanding
which northern Cook County Aw ird

PARTNER, Reach for

Cats

Blumex111 have a 55 billion
budget for 1970 up front 54 47
bilhonoin 1969
Sal Alan I Down of Belle
It Demosratic candid de for

,11

the.

P1launt W nor COMM10.101
(DAMP) to seek u water solution was Mentioned.
He said that the boon] made
no decision on joining DAMP
and becouse the water level has
remained utmost level there is

ow of Iho pace to state son

By Richard Crabla

Prowl Heights hn

h d lumens for innsunon
lbe. Marsh mkrandum was
tom arc, to tho south Ila. dakatad b) 59 sines and elan

PHOTSD was to kn in tom
nmnin, Ind !tot st ill to ht.mn
ploughing and pima lot ism

dons on al,

$5 billion state
budget forecast

laadad by lack Gabon ot
19613
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Ask About Sears Convenient
Credit Plans

Gol-1V1ill
Store
f

Golf and Milwaukee
Telephone 296-2211

SEARS, ROEBUCK AMIGO.
,
:000;,:ig9M00:MS.,-NeeggPRIMPeenereeMMOVA.:-.02giggo,:gg.g.gg.g.::eneigtekaatlinkkei,,,-..:00S,..sWrilegitgehlthUdeZ9591;

The day's Prospects

f

One day at a time
a

doe undsrns tt h if nem-sago

Most

police car

people don I ever et do
chance. Unless it s very cold.
and you're getting a tick, you
don't even sit in ne.
Policemen love their cars,
some almost as much as they

do their

'

i

The earse sees the worst in
m murders. beatIt
l
peope.

Mg, accidents. drunks, dope
oddkts, thieves. suicides, sex
liends,family quarrels. stabb-

Sometimes it serves as pro-

to the hospital after aceidenta,

coming home from work or
gang of hoods.

ranged person is shooting from

though it's not supposed to.
In the mornings it can pick

the window of a third story

up the police chief at home.

i

i

ain'idgSoen'An"Ld'dh''''anare.yl'te'Pli'nYW'e'ry:PhMuy air*-

nisi I

Trying to be somebody among nobodys

Director "13 rend" of Viator cast
suppose being a critic is
Job, cape not always
chilly critic nappyhmtr theater where you must contend
with the ire of doting parerts
I

at th,,,,,,,,t of thr Mum-

The portrayal of Anita was su perior throughout, and for ma

and even au, and uncles

in defense.

read about his eppca
though

I

guess this is nor -

ml in all of us and even in uities defending their ccisms.
hope Mat you will understand
the reactions to your review of
St. Victor's "West Side
In this light. Bnt for amateurs,
o better response et to listen,
for when we can no Moser listen we can no longer lam,

youncriticisms. Thank you for

your intermt in the efforts of

the

dear7Qc

jury
of ordinary, runof-themill miimm

'An

tiled i"

W"i'lliaYmcaGr'

s

Rankin

....11111

Letters To
The Editor

characters

some of the things that you
mentioned. The walks and the
Reba expressions of the hde
struck me as being especially
unreal. In the inner city, every
step is calculated to ward off
threat, every took must mirror

lext.rs

club members thromhout the
date ukre responnblv for 11u
breoznx of this gourmet entry
in the Chic Igo World Floutz
and Gnrden Show St imnk us

1

thrown the lot of than in jail
and tossed the key in! the

Ma we didn't. And they..

.

would

eventually

permit

them to go on protesting In
their own little corner 01 the
world. After all, they lwill
probably do more to solidlni

wed have

Fart W. Lewis

If we had the kind of system

asking for ... and they
,

.

Wester.
Mrs. Eugene Tamillo of Des

ribbon entry.

tekraed cre mon Y0n1 into the
stony display sponsored by the
Gorden Club of Illinois

Pease and Mrs. George Orbin

ridding pice to [hi. milldam
wen. many table, or not

OHS PLAINES Gordon
Club's Mrs. Archie Tingles

a; .

hostess, and

men. M Class

Funk

IS

created

the

The other thing that
emerge quite clearly is that
this motley group or human
failures, along with their self -

swinging arrangement.

kreution,

"Summer

Misers,

news kill be withheld ail.
on remelt.
brie) as
slimed

redress to the iiestahlishmenr
they so childishly chastised.
Who is it that has been here ins hypocrisy?

and

sympa-

Make os many four letter or more word out of

are now crying for

these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

William J. Kiedaisch, M111111011, Edina'

IL N. Poets, Ciy,adneinn /

tribute to our community the

P ige S

An:dui-On Conde Pau

Dolor.

AIAS
RUG & FURNITURE CO.

Have you ever tried to give

bout one year or age. tor-

in a rubber nipple. Most babics

gem that cause food poison Mg. For this reason, the child
should not touch the turtle or
the water in its bowl. If he
should happen to do so. it is
important that Ise wash his

will suck it out and swallow it
before you can say, "Get well

hands promptly with a soap
that contains heachloro-

infant from a few days m

spoonful of medicine. only to
have most of it our out of the
baby's mouth? For better remks, try putting the medicine

plum
Q

-

MYs Mundial,.

doghe

bed and he (t
body)keeps hamsters and chipon hi

monks in cages in his bedroom. He has lots of trouble
with

sinusitis

Q

ohm,.

it boom for smell

been domesticated are capable

of transmitting parrot fever or

thepets or at least keep them in
the cellar?

psittacosis,

eldid has for his pets should he

encouraged. A pet should be
banished only if it can be
shown that it has a commu-

before they am allowed to enter this country.

What do you suggest?

A -Practically all umbilica
hernias close spontaneousl
before the child is 2. Siam tap

ing irritates the skin. it shout
be avoided. The bet trrytmcn
is watchful waiting. If surgical

Q -My 7-weeh-old son has
protruding navel. We have

done shortly before your son

used stomach binders and have

scans to go to school.

(During Month of March Only)
.

a form of pneu.

Man infection picked up from
another human being.

Q Cons mall given turtle
carry disease to a child?

Then/re off and running

happy, trek Meowed antertalameet by a goys Sea gal

comshittec

noon clam was.pnsented with
cake on his birthday.

Plans arc now being cow peed for an Dauer pony and

par.nt of the club,

drcn.

acanimlished

Living Room or Bedroom

St. Raymond Catholic Church
in Mount Prospect will hold its
annual St. Patrick's Party at 8

p.m. Saturday. March N. in
the auditorium at Elmhurst and

DRAPES

Milburn Av.
A few tickets are still availOde. Co11255-1239.

Two pagesof trading stamps
were coll.ed from each
member of the club and sot to
the Illinois Cottage of the Park
Ridge School Mr Girls. Purses
were sent to the girls through

the courtesy of Limey's in
Randhurst.

Youth committee members
made special bulktin board
decorations for the children of
Clearbrook School. They ore
now planning to volunteer
their time on a regular basis to
cal

aryvilk Academy.

,

with cunbldium orchids.

St. Alphonsus holds.datice
Superstitions will be charten eJ on Fdday the 12th. tomorrow night, at the "Ole F

gey's Fria. Nile Freak.Out."
and women of the St. Al-

and

Refl... will be served. arid

Mat to eliminate split ends and
supply shaping.

the only bud luck you may caperience is missing Oct on this
fun night.

Prospect

Doors open al 8130 p.m.

Luckiest pan of all is that

get together for a fun-fdled

tickets are on 53 ascouple.
They will he evadable at
the door, owyou may comae

parish

in

evening of made and &mane.

Bring out your "spookyT,

for it will be

a

"Hord Times. night. Music

eyes. Have trim

will feature the Tri-Tones, re -

Heights and their guests will

phonsus

Roby -Me hair works Maw
tidally in a pulled -back effect
softened by ten.... -especially if you have a small face

Mrs. Betty Baldocinni at
337-1071 or Mrs: Shirley
Harkins at 537-4330.

big

THE SET: Use a gel foe
added bounce and body. On
medium -sine
rollers, wind
throe lock at the crown, four
,down on each side. In back,
wind one down at the top; then
nuke one row of two rollers,

thou rows of three toll"k
one tow of two. Set ten-

Hair Hair
per-

dog union. Try It waved and

mount rods, one at each ear

mined under. with a center

and at
The

Pert.

dril-wisps

on

combs.cm woo.

WITH ANY

Cupdldnies for the Mount
School Board will
meal,. the Gregory School
WA meeting in the newly
Prospect

V Helpful advice from our savings

CARPET PURCHASE

specialist.

completed gyni on Thursday.

Completely Installed Over
Heavy Rubber Padding

YES, YOU CAN GET THE BEST SAVINGS SERVICE
CLOSE TO HOME JUST AS THOUSANDS HAVE DIS-

ACRYUCS

POLYESTERS

KODELS

HERCULONS

COVERED FOR 13 YEARS AT THE INSTITUTION OPERATED BY FRIENDLY FOLKS FOR FRIENDLY SAVERS.

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
15 Et Prospect Ave.

,

CL 5.6400

Free P k
Jet
South f0_ Office_

March 12, at S p.m.

The meeting will open with
fdedication of the ova gym.
ollowed bye skit written and
performed by GSegoar'S third

We have a complete selection from
the country's leading carpet mills.
NYLONS
WOOLS

ON CAMS OF 55 TAROS ON MOPF
ROMANO INSMIATION ALSO ADDITIONAL

BUY NOW AND SAVE AS NEVER BEFORE
CONSULTATION SERVICE

The

Wind two large

Brush hair
thoroughly and gather with a
coated elastic band into a high

toilers back at the crown, Arne
'down on each side. In back,

ponytail. Then twirl hair into

wind one roller down at the

Is, entwine with ribbon. Set hairline tendrils in
place with flicks of a comb.

top. Next: one row of two. two
rows of three, one row of two
The comb out: Brush vigor -

Naturally curly hair, which

golly., Make a center part, then

may tend to be dry and hard to

smooth the top and turn the
sides and back under for a
pageboy. Keep all Mops in

dangly

manage, should be trimmed
professionally

every

eight

weeks. A dry -hair shampoo
can help, followed by a comMandan conditioner -and set -

plate by smoothing down with

a cotton ball saturated with
hair spray,

Engaged

.

committee members assist cd the DI3 Plaines Head Start
Program
collecting
warm

nutenvear for theehildren are
giving Hnlloween and Christ -

rtes erne: for them. Commean members provided am dy and cupcakes. As a special

Introduce
candidates
at Gregory

Decorator Colors Offer
Includes op to 12 ft of Drape.

Save by moil if you prefer.

skinny

Ceiling to Floor
Choose from over 50 New

-

offices.

Prrairrnirs=g=regralif=

arlingtOnVark towers

program in conjunction with
the literature and drama de -

M. Free parking in our lot just east of our

M." Easy transfer of your funds from other
institutions.

Frothingslosh
Randango

Beautiful Antique Satin

0, No long lines to out -wait.

co" Money orders.

Now appealing

School for Girl,.
Since the beginning of the club ye:tr. members of this

for treatment and rchabilitadon of mentally retooled chit-

St. Pat party

In addition to eight savings plans yielding up to 6%
you con discover other advantages such os diem

P. Free notary services.

LOU\GE

id to the Levinson Foundation

the

Containers For Baty Cro-

Just Visit Mount Prospect Federal

V Traveler's checks.

PONY

Park', Ridge

of

cottage

cker coupons nem made and

YOU DON'T HAVE TO TRAVEL FAR
SAVING THAN THE INTEREST RATE

nodes are moot likely the result

whet the appetite of every
enothuNtrY gradecter.

bench 7Mw,

The Holy Name Society of

VISIT OUR 2nd FLOOR

sinusitis and enlarged N.,

weak each child in the after-

for Holy Name
TO DISCOVER THERE'S MORE TO

PARTY L WEDDING
ROOM

Mill Theater, Nib and Oak-

Palatine. The free-form,soingMg arrangement was created

121970

The Youth Departmem of pitied in stores. resulting in
Ole Mount Prospect Junior . the collection of 20.000 eauWoman's Club. led by Mr,. pons. Ayer trimming and sortmaintains an in leg, the Collpons will be rue
John Disc
deemed by General Nlilla for
tercet in education. welfare of
S1110, the check to he presentlocal ynmh and the Illinois

the following.

repair is necessary, it should b

moms. If the birds have been

nicable disease or that a member of the family has a true al.
term to it. Your grandson's

a-

CARPE.T SPECIAL

A - Various birds that have

swollen

A - The deep attachment a

ger. Most tropical birds now
undergo a quarantine period

it but nothing helps

in the

glands. Shuldn't he gel rid of

and

in the house for two months or
more and slaw no signs of illness, however, there is no dan-

Garden Club or Illinois "Sea son With Flowers" an in-'
oohing display destined to

presentations are made at Golf

Committee aids youth

TO Y

ANNOUNCING OUR EASTER

M.G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

!mit [1 ion it. !Mom

BRIGIN.Vggifr

Put infant's medicine into rubber nipple
taped

meals and the tasteffil tale..
of gardeners help make the

The Paprika Hang Up hung
up a blue ribbon award forte
Plus Grove Garden Club of

DOCTOR SAYS

A It my, oinondi an in keen with Salmonella the

plus listing of speakers, show
uhedules and iterru of garde.
Mg interest arc available at
The Garden Center. Monthly

Flavor of flowering talent

anerneasawisdesec their ilk, for what they really

al

Bin it w a good show and
musically itswas the most challenging I looked forward each
c ening to hearing Maria,

r,

the no of astounding arrange-

treasurer for the event spansored by the Garden Club of
Illinois.

not teach the kind of defiance
Igoe is at the heart of gang
structure.

R.E. Hutchinson, Firc-Presiekon

An herb garden plantmg

Dan. Kempf of Deerfield

the Dismantling Corned.,
and
Mrs. Horny .ickenberg of
Palatine worked on proper tie, Mrs. Jerome Thelander of
Mount Prospect; Mrs, Charles
Pease of Palatine and Ma. Joseph Komen screed es publicity chairmen. Mn. L. E. Copeland of DesPlaines served as

even in make believe, we could

John E. Stanton. /:d

her co-chairman. Mm. Robert
&Clark designed the show.

educational displays,
handmade items to benefit the
Abraham Lincoln Memoriol
Gardens and horticultural di Aaiun.

the entire section with Mrs.

Plain. served on

The soft golden tones of the minbidtum orchid set the Ruler of the Finale Sparkad with Spun

elmallrytion the JAG stIhng el nnung the so.ted Tri Color Award was by Mrs Ch... Moser
and Mn toscpla 1 hOZIKII 11101( VIEVon Iltfihts Carden LIM Mn Stour also staled
on the
Judges llosnitaltly Ceininrieetl Mrs houfin on the Public, Comm:Me for the Clue ;go World
Flower and Lank. those
Iln tominthcal. through March 1 Bra. holdsn and archer gigot
sparlded on solul plt1 with Mono drip
t thleclolli

15 good. 21 =ellen!

rationally. will now Hew the
and others of

OTHER FEATURES in elude

Another blue dbbat winner
using cymbIdium orchids was
entered by the Field and Flower Garden of Barrington in the
category "Summer Savory
and Suffrage.. Des Plaines
Garden Club
an second
place in this category. Mrs.
and Mr, JohnKruissink of Des

people with the gift to analyse
"Chicago

bushes, namely the ladybird
beetlelnd praying mantis.

.

FETECRI,

It is my hope that those

Savory

With friendly bugs for your

u..y.

.

luny-

tur attar he :deed. bet

lawyers

thinking sophomoric

modern

special

Chodnerb
Mrs.
George
scholarship fund booth bulges

the

.

.

Ribbon An.. el with their blue

Plaines was the chairman for

tronommil amount of houn of

knew we/wouldn't. Thcylalso
were aware that this soft old.
no..
tab is ment ...

don't even have the good sense

theiriczardly hearts and I.-

to realize it

by Bobbie Miner and Kathi

The "Paprika Hang Up," a
free standing original first
time section combined four
hanging arrangements. Phan
Grove -Garden Club of Palatine received the blue ribbon.
MO. G. TaFerte, Mid. Chutes

Mints

mean.

establishment than I any
gratin one could have.
and my
My sympathy
thanks to these poor soulslwho
are trying so desperately jo be
a somebody among nobodies

that's much too demanding for

they

nen. capturej the Tri Color

HIDEAWORO

serving

their molmarmki.
ran &checked.

their small,

in

smelly part of u larger world

dcd'i°".

,/ , thdi...
:AM typewritten, if par
sable. and should coca
m
or mom remr

du physical retaliation of an
encroachment. Perhaps it is

B....is

our shows. We hope that you
Technical Director.
Si. Victor's Musicals

not sure just what it was; it Wif

111

Rather, they arc people who,
In trymg to overcome failure.
have to create problem, and
keep them alive so that they
can have an "establishmenttype" status

11=1the

uric
that am
these young people and for the
'Y
.7,1.m works quite well as the
consideration of coming to set '

ogee out believably real.l am
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makes

problems and correct the
many injustices in our syatem,

'

agree. It lacked the something
that

also
d 'hfO

and proud to have worked withh
"nc trial" quite
the young ladies and gentleIw:ly Much has been aid,
men of Sacred Heart and St.
Valor high schools. They arc
' et to be std.
about Me whole thing.
beautiful kids. Thank you for

"Wart Side Story" aid not
grab you as did "Carousel."
"Mimic Man" and ..Annie.Y1

-- Marshall Field

establishment money was go'rag to be used, I didn't go to
hear that lawyer who spoke cat

of the show;

An immediate r.ponse

Ileum the orvgbud dream be rthcomiceide* kcddide
the popree.freethen and Intelh;cliod integrity."

They ore not people who are

trying to help solve Mir many

especially Mick -skinned.

adverse criticism is to lash out

31Dap Pub tication5

Because I couldn't get a sat-

Meer/ amwer as to how my
SO admission of hard-euned

the Sidewalk Academy the
her duet with Maria, "A Boy
other night.
Like That," was the highlight1

I am

"Hey, Frank, quick! Look at the expression on this
guy's face!"

are.

Editor:

your neighbors, you must be

When these folks turn out to be

1

Hundred, of load garden
i

lovely voice and watching her
gym sparkle in the dim Nut
light of the balcony. [ thrilled

with

smocks of somas,

THE CAR CAN also

ger and Mrs. Joseph F. Kew

and Suffrage," received seccod place. A third place ribbolt was awarded the club for
the "A Saffron Skyride" entry

den Club by Mrs. Charles Mo81.114011

OR2R1c,

Editor:

Smoked with Spirit," melded
for the Arlington Heights Ger.

By Dolores thumb

ings and many other things.

Mac o drunk, burglars, people

tection when 0 mentally de-

Success seasoned with flowers

M

,

busy.

r
road

Al four in the morning. a
police car can almost rear

A POLICE CAR has been
known to serve as an ambulance. It can
take
people

,

But most of dm came tt a

A police car tan join 'other

police cars to set up
block.
It am lead parade.

If the brakes are good. it can

they
tome better, They use It in Ion

mterstelion

Mat Rawl.

chase a kid who's stolen ri car.

wives, and

cue

the home when woman, he a

If it, in good condition It
will travel 100 mil. an hour to
atop in a hurry, too.

when the policeman climbs
10 d111,1 If Iffie et busy

It can leave its debuts rod
hght on eon doctor cm find

apartmknt A cop can always

You or probably never rid
den in

By Ron Swans,"

Free Estimates in Your Home.

6954 Barrington Road, Hahover'Park.
837-3113

graders.

The school board condi
dates will then Ire introduced
Following the candidates'
speech., Mere will be an Ea.
ter Nraile by outstanding chi
ens of klount Prospect.
Refreshments will ',served
in the new gym at the close of

Teresa Dies Whin

the meeting.

Frost holds Science Fair
The

children

Frost Se h

of

Robert

.S1. Prospect

Heights, are busy Mew days
setting up expefithents and
controls Mr display. The ele.

Holmes Junor High Schaal

selence fair March 12 in the

March If ::nd 14.

school gymnasium.
The children have done
their own research for Subject

visitors may
view the experiments at Rob -

Material and are writing pa.
pas M accompany their ;Mi.

Parents

nations leacher:COOrdinetor at

pect Heights.

Glenbard North High School
in Carol Stream, Ill.
Her fiance was graduated
from Prospect High. School
and received his bachelor's deat Bradley University,
where he was a member of Alpha Kappa Psi fraternity. He is
teaching in the Chicago school
gree

Miss Walton received he
bachelor's degree from Bradley University where she wasa
University
of Zeta Pi, business
honorary sorority, and her

and

master's degas from Ranh.
em Illinois University. She Is

en Frmi School. 305 Aspen
Dr.. from Ito fi:30 p.m, Much

system.

A June wedding is planned
he SL Petreiille Church, Glen

12.

Pickle -topped sandwich
parent vegetable. Being mgm
le, pickle snacks,
rally digs.
chilled pickles as a snack food.'
Pickles, according to experts' bath sweet and dill, aren't apt
at Ma larown Pickle Co., re- ' to curb a youngster's appetite

lI(

Allow youngsters access to

taM all the vitamins donee.. forsUpper, as do supr-based
bets, end actually have. higher Vitamin A content than the

employed m the Office Oen-

.Mrs. Howard Spent. Pros.

First, se cond and third
oleic awards will be given. All
Woe ntries awarded first place
ill represent the school at
District 2I's Science Fair at
ha.

mentary school is sponsoring a

Me. and Mn.. Robert Walton of Peoria have announced
the
engagement
of their
daughter, Teresa Diane, to Allen H. Specks, son of Mr. and

snack foods.

.

"Desks Do Ted. that the time M now If you went a ticket for
the Mount Prospect Business and Professional Women's Club
annual luncheon and fashion shove March 14 al the Arlington
Towers. Finalizing the devils are Mrs. Laura Wolf, Mrs. Marion
Baker, general chairman and chili ptesidenk Mrs. Belly Schlw

'

vet. The fashions am by Saks Fifth Avenue; doorprises by the
hundreds have been donated by local merchants and doh mem
bets. For tickets call Betty Betimes at 391-1100. No tickets wM
be available at the door.

There is something apecial-

a

ty,timeling

o a cold spring day. With new

instants, quick cooking varistirs and regula r leypes, .eaLit, y
o
a

rim can be ready, almost

befdre the coffee brews. Pineapple can
used by substituting the juice for pan of the wo-

Hr. Stand half a slice on the
ce,nit.eiriyofgoodthe cewreithal,...Thfinis. is es -
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Marionettes at Randhurst

PLENTY
OF

all
in

the

fix

Yolunteer

Cams Mn

Arlington
Heights Community Concert
Me, picked up their kits by 8
workers

pm. Thursday, March 5. On
that day Mrs. Charles Opela,

The delightful Heiken Mar.
lonettre will again appear in
Randhurst's Bunny Park. Performances will
he
given

Raymond Erickson, Mrs Don-

ald ihgerlurt and Mn, L. W.

19, and Friday,

teers. Each received kits containing information about the
new concert series and cards
for prospective members to

100 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT
CL5-1 600

Magic Lamp" win he given at
tO a.m. and 2 pm.; "King
Midas and the Golden Touch"

at II a.m. and 4 p.m. Bunny
Park in the Rendhurst Malt
feature Randy Rabbit and five
ducklings to delight your chil-

Mrs. Opole told one group
of women gathered for coffee
and kits, "I urn happy tome all
these old workers --- or should
call them 'experienced'? But
I am particularly happy to talk
to these new volunteers who
for the first time will have the
1

FIGHT

thrill Of participating in this

musical lifc of our commun

The Arlington Heights
Community Concert Assn, ar-.
amps a series of four or five
concerts a year featuring famous artists and orchestras in
variety of presentations.
Memberships arc available in

Notice

advance of the season, and
them are no tickets sold at the

door for individual concerts.
Membership week is March 16
10.23 for
week

POLLUTIO

ones., els. dem said Ordinen. beconno

pONFIVErT. Ortgrance sbaillseln lull force and elleafrom.1 after
.1110n and

Pe Mag. al Atom Prop= hod

public

hearer. an Ner. rnheire, Mlle and oa
32. Ing on Me hour 018010
pon.iethereounrProspectgillage.pureuenttoproperlesolootterand

AYES,

WORM the Boa. al Appeals of lire Piga. of Mount ememi More.

pnu.e and *IMO Ms lErhelayalfehmarplYM

resihnony mown. under Case No. 6..Aperlainiep la a regue. se mei an
office

building 136 feel high rm.* ...ad al ampere, described here.

geoid of Appeals recommended re she Judi.. nom.. dIhe
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Now your family can enjoy crystal
clear water in your home. Filtered water will mean . . .
WHITER BRIGHTER WASHES
BRIGHTER SINKS & TUBS
TASTIER COFFEE, SOUPS, JUICES
PURE SAFE DRINKING WATER
SPARKLING BEVERAGES
CLEAR HARD ICE CUBES

Vieth Omit

PubOi .e POe

Cholas Opela, Mrs. Francoie
Pnlinatier, Mrs, David Patterson, Mrs, Douglas Peterson,
Mn,. Charles Pols Mrs. John
Radabaugh, Mrs. Henry Riechers, Mrs. John Rinella, Mrs.

Mr, Clayton

Rorer,

Setters, Fritz Schmoyer,

Thom. Smith, Mn.. G. E.
Steal, Mn, Willard Van
Mrs.

end

Winkle

See We ad

Susan Landwehr, Patrice Mu -

['Odium, Mrs. John Jenkins,
Mrs. Robert Jones, Mrs. Marvin Nichelson, Mrs. G. Cooper Roberts and Mrs. Ross
Ward. Prospect Heights work-

Parks,

Susan

Grove Village, and Mrs. William Puryear is from Buffalo
Grove, Mrs. Edgar Green rep -

noon March 14 at the Km
nilworth Inn, 7110 Lincoln

Mn
Lincolnwood:
BOnde is the chairman of the
home economics department
of Northwestern University.
Any homemaker in the area
who holds a degree in home
economics or 0 related field
and would like to attend may
obtain further Information by
contacting Mr, William Slueber in Arlington Heights, 2553689, or Mn,, Arthur Adam In

Beth

Zenker.

Shamrock Plant

are

Heidi Mans Dean

Andaman, Mark Arnous Hew
bara

Bahe.

rTGreen Carnations

Bah..

Linda

Charles Beek, Roberta BMW.
and Amy Brennan.
Birkenstock,
Catherine

o Your Favorite On That Great Day

Barbara Blanks. Terri Brad-

of Mount Prospect

ley, Mark Borniack, Mary
Button,
Cynthia
Etublitz,

200

Thomas Cook, Michael Do,

H.R., Patti Dore, Mad Ei.
Flrn St..6 Wergroon Ave.,

E.

Rand Road

255-13800

Mt, Prospect

R.C. urges thrifty shoppers to make their own comparisom! If you're buying furniture be smart.. do o little
store, shop others- and then shop R.C.! We think you'll
comparison shopping before you buy! Shop your
be pleasantly surprised at how much you can oath at R.C.... the difference in price will probably be more than

MAPS TO-S.10W 6 OF THE
DONINGORDINANCE OF THE
VILLAGE OF MOW PROSPECT

o:n=177,60=T 77'

"

SALE TODAY 10 to 10

you expect! You'll agree that no comporitive pricing will be as convincing as the mrnparing you do yourself. Pick
up or have your purchases delivered. Big savings either way you buy at R.C.IToke up to 3 years to pay on easy
monthly payments. Small extra charge for delivery.

trton to Rd tUngladannly
'X';?gletn147;esl:
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eve Bake Auction for the benefit of the New Horizons
School for the Severely Rererded.New Horizons, the philanthropic project of the Illinois Mothers of Twins Clubs,
le a non.profil school for children 4 to 14 year old who ore'
not accepted in the public.Mhool

Witzke, Linda Thill and Kevin

On the junior honor roll

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING

and

Mn' troyAsehoff. Mrs. Oli-

kinson, Robert Wilk, filebra
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Werfelmann.
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URGES THRIFTY
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BLACK VINYL

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Music " a one -act coMcdV.
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Edward

Deistic ski*. wee reedy aid ph,
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Mel( ow n, Me Anthony

Donald

the oldest theater groups Mac
northwest area, will present
Arthur Copet's -Cumber

Hospital Women's Auxiliary
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Cooktoos will be served at

Scherer,

nem, Dale Ekberg and

Des Plaines, 299-2391.
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Carlyle Chiddluor, Mn. Hil-
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William Smith, Kay Van Ars.

ip Late Juke Luchring, Sue
Lump, Sandra Marschman,

Sendra Miller, Susan Mill-

Rindal and Terry

flu Valise Thom. I'm
of Arlington Heights. cow of

will be presented by Mrs. Ruth. John Seevers, Paul Sancta,
Sonde before members of the and Linda Simmons.
Cynthia Strunk, Cindy
North Suburban Home Economists in Homemaking at Thill, Sherrie Veda, Mary,

ers are Mrs. William Fortin
and Mrs. Ray Dietrich.
Rolling Meadows is Bailed by Mrs. William Bailey
and Mrs. -Helen Young. Mrs.
Kenneth Holste is from Elk

Kathleen
Rindal.
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Illinois ST ind Nordic Rd
Itasca 0111 be the setting tor
Northwest Communty
he

Donna Neal:mare;

Meyer,

. "A Look to the Ycre 2000"

Panel Penglifi
Ruth Pogalz, Barbara Pean,coke Brian Pomanke Risen
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and Semi Michaelson.

Doug Neumann We.
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Killian and Keith Kretschmar.
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NW Hospital Auxiliary
sets luncheon date
Nerds MK Counts Club

ye. Ricky Meyer, William
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FAMOUS FUGGIYI
VELVET SWAGS

MOUNT PROSPER. COOK <MM.

MEDITERRANEAN "BARCELONA"

SECTION ONE Thor Mops MS ana
OMPARED'S

0:n1DLI:rhe $99
ISingle.Family Residence Dis

13-1

argent nelion with

5 PIECE BEDROOM SETS
Dramatic Mediterranean in deep rich pecan
in mrrors,
finish. Includes 74" triple dresser,
door chest, full mean bed.

then parr of We West holf of Lotion

N.

.cook

a

FAMOUS SERTA
INNERSPRING
BEDDING SETS

Wanly

II.
See o..Ord Princip, reeddlon, io
Terwrolep .11 Noah. Ranger

De Village of Mounr

$399

On sale the
RC. Way

-065
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Lit
Own, In Co. OA.,

11. Rad of Third PrIncipol Meddio,
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system.

Dancing
campers
set dance
Chapter, 025 of the National
Square. Dance Campers Assn.
ill sponsor a special dance in
the new gym at Dempster Jun.
School this Friday,
ior
March it. The school is located at Dempster St. (Thacker

FAMOUS

d.. ,idiNonM1o:anquFeneof said
Southwest corner of the East half of
she Northwest (Wooer of said sec.

Wiggler Dick Colucci will
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ABLE SETS
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3 Piece.Siock table lels In
with Formica slate tops.
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MEDITERRANEAN4'BARCELONA"
6 PIECE DINING ROOM
COMPARE AT

Richly carved Mediterranean teem style, le
clod., fir interior Need china; 42 x 62 a BO

06191: the

$128

$479

R C Way

oval table and 4 done side chairs.

APPROVED ads d day

2670 GOLF RD.
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and win prizes.
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COMM AT

era

of begInninart

dance Saturday night, March
14. to the calling of "Foggy"
Thompson. The dancers will
gather at Dempster Junior

GLASS DOOR
BOOKCASES

rnt'atVo'l'acrSVh'e"cXer rne'rn'rf

be calling the squares: May
and Gerry Hoffberger will do
the rounds. Dancers will be
able to earn a blare at badge

Bucks and Does
schedule square
dance workshop

s.3.1

FOX MEDITERRANEAN

43.80 feet to a poWt 119.32 feet

St.) just west of Illinois El

.

WateA 7oltiott #44t at hate
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r students.

High School. Dempster St. just
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Home economists
to meet

Av.

Arlington MOMS

Other

SSfoherthips are S I 0 for adults and

encing twin clothing.
Also on the agenda is a Si-

COMPLETELY
DOD, or err

end Mn. Walter Nystrom.

bars is March 9 to IS. Mem.

rummage sale at their meeting
Weight at 8 p.m. in the Lauer burg and Oehler Funeral
Home. Mothers will be ca-

0,rdo.crilmd drolpht

Re.S.S3.33 fur. ler 5 distance el 102047 herb

Moore. Mrs. Wesley Nave

of Twins Club. will feature a

Iles order..

He. con* Sawhody.nd hide° P PPP.,

Mrs. James McElwee. Mrs. J.
Miller, Mrs. William

61.

.

The Double Oydee Mothers

nd reod os

o ided

Harry Jenkins, Mrs. Rudy
Kasper, Mrs. Kenneth KuenstLanigan,
ler, Mrs. Richer

Mrs Lawrence _domino.

andmembers, re:

Double Dydees
hold exchattge

POW, THEREFORE, HIT ORDAINED BVS. PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF
OF THE VILLAGE Or MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK CODDMILLINCSIS:

Hansen, Mrs, D. M. Hapke,
Mrs. Jack Hey, Mrs. R. S.
ThomasH
t
H
Mrs. Harold Jenkins, Mrs

F.

=eller, Guy Eisechuth, Jeffrey Hammen. Martha Hinrichs, Robin Huebner, and
Anita Kase.

farwe

o

TIMMS

Also Mn. Joseph Fabian,
Mrs, Dale Gallonay, Mn,
Thomas Grisell, Mn.. Richard

venture which so enriches De

Susan Cage. Mark Dunce-

W. P. Wright, Elmer ZlIen.
Mn, J. A. Zimmerman and

yea's

annual membership
drive, was hostess to the volun-

nette Burmeister. Steven Cage,

White, Mrs. William Willcox,
Miss Lillian Woodworth, Mn.

eietion and chairman of this Ewing.

March 20, with four shows
each day. "Aladdin and His

Orlando! noGrreondefficrwhimmmr0remaimettlerecinfor e build
marethareventinuclimdcalonth modeond conannlon commenced

Harold B. Wenzel, Mn.
George Wester, Mrs, Warren
West, Boyd White, Mrs. Boyd

Ett I Foremen Robert
Bloc Peggy Gruchlue Rob
ut Garber Joy Glass, Allan
Hanson, Michael 01.0001,
Pred Hildebrandt, Line Hinriche. Chris Knaack, Marcia
P

Arlington Hose, hna
bisn 'blamed
On the senior honor roll are
Judy Euchre, Linda Bum sow, Greg Burmeister, Ly-

Mn, Witham Wesel, Mn

er

Enloe

in

Also Mn Were Waal

Merrill Clark
MT.. Ruben Dallerearn, Mrs,
N. Scott Davis, Mrs. John
Driscoll, Mrs. Richard Dunlop, Mrs. James
Eby, Mrs.

first vice president of the amo-

Wednesday, March 10, Thurs-

dren.

Hamby

SUNDAY 9 30TO 1 30

PARKING

day, March

Ent mmeitid honor Its
for St Peer Luthem %Axel

MONDATOTITU FRIDAY
8 TO B, SATURDAY 8 TO 6

FREE

ORDINANCROSAMING VARIATIONS FOR
PSOINITY LOCATED ON OH NOMNVIEST COSNER OF
REMINGTON AVOCA AND ELMHURST 110A011LLINOIS STEM,

St. Peter Lutheran honor list

It's sign up time
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Talisman Shop. Ctr. 1 mile west of Harlem
Glenview, III.

Guaranteed Savings on Name Brand Furniture

729.6030
OPEN EVERY MG.' III 10 P M SATURDAY & SUNDAY TIE 6 P.M.
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Encouraging creativity

Talk with a teacher

Tomorrow
Is Today

In my recent columns,
hove ham talking about enI

couraging ercadvay in young-

sters. Today 1 would like to
local children are capable.
These stories come from Mr.
Kmnick's fourth grade dam at
the West School, Dialed 62.

Ward, I introduced my girl friend to his boy friend. llsay
liked each other from the start. My boy friend told roc she was
are, eta. Well. my girlfriend told me my boyfriend Y/23 nice. I
told her a few things about us end asked her to tell him some-

Nought of the whiter sports
such as hockey, codling, to-

It was a very cold day. She

talked id him later that night and he broke up with me. I
asked why. and he mid lied to him. I didn't. 1 was wondering If
you sec us getting bock together. If we no go bock, how long will
I

it be for? Do you sec anyone else for either of us?

L.P., Mount Prospect

Dear L.P.
I do one you gelling hank together, but not for long. I see
someone elm aiming Into your life, whh lighter bah. I also fed
you should he mend what yon tell your Mel Mend.
Unar Mr. Delaukei

tremendous. Suddenly all hapohms left my body because 1
knew 'of the severe dl head
coming. I knew it would kill all
the gams there was.
Donald Knowles

'Ili 'c'odajilrel

tucked under their arma. The
snow was blowing wildly and
violently and it was enough to
'blind a person.
Inc.. glad ta be home front
school, sitting by thc fireplace.
drinking hot bubbling cocoa.
Tony Powers

Do you see a transfer. and if so, will all go well or is my

A COLD WINTER MORNMG
t got no one winter morning
and saw the sun was bright and
yellow. After got dressed, I
went la the table and started to
1

I was all
bundled from my head to toes.
but still though, I felt as cold as

Made. The air was bitter
cold and I trembled as I walked to school. 1 walked with my
brother
isdilly five years whim
Tom is
saw him shaking and the whim

h usband not rneam Mr that type of work? My mixed feelings
warm, warm summer. The
meetly conc,rn my parents. who arc both in poor health.
chugging, the rumbling. the
11 has been increasingly important to my mother. during her
long illness. to he dan to Me my brother graduate from college. mends of the cars, were all tryDo you sec the doctors finding a miracle to help her fulfill her ' ing to break thcforce of the

Dear Mrs. AN,
I clang feel pit mom al need .11adatek" tome your heath

wind

it felt like my face

antob for your (unhand
Dear 01r, DeLoolim
12. yeam old, divorced six yeses and hove a 12 -year -old
I
son. I work here in town and awn my owe hoe.
have met :end 0.0 out with mince for niee gendemen in the
Ise several years. hoc I guess not the oght one. My ex-busband
Ito sent us tickets to come to him M Germany and by remarried
and start life over, maybe M Canada It sounds real good to my
haw: lanai( my job and rent 0411 my home.
son and roe. acepi
Do yoo feel I'll make this iripaOr do you see someone else in
my future life, DO you think my ex-husband has learned his
lemon and matured enough to Mice care of his family?

It was so cold my face
turned red but. 1 was happy.
Tom wasn't cold any more.
Linde Bishop

A BRISK MORNING

. Jean Speer

Today wasthe'coldest day I
ever erperienced. When I got

. HOW I WISH
WERE SUMMER
It Woe an unusually bitter
cold day. I could feel the ming
on my cheeks mil Mee. I felt

up to get a drink of water it

rr

EA, Palatine
Dear Mix, KS.:
Too many of 00 ore alone. feel you should take your exh usband up on his otTer of remarriage. A lot of maturing ean be
date in six years. Your son needs a father. You have nothing to
1

100001st

des

.It'ls=d's'O's.10111-;

lose but a jolts ---:end so unielt to gain.

. Des Maine, 00010.

some fees.

Generally, any veteran who
served in the armed services
during World War 1, or any
time after Som. 16, 1940, is elistwatose schhooloarrsalg
able for

SqUares

on Saturday.

year of service or was dis-

he entered service or at lemt
or induction, or he mist have

attending an Illinois pub Ile college o universif' when
he entered servim.

b een

00,0,0 th,egn,thon,,,,,
the law, the IRA said, the'
scholarship could be used dilly
00 ,, ,,,,gc sgnio,.. gollego

Lynn A Kirchhoff, doughMrs. Ebner
Kirchhof, 040 S. Arlington

.' of Mr. and

Heights

Rd.

Arlington

Heights, a freshman pledged to

Kappa Tam Loren D. Tamen,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Donald W. Tanis., 10 N.

to Delta Chi Th..

after the constitution is ready.
The vote period will likely he

District retains
membership

the 9 -month per "gal is to be
determined
by
Con -Con

Scouts of America Building,
1622 N. Rand Rd:, Arlington

Award Winning Liquor Stones

Jan.

VISIT OUR god FLOOR

fr ROOM

The Saving 15 Yours,

BEER

OSCAR FOR

6

1075, MAIN

1'9

loo

Mt. PROSPECT

Cl 3-1218

The Saving Is Yours!

Tde stet.

Brdu
WCK

MEISTER BRAU
BOCK BEER

BRAND NAME RETAILER AWARD

front

Roll Gallon Savings

KENTUCKY
TAVERN'

49

Moll

Al 89

-Gallon A.,

MIST'

there must be something else. How about
when you need help? It's like talking to

See Commercial Credit

ST. PATRICK'S DAY No Purchase

Lams up to $5,000

Necessary.

11 N. Arlington Hee. Road

er.06.100 GIRD inlarnIURI
MOON. Harlem Ave at Northweet they.
000 -0800 --Suburbs =gat

7000x.-

SM.R.5

gets

started

rl

tot

A

tc

ap.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

129

new Woods proposal.
T.
Thenew proposal makes n

COLA
HALF QUARTS

The Saving of the 'green'

Fifth

279

Harp Lager Brewery Dublin, Ireland

Phone: CL 9-8151

498

Orol0tLIN.01131MOINummo ANNI.t.looteN Dorm..
1

rocaroworaerantLoaa tae,:

filth

The Saving Is Yours!

BPKIALS

DC. Great sosmd, great

Coupon effective through March 15, 1970
Limit:

i

MIMS COUPON

"" oitp±._o'

YOU

FORD

"Here is an opportunity to
clean out your closet, base-

Straight Bourbon
86 Proof

mon and altiC al no expense to

yourself' said Mrs. Nancy
Westlake, who added that the
donations and sales made at
the shop will help provide
hope for a retarded child and.
the money needed to maintain
programs for the mentally retardedAt Little City. Palatine.
She said a truck will pick up
donations of clothes, furniture

and other items if the donee
will calliCE 6-6025.

TOPPS COUPON

/

YORESTPARN

MOROMPARK

Flying taught'
Flying instruction is offered
by the University bf Illinois at
Urbana -Champaign to is ales
dents on the same basis as rah
of.a0LISM.

YOU

per customer

1

Must Be Presente7d.,

YOU

Ah I

SAVE

5.56

9;

Cut,

chip

=

eld

croekproof. Molded et
one piece. Buyl

Coupon effective through MoreIn5,7970
ihnik 16ox per customer

l'OCEte:C'h

P7S""

rf yr I I'

am.

5 88

/1

!"

00oM

YOU

YOU

SAVE

SAVE

560

20%

VAI

,77-7

ALL LAMPS, POLES,
SWAGS, FIXTURES
Traditional

taupe shades; 81/2 to

rary, modern Meditermean styles!

11.r

eau. 3 no LOS

Coupon efleahre through March 15, 1970
IWO 3 pr.ser customer

Coup

E;y,

r,

contempo-

per customer
,tr

i

i'm

SPECIAL PURCHASE

TEENS', MISSES'
CASUAL LOAFERS

19

YOU PAY

$1 pkt of

Smooth, easy -care man-

us

mode uppers, bright 'n

Re....

4

0r.

brassy trim. Brown, sizes

op to M.

Coupon effective through March 15, 1970
Unlit: 1 pkg. per Customer

Ilmik 1 pee customer

1

ipurin Mast Ile.P.Mantec

1.29

alu, low price!

affective through March 15, 1970

Limil;
-

TOM COUPON

r......_

St. Mary's smooth cotton percale. Colorful
stripes and solids. Big

i5.44

SAVE

......

QUALITY PERCALE
PILLOW CASES

20% OFF REGULAR PRICES

den[ -too. Beige o

I,

YOU

......"

.

988

motor; rip/circle guide
Coupon effective through March 15, 1970

PrXIU!?d-

.TTIV

...,....,.....-.

...---"

YOU PAY

for 45' cot 2.0 amp

TOPPS COUPON'

TOPPS COUPO

Sheer nylons! Mesh or

aluminum, shoe adjusts

Coupon effective through March 15, 1970
Limit. I per customer.
kSixi,ya
B
C

per customer

t1 PfmT^);1111
cf1991stB

OUR OWN
CAN'T TELL HOSE

YOU PAY

The Sabre, Polished

1 44

Very dopendablealacm,
very easy...read dial,
very low p rice for this!

Coupon effective through March 15, 1970

TOPPS COUPON'

SABRE JIG SAW

YOU PAY

1

Mum Be Pmsented

DELUXE ELECTRIC

CLOCKS

YOU PAY

snap

Precision accuracy with

FIRST CARO,

lOIABAMI

'

"KENO" ALARM,

KODAK INSTAMATIC #44.'

YOU PAY

TOWN &COUNTRY,

ADDISON

,

,

Liroil:

Model 015o

1307 RAND ROAD
CMCAGO

ow

WESTCLOX

ARLINGTON HIS.
CICERO

cam

per customer

Coupon Must Be Presented,

non-sectarian

handicapped, has a resale shop
at 5018 N. Clark St., Chicago.

1

1.24

S1

jl,

Limit:

$3

fo
these!

Coupon e Hertive through March 15, 1970

SAVE

SOLID STATE GOLF BALLS

/gi

FE17dy

SAVE

r -f-011)

re-

ousts

y

Don't mild
Coupon effective through March 15, 1970

TOMS COUPON

r

fidelity ref.ording,

Crisp,

All -channel tuning.

per customer

on Must Re Presentee_

C'

C. an Must Be Presented_

1

make,

clear pichno, rich sound.

""'"V9

buy!

through March 15, 1970
Limit: 1P customer

6

qtr

that opers on AC or 699

community for the mentally.

Uttg

CAA AND V,Z

88

roe PAY

75 sq. in. measured diagonNly

Famous

9

ELTEE
90 -MIN. CASSETTE

14" PORTABLE TV

i

.YOU PAY

Coupon ,(00,

AX,

mental Resources for the con.
servation protectiOn, moron

nondov,ed,

PEBBLE

IO UOR ETON $

that the General
Assembly establish "a nom
partisan Board of Env don

Why not start your house
cleaning early and help mentally retarded children as well.
a min -profit,
Little" City,

RI_-

OFromaciS liquor Stax-

hi

7.1..

Luggage stylete AM radio

nit

tool Valued

seeks donations

BOTTLES

tad] RAND ROAD

record In' your collo,

Little City

IMPORTED

DAIT 129

ARLINGTON HTS,

7::rTZe t ; 1

Witwer even approached
Woods following the public
fearing which both men

al

SOLID STATE "10"
PORTABLE RADIO

k

4 -SPEED PF10,1151,,,

into the new constitution.

is ov, special permission
I,., to be voted to accept the

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
PARTY HEADQUARTERS

HARP
LAGER BEER

day, Friday and Saturday Before

for leading role es a Root

als

Rai terch

De Lis

And a lot of helping. Need money?
That's what we're here for.

to_--J-11"s'
- - ,

YOU

Springfield this week. Because
the perioder for onakingpropos-

The Saving Is Yours'

Fleur

providing the wife a place to visit. Md-

ea Y.. m.o.,.

wanted to depend upon him

er'pr oposa 1 submitted

legendory liqueor

GREEN CREME DE MENTHE

yourself out in the middle of the woods.
Come where, you'll be listened to. At
our place. With more than 500 offices
coast to aced we do a lot of listening.

no i ore Wong boyar

-WHIPS COVPO

WOODS COMPLIED with

retmd,

WHISKEY

He'll tell you
his troubles.

we help you hahr mime
codc by keepong our everyday
ond comporo you II
price. low.
fond our bud

She
Shop

die important floor leaders ol
the ;convention. Even haron
theconvention began, Prost
dent Samuel W. Witwer had

posal.

IRISH

Register for Door Prizes on Thurs-

is

long lachno and perorate, Styled for

Coupon effechw. through More, 15 1970

ing to pollution testimony in
Quincy. Whine asked Woods
to write an even stronger pro-

IRISH

raeor

Delivery
Throughout
Chicago
and all

s °

7

to become one rel

Although Woods had in his 0.
nal proposals called for a sec.
tion in the new constitution
making it the state's responsi.
bility to improve and Preserve
the environment, after liste

Lome Boole

famous odisny
insures quality and
complete satisfaction."

For Prompt

N

all room decors

wed in in Quincy last Friday.

PADDY'S

partment. Watch our Ads.

S

Easy to read dial

JOHN G. WOODS of Ar
lington Heights. ld District
delegate from the northwest

fore the convention indica.
the sire of Woods' responsi.

COLD
DUCK

seleoien on

In connection with our 37th Anniversary,
We have Exceptional Values in Every De-

Bs

SUNBEAMALARMor KITCHEN CLOCK

minute proposals placed

The Soving 15 Yours,

"goesoost

Think hard. Harder yet. Like maybe holding
o board while you do He hammering. And

j

st

ed.

convention

RC

Guys like this most be good for something.

,)

The large number of Intl

Be Sure to Visit
Our Irish Whiskey Dept.

EIGHT BOTTLE CARTON

with flowers

on Borg's

2

Froving matters to be written

spread some cheer

YOUR 100 -CENT
DOLLAR
WORTH MORE
TODAY
AND EVERY DAY

-.t.

No'

Willies on the floor when who

Ask your brotherinilaw
for a $5,000 loan.

Suburbs.
You con Count

-

-

leader.

Baur..

it's ST. PATRICK'S DAY

or the windshield.

lard, kid re hole in a window

J

indicated to Woods that he

6 12CANS
-Oz 89C

RTutP

Next Tuesday is the 17th

-Rnme yourself for melee -

suggested
the best

refer'endum.

Con -Con

suburbs.

Kentucky Straight

Save $2

:10

approval until it can mojets
thefinal date on which the net #
constitution will he coMPlet

16 oz.
Pop -Too Cans

LIQUOR STORES

HIGHLAND P000e00N PARKAURORAOHINSOALE
Special Service For Shat -ins -Nome Hearing Test A Demonstration

(970.

I97d

wheels can tuen until the eon
vention approves a date for
holding the referendum. Con
Gon can't set a date for voting..

SCHLITZ

IT AS AN

"Iffi

LOCATIONS

cation is made same day) Goad through April 12,

19,

choice for the state-wide refer
endum for Con -Coin.
The 5 t itt e legislature
corn
its
special
through

THINK OF

ear sinks.

Will the delegates decide it
wodld be best to hold rise ntil

bills authorizing the state-wids

PARTY 8 WEDDING

down and the doom ere jam -

itenenon Pao prom- co alma clUANTITies

mitt., is ready to write ths

AIDASSOCIATES

Fomily.$

"W. Wit'"

,

.

impractical to attempt to hold
the referendum before Dcc. 8
only two weeks before Christ -

and Recorders

Youwer leading the
rounds. Rounds start at 8 p m
and wares set up at 8,10 p m

toes were freezing and my face

-Donl panic.

become

crumble

and

-If you can't get a window

way out is
through a window before the

gee am H.' 190 "I.'

11Mois Assn. of noun
County Clerks

H

froze m soon as it came out of
she faucet. The flames on the
rove turned to Me. I looked at
Me theronorneter, and it mad
100 degrees below zero! My

status

January rather than risk the
distractions of the ChriaMns
The
month of
holidays?
Jnuary and perhaps the thin
of February will be within
the Mgal time for voting. TN.

day of each month at the Boy

CENTER
4,1! MAICO HEARING
109 S. Main (Rt. 83) Mt. Prospect 392-4750

for family swimming. (Entire $3.00 is deductible $
b.m cost of annual family membership if <mph- $

,

..

NEC.

ter of Mr and lars. W. C.

the

will nor,
-ugh -but

fills with water and pressures

number of preliminary stepil
most of which cannot begin
until the new constitution is
complete, probably makes it

Printery services are directed
to special education. District
214 is administrative mot for

Mania.A O'Brien, dough.

endorse

/aside
equal.

come is probably the second
week in December. The large,

NEC serves 11.7distriets. Its

Richard Hess, 1516 Anerson
Dr.. Palatine, 0 fredurran
pledged to Kappa Tau.

President Samuel W. Wilwm

ment rather than attempting
to submit a series of amendmeats lo'Iho P"." 'WM

minutes. Generally, the more
compact the ear, the longer it

THE EARLIEST date on
which the citizen vote could

The- board of eiluorthm
mond, adopted a resoluthin
an the continuation.

segki,

MOM expects his convention
10 write an entirely new door-

to the con: Motor Club -AAA offers this
yen t ion will have been advice for drivers who may exweighed in ihe balances sea perience a mishap that Macs
found wanting if we simply Owir11111.`' Oho roadway
"Delegates

from early Octoberexact to cab.
date in
February. The

June 30. 1971.

'1.°411,4t.. Adri1m4g *4.1
to Phi Rho; Lorraine Has,
daughter of 010. and Mrs,

..c

Fremont St., Palatioe. pledged

for the year Day I, 1970 to

Gail J. Wise. daughter of
C. WOe.
col Dr., Mount
1155 IronwoRichard

a noon tench,n at

WITMER MADE it plain

uses doors will open as the car

I

stipulates that the vote eon
come in not less than lisa
months nor more than six

ucc., 214 will continue

Mr. and 0110.

Arlington Heights. There coy

Co n -Con held artother
series of public hearings out-

to Phi Rho, and Sus:itt

IS membership in the Northwest Education 'Cooperative

Louis Av., hlount Prospect, a
Makes. pledged to Delta Chl

same form as the one held ,or,
lier in Mc northwest suburbs al

and destruction of the environ.

The Enabling Act, under
which Con -Con operates,

emblem daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Silverblalk 157 S.

quarter

scenic

-Remember that usually a
car will slay afloat for three

document is finished.

Thee Palatine Squarm dance
every second and fourth Satur-

Coupon may also be used any evening at 7 P.M. $

Save $2

Rock Island, Ill., fol-

lowing the winter
rushing period are:

, moths 0, to 0,00,,,,g,

to 3 P.M.), Family Gym (3 to 5.P.M.), etc. $

-Save $2

College,sor

and

constitution.

gave the luncheon address.

-If you can't gat out this
way, try the doors. In most

Non again injury when the car
hits the mum.

In the wake of tragedies

caused by ears plunging into
lel= and streams the Chicago

quickly as possible after the

O'BrIen. 060 Monterey Rd.,
Palatine. a freshman pledged

Among coeds pledged to Sooritim at Augustono
chi

A VETERAN must have
been a resident of Illinois when

be veterans.

RO0. STENSI

Sohn in either of two pools, Family Rolls, Skating $
(1

tuition for any kind of instruction at a junior college. The
scholarship may also cover

of the new constitution?
Most delegates. including
all of those from the northwest
suburbs, have favored holding
the gate -wide referendum as

of the students enrolling may

resources

March 6, The public hearing
at Quincy took cpspecub, Ihe

beauty oi Illinois and to prevent
illation, impairment

have aehanee to vote approval

there is no further ehliention. ROBERT day for full inAND ANDformaion.

1'

$3.00 Family Guest $
$
Privilege of your Northwest
Suburban YMCA, 300E. North- $
west Hwy., Des Plines, Ill.,

$
$
$
$
$

the law made by the 1969 Gen-

scholarships to be used to pay

ural

expected to sum. 175,000
and that. s many as It pc r cent

side of Springfield laSt Friday,

two and utilization of the nat-

when will Mind, citizens

6 coeds pledge social sororities

State Bar Assn., a change in

eral Assembly permits state

By Richard Cribb

Page 9

Tips offered for driver safety

Woods becomes Con=Con .floor leader

rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE To KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not. your only investment is the rental charge, and

daily

a

a few of them.

Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way to find out what kind of help a hearing
aid can give you-nor/bora a major emandinem! Wear a new MAW° aid for 311 dorsal a moderate

or 12, between 1 and 5 P.M.

Enjoy

read, although
ries which
space permitted priming only

Joseph Corona mgr.

Wan, Dad ond An the kids) $
Present this coupon on Sunday, $
March 15th, 22nd or April 5 $

and receive 82.00 off on a

leges and state-controlled universitim.
According to the Minas

II-

The [SBA said the student
may Carry a full program or
Only one or two courses ut a
time. However, his scholar-

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

Save $2
Special YMCA
FAMILY INTRODUCTION

Save $2

$

as well as public senior col-

schohnship may be used of any

alege in

Con -Con Diary

ship is good only foe o fouryear period of study.
The1.010A said enrollment
of junior colleges next fall is

university. Now, the

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

JOSEPH Ole WEISE, nationally known pock,. trill ensign., rho um/ions of lay minims in ibis column. Realm should
br sbau.1, bar names will be unlined if Om writer requests it.
Write to 0.,Lcneke, in core of DT( Publications, 722 Center Sr..

Save $2

and

shaking

trembling.

Clear morning. When I got in
the warm school building, I
felt like an ice cub. just melting end melting into a pool Of
water.

Al

to Me young authors
of thou stories for their um_ I
would also like to express how
much I enjoyed all of the stoaries-nand

Mond Tommy, fact Soon
stopped

NO E.

used at public junior colleges

charged because of a senior connected disability.

Ruth

he

was being pricked by TO sipn.
du needles. You could see forever because it was such a

er graduate. And I feel you will be moving. I feel good with lobs

the armed services may now be

dna te present his pupils' sta.

my scarf off and wrapped it

tremble and shake more.' took

started

State scholarships whkh are
available to Illinois vetcrana of

state

discharged after at least one

Saturday, March 14, Bern
Aubuchon of SO Louis, Mo.
will be calling with Art and

ding of the wind made him

State scholarships broadened;
junior colleges included

I would like to extend my
thanks to Mr. Krenick for let-

set dances

I got my coat on and went

the South Pole, 11011 an empty
feeling in my heart for the

the

Jerry Sign.

'm.1", and rus'th's

-that's bow I felt.

vrind.
When
blenvinu,

zero. I only had a dream.

fight the cold. I saw Me he
smoking hard.

Shivering, trembling-

Mrs. A.N_ 010001 Prospect

my own room! I found it was a
brisk morning, only six below

ail saw the iee and heard the

WAY BELOW 'ZERO

dream?

bee goal makm onc Eel

er

op with, their school books

Ida type of work. I have mixed feelings on them...

dark, dark as a night with no
moon. It was lice Me ice age.
The earth was colliding with
Pluto when ... POP!!! I woke
up in m nice cozy bed. I
thought Iwas in heaven, but
then I looked around, I was in

think of gliding down a slope

from houses seemed a mile

There has heer talKabout tile company where my husband is
employed ,riting ape division In the Denver area, which hell
wry mud. 11 would 00,0 a' oh ehange, but he feels he would like

My mother and father were
dead. but I had to save my
brother Danny! He woo caught
inside the attic. The earth was

bagganning and skiing. Just to

like lions. The trees scented
frozen like ice cubes. I felt bitter and chilly. Icicles that hung
17:gngRtil-di: snow

1

1

wind was howling. I could
hear the car engines roaring

thing.
I had talked about breaking up bemuse I thought he wonted to
date others. Due did break up, we would still date.
Sunday night or girl Eiend called him. They talked for an
hour and a Imlf. I called her and asked what they mid. She said
nothing really and she thought I should break up.

like a wag

I felt the greennms missing.
Isaw the trees bare and felt the
dullness of winter,
felt happy es
Then

A FRIGID DAY

of he time.

Under my feet I heard the
frozen snow crunch. 051 on

bibs rumbling and chugging
to get started against the icy
cold wind

creative writing of which our
was steady dating this boy for sin weeks. The lest two weeks
were nimble for him. because I semennnt about dangly problem
and storied little fights with him readily. boot in tad moods most

stung. The trees were solid like
a atone. The wind was howling

the Meet 1 heard the outomo-

s, give an example of some of the

Dear Mr. Deinuiroi

fresh that all of a sudden I felt
wonderful.

TOE DAY
Thursday, March 12, 1970

Coupon effective through March 15, 1970
Lira, I pr) per customer

.7
DAILY 10-10

GORGE If
MOODIER

SUNDAY 10-6

MEMBERS PIANSAREACCEPIED

I

0

55

I

No one yawns in special, classes

Hersey's tourney dreams suspended
By Jim Smart
Yes. Chicagoland. Burets n
Hersey High School. Ignored
m a possible Freud Sectional
threat by nearly everyone., the
proud Huskies staged two late
rallies kt night and put a good
scare into fine Maine South
outfit before bowing, 66-50, to
sec their dream of a downstate
berth come to an end.
Hersey trailed all the way
after being shocked in the Bra
quarter by the shooting of
.

*Wive, but he puts the tell in
the hole' said Bill Jams oldie
Chicago Daily News) kept the
Huskies within striking distance until the final minutes,
when the Hawks were finally
able to pull away.
Fells led all scorers with 21
points, and he had to ploy the
entire last quarter with the

Bestow Mike Nevins and um
heralded scrapper Bob Nor fonder, the Hawks racked op

ago foul trollop, Nevi. maned to collect only Iwo field
goals egainst the Huskies' de,

and sank his charity toss. A

the next six points and coasted

fensive dente n.

combination of Maine missinj),

home.

FEIGE HIT a juniper

(et

make the score 36-25, and than

Spry was fouled on a rebound

shots and Hersey hitting the
boards suddenly turned the
game around, and after Andy
Them omentum seemed to'

belong to the Arlington Re-

much -underrated

on his back.
The first Hersey comeback
began early in the second half,
after the Hawks haSincreased
a 10 -point halftime lead to 3I-

penis. hut midway through

21. Don Spry popped in the

the third period and again in
the fourth quarter the Huskies

first Huskic basket of the quarter, and after South guard

an sizeable margins to only sin
points.

Mike Bonk matched that one
from the outside. Roger
Steinanber's club galls show
on the road.

'ME HOT shutting of Scotf
Edge ("He may not leek ef-

After Reign, the only other
Hersey hardcourters in double
figures was Pan cram with 15
points. Maine South was nn -

-

Pan cratz and Feige .cortnected
the score stood 36-30.

weight of four personal fouls

South's

.

usually balanced with Bonk
leading with le. Nunander
getting 16. Nevins 13. Greg
Schmelzer 10 and Jim Wil-

gional champs. but Bonk came

right back to Mt two more out.: Sams nine.
side shots to momentarily take
his team out of the woods.
The Huskies put on another

THE HUSKIES certainly
did the defensive job that
Steingraber asked of ;bent, es -

spurt at the beginning of the
final stanza, again trailing by
10 at the quarter. Mark Lindstrom, who hadn't taken too

peel a 1

on

1y

the Hawks

vaunted inside game. Pmremrz

back after a Hawk turnover, .skippot even inserted a

end of back door traps fee easy

lawns.
SO HERSEY, a team that

Schtudzer. and the big senior
turned

in

a

crediteNe job

was Andy who brought the. there.
crowd to its feet with the timeNotes,

the other touted
Maine CI.Cr, was likewise shut

ly iip-in.

Itersey an Mott Bwee (31) puts on the brakes during lot

tel made it 48-42, but that

nights liss tolltsine South in the Freud Sectional. Defending is
Hawk guard Mike Bonk.

vets the closest the Huskies
were to come. Led by 011 -con-

off by Nine and Lindstrom on
the weak side of the zone, les'
interesting that until Feige got

Don finmen acknowledged
Notre Dame High School
officially ended its 1969-1970

BILL MADSEN'S

frosh-

with its annual awards banquet
at Nielson's Restaerant. More
than 100 guests were in attendance to witness the last gather-

squad was also honmed
at the meeting as the underclass Dons compiled a fine 13I dual mark for the year.
The sophs were led by John
Stoesser who established a

ing of the vanity SeaDons.

Notre Dame record

who won 110019 duel swimming meets despite the feet

moral 121 points for the year,

Notre Dame has no pool of he
own.

ski letter for his effort.

swimming seoon

week

last

During the course of the
Bill

and was an amazing five for
five front the Boor for the first

as

he

Gabe
Mire,

9 record including a ratio=
championship.

And

ashamed of.

MAINE SOUTI 166)

8

Jeff

Edam, Joe Wakes. Tom
O'Donnell. Bob Saner. Steve
behalf, Stem Given.

finksoph

I

2

0

U

O
9
O

2

0

0

3

4

5

0

D

0

Spry
O

Tads.

0

0 .0

20 10 12 31

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Maine S.
Hersey

20 II 17 1E66
13

8

17 12-50

Detroit high
coach hired
by ISU team

the

enth and eighth grade students

course; in the special activities
classes that meet from 8t20

lo discover masons to lean
more about the field of =M-

Will Robinson, the Detroit
high school coach who demiopal Spencer Haywood and
sevaal other All -America age. hiss been hired as Illinois
Slate Univensityh basketball

I

2

cane at Illinois State. Collie is

0

entering 1SU's office of udmisaims and records.

21

Illinois State athletic director Mill Webbecker said that
Robinson will begin his nese
duties immediMely;

emel'krs and helps eager modems CNIrdlld their horizons.

Schwaber may have to work
a bit less strenuously than MN.

Smith to maintain the men.
dun of his bud., because of
the current popularity of

Pgeformance, and Me Secor

Rinkor, Gary Nola, John
Stumm, Mike Borman, Steve
Sawka, Ron Lori Sophomore
Later Winners: Gabe Zarnoti,

Pentathlon Champion.

Rby Rutkowski, Jim Maurer,

along with special awards for

' Most Outstanding Fr. Style
Jeff Carlborg was named
Most Valuable. Jim Braddy
and Don Netzel shared the
Most Improved award o Br;ddy turned in outstanding work
in the breaststroke, delan etzel

Tom Orr shared the Outstanding Performance Award
with Romano as he was credit-

ed with top work in the Mdisided medley.
.

Left -Hersey was beaten by

m,.. son, last not., but

usual, Andy Panes= was OM
chairman of the boards. Here
he

grabs

a

rebound

se.

rounded by Hawk defenders
Greg Sclunetzer (44), Mike
Bonk (10) and Jim Williams (4).

of motels spoons, in form

in

Schwalm- demo.

lisifiTZUMION
yOriOUS chords

The 40-Minum etas

the
spoons, a student can use them

andleighth grade students participate in the various Macrealion classes, learning more
about the areas of mathematics
that interest them the most.
Mrs. Smith said that the re Neon of mathematics to other

sciences and Other areas of
!darning is stressed.
For example, the escape ye kicky of a mace mpsele dis-

cussed and its relation to the
rotation of the earth.
The "common sense" ap-

Moe. to mathematics is the

concluded

'Everybody's Talkin' and "Echoes
of My blind."

ane stressed by Mrs. Smith.
Rules of the science arc

Sullivan :tad the new Dwight
D. Et...Mayer elementary

learned "as the result of some.

schools, does sot have a budg.

thing that makes sense,. abs

el that allows many courses

that in times pass might have
Men considered mere -frills"

Following strict rules of the
game, which 6 reputed to be as

old as the pyramids, the boric
object is to move id turn and

MacArthur Principal Gerald Alctiovern said the

clear "your" row of depres-

'The game, which on its fime
appears to be a simple game of

either chance or skill, is pot
mother painless way of teach-'
mathertmical
Mrs. Smith said.
ing

llte conference will Include

SHOWER 8 WEDDING
...6ACCESSORIES

ing rides, technical praentations, demonstrations, modern
Inter -

at 6ad one boy in the state

lint

the weekend that
' gymnasts all over the state
hew been ...thing and working for all j ear. Pre ss,. huts
is

in Illinois Iligh Mhool ASNOCiution stme Mal, beginning lomorrow ut 2 p.m. with prelimi-

nary mop:Mien in fax ex.
rcreise.
rings.

side

Metro

and

each claiming eight. Heroes,

North, I; Glenbard West, 4;
Olenbrook North, I; Glen brook South, 1; Hersey. 7;
Hinsdale Central. 10; Homewood-Flossmoor; 7; lake For-.
West
East Leyden,
est,
Leyden, 3; Lincoln -Way. 2;
Maine East, 4;
Maine South, 4; New Trier

Homewood-Hossmoor

East,

with the favorite. Hinsdaleet Central, leading the way
with 10. Elk Grove and Prospect lied with Thornton for the
runne-up spot in number or
me

still

Tomorna's 7 p.m. session
will failure performances on
the parallel bars. trampoline
and high 1,r. The all-around

I

individuals with nine each
with Evanston and Waukegan
and

New Trier East all qualified

1

;

7; New Trier Wert.

Niles East, 3, Niles North, 41
Niles West, 2: Oak Lawn, Ti
Oak Park, 3; Palatine, 3, Prospect, 9; Proviso West. 6; Rich

seven.

HOWEVER, TEAMS such
m Her
with sacral allaround men or boys good in

Central,

4;

Rich East, 6,
Riverside -Brook-

Most of those who were exmcted to make it to the state
eet met the qualifying standard, but Evanston's Ray Duplessis failed to make it out
of the Addison Trail Sectional
on the side horse, and he Cone
of the best in the state. He tied

Salstone's 8.5 for Niles North.

owning the silver medal from

man in the state to have scored

Forney of Maine South posted

moms

Mt yank state competition.

better than an 8.0 in section&

an 8,45, while Bill Carney of

dropped sharply with the winnen in the other two sectionals

Semen won the sectional with
an 8.5, but has had a 9.0 this

posting ithes.

year.

From

there,

the

ON SIDE HORSE, them

His

chief

competition

were three sectional winners

should come from Elk Grow,

. Al Mils, winner of the Addison Sectional, is the only

in the state. Rbth made it

who had 8.7's and one with an
8.5. Arlington's Pat Brousseau
and Elk Groves Wayne Olson
own two of the 8.7's, and Hersey's Kyle Wooldridge was
second in the Forest View Sec done! with an 8.6. Ed Slush of
Hinsdale earned the other 8.7
in the Willowbrook Sectional.

in sthe elle mind, but missed

Free Exercise and side horse

Other than that, Waukegan's
Leonard Henderson is the only

for ninth with a 735 when
only the top eight were selected for state competition.

ANOTHER CASUALTY
was New Trier's Bob Roth,
onc of the two best all -mound-

man to beat Benson since Arlington's Terry Haines did it in
last year's state meet. Groves

Bill Helbig could

includes

MacArthur. -

150

PRE -SEASON

CASH & CARRY

man. who bath betters:dot least

K.shin.

on the h',,, bar, and so his
score in the preliminarie for

Willa run concurrently to-

Central 6; Wheaton North,

probably Me Mid -Suburban
League's best hope of bringing

I, Willowbrook. 5; York, 4.

that event will not count for a

rings will be run after the first
Right -Gary Morava, Mk
two events and will be the cen- , end Ron Wald set the stage for
ter of attention. Elk Grove's
an exciting evening tomorrow.
Benny Fernandez was second
Last FridayMight the two tied

Saturday night.

home

mans chaMplonship

THE FINALS will he corn.
phial of the top 10 qualifiers
from Friday nights;
Tickets her the 2 p.m. ms.
li011 tomorrow
K on sale
ia the door only for SI 50.101:

state
for the

loop. has boys such as Gary
Morava qualifying in four difevents. This considerahly cnchances his team's

for -students.

Tickets may be purchased in

Ian made the cutoff in two

dm afternoon for the Friday

events.

eveWingorsession or they may be
bough
the door. Saturday

,four men making the finals

night's tickets will be sold in

while Palatine claims three

only after Friday
Nights session. They will also
be available at the door Saturday evening.

and Conant and Forest View

advance

teams,

ProsPect

high bar, he won't be

ting the meet, says that

champion.
Hersey lost two men, Lance

the

"Homewlossmoor really waltzed through the, sectional and 'they have some
good kids on sonm pieces."
New Trier East end Waukegan
should bestrong too, but Chew
says ies probably going to bed

Maine East turned up with

each had one man make it.

team score. Even if he wins the

coach Rich Chew, who 6 hosones with the best chance of a
state title will he Hinsdale Central, Hersey, Elk
Grove,
Evanston "and we even have a'
chance; we qualified nine
kids."
CHEW ALSO cautions that

ferent

manpowr,
yeark state champion
Arlington placed five men In
the state meek-bublohn Boy -

adults and SI

Of those

a TOM straight

race bemeen Hinsdale's Red
Devil and the Huskies of Her-

state

poyett in the all-around and
Jeff Farris on the parallel bars.
Boyett was third in the district
alharound, but missed the firm
six last Friday night at the FOrest View Sectional,
In tomorrow triMmon's
Mid -Suburban
session, the
League should have the edge
in the first event. Morava yion

the sectional with an 8.9 and
teammate Ron Rebmann was
8.45.Also to be
reckon
reckoned with the defending

state Champion in that event.

THE TEAMS entered and
scy with Elk Grove a possi- Arlington's Slave Vol Ever&
Ttie doors will be open one the number of qualifiers are s, bility for number one.
who should have gotten the \ iit!tom before each preliminary Arlington, 5; Barrington, 'II.'
if any 'of those teams ters out of the way with'a very
seen
nd one and one-half Conant, I; Elk Grove, 9; r has a really .bad ght, some- low 8.15
"
--'-'18firlmfitve rho finals.
one else wilrfintshin the mon-E'ls-Mn REMesf-'1fiew,
The highest score in any of
ForRkone sehoolskill enter Gtenbard East, 21 Glenbard
says Chow..11.
the other sectionals was Bob
'

for first pace m the high bar

and he had the highest
more
re of the four sectional winlot Friday. Benney's 8.85

at the Forest Tiew'gymnmtles
the
Sectional. Tomorrow night

outdistanced 8.7's by
Trier's Roth and Wh.ton
Centralk Tim Kamen. All

the final event to find out if elther Morava of Hersey or
Weld of Prospect can top She
other qualifiers in theevent
Waitefo
the state championship. oh e
was aLso a tie for first
the
Willowbrook Sectional as well

Other hopefuls are Hersey s

Craig Sjogren, Maine Eases,
Bob Baldocchi who scored an
8.65 in
Addison Sectional,
Hinsdale's Bob Anderson, and
perhaps Prospect's Mike Os.
sowski, who was I tab last year.

TOMORROW NIGHT will
trail the parallel bars and
trampoline vying for attention

as the first' events: The MidSuburban should have a_good
edge en tram line with Prospees. Jay.
nsen already

ARLINGTON
P

crowd will have to well until

as It Ile for third thesd

0191Sn/a AT

45

FURNITURE
on Arlington Heights

21 INCH
CHECK THESE QUALITY FEATURES:
REVERSIBLE -RETRACTABLE -REPLACEABLE BLADES...

*Palatine NatiOal Bank

BRIGGS & STRATTON ENGINE....OUICK HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT....
CLEAN -OUT PORT.
SNAP OFF HANDLE

Comparable Values on Other Models.

Rd.

gem...I. hot.

1.1MITED OFFER -WHILE PRESENT SUPPLY LASTS!

Brockway at Bank Lane/359-1070

211-13 S. Arlington lits, Rd,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,

CT 9.1150,,

JOHN F. GARLISCH & SONS
1200 E. Higgins Rd. (Rte. 021 Elk Grove Village
HE T-2211

tie

for merad on
higb bar et
the Addtsen Trail Sectional,
The event
have a great
deal of bearing also On who
wins Mesta. championship In
the WI -around. The meet Ig
to begin at 2 pan.
With. melted WArionne1kaa
tomorrow at Prospect: High
Selma

We give you
friendly, professional
bank service
66 hours a week -more than any other
financial institution
in town --

Genuine

JACOBSEN 4 BLADE ROTARY MOWERS!

.

in the state last year in this

locos albaround men.

graceful Mittel Lamp finHhed in golden olrifirass.
Pull chains. 30,2:jri. high.

the

safe deposit box,
trust.

509I -P
Quiet, ressraineb elegance chore:Karim. this

Shade E champagne texture over trooslucant Vinyl.

and Arlington's Von Eh=

lose much because of numbers

own the alkoround finalists
will not be announced until

Prospect junior Steve Kling.

tonal events anywhere. Jack

of qualifiers. Hersey, which is

but

with an 8.e5 by Flossmoork
Bob Johnson. Thai was the

Evanston's

Bruce Keeshin a good chance
to place highly. From the Mid Suburban comes Morava and

loan,

when you need us.

'

hod scores below 8.0 for accand place, giving Evanston's
Steve Schwartse-Niles West's

highs! score M any of the sec-

also

high

mined alter thesis preliminary
CV13115 ham been rem how -

afternoon

were, however, some very high
scores on parallel bars. starting

TWO OF THE sectionall

Kirk Moor and

Palatine Naticinal Bank
is a full service bank,
experienced and insured
to handle and protect
your savings,
checking account,
certificates of deposit,
collections,
Christmas Club account,
mortgage,

to servg_you

York scored an 8,5,

be a

a

ckimpion will also In dam -

morr

andaction, d he only had 008.1..

On parallel bars, Herseyk
Morava could be termed as
one of, many favorites. After
F lling last week, he still drew
an 8.2 second place. There

finish as
should Hersey's John Weaver

threat for

Reavis, 4;
field. I; Thornridee. 5, Thornton. 9; Waukegan, 8; Wheaton

more than one event, won't

The only thing we do

John Muir, Betsy Rom Ann

AT OUR BIG ANNUAL

Don Spry of Hersey gains possession of this loose ball, but somehow Maine South's Greg
Schmelzer (44) avoids detection of a foul. (Photon by Linda Hamilton)

p.m.

SCHOOL DISTRICT 23,
which

Optional

'0

5

is banking PLUS!

State gymnastics meet begins tomorrow at Prospect
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

SATURDAY 8 SUNDAY 10

co ncepts.i

Catcher

national rules and specialized
techniques to prepare Amer -

1972.

Hours: MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY 8 FRIDAY 10 on, - 9 p...

chece

-WO

cfog,,,,

Only
$89.95

theca days of supervised tram

$3250

RENTAL

SHOOT DOWN INFLATION

25-27.

outstanding cyclists for
Pen American and Olympic

and

at

their education can eventually
take them.

sions of all chips before your
opponent.

merpremtion
Mader,

$5900 a $6900

.ion high school is all about
and the paths along which

TIFFE

Stela cyclists to be invited to
the US Olympic Cycling Cons
mitten's ,National Training
Camp scheduled for West
Palm Beach, Florida, Mach

brtmk arm at annul 4 p.m. rat
swim days and be back
pm.

BUY NOW, BEAT THE COST OF LIVING!

'

attained with graphic reps,
sent:Moo or various arm,

cognition of skills.
The bus will nuke visse-7
pick-ups tmd lame Ihu Tube':

SPORTS COATS

Other activities in the pro ram, which is just now gained momentum at MacArthur.
are math lab, mixed chorus,
mapper staff, typing, ohms
lab on club, speech and oral

THE

mathematical games
and puszle, for her lively class
The walls of the room seem

dude instruction. pool rent:0:
lot the Elgin Academy). hie-transport:MM. insursdo)

school's special activities program end the courses and ass
tivities it contains :redesigned
to give students a broadening
experience, a better indication
of what their next stet' in edu-

ber of
F.1

said groups will be small; in

$4900

Mary Mueller, 1145 N. Diary Co., Arlington Height& a seventh grade student at MacArthur
she cheeks proper limning for the note instructor
Junior High School, watches attentively
Randy Schwaber is demonstrating, in the guitar workshopdass thel IN part of Prospect Heights
Scheer District 23'5 specia,clivitim program.

the

eilienr-Won.:

viously in Bangor. Maine.
This is the fiats wimming
program offered by the Twinbrook YMCA. and Mrs.
.sures "plenty
Howland
of fun as well as emphasis on
individual
problems." She

Perfect Name Brand Suits At

class period by arumming two

_

swimming instructor pre-

Cost of the program will the

OF MEN'S SUITS

dam.
Schwaber

a

EASTERSALE

NW ONLY Me sixth grade
students who were in last
wag's class but also seventh

seemedo be the high point of
tly: school day for many mu-

Tim Jilek of Mount Pros
pat was one of 30 United

:competition in 1971 and

which have negative and port' ve stades to familiarize students with the concept of negative numbers.
Anuther tool used to teach
mathematical concepts is a set

been

1671 Oakton St. Des Plaines

IN A ROOM down the hall.
Alia. Smith had set up a num-

Jilek to seek
Olympic berth

training methods,

IN THIS CLAW, students
work with "raw math" rokrs,

has

ARTZ CLOTHING

Mtentively. ..1.1ends
were positioned to imitate the
listened

for summer experi-

ON ONE TABLE was
punk with three pep; with

ends between the two JOWL

selves.

showedvanced
d
a

achievement in the freestyle races.

stration

ideas, Mrs. Smith said.

aplaining

was

Clanton was being developed.
everybody was enjoying them-

aping his third monogram

idea is to improve
Strokes and endurance in pro-

to work out multiplication tabes and other mathematical

Schweber

Carlborg, Don Oct.', Rick

Junior Varsity Letter: Jim
landuyt, Tim Sawka, Vince

sw"Our
immers.

fingering. "Now try bar three,
second fret. Use the second
finger."
The eight girls in the class

and Staple versions of some

Schwiess, Jim Braddy, Steve
Malmo, Rich Meyers, Charlie
Henriksen and Bob Time

Friday evenings and is designed for intermediate ability

wall. Many of these were outlines of animals developed by
joining points on graph paper
that represented co.ordinales
in the four quadrants.

merical calclations.
Once familiar with

ocean:sad

Varsity Letters:

eight consecutive weeks on

'Math -graphics" were
hung on one section of the

set of rulers. used to make nu-

T'IlE

AWARD WINNERS

A number of brightly color-

music.

armed.

and was awarded a junior ear -

The program will run for

ed

country and western and folk

While there was nu immediele cvidencc that the totem
ad another Segovia or Eric

team captain Tom Romano a,

graders beginning April 10.

ONE GAME that was being
played with a great deal of interest by several boys used II
beard with two rows of depressions, with varying numbers of
chips in each depression and
nvo depressions at opposite

Rich Jones, Tom Orr, Dennis
Wieszcholek, Jim Kozeika,
First Varsity Letter Jeff

Fourteen boys were presented with varsity letters, with

tory of mathematics.

perience.

Mrs.

duals befoer dropping a dose

TIE DONS closed out
their successful season with a
big 60-35 win over Arlington.

$1 /1 per student. which will

emmurages reluctant students

of

Luna Mat have stood the Rawl
time.'

Forest

Pm. Howland

Smith's Macreation clam is
that "mom can be fun." Shc

THEME

Tem Ron.), Terry Kelly,

to

lustrations depicting the M.

the function of two to the fifth
power, or 32.
Aiding Mrs. Smith was Mn.
Judy Maddock, a recent tast.
lege graduate, who is obtaining her practice teaching ex-

troll =WU straight
meet

to only 411 students.

mg a Junior High Swim Program for seventh and eighth

Smith explained, hod as it basis

other

Coach

View.

fact the total class will he held

of Hoffman Estates, who
will be directing the program.

ponce -photographer team had

the

tankers

five -point

enc." said Mary Howland

9 a.m. are probably
mallo
equy
talented but a Day re -

in

season,

Cascy's

Twinbrook YMCA in
Schaumburg will be sponsor -

five rings located on aim peg.
The other two were ri nein.
The object, said Mrs. Smith,
is to rearrange the rings In a
minimum number of moves to
obtain
m
a required ring pattern.
number of moves, Hrs.

in the Guitar Workshop.

111E

years of coaching, 13 of which

18 50 10 29

Schwaber -holds

rapt attention of the sixth. so,

those two ceime, lust week.

3

orlander

The "moMelan" in a math
ciao called "Maacation" Is
Mit. Emmen) Smith, while

only time enough to observe

Robinson aucceeds Jim Col-

Rushdiesh..i.m.

program in Prospect Heights
School District 13.

Teacher s

3

0

fully developed by at least two
leachers in the MacArthur Junior High special activities

Randy

lie, who has retired after

Nevins

Tads

O

2

R

Player

Rich Lon

Grim.,

that.

Huskie fans. is nothing to be

4

Lander. Rick Chelotti. Rich
Winners:

came so for for only its second
scar of xigence, closes its season with a very respectable I 8-

Williams

Berafato, FredKleePei Cashaman.

Numeral

Bonk's Id points were way
above his averace and Williams. while not
so flashy. also hit when he was open
end .ice was on the receiving

O

0
0

Lindstrom

Pancras
Teneff

cations of

od class is a talent that has been

0
0

1

Page II

YMCA to start jr. high swim program

mothemakal
knowledge, and there were il-

Getting students to look forward to an 8:20 a.m, first gab

BFPR

Feign
Nagel

Maine's first two field golds

and' after
after a supreme effort on: amman with Spry all alone on

offensive boards on the:
part of Spry and Pan cram, n

1970

-

half.

the

Page 10

the game that South's
guard, would have to hit if the
Hawks were to win. and Bonk
and Williams did just that.
Both are fine playinakers
and good on defense, but neithat is known for much shoating ability. Bonk quickly gave
notice that scouting reports
are nnt to be trusted in tournaments. however, when he hit

and Spry worked well against
many shots up to that point, hit al -everything Schiedam' on
jumper from the corner 10 the Huskie zone, seldom ter.tang the South star even touch
cel South's lead to 4840.
'the ball.
And for a white the Hersey
HERSEY GOT the ball'
,

Thursday,
March 12,

STEINGRABER SAM before

By Ben (lake

HERSEY (50)
Player
Jacoby
From
Durso.
Powell

THE DAY
Thursday, March 12, 1970

r-1
InaueS MON., MUM 1F91. 9.9

H

WM Sa 9.5

Showroom Hours: 8.00 am to 5:30 pen. Weekdays
8100 am to 4:30 pm Saturdays:
Open Monday Evenings nl B 00 pm
Ports & Service closed doily
at 5:00 pm & Saturdays or 11 00 noon

V

.,Aik

SHORT RIBS

Tilt Dap
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Thursday March 12, 1970
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Half a Comedy Hoer
Tom Smothers Is

100
Stowe
"Hunter. Are for
Killing..
Former
high school lootball
vsta. wrongly con-

32 Of

acing

Lands

and

Seas

Horoscope

is

Marc
211: Take care not to mistake

ARIES (March 20 - April
1,09: Step in quickly where
.7 seem to be getting

7:00
Jim Nabors Hour

Opera star Mary
Cosa is guest.

pper hand. This is not the
to let courtesy stand in the

9

News

5

Worn...
12:45

10:00

vicrted of manslaugh-

5

ter, returns home
claim his share 0106
late mother's mote.

7

Netts

9

News

2

'Caged." Woman

The roues
apecial

Musical

featuring the grotto'
of 36 singers from
high schools and cols
ieges around the Cal-

II the

America.
Community College
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7

mooners

1:35
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Show

Tonight Show
7
Dick Cavell
Show
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9

'

Late Report
1:40
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cock
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10:30

M iMy Griffin
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Honey-
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with

area,
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possum to brutal jell
life. Eleanor Parker
and Hope Einemon.

of the News

Movie
"Ilse High Cost of
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Pato prison andbes
comes
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Chicago Show

9 Mane

sanne Plesheite.

26 Famous Artists:
Famous Writers

may find that you have :shun 0
very time-consuming detour
away from career goals.
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Zone

and children chase a
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Sports
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TAU ItUS (April 21 May
211: TIM another look at the

nov project in which you've

MORTY MEEKLE

Ice011ie involved. It may he bus

Cl.

ginning m bog down in the
middle.

GEMINI (May 22 - June
Considerable now nod

21).

um on your ernotionalmake-

&ONG Olr, 01400
MY 5H0C-00,1
HIS HE40..

PO BEAT
N.A5IYAAMISPFLIP P
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40144

up may be the results of this
days confusing activitio.
CANCER Rune 22 - July

If A EIA1510:OrA51i20N4.Y,

OW, 12A

)Ssi5 Mien

A

THE LAOTINING TNIRTOW N NEEDS

WHEN HE 1316.50.6

It

2.11: Coworkers may object to

your present busiems prac.

tios. Yobwould be wise to

met tiol objections
'

head-

LEO (July 34 Aug. 23):
Give your minus side a day
off. Make it
pMnt bare

the lightri; st&of ',mem =tices. A good

relults in a

rod day.
VIRGO Clog. 24

-

tl

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Illr

o

Answer le Prams Puede

Old -Time Frolics

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS
1 Playing

Sept

- office
5 ._.... ride.,

33): Pay andcollect debts this
oarnioa---cm ail of Mel will

of a niallrml

Jr.

Seek

INC

reason

8 Competitive

spelling -

nd.

for

offishness.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nay.
33): A lingering mornirg
used of depression call spo6(

the whole day. Take care, the.
to pion the day on a high level
and to keep to it.

SAGITTARIUS frill king
The day for making
Dec.
rcslitution should you be in the
position of one who has

CAPTAIN EASY
NOT GIVE

Wqr Hi IVEGor

rz1,70yrea0

Tflail4CZBY.

7nro,75r0
COO

MOUE(

recently hurt friends.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jam 20L Keep your same of.
curiosity sharp. This is a day
when you need. to know precisely what's gong on mound

36Part of head

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21- Feb.
19k
0000
f you arc wise youll take

39 Composed of

38 Amusing

anecdote

thin Plates
41 Arizona
county

attitude to work with

a

this

you

morning.

Leave

thoughts of material gain at

42 New
(comb. form)
43 Always

Homy.

Answers to
Hide:sword
REFLECT

CAMP'S CLATTER
ERSM YO

CHARM YO

MEAN Cfp.

reef
ten

foe

GRUBBY

A DUDE AT NORTHERN NM.
UNIVERSITY GOT A 322,000

(contr.)
45 Individuals
48 Ignores
53 Relies on
55Nev 'Zealand

MUST BE

GRAM TO DO A STOW ON THE
COMMON HOUSEFLY!

native
56 Boundary

tree

Cdeft
floe
feel
feet

free

fret"
felt
fleet

cid
Creel
ere
elect
ten
leer

.3 Child of

nisei
.4

rents

3-,3

(comb. form)
57 Eternity
58 Natural fist
59 Fabulous bird
60 Compass point
61,Fume
DOWN
1 Lima,
2 Rind
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1(.21R
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H

L

a

60
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TOA
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S
S

Appoinpattnent

to meet
5 Cornucopia
6 Friends (SP.)
11 Exclude
7 At a distance
12 Shoulder
(comb. form) . (dield
13 Mountain in
9 Linnr
necretics
Asia Minor
14 Light sarcasm 9 Biblical
Orden I
15 Curl of hair
17 - wispe5
10 Gnaws''.
19 Camera part 11 Excavate ,
20 Greek letter 16 Flash
18 Othello's
21 Native of
false friend
(suffix)
22 Slavic ruler
23 Early Gallic
23 Dance the
tribe
Virginia26 Frivolous
31 Guide's note 24 Girl's name
32 Brushy clump 25 Lady
(coll. contr.)
33 Fine violin
27 Roman
34 Flush with
theaters
success

turn, in-

cidentally. Seek out iends in
afternoon.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 1. 233
or
Take care that an owe
pride does not stand in t way

of your making a real

instrument

s AE

W317.3
A SdI
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5
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AES

A

IINT1
NS

28 Bibli al
wise men
29 And others
(ab3
30 Capitalef
Latvia
22 Far.

(comb. form)
35 Tight
37 Sandy
expanses

40 "- Bridge
is falling
down'
41 Lubricate

44' 0

,

N
A

S SA

S
L
EN
44 Mascubne
appellation
45 Smell

'

46 Roman
emperor 47 Heroic
49 Anglo-Simon
slave
50 Home for

doves

51 Arduous

joumey

52 Title of
_515N

54 Born.

MMEN Man nisi®

MOM MEM MME

AM=
MIMEO=
=MN= MOM
AIM MOM
MOWS MAMMEWMW

Mill MEM MEM
IMAM NAM AIM

AMMO=
AM
A= imam

ammuma
woman MEM
d1111 AM WEE=
AIM Will AMER

Easter is the season when we doff our heavier
winter clothing and select lighter, brighter wear.
The selection of a new wardrobe for every member of the family has become almost a ritual and
like the first tiny blades of grass and the bobbing
Jonquils, it is our way of acknowledging that a
new season has begun.

The custom of "dressing up" in Easter finery
dates back to ancient times when it was believed
that a new garment worn at Easter would bring
good luck for the rest of the year. In keeping step
with this spring's Easter parade let individuality

be your guideline and you too will soon feel a
fresh and new awakening.

This spring the colors are as vibrant and ex-

pressive as a bouquet of tulips and even men and
boyswear have been splashed with &Her shades.

Edited by Frances Altman
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Follow the

natural curve
Spring foundations

follow

tte natural body curve. not
Wilms. Ifs the less.bra look
that shapes up in gentle -to -the-

touch fabrics. Less fabric, few

combinations. Fleaft toms tefleet the neutral picture with

more variety in the range of
By Frances Altman

their tones.

Even the soft, soft pales

or seams, less control mean

such as pmch and mauvey

soft. mend. natural shaping.

pink -blend into the nude (am -

In girdle, too, things are
whittled to a minimum. The

ily. Purple lends its hues to
blues to soften them to peel.
winkle and cornflower and
givas a warm glow to the

garterless pantyhose bold -up

continees as the fashion favorto. over garter.plus-stockings

Individuality is the key Is
spring 1970 fashions for en'
cry member of the family. For
the ladies the skirt lengths will

be proper anywhere you like
them -'-mini, maxi, midi and
two new length " ke.i (to
the top of the knee) and maxi
(mini dress with maxi coat),

pinks.

so, skirts are predominantly still short and now
thn experts recommend judg-

Even

ing your skirt length by youe
proportions. A modest skirt
length is from four to
inches above the knees.

six

oshionable Clothes et Reasonable Prices

known

Outside the office many men
prefer to exchange men

pants.

ster's

.

glad feminity. Strikingly bold
red, white, navy. yellow and
pink combinations

shocking

AS PROOF OF TM eh -

project dynastic moods. Pale
brown tones will offset sum-

phistication Wieboldes points

mer tans with purple reflec-

to polka dots which ure no

tion, becoming the greatest influence.
Junior dresses Wieboldfs
aces as becoming more c.c.--

rules bane been brokels. Color-

ed shirts are now aatopteble

massed 50 Mae optical =ate

minded and less kooky. Cunior wardrobe.

Dress shi,nr with printed patterns are a new men's fashion
direction, reports the Men' Fashion Assts. Here's an art deco
version hat will he m pops al as floral and geometric mints. It
fe toms the new loog pointed collar and long barrel cuffs and is
worn wi h a wide striped tic,

The "slink" is the
name of the ever popular
.chemise, with the LaCoste type stitch which reseMbles
asp in polyester as the single
big fabric newsmaker. To

Sheers reveal
wispy textures

com p 1 emen t

for

Town Square

529-4868

LESLIE FAY

for the Typical American Simi

the

The spring promises great
hodery happenings for the
wearer and the watcher. Colors and textures in delightful
wispy sheers will be worn on
ler most likely to be lookout,
Don't be afraid of the new
leg colors in all their exquisite sheerness. say NEON
Hosiery stylists. All 12 of the
under shades borrowed from

PARADE
Cynthia
Shoppe

glances.

Tunass are especielly kg
appeding for spring and summer. Pure classic is herringbone, but Ws going lobe worn
on legs this semon. The deli-

fasbion press at the Persian
Room of the Plaza. Jane

cate design seems evm mores°
becnuse of its sheerness.

Sown, director of Sears FashOn Board, was commentator

ANOTHER MAR-

. the lively fashion show that

A tiny sheer semi -circle pat-

Bold and bright are the color keys in this

tern designed as a replaceable

spring offering from Simplicity. The pattern in.
cludm instructions for the new long look. Sins'

stocking and genericsn girdle
combination. Navy, tortoise
and black arc beautiful for
spring and summer evenings
while the pmrels are root fash-

Try a scarf for dash

A hosiery wardrobe this
year must Inner, full com-

daytime doing, to evening happening, with an ea.,
understated chic. The gentle .hapc of the Empire dress la
setoff by a richly printed bnilire. Flattering dim( jacket hen

membina bid linine modsite hug ri7L'7in Dtsss nod
jacket of IMO, bonded r.13-011. Iddire and iMinn alIM5In Illeek/Gold

$60.00

Mon

Mount Prospect
CL3-7622

the !winkling of an eye with

sash

Anyone can be a wardrobe
magician. claims scarkmaker
Sally Gee, changing the mood'
of an outfit from pirate to Ma dora to Annie Oakley.

about the hi, and let the end,
swoop down to the kn.."

cure for her wardrobe nor a

You can be a romantic charwarn with a douty Isadore scarf
knotted tightly around the

//Convenience

dress legs in, lovely frothy

Scarves can add excitement

neck with ends floating from

dressing' is an amwer to Ms
busy wommis demand for
clithes that function is wallas

peach is tea rose. Perfect with
all the new mrals, shell greys

teen otherwise routine outfit.
They can pull together sem-

Or try the roughneck touch

they look,

rates with Mob.

824-4404

aced with exuberance and else -

noes. e tee

Pastels, too, arc sociable
shears that 'mix wonderfully

this season. Crescent pearl is a

this Len5Onb
most exciting belts," said Sally

rum. wrd. fa

la 6

111111e.........1111111111

clear pearly grey designed to
pick up and reflect whatever
wale wearing. Yellow legone ft most chic when worn

with white UM, green end
navy.

an

oblong

ems a tiny
Apache style.

xi...rooter

SUPERLONG,

flattering,

floating chiffon,

deeply

fringed shawls. miendid East ern silks -mil are meant to be

,

"Scarves are

Gee. "You can really play up
that wasp waist. Wrap a long
scarf around twice es though it

were cummerbund and knot

.ilarlesni.

her fashionable best for all of
her many activities, and Are
has Maher a ladies' maid to
gnat deal of time to devote to

such

cars.

scarf knotted

THE FASHION INDUS.

Improvise Do your thing

And for those who mast on
instantmeous tan select bittersweet for its depth of true
glowing color. It gives legs the
look of a real to

Des Plaines

cial service. She wants to look

smashing, spectacular scarves.

Pluto, change -o. pull your
closet out of the doldrums in

Scarf tricks have 510 SLIM 1519

TRY has remonded to this do.
mend with a number of man-

cept spomaseity.

made fibers that need no special

Co-ordinate for toddlers
The best fabrics that ever
happcned to a small child's
entrdrol.-or to mother's
worklmd-am oat the market
today. These are the goodlooking, long -wearing. easy washing knits in cotton, Orlon,

blends and dependable per.
press.

Mothers, put co-ordinated
wardrobes together for your

toddIe just

as

Let separates and
jumpsuit,. double your youngster's play and church outfit,.
Little girls' costumes for

spring are designed with washable jackets over the dltmselai.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR....

80, ",

01

dn.

indispensabls to thr new an
mantle and with it woman
ron anothsr grunt logeth
cr look trs a long 3th style

lather dive loss Art Deco
print loom the 1920, with

.1011.

cool that it hopes will take the
raincoat business by storm.
They ore also ...vine nix on the

word ',Muer, since these

coats arc much more than thut.
The raw term is "weath.

The full range of polyester
possibilities front the crepe

-

(ilerrtn eleshas fontitilated it

fashion partnership with Inc

weaver, knits, jacquard weaves

leading walthercoal makers Of

and textures some shown. as
were the affinity this fiber has
for clear, vibrant color in both
solids and prints. Styles were

Europe and will regularly exchange

design

tech-

end

nological developments with
thew lirms,
It is offcrim weatherman

youthful and flattering with
many hippy pleats, worm
belts and other "now' detail ing. But mans the consensus
that the very best thing about

boo

'Th. w., -*P.' -co
14 wigs, wigs, wigs, from

ins the

she

pected to show up on beaches

er buttons.

the men in this kmuntry who,
unfortunately, could never Mc

and a colorful map plaid lin-

as bat, you can convert back to

mistaken her Adonis. The silts
ation WW1 menictrahle to she

no ao not to brtsh up a snarl.

From Belgium. the "Belgiale by duFrisand. weath-

skins. when many should nesu
er have worn them.

leather burro,, and leather-

trim. slim mblete, or unless
diet end cxerciie am nuke you
look like one. a swim shin will
he: a big improvement over
nstle topM,nec,!

briwled bash and work gently

ing.

ercom dash in a single.
breasted Ily.front coat with

in shirts than without them.
So, fellow, unless you're a

nylon

raids pockets, self -belt. leathsaddle witching

women into mini and miens

hest -and iiimt inelt look better

tyling

that' s wroksqtal

at these low

prbces!

FROM SCANDINAVIA,

to perhaps 110 to 90 per cent of

All men want to look their

dr

rho "Fjord". a lAnuh-libe coat

PW' me on nfid you
smnt blond, redhmd or what ever your mood dictates. Just

To help you keep your man-

4.ra

inside and optional tie belt.

side bution.through padre!,

more recent pressuring of all

resists

venls, slash welt pocket, fUll
red satin lining with imp pocket and two flap breast pockets

Discarding Nulling soil lops
pawed a dastardly disservice

the number of beauty perior

rain stns and smithies end n
macaw makable

ter anion blend that

rowan, outside yoka buck lot belt end reverse tab flap

with such innovations as a lay down collar, outside yoke. out-

real to fake. and we love than.

such things as auulx caller an
sills kola Winkel With thi. out
sok fabric and an oumr fah

double-branted trench coat
featuring o military collar,

all over the country hit stun -

straight hair to kinked, from

exclusne

(im Global" adleetiom
From Italy. the "Milano"
hy Vita d'ilolia... six -button

Louis, an eight -button doublebreasted ailb large lay -down
collar. hold contrasting
Rumen stitching on eon..
cuffs, lapels and pocket, side

so

is

with °Locales tons poi).

imermtional &sign

Milan as well as the name of

back

that

Germans

us trimmer Ind detailed with

capitals of the smrld are Sighlighted in

From France, the "Boole verdict" created by Jean

swimshirt. now being worn in
winler vocalism arm and ex-

co. from Nino of Nordholm

ufactured in this country,
Five mat models rcnri.Sent-

pOCketn,

Welcome

Plan a switch

b) GIrriedelco a an old taidar
St sag new design It is short

(24 ounces) weeMercoat man -

labels of -du Frixond of Oral-

Men return
to swinishirt

bendsome does."

ROUNIJING OUT a full
quartz of new fashim
ins wilt be Gleneagles own
ntylw for which it has become
famous, especially the American Traveier coat, the lightest

tailored in the U.S. bearing die

sales" and -Vim d'hulia" of

Ake fashions wm that with°.
exception they were ...thine
washable and dryable. An'
cording to the viewers it's dm
old story, °handsome is, as

2.05n Louit famed designer 10
the stars of Hollywood.

1"

1

A little mess can look ma as damtx in a practical two-piece
cotton knit cwordmated pulloser and sump, set adorned with
ousunsore hiara Ex Carter s

.

SI

split shoulders, patch pocket,
bound buttonholes, emphatic
on
sadfiressfifizbine
aleeVe5 and pockets

[011ie,
topped

with a new pointed "shirt col.
bar." All four coats arc treated

SHOPS'

offers rain -and stain -repellency.
,

I

0

MATERNITY

with a fabric fluoridiaer that

The °Amerkan Traveler"

your wig should be washed
after every fifteen or se -wear.

Mg, Wash as you would my
Use lingerie, in cool water
suds tir detergent. Swish

WARDROBE

amend, don't

WE DO EXPERT

CLEANING ON
HAND BLOCK KNITS,

PRIM Ctleaiia.6
255.2800

Gleneagles ja introducing a

new interiankmal style

ing.

a

look

to humidity and dirt panicles,

CLEAN

-

one manufacturer isn't ems
calling them raincoats any

ALTIKlual imPERVIOUS

A FRESH

142$ E PALATINERD.
ARINGTON HEIGHTS

Raincoats are getting a new
look for the spring season. and

shine in by brushing after ev-

IS-

II

in -

rary woman, they have been
made tip into handsome lahions for roundabeclerk dean-

Use

,

V-,

"Raincoats" out -"weathercoats" in

ter fabrics to the contemn,.

wearing.

ielks

by thaN
torten°ms
sophstmaad soft insult and

Off -while plays host to a check -plaid ragas in Moe, gold and rust in a coat Mat
.nost ma -summers mmmer color. Outdo Verde by nom the east was designed

comparably better. Polyesters
can be knit or woven. They can
be combined with other fibers.
They are luxurious to the
touch, launder like the proverbial handkerchief, need Osn,

ery

and hlend op and tall. Pink

together

pulhal

made wig looking lively and
lovely, here are a few rips.
lamp the grime out ant the

1

have it blunt cut in two stages:
the teams isshorter to frumothe
awe with softness a the sides.

dudaa they,

Ilileulea, broadonslapels.deepenstbe renter vent nod Creates., a oat for mobil

SessMns they let you cut.

war to wear your hair is -to

BUIthr %hair 110.00- 1001

hours and club The fabric is Dacron polyester and wool. Adds star, of blue gold
rust or ofTwhite and. presto exchange, you have four °odic, for lOu si,son lop al
row with anew"bie bow" lie =thief:um:hack thisspring.lian SelITITIler ,M3rx
menswear is featured 1,, Svoboda Men's Wear, Arlington lhalds

be popular.

-and
goutai,bee0.,single
, will

are crucial. One of the swan

405

lay dean Louis for the International Design Guild of Ilea Sehaffnir & Marx He

sleeves. Both

Pitt firelight in your heir by
stroking it with care. For glow mover, the cut and tilnely trims

Now

saraoo of Iho 11)/rs

seasons.

the real you. And wigs am an
Scomamy wbsn you emulder

Arm with '000 ,,,0, 01 00

with liquid lawn cleanser and

'

on thu othm hand no pure lth
and the p gots aSt nap d Had

you do forwini.aarle to manolalk.from

yourself.

gether with flair and plums-

ISM.: II.

n

one of your MOM sophisticated

isn't enough to endear poly. -

iow satin -then out it all to-

soap,

IMO The scnrf is a throw
b mix to the fashions of tnt
Ro innu Twsnoes Tar rickol

M ookaao selections that will
make spring and mrly summer

with a resounding, "Na!"
The contemporary woman,
according to Miss Bown. is
committed woman. She is involved with the world around
lweoomolytcnnlo, Besides her
funny, her career and her
community, she is Mobably
also involved in the arts or in
politics or in some arca of so-

Lavish wider on for
cleansing with mild complexrinse with wane
embalmer, Pat on frothier to
door pores. Sown day, sods

Hue or mint green, Then gloss

THE fLuffSFILe holy
from the Belk Epoque the

43 toe is the objeetivc for a refreshing Easter picture. An in.
sensory aim. summer's went -

luaty no ironing. As if this

''Britig ma the gypsy doom
one with a trionguier fringe
shawl draped over the hip, Or

plement of colors. Some are
destined to be banun like the
spicey new butterscotch and
the snappy brown called tortoise. These new neutrals will
Wore in high fashion when
mom with beige, brown, blue,
green. yellow and all the light
pastels. A new shade that will

and grassy greens.

679 Graceland

Crinkle patent will be the
loot or in either geniunn leathor polyurethane, and
er
hosiery will be a tireless style
that will vear and look better

answered the question visually

1±

themepattern 8790 Ls avallahle sn Ethers Golden Thimble Fabric Shop in Wheeling.

ion by day.

Town or Travel Costume

newest introductions.

but do them

is

glow.
iOn

...worked melt, UMW for

;tamp

Smooth on clan washes of
sm-through color without heginning or end. Droners glide
on like the sun and writ you
tun with lightning speed,
Row gels slide on indelicate
blushes that lust till you wash
than off with soup and Wuter,
Pal sow on your cheekbone,

March Seventeen. A151 follow
denim -to -earth advice for 0

star -struck &dm Complexion direction

tinder

venue° ascsssones a frxe
flowinL sewf um! Isadore styk
angle pa, ot smart Modes JAL
eaneendud Fostsr Grant Cm
ms suns.. with topaz tin
std lam, to add u touch at
woks allun. to your eyes and
now best to the loy.th
Op bob

more popular accented by
broad toes. The dog collar
amp (wide strap over Innen)
and the "spat" look are the

did,

moisturizer

the

Nat pih sour hair up m
Rem soft Gibson Girl Wyk.
and old two a the 70, most

heels and two -tones are even

ever

bend,

says

add

iacket

smpe

together

the

en a more active Maw in the
fashion picture. Chunky high

query was made
recently to the ladies of the

Pink what appeals to you
from any era and any style whether ifs Indian fringe,

leaking yoqr

Es...paint your eyelids with 00.

you vc got IN, begmam, on

tiple chains of beads and silver
and gold ropes.
Shoes and hosiery have tak-

do all the things natural fibers

rhetorical

VELOUS leg Fashion is petals.

....elegant ...piece ememble that takes you from

when

yards and yards of
pear, of varying sires, mul-

'on and convenience'!" The

gether.

mime.

host,

your forehead and chin, Fin-

If March winds rob
your skin of moisture. stroke

Whatever your astrological
flIM. this month's hor.cope
contains all the elements for

bold hall, belt and I soft

waists,

pampering. Among the best of
these are the polyesters, which

"Amelia E." aviator shades in
a soft blue hue will tie it all to-

gypsy patchwork or Jean Hat-

can) ...mine pants

fandango triangles and long
flings of 00 for necklines and

"Must the contemporary
woman choose between fash-

ropes and ropes of pearls right
out of Mc Turn of the Century.
A pair of wire -Armed

Page IS

Stars indicate beautiful complexion

whole To begin pull a dark
brown tunic riser a put et

Miracle fibers
add luxury touches

Mother Name will quicken
the snide and capture leg

and

14 the "together" look many parts brought together
to make one greet, complete

extras will he the flirty little

of this year's new styles will aid

.lured

is

her mood
gracious.

spring. too. Other exuberant

Mowing ens "layered look."
models

sill and sophisticated. Her
look is definitely "now" end

suggests Wieboldt's coordinator. Passarnenterie trim, frogs,
braiding and appliques will
many dresses this
adorn

robe and a direful csaluallon

showings

mantic woman wears graceful,
easy fashions that are both cao

look. A fringed shawl can he
looped over the shoulder or
tied gypsy -style over the hip.

MANY DESIGNERS are
recent

nine-but never frilly. The ro-

and then removed the tunic to
aquae a halter top.
Accessories are playing a vital part in the sophisticated

With sandals.
A perfect balance from head

hoe started down the runway
in a mmi coat, revealed a long
tunic over pants underneath

leg colon. Its the season to

This spring, the romantic
woman makes a comeback.
'Soft, free and decidedly f erni-

tor suggests wearing silk or
chiffon scarve, silk print
WOW'S or shimmering putel

In

are

EASTER

slant.

the

Wicboldt's fashion coordina-

Ousel Undo,.

meraseetemei

9W, Prospect Ave.

ors are boundless. Gentle pastels create an impression of immaculate grooming' and corn-

trims will supplement the ju-

Sme. S so20

Strass of

Wieboldfs
Sophisticates.
reminds prefer a wide variety
of colors, and this spring's col-

broad tic for an Apache scarf
Wieboldes recently pre pared their fashion forecast us of as its basis Daniel Web -

definition of sophistication, -a sot of advanced
taste
through worldly . sn-

as

lottes and jumpsuits, belts and

There ore fashions
for Everyone

s,, na, M.

Pointilism. The
Japanese culture hos contributed their watered prints end
kimono shapes over slim

everywhere: only the occasion
determines the tones. Bella and
lies are both broader, with ties
tending to be more casual.

longer simple but complicated
designs of tiny don thinned or

In menswear another set of

COME IN
AND BROWSE

Fickle fashion
makes a comeback

Individuality is fashton
key to soaring Seventies

THE DAY
Thursday, March 12, 1970

620 E. CENTRAL RD
DES PLAINES

most

206.6360

VAR MY IN FASHION COLORS! HE SPICE
OF YOUR WARDROBE, EVE YINING, AND!
WE MEAN EVERYTHING, FROM RINGS TO
BELTS TO PINS, TO
MUCH MO El

MERLE NORMAN
COSMETICS
In ARUNGTON HEIGHTS, ILL

16W, Campbell
RbY255-1270
Free Makeup
Consultetions

?'

CLEARANCE
SALE',

is

nin cothe

rime orator odd ,a couple of teaspoons of baking soda. It
makes sure all the detergent
ottacrldp:gs 01A thc shin,
ornt ily, if you gat

We are hump o 1*0
MENOOLIS SALE -Ia
logs ham 205. to SG%

Gnrsril,sonnt slosh.

.

blouses S
and and

Catight short of drying time

md want to revive your.
spare-

d, dry clean it by gently
brushi, in some dry baking
soda and then brushing it out.

Aftdr the wash and Him
shake the water out of the wig
and perch it to dry on a wig
block or upsidc down vase.
When it's not On your bead
keep your wig on its block and
cover it loosely with a light
scarf. To store a fall, roll it
around a cardboard cylinder at
least two inchnn in diamter and
wrap with
scarf. A switch

should be neatly coiled and
wrapped in a scarf.

Pont

theta

and,

and

Specializing in

Spring is just

aszingg1

MatM101

you

412

make Band you have a date Iota,

AtreiCros

fashion fling. Let portal! gldVI
With the excitetnent Of every.
thing fresh and vibrant for you...

8VANS

!ROMANO PARK

30 S. Evergreen
Evergreen Shopping Center

ARUNOTONtlfdelff5

Arlin ton Heights
Fri. Evenings

.

r el 51

HOFFMAN

17S3Sossadag

Chlosqesi

Open Thurs.

Ma

and

111,00r.9

416S rettnOnsetrta ed

ESTATES

OpeOThpreday twining% OnfiliOst

110 N Roselle Rd

OPEN
9 30

DES PLAINES
1507 Rand Road
(Nem-River Road)

ear

r

9 30

fLOTHING CHAIN

DUNDEE
2200 Dundee Ave
(Rt 25 Just North
of Rt 72)

-

meant

Thursday March 12 1970
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Bow ties and big
hats set spring mood

Take fashion from Scandinavia
Fresh
.

imports

open air

include

a

stripy kmt mot

from Scandinavia will bright

anal, s:hearer Dowersdarro

en the young fashion scene this

my dress.

year. predicts the March Sevegreen Revved -up blues twirl
with red and white in a modern

Scandinavian blonds all net
ter the sun am accented with
print to make hold terry play.' gold and brown stripes or dercloth. such asa haltcotopped orated with a sailboat insignia.

:

-

bikini and matching skirt and The striped vim shows up on
a long-legged jumpsuit. Other ribknit pants, tunic,short shor.
sportsters in the blue spectrum and midriff sweater. The sail.

" for Rid I Eir fr

boat sign stands out front and

enter on a long undershirt
dress." a square -necked mini -

shift. and a tank top that pan
over long red short s.
Water-repellent cotton ga-

How well a man looks in his

clothes depends on how he

blonds. The wars are lavishly
detailed with eyelet openings
and a detachable funnel collar,
stitching, breast pock
or and
cis and a belt.

By Dolores Haugh

There is a great deal of "in-

notjust the right color and pat-

and tie pre -mated to be worn

people are beginning to coin-

tern that is important but the
right styleormodel.That iswhy
shirt, tie, hat and shoo styles

together. Now there are sport suits and Maths suits and
beach suits which carry coos dination to the ultimate.
As men try to achieve a certain "look" through their

ment when they

have been changing just as the

Who Arc Ttcht Fisted

clothes. coordination became
vital. One discordant note on

..B1eekerStreet

prints. Or get yourself a bow
tie, slated to be the next big
neckwear news.

wom with it. Spg
rin dress

big hat. Crowns are broader
and brims wider. Some are

had a dominating influence on most accessor ies

Shirts are themselvesshaped,
contoured or tapered in the
body shirt fashion.
pointed, straight or

wail

they go wider, up to five incline
in multi -stripes and bold

Long
wide

quad will be the major collar
tales, with higher neckbands
to show more shin. Two-andthrmbutton cuffs are the way
to spot the new

shirts.

The brighter colors of put
pattern

is

stripes.

all

typ.

from neat to bold, from pins t
multi -colors. The man coca ing a broad striped shirt, with

siamskins" ore Cader's popular all-purpose design for baby
with snap -fastened front. Floral spray embroidery end Mee trim
sretch pink and yellow styles for girls. Available in sixes small,
medium and large to fit babies from birth through 29 pounds.

wide spread collar and thre
button cuffs, is right in tun
for spring. But the man in
printed dress shirt is ahead of
the crowd. Printed shirts ar
What, new. an interestin

spring and summer, hats tall in

the fun category, particularly
the many corduroys, velvets
and straw variation, in

Mende"

understated

stage.

change from the woven shirrs

elry. Rope- and twist design effects are most popular. Enam-

we all know' Most popular

els,

fv

dint LI

men
Chances are your
spring shoes will be a strap or
slip - on model. But these are

This EASTER
Double the purchasing
power of your clothing $'s
Yes ...you can select your

be a
knit. Medan areas eldwhettoned
Ma blame
style Ma aflame s saes set off by send color diamond

weave. In completely washahks 100% Dacron° polyester knit.
Stripe -with New Ton or lied Top. Sizes
White, red le
0.10.

$33.00

SMART
outfit ... suits...
BUNNYEaster
dresses ...children's wear...
jewelry at a savings of
50% AND MORE from our

atemaine Anne Shop

toregular low catalog prices!

WOMEN'S APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES

So be smart ...shop for

18 W. Campbell Arlington Heights
CL 3-5909

Member of the Arlington Credit Cord

'

Sat. 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.
(closed Tuesday)

Poly knits favoredR
The waistline

similarly

Here A mien be menially

Boots are the young mares
favorite and now popular year-

any -going. trio:cid-died
Their supae. body -con -

arc perfectly attuned to our

round He were them with

schen ways also lend them-

flared trousers and
higher heel.

selves to today's

little

ahapins

THERape

For spring, hosiery Is Way

FROM PARIS the word is

Both appear in wild colors

polka dot. Dots of all inn

of bloomin' spring Jonquil yellow, tulip red, apple blossom

from giants to near pinheads
are making the spring scene.

The close.to-the.head wrap

style is THE look, but if you

eon -even as you leave a room.

yr -inspired designs.

have a prominent nose forget
it. Instead choose a wide brim

ha with Sowing Ai/ scarf
bend.

is

implital throughout spring
knit collodion, frequently
hovering ;Mout the hips.

rical wrap or bona inailow.
flouncy When.

'Ell K

SIIAPE-retaining
characteristics of double knits
make them an Ideal fshric for

spring's more shapely skim.

have to make a choice between

fashion and functio n.

There is really no need to
Vrotry, for this spring's boys'
offers plenty of both, acending to the Men's Fashion

Mn..

The classic eight button glove is no longer clas-

sic when Pierre Cardin interprets it for Aryls.
T. French kidskin glove wears swirls of shiny

mi. And black patent belts

belt loops to accommodate the

used

suitably

designed

Pas.
The custom h. survived via
the rovarding of "Championship Belts" totitle-winning bars Today's style champs, in

And now. sem the Men's

note's fashion director. He
notes that in biblical days the

new fashion trend.
The
akers of suits and
slacks have recognized the

mark of rane. or distinction as'
well as an item of utility. An-

vend, and many of their newth garments are designed with
broader waistbands sod wider'

high rank wore jeweled belts or

belt a man wore w. often a
cient Greeks thd Romans of
belts of links of precious metals, and latter day monarchs

they reveal a slice of Akin via
any number of contemporary

ri.st.11,eir.st,,,,,,ylin.g.,,.bnrad,ed Iwcts1h;

for gentle drewstring shaping
at the wain_

cutouts.

bk. and patent leathers, name

enthusiastic

opinion of several young European designers who bare developed a whole new approach
to fashion for the '70s,

"'Ecology' is the In' maid
for the '70s, so why not fah-ions that reflect the trend?'

asks

avant-garde

designer

fur Dioxide Yellow, Sewage
Brown, Say Protein Purple.
Effluent Ebony and Litterbug
Lavender, de la Trout and oth-

ars of the so-called "ecology
school" have taken the fathion
world by its now and turned it
down is whole new path.

GONE ARE the hard, pm

she lines of pest Nam, the

Pierre do la Trout.

definite change from the hip
huggers of the past few years.
While flares and jeans are still
the

favored

models,

slack

sttaight hanging ..stovepipea"
are becoming a strong factor.

FASHION -NEW
DOUBLE
BREASTED

SUITS

2295
shale-breasmd 19,95

and gleaming -paients" make

ii Mr dress-

maim. while

Ica Ica uoak.-1...otol
. tho tit-Intitun

the braided leathers waxy fin -

Idles and steerhides star for
Among the more
colorful wide belts ME some
co

Itallatrborn designer
Yves Scintilato, long famous
for championing the -fat
says

the '50s, "Creature from the
Black Lagoon." Just for M.

Lae la trousers.

New Spins fel.,

8 to IP.

theme is emphasized by the use

of leather double -strap fastenings,js w%stm like hose puisaeydor,n. the
liltBright by polo
bran is supple-

mented with antiqued

miered in Gary. Ind., Mt
week. included several in-

triguing models. The most ex.
citing featured huge goggles.
inspired by a class!! movie of

13 to ladon I doable breasted duped
Edwardian suit with

-

made of the webbing used for
suscingles. Their equestrian

"GAS MASKS will be very
big thls year," he predicts His
own collection, winds pre-

But his graceful pollution- 'Na longer does a white dress
and - population - explosion- stay white past lunchtime."
inspired collection this year,
But the world of high lashmaken it clear that fashion for ion is equal to the challenge of

Over in Liverpool, England,
the collection of Israeli dears-

spring '70 will be setting a new

scene

environment.

, Renate Califoragio, one of
the bright lights on the fashion
year, emphasis.

this

Sh

I

glianix

fv

man-

Cushions,prShewomansa..Y,s1

he '70s will carry a survival
kit at all timjs, and she shows
noun co/HOU:NG SALONS

This Easter you can slim away with TRIM-A.A.( and
really get Mm the swing or Oncost Take alp those ex inches and dissever Me now fashions awaiting you..
You may Seen lied o template new wardrobe right in

The finest suits are signed
flriifelj-71-eemain

your own closet!

We guarantee a km of 2 inches overall on your Orel 90
pay nothing, Proven effeoiveby
minute session Sr
a leading foremost phormosologist. Proven harmless

by leading national testing laboratory. Rel., read a
book, orroke nooce while Mose inches disappeed

The wearing of Dickey -Freeman hand -customized
suits can never be a warranty of success in the business
but they do help to create a commanding
world

...

personality through which success is much easier to
achieve. Our season -fresh collection of Hickey -Free From $200
mans invites your viewing.

A ':NEW YOU" IS WAITING AT
TRIM -A -WAY!
1624 W. Northwest Hwy. Adington Heights

prim

PHONE:

CMG

255 -9595

':14177
Vs\
Salon Maw -

law flealmen

PH. 034400* 0,

Ranch..

When von care...
FLAHERTY

JEWELERS
"Your Personal Jeweler"
2NorthDrinton Ave
Arlington Heights
CI -3-4690

several models in exciting new
fabrics.
hotril con,ervative on
hat berth, tall we midi -

length anal some boo MIther
hit' LYNN. some of her styles
are quite evolutionary.

'THE TIME for realism in
fashion has come," says Re.
nata.
tall. shapely woman of
35 who wears a chic combat
helmet user her sooty curled
'dark hair.

"woman are no longer
uninvolved," she says. "They
need fashions which reflect
their concern over the world

b,:

J. SVOIODA SONS
Iriut.:4
12 S. S. DUNTON ARLINGTON HIS
CL 5-2595
OPEN MON. & THURS. EVES.

Prices!

Dretm mil:kits. moroccos

harsh

changing

Great buys Ai
peen
and boys
at Robert Hail
v luntaPu-cootroiled

BOYS'

DOUBLE-BREASTED

,Tn 4..26.95

",r;

brasS

and bronze in the new buckles..
Had many are covered in leashaci to matcrcularh

Buckles dominate these spring shoe styles from

Thom McAn. The 30s look returns in dress
wwedgiopasste99nh. both styles available in black or

the belts. Simple
buckles, squared

buckles
and
`Colonial'.
paired cinCh.rings arc but a

few of the popular styles.

ROYAL HALL DACRON'

.

r""""'"""'."'"M...."."'."."'"""'".."'""""M"'""""i"""'............

AND WORSTED SHAPED

1

amw nm
sin
single -hooted a.
plaids, tattesall.

The Pam Store of The Northwest Suburbs

windowpanes nr 49'
button double-breasted
blazers in hopsack

and. what's more, allEed0S1 of movetoday's sooty, swing-

Heuerituatio

ment i
ing worn ld."

FAMOUS

eBle-

2688

16"

Corny. ra,.$35

HALL-PREST' DRESS SLACKS

WORSTED SUITS

ar Sport Jacket, with a High

Center Vent, Wide Lapels and
Deep Pocket Hem. Sizes 36 to

pow

$3500

Worsted -64. Dacron'
rid
piliyeskr aid

49 95
s

novas 14. rsh

.il

From 810 to $25

New -for busing Salvatore.rlesigned
sonatas., of two and three button
single.bresoted models ... many
with new insistence on shape...
new. wider lapels,.. new pocket
trtabnents ... deeper vents.

Choose from HACCAR, FARAH,
BROOMSTICKS & LEVI'S

BOY'S SPORT COATS

Prep s eat 1320 20.99

HALL -PRESTO

vaMband, French

DRESS SLACKS

ALTERED'S EUCT INSEAM LENGTH AT NO CHARM'

111111WIT-

OPEN

Vie1474311

Mortars, Mons and longs.

_

449,

StSsiatt

EST 1940

Dons your young man
in the same styles

* DONEGAL

4

k

dcade of the '70s can bring.
And their new designs plainly

say that perhaps man - and
woman
find a new life.
lOt a changing envirOn-

PALATINE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
PALATINE, ILL
PHONE it 9-0041
OPEN Men., Thurs. & Fri. nitm 111 9 p.m.

HOFFMAN ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

DES

PLAINES

1507 RAND ROAD
(At This Store Only Visit Our
Big & Tail Men's Dept.)

6-10

Sims 12-18 3019

9 30

rzhimimos

111.

9,30

-

.

These young, spiritied,
committed designers arc preparing for the very worst the

wide

lamed. h-Ig

fly tad

Comparable value MO

.1.

Limn. Awl&

795

in strips
windowpane. ... ice
lea Mot Ben-Rol-

fee;i

CO-ORDINATING SLACKS
SLACKS

VAN HUESEN
* SHAPELY!

& BLAZERS

HUGE VARIETY:

GOWN EMBLEM'

Elegantly Tailored Smiped

DRESS SHIRTS
by* ARROW

SPORTCOATS

weaves. Regli11.1,10.6.

EASTER
FASHIONS
46

BOYS' SHAPED

SPORTCOATS AND BLAZERS

i MEN'S & BOYS' WEAR

agD

t,,a 28.95

'

TersNra'oaliO'reraes i'ssk";

our

SPECIALIST IN CUSTONA.MADE LIVING ROOM FURNITURE

11821 Dempster Street, 3 Blocks West of Edens, Morton Grove, III.
Dm. SO 1Wev-Odes ..... y MS: Me, Timm, el RI. 'ell fats-nosed 'Nasser

lion.

colon. the lbs dynamic, long-haired
SWIMMING
UP. mucous display of fags, In - young designer equipped his
STREAM is nothing new for Mad. they otter muted. mod - models with soft plastic webde la Trout, a man who has In- dy colors. shapeless shams and bed lea to wear over their
troduccd such revolutionary a careful protathon ol skin. own
ffashionthncepts as black satin nose and mouth mire Wiled 41... .. All of these claimers say
'thumbs down' to any maketilts for evening we
and
the modern environment.
knee bracelets to weer with
-Let's be realistic," de le up at all, calling =maim
miniskirts.
"fan pollution."
bright.

Sinzgins 9 zetnituts

high rise slacks which are
worn higher on the wist.
a

es much as three inch. in
width, get most of the anen-

Dawning of the
age of pollution
That's the

$269 95

BOYS' SLACKS are taking

leather and fabric, current
belts have a rugged, masculine
look.

WHILE BUCKLES of the

age of pollution.

one. A boy's fashion, once ac cased, can sweep the country
Ina very short time.

the widest models. Some Of
leather. some of fabric, and
still others combining both

new belts are an important part

Using well tonal -down.
softly flattering colors as SW -

every boy on the block owns

both sports and dress belts, are

robe mum. apecielly when

This Is the dawning of th

"in" with' the

SPRiNG SALE

and

buckled belts as mans of
honoring their damn* sub-

been the mark of a man of
Ken O'Keefe.
don,
says

Fashion Assn., meet belts go
wide as an integral part of t he

fashion counts heavily

goys have almost a desperate

Belts: the broader the better
wide cycle --wide tie, brim. mart accessories.
Lepel., shirt Callan. Meket
The broad belt has always

be

Some come with pleats. It is a

tog,

vinyl cutouts flippantly across the back and looks
good, day or night with any costume.

to

need

crowd. That's why when a par ticular style catches the young
an's fancy, it soon seems that

and
the
polyester
blends. Permanent press is es-

beachwear category.
When the boys do the select-

tailored precision of its praMare. Sal its soft side aisles

pace for today's socially con.

fingertips.

off in several directions a
One' Most notable is a trend to

m/Where, and practical terry
belmh has left its mark on the

argyl.. chthks and plaidS arc
most wanted. Young People
lading the way looking for
mae seek to go with the new

scious wo.
mane

Yes, spring 1970 looks like a

Sturdy garments with lashand detail are plentiion
heavy use of
fah end there
ragged fabrics like Wolin. tordo coy

We have the romantics -soft.
tender and totally feminine.
Frothy shirtwaist dresses arc
gathered into dirndl skins end
polled neatly together with
crunchy leather circlettes.
Cool linen skimmers m often self -belted just below the

Men's fashion is in a wide,

like bows.

imt

Pamnte shopping for boys'

clothed sometimes feel they

In all the brightest sun eelon they're
lament ward -

By Laraine Granger

lady. You can tell by head, toeand

important. And, as a result.

safer,

shoes.

laths ropes and ropes of beads,
chains and especially pearls.

belts are back.
Belts are seen under the bosom, on the hip and at the nateral waist. Soft crushed -leather
sashes. bright shiny patent

off its black kick. Color and
pattern is the land idea, and

rihhwl pals -ewer
double knit. it 11. all the well-

Gloves with the cover-up
look whose with peekaboododgke

Shopping for boys

spring's runtsmy shape summe
cess. is. perfect example. In

GLOVES ARE taking on
the crocheted look. Some with
repeats the '30s influence with.
red tips fashioned into finger-,
nail shapes. The same era dic-

Page 17

Quality Sofas Must Have
Hand -Tied Springs

Shiny vinyl patents and soft
weblook leathers repeat the
rainy look that spring showers
bring. Leather is repeated on
kidskin gloves in swirly zeph-

dramatise white coats.

belted as in a timely iisymmel-

seer

OUTLET STORE
Store Hours-Mon. Wed. Thurs. and Fri.
9:00 kM. to 5:00 P.M.

fresh. cosy to care for fabrics.

Wrinkle.re,istant and ma-

though blunt toes are still in

Easter finery at

7300 N. MELVINA, NILES, ILLINOIS

coordinates priced from 53.99 to about $13, inch.es swap.
per.dresses, alt jumpsuits. shirtwaists and had, -skimmers, all in

Mino-washahle. the new knits

buckles.

smaller

4/1/12-14074;det

"Are You Easter Chick?"

Three young designers from London, Florence and Path now.
bine their talents to create the International Studio collection for
Robert Hall. The collection which feature, seven major groups of

for spring in another nod
to the lath Age of the 1920s..

and

twosome is the hat.searf combination.

Purses are pouchy and stung
from shoulders, or they lake to
the tailored mannish look.

two hemline -hugging streamers, it's bound to attract attem

ferent ways.

Mood of a fash-paced flapper.
' On the flip side of the in

demand. Brown and white
spectators are back on the

ware

Rap of a robin's wing it's a new
thing.

Scarves of all Mrs can be
worn in at least two dozen dif-

With the return of the Ids

Knits have always made a
point eat casm-esse of lb and
ease of care. the tuner made
possibly by the development of
carefree krotted labrics.

toning down, using less hard-

Teamed with a shad whet
added to a basic knit, in the

one suitable for the cocktail
crowd. Fashioned into a bow
placed at neckline back with

Dding in high on the crest of a
fashion wave, belts play an important part in setting the

and semiorecions

glass

any ordinary black dress into

contrasting color.

Impetus to the season.

THERE IS also a Pismo on
the fashion horizon. It is called
the Fitzgerald cap, after F.
Scott Fitzgerald. the late novelist. It is oversized, worn

but with the look of real jew-

lined up in stripes, some in

Mips and chains add fashion

and some off -beat
shapes and
colors.

Men's jewelry is in an 'Wt.

Chapeaus have wide briny
into bubble tams

of pool

With fashion's new soft look a
handspan curve of waistline is

feeling is strong in most current headwcar. Especially for

minsicent of the 1920s.

can. easily make the neckline of

every

Not since Scarlett O'Hara
has there been so much emphasis placed on the waist.

floppy, but others are decidedly stiff -brimmed in a semi homburg style. The shaped

down over one eye and re.

The tong six tooter nail

basic spring colors scattered or

sprout

Belt it!

Means have been toned dow .

They arc now lighter. The N

They appear on white on all

here.

Wink and lilac

prin.. The winning fashion

one of the

old narrow ones. For
For spring.

lass

TODAY'S SHAPED suit

Hats are back in full array in
stripes, plaids, plains and

ceptance has been so good that

Many men who shied away
from big hats are finding
that roday's versions are extremely flattering. In both felts
thd straws, the trend is to the

alter the effect.

soda.

Ti. continue wide, and ac-

In picking acc.sories, it ss

,

Spring looks like a lady.
You can tell her by her accem

stripes, geometries and don.

slant coordination" in men's
today: mainly shirt
fashion

puts it all together.

and
nubby
bardine c
boucle knitsoatsalso are natural

Accessories welcome a new season

prints will be muted Odds,

basic suit has changed.

THE DAY
Thursday !Starch 12 1970

DUNDEE
220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

Rt. 25 lust North of Re. 72

THE DAY
Thursday, March 12, 1970

Pape 18

.

Mps. the mica, the long Mk
loo lone CO, Go for the to I

pants mac more news. from

look.

miamhigh to the minim,
doom Some of Me nmvest de-

SPECIALS!
Plain Dresses,

Mens &
Ladies Suits

I

$1.25

1 MAGIC
\

HOUR CLEANERS

/
1r

'=earttrrAn3Z

Alm

8. Nat Cleaning
'
Toiloring=9

kh-1.

cept perhaps farmers thinks fa.

By Helen Houressy
Cheer op and greet the Inew
gable Hilt with a !IV, 01111m10.
alt( months are nearThe

vorably of showers, there is
rainbow on the horizon.
This spring raincoats repro.
aunt all lengths, which is pre.

ing and although no one. es-

Identi

oLSPRING CLEANING

/

By Jeffrey &Clarkson

mils ere high waists and pleat
Wear hem with the new shrug

Pants fire It h.oic part of the
ardrobe. The newest
lonpants are straight. Short

O'Hare International much like a border port

Pick a length for rainwear.

Pants complete new look

The -midi" message Is cold
by to slim pouring of wine and
white argyle jersey over sleek
white pants. The "maxi' story
Ms different versions. In one.

These Luc some of the lebdhip dims fashions of this mu son. sap the Mem!, Seventeen.

which also spotlights slithery
white

Old

slink -knits,

cherry -mil and white striped
uslins" end lattice or lacy
knits.
*Persian"

tile,
print mosaic of chiffon, shimmering from n smocked Emmeans

a

makes an appear MCC es one of the many faces

of knit: lithe and slitery, it's
shown in simple little shifty

drawstring -sleeve
sheer white voile

with

embroidery.

-ribs now straight from a
shirty neck and long narrow
sleeves to a slightly widened
hem. In another concept. mini
vests oen ov ,r mini-drmses.
"Mepsh"

pire bodice: its full sleeves and
bodice arc Inte,d ,11[11 Nook
Ince. "Peasant" goes on a
kick, in
lavished

in fall'69 and continues into

the new decade. From all income on very strong. And
those who were first on thed

"Pucker prints" come out of
the putto hug the bodice or
rnichiftwith shirring.

a

esh.

blue

O'Hare International
iron. with more than do
flights arriving daily from
conntries 00 over the wale!.
has become a border port

nutch like New York City or
San Francisco

blocks to wear maxis are likely

new sprang dress
I o o k-l'ersion. peasant or
pucker prim; midi, musi or
141:

cliely the way people are dressing. The moil -length, especial.
ly in ants, reached the masses

todications, the midi is starting

new looks

O'Hare's problem, arc aim.

to be the original mid, ein
Illusions. The mini is a per-

kr Us those at border ports
throughout the country.
km like in any other border
Pon or station, foreign nations

ennial favorite and is likely to
hold its status for some time

or United State, citizens

ITS COMMON knowledge

ng home from abrmtd and
their luggage firh entering the

that raincoast encompass evm
Wy ormasion and ever,' seas..

dusky has taken care that one
stays fairly dry in the wet
weather via water -repel!.
coals. boots, gloves and fash.
ion -inspired umbrellas. it's

eration_

of the International Terminal,

fifth.
The greeting party consists
of inipectors from the Public
Health

mcct's pcmons under
al" circumstances.

WHEN A PERSON first

(about SIM with a turtleneck top which min In eduldes of celery, onion or posy.
at 12.79. Alsoavailable in Scars spring rahang.

corporating the new ideas and
colors from the world of fash.

tie

pon. They also love the very
mctical

of

nature

those

clothes, which can look as
dainty as whipped cream but
111 -11

con emerge from washer and

-

dryer time after time looking
fresh and unwrinkled and
ready for action, and with nev-

er n nod to the ironing be..

Ladies &Gentlemen's Linde Star Rings
from $29.00

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS
20 S. Evergreen Arlington Heights
394-0820

CASE IN Ponti-a dainty
dress to wear to parties; while

and sheer, with embroidered
confetti dots, utterly charming
with delicate lute at neck,
wrists and hem, is made of a

Seductive
"sec-throughs"
for the femme fatales are available by the carload. The unisex

that are rearm!, female but for-

thrightly elegant for she -girl
who doesn't want to bare all.

look abounds for the girl who

but who enjoys being u girl and
no unisex about it.

annavagantly tied at the neckline. with cuffed. seide-leg
pants of charcoal jersey. And

doesn't believe in rive la difference.

THE SIIIIIIHRESS. for

And for Mom who don't
to

subscribe

either

theory

there's a big, wide wonderful
woad a between.

Some highly gifted young
designers are at work today

belted print for
day. becomm a snowy confection of scalloped lace by
example. in
night.

The pants look when done
right can prove just how feminine you really are.

the long

... and the
short of it

HOWARD WOLF
Bravo, Cheer Howard Wolf
of
whcolor

f.arrangement
fashion USA A long
Long jackets team up with short
skirts fora fetching new look
- lean and close to the body.

p9,42,47

e

calls

mon look twoure of
the bonded

stripes and solids, sleevelet%
and short -sleeved tops and

repeats

skirt

Under

ground the soft
blouse of roy
on crape.

120 W. Washington Dundee HA 6.4013

Red, White, Novy

43 S. Denton

clod. Mai

we -through cotton medallion lore. Sport T.

Am-

styles it with an easy.fitting shirtwaist tunit and
widmleg pants.

ron

PH:537-7212
open Nam through Saterday mso da s.so
- Nan, nom.,

evenisselit 4.101an

n'on
Sundays 1 I NM

to St

rear Fn 9 Din 9
w.a xt son file

under ,ntsrs rho hue room

Legal
Notice

While the custom agents

pantmatter which may be

h andle about 500.000 persons

found in the luggage or in the

pr so ir and togas duties

Fulun W Nordin, super -

blights :aid

I

swamis in.
space and thsn turned over
to in Import mud Ma to make
et ham- eh n ..s1 n sufficient
for ths s
null us 13 in-

st.,. Ind Mout 11 import

FREEZER

address

W Pole,
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Polol ne nth

Phlished,he
PAY PUBUGTIONU INC
Thursday North 12 197P

ire

Rood

,,,,nts icier,

Iva in.
mu, Mod
dnog
Its itnsultur II I ms and
°thus
s tad tiny also

Ingents.

an se...ulnas du IIw enfunstmet tun, sl the 110-

also make of
throng)] the
parcel post for foudetuffs that
are unlawful. Oranges from

Customs

however.

Mexico. African ci. snails

tho
°N. Lou closely
ith othsr urnmental
agtncus
[no ot. part of

and ninny other things are ban-

n.

the lts mu) 13sp innunt and
im nspormbk for di in.
use, mons Ind thsnlore they

elf," most ot ths onus that

EASTER

th,ft, Est ono slid,

Limo.

still in

iiso ire con-

urnsd with tuutius nom the
14

E,cata eggs tot the ileettlo
BAKED VIRGINIA HAM
ROAST TOM TURKEY
* ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF

the

all served with special Easter trimmings,

,

PH 259 5000

-

DES PLAINES

SHIPPING & RECEIVING
CLERK
eme wear.. Weld. Sta.. mie
ewe.. increases
orn

Music teachers
set meeting

at Randhurst

301 N. 3rd Ave.

299-7788

OI

A meeting of the Nortleveo
Suburban Music Teachers'
Associetion will te held at

um. March VI, Sr Lyon-

GOODYEAR TIRE 8 RUBBER CO.
has several permanent lobs for

ry"

Healy Music S., at Rand- Li..

WAREHOUSEMEN

burst Shopping Center.

The program will be
presented by Shirley Hipwell,
Elinor Traeger, Ruth Wyblo,
Doris Kocchert and Vierlyn
Duerr on "Contemporary
Advance levels."

Any music leachers In the
nordnvest area are invited by

W

No experience necessary. Day and night shifts.
$3.04 per hour to Stan. 03.17 per hour after 120
days.

..r.

2

the Association to attend, free
of charge. Information on the
may be obtained
association may
from the
chairmen, Verna Dean Reborn

437-2067, or the president, Su. Z
ramie Hynek.137-03511.

02.Xa

yeon Couples paid ben. W-

Rowiltolisosico. Vecorlon, Renremern PIon,

KELLY SPRINGFIELD
TIRE CO.

Elementary, Intermediate and 4,..
3405 Algonquin Road
Rolling Meadows III

200 E. TOMO

bock to the persons.

Music Successfully Used -on the

bra d"

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

ned from the country.
These inspector, are cis° respermatic for r umvation o f
Iho plant and animal materials
which may not be con laminated. They do thin some-

* SHRIMP DE IONGHE EN CASSEROLE
* QUEEN SIZE FILET

-

agents

Inch. smut. In. and

NOON TO 10 PM

pants,
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mps.malls sonnet. with

DINNER

3-

at I_

tili. as a pa:cautionary men sure hefore items are given

nrs m ids

CRIMES 1111,1

sperm *a

EVENING JANITOR

inspectors %.01

Sow

wit

CI

D.C. at the Smithsonian Institute with an information as to origin and destination and other information termer%
they can find,

isms tnd thsoluedy kin
tr id, with k
of

General Machinist
OD. and/or 1.0. Grinder Nand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

n

with

mon

lathe and/or Mill Hand

it is sent to scientists in wai-

Reed

h

With Expanding Machine Shop

tory at the air pan and then Oil
is determined that a nth- host
naw disease haN Hein round,

s ad the cus-

s

Wanted For Permanent Positions

10 OAlliscolv
artiCks.
When
material is confiscated. it is taken to a labora-

O'Hare

or

24-ilelp Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

Oros the inspectors are forced I-

tn ass. in I iv. Lidarconent

n..,ad

WMe or phone

nr.:::(

bring in Moir foods, plants or
animals. if sr all preadhle.

Ism& bon, msg.. Ledge-

str.th

RAMADA INN'
(formerly The 1.:roln Lodge)

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

Also, although the.
spemors will let the passenger

moo

moo

which were unconsumed in

moons including

S. into. 01.01110

o

Coll NW McGroth 350,800

flight and place thorn in plastic
sacks for disposal.

cocaine

FronE''..d5

INSPECTORS CO onto
ohmic after they have at.
the o
riWW. lake the foodstuff,

NORDNICY SAID there
mint nnrtl imount of
h Mush

71shr 1::'9.ing'

I (815)284-3351 for hroMore

they aka try to prevent
hereImm spreading elsewhere
through Meuse of omen certifications.

mt. III II the imount Id res-

front

RATA
.

us,iry. In adddion

inks

is

Roo,.

d
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as

Agriculture because there are
men agents to pm
not
M the ai. pon.
Similur to the health in
the agriculture in
apectors' major function Is the
prevention of the introduction
of plant and animal dimaSeS

collutsd F ouch p manger
el In hn in
sun
of :drtnnht m Ind this there are
south Mout Ihru or four
hughur pl
th some in
tool do

and hen. unonL othan.
I
00 toms &eminent at
Au tirport dos t hmmess of
211 million pr utr

Nelsen IICITO and
ol owner is MMus.

they'

odur PO mr unt of the reve.
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ang,

book

Includes Old

Me Animal Health Z

Divisio a the Deparitiont of

n r as Norma

ss Om!, or

also

wJ

Neorby-G011. OMR. Hone-

plant

hught tsprismu the

moth it
m anent

Rood Print ne

nor

17

[missing
Sauna

and vegetables for Mseases and
agents

toms

bu

At Mc aort, the

',nor

$

Nosy,

Patio

317,

quarantine inspectors do their
own jobs of checking fruits

lint pun to

ENTERTAINMENT

heated Olympic pool
Poolside sunning

persons annardip.

ham thsm the mount of revue L ood m this was is only
on, mr acct n1 the money
mind In customs utording to

Ito Imola:

WEEKEND RELAXATION
LESS THAN 2 HOURS FROM CHICAGO NIGHTLY

Yea round indoor

animal; nd 0

t

766-6750

BENSENVILLE
1216 W RY1116 PIER Elflitt

blends. voiles and CrepcS and
newsy patterns.
Pastel colors arc bright end
fresh! Whites, pinks, Mlles,
yellows in prints and solids
with ruffles. Irmo, and erm-

clothes.

that these items enter. Anicles
not declared are wrmiscated as
contralmnd.

msrsh tridoa

<

the luggage

of the traveler is inspected by
to clutom, inspector,. agents
from the Plant Quarantine Diision stand by waiting to he
called to check the

disc, and Men it is an job of the

husin. in ...Mind and

o seri Now
walled lou ihe undersignsd ywh

SPECIALISTS

Finally while

14 -Personals

14.Personals

hats CC

foreign

have the same rights and and
liable to the samc
as U.S. citizens.

Lfibplmah ts in inseam of

11111/10, trynad through both
hsalth Ind ailment= the

rahmant
coils s:lion

broidcry trims. FT, the subteen girl. lingerimn light ind
comforiablettialir.any-type of

ht
lent

p

S. citizens are subject to arrest imla

claration of foilign madam.

7S-LIR

I

IgDol.,

766-6750
r,rs'ct=t14,

nightgown
and footed pajamas that look
great for sleeping or lounging
in. Fabrics look feminine and
sotl in 'rayons, cottons and

re
ian

825-4728

onputon

Owe os ormoded

RUHR MAT

PHONE

fun in culottes, jumpsuits, run -

Misses
9507W. Higgins Rd.

gration

n Us

word for children's
sleepwear and lingerie is easy.
Sleemwear is fashion and

Sizes

PH: 394.200.0
Mon,

I

'

1Olr0b

MAW in Mateo 'DM. see el as

The

10% off on all Merchandise

Euclid. Rohludnis RM.

Appronrutury

pram 1,n uhrml. by

assumed mine n theMoi conduct n rte a

Sleepwear is
fashion fun

,s0:3-("1';e0811111.°1;alf

Wheeling, Ill.
Just one mile northeast of Rondhurst

:

I

'

mats to m Lxtent

loin seCSIOn

s: hirts or Mind....

Spring Fashions

TOWERS HOTEL

mu both doparturs and ar

You receive a double steak
count front the beef

Watercolor printed voile shirts
Inurnttnim with pleated. pastel
gtherdine skirls. and I mini print flowers or fruit 'parade

of all the latest

,ARUNGTON PARK

Lontrol

throughout the
from tiny pockets, pleats and

and

Corner of Wolf B Camp McDonald Rds,

1111111I,

non depsrtment

voile blouses and canvass,kirn.

PRE EASTER SALE

ly. The

mod dun it

made up into jean, knit shirts,

Dresses, Shoes, Jewelory, Accessories

located as:

of Dm Plain, the

!

buckle, on skirls; shirts and

Gab

eign countries are checked.

swoon Exammsr I,) PlImei

ning dress to a cahvascdged
polo dram

Details

ar.

cordim, to Sups, hors Immo

from to scalloped. ;balmy me,

The pantsuit goes utterly feminine ai the hire of
lace advances elegantly into high fablen in

able, and really exciting idea for

located la

Ilia

nuts In.

Ina is turned Inn; everything

%chile

Any Season!

invalid documents am
carefully scrwned ent and

dresses. and clothestincstring

Tienlyes. the newest thing in
.prim, come in swirly shades of
blue, pink and purple, they arc

Anywhere,

1

One and imprisonment equal-

customs agent, to Make sure

kept from entering the counan
Fo roman nationals thi. do
penmen! suns Immn,r Mon
and when th, mnon

II

I

passengers arriving from for-

and viols of the incoming person,. Pent. will!
pan criminal records or

both rho Bunn of Customs
ago. and th, johns wools
um °Mors

ets imd coat,

.

0:00 to 5 P.M.

the International Terminal.
FOSS nationalists and U. I

the country must till der a de-

With

law who inichr pass through

'The Bureau of Customs. a

division of the Treasury Department, has as part or its responsibility to insure that all

Immigration Act of 1912 as revised in later years. The agents
carry out this thin by cheddrin
passports

$
$

ities, the names of customs agents are not for publication.)

ALL PERSONS entering

nhkre ho ns umnd wah has
NAAS, end n is Lhui-it.d bm

canvas. wing and. m.. Natural jackets come in canvas or
vinyl. Al111101illIC
rtes
flicked: with
frinm.
oi ctunch
boucle
shapes
lean
little

OPEN: 9:30 to 5:30

THIMBLE

BEEF HALF

Nippy and malow 'caning nod
crinkle patent.
Natural is theme neutral in

dresses to jumbo ones oh jack-

Clothes

Anon. Moo Sat.

I

and "signal color, coon of

CL 5-5543

GOLDEN

$
$

STEAK LOIN

print Hints to wear with Any
rib tom, a white hOtle jeckel
topping clack and while pa.

Arlington Heights

<'A Boutique
of Beautiful

$

stripes and solids combined in
cotton knit mordovcar. fins -

en taken up by the young

.

1247 Rand Rd.

Customs wins mush meticulously through the baggage of
the Immigrants and U.S. chi... returning to the mmmy, look big for undeclared mattes. Incoordiag to government author-

enforcement of the National

-,,pecdwar
theme. These inel ode racing

adults and you frequently see

ond Summer

$ METAL CO. $

of the U.S. Department ofJusace, and its major function is

a

45 MODEL

Spring,

MAINE SCRAP

PLUS EXTRA

,

GARMENTS
ON DISPLAY

your foster,
Wardrobe.

IMMIGRATION IS pan

Magazine .which ,upgests

tralian "Down -Under" and the
"Plantation."

We have o large selection of Spring
Fabrics an display....plos 05 garents mode from these exciting new
materials for yee to look an Fashion-

LEAD

$

I

wisty lie-dym. ow water.

ing, continues. Also. every
type of printed pattern is being

the

cream

crepe jumpsuit belted in red.
And its topped with a blase of
Puislcy. mint on a sleeVeleIS
caftan coat that sweeps dm.
modality le 1110 loot.
Pliy it down he middle.

colors and vivid Mani -prints.
fliers the fashion advice
Seventeen
fur girls from

ports the Monk Fashion Assn.
Look for white or white -and color casual shoes, many in
patent tooth' types. In sports

as

I

(id a smart start en spring
prints-

Men still
chose white

such

ohgolecved

Me eounny

oat',tra

For at-home wcar you an
a

in

Isms h, sou., thew pis

with knowlsd,able

pants and shorts, little lads and
lasses will manage to look well
put together even when they're
at their most casual.

styles

ZINC

2;

PAZIL

doctors

After the passenger passra
the health station, he moves to
the Immigraticen Service area.
a little distance down the hall.

a racypace

seen. The fun hats, long pop.
Ian with the younger set, have.

MAISON de ROMAYNE

might have wanted for en.

Prints set

shirts, the hig swing to strip-

Sims 6 to 16.

n'Ygg

,11 -girl" is a white crepejempsuit jacketed in jet.

are centered now.

1

more popular than ever. re-

or Vella...White,

BRASS

In

the fun end variety. design

All -white suits are due to be

OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS CLOSED MONDAYS

COPPER

That's why you get
quick response when
you place a Want Ad.

spect 011

I

I

When they see that
item advertised for sale,
they waste no time in
responding to the ad.

year,

checked each

The quarantine officer inliving animals and
other etiological agents, such
as small pox scrapings which

Newspapers

You can't low. Haft Mdm

more than play top.
Speaking of play togs, Pooh
is a great believer in stretch
clothes, for wriggling nod
climbing and jumping. Mothers particularly like the selection of tops and pants in
double-knit nylon that look so
rich and silky, but bounce
back (Pooh calls them his
"bouncing' clothes) to their
original shape after leery
laundering. In flag colmn in

I

Want Ad readers
are actively seeking
items they need
and want.

check persons coming into the
country from Canada or Metti-

ANOTHER FASIIION for
evenirag for the on icourant

tume mates an eggshell crepe' have

for

the

I

the six years he has been in the

ntost are United Stoma citisuns. The inspectors do not

grosimin.

feehlon. They arc doing things

for spring birthday parties and

I

alc pantsuits with
, flared tunic tops bead in

most exciting place to be in

Mesa Ms Scars nght now, in
Poch's own boutinue--ready'

t

One inspector said that in

OF ABOUT 300,000 pas-

Des 1,41a-i35
n171II.
I

ment.

sengers

NEOGRADIN
NILSEN & OTHERS

knit.

641111111

Chicago, with which the qua
rantine station ho au agree

cholera, but they proved negathe and the nine were released.

ALUMINUM

- 5 YEAR EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE -

For evening them ono bean -

For day and casual wan- one
handsome three-piece cos-

malthig that middle ground the

blend of Food and cotton
that's completely Perm.

any oceoion that

of he

be
to to the Communicable Disease Hospital in

the

SEE ENE MIDWEST'S LARGEST DISPLAY IN ORIGINAL ARE PIECES!

it's topped by a sleeveless west

will

co.

[EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING I

overblose. long-sleeved and

N fsl

pital last summer for tests for

Prices To Fit Every Budget

Take the middle road

Lf)

mtion for diseases peculiar W
that area of the world.
If the traveler does not meet
the requirements for entry or if
he exhibits any symptoms, he

one flight were sent to the hos-

FABER

EXTRA ORDINARY
VALUES!

LO CO

if he has had proper im.ni-

$s

FRIEDRICH
SPIELMANN
BOWER

...,

r, CO

naked about where he has myeled throughout the world and

airport station, only two persons have been quarantined
with sickness. Nine others in

HANSUNG
1Yinnle4he-Pooli selects these two Ruder outfits for his young Pleads Donn and
Tommy. Donna's Eatrel and counnnernm.Prest Is highlighted hy pastel clip dots hi
sizes 3 to bX. at Sears Roebuck. About 'Eh Toning nears a runnel and canon
double-hreasted sport um, striped in mossado and while and waled on Me fide.

EACH PASSENGER

Page 19

off
N

is

documents.

STADELHOFER

9Winniernhw

approval and appreciation of
Nor mothers as well. Not jun
for their looks, which have a
delightful simplicity while in-

,

ness. If they do not, the agent
Undertakes an insonction for
validity of the vaccination

SOH LER

his young friends have won the

STARS

exhibit any symptoms of ill-

Renowned Artiste As:

Pooh and the Honey Tree'
Everyone knows that the
fashions Winnie endorses for

LINDE

As the passengers enter the
terminaI an inspector Thatally
examines -them to sec if they

2,000 ORIGINAL

Edward Bear, known to mil-

in

the Quarantine Station. The
Quarantine Station is a part of
the Department of Health,.
Education and Well
and is
concerned with preventis4the
introduction of diseases from
foreign countrio..

ART PIECES fly Such

lions of his young friends as
Winnic-the-Pooh, may be n
"hear of little brain" -but
he's got a television contract!
He made his debut on NBC
week

mmoturni

the first agent he ineets1s from

SELECT FROM OVER

Wash and
wear 'em

this

Quarantine

Service

Station. Bureau of Customs,
United States Department of
Agriculture Plant Quarantine
Division and the Bureau of
Immigration. 'The fifth atien-.
cy, Division of Inves lig atipn,
s, is the Boman
Special
of Customs police force
a and

- DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

Now that the fashion in.

clude openwork or boll

steps off a plane near the rear

federal agencies and poteibly a

itlatiottride Att, &Atm
GIANT STOREWIDE
OIL PAINTING
SALE!
__

to own a wardrobe of them.

shapes. Other knit dresses in-

O'Hare are gnaw by. four

country through the port of

hkh is why it's not uououd

time for someone to take the
heed and face into consid-

naturals. bare tank shapes and
buttomdetailcd pinks.

THE DAY
Thursday, March 12. 1970

Free Hospitalization
Free Life Insurance
Paid Vacations

Paid Holidays
Apply in Person

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

jI

Aici,;riA'AZ TRAINEE ,
SW A Car 5.0

CV Me frtiiit'L

LAY.- F. service. penning, wanng 6 buRing

CARPET

two of tke afra

= Jr;

ONA=VITS=ATS

Rase.

2a0-1106.

3A2-5410

Catering

Roll, Mi.

CALL 39,1886

Catering

Ned

All 17=laces
JIM Robso

SPECIALTY.

OUR

WEDDINGS

BU FEE Pkg. O.-

al

tts

E....W...40'i

PT.I.

Sewer & Septic Work

PIANO 6/OR ORGAN LESSONS

439.3532

ALTERATIONS:DRESS...0

REFINISILING

A. REPAIR

52.50 up. ,1274194 or it 9-0012

CAL...San

BANJO LESSONS

General Hauling

At'YX,Yro

Auto Painting

asec-21rti:Cn.'nrEI,6
BELMONT AUTOMOTIVE

ck

d

Vapt

fri

pal

,

356 6100 Mg.

Shipping & Receiving

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

1CANZLER BROTHERS
FULLY INSURED

of frame homes in your
orea to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insulas
ed Siding. If inierested

NEW WAR PAINTING

aiing 6 Remodeling

9

CALL 562.1a75
E.1. ERICSSON

Sundov 1 -5PM.

Storm Windows
OR -INTERIOR

KEN'S KUSTOM

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Clunl

PLAN NOW FOR SPRING

CONCRETE WORK

359-2515

I3D

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

A.M. ROUTES

BONUS

6:30-8:30 a.m.

1st and 2nd Shift Open

P.M. ROUTES

358-2597

CI. 538.

30% Winter Discount

'6,.*s=nri'ypes

sale

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.

ALL READINGS
CALL FOR

AIDENTI
PP'T 561-1136

5Ans5ucgon

6*.:*5*D'EgAi.ING

Income Tax Service

C.SSES CL 3.3500, 3.1355

COMPUTERIZED

Dog Service

358.9018

FEDERAL & STATE

POOD=C=111ER

INCOME TAX

25.570

SERVICE

GENERAL

GROOMING
999-1596

537.7073

DECORATING
O

fir

297-3192

PLACES 6 GENERAL REPAIR.

ELABC,ERICI,,0

e.. paper
Reny, artiod co.., AA

Sa la 2 Sena

2 TO

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

manikReiesitmouon

call tar

Waltman Const. Co

Gann DeT,Rase

FREE

*POMP Corm,

lataraltemsdaline
Ramer= Itaams

529-3901

Room Addl..,

1125 S MHO MI.
439-8280
End

Demers

Eencas

dela
Ama

259-7493

51;

wy, CI_ 50077

:=1
et*.

s

. Mgangoin 6 Lee 298-165.

r =:t

WALLPAPERING

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

pone!.

r

TILING. CL 51118/'

IL

RICK'S DECORATING
1,1
Newel,
MI Prospect....

.

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

llono.Platt CL 517/0

Call 25,0561 Rod Sim.

CL 9-0495

392.4317. 5850700 eves.

Upholstery

sh°COUTURIER

Convenible logs 6 Airplane
up.Istew. Call CL 3-4065 Pro

Re. Heights llarnelY M83
Camp McDonald Rd. Pro. His.

TROUBLE
SHOOTER

HOUSES RAISED
5 YEAR GUARANTEE

meE

*11.76C**.**',1%0

CALL ALLEN 392-9351
Room Additions
Rec. Roorns

foundations
Repoir Work

255034a

Electrical Work

St

iilom 6 mma ay.,
am,

recelltael. goon

1

255.3022

All

COMM. Cleaning
PURN. shOmPoo.R.
116 price withis ad. Insiollalions,

CARPET 6

Io

r

59 009,1

Engineering Service

PAGODA..

PORTRAIT PAINTING. MURALS.

Landscaping

''"7d
SALEM MAINTENANCE

Rug Shampoo Specialists

MARCH THRU

MAY SPECIAL

ovaili

Stro twol
to denno 6

d

moM

fr'mmin0.
Engineer

prepare

-,tzdr,,;2,,.:4-;,,,r,
Fire

soda

Magic

$500 FREE

MAGIC BY 'TENY

T.

MAGIC

entertoinment.S29.6656.

NAGICIAN-Bonweis, Children's Permanent Waves
S
t E Ipr.
porno, Club,
LICENSM BE
yo
h
Pe

It pays to advertise with Day Want Ads.

'

36.00 CL 3.2236 or

OPERATOR

wavel
CL 31384
1

yeuis

'

$575 mo.

We ,

MFASIIRR'll'.11=61*ATION
CUSTOM SHAD. WOVEN

INTRIWCAZT.S.

Day Wont Ads
Get Results_,

unla

,bf

ends..

be a La Sol. Gal

s eigee

Coll 593.6990 for Appl

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720DES PLAINES
O'HARE

900

Le,57"e: Plaines

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts.

n,1,"0tter,

'"M te

25Employment Agencieslomen

Call

SHOW ROOM

/oh

Three good reasons

why your first year
will be m
realm, in
at Illinois ell

1. A RAISE

59=5.*Zr Apo,

2. A RAISE
3. A RAISE

STENO-SECT'Y

$550 mo.

rh*onel'Yout*s:7,e'll*u***s
dly

t'

d

IA

Job Security
Average Employee Paycheck
(48 hours) $2011

CLEANING LADIES

(OPERATORS)

COMPANY

&Idler,.

OPENINGS

ARLINGTON MOTEL
948 E Pankow Nary.

100% Free

YOUR future
is in
Telephone
Communications

me opaelor m

M..44 you% gas rNsw rakes par..maremermaontee

;Be

as swatted. las el.there,youln ox *ad Taster Fere If van, pal Use MOD,.
ond desk. fa dem

'o'r7:::i174.17:ZtrIn7drod:.:14;irstrollt
Youll b. traiwal ler intern.. and varled wark ant is as iniMpal
leleallones
aPPer..../ re se* aP ks

bp.*

Girl Fridays
Clerk,Typlus

Cled,..responstenrs

employer

of

Operator

ardor D.

Moo T09655
rap arms eager to hire now. tw wads, hrinr
You, mnings and working condition,. Selman and

PHONE: 392-2700

TALLY%/rillt%UlTS
Felp keep !rank el coe
will

rao ropes 6 keep rlord

al raw!. They'll Bab $120
Free

VY, /* Mn, Des
2a74535.

holmes & associates

OFFICE MANAGER
supervise 8 clerical b.
ployees. bocelleni opPomoo.
To

secretarial

o,

2004 MINER STREET

DES PLANES, LLIN01,
027-9919

of billing clerks.

area.oo,m,

mpam

SUPERIOR
CONCRETE.

ACCESSORIES, INC:

RANDH1122121102PIND MIER

9301 W. King St.

Professional Level... 23A

Eloill.Pot0131

CHICAGO -PHONE: 939-7633

,

con direw the octivilles of a

678-3373,

as us.
OUP

AP:11'7'01.114.' re Masa epraGfica.s. due come sae vsl W.. on armed appoduney

DOCTOR'S RECEPTIONIST

Exec. Secy.

ONO. MORMON

Elk Grove Village

Than right! WI.. you're a telephone operarnr. a, a

CENTRAL
TELEPHONE

IMMEDIATE SUBURBAN

Contact Bob Salvatore
HE9-2400

DOVER CORPORATION
GROEN DIVISION

WOMEN

SERVICE ASSISTANTS
292 2225

Free Hospitalization Plan
for you and yor I amily
Free Pension Pluan
Free Disability Pay
Automatic Wage Increases

CENTEL HAS OPENINGS
FOR CAREER MINDED

rid pla

g

Rate Range $3.21 - $3.38
1st & 2nd SHIFTS

Western Electric
oPPoduniNlemployer

255-7200

NURSING CENTER

doctors will train
you to work
with kids

TlieLlI

Rolling Meadows, Ill.

©

RECEPTION

GENERAL FACTORY HELP

1900 Pratt Blvd.

8 A.M. TO 3:95 P.M.

Interviewing, Saturday Ma, 14, 9-2 pm for your convenience

La Salle Personnel

'

NG 595

296-1043

BOOKKEEPER

DAY PUBLICATIONS

NURSES AIDES

298-2770

Oka., o
ile
omega, ln.aae

ta

Exec. Secys.-600+

In

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THOU FRIDAY

3800 Golf Road

Apply in Person
Mrs. Hollenbach

A. J. MAGGIO CO.

men. - oll the while IrolnIng
for a career in Design

DES PLAINES

R.N.'S or L.P.N.'S

NURSIxGeexnR

tr. yam A po.

company paid

gayo

766 HOUR OAY

537 1585

n'. e

eople.

.Ind

221 Noah LaSalia

You'll assist in speciol assign.

If

414 E, GOLF ROAD

MOH..

10, NIGHT WORK BONUS

Part time. 5 hour day. 10 AM to 3 PM. 5
day week, Monday titre Friday. Full company benefits.

8f*LrAVZN

ann helps. A grep,..y ra ger
die., MAKE LOTS Or raOs

CHrles

391.3060

ATTRACTIVE STARTING SALARY

s Crtico

don rigla

lo
an Mu ,peri im

RECEPTION

Room
Room 1 150

Free Life Insurance

Reasonable RoIel
LED 36.53S9

ItnA,XilitrIYLN

chose orders. Also some

DOCTOR'S

pi

eM

8 Paid Holidays

SALES 6 SERVIC,939-9906 8.161

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

.

894-7644.

STUDIO!

SHADE "N" SHUTTER

Roofing

o11439.273B

6,6.0 1

WELL WIG

0 LN SAT , FVF5 BY X.

EARN 5150 WEEK
COMPLETE TRAINING

Mme

Window Shades

cleon.uPhk EadiolVService

4374668

'*".Z4;;0
cen

MECHANICAL
DRAWING

25.905 Al, 6164/1
p

t

L

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

Work Monday thru Friday in our modern regional center.

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

WHEELING FIRM
dp
N
d
p
son to handle inventory
L dg
nil rype pur-

ord

Dover Corporation, Groen Div. Offers:

WIGS OP ALL TYPES

WISHING

PHONE

TOU,MAy REGISTER

La Salle Personnel

1

Private ARO...9-6751

levels. Classes arranged w

yom convenience. 956-1867
FREE ESTIMATES

2961043

PLUMBING, HEATING
BRIDGE LESSONS

L

43:7300

Wigs

DAN K..

Instructions

F3EifrONrn'EL'''..";600

COMPTOMETER OPERATORS

RAPID

7349533

298-2770

CagIrm.,

ran

3400 N. Wolf Rd.
Franklin Pk.
45571 1 I Ext. 222

Smoll 1.1 My Speci.,

2550074

lu

I

2llEd Sure l,

COMPLETE TRAINING

Pridgn.S91706

.7ames

Girl Friday -$575

aPP

Top $5$ for the experienced

Ail 5 to 9 p.m.

ONSTANDING SEWN! PRO..

$100

SPORTS ASSOC.

nP

03,7510

10E ORTMAN

Ronan.,

the right person.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

SUMP EPIPANIO

MANAGER

RECEPNONIST 94P SSifo
Meet r3,31, at new desk. Ilusr

A.M. CASTLE 8 CO.
plant

$050

PP

*417 1

All Pelh
include libe

$70042150 FREE

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

For the home or office with the

Mn

tic

ex-

2Oeit'0=cl'Ze MEM

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY -Free pick

Wall Papering
design.° and L..

Ill.

Fall Time Only

3,41.5100
SECRETARY

WANT TO GET
OUT OF A DUNGEON
AND INTO THE

PRODUCTION

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERT-Furneuro,

APT COMPUTOR CENTER

WAITRESSES

YOU'LL

Dsw

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

ac

neer USA.

TPAVEr craws derail in now

SECURITY
OFFICER

CONTROL TRAINEE

d1

FULL BASEMENT

.11

3ABY

ss,

o129.4606 or 0270441

:Carpentry -Remodeling

Fidel.< 6 Wolf Rdo.

Immediate openings for part tirne

Saleslady wanted

CC -Employment AgenticsiMen

Coll 259-7209
P

4,07i5

Mc KAY TREE SERVICE

007=7, 7,717r

Dressmaking -Sewing

455-8350

To0t

259-0520

EM. Construction, Inc.
147.0961

wc.'n",21,,,t."41d

Arlington Inn Restaurant

1657 Shermer Rood
Northbrook,

SAILS

Je2-02.

82

Drapery Repairs

all sr., Deal elleut

Bent

CASTLE?

FREE ESTIMATES

FILINGS

AIN.,

1449 S. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

Indoouh

FEDERAL & STATE

Ras

4706 N Edging,.

010',Zrfg"'"

c

Poloane

359-1410

Northbrook,

in

Western Electric

Rapidly expanding se r rice bureau in Skokie needs
talent.

CLERK -TYPIST NEEDED
1.,orn

ha deal FULL or PART TIME

VLItIngESZI*Z6711'67e

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

SPRING SPRAYING

Stairways,..

salaryprit and

22.Situations Wanted Women

wrg

Atedern1.0

Foams

DECORATORS

GERALDINE'S

Roar.

x.n

Pros.

Tree Service

of NELSON ack yak. neighbor

POWER. TOOLS

NG

6

''**W*VAli;l7rZi*gnVh*s
****41*6595
'

CREATIVE

Cavern draperies by NELSON

Realtors -Owners

r*TIVTEV:=3

d

267.4590

perience but will train

ST/L.

Data

Nerl.rtobeager 268,822

Porch Repoirs.

Mro adrms.

DES
R

gM

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CALL MRS. RAYMOND

3 a.m. to 530 p.m. Mon. Om hi.

SPECIALTIES
Subsidiary of Nuclear

E

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

Hoffman...

Draperies

C 1611,:LLS,E R

II

392-9300

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

7,1000

aPPT.

Tile

5Cgn= T9R6 1528

827.8159

R

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Rood

i.

Day and night, full and port Onto Company ben
efils, big future.

clan

water treatment

METROPOLITAN

529-3900

BARBARA ROSS, MANAGER

sd v

110F PRODUCTS NC.

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINES

If you are or hove been a Kelly Girl, or ore thinl
ing of returning to the working wodd just Nisi
by and say "hello" and meet

9:00 am to 3100 pm

Degree required. Prefer

Call 537-7100 or OPP!).

dTo'el7rena Morgan

nothansEmow

Doll Clothes

goadete,edzi.adi.g

and

DOD

APPLY

COME AND MEET ALL THE KELLY GIRLS

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

to $650
lap
0'

O'HARE OFFICE

ication analysis at new
nternational head, or tors

manular,

laria9 plant 4 horn Per dol.

mllarad,

wedtdays

22/-8020

011. Pon.

la work pas lima

MINS CLOTHING. sew 6 wort

rim.

537-5052

ANALYTICAL

Must Have Own Transportation.

141145L. A SON

CL 9-0549

"

CHEMIST
scale

2

o.

606 Lee St.

Experienced
Full or Part Time
Salary plus Commission

3040 S. Busse Rd.

For

Day

Come Work For Us!

benefits

JANITOR

720,,7

Invites You Too Seim Patrick's Day PARTY
March 17, from 3 to 7
at our Des Plaines Office

ARLINGTON HTS., ILL.

ell

GOOD WORKM.SHIP.
IR GS. EXPERIENCE. INSURED.

Earth

'

PalNing.

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

CHF., BATHROOMS...

Tailoring

KENNETH A. PEARSON

bring this ad wilily...

ADDITINS, GARAGES. XIT.

Add..

Part Time

to dedu moo NO aPPL *as.

I40.5 OFFICE, ROOM

24249,

DAYS OR NIGHTS
No Experience
Age Open

't*Et TEgl*L=C*

(ONLY FROMELEORIQ
.Dre911'17.

ESWE""

SECT -$650
SOME TRAVEL

FACT RY

1657 Sheriner Rood
Northbrook, Illinois

NEED A TREE CUT? CALL

RUSSELL

112-7654096.

POODLE
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.

Cd161am,

1713usiness Services
SO*L*1.1'1'10*R*A'T

253-310o

School Bus, Inc.

CLEAN MODERN
fore 2 PM. 259-0655

cagiEr'6.7=ZTr'ig

KELLY GIRL

'4'.44ING NEW

WORK IN OUR

320 PAINTS MOST ROOMS

CALL FOR MIMEDIATECONSIDERATION

Wel E. Doyle,

I to 3

439-0923

272.1000

All Crocks Repaired

REAL

Cook County

Chicago, III.

Ea SUPER

2994537.827.0846

Dancing Schools &
Supplies

1720 W. Algonquin

elplulaWr

2:30-5 p.m.

WOMEN

MEN

GALLON VISIT

ART. NTS. DAYCARE CENTER

00

I

BEAUTICIAN

rt,",ennGrl

or apply en

DRAFTSMAN

SALES and SERVICE

copied

EARN MORE a 10% NIGHT SHIFT

TRAINEE

call 854-4652

SPENCER & SONS
Child Care

Paid Training

Good starting salaries, excellent fringe benefits
and congenial work atmosphere 'makes these
positions
endmmely attractive.

Milohnum

co

FLAMING TORCH

2400 E. Devon

2977160
MT. PROSPECT

RECEPTION

Sump Pump

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grave Village
437-2830

Lunch ILO...

EMPLOYMENT

DO, Pr. Pos.°.

Chicago: 346-5090

-

required.

298-5044

256-4650

WAITRESSES

MALE

DRIVERS

SECRETAkYS
One near of .n n,to,ial esparience, good typing'
and ahadhond skills and a high school education

CUTLER -HAMMER, INC.

joke Bldg.

Earn Extra -Cash

Ask

Add + A+ Girl

WILMETTE
AN EQUAL OPPORTUN, EMPLOY.

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONS

all eke sklls.

*us our SOWS PLAN over
ord
cyr al coffee wish

GOOD STARTING SMART PLUS
EXCPUTN1COMPANY BENEFITS. PLEASE CALL

DES PLAINES

,or07;U

mad

MECHANIC

REPAIRMEN'

ADVANCE

NICHOLSON

MRS. MAY

1-1,, 359 4650

N W.

S

415 N Wolf Rd Wheeling

or

Ed

MORE OPP RTUNITIES TO

CARD AND
HOROSCOPE READINGS

439-7620

3201 OLD GLENVIEW ED.

SCHOOL BUS

Coll Mr, Moore.
545.0507

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

QUALITY DECO.TING

'fltT007,0i,ti

KORNER

couple

AUTOMATIC SCREW
MACHINE OPERATORS ;XY
ormin, ononsor,

At least 6 months of keyponch experience on 029
and 059 equipment.

,0111:::,Y.070,=;00",717

LYNN DAVIS
229.7010

WAREHOUSEMAN

ON ALL LABOR

Wm. A. Duguid Co.

DISTRIBUTORS

MR. W. C. WILKE

THEY'RE GREAT!

Mao Expert ReuphOlstety

AFFILIATED

GENERAL OFFICE

::7

METHODE MFG.
CORP.

GENERAL

14 -Personals

50% OFF

Fuf looking for
Home Maintenance

of* showrooms. Nor

110

'APPLY IN PERSON

DOOIE

MODEL AGENCY
BIG PAY! NG STENO

KEYPUNCH
PERATORS

*Or66i O**avoiloble.

olio

5P3.643'groP.

0,0",

work.

26 Help VianIal Women

2M.2525.

Buy teneW

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

t

ninv PM 5or

ZITcot

office

Free hoSpDCWSONDn and

AIRLINE
TRAINEE
RESERVATIONIST

SOS

Publishing House

BE MOD
General

FFICE

GENERAL

Some office experience, light typing skills and a
high school education requred.

TYPIST

'

week.
39,0000

Damon

aptitude and a high ,chool educallon required

APPL P PERSONVEL DEPT

Methodist
299-6629

life insurance. 3756 hour

rg*:a°-

Good c.pour..

WINTER SALE

DRUMM 259-,1016

OrIves

Slobs
Free Rummage

Automobile Service

11;saa. Free.

S

PAYROLL CLERKS
One year of payroll experience or 2 year. of
general account!, background a good figure

IVY,

Ploi.s,

Des

Mechanical

SLIP COVERS

ond Wall Washing
George Klein 292-2401

Call: 392.47.

TRAYS. PR.

Miner.
217.3535.

Slip Covers

No

ALLEN CONCRETE

INCLUDE TIME Off PROGRAM!

TYPIST

, RECEPTIONIST6,11i69
....Le
es. ARE YOUR

CONTACT job workina in plush

TRY A NEW JOB AT

BEER
as

TRW ELECTRONICS

Cl 3-4950

n.

In

and use all Basic
guava Good sterilise rare.

beet.

pN em

rokior Ed Krys.

EXPERIENCE

OWN

666-3443

ivory

Co
111

$150 WEEK

Chicago

An Equal Opporlen.

Illinois,.n
nIt,ngee

tne's'Ir.'w P'cg, sal

N*LR;ISGAC'E'Ll'gR

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

020.112EIRST

.

and bond.

pluI

Dort

rifo to,, II Res en on ttAll
Vf10115 COMPLETE TRAILING

26 Help Wanted Women

16 Help Wanted Women

far lg. olor

ed

e

cagy

too

tab cams na famous

Finning ICOIS PUBLIC CON,

CUSTODIAN AND
MAINTENANCE
helpful.

Pe

Nearing Aids

362.1813

TRAINEES

Fam pay

rise warm Bon:in.
0.Ianr roorkire ea.ons

n,3

TERRACE SUPPLY

SIGN PAINTING Show cord wrll.
`.703 9630

Painting & Decorating

NEOW..bbart

134.011 and Found

74,10

An Service

18 Help Wanted Women

LADIES
fo

OFFICE

INSPECTOR

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

FULL TIME

Sign Painting

MEDICAL

SHEET METAL
FABRICATOR

TWO GIRL

Solory commensurate with experience and encelXnt growth potential Including 100% legion
reimburlentent. Call, apply. or send resume to

DRIVER

B99-54.

COUNTRYSID.URNITURE

NO

age

CALL 259.9200, Err. 58

Mr. Paul Felts.

All Makes.
Rea. Coll laher a PM.

Air Conditioning

26 Help Wanted Women

21 Help Wanted Women

AIRLINES HIRING

La Salle Paconnel

Laborers & Janitors

der.

827-7880

Sewing Machine Repair

SHAROLL'Inr"'39,4-1045

Be Receptionist
Popular
Children's Clinic

296-5586

The saccssestul applicant must bo a high school
graduate and have at Masi 6 months experlence
on HONEYWELL Tape System and wing Easy Ca-

part time
Permanent
No
janitors.
evening
weekends, no holidays.

384-3528

wear

FINISHERS Sprayer

MOONLIGHTERS

Musical Instructions

Furnitum Refinishing

od

25 Employment hums Women

298 2770

CABINET MAILERS

PROGRAMMER

IN THE

255 72000'296 6640

Des

ELI( GROVE V LLAGE AREA

WANT AD

TIMATES. CALL EL8.6913

HEMMING 6 ALTERATIONS

1661 N. NorthwesI Nwlx
Pork Mdge

e

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

BRICK AND STONE WORK FIRE.
PLACES AND REPAIRS. FREE

"707

'1"1:0'1:CST'CATE'RING CL 50033

GRRAT*IL4637

EDMOND

cgting plant
Plaines..

In

WANTED FOR
OUTDOOR
CONSTRUCTION

CALL 392 1927

New nheet metal fabn

PUBLISHING HOUSE

rwTakmm 4sTH ra 12
Sturdays.

otn g

-

Excellent fnnge benefits

An eguel opportueny en1P102eI

ALLERALIONS

Furnace installation

METHODIST

PHONE 255-7230

Wed.

For

LlTSeralgO*;:ral
392.6B17
Wil.ms

TrnrT

PATCH'S PANTRY

omplete

Day Flat.

budding

la sollo Gal

bri

DR's GIRL -$525

GET RESULTS
PHONE

RELIABLE MAN

electrical

24Help granted Men

nar.fy

537.1200

Floor Refinishing

lerV

Day Want Ads Worh

Piano Tuning Services

REVERS MASON.

machinery
general
montenance

1 Blocks So of Mahon

{DAY WANT ADS
m

orld

lawn. and Gus

Masonry

Floor Maintenance

Carpet Layer

'Alterations

940

affac oe Oralrtion .6 num,-

255-7200 oR 296-6640

eXperienC0

La Salle Personnel

aro be made M tbs cr ant ni

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY
CALL

RECORD CLERIC
Must be 810 chool nrodeole

298 2770

deperment

in soh. Rho mntatan

CALL ONE NOW.

community

'SAMS TRAINEES $/(1P

atta of ram ha frit, the
drusktiml

25 Employment Mene, lifte, 120 Employment Agencies Women

MAINTENANCE

INVENTORY

01056 the fiat Honk., et
Hay odvontsagend e id in

offered by reputable business people in your
Consult this doily guide of reliable nervicen

Cl Help Wanted Men

BUS

CHECK WNW AOSI
AMantnen ore overrated to

P95,.. 21

I huradas Marsh 12 1970

24 Help Wanted Men

2441elp Wanted Men

23 ImpIoyment Agermicc-Nien

An equal oPpo.niryemPIWer

CENTEL
SYSTEM

central telephone comp any Of Wind

Illinois Bell
To start your application by phone, 611656.992Z
Man.Fri.,Bam-Opm, &Sat. 9am.lpm.

44->.

Thursday, March 12, 1970
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31 -Rummage &GarageSale
26 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

LEGAL SECRETARY

sume responsibility as "right
arm" in challenging non -routine work. Good secretarial
skills required but legal experience not essential. Ideal
working conditions at O'Hare
Lake Office Plaza. One -girl office.
Call Mr. DiLeonordi, 298-3170

Galleon Wy, Des

ability. Good starting
salary with company
benefit program in-

QUENTIN SCHOOL '

Plum Grove Rd. at

Day Want Ads j
Sell Things Faster

CALL

Northwest Day
AND

Arlington Day
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

We have an interesting position

in our office for a gal with a
good figure aptitede. Some

Prospect Day

typing or office experience desired but not a must for sharp

117 S. Main Street

Des Plaines Day

alert girl. We have a friendly,
congenial modern office conveniently locoted in Wheeling,

MANAGER

722 Center Street

just minutes from your home.

If you like people and have
had any credit or supervisory
experience; we have a job for
you. As Credit Manager, you
will supervise the bookkeeping

Good salary, profit sharing, tui-

tion aid and group insurance.
Call fpr appointment.

26 -Help Wanted Women

wanted my Elk Grove
home, 5 days a week, 2 children.
Sitter

ad-

$550 FREE

298-5021

Wideceope

Wheeling

411 N. Wolf Rd.

(Higgins &
Mannheim)

111

SPIEGEL CATALOG
ORDER STORE

Des Plaines, III.

PERSONNEL

10 S. Dryden, Arl. Hts.

HIGH COST

255-7500

Solve your money problems with a

Allen: Mfrs. Junk gears

Chambers oven & broiler $50.
120 Bass amp. accordion. 12
coffee

45C

Electric

switches.

Mowers

ZENITH TV 21" console
UHF- $65
255-4815

Meat slicer; large pictures; book
shelf; many paper backs & Nat.
Geo, magazines; maple corner
cabinet; portable golf cart. Antiques; wicker hi -chair; trunk;
clocks; glassware; china; silver
tea service. Call before 2 P.M.
827-3733

in your used clothing &
we will sell it for you. We pay
cash for cut glass, hand painted china & antiques.
104 S. NORTHWEST HWY.
FL 8-5251

March 13, Ilam-5pm

Harris Pontoon boat, 33
H.P. Evinrude motor, 3 seasons
old. $1200. 255-2069

2 avocado upholstered chairs.

set.

rm.

Dining

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

Kindly phone 392-9814

Bdrm. fury., dinette set w/swivel
chairs, avocado carpet. Gd.

44 -Dogs, Pets & Equipment

cond. B -B -Q grill. 296-8335

Name Brands-lst Quality.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

2815 Old Higgins Rd.
Elk Grove
DELANE SURPLUS SUPPLY CO.

300 ft. SW of intersection
Touhy & Elmhurst Rds.

358-1168

wks.,

bunkbds $20; trundle beds
$50; reclining chins $50; studio
couches $75; Bassett mph. dres-

dachshund/cocker.
Call 827-3078
-

ser bdrm sets $165; many others; Bassett baby turn., dying
rm sets, desks, kit, sets, up to
50% off; 10 pc. corn. grp,
Sit -N Sleep $165; 20 vol. encyclopedia $35; Hollywood

Female Daisy Dog needs boy
friend (another Daisy Dog). Call
255-6575

Labrador Retriever, 10
mos. Ch. Sired. AKC. $150. Afte,
5 I.M. 299-5865
Black

beds $40.
MARJEN DISCOUNT

SPECIAL!

8121 Milwaukee, Niles, Ill.

White Collar Girls

255-7200

OP AAIKRICA. INCORPORATED
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

Man and wife for cleaning
offices part time eves.
in Rolling Meadows. Exp.
preferred. 392-5345

part time oppor. for
ambitious personable ind. to
work comm. route in nearby
suburbs. Exc. earnings. Car nec.
Call Mr. Gibson, 325-2263 or

MATERIAL RECORDS

PART TIME

Aptitude for figures, accurate
daily posting. Typing not ne-

Tel-

cessary, but helpful.

COOKS
I

Apply in Person
or

NEED 3. Institutional back-

ground helpful. New Nursing

Call 827-6155

Center opening very soon.

TYPIST

Sublet - Apr. 1 -6 rm 2 Bdrm Lge

Apt. Air cond., Pool. 2 children'
Sublet
Stove

2
8,

bdrm.

DesPl.

1

bedrm, air cond, pool,

gyro convenient to all
$185. af.5pm. 299-6349.

GENERAL AMERICAN
TRANSPORTATION

Elk Grove

593.6990 for app't

CORP.

Call Ed Surek

2-3 days and Saturdays. Roll-

CULLIGAN, INC.

Reichardt Cleaners
310 N. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

1669 Marshall Dr.
Des Plaines, Ill.
(1

Mt. Prosp. 4 bdrm., 21/2 baths,

PALATINE/ROWNG MEADOWS

One Bedr. Apartments
5160

Immediately Available. Carpet
and all Appliances included.
HOWARD SPROAT & CO

DES PLAINES - 2 bdrm garden
apt in 3 flat. Immed occupancy
Adults preferred $195. Wk days

'aft 7 pm 439-2262

BR Apt. for sublease, Ph
baths, paneled foyer; patio overlooks lake & pool. Occup. May 1. '
$250. Call wkdays oft 5,2531408 or wkends anytime.

Call for Appointment
358-7844
MT.
1

(Timberlake)

PROSPECT

& 2 Bedrm. Apts. (parklike

setting). Reasonable rental inAppliances, TENNIS
cludes
COURT & SWIMMING POOL.
1444$. Busse Rd. 439-4100
(Va mile west of Rte 83...
Between Dempster & Golf)

lg. Liv. Rm. & sep. Din. rm., panel.

DANA

ed tam, rm. & basement, kitchen
cabinets galore, 21/2 car gar.

POINT

1

4 bedroom split level brick & ce-

you're beautiful !

Living

Rms-19'

Bedrms-

... carpeted kitchens

bdrms, 21/2 baths, age 41/2 yrs.

conies

with

dishwashers,

blk. South of Oakton, 3 blks.

west of Mt. Prospect Rd.)

disposals,

self-cleaning ovens, frost -free
double door refrigerators ...
Featured with all apartments:
Health Club, Sauna, pith 'n'

Central air-cond. Nylon wall to
wall carpet, custom made drapes, bit in oven & range, dish
washer & disposal, basement,
enced in backyard, 2 car alt.

putt golf, and lounge in each
building w/fireplaces. Special

gar. $42,900. 296-1324

Security Features incl, closed

circuit TV & private guard patrol. All completely soundproof
and fully carpeted.

Furnished

Models

Twelve/Oaks
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

Career opportunities - steady employment with an aggressive
growing company. Excellent working conditions, top starting
salary - paid vacations. Birthday holiday - free uniforms and
meals - stock purchase plan - paid pension plan free life,
accident, death and dismemberment insurance - free sickness
and disability insurance. Previous experience not essential but
helpful. We will train you and pay you while you learn.

7

till

'0

0

BEN PEKIN CORP.

Contact HirriToday
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Mt. Prospect

An equal opPortunity employer

Will Train You

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

$2.25

HELP

PER HOUR

IN YOUR AREA

5 Raises 1st Year

for the following categories.

the inside
story ..

225 N. Arl. Hts. Road
Elk Grove Village
I block north of Higgins
new Toll Way interchange

-Big, Beautiful interiors with plenty

CALL 439-8020

of wall and closet space.

-FREE wall-to-wall carpeting in living
room, dining room and bedrooms.
-FREE individually controlled heat.
-FREE dual master TV antenna.
-Completely equipped kitchens with
FREE gas cooking, 14 Cu. ft. refrigerator.

82Wanted to Rent

Young woman needs one room.
Vicinity Mt. Prospect depot. Call
after 5 P.M. Cl. 11119

On

freezer, dishwasher and sink disposer.

20 ft. sq. plot for summer gardening close to Rolling Mdws.
M. Hoey, 359-0214

CALL N OW!

' IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
1111C

1 & 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH

o Cabinet Wirers

695-3440
For

.. including FREE use of tennis courts, swimming OM
pools, recreation facilities, parking, and limousine WI
service to train station.

Personn'el Office - 297-5326.

Day or Evening
Interviews

Wanted: space for small machine shop. Must be able to do
light paint spraying. Des Pb. or

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Furnished Model Apartments Open Daily- OD

Des

& Sunday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Corner IC
Central and Wilke Roads, just north of

lish, 3 bdrm., 11/2,b8.,Infid. kit,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Algonquin Rd. (Rt. 62) in beautiful Arlington Heights. Watch for Twelve/Oaks: 5;
signs.

Wolf

Road

Des

Plaines

.

- An Equal Opportunity Employer

COMPUTER

-MLS
96-Real Estate-Wanted

.

DONE OUT TODAY OR 'CALL '3943050'i

Plaines -Cumberland, By
Owner, 7 rm. brick 8.,.stone Engw/2.

H -W, AC., frplc., crptd., drps.,
or. schls, train. June occup. Assumable $39,500. Call
296-7206

66 -Business Opportunities

cond. $1750. CL 3-5296

matic. $50. Call
537.0053

Established Sewer & Septic Service business with equipment.
Call 255-1680

Olds Cutlass, 4 dr., Sed.,
P/S, P/B, one owner, low mile'68

age, exl., cond. Best Offer $1795
537-7954

.101 -Automobiles Wanted

'65 PLYMOUTH SPORT FURY,
convertible, black with white
top, gold interior. Best offer.
392-4251

1962 Studebaker 4 dr. V8. Over

drive. AM/FM. Over 20 M.P.G.

steel trailer,
$120. Jeep 1/2 ton pick-up 4 wh/
dr $200. good cond. 827-8992

tyc. running cond. $150.
392-5739 after 4:30 P.M.

Shasta travel trailer. A-1
cond. Sink, stove, icebox, sleeps 6
comfort. $1250. 537-6926

or best

16'

57 Cadillac, 4-dr, all power, $50

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

More Than 340
Salespeople

Will Ildp You

offer; -56 Chevy con-

vert., auto., best offer; '54 GMC
Telephone Truck, Best offer.
253-1440

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

'65 Mercury 2 dr. Gold w/gold

CORSAIR 1970 TRAVELER
SYCAMORE
KING OF THE ROAD

STARCRAFT

Tent Trailers -Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. Eat
McHenry
815-385.6333

vinyl top. P/B, P/S, P/VV. New ex-

haust system, shocks & brake
linings. Recent tune-up. 6 tires
& wheels. Clean & in gd. cond.
439-4226 after 530.

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING
Shading

0 Lacing

Webbing

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

Hondo 305 Scrambler, excellent
cond, but needs 2nd gear, $400.

Panel Painting
Candy Colors
0 Fogging
Metal Flaking
ASK FOR KEN

WE SPECIALIZE

Excellent condition $175
255-7144

IN QUALITY 2ND CARS

Honda 160CB. $275
Excellent condition
359-0945

'63 Volkswagen Sunroof, white
1966 engine
$595.
'64 Ford Galoxie 500 V-8 auto.,
pwr. stg. Sharp car
$495
'62 Dodge Lancer, 4 dr. 6 auto.,
$295
Pwr. stg. Nice car
63 Corvair coupe Excellent
runner
$195
'64 Riviera -Loaded .... $1195

1969 Honda CB 350. $550. Call
'after 6 P.M.
CL 9-1792

"THE CHOPPER SHOP"

.. for
CUSTOM painting, complete cus-

CHOOSE NOW FROM OVER
70 CARS

tomizing and molding. All work
guaranteedl
Call Ken
741-9487

296-6127
600 E. NW. Hwy. Des Plaines

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'65 Plymouth 4 dr., 8 cyl., auto.
tr.,

894-9238

741-9487

537-6233
1969 SUZUKI 80 CC

R & H, snow tires, clean.

$700. 296-3901 aft. 5.

The Boss
Says,

'64 Cadillac Fleetwood, beauti-

brakes 80 HP motor, 2 snow tires.
394-0599 after 7 pm.

1

'67 Cougar XR7, fully equip'd,
air, vinyl top, excellent
$1870. 358-0127.

cond.

Chevy good body, runs

goad -needs rings $50.
437-6588
1964 Dodge Dart, snow tires
with wheels - $500.

DICK WICKSTROM

CL 3-3552

"THE BOSS"

1966 red VW, new snow tires,
excellent condition, best offer.

Seeing Is

CL 9-3512
1970 Black Mustang Mark I.
Full power. Auto. 300 H.P.

Believing

$3295. 537-7900 days.

CADILLAC '68, fully equipped,
A/C, low mileage. Like new.
$4500. Owner. 381-2682

'64 Line. Continental - 4 door.
Black. Loaded incl. Fact. Air. Re1967 CAMARO, automatic, pow-

er steering, In service niu:It sell.
CL 3-4162

'63 Pontiac Grand Prix.
Very clean car
299-0474 oft 4pm

1963 Pontiac Grand Prix 2 dr.
H.T. P/S, P/B. Exc. cond. $500.
647-9306 or 437-2300 oft. 5 P.M.
1962 VOLKSWAGEN ENGINE
$100
.
259-4964

'65 Chevy Impala 4 dr. hdtp.
white, P/S, A/T, Radio, exc. tires,
Sharp. $895.358-1761

V-8,

1967 IMPALA
2 door hardtop,

glide,

power
steering,
miles.

power

11000

actual

$1495

1968 CHEVELLE

STATION WAGON

V-8, power glide, power
steering.

$1895
1965 OLDSMOBILE

4 door, automatic, power steering.

MULTIPLE LISTING

1961 VW - runs good, excellent
tires- $100. After 6 call

$845

REAL ESTATE SERVICE

359-6759

DICK WICKSTROM

e.......Cooltivg the Grad Nottjines

0v. range, "(lisp., dishwshr,.

-sip. din, rm., Iv rm, frt. porch,
patio, fin, bsmt, att. gar., gas

console & gauges. Immaculate

possesed. 296-6127

TRANSFERRED?

YO 5-3942

ITT
2000

IOARD OF REALTORS

Mt. Prosp. area. Back of a store,
basement or garage???

APARTMENTS FROM $190 TO $250

If interested, please come in or call'

110RiNWEST SUIURIANI

Office Space Available.
Why drive to the loop?

-Air conditioning.

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers'

1

610 sq.. B. -office in downtown
Arl.
Hts.
avail. March
15.
Call after 5pm. 259-4901

80 -To Rent Office Space

Store #502

,

1961

o investments?

Phone: 956-1110

*

CALL 392-1130 for App't

S. S. KRESGE COMPANY

to mortgage money?

'67 Chevelle SS 396, 4 spd. Trans.

'61 Chevy Impala. 4 door. Auto-

'68 Opel LS 2 dr. sedan, new

tp a new home?
'

INFORMATION
0

Rd. Mt. Prospect.

can solve your
Arlington

FOR RENTAL

after 12 noon.

Silvertone 2 channel bass amplifier, exc. cond. $80. 9 AM to 6 PM
Tues. thru Sat4 1326 W. Central

ful, full power, like new tires
$1295. 392-7410

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

mile west of Northwest Highin

1964 Chevy 2 door hardtop.
Good condition $650. 537-3694

$59.50l El Rey, CL 3-0180

A member of the Northwest
Suburban Board of Realtors

Dusk.

Located on CENTRAL RD., one

1657S. Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.
0

Open

Days a week -10 AM.

way (Rte -141
Heights.

FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS

REALTOR

From $215

stick, heavy

National amp $89.50!
$82.50 Kay, 12 string guitar, new,

$129

Your

Professional

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Sat. March 14, 10:00 am

999 Elmhurst Road

Assume 51/2% Mtge. 7 rms. 3

H.T.,

duty clutch. $300.00.
827-2466.

DES PLAINES- BY OWNER

Why pay high interest rates!

'62 Catalina

After 6, 359-6759

seda -Palatine, Mid 40's,
359-0945

Formal Dining Rooms, walk-in
closets, 2 baths, circular bal-

Aft. 8:30 P.M. '392-1178

Off. After 5 P.M. 394-5124

CONN student clarinet w/case
& music stand, like new, $100.

dar, 6 yrs. old. Attached 2 car
garage, newly decorated. Drapes & curtains included. In Re-

LAKE SHORE LIVING
IN THE SUBURBS
22'

yr. old, corner lot, trans. Mid

413's. 437-0788

1,2 and 3 BEDROOMS

Custom Fabrication Div.

ing Meadows area. Apply at

avail. mid -June. 537-7813

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

tor Bldg., carpeted, appliances,
air conditioning. Swim Pool!
Convenient to Shopping.
Phone: 253-6300
280 N. Westgate, Mt. Prospect

COUNTER SALES

High Schl Boys, Girls

Plaines -Rosemont. 439-0544

Westgate Apts.

trans.

2

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

Wheeling 3 bdrm. 2 bath, patio,
den, fam. rm. drapes & carpet.
Many extras, walk to schools

1

1&2 Bedr. Apts., New Eleva-

garden Apt.

refrig. $156 and util.

Also, Misc. turn. 439-1896

CLERK

known company. Earn $60
working 12 hours per week.
ly

college preferred.
ephone 824-1067.

14 -To Rent Apartments

O.K. $222.50 mo. 956-0962.

aft. 6 P.M. 437-7388

Some

CL 3-2378

27 -Help Wanted Men & Women

or

Full

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Radio. Very good runner. $175.

body. Mechanically sound. $1425 or best

500 2 wheel all

Vacant

63 Chevy II stick:
very clean
825-4059
'62 Pontiac. Auto. trans. P/S, P/B.

'56 T -Bird. Mint

55 -Musical Instruments

102 -Trucks, Trailers

New
bedrm, heated, appliances, laundry facilities, vic. Des

CALL 362-0204

70 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

good condition. 362-3896

BONUS MOTORS 296-6127

1 YEAR LEASE.

Sleeping room, tile bath, private
entrance, gentlemen.

,111

'

Overlooking Country Club.
2 bedrooms. Stove and
refrigerator furnished.

11/16" slate bed. $2000.00
when new - now $600.00. Very

WE PAY TOP $$$
FOR CLEAN USED CARS

74 -To Rent Apartments

- -MUNDELEIN

Regulation size pool table, 41/2' x
9',

Open 7 days til 9-966-1088

I
Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

48 -Sporting Goods

FURNITURE AND BEDDING

12" Schnauzer, male. 1 c
mos. Very reas, to right family.
Tiny

358-7245

4 -To Rent Apartments

1968 Gray VW. Auto. Tr. Gas,
heater. Exc. Cond., $1550. Call
137-3434

hideaway bed sleepers $138;

To be given away -9 Week old

Copmercial

Full power. Like new.
Call 298-4376

Distrubutor

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE

salt & pepper, champ. sired, $80.
259.3473

after 7pm or

'66 T -Bird

824-2175

Chrome dinette set w/4 chairs;,
Motorola Hi -ti, good cond., Reas.
439-0692 A.M. or P.M.

puppies

1962 FORD RANCH WAGON, 6
weekends. 392-4538

Reasonable.

Must be in operating condition.
5 H.P. minimum. Private party.

11

cyl., $100, Call

Needs touch-up. Also many mist
items. Call during day. 239-7320

Large or small.
274-5300
Mr. Gold

Schnauzer min. male

your home.
5. Terms available

cond. $400. 359-0558

CASH

'65 Ford V8. 4 dr. A/T. P/S. Good
tires & brakes. Exc. cond. $695 or
offer. 392-8673
1966 Red VW. low mileage. Exc.
cond., $875. Call
394.2330

Custom built din. set, 6 chairs,
oak pedestal table. China. Exc.

IN WORKING OR REPAIRABLE
CONDITION CL 3-1927

Pontiac Cabling convertible,
1964, automatic, P/S. P/B, exc.

4.See large samples in

$35 each. Good condition.
437-1977

USED BASE CITIZENS BAND SET,

N)4,1,./4 ?4-

UNUSUAL position with national-

An Eva] Opportunity imployer

Good

Soria matresses $20; queen sz.
sets $90; king sz. sets $135;

P.M.

Want to Sell..Buy..Rent?

27 -Help Wanted Men & Women

MODERN PLANT
NO TIME CLOCK TO PUNCH
PAID VACATION 1st YEAR
HOSPITALIZATION
PROFIT-SHARING.

with mirror, chest.
cond. Peas. 296-6901
ser

Private party wants to buy OLD
CLOCK, any type. Must be rea-

CL 3-9407

NEW SURPLUS TOOL

I. Closing out stock
2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation

Bedroom set; double bed, dres-

ler, buggy. dresser. 392-0619

sonable. 259-5520

60% OFF

cond. 362-1507

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

WANTED. Baby turn., 6 yr. crib,
mattress, playpen, carscat, strol-

-

40%

Blue Merle Collie. Loves children.
Needs big yard. AKC. $50.
259-9216 after 4 P.M.

puppies. Male. AKC. Reasonable.

Residential

392-5230

MRS. DUNNE

mixed

home. 255-8828

Other fine carpets available.

sories, abrasives, machinery.

Chair, $10. Misc. After 4

puppies,

'64 Dodge Dart 4 dr. sedan, exc.
cond., orig. owner, radio, P/S. A/T
best offer 392-1067

CARPETING

breed, are looking for a good

Lookin' for lovin'. 3 white poodle

724-6006

Ford '64 Galaxie, 2 dr. HT, V-8,
auto., P/S, 352 eng., radio, $650

new tires. $125
537-7035

253.4711

by installer
Heavy SHAG CARPET $4.95 sq.
yd; NYLON ?LUSH 53.95 sq. yd.

mechanic hand tools, machine shop cutting tools, acces-

Stereo, $90. Ironer, $20. Crib, $5.

adorable

5

1960 Ford Wager). 4 dr. Auto.
P/S. R/H. Good tires & cond. $85.
255-0476

erees. 439-7740

triever, loves children, mainly
house pet. Reasonable. 827-4392

24 ft.

Chevy 2 door, good condi-

tion. Best offer. Call after 5 p.m. 827-8982

1960 Buick. Runs good. Almost

5 yr. old female Labrador Re-

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

'51

Being sold from builder's deluxe model homes. 40% to 60%
off. Free Delivery. Cash or

CL 3-0619

Wanted: Used rider lawn mower.

Daily & Sat. 10 to 4
Friday 10 to 8

MODEL HOME FURNITURE

POODLE, male, small miniature,
7 weeks old. $35

1969 Dodge Polar° 4 dr,
air cond, P/S, P/B, 8 mos old

$2500 39^ 0527

Des Plaines Aft 7

392-1017 aft. 6 p.m.

Shabonne Trail, Mt. Prospect
March 11 & 12, 11am-9:30pm

4

chairs, lamps, beds etc. In very
good cond. 933 Graceland Ave,

Golden Retriever pups. AKC.
Field and Hunting stock. X-rayed.
$100 & up. 259-7416

Buick LeSabre Convertible
Full power Mechanically sound

'64

$400 541-2517

Because of DEPARTURE. Furniture Sale. China cabinet, buffet,

SCHNOODLES

358-9292

$119,95

112 -Automobiles For Sale

W

model homes Will separate We

Christmas day
puppies may be seen by calling

Auto, garage door opener. Never
used. Has all desirable features.

COME IN ANC/ REGISTER

an equal oppoKunity employer

START

Cart 41/2 H.P. engine $90. 8 track
tape stereo, $85. 392-7310

sink with faucet, $25. 537-8358

G. E. Washer and Gas Dryer. like
new. Bargain at $300.

No fee

DES PLAINES

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

Toy poodles, $75, adorable white
males, blk. female, 6 wks. Raised
w/ children. 432-8873

Local or Loop

700 NORTHWEST HWY.

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

House Trailer, 9 x 32, $480 Go

deliver Cash or Terms
537-1930

42 -Wanted To Buy

STORE
Come in and browse around bargains galore. All types of

Free brush up practice

FREDERICK POST

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

$145 FL 8-6947

for Easter 259 0262

Re 1 Estz.te

TELEDYNE

WHY NOT

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

For Sale: 16' Boat w/ 35 Hsp Motor, and trailer $600.00
392-3473

self defr. Refrig.
Bottom freez. 30" Kenmore gas
range. Both very gd cond. Asking
$125 ea. White dbld. bowl steel

259-4357
Hide -A -Bed. Best nylon material.
Like New. $125. Call
529-5245

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

MR. ROBERT JONES

GIRLS

Darling Min Poodles Exc blood
lines AKC Shots 8 wks Will hold

Cash only. No dealers please.

"NOW & THEN JOB"

OR SEE

An equal opportunity employer

electric typewriter, fully
overhauled, excellent condition

Kelvinotor,

pyrometer,

kiln,

re -

CARPET CLOSEOUT

299-4131 aft 6pm

14" ceramic
kiln -sitter.

each,

$40

$10, palm trees. 827-8992

Mt. Prospect area. West. washer,
$25. Frig. elec. range, $30. Good
cond. 358 0816
Pool 18' x 4'
$30

IBM

Keep carpet cleaning problems
small -use Blue lustre Wall to
wall. Rent electric Shampooer

Bring

Boy's Schwinn Typhoon bike, 16",
banana seat, spider handle bars.
$25. 824-0954.

21' Colonial TV console is
$75 Like new Call after 6
259 4426

SPRING ANTIQUE FAIR 8, SALE
MT. PROSPECT COUNTRY CLUB

PALATINE RESALE SHOP

brass material for sale.
827-7540

Topaz ring, 141< Cult pearl neck
lace, no clasp, $14 537-3346

DACHSHUNDS AKC registered
12 weeks old 3 males -1 female
Adorable $85 each 279 2871

34 -Arts and Antiques

$1. Ben Franklin, 1920 S. Wolf Rd.
Prosoect Hts,

41 Home Furnishings -Furniture

44 Elogs,Pets &Equipment

14K Jade, gold ring,

maker $5. 529-7137

fine

--

TEMPORARY

299-3455

272-1000

new $75. 255-7027 aft. 7 pm.

392-7261

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

Communication pool and
order writer. Use teletype
equipment between this
office and branch offices.
Type up orders received
here on IBM type billing
machine.

blue,

&

10 in. Tilted Arbor saw, extensions and accessories. 392-5311
after 6 P.M.

OF LIVING

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

gr.

w/alum. tble & anchor stand,

'ncome in your home. Spare time
537-5499 aft. 5 PM

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

Hart.

For More Information

umbrella,

Patio

Jr. Secretory

vancement opportunities. Reply in confidence. For interview appointment call Mrs.

17

cu. ft., $40. 827-5904 after 6 pm

Ladies: Learn how to earn 2nd

537-6900
Mr. James Levy

dise discount, paid vacations,

Our rapid expansion has mode
available several openings you
can qualify for with experience
or as a beginner.

AMANA 2 door
Refrigerator/Freezer Comb.

4 3 7- 7628

collection activities and
some soles work. Position pays
good salary. Many top employee benefits including merchanand

DICTAPNOME

miscellaneous

sizes,

SANKYO dual 8 movie projector.
4 months old -$130.
259-8863 aft 6 p.m.

LL-

FOR FIGURES?

TYPISTS

all

Rugs

DO YOU HAVE
A GOOD HEAD

CREDIT

bars. Racing saddle. $68
537-3743

frig. $20, 6 yr old orange trees

misc. items. 894-5163

Milwaukee at Dundee

Schwinn varsity sport 10 spd.
bike. Green, light weight handle

lawn

chairs, new dishes and other

537-0020

593-7941

er $250, 2 Toro hi cut 21" reel
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Phone for appointment now.

Gas range, 2 ovens, coppertone
Used 2 mos Call of ter 5 30 P M

910, 4sp Toro riding lawn mow-

666-5885

Paid Vacation
Profit Sharing
Paid Insurance

CLERK

Fri.,

12

14, 9 AM to 4 PM

(Transportation to door)

YOU
SECRETARIES

Rt.

Mar. 13, noon to 8 PM Sat., Mar.

cluding non-contributory
profit sharing.

sition.

NEEDS

Hsehold,

P

Air cond., TV, fans, antiques,
much misc. March 14, 15, 10 - 6.
9 Dierks, Bensenville.

6

Must have good typing

We have an immediate opening for a bookkeeper. No no.
perience necessary for this po-

CULLIGAN

S

Bicydes, trains, clothing, misc.
Mon., Mar. 16th, 1. to 7 P.M. 1323
S. Fernandez, Arl. Hts.

GENERAL OFFICE
WORK

BOOKILEEPRIG

471

3,

baby misc , furn , etc

FOR

as-

to

12 & 13, 9 to

Mar

MATURE WOMEN

Des Plaines attorney seeks pa

excellent

Deluxe built logos oven & range
top, excel cond Will deliver
Very reasonable 537-1926

Ladies

Garage Sale Mar 14 & 15,9 to

BABY SITTER DAYS

hospitalization,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

5 Furn , drum, toys & much misc
221 N Elmhurst, Mt P

Vicinity Orchard Place School
827 7559

vote secretary willing

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Call Any MAP
Multiple Listing Realtor

For Personal Service

1965 Mustang convertible, 6 cyl.
stick shift - $795.
255-8876

'68 Chevelle Malibu Coupe. 327
stick. Buckets. Exc. cond. $1850
or best off. Aft. 5 P.M. 394-5124
67 Opel white wagon, exc. cond.
new brakes, 4 spd., R/H. $1095n
'or best offer. 392-4428

CHEVROLET

555 Irving hi Road
529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

,

MOUNT raospEcr
PUBLIC LIBRARY

.41

Telephone

WEATIIER
4

-we

-we

41.10/

255-7200

Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
chalice of snow flurries, loss

in 20s. Tomorrow: Cloudy,
chance of snow flurries,
high In 30s.

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

20 Pages

Friday, March 13: 1970

Volume 4, Number 227

Hospital, county battle
over measles program
What looks like a squabble
between Northwest CommuHospital in Arlington
Heights and the Cook County
Public Health Department
may be developing over who
will be in charge of immuniznity

ing 50,000 northwest suburban area youngsters against
German measles.

In anticipation of an outbreak of the disease, which re-

curs every six or seven years
causing birth defects in unborn children, a group of doctors and nurses' associations in

conjunction with Northwest
Community

Hospital

has

been working with local elementary school districts to set
up a vaccination program.

Health officials hope to immunize the youngsters to prevent their for spreading German measles, also called three-

day measles and rubella, to
women of child-bearing age
who may be pregnant.

Northwest's program plan-

to charge $2 for each

ned

dose of the vaccine, enough to
cover the estimated $1.50 cost
and to provide free shots to all
children who could not afford
to pay.

JUST WHEN Northwest's
Now, hospital officials are
proposed immunization pro- worried that parents and
gram started rolling, with school districts looking forcommitments from drug man- ward to free county treatment,
ufacturers to supply the newly -

which they say may never

perfected vaccine and a tenta- materialize, will delay or detive end -of -April date set for crease participation in the loimmunization at the schools, cal immunization program.

the county public health department announced it would
ACCORDING TO *Dr.
seek state funds to immunize John B. Hall, director of the
Cook
Country county public health departsuburban
youngsters at no charge.
ment, between 200,000 and
suburban county
youngsters fall into the kin-

ing so far in areas as highly
populated as suburban Cook
County.

state for it," Ryon said.
HE SAID the county's pro-,

gram is "all full of ifs" and
might "muddy up, the water so

"IF THE AMOUNT the
state can furnish is sufficient,
we will be able to furnish the

vaccine free of charge," Dr.
Hall said.

But Jack Ryon, Northwest
Community spokesman, said
the county may have trouble
getting sufficient state funds or
reserving enough vaccine
from drug manufacturers.

"All of a sudden we hear
that they've announced Cook
County is going to give
measles shots but we discover
they don't have the money and

are going to have to go to the

you could get in a situation
where nobody will get one off
the ground."
Dr. Hall said his department
is responsible for public health
matters throughout the county
and has to move ahead dispite
efforts being made in one local
area.

"I'm only interested in trying to get the kids taken care
of," Dr. Hall said.
If sufficient state funds are
not available to treat children
to the the sixth grade level, he
said, the age limit would probably be lowered somewhat.

250,000

Box car.destroyed
The Des Plaines fire department was called yesterday
morning to extinguish a fire in

firemen had to cut 8 holes in

a box car at the Chicago &

flames.

Northwestern Rwy. coach
yards in Des Plaines.
Fire Lieutenant Charles

and 700 gallons of water to put

Provenzano said that the box

said that the cause of the fire is
unknown.

car was engulfed in flames and

the side of the car with a gaso-

line driven saw to get at the
It took firemen 40 minutes

out the .fire. Lt. Provenzano

age

dergarten -to -sixth -grade

bracket that he hopes will be
immunized.
"Within the next week or 10

days," Dr. Hall said, "we're
getting together with the state
public health department to

find out what's available."
There have been small immunization programs in other

Though St. Pat's Day is drawing nigh
We view it only with a sigh.
Sure'n dry will be the cup that cheers -Ballots, yes. No booze, no beers.
A dusty pall beclouds our state
And parched dry lips bemoan this fate
While politicians play their game
St. Paddy's Day won't be the same.
--Simon O'Suburb.

areas of the state set up with
state funds, he said, but noth-

Public vs.nonmpublic;

state aid or perish
By Jan Bone
(Last in a Series)

Biggest question for both
those who favor and those who
oppose state aid to non-public
schools: What would happen if
the non-public schools closed?
Rising educational costs are
making it hard for non-public
schools to manage financially.

According to Joseph Stu-

sion, St. Zachary School in
Des Plaines ran a $40,592 deficit in 1966-67; a $84,686 licit in 1967-68; a $79,336 a -e
cit in 1968-69, and an esti-

curred a $70 deficit per pupil
in 1966-67, and that this had
steadily risen to $181 deficit
per pupil in the current school

mated $80,000 deficit in the

According to Stucker's
charts, total St. Raymond ex-

current school year.

cker of Des Plaines, who testi-

rent school year.

fied Saturday before the Elementary and Secondary Non-

showing that

public Schools Study Commis-

year.

penses per student in.the 1970-

ON A PER -PUPIL basis,
said Stucker, the deficit has
gone from $53 in 1966-67 to
an estimated $122 in the curStucker presented a chart
St. Raymond
School in Mount Prospect in-

Rep. Philip Crane (center) acknowledging a standing ovation Thursday evening after his address before the annual meeting of the Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors at the Arlington
Towers Hotel. Crane discussed "Congress' Position on the Money Market." At the right is John
McKay of McKay and Nealis m Des Plaines, president of the Northwest group. At left is Doris
Kendzie of Arlington Heights.

71 school year will be $315,
with income per student projected at $117, for a $198 projected deficit per pupil.

ST. JAMES in Arlington
Heights, planning to raise tuition again, has had a substan-

tial drop in enrollment in the
past few years, said its board
representative Richard White
who testified Saturday:
Next year, expenses in Catholic schools will be higher. Stipends for nuns will rise from

$2,000 to $3,000 with some
additional benefits. Lay teachers salaries will be up by 10 per
cent, and a beginning teacher
with bachelor's degree will
start at $6,630.
Bluntly, Catholic schools
(Continued on page 2)
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Gripe
Of The
Day
Garbage men who empty
cans and leave half the garbage on the ground.
C.B.

High School, 420 W. Dempster, Mount Prospect.

Police said the hopper and
towels

$475,000 in bonds approved
by referendum last August to

bids for the remaining bonds

Vandals yesterday set fire to
a canvas hopper full of terry cloth towels in the gymnasium
hallway at Dempster Junior

the

The River Trails Park District Board voted, last night to
begin advertising for bids on a
$175,000 bond issue which
will be the final portion of the
fund the district's pool project.
The first $300,000 in bonds
has already been sold and the

Towels burn

most of
burned.

River Trails Park District
to advertise for bonds

were

will be received and opened on
April 9 during the board's next
regular meeting.

The board decided to go for
bids on the bonds rather than
to negotiate through Columbia Securities who purchased

district attorney, Roger Bjor-

cent bonding power of ap-

vik.

proximately, $1,331,837, said

BJORVIK SAID that because the bonds must be sold at

Bjorvik.

7 per cent interest or under,

new issue the district will have
a debt of $1,330,000 just under
their legal rate.

the board shoul4 attempt to get
bids.

He said that the bond mar-

ket might be at a point now
where a lower rate could be obtained.
His recommendation in-

cluded that the bonds be retired with a three phasematurity scale of $50,000 in 1983,
$50,000 in 1984 and the final
$75,000 paid in 1985.

The assessed valuation of
district

the first part of the issue, at the

the

recommendation of the park

$53,273,499 with a

is

now

at

21/2

per

HE ADDED that with the

With the $175,000 being
paid over a period of three
years, he said the district can
have all bonds retired by 1986.
He said that in 1982 the final

payment of $35,000 will be
made on the $300,000 issue
and 1986 the final $50,000 is
to be paid on a $850,000 bond
issue, approved in 1966 for
land acquisition, retiring all
bonds now issued by the district.

What's in a name? Plenty to an old-line amily

a0

This Is one of the state highway signs that family historian
Theodore H. Goebbert says lead to the many misspellings of
Goebbert Rd.
to the area- from Germany in

By Bob Casey

namesake Goebbert Rd.
stretches between Golf and Al-

gonquin Rds. may never see
the end of the misspelled fami-

ly name that appears on several

signs along the

311 -mile

road.

Heinrich Goebbert, patriarch of the family who moved

at both the Golf Rd. (Evans-

descendents, many of whom
still live here, have always

ton -Elgin) and Seeger Rd. inwhich
tersections
clearly
spelled Goebbert with two b's.
But in the early 1960's, just

b's.

about the time Forest View

the 1850's, and all of his 178

Any family that's been
around long enough to have a
road named after it at least deserves to have its name spelled
right on the road signs.
But the Goebbert's, whose

A village street sign, at Goebbert and Falcon Rds., has helped add to the confusion aBout how
the old German name is really spelled.

spelled their name with two

WHEN LAND for the road
was donated by the family to

Elk Grove Twp. in the late
1940's and it was first put
through, the road was duly
called Goebbert Rd.

The township highway dehad any
partment never
trouble . spelling the family
name. It 'installed street signs

High School- was completed in

1962, state highway department signs appeared on both
Golf and Algonquin Rds.
warning of the approaching
T -intersections with "Goebert
Rd."

ACCORDING 'ID Theodore H. Goebbert, 73 -year -old
family historian, this was the
-

-

--

-

first time in his memory that
Goebbert came out Goebert,
but it wasn't the last.
Soon the misspelling started

to appear on revised official
county land maps. Sidwell Studios, Inc., which sells aerial
photos and land plat maps, also
lost a "b" somewhere' and

"Goebert Rd." showed up on
its revised maps.

John Best, village planning
engineer for Arlington
Heights said, the 1963 village
map spelled the road's name
with one "b" but the mistake
was soon caught and cor,

rected.

IN 1964, Robert E. Frederick, a registered Illinois land

surveyor from Mount Prospect, drew up a plat map for
S ha I a mar Apartments at
Goebbert and Falcon Rds. and
spelled the name correctly,
'despite a mistake in the county
maps he used for reference.
"I normally check the

The street sign at Golf (Evanston -Elgin) Rd. was put up before the Goebbert Rd. area became
part of the village of Arlington Heights.

"I don't know honestly why

I spelled it with two b's," he
said.

MEANWHILE, THE village public works department
apparently
apparently hadn't gotten the
word. A village road sign was

put up at the intersection by

"but I guess I must not have
because in the county plat

the apartments to let motorists
know they were at the crossing
of "GOebert" and Falcon Rds.
Pretty soon, everyone 'was
confused but the family, which
has steadfastly refused to
change its name.

bOok it's spelled with one 'b.' "

Elk Grove Twp., which

county plat book on the spellrecalled
Frederick,
ings,"

started out pretty well as far as name was spelled correctly.
But in 1968 when Sidwell
Goebbert. Rd. was concerned,
became so flustered that on its revised the plat book page
township. map and street guide showing the other half of the

it not only dropped a "b" but
transposed the

second and

third letters so that Goebbert
Rd. came out a garbled "Geobert Rd."
IN AN APPARENT effort
to clear things up a bit, Sidwell
Studios corrected its previous

error and on a 1967 revised
plat map book page that
showed the east half of Goeb-

bert. Rd., old Heinrich's last

road, the spelling once again
came out Goebert, so that the
loose-leaf Sidwell plat book
now at the village hall shows
different spellings for each
half of Goebbert-Goebert Rd.

The Goebbert's don't really
mind. If they did, they're used
to it by now.
As for the village, well, it's
got other problems to contend
with. One of them is Kirchoff
Rd. Or is it Kirchhoff? ''
.

.

Irish plan St. Patrick's
early
Day celebration
Alta

THE DAY
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Page 2
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-public; state aid or perish

and Lakla. County III 2 017

THERE ARE Magnin Sy
nod Lutheran Schools, but

my the) mad MM. ad to mr
vivo
AND THEY on expecting

Catholic enrollment figures

come Mihaly firm the Arch

paying a Mate income.,
FAWELL'S PLAN ®se
atoll° pubbc vchool distrm if

diocese.

a

Statatics on this and other

Chicago Catholic element.

Clark, head of the Chicago

they have much smaller nUmbers of pupils. In the Northern
Illinois district, Supt. E, K.
Eckert told The Day there
were 115 elementary schools
with enrollment of 18,500 and

Archdiocesan schools. "They
should be allowed to choose

four secondary schools with

County Catholic elementary
schools ,(combined) dropped

total enrollment of 3,100.

5,960 students.

among a variety of educational
opportunities for their yoting-.

The Northern Illinois dis-

that they will Oct it.

'parents should have real
options when it comes to Wm
cation," said The Rot. Robert

freedom for a lot of

Clark told The Day that on
the average, about half of the
cost of 0 Catholic elementary
M5001 was paid for by voluntary contributions of omple in
the parish, and about half from
luition. In high schools, be
aiinost all educational
costs are paid by tuition

elementary, with 4,141 pupils,
the southern Illinois district
has 33 schools with about
3,100 students.

ECKERT SAID that the

"STATE AID is not going
romping° viten or parish con.

trilsitions" he said. "But we
need money to keep going.
include
"All our
stele aid. 1 can't even tell you
what we are going to do if we
&Nit get R.
"We'll have inerrased costs

continua, we would be the
for the affluent.

"We must have state aid If
we are to continue to open
schools."
MOST DISCUSSION

ANOTHER STATE AID
plan,

the

voucher system,

would give parents an 'educa-

tional opportunity grant" at
$48 per grade school pupil and
HP per high school pupil. Estimated first -year appropriation: 826,500,000.
Parents like those at St.

Stephen Protomartyr in Des
think there will be less state

teaching nuna has Melon that ks-A third plan, mentioned by
many schools must him more State Rep, David Rem., as lay
at double dread. Mount Prospect00 is an kennel.% deduction
the state in -

CATHOLIC HIGH school
graduates from the Chicago
Archdiocese are not so apt to
choose religious life or the

pri.thood. 24 per cent did so

Cainty, 111. has 10,121.

in 196612.0 per cent, rn 1967;
1.6 per cent in 1968,u1.9 per
tin 1969.

Catholic high school enrollments. Chicago, 47,680; sub -

urban Cook County, 02.251;

BUT THE REV. Mr. aark
calls it a 'smokescreen,. and

bece.,

se, he oppe,

no.chwouln't get any coon e
o ie on the befit

nursing consultant who
h as flied A Mount Prospect
tor 21 seam fined Wednesday
lainen wine Harper Cob
Board of

'

pitchy. For II years (19544
0965) Mn. Wilson was direcfor Mount Prospect School

Mrs,

and Joseph C.

of An.
lInMon the first announced
on

Mute candidate, will run on
the same platform.
"Mr. Morton is out of town

-

now so we can't work on our
, br6chures (campaign), bur We
have decided to run on the
sane ticket because we have
the same ideas," Mn Wilson
explained,

unite and make sr that er.

is

rid

Elk Grove, Forest

Hersey highsehools in District
214,
Main

dish

(one

agenda for their clesciS100 IS the

choice):

swim steak, pizza, wiener in a
bun. Vegetable (one choice):
whipped potatoes, buttered
carrots. Salad (one choice):
fruit juice, tossed salad, core.
slew, pear -shredded cheese,
molded: strawberry, diced,

pvnY,s

nurse,
her bachelor's de -

she of
from Marquette Univershy and did graduate work rat
Loyola University.
She is a member of the NaSonar Council of Exceptional
Children; the American Hases Asso., the American School
Health Asses.; and the Illinois
grin.

Education

"AS A PERSON who has
been intimately involved and

SHE RECENTLY wrote n al systeMvariety of mem"letter to the editor. odd- ities and St many levels, 1 feel
ding the trustees for their my .ndidacy will be an asset
whore to he
a proposal as a member of the Board of
whereby the
faculty Trustees of Harper College."
arbitrate all grievances
Wi/son said.
arising between the faculty,
"I feel my years of wo.
administration and board.
perience and concern... well
Mrs. Wilson is a teacher's . the flexibility required to
nurse consultant for Sebum- gob that
to
be
burg
servedch strict 54,
an asset not only to the Col She
ry
New Trier lege, but to my fellow citizens
if

Ireland's

Prospect

sandwich o
tuna noodle easSerole, fruit
salad, deed and butter,
o Wm milk.

land.

The Irish Ifellowslup Chit
while dedicated to stre,th
ening the al
8,4 Ira
Americans Imvard their an
cesind homeland hdo pm

perience in etc 'laud Sta.

Navy Nurse Corps,

Mrs. Carrier lives at 1505
Canford Cliffs.

Louis Sehlea, 305 N. Fair Mount Magma a postal

has been awarded a Superior
Accomplishment award and
cheek for $250,

CL 5-7141

Marberry Dr., Prospect
Heights, died yesterday at
Northwest Community Hospiuk

llon, to, 117 S. Moin, Mount

lice, 117 S. thaw.,
,ss9,os

Survivors are her husband,
Anhui 0; two daughters,
Marilyn Durava of Arlington
Heights and Carol Bevorforden

Spring Cmp.0-Rinna

Waugh Friday. by Day PubSco-

OF

hame delhared. Our of
Mwn U.S. mWI nat. S17.00 e

of Buffalo Grove; one

I

grandchild, her mother. Margaret Mitcham of Oklahoma

COM

10-6p.m.

Frederick.

THE CANDIDATES are

SKAMPER

AVION

See famous Cruisers,

Outboards, Inboards, I/0s,

CHATEAU

Dries the Non,. Famlly Mfr.

Sailboats, Houseboats,

*NOMAD

SMO1S .OW19.40,1141
Sun. 11.7WstAdsy$3.11

.Canoes, Pontoons,

12.6p.m.
BE SURE TO REGISTER
FOR

FREE

* FRANKLIN

1970 - 71 FALL - WINTER SEASON
At MAIN EAST H. S. AUDITORIUM
(Des Plaines Head5aar1ors)
PRAIRIE LEE PAINT

Plus Accessories for

GROH AwA711!:* CAMPING INC.

st ell Nontent !ohms Ind Pm

V4 mile West of Rt 59

Petitions must be filed by

gen owa ,911fautel 16 X32

SWIMMING POOL
HEALTH 6 EXERCISE
FAMILY TOGETHERNESS
NO CROWDED BEACHES
NO POLLUTER WATERS
FUN ALL YEAR LONG
GREAT FOR THE KIDS

95

WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR POOL IN MARCH

FREE

LEE EVANS TRIO
o NEW YORK PRO-MUSICA

X
OR

POOL HEATER

231,000 B.T.U.

Retail Value of $459.00

\

Mrs. Chester Hillman - 823-2938

DES PLAINES
Mrs. Clarence Foisted

,

827-8542

MORTON GROVE
'Airs. Andrew Socha - 965-6616

THERE WILL be 37 differ,
eat worldwide franchise corporations at the show, including Chicken Unlimited,
A.15100 Industries, Con.
ven'rat Food Man and Mister
Donut of America. Persons attending the show will receive
containing the Interkit
national Frmchise Assn, rostm and code of ethics. and in-

in-

franchite and the DIOS and
havel this 1 still Mae him very much, and I had hoped that it would cons of franchising.
it
was.
hav been over and done with, which he told me
Seminars will be free but
1 cola talk this over with anyone else. 1 don't want him to lose
the respect of our children and grandchildren and friends. But
to the exhibition
rommce breaking up eventual - admission
would like to know if
hall
will
be
55
for individuaLs
been
ly, or will I hi all alone after a while? My whole life
or family groups. The show
hat
a
little
too
okl
to
dedica tett to him. 41 yeah of marriage.
will he open Farley from 5 to
en ow, again.
10 p.m., Saturday from 10 a.m.
K.H., Des Plaines

m
B..- m
Seminars will be held at 6

10 am. and 4

On dean's list

your pool.

4

It;

ILLY eendaet Peoed lac.
639 MAIN STREET
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS

TAT

.048

CHERYL EXPLAINED,
"1100 cats are judged in four
rings, two all -breed and two

IrtVelYenThS'uhrZy1 '1111:

day and finals are Sunday
'Mt," she added.
speCialty judging
rings means that longhairs and
shorthairs do not compete toint he finals,"nls."av,
mein
cats
heel of their breed, compete in
the finals for final wins which
include Best Novice, Best
Open, Hest Champion. Best

gett,

Grand Champion and

Best

Cat." said Cheryl.

White Mending a em WOw

Indiana in

Fort Way/re,

in

1968 Cheryls parents pm-

,.
ma..

,

With

l'ecTrocdctIl'ef wTiftebOnhoeueisat.

Cheryl

An "Abbie" should be free

out the quality

and for
Of your

bars

;aiir,teo,gr

and ways to Mb
rove them"
ov,,erry 1,0 ee,e
20,,
in on,

eh..

show

that year, Jester made Best KM

then,

should be contained only to
upper throat area. Min and
nostrils. she said.
the

hi,.

myseig

8104, or my Parents agent

ten in three rings and 2d Best
Kitten in the fourth ring
acquired
"Also in 1960

"Ablei'"VonbeY rorthe tr'cleh's

two more females, each having

theeds to perfect," she said!
year it take
"md 1 agree,
an "Abbie" two years to de-

different bloodline;' she said.
"'HIE BLOODLINES of a
cat are very important it helps
to determine the quality of a

re....gg
verop peg,. egg
Income discouraged,"
ham
"MANY TIME
thought 1 had a top show one
when in a couple of months of

kitten and lcas you know wikitt
cats produce clear kittens with

good color and coat texture,"
She now has 2 males. 6 (amales and 10 kittens.

f

...fly':

Cheryl said.

them rot

"`''ac.m la*

a and his white

oft""
1004
suggested
that aadcI
they"have de central from the Sacred Caw
of Egypt, Cheryl said.

She added that Molt CET.
Abbie" stock in the United

7-'7-77- from-""""
;t

development all my hope am

"Most of my adults arc

elzmnpions working, fm their

grand championships or am
just starting their show ca-

$

dampened."
Breeding "Abbies" takes
patience, but once ou've bred

7'

breed a better mom beautiful
one is heightened," said Ow-

$

beautiful one the desire s,

reer."

bit THE Wahl adults two
are red .'Abbies". The reds arc
still quite rem In the country."

She said that the ',Wee is

,.Plutf $
$ hie /slut $

judged on the shape of his head

and ourale, thesis of Ms..

There arc two colors of Ab-

color and shape of his eve,

yesinians, the ruddy and the

bc0h, type. legs, paws anJ oil."

red.

Explaining the colors, ChB.

Art winners
announced

ryl said. "In order to breed a
red the parents must be mdsor
both must have red gen.."
COLOR of the rudis

is ruddy brown or black,
with each hair hang ticked
with various shades of darker
brawn or black,"
"Th extreme outer tip to bc
darkest with orange brown undercoat ruddy to the skin."
.Thc rod has a Warm glowing red color with chocolate
brown ticking."
dy

glowing red color with dm..
late brown ticking."
Cheryl said that 60 per cot
male and a litter
ofa sit

&maga fod or five Mama
She said that the average

Two Scholmfic Art Cont.
winners have been announced.

MUM London Junior High

School, Distrt 21. They were
John Hynds and Paula Joh,*
oar
who both entered water -solar
Paintings 9, earnmaks.
currently displayed at
Dieboldes in Randhurst.
are

"'

Rrra wi^^e.

sponsored by the Jewel

Tea
Teat Co, Buffalo Grove, were
Mike Kennedy, first place, and
Roy Prindle, second plat,

MAINE SCRAP
$, METAL CO. $
$
$

Both boys are In the eighth $.
grade at lack London Junior $

$

1247 Rand Rd.
Des Plaines, III.

824-3175

$

Mom thin Sob,

&P.*, PM

$

High.

FINAL 4 DAYS!!!

COME IN
1

2

BUY NOW!

3 Msyl

t(Y1,:

Northwest Suburban

, m 111AvE eMOGLI ILL 1144454

WILLIAMS R

CAUTTE

YMCA, 300 E. Northwest

Hwy.. Des Plaines, has n 'aide
variety of programs to in
every family member.
Family Swim is available
every night at 7 p.m. Friday
night features a Family Buffet
offering .a wide selection of
fowls at a nominal prim,
served from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Following dinner, a family
movie approved by the Parents
Magazine, National Rating
Board of Review or National
Catholic Review Board, is
shown.
Family swell -Ring is available in either ot two pools; one
for toddlers and the other for
the more advanced. Two gymnasiums are also available.

FaibAsi--

CAMPING, INC

1710,

Northwest ,r
offers family
activities

1.

problem bran.
The
des
dais have 8geN "PAbbim" is the

wit

c

111E RED h. a warm

TIDE onvs.SINIANS are
considered shorthaind mts,
she said.

ahc

cat

Tencredi, son of Mn., Lop

with a snack from the

BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE

Al the Fort Wayne

to,

vy,

HIS COAT DAM. ado.

and ticking as well a avant
condition are also intporlan.

U PT

rafne Tancredi, 549 S. Ania
JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will ans- St.. all of Des Plaines; Barwer the [position of Day readers In this cahoot. Lewes should
225-A Wash be signed, hat names will be mined jf the writer requests it. nr C. Norfolk,
ington Square, Elk Grove
Write to beLonise in care of Day Publicationa, 722 Center
Village, and Timothy Priehs.
Des Plaines 60016.
son of Mrs. E. Berkley, 1913
Connie Lob, Mount Prospect.

u Rs

840 S. ELMHURST RD. IN WISHING WELL PLAZA

FOR

Patrickis
IRISH BEER
ANN CHAMPAGNE 9.98 FIFTH 2C(

FRI. SAT. SUN.
MON. TUE., ONLY(

London Dry

GIN or VODKA

Meister Bra

Wild Irish

BOCK BEER

ROSE WINE

6

89c 1 2 9,,,,,,
$

turowa =wnts

NOW $42950
ONLY
copy wOndertul 23 Inch pictures tram 000.091.

-Mame, of where you att In ram mum' Med.

61310 ellers chromatone for clean and stet 0014

Crock On pictures and sound plus exclusive
3 IF
Stages and Picture/Sound Stabilize's (Keyed AGO)

Magnavox sanded Circuitry armed with

ielf optimum permanence Inth lahna MM./ A

motto. Magnavox value.

nior,
Following family gym at 8
p.m, is a family roller skating
period. The game room offers
ping gong, chess and a variety
Of games or a chance to relax

CALL DAY OR NIGHT

the shot -than finals.

Ce.7°CAMPINASTER $129550`

Minis list for Oho Mat semater.
imo." Will they nmke it work, Can we retire?
The following students have
Worried Mom. Palatine
overall
earned at 10111
Dear Worried Mom:
If your daughter and her intended insist on making their men grade point average: Susan
decisions Men they must also accept the responsibility and Me Koch, 1710 W. Grove Av.. Au
Ausd
mnsequenem of Mose decisions. Young people ore flexible and ling ton Heights, John E.
fin, son of Mr. and M.. Lloyd
can always Bad a way Sometime,g assuming they don't have a soft
crutch Mat is Austin, 513 N. Cornell, James
spot to fall beech on. Somete, by supplying a
are Buchholz, son of Mr. and Mrs.
really not needed, we make permanent cripples of thou
Robert Buchholz, 142 Ron could
destroy
the
trying to help. Don't help them too much. You
bury Lei and Raymond L.
marriage. Go ahead and retire.

GM can even get in a little jugging or shoot baskets with ju-

fencing '""m"'d

Ford City in Chicago, one of
ber females was judged Bet
Open in the thorthair final.
and her female novice won
Best Novice Opposite Sex in

portunities and background of
the franchising industry.
The International Franchise Assn, is the basic organization of franchise companies.
firms engaged in distribution
of goods and services by franchising small businessmen to
conduct the daily per8bincl
management activities.

to 8 p.m. and Sunday from 11
pm. Friday.

Mtge for the Cat Fancier's AS.
sqciation.
IN 1967 Cheryl decided to
begins aising her own cats and
by thc following year she was
seriously involved in breeding
and showing "Abram".
Her work has been rewarded every time Cheryl
walks from the show ring with
another award.

formationn on the scopc;op-

CHERLY SAID, "The cat tcry from which the cat came,
precedes the name of the cat"
Chula -Ban the last part of the
mmc is the name of her eery
and is added to designate thc
home of the cat, she said.

I

ns

At a iment show held In

6 p.m. Sunday.

vestors free sentinel on topics
like franchising and minority
mo dis a d now I find that an groups, determining the right

on the rings is available and

POOL FENCING
Attractive link

We" PH: 8792270,,--

%a Good /hgtafieri
PARK RIDGE

The show will offer

Everything from bouncing
on the trampoline to swinging

4th CONCERT TO 8E SELECTED

ENTIRE SERIES $10 per person

pr

fop 20ALthe election on

MAINTENANCE FREE - COMPLETELY INSTALLED

PHILIPPINE DANCERS

and,

ELGIN ILL

20 YEAR
GUARANTEE!

cot.

TALKING ABOUT

n... mochas wewant them Iowan another year, but tinny

wse

Moats. Mount Prospect, col-

lege student.

1966 when her father tough:

Sla area students ware
how things will work out, Ow IS-yearvold daughtmu to
as named to the Elmhurst Colmarry. They haven't rmything to start on. We are he

...6

mars. tai nfe,iimmr ter your tin.

Every Floating Need

BAYANIHAN

.ms, re.

Dour Mr, DeLouisci
We line in our 6th and would like to retire but will wetland sec

DOOR PRIZES
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Now a student at the UMverity of Michigan. Cheryl
has 18 cats that her nominee.
grandfather takesare of while
she attend, college.

p.m. Saturdayand II ant and

The first annual fr.ohise

Be patient with him. I don't feel there is anything here tIml
youlove
dsmlr up
Oil him!

CAMP -4

* DRIFTWOOD
*WHITE STAG

_

Seminars on franchising
will be offered at show

Dear KM,

March 13 15
March 20 - 22

at-auks:is
BUY YOUR MEMBERSHIPS NOW!
(Available only until Mar. 14)

In Pr

COME SEE THE GOONEY BIRD
BY ALL- SEA -SUN

WIN A WM% MAMMA MR 1110

Motors, Engines

rowed sonar i

F7

R.

featuring America's most popular names
in camping equipment

OW to ml to Sunm

wk.

riV

Friday, S turday, Sunday

tvt'as..CrZ'iLkle'
coal
P"Pla 170on "'ririnform

Heights holds one other
champion Abyssinian mos. Cheryl who raises and shows as
horthalr finals, with this eat at a recent
Int

opportunity show ad seminar
from de set-up, are they? After two years he shmild know if he sponsored by the noon-profs
wants to way you or not. If he doesn't, the best thing youcan do International Franchise Assn
will be held at the O'Hare Inn,
is move mi.
feel Chieago, March El through
I feel the small business you mention will suffer. I eo
your forma will return ere, and that they will sell nigh home March 22.

o rs

2 Big Weekends -

him.

cheryl White, 2S. Forrest, he

af fair!' hr ha'd'svitb a.ther' womtrnhas'0311.bc'en going on. In spite

INSIDE SERVICE AREA

his breeding and who ovine

grand -champion "Abbios"

xr

move. le nice that you are seeing BM his
ere tokm care of, but they aren't getting much moral trainee

.D71 '1'1 e'lpa'411-islcenIlfor

SALES & SERVICE

coed MOO.

her

He's got a good thing going for him and he most know it Give
him im oPPortmity to show you how much he appreciates Rand
hove much he inn, for you, by marrykg you, and soon!
/dorm/ a marriage forrolh but Ms up toy. cto make the right

CAMPING

Second den Desloge paid ai

Janes full name in CholaLi Jester of Chula -Ban and 00
he educated cat breeder shows

Cheryl got her first cat in

Ira get my further if you continue giving My all the benefits of
marriage without any of Me reponsibilities. Why should he?

LARGEST

muu WOO for
mon.,
Newsstand pr. 10 Cerm,

Time, patience and more
thee three years of breeding.
raising ,and expert care haw

ask

Dear Amens:
You my he's in the taking saga of marriage. Ws unlikely

MODS

NORTHERN

ra...'"'-'

Anxious, Arlington Heights 711"w"larIld a7Feo'rdCit'y'ins Chicago, wills

SOOTS

10,00050. FT. UNDER ROOF

tine, attorney; Lawrence R.

their foreign warden Whir WM.will They

mpensive home?

.:,

o ACRES OF DISPLAY AREA

are: Richard Johnson, Arlington Heights, a management
consulnntr Milton C. Hansen,;
PaBtine. an attorney, John A.
Haas, Prospect Heigh., an attorneyr James J. Hamill, Pala-

Will our new basin., continue as is, get better, or should we
notice the danger sips trod quits Also, will. my parents tee.

Eleanor M. Merkel, 59, of

Service and interment will

The other Harper trustees

1""

OU'RE CORDIALLY INVITED TO THE

THE PROMO PAT

.".

I also help him with his large business as much as Icon, and we
waned, small business, too, in the northwct suburbs which
Is two years old and somewhat fruitful.
My questions are: Will we get married soon? (He's now some What forgotten the unpleasantness of his wife's death and is in the
talking stages of marriage.) Should I continue being a livthin wife
to blot and substitute mother for his children. or should leave
him?

MT. PROSPECT

514 E. NW HWY

and

d.

DUFFY-EVANS

employe at the North Sub°,
hen Facility in Franklin Pule

price for an 'Abby" k$125 to
9150 but prices frequently ex-

White. 2 S. Forrest, Arlington
"
Heights.

and will eventually tell me later the amt day. His young teenage
datighters are loving and sweet, and we all gel along fine. I cook
and Men beeitou 1 enjoy it and I know they are being taken ears

t,et

be private.

seeking a three-year term.
Morton is a college history
teacher. Hutchings is a chemical engineer and Mrs. Nicklos
is a housewife with long -ran
community ervice.

I tot him go out with "the boys" as much a, he ch.ves
don't question his whereabouts became I know he fads

eenin,

rim

on the Board of Trustees."

CONCERTS

ary doctor of In, moo rot
National Univenin of In

LUMBER 8, PLYWOOn

to postal clerk

clamed Meter" bar first male

for Abyssinian
biek-name
cats) for 19year-old Cheryl

dating a 39 -year -old widower whom I Ions wry much. for two.
years, and 1 believe ho loves me as mudh as he ran Co will let
himself. A strict individualist, he is kind and thoughtful and we
have:, marvelous relationship.

ore 1101 open I rule.

Award given

ml

Dear Mr. Dermas,
I am 25, single, with plenty of dating =wince. I have he n

delega-

ad. at Paris in 1950.

head

I am elected to sum them

COMMUNITY

permanent

the organization for
European Economic Coopers

degree from the University
of hlaryland and them yenta
nursing supervision es-

23:

vice

tiOn to

resident

She h. a bachelor of ten

To be served Monday in

Circuit Coal

participates in and allends all
ride high school 101103, for 111
club functions.
national
Cremin has a distinguished digent.youths of
diplomatic career dating back and religious bekgr.o,
to 1935. He became ambassador celmordinary and head of
Correction

or

tal emergency room.

cookies.

MacAnbur and Ann Sedllenn
junior blob schools in District

in

By Maureen MdJrisem

produced champion and

liter, Legion of Honer from
Cro , Alma
France
00004 Ind m tore e
from Gemany:

Daley is an active it -ember who

""""Y
of the""""a
St. Alexia Hospi-

other nelsons, both Mctimbant, have filedpetitions
Prospect, and Mrs.
Nickles, Inverness,

boor

to

crunch, yellow cake, orange

Eleanor M. Merkel

0010014 iv

Mount

peaches. baked custard, eherty

Vested

His honors include Grind
Knight Cross, Ordct of Rio
from the Holy See Gr Ind Of

chairman. Mayor Richard 1.

him. Stanley E. Carrier was.

sliced

OBITUARIES!'

I

Itish.AnteriCaln

of Canteen Corp, o

Promoted to
head nurse

I

and hoccf belf-

Submarine

the
the U.N.

made up of

Patrick L. O'Malley, president

O'Hare International Airport

s'am
`!Ya'an
m'mrmersi?' ,_,,to
aid to non-public schools,

Aible desscrtai

permanent regnant., to

V. Hanrahan as president. and

down on the job."
Lynn A. DIflovlo, 1525
On March 20, the Commis- Glenn In., moont pi.o.egt,
on holds public hearingsleas pord.ted from Ore United
again in Hillside. And in April, Air Lines stewardess training
when the legislature meets in omelet' near Chicago. She has
Springfield, sure to he on the he. wigned 00 the egm.

pears. Baca.
ta, voila

Mort, in 195S
raurnorl
lushes, dor to Linton
1963, and a Mar ant became

Clerk Mathew I, Danaher as
chairman, State Atty. Edward

have good public uced.=
wham we both have fallen

.

To be served Monday
Wheels
in
lington, Prospect,

is

Page '1

Coed's 18 `Abbies'
trace lineage till Egypt

Tomorrow
Is Today

nisi trtment of Ext.
ladDeg

111

Fa

from the Chicago area, spearheaded by Judge John J. Kelly.
Operating leadership for1970

A REGISTERED

concerned with the education -

Township High School from
1965 to 1969 in a similar ca-

proMinent.

tor of School health smoke LeRoi E. Hutchings, Mount

Trustees.pi

Hannah K. Wilson,
309 S. Waverly Pl., said she

"We all agree," said Fa
well, "that there is a groat arm
where the_ public schen.
should be improved. Lot 00

that it would not really benefit Fred Mitcham of Oklahoma
urban poor, who might not So City.

Nursing consultant files
for rper tIs t,ir°d race
A:

schools.

17

control over their schools.

The dub

Menus

ch

I

was

Conr id Hilton in Chn.7g0
SUndny to hoar CormItm
Christopher Crania, Ireland's
to
permenent
die United Nations.

stataf

struction" might be given fairly bloat discretion to review a
given enrollment of a partialpublic school district to decidc sleben it would be entitled
to
e aid.
FAwELL SAID ms, there

Plaines who favor this method

decline in the availability of

County has 28,010; and Luke

"The Officc of Public In-

under a purchase -of -services

where the state would

In the Catholic system, the

schools because of the 450,000
non-public school pupils in Illinois. 300,000 them mend
Catholic school,. within the
Chicago Archdiocese.
This year, Chicago has
139,945 pupils in Catholic
grade schools: suburban Cad<

trict is impacted as a result of
the closing do private school.

Catholic Conference and the
Chicago Archdiocese want it
pay for the teaching of secular
servica at $60 per grade
school pupil and 590 per high
school pupil. Total estimated
mist-ycar apprOpriationr 132
million.

a vthman.

about state aid to nonpublic
schools is related to Catholic

mine when a public school dis-

One possible answer, of
course, is state aid, The Illinois

Lutheran

Synod

federal aid "so long as it does
not interthro with Inc disNadi, piltposes of our
mhools."
He said that one Missouri.
Synod Lutheran School in the
inner city core was faced with
a real, crthcal decisron of
whether or not to continue operation next year.
Average starting teachers'
Works, said Eckert, faro male
teacher with a bachelor% degree would be $6,000 --less for

next year of 96 million in ale
mentsry salaries. Every tithe
we raise tuition, we may lose
10 per cent enrollment. BMW
M

installation and adds children
to the school system.
arch
"I am having some
run," Fewer' told ThereseDay,
"to determine the formula we
ought to use in order to deter-

u. Hem?

Church had gone on record.
both in 1965, and state969 as
agreeing to longsac
and

Missouri

vate schools because they felt
children could get a bencreducation there than in the MIMIC

when it putsgovernment

12,518 pupils in 1968-69
from the preceding Year:
suburban Cook and Lake

OUT IN 1969-70, Chicago
trict extends to the Miscbsippi elementary Catholic schools
River. to the Wisconsin bor- had another decrease of
der, and about 100 miles south 11,240 students; suburban enrollments went down ea addioT Chicago.
Mona' 9,101.
Many people
The Central Illinois Misarc to
DIM Synod Lutheran school what's going to happen to the
district has 33 schools, all public schools if parochial

stem.
-.Buwas the cost g® up, this

is not

my schools had a drop of

that many parents chose orb

school

when mot,.

that private schools were mvan
good quality edmatton and

rml, iSmdershms
to
rod London
socretam of 0

th, Hull Sr,

this

brattng St P ttrick

was s broad area of agrament

closes-

parochial

thanoal
The Inch F,Ilowthm Club
in oar!, sort in ml,

moll get

-much as the Federal governmoor aids an "impacted" area

THE DAY

Fnday ?duck 13 1970

Budweiser
P3E141:11-C9OLA":"L

00100-,

leer Women's Auxiliary Snack
Sm.
The YMCA has just opened
for
its facilities On Sundays
families from I to 5 p.m. and
will continue its Sunday family program through April 12,
except on Easter Sunday.
Everyone is welcome to join
the "Y". A family may MY a
guns fee fora trial visit and.

0000

790

CIGARETTES

'

apply It to their membership'

Monet leas..

53.19
$3.29

1000

NoUmd

24-12 OZ CANS

-

plus deposit

BEER

$4.19
:7,1

1%,
h

claganifflowile

JOHN JAMESON
bah Blend Wbwkey

OLD FITZGERALD
Kentucky Straight Bourbon

HANNAH & HOGG
iir.71: Boiel.1% I Iwo rhnl

Inch

Hr

ES EY

Take Advantage of
Wolhoms Low, Low
Case Prices

dues if they decide to join. For
further information, call 29fi..
3376,

Er..r a. 'j

Tiny_

r

Methodism Sunday set
One day at a time

By Ron Swans

Christian essentials at a gener-

Surpridngly, hrath term seem
to enjoy it. I know the women
rye watched
because
do,
Oren, There 1 stand, eyes half
upend at the kitchen window.

pants.
They're usually In
bright colors. Some arc in old.
gray, beat up outfits, Somejust

When the women go by. my

Yipped out the deer. Amidst
grurnbling, off they'd ga

wear what they grab from the

all not one for chuckling at

its

of
value,
seemto

course, If one doctor says it's
exercise

the greatest

in the

world, another will contradict
him. Maybe that's why ran not
a jogg er.

they're sold on it.

puffed. They said they bated
every minute of it. Still, they
decided it was good for than.

an

outside. Then they tried to
rouse the third one. They'd

If the exerS can't

decide if it's right, hotwcan I?

throw stones at the window.

11111.SE WOO do It every

They'd whistle. They didn't

day, though, swear by it. At

dere ring the hell bemuse of

cocktail panics, they expound.

the sleeping kids.

,

They

THE MOODY ,CHORALE will present an evening of sacred -music at the
Mount Prospect Bible Church Sunday at 7 p.m. The chorale is heralded on two

But time has taken its MIL

continents us OttlAlanding In its Reid. In 1954.19513, and

After a few laps around the

problem,

though. After they had done
their mile or to, they headed
home to get breakfast for the
family. They were so hungry
limn jogging they ate mice es

Pue

much as normally. Maybe that
=plains why I haven't wen
them lately.
I also know some husbands

dise.

athskan

d rewsmore

joe

If I could just make it home.

in

The kids noticed I had quit
They asked about it.

1 told them the sham were
too tight and hurt my feet

ottThey just looked at molt

M.
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Honor in.. .minion, derma he nhenyhjenka.0.1.repinn
and Intellernial Integrity."
Nummr

Make as many four letter or more words out Of
these tellers as you can. In addition, find the word

Marshall Field IN
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Letters To
The Editor
the .ede

an request.

Willivm 1.

16 good. itemelkm
Ansner on Comic Page

R. N. Pueth.Ch,aiallon 11,,hre

C. F NathrhAthrium hires ear

but

L avian

shoald be as brief as partible. tiprrrirren.
par.
Wilk, and should caroms
an address or phone sum. ber
ilteri authenticity

R.E. Hutchinson, I 'ire-Pm-hien,

ledaischMunacing Fdimr

THE TEST
OF PUBLIC OPINION

can be checked.

After having lived for 10

A

To say I wassanprised at the
meusations ma de by.'.Mr.

Floyd Fulle bed Mr. Robert
Juckett about my husband
Roy H. Bergenst, Indepen-

s

Republican Candidate
for State Representative. is
much
mild. After giving
thought, I felt I could not, in
dent

,ra

all

there
iharges go

consciousness.

statements and

Mt

unanswered.

Roy DID
receive the endorsement from

The TRUTH is

the Village of Nil. Regular

I

t. Republican Orgmization and
they are in -existence and have

t

been for about 10 years. In
fact, them was a meeting just

.

:,

this past Monday, March 2, So
it appears Mr. Juckett and Mr.

'4

nation.

nized or permitted to spark.

It is my understanding that

Now I ask you Mr. Mille, is
that the democratic way? Not
the way I see it. Roy real not
and refuses to attack you. He

these men and many other
American citizens have the
right to change party 511114.
dons under our state and tooral constitutions.
because this is a political
campaign and Roy is a candidate for state representative.
the Republican ballot, would
expect accusations from Roy's
opponent Mr. Duckett, but not
you, Floyd. In the past, I have
held you in high esteem and
had a great deal of respect for

believes you to be a good boon-

-ty commissioner and F.o.b.
can committeeman and up
ports you and the rest of Me
Republican
cent.

ticket

100

per

I'm mighty proud of my
loses,

the son will rise on

March 18 and it will then be a
am day.

paned? Does it look that much

Thank you Mr. Editor for

like Roy Bercquist will be the

(Jog the members of the neat

Flannery and Dwight Esau.

butions. These extra funds arc
being placed in a separate

conscientious effort

Wilding fund.
The members have raised

J

Our Home for Services has always been
conducted with high standards.

about S2,7011 toward their initial local goal of as least

Many df our'patrons have said that our

MOO by this method. Minds
mho will be weight troni the
North American Baptist General Conference. with which

priceh are lower than expected.

Roy and I arc against dirty

Roy's devoted wife
Violet F. Berequist

dons, in other comu..

TREES....

non. You are the one, Mr.
Fulls, who told Roy to stay
may from the organization

WE Warn° AND SAVE FOR BUYER.

.Republican Organization for
bat Republicans.'
anyone
Now does he mean that, corn

IF YOU THOUGHT
FM IS ALL
BACKGROUND MUSIC...
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
WEXI.

PAY IN ADVANCE
OR AT LEAST a SMAUDOWMPAMENT.

CLUMP & SINGLE STEM

age 21, you mi. have been
Republican? I know of at least
five men who were hard work.

ing Democrats up until four
xyears ago, 1966, when Mr.
T9.43radley was beaten for
fe-election for Maine TownShip DeMocratic Committee.

Legal ,

BIRCH

Notice 1

BeooOtct cave

you years of
enjoyment

NOTICE OF INVOLUNTARY
ANNEXATION

rhe

president

ond

eoord

$150

The big SWITCH is on !

extended

ANNUAL SALE

SHELKOP
TV
T ilmor me HEIGHTS

ice. An exemption max not he

in South Afrim ro what he h.

prim., to a clergyman alto

observed in the United States.
He will present a three-dimenwhat being
sional inquiry i

tiledon effective nabm ace

tificate electing coverage Mr
any taxable year which endol

braces, exam a Christian emnto

To obtain an exeMptien, the

go.

Arcs men are invited and reservations may be made at th

cactriri"th 1"t't Ton rvet

lag to the Elgin District of the
Illinois Synod of the Lutheran
Church in America for a pesotient workshop tomorrow, beginning at 9A5 am.
Leaders of the workshop in-

dude the Rev. Don Mite of
Arlington Heights. William
Buending of Buffalo' Grove
and the Rev. E. Nailing of the
Illinois Synod. Member, of the

Grace

Lutheran Church
Women will serve lunch.

At the same time, the prop.
end: and grounds committee at
Grace will be sponsoring preEaster clean up at the

It is anpated that more than
30 members of the congregadeo wilt participate M the anmalI clean-up program at the

rim Service on Form 4361 on
or before April i 5, 1970: or
the due date of the tax return
for his second bumble year m

which he

has

net

program begins at 6:45 p.m
with fellowship and dinner.

earnings

St. John
Rev. Waldemar 5. Star

his minitnt.

The "Agape" high school

PLEDGING TOGUMERNESS at the dedication of SI.
Mark Lutheran Church's new recreational building are Mount
Prospect Mayor Robert 'Fetched and Pastor David J. Hunt who
rformed the all of dedication. Pastor Nolan Wntson read the
Pe

Lenten Mithvcel,
18
swvice at 8 p.m. at the church,

Mardi

Tie service. tided ''An Act
of Contrition,' will feature
Participants in the service
Eklund.

Sue Miller, Adrienne Neb..
Mark Lowbieff. Mike
Larry Brandnii. Mike
Larty than. Sue

Plinske. Phil Benedict. :gunrem Patterson.John Mom and
Jan Brickwood.

SOMETHING
NEW
-q\

JusiVost of Roselle Rd-

OONASOWDOMPSAN
Village Clerk

;then Makshit,1970,...

Next to bands

_

Alm Complete Dinners

FOR RESERVATIONS 827-1819
6475 N. MANNHEIM ROAD - ROSEMONT,

PHONE: 529-6102

HARDI-GARDENS

MAMA & PAPA'S on this Saturcla

WEXI All Night Concert 9

Mississippi River to the In.

party at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at
the church. The menu will be
choice of Irish corned beef Ad

tadiwanaatolehnte Wlidiesco"ndsintillsoathrd0er1.'l

Fraternity

cabbage or roast beef. Food
will be Served between 7:30
and 9:30 pm.

Donald Wright, son of Mr
and Mrs. William F. Wright of
917 Beverly Dr., Wheeling,

The theme of the evening is

"Clad hfik Paillef. meaning

has pledged Phi Gamma Delta
Fraternity et Illinois Wesleyan

"One Thousand. Welerenes."
and in accordance the evening
will be devoted to a sing -along

University following a mid,

almo,here.

year rush.

at

$3

per person

may be purch.ed by con-

Lit 'Rim
Liam, Clita
MID -WEEK
LENTEN SERVICES

FIRST

Sunday. The church is located

at I9W625 Devon Av., Elk

.15
7,30

Grove Village.
Participants will be Charles
Basford, principal at Lively
Junior High School, Elk

BAPTIST

Holy Commun.'',

"CROSS 5001255 AT THE
CROSS ROADS OF UFF"
Marsh 18

CHURCH

Grove Village: Robert Haskell, principal of Elk Grove
High School, and Mat Pear head football coach at

Family Service

M.
PM.

17=7viisVr*

Sunday School:

9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship:

Wheaton College, Wheaton,

10:50

"The Troubled Christ"

Danford
at

will speak on
some of the major
-What
changes in modem. education?" Haskell will speak on
'What are some of the pitfalls

Evening Services:
7100

and Pearsn. on "What are the

j.

advantages and disadvantages

g

YyZthc71 seTulareduCcigrtio'n'iln"

of Christian

'The Importance
of the Home"
l?`"?zrs,ry z7, - far

"Relevant Christian
Ministry To All People"

rtHAo.iglahe,c1:

panelp
tation a time of interaction will

g

CL 3.2407i

111 W. Olive
Arlington Heights
259-4114

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington

-LET'S STOP

Phone: 392-1 71 2

LABEUNG
YOUNG PEOPLE"

1k:FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

listen this Sunday m the
Christian Science Radio

all S. Arlionton Hu. Rd. Artteolan Hethre
Sunda, Services 8:00 and 10:45 A.M.
Sunday School - 9:50
ages) 10:45 (ogee 3-7)

this

Norsk', for Tiny Tots 10:45 A.M.

1160ke

Pstor.

Mite

Vaernon R. Sehrieber

C. David Stinkmerer
Telephone 253-4839

THE

BIBLE

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

SPEAKS

TO YOU

soloo

CHURCH

SCHOOL
STREET

PASTORS

r.

bar

au

ittailw,

a°,9.r

Passion Sunday
"The Passion Story"

MOUNT
'

PROSPECT

Aimed Tatra, Sharing the Jo y. a g- 0331
Freer., nod Pemmirmsnr of

widamder,DM
daea
Monk 1)11,7he Orer.

nthIRT511W02it

MINISTERS: Poet Laub Stumpf D.O.

lean A. Haring, James D. Eby
300 N. ELMHURST - MT. PROSPECT
JEaOE.NGSEIR PASTOR - ON& 71

Trinity United Methodist

:4

605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect

5

gond. 5... CAS A.L

11.101.1.
"The Shape
of Your Cross"

Morning Worship

Peening Service

paint of Jewish family training. which 1_ been brought

629.8063
m Chooh sdrkel Vith 41100

moshapPlu
ond Death.
and

the speaker.

Domini emphasis will bents.

will he told.

'

resented by members from the.

annual St. Patrick% Dey

Ts; !it AV'''.

en to the rolemplim signifo
canoe al eneh item, end the
Ccening or the gestures of
hrist at the "Last Supper"

(JUST ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF HIGGINS ROAD)

zation is restricte d to laymen.
of the church in the Northern'
Illinois Conference and is rep-;

St. Hubert's parish will hold

Tickets

.

principle'

Membership in the organi-

Ray. Homey R. Neuman

the Binh of Christ by 1.500.

I

lievm that many present Meth:

=t:i:ipornins

it is their responsi-

bas to iray is born the stand -

dor Joss :mil will explain dm
Seder beast which predates

'

of church and state and bag

of. whet the Minim masker

PaAor Dania' Gold.rg, wifi

a.

tested principle of separation

Cluistran communion. Much

don the costume of the Ortho.

Served From 11 a.m.

;Is

UMM supports the times

St. Patrick
its

THE UNLEAVENED Bread,
Passover Wine, and the procedure relating the two shed
-m

t

th

meal

g

to (mu, by Nom Geld -

NurserrnIded

hem, theological naining as
O Chriltim
Besides

giving

Amp,. Perldel

insight into Jewish tradition, it
is hoped that his service will
creme understanding to help
the Jewish people of our co.
Christ, and tan help Christians
to %acad..: the . Ash hen-

age and lleviste any antiJewish feelings. The minim.
nity is invited to attend this serthe First
e sponsored by
Christian Reformed Church at

5,30 p.m. on Sunday. 'The
CUMh is lowed. at 1485
Whitcomb,

Da Piths.

-

'

hyOubeis
presented

841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois
kectoty:
CL 3.6305

MO

Easter Cantata
bySsolorghelr

$tla.mo Church

Molly to know more aboin

Num

"The Seven Lost Words"

Christians

First United
Methodist Church
Arlington Heights

Sunday Masses:
6.45,

OM 9:15,

10 30,11,45, 1.00,
Parish Center

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

-

lanisdaro,jcp,r,ri,eari e. of int...

"Chisel to the Passover- is

1 ha tradlt lot el items will be

11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

26 W. GOLF ROAD
SCHAUMBURG,

penal.° 4o oarne.

God and to have the church
influence on soda].
exert
and political
political issues through its
individual members in their

D sermonic demonstration given to show hois, Christ fulfilled

set on the

SUNDAY BRUNCH

relationship between man and

Parish tohonor

302 N. Denton, Arlington Heights
IWO MIMES
11.0
MO

Church observes
Ancient Feast

Dwyer.-

dividuals to "put first things:
first" -- to establish the right

bility to pay for the same."

(ORGANIZED 18551

size gymnasium, worship area divisible
building features a
into classroom a kitchenette. lounge. the, locker rooms and
showers. The hom b used every day o ith certain open hours
for the general public.

Diane Eklund, Mitch Brand,.

osh,

schools,

.

Church and its members IM

Wendell Garrison of Gm fie City, chairman of the cot which drafted the MO lotion, pointed out that it "is
not an expression of religious
mejudice, but is based an the
conviction that if any special
interest group desires private

First Presbyterian Church

inramtion, and Pastor Carl Anderson. the benediction. The

seven illustrative skits.

The United Methodist's
Methodism was formed to fro
courage the United Metriegilit

tacting Mr. and Mrs. Art Guttensohn at 894-137a or Mr.
The Elk Grove
and Mrs. Dan Rooney at 529-Church h. scheduled a dim 6976, No tables will be re
cussion anel on the subject
served.
"The Christian and Modern
Education" for 6 p.m. this

No Communion
"The Sacrificing Christ"

an Church will conduct the

-

No.trorteh,w,estTerhncoUionBiivcc.N, itys.01

Baptist

7.1 o.m.

"mgrgr"'

and young adult organization
of Grace Evangelical I tither-

CDavid
O

Elgin and a graduate of d*

multiple systems which might
be divisive in nature."

ID en 30 Minnie stoners
including:

en

Lenten

serrice

the
iln

Medill School ofJournalism,lpf

re-

esting insights on
question.

Pastor
Tel...T.3223 .439-0112

Agape

ire fo'dnol-

Series for some' inter-

Lutheran Church

derived from M8 aerctu "t

Debbie

C7angtomkg 'Pt

church office (253-0492). The

from ssificmPiolimum of SAM
m me, any Plos ormbfeh was

include:

The Rev. Mr. Keysor in pastor of the Grace United Meth-

Education is
panel's topic

g where we arc, whe we
have been, and where woren..

years.

pyrsuont to the II,nols

USA to do research for a 10 month period in this country.
He hea been studying commu-

by the Internal Reveille Ser-

And Enjoy a Delicious

and Boord of Trustees of Me vil,e.e
of Mount Prospeol to be helmetn u. ot the
day, April 7,1°71) commen
hour of.0,00 P.M. in Me Village Noll,
112 Fast Northwest Highway, Mount

Polonsisgin the

rican Conference. As MM.

In 1969 he was sponsored by

the Methodist Church of the

In his talk to the men's
group the Rev. Fir. Hendricks
will compare his experiences

RESTAURANT

preserved ot

_DM P.DBUCATION3..ING--

Cape Synod and the South Af-

people.

nication and the racial aim -

HEAD FOR THE EXCITING NEW

the nrth.. nimthis of Me lisolchni

This nice

city work in an area of 1100,000

clergyman has been granted an
exemption from such coverage

'"trn'rn Itreoro'n'n=ler

Remised statutes

have been engaged in inner-

fective preacher xho, voice
has often been heard in the

ending after 1967, unless the

Fos, of Ole Third Principal Meridian in

'Fla or &noce

Since 1964 he and his wife

the km. Mr. and Mrs. Mend -

Rood.

11/Togram Nem.

ation. he has exercised an Mt standing ministry. He is an ef-

Rev. Abel Hendricks

coo, County, Illinois, comprised of

oolhomed

Peninsula for the housing of
colored 'wok, In thi, sit

townships which have recently
been ctanblishcd in the Cape

AFTER CHURCH

9 70 7

years serving the farm laborers
as.leacher. pastor and legal ad -

mission covers the vast new

the typology inherent in the
Ancient h,ast

7NRU SUN.

came a missionary for four

hefore

the committee. will au
Pervise the work.

OPEN MON.

le.rePt the
, of
the Southwest Vs thereo) of Section

Arthur Gad., Twin

Rev.

man

si 888

10 to 15 FEET TALL

eost

:We want to demonstgate
-oar own interest. dedication
and financial capability in our
building project first." mid

Church. Arlyn Hedin. chair-

of

Rooms will eons... Ponoge et an
The Wen
of Int I ten
the.
South °88.31 feet thereof) in Owner's
P,Ision being
subdivision oh the

SAVE

92.71m

ledge in South Africa, Abel be-

no alary.
ars ago he enFOUTICCII
tered the ministry of the Methodist Church of South Africa.
For five years he w. pastor of
large church in Cape Town.

of religious orders who hate
taken the vow of poverty
d Christian Science practitioners. for all taxable Jean

the stewardship committees of
the 24 congregations belong.

stereo excitement

After graduating from col -

in Cape Town. The area of this

or licensed ministers, members

Grace Evangelical Lutheran Church, Prospect Heights.
will host repr.entatives from

m

You certainly
bout them when you cut off
the
communication 'with

dent of the Maine Township
Regular Republican Orgaza-

The Rev. Stt. Hendricks is
superintendent minister of
Cape Fla. Methodist Mission

self-tim ploymentcoverage on
an automatic basis to the mitt isterial seaices performer! by
duly ordained. commissioned

clean-up

You don't learn about them
working in other organ

bean a pan of and a past pr.i-

granted
Act

thusiasm and dedication.

Chumh

Ministers

Security

h. been characterized by en-

of
South Mire, His topic will be
'On Becoming Alive:'
Methodist

ofg"Togethersbpublication,

affirmed Baptist confidence
in
strong. single puNic
school system "rather than

meektownsh

the bet. Abel E. Hendricks of

exemptions

Easter

problems of Wheeling Town ship in a downtown law office.

the First Presbyterian Church

the

Workshop,o,

.

:

tmTiONAL sEacito kinnicrvss

You Coal learn about the

bewildering. It has been found

Another statement of Mr.
Fulle's intrigu. me and that
"There is no place in the

=7,7:

of Arlington Heights will be

with us."

/T'S GROW/Ale 7MIE-PLANT

when he told you he had deaided to become a candidate

tee r trocinsim mmsthsfss mown. oar. Noma

'

to participate to this project

is a r.ident of Des Plaines, is

tidy of the organization.

Over es Half Century's/ Respected Service

Alto. Malcolm Flannery.
moderator: Donald Ray id

church." The resolution

ricks have played a significant
part in the advancement of social work in the
k
where they serve. Their

ant

jug the fabulous growth of our
area. 0. of these is a man that
we need -- now - at the head
of the Democratic party orga.
ganiaation in Wheeling Toivn-

well know, Mr. Full, having

missing recently and the offma have tried to find it. Now
I'm glad we know where it is,
would Pm he so ,kind
Fulls to return it to the secre-

ArchiMena* drawings and building
cop estimates are expected to
be completed this year.
being prepared.

are

for others Odour church family

gotten possession of it, since he

yon.

PLANS FOR the building

1111

muting of the Men's Club of

clot

10 years, but for years precede

Mr. Fulls claims that helms
the charter. How or why he h.

blown him, which is about 10

South African minister
addresses Men's Club
The speaker at the March 16

,part.twth!'s.L,acmt tto Jude" in
amens.

couraged local congregations
to exp.ss their feelings on the
object to their delegates to the
Constitutional Convention.
The resolution urges the
Constitutional Convention to
retain in the new Illinois constitutionthoseguarantecswhich
prohibit tax funds being used
to "spport or sustain any
achoolu ....controlled by any

Friday. March 13, IMO

Flannery.

Assn. of NAB churches.

board, which represents 900 Baptist misstep.
done in Illinois with a total
membership of 190,000, enThe

New nominating committee

Dorothy Omar
Wheeling and Margaret

April 15 is the deadline for
minium,' tax exemptions. The
1967 amendments to rho 8o -

non-public schools in Illinois.

& VIEWS

members are Joyce Ray, Don -

Schaumburg.

tist Church of Chicago. Twin
Grove's parent church. and
the Churches in the Illinois

studied the situation, not foe

it necessary in a political cunpaign? Roy has attacked only
Mr. Juckett's record in the leg islaturc and let's face it
there it is in black and white
for all to see - and has not attacked the man himself.
Roy is a man of high integri,
ty, trustworthy and fair as you

mon Dolour Graham of Matab Grove, clerk. and Leona
ilarbeelk of Wheeling, treas,

both of Buil-al° Grove: deacm
norm. Evelyn Krona of

the Twin Grove church is affiliated, the Foster Avenue Bap-

nONOYMO. PoorPr r.

need to influence government
in our community. It is long
past time fora change. If you
are concerned about our party
and our community, please re member to note on Tuesday,

for Wheeling Township
Democratic CommideerEan
John A. Ramsey
"

ehtdlenged

Krcsal. building com
Williamchairman, to increase
their weekly financial contri-

Our exCellent service today is the culmi-

nliattas

March 17, Mg
HERMAN F. KOENEMAN

were

Globe pastor. "We hbric then
that We can present a sound
and meaningful foundation

donee. lea

diming me to answer.'

winner?

and Long Grove.

church

ship.

husband and we can hold our
heads high. Whoever wins or

Floyd, what has hap.

you.

smut and smear campaigns. Is

publican for as long .1 time

,

nounee his candidacy. If he
did, he would not be recom

Township Republican Organ-

ward Gembieki is their` pr, dDecember of 1969, and he has
been m active and staunch Re-

r

Fulleb totem in the Maine

Fulle's ch., is false. Mr. Eddent, having been elected in

t;

and tom Roy ho we, an, map.
pear so the meeting. to an-

man, who have joined Floyd

Editor:

of Deerfield.

At their recent annual mem-

FUNERAL
HOME

people in Wheeling Township,
closing the once-a.essible
Democratic headquarters, and
comer. There are very few of being reached only through an
to who have the background ansvering serbice.
There me thousands of
mod the bread knowledge of
Democrag
out hem in Wheelits
Problems
em area and
necessary' to provide the Uad- ing Township: du, to apathy,
indecision. inexperience. or
ehatiP that the emunteeitY
what have you, we have been
°PM..
denied the strength that we
But there are men who have.

zumburg.

Also tit the annual meeting
following officers wore
deacons, Malcolm
elected:

Backs Koenentan in committeeman race
years in Wheeling Township.
otUl sometimea feel like a Om.

Deerfield. Palatine and Seh-

nova

Lauterburg &
Oehler

Letters to the Editor
An open letter to Mr. Floyd Fulle

on the west side of

Wheeling,

Grove.

Buffalo

amebae in Carbondale, passed
a resolution opposing any
form of government is to

NEWS

vice -moder-

aid Harbeek and Ann Albert

we front the communities of

The 72 -member Board of
Directors of the Illinois Rap State Assn. in a recent

Religion

the church waN formed lure in
1968: It,
member nullifiesen

Arlington Heights Rd. node
Chatter Rd.. between Buffalo

natiOn of many years of intensive and

Grove,

Ttate Grove has been hold.

ing its services in the Alm.
School in Bllii1110 Gmvc sins

Ole

Rama will be withheld up.

John E. Stanton, h.-dir.urlo,l teirbliaher

Buffalo

Twin Grove Baptist Church

n. IttUnchcd a financial mmndan to build M ownchurch
building on Arlington Heights
and one-half miles
Rd.. one and
Rd.
north of
an unineorpn.
The site
tailed area

"This is Freddie. He's neither fish nor fowl, as you can
tell by the butch haircut and long sideburns!"

tar mai he rived.

using all seven of Mese letters.

parts of the United States and Canada twice yeady presenting mastenvorlo of
.cred chorale music, gospel songs and hymn arrangemenb. Five record albums
featuring their work have liven released. The Mount Prosp.1 Bible Church IC
located at 505 W. Golf Rd., Mount Prospect, Dr, John Booth Is the pastor. No
admi.lan will he charged for this concert.

Twin Grove Baptists
launch building campaign/

a hot shower and .1Iapsc

in the sack it would be para-

and wives who jog together.
Maybe it's bemuse they met
pomp at each other while

67.1he coup presented

concerts In six European countries. Newspaper, dubbed them inni.lonaries in
song" o tide that has remained with then. through the years. 1 Its chorale till.

I
gging.

odist Church of Elgin, 'edi
of Good News, a national rigt.

ahe

Assn. passes
Baptist
,
resolution opposing
non-public school aid

Guar.l should toll you
fried it for awhile. I even
bought a pair of jogging alma
U3 go with my old mllege track

huffed.

IT WAS A

though, I came close. The Yo-.
ry, as they tell it, seemed funny. There were three of them.
all female. Two of them didn't
have any trouble tumbling out
of bed. They donned their jogging togs. They met each other

The doctors can't
about

net,. Whatever the nelson.

that's when my eyes opened all

my neighbors. Far a while,

VerY

agree

When they passed our house.

L-jiggled. They

eyes open all the way,

closet. At that hour, whey
grab from the closet site be

to getsaway fear the Ren-

the way. The bounced. They

I

al =cling of the United Methodists for Methodism Sunday,
March 15, et 3 pm. in the
Morgan Park United Method -

they're running. Maybe they
just eny it. Maybe they do ft

Finally, number three

brthe hours on ID benefits.

You have to get up early to
me Mem. The earlier ate better. They seem to come in MI
shapes and sizes. Some have
fancy matching sweaters and

sal church.
bjeet, "Lookd to e.:
Lab aut.,o,..

Charles W. Keysor, rioted
leader, is to apleln

lylaus

1903 E. EUCUD, Cl 5.5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church Saitel and Welsh

0.00 A.M. 10:2C A.M. 11:40 A.ht
Nam, Canal M. SIIMM

'

Masque and Staff: This critic is choice
By Tom Petrosino

Grove's Masque end

-

By D. Edwin Workman

The audience only laughed
ooce during the performance

the female citizens of Minor -

By Dolores Haugh

Through the service units in
Mount Prospect, 410, 411 and

Girl Scouts knoM what it la
all about.

412, under the leadership of
Mrs. Charles W. Molloy Jr..

The nation salutes all of its
Girl Scouts this week. In cities,

lit local merchants' shop windows.

These displays give a crow
section of some of the knowl-

d 213 adult volunteers in
Mount PrMpect alone.

edge, service and

All

the has

American girl activities of-

Later Sunday chum)es here
mid across the country acknowledged the young women

fered by the youth program.

Area Junior and Coddle
Girl Scouts are planning to
celebrate the national obser-

who serve God and Country
through the scouting program.
Clergy everywhere gave a spe-

grade Junior Girl Scouts who
are winding up the week long
mlebration with a Mini-Jarnb
on Saturday, March 14, at 2
pant at Lincoln Junior High.
Following the flag ceremo-

Consultant coordinating the
event, A being assisted by Mrs.

ny performed with council
Brigs carried by Junior Scores

Prospect homes you will know

chosen from the three Mount
Prospect service units a stage

good scout.

tow will

Lynn Lang, Mn. Jean Zim.
merman and Mrs. Carol Koch.
When you me the sign of the

trefoils in windows of Mount
that this ii the home do really

Show your interest in the

be presented in..

program by attending the
Mini -lamp, buying some cook -

during dances, fashion slaw
end Lemme stick perform.

vance by conducting flag cum
Mount Prospect schools ended
the Village Board Mating,

cial mime to the organization,
his nervier, and its trandbg of

Mrs. Kitty Reiman, junior

400 ioorth, filth and sixth

ous displays, have been placed

all levels in the scouting pro gam. There are 1,064 girls

aid, community awareness, in rnational friendship, crafts
and Girl Scout jargon.

You are invited to join over

F. Foster, respectively, vari-

1 activitim are being held on

outdoor skills, camping, first

Mount Prospect area.

Mrs. John Beck and Mrs. Jack

villages and towns where the
youth program nourishes spe-

hibim describing 'What's h all
about." These will include

Brownies are providing
green and gold centerpieces
for the entire month of Much
for local PTA- meetings in the

row.

Ira or jug tell the mat CIO
:Scout you see that you like
whelk is aflame.

There will deo bespectalem

at Country Club Theatre, Old

Or chard Country Mb,
Mount Prospect,

The laugh started 10 seconds after the comedy by Neil

It's all about international friendship. Anne /Menu, Debbie Jensen and Lind, Lang, juniors

Mere of Troop 672 dressed In camp uniforms demonstrate cook

mg an a vagabond store over a buddy burner Mm Robert S.

Buddy, the younger broth.,
he proves that he will be what
Rice described as. "The
brightest talent to come along
in many years:.
In "Come Blow Your

Fifth Wheelers Medd.
March 15, with a play. 91m
Dirty Old Alan."
Fifth Wheelers

next

et

Plaines. at 7145 p.m. twice

ADULT PARTY night

is

urday, Mame 14, at Thun-

elnener , gdsedimrc

evolved into
wi

uled activities are geared to the

entire family.

Nat month, family bowling is
&must for April 12, in the af-

available by calling 8254871.
383-5735,945-4619,384-7915

ternOon.

or 313-6923.

Newcomers

Guest speaker will be Albert
Elam. Associate Director of

the Northwest Mental Health

Theatre, plays the role of Peggy Evans. Peggy, an aspiring

is led to believe that

talent director, Rice

designs

and builds the sets for the theater's plays besides having an

io
gr,itsngh
osolapuhis

this latest prod.-

410UNDING OUT the cast

community theater COAPNW
to undertake, but for the Mao
gee and Staff company it came

Parker Ballantine, played
by Bob Johnson, is the drama

critic for one of the biggest
nenapapers in Nmv York. He
challenges his wife Angela,

Carl Stohn Jr.
elected to
national post

aplayafter shes.ece.`

tn she is capable of doing so.
ABBth nut only completes the

play, but finds a
be= it. Parker as

Carl Stohn Jr, producer el
Pheasant Run PlyhoUBC, con

?tifift ere Ted 'these" a the

performance of Jane
McDonough as Mrs. Baker.
This is her first appearance at
untry Club Theatre, but her

dancer of the Limestone Valley

Alhambra

Dinner

BOB JOHNSON isknOWI-

1000.
educable,
pc mo nal charm and grace enhunted his character's iliadries and mannerisms.

Theatre,
president,

deep affection and kind

multitude of laughs, as does and Joshua F.'1""
Cockey, prothe

histrionic skill has a lot to do
with the success of 'Come
Blow Your Horn."
Director Rice says "Come

Blow Your Horn" will

run

understanding for Angela ter-

merited his belief in tread,
ass. The audience roared with

n Theatre in Maryland.
Mary.
Diner
'eer"efle're"erer"

laughter dung Bob's drunkand se rte. He handled every
w h relinerd most tmenit
t
-

'Critic's Choice."

and determination motivated
Bonnie as the protagonist,. but
she shared the same trouble as
John. Both lacked confidence
because neither knew their
lines as well as they should
have. However it wasn't =ough to jeopardize the m tenant rapport they created.
The physical characteristic

r lawn in a hurry with alehnda
new, temente.. smick-mtvire

of limGrainge complemented
the role of Dion Kapakos. One
'cannot act ,temptsct properly
unless one attp to portray
his character rather than himself. Applying the dialectical

approach would have given
Jim's character a more solid
structure and enabled him to

In

ei to

Ie the !orgy, landscape
site: Clomp Binh, Rona

, budget slaer:
lama,Haney

Crab, Pin Oat.

he more creative.

Brodersen, is Parker Balpos,
Her projers
don w. dear and audible. Herr

do proof of ore sonfiden

in she rem

e n,h,.66. opened cm mi. yard and

niatcliing Serf
Still another solid form
met was attamed by Virginia

Lobough, who played Chars

Hue Orr,

vetinia

Angela's

mother.

across

tie

stage with dignity and memo
ity, never allowing herself to

mrsto lire ta a,
Satmamte 6

interfere too much with her
daughter's
problems.
The

and

deadeye:3061S

son-iwkwits

duction could have been better. There was too much pink.

Masque and Staff desert,.

t.Soli on for being eble

Officers will act as a negonal ng team wiM the Actoes
agreement and rules governs
ing employment in stock Mn-

to

topproducdr
man on
his newspaper, gets the assignSmut to write the review.

elected vier -president of die
Equity Dinner Theatre Assn,
Elections were held Miring
Drake
reee" me"ten "
Hotel in Chicago.
Other officers a the ,coal-

are Jose Borcia as hir. Baker,
father of the two young men.
His performance adds to the

Masque and Staff company for
accomplishing this goal in

played by Bonnie Casey,to' IVY LONDON, played by

Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Arlington HoightsHels.

Arlington Heights

437-2680

51

Shop Monday thru Friday 9:30 A.M. to 9:30.P.51.... Saturday 9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.

e

nentheatres.

and

... Sunday Noon to 5 P.M.

of mentally retarded children
m Me alumnae a.
.,oeratiort of Eastern Airlines
Ag former rfewordemes one in.

oted Munn For mformadm,
00n mrs Trunk Morgan, preff
Ade. at 543 6566

is

GAMMA PHI BREA
will haw

Lori Mokate, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. G.
Mokate of
Hewitt spmk onnew and re- Mount Prospect, has been leant developments in the treat- stalled 10 president of the eta
Assn.

of mental illness and phi Kappa chapter of Zeta
present mental health facilities Tau
of sorority at theUntvailable in this afro.
varsity of Illinois in Cho.
Following the program cdf - paign
fee and dessert
Lori is a junior enrolled in
be serval.
All Nermornen In Prospect the College of Education.

all of Arlington
Height, The .Itr, group will

dame to become acquainted

Oration by Sally Sidon:ha
Osco
reprmashve
One

gather for an after -dinner par-

airing

ty at the Robert Naumannin
Elk Grove Village.
Social chairman 61.. Rob ert Hyson, Mrs. Alvin Reitz
and Mrs. Thom. Wise have

member will be used ass

progressive dinner
party
being
planned
by
the
Northwest
Suburban

candidate
Melanie S. Edwards, daugh-

Heights interested in joining
the club should call Mrs. Wil-

Sorority
president

Seamans
a

Husbands

-

ter a

O. o. Edwards,

Mount Pr.l.ct ban been se-'

Club will meet at 8 p.m. on trim Pier. at 824-6465 for
Thursday, March 19th, at thekmbn

H°11',' inn in M.""'
alt

the Kansas City Starlight

quite m adventure for any

who love the theater. Congratulation are due to direror Shirley Johnson and the

Water Softeners .. . Whatever Water Does
for You, Soft Water Can Do It Better!

Newcomers Club meet set
Wagon

Elaine Cohan, a former star

the Country. Club Theatre's

put so many good actors on
one e.g. It is easy to seesthat
their goal is to please Mose

,imige dr far the benefit

Wheeler Betty Bryant
l

tro/ Eds., Mount Prose., at

come

-

Members of the audience
enjoyed a wide variety of fine
American cuisine while being
entertained by the players. A
dinmr-theaMr combination 6

Mrs Frank Morgan of Add
son discuss plans for nett

will demonstrate foolproof
"Fathers - Cooking - Dinner ,

11.30 p.m. For further details.
call 867-5776 or 827-3733.

The Prospect Heights Wel-

Theatre stage.

evident in

until the finale when Buddy

Bensenville last Friday, Satuo

pk, chairman of the Midwmt

ti.s.

Fur t her information

ALAN'S FIANCE, Connie

in

NO W. frying Park Rd. in

Woodward,

the afternoon. Idembers may

derbird Lanes, Rand and Cen-

members is scheduled for Sat-

Albert

nits

mot., prnwees phuanthro-

Trinity Lutheran Church.
Fifth Wheelers consists of
widowed, divorced or leltrilY
separated individuals. Sched-

Monthly bowling for coup

this day of climbing
prices, the Northwest Suburbs'

nal production of the smolt,
'Critic's Choice;' at the
Green Tree Inn Raga ant.

In

ance create an air of authentic-

Bell, no stranger to Country Club 'theatre, capably par

set for March 21; sign -ape will
telte place Sunday, April 12. in

Tonight" recipes at the April 5
meeting in the social room at

month.

and 8.

duction.

Staff presented its third and lb

.

Silverliners plan sale

also call 096-4787 for reserva-

Trinity 1.utlieran Church.
Wolf and Algonquin Rd, Dm

dialog.

n erisms and generd appear-

trays Baker.

'Dirty Old Man'
the

day and Sunday, March 6, 7

March 0 the Broadway pro-

Hal

enviable reputation . a leading mn.
His talents are beautifully

o ber another.

'Inc Waukegan Community
Tbeaue Group will entertain

before they can resume the

to the late

Buddy is a Hollywood producer and makes a seductive pitch
at gaining a role in his production.
Director Rice, optimistic
about having a real hit on his
hands, has dodb a thoroughjob
in preparing his eau. A triple -

Baker, played by Joseph Bell,

Friday Match 11 1970

understudy

THE. SHOW stealer in the
Norman Rice.direeted delight
is Harmon Dresncr of Glenview, who is making his Matzke! debut. In the Had role of

tiated

aosettegoostilylauleasecoasoess stooge

Mow Your Horn" and was an

slows the fast -paced play, it is
that the actors have to wait unlit the laughter has subsided

dinner -theater combination.
There is also a Wednesday
luncheon matinee. Theater
tickets can be purchased elem.
Call CL 9-5400 ta take care of
reservations. Thor be pre pared to laugh.

h as

Dolores Hough-Womms Editor

the role. He toured with the
national company of "Come

ance on the Country Club

.older bachelor brother Alan

Manes is lender of Men troop supervising the Mlnislamb donors.
Matron to be performed Saturday, March 14, at Lincoln Junior
High School

IF THERE is anything that

greatest bargain may well be

Waver to feel he is watching R.
real-lik happening rather than
stage play.
Front the opening, when
Buddy Comes to live with his

mixed with fun Linda Engelhardt, Barbara Warner and Debbie

Baker wan well prepared for

Dayton, is portrayed by Hardye Simons in her fifth appear-

Ky. In' fact it is emy for the
Where it all about, Its about camping and outdoor dulls

"mail everyone hes laughed a

Simon began. And the laugh ins didn't ce ase until the final
certain. That seemed only a
row seconds later to the full
house enjoying the uproarious
play about an introverted
youth who flings his prvfaside,
learns to live a little and :Wow
his horn.' t

Horn, he is cast in a tailor n ode role. His accent, man-

from Troop 370 led by Mrs. Robert Lane. The girls will represent Meneo at the Stmt Iamb nmor
mg their performance with pinata, huge Bowers and authentic commits

oozes oat osspossesoatternalitattliSOOOSOnlienosess

of 'Come Blow Your Horn"

'

Coountty Club Theatre, a-

straint and self-control.
Bob slightly on the
talent path was Bonnie Corey
and young John Livesay, who
played John Ballabtine. Spirit

laded on representhet see'''''
in the Miss Manhat. K -State

Cub Pack

Beauty Pageant. She will pew

of Busse
School will hold its annual Pinewood Derby at their. pack
153

forma dramatic monologue
from Lucille Fletchar' s on
play, "Sorry,

Wrong Number,' for the tat-

The activity for March will

ent competition. This event is
affiliated with the Miss Kansas
and the national Mi. America
PfgeaN.
Melanie is a sophomore at
Kansas State University majoring.in speech pathology and
minortng in theater. She is a
1968 graduate of Prospect
High School.

he a Chicago Bulls basketball
game on Friday, March 20.

Bus will leave from Buse
School at 6:30 P.W.

Further information cache
obtained from the Den Moth end Fathers or ham Mr.
Gehring.

Alumnae Chapter of Gamma
Phi Beta. This year's couples'
party will be Saturday,March
14, starting with
Cocktail
hour

at

Thom.
,
,, ,,,,

he home of the

t

,.,

planned the evening. The dinner will feature Italian foods.

NORTHWEST SUBURBAN
ALUMS

tin

''''' ''''''''' '' '''" P.nt.

CHI OMEGA SORORITY
The Brass Rail Restaurant

adapted

meeting Monday, March 16.

Richard

a

activities

=simian.

The group will then split
into four dinner ponies with

in the Sheraton O'Hare Motor

the host homes being the Allan

Inn on Mannheim Rd., will

Edwards' and Kurt eatables'
of. Mount Prospect, the Dave
Meets' of Arlington. Heigh.,
=d the Alvin Reitz,' of

host'the March 17 meeting of
the Northwest Suburban
Alumnae of Chi Omega fora

Prospect Heights. The dessert

course will be served

at

the

homes of the Tom Baldikoskis,

the Steve Fri.ens, the George

McKenzie, and dm Russell

luncheon. Reservations

n
coarc

necessary.

Following

luncheon,
Osco Drug Co. will present
the

"Your Osco Beauty Corner
Present," a makeup demon-

makeup model.

Election a officers will be
held

during

afternoon.

the

New alumnae in the area are
cordially invited to attend. For

Mount Prospect State Bank
Busse and Emerson ' Mount Prospect, Ill CLearbrook 9-4000

reservations call Mn. Sam
Krause at 259-6239.

NOR'r 11 W EST TOWNS
ALUMNAE
SIGMA KAPPA

BANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS!

Northwest Towns Alumnae
of Sigma Kappa held its March
It meeting in the homeof Mrs.

SO !Filter Will Delight and Help You in Many

Model G -I25

Save $50.95 on 5 Cycle Automatic

Paul Eble, 1035 Margaret, D.

Plain.. Plans were made ler
art April g Fun Night to be given for the Park Ridge Naming
Home.

Handles water with up to

40 hamlnem grain,

The program Inc the eve ning was decamps daronmotion.

Per

Regular 6239.95

Milan. Has guest eyrie end

bypass rake for minimally
water flow during regeneration. Ether glass salt and
resin tank. Save alarms!

Imtallation Extra

Wily::

S ave,5 0.95!
Our Best 6 -Cycle

Automatic Model
Regular 8279.95

ma'am ESEi'"P"
By Eleanor Rives
"Well, bow does anyone get
involved in Girl Scout wonky"
Florence Schimek asked mat-

mrs.-factly. "Your daughter
wants to be a Brhwnie, the
jeader A begging for help, and
suddenly you . find yourself
taking the training course."

Mrs. Edward Schimek, of
619 S. Edward, Mount Proem -et, "found" herself taking
training over 15 years ago end.
has continued serving the Girl
Scout organization ever -since,
even though her daughter Janice completed senior smut M married and is now a co leader herself.

Florence is leader of Senior
Troop 499 (25 sophomore, ju-

dior and senior high school
girls) and is adult adviser to the

Senior Planning Board, which
consists of two girls from each

of the 16 senior troops in.
northwest Cook County, representing

261

Senior

Girl

Sem..
She's wearing thereat uniform of GM Scouting and proud of
If Especially en since this is National Old Scout Week. Mrs.
t:t

,

her Girl Scout work, Florence
is employed full time in the en-

mediates. She continued with

gineering department of the

and has been leader of Mount
Prospect's senior troop ever
dace.

Bruning Co.

What's so

outstanding

about Mrs. Schimek's contri-

bution to Girl Scouting? A.
cording to her co -lender, Mrs.
Robert Nordli, it's the stability

she brings to both her troop
and

the

Planning

Senior

'Board.

"The weakest link in Girl
Scouting, or in any youth orpoization for that matter,"
mid Mrs. Nordli, "is the lack

of continuity of

leadership.

Good leadership is important.,
But Florence gives continued,
uninterrupted good
leadership, and that's more impor-,

MRS. KLIMEK began as
a Brownie leader M 1954 in
Chicano and continued for,
three years until the family
moved to Mount Prospect.
When daughter Jan transferred toe Mount Prospect
Floren. automatically
offered her services on the

tarn through mnior scouting

Mrs. Schimek has a spew

toll spot in her ban for the.
Senior Planning Board.
"These arc the gung-ho
girls who are really concerned,

who love mooting And do so
much to benefit their own
troops and to help other troops

- who plan council -wide aetivitics involving all seniors.?
THE HIGHLIGHT of
Florence's

scouting

career

came in 1965 when she was

chosen to be one of 10,000;
adults and girls at the Girl
Scout National Round Up in
Forragut, Idaho. She served as

troop adviser to 32 -girls, Girl
-Scouts from all over the country and Canada.
To top it off,lanice was also
accepted.

"What an exPeriencel" ex-

claimed Mn. Schimek. "Ca

you 1.0..10,000 giris and

SHE HAS A husband who'
"never complains" and a son,

troop committee, then accepted the duties of co -leader in

Edward, Who is a student at the

1959.

Is framed Its today's "loo -or Sadao", which Nth of women

University of Illinois, Circle:
Campus, after spending 18

Army?

year later she became
leader of the girls, who were,

who have given 10 or mom yeas of volunteer service to an ergo -

months in Germany. Besides

rounded by Mountains. A hike

.dten

Edward Stigma of Mount PomPati With 15 yam of ',Amt.,.
GM Scout work to her and% gets her notes In order for the
Sector Pbounag Baud mean& Leader of Senior Troop 499, she

seventh

grade

liner -

adults all living in tents and
guarded on all sides by Mel

'e were completely surto a high point nearby dim

'closed a breathtaking view of
the entire camp area, a rain-

Florence values highly the
camping experiences she and

bow of pastel colored tents beside a beautiful blue mountain
lake.

the girls have had, from that
first camPout when the young
'sleeping hag to the accomplished, skillful primitive

work. There were two advisers

camping Of senior scouts so ca.

to a unit. The girls were di-

nobly demonstrated on farmland in southern Illinois, in the
Rockies of Colorado, in the
virgin forests and lakes of the

"THE ORGANIZATION

vided into patrols and cooked
all their meals outdoors. The
adults went fromunit to unit as
guests throughout the camp..
Schimek

became

E

Bif2gM.

Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M D) or
OPTOMETRIST S preserlphons to be filled
In the frame of your choice from our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

Automatically conditions water with up
to 70 hardness grains per gallon. Has

Canadian border.

'

an-

quainted with girls from other
countries, and with advisers
from Finland and Argentina in
her own camp area. She still
corresponds with her tent
mate, a woman from Gettys-

"THESE ARE experiendes
they'would never get at honfe,

not even in family camping,"

Many of her girls

Florence Schimek has
served Girl Scouting in many

p

,

senior level, becoming lead ers-in-training and coin,
seloruin-fraining, passing on

gallon. Ideal for large Som.
dies or for areas with very
hard water. Ilea gone

1

you're doing, the pleasure and

selfwailifaction are immeasu-

cycle, manual by.paea

valve, other deluxe fen.

lures. Save ot Sears!

s279

peroRegular $319.90

100 hardness grins

wouldn't have been in GM
Scouting 15 years if didn't
sincerely believe in h. If you
give of yourself and like what

.

Save $40.95 on Our
Biggest Automatic
Hendlee venter with

have

Yonne. Inds.
wonderful volunteer
moth."' she added. "What
could be more worthwhile? I

both local and council -wide.
She was a delegate to the N.
Ronal Gid Scout Convention
in Detriot in 1966, Her
co-worvers find her amiable,

Model C'210

stayed in scouting throughout

their own experiences

other capacities. She has been
a
eighborhood troop organine andtroop consultant. She
has coordinated many encampmeats and other activities,

gel

1

Florence said.

burg, Pa.

along with:.

REGARDLESS

girls put cereal nales in her

was terrific, smooth as clock-

Mrs.

a""' EE'in12 Sr"

convenient guest cycle for increased soft
water demands and salt selector dial for

economic usage of salt. Resin and

150-1b. salt storage tank are construct-

ed of durable fiber glass to resist rust
and corrosion. Modern tank -in -tank
styling saves space, too. You'll notice the
difference in soft, conditioned water in
your home immediately. Save at Sears!

Installation Ex.

Ask About Sears Convenient
Credit Plans

Golf and Milwaukee
Telephone 296-2211

aran..

- Isen
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Village Players stalk reality
Four one -act plays, were
presented by the Village Play-

ers of Arlington Heights en
March 6 and 7. A final performmce will be given limo,
row at 8:30 p.m. in the St. Via -

tor High School auditorium,
1213

E. Oekton, Arlington
Heights.
Primitive devices and blunt
statements illustrated how excitement eduld still live on
stage when theater stalks reality. Theater must not retreat to
prepared pasitions. It is an an

'of permmtion. The Village
Players spread their wings and
took Rieght, avant-garde, and it

wm

xciting

theater.

Ex-

ploding, biting satire and In,
cisive profiles told it lilac it
Melly is.
"Everyone talks and no one
listens" is the basic premise in

di four plays. Every member
of the audience pirticipated in
the gourmet -feast for

thought," whether they real.

bed it or not. Even the few
'Mishandled.' were affected.

again.

the party Sid and Hunk Ire -

Faster pace was needed to
insure emphasis and strength
in characterizations, although

Groh as the bank president.

both

Jack

brilliant

and Herb were oidation

theirff.r's.

"Interview" by Jean -Claud
Van Bailie was the second pro-

&Mon of the miming. Direrfor Nelson and his cast excelled in every aspect of this
episode.

TERRANCE MCNALLY'S
apotticellih unmasks the tre-

Fantastic

rhythmic

of truth -concerning

Xvar. Two soldiers, Stu and
Waal., played by Dennis
Donnell and G. Michael Rieder respectively, PM' the
name game, which .symbolizes
intellectual supermity. The
two soldiers represe tritslainri-

""ri"' ""
'""'
hoe and extremely well-bal-

set

the

darthws

an

staging made this play

Hon
Horg.';We"74ared

by

wenuy

or concern

human life.

Involvement between Den -

Jeanne Peters, the switchboard operator, and Den Ms

nis and Bob was intenie and

tor. Their exploitations appeal
as chronicles of real situations.

was needed in certain areas.
-act
or lye tour

Other actors contributing to
thr solidarity of this segment

plays was "Tiger" by Murray
Schism]. Ben, a mailman

ere Bob den

the Sunator,

o!mn

Howayor

O'Donnell, the gym instrticLear

played

by Bob Keefe,

"THE SHINY Red Ball".
SATURDAY, MARCH 14..
m the BANK a, TRUST CO
OF ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Dear Fellow Voters:

rection is the finest have seen

At a time when leadership is so desperately needed In our Township, can we afford to
leave direction of the Wheeling Township Democratic Organization to an "Absentee Landlord?"

this semen. Lighting and sets
were basic and sufficient.
To present avant-garde the ate, a company must be aware
of its limitations. I have always
felt that the Village Theatre,
Inc., players of Arlington
Heights were capable and
task

ZAPPI ANNOUNCES "THE KING & I"

,

We need a/program for growth. We cannot sit still, as silent es a Buddha. We need a headquarters. We need a functioning party of dedicated people who want to build the Democratic
Party of Wheeling Township by showing All the voters of Wheeling Township how we can
be of service to them.
But abov,e All, we need leadership. We need a committeeman who Is accessible to the
people of This Township. We need a committeeman who will get things done, rather than sit
on his hands in a loop office.
I have been an active working member of the Democratic Party for over 20 years. I know
the problems of the committeeman, and I know the programs that must be instituted and Implemented.

live up

expectation.

-Thomas R. Ibtrosino

the ...cc, of Thpaone's Brandywine Restadrant in
the Elk Grove Holiday Inn, is announcing "The King and l"

for all you "headspfdhedastle," and its fine lady. A

during our fest,

-MOW

Resident Director Vic Simone of the Hoffman Estates -Schaumburg Guild Haydn watches the

Township on March 171h, 1970.

action in the recent production of "Dark At The Top Of The
assistant stage manager Shiley McNally.

ANNUAL SALE

by,

the Distributive Education Class of the Distributive Education Class of Arlington High

700 E. Northwest Hwy

Sehool....pr000eds to send representatives of the
D.E. class to Peoria for district competition.

Solo ends More, I Ath

"Dark at the Top of

the

and obvious discontmt, there

Stairs... a play by William Inge

wm no motivation to justify
Rubin (Swingle) striking her

which deals with a southern
family living in the early .20s,
was presented by the Guild(
Players of Hoffman ES121.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

D

THE FLAMING TORCH
Congratulations and Salutations to the
Flaming Torch Restaurant of Mount Pow
their be their 1st Anniversary! We know
their year has been filled with happy and

talented acrtree using proper restraint when necessary and
fluctuating Thr energy level
to suit the action.
A good actor is versdtile and

but mho because of the thought
content and theme.

reacts to everything that hap pens on stage. Tom Swingle is
kind of actor. One impor-

Cora Flood, wife of Rubin,
and. mother of two ddldred,
interferes with her husband's
busimss affairs. trying to

tant attribute of Tom's is that
he listens to the other actors in-

stead of waiting for a cue line.
He also used a Southern dialect with proficiency.
Peggi Payne, as force sis-

change his ideals to her own.
She pampers her young son
and discourages her Map:w-

satisfied customers. To show their appreciation, the Flaming Torch is offering a

ter, Louie Lacey. was more

than

eld daughter from making a
idea her own.

free first drink with any lunch or dinner.
And, by the way, we think you'll get a
kick out af their unusual and appealing
decor. So, dap out soon and wish them
"Happy Anniversary", and enjoy a drink

extremely

MANNHEIM

LYNN JESSEN, in the role

,al.

BaHOUETS

r7,9wrin7(/

.

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

%1111111////

Y UR
COULD APPEAR
HERE

Gourmet
Dining to
Turn You On

RESTAURANT
ENJOY THE LATE SING-A.LONGF

/

WITH

LEON BERRY -

WS N. ATAHHHEIMH1).20SEMONT.

WAYNE

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

CL 5-2441

turs'r=ers

N

Featuring:'

The Eleanor Manner's Trio
OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

*Take the
Easy Way Out

with the
Exceptional
Menu!"

stew smovacti
MUSH SAUSAGE

Malan SAUSAGE
HAUNCHES

BROWN GRAVY

f& id

Beef Ribs in B.B.Q. Sauce
Steamed Buttered Baked Cod
SCANDA HOUSE Meat Balls

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

$177

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
CRANBERRY SAUCE

lion

"ALL YOU CARE TO EAT"

=dr BOO OHLT

g,argt;ITZS

'The Sorcerer's
Apprentice

115,6:7;:9:55

WITH COMMUNITY SPIRIT!
The Rolling Meadows Shopping Center on Kirchoff Road is
sponsoring its 2nd annual "Know Your Community Week."
From March 9th tine March 14th she different merchants in
the center will have various nommenity groups display their
projects and purpose in their windows.The ShoppingCenter
wants to help make community residents aware of what's
going on and how they can enrich their lives by participatingl Nice spirit,

ZAPPONE'S BRANDYWINE
Zappono's Brandywine Restaurant has a
lot to affed Not only is the deeor one to
enjoy, but "Zappi", their mascot, has spa.

dal plans to heighten your dining pleasure. Every Wednesday is "Women's Night

Our with o special dinner For two plus
champagne for only $6.25.....a price you
can't boat. Fridays is "Happy Hour" from 4

to 7 pm with free hors crouerves and
really low cocktail prices. Plus, every night
the chef outdoes himself with special ad-

ditions to the menu to delight every palate. The Brandywine is located in the Elk
Grove Holiday Inn and we think it should

II
Coach lite Inn

AI

ID

I

.115.

IL

Old
Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW

Won't you join us!

EVERY THURSDAY

Locution: nags Alg nquin Rd., Rolling Meadows III

l\

Join us at
Old Orchard
Country Club

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

Featuring Sunday, March 15th

ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS.

HOT DOGS
ONINCH DIiEsS

VIIG

5wed1sh Meatballs
Baked Fish in Lemon Butter Sauce
Delicious SCANDA HOUSE

$3.50

CHICKEN

Tale /bade

Easter Sunday, March 29th

a:n:11=Zr.=

Brunch-10am to 1 p m

JOIN OUR

If

$2°9
SERVING 11 A.M.-7 P.M.,

THE Cl.AUDE
SCHEINER TRIO

4 30076in

oMvnle
Free Heredken...WU

5pmial Children, Prices.
DINE IN COMFORT AT
SCANDA HOUSE OF MT. PROSPECT

Don't Miss Floyd's .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

I

anionliCsod ins friday

SiillgenS$

1,011 SERVICE T601

.try Friday std
Saturday night 0.
0rlm dolly m 11,30 a.m.

Pd... eons,. Rooms for Groups of 10 to 160

Open 7 days n week from 11:00 A.M. to 9(00 A.M.

Mn, Prespeci

#14'

Phan
259-9550

2.Idr

morgasbord)

253 RAND ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

253-3300

ERANDYWINE RESTAURANT

ENTERTAINMENT

'Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

t.

ON FIEDIRIE RAY

-Ample Padang.

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVILLE,
-

'A.,

956-1110

IS,
For Reservations Phone 3124264446

'

Rand Rd. &
Euclid Ave.

EDITH JOHNSON

W ncheons and Dinners Rom 11.30 Daily

537-8866,

Make Reservations Now

FOSTHIS roan

Sun

PHONE

Dmner - 11 am to 8 p m
Special Cluldrens Paces

Featuring

9T.G.I.F,
SESSION!

MMON

600 S. Milwaukee.
Wheeling, Ill.

evening

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

Sliced Turkey over Dressing

$3.50

OAR 1141 albs

1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

comedy mixes with beriatifel
ballads arid four pan harmony singing to make a

$3.50

CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LISS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

-

ISAT.. SUN. MATINEE.
FOR CHILDREN

::;`,%,,Z,77,idi:j." Rap"
1

$3.50

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND

MI

amt

On.

sers Four," with Sharon
Andre, has prepared aver 20
hours of original vocal arrangements. Their flair for

Special.

SERVING 4:30-8:00

MAMMY

loweellanag

lboHnoon

DINNER

$4.75

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH

BROWN GRAVY

LUMBRID6

by Ninl Simon

NIIHAU Berman

7:50,Dss
SHowssalS,=

ently appearing at the Brass

Rail Cocktail lounge in the

"live -and -jumping'.
of entertainment.

1111triD

rVg.

only

pun of the great group cur-

be a must an your "good-time 110'1

BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH

'The Drive -In

YOUR

Cactus Flower

Plus

Dining...Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

RESTAURANT

U.S.. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS

j

B0ul.ROHW0

r(5k

PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS $3.45

HATICZAIII

C OM

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Golden Brown Chicken

We are Now featuring
Mon. thru Thurs., Special Dinners
to Complement our Superb Menu

OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE

1:15,:10,3:30

.

Featuring Saturday, March, 14th

Complete Dinners

at

Wonalidnyt *MASS

$

Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Daily

BAR -134 BABY BACK RIBS,

Opening Marsh 4th

WeekEnd FunFare

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT

Join
Your Friends

Ztj'Alln

Pres°.

Ngq-esuk

001.010 MINI

every audience...that's

Sheraton O'Hare. 'The ChaThe Northwest Suburbs ONLY
Prolesstonal Theatre

,

11311.01'

DALMATIANS

5

THE
- CHASERS FOUR
A coded performance to fit

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE

CALL

MEMO

'

.

.;

(Now Appearing...CHASERS FOUR...in the)

"'""e'15Z7,042,=7X''°"-^'

GENErma!!!Ende

1, 0101101`SIOI'

wsiliegeteel
.

Mannheim.

luta MOO:Am is

countryual,..-53

NOW SHOWING
,,e0-iV1,0

on

Iron plunks out fine tunes on
The "Friendly Organ Bar."
Stop by soon and put in your

BRILLIANT SCREEN

-4 AlLtinGtOLL
THEATRE

Renteurant

4.1!..Y..

Cuba&

- Across from Oblons Field

//ill

_

IHAng aid

.NIELSEN'S 827-1819,

sa

.

ing favorite songs for all the
lucky customers of Nielsen's

One. Without implied tension

Luncheon Mew

J. Stye&

1,7=

t until the last part of Act

AAA& ...complete

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR'
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!:

PERFECT

PIZZA!

e of a too wholesome rap
port with her husband, played
b Tom Swingle, any problems
b tween them were not appals

NIELSEN'S

well -cast.

From Peggi's first entrance

of Cora, justified her inter.
etation to the point where
,h r advice was warranted and
iningful. However, be-

on the house!

c7rfoe

FAVORITE REQUEST

ON OUR WIDE

al'used'

Cora to understand her own.

TO PLAY YOUR

6.2<

STARTS FRIDAY

l.
daol (-rim e°s't' i

way,* guarantee a good time.

Saturdays, Leon Berry is play-

DAPTHPETHR

-Thomas R. Penosino

The env was e wise seleo
lion not only from the stantlpoint of good entertainment,

DAY PUBLICATION§

i

a mean beat on Friday and Saturday

night...ber enjoy the music or kick up mar heels, too. Either

Eye, night, Tuesdays- thru

Lynn proved herself a very

School.

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

i:m:ofoni,heneds':h:ouru:1:d

have treated the scene more

Trio swings

'

she captivated the audience
with her movements, speech
and facial expressions which
were

stamping

and Schaumburg Feb. 27 and
28
at Tefft Junior High

Dining...Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

Mrs." He in tens is ...Wand by

IT'S SWINGING AT FLOYD'S
Want to know where the action is? At Floyd's! The leo Sash

been playing the scores for several months but the Thumday night rehearsal was the only one with
the noted composer. The concert is free and open to the public. It is and has been one of the area's
most delightful entertainments.

Entertainment southern style

5jAce rely
Hermen,F.Koeneman

WeckEnd FunFare

delicious dinner of petite filet with sauce bernaise and
petite lobstermil with drawn buner and lemon. A dinner
definitely fit fora kingl-and his favodte lady!

Caught In action at rehearsal' in Hersey High School's Band Room lest Thursday is Today
Nelhybel. Composer Nelbybel 001 direct his own compositions for the Palatine Band Concert to
be held on Smday March 15 al 7130 p.m in the Wheeling High School Auditorium. His nom
positions which are quite familiar to high school nudeah and to area professional musicians
include "Chorale", "Marcia Donna", "Prelude a. Fuge", and "Suite Concertante". The sixty
piece concert band will he under the direction of John Christie. The band director Christie has

I ask your support now ... not for Herman Keenemen, the man...but for HERMAN KOENEMAN, the political leader who is needed if the Democratic Party Is to achieve the strength
it mist in our community.' I ask for your vote for Democratic Committeeman of Wheeling

SAVE o $150

SHELKOP
TV

9 am to 2 pen

Sponsored

"COME BLOW YOUR HORN"

to be an asset for his actors. He

manipulated his actors with
tenderness and rape. His di-

DONNA DAY

That rib -tickler comedy by Neil Simon, "Come Blow Your
Horn," is currently playing at the Country Club Theatre. Ps
real adult laughs by the northwest suburbs only professional theatre. While you're there, also enjoy a fine dinner
at the Old Orchard Country Club. it Makes for a full and
delightful evening.

Magnavox.

BAKE SALE

with something to sell. John-

that the same mistakes begin..

HERMAN F. KOENEMAN

DIRECTOR Arnold Nel-

son's creative staging proved

entibrised

md the have-nots. Charlie.
played by Jack Ellis, is a man

tions. When they change roles,
we find that each man does not
listen to the other. The result is

4°4,4.

and

Herb Braden as the House Gloria, a housewife, playa by
Painter. Betty DeGrols as the Man Spatefora, are victims of
Woos m on 42d Street, Cam- a lack of communication be.
yeBurkett as thewoman on tween themselves and society.
the subway, Polly Johne. M Their encounter leads them to

by Cleve Haubold expounds
upon the theory of the haves

ny, played by Herb Braden, is
manwho wants to buy. Both
men bickered with extreme
shrewdnms, each man taking
Offensive and defensive posi-

VOTE FOR

Rod consolation end companship in each other. Although both actors performed
well, this play wee too long and
should not have been performed last.

RINCHES
EXCIPTSA

II MYS

Ifla Mies East of
garrimpon Rd.
on Mr. 22

PH; 529L8

esmyation
'Help Us'
To Serve

You

CI5-2025

Mt. Prospect
Northwest's Only Professional
-- Theatre

MOUNT PROSPECT
Pi 181.1Ci

SHORT RIBS

Oap

Page 10

Fnday March 13 1970

Col Klink as their
wanner in a scheme
to deliver documents

TONIGHT
600

/rat

SIZRPRISthz

BUTor New Emig s..4flowwe

6ILMFIEP TO SEE "MAT 1 SAW HIM LOOKAIG FOR

youRsuoy noway°

OMR

HOP NINO IR FILH,. WM! THAT
CREATE A SCOJE NOW ME ME, W.. IS BLoWn1 OUT-I
THAT MONS CALIAXT
SAVE, fr FoR JUST SUCH AM

SriCY4rIgraTLOM

HIM BULD-OATCHM16,

/ANYO

1.94

PERFECT! NE FELLT).
ASLEEP PROOSP
OM COMMAND: NOW

-

I, REMOVE THE REST
MS FOOD: WHEN

WHEM HE TRIES TO LIS.

HIM HE'LL
HINK TAF.O HE'S
TAWAKEN
FAISMED HIS

ME .
GIVE A
MIRROROG

OD A
HIPPIE!

2
5

O

OUR BOARDINc HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

ITS THE ONLY

ItLBTO
'
WEIGHT

News

to a glamorous un

Neves

dcrground agent

7 News
1111k oDotelua
9
Show
Sherman
Bobby

CO.

and Robert Aida are
guests.

/ CAUQ4T

.26 Spanish Neva

1141%.

32 The Manners
6:10

THE 900P -CASE.

Neither Are We
Henry Danker centering on
n gap 'between
youths and adults of
Judea at the time of
Christ. With Van

5
7

The Ghost old'

7

Mrs -Muir
Mrs. Muir's folks
Nan a surprise yedding for her and the

6:15

11 TV College
Psychology.
6:25

Illta
Calorie Kitchen

Editorial

2

"Fluid Dairy Pro-

26 Qui.

ducts."

6:30

The Trail of the

2

Feathered Serpent
Kuralt
Charles
unusual

2,000 -mile

voyage of a primitive

16

Safari

The NBC News

Watch this space for

Special filmed while

OT,
1,,ANCEL4
FOR SATURDAY

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
211: The temptation to com-

WOULD YOU PLEASE TELL YOUR

MOTHER TO PUT A LITTLE
MORE 'MAYONNAISE IN TIE
EGG SALAD
NEXT

Bracken, Weald

Anne

I THE
RETURN

OPINE I'

WW1 -WOVE ARE
YOLITAMMeME
TOE

I KNEW rri weLL, r
CIONYWAN1,05EE In.
I LIKE ROMANI-1C

VAMPI12(...

I THINK VAMPIRES
ARE 1.nYtANTIO

Moue

Hunter, Con.

chell's daughter Eris-

stance Towers and
Billie Burke.
5 Midnight Report

cilla Lane falls for

Scottish Dennis
Morro.

Chicago Show

12:15
Paintings;
32 100

9

5:35
News

9

Biography

"Konrad

5
7

and

-UHOE
I PRAR5

Mdinvini
n d the M anon Mon," Forrest Tuck:

Toccoa, Georgia
Ade-

10:00
News
News
News

ANSWERIV WEDNESDOM

Darren
"Love

Jarrett Manor, one of Georgia's oldest structures, dates irom 1784. This three-story

clapboard building, located near Toccoa, served
as a frontier fort, stagecoach inn, post office and

uu

plantation manor house. It also was site of an

GI N E M

Indian massacre.

Quickly you learn the building's varied roles

ex arid Jane Kew;
"'Uwe and DOOM&

jjsg

since it was first begun in 1784. At various times,
jt,has been the site, of an Indian attack, a frontier
fort, stagecoach inn, early post office, and final-

CAPTAIN, EASY
MA

eunc OPAL

worth-

hall Tournament.

The Eviler/die.

4 Palatable

13Sacred
Sacred bull

5
6

14 Winglike
15 Yellow
16 Galata Raker
18 Waisted
fabric
20 Stitch anew
2/ Old weight
for wool

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 201: It is the wise, con

27 Masc aline

24 Dry
26 Viper s

appellation

witknows

30 Gloss
34A
fixedly

best how to keep the
family friendly through a per od of dissension.

34 Ancient name

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
(9): A day to remember if you
are careful to avoid the risk of

35 Get free from

ofllrfa

36 Recedes
37 Recedes

witenterprise. Be satisfied

from flood

h completing old projects.

39 Larissan

CAMPUS CLATTER
EXCITEMENT

INHERES

ON A SMMENT SUOGESTOM
FOUPIAKINn OUR OUSSEGS
COuRNSMORERGI.VANT.

HER SECRETARIAL C11,65 AND /AY OFFICE
MANAGEMENT MASS ARE GETTING TOGETHER
FOR.THEIR FIRST ANNUAL MELD DATA

Foodlosed
consumers
7 Peer GYnt's

mother
(Roman)
9 Exclamation
10

the women and children hid during In-

ian attacks. It is located over one of the stairdhire

ways. The 27 massive doors are hung on huge,
wrought iron hinges and are strong enough to
withstand a battering ram.
The house has had a number of owners. The
center section was built by Major Jesse Walton,
and after his death, Traveler's Reat was sold to
James R. Wyly and eventually to Devereaux Jar-

mountain
40Gaelic
41 Circle part

42 - con came
45 Brighter
49 Those who

havea license
51 Brother (ab.)
52 Fish sauce

53 Narrate
64 ignited
55 Greatest
quantity.

meetings
19 Fashions

57 Mariner's

far your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

rett in 1810, who expanded the house to its
present size.

a reasonable precaution.

G25014 MOCI ledrsro
HO1:0
DIAMMEA MUMM.Ha0

MIE1110.80 IMPZIM
NIRO MkilN

R1181D ONNffi0M14.1
ffilMOFAI

HICIC OM E16961

100W NON

MOMFAMMOM &MAO
MNM
MIALMLICEct
=KOMI
CIMIN IROJ
ffirOM

FANNIN

23

33 Oak fruit

churches
24 Asseve ate

33 Become
40 Choose by

(dial.)
26 Desert

1

ell e eral om

UP

All savingsin by the 10th earn from the 1st.
ANNUAL YIELD

ballot

ANNUAL RATE

MIN. BALANCE

MIN. TERM

41 Bridal path

42-chowder
43 Hawaiian city

27 Choleric
28 Corded

44 Desserts

46 Biblicalnanie
47 Ireland

fabrics
43 Surf noise
29 Bewildered
31 Physostigmine 50Depst (ab,)

CERTIFICATE

can be increased

daring first10

MENNEN
MUM
AMU MOM MINIM

ACCOUNTS

ammo ANOMIE
OE= OEM
imam mansma
MINIUM= OEM

7.79%

7.50% -$loo,000

6.18%

6.00%

$of 000

5.92%

5.758/8

$moo

ONE YEAR

5.398/6

5.25%

$000

3 MONTHS

5.13%

5.00%

NONE

NONE

ONE YEAR

ACCOUNTS

MMII MAME EMU
MEM OMEN OMEN
OMMEMEEMM
MEMOS= OMENS
ONE ROME
ORME ONEE MOO

OMEN ®REM UNE
OMEN OMEN am,
direction._.-._

56 Friend (Fr)

THIS SECTION

MNEIG1 507dEk)

araguay

11 Prepare,

from paying guests

Am or to Praises huts

CHECK

section of the house was built, was indeed turbulent Indian country. There is even a secret room

Upstairs are six rooms, one known as the
"tramp quarters" where transients unable to
pay were allowed to sleep. But they took no
chances with the "free" lodgers, padlocking
them in at night. to prevent any wallet lifting

mietary gods 25 Interpret

Beams of light 17 Foil],

22

MIRE dual POLWWWG UP

the most dangerous times on the frontier, and
Georgia in the late 18th century when the first

dulge in raising his own silkworms.
The house is built of foot -square logs over a
huge, cobblestone basement where the kitchen,
storerooms and wine cellar are located. Life was

DOWN
1 Otherwise
2 Manner of
walking
3 Animal jellies
(var.)

12 New Guinea

while but don't allow yourself
rupond to them on impulse.

gar% ALL U.

Peering through the gun ports near the chimneys, it is obvious that the house was Wit during

ly a hospitable plantation dwelling during the
antebellum days when Jarrett was the largest
landowner in the country and could even in-

Pe ny Masao

26 NCAA Helm.

of Egypt

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): The suggsstions Of

JARRETT MANOR

5:40

9:25

32 Paul Harvey
CommeZo

32 Debbie Drake

f-

distress.

.

in

N.

Irish Thomas Mit-

His Mine'

8 Roast leg

floes under control. A display

(ail

"lime Cheer, for

of family feud when

"Love and the
Mh." Suzanne Ple-

and-

ed day by keeping your en,.

talek

Movie

the Irish.. " Comedy

0915

1-salad

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

..

frey

9

2

4 Scotch

223 Reduce the risk of a speil-,

trail

3015

Strode is on trial for
rape and murder. In
course of court-martial, staMard West em tale evolv..1ef-

11 NET Journal
"Freud: Man and

ACROSS

another.

caul

9 News

Rut-

ledge." Woody

Food and Drink

ON Ace MAN!

or they may conflict with one

aril
alit
uric
ritual
rail
dal

make

.seript
personnel.
mad
American,
7 Love,

EEE air MEEK

011at EDS, MY
-MAR, V, TRUMPED

Projects should be juxtaposed

cart
curl

to

9

THE BORN LOSER

An unusually productive day.
for a Saturday in mtdmonth.

laic

Monte
"Sergeant

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

tual enjoyment through new

citraf

3:40

44r_)

understanding of another.
Children add to your pleasure.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 231:

Out t

2

and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

.

12:00

fl

23); Seek the ultimate in spiri-

lair
liar

mon
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The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates. These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.

Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.
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Novel, but entirely logical-that's Commons in Northbrook

Real Estate/CLASSIFIED

14)
11To Rent furnished Apartments

7440 Rent Aparhnents

Novel, but entirely logical,

Inviting& them plans Is eppro-

in modem living are

primly known as the "Atrium

teadIly noted in the interior
designs of "The Commons in
new conNorthbrook"
now
dominium to
building at 1900 Shere Rd.,

ludas needy 10 feet by more
9 feet. From this protected courtyard the attached

entryway from the front door,
In an unusual and practical araogement, is the earwax to

length of the front wall. Th

two -car garage may also be en-

the study,

into the adjacent family room
measuring approximately 15

Northbrook. "The Com-

House." In this design, the entire home is developed around
central atrium. lust as in the
old Roman villas of long ago,
the atrium of this modem condominium townhouse is open

mons" offers buyers a choice

to' the sky - and provides a

tered, while the entry to the
home proper - on the opposite,
side - opens into a
spacious
use foyer. This boas. a
muarry-tiled floor and is set

of three different, and quite

protected "sun -and -Min" arras

broadside,

uncommon, ranch -townhouse
pleas in this unique concept
developed by the C. D. John -

living and entertaining.

on Co.

rium House" is via a private,

in

Orsenf tM mow Immoral nnd

t

of the year, for relaxed

The entrance to the "Atfully -enclosed courtyard mea-

II

in
length, connceting the family over

"

living area and the bedroom

To one side is them,mn181/2
ably large living roo
feet long ond almost 15 fee,
wide. Here, a wide view win-

dominates the Inc wall. Jus
outside this room - reaches
via . insulated sliding Elm
doors - is the attractive patio

DIRECTLY ACROSS the

door extends nearly the entire

Here, gas patio lights encour

Heated swimin

harm.

sodas

Ayr

I

yore

age heavy use of this "fun'

13ES PLAINES -

space by family and friends.

Adults preferr eImmedd
$195. Wk do,
,117 pm .43,3262

I

1408 or wkends on

MUNDELEIN

to

Cl
hadrooms. Stovery andb.

as

in

all

con-

the

dorninium homes of "The
Commons" are two carefully
planned bedroom suites. Each
a spacious bedroom,
private bath, big closet and

Twelve/Oaks
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

It's the softest brick floor you ever walked on. So soft, M fad, that dishes and claymore literally
bounce off its cushioned surface. The material is Armstrong Cork Company's new "Easy Street"
cushioned flooring, combining the !incurious resiliency of carpet with the easy maintenance char asterisrics of vinyl. Manufactured In Moot swaths for seamless Installation, Easy Street features
nonporods vinyl wear surface that resis. common household spins and stains. In addition to the
brick dmign, the new product is maibble In Spanish and contemporary motifs.

"The condominium homes
at `The Commons in Northoccupying

9PP9.999.9
"m9 md '99" 9M9M .M999' Wm M dm s-4. N.* timok",
,,,,ted le the overall layout, It Is completely private with In- Irately 12 acres, are priced

from around S40,000.

sulated glass window mai on all sides.

home up for sale. You'll find

shopping

the greatest number of people

added.

If you want the greatest se-

ably have less of a selectionlbe-

looking between March and
May and the least number of

lection of homes and the great -

gin looking in October and

competition from other
lame-scckers, start looking in
March and plan to makepur.

make a purchase in December.

eat

chase in May.

THE SAME advice applies
if you're planning to put your

do you think
your wife would
.

feel in a bright.

a/ultra-modern

kitchen.

Would you like to give her
this in a beautiful home?

shoppers between October and
December.

in

October,"

"Since it takes 30 rand one,
to shop for a home, find one,
and make the purchase, Ibis
means the greatest number of
home -seekers start looking in

May and least number begirt

home closings, which mans
the June -August period is a

miles south of Higgins Road (Rte. 72)

IN SCHAUMBURG
N

writ

ro
MI. 71) Higgins one

we've always known,
namely, that people try to rime
home parches. and sales to tho
Int e spring and summer
months, when there's less disruption tO children in school,"
Hall said. "Most corporate
transfers are geared to this timing, too."

Well -drained soils may become poorly drained when a

ninon months are really very
certainly not enough to

Mat buyers should not hold off
putting their homes on therm,
ket in any of the so-called
'Slack periods."

justify deferring a home sale or
purchase," he said,

THE DIFFERENCES he-

-

The buyer who looks during
a relatively uncrowded period,
such a month, has two impop

,

i

Indere Yourself In ThIs Beautiful 3 Bedroom Ranch, 20 A t
Panelled Family Room, Brick Fireplace, 2 Garonne Plod Bath ,
Full Basemen, Car Garage,.. and Range, Dishwasher a I

t ' '7127 VOnn'Al al Mr= 111177''"
c

Settableras Itates SAW Mode las o1/2147

year than at others. Also, there
may be less demand for mon,
gage money duringthis period,
and consequently mortgages
may by easier to obtain."

o-fices

tanceR

coopottation
Phone: 894-1500

.. takes the //

of home buying

-
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US le Nenthwee teal 31
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soils immediately above the

to

an

Street may be waxed
higher gloss is desired.

of the soils them-:

when heavy rains come.

ing

real estate transfers in

Maine and Wheeling townships for the week ending

can be obtained froth the local

office at 71 S. Old Rand Rd
Lake Zurich. Two booklets,
"Know the Soil You Build
On" and "Sail Conservation
on New Building Sites" are

Louie J. Boismcnue, 531; 1523

Van Buren, Earl R. Wernicke

trorn, president of the com-

to John Thomas, 532.

pany.
Reed's

Hestrom said
new position

with Branigar since 1964 Prior to that time, he was audit
manager for eight years for
Arthur Andersen & Co.

Whims A. Rab, $12.30'

Reed is a graduate of Simp-

son College, Indianola, 'owe.

Furnished Motels
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Sunday 11 to 6
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13121255.MB
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personalized atte

sellers at certain times of the

i*trit

density

Visit any of the M.A.P members below
for No. 1 Real Estate Service

lepd,,O",ZapTW°.

.35,0214

wah
8sWeem s
520S ond
bedoaon

FREE waff1/21/211 meeting in 11.1ag
mew, Minos mom me bedrooms.

EAST STREET fOSILITOf a
durable, nonporous vinyl wear
surface which prevents spilled

natural drainage way is safe
until homes are built later at a

and the seller who puts his cmased runoff, small streams
home on the market during may leap over their banks

8, Your Honvalti Now - guild luta

Rood

Mel

so'u, housing on well -drained

John L. Hall

He pointed out, however,

Half ArmWoodei and Unwooded Las

Yen es

which gives the =laid Its

playrooms,

ings and streets change the old
relationships
soils and
plant covers.

Road

iF

hallways -

Soil facts should be
considered in building

what

from $44,300.

Model homes open daily 'al dusk. Carlisle
is on the east side of Roselle Road, two

corporates a thick backing of

The process of reshaping
land for urban uses alters soils
in many ways, often with drastic effects on drainage, nmoff
and stream -flow. New build.

%A Z
and in a fine community where "your kind
of people" live. You can live in the hothe of
your dreams. Brick Bi-levels and Colonials

discoloration.
Manufactured in 12. -foot
widths for seamless, ono -piece
installation, Easy Street in-

also recommended for use in
family rooms, baths, dill-

411P.

COUNTRY SETTING

... away from jet thunder, in dear. clean air

risk of unsightly staining or

May as the month of the most

-These figures corroborate

and general sales manager.

vdoptocnt of the Armstrong
Cork Co.
Described m the first really

FO HO,Aft,

O

82-.W/fded tg End

el no and clout space

are
accidentally
dropped on the ricer.

glassware

no

& Warner, Inc., the Chicago

cent," reported John
L. Hall, senior vice-president

patios

ionumSuitar

-ale, Remota Interiors with ale*

patterns in the kitchen without

S

me rddwr.'

deem break* when Balla or

Street," is a recent de -

tit

NW Suburbs

20 Is. so.pot

backing also .dramatically re-

the new Armstrong flooring

The No.1 Listing Service in the

Arlington

In

laamtate

hully

Elevator
Heated Pool

Street

Whitney
Real Estate

Regal Reel

a

a beaudndsmoe

Undel-ground Porki g

haracteristics,

permits use of light, delicate

fill

saw

BECAUSE OF ITS unique
Maintenance

143

%war

S1/21-13NO

GENTOAVINSTONCORP.

FOR RENTAL

I

muffles impact noise, producing a marvelously warm, quiet
surface underfoot.
East

Open

For Personal Service

DESIGN BY SCHOLZ

The new flooring effectively

special

Models

.

""-°TATIrc°

31/21.5ry0

fccs nor me fleedesee Niga.

HelgR
hts.

lion="

""'^Valt?""
SchOUPPM Office
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Don Hager

Financing available

StarCk Realtors

Multiple Listing Member

BEN PEKIN CORP.

luxurious feeling of softness.

The

$38,900

Coll Any MAP

f

Days a wet. 10 AM

rymmearamma1/21/2

the inside
story ...

of mime-

The new product, called

drenN

good one for shoppers and men ors alike.

5.62

exceptional ease
nance is desired.

AUGUST IS not far

These are the conclusions of
a I 9-ymnmarket study of Baird

area's Most diversified real estate firm, with 27 offices in the
city and surrounding suburbs.
"Our figurm show that twice
as many home sales contracts
are signed in May as in Decemper cent against
5.02

flooring for kitchens, clad.anniantnn v now

practical soft floor covering
for kitchens, the material is

be

fact, where a
of cushioned

combination
comfort, quiet, warmth end

the best Mitures of both.

Most ho
homebuyers gear shopping
to late sprtng, summ,er month

in

Amid all the talk about the
merits of carpet vs. =Hein
a totally new floo
ing material that incorporma

.4

If you went to do your shop
ping more leisurely, but prob-

-anyplace,

Furnished

L, Busse
t

Slope

Quinlan 8 -Tyson

n. xla.omteP392-1855

INFORMATION

setting Milt

New floor material puts
thehomemakers lf I Easy Street
It had to come!

dp

1, 2 and 3 BEDROOMS
From $215

way

toth""

general living area.

ly

I

Sonia

Ph"IPPgriZ Rea"

""rgigr".

-guarantee.

arcult TV 6 prin., guard pot

FOUNTAINS

In

Noon corridor servals the bedroom wing of the boas, which

Whois the bat time to buy
ascii house?

IN THE PLUM GROVE
ROLLING MEADOWS
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Baird & Warner

comes with new home

lir_m____egthoroctired_jeur

90Th Rent Office Space

Wm a powder room just off
alnallY convenicot M

18AL MOB BRUM

Exclusive Atmosphere

net. The baths are riled and

me,

MULTIPLE MG

iKamMegy,1=1 Estate

2S35100

carpeting; overdized 2

ass reTY Tame tad.

Plum Grove

la

.amm.maJeoweasesas.waamonoTohot54.5

built-in vanity and towel cabi

At "'line Commons in Noratbrook.-now coodorainums now
balding at 1900 Shermer Road in Northbrook-Nevem! appal log Ideas for rewarding thing are found. One of the plans fea.

car garage; double oven;
dishwasher and disposal

THREE

IN ARLINGTON NEIGILTS

Pri1/2cy and roman.= are
emphasised in the bedroom
Here,

PROSPECT (limberly.)
2 Sedm. AMT. tpartlIke
sebmg). Reasonable rent°,
M

CALL 362-0204

ment. An added convenience
is a built-in desk.

Will Kelp You

I

Easy so reach: Palatine Rd. to
Windsor Dr., nodh to model ot

"1=7%r'

ArlInAtsor &ally

Palatine
4 bedroom ranch, for,

'1"75117.471"'"

1

Open Dally: 11 AM -e Mt

820 E. Anderson Drive

Salespeeple

mat dining room; family
room; 21/2 baths; new,

Behan Compete, GOO
b

Phone 394-2577
-

LAKE SHORE LIVING
IN THE SUBURBS

14/4 S. Bum Pd. 439.4100,
ml, west of Rte 63...

RENTALS START AT S205
some available immediately

Overloirking Count

arrange-

wing of the "Atrium Flom."

p

More Than 340

Icluded.

modern kikhons

are,co-operating In presenting
The Showroom of Homes

1 to 4 P.M.-

ou're beautlfull

HOWARD SPROAT 5 CO.

patio, ample parking.

t4'1W.°.,T,1,°.7; =Alme. I

.feet. Appliances, cabinets aad
work -service counters are in a

"U"

courts,

MAP
MULTIPLE LISTING REALTORS

Sunday, March 15th

A HOME?

Is'O':ttsnd '1'1AA7IPFlIat ecsan

2Vo7.44','4e

14

proper is over II feet by,8
well -planned

holm' 'gardn

opt in 3 Ilat.

Call

Open House

BUYING or SELLING

POINT

INUATINDROMrio1/2600WS
One Bedr.Azartments.

'ploy Me, MY

completely eCLIAPPed 7t5h 575-

TRANSFERRED?

DANA

25014.Wepate, Aft. Prospect

pool, pi:

Ms

conveniendy reached by sliding glass doors from the kiteh.
en -dinette area. In this latter
section, too, spaciousness is a
feature. The dinette area itself
measures nearly 9 feet by
7 feet
and
the kitchen

do

Darn.

2

Inn5..orSpnl!V9-3*3,197"

771E PATIO may also be

no

Alto, Mise.furn.439.1896

Move tight inl HoothIng 5nOt.
from drapes on th wind ows
'peelf cleaning oven.

stilt,

wood-buming fireplace whicl

ARLINGTON NadllIS

'''Irboner 23346300

Newt 1, 2, 3 bedroom
Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

n;ti31!;"::

spacious family room is the bit

feet

Woods
invites you to jam
the Country Club set

A striking feature of Mr

Dame is quickly disposed to
all pans of the house.

IfinealEstalelleuses

'

' Any at These

111 &dr. Apts, New Elev.
tor 0144 carpeted, omen..
cat, ab condinanIng. SwIrn.
Pool. Convenient to hop.

Windsor

Apr. I 6 rm 2 Wm lge

plocr'n e:s

feet by 14 feet.

foyer -

86 -Real Ent:IC(410am

Vacant

Westgate Apts.

O

ing room, which then lead

From this point - the antrolly -located entry

Sublet

room is open to the formal din

7411 Rent Apartments 1

To Rent Apartni els

smmn gld has 'welshed apt

14To Rent Aparhunts
ideas

*Residential
°Commercial

Call Mrs. Parker
255-7200

Zv:°:

V ,,:t,

HAGER

"Home For Sole"
Ads

.

16 Sa.PoIllwell
359.5050
Village Square. Palatine;

in This Space

0 C.

THE DAY

llene 14

:I

Friday March 19 1970

Personal finance

Area men
on the Move

Count on savings, not scholarships for college
ARLINGTON
By Carlton Smllb

survey report called "a dan-

and Richard Pumam Preen

gerous overestimate of the out-

side financial aid available to
people of their economic ley -

You're an unusual parent If
you haven't spent many a wak-

hour pondering ways to

In other words most were
doing little if anything to propore for the costs of collage,
relying instead on "scholar-

.

noce ei college education for
your kids. You're even more

unusual, -however. if you've
come up with a foolproof plan.
Research indicates that 100

ships" to bail them out.
IF YOUR thinking Ion
been following the same gala'
Intn, you had best pause to re-

many parents spend a lot of

Donald F. Andahr was
recently elected to the past of
Wee president of sales 10 the
Salento-Megowen Biscuit Co.

John Past, 1705 Verde Dr.,
Mount Prmpect, has been pro -

of Chicago. He sum one of

Motions serviceman to plant
service foreman in Arlington
Height,. He will be in charge

three persons elected to vicepresidencies of the company.

rime considering tho problem.
but too few arrive at a reason-.
able plan and sunk to it.
One poll of families with an
average ineome of ,S14,000

mated by Illinois Bell Telephone

from

Co.

Amfahr lives at 1585 Riv.

of

tervIew Av., Des Plaines.

work in the district. He has
worked m an inMier, repair

One study of conditiont in'
1,200 colleges and universities.

Mowed only one student
five was receiving any form Of
outside financial aid and the'

five had any savings plan Belk
and that those that did saved

comma -

college arrives.

cash value when the time for

heavy with honors but noti011ably lacking in dollars.

BUYING 'U.S. soil's

THE TRUTH A you've got

bonds is another method. The

to be poor, in the most obvious
sense, to get anything like
enougls scholarship money la

rate of interest paid on them
has been pitiful in recent

buy stocks or shares in a mutual fund. Ordinarily. such an
investment will help to guard
ageinst erosion from inflation,
his it is by no means foolproof.

times, but they have one major

limp a kid afloat through eel-

advantage - you ceo buy

Nr.

them on a payroll checkoff Sr
bond -a -month plan that minimises the need for willpower.
The old familiar savings ea

HEIGHTS

A FOURTH method is to

0
.

owl 0 I

1

I

1l f

lip

4 4**

'144.411t

mro 0

*tier

-RN*

up, end thousands of investors

are poorer today than they

were a year ago, thanks to the
:general slump in the market.

count is a practical appro.];

23RD ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

But whatever you are going

but you must promise yourself
to stick to it.

To do. do

Some banks will reinforce

son

noul. Con if

it

in diapers, it's

is

depositmolve with an automatic

Terminology is et Ombot-

surance policy, preferably one
taken on the life of the breed -

dpos plan. If you req.. ft,
the bank will deduct as

none too sn to begin saving
P000
for that inevoo table day of nu wing. The sooner you

tom of some bf dela confusion,

winner. If he dies, the polio,

amount each month from Mar

the easier it will be.

MARCH 16-21.........

man, plant assigner and com.
municalions maIntenmemon.

Open
new
store

MRS. GEORGE F. BOCHUM

burg, has been appointed dim

bid manager of passenger
sales, Chicago, of the Thimigo

Milwaukee,. Paul and Pacd

Philip

L.

Chapin,

elects
officers

Grove, has been promoted to
division personnel manager of
the Allstate Insurance Co s
home office at Northbrook

01

Corresponding Sedetary

Hours:

lc Railroad

mW this 15,000 square foot
store is stocked with the "most
complete assortment of variety
merchandise to be found anywhere." He said many famous

Two new members of the
board of directors and two executive officers have been

William
congratulat
the bank

Charles L Kimball of 600
Go -Wendt, Mount Prospect
has been admitted to general
partnership in the firm of

elected by the Bank of Elmhurst, according to president
William T. Glom.
Stan/ey C. Olson of Medi-

brand names will be found in

nah and Anton Mourek of

much more,

the

store,

such

Buster

as

Brown, nationally advertised
toiletrim and cosmetics, and

Elmhurst have been elected

The new Scott Store is de-

to the board.
Olson began his career with.

signed to make shopping a
pleasure, said Hicks, with
comfort controlled air condi-

lid Firestone Tire and Rubber
Co. as a district credit manager. Currently he is market Glove deft) president of the Bank of Elmhurst, in division manager with the
Stanley C Olson on becoming the new director of Hollymatic Corp. in Park For-

co ning and modern multi-ley-

fixtures for beautiful dis-

l

plays and easy shopping.

SHOPPING

est.

and

carts are provided for shopMOUREK LS the monaglog
general partner of Mourekson
Industrial subdivision in he
Elmhurst
Industrial park;

Frank Bromarmsk, 311 S
Phelps
Arlington Heights
vim recently installed m presi
dent of the Des Plaines Chun

People

pers.

can

browse

merchandise

as

they

please. Central checkouts allow for payment of purchases

president of Amex Mmes.

Blunt Ellis and Simmons of

her of Commerce. Bronlar

meat Corp. and vice president

Chicago, member of the New

emir served m the chamber
vice president in 1969, was

names J. DiOrio of Ren-

be open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

ville was elected vice prmident, as was Mourck. Elected
ao assistant cashier was Mn.
Gertrude K. Kuerner of Wood

daily, and Sunday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. He said, "We
have found cwomers like to

Dale.

and we are certainly going to
give them the opportunity to
shop at their convenience as
one of our normal, everyday
services in appreciation for
their patronage."

Valk Stair Exchange. A 15 year Mount Prospect rmident,
be lives at Use Go-Wando address with his wife Pal, a board
member of School District 57,

and Ids two children, David
and Suzy.

chairman of the industrial corn

mittee, and a director of the
Des

Plaines

RedevelopmeM

Assochadon. He Is presently
priming manager for the General Telephone Directory Co,

shop during the evening hours

DiOrio is director of the
Bank of Elmhurs1 president of
D. DiOrio and Sons, Inc., and
chairman of the board of edss
nation of Districts 2 and 100.
Mrs. Koerner began in 1950
sparking for the First National

headquartered In Dm Plaines

Anton P Mourek

James DOrit,

The manager of the new

er instctor for the Eastern
Regioru Union 76 Division

with a bachelor's degree

4O,

Union Oil Company of Calif.

in

business administration. He is
an army veteran.

Monroe joined the flan in
been a salesman and a field

Monroe resides with his
wife end two child,. at 1541

trainer.

Walnut, Hanover Pork.

1964 as a sales trainee. Re has

Leonard Luce

John Parker

Two anal men have been promoted to positions at Zenith Radio Cap. John Porker, 850 S. Vail, Arlington Heights, mm Bra-

nded from director of personnel to director of winnower phoning and development Parker, a graduate of Northwestern UMVemlly, Is sr member of the Illinois Training Director's Assn. and

he. hone wth Zenith since 1953. Leonard F. Luce, 101 Poplar

Dr, Hoftthon Esteq former manager of training and development, has been promoted to director of the company's equal
opportunity programs. A graduate of Wtsconsht State Univeroily, Lace bra member of the Americus Society for Training and
Development and the Ithnols State Chamber of Commerce Hums Resources Committee. He van also on the Wisconsin State
Manpower Advisory Committee and on the President's Com-

mit. for Manpower Development and Trail.

Harry J. Schmidt, 606 E.

M, In.,

Arlington Heights
hal beer promoted to eon-

troller for Spain., Inc.. subsidiary of Swinglinss Inc..
Rolling Meadows.
Schmidt has been account-

ing manager with Spoutails
since 1968. His previous ex-

perience

includes

cootroller

for Kest.. Solder CO. and &Asion controller far Vapor
Corp.

Spotnails. Inc. is a leading
producer of industrial fasten ing equipment includin man ual

and

pneumatic

mai diriioon ClritagO barall COrporation hal

an excellent opporuni. for a km accountant to assistwor
dinner of rows, liesponsil. Wes 1,41 include's,. and lowd

toe mode.. amou.. ond preparing Om and tedwat
di, actor with all phew,
Income fort Mona. and ansitii.
tax wore_ Starring soo, bawd upon 9uo fro.

so... el* a fell bawl it. pmarr ere daanmf n sharine.
We will co,. moo feeds af edocatian .1 prefer a tam,

dmr..A mi.., of 2 verm rosmissmsse knew.,

OR APPLY IN PERSON

ALUED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
grog W.. Pannett n.

---chlyi-

Promoted

"Ogur

UNDBERG HEVI-DUTY
,

Dunolla

`.666.3443.
(Acmes Me Orroal tram . Milwaukee act Menem

For more information phone
The Day's Mr. Makela 255-7200

BRING OR MAIL COUPON TO HEADQUARTERS

as

71/2 out of 10

CAMPAIGN WORKERS

of our customers
get income tax
refunds.

HOFFMANN ESTATES
Mrs. Edgar Green

ROLLING MEADOWS

the Ober 21/2 have the lowest possible tax.

Mrs. William Bailey
Mrs. Helen Young

BUFFALO GROVE
Me,. William Puerta,

DES PLAINES
I

Harry Swenson

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

proud of this new store and we

-

Durkee's new position gives

are proud to be a part of a
growing community."
Sheble expressed a warm
welcome to suburbanites to
coe and get acquainted with
thism, the 12th store in the Chi.

puter operations. Previously
he wt's operations manager of
the data processing department.

Mn. George Bochum
Ma. John Jenkins
Mn. Robert Jones
Mrs. Marais Michelson
Ma. G. Cooper Roberts
Mn. Ross Ward

Ma Mat MOO ORM LP. roam. wan.. Oriwforlorrn-dilmarf.f.a.

cago arm.

OFFICE HOURS
YAM -9 PM
Monday -hid,

TRY A NEW JOB AT

9AM- 5 PM.
Saturday a Sunday

HPIMMURSTeoaru

ipn =It= 41"
al:.

MT. PROSPECT

PROSPECT lignixt
2suneore

CARTER MUSIC SHOP
27W. PROSPECT AVE.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SCHAUMBURG

1125 S. Ming. Heights Rd.

SRO W. !Regime Rd..

41942110

S55-3902

40 Laver,.

HABERKAMPI FLOWERS
15 N. EIMHIMST AVE.

MT. PROSPECT YAMAHA
MUSIC CENTER

25,7493

MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO

2 W. BUSS E AVE.

BARTON STULL REALTORS
-

EARN MORE 10% NIGHT SHIFT

BONUS.
1st and 2nd Shift Open

ppba
3600-VVRoesevelt-Rd.

Carlyle Chiddister
Ma. Hilmar B. Haag, Jr
Mrs. George McKown
Mrs. Anthony Muselin
Siedentop

PROSPECT HEIGHTS
Mrs. Ray Dietrich

Mn. William baron

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Mn. John Allen
Mrs. Alroy Aschoff
Mrs. Oliver Auer
Mrs. Robert Blaseck
Me.. Kenneth Brown

Mrs. Marvin Buehler
Mrs. Holder Corlsen
Mrs. William Cams
Ma. Merrill Clark
Mn. Robert Daltstrearn
Mn. N. Scan Davis
Mn. John Driscoll
Mrs. Richard Dunlop

Mrs. James Eby
Mrs. Raymond Erickson
Mrs. Donald Everhart

Mrs. LW. Ewing

Mn. Joseph Palm,
Mrs. Dale Gallaway
Mrs. Thomas Grisell
Mrs. Richard Hansen
Mn, D.M. Hapke
Mrs. Jack Hey
Mrs. R.S. Hoar
Mn. Thomas Hogarty
Mrs. Harold Jenkins
Mrs. Harry Jenkins
Mrs. Rudy Kasper
Mt.. Kenneth Kuenstlet

Mrs. Richard Lanigan
Mrs. James McElhose
Mrs. J. M. Miller
Mrs. William Moore
Mn. Wesley Roque

Mn. Wolter Nystrom
Mn. Charles Opel
Mrs. Francois Palmatier
Ma. David Palterson

CLIP THIS COUPON
Mrs. Douglas Peterson
Mrs. Chides Puls
Mrs. John Radabough
Mts. Henry Riechers
Mrs. John Rinella
Mrs. F. B. Rorer
Mrs. Clayton Sallee,

FOR NEW MEMBER ONLY
Arlington Heights Community
Concert Association Headquarters

Fritz Schm oyes

Mn. Thomas Smith
Mrs. G. E. Mach!
Mrs. Willard Van Winkle
Mrs. Edward Vogeny
Mrs. Warren Walkley

Mn. William Weisent

Arlington Theatre 115 N. Evergreen
Phone: 392-9770
Tues. chill Fri. 10 am to 5 pm
Saturday 9 am to noon

Pleas,: enter my name for membership for 1970-71
concert series

Mrs. Harold B. Wenzel
Ma. George Wesley
Mn. Women West
Boyd White
Mrs. Boyd White

0 adults ($10) 0 students tin high school ($5)
Nome.

Mrs. William Willcox
Miis Lillian Woodworth

Address.

City:

Mon. W. P. Wright
Elmer Zilen

Phone.

Mn. J. A. Zimmerman

Enclosed is my check

Mrs. Lawrence Zonsius

or money -order
for

The Following Business Establishments Have Sponsored This Page

REPAIRMEN,

yieeill:854-4652

PALATINE

BARTON STULL REALTORS

Espertmeed in main

ADVANCE

Mn. Kenneth Hots.

MT. PROSPECT

oilers,

MARCH 21st Noon!

BY DEADLINE

Grove is part of the fabulous
growth," Sheble said. "We are

-

commuter boat)

JOIN NOW

been promoted to director of
information services by Carson Pirte Scott &Co.

AUTOMATIC SCREW
MACHINE OPERATORS

Mr. Paul Felts.

$5

i. and business non.

OLD

Salary coMmensurane with experience and to.
valiant growth potential including 100% tuition
reimbursement. Call, apply, or send resume to

$10

You con obtain position on this page for roar adver.
fisement and reach the Northwest suburban somme-

new unit in Buffalo

ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

-keso.w.l.knbare

ADVERTISERSi

ments in the area The fabric

Dr., Elk Grove Village, has

Mrs. Donald L. Everhart
Mrs. Thomas O. Grisell
Mrs. Harry J. Jenkins
Mrs. William M. Moore
Anthony Muselin
Mrs. Marvin L. Nichelmn
Mrs. Clayton H. Sauers
Mrs. K.H. Sicdentop
Harry 0. Swenson
Mrs. Edward Vogeney
Boyd White
Mrs. Lawrence W. Zonsius

Membership entitles you to enjoy all
performances. No admissions available to individual concerts.

line A extensive with the lama
sprin patterns.

THEY'RE -GREAT!

on HONEYWELL Tape System and using EasY Co.
der.

DIRECTORS:

rf

most complete fabric depart-

James Durkee, 447 Bianco

Concert Chairman

The Whit/Lo Singers

Adult Membership
Student Membership

scorns has one of the

The successful applicant must be o high school
graduate and have at least 6 months esperlenee

Artist Screening Chairman

MRS. RICHARD B. DUNLOP

Plus Other Concerts

ing systems.

CALL

Don MssInger
261.3556

4111.

it*

man.

Elmhurst.

OA

MRS. OLIVER E. AVER

plus

the past 14 years.

tacker, carton clming devices
and
automated woodwork-

PROGRAMMER
TAX ACCOUNTANT

ALLEN WHITE deft) of ISIS E. Central Rd, AdIngton
Helens, a New 1(011( Life agent In this anon since 1952, and his
wife Ann receive a trophy from the company's Lakes. General
Manager L. Wheder Tracy, C.L.U. White sum a top honer win.
ter N a N.nt eirmlmigu, and the ommpnvy nssognized him for
Ns outstandin-ercrvice to his 011100, A member of New Yoth
Life's President's ounell, White has reeled the insumace Is'
dustry's National Quality Award for the pmt 13 years and be has
been a member Odle Industry's Media Dollar Round Table for

store will be R.L. McMana.

him responsibility for all data
processing in Carson's com-

Named controller

assistant manager will

be Max Bell. StMervising the.

emaciated with the Bank of

He was graduated from
Wmtcrn Michigan University

E.

andrethe

cashier at The Irving Bank for
throe years before becoming

Monroe has been
named Northfield Center dealJ.

will be Dennis Sheble,

sto

Bari and was an assistant

Monroe named instructor

Publicity Chairman

Virgil Fax -Organist

at one time.
Hicks said the new store will

of Elmhurst Motors.

Treasurer

ATIER

around at their leisure and select

ARTHUR H. FRANZEN

Saturday 9 to noon

1970-71 season

,

baskets

Tuel. thru Fri. 10-5

MRS. FRANCOIS N. PALM:

R. E. HICKS, district men-

ace in the Midwmt region,

Recording Secretary

MRS, HAROLD B. WENZEL

the BuffaloGrove Mall.

major variety chain with headquarters in Oklahoma City,
which includes over 850 storm
In 29 states.

Bank

531

Second Vice -President

MRS, WILLIAM FORAN

115 N. Evergreen

a

The Scott Store is a division

Springside In., Buffalo

First Vice -President

Arlington Theatre

of the T.G.&Y. Stores Co., a

M.- Van Boren,
1433 W. Chatham, Schouni-

President

MRS. CHARLES A. OPELA

Open March 17 at:

1300 W. hurdle Rd.

Wallace

DONALD L. EVERHART

CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS

W. W. George, president of
T.G.&Y. Stores, Oklahoma
City, has announced the grand
opening of the new Scott Store
in

ANNOUNCES ITS

e4"

Stocks go down, as well es

One way is to save via an In-

year.

ALMOST all had uleet the

get a scholarship that is top-

checking account' and transfer
it to your savings plan.

verage award was only $553

less than 1100 pm child per

outside telephone repair

pays off with o loath sum. If he
survives, the policy will have a

So, if scholarships are Wt,
Where is the money to route.
from? Unfortunately, the mrpeer to that question is theme
you've heard before. It must
come from savings of some
kind or from Mans.

assess the situation.

shoWed that only two out of

since not all scholarships carry
a stipend. If the
nner is
smart but solvent, he is apt to

ASSOCIATION
11

ANINOTONNrs OUNDHROS.
BUIPM001tOve

VAUGNS-LOWREY ORGAN CENTER
'

3.3200
HOFFMAN ESTATES
13 Golf IteiShopping Conner

5294900

920 E NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

ROILING MEADOWS
PALATINE
1095. NorlhweslK
359-1410

THE MACK FOX
HOLIDAY INN OF R0iINGMEADOWS

PALATINE
JAN NIANKUN MORE
36 N. BROCKWAY St.

BYHRING JEWELERS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

255 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY,
PALATINE PLATA

ANNEN R OBESE INC.

FLAHERW JEWELERS
2 N. DUNTON MIL

213L NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

GATEHOUSE ANTIQUES, LTD.

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

123 DAVIS ST,

205. EVERGREEN AVE

DORN-SLAYER SHOES IN,
VILLAGE SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER

NELSON'S FLOWERS

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION

SUDDEN COUNTRY PAINT STORE

25E. CAMPBELL ST.

40S, DUNTONAVE.

101 W. PALATINE ROAD

ARUNGTON REALTY, INC.

ZIMMER HARDWARE
lb NTIROCKWAY

5058ARtINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
CHARMS KLEMM B SON NURSERY
ALGONTKIHIELIRDQAA.R,LINGT ON

.

ARUNGTON SWEDISH MANOR
203 N. EVERGREEN AVE

idoliTIWIEST METAL CRAFT STUDIO

225. EVERGREEN AVE

DAY pusucmcoras, INC.
2175,ARtilIGT9

HOVAANDI MEAT MARKET

24 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

BUNION COURT CLEANERS
7
36S. °UNION AVE

.

.

302 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

HEIGHTS Cr 'MFRS
HILLTOP BOOK SHOP

ROT BAUMANN MUSIC STUDIO:

ROBERT L NELSON REALTORS

HARRIS PHARMACY
20S. °LINTON AVE

909 KENSINGTON ROAD

GLADSTONE REALTY
Sark HIGGINS ROAD

10 N. OUNPON AVE.

NORTHWEST AREA JEWEL OSCO

103405 8 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD

THE RANK &TRUST COMPANY
OF ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

MARGE'S APPAREL

14 &EVERGREEN AVE

LATTOPMOTOR SALIS CO.
6NYCNORTHWESTHIGHWAY

STORES

413 &ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD

NORTHWEST TRUST x SAVINGS
RANK
311'5. ARUNGTON HEIGHTS ROAD

BOBBIN JEWELERS
MS. MINTON AVE.

FINNS AND COMPANY, REAJTORS
101 N. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD.

STATE -PARK PLAZA SERVICE STATION
445 5. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD

THE SWIRL SHOP
311 N. IMNTON AVE
SYLVIA'S FLOWERS
1316N.ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD

UNITED RENIALLS CO.
POOL NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

OUVO'S BEAUTY SALON
34 S. 01.1.0NAVE.

WEBBER PAINT COMPANY

PADDOCK PURUCANONS
--v---7171V;CAMPBELPST,

YARDSTICK SHOPS,
THORTHPOINT5HOPPUTOCENTRT--

DIN DUNTONAVL

Dons, Maine South clash tonight
The finals of the Premd
High School Sectional Basket.
ball Tourney will take place at
the Palatine school thWaree.
ning at 7:30, 03 Notre Dante of

Haney out of the Frand co.
petition Wednesday to enter
the title Contest

Niles me...Maine South in
the championship game.

now sports a 22-2 mark for the

are riding a 26 -game undestring as they ran
through their regular season
With 22 straight victories while
Cognising the Suburban Cult.
one championship. They then
feared

Mending Pohl ranks Second
to Beckett in the capture sta.
defies and add, to the emu
center's. effectiveness on the

mark and still held his Own.

after Wily Against

roiling over Prospect, Forest
View and Maine West in the
regional competition.. Stiuth

The Dons of Ralph Hinge,

on centers teaching to the 7.0
Deerfield,

Reckon

was the tallest
an on the
court for one of the few times

Kevin Kachan. King

to the harden, this year. Its

dumped Niles North, New
Trier East and Evanston in recompetition before top-'
Nu

a team effort which h. been
too much for any other squad

GABE EATON is the Don
shooter, who normally leads
the Green and White in sac
irig. Eaton normally draws the
best defender, and still carries
the Don point lead. He also is

all fire PlaYed On lut years

the

quickest of the two backcourt-

pionsim Catholic co -charm

men and leads the Don fast

p

KACHAN IS Mr. Coat-

glue as he:can do everything

an adept nebounder on the

required of a back liner and do

Notre Dame front fine.

well. He is equally adept at
ball' handling, ball stealing,

this year to handle.
Tam
stands only

play.

6-5 at dm pivot position. but.
bas played competition en.

Russ Pohl combines with
Eaton on Me opposite win,.

to a standstill as he has taken

and his forte is defense and re -

MAINE SOUTH bumped

is

break. He also keys the tough.
ND press, a strategy which has
unsettled many a Warn through
the year.

ping Deerfield. Tuesday night
in the opening round sectional

Hinges Is ably assisted by
big Jim Meyer who has carried
the ImPertunt scouting bur-

in Ralph. Mtg.'s
match, zone defense.
--, Ralph Hinger.
The play making spots are
Hinges hos schooled this
manned by Byron King and team for the past two years as
baseline

this season, and showed head

and shoulders above the MO
with a 23 -point scoring effort,
Year.
Notre Dame features one of and board control to the tune
the best -balanced fives to take of 12 rebounds.
all -senior starters excel( individually at the various playing
aspects but more importantly,
they combine tale, to exhibit

spirit on the Undefeated ND
bunk
The Man whe has molded
three five individual Into a pitender state championship is

passing, shooting, pressing and

rebounding, and is the guidina

as underclassmen. Hingerre reperience is passed along
to his charges as the Dons

always seem to be one step
cheat of the opp6sitior,
Hinger has the kmck of anticipating the course of retion
a game will take. and by thc
time

the

competition

has

caught up to one ND lame,
the Dons are off on another
tack.

den,

as

one key M Notre

Dame's success is complete
preparation bared on Meyer.s
reports.

is

force although he only
6.6 at center. Schmelzer

is

tough player on both of-

01 victory which con, with
any Notre Dame team.

but he gels the job done when

fine coaching and a tradition
Maine Somh Mit a team to
get rattled by a team with a big

rein...ion either. Bernie Brady has taken his bunch into
two stmight sectionals and this

66-50.
Tickets have been available

game for South.

at the door for both sectional

:

Brire -Zimmer of Hersey was
third behind Spiniolas of
Frand, who ran 0 9,d2.2.

the high hurdles in a time of
.7,05, alt. Halorow was Mild

well behind Peterson.

in the

BUT GORDON Halcrow

with a 7.2. Viking RielOGaare
then copped first in Me shot
put with a throw of 45-41/2, but

Huskie Beldhouse. Hersey n

of Hersey got his team on the
board with an IR61/2 leap in
the long jump which was good

FREMD BROTHERS Jim
and Bill Jarocki sept first and
second in the 880, and Her.
Ed Rollerslipped in for
tbird. Hersey then garnered

Garde11 and Jerry Lee

for first place. Joel Scapin gave
the fluskim a third in thereme

Skip OeterS00 won his first
of nvo events, the 50 -yard

meet by sweeping first midst, MAL
Run Marl, made it two in
and in the Mo mile withWally.
Spinlolas and Chuck Porter. e raw [Or Homy with It win in

Hersey ned
secoad with
Mem Nelda, both with a 5.8,

Horsey kept its Mid.Suburindoor track
MOW unblemished ymtcrelay
by defeating a highly -rated
MOLeague

Fremd outfit 61-48,

now 2-0 M the conference

while Fremd, the state crosscountry champion, is I -I.
The Vikings opened the

ea

the Huskies took second and

third in the persons.of Gary

first in the four -lap relay with a
time of 60.5.

Huskie Tom Gehr wu first
in the 440 -yard dash with a
55.90. and the winners took
flat and second in the high

dmh, in 5.5. Terry Canso of
.

meet, and will return to the l
Park Ridge school March 211

good enough for first, and
Cutre had a 5.6 to place sec-

PREMD'S FINE distanceman Dan Pittenger won the

first -place medal of the meet,

red his running mate Chris
Kelsey tied for second in 6.5.
Leon Tasadny and Gary Swan-

son were first and second, re-

a. 4:35.9. The Viking 12 -lap
relay team closed the meet
witch he but it was to Huskies: o
catch the high -flying Hskies
The Huskies will travel to
Maine East ToredRY W.1,!.1

1.

Spiniolas,

F, 9:42.2; 2. Porter, F; 3. Tim.
mer, H; LONG JUMP: 1. Halcrow, H, 18-61/2; 2. O'Brien,

F; 3. Scapin, H, HIGH HIJR.
DLF-S: I. Kieffer, H, 7.05; 2.

Halcrow, H;
SHOT PUT: I. Gaare, F, 45.
4's 2 Gardell H
Lee, H;
50.YARD DASH I. Peterson H 1 5 2 (ti) Castro, H.
Hodge, F;

Fn day

3.

FOUR LAP RELAY:

March 13

Heresy

/970

DASH

I.

440 -YARD

60

Gehr H, 55.95; 2.
Pitchell F
Altus, F; HIGH
JUMP
Heuer H, 5.10; 2.
ensue H 3 Bontsch, F;

CALL 3661886.

or
nu... The Dtly hos st ready
audience for your message, eve r y d a y!

Z=2

GO AHEAD GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK

a

g

99'. 9L 9-999'
WEDDINGS

439,3532

We, 132,110 PelogLo-

"Auto Painting
sre.sses hot 7 6 10 PM.

S,7929.6

mile runs Al Eck k Mum
Eat indoor track twat con,
-'

ued m winning
.:

k

Greg Cowl& of Ilessey bas Fraud's Dan Pittenger beaten Iff re
step in the m110, but Pittenger came back to nip Gavilik at the
finish.

dual

Wass

horny

Wednesddy at Proviso East by
downing the Pirates, 63-46, In
a West Suburban Conference

been awarded letters and fresh-

m= numbernis for their partleipution in winter sports at the
University of Illinois In

Ns were Palatine's Bill Schroeder in wrestling and Elk

Grove' s Tom Valentine,

a9-0 team lead.

East swept all nine points'

and
Maine West's Dab Moeda,
in gymoutim,
Fremd's

Greg

Vander

Fiore

and

win end place spots in the 440e
yreddash to list the teumscree
to 29-21 before the mile event

WITH THE addition of the

Murphy, PE; LONG JUMP:

high jump scores in which East
captured a first and second be -

I. Joseph. PE, 21-31/2; 2. Mn,
phy, PE: 3. Giarnpoli, ME;

hind Gary Potenre and Don
Ussery, and the five points

POLE VAULT: I. Moore,
PE, 10-6; 2.' Vicari, ME; 3.
Garbis, PE; MILE RELAY:

awarded to the Blue and White
.

$150

Johannesen,
Rainer earn
firsts for OU

.

Mike Kinneman
considered for,
playoff position,

.17 '

Mere Monomer], 601,1 of Mr.

and Mrs. Richard Khanna,
Arlin. Heights, was one of

.1'wo former MM -Suburban.
League standouts were in-

. '

OILLICIOUni in the University of,

under

comidmotion for a spot on the Col-

ear -Stockton Came basket.
hell team' whieb ...Feted lt,
the National Assocladon or
Intercollegiate Athletics' Dls:Riot 16 playoff, lihmentsst, a

Oklahoma's gymnastics alto-:

a Nit

Dick Rehm
tookfirst. on the ringswith a
9.05 end third on the paretic
bars with an 8.7 onlhe way to
winning the all.around cam-

5 -foot -9 freshman, guard, Ls a

graduate of Forest View High
School, where he was an allanderence guard. He scored
32 potable 10 games Ms sea-

petition with a 49.55 total.
Arlington's has Johannesen

made his contribution in the
152.45-143.60 Oklahoma we

cry by winning the parallel
ban competition with a 9.05
and grabbing third on the hori-,

Mat Kimmins

The

S77.9".

391-6437

Park

rty .

Ridge

both the

1, 755i OMFGEGCP. IN,D9ED.
222-3610

vAaLlwr-..
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IN BOATING

Sun. 11.7Wek24272.11

k 6-

:1916,IrTtr 'TrI913r 414
rot ram ass.

11.7

I-

t.1

PIM 81105 HEIGHTS ILL.

.-
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The km,. lamed in. ,nn.

Pirate first year men, while the
sophomores edged Proviso's
youngsters, 55-46.
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FREE
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ett, PE, 7.8; 2. Kurtzhaltz
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Mpg, REgmfg.
TWO MILE RUN: 1.1
Fray, ME, 10:05.8; 2. to-'

ME; 3. Cronin, ME;
880 -YARD RUN: I. 10-1
sepb, ME, 2:02.6; 2. Grimm,'
ME; 3. Humphrey, ME; 880.
son for the Culver -Stockton YARD RELAY: I. Prowso
Junior malty. The Canton, East, 135.7; 2. Maine East;.
M., college 'rook a 17-8 440 -YARD DASH:1 Van-,
locoed Into the playoff which Idol g, ME, 52.7,2. Hend-,
defeatists the district rePreks ME; 3. Stutger; PE;(
=lathe to the national to. LOW HURDLES 1. Remind
mneel.
,PE, 7.3;2. Cronin ME., _ .

°L.

washing. Pegs,

wood refinishing.
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trade ... anything!

ro

ri

a

DECORATING'

.

-uuittusis.d 5515u,
,owe

.

9

Room an..

\ V's

296-6640

OLEOS VACATION FOR On

A great low-cost way
to rent, buy, sell or

an

e

RUSSELL

POODLE

OR9INEtaDN
--- .-

Fmay

'Lens

3513.7019

INCOME TAX

svm esemmwo

.....---

k

255-7200-

SNOW XOUR6 3.1. 11.11

.11-

620 PAINTS MOST ROOMS

DICK'S TILL SERVICE

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD
TO US...

EVERYTHING

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

... flootling TRUSTY WARN

o,,,,, a, ,,,,,,,,,

SNOLL 0.0RATING

SERVICE

,

L'L'LL

IL 6 M DECORATING

or

Folmar Mae as 45310 Lewin...

e'L.
'

WANT ADS

255-5705

a

.62570

N..

342-S994

0 di D SUMP PUMP

enpaaar Hnagla.

FEDERAL & STATE

1709 i raining

GOOD WORKMANSHIP.

OL 1360

'.1 921

'

COMPUTERIZED

uzE

GROOMING
25.16.

...

SALES and SERNICE
1

00

DAY

EMMEN. 5116. PUMPS

al

,,,,,aaa

]sp assn

Sump Pomp

Lame Ton Service

'""' ' '."'

LA"'

Dog Service
oo

1s

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

Storm Windows

CALL 259,20.

DOLORES FILERS SCHOOL OF
DANCING ENROLL NOW FOR

'

6-07:r"

metl.255-7335

ate

'''''''''''''''''''"--

1\

\ e----

On

North Shore Inmriors

9.2.2

0 0101

cARPETS SHAMPOOED
STRIP WAX AND BUiT TILE
AND WOOD FLOORS.
FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING. RESIDENTIAL AND
COMMERCML. FREE ESTIMATES

.

Dancing Schools 8

TERLYNN REMODELING

1E

Easy la .16.00 protected Hamm, 1 Ten Nona. r9 ^,n^d Notlast

All Work Guaranteed

ov

41

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

ARL HIS. DAYCARE CENTER

Day or Nig. 35,4906

Sole ends M., lath

Plus Accessories for
Every Booting Need

3963.450

PAINTING, MORK..
ahl

Child Care

-°' c.lr°,' - °

4

a

reed another triple for

toff PAIN

358-2597

.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Motors, Engines

ah00,, ha.

EXTMOR,INTERIOR

SPENCER 8i SONS

Pp,Zp,dPL,° :11,7_

700 E Nasthwest Hwy

Canoes, Pontoons,

Peanuts!

100's of Fabrics

ROLAND F. JOHNSON

BILL S HOME REPAIRS

SHELKOP
TV

Nidsdrs

63.1

CL

-'

CONCRETE WORK

2,.

ANNUAL SALE

StIng

'

Free Estimate, Sowinekl

INSURED . CALL 562.1975

NIL

-

NEW WAY P

'1,=

1111`g,..,ER

116.50 per chairsluslohric

.,a.

6

Hanm Maintenance

0263256

3561452

P.M

ARLINGTON PARK

a,

We Work for

Also aspen Re,,pholstery

amMuinO a

PLAN NOW FOR SPRING

EXPO', CARPENTER
CALL KENAFMR .2 PM

3y

EXPOSITION CENTER

s ssi...red orreu

.

vt,..'e

.

ON ALL LABOR

CALL B.2594310

and paper hangna.Best Re,.

359-2515

-

1101agrscv,Csac

vi so was able to garner but 46.

Eck was not completely sat.
relied with his team's perform ance as he indicated some re servation with Maine race
against the clock.

vivr.0,-011vv

PLErn.L'PLL''

Unwed,'"

4vIhnoti zed

I. Maine East; 2. Proviso E

mile relay team, Maine lifted
its final sum to 63, while Pro-

°The times weren't good."'
Eck said. "It was a lot c/oser
put the victors in from by lot than it looked, but they, were
points, 42-26, as John Keened weak in some events and we
Jim Olson and Rick Randall
were able to sweep some

Winning freshman numers

.

Dare

Dale Hendricks captured the

Maine East's Gene Kalin were
awarded gymnastics letters.

=Mather withan 8.45.

edge

the 880 -yard run to put Maine
back in front, and grant theme
21-15 edge Eck's healers nev
'

Mgr a track letter

Eight meet.
Wheeling's

the

er lore

2/14 Prospect, Ken Barr and

ry over Colorado in

recapture

but Les Joseph and
Bud Grimm went oned, M

Fenske

HIGH JUMP: I. Menu,
ME, 60; 2. Ussery, ME; 3.

PROVISO RETAILIATED
races later in the 56;
yard dash with a blanket finish to
14-13,

the Mini in the mile run at II.
NCAA indoor track meet this

.

appointing performance lest
Satorday in die confluence
two miles event.

John

meet.

Chum paign.
Lee Labadie, a Maine Wear
graduate who will repretent

Pros

teamma

m the Demons were ofT to

7 honored at Illinois

Several atre athletes have

by

Lovasz and 511111 Anderson

20 DA, ture mkt

CHEN5.13.1.00., TIRE-

Sailboats, Houseboats,

50% OFF

BUTONE NEARING ANT5

KANZLER BROTHERS

KEN'S KUSTOM
KORNER

41....

See famous Cruisers,

Keane turned in a 4263
clocking, coming off a dis-

WINTER SALE

. COL 32,4750

.

NOMES, OFFICE ROOM
ADDITIONS. GARAGES. LIT.

Outboards, Inboards, I/0s,

ever...299.17.

siit Tippers reaa,

emst
,

.

19701

296-6640

SLIP COVERS

CALL NOW 251,62

dorm, a 1501., y

high -jumper

Slip Coven

ET. ERICSSON

\

SAVE

or

y .723 4,023 E

,,;717,z°Zee,,

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

PM

255-7200

L La ,,... a, N319630

i^g

, 394.5163

Pamfing 0 Decorah,

2 STRONG MEN

HEAPING AIDS . RENT

Slobs

mr.

Si, Pointing

BANJO LESSONS

CL 68232

W lk

Appl necessa 552 E. .6.7

Phone

894,48.5

9.33,2

LL

Hearing Aids

BELMONT AUTOMOTIVE

3-11

Kurtshlatz, ME; MILE RUN:
1. Keane, ME; 4:26.3: 2.01n. ME; 3. Randall, ME;
SHOT PUT: I. Kreiger, PE,
47-3; 2. Koerlin, ME; 3. Rod nick, ME;

etadlo. Spec. m Pen
66.,6 , ,,,,,, or F,

D

AN

PPP'

Automobile Service

TODAY

spored eagkd the field in the
wile.

.......r ''...

L

4.0. Wrists
ALLEN CONCRETE

AVAILABLE MEDIATETV.

the opening two-ntile wn
George Fmyn nepotisted the distance in a time of
10 05.8, and castesolloe

LH

g

really shines!

RPPPIL

General Hauling

.

,,,,,,,.

_3761843

..r,

384-3528
Sewing Machine Repair
All Makes.

COUNTRTSIDE.FURNITURE
REFINISHING AND REPAIR
CALL 658.5978

Cement

9

lolmrs

8-45

rue

P

Load.

11 ap

Z5b e.

sePIL9 wa We

R

re-gl Lm.

253-703

GENERAL

by

M'''''' I Instructions

,

9

41J

W

92

LI

BUTCH MLOULRE2

An 542Tvice

T9r9'9O Z2.9

V

5

Carpentry -Remodeling

winning the event yesterday in
dual meet victory over Fremd.
Heuer had a 510 yesterday after soaring to 6.1 on 'Tuesday.
(Photos by Jim Mean)

in

n'r

300E. Rand Rd.AO. ham

CALL 824,4247

a

Jim Hater performs his version of the "Rebury Flop. In

Lad by am we thw.., fin

col

Furniture Refinishing

66

,

ss
t

y,,,""u e, a . 259...

ALL SERVICE CO.

v..

,,,,a, ,,,,,, ,,,,,,,

TIMATES. CALL FL.0.0,13.

Li

Really get results...

nmian, G at., m, 322

au, Roof RepaMng
8264637
GRAY

EDMOND

PIANO 6LOR ORGAN LESSONS

Air Conditioning

L....4

M. Masa"

PLACES AND REPAIRS. FREE ES

9PLo7eLed

25 io 363 PnoPL4

WhenW anti tAcdosmtehsatto

BY RAY PETERSON

CT TL'PP'

Furnace instalkdiOn

HAVING A PARTY,

Come sea',

art ERATIONS I,RESSMAKtnG

9L

mks in both the mile ond two

nded seal. 6

pROSPECT CATERING CL 64833

ArLLP7L°P LLL'PL'.

tap the National and Ameri-

Zasadny, FL 12-3;

FIRST IN

MNl

3966017

Valliems

by
W 'LP

SnEGIATTy.

OUR

Ne,

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

Meyers

Floor Refinishing

PATO. PANTRY
C te g P6

HEMMING 6 ALTERATIONS

FOR YOU,

snow cttons, respectively.
The junior division Nation al league is headed by St flu.
bert with an 11-0 record while
the American league of the 5-6
grade competition is capped by
mark of St Marcelline.

Fremd 3 21 5

Maine East sweeps both
mile events in victory

9'9'9! '43494V'I.

Coal t

':1:1=';'SB-6';75,

,,,,,,,6

A9m.

Ou

an 8.1 mark.
In the intermediate division,
Prince of Peace Bandits (10-1)
and Our Savior and (10-2)

2 Swanson H MILE: I. Pith en, F 27 2 Gawlik, H,
4 05 9 12 LAP RELAY: .1.

F

a

flys emadei,ele Id;aperies,

Our Savior Maroons leading
the high school division with

sen H 62 2 MO Kelsey, H;
and Hodge F; POLE

Left -Hersey

REV .S.SONRY

Caring

will du

Basketball League enters its final weeks of competition with

LOW HURDLES: I. Peter-

,\*

1' Snip and fill out the blank below and
IMO 1 TO The Day to start your 3 -line,
5-doy want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade

Maroons
lead pack

1

Nano Ton:ng Service

ALL ORF6FLREEESTIMATES

1

VAULT I

LAYER-

a

3965410

The Community Religious

and Memel. F, 880: I. Jim larock, F 2 02
2. Bill larock] F
AP
H;

Page 16

SP/ RTS

Rth'"'

MEET RESULTS

TWO-MILE:

Fast

1

Pole real..

Peterson ran 6.2 in the low
hurdles to cam his

ALTERATIONS 6 HEMS

Our S'a'vtom:h"Uorl

spectively for Hersey M the

mile in 4:27.7, and Greg
IDS'of Hersey was second with

CARPET

Masonry

FlaorMaintenance

Carpet Layer

,

SHAROPitr""394.10415

wasn't as spectacular as his 6-1
an Tuesday, but
was easily

Blue
b8Demon

Iterations

. speculation that some mats

jump. Jim Hearer's leap of 540

fordie

I

games played so far. and there

Hersey whips highly -regarded Fremd tracksters

''

255-7200 OR 296-6640

RH,41)1.

Maine South stopping Hein,

When he's shooting well.
,thing can
him short of

ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

Notre Dame sweeping a76-60
score over Deerfield, and

it's needed. The other Hawk
forward is Mike Nevins. who
at just 6-0 could be the whole

..-If--e.
g4fTO

defensive whiz Jim Williams
and Mike Bonk. These two

Both teams won their first
sectional game op 16 points,

this evening, but an outstanding trem effort backed by

/go

Consult this doily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable business people in your
community.... CALL ONE NOM

field goal attempts.
Rounding out the bunch are

BOB NORLANDER al one
forward, and he's solid all the
way mound. He's not flashy,

not only face five individuals
when they take on the Dons

is the third for wh2,4 .0,4 be

.

Dame's Reckert, is a donlinnt.

its

guards make the Hawk double teaming zone press work
well, and either one can come
through with a dlittle offensive work when it's necessary.

.

THUS MAINE South will

0

A

Page 17

1311AWSIA" -NAV

the best team the Hawke hove 'blocking his shot completely.
had.
Mn scored. 39. points against
Ores Schmelzer, like Norm Prospect, making 15 of 19

been and defense, and he has
been nominated by the Central
Suburban League for all -state
recognition.

-

i

iFhday March 13 1970

kh

Its_

,,,,,

="417V,,:lr,
II,

,,o, inaa,

1=46'7 ;nmdecru=
.

,

RA,1A,v, - .11RAIIADA.DIW
,

,

---!'t,4.1,,46,,,

,

T

(fanned, The Lincoln Lodge)
Diaan,Illinois
Writeor phone

(815)2844351 forbrodture

Pen 113

Friday March II

22 Sdkahons Wanted Women

1970

811111114anted Men

24-tlelp Wanted Men

DRAFTSMAN

C'dril;tano'nanItLed=461

RELIABLE MAN

sALESMEN
11 oh

ed Hoffman Estates

WANTED FOR
OUTDOOR
CONSTRUCTION
WORK

61346

248elp Wanted Men

Mechanical ability

helpful,

N1=1=1.

Nn

,st

E pe 'e ce required in
machinery, electrical
and general building

am,

Excellent fringe benefits.
in

Des

Plaines.

DRIVER

an

296-5586

FULL TIME
Dal en and Stock Work

to any for if Roe,.
p

PART TIME
ale, for light office
cleaning. See Mr. Rahn
after 5 P.M. weekdays,

rtr

b

TELETYPE CORP.

311 Building.

Permanent pan time
No
loncors
avemag
weekends, no holidays

1249 Efinhow Rd., Des PlaMes
437.3313,Af ter

Operating a "little ilant can be a big

igh school graduate

INVENTORY

5555 West rouhy Ave.

Ext. 105

824-1155

255 7200101296 664

on HONEYWELL Tape System and a mg Easy Co
der.

Accounting Clerks

Universal Oil Products

60005

rro pororieme necessary. 5 days peT week 6 PM Iola PM

_1

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES

'the little
plant"

MAINTENANCE MAN

EVENING JANITOR

Park Ridge

u7

PROCESSING

..17Z1i=

'WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

VIC

,

A
afACKNE
SCREW - I .it RS:
OPER

,n ape ono

','=U
odVis
=1 '"%ttr.'.seal''

ToTS'.7::d

SUPERIOR

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

s dieoins Rd.

CALL
D. REYNOLDS
OWN

TRAVEL

11/Y,

FREEil

714

WS PLAINES

439-7400

-

195.3200, Ex,. 361

TECHNICIAN

time and steady employment wilh

SHIPPING & RECEIVING
CLERIC

WOMEN

mem Wore. 1.1...lo. Voca.. limIromme Nan,
56 Immo smd XolIdo7r.

instal. ...mood machinery: le,. put olVomn,,
eonmeribum io our tlools-ond

ro,00nited

ittri.

30 AMonquin Rd.

301 N. 3rd Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

350 0.22nd St.
Chicago, Illinois

299-7788

TRY A NEW JOB AT

GOODYEAR TIRE 8 RUBBER CO.

a Job Security
6 Average Employee Paycheck
(48 hours) $208
o 8 Paid Holidays
e Free Life Insurance

WAREHOUSEMEN
:No experience necessary. Day and night shifts.
$3.04 per hour to nom 14.17 per hour ohm 120

THEY'RE GREAT!

:

day

MOLD
REPAIRMEN

AUTOMATIC SCREW an6
MACHINE OPERATORS '.-`T

Free Hospitalization
Free Life Insurance
Raid Vocations
Paid Holidays

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

EARN MORE 10% NIGHT SHIFT

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

an, MI5 PUBLIC COW.
CONYACE lob workbag

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.

Hills McCanna Div.
PENNWALT CORP.

APPLY

400 W. Maple Ave.

Wayne Milligan

BRUCE DODDS

BE MOD

fit

b

Jr. Secretary

cf.

1

METROPOLITAN

312-426-4851

PRINTING CO.

LYNN DAVIS

259,010

298-5021

iie,

Wide

dgc"r

W:iorr G;or

PERSONNEL

cup of coll.

=VI!,

Add+ A+ Girl

CLERK

TYPISTS

BABY

9 AM to 5 PM DAYS.

DOCTOR'S

Mature person
preferred.

BOOKKEEPING

Profit Shari, g

Coll or Apply

is on the way and it must be manned. If
you're interested in working in the plant

.

They'll TRAIN YOU to the iob

-0020

of tomorrow, today -then give us a call and
we'll talk it over.

HALOGEN PLASTICS
Gaylord

Meeting,

Near

".nm
friendly

Rd.

439-7400
ciliate opening for an

1..

lectrongmeooa with
MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT

Training opportunity
e,i'i,Zer',717M1=r7ove71'etre'onne:76itn't'Z!
gram that

chides I Grillo! educailon as well

iunim to le

he vimlphages of the graphic art&

fie, app.,

As aaelftorter. MIR a 1echnlcal moion.scienee or ingineen

;V:7 ' '

aht r I
hosed onwu

'o

r

o

I m c"

"awl.itto at= 'a'm

a 'r'cls

O MILLING MACHINE HAM'S

meptional apporrunIfy.

Arrange forma imerview immediately by writing or calling,

Mr. Ralph Harker - 431-8644

R. R. Donnelley & Sons
350E 22nd Sr.
Chicago, Illinois
An Equal Oppodunity employer

for

public contain that coon.g free'.
IVY, ISPO Miner, Des Plaine,.

a DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

eeee eiee.i tie Nn
esign would be
We offer the
appartunItylor personal developmnoond

'''""="1=1

o BORING MILL OPERATORS

$110 FREE

afe,

Wide

PERSONNEL

Doily 7o1S...to 9:15 PM
Sot.0 ...KIM Noon

"a'rUdne'iA
Des Ploines,111.

255-1910

OPENINGS
100% Free

0 MATERIAL HANDLERS

CrediComsporzenit

rit badmen,
NOM.

.,
zed MMus
Clorklypbss

HipmCletla

On. IMP

URGENT- KEYPUNCH

APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE -394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT

5/0010 WO
commen.rip firma eager to hire now. Sea el Melvyn, better
Your bome° and working conditions. Suburban dad loop)

Saturday interviews arranged for your convenience.
316 W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Park)
Arlington Heights, III.

pening,. Evening appointment. available.

=.'reerm'on:r'rarpo=
9I

INn sea

holmes & associates
1.111UPST SHOPPING CENTER
Professional Level . Sulte 23A

2n7goal Opportunity Employer

CHICAGO -PHONE 939-7633

x

217 S. Arlington Flts. Rd.
_Arlington His.

255-7200

irthday holdloy

aa

f re

of
ens inaurome free sialmew
and disobildyWevroo,
helpful...W.1.mi and poy y

eyouWn

CALL 292-1130 for Appg

SHARP STENOS:

606 Lee Sr.

APPLY ERSONZIRPT.

Methodist

If you ore or hood been a Kelly Girl, or are thinking of returning to the working world - just stop
by and say "hello" and meet

Publishing House
Park Rige

W9 Elmhurst Rood

827-8154

LADIES

GENERAL OFFICE

Ms Prospect

EXPERIENCED

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

ke Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

Why Sit Still When you can Move ahead?

HELP

end Aar ME. lob when it
c=ster=das and exprirneed IfAwaTch Operator

IN YOUR AREA
for the following categories.

BARBARA ROSS, MANAGER

An equal opport unity ern plow,

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

." .

ed you for NO alma

calembly work.
Purio Ow moral, beneRe
Hours 7 AM to 3 PM. If inters
ested conies, our personnel
depadment penon or eall.

;

TRW ELECTRONICS
666 Garland Plow
lot Road Rz
Oes Noises

299.6629

Cabinet -Wirers

Typing, Dictaphone tranicriblng and voriely
EsecoMe Center near Old Orchard Shopping

ener.

GOOD STARTING SALARY PLUS
EXCELLENT COMPANY 1351.115. PLEASE CALL

MR. W. C. WILKE

PHONE: 392-2700

VartarardaTa .P@MTIE
-.

KELLY GIRL
Invites You To a Saint Patrick's Day PARTY
March 17, from 3 to 7
at our Des Plaines Office

DOCTOR'S RECEPTIONIST

Reserterm

DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT

50 HOUR WORK WEEK

W3.090 for opal

FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS

Northbrook, Ill.

BILLER.TYPIST

298-5021

IMMEDIATE SUBURBAN

O ASSEMBLERS

o WELDER

3.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

1657 S. Sherrner Road

COME- AND MEET ALONE KELLY GIRLS

o WELDER -BURNERS

NEED

394-0880

esta

An Equal °Aperture,. Employe. AME

'fume with a salary and borrolls &om,. ran

0

detIgn

Ineittaioaol bock ground helpful. New Nuraing

27 Help Wantedhlen & Women

272-1000

Reception Trainee

helpIng PeRPI'
im
rem, mre

attitude 6 likin

COOKS
I

DES PLAINES

FOUR SEASONS

-

NO41017

FREDERICK POST
700 NORTHWEST HWY.

S. S. KRESGE COMPANY

rot Myr. 2P2 rrorm °'

ISO
Elk Grove

pany benefits.

CULLIGAN, INC.

You DON'T NEED mP VA/.
Damian

Part time. 5 hour day. 10 AM to 3 PM. 5
day week, Monday thru Friday. Full com-

For More Information
Call Ed Gpel,

Insurance

A. J. MAGGIO CO.
437 -7300

Sot.

TELEDYNE

P 'd V cation

war r.6.19Orrials

11=11:14i4.
Mar=0:00 am

299-3455

BOOKKEEPER

Apply in Person
Mrs. Hollenbach

Mooef537ormtnireen ow.

Miss Paige

hero. 1113AWype billing

DICTAPHONE

COMPLETE TRAINING

But we still need your help -new equipment

High Schl Boys, Girls
2-3 days and Saturdaya

TYPe LA or

OR SEE

brl ,p

=7" "

STENO-SECTif

doctors will Train
you to work
with kids

preferred 392-5345

COUNTER SALES

MR. ROBERT JONES

TYPIST

537-7212

MT. PROSPECT

27 Help Wanted Men & Women

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

439-7603

SECRETARIES

Des Maimsill.

$575 me.

767:tn""IXdt'ss'n '1,14)111:' 74:7:i.'

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

YOU

ond

Nancy.

.....

an

NEEDS

$550 FREE

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONS

White Collar Girls
392-5230

Carpontersville

CULLIGAN

298-5044

WE'RE GAINING

Steady Work

259-7000

bond,

to

RECEPTION

Chicago,

National Bank

pluah

Local or Loop

COME IN AND REGISTER

RANDHURST CENTER

Position open as IBM
Proof Machine Operator

CONTACT

R.N.'S or L.P.N.'S

No fee

.

* Excellent Starting Rates
Pleasant Working Conditions
*Many Company Benefits

-

PERSONNEL

call 854-4652
EXPERIENCED OR TRAINEES

WAITRESSES-

Chicago: 344-5040

applyof

"NOW & THEN JOB"

Experience helpful but
not necessary

CI 3-4950

Coll W3-090 f or API,

1st and 2nd Shift Open

LATHE OPERATORS

named

aletely

BONUS

An Equal OpponuMry Employer

TEMPORARY

Des Plaines

.

1st and 3rd shift

SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

Elk Grove Village

1900 Pratt Blvd.

MAKE YOU FEEL tOW
kiivo your money problems with b

Free brush up practice

Ask for Ed Krysa

$$$$

DOVER CORPORATION
GROEN DIVISION

ADVANCE

OF LIVING

ALL OFFICE SKIU

Illinois Range Co.

AIRLINE
TRAINEE
RESERVATIONIST

1.9eDeMoinesm
irra'n't'ri'i
6.

nor

TYPISTS

394-5100

RECEPTION
TRAINEE

Contact Bob Salvatore
HE9-2400

MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO

Apply in Person

Free Hospitalization Plan
for you and your family
Free Pension Plan
Free Disability Pay
Automatic Wage Increases

helpint

on

299-4446

Mount Prospect, Ill.

_

$475 FREE
y913-5021

f 6 ft

OPERATOR

Arlington Inn Restaurant

27,1000

wide

hos several permanent lobs for

HIGH COST

e,
ohles
Anossesery

FABRICATOR

A.M. and P.M.

General Office

677-0600

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERIC

SHEET METAL

253-3600

25 -Employment Agencies.Viomen

1st & 2nd SHIFTS

267-5300

CLERK TYPIST

FLAMING TORCH

Coll Id Surek

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

Dover Corporation, Groen Div. Offers:

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

East Leahy

1st Arlington

Rate Range $3.21 - $3.38

Palatine 6 Won rldr.

CONTACT

392-9300

11 to 3

Lunch Hour

we

sargent-Welch Scientific Co.
7300 N. Linder - Skokie

KEYPUNCH

he right person.

5555 West Tauhy Ave.
Skokie, III.

the eolLmotionol (AL is 1.4 for sown,

girls wk. enjoy clerked work and Awe goad ryping

Ismmlo

ACCEPTANCE CORP.
5930 N. Lincoln

tar.

anon.

CLERK TYPISTS

1.1udirs cost of Ira

Pun

A/Pe

ewer

oomPemf

Mr. Hill or Miss Porter

WAITRESSES

Degree required, prefer
Water treatment es-

GENERAL FACTORY HELP

1444 S. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

and

sor.oroo

clari-

Nonhbrook,

ters in

ono.

100 wime.wse
nw

.n,rmulingtowniescor,,,,

chose orders. Also sornp

international head, ar-

PoWEn TOOLS

R. R. Donnelley & Sons

Ledger

fication analysis at new

Seca.

Ralph Harker -431.8644

WHEELING FIRM
Needs experienced person to handle inventory

ANALYTICAL

TELETYPE CORPORATION

UNIVERSAL

'relro7y1:nd7::ordt= irromi7r=1:1"1.7:'"'

Widedgal?J1Zii:,

perience but will vain

OIL PRODUCTS

8 a.m. to 430 p.m. Mon. deo Fri.
Caller wean todw

$400 FREE

CHEMIST

No. Yrs. Experience

.

KELLY SPRINGFIELD
TIRE CO.

File Clerks

61 and
rizian etlan zee.emuwweb

r

GENERAL MOTORS

3040 S. Busse Rd.

and

KEYPUNCH -LEAD OPERATOR

267-4590

UP 8-7300

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINES

scale

NEEDS

EALL

MECHANIC

Sargent Welch Scientific

PLAINES.

omen of 5190 parroutstanding

nine

APKI

For

DES

Come Work For Us!

oernmi al Gen.

Moms

439-7620

298-5021

Phone

re, c;nan

Wm. A. Duguid Co.

School Bus, Inc.

State

o

CALL MRS. RAYMOND

2:30-5 p.m.

City

Call 537-7100 or apply

EXACT PACKAGING, INC.

APT COMPUTOR CENTER

$600 Month

ARLINGTON FITS., ILL

or apply in Amnon fas a con( identiol interview

r:7 matte,:.° ttt".,,,,.,' "7,..::1,17L..".1",

era

Day and night, full and part time. Company benefits, big future.

WAITRESSES

OFFICE

439-0923

824-1155, Ent. 105

week.

GENERAL

Addrest

Must Have Own Transportation

Des Plaines, III.

Cook County

Name

Aa a "pm" All seemed yam woods.. ta dosigni. end

ke proicient in figure work. Goad working

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CLERIC

office work.
Free hospitalisation and
life insurance. 3P/c hour

:Higgins!.

6:30-8:30 a.m.

und

Jiyii.55-7747°isizt'11ii:171i1=1:::J,1°,

PINIT MOVING T00011114 MEADOWS

Rapidly expanding service bureau in Skokie needs
talent.

TYPIST

P.M. ROUTES

FILL OUT COUPON AND MAIL TO

CLEAN MODERN

255-7500

General

41.-.

PERSONNEL

A.M. ROUTES

All company benefits including life insurance, hospitalization, paid vacations

SPIEGEL CATALOG
ORDER STORE

298-5021

a

,bireonuefiretrii;ladEE,Igodprs:firsharindgexcellent

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Tv. Verne

414 E. GOLF ROAD

TYPIST

Wide

VARIETY

Earn Extra.Cash
Paid Training

blue.rhip company.

DAYS
No Experience
Age Open

REACH FULL CAPACITY

epi

RECEPTIONIST-

Key Punch, Lite Exp.
$125 FREE

SCHOOL BUS

Automatic Screw Machine Operators.
See us for the hest job you've ever hod if
you're interested in Premium Pay for over-

ELECTRONIC

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 W. Touhy
Skokie, Ill.

Wak

PeePle you

AND YOUR

raises

MALE

We have a number of great job opportunities NOW for Brown 8 Sharpe

FACTO

Elk Grove

Light clean work In plastics inspecting and pockaging. Pleasant atmosphere and many company
benelks.

Des PaariLfi

PERSONNEL

MANAGER

678-3373

he people youl

d

DRIVERS

b70.1000 Ext. 6117

WORK. IN 011ft

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

1st and 2nd SHIFT

ARLINGTON MOTEL
9e'rh'O'n'orirrl

BANTAM BOO IS

W. King St.
Fronklin Park 00131

area.

827-1186
Day or Evening

EMPLOYMENT DEPT. FOR FURTHER DETAILS

150 Gaylord

298-5021

Wide

-

CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES, INC.

Nort hwest Suburban

//

Coll or Apply

HALOGEN PLASTICS

U190A/Ell
hour. ARMY. Peed. R'

Fullf Time Only

Saleslady wonted

representatives for

Ad a, 6gaa 906...

Collor APPlY

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

MEN

Girl Friday

WEAAR. EPIWW10

fill openings far sales

and holidays.

Too mos. be mon, 'Mild* mm ,i0 ee edy w ,

965.7070

OFFICE MANAGER

We are interviewing to

Id*

vdit, to

ss'ZsiCs
.....

Ma 20 thru

Chicago Motor
Club AAA

1601 N. N.M./ Hwy.

439-7400

455-8350

st7 0420

6 Help Wanted Women

TRAINEES

PUBLISHING HOUSE

perm

PLASTIC

'''7.0.(1.1.1R. P. JENSEN

HELP WANTED Coll

CLEANING LADIES

SALESMEN

HALOGEN PLASTICS

SUBSIDIARY OF NUCLEAR DATA
Franklin Pork
2706 Edgington

...TOW(

D'a's'Prldi17111

COMPETENT HOUSEHOLD

$475 FREE

CREDIT
.

17 Aleg

hx..x .nxdiw

SP/1

CALL 299 0 a7A

spore ems Into

icopo ond

58151,

.

a. ame, °naafi.", Maims'

'6= 07 n'Z' ne:
Ch.."

AIRLINES HIRING

666-3443
commuter dee°,

COST ACCOUNTING

0 JANITOR
SCREEN MAKER
0 LIGHT MACHINE OPERATORS

fiml

rr. Arlington Mollm,

METHODIST

ADA UP?

o UMW I ollowmg few

$150 WEEK

398-5021

Wide

Chicago

2150.W.lieldso.d

ACCOUNT NG FUTURE

i

people mead ample

$115 FREE,

IMRSONN.EL

LINDBERG NEVI -DUTY

INTERNAL AUDITING
MOONLIG TERS!!!

BLIA DRIVER

261elp 1>4401 Hamm

26 Help Wanted Women

,

How .3 28-50

Page 19

nday March IS 1970

CLERK -TYPIST NEEDED

HOW DOES YOUR

should investigate this opportunity.
Apply research center or call:

Skokie, III.

for day slult Coll

OFFICE

The successful applicant must be a high whoal
graduate and have at least 6 months experience

Mr. Paul Felts.

RECORD CLERK

''''"nt 1=Z

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Hall Walled Vienna

26 Help Wanted Women

TWO GIRL

GET RESULTS
PHONE

Salary commemural with esperlence and .excellent growth potential Including 100% mitten
reimbursement. Call, apply, or send rosome m

Bonanza Sirloin PR

rimed itome

26 Help Wanted Women

25 Employment Agencies Women

DAY WANT ADS

827-7880

with strong mechanical abilities and a
willingness to work rotating shifts, you

676.10(10fiew. al IA

2

PILOT PLANT OPERATORS

PROGRAMMER
ANALYST

ELI( GROVE VILLAGE AREA
MOONLIGHTERS

BROILER MAN

26 Employment helve, Women

EXP WAITRESS

rgs, oppobuni, employer

Day Want Adstwork

job." If you are a

CALL 259-9200, Ext. 58

1657 Shermer Rood
Northbrook, Illinois

New sheet metal fabriplant

and bone.

211111 Wan51 Men

211Ielp Wanted Men

PROGRAMMER

RETIRED OR
SEMI RETIRED

Laborers 8 Janitors
Needed n modern woodwork.
ing Pion, In Asidaglon Neigh,
Excellent wOMIeg dandifiena

272.1000

maintenance.

cating

2141418anted Men

r IV 2521 Mr Nowak

Need c

FINISHERS Sprayer

50 SURISI.

5g3sSafroPP"

-TERRACE SUPPLY

locoilon

CALL Oft VISIT

MAINTENANCE

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND
We need brig, celsofiEe

Good oprartuay.

CABINET MAKERS

I

MECHANIC

Alcoa Sub needs Ye men dyer
eves 6 Sat Top lesd
Worak

import

awnings 1, mos
solicaing 192 227g 68prn

CALL 392 1927

CUSTODIAN AND
MAINTENANCE

Owineas

24811p Wanted Men

2441111Wanted Men

24414 Wanted dden

6ts PLAINES Mother w II care

TW

2441eIp Wanted Alen

Miss Join Denney at 676-1000 6..3243:

256:4659,

CUTLER -HAMMER; INC;
3201 OLD GLENVIEW RD.

WIIMETTE

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

IFerzonnel OZ°74.7a.

TELETYPE CORPORATION

*.\

-....,
-' AA.;

ITT
5555 W Todhy Ave.
Skokie, III.

. Ft., ittnnoriznit Friployer.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
MOO

Wolf

Rood

An equal Opportunity Employer

Des

Plaines

-

"I

it
Page 20

Friday, March 13, 1970
102 -Trucks, Traders

2141elp Wanted Men & Women

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

PART TIME

UNUSUAL position with national
ly known company

Earn $60

working 12 hours per week
Tel
Some college preferred
ephone 824 1067

MATERIAL RECORDS
CLERK

5x10 2 wheel all steel trailer,
$120 Jeep V2 ton pick up 4 wh/
dr $200 good cond 827-8992

ft

Harris Pontoon boat, 33
Evinrude motor, 3 seasons
old $1200 255-2069
24
HP

103 Auto Trailers & Campers

Surfwind fiberglass 14'
sailboat Exc cond
yr old
359 4746 or 253 0141
Sears

CORSAIR 1970 TRAVELER
STARCRAFT
SYCAMORE

1

KING OF THE ROAD
Tent Trailers -Travel Trailers

42 Wanted To Buy

Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC
1701 W Rt 120, 11/2 mi E of
815-385 6333
McHenry

WANTED Baby furn, 6 yr crib,
mattress playpen, corseat, strol
ler, buggy dresser 392 0619

Aptitude for figures, accurate
daily posting Typing not ne

Private party wants to buy OLD
CLOCK, any type Must be rea
sonable 259 5520

cessory, but helpful
Apply in Person
Or

USED BASE CITIZENS BAND SET,

Call 827-6155

IN WORKING OR REPAIRABLE
CONDITION CL 3 1927

Honda 305 Scrambler, excellent
cond but needs 2nd gear, $400
537.6233
Honda 160CB $275
Excellent condition
359 0945

Large or small
274 5300

Mr Gold

1969 Honda CB 350 $550 Call

Wanted: Used rider lawn mower.

after 6 P.M.

Must be in operating condition.
5 H.P. minimum. Private party.

Custom Fabrication Div.
1669 Marshall Dr.

blk. South of Oa kton, 3 blks.
west of Mt. Prospect Rd.)

44 -Bogs, Pets & Equipment

(1

..em

la

Kindly phone 392-9814

Des Plaines, III.

CL 9-1792

.

31 -Rummage &Garage Sale

Schnauzer min. male 11 wks.,
salt & pepper, champ. sired, S80.
259-3473

5. Furn.; drum; toys & much misc.
221 N. Elmhurst, Mt. P.

puppies

Mar. 12 & 13, 9 to
Galleon Wy, Des

471

3,

baby misc., furn., etc.
Bicycles,

Schnauzer, male.
mos. Very reas. to right family.

Air cond.,

DACHSHUNDS. AKC registered.
12 weeks old, 3 males.1 female.
Adorable. $85 each. 279-2871

Tiny

trains, clothing, misc.
Mon., Mar. 16th, I to 7 P.M 1323
S. Fernandez, Arl. Hts.
antiques,
much misc. March 14, 15, 10 - 6.
9 Dierks, Bensenville.
fans,

TV,

QUENTIN SCHOOL

Plum Grove Rd. at

Rt.

Fri.,

12

Mar. 13, noon to 8 PM Sat., Mar.
14, 9 AM to 4 PM

1441

call

REASONABLE

price.

6415 oft. 5:30 p.m.

Used Cars

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

miscellaneous

sizes,

misc. items. 894-5163

SANKYO dual 8 movie projector.
4 months old - $130.
259.8863 oft 6 p.m.

7 weeks old. $35

AMANA 2 door

5 yr. old female Labrador Re-

Refrigerator/freezer Comb.

17

children, mainly
house pet. Reasonable. 827-4392
triesier,

cu. ft., $40. 827-5904 after 6 pm

umbrella,

Patio

gr.

blue,

&

new $75. 255.7027 aft. 7 pm.
--

fine

brass material for sale.
827-7540

Boy's Schwinn Typhoon bike, 16",
banana seat, spider handle bars.
$25. 824-0954.

$119.95

358-9292

electric

fully

typeWriter,

overhauled, excellent condition.

$3295

Blue Merle Collie. Loves children.
Needs big yard. AKC. $50.
259-9216 after 4 P.M.

'69 CAMARO

$2595

Bedroom set; double bed, dreswith mirror, chest.
cond. Reas. 296-6901
ser

Motorola Color TV Console. 23".

$35 each. Good condition.
437-1977

30" electric stove $75; sewing
machine $15; child's steel yard
swing $5. 392-4235.

Whirlpool
washing
machine,
needs repairs. Asking $25.
Call 529-2587
14" ceramic
kilnsitter.

kiln,

pyrometer,

259-4357
Hide -A -Bed. Best nylon material.
Like New. $125. Call
529-5245

G. E. Washer and Gas Dryer. Like
new. Bargain at $300.
392-7261

10 in. Tilted Arbor saw, extensions and accessories. 392-5311
after 6 P.M.
Stereo, $90. Ironer, $20. Crib, $5.

Chair, $10. Misc. After

4

Cruise Control,

cond. 5400. 359-0558
Dining rm. set. Reasonable.
Needs touch-up. Also many misc.

oblong;

3

avocado

Chrome dinette set w/4 chairs;
Motorola Hi-fi, good cond., Reas.
439-0692 A.M. or P.M.

wall tires. A sharp red one

cond. B -B -C) grill. 296-8335

rior.

with black top and black inte-

WANT A GOOD
USED CAR?
1'69 Volvo 164- 4
Sedan,

Factory air conditioned "98"
convertible with automatic
transmission, power steering,

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

'67 Volvo 1225-

Seeing Is
Believing

$1395.
'68 VW Deluxe Station

4 dr.
radio,
black with red interior

Sedan,

power brakes, 6 -way seat,
power windows, AM/FM radio, heater, whitewall tires. A

AM -FM

Wgn.- blue w -white top.

'68 KARMAN GHIA CPE.
FM/AM Radio, Bucket Seats,
17,000 Miles, Red in Color,
Showroom New.

9895

You can save $300 on
this car
$1595.

cond., orig. owner, radio, P/S, A/T
best offer 392-1067

'64 VW- 2 dr

Pontiac Catalina convertible,
1964, automatic, P/S, P/B, exc.

Sedan,

light beige, a great 2nd
Car
$650.

lime green, black vinyl
top, automatic, power
steering
$1495.

power

glide, power
steering, 11000 actual

67 Dodge Coronet 440
Wgn.- v-8 auto., power
steering, whitewalls, extra clean
$995

miles,

STATION WAGON

V-8, power glide, power
steering.

11,1

DOMESTIC CARS
'67 Mercury Cougar -

1967 IMPALA
2 door
hardtop,

V-8,

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

$3695.

interior, radio . . $2495.
'68 Volvo Station Wgn.dark green, auto., sharp
$2295

'6. Dodge Dart 4 dr. sedan, exc,

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

2395

Sedan, dark green w -red

253-4711

381-0899

$

dr.

'69 Volvo 1425- 2 dr:

1960 BuiCk. Runs good. Almost

'68 OLDSMOBILE

20,000 Miles, Factory Warranty.
Antique Bronze.

green,

dark

auto., air

P/S. R/H. Good tires & cond. $85.
255.0476

IWiPORT MOTORS

'68 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON V-8, with Power Options, Select
Shift, Auromotic, Dual Action Tailgate, Radio, WW's,

HERE THEY ARE!

1960 Ford. Wagon. 4 dr, Auto.

BARRINGTON

t4t

'64 Ford Station Wgn.red,

.' et;1,..211
'68 FORD GALAXIE 500 4 DR., H.T., V-8, Factory Air, Tinted Glass,
Automatic, Power Steering and Power
Rodin, WW's, Yellow with Black Interior,
Factory Warranty.

Disc

Brakes,

$1895

whitewalls,
a great work car . $595.

$1895

auto.,

1965 OLDSMOBILE

4 door, _automatic, power steering.

(VOLVO*

$845

DICK WICKSTROM
WIGG1 .F.SWOW 11

iNipous,
555 Irving Park Road

529-7070

INC.

729 Bun
1723 WOKLOArra Na,
GLENVIEW. ILL. 6002E

Roselle, Illinois

'66 BUICK WILDCAT 2 DR., H.T.,

Full Power, Automatic, Factory
Air, Tinted Glass, WW's, Deep Aqua with White Bucket

9795

Seats, Radio, Extra Nice
with Low Mileage.

Ready -for -

$2695

CARPETING

'68 OLDSMOBILE

Schwinn varsity sport 10 spd.,
bike. Green, light weight handle
bars. Racing saddle. $68
537-3743

Chambers oven & broiler $50.
120 Bass amp. accordion. 12
45C

296-6127

1966 Blue VW.

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Being sold from builder's de-'

40%

-

Custom "88" 4 -door Holiday
Sedan with factory air condi-

60% OFF

or best offer. 259-8196

Electric

CHOOSE NOW FROM OVER
70 CARS

Perfect condition. $1025.
392-6346

$2795

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in 4
model homes. Will separate. Wei
deliver. Cash or Terms.
537-1930

gold
beauty.
Spring car.

Excellent
$195

'64 Riviera -Loaded .... $1195

600 E. NW. Hwy. Des Plaines

1968 CHEVELLE

Bdrm. furn., dinette set vv/swivel
chairs, avocado carpet. Gd.!

luxe model homes. 40% to 60%.
off. Free Delivery. Cosh or
rrns. 439-7740

Co rvali coupe
runner
'63

Exc. running cond. $150.
392.5739 after 4:30 P.M.

wall tires and many other

Factory air conditioned "98"
Holiday Sports Coupe with
automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
power windows, power
seats, radio, heater, white-

swivel chrs. $30. 392-0581
Kenrnore
washer & electric
dryer, like new condition, $175

switches.

'68 Chevelle Malibu Coupe. 327
stick. Buckets. Exc. cond. $1850
or best off. Aft. 5 P.M. 394-5124.
1962 Studebaker 4 dr. V8. Over
drive. AM/FM. Over 20 M.P.G.

$835 299-4131

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

$3795

Absolutely Brand New, 9,000 Miles, Factory Warranty.

'63 Volkswagen Sunroof, white
1966 engine
$595.
64 Ford Galaxie 500 V-8 auto.,
pwr. stg. Sharp car
$495
'62 Dodge Lancer, 4 dr, 6 auto.,
$295
Pwr. sty. Nice car

A/C. Newly tuned carb P. exhaust

SEE THE 1970

'69 PONTIAC GRAN PRIX H.T., Loaded with All The Extras, Buckets,
Console, Factory Air, Mag. Wheels, Red Line Tires
White with A Black Top.

1965 Mustang convertible, 6 cyl.
stick shift - $795.
255-8876

AM/FM radio, heater, white-

'68 OLDSMOBILE

P.M.

podded

WE SPECIALIZE
IN QUAUTY 2ND CARS

'

'65 Plymouth Fury V8, P/S, P/B

locks,

$2895

Dining rm. set. Reasonable.
Needs touch-up. Also many misc.,
items. Call during day. 239-7320

894-9238

359-6759

cond. 362-1507

features.

358.1168

Kitchen tble. wh. formica, 6 ft.

door

r.

. ASK FOR KEN
741.9487

1961 VW - runs good, excellent
tires - $100. After 6 call

$1495

items. Coll during day. 259-7320

0 Shading
0 Lacing
0 Panel Painting
o Webbing
0 Candy Colors
o Fogging
0 Metal Flaking

white, P/S, A/T, Radio. exc. tires,
Sharp. 5895. 358-1761

Excellent Condition, $1075
CALL 255-1822

Factory air conditioned "98"
Holiday 4 -door hardtop with
automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
power windows, power scot,

Custom built din. set, 6 chairs,
oak pedestal table. China. Exc.

253-1440

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

'65 Chevy Impala 4 dr. hdtp.

'68 OLDSMOBILE

Good

2 avocado upholstered chairs.,

ROUND KING SIZE BEDSPREAD
MATCHING PILLOWS. WILL SACRIFICE. 392-2576 or 894-7350.

Im-

Off List

vert., auto., best offer; '54 GMC
Telephone Truck, Best offer,

1962 VOLKSWAGEN ENGINE
$100
259-4964

auto., P/S, 352 eng., radio, $65U

maculate.

259.4426

'67 Opel white wagon, exc. cond.
new brakes, 4 spd., 12/1-1. $1095
tor best offer. 392-4428

Gold with Black Vinyl Roof.

647-9306 or 437-2300 aft. 5 P.M.

Ford '64 Galaxie, 2 dr. HT, V-8,

Around -the -block miles.

21" Colonial TV console. B & W.
$75. Like new. Call after 6.

'67 Cougar XR7, fully equip'd,

Comfort front Seats, FM/AM Stereo Radio, Etc. Aztec $2200

or best offer; -56 Chevy con-

1963 Pontiac Grand Prix 2 dr.
H.T. P/S, P/B. Exc. cond. $500.

new tires. $125
537-7035

Automatic transmission, V-8
engine, power steering, radio, heater, white wall tires,
bucket seats, floor console.

$145. FL 8.6947

1965 model. $225. Call
259-1163

tires, luggage carrier.
Ideal for family and 4
tsportsman.

adorable puppies, mixed
breed, are looking for a good
home. 255-8828

41 -Dome Furnishings -Furniture

Auto. garage door opener. Never
used. Has all desirable features.
IBM

11'

5

w/alum. tble & anchor stand,
Atten: Mfrs. Junk gears

loves

brakes 80 HP motor, 2 snow tires.
394-0599 after 7 pm.

392.4251

'69 OLDS. 98 LUXURY HOL, 4 DR., Executive Driven, Loaded with All
The Options, Climate Control, Air, Full Power, Twin

'57 Cadillac, 4-dr, all power, $50

'67 VOLKSWAGEN

radio, heater, whitewall

CL 3-0619

'68 Opel LS 2 dr. sedan, new

'65 PLYMOUTH SPORT FURY,
convertible, black with white
top, gold interior. Best offer.

$300. CI 3-5667

Fact. air cond., automat-. A
is transmission, power `.1
steering, power brakes,

POODLE, male, small miniature,'

full power, like new tires
$1295. 392-7410
ful,

537.7954

Continental - 4 door
Block. Loaded incl. Fact. Air. Repossesed. 296-6127

Auto. transmission. Runs good.

OLDSMOBILE
VISTA CRUISER!
9 -PASS.

Golden Retriever pups. AKC.
Field and Hunting stock. X-rayed.
$100 & up. 259-7416

$4500 Owner 381-2682
'64 line

'63 Ford Galaxie. 2 door. .P/S.

'69

392-1017 oft. 6 a.m.
all

Rugs

choirs, new dishes and other

53,-0053

Olds Cutlass, 4 dr, Sed,
P/S, P/B, one owner, low mileage, exl , cond Best Offer $1795
'68

CADILLAC '68, fully equipped,
A/C, low mileage Like new

Duals, glass pox. P.S., P.B. $150.
629-7098 before 3 p.m.

OF THE WEEK

Christmas day
puppies may be seen by calling

$3295 537 7900 days

'57 Dodge 354 cu. 2 brl. Carter

SPECIAL

SCHNOODLES

'64 Cadillac Fleetwood, beauti-

air, vinyl top, excellent cond.
$1870. 358.0127.

ong beady

Siberian Huskie Puppies,
8 wks, silver gray
$75. 253-6090

Toy poodles, $75, adorable white'
moles, blk. female, 6 wks. Raised
w/ children. 432-8873

593-

R & H, snow tires, clean.

5700. 296.3901 aft 5.

The car that's special in every
respect - color, white vinyl top
and insignia .. the great and
gallant GMO has returned and
awaits your pleasure at a very
extra special dealership, Ray
Olds ... at a super special Ray

For
Easter -Schnauzer
female
puppy; AKC, shots, ears, 4 mos.
home raised 595. 438.6421.

SOUND EQUIPMENT: 50 watt
stereo amp., verstile; 20 watt
hi-fi amp; turn -table, carriage,
& extras. All in excellent condi.
tion.

PRICE

Darling Min. Poodles. Exc. blood
lines. AKC. Shots. 8 wks. Will hold
for Easter. 259-0262
KITTENS.
Ready for Easter.
Healthy, 7 wks. War F. Litter trained. Free to gd. homes. 358-4003

S.

'65 Plymouth 4 dr., B cyl., auto.

'61 Chevy Impala 4 door Auto
matic $50 Call

I

'63 Pontiac Grand Prix.
Very clean car
299.0474 aft 4pm

tr.,

16

358-7245

Gar. Sale. Patio turn., air con.,
wheelbarrow, lawnmower, misc.
tools. March 14, 15.
Busse Rd., Mt. Prospect

DOWN-TO-EARTH

SPECIAL!

12'

console & gauges Immaculate
cond $1750 CL 3-5296

Black Mustang Mark
power Auto 300 H P

for

63 Chevy II stick:
very clean
875-4059

00

11

'67 Chevelle SS 396, 4 spd Trans

CL 9 3512

CUSTOM painting, complete cus-

IS BACK AT A

dachshund/cocker.
Coll 827-3078

S.

Hsehold,

P:

CL 3-3552

1966 red VW, new snow tires,
excellent condition, best offer

CL 3-4162

Call Ken
741-9487

A

1964 Chevy 2 door hardtop
Good condition $650 537.3694
after 12 noon

1964 Dodge Dart, snow tires

Full

A

827.2466

with wheels - $500

1967 CAMARO, automatic, pow.
er steering, In service must sell.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

To be given away -9 Week old

dr
old

"THE CHOPPER SHOP"

CL 3-9407

Garage Sale Mar. 14 & IS, 9 to

Dodge

827-8982

tomizing and molding. All work
guaranteed!'

VV1

Lookin' for lovin'. 3 white poodle
nuppies. Male. AKC. Reasonalge,

'62 Pontiac Auto trans P/S, P/B
Radio Very good runner $175
Aft 8 30 P M 392 1178
'56 T -Bird Mint body Mechanically sound $1425 or best
off After 5 P M 394 5124
'62 Catalina H T, stick, heavy
duty clutch $300 00

'51 Chevy 2 -door, good condition Best offer Call after 5 p m

1970

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

CORP.

Polar° 4
air-cond, P/S, P/B, B mos
$2500 39' 0527
1969

112 -Automobiles For Sale

,

Full power Mechanically sound
$400 541-2517

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

CASH

GENERAL AMERICAN
TRANSPORTATION

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'64 Buick LeSabre Convertible

coffee

maker $5. 529-7137

Deluxe built-in gas oven & range
top, excel. cond. Will deliver.
Very reasonable. 537.1926
Gas range, 2 ovens, coppertone.
Used 2 mos. Call after F:30 P.M.
593-7941

I. Closing out stock
2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation

tioning, automatic transmission, power steering,

QUALITY

power brakes, radio, heater,
whitewall tires, vinyl top. One

CARS & SERVICE

owner. Can't be told . from
new.

411511Wa10,11,5,

$2295

4.See large samples in

'69 ELECTRAS

your home.
5. Terms available

Executive driven. 4 door automatic, power steer-

ing, power brakes, power windows, power
seats, factory air conditioning, vinyl roof, and'
many extras. Stereo tape deck. Never Titled.

824-2175

sink with faucet, $25. 537-8358

910, 4sp Toro riding lawn mower $250, 2 Toro hi cut 21" reel
lawn mowers $40 each, refrig. $20, 6 yr bid orange trees
$10, palm trees. 827-8992

PALATINE RESALE SHOP'
Bring in your ustbd clothing &
we will sell it for you. We pay
cash for cut glass, hand painted china & antiques.
104 S. NORTHWEST HWY.
FL 8-5251

Daily & Sat, 10to 4
Friday 10 to 8

CARPET CLOSEOUT
by installer
Heavy SHAG CARPET $4.95 sq.
yd; NYLON PLUSH $3.95 sq. yd.

Other fine carpets available.
Cosh only. No dealers please.

724-6006

For Sole: 16' Boat w/ 35 Hip Mo
tor, and trailer $600.00
392.3473

4 door Sedan. Automatic, power steering and
power brakes. Very clean & very reasonable.
Stk. #4295A,

'67 BUICK SPECIAL 4 DR.
Economy V-8,- Radio, WW's,
Deluxe Interior, For The
Economy Minded, Brittany Blue.

9295

$1195-

off List Price

Distrubufor

'68 CHEVY CAPRICE

'66 GRAN SPORT

9 passenger wagon, power steering, brakes
& windows. Factory Air Conditioning. U.S.

Buick convert, 4 speed trans.

$1095

Royal Master tires. Like New Inside 0. Out.
66 -Business Opportunities

Established Sewer & Septic Ser
vice business
Call 255-1680

$2695

'68 OPEL'

with equipment

2 door.. Oversized Seiberling tires,
Like new inside and out. A beautiful Mini -Brute.

Custom

$1350

55 -Musical Instruments'

1_66 PONTIAC
Bonneville, 2 door hardtop, power steering,

power' brakes, automatic, and whitewalls. A
nice car. Priced right for you.

$995

CONN student clarinet w/case
& music stand, like new, $100.
After 6, 359-6759

217

Silvertone 2 channel bass amp IL'
Fier, exc. cond. $80. 9 AM to 6 PM
Tues. thru Sat., 1326 W. Centro!
Rd. Mt. Prosrect.

$650
'59 FORD

Ready To Go!

Station Wagon, v-8, standard transmission,
radio. Candy Apple red.

`GMO HEADQUARTERS'

$125

IN PARK RIDGE

I-

530 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Corner Northwest Highway

102'Tnlcks,Trailers

1960 Ford Pick -Up Truck, Runs
good. Extra tires. $125 or best
offer. Aft. 6 P.M. 5374989

$895

out.

All Models &
All Equipment

OLDSMOBILE

cond. Sink, stove, icebox, sleeps 6
comfort. $1250. 537-6926

Automatic, Factory Air Conditioning,
WW's, A Really Nice Cor ' For
A Two Car family.

Bon-eville, 4 door hardtop. Power steering,
power brakes, power windows, and power.
seat. FACT. AIR. Like brand new inside and

NEW BUICKS

.101 -Automobiles Wanted
WE PAY TOP 55$
FOR CLEAN USED CARS
BONUS MOTORS 296.6127

'64 PONTIAC CATALINA 4 DR., V-8, Power Steering and Broker,

'63 PONTIAC

$129 National amp $89.50!
$82.50 Kay, 12 string guitar, new,
$59.501E1 Rey, CL 3-0180

16' Shasta travel trailer. A-i
31 -Boats andMarine Supplies

110101111161101100110

'67 OLDS

9900

Kelvinotor,

self defr. Refrig.
Bottom freez. 30" Kenmore gas
range. Both very gd cond. Asking
$125 ea. White dbld. bowl steel.

I

A

.

Phones: 825-8871
Chicago 774-8177.

A

I

a

ID a p

_Mon. -Fri. 9-9

Saturday 9-5
CLOSED SUNDAY

-

A

Greenwood and Busse

II

.

n
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.
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WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low around 20. Tomorrow:
Partly sunny, little change
in temperature.

'NY

Telephone

2554400
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ecord vote is unlikely
in tomorrow's prithary
By Richard Crab!)
Although there are a record
number of voters registered in

The only contest spanning
all the townships in the northwest suburbs is that in the Republican primary in which

dorsed by all of the township
GOP organizations in the
northwest suburbs, there is a
reluctance by party chiefs to

Wheeling, Elk Grove, Maine,

Sen. Ralph Smith of Alton is

project the outcome.
In the last primary, a special

Palatine

opposed by William

Townships, no primary voting
record is expected tomorrow

Rentschler of Lake Forest.

Schaumburg

and

in the northwest suburbs.
The reason is that there are
so few faces. Most of the nearly 30 candidates on the ballots
are unopposed.

H.

THERE ARE contests for

Ralph Smith, former speaker

Congressional District which

of the Illinois House, to the

includes the northwest

senate seat left vacant by the

sub-

won but in doing so received a

vote total 50 per cent higher

Arlington's Mike Isaacs was fourth in the state with an 8.45 in free exercise. Teammate Steve
Von Ebers repeated his 1969 Illinois title Saturday night in the Illinois High School Association
state championships at Prospect High School. Hersey was second in team standings, missing the
No. 1 slot by just 12.5 points. See details and full page of pictures in today's sports section. (Photo

by Linda Hamilton)

'Listed as killed in Vietnam

Services Sunday for son
o Des Plaines postmaster
i'',

Memorial services for Ma'rine 2d Lt. David W. Skibbe,
24, son of the assistant postmaster of Des Plaines, will he

copter, and was being flown to

at 3 p.m. Sunday, March 22 in

his parents.

St.

Mark Lutheran Church,

200 S. Wille, Mount Prospect.
The Defense Department
Thursday notified the parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William C.

of 234 Cambridge,

Skibbe,

Des Plaines, that Lt. Skibbe
had been killed in Vietnam.

Earlier last week the Defense Dept. had notified the
Skibbe family that their son
had been missing since March
2, when he was wounded in action.
Lt. Skibbc was placed on a
stretcher, which was then fas-

David W. Skill

tened to the outside of a heli-

a hospital when the stretcher
broke loose and fell into the
jungle, the Defense Dept. told
William Skibbe said yesterday that his son's body has not
been recovered.

Lt. Skibbe was a January,
graduate of Prospect
High School in Mount Prospect. He graduated from the
University of Illinois at

sessed valuation will be upped
significantly.
William Mann, Harper's
vice-president of business af-

fairs, told The Day, that the
college, now in its third year of

instruction, will gain little by
rising assessed valuation slated

urbs, Philip Crane, considered

death of Sen. Everett Dirksen.

an unlikely winner. not only
THERE ARE some town-

ship Democratic committeemen races that will help
bring up the Democratic totals

in the primary tomorrow. In

Wheeling Township

incumbent James McCabe is opposed by Herman Kocneman.
Both are of Arlington Heights.

announced

missioned as a Marine Corps
officer through the Navy Reserve Officers Training Corps.

Among the surviviors are
his parents; a brother, William
and two sisters, Janet and Mrs.

Joan Tomoff.

Meetings
SIMON \---

Mount Prospect Finance Committee budget
meeting, Village Hall; 7:30

S

p.m.

School District

SAYS =

57

Board, 701 %V. Gregory,

School District

59

Board, 2123 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.; 8 p.m.

equal-

the

ization factor for Cook Coun-

ty has jumped from 1.45 to
1.52. When this increase is applied as a multiplier, assessed

He estimates that the Harthis year.
But this is little help, considering that the college is fielementary and high
schools which receive a greater share of the tax dollar.
local

THE DISTRICT has been

building fund) since 1967.

That levy, Harper officials
now say, was underestimated

by a lay citizens' committee,
who fell short on foreseeing

the college's anticipated

Harper relics on tuition and

growth.
"The impact of the assessed
valuation going up doesn't affect us that much" Mann said,
"because we only collect

state aid for its greater income.
Mann explained.

his review of the,budget for the

valuation, and one of the lowest in the northwest suburban
area would have to be raised

likely to be known by 9 p.m.
although the final count on all

offices may not be available
until

I

I

p.m.

The two Democratic candidates are incumbent Eugenia
Chapman of Arlington
Heights and Gerald Mannix of
Palatine, an attorney.

All four will be nominated
in tomorrow's primary. in the
Nov. 3 general election the

three of the four getting the
Sen. John Graham of Barrington is running for re-election on the Republican primary ballot. Paul Shanyfelt of Elk
Grove Village is unopposed in

the Democratic primary for
senator from the 3d District.

sewers system due to the acqui-

dens system.

Other major increases are
recommended in the street and

bridge fund, $27,000; and the
parking system revenue fund.
$15,000.

Wing, Rolling Meadows was
charged Saturday night with
theft and attempted theft after
police stopped Scott's auto
which was pulling out from behind a food store in the Mount
Prospect shopping plaza.
Scott admitted to police that
the tape player police found in
a canvas bag in the back seat of
his car was stolen, and that two

of his juvenile friends were out
at the moment looking for

searched

they
said when
the car they also

found

pair of pliers. two

Police
a

screwdrivers and a coat hanger. Police recovered all of the

stolen property in Scott's car
plus sonic tapes that were alle-

gedly stolen from an auto in
Rolling Meadows Friday night.
Scott is to appear in Mount
Prospect Court April 2.

Lions OK $800
to help pay for
July 4 parade

disappointment that no funds
would be available for a senior
citizens program or for contribution to the Mount Prospect's
Historical
Society's
plan for purchase of land and,
if possible a suitable building.

Gripe
Of The

The Mount Prospect lions
Club at its business meeting

Day

last night voted to give $800 lo
the Chamber of Commerce to

that all of the recommended
budget items were subject to

THE BUDGET ITEMS for
the waterworks and sewage
fund show an increase of

year.

$242,000 Barnett said.
This will include

the

$40,000 needed for improvement and replacement of

that

equipment at the well in the

tax the village will receive.

Fairview Gardens subdivision,
and the increase in the oper-

even with the added
$173,000 in the state income

Results of contested offices are

$277,000, with a major portion attributable to increased
nel five more policemen and
three more firemen than last

HE ADDED, HOWEVER,

The polls will be open from
6 a.m. until 6 p.m. Tuesday.

more.

fund,

hours of consultations with department heads.
He emphasized the point

tees.

for state offices, the Illinois
General Assembly, the U.S.
Congress. Cook County and
party township offices.

BARNETT EXPRESSED

general

salaries and additional person-

by the village board of trus-

Democratic candidates named

some

the

recommendations after many

review and approval or change

In
tomorrow's
primary
there will be Republican and

Illinois house.
For state representative the

Jeffrey L. Scott. 19. of 2401

sition of Utility Sewer and Water Co. and the Fairview Gar-

The largest reason for the
$589,000 increase is found in

committeeman in the 13th district who is not opposed.

Charge youth with theft

tax rate, just under 30 cents per
$100 of equalized assessed

soon.

ter Chesney of Mount Prospect in the only Democratic

most votes will earn seats in the

pect.

Manager, Virgil Barnett, said
Friday that he had 'completed
and added that the total budget
is
about
he recommends
$589,000 more than the 196970 budget.
Barnett, village manager
since late last summer, said
that he had submitted his final

gin and from Elk Grove Vil-

two Republicans running in
"Our budget is roughly $5 the 3d District primary are inmillion (1970-71) meaning cumbents Eugene F. Schlickman of Arlington Heights and
(Continued 00 page 2)
David Regner of Mount Pros-

Barnett said the low village

fiscal year beginning May I,

In the 3d District which extends from Des Plaines to El-,

running for re-election.

lar.

THERE ARE no Republican committeeman contests in
any of the northwest suburban
townships, nor is there a
Democratic contest in Elk
Grove Township where Ches-

No contests in 3dDist.
assembly seat battle

The district will elect three
typical elementary and high
school districts in Illinois col- representatives and one senalect at least 70 cents of that dol- tor. All of the incumbents are

Village

Prospect's

race

three cents on every tax dollar. in the General Assembly.

ation of the total water and

Mount

M c C a b e-Koeneman

lage to Buffalo Grove there is
WHILE HARPER realizes no contest tomorrow for seats

some programs and items have
had to be cut.

By Ben Clarke

tics may turn out in record
numbers Tuesday. The previous high for a Democratic

nanced in a manner opposite

Recommended '70-71 budget
$589,000 higher than '69-70

Mount Prospect; 8 p.m.

A good neighbor is one who doesn't start his lawnmower until
noon on Saturday.

that

$1,000, Mann said.

would increase $115 million

Harper College, rather than
$20.80 realized from the district's 21 cent levy.

There is the possibility that
Wheeling Township Democra-

sessed valuation goes up $1 primary in -Wheeling Townmillion, Harper gets about ship is 1.800 votes. The

from their tax bill going to

(II cents for the educational
fund and four cents for the

OFFICIALS LAST week

as-

per district assessed valuation

operating on the 21 -cent levy

224.

EVERYTIME THE

at $10,000 would find $37.80

trict encompasses.

Harper serves Elk Grove,
Wheeling, Schaumburg, and
Palatine townships and Barrington High School District

about three cents on every tax
dollar."

taxpayers with a home assessed

for townships which the dis-

1964

in
Champaign -Urbana
January of 1969 and was com-

Roughly speaking, if the
referendum
passes, district

the

Gov. Ogilvie appointed

gy.

Although Sen. Smith is en-

cents.

in

Smith -Rentschler
campaign
has been one of political strate-

17 -cent t x increase vote
A referendym requesting a
I7 -cent tax increase for Harper College Disffiet 512 .will
not be cancelled, officials said
Friday, despite recent indications that the district's as-

3.000 voters.
issue

one last Oct. 8 for the 13th

Democratic township committeeman in three of the four
townships.

valuation could, increase as
much as 4.8 per cent.
On Saturday, March 21 voters will be asked to approve a
tax, rate hike
21"f0 38

could bring out from 2,000 to

possible.

The major

H r er ill not cancel
By K. C. Radtke

than party chieftans thought

Several weeks ago former
village trustee Joseph Grittani
presented as spokesman

help defray expenses of the

for

People who constantly
use the
phrase, "You
know."
A.W.

The Extentioneers of Mount
Prospect, proposed a senior
citizens program that envisioned a center for the program
(Confirmed On page 3)

July Fourth parade.

The Lions will also donate
$200 for the Prospect High
Band European tour of England. France and
summer.

Italy this

e el begins unit pricing to test shoppers' interest
By Joannuide Wermes

Compar-A-Buy Unit pricing
began today Wall Jpwel Food

possesses, the more interest she

each item indicating package

has in unit pricing. A Jewel

customers to learn whether

price and cost per measure was

built our business by doing

size containers, it costs $1.10

formation to help them make
intelligent retail purchases."

Jewel should continue to ab-

spokesman said it was hoped
that unit pricing would benefit

the method used in the third

what the customer wants."

per pound. The purchasing de-

The results of those tests af-

stores

In Coinpar-A-Buy pricing
the shelf tag will 'indicate the
price of the merchandise, as
well as the cost per ounce,
quart, pound or measure.

Jewel has begun unit pric-

ing voluntarily to help the
homemaker ' make decisions
during "these critical inflationary times" and to determine how effective and impor-

tant prici4 information is to
the customer,
,e1

/JEWEL representative
said that tests were conducted
in three stores during January

and February because "con-

_

that

customers need this type of in-

sumer groups indicated

_

_-

store.

the lower -income shopper.

four weeks showed that
only 10 per cent of the 1000
ter

THREE DIFFERENT

EVEN THOUGH the
eight -week survey results indicated a lack of interest, the

customers surveyed were

methods were used in

aware the system was in existence, and one-half of that 10
per cent thought it worthwhile.
A second survey, taken by a
private research firm, showed
that 17 per cent are interested
in unit pricing. Less than I per

stores tested. In one store a
large calculator showing unit
pricing was featured at spots

Jewel
spokesman admitted
that strong advertising was

around the store with addition-

testing.

cent of that total believe it is
convenient, and only 3 per
cent think it is a time saver, the
survey indicated.

The survey showed that the
higher the consumer's income
and the more educati ttzL§be

al

three

lacking as well as storewide

calculators placed on ap-

proximately 100 carts. In addition, small calculators were
sold for 25 cents. Only 27 calculators were purchased.
In the second store large
banners were hung at the end.

of each aisle, listing all the
items within that aisle at a costper-nieasure price.
Shelf tickets mounted below

sorb the additional costs in-

He added that the consumer

volved. The research costs will
be absorbed in Jewel's advertising and research budgets
and not passed on to the customer, the spokesman said.

must know what she wants to
buy. "For instance," he said,
"cling and Elberta peaches are
both packed in a 303 size can,

INCLUDED IN the more
than 1,000 items covered will
be soaps, detergents, canned
juices, prepared foods, cereals,

He said the test is being extended to all city and suburban
stores to find out if unit pricing

shortenings and oils, canned

is feasible and to learn if the
consumer really wants it -and
will use it.
Additional research on the
acceptance of the system will

The spokesman said that organized consumer groups have

be conducted for the next sev-

eral months by intervie \ving

fish, paper napkins, towels and
tissues.

been pushing for unit pricing
but have not been ,1,.e to come

up with real facts. "f hat's why
we will continue the re-

search." he said. "Wo have

but cling peaches in light syrup
weigh 153/4 4 ounces while
Elberta peaches in heavy
syrup weigh 163/4 4 ounces.

There is no way to squeeze
another ounce into an already
said.

full

container,"

he

Table salt, with costs running from 10 cents to $1.30 a
pound, was another example

gi en. "A pound ho, .,1 salt
costs as little as Ill cents a
pound." he said. "but if purchased in individual picnic

cision should be in several dimensions including personal
use,

price and end product

use," he said.

HE SAID the point "con-.
sumer groups are missing" is
that the customer has various
goals, and he said he belieVes
those
groups
are /under-

estimating the customers' intelligence.

"The shopper is an intelligent woman." he said.
"and we know it because

we've been serving her for a
long time. 'Ilvt is why we
taking the positive attitude on
unit pricing and why we will
continue to he

leader."
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Monday March 16 1970

Harper wilt not cancel taxp v?1-fs,

k Grove''Township polling places

I

rr--

Here Is a lint of Elk Grove
Township polling places for
tomorrows electron

Ti john lay School Mount

Precinet I - 1016 Northwest
Hwy.. Mount 'Prospect,
Precinct -300S. Elmhurst
Mount Prospect.
Precinct 3 -22225 Elk Grove

Precinct 22 618 Golf Ad.,
store. Mount Prospect.
Precinct 23 - 588 Dare
James Rd.. High Ridge
School, Des Plaines.

Blvd..Conimunity Center, Elk
Grove Village.
ffiecinct 4 - 005 E..0akton

Precinct 24 - 345 W. Wal-

Rupley

Rd..

School,

Grove Village.
PMcinct 5 , 411 S.

Elk

Maple.

Ficklhouse. Mount POMY.
PRECINCT 6 - 103 BUM
'School,

Westbrook
Mount Prospdct.
Rd.

,

Prectnet 21

nut, Einstein
Plaines.

School,

Brentwood School. Dm

colts Lincoln School.' Mount
Precinct

11.601 Lonquist School,s

Plaines.

Precinct 32

1301 & Cy press Dr., Robert Frost
Precinct 12 - 12015. Dun- School, Mount Prospect.
1011.
Damon School. Elk
Precinct 33 - 72 Ridge Rd..
Grove Village.
Church, Elk Grove Village.
Precinct 13 - 050 Ridge Av.,
Precinct 34 - 305 E. Oakton
Ridge School. Elk Grove Rd., Rupley School.
Elk
Village.
Grove Village.
Bled.. Sunset Park School,
Mount Prospect.

PRECINCT 14 - 32 Park

-

Precinct 35 - 345 W. Web

and Shop Mall. Glittery of

nee.

Homo Realtors. Elk Grove

Plaines.

Village.

Precinct 36 - Tetchy Av., 2
blocks cast of York Rd., Trail er Pork.
Precinct 37 - 274 Beau On,

Precinct IS - 345 W. Welnut St.. Einstein School. Des
Plaines,

Einstein

School,

Des

Precinct

IN

-

Pr.pect.
Aug

Grove Villa,.

CURRENT

intake of $12 million
would: only
be
enhanced
$58,560 by the dB per cent increased

assessed

vain**,

Mann added.
-

Precinct 54 - 567 W. Al onquin Rd.. School, Des Plaines.
Precinct 55 - 265 Well-

short More than $1 milli*
over the -next hob ymrs,"
Mann said. "$58,000 will help
but it is jtist not
mlution."
..W.hay, doesn't Harper raise

inpon, School, Elk Grove Nillags,

-PRESENTLY HARPER'S
$8 per credit- hour tuition is

Grove Village.

lington Heights.

School Menus'
To b.erved Tuesday in Ai,
Ortolan, Prospect Wheeling,
Elk Grove, Forest View and
H ersey high schools in District
choice):

in a bun. wiener in a

apricoss,

among the five highest tuition
rates charged by Illinois cam-

,ni,,,cc,,,;,:,;,,,,,,,,,,a,,,
1:

pope muffin a,

butter. milk.
AVOiliblel desserts: pineapple dims, lime gelatin,
cookies.

Pk" j'ib' ".

Yknakle17.$70airie State, and Kan.

Ten colleges of the total 34
community colleges in the
.,n,,,atejohnarvae,nehasanmeor a

,...M.annneasrabid, ,Tor.itoLand

cllotti:

eeryrcredit

green

'WE'VE TRIED to remain
competitive with state public

(one

II

dmieek ft* juice, troned sal-

Hamburger.

french fries,
chocolate

relish dish, molded: rasp- given applesauce.
berry, fruit Cocktail, orange, cake, milk.

-"IF .WE RAISED to

hour.

universities," the
vice -resident yid.

or

lncl

rpe

One aistnefffien,IM=

Nfrot
1,192 head count in 1969, to

a'rea"0 wEidllobeth'red"uced"

tine Rd.,'Arlington Heights.
Precinct 2.School, 600 N.

Mi*Wore, i"'"ing "'min'

Femandea-Ariffigton Hei*.

MEANWHILE, HARPER also rt"e:eascdie'lfrPo=1;,0;rt

Park St., Arlidgton Heights.
Precinct 5&ffiool, 314 S.
Highland, Arlington Heigh.,

in l'OniT,19"721.00 i" 1971,

enrollment projections, staffing, and semester hours of instroction show continued
years,

crease over the next

would take in $300,000 more.
0, 01,0, trains
but

0

rates
$859,C00 in next
over the next two years."
Mann explained.
Maine Township, which has

provided Harper with its most
significant amount of chargeback tuition, reportedly will

open i. new college campus
w.imthb:r.00 students next Sep-

Harper h. about 1,000 stn.
area and expects to lose about
500 to 600 of them next year,
diminishing what has been an

mffitentiefiY 491TiOUX no 90'
Plain .095914d risinil

*nditur., despite

increased

assessed valuation.

business

359.8 to 511 in 1974.75.

in..'

S. Arlington Heights Rd;

"--

lington

Heights,
Precinct 7-Prcs.

"noon-

i970'7, n-Ln-th" elnn°- nn"°necessity
on incinn"
enlace
the
to enlarge a
.mpus
security
exforce, and'
110,640,
hours
Wester
million, asmoral valuation $1.3 billion.
$5.2

1971.72, FTE 3,894,semes-

seseed valuation $1.4 billion.
1972-73, FTE4.681,semes.
Ter h o u r s 140,430; ex-,

Published
dolly.
AlandbY
Mluu2h
°mere*.,
pans, Inc., 117
PAP
prospect, ll. 61)056. [trench
col

million, es
seoed valuation 81.6 billion.

ond 722 Csnree Dee Rola,

penditure,s $7.2

ton Heights.

pan, 117 s. man. on.
Pd., Arlington liel0hre, to. moos,

hours
terj9%3-er7t

Suinception fares: 35 cants

system is billed to other high
school and junior colleges for'
Minors

residents

attending

Harper who do not reside in
the

Harper

district.

It

is

George H. Eine 20 Glen brook Dr., Prospect Heights,
marked his 30th anniversary
with Commonwealth" Edison

est
10

mon...
cents

Company.
.

.
.

Be the first on your block to see and shop
Chicagoland's first enclosed mall
neighborhood shopping center.

Station.

Precinct 40- 300 ECouncil
Tr., Lions Park School, Mount
Prospect.

Precinct 41 - 1200 S. Dun.

Preci'nct

Heights.
Precinct

20-LegionAltill,
121 N Douglas, Arlington

.

Heights.
Precinct 21 -School, 1900 E.

Thom., Arlington Heights.
Precinct 22 -Municipal Cu.
rage, 222 N. Ridge Rd.. An.
baron Heights.
Precinct 23 -School, 722 S.
Dryden, Arlington Heights.

N. Vale.

BOMB SCARE

Precinct

nounces that a bomb has been

planted in that town's largest
discount department store.
The Wheeling police and fire then go in together to carefully
and eautiously search for any-

thing that ticks, or locks. and
looks suspicious. Maybe the

N. Illinois Arlington Heights.

of guy. When the

Wille, Wheeling.

Prospect
students were

High School
turned loose Friday afternoon

to get them out of the way of

AI suburban attitudes. Somali* has happened to the old
.env of -defending to the death

your right moor it."even if the

*se is contrary to one's belief. Richard Monahan. opp..

Inc incumbent Committeemen

fit. Gaffing. sat down with
his family and composed a letter two years ago and sent it af
To a newspaper. It was sub -

**Lundy published.
'It was written al a sad time

N1 after theissination of
Bobby Kenneth and Martin
Luther King he said, In it he

humbly sumested" that

Palatine Township High
Schools nrme be changed

"Mar* Luther King" High
School

THE LETTER has hoer
wrdely emulated in Xeroxed
copies during the present campaign Weak said yester.

day that to circulation is "intended to appeal to racist sym-

path* and bigotry Our family IN proud that we wrote it,"
he Gil It window to merely
broth.
hood whIch after all, is what
they are all preachongabout in
[burgh
He received an anelks

e

stop toward

swer from

be school board

which said the narnewould not
'be changed That was. their
,otand their dectsion..

IF SEEMS odd latrine

33 -School.

133

Pkines. died Saturday et Lu-

ther. General Hospital

ha

Park Ridge.
Father Owen had been
serving as night pastor of Rush
Street,

since

1964. An or-

dained Episcopal

satisfied,

Prospect.

Dr., Arlington Height,
Precinct 61 -School, 201 B.
Evanston, Arlington Heights.
Precinct 62-V.F.W. Post.
1111
N.
Yale, Adington
Heights.
Precinct

63-Sehool,

1211

W. Grove, Arlington Heigh..
Precinct 64 -School, 1315 E.
Precinct

65 -Church, 1010
fofpcCI Heights.

'gCHOOSE ANY FOUR OF THE FOLLOWING COOKBOOKS

Scholarship
chairman
Edward

Erhach,

513

Here's an international resume of cooking ideas to
brighten your culinary accomplishments...delight the
family...and make treed planning enjoyable. These
mbnus are carefully tested, written in a clear, step by
step method that assures successful results. Each

S.

Mein St., Mount ProllICCI.
graduate of St. Viator High,
School, was recently appoint,

Champaign.

pri.t,

Although hews affiliated

-

with the Episcopal Cathedral
of St. lames, Chi go, his
work was financed by contd.
butions raised through society

time at a Saturday luncheon
hold by Veva Meyer. Wheeling
Township Republican Com-

mitteem*-whoo--womanjo

balls and other functions sponsored by his supporters.
Survivors arc his wife Ile.

announce the LWpsV's in
plans. The League a for-

vcriY: two sons, David a nd
Stephen, five daughters, Ka,

midable group of organized
energy will have. their theme
for 1970, "The Year Of The
Voter." The theme h. nothing to* with the Chinese calendar. is to celebrate their
50th year and also said Pat,*
is the 50th anniversary of the

yn, Margaret, Patti, Helen and
Laura; a sister, Mrs. Richard
K.ter, and a brother, Dr.
Richard Owen.

Visitation will be until

10

tonight, and all day tomorrow
at John Carroll &Sons Funeral Home, 25 E. Erie. Chicago.
Services will be at II a.m.

1901 Amendment which gave

women the right to vote It is
also the 100th anniversary of
15th An;endment which

4

thedral. Huron and Wabash,
Chicago. Interment is private.
In lieu of flowers, contributions may be made to the Night
Pastor Fund, in care of the
Episcopal Diocese of Chicago,
65 13, Huron St., Chicago.

IF.

w4ap4'u!

his

parisioners were "the lonely

the

COOKBOOKS
ONLY

....

Francis McKeon
I

I

Francis McKeon, 86, of 716
Sha-Bone Terra Mount Pros-

,

,

ren't action enough, ffie LWV
is collecting one million signaures on petitions -during the
week of. April 15 - 22. The

home..

Survivors arc four children,

101 Oula.ishes

Thomas of LaGnrnge Park,

1111 Low* eselieeli

Henry of Mount Prospect, Ro-

123 PrenehCeekied,

salie Orb of Mount Prospect
and Eileen May of Baraboo,
Wis., II grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren,
sister. Elizabeth McGuire

- *Ur*, and a sister, Mabel

so that the District of Colombia. the *1st coldny" will gain
the. right -Id elect their own

Petersen

;

II I

Buffalo Grove Mall.
Northwest Corner of Dundee Ahd Arlington Heights Road, Buffalo Drove,

of

.1111 Crovnd hieelCeeldsA

121 6,4

James of Ireland.
Service's were held this
morning at St. Raymonds
Church in Mount Prospect.
Burial was in All Saints Ceme-

121 PalsubnleenGlerie

1 la IluneoneleCeelheell

tae

Reeipes

Legal \

VIM will be conducted by the

Illinois.

Apo.,

Onto.,

,

Rev David Q0111 tomorrow at

The Des Plaines Day
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ens, wain... ...lack.

Visitation Will be until
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31 flavors

C., 2one
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Des Plaines, III. 60016
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Chicago, and a brother. John

Arthur C. Olsen, 70, forMelly of Mount Prospect, a refired execirive for United
States Steel Corp.. died Sato,
day in Boca Raton. Fla.
Suryivors include his wife,
FlOfPn.; a son, Arthur of
Clinton, N.Y.; three grand-

NIon VATIIWTS)))-.TONSVS6I
iN

I

I

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC. Circulatept.
D
722 Center Sr. Des Plaines, ill. 60016

pect. a retired Chicago Transit
motorman, died Friday at

Arthur Olsen

"it is the year in which we
hopefully will get anew state
consTitution." As if that we-

$100

OF YOUR CHOICE

The Arlington Day'

gave Negro males the right to
vote. the
she continued,

sticker. direct all inquiries to,

booklet contains over 100 menus,

Wednesday at St. lames Ca-

parish was in the street and his

Pm Gardner of the League

Pat at 2.57-5727.

of 311 Good Av.. D.

or lost, unloved or in crisis."

If you'd like to decorate -Bonn
bumper with a "Last ColoeY

-x:"20 HaIlef,rodpes

Your money back if you ,,re notlompletely.

Obituaries

46,

-

eclniVri'lhee"dt b'over'=nl'.

from 200 to 500."

$1.00.

ed scholarship chairman at the

The Rev. Robert H. Owen.

.IN FACT, AFTER a few
minutes
her Schmit came
down to join them. There was n

of Women Voters took

Day regrets the error.

the 'finance committee. said
yesterday that even taking into

Rev. Robert Owen dies;
night pastor of Rush St.

.

.nitteentan includes a rorc look

Kilroy, chairmun of

is $20.00, and the Car ease wig is $26.00. The

ty St., and Rand Rd., Mount

ma Phi Epsilon fraternity at
the University of Illinois,

and received permission to use
the gym.

ASKED OR EIS&

Jack

Wig to cost
correct
The
$20.00.
price for the Sabrina Wig
Caresse

.Precinct 58 -School. Camp
McDonald and Schoenbeck
Rds., Prospect Heights.
Precinct 59 -School. Grego -

Illinois Alpha chapter of Sig -

Heights who graduated from
St. Paul's School a few years
back took his athletic buddies
to the old school. Hi requested

proposed

the

in

Day Publications takes pride in offering
our subscribers another value...any four of
these carefully tested cooking booklets for

the state gymnastics tourna-

reason for his interest in the
local nut has gone On tothc big exercise. The faculty was saltcity buildings.
-eated to play the St. Paul
alumni yesterday. Call the
COMMUNITY SPIRLT
school if you'd like to know
who won.
The Palatine Townthip race SIGN AS SOON AS YOUR

for Democratic com-

Heights.

and discuss the educational
gains that the thickets hem
made during the year.

money

Thurs-

Sr.

Arlington Heights.
Precinct 35 -School, 101 N.
Owen, Mount Prospect.

1

Prospect

A note of thanks to. Day
subscribers...

Precinct 34-303 E. Olive.

ment. there were some who

d

to mat $26.00 and the

in

mistakenly
showed the Sabrina Wig

III

Precinct 31-1503 W. FM-

Heights.
Precinct

Rd..86-Shool, 700 N.

fective as DDT.
budget for land acquisition. an
item that he viewed as vital for
future needs.

"last year 100 trees
removed by she village." be
said...and this year it will he

Lee St., Pr.pect Heigh.

vet-daemon,
day's Day

.no

elms to the Dutch clm disease.
hut et a much faster rate,

The Hi Fashion Wigs ael-

methoxychlue
spraying is
which is five times . ex pensive and one -quarter as el -

Barnett sain that there v.,

BARNETE SAID dun the
village will continue 10 lose

- "Tale-

the addition d revenue to the
to he
villa, doe, nowtapp
a cut in Rel,
soFicient. with
vices (not desirable) or an in crease in the villa, tax rate.

W. Olive, Arlington.HeigNs.

E. Euclid.

meat, Arlington Heights.
Precinct 32-Resideme.1345

Sehmit of St. Paul's Lutheran
in Mount Prospect is this kind

School 'Teacher -Parent. Mau

and the met", in valuation

Precinct 56 -School, Lee
and Foundry Sts, Mount
Pnaspect.
Precinct 57 -Church,

Precinct 30-Chmels 304
Palatine Rd., Prospect
eights.

Faculty member Jim

enough money to give proper
tree care." said Barnett.

Precinct 85 -School. 208 S. end teachers will get together

Precinct
Schoenbeck,

-

"We are unable to spend

cil will meet Thursday, March
19, at 7:45 p.m.IIn thegym. to
complete State

to his

village tax rube

theme

metry from Orbit." Parc*

Peel

4 fi&dxml

Pricinct .55-SA061. 51
Armand Lia, Wheeling.

MO N.

Fairview, Mount 1,02111101.

PRINCE Or A TEACHER

knew where to go, what to do.
Mike Tolzien of Arlington

police have not had a my,
Priors caller. The caller an-

re1=-School,

Fr

the

d

I

diction for an increase in the

of
"13th Orbit," Prospect High
Following

that

ek

BOTH ILLINOIS and fedoral law now prohibit tbe um
of DDT iig' a spray for Dutch
elm discas Barnett said ad ding that the only known effective alternate chemical for

the

t mtor

Miner St., Arlington Heights.

w.

yesterday that for the first time

Lee St,,,Prospeet Heights.
Precinct
76-Lemplighter

353.200.

equ.ffimuon

pet.

Camp McDonald Rds., Pros-

pressing his own thought. Mugalian's opinion took a spacial
kind of courage.

the mee preparations for

in four or five weekends the

28 -Eisenhower

School, Schoenbeck and

should get shot down for ex-

Officer Bill Ethos of the
Wheeling Police Department
rounded relieved to announce

and Armand In.. Wheeling,
Precinct 75 -School, 208.3,

Wheeling Rd., Mount Pros-

$20,000,

about $60 per tree

the mut OL to

Precinct 60-2211 N. Burke

Precinct 26-1714 E. Northnest Hwy., Arlington Height..
Precinct 27 -School. 515 E.
Merle Ln., Wheeling.

By Catherine O'Donnell

name. You see theresslwayse

51s1

1211

rivvram

were two lam

trucks for hauling, and a large
snow thrower.
Barn*
Looking ahead,
pointed out areas of *tensing

Prospect
pc to meet
.

additional

sant Barnett

,

I

84 -School.

ha of

el

acsount
county s

Wheeling Rd.; Mount Pros-

Highland' Al., Arguitan,

There's always a way

ner tonight." she said. "Pm
11Win under the suffilamp"
said the young thinker who
modestly refused use of his

74 -School,

Prtminct

not

for operation of the pro
rental of
wana
gram.. incuding

.

'

Precinct 25 -Church, 401 N.
Main St.. Mount Prospect.

election, it is only because Day
by Day does not think anyone

Precinct

P

Barnett sald one. d costs
-.rage 0200 per cria. and to
replace these trots n.quin5

OTHER ITEMS that could
he included because of

.1 non Pots. i 1

The estemated annual budg

1001

pen Dr., Prospect Heihs. ,
Precinct 82 -School. 722 &
Dryden, Arlington Heights
P' -"°91 83-54,901. 510
Scott Dr.. Wheeling.

E. Euclid, Arlington Heights.,
Precinct 47.Township.Hall,
1818 E. NorthWest Hwy.Arlington Heights.

Arlington Heights.

.' in the High Low Food store
in Arlington Heights had a
Needy answer for the woman
who was complaining about
Ihe tomatoes
being
-too
peen." .1 want them for din-

N. Verde, Arlington Heights..

IC An

that would be a rented fealty

Precinct .81-SchoM 305 As-

Precinct 45-Chureh, 3060.
Elmhurst, Mount Prospect.
precinct 46 -Church, 1903

Preciner19-School, .31,4 ,Sc

Precinct 24.811

this subject up on the eve of

2350

F

W. Dundee, Wheeling.
Precinct 80 -Forest River
Fir e Station, River and

FoundsM
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,

`70-71 budget $589/ 000 higher

Heigh.

Dryden, Arlington Heights.

Day by Day

The young vegetable weigh-

73 -School,

79 -School,

Precrnct

N

-

PRECINCT 39 - Golf and

Pmcinct

Monday March 16 1970

Eva.* Arlington Heights

Schoenheak' Rd., Wheeling.
Precinct 49 -School, 222 S.
Wolf, Wheeling.
Precinct 50-358 Maureen
Precinct 15 -School, 502 W. 'Dr.. Yr/heeling.
Precinct 51 -School. 530
Euclid, Arlington He**.
pretho, ,schopi: 700 m. :Bernard Dr.,
Grove.
Prospect
Precinct 52-Sehool, 1616
Schoenbeck Rd.,
' N. Patton, Arlington Heights:
Heights.
53-Fieldhousc,
Pmcinct
Precinct 17,Fiddbouse, 628
50D S Fernandez, Ariington
BeM-0-.Link, Mount Prospect,
Heights.
Peet.
Precinct 54 -School, 1211
Pnecinct ffi-Chorch, 722' SI

wooly lam delivered. Out
town la. mall rob 617.01 a

:year: MOO for
Newsstand price,

72 -School, '530
Bernard Or., Buffalo Grove,

800 N. Fernandez, Adington

Elm h tOrs t Rd., Prospect
Heigh..
-Precinct 14-cheieb, 431 E
Arlington Heights Rd., Ar.
*Von Heights:

156.03,319707"fxr

"CHARGEBACK4 in the' P'ngdi'.7
3O ".3 Irniiii"'n 'Illinois Public Junior CoM,

Ai -Residence,

Precinct

Heights.
Precinct 44 -Ridge SelMol,

-

Euclid

Prospect.

Mount Prospect.
Precinct 43-Soviet:Station,
1215 Elmhurst Rd.. PritaPect

SI., Mount Prospect.
Precinct
I I -School,
350
Wolf Rd., Mount Prospect.
Precinct 12 -School, 305 Aspen Dr., Prospect Heights.
Precinct
I3 -Church, 400

.

Arlington

0064 M..'

ale N.

I

.

Precinct 42 -Civic Centel',

Church,'

copal Church, 200 N. Main.

60016.

for' thret'H'arpe'urr"distroicf t.'"'""

Rik, Arlington
Helalm:
Precinct 41-Schdoi. 500 &

Precinct 9.rieldhosse, 500
E. Miner, Arlington Heights.
Precinct 10 -St. lothis Eel,

TIN NOV. paY

hours 711m6=,

tpeenrdimlircresu

Paint i ne

. ,

1

1529 E. Rombill; Adington
Heights.
Precinct 71 -Junior High
Sahool, 1000 Wolf Rd.. Mount

l'ggAin. 40-Samt& I& &

liven Wights Rd., Arline-.

grounds upkeep.

Precinct' 69 -Store,

Precinct

Dwyer .A

I

and NOrthwest Hwy., Arlin,
ton Nei Ns

Heights.

Heights.
Precinct 8.Schned.

Oakton Arlington Heights
Preunct 78 School 201 5

67 -Church

Precinct 66 School 101E
Thomas, Arlington Heights.

Prospect.

362 N. Donlon Av., Adler.

Oiled to ask for an additional
Om con. for the building hold'

Precinct

W Olive Arlington Hersh,

31. N. Elmhurst Av., Mount

Frecinol 6 -Village Hal1,33

*late in Jamlary to seek 0 12,

RI Ranch Mart
Center
Buffalo

Grove and Dundee Rde.
fdle Grove,
Precinct. 39.Parish House,

Precinct 4-Sdhool, 306 W.

lent (FTE) students 3,688, sependitures

cc ing
Precinct
Shopping

Precinct I -Face Dept 312
Dundee Rd Wheeling
Precrnm2Schoo1,15 &Pala

E

Apts
1509 S Wolf Rd
Wheeltng
Precinct 77 School 1211 E

'Pr'e'cnin'c'tr l'7"28"1 CindyHe'h ' L' n

I

ex

Prerinct 66 -School 501 N
Buf

Afariolin.grtoonve Heights Rd

TOTAL COLLEGE staff;

rbral

7ecioct 16 School 1213E

for tomorrows primary ales

2:dbicitorin:a;

.

from $8 to 711 next year we

,,,I %rd. hours 418m6,8,,I.On

five year plan is tha

year
-''Ear

lour charge only $5

Salad

cost per student. Harper,'
1110211001tuidon rate is $12.

Harper.higher

To be served Tuesday in
Vegetable one choie MacArthr and Ann
whipped potatoes,- buttered junior high reheats in District
beans.

tuition is restricted to no more
than one third of its operating

den. from the Maine -Niles

color'

bun.

By law the college district

-

.

"Were talking about being

Precinct 48.- 1200 S. DunPrecinct 50 - 65 Kennedy
ton Al., Dunton School, Ar- Blvd., Salt Creek School, Elk

Main dish tone
stuffed meatloaf,

daces about 5100,000," Mann

HARPER'S

52 - East Of Route

"One dollar of tuition pro-

bedget," Mann

tax

Plaines.

PRECINCT 46 - Highland
and Pickwick, Juliette Low
School, Arlington Heights.
Precinct 47,0 Turner Av.,

Plaines.

Rds. Fire
Mount Prospect.

lage.

School, Mount Prospect.

Plaines.

Busse

cent of. the
said.

.

Dr., Forest View Elementary Brentwood School, Des

Pmeinet 38 - 567 AigonChurch of quip Rd., Club House. Des

Good Shepherd, 301 Ridge
Av.. Elk Grove Village.
Precinct 19 - Elk Greve
Blvd and Ridge. School, Elk
Grove Village.
PRECINCT 20 Ridge and
Clearmont
C lea r mo nt
School, Elk Grove Village.

-

Precinct 44 588 S. Hera
Rd.,
Selma Des 53, Algonquin Rd., Holiday
s
Inn, Rollin Meadows
Plaines.
Precinct 45 - 1901 Estates
Precinct 53 - 200 W. Dulles,

Precinct 17 - 231 S. Shady- Apartment Building, Des
wood, Stark Hopkins School.
Elk Grove Village.

would
old' a'mron'sote''Ito only"on'Ip'e'r

ington, School, Elk Grove VII-

lam.

Plain..
PRECINCT 31 - 1301 S.
Pennsylvania A,. Devonshire

increasing

Tr., John Jay School, Mount

,

loge.

.Prospect.

that the incoming monies from

r

PRECINCT 51 - 618 Golf
R d., Greenhouse, Mount

.

moat, School, Elk Grove Vil-

Precinct 28 - 2403 Oak Lo...
Rolling Meadows.
Precinct 29 - 65 Kennedy
Blvd.. Elk Grove Village.
Precinct 30 - 200 W. Dulles,

Precinct 10 780 W.Lin-

Prospect.

Precinct 25 103 & Busse,
Westbrook School. Mount
Prospect.
Precinct 26 - 280' Clear -

Hwy. Municipal Build:
.

liall4Arlington Heights.
Precinct 43 - 265 Well-

Des

Ins, Mount Prospect.
Precinct 8-000 S. Elmhurst
Av.. School. Mount Prospect.
Precinct - 600 See -Gwen.
Community Center, Mount

t

Precinct 49 800 Beau Dr
Church Des Plames
Precinct 50 1835 Pheasant

ton

Prospect

Precinct 27
1901 Ebb.
Dr.. Forest View Elementary
School, Mount Prose*.

Precinct 7 - 112 E. North-

Donlon School Arlin
ton Heights
Precinct 42 2400 5 Al
lington Heights Rd., Town

1815 -Pheasant

Harper s five year financtal
Plan of operation outlined y
Mann contains a tuition hike

(Continued from Pe, I )

L,T11,, mfolwlowhLngi.Non141,ing

billion
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THE DAY
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The day's prospects
"limo the anatradetwittiershatraglilimish

Democratic candidate

MorshullEield III

for Congress
Late last year Rep. Edward A. Warman
of Skokie lost in a special election held in
the 13th Congressional District to Republi-

Monday, March 16 1970

Ralph Tyler Smith, incumbent junior
senator from Illinois, faces WilliaM H.

run against Crane who H emopposed in
Tuesday's primary.

Prof. MacDougall belongs to the

so

can Philip M. Crane who subsequently called "liberal wing" of his party. He advotook over the seat in the U.S. House of cotes immediate abandonment of South
Representatives formerly held by Donald Vietnam, cutback or elimination of aid to
Rumsfeld. Warman made a strong race.
the developing nations and high govemWithin a week after the special election, meM spending to solve domestic problems.
MacDougall tends to embrace the perWarman decided to oppose Crane again
rather than seek re-election to the Illinois missive policies of the recent national
House of Representatives, a position to Democratic administrations. He has raised
which he could have been expected to win no voice against the extremes of the Chi.
with considerable ease. He gave up his seat cago Seven trial and has kept his silence on
in the Illinois legislature to run a second campus disorders.
time within a few months against Crane.
While Warman could hardly be described
Within days after his decision, Warman's
right to oppose Crane again was challenged as a conservative, comparison with Macby Curtis D. MacDougall, professor of Dougall makes him appear so. We believe
joumalism at Northwestern University. that the Warman thinking comes much
Warman and MacDougall oppose each oth- closer to that of a majority Of the citizen. of
the northwest suburbs. It is for that reason
er in Tuesday's Democratic primary.
The Day urges voters to select Edward we urge his nomination to Congress on
A. Warman as the Democratic candidate to Tuesday.

.

the Republican senatorial nomination.
Rentschler, a manof much energy, determination and personality, has been impres-

sive in his appearances hem. But, he has

William J. Kiedaisch, Managing Edetor

Letters to the Editor

served as speaker of the Illinois house.
Despite some wavering on issues, he has

Lists record

made a strong effort to broaden his know/"
edge from state to national issues.
edge

endorsed Richard Ogilvie in
-

of Niles

We feel he is the logical choice to oppose

Adlai E. Stevenson III in November. Stevenson is unopposed for the Democratic

regular GOP

nomination.
We feel that in a Smith -Stevenson roan,

Mr. Fade, you arc not tell-

choice between candidates whose attitUdes
on national issues are well -established.

The Day urges the nomination of Sen.
Ralph Smith.

ing the truthll have been a Republican for 41 years and have
voted in every primary as a Re-

publimn.
The Village of Niles Regular Republican Organization
was legally, incorporated by

Wheeling Township
Dem. Committeeman
seeking the opportunity to direct the affairs
of the Wheeling Township Democratic Par-

ty for the next four years in tomorrow's
election. They are James McCabe, present

committeeman who has served for two
years, and Herman Koeneman who has
been active in Wheeling Democratic acriVities for several years.

The Day recommends the election of
McCabe. McCabe brings to the job an unusual experience that includes working in a
ward organization in Chicago as well as in
the northwest suburbs. It is to men like

McCabe to whom the party must look to
find a satisfactory working relationship between the Chicago and suburban Demo crab.

13th District Dem
Committeeman

McCabe has served his party in important 13th district capacities. He served as
the Democratic candidate for Congress.
opposing and losing to the popular Donald
Rumsfeld. He served as an alternate delegate to

the Democratic National Con-

vention in 1968.

In his brief period as committeeman In
Wheeling Township, McCabe has'placed
mach greater emphaSiS limn ever before On

volunteer effort, especially among younger,
Monte.

A man who has an intense dislike for

Ray Krier of Skokie, incumbent 13th
District member of the Democratic State

publican activities in the Vil-

Evanston.

lage of Niles. To name a few:

The Day urges the election of Krier over
Williams for the same reason that we urge
the nomination of Warman over MacDou-

for
Republican candidates
state and county offices which

gall.

nearly serve the best interests of the Demo-

Republican condidales vas
held and included attendance

lieve the election of Krier would more

passing jut candidate's literature home to
house. He performed all the tasks of the
precinct worker, including being a captain

before he served on the Skokie Village

the township which has Men the pattern of
successhrl township party organizations in

minceman four mem ago, ending up third
in three-man race.
Heflin& did not inherit much of an ergo

he thinks within four years the Democratic
Party M Palatine Township will have the
strength to win in critical contests.

the northwest suburbs.

leader.

Board for two terms: In 1962 he Was elected Committeeman of Niles Township. He
was re-elected in 1966.
When Robert Downing, the 13th District
committeeman and member of the Illinois
Democratic Central Committee, was elected a judge in 1968, the Democratic com-

mitteemen of the 13th District elected
Krier.

Charles DePaul. both of Hoffman Estates,
as their township committeeman in tomorrow's election.

says that

in 1968 we supported anti

Six students
join'sororities

that there had been a drop in
can't remember
&tist, a Republican can- enrollment. papers,
nor the
just which
dictatew for state representative;
Arthur Simmons, a Republi- dates. We were also informed
can candidate for stale repro- when the income tax went int
seated.; Robert Fritz... a effect, that assistance sva
candidate for Republican coo- forthcoming for the schools i
mitteeman in Niles Township, this tax. Now we are bein
and Yes, you, Mr. Fulls, also beleaguered with the annua
spring school tax bond issues,
got our endorsement.
Why now, MR. FULLE lust when is this going to'stop.
arc you attacking our endorse- We were also told that this Minot of candidates? Are you come tax meant increased aid
gtygtd Mr. Berquist will Win?
to our schools - what aid.
Edward Gembicki Bonding issues are still with us
On the tax bills for Palatin
there arc 13 taxing bodies list
10 1970 we endorsed Roy H.

Questions need

for Harper
referendum

all the facts.

In the first place, just taking
the increased eepalizinion factor which h. been raised from
i.44 in 1968 to 1.52 M 1969,
gives Harper College SI.48 on
each home with an assessed

valuation of 810,000, 'this is
based on 1968 tan rates, not
1969, which could affect our

dents who have been pledged

to social sororities following'
the winter rush period.
The students and their sororities are:

pact, Phi Rho; Loraine Or
Hess, 1516 Anderson Dr.,

by the election of Morrissey.

spectable v le in the process.

They

unitmushroormushroomed

M.P.

ing space for cars
darried high price

Shape

hamburger

l)

patties

ment for an overall look

this is
parking.

snuggling

In addition. End the word
using all seven of these

ANNUAL SALE

letters.

SHELKOP

USE GREEN limeetiliutis'

paper
shamstruction
rock, Glue together with
,
toothpick in between.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Answer on Comic Page

SA. ends March 16th

"'" you, oue """r'fa:1"."1:tn,gint:

suss. Is And
P
a
0 one the finest in quality, rho latnt in fashion, re.

best in saraira.. ...dotwopstome'smw,Irmem,"
corno in an bnsone now for. an BA, .sus .
WPre lea with Ma newest Sanaa and summer

It takes a heap of thin' to

rr

girl

TALKING ABOUT

do, Ws Cleat you di it.

Just n wee bit o' Irish magic can transform your St. Pahick's Day dinner into blersiey &Whig

,Welcome Wagon meets
Mount Prospect Welconte Prospect less than a year. She
Wagon Newcomers will give a- will -give information on the
netiVitY
lob's history,
"get acquainted" coffee for

Fun in Sun City

prospective members Wednes-

day, March 113, at 10 a.m. in

friendship room of St.
Mark Lutheran Church, BM

.044

the

bcog

S. Wdle, Mount Prospect.

Mrs. John Klopacz, president, invites all women who

The

Arlington Heights
Community Concert Assn,
4 presents the fourth concert, in
its 1969-70 series al 8:30 p.m.
Monday, March 16. The Dorian Quintet, a woodwind
IM group, will perform in Grace
Gym in Arlington High

oriental
admirers

1"''...

groaned red

or
eoorlteed blue

School.

The Dorian Quintet was

$30.00 each

founded in Tanglewood in
1961 under the sponsorship of

ST PATRICK'S DAY SPECIAL

the Fromm Foundation, when
Aaron Copland described
them as "an outstanding
young in.
sit -mentalists. The 1961 Tan on was high&wood
lighted by their perform..

DISCOUNT

group of

ON ALL MERCHANDISE IN OUR STORE

(Sole Merchandne Not Included)
Sot Moreh 21

After its New York debut in
the fall of that year there were
enthusiasric comments from
the press. Said The New York
Tim. critic: `They are superb

mo

fhb intriguingly de.
signed oriental clock

b..,"

$50.00

10avISIEg IESHAR C15 -IM
1.100NTPROMEa

10 N. Denton Arlington Heights
Mon. thm Sot. 10-5.30, Thurs. niter nil Lep.nit
PH; 392-2063

the

City, Arizona,
Receody <cloying a meatiest at Del Webb's resist -retirement cameleer M Hen

Wier
_ islifiWErs.L. E.LMal, 501 N.Plue,

At the 10 a.m. beehive, the

Mount Prospect Hametnaierswfctneet at I p.m. Widnes

members wig work on whet

day. March 18, at the Moffitt flowers and holiday apron
Prospect Community Center, patches. Materials needed are
half a yard of one -inch velvet,
ribbon, scissors, straight pins,

PM S. See -Gwen.

After the business meeting,
Mrs. Raymond Bond and Mrs

white glue and a thick magazee. Assorted pieces of felt

Paul Heck will present the
monthly lesson, "Window

and scraps of trim arc needed
for the apron patches.

Treatments:

sxs

Hop To It!
Place Your Easter Flower Wire
Orders Now...and Save Wire Charges

S

p

coups and general meetings
and other community servicaa
Babysitters will be available. Further information is
available from Mrs. Jack
dersoo 259-1798, or Mrs.
Bruce Nelson, 439-5473. hospitality chairmen.

Busses Flowers & Gilts Ins.

'highly religious onc. The ac.
deities of the day begin in the
churches throughout Ireland.
In most towns after the church
services arc held, there is a parade similar to the one last Sat-

Onn
C

concert featuringreligious
music.

Cut &Curl and Roux
present an
early spring for

and MrmixIMM.KelmIt1W Meg, 2209 HELoel Av

young ingroMentonw, who
'Me -gifted and up-to-date.

Empire Look and Body Set. Our

Body Se. morn than just
it

gives your hair

a sot.

the Mud el

gaily a needs

to stand up to the seas. Islol not, doeseuF
Body Set prole. he lovely new Empire look

The skill was there, the 'approach was sound, the

from weaMor washoul-ii protects 11 from

prie was extraordinary and

helmenter-

well..

usical values enormous..
The ensemble became a mw..
jot contributor to chamber
Music in the United States and

may he the last

.7

=11%7,

had a banner first season including five New York con r.. Visits to other parts of
brought

Sanel-lull mime while
we sal your hair. It uses

no pens... needs no alter inse.
Iasi

THE DORIAN QUINTET

Ilta!10.B.BiB1°. ?.-"

Mel, pooh to your Empire leek-

opened its 1962-63 season with

$100

Eua five -week debut tour
rope, highlighted by a special

awoke cnthusiasm and envy as

an ensemble of this typo has
.1m.. .before he heard in Po -

3
It

1

Provides rich natural -looking color lor grey
lomply pastel lonmg for lightened hag. And rt

more

invitation to participate in the
International Warsaw Au.
turan Festival. A Warsaw critic wrote: "The Dorian Quintet
with their perfect performance

,

your hair.

Their program was fresh and
vital in the most exciting way.

the country
nraise:

Phone 259-2710

urday in Chicago followed by

Dorian Quintet closes
Community Concert season

plagues
for the

is like an arrow"
Proverb toonen into

223/.

sia

TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIATION

To

for homemakers

they said the Irish Holiday is a

Erin go Braids

-wow

Tees -March 17

Beehive and business

Invest.

differences in the Irish and
.American St. Patrick Days,

have been residents of Mount

giesha

Mount Prospect in May.

Peggy Lydon

difference in the people here is
tee pace at which they seem to

extra Main can kom

addend

-

cuntry and said the biggest

SAMPLE SHOP
rors
A"'

Army in May.
ills wedding ,4 be at St
Raymond's Catholic Church

news

trip is a promotional !unhand
a vacaton. They said they enjoy meeting the people of this

nuke a house a home, but only

MARGE'S APPAREL

and

strate the idea.
The three hostesses, said the

Rember, it isn't whit you
.

stories

St. Patrick picked the nowfamout shamrock to demon-

Irisheyes a

. .

.

Trt y.

FOR TIIE small fry tint

little

Farmer City. Ill.
Peggy graduated from Regatta High School in 1966 and
will graduate from Quincy
College in May, 1970.
Trcnkle graduated from
Quincy College in May, 1969,
and will be commissioned as
srvond lieutenant in the US.

land, he tried to teach the heathen natives of Ireland, the true
fah h was centered on the Holy

milk green with a few dome of
food coloring.
A wee bit of Irish magievrill
make your March 17 meal one
to bring out the true blarney.
'

Charles Trenkle, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Trookle of

THEY SAID TIIAT when
St. Patrick first came to Ire-

eye a plain white cupcake with

700 E Northwest Hwy

Thc engagement of their
slaughter, Peggy, is being announced by NI, and Mrs. William Lydon. Her Fiancee is

them.

n sprinkling of paper shamrocks gives the festive feeling of the land of Killarney.

TV

31 good, 38 excellent

Peggy Lydon engaged

dis-

been

have

about their native land as part
of the promotional tour.
Three of the hostesses. Maureen Flavin. 25, of Waterfant
Doreen Lanny, 23, of Cavan,
and Noreen Regan. 21, of Belfast explained the deeper sip
nificance of the shamrock, and
why they were distributing

of

In a wink of aleprechauthr

NT. g novo..

POD01,90112k1900000921111

I ri b u t in g shamrocks and

M wffite book surrounded by
Irish potatoes for a center.

o $150

Monday, March 16, 1970

..... 900000k0001100900kgrig0P011Oggert

"colleens."

seaman' o' the green with
white napkins for accompani-

at Leo Jest

MAR many four letter

/Th

from Ireland to meet with civic
groups and organizations, and
church groups in the Chicago
and midwest arcas.
Six of the hostesses arrived
but Monday and 14 others
came Thursday. The pretty

into shamrock shapes and top
It with an onion of same motif
. for a sure an' begorra effect.
Tablecloths take to the

.1m,on our Imre, y

or
words out of
these letters ss you e,ri

........... ............ ......

brought' 20 air line home,.

°decut a bumper crop amass

(-SAVE

......

Sec you March 19?

As part of the annual celebration of St. Pariek's Day, Irish International Air Lines,

piece.

MEARLAC

1

that the crowds will be able to
view more of the display. with
greater ease.

will be accepted. No stores or
professionah will be satellite&

colleens tell
of Shamrock

money used to purchase park-

Hideaword

.

Only individual craftsmen

Irish air line

Quick tricks for Irish eatin'

,

PS. How about raising the
did local newspapers we were ,mition for the students, wh
Los them pay to park their
ears, the tmpayer should not
have to have his hard earned

leated by members Of the
Mount Prospect Art League.

Dolores Haugh.Womat. Editor

It doesn't take much to glee
'paw St. Patrick's Day dinner a
quick Irish look.
Start the meal with a cup of
pew soup and a shamrock island cracker.

change?

Tide year the entire firm
floor of the community center
will be used, and it is hoped

deco-

at

Breat-

wood carver, wie also display crafts to . included in the boa ague scheduled for Nov. 19.

fly Dolores Haugh

ar

most

Mrs. Chariot

secretary -treasurer. al

CL 3-5214.

rem booth, with winners m

are unique end well executed.

income is going to be and ho
much they can spend, and the,
should have to stay within thi

way out of line. How shout
little taxpayer power for

dew,

Come and Join the Croft Artistes. Bring a sample of your craft
Item to the Mount Prospect Community Center Thursday at 1:30
pm. A panel of judges will select these eligible to participate In
the Unique Boutique. Former exhibitors such as Nets Johansen,

,

taxi, bodies just what their

state income tax, all these littl
es have jus
hidden taxes,

the

he and

information regarding the
Uni
The organization wishes to
prMem only those crefo which

1,200

contael

There will be an award Mr

artists alongth

.

.

Page 5

taxpayers to start telling thus

taxes more.
It seems to me that in one of

railroad matter, he has been an active party

Party in the township will be best served

smiled to

a

budget. Taxes have becom
too much of a burden for th
ordinary salary worker, no
only income tax, real estate

Re charity, arid the one drawn
hy 1m receives the total
amount of the proceeds.

,

The time has come for u

'Tis Great Anniversary Celebration at

worker for a number of years. In 1968 he
ran for the llinois House of Representa-

and plan to ram the
Craft Artists Unique Bow
tique. For further inforulatiOn

ed, two of which did not assess
ter 1968. Haven 11 of these I

Palatine, Kappa Tao Marcia
A. O'Brien, 660 Montery Rd.,
Palatine, Phi Rho, and Susan
M. Silverblatt, 157 S. Fremont
St., Palatine, Delta Chi Theta

Each participant has the,.
portunity to submit his favor-

trestration

people. A percentage of the

raise their tax rate in 1969, w
see going to have some ver
healthy tax bills.

Editor,
Noticed the letter from Mrs.
the Harper
re
Rabchuk
College tax referendum corning up March 21 and just wish
that these people would give

... Mark March 19 on your ca-

,

sewed.

.

purposes,lendar

Letters of acceptance will be

Last year the Unique Boutique attracted w over

wit be usedlor philanthropic

ests.

.. quality.

1

mama students am among
74 Augustana Cone. stu-

Chi Theta; Gail J. Wise, 1104
Ironwood Dr., Mount Pros -

Morrissey holds the office at present,
having taken over the responsibilities late
last summer. An attorney specializing in

tives in the 3d District, losing to the incumbent, Rep. Eugenia Chapman of A,
lington Hei his, but accumulating a re-

On the basis of eXpetience in party work
we believe the interests of the Democratic

Charles Percy and others;

lington Heights, Kappa Tam
Loren D. Tanuen, 10 N Louis
Av., Mount Prospect, Delta

Committeeman
Democratic,

by yourself, Mr. FulloSenalor

Lynn A, Kirchoff, 440 5,
A lington Heights Rd., Ar-

Schaumburg Township
Township

self,

erotic party in Skokie when he was 18,

unincorporated area of Palatine Township.
We endorse the candidacy of Carling.
Megalian has not been act.ve in the township party affairs since he ran for corn-

Schaumburg

included attendance by.year,

liberal block of the Democratic party in the
eastem edge of the 13th District. We be-

Ray Krier began working in the Demo -

Peter Carling. Democratic com- IMnisation; He has faced with determination
ndtteumen in Palatine Township for
problems of an expansion of precincts
years, is seeking election tomorrow to a full from 24 to 41.
four-year term. He is opposed by Richard
He has built his organization largely
Mugalian of Palatine. Gerling resides in the around volunteers from young families In

will choose either John F. Morrissey or

in 1964 a Giant Rally for

Mr. Fulle, Elroy Sand.
quist, John Bickley, Sherwin
Wiens and Bill Carroll;
In 1966 a Giant Rally for

Williams also belongs to the so called

suburbs.

Palatine Township
Dem. Committeeman

Dem.

Republican Organi.tions. In

row's election by Lynn A. Williams 01

committeeman in 1968.

no-nonsense

Maine a. Niles Township

Central Committee, is opposed in lotion -

ue the advances made since he became

Goring,a

ganization meets monthly and
its membership includes precinct captains from both
the last 10 years the Village of
Niles Regular Republican Organization has conducted Re-

cratic party throughout the entire 13th
Congressional District in the northwest

losing, McCabe can be expected 'to contin-

retary of state of Illinois, and
has not been revoked to me
knowledge. The Village of
Niles Regular Republican Or-

his race for governor:

ent Tea requires applicants to

of judges will select
dick craft artists who hill not
as
conflict with members inter-

sans and gives the community
ot opportunity to purchase
handcrafted items of the high-

told of the additional monie
coming from the state and also

THE ACCEPTANCE Taland fill out entry cards. Then

The Mount Prospect Graft
Artists sponsor the Unique
Boutique. This provides
outlet for works of local arti-

Artists are also urged to bring
samples of shier craft hems for'.
dieplay. Refreshments will he

Boutique will be held Nov. 19
at the
community center,
There will be a very nominal
entrance fee 125 cent) which

Ming a sample of their craft

nity Center at 1:30 p.m.

the death of Everett M. Dirksen. He also

the voters of Illinois would have a clear

oaft?
If you do you arc cordially.
invited to attend an Acceptance Talent Tea March 19 at
the Mount Prospect Commu-

R. N. Poeta, (arra/ad. Didletor

C. F. Nau,Adecrviving tabour

never held an elective office.
Smith served long in the Illinois Legislature before he was picked by Gov. Richard
Ogilvie to fill a Senate vacancy caused by

Do you have an "untatending

R.E. Hutchinson, litraaPreanferil

MEMBERS OP the Craft

THIS YEAR the thdque

each participatiog
ertiet was contributed to ;floe
American Cancer Society,

preside au

By Delores Haggle

John E.Stantort,EdnorondPohti,her

Rentschler in tomorrow's primary race for

Charles F. Carpcntier, the sec-

Two Arlington Heights Democrats are

Unique Boutique Talent Tea

LssMmr

ihe pnpMe'reeds it and immigrated intesettri"

Cut.,Ctrt.

Be

MT. PROSPECT

RP 8311 Golf

Roam National
439-0677

en o Budget/No apnotntmeni necesSOW

SOWN° MEADOWS
3135 Kitchell Rd.
Neat to Owninickt
394-5731

.rpmiiiMMOW Mau Salusexv a. an 590 'MOAT di 3,30'

'
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St. Viator mothers will
review decade of fashions
sophomore mothers of

the number and kinds of gertalents that will be shown rep
resenting each decade from

5609. No tickets vrili be sold at
me door.

dais

'We have lied mom clothes

In addition to Mrs. Kaskie
and Mrs. SlcBride, Mrs. Andejeski is being assisted with
preparations for the evening

yeas show is "Tiptoe
Through FmNon... a look at

offered to us than we can possi.

by Mrs. George Hansen, dodo -

Ely um!"

rations, Mrs. John Covington,
lerslitality and refresIstnent;
and Mrs. Alexander Incinelli,
Prima

the Red Lion Room of the
theme of

The

school.

1900 to ;date.

women's clothing (rem the be-

THE EVENING will begin
with champagne punch and

ginning of the century to the
present
Fashions for the '70s will he
presented by the Mary Ames

Shop of Arlington Heights.

canapes at 7,30 Ern. Dessert
and coffee, as well as door
prizes and table favors, are in-

Foshions from the past Will be

eluded

!trammed by club member.
lts. Ralph Andrseski, gen-

tree
should look like a tree. Them

reality and exclaim,

viewers will rind comfier an.
Thomas

A.

couples

Carson Pirie Scott &Coen-

begs his
Thviewee young painter

bowling party

r to see, maybe fur the
first time, the beauty or No -

Mrs of the -activities program
of the Double Dydee Mather.

Mall. Mink will be highlight

In,. arson fashion show produeed and directed by Teen
Board member Miss Nancy
Moon.. Sliss Hornak is also a
member ofthe National Fath-

from the, musical. production

the

Bond of

ion
Brooks Co.

-Poshest from the past and for the Seventies such as this emerald and white (male coat resents

Mary Agnes Shop of Arlington Heights will he a part of 'Inuit. Through Lashio," the anomil
holden show of the sophomore mothers of the St. Vial.. High School Mothers Club, 7:30 p.m.
Frith. Mnrd, 20. Champagne punch will I. served; dersert and coffee will conclude the evening's
Ordain. Mrs. Jahn Covington, seated, and Mrs George Hansen, St. Viator mothers, orient a frog
basket purse es ao accompanying accessory.

Soroptimist luncheon
benefits Hadley School
The Somptimist C lob of
6m has scheduled a ben.
era luncheon and fashion
shove for Saturday, March 21,

al 12.30 pm. in he Grand Ball

Council on Community Nun mg,

Luncheon and fashion shim
arrangements arc being bandied by Mr, Charles Schmidt.
chairman of ways and meow

Council hosts
St. Pat's dance
St. Mareellinca Corintil of
Catholic Women and Holy
Name Soddy will hold their
chto ch

social

of the tick, am door prizes,

Tha event will benefit the

Mrs. Norman Leak of Des

set-ups ,sad ciancing ni the me.

Hadley School for the Blind in
Winnelka and alio provide
funds for three nursing schol-

Plaines and M.. Helen Otanal
of Arlington Heights are area

sic of MIMS hand. Beer -will

members of the Soroplimist
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Tomorrow
Is Today

When you rand grakd
cheme and do not haves
er, use a lea Wainer and 617,1

the cheese through the heirs.

Chair Mr. DeLouisc,

- We be, considerable financial trouble. My huthand t ies

hard hut has had trouble for over two years finding the right) h.
He is linany back in the field orwork he knows and likes besl.
Although I Ike! good about the company I get a troubled I cling concerning the security of his job. possibly because the p si'lion he holds is now to the company or because the company as
hew trying 10 .11 th.vr, IMonciany. A Iready coma., hen fit
ht. been khan away. 'This was helping enormously and was Ile
of the nutson. my husband took the joh. We can't make ends

Well in the near future? Your answers. I hime, will help
lo relieve my moieties and make me al least a little bit croWito

Use with.

L.C.. Des Plaines

AT PME.
&

all FREE

HEAVY
DUTY

WASHERS

WHO NEEDS MORE?

C
THE BANIC & TRUST COMPANY
of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS is
boasted in the Arlington Market,
the one that has the largest parking
area in town. Our rent may be high
but it saves time, money and effort
every time you omit THE BANK.

DISHWASHERS

pod.

WASHER & ' DRYER?
I ower prices, Is it a better product, Is'
better service, We at Ace -Maytag think

'(washer

it r all three, we buy direct from the
factory winch means rower prices. We
deportment, which
run our wan
means quicker, personalized service. We
sell one product, MAYTAG! Over 18 million seldl Need we say more, This time,

A FULL
SERVICE

i1,1111A6

lie'

Der Minim b0010

MAYTAG

NORGE

AUTO. WASHER

DRYER

AUTO. WASHER

DRYER

1-100

$69

R-8 8

$79

8-094

$84

R-135

In Arlingtoh Heights

AT ACEI

1615 N. RAND

Shopping Center
TELEPHONE ISS )9110

1$T PAYMENT

IN APRIL

Proven Leadership
THEATRE
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE. 700W. Rawl. Mount Prospect.
Con. Slow Voter lion]: Daily, 820 pm.: Saturday, 7:30 and

professor; Mann was named
can esseciate profits,

ELECTION MARCH 17, 1970

10,0: Sunday, 7:30 p.m.

Sears
CATALOG
OUTLET
STORE

Men and Women's Wearing Apparel
Men's

Dress Shirts
!WV" 299 10.001(
PERMA PREST,

solids. Many calm, and falar
ehoom from. Amormal altar
and slemelengths.
eleanetWeeMer

Knit Tops
177

2 foe

3.00

Misses' sires SIB -10k M112-14); L)16181.

Misses' Raincoats
799
999

Were 9 14.9 7
to S18.9 7

Were 819.97

3E4.90

Were 815.00

from...
Chesterfields, Balmaenas, trench
coat and boy emu,. an Chic, beige,

Big assortment

to

soine leather look arins. Misses sites 8, 10, 12, II,

&on.,

16, 18. Petite 3li,sra sizes 6P,

Coordinates
Skirts
Paints

219

10P,

121, 141,

Smart "now" fashions for Ea.ter.
Roots or slip -ono. Brown, black or

width 70 to 12.

I6P. Junior and

Dress Sale

Petite Junior SU.... 0.31', 5-5P, 7-7P,
9-91', 11-111', 13.10P, 15.15P.

Fantastic Savings!

2 for
4.00

Big collection of styles

Skirls
Culottes

reduced 50% to 60%

gingham
12, 14,

Woolen's and Misses

BIGGEST MEALTIME BARGAINS

In Schaumburg

24 W. GOLF RD.,

(ROUTE 58)

CALL 392-2800

CALL 894-1900

TRY THESE PRICES ON THE FAMILY BUDGET

MAYTAG
DRYER

" 67

$84

Arc
wft

Handbags

IN TOWN!

CURTIS BROS.

$1.89

$1.49

SIRLOIN STEAK

1116 EYE

PLATTER

STEAK PLATTER

CHOPPED

Baked Pots.
Fresh, Crisp Salad
Slab Texas Toast

hi

$1.29

` FAST SERVICE

DRYERS

012.99
Vinyl handbags in eolom nary,
pink and yellow. Mulch with

French Fries
Fresh, Crisp Salad
Slob Texts Toast

10 08.97

All season, all °caution favorites. M.,

mho s to choose froni...textured and nate. vinyls in slin, bow and plain stYles.
Sims Etwiddi 5 tog10;
C width 5th to 9: D width 6 to 9.

Formal, casual, almmy 1, 2 or
3 -piece styles. Even mmernIdes in
assorted colom and fabrics. Mle,es
sires 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Shorter Women's sizes 141/2 to 241/2.
Tall sizes 12T to 20T.

m 699

Wear 10
different ways...
Reverses from ensue! to dress

limy, lilt.. and
p,..tivu pa
st and eon, nee checked. Vents
oho; and Slim sizes 6, 8, 10, 12.

CHARGE IT
an Sean

ar,

HOURS.

Monday Ora Friday 9: 0 AM to 9:00 PM
Saturday 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM

Pr,. in effect lentil Ft Arch 2l,
or while quantitier lulu!

Chalrma

BONINZII SIRLOIN
Store Hours

Were 5.99

Were 814.00
to $16.95

499
599

Boy's Suit

pumps shown on this page.

II:COME AS YOU ARE NOTIPPING.

11 AMM 9PM

OPEN MON. THURS. FRI. NIGHTS 'TIL 9:30 P.M.

399

Pumps
299

299
399

SIRLOIN PLATTER

WASHERS
DISHWASHERS

Were

r

mem, Sizes 0 width 9 to 12; U

200 MUST BE SOLD!

8-168 $79

899

BP,

Shorts

Tops
Mix
'nd
s.M rs n sizes
rt

17.00

choose

,rman naay et, Poelins, twills and
broadcloth. Stand op eollars,

Perms Press®

Men's Shoes

W.ea1915.00

(U.S. 12)

in the Arlington Markel

Topaz and AO The Loving Couples; Daily and Weekends, 6:30

Were 88.95
to 810.95

CREDIT
IS IS EASY

DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEEMAN

OASIS OUTDOOR THEATRE. Stmransille.

David GrWh, assistant to the
Dean of Evening and Comith
wing Education, and William
Mann, vice president df Misr-

CARLOAD!

G.E.
AUTO. WASHER

$69

'

The Hume Ending. Daily and Weekends, 2,4.6. a and 10 p.m.

togg'95

SAVE GREEN COLD CASH'ON GUARANTEED REBUI LT WASHERS AND DRYERS
WHIRLPOOL

Prospect.

Rank assignments riot preWeakly made were awarded to

Were 03.97
to 98.97

olive maw*

BANK

900 EAST KENSINGTON nom

JOSEPH DC LOUISE, untionell,v known mein, wig ansr the question, of Day readers in this eohimn. Leiters should
bee signed. Mr norms will he muted if the writer requests
1.F410 10 DeLonim in care of Day PulOnmilons, 722 Center Sr..

ON SALE NOW!

KENMORE

HERMAN F.
KOENEMAN

RANDHURST CINEMA. Sundt]. Shopping Center, Mount

Stretch nylon in assorted stripes and
solids. Short sleeves uml sleeveless.

w

the engine manufacturer.

ELECT

PROSPECT 'THEATRE. 18 S. Main, Mount prospect.
Vivo Mar: no times available.

through has come full circle now, and I me a good cycle beginning for you. 'The baby will he fine. Pm feeling it's a gin. I do feel
a leonine change for your Intsbantrs job in the near future.

WE BOUGHT A

TAG You 11be glad you OIDI

FetleTal Deposit Insurance Corporation

DISPOSERS

SAME PRICES AS WHITE!

buy on ACE WASHER MAYTAG - MA,

gran depositor Insured m20,000 by the

DUTY

POPULAR AVOCADO GREEN

Dish

all other dealers Ina given field, Is it

0

HEW

plied by Pratt and Whilno8,.

nor forger you from the 18th on."

"Remember me on the 17th ond

pre

I have been trying to gel pregnant for over me years with no
success. Do you see any change in thehear Mum? Do you feel
procntly seeing is helping? Also, do you see any
the doctor
heath changes for my mother? And do you Mel my in-laws urn
being sincere with mete Do they feel any hostility toward me?
Mrs. N.G., Hoffman Estatto
Dear Mrs. N.G.:
feel both your husband and you should see your doctor concerning conception. I feel you will have children In the future. I
do awe o favorable correction In your mother's condition. Regarding your in-laws, leave well enough alone.

MA YiliG!

iasks as soon as kits can he sup-

-

-and other comlluslion system

Topaa and Don't Drink The Wales Daily. 6:15, 8:25 and
Saturday and Sunday, 4:40, 6:20, 11:30. and 1005

W. 11127.77

pilluiltdn or

Why dans arm dealer tensismnely outsell

Try the rest.

ON

conversion end inadiFeetion

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.

Dear Mr. DeLouis.

EVERYTHING ON SALE!
WHY. ACE

ust one rim FREE services.

HERE'S A

GREATIUY

GAS OR
ELECTRIC
DRYERS

PORTABLE
BUILT-IN

refrrd to as 'burner

14E5,45, 7: IS, and 10:00pm.dr

Ilan L.C.:

The lied thing you mot do is to rah seeing things better in
Your ono mind I do fed this bad eyrie you've been going

fare Department approved me
smoke elimination plan.
American will begin IM

'Ike program calls for the
conversion and modification
of the combustion chambers
can
inside the engine-commonly

Win they keep him? Should he look for another commit to
work for? h this 011is thing., an put up with anything so I rag
as know ifs right for him.
Trying Hard. Whce ing
Dthe 'hying Hard:
a do feel with woman like you behind him an will succ ed.
Many firms are cutting down right now, and many Mmilirs are
tightening their hells to make ends meet. I feel he should by
with IlliS firm.

front nit

MAYTAG

COLD CASHGREEN

George A. Warde, American

Health. Education and Wel-

Amerfmn's flea

Deaf Mr, DcLouise:
We. are eopcmins our third child in lune. We've jun gone
ihrough year of illness. accidents and death, and consequently
Pm Mt -rifled that something will happen to or. expected baby.
too. Will it be a healthy baby? Bly or girl? Do you see any
implovenlent in our general situation? Will we be transferred.

roiling 894-1118.

A re

program, scheduled for
completion in 1972, involves
349 engines, including spares,

earls: Wardc said.
senior via-presWent said.
Al a recent hearing in
The engine powers 98 stn.
of the
dard awl stretch model 727s in' Washington. officials

10:15 pm.

of associate professor.

-

taining tickets may do no hy

SAVE

hotels.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA. 827 E. Rand, Mount Pros pall.
Botch Cnssidy And The Sankey. KM1 Daily and weekends,

fesson, were granted the rank

; more difficult to gnite.

fr

1000
PARKING SPACES

powering Ili Boeing 727 As -

Tepee: Daily and weekends, 1:130, 3:10.5:24,7:45. and 10:04

Mr*, currently assistant pro-

cspccially ;ad ti,

Ij

American Airlines has an-

nounced 11w initintlim of a
$1.75 million prognim 'M
eliminate smoke from engines

ihdraellans and The Poring Gomm no times avannble.
GOLF MILL 'I HEATRE 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.

nes, affairs.
"man was made an assistant

'

.,..

11111111%

Cactus Flower: Daily and Surat:ay, 000 p.m.: Fridny end Selurday, 730 and 9:30 p.m.
DES PLAINES 'THEATRE, 1470 Miner. Des Plaines.

director of admissions and mg.

post -operative

who here grievant. 1111: Opel -

Grate it!

/s/

SMOG.

1150, 3,35. 5A0, 7,50 :Ind 9:55 a.m.

Jolla A. Gelds, director of

physical

We day.

be canyonble.Ayne

Cactus Flowers Daily, 5:45, 7:50; and 9:35 p.m.: Weekends.

l'cactus Donors Daily and weekends,2:15. 4:15,6:1518:15 awl

arrange uml finalize plans for

nt.

Evergreen, Arlington

president, recommended the 'CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barring..
rankdot,

Surgical patients
to get counseling

Vincent Price
Gallery is located at 140 E.
Ontario St., Chicago. The our
rent exhibition and permanent
collection may he seen from to
a.m.

N.

business.

Sears

The

Harper

115

Heights.

awarded at n111.011 other than

D.C., and the Ranier Gallery
in Non York.

ACES/O

11

biology;

seen al the Washington Gal.
!cry of Art in Washington,

ins in training peple to per-

form skills needed ion America.
inks 90 -year history, ORT has

lhomas R McCabe; math motion William H. Miller,

sociology:

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

7

American Airlines begins
giant anti -pollution plan

MOVIES

personnel director.

Robert E Lah

Ice Owens. English and

rennsentatives
Wornas AillOriCan Org. organization
will meet
with Buffalo Grove'
met
Rehabilitotion
for
elution
with Thompson to
through Training (ORT) will,

we.

Gregory Franklin, emasolor.
business.
Three administrators were
Seven
members of the 'granted the academic rank of
Anton
Debts,
leaching staff were promoted instructor:
front assistant professor to as- comptroller; Robert Huglws,
sociate professor: William R. director of building, and
Foust art; Roy G !Catena. grounds; and, Will Von Mayr,

JOHN A. KNUDSON, on;

compottion: Martin Ryan,
Engliskloe B. Tillotson. mu-

also been

R. Zilkowski.

amt

phy.sitail education.

ry C.,Meidr, Germ, Frank

.will

0110.111411,hows

suns

Thurtaluy night for 21 Harper
college faculty member. and

to
cap-

misc. Locker

Cl/ nk

signments wore granted

work and 'hither.

lure's

'4.0,,it.i,---ifirwo,if,,,,,t*,;c9,1,,,,i_Now.t1,2-,mi.--425,__A-k_,Thz,,;02.*
4
INTERESTED IN PRICE?

center.

Ircious lioi buffet.
The buffet will feature both
corned beef ;mil polish musage. Alan included in the price

Bobbie

Saturday,
March 21, at Town Hall on the

will

Tickets are selling for 010 per

committee.
President of the club Li Miss
Geri Sharon.

Room of the. Knickerbocker
Hotel on Walton Pl. Fashions
will he presented by Miry Mt-

the

The fasten show. featuring
spring and summer fashions,

fain St. Patrick -St. Joseph
Dance at 9 pen. March 21 in

IM

Final plans for the bowling
piny, and a discussion of the

Sunshine

minces 'tot

PrOnanions and

O.R.T. meets March 18

Of Twins Club,

lower renal of the Sandhurst

romantic

prediciency of rechninen1 And
yet, the laver of abstracting
wIll note their surrealist gus
ty and say...Hi trees are treckhand more."

will be held March 21 as

Carsons previews
teen fashions

Locker

and tranquil realist. scenes
which arc marked by innisual

next Double
Dydee activity

the

chased by calling Mao. C. Jomph Katie. 392.4477, or

ned friends.

pleasant yet haunting Indiana
al the
countryside. Exhibiting
Sears Vincent Price 0011017.
his work may be seen March
14 through April 4.
for
Many viewers yeaTe

Bowling party

donation of
53.5h Tickets may be punin

The ell londscapes
Thomas cocker invite you to
a
homme ocquairned Mg!

Mrs. Stephen McBride, 255-

oral chairman of the show, ex greased her great delight with

the St. Viator High School
Mothers Club arc sponsoring
their annual fashion show
evening, March 20,in
in
F

of

Amusement
Calendar

Harper faculty promotions told

Thomas Locker exhibiting
at Vincent Price gallery
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1249 Elmhurst good
Des Plaines, Illinois

Sears

CATALOG OUTLET STORE

DU1IDEE

Rt. 83 and Rt. 68, I)unhurst Shopping Center
Wheeling, Illinois

4,

RT 68

1091
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00

Maud ly Mora /6
TrEmployment 4411000 Mel
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Sanitary District rejects
school Sewer application

0

Mechanic. alba?

WANT AD

10001000 applied the nOV, SlAp-

doe roof of the rahnol was
the

into

being discharged

Skokie Ditch, whichadlimately discharges into Lake Mich.
Igen.

050 0100 wane mtrol ord.
nancc yesterday in its first test
The 6950 engineering do.
torn. end rejected a permit ap- partmani reported that the waPliconon for a sewer project e! ler from the roof of the addia Kenilworth school.
lion as well as the present

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

''''''''4E;Fo'.is'i:E'''"
0, .0 0,000 OOo10l

no ordinance adopted by structure would contain dirt.
the 6950 00 9. 1969, states. which would constitute other

Jdo"No sewage, industrial wane wastes of any kind."

or other wastes of any kind

'

may he discharged o0160 WO.
A vote -was taken un n mulion 0010110w the
tors 01 Late 0 Whiwin."
When School District 38 Johan
the engineering
de,
ee,
recently likd far a building

CuMR4ri9

Alterations

Fot''FirennTsPirlo'''o:/..7:'':'1

' 00

..o.z..
,..r
i.e.

:=17.....
00,..ort

ALTERATIONS

in

MAMNG6

permit tor an addition to the te,
10 ldt Servs Sch., 8

The

of

vote

the

eight

found the, storm water from eu, eneteited .te
four -to -four

HOW to feel good

when you're sick

....,4,1. a AUER...

stituted a denial of the petition
for the sewer permit.

Talk on ulcers
George A. Nelson J r., a Lutheran General Hoipital internist. will lecture on the
causes tind treatment of ulcers
at 8 p.m tomorrow in the
hospital's chapel.auditorium.
He will discuss murIcrn sur-

0

.ASIste Farm Medi-Cash Elan
whelp. Providing cash for

estre expenses 000000 90W

The Lutheran General Hospital Monk Assn. is sponsoring the program.

in the hospital. Use It

stay

for whatever you need.
Fining an extra M0000.110
yOu'rehespitaliaed does foal

E.V. Construction, Inc.

ALL ...EC°.

ROOFING AND REPOFFING ALT

SALM
MAINTENAN C E
E

SERVICE

Rog Shampoo Specialise

0
0

ds

al"Noeest

ban beam

Aachen Design
Cartooning

LAYER

Cempl t

gMW

d

000.000000 0010

r'..." .`''' c`/..".
'
°nes.-

>

2.3.1.7220

BELTONE HRING AIDS

ELOOMIHODR1EFLRCRhOR

gainge 8.7". Fb.71rni P.m.

mao Nowootro . Niles

01,/,00,0.

00,

0

deo.,

0

7......

., se
le

sn

i

-

The Operating Cost of

tt

'.'''.

Do,. Nighi 35e.1906

91.7.9.2 or 593-7208

Ou

.

KITCHENS BATHS

Complete Instal lotion

GAS AIR CONDITIONING
dependable that'
Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 2 full years of
Free Service on
is so

ALL PARTS

ALL LABOR

0

0

',

0o 00,0."00'

room:

Savngs. Elonvork

a

Olio

-...'
pa. I.

692-4293

-4111///111111111MA

.

On 79.1. 3 PaPer Nen°,

COMMERCIAL. FREE EST1MATES

5uP17/fiF
FILERS SCHOOL On
DANCING. ENROLL NOW POR

ANDITIONS.GARAGES. KIT

DOLORES

CHEN, BATHROOM, FRE.

'."" ' "". " ' '.'

1

4.fo''wPrrat07:p''

1500710PE0E00E. INSURED
678020
34, 5994

r

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

'Mal'. emili Kee.,
437..3
Op ,ours71 Hem/owe...

WITH OR WITHOUT
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

on

-

DECORATING

POODLE

Fmr,..i.04u,:0'1,Lwousemmion.

SPRING SPRAYING

'eirgtreer"..1.1::i

E

rtaulf4Inia hImmenens

Interior

3

esierior

paneling

6

TILING. . 2 1110,

point.,

529-3900

0110

merns,dormers. Mich.
00

7

.::45..;9:3:;:::::

Draperies

0,0',
3927317 588 B7110 eves.

//Epn®n

r.--

rhit '81!'l7t0i.i0;::7.""7=9

FULL BASEMENT

X 707/70,7t,.

CD al00001010000
(OCT

ec. Rooms
Rp WF
Any small jobs 3 siding
We Do All Our Own WoMI

illii
0 00
.

,

. __FAIRESIKKAIES.

ImA..",.

...

ReFning.repleaMg, rehernmHg
9377871 -

.

window Shades

.00115PECIALPf

BARTON STULL

Indukrol 6 Reskiennal
FREE ESTIMATES
392-0,11

Arl His.B Dundee Rds.

Deily 8 nun to 8 pin

394-3200

ce,,r4.

R.0.4 V.L....."
-.,
Comp McDonald Rd. Pro. Hls

DECORATORS

Yele.

255-0900

-

erasure.

011O75ymb 50eer
-

lbsairefereideewn

-

you hens

si.n. Any schooling er arm,

.0

0010

Rudy you If

S14.000.

exherimso nuains ho
POO to se?sne,,,,m.

out

FR. ESTIMATES

O'HARE

INSTALLALION

CUSTOM M.D. WOVIHWOOD

1.111011.1117105..

.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.

Des Planes

pedal. er =maid= tiler
Sig

-

OE NAMES

TOOR,

0

$5.00 AM HOUR

HOW MS VOW- .--

a modern a.m... Moo.

P US ALL COMPANY BENEFITS
INCLUDING:
o Premium Pay for Overtime
OF Paid Holidays
o Pension Plan

Call G. l(rol at 676-1000, Ext. 5457
100 040,100100 Information and o

Confidentiol 10er600.

5535W. Touhy Skokie, III.

',Lorre.
F7EK:k.

mono lieu fr1-1e.no re 3 p rr,
5

de

6

p

Skokie, III.

WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

0,02 dee up we.

INTERNAL AUDITING

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

Operator
duplicoMg egotyseem we 6er on emelleril gaming =key
of E122.00 per week plus an

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
100 6.101.01T

''''7181.L MR. P.J.SEN

1973100,..1.361

676.1000 Ea. 6117

TELETYPE CORPORATION
A

BRUNING

ASSISTANT MEN'S WEAR MGR.

5555 W. Touhy
Skokie,

COMPANY EMPLOYEE BENEFITS:

Call 537-7100 or apply

Paid Vacancy.
FRP Holidny. include VOW Birthday

Frtalilm.clikotol owe. olimembormantmeumnro
Group OeidAns Life Insurance
Sickness. PKKiden. Disablley Insurance
SKKk Purchase Pldn
Pam. Plan

SeggestlanAvoard SYS..

8 dm. to 4:30 p.m. Mon. goo Fri.

DRRIFIrSMAN

SenierhylleInstated ler Rehire

OW 00'

Apply in Person to MRS.ALKE

1444 5. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

K mart

Enloiinc h Wall ALls.

Free HospliolineKen

sw

DES PLAINES

Hon Nekoal dra.a ana o m amun
lorIflo. oarem On our 00000000t

PROGRAMMER

DRIVERS
Earn Brira.Cosh
Paid Training

The successful applicant must be a high school
graduate and hove at Nast 6 months experience

0..parimrel We offer an socclieni Port

ogo00ood 00,1101. el many

on HONEYWELL Tape System and wing Easy Co.
Otl°,O1P4r.Oci:::17TOin!

To

P.M. ROUTES

POO NEW

230-5 p.m.

Hills McCann

Cook County

PENNWALT CORP.

School Bus, Inc.

400 W. Maple Ave.
Corpentersville

00400 BusseRd.

2720 Des Plaines Aye.
irloices

312-426-4651

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.

439-0923

Sal, commensurate with experience and excellent grovdh potentiol Including 100% tuition
reimborsement. Coll, apply, or send resume to
Mr. Paul Felts.

Dim.

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

op on./ op.., employer

Alfa

POWER TOOLS

SCHOOL BUS

Conloct Personnel Office

You receive a good salary and excellent
benefits including profit sharing.

Mtint Have Own Transportation

FULL TIME STOCKMAN

6AddressograPh-

DAYS
No Experience
Age Open

DES PLAINES

ELI( GROVE VILLAGE AREA

a.111.

WORK IS ERR
MOH MODERN

COST ACCOUNTING

MALE

6:30-8:30

WOMEN

MEN

Ao or, moiow iXantoge allios

Machine

TOOL DESIGNER

saCALC

296.1071

BUSINESS MENU
CLEARING HOUSE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

I doto. 00.' 0,4 000.U00000, 00.0. 0000000

A.M. ROUTES
odour,, Irv.

ck,

.11116 mom in Elochicki Wes
honks or rneshanical 1110111.

5HADE."N" SHUTTER
000000 l,oro 000,
39730.
MEASURING

5200 West Main St.

1501 Nicholas Blyd.
Elk Grove Villoge

of um year esper mine ell moldy ou

HELP

del

°:Z;'":"'':u1

Duplicating

COMPUTER CON1=

Coll M.. or 827.0441
7

TOR EXPEREICED

TELETYPE CORPORATION

PINKERTON'S, INC.

1155 OARTON ST.

LAB TECHS

aPholstely. Coll C1 3 mes rot

extaccisrutt

ALL DRAPE. REPAIRS

6

GREAT OPPORTUNIMES

We al. Inser.. map..., sinner employment and

Ding le peY.117
Toll M 'Retype. a leader in tile dara common
number el oxisrontling oppodun
d. chew

EVENING JANITOR

UPSON

253.5600

coZimERFR,WHNoULLHEORyLSTERIND

up

CREATIVE

1005...wssrtfivis

CALLIONN DAHL

.7 2E84

,

SIMPSON ELECTRIC
CO.

RION.

800 EallNorthwest

CUMOR UPHO

0 il.lindePPs. Ad.
Prospect elgliks

823867

CALL ALLEN 39.2.9351
Rom% 7.9.1
F.97710. Drapery Repairs

as 1,3,

.. i Ai s i cici hii . . ...A:

0,0 0,0

439-8280

359-1410

5 YFAR GUARANTEE

a, 2.4,

i

Chicago, III.

ADD UP?

APPLY IN PERSON 9 A.M.lo W. P.M.

Paid

nunkwee relmbe Day. e.,d

CUSTOM11171.51.

00

HOMES RAISED

No..)

i :7.7727.

(gram. a/ e

ui FP, nt
5600 V. Roosevelt Rd.

Apply in Person

ACCOUNTING FUTURE

PHONE 0961121

nmewcweetad.
et.nomed

PARKER

259.0.8

PKK=g, well KKAIng. paper

Hellman Fames

0.""'n'

PROGRAMMER
ANALYST

Rey PipeAmce en 024 et 029

7171s.

W3 N.Haddow

Tn*721

Loop, el Absence
Family Dud.

Upholstery

RICK'S DECORATING

1. Full Time Permanent Openings
2. Rolling Meadows Area
3. Excellent Starting Wage
4. Full Company Benefits
5. Merit Increases
6. Uniforms Furnished

17,V :,70,,m1.17,70

JUST GRADUATE, KEY PUNCH

-

KENNETH A PEARSON

Or

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

num crew. Hew weer. be.
rnedkne Nring. 'la lee. Call
tes SAM

l0PA =Peden=
McKAY TREE SERVICE

356 AM

'7..s's:?.=*"
.1...A. sp...

GOI A PROBLEM DOG2

CALL BM DM

g

ear0.0000.1

'

WALLPAPERING

455-8350

Portuniiy con include L. cd

stur.ruswd.nrer I ..... a

297166

'

Franklin Pork

2706 Edgington

fral. had some good made
rinoxine

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

99

MAN

Mil 910

yif

001000 000000 0000 000

TAX SERVICES, INC.

GROOMING

$4.00 Hr.+ -0.T.

Service

To

297 3195

Dog Training

wrrta.Gioami

MAINTENANCE

Ill,00010000 ,,00,,,,

BENEFICIAL

SUBSIDIARY OF NUCLEAR DATA

827-1185
Day or Evening

.

RUSSELL

1.1201171,

255 3570

Waltman Const. Co.

INCOME TAX
SERVICE

rrir To1"0-U'r nie",,:g

POODLE 3 SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

t

P7797 PoPer haegiog

000000000 00000000,2000101E

009 Sh/hRue

017751111501VICE

7/';:m.f. ...'r.-- ""- ,00l ,,.100-'F.,.,:,'. ,rii:.
i'O's'°51'7'88/"ILV'XCI
ZY"'""'
5.77

FEDERAL & STATE

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES

e7

CALL
D. REYNOLDS

PLANT

H 6 M11 DECORATING

COMPUTERIZED

000110 g Schools It

Free Life Insurance
Paid Vacations
Paid Holidays

0 JANITOR
SCREEN MAILER
LIGHT MACHINE OPERATORS

TIME STUDY

area

von. Any ululegng in DOA
bid the need Is now.

Tile

openings for sales

p esentotiees f or
Northwest Siborban

DO YOU MOWED.,

1021

A"..21ZY=isE"E'

000 00011'''"'00"0'

fill

HEI.P

ME. mo... oims & moo

- MA

We ore inierviewing lo

298.2770;"'

30% Winter Di.ount

AND WOOD FLOOR,
CLNING.
EA
RESIDENTIAL AND

Club

'7;37:Or

La Salle Personnel

Income Tax S

0
0
0

sawrenonvood Shopping Center, Niles

Chicago Motor
PARKER

rcIe

call 854-4652

EARM DO
Free Hospitalization

M OONLIGHTERS!!!

SALESMEN

kackers ore. tollo.. ow

1st and 2nd Shift Open

rO5'5;rin,,

11171-0716

Tailoring

pe00i07 MI wed, guaranteed

FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY

r'0,=rt'oh/O
392-9300

SALES TRAINEFS.$700

STRIP WAX AND BUFF TIL

Child Care

.01710E. ROOM

CHECK YOUR NEXT GAS BILL

and AIR CONDITIONING

$700 MO. - NO FEE

00

n=slaIAcK oMP=

358-2591

GENERAL

VACATION FIESTA...

BORUCKI HEATING

care

DES PLAINES Moiher

940 LeO'Sc.'''We';Ploinee

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

SPENCER 8. SONS

0.'

RPM
RITZENTHALER
BUS LINES

.23-Emploment AgencicsDen

3177672.

Fully insured.

i7e?e1Btlet " ." "al.

.0100000

4==1

MORE INFORMATION
AND AVOID THE
SUMMER HEAT

f

"''2"'
""'''''."`'
570 PAINTSMOST ROOMS

able. Also seamless aluminum

CONCRETE WORK

JEREVNN REMODELING

Pollen Remodeling

CALL NOW FOR

or

00,00,00001.000

"LRCRRg

'

Reasanablo prices

5,9.71

Call AFTER PPM

Buy Locally

FOR YOUR COUPON. LET US
VALIDATE IT FOR YOU

259.1039

Reasonable.

No experience necessary. Day and night shifts.
$104 per hour to wan. MI; per how after 120

4 011o=c1:1...eite

1"ZO,t:Itr%
SPORTS INTEREST?

oblgor. wain CIR CALL 00

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Li.7 7=7/7Lo/r: tall

MECHANIC

717.7in 3 Lee NAME/

00,0.0--- - T""V
rr A,

L.

PLAN NOW POR spRI.

ROOM PNOINONSeINIMPLIS
ROOMS
ELECTRICAL PLUMBING

Servicemen

W

1

"%rrgArgrli." '-'"zt:,`;r"---

:71

.weeet

,on

EARN MORE 010% NIGHT SHIFT

days.

ELGIN

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

CLAMS ADJ. MIKE

"k.Z: CONDITIONING

wee4

cAA

CHILD CARE in my hon.

,e.td.

7.3,gm

by our fully troilied

00000

10011000 10000000

nenic ...00d <odor Mr as linle

KANZLER BROTHERS

AIR

/

3927891

296-1011

0011VAN

22-Sit0a8onselantRaDen

00'

01.-',`,.',:1,7r,r.'

Coll Rob Von

moo lot Eurnor 0010,

00

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

[107,

0

WAREHOUSEMEN

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

lime all expenses poid
end ward is but sPoi moo, io
Ae bath

flooding. TRUSTY meta
"''''''''' P'1.'"..00000
0000.0

"

OIL PRODUCTS

(414)652 352B

PENNWALT

65 5705

a

CALL sax 1975000

CAlL

0000,00,

Hills Worm

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
has several permanent jobs for

UNIVERSAL

MR. AL OLSON

ct s 38.

ond Wali Washing

11.Locoll

emoengrons

System of

FULLY INSURED

01,00001

824-1155, 0.105

lo

SECURITY PERSONNEL NEEDED
Sump Pump

ducts

ite

.s.v productive and seMLY

2,0.0171

Relioble, insured. Tree on oo

PAINTER OREM IT MAN

1000,00Slo I, I,

312.426.4851

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

Home Maintenance

wine.

C

.

n G . y .39,7mg
Painting a Decorating

'0

CALL ASP,.

EXPERT CARPENTER
CALI KEN AFTER 5MA

BAN1016SONS

-Hot Water Heating

7...'1970.06
79'..'
CALL

COMPUTER CENTRE

FM- ohm.

h

ADVANCE

Ms -o

o

If moue.

TRAVEL

h

R

MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO

BONUS

Div.

1

-

lo

1741usincss Services

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Ext. 105

P

=15

296-5586

ore 2 PM 2570055

213itervionselanteilLeen

Storm Windows

REDI HEATING

ALLEN CONCRETE

APPROXIMATELY

h

MOLD
REPAIRMEN

AUTOMATIC SCREW 01.
MACHINE OPERATORS :SP

c1:BrnL'N77..h7
76 and Cusinessara:17

have bon Ahmed Act you

d

5370 up 437 N. or FL 9 0317

Heating

1.77.e74:2

THANK YOB

1

'

1

-

job." If you are a high school graduate

ly

RECEIVING

work. Excellent future for
aggressive individual.
Des Plaine

SALES 3 SERMICE.13.9-9906 84611

audio. Spec. in popular mow

30 DAY FREE TRIAL

P9.9 9.."P?P9

m

P11W

0.0"

.

MAAR 6 SON

r9'.7277'87'."Z.Y8'2,''19:611

1,0

Celli 3927750

TECHNOCOAN

THEY'RE GREAT!

who 1.11,whlen be us ond

WISHING WELL WIG STUDIO

M.'990I 11.....1001

.75,977P99.

Cemeol We, f9D 'D. .79.

Sign Painting

827.737

GRAY

TRY A REV DOD AT

299-7788

r

LEADS
wo ern eallanlyen poop.

HELP

094 5.5
EDMOND

301 N. 3rd Ave.

should investigate this opportunity.
Apply research center or calk

SHIPPING

ossist in shipping, receiviog ond Pock room. Must

Wino

[Illinois Bell

KELLY SPRINGFIELD
TIRE CO.

FOREMAN

lames E Lindavis.39-0706

a 5 8132

Consent

ART CMEIVIME©

.nun,
wzn..

WE HAVE 1 BON TRUCK
AN 7 SLRONG MEN

mond lob Aar po,. wet ..... ram. ram recurs lona
and...fames Bell hanefin.

woes. oesose.issilisiese

Sick Lear. and Holidays.

with strong mechanical abilities and o
willingness to work rotating shifts, you

200-8250 WKLY.

2ND SHIFT

Imo/Prii

d

010 Om hoar we/

I

824.3155

d'

d

d

be alert and willing

Sewing Machine Repair

CL 3.59.

1661 Ni,F,11,,F.4:e

Des

Need a young mon to

Wall Papering

a e mlo.

In

PUBLISHING HOUSE

296-5586

384-3528
NI we

359-2515
laddopping

New sheer metal fabri-

'7.576670'

ALL READINGS

Firvio inaroclor on

basins cleaned 55. We de else
MN rodding. sewer repai 6

N

I

Operating a "little plant can be a big

EDUCATIONAL
SALESMEN

METHODIST

1pf

B

gram Including HosplialAallan, Paceilea. Relkenseot Plan.

EXTENSION
UNIVERSITY
-

Excellent fringe benefits.
coling plant
Plaines.

PARKER...

CALL FOR APP'T 757E16

537.12.

0001100 AIDS FOR RENT

t ehlorManorrti

Ccoaran;royRemodeling

Neon'

000,1,00000

Hearing Aids

2001.Rand gd.Alt. Prospect

=dews =Amory. No lee.
Cell Les S.,

Sewer & Septic Work

. mem 0,0 010 2738

i

General Hauling

, rvelo romod.4

maintenance.

Ais rapidly

CON 010191101

10010000,01 00 01 00

CONNTRYSIDE.FLANITURE
REFINISHING AND REPAIR
CALL 658.5978

HAVING A PARTY,

solid leoAeld

tangy ler a person he pet

READY FOR
SYSTEMS?

3976817

Sa dael miss AA Apply moo. 0020 011 yea" be 46a yeol

I

spa.. in ye. Coreple, =Id Ismail pro.

PROT RAW OPERATORS

school.

$160 week Splenend nprior

.

REVERS....

PROSPECT CATERING CL 57033
Mt Pr s
rH

KEN'S KUSTOM
KORNER

Williams

fog

marl.

ELECTRONIC

RECORD CLERK

050 04 in
mochinory, electrical
and general building

BUILDING <1.510131/10

^96..10

1-4340

SALES

-

Experience

Communications

k

r

177 1771, SY ...II
Men 1. deol ydurre
W.. and alline facilities in rap condlien. email esil
T:
.11r. Mai you ger A. best deal pessikle. full Ane war

LaSALLE

15-Instreclion

SPEcia.,

OUR

WEDDINGS

mg . he1-

ree7e,

PI

MAORTEMANCE

Why he sod 6 down.heodes.

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED
BY RAY PELFRSON

0000

Furniture Refinishing

. 0/ 0 OM.000

Automobile Service

lete.7e

De

1

MRS. MAY

CL 3 3384

Elec.. air Clenners.061.

re

C

C

Any Other

rwce

1

,

M

GAS

F

Ned

Magic
00

PATCH, PANTRY

Auto Painting

Homeowners Here is your

/

:::',:,",,.rt,0,

C.ieT/99

Arlmgron N.M..

B000<

k,

1249E1

Electronic Tech
Mobile

0000000

,',,,,O,r'n°.,,YO-O

5 pm 2953196

.9"."/"....

>

o..O00

y

i

I. 3.6. or

. OS

Landscaping

I

-01

Floor Refinishing

rooms 00=

Carpet Layer

21. Arl nem song

to know about
ins/melte.

0.,,,0..,.'

894-7644

Poing Recis

H

` `'

MAY SPECIAL
2 oAre= Or

0000.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

A PRE-SEAMN

B94-6500

INVENTORY

CARD AND
HOROSCOPE READINGS

0

1,C

oiaretiop.

te

r=1

All 1.. Closs arranged

MU

Bonanza Sirloin RD

1.5..menon

BRIDGE LESSONS

.

I

Call 00. 01,001.
545-0507

WORK GUARANTEED. F. es,

Instrctions
u

Floor Maintenance
Cleaning. Waxing 6 hop?. .

MARCH THRU

:!

Adoeas.llingon layout. Art

HAROLD E. NEBEL

Key to Summer Comfort

el bui/din9 proieca796186

li

255-7200

is all you 01 08

lire looking for a couple
of frame homes in your
area to display 000 000
Vinyl Aluminum Imola,
eel Siding. If interested

IV SERVICES. REPAIR

C397.1.3

ART

843.

H

METHODE MFG.
CORP.

vides yam, WMItliip 0.0.f

24 11111Wanted tten

I

SHOPPING U, RECEIVING
CLERK

Chicago Display

needs

blots ((I fens New plant

BROILER MAN

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

lo 5. 824-6,13alt. 5.

Radio.TV Service

FILINGS

py

61 e

CALL ED 350 5359

See me today throe lasts;

Slate Farm

Repair SO,

firm

in Schoumbere

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

Sega daily. .9.9110
Young lady needs riclowzhieme

FEDERAL E. STATE

CORAL ELECTRIC Licensed.

Carpet Cleaning

Art Service

Fed.

P. 253-5678

RETIRED OR
SEIAI,REPRED

"n""1.07/AN

Menial p1.397.4730 9

00 00

i

CARPET

212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

DAN /6711

Call 69.7.

247 0963

oeph or apply

CALL- C. Stephenson
681-4340

reonsibili6w6 9°97'7'

con

smon ele0Yerila

Cell Inspiralion Phone Neva.

CALL .473.47

Mus, ha able to reed prinls
mol um all ba000 low ores
guages.C.Amodinprero.

ACCOUNTANT
Excellent opportunity for
he right person. Twelve
hours of accounting necesso,y. Verlous duties.
Excellent salary S. fringe
benefits.

ASSEMBLY LINE

CALL 392-1927

VORA Mao mood,. en.
womh.

774

Electrical Wed,

Air Conditioning

sults and rho roles of stress and
will 01. 10 he shown.

degree"
Do Ammon.

LONELY,

pierd procedures, therapy re-

dirt in ulcer patients. A film,

CONSTRUCTION
WORK.

vie

14 -Personals

Small Mbi, my5peeinby

LAIRD!. LAIRD ASSC,g"

00

.1,610,

DV 7510

10BORTMAN

WHAT?

"'".

2966640
Lodlos

Losi.

5 REMODELING

PROFESSION. T. SERVICE

:"1:;',.::::: ;,.9.7,9,:7,87t1,:i

special *OP dW.us

:

O

n u"D

WANTED FOR

le go lo Caillorelaf

9

1

co/

aygag.00, pm, g

EXPERT PLASTERING

vono, Boch apnoea. 97.

reoesmaes.ooge=.,,

SHARON HOFER

tie. which con-

L

2.061

REASONABLE COSTi Meamalt.

Smirwoys

P.

Service

0,0

On

9 0495

_....,Cr.1_,

Slam.*

LomMole

Decorators

Income Tax

DPFSSMAKING - ALTERATIONS
AND ?BENDING

00002I0014000I 10.0.10

Lauritz Jensen

mea ....mini R...

253 10511,1. His Reasonable

INSPECTOR

th'DPER COLLEGE. PALATINE

RELIABLE MAN

0,1 A. 01000000'l-

00"

15751s=5,:t50',7

Pointing & Decorating

'''77:r'1/n°,'Z'717:,;:1''''''' "rm

0.00 99600717.

KITCHEN PORTER
Friday 8 lo 730.'1,71.1, and

Income fox Service

C/i'ir°7fii':`":/"':":/`
Ilona PM° CL 5 1970

R.ILCIFSHOWIlel.

CAIL 394 1375. Rolling Md.

XJ

Dressmaking-Smving

/

light office

311 Building.

131o11 end Feed

255-7200 00296-6640

.

floor for

0000 05 See Mr. Rahn
otter 5 P.M. weekdays,

CALL

>

Des Plaines

TERRACE SUPPLY

PART TIME
2

P

Wanted Oen

YOU COULD GET A BETTER DEAL

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

FULL TIME

Leo h Ookton

communiiy. ... CALL ONE NOM

vio04.0gov .081

Day Wont Ads Woof

DRIVER

241111p

MECHANIC1oP
1P

16 Years ond Older

Pass 9

1970

1111114 Wanted fen

24 Help Wallet Men

E2411111 Wanted Pea

YOUNG MEN

PIPS

MIt

I

DAY..."

..

The key wonfs weic.of any
kind" when the Metropolitan
:Sanitary District of Greater
Chicago (M5D) board of

men 1326 W Cenirol

helpf

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

IN THE

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable business people in your

241121p Wanted lien

0

CUSTODIAN AND
MAINTENANCE

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

g

r771P

1811114 Weald Ilea

2411111Wanted Men

LINDBERG NEVI -DUTY
Chicago

2.15.11Hubhard

666.3443
(Avon Ihe Wee, from She Milwooker, Rd. Western Ave.

erne°

An Estee Otmodunity Ingsbyer

NOW INTERVIEWIN0

body] 95AM ing 15P M

255-1910

q's
513

Os

ItLE

Page 10

Monday M`I"h 16 1900

265Holu tiontecl {Iwo

164'elp Lind tor,,

26 Help Meted Women

24 Help Viante,1 \turn

28 Holp tiontell lhoren

26 Help Wanted Noon

26 Help Wooled Women

SHEET METAL
FABRICATOR

be ale Solla Gal

's GIRL $525

MOONLIGHTERS
port erne
No
pretors
evenng
weekends no hohdays

Full Time Only
Ugh, ....a he proficent TAW. wore Good ...inn

,

Permaneni

n'oc=ra'h'le"'
La laol tulczop rro I

condgrms and extol %Z....

.'

Mount Pro,p091 III
Ask for Ed Kryso

9" ]*171o'cls

25 Emploput Ageneles.47eman

SECT $625

$695 MONTH

Ger h. on p.m

Moieshre hese. right onePle

You'll bo ihe secretory to ihn

,tst

#2 mon in ins large

nte1-

SECRETARY
PERMANENT POSITION
EXCELLENT EARNINGS

Invites Mpu lee Saint Patrick's DayPART7
March 17, from 3 tO
at our Des Plaines Office

MANY FRINGE ORNEHIS

606 Lee St.

10.100W.1.69gins

oi Moonheno
011ore Office Bldg.

WEST PERSONNEL

JEWEL HOME
SHOPPING SERVICE

'Btset.tt"

TELLER TRAINEE

f

TIRED TYPIST?
TRY RECEPTION

Yes this brand nevv suburban bank will completely train you for- this
exciting public contact
position. In oddition you
will be working the
greatest HOURS you
can imagine. You'll never
find
more exciting opportunily. lEa prevlens
experience required.
Coll for details.

$525 MONTH

De M ced

CLERK
TYPIST

Ciro,r7;ie.'OX

,

SUPERIOR '
CONCRETE.

ACCESSORIES, INC;

678-3373

LAM PARKER

fringe

defending .

The Hunt

mg allowance.

this opogols

NEEDS

LEGS necessary

REV PUNCH - BEAD OPERATOR

395.1.0

ammo Knasx,Pege

essensbl

__DRIVE IN RESTAURANT

Free.

NATIONWIDE

Miss Paine

blineten Ifefe,

Ages 30 II,, 90

$130 WEEK

CAFETERIA
FOOD SERVER

Is Over

wkIlhhl

ASSIST

"h"'"'717 r7tT.tT t,7:rt: tr."

Sargeoni-UdeIch Salem& Co.

7300

439-7603

267-5300

I

Hills McCanna Div.

manolarlorIng ends.. mama,

2994446

gItt

stst.s.

.****

MANAGER

Exciting opportunity f or

on animal lover vvith lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, keep appoint.
mom schedule, and

HOUSEWIVES.

724-9533

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

reorder when stocks are
lumina low. Later you
will be trained to admin-

ROY ROGERS NEEDS YOU!

7

WAITRESSES

Th

Aeellabko hears IT AM. to 2 P.M.
Pleasant working condiHons, no weekends

rTXnrrn nine,

sena,

''''Zr=seeMoit

ister medicalion to ani.

CALL 439-9907 FOR INTERVIEW

moll. Light, simple office
routine,

1165 Elmhurst Rd.

59V64rirf:.7.3.

Are you the top notch

FOR FIGURES?

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts.

25,7000

W'''"efr"Fer"71"D

La Salle Personnel

Lenr"Ye'S' Plaines

COOI
NEED 3. Institutiopal

bock-

typing or office ...nonce de

No.

iker
"wow'

the Ilea that binge beneRts an MA pcolgoe mohos

-lough" teem weal. 11 you b. the obeli, for the

,,clorit ...se mom*.

receptionist -$125

NI.P=TER

GROEN DIVISION
DROVER CORP.

0.5.5 0, L.P.N.'S

Mim

"rnFraR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

cin

Ord 1.742,1...,Z,,e

1900 Pratt Blvd.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Coll 593-6990 for Apo,

RESERVATION 1ST

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
9:00 ano to 300 pm

911 N Wolf Rd

GENERAL frFFICE
Some office experience, light typing skills and a

MR. ROBERT JONES

RECEPTION

$550 MONTH

CALL 724-9533

FREDERICK POST

CLEANING LADIES

700 NORTHWEST HWY.'
DES PLAINES

LYNN DAVIS

ARLINGTON MOTEL

259-7010

E NonEwest

ser T p,o,p6,. od,

Chicago: 346-5040

Miss Paige
Arlinploo Heights
95, Ounion
394-0000

CREDIT

IMMEDIATE SUBURBAN
OPENINGS

for oneuirl office
across from Merchandise

Mature person
preferred.

100% Free

537-7212
CledeTypiel.

P/C Booldreepers

neurClerks
On1.1.11

RECEPTIONIST -

PHONE: 392-2700

office work.
Free hospitalizalion and
General

life Marron.. 377e hour

PER HOUR

5 Raises 1st Year

CALL NOW!
MRS. DUNNE

Sever Evening
Interviews

Wm. A. DuguidCo..
POOFIT.51.1ARIN0

439-7820

An Ego, Opportunity Employer.

$1395.
'68 VW Deluxe Station

Aft 8

3. Free installation

,,,r,t7.' !;;""

off AMer 5 17 M 39.1 5124

0.

82,2466.

42-1Panted Ta Buy

824-2175

1964 Ch.

deer

hsedroo.

650.

'67

DOMESTIC CARS
Mercury Cougar g

,

191

WIRERS

Vacant
SEE:

.

steering, whitewalls, extra clean
$995

Or clinK

Rum, whitevvalls,
great work or . $595.

Arend Poe 2 dr
303a1E3Pm

PI

I

The Boss

Says,

r

o Profit Sharing

PRODUCTS INC.

2 bdrm garden

7.7 439.2263

Wheeling,111,50

v!",,t2:1U

Westgate Apts.

Apply Monday -Friday, SAM.AM- 3 PM

h-topoTto ioLA

POINT

Seeing Is
Beheving

Professional

ping.

Des

Mono:253-6200
HO N. Westgate, Mt. Prospect

LAKE 5000E LIVING
IN THE SUBURBS

DICK WICKSTROM
'THE BOSS

Your

tor Oda, co,17.6.

Plengs!-Centberland.

50

REALTOR

T1nTla'clr'n7", blr4kft

g .;

MUNDELEIN

An Equal Opporf untly frnployar

v'mgg.E

21 -Help PiantedMen & Women

opletNGs

21,Help PlantedVen & Niemen

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

sEECR0ET:ryikaptiEsSis.

HELP

Featured with

apartments:

n'O'27,11,:"pFE?

eer solve your'

M4 CADILLAC

.380 5.6.

REAL ESTATE PROBLEM

BtIIdgztt:,:pctBz

115,101

Dol. All completely soundproof
ond folly corpeted.

.f or the fallowing categories.
1, 2 and 3 BEDROOMS
From $215

tYPrinted Circuit Board Assemblers

4.1.3.1r.,.4. 1. 6569922,
PkEST*N'D OTHERS.

Illinois Bell

r'''1fiX:"'""'..;:":".4\

avow,
9991:017-

kirNN,77,nnocorronny E"!r.' '

tipt,'""uscoNg.L.-

Located an

CealtId.

PD., one

mile west of Nedhomst 619h.
-on lea Ill SI Arlingion

:Personnel Oboe- E97-5320

)

Neigh's.

ITT
Rood

ar,

6 2 Bodrm. Apts. fp/Alike
16111606 Reasonable rem,

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

gar6t=l'e'PrCt.
14,1.13. Busse Pd. 4394100.

More Than 340

Bemoan Dempster 60,g

Salespeople

PALATINE/R*11HG MEADOWS

Will Help You

One 06dr. Apartments

Des

FOR RENTAL

INFORMATION
Phone,561110
BEN PEKIN CORP.

o new home?.

V-8,

o mongaga MOn
0 investments?
-

3300 C11566

Ad. His. °veil.. March
Callao!, Spm.269.4901

15

Call Any MAP
Multiple Osting Member

ZfOvr°,11.'I'mer'tewp=",

Mon. ...pro 159-4101

;

For PersonalService

CAll 255-1822

COMPUTER

1969, 2 brIrm., 12 x S6

Lik

der -pinned. Con stay in Park a
mown 35500. 54,2634,11 na an.

avowed/574592

A 0.51.1 wnver.le

5655
esi-

'030E03

3513

,nao,
VCRS,"

VIPS

ANS, power glide, Now.

'snsg'11';n7P"r= IstrIP=FT

steering.

"5Nn"c'I'5gilhs4113wer

$1895
1965 OLDSMOBILE

.11 power; like new tires

'68 Opel LS

Marlette. 2 bdrrn. Does nor hey
robe. eel N Et I Ms
Ing.39200.724.6194

r,p,Ms power windows
'63 11.111NDFORIRD

4 door, automatic, pow-

37700.29,3901

61295.392.7910
93 -Mobile Homes

3695

11000 actual

STATION WAGON

67 VOLKSWAGEN

'MO IFIDLIIM,

MULTIPLE LISTING

11.10 Rent, Stores, 012111

steering,
miles.

power

1968 CHEVELLE

Contact Him Today

NI,

IBM ESTATE MILT
r..Lerd,Qa414.2_oduar_l)

glide,

$1495

AILS

Coe.. Appalmment
35,7344

1967 IMPALA
2
door hordtop,

power

CO.

610 sq. fiollice in down.,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Plain.

WM Wolf

en PROSPECT Climbodoke)

HOWAIM=686,

Ii merested.Pban es.ns I. Sr teI

TRANSFERRED?

lonn6diotelMolloble.Con
Pei,. all Appliances

irsurrc.':dsre'V.'us

4 Cabinet Wirers

::::::;:r1;Lr%trin7fillSno.71/11U;'AZ;a7

CALL 362-0204

1

!ttS",vrtettt:;tZ.V.

IN YOUR AREA

E CELLENISATERIuoscE

dp

h

-

SHOP INDOORS, IN
HEATED COMFORT
'65 FORD

v-

°P,r,t'dttltzttZ,ttt

P9°Cn. 'HARING

top. A

CSA'REAERESI A L

296.7206

TfiLntrznali,

NT:

oVmotion Pion

-

cob wound 9. worfn Th. hipho solory stem ww
,ry c.r.c dayenthloh.

black

d. Po

d

ES PLAINES

359-4800

So odd yawed! folk, happy ranla al gols vole, ea.

,trez with

8fiLlealEstate4leuses

9 Modern Working Conditions
e Meier Medical Insurance

just ita

a :oh thy offers plenty of
excbmen1 and 'obeli.. mu. ern ysal). cutd
Adt real eq. Mai EsOg a telephone operator It

gmn.r.

CABS

Increases

Algonquin S Meacham Roads, Schaumburg

elorsomovnovoososso vvtooses.oes "

'FiErSaM hr:

73105. af.5.6 39,6349.

tin...hosier err, or.

EKCO.

giZaro7:7,:rn

DAY WANT ADS
0

nUrtr!ttg,.!,.

ex,

CAN 1SERVE YOU!
14-10 Rent Apartments

"g' ,trda

gtF,Atscr.t,z4/Pttt;gtg

INIPUIPTS. INC.

Om

3331

Tettx.tere."4.2t.',"

S4LIDERERS
. Automatic

66RealEstateHouses

132:Plante4 to Rent

52.63

'OP BUICK

67 Dodge Coronet 440
Wan.. v-li auto., power

11,1.1.1,:-A \ '1 11: Ill

"tttettte ttetts',...tett,",:=

&

11runntlitrWilli.
=0.1 Loadai wiutnr,

Eit,'.rtFOrit=t7:

hi
14-10 Rent Apartments

5FtTcrot. A Pre'an's

nyl

k

Es-iwte
Ills Rent Furnished Apartments

TESAEDIGAFIS
10,31G01..W5,E.9o_

red,

=1;t.s."ztcLx""'"

''Or.='911'CL';-'199rRA'"

Commercial

57200

'Ink! Ell RA: IT,

'64 Ford Station Ws...

USED BASE CITIZENS BAND SF,

Residential

DISCOUNT

top, automotic, power
$1495.
steering

4.See large samples in

osilOJ

ecutive,
LIST

$1595.

cor

e

AIR CONTurbo
Hy-

dra-Matio, Tinted Glass.

Wan.- blue w -white top.

1.616.1.1

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

kiatie a,ittweatoo0

IE'ZdIrr

Flea. duly carpoing

1264, euramp., P/S.

H 37-1 1 00, w. Last

255-7500

For

.4°2tAtct!t'ttr,,,,c.

Probs... Level ,Sulie

CNICAGO.NIONEt 939-7633

$2.25

I. Closing a. stock

!g66,7,91ilien Soo. SZT-7.1

MOTOROLA

Add them increases

week.

holmes & associates
RANDNURSISNOPPIN6C519153

come

red MI*

'64 VW- 2 dr Sedan,
light beige, a great 2nd
112Autemobiles For Sale

259-8863 MI 6 p m

B27.70

4 dr.
radio,

#44 -FM

11, ear

40% - 60% OFF

your home.
5. Terms available

MT. PROSPECT

'67 Volvo 1225.

DITIONED,

You con save $300 on

3TBeats and MarineSupplies

ttivittN'17,,t"

YOU

11

777 Wheel ng Read

695-3440

9400109600
vocr Map end working conditions. Suburban and loop
oPenolls.be,n0 appointments °voluble,

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

CARPETING

Cgs. 12 6 83... P.m. AM

Kole Real Estate

Good Starling salaries, excellent fringe benefits
and a congenial work atmosphere makes these
positions
extremely attractive.

SPIEGEL CATALOG
ORDER STORE

We've

for

lora. p.n. complete cm.

2

interior, radio
$2495.
'68 Volvo Station Wgn.
dark green, auto., sharp
82295
black with

"THE CHOPPER SHOP"

4 30 town

dr.
Sedan, dork green w -red

Sedan,

re7t94'.'d're'sse; 299 061-9 r°

TYPIST

URGENTRETPONCII

Age open.apfirmsooger to hire now See ne today lo benet

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

START
9 AM to 5 PM. DAYS.

DOCTOR'S RECEPTIONIST
Seem
GAITAIdays

Crater Conespantle.

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

11

392-5230

required.

MANAGER

Will Train You
SECRETARY

RANDHURST CENTER

One year of secretarial experience, good typing
and shorthand skills and a high school education

V

WHY NOT

22

IA

392.0383

White Collar Girls

At leoll 6 months el keypunch experience an 029
and 059 equipmeni.

M=i7i=rriiVOn:

GIRLS

32 -Miscellaneous Metelifidiie

GUARANTEED LISTING

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

TELEDYNE

SHOWROOM

Winne 10016 15151.1C CONv,
CONTACT ksis world,' in plush

s*,

;

REAL ESTATE SALES

high school education required.

YACHT

$$$$

Pt.

FLEA MARKET SALE

COME IN AND REGISTER

CALL FOR IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION

Wheeling

5.21

aptitude and o high school educotion required.

537-6900
Mr. Jansen Levy
NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

u:LrunI,Z=,:tH,;u

cell

Ask TIXTAZonte

one year of payroll experience or 2 years of
general accounting background, a good figure

Elk Grove

AIRLINE
TRAINEE

Local or L=a

SECRET.t RYS
v87;:te'scfcreeryl'ilho'n7'e''

cOmPon7 ik

9.5Iseure.ma San. free.

Brush,

PAYROLL CLERKS

Year day will he filled with
552

1,66 Hondo C5 350. 355o Gall

LEADS

OR SEE

160.3276

34-2111 and Antiques

GUARANTEED _SALES

eplles. I.
Mooprinis. This I. a podllon wiln
1 company in its geld, ht a modem office& fine indour,.

Pr.

No Fee

Top Rote.

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

299-3455

!Legtt.t:te,,,,:etet ntB. '

"ett-

ANTIQUES

LEADS

mach.

'69 Volvo 1425.

C1,1792
R.SONABLE

green,

$3695.

auto., air

Hord,' C

Vinyl Roof, Rear Window
Defogger. 350 V-13. Exdr.

4

dark

Sedan,

35,0045

50 won

Volvo 164-

'69

11111otercycles and Scooters

Pecollens condision

6915 at I. 3,00

255-7200

nrp'es
I

53,1505

940

9',71.7:snft.31::etPT.;:;:=ZnAliTrerZsgan;nk'rc'e!

tr. V t
ttr,P;t!!,t7T,Ittptttt'3

1970 CUTLASS
SUPREME

7:kers, VI= =Or,

USED CAR?

rSC20.077

21-11elp WantaMen & Homers

SOUND EQUIPMENT,

WART A GOOD
HERE THEY ARE!

"Wnw

SALARY PLUS BONUS

WHITE COLLAR GIRL

DAY PUBLICATIONS

A GOOD HEAD
147D'AnrMN

298-2770

Steno we seek?

DO YOU HAVE

Saleslady wanted

Girl Friday -$575

$609 MONTH

Des Plaines

NURSING CENTER

RECEPTION

AHD ADD TO

37 6 pens

Af 6 17 M 527-4969

Wed nrc:s26'171n7iP71;'

With o Ternporarylob from

Apply in Person
Mrs. Hollenbach

CONTACT
IRUCE DODDS

ROY ROGERS RESTAURANT

---gt:L28tttt'"It

Oliore uffico olde,
WEST PERSONNEL

DOCTOR'S

41

National Bank

NURSES AIDES

298-5051

722 Center Street

YOUR BUDGET

Ask for Mr. Med or Apply in Person

LADY PARKER

CarpeeNraville

AL OFFICE SKILLS

Arlington Park Race Track,

keep on Inventory of
medical supplies and

Des Plaines Day.

00

1st Arlington
Position open os IBM'
Proof Machine Operator

BOOKKEEPER
Excellent opportunity ot

make out pet coo hk.
'odes. Y. will kern to

t'zt'LLTitts.'"

;pp, xx,

117 S. Main Street

400 W. People Ave.

31 -Rummage &GarageSale

,

Part time. 5 hour day. 10 AEA to 3 PM. 5
day week. Monday thru Friday. Full company benefits.

6pg

g

17

.... $4364

NOW

°

CARS°

JO

296-6127
D

55564

DISCOUNT .. S1200

600 E. NW. HWY. DES PLAINES

312-426-4951

;

VETERINARIAN

=Bt,

ARLINGTON PARK

BONE. MOTO.. 6127

217 S. AdingtonHts. Rd.

Prospect Day

door Holiday Sedan.
Conditioned, Tinted
Glass, Power Trunk, Deluxe Radio. Rear Speak-

Ply Tires
LIST

FE/RIPE:1'N L'S'FO'C'AR6

102irocks,Trailers

61006 9p 25,7'7416'

Arlington Day

677.0600

"""'

'P"eld",;nd'Zr;',Fng'sr"ell-

AND

Linder - SheIcie

be

SALE .... $3543,
NEW 1970
OLDS 98

P=Inontt

IIII-Automohiles Wanted

nhosimee day

r7"1",.'n7

bars. Pocing,s,azte,.,368

Northwest Day

-

DISCOUNT .05000

Drih'UTreakr0r6P0r1-17
graddatie. Electric Clock,

u'unnc2
SCHNOODLES

Power DisC
Steering.
Brakes. Duracoat, 50.000

Air

NODALITY.° CARS

""

t't7.n'grt

tZt,etpLetV..-

Apply in Person

t!

ASK FOR KEN
624 92312
741.07
WE SPECIALIZE

39,6074

TOWERS HOTEL

tt!,;t,ts",ttz",t7111,tt.

$135 ME -FREE

515. CALL 29.198

Maker

Melod9

Auto-

1")-Wri'liet6T'AaroS.PoZ

Shadi.
Panel

lOteLIPeInts

EmggIng

Gibsoo

Used

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

web.,

66 Business Opportunities

BOOKKEEPER

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK

5930 N. Lincoln

PAMPER YOUR POCKET!!

OPERATOR

41010111

HO,

CONTACT

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, III.

CLERK TYPIST

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE CORP.

TRAVEL

FRI,DX1(=Ef,,R=VE

l

PRINTING CO.

DISTRIBUTORS

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

UP 8-7300

RELATION

KEYPUNCH

aur company In
nil1 .1, le for sward
oriMaking
*,so owe, clMeris cao work
hove rod typing sidlls,
excellent worldng condi... Petitions offer excellent co.

IMBOPOLIVAN

415 N Wolf Rd Wheeling

'

n,stettttwtr

pony benefits and o retroyceinmensurete wiM experience.

8001(

3.nri09'

cloi,:ner,1°67

5900.09,1099

CLEIII3TYPiSTS

Wayne Milligan

eCtr

5c717' C"'"'

'"'"L,tttrttzf"-t

door hardtop,

4

After 6, 159.8759

Publishing House

TTIT7=11.= Ter
ens of operaslan

NEW 1970
-DELTA 88

259 0262

E

PENNWALT CORP.

Mr. Hill or Miss Porter

YANKEE DOODLE

PUBLIC

MUST GO!
SL-Musieal Instruments

Methodist

CALL

trlx:DiTsl';:erp77M'st,'Wcy

THEY ALL

?Cwr"eel=1"3"er'1:74nr:lh'

opportunny

:Tr:tc"ilrell'

o Moray Company Benefits

AFFILIATED

Frank Hejhal Says:

296.6117

p

Enperience helpful bat

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

IADIES wANT60

IILSport Cm Goods

ItttereTttL'tt.t..n.twt

SARGENT WELCH SCIENTIFIC

APPLY

WIIMETTE

3201 OLD GLENVIEW RD.

benof9

Like New. 3125.Coll
529 5743

PI

Steady Worh

CUTLER -HAMMER, INC.

Sala, In excess of WO plus

ww.11 N1 07006

25971337

ofier 6 PM

o Emellent Starting Rates
O Pleasant Working Conditions

WAREHOUSE

256-4650

MR. W. C. WILKE

.15w.p

"'""

ROLLER TYPIST

ISO and 3rd shift

ssol VA King St.

GOOD STARTING SALARY PLUS
EXCELLENT COMPANY RENEWS. PLEASE CALL

tIC.11=Efr"L:ni=

Men Pets 811015111

APPLY PERSONNEL DUE

GENERAL OFFICE

Recent High Scheel geoducoo

253.6491

deriersn

1"6'61.1197 4W'

301.6308

Full time Dnsition in modern air ...end nil. In Edens
EXP. WAITRESS

"rtzttm,ss,"r'"

EXACT PACKAGING, INC.

686-7740

.

dy

027-8154

DAYS.

BABY SlikER

DoSome,D.3

Vented U ed

310 N. Northwest Hom.

pl y

ly

pp

A

ITPISTS

BARBARA ROSS, MANAGER

Atttt',7tt,°,t,TtY,T,Z.

APPLY

"

rsr:i%; '42 9'275

Veil

doublc hed dr

274 5%00

ecier

High Schl Boys, Girl,

A J MAGGIO CO
437-7300

(LnITT Awl. TO eOLUNGTAZADOWS

ayhafb

FOR ORIENT/71MM

RIDGE 192 2576 or 394 7350

",t;..t,trzVd

PIM., Excellent opportunity

$110 WEEK - NO FEE
26Ilelp Wanted IVemen

VATCINGTILIM'VZITC''

171

If you are .or have bee,, Kelly Gek or ore think.
ing of relorning to the vvorking world - just stop
by and say heLo" end meet

APPLY IN PERSON

known co... Ea, .°

COUNTER SALES

service traregng public. r.rasr haw own fromporgelon 6 be
to
day
Wog AMA If qualified. call Mr.,

COME -AND MEET ALL THE KELLY GIRLS

SUMMAND NECESSARY

Este clean work Sr plc.,. inpecting and pock

ant he new appendep mole... element Ammar., to

KELLY GIRL

MUST BE EXPE0.16NCEOTYPIST

"290.'505

0 HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Lake Office Plow. Om -0M OD

OFFICE MANAGER

SECRETARY

1st and 2nd SHIFT

aging Pleasant alma Own and ma. p.p.,

DES RAM S

o

054 E. GOLF ROAD

An equal oppornmay,ployer

EifECIPTIVE

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

CURRENTLY PIPING YOUNG LADIES
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riff OUR WAY

IMAGINE!

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

7 IDN0,7HERE'5
NO NEED
THROW THEM OUT OR

se,i

IF ')0U REALLY WANTED 70

1.6PS TIME WE HAD
MIND
SOMETHING TO
WHY THE
'E PUT-ON,
BREAK- THE
WARDROBE
TWIGGS: I'M
MONOTONY/ I'VE
CHECKOUT ?
aus-r CRANKING BEEN SO I3OREp
I THOUGHT
UP MY
THIS WINTER.
-70L.1 WERE ONE GREENERY
THAT TV PAY
FoR-ThE
BACHELOR
-ro WATCH
WHO WOULD
ST. PATRICK'S
SOMEBODY
NEVER.
DAY PARTY
CRACi4 HIS
SURRENDER:
TOMOPRr1W/
KNUCKLES!
NEVER.

ourr YOU'D GET RID OF THEMYOUR-

GIVE THEM AWAY --JUST SELF, ONCE AND FOR ALL1 ALL
PUT EM AWAYSOME
YOU'RE DOING IS CHALLENOING
PLACE BUT DON'T TELL ME TO A 6AME OF HIDE ANDSEEK
...-___1/4....115 WHERE!
EITHER ',0U KICK THE HABIT OR
YOU PON' T-- OH YOUR OWN,
THAT 15.,

TONIGHT
2
5
7

6:00
News
News
News

9

Mike Douglas

MacRae and Doug
Sanders.

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

11

-7
'TALKING ABOUT.y

6:25
Editorial

2

arrAcznr46 Irte

COUNTDOWN'A

OACC.,,takICV-

3.16;truiraCo.

LANCELOT
,

TO CARRY ME ACROSS
THE THRE51101-0 !

WANT

TOO!

_-_-)

,;`

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and
Seas

A film trip to Bermund features Hamilton Harbor, the
Great Sound and the
Black Watch Pass.

1,91 by HEA

2 6 Bob
Sports

FOR TUESDAY

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

WILL YOU KEEP AN
EYE ON MY PLACE
WHILE I'M. LAID UP?

INCERDENTALIY...

MUNCH

SLUPP

010A111.

SURE THING:

A visiting prince
asks Doris to marry
him and become a

UncleHarry

learns his tonsils
have to be removed.
7 Movie
"Alvarez Kelly."

...DO YA WANT ME T' HIRE
SOMEBODY T' FINISH

Philbin

6:55

YERSELF?

26 Famous Artists;
Famous Writers

21): A small profit can be real-

joins Robert Cromie.
26 Wrestling
32 News

9

9:10
20 Forsyte Saga

5

Ronnie Schell.
11 Book Beat

David Sanford,

2

TV College
Geography.

12:30
Some of My Best
Friends

9:25

Comments

8:00
Mayberry RFD
The Lodge brothon

9

12:35
News

9

Movie

9:30

1:05

11 Fact of the Mat-

a

"The Go -Getter."

ter

health fund for members and one of them

32 Debbie Drake

goes to the hospital
for a nose operation.
5 Movie
"Savage
Pam -

5
7
9

charge of lonely out-

lumber company and
saves, it from ruin.
George Brent and
Anita Louise.

10:00
News
News
News
News

2

in

An ex -seaman joins a

2:00
7

Late Report
Reflections

2

Meditation

2

post in Argentina is
faced with the problem of desertion by

11 Law

Enforce-

ment and Criminal

!2:05

Justice

band that promises
them privileges denied by the Army.

32

Robert Taylor.

mooners

26 A Black's View
of the News

The Honey'

ized on a recent investment.

T le care, however, to

12:05

Flash Gordon

Paul Harvey

32

his men to a rebel

20 TV College
Humanities.

PAINTIN' YER GARAGE OR
ARE YA GONNA DO IT

author of "Hot War
on the Consumer,"

"The Lady' Takes
a Flyer." Lana Turner is a lady flier who
marries pilot Jeff
Chandler and finds it
hard to settle down to
married life.
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

Guests include

7:40

12:00
Movie

2

Nancy Wilson and

sequences

in

Paintings;
Great Music

9:00
2 Carol
Burnett
Show

32 Truth or Con-

ers chip

11:351

32 100

princess.

and Richard Widmark as a confederate colonel who
plans to steal the herd
of cattle for the rebel
troops.
11 Young Musical
Artists

2

32 News Final

8:30
Doris Day Show

2

Here's Lucy

p a s . " Officer

6:45

BUGS BUNNY
HEARD ABOUT YER ACCIDENT,
ELMER;
THANKS,
OLD
FWIENO:

32 The Prisoner

Biology.

7:30
2

has a herd of cattle

leave home.
7 It Takes a Thief
Mundy tries to
prove a frame-up
when accused of
treason by the SIA.

'F.

1 RUSHED OVER SOON AS I

8:25

11:30

Lydia Monroe

QUITE SO SOON!

'REALLY

Your
Horoscope

Nightclub musical
with Mae West in,her
last starring role.

20 TV College

Welcome to It

I DIDN'T THINK HE'D
THINK OP SOMETHINQ

0.1(.1)
IF you

ft

"The Heat's On "

human brain
32 Big Valley

The viewer sees how
the snowmobile is
changing the life
style in the area.
26 Turin Acevedo

6:30
2 Gunsmoke
A n e x -convict
seeks reprisal against
a former partner -in crime who ran out on
the train holdup that
sent the others in-

5 My World and

I

I HOPE YOU'RE GOING

The study of the

land are examined

Civil War story with
William Holden who

10 years.

MARRIED AT LAST/

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
Show
9 Movie

11 NET Journal

The people of Lap-

26 Quiz

volved to prison for

JUST THINK, LANCE!

5

7

6:15

11 TV College
literAmerican
ature from the Civil
War.

2:55
9 Five. Minutes to
Live By

dis-

tinguish between the past and
present.

ARIES (March 22 - April

EEK & MEEK

20): Suit your mood to the requirements of the day. Otherwise, you will find yourself in

I1 3!c

no mood to do anything of

1H

314

'

worth.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): A good day for taking the
bull by the horns. You'll gain
little by delaying tactics ---but a
great deal by putting in an appearance.

GEMINI (May 22 - June

SOMETIMES I TIAIIJK. OTI-ER

Fume p.m. p,uu,Ny's gisKr
Aim M ALWAYS W RONG!

ILL BET YOISRE

YOU RE

JUST THE

BOPPING YOU
ON THE NOSE!

AS -.STRONG, AS
MY LINC.LE

GUY WHO

CAN DO

HERKIMER .

IT, TOO,

21): The wise Gemini will pre-

A
HE CAN STAND
BUSHEL BASKET AND

LIFT HIMSELF TEN
FEET IN THE AIR.

AN L1NC.LE

HERKIMER'
111,7

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

tails cause trouble.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): Allow your imagination
full sway. You can't go wrong
today by being lavish in your
thinking. Guard the budget,
however.

Lw

c itro 1,

3-16
111A.

minor matters taken over by
others.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23
Jan. 20): Increase your efficiency on the job and rewards
come quickly. Higher-ups may
be waiting for a factual report.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS
1 Decorative

container

5 Useful

container

11 U.S. coins

CAPTAIN EASY
wOrTA NIENT:
INSTEAD OP US

AT LEAST WE HAVE
ONE LEAP.HL0 GIRL-

TRAFD1N' LADIPEI
HE GETS AWAY
WITH McKEE'S

FRIEND FIFFOADDRE951

IF I CAN JUST FOLLOW THIS
Poeaome STREET MAP,,,HEY1
HERE WE ARE,,,RUE, MINS:

PRIZE OPAL:

Tx

u3.7...ott 3-ta

I.CAMPUS CLATTER

cram
cream
clam
care'
camel
came

calm
clear
area
areal
acre

.

mare
male
meal

marl
merl
marcel
malar
eral
earl
lace
lame

WHAT DOES 'X' EQUAL

Z(

Ma rc(sP)

QUM
tii0M110

prophet
3 Meaning
4 County in
England
5 Hardy heroine
6 Before
7 Timetable

citadel
36 Government
employe
11
(coll.)
37 Old land
14
measures (Fr.)
39 Unit of energy 16
40 Female bird
41 Lifetime
44 Therefore
22
(Latin)
47 Kind of
29
51 Ornamental
flower
(2 words)

MISTER BURNS, STEP TOTHR

.1C,X.Jr41 AUMA
OWMA
OMOW
laMIAlbalUkAGA

kAIDTJ 100.1

rte[ UIA EIPX;

3
DEMO
E7J11011

LP9PQ1=30 1.3Mr2AWF
(:10
EfIE10
rte[ M

mmnAn

12 Wandering
ffonvilitAw
abbreviation
14 Sacred images
Ea0E.j
8 Road covering. VIERM UPPRM MEWL
15 Obsequious
MCIOU 0M111
IAOP
16 Pitcher, kettle, 9 American
inventor
etc.
43 Mistake
18 Italian noble 10 Cause to slope 27 Hoarfrost
11 504 (Roman) 28 Heavenly
44 Diminutive
family.
body
13 Letter of
endings
19 Devonshire
30 Ancient jars 45 Erect
alphabet
river
(var.)
17 Boy's
46 Opening in
20 Man's
nickname
32 Modern
a fence
nickname
20 Pitch
47 Religious
language
22 Peer Gynt's
21 Volga
(ab.)
group
mother
tributary
34 Civil war
48 Competent
25 Members of a
hero
49 StrongNind
religious sect 22 Oak (Scot.)
23 Rail bird
35 Hostelry
50Printing
29 State
24 Pitcher
measures
38 Perched
31 Opaque
26 Search for
52 Numeral
42 Fruit shell
mineral
game
used as a cup 53 Transgreesion
33 Russian

battery

BOARD AND SOLVE OUR EQUATION;

acer
acme
alarm
alar
amel
aniera
ream
race
rale
real
realm
mace

HER WIVE...

IN FRONT:

01,

_D Ina Ir IITA,

CARAMEL

THAT

CAR PARKED RIOHT

make records in certain areas
of accomplishment. Stick to .a
time schedule even if some

Answers to
Hideaword

[0130Y: WE HIT THE JACKPOT; EA5Y!AOMIIIIII
AND THERE'S THE.
THIEVES' GETAWAY

19): A day when you could

things are shelved.

Lt.KcJ

MEIL

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
23): If you try, you can turn
the attention away from yourself during a difficult period of
adjustment. Take another direction.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Don't hesitate to register your
disapproval of action you want
no part of. Otherwise, you may
be in over your head.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Keep aware of the events
of the day ---down to the smallest one. Insignificant happenings may only seem so.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): Keep a record of all
developments on a new project
as they occur. Don't overlook

Answer to !minus Puzzle

Containers

TA. b.. U.S. 1.1 OIL

LEO'(July 24 - Aug. 23): Sit

should be well by evening. An
old friend may make you see
things differently at last.

Aukcatoct

ILL BET THAT KID

pare for coming events well
ahead of time. Don't be surprised should last-minute de-

out the day's storms and all

tx);;:s

CALL

MORTY MEEKLE
I FEEL LIKE

1

2

56 Registers

displeasure at
58 Dread (Scot.)
DOWN
1 Depravity
2 Biblical

3

4

a

6

23

24

fir

19

)1

34
T

3

40

44 '45

441

9

10

i3

!7

33

51

5

12

54 Of city
55 Diabolical

57 Feel

i

Show

Show

NS

1 -THAT JES-10Z POESN'T
KNOW WHAT

HEROES ARE MADE -NOT 8012-1.1

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

at

cinnati Royals
Omaha.

Carol

11 Directors Choice

Leslie Gore, Gordon

Pro Basketball
The Bulls vs Cin-

9

Guest is
Charming
9 Star Trek

Guests include
I.

7:00
Laugh -In

5

CALLING a EGOTISTICAL

t.

Pir
2

36

to

r

rane s onsors resolution to create volunteer ar
By Richard Crabb

Rep, Philip Crane (R -13th
District) and Rep. Leonard
Farbstein (D -New York) were

joined by 27 other congressman Monday in sponsoring a
resolution in the U.S. House of
Representatives calling for establishment of a voluntary

army and abolishment of the
draft.
During his campaign ,for

appearance to the 13th Dis-

Congress from June until December last year, Crane repeatedly spoke in favor of a shift
from the present draft system
to voluntary armed forces.
Crane is believed to have
discussed the resolution with
President Nixon before it was
introduced Monday.

trict at which he will have an

opportunity to comment on
the, far-reaching resolution.
Crane may be able to project
impact

the resolution's
Congress.

on

-

C o -sponsoring

congress-

men from both parties come
from Hawaii to New Jersey
and from Minnesota to Tennessee. Only the Deep South

REP. CRANE is scheduled
to speak in Evanston Saturday
evening. This will be his first

Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low around 25. Tomorrow:
Partly sunny, a little warm-

"The draft is inherently inof

CRANE TOLD The Day,
-"The resolution demonstrates
the broad based support for a

not only on draft reform, but

FARBSTEIN AND Crane
said they are inviting the
director -desigdraft
new

volunteer army within

draft abolition, the House
Committee on Armed Services

the

has not indicated whether it

nate, Curtis W. Tarr, to meet

being reformed. The Gates

House of Representatives. We

will hold any hearings on the

Commission has demonstrated
the feasibility of ending it. But
if this system which grinds up
the young and the poor is to be
eliminated, the Congress is go-

hope this will encourage the
House Armed Services Com-

draft.

with
army.

The resolution calls. for an

Crane said further, "Too

mittee to hold hearings and act

end to compulsory military

many Presidential commission
reports have been relegated to
the scrap heap once the rhetor-

equitable and incapable

quickly to o n the way-nthave a volunt r army."

While- the Senate Armed

ing to have to act now," said

Crane's co-author,

Services Committee has

Rep.

planned hearings this spring

Farbstein.

service after July 1, 1971 and
would permit its reinstatement
only upon request of the Presi-

them on

a

volunteer

of initial public reaction

ic

dent and approval of both

subsides. We hope this will not

houses of Congress.

happen here."

Protpert Dap

e

WEATHER

was not represented among the
co-sponsors.

Telephone

2554400

er.
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List of candidates grows
for District 59 board
By Jan Bone
Keeping tabs on School Dis-

trict 59 candidates for next
month's board election is getting to be a challenge.
Latest to file petitions and
to be listed on the official ballot is Richard E. Pettinato of
,Arlington Heights, a Western
Electric executive. He is running for a three-year term.

But two others have an-

nounced their plans to run,
making a total of eight candidates with more, to come.

Incumbent Harry Peterson
of Elk Grove Village, hospital

public relations director, has

ing is 4 p.m. Friday. The election will be April 11.
Pettinato, assistant manager
of Western Electric in Rolling
Meadows and a 14 -year employe of that firm, has a Bachelor's Degree from Seton Hall
University in New Jersey and a
Master's Degree from Stevens
Institute of Technology in industrial management.
"I have a very definite interest in budget and curriculum,"
he said. "I worked on a board
of education in New Jersey in
these fields. I have tutored, and
I come from a teaching background."

PETTINATO'S oldest

taken out nominating petitions
and, plans to file later this

daughter attends Forest View

three-year term.

High School, and his -soli, -8,1i
at Juliette Low School.

week. Peterson alsb seeks a
CHALLENGING incumbent
Paul Neuhauser of Mount

Prospect for a two-year term

will be Jerry Smiley of Elk
Grove Village, a staff industrial engineer for Continental
Can Company.

Neither Peterson nor Smi' ley had officially filed by Mon..day evening. Deadline for fil-

Six other candidates will be
listed ahead of Pettinato on the
ballot.

They are (in order) Mrs.
Sharrie Hildebrandt of. Elk
Grove Village; Mrs. Judith
Zanca of Des Plaines; Dr. Erwin Poklacki of Arlington
Heights; Edwin J. Kudalis of
Mount Prospect; Nickolas C.
Kostos of Elk Grove Village;

Mount Prospect
Park Dist. OKs
'70 swim rates

The Mount Prospect Park
District Board of Commissioners approved the swimming pool rates for both residents and non-residents for the

ginning June 15 through Labor Day.
The indoor pool pass will be
valid year-round at the pool at
Kopp Park.
Park District President

1970 season, Monday night.
Rates for resident families Robert Jackson said that by
are $18 for the summer, $22 the time the summer swimfor year-round use of the in- -ming season begins all pools in
door pool and $40 for a year- the district will be heated.
round pass (includes indoor

and

Phillip Lawson of Elk

Grove Village.
Incumbent Harry Peterson,
45, was elected to the District

50 board in April, 1966, and
served as board secretary during the 1968-69 year.
Before his election, he had
been PTA president at Ridge
School for two years, and had
been active in Cub Scouts and

boys' baseball in Elk Grove
Village. He also had formerly
served on the Village publicity
committee.
Peterson's younger children, Keith, 10, and Leslie, 8,
attend Ridge School. His older

son Scott,

12, is

at Grove

Junior High School.

"I'M

RUNNING,"

said

Petersen, "to make my experience available to the board
for next year. There have been
problems in the district, and it
may be helpful to have someone on the board who has been
through the experiences of the
past few years.

"With the new superintendent coming --a man whom I
helped select --I would think it
would be desirable for me to be
a board member to give what-

board last August to fill a vacancy caused by the resignation of George Blanchard. In
April of 1969, Neuhauser lost
a close race to Blanchard for a
full term.
HOWEVER,

IF

Smiley

files for the two-year term, he
is challenging Neuhausesr "because of the possibility of an
incumbent seeking re-election
without opposition."

"I'm used to being an industral engineer and getting
the most economical solution
to problems," Smiley said. "I
deal with budgets a lot. In addition, I have some feeling for
wanting to give some service
back to the community."
Smiley's oldest son, Vincent, attends' Admiral Byrd
School in Elk Grove Village.

Robert, 5, will enter kindergarten at Byrd in September.
Smiley also is the father of twoyear -old James and two -week-

old David.

Nominating petitions have
also been taken out by John
Roeser of Arlington Heights,
Julie Sass of Elk Grove Vil-

ever support I can during his

lage, and Robert Winkle of Elk
Grove Village. Winkle has formally announced his candida-

initial service to the district."

cy.

Until now, Neuhauser has
been unopposed on the ballot
for the two-year term. Neuhauser was appointed to the

District 59 schools are Low
in Arlington Heights; Jay,
Frost, Dempster, Holmes, and

Forest View Elementary in

Mount Prospect; Devonshire,

Einstein, Brentwood, and

High Ridge Knolls in Des
Plaines; and Ridge, Rupley,
Grove, Salt Creek, Clearmont,
Hopkins, Lively, Byrd, Cook,
and Grant Wood in Elk Grove
Village.

`Suspicious

persons'
reported
Four Des Plaines women
have complained to police that
they. are worried about the in-

crease of vandalism and susPicionS persons and autos lUrk-

ing in their neighborhood and
would like more police patrols
in the area.

Four housewives, Mrs Joseph Teister, Mrs. Paul Wray,
Mrs. Tina Candella, and Mrs
Richard Werner, all who live
on Dulles in Des Plaines, listed
the following complaints to
the police:

Suspicious youths walking
through the yard at late hours,

suspicious autos in the area
with unknown persons, eggs
thrown at homes and autos,
speeding autos, BB holes in
house windows, peeping toms,

youths in the school grounds
of Brentwood School after
curfew, garbage cans turned
over, and garbage tossed onto
lawns, ringing of doorbells late

SIMON

SUBURB \
SAYS =
Do you realize that exactly one half of the candidates running in
today's primaries have made a big, fat mistake?

at night, autos driving over
lawns, and newspaper thieves.

Adult summer passes are

non

Trails Park location that is to

resident

adults and $.50 for children

Gripe
Of The

for all park district pools be -

ing to Park District Marvin
The board said it would dis-

(/:,

Not knowing the meaning of the abbreviations in
the sports page statistics.
C.K.

The Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce will hold a
general membership meeting
Wednesday at the Old Orchard

MIEVMASAWannEMEIRM

100 visit

Country Club, 700 W. Rand

391'

Rd., Mount Prospect.
The cocktail hour will begin

Harper campus

at 6 p.m., and dinner will be

More than 3,300 visitors
toured the Harper College

J.

Even if March 17th is an dection day this year, the second grade at Busse SchooL 101 IN: Owen,
the Juvenile Division of the 11- Mount Prospect figure it is still St. Patrick's Day no matter how it is celebrated. Looking over the
linois Department of Coffee- giant shamrock In their classroom are second graders (left) Steve Johnuon, (7), 221 S. Albert and
' tibns, will speak on "Youth (right) Fred Carl, (7), 220 S. Albert, both of Mormt Prospect. Bosse School is the polling place for
Dan Balms)
__and,Their_Criminal,Records.1_ _rt5 irle nts of the 35th Precinct in Wheeling Township. (Photo

campus during a series of six
open houses, a Harper spokesman said Monday.
The visitors viewed a slide
presentation on the college's
history, took guided tours and
discussed issues with theii
mayors, congressmen
state senators.

and

more than the 1969-70 budget,
creates a problem.
It was revealed Monday
night by Village Manager Virgil Barnett that the village will

need to dip deeply into large
cash balances

maintaining the facility.

Three women were arrested
for shoplifting during the
weekend at the Randhurst
shopping area for the theft of
clothing totaled at $115.
Friday night Mrs. Julian
,Narrows of 1800 S. Washington, Park Ridge, was arrested
for the theft of clothing valued
at $61 from Wards department
store.
Sunday afternoon Patricia
Unter of 430 S. Highland, Arlington Heights, was arrested
for the theft of clothing valued
at $10 from Wieboldts department store.
And Friday night Helen T.
Wanger, 38, of 3580 Whirlaway Dr., Northbrook, was arrested for the theft of clothing

valued at $43 from Carson,
Pirie & Scott Co.

was disappointed that apparently there will not be sufficient funds for a proposed

ac-

senior citizens program with its

own center, or for a sizable

in some

for.

contribution to the Mount
Prospect Historical Society to-

Committee chairman Jack

ward purchase of land and a

Kilroy said, "The day of reckoning is coming," as he noted

building for that organization.'
-Last night's meeting was the
second of seven planned Monday night sessions at which the
finance committee hopes to review item -by -item the entire
1970-71 budget, in time for the'
fiscal year beginning May I.

that in no way could the increase in the county's equalization factor, from 1.45 to

1.52, begin to supply the
needed extra revenue.
The village tax rate has yet to
The $450,000 pool project go above 30 cents per $100 of
under construction at Wood- equalized assessed valuation. It
land /Trails Park, on Euclid is one of the lowest in the northAv. near Wolf Rd. will give the west suburban area, only about
district its first pool and the re- one-half the rate of some nearsponsibilities of setting up a by communities.

basic plan for operating the

cent corporate tax rates or. 121
Find new sources of revenue.
Barnett said last week that he

counts, to achieve the "balanced budget" he is striving

hiring of life guards and a pool
manager and budgeting for the
cost of pool operations.

arrested on
theft charges

Day

Chamber plans
dinner meeting

Joseph Oiunta, manager of

inary form to be $589,000

3 women

both resident and non-resident.
Summer passes will be good

served at 7 p.m.
Reservationi should be
made for dinner by contacting
Chamber of Commerce President Paul Dasso at 259-0500.
The cost for dinner is $4.

Mount Prospect's village
budget, scheduled in its prelim-

cuss, rules for the pool, rates
for season and daily passes,

be occupied this week, accord -

and

By Ben Clarke

ing last Thursday until 7:30
p.m. March 23 at 303 S. Lee
St., Prospect Heights to allow

Daily rates are $1 for both
resident

Village's proposed budget
creates problem for board

trict Board adjourned its meet-

the cost of resident

dcaible
rates.

James L. McCabe, Wheeling Township Democratic committeeman, casts his ballot at Pioneer
Park, Arlington Heights at 6:45 this morning.

Weiss.

an entire evening to discuss all
areas dealing with the maintenance and operation of the district's new pool expected to be
completed for a June opening.
The meeting will be reconvened at the park district's new
office at the. Burning Bush

$10, indoor passes are $15 and
year-round passes are $25.
Children summer passes are
$6.50, indoor pool pass are $6
and year round passes are
$12.50.
Non-resident passes are

r

River Trails pool meeting
adjourned to March 23
The River Trails Park Dis-

and outdoor pools).

midi*

THE SALES tax revenue
from Randhurst shopping center has been

.

Since tax levies are set al,

most a year ahead, there would
be no immediate effect in raising the village tax rate.

For example. tax bills that
will come out in April for May
1 payment will be based on assessed valuation figures for
1969, but the individual levies

a tremendous "that contribute to the total of

source of revenue, and the estimated annual revenue of
$173,000 from the new state income tax is a welcome addition

each homeowner's tax bill were
set early last year.

to the sources of revenue for
the village.

However, the annexation of
new areas and the purchase of
two water and sewer systems
(Citizens Sewer and Water Co.
and Fairview Gardens),
brought with them heavy additions to the budget, in planning
for expensive steps in improve-

ment and expansion of the
equipment.
Village officials feel that
substantial expenditures are

necessary to bring the newly
acquired systems up to the stan-

dard of the village water and
sewer systems.

KILROY SAID that he sees
in the near future only two so-

lutions to the problem of financing all required village
services: (1) either raise the 30

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Village
Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Park
Distiict recreation committee, 600 See Gwun; 7:30
p.m.
River Trails School District 26; 1800 E. Kensington; 8 p.m.
Prospect Heights Old
Town Sanitary District,

St. Alphonsus School, 411
Wheeling Rd.; 7:30 p.m.

THE DAY
Tuesday. March 17, 1970
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St.Viator,
to.cOnipete

Federal funds for Weller Creek
possible, commission told
By Ben Clarke

William Hemmen, a meetbee of the Mount Prospect

(NIPC), before application to

the village engineer, William

the federal government.
The NIPC acts m a screen-

McManamon, am to meet this

inw agency for many appli-

Dwiwgo mid Cie. Streams' cations for federal funds or in'

der Special Assessment 71.

project.

storm sewer project planned to

to art official of the Federal

"traction of a more than -$7
million Rood and polfution

PECT commission

inter-

is

ested in shared cost in the con -

Water Control

Administration, who told him federal , control reservoir north of Cengran. are sometimes obtain. tral Rd. along Weller Creek.
able through his organization.
Demmer( was directed by
The official suggested that an . George Anderson, acting as
application might best be
commimion chairman in the
placed through the research
absence of Robert Klovstad, to
and development section to
ask the State Sanitary Water
obMin a development grant.
Board what guidelines an ap.
Demmer! said he was told pliant has to follow to gain
that such plans also need the
board approval..
approval of the State Sanitary
E J. Van Huisseling reportWater Board. Local approval ed a recent conversation with
would probably have to be se, Rep. David Regncr (R -Mount
cured from the Northeastern
Prospect), who mid he is preIllinois Planning Commission
pared to introduce a bill in the
Illinois House of Representatives in April that will author Me an appropriation for the
Weller Creek improvement
Kent J. Gedman, son of Mr.
project, for the section from
and Mn, Donald K. Gedman,
619 Glendale, Mount Pros- Mount Prospect Rd. to Illinois
83 (Elmhurst Rd.)
pect, has been named to the
Van Huisseling said Refiner
dean's honor list for the fall mimes. at Drake University, believes the actual appropriation will be made when the yilDes Moines, Iowa.
lags has obtained from 85 to
To qualify for this honor the
90 per cent of the easements
student must be enrolled for at
necessary to bring in heavy
least 12 semester hours of
earthmoving equipment.
work and achieve a grade point

Honor student

average of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale.

NORMAN RUD reponed

Gedman is a senior majoring in accounting.

that

he village Manager and

opponents.

On the St. Viator team will
be

e time limit. The team with the
most points at the end of the
Wow will appear Isle` 00 chat.
lenge winners of the other contests.

Car looted

fraternity

laa Y.'-crdaY 'n'.1'1. from a
mr at 1796 Shemin, Des

at U. of. I.

David Woodward, son of
Mr. and Mn. Claude Woodward, 513 S. Elmhurst, Mount

Prospat. has been activated
into Alpha Deuteron chapter

the life of a Con -Con delegate
made a marathon dance of the
thirties sound like a walk
around the 'block in com-

for the State of Illinois. The
Bill of
state constitution
Rights Committee has been
most unhappy with the news

parison meetings that end 5
minutes and 8 Hocks from the
next meeting for instance.

niedia accounts of the "bearins of arms"' clause.

'

At on informal luncheon
Oven by Wheeling Township
Republican Committeewoman
Veva Meyer, Con -Con dolegates John Woods and Virginia
Macdonald gave a lOw key, MWresting account of their work

what it consists of inchanging

WOODS LISTED the really
controversial items that are up
for ',discussion and debate,
State aid to non-public schools
has, generated a tremendous
amount of interest which R refleeted in the amount of mail

the two have received. Both
sides am represented in the
mail with "good arguments."

gradual withdrawal from Vie,
amt are successful and Cam-

molution will not occur in

tinues to side with
the Unitedcn States, Kirk said
Vietnam will continue to fade

America. a conservative said

as a focal point for discontent.

Barring a great depremion
and military defeat in Ada, a

all over the country. The fraternityis a leader among the 37

at the University of Illinois.

the forces

Vietnam and conscription, and uprootednms."
Kirk told an audience at
Harper College last night that
these three principal causes

were on their way to resoletien.

pointment of a state attorney
general, although the matter

'MUCH THAT can

had been brought up.
the

present quarter of a million
debt limitation for the state
would be removed. Any debt'
would require a state referendun, he said, emphasizing that
everything was still in the talk ing stage. Woods mid that he
espoused home rule which he,
said was the biggest issue of the

convention. He mid Chicago
Mayor .Daley is in favor of the

broadest "home rule he can

them are farmers who need

14,s'

mining freedom of Worship.
That was decided because it re,

Club President Donna Ben-

mailed "in conjunction with
education which could allow

jamin, Carol Haack, substituting for Arnericaa Association
of University Women's Presi-

education committee would
have to vote on whether or not

dent Edith Rabehuk; Shirley
Wilson who does nos public
relatiom work for the village
of Wheeling, Cathy Lertilum,
pretty, determined

blue -eye

gal from the Buffalo Grove
Jaycee Wives, Wheeling Republican Women's Club President Lois Brink, and also from
the same club, Eloise Canfield
and Delegate Macdonald surrounded the sole male luncher,
John woods, former Arlington

Heights Village Board president who described the luncheon as that day's, "Second performance of thelohn and Gin -

apt-

Ph.* ffiama

holm handle and the Fed-

ems government will finally

decide.
"
Continuing the informal re-

port Woods declared that the
delegates were up to date with

mx in the constitution. That

hostility toward existing order.
Then one might have a sudden

change in climate," Kirk, a
syndicated columnist, pre dieted.

"IN TIME of smugness and
complacency, the fire of rood.
lotion bursts forth,r Kirk
added, borino his audience
with lengthy stories from old,
sometimes unknown, literKirk begged for a "re -awak-

mi-

of the possible.

"After all, ideology (which
Kirk defined as political fanars
icism) doesn't work," the con -

The m -called "silent major apathetic,

not

Wmfessorial-looking

the well-read

possible

and

NEITHER DOES a minor-

the .long mn bemuse it

a plan for change exist, It sr-

moved by hatred, according to

he "American public will be

"But one mot not be eon,
placont." girth quickly eautimed.

inundated by protest and demonstrations."
As long as Nixon's epproach (a volunteer army and

great
depression
occur and coincide

a

should

bonds and an explanation of
the increase in social security
benefit/ are included in the
book "New Provisions, 1970
Tax Reform."
If it's sick pay, income from
tips, educational, medical, and
dental expenses you're inter-

ested in, you'll find information on them in "lour Federal
Income Tax," the 1970 edition for individuals.
Among the other books at

Boar.'
Also, you may want m take
advantage of the newest set
vim at the library, which
makes Xerox copies of magarine articles available frdm inter -library loan.
To obtain {here articles you

"JUST ABOUT every per-

"The Emerald Isle is 0 beau -

son we met had relatives in the

find place," said Mrs. Jahn

United Sta.," Mrs.

Bomchen of Mount Prospect.

h

End

merely fill out a request (oho
for articles. Further informscon
'
ran be obtained at the

the friendliness

of the

people will always he remignThe

heck-out desk.

Boeschens

days and 2 to 5 p.m. Sundays.

On honor list

.

Nancy

she captained. 'The
the center of the people's so-

cial as well as their religions
life. Everyone belongs to the.
local church and participates

ht the activities of it. There.
seems to be very little else to

The telephone book seemed

The Bomchens live at 13 N

SI. They have three

School

children. Kenneth, 19,

improvement
1970 arc four coantracts totalMS So1i5ii,suf ruspilicct in

MRS. BOESCHEN is employed at the Mount Prospect

ment. Her hobby is (*tilting,
but she mid, "rye been working on one quilt for 10 years

Union Camp Corp. in Des

Ireland there are only 3 million
people, even fewer than those
area, and
in just few oh

Stew was in London," she said.
John had spent time in England discussing packaging ma-

chinery with British businewmen in Manchester, Liverpool

because it seems I am always
busy working."

John is an engineer with

.

the fact
couldn't get over
until we realized that mall of

Lou Bischoff
daughter of Mrs. Janet I. Bis
chaff, 4 N. William St., Mount
Prospect, was recently named
to the dean's honor list for the

mot

only a few of them have rem..phones.

abroad stn supervise the hp
willation of automatic peak aging machinery for entail

simply, with most of the indus-

f:rleTsemeDesZreraateaDriaohLUniver-

feed mill In Cmtlehlsod, about

Mathes,

and

he

was

"On the fern. people live
trial development in Dublin,"

To qualify for this honor the
student must be enrolled for at

0

and London.

"I did very little in tho way
of shopping," Mrs. Boescheo
continued, Matt
did bring
back a lovely locket from Ire 1

State Bank in the credit depart-

When asked if she would
like to return to Ireland she answered emphatically, "Yes,
but strictly for pleasure. It is a

wonderful country."

. ......

000060.0000006.0006T.A.
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least 12 semester hours of
work and of
a grade poMt
on a 4.0 scale..
average of

/erNELIKU

School
Menus.

mrs.JohnBoeschenloolothroughberpimthamillieDmddild
shares for St Patrick's Day her recent hip Is the land of =Ole'

To be served Wednesday in

eyes and shamrocks.

Dolores liaugh-Womms Editor

Arliagtors Prospect, Wheel.
lag, Elk Grove, Forest View
and HMO' Blab schools in
District 214:

Tis no blarney, Irish designer are tops

Main dish (one choice): Neopolitan spaghetti, hamburger

in a Min, wiener

in a bun.

Vegetable (one choice): apple m, buttered peas. Salad
(one choice): fruit juice, tossed
salad,

Tuesday, March.I7, 1970

traeoaeaaeocaortaaaaaneetaeaseatroataavauvortaattaa 00000000000000

Left -sure and

coleslaw, molded: tro-

and butter, milk.
Available desserts:

cape

a

soh for Mn. Allan Edwards.

onslicedpears.lialianbiread

The soft tooted sea green plaid
bans the blue of the water sur-

fruit

rounding the Emerald Isle. A
Colette Modes original, the Ir.

business tax return are "Indizduals' Filled -in Tax Return
For." and "Corporation
Partnership
and
Fiduciary

peanut butter cookies.
To be served Wednaday in

warmth without weight The

MacArthur and Ann Sullivan
Junior high schooh re Distric

three -button

Federal Income Tax Specimen
Returns."

23:

kb handwoven Shale provides
cape has dashed pockets and
closure

at the

high collared neckline.

Baked chicken, Baked potatoes,

Easter salad,

Easte

lily, milk.

A white Bow. Coat with
g

mandarin collar and inverted

:1

pleats at pocket and back is another Colette original. The

down.

easy lie mad nubby Monson

It is only love that makes a
possible tolerable society, Kirk

described by Ann Kay a Irish loternatioml Aldine as
one easily adapted for the

said in concluding remarks.

f Cnshdoscafiods.

perior Concrete Construction
Co. of chicane for 1685.857.

the NorthwestContracting & Material Co.

of Evanston received
tract for $737084 for an over ma meet participant Pnerster,erfania Dan,risie o.napArav:sisiescr.
made it wund
alone in allowing gun own
Paul J. Dora sonof Mrs and °air
2.5 miles north

young. The bads Interl is

Mrs. wah D01. jot w.

ership there were 34 states

The committee had voted II t

Delafield, Wiz, recently
he Pershing
wok par,
in

2 to retain that clause but a
Friday a member had the dis

Rifles 8th Annual \Visconsin

ta,0,

ibc jai

Invitational Mill Meet at ow
itaworsuf
porn
member of sisu

wailemered m 11 to 3 with he
same result. She said it was no

regulation, Iaffia

Red

bu

Platoon
second

simply ownership for legal use

,

$

"For heaven's sake, ignore the
law, drink green beer and Iris

$

tying two tracks of the Chi -

Capturing the warmth of
theDonegaltweed,lrishamIgnet Colette creates a two-piece
herringbone suit, modeled by

FRUIT AND NUT EGG
$1.55

Mo. William Cameron. The
double breasted jacket with
mannish lapel. Is mended by
two false pocket Baps at the
hipline. The skirt has straight

day,

PahMhed

PURPLE FOIL -

Monday

goes but is cut for easy walk Mg. Over a Mouse or emoted

EASTER BASKET
11.50

I] S. Arlington ntiatit

with a bright silk ascot, this
snit is bound to Ming out the
blarney In any male, Irish or
not

no

DC Arlington Heights,111, 60005,
722 enter, Des Plaines, m.
coed
6001,

cago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and

pacific Railroad under Inter tote

near

Re,

Construction Co. of Chicago.

pi.

which

team

haow

aiallaanal Out al

town u3. halm. Him.
month..
v.., inch

CHOCOLATE
CREAM EGG
751

eogY

DIZZst=717,=67" "

The oyster width In dm bold
knit features leather buttons

$

coffee to your heart and yo r

Irish Lass to wed

Mrs. Robert Gib models an
Erin Fishermen Kole pantsult.

for an overpass earryitm relo

formance at the meet.
C

AND IN CONCLUSION

faro

railroad subway stnicture car -

Is modeled by Mn. RIcherd
Grant, putdeny chairman for
the St. Raymond Women's
Club Irish Luncheon.

through friday, by Day 'Alba.
Mess

Itasca.

captured by the curved belt. It

im PROSPECT OAT

Cadet is drill

that although the news media

High

"THE FOOD we had IM
very much like ours here et
home. Our only taste of blab

to be quite a surprise to the

create or govern, but only pull

terstate 90 at the north edge of
Itasca was awarded to the Su-

i

Prospect

16, attend
School.

Is

mated Thomdale Av. over In-

puruar`slcnns ocf°3-

at-

Ideology cannot triumph in

weaAaarcoar=treftt $R24i50(alli

for
_l.gonquio Rd., east of Illinois

is

tending Harper Junior College. Richard, II, and Carol,

Mount Prospect couple since
it was very small. "We

Liminess." We were in Kilarney
and I spent a lot of time %nth log the 000001 roads."

days, 9 am. to 5 p.m. Satur

'

do.

recently

vent two weeks in the southern part of Ireland, "mostly oe

The Mount Prospect libra
is open 9 a.m. toy p.m. week

Boes-

chen continued, "and we were
greeted as friends. We had no
difficulty whatsoever with the

"The uenery is breathtaking

cup, blackberry gelatin, ha nano cream pie, butter cake,

the library for your personal or

16 miles from Kilarney..

By Dolores Haugh

Kirk, andThcrefore, it cannot

.

"If

Ciation rules, new rules for

children's room on the second

humanitarian

ity who want change and have
cued.

'

WHILE YOU'RE getting

rial) improvement," he added.
He saw the Vietnam issue
slowly dying, he said, because

hin'ic'lejood ccrinso'graratcsa cfandr

animals off their land. She sae

day go by without mein

Asia, then one might possibly

ening of moral imagination."
a return to "politim as the art

c

guns simply to keep predatory

a `P.'s'.
.tion
or9fabolishment

counts.

Conditions do not exist for a

determined

Return"

that's just what III of us
in mind. This book tells
what you should know before
Marling and explains special
rules on employe expense ac-

real revolution to occur, he

embittered,

personal

haveuse

have general iridifference or

said.

emphasized. He cited the
United States' lack of an apathetic majority and a sizeable,

Ram credits and exemptions.

ca

'ciliation and positive Mime-

Incleu,adedearinaU7le_mlirlliowne2

on the snag minligns Into The
begglog pmb are Bad
down by stirrups worn lo shoe
r boot. The cory warm outfit

They're off and tanning

102

$

has a matching tom 'o shooter

-

4/114

iffinlach's c.c.' The des

The show was a decidedint.

that the lieuMnant governor

munes only ence a year. The
slate politicians deserve no a -

Its difficult for this colUmn

should be of the sane party as
the governor. He said no
serious consideration had been

Earsiekli Day.

scriptions of the asides and lid -

and federal highway projects
were the 'Measures of redress- working to lessen uprootedness in the cities. Kirk

ity", though not active.

a position of equality. Some
sort of a ceiling white placed
on income tax, wich will be
raised only by referendum. As
it stands' ow, Woods said that

ac-

requiring alternative
housing during urban renewal

ready been achieved," the prolectures said.

hoped it would restore mow to

He mid in an aside that hg

CONGRESSIONAL

lion

amity.

Never let it be said that an one with the name that appears
on toPa them weiffa

was the "sexual equality law"

it was the consensus of opinion

wrier he choose between de-

be

bodies

en/Pend in positive law (regarding civil rights) has 01-

with the mine law. The right iLo
pis
moan,
subject only to police powers prownssia oaf,
a,
aid to non-public schools. The of individual states, she mid. St. Joh. Military Academy
aid would be given." It

planation" und ' 1975 Gunk book to Illinois Taxes" give a
general picture
of the Illinois
,,,,,,

Emerald Isle sparkles with friendship

'help on this year's Woer tax,
you may want to use a copy
machine. The library now has
a second one, located in the

Northwest suburbs awarded
$4,873,512 in road contracts

get."

Court decision. Mrs. Macdonald later in discussing the Bill
of Rights Committee on which.
she serves mid her committee
she
to retain the clause con-

This means thwfu all be there
when you need them.
The most unfamiliar nano!'
this year's return is the state

EASIER RULES for inwith a great military dial in come averaging. new del.-

"What we need.now is con- Kirkhaid.is

rent evenh, problems and possible solutions.
Anch illustrious feminism as
League of Women Voter
ident Pat Gardner, ArHeights Woman's
lington
Club President Jacqueline
Lidge, Wheeling Woman's

ins among most delegates," he

Ms-

rights,

ership of guns. She explained,
that for instance, downstate

e tent-

behind

seliSfaction have been, "civil

given to a law allowing ap-

culate, due to the great dc mend for them A this time.

tainly an intriguing tide, be-

By K. C. Radtke

1873.11 has 91 active chapters

cations can indulge in some
informative discussion on cur

smutton just m d

business -

the browsing

work.

Massachusetts in Amherst in

aid should be left to the federal
government for a Supreme

the

second held by Commit. gal
Veva so that presidena and

blm and informative books for

your use at the Head Prosmet Public Library.
she

family from John Naughton, Fled Motor Co. vice president.

in America, Kirk says

mid, "is that the question of

THE LUNCHEON is

He said that at the present time
there "is a tendency among the
delegates to leave the press m
article in the current con-

for., . ta-

..How to Save Time and
money in Filing Your 1969

was

representatives of area organi-

Constitution.

the

heardTout

country who were named winners of the division's second annual
achievement awards. Sehedierbach (rigid) received his awmds, a
gold watch, a mantle clock, and a one -week paid vacation for his

No chance of revolution .

Virginia mid that the Bill of
Rights committee decision to
allow "the right to bear arms"
provision has become "a very
emotioml issue... As it is written now and as they hope to
enter it in the new constitution, it allows the own-

the 100 -year -Old present State

you

''''''' c

founded at the University.of

that

ciitef fieect

job seaerem

2020 Glenview; Park Ridge,
told police that the speakers
and tachometer were stolen
from his car while he was at

the University of Illinois.

HE THINKS

additional state tax make the

Plaines. Michael Hambach a Tf,.40,,,;,1:,;;ZI.,.=

Dave is a 1968 graduate of
Prospect High School. He it a
sophomore in psychology at
the university.

By Catherine O'Donnell
non-public schools if that aid
is expected to come through
the proposed new constitution

the
the longer forms and the

Elmer W. Scherkenbach, 800 Maple Dr., Mount Prospect,
was among 45 Ford DlyRion emplOym from throughout the

of Phi Sigma -Kappa fraternity

The John and Ginny Show

hand. Woods' description of

pay or expecting to get a refund. If you've put it off

Income Tax bar with hx-

Two Wake.

To Russell Kirk. author of
'The Conservative Mind,"

for the advotates of state aid to

onth to get in all tax returns.
;whether you're planning to
.

Ira. The books "New Illinois

°ma' valuedas $9° v"'''°-

Monday, because the principal
of protest and discontent are diminishing.

bits and the serious matter at

There's little more than a

fora'wering questions withinm
mo, these books do not lir-

Day by Day

The outl.k isn't brilliant

By Laurie Rossi

matches schools against cactiLted
ino7di-lassso
other with points being scored

Named to

Kappa

Lionel

quiz''ter of the show, which

the park district, the park plan nets and Rock Road ConstrOcdon Co.

Sigma

Pavick Ronhart,

Goulet and team captain Randy Cocke, all of Arlington
Heights.
Ed Greana" is hurt -and

prevent continued flooding of
basements in that arca during
heavy min periods.
The commission also heard
a brief report on plans for the
Mount Prospect Park Dis'trim's new West Park, which
currently arc still in a negotialion stage between the village.

Phi

5

gan high schools will be their

This is the Hatlen Heights

at

at

p.m. LaSalle -Peru and Wauke-

send, consulting engineers, to
devise final plannfor work un.

projects where regional planning may be one aspect of the
,

Academic" March 21

week with Comm, Town -

Commission, told the commisaloe Wednesday night that
Mere is a possibility of obtamr,
Mg federal hinds for flood
control in Mount Prospect.
Demmert said he had talked

T H E MOUNT PROS-

Students from St. Vintor '
High School will compete on
Channel 5 television's "It's

-A-

K

The day's prospects

Library aids can alleviate
the agony of tax returns

coladas for scheduling an ale

$

-

we buy

EASTER GREETINGS BOX $1.60

non on March 17. Happy S
at the

.9. -

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

LOUNGE

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

them is no fortheroblina dm. Call today for full information
ROBERT O. SfEhISIAND AND ASSOCIATES

Era! MAICO HEARING AID CENTER
109 S. Main (Rt. 83) I., Mt. Prospect 4492-4750
LOCATIONS IN: nlWILWD PAMMOAK PAMMAUNMAMIINSOME
Spatial Siotviss For Shin -ins -Hams Nominalist I liemood

Meth A midland Mt of the
Orangemen Is woven into thh
kith original by Donegal. The
handwoven mohair suit hos
looseditthig Jacket with a

Now appearing

Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way to find out what kind of helps hearing

ad men give you-wit/mud motor opeadithrefWeara nevi MAICO aid for 3$ dans...der.
metal charge, IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, H. only investment is the rental Mange,.

p

__

MAINE SCRAP
$ METAL CO.

t
$
$
$

$

1247 Rand Rd.
Des Plaines, IR.

824-3175

lunyRandango,
took hthpocertentettabonent try

nuns hs gel

Oak mad is piped In welch*

Si

arlingtbmirk
towers
O.* atelaiml.

Janine Redeye Hamann

The
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES

said la Rued Ina modMed A
HIM Meted KO geld Mother

1 Ib. box $1.95. 21b. box $315

20 5. Donlon CI.
Arlutglon Hemhle

Mine Cl. 9-1450
,

Mon thu;Set
MOO to 5 P.M

FrOthingsloth

yawn make 1115Rwenywhere

meth It wm pent of the tmth
10

INN

weeded by Irish lot.

Isogonal Airflow foe the M.
Womeols
Raymond
luncheon has month.

Club

lei
P

Mi. and Mrs. J. Kenneth
Hamann of Mount Prospect
are atmouncing. the engage_ Meta of their daughter, Janine

r Kathryn, to Elliott D. Goldberg, son 'of Mr. and Mn.
Chester Goldberg of Niles.

Janine is a 1966 graduate of
Prospect High School and is a
senior at Western Illinois University in Macomb, where she
is majoring in elementary edit.
cation.
Goldberg is a, graduate of

Maine East High School and h
presently employed as a field
representative with General
Motors Acceptance Corp.

No wedding date has teen
wt.

One day at a time
They grow up too fast: You

you try to stop it, you can't do
it. Some days, of course, you
wish it would hurry by. Those
are usually few, though, end
fir between.

1

worldng hard, and having fun,
and looking ahead, it seem
Elks a long time. When you be-

hardest when they leave for

Not too many years ago you'

and the quiet. The grandkids.

All the fun, and none of the

around talking about this the

responsibility. as they say.

other evenin. Where all the

I looked around to Me if

kids are, sod what tkey'm
doing. We all knew that this n
dm way it is, and has to he. I

while, you'd nailer

service. What happened in be Moen?
If it was a girl, she probably
wheeled her doll buggy up and
down the sidewalk. That seem
such a few years ago. Can she

the good life ahead. The peace,

Some of us were sning

didn't play the 'Hair' record
knowwthey

kr that now, though.
Everyone looked forward to

looking back,
you're still looking ahead,

Sometimes it seems that if they

to hold it. Before you really
know it, the time is gone. life
finished college and is in the

family together. Rather late

While you're

.pertying, dating, or just Mt.

9011, the hands were too small

the kids while they were growing up. Spend mom time as a

gin looking back, ifs soda thing else again. Still, even

college. Somehow, that seems
to be a dividing point. But even
in high school, they begin
dipping away. They are either
studying, meeting, working.

threw the miniature football.

it a little bit diffeMntly. You
know, spend more time with

When You 'weYoung,sod

be really married/ Is it possible
Le years have gone., fast?
You probably think it seenn

dont realise it at the time. It
just happens. No matter how

MSL cage teams adopt divisional football structure

By Bon Swan's.

were around.

anyone was smiling. No one

northwest suburbs, the
Mid -Suburban League has de-

with Euclid Av. being the diriding line.
ARLINGTON, WHEELINC. - Hersey, Fremd and
Palatine compose the North
Division and Conant, Glen-

the

cided to adopt the same divisional setup for basketball that
it had previously announced
for football. The new plan will
go -into effect with next year's
basketball schedule.

The new plan, which was

Still, if I've said it once, I've
it a hundred times. They

said

to
feet that they would have done

The Northwest Suburban
YMCA Boys Swim Team,

Tomorrow
Is Today

Narcolepsy victims

should not drive cars
W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.
- CanC penal who has
narcolepsy live normal life?

A - Victims of namolepsy
get an uncontrollable desire to

skep that may occur while

"'Daddy! Who is St. Patrick, and why are they demonstrating against him?"

they we talking, standing or
otherwise occupied. They can-

not live wholly normal liras in
Oa they should not drive near
or engage in any hazardous°.

ovation.

Map flubtication5

Q I read about a man who
frith asleep In the middle of a

lively disunion. This sounds
IDs me, Could this be P.mHPOf

117,7,'17,',7.7"7,1:":`,:,t7;=',7117"

Q - When a permits a narcotietldict,willhiacblldrenins

Tuesday, March 17. 1970

hark that trait, What is meant
by the term "acid head?"

John E. Stanton.Editior
WIlllem J. Kiedakch.

M111711Will,

R. N. Peels, Chen/noon Di

person who uses lysergic acid
dimethylamide (LS 1.

Letters to the Editor

people limit the number of
Children to two! Actually,
1

Mink two is being generous.
1

like people and children.

bin I can already feel the
squaw of over -population.
witness congested traffic and
1

long waiting fines daily and see
tryspaide
farm land and
bring plowed up fora a rtments. We're heading for wallto-wall people. It is win to

look outside our own little
shells and selfish world end
consider the whole world for a
change. or at least the United
States where we live.

Mothers should have been
limited long ago. and many

Amid never have had chilat
all.
Motherhood
frequently falls off that high
pedestal and motherly instinct
h gobbled up in indifference.

dren

Look at all the unfit parents
dot short-change their chil-

dren of love, time and guidance. Many just use them for
ego builders, status symbols
or. in Me case dwell,. cam,
far additional money.
In many homes. the mother
deesn't raise the children any-

how. Increasing numbers of
mothers are working and thus

Then, what about the overcrowded and poorly kept
whooto Some schools right in

this arm have to eliminate
their sports and music pro.
grams

of lack of
funds; others may nor even be
because

If you still an% see any resson for limiting our number of
children, go ahead and haven
many as you like --through
adoption. There are about tire
million illegitimate births in
this country a year even with

the "pill" being available to

then there are those that have
as many needed facilities as a

almost everyone. These chil-

pre -historic

cave.

Do you

dren are already here. They
Talk about depriving Mere

aboutall
Now what about food for
the future? Already manure.
are

producing

de,

plomble products with fink
or no
vaing-emo
though the costa

rising.

%roe optimists think the
ocean will cure this. Don bet
on it and certainly don't be so
absurd as to think the moon
has .y real value. It has space.

all right, but we have to pro vide

structural
breaks that are likely to result
in defective offspring. I don't
believe that a test for this has
become a standard cliniml laboratory procedure as yet.
Slight changes occurring es a
result of limited use of the drug
cells,

reveal

may be temporary, but don't
count on
Q Could an overddse of heroin cause bran damage?

A Not ha the sense of intellectual
impairment.
An
overdose depresses Co respi-

ndory center in the brain end

skin are often helpful
Penicillamine Vol helped sons
victims but the dosage mull be
the

carefully controlled to prevent

everything else,

which

would be a little costly. Of
course, we could send all the
millionaires them, but they
would still be using our supplies from earth.

*in blotches about the dm of
dime. My doctor calls it or -

he

PmacM lives that ate Wing
deprived? And don't worry

about not producing enough
teeieses or great men Our
couniry i, loaded with them
now, except too many people
wait listen to them They pre for ignemot
By limiting ourselves now

-

17

the

'

"
,,Tere:f'0,',7c7,Z

and grandchildren. Ignore the

fun and YOU

en be a

wellness

Mss.

Q
I um a girl, 13, I have
heard that a mixture of iodine
and milk will help me to now,

each other or play survival of

Inc fin.. Then glance at the
Increasing divorce rat.. This
can russ the child's life and
thatd Apparently the
t

children hold the family
ogee her

y MEC

doesn't stick

much

A

This bit of folklore has

disproved along with
various other superstitions.
been

Drink the milk --at least a pint
a day -and save the iodine to
gat on cuss. Even for that purpose there are now better preparations.

sled feeling of insecurity. If

seeing it M with jewelry -type Items

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
IVe had the normal ups and downs with my duce children but.

twice over a peribd of seven

more rest and a calmer way f

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally knoyn psychic, la MU,

age my chromosomes? la there

months. What causes this disease?Can it be cured?

life don't help her she should

wer the question of Day readers in this [011,01/1. Letters should

be seen by a child psycholagis .

be signed, but names will be omitted if the writer requests IA
Write to DeLouise in care of Day Publications. 722 Center St..
Des Plaines cOOlO.

GOLCEAN

It was just a Mort article.
Only a dozen paragraphs. It
was the only trivial reporting
on the page. At first I didn't
believe it. Sure enough, I had
reed correctly. I read it once
more, just to make sine.

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

The article explained that
some suburban man 'had just
won $6.000 golf cart for himself and a $6,000 mink for his
wife.

The article also mentioned
Mexican families,
struggling ministers, snooddisplaces!

ing parents. trying to put their
kids through college, ghetto
mothers. hungry
children,
Black Panthers, young people,
kids that canvassed for canned

MARCH 25 - AT HARPER COLLEGE

GENERAL TRAVEL PROGRAM

If

goods and kids that hiked for
hunger.

I only .hope that the underdog enjoys his golf cart in spite
of Ron Swan's "sour grapes."

A. J. Petty

J

If

Movies

00

Enjoy
Easter Sunday
at
Arlington Park Towers

BUFFET BRUNCH
in the
Jimmy Durante Room
Adults -$3.75 Children under 12-$2.50
(including tax and tip)
Served from 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Free Brochures (COVERING MANY AREAS)

Dis
i*n travel questions to us
Bringyour

12:30 til ??????

Name withheld

EASTER DINNER
in the
Carousel and Continental Rooms
A la carte dinners from/$4.00
Served from 1:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

RANA A ALECIPA

PETER
RABBIT
SPECIAL

Presents

Opening Minch 4th

for children -$2.75

"COME BLOW

-f

For reservations, call
Miss Bunny at 394-2000.

2P.M.

luel3lotlavie

Starting Marsh 21st

Arthur & the
Magician

Emsh"Pglifingielignint.
151.6010

616 FAST NORTHVGLIHIGHTMI

Rutz said that one of the

hoolved. Then, if they split

could wouriob,awbolyeil;,a,tn,daler. 16.
dergl'y'roAg NreSa's?,' fosrotherew'sen;

visions. Whether this will ever
be necessary is unknown, he

up," Few said. "It is easier

would 1, he creation of more
fen iinermt hi MSI. hot:mktg,
The most important reason,

to draw on a league schedule
end then sphgdoie games no,
side the conference. I don't
know about Rolling Meadows.
but the Schaumburg school

however:so, the immanent en-

will probably schedule some

enamel:tees of the new seem,

THE FIRST factor to he
considered in the case of such
ties would la the results of the
games between the two teams

-

added. because the Inter -Sub urban Assn., of which the

MSL is a member, is currently

studying she possibility of a
vast realignment.

n
the effoos of Sereven
Fume, Jim Smoker, Jim Tull
and Phil Philbin.

free rid ay of Mate, Koester,

West Suburban Team. which
comes front the strong Hinsdale swimming area. Nobody
knew which of the two teams
would win until the final tally
had been made, giving NWS

I

:58.1, Peterson in

in

1:12.2, MI the
00 free relay of Don Hanoi-

Porter. Dave Selmer! end
Aan,
rhart with a 1:45.5.
g

Behnke

1

PLACERS

Funk.

and

Midget

the SO backstroke. while Jam
ior Dave Seltnen took a silver
medal for his effort in the 200
IM.

Northwen swimmers manthird -place medals were

The Intermediate 200 med.

In

y relayart
lay of Schwing. Lan.

7831/2. The NWS swimmers to tom. Nschay and Philhin
lost no time in dumping their
arued it, gold medal with the
proud and happy coach Eliot
ecor Mbreaking
1:51.6:
in the pool.
Sc hwarting
wan
the
100
BESIDES THE District b ackstroke with a I:02.5 and
Nam trophy, NWS took home I he MO IM with a 2:14.0i Ns,
two Division trophies (Junior v hay won the 100 butterfly
and Intermediate), two second
place
plaque, (Cadet and

SECOND

the meet were Cadets TO..

the IW-up
runnere
was Tom Gran in

reast with

848 points to West Suburban's

50.71 and the 100 free 154.51:

ing

Midgets Thm Gran. Marty
Grisler, Dan Jump and Dave
Dodder! Preps Gary Takata,
Brad Busse, Gary Greenwald
and Greg Newcomer for the
201 free relay; Junior Dave
Sehnert

stroke:

the

in

11111

breast -

Intermediates

Jim

rid Phi.in took the 50 free. Smoker in the 500 free. Inc Midget), and one third place w in 2401. The 200 free relay no Farmer in the 100 free and

plaque (Prep). Northwest Suburban boys won gold medals in
eight individual events and

a !unfinished

first with a 1:416

Jim Tull in the 100 back.

seem individual and one relay,

and bronze in five individual
and three relays. Eight of the
10 relays and 17 individuals
art now qualified to go to the slate meet in Springfield April

arlington \ark towers
Chimigoh now suburban hotel
Euclid Avenue and Robin, g Mad

Mang. Heights Illinois.

PzIRTS

4.

There were four district
records .and six team records
broken by the NWS swim-

mers. For the Cadets, Gary
smmhed

25 -yard

a

hedaststrokc team record with

a 20.2; while for the Juniors.
the 200 medley relay of Ed
Fitzsimmons, Ross Peterson.
Oslo Purim and Jeff Arhart
brought home a 13/3.1 tem
mark. Junior hreaststroker
Peterson

set

a

1:12.2

nook for the team.
The Intermediate medley
relay also made history with e
team and district mirk of

for 200 yard,. Rick

were the swimmers. Schwa,
Mg also set an individual team

and district standard with his
2;14.0 in the 2001M. Nyehay
won the butterfly with a 59.7.
80191 enough for the district
MOW for 100 yards. Lemberg= went the 100 -yard breaststroke in 1,11.0, which is the
team, best so far.
BOYS WHO won 0 sst place
gold medals for NWS were Cadets Mark Funk in the 25 -yard
backstroke with a 17.7: Gary

t Suburban YMCA Boys Swim Team, coached by John plhal,

Obedience
trials open

The. Northwest Suburban

settle for the backseat in the
District I Finals by a mem 17
poin
West SuborMn
puntts. the crimpetition with
740 total points followed by
the NWS girl< compilation of
polled Mrd place
723. SP
honors with M177 points.

April 4-5 al Ihe International
Amphitheatre in Chicago will
feature among its many attrad
lions obedience trials for now
ice handler and dog as Well es
fob professional owners and
handlers.
Obedience trials have been a

he hlue ribbon In their class.

aid, and tried daily by every

.

LEE ANN DOEHLER of
the Prop Division claimed her

MIDGEEM

Somrn a,,

Grunwald, first
Irecordl: 50 -Free: Antonik.
lint (record :30.41:Grunwald.

second: arse, sevetissi
_IM:
a ne

record:On the 50 -free and 100 -

individual medley. Mon legged
the 2011-sai d Prep free relay

Suburban

and

2110 -Medley

Relay: Gran. Di Emu., Di

'

11111

12Ih; SO -Fly. .Antonik. lint
(record :33.61: Di Somme.
fifth; Cronin. I lth: 100 -Free:
Schrieber.
Larson. fourth,

eighth; 50-11wAstroke: Gran.
10...ond:

Di Somme, fourth:

Eilminumms. 11, .1. -.nth...,

Di Eronemea. first trecord
:40.01:Gufriek. seventh: Wm-

Baninger. Gabler. Mate. Ta-

Gabler. second: Fitzsimmons,

kat. fourth: 50 -Free: Dof-

Mk: 2001M: Takata. Mink

f. ninth; 200 -Free Relay:

ler, first Hmord :27.41; 100 IM: Dochler, first (record
I:12.01 Evans. third; Dalton.
12th:50-Illy: Mate. ninth:TOIth; 100 kala. Irllh. Zold,
Free: Allow fourth; Sipple.

Di Francs -ten, Larsen, Grum

weld. Amonik. lint Iford
2.101,

...MN ',di Medles Relay:

OMB

I

1111111____Alak

WHILE THE superb

III

Harvey with

ef-

tot

the

district crown.

Next on

fiers is Me state meet on April

eight meet records. Coach Ida

at George Williams College. They will he competing
with individials from 36

no

less

Gabler proudly admitted that

way girl in this difficult cum

New district records let by
the Midget Division sere
made hy the oficy relay team
who splashed in at 2:243 and
the free relay yoanet who
touched in 2:10.0.
Individual
records

were

rewritten by Cindy Antonik
the 50 -yard butterfly and the
50 -yard freestyle. Teammate

I

I

°minter, Fitzsimmons.

Mob, 12th; 100Free Relay:

Cronin, Gable, Deltomilvi
son second.

Haines ranks sixth after recent preliminary competition

vorsen. ninth: 50.Frce: Lao

held in New Orleans. La.

27-11= 'sli'MrTalcarn.
The Northwest Suburban YMCA Girls Swim teem finished second at the District
1 swimming championships et George Williams College Saturday. The girls broke
eight &Wet records en route to their fine showing.

SCORES FROM a final
round to he held April IS at
emphis, Tenn., will he added
W the preliminary mores to de-

termine Me limi

standings.

are

divided into five categories:

Novice A and BA d4 earning
his "bachelors degree of obeOpcn A
and

dience:

Heim of ISU, and Dennis
Harlin of Springfield.
Haines will enter two man
prior to the Alemphis
Hewitt he in he NCAA championships April 2.3 at Temple
University of Philadelphia,
and then will enter a meet me
Houston, Texas, April 10-11.

Ogilvie to honor
'sweet sixteen'
Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie
and Ras. Page, state superin-

petition in Basel, Switzerland,

tendent of public instruction,

,ance

limn

will honor the coaches end
captains of the top 16 Illinois

mowner or pet fancier. They

merely examinations in
fining which am basis for all
forms of dog training.

John Hoffman of Prairie State
College in Chicago; Gary
Smith of Southern Louisiana;

or World Cup Com-

athletes will ad.

FRgAr

lei-- _Alf

dghth; Cronin, ninth; 200.
IM: Gelder, third; Moto,
100 -Fly: Hale, seventh; 100 Free: Ivison. third: 100 -Rah:
third; 100-Breest:
Gabler,

Free" (Mister. 10th: 50 -Free:

in contention for a berth on the
United States World Cup
trampoline 'quad.

Wheeler. Mtn 25,1y: Flak

Larsen,
second.

Dalton, segued:

ler. Ivison.

Gabler. Takeo, third: 200

man from Arlington Heights.
°nail 12 remaining athkles

CADETS: 100 -Medley Re lay: Htdvorsen. Larsen. Mule.
ney. Takata third; fourth:
Duel. seventh; Takata. eighth:

Halvorsen.
Moloney, Wheeler.

INTERMEDIATES: 200 Malley Relay: Cronin, Gab200 -Free: Hale, ilia), SO Free: Dalton, first; Gelder.

Illinois Mao University
gs innint Terry Halms, a fresh-

MEEr RESULTS

Relay:

100-Fren

too -Boon

for WorWup team

YMCA's.

100 -Free

Baysinger.

11th,

fourth;
Takata, second.

Haines makes bid

fm the quali-

than

they shattered

50 -Back:

Hemphill,

Guile,

third: Allan, Munn Evans.
fifth: 50-Rmast: Gabler. second: Dalton, Mink Moto.
shah: 200 -Free Relay: Allen
Mohler, Evans. Dodder,
Ent t1:57.41.
JUNIORS: 200 -Medley Relay:

winner in the 50 -free. Both reforts of the entire team failed lay squads had to settle for
to retain their long standing place positions,

claim to

I

12th:

Kathy Dalton the only trophy

inn of American Kennel Club
Mews for about 25 years. The
Raining expressed in these
trials, however, is centuries

the 50 -yard breaststroke CO.
petition.

for first place diodes font
NWS still topped all of their time of 1:57.4.
The Intermedimes had thc
as
fur division
points with help from their hardest haul, against the lop fast-muving idgels who took notch competition of Wen

enter 2I, competitors into .1wslate
meet.

International Kennel
Club Dog Show, scheduled for

Ann Di Francesca felt her own

YMCA Girl laden had to mark with a new standard in

sm in 010 finals. the girls hill

The

winner of the District l Championships held Saturday at George WilliamsCollege.

Northwest girls land second; shatter 8 marks

petition did her very hest.
BOW on the times they have

Four Illinoisan. including

high same hasketball teams at

I laino, am among the top sev-

dm Champaign Country Club

en trampolinists remaining in
competition.
George Hunsicker of Michigan is leading, followed by
Wayne Miller of Louisiena

Thursday.

State: Dale Hardt, coach of
Proviso West

High School:

The governor will also at lead the semifinal. on Saturday afternoon and appear in
gtekvision interview during the
games.

0 -advancement ft. the 'Mas-

ten" equivalent: and Utility,

or the PHD" of dog obedience.

Novice and Opcn dumdum
didded into A and B, the diffcrence roughly that of comparing an amateur to a prof.soml.
The beginner enters novice
class., A if owned and shown

Call ot Stop

SIP rk in the breaststroke 'wilhx

oss Peterson. Eric Porter and

strong

the

by handler himself. and B if
AT. 11. SUN. MATINEE
FOR CHILDREN

ball.

I off ArMrt which won

Clint,

OBEDIENCE etasm

The Northwest Suburbs ONLY
Professional Theatre

mitred.

R

1:51.6

a,
Answer on Conde Page

hit still only partly been m

all the way with

John

Sdnvarting, Terry Leroberger,
Phil Nychay and Phil Philbin

25 good, 33 euellent

ri YOUR HORN'

'Phone: 253-5971'

R., Des Plaines

Der R.1
I feel you on go hack Iowa& I feel the ring is misplaced Pm

for month. Could this dam-

Editor:

the other division. The final
game will pit the two firstprase finishers agaimt each
other, the second -place finishera against each other, and so
on dawn the line,
Charles Feutz, Conant ath-

quito mud-

five of the 10 relays, silver in

Dear Mr, DeLouise:
My sou's diamond ring is missing. Was it lost, stolen or ohs.
placed? Will I go back to work?

HIDEAWORD

one game against each teem in

mainly". The only Jetsam
arose over We settlement of
lies In the stadines, and thin

and year, just as Hersey and
Glenbard North did..
The new setup, Feutz said.

Behnke in the 25 from, Ross
Mate in the 25 fiy, and the 100

Ross

capsules. Greco rays were used

A- The MN it probably

will have two games with 9.11311

their division will he nu mated
the higher ranking. Third and
fourth tie -breaking tnnsidnations, however. Invert,
tom defined as yet.

00 -yard medley relay team
lade up of Ed Eitnimmons.

Stark

vise?

was accepted

2

Will his behavior continue damn this wrong path, or change in
Me near future? I'm about ready to give up living.
Mrs. A., Arlington Heights
Dear MN. A,:
He will change foe One totem. It will seem that he's genIng
cause, but then oh of a sodden hell do better. Hokin needs lime
to grow up. Meanwhile, keep an eye on your health.

don't help. What do you

league schedule. Evers' team

from the Chicago area.
The NWS boys had to battle

the lest boy at home Las been more of a problem than I ever had.

iMh Eye drop and °kw..

MeritY competition In in el",

schools in Rolling Meadows
And SCbaumberg under construction.

winning over 19 other teams

aim 12, Pulls her

Being a gregarious people'

10405. Arlington Heights
Arlington Heights

some Mkers I feel you will give more thap you ever receive, but

pension of the league with new

most wins against teams in

clinched its third District I
title in a row Saturday at
George
Williams College,

Wekthm out Wm.. bet Ed.

Open to anyone in the Community

does not mean living like herds
end attle milling amond irt filth

at our new location,,:
THE COMMERCE BUILDING;

Continue helping people. They are sometimes thoughtless but
they need you as much as you need them. Some people are givers,

friends, but he Rif go oat on his own and seek them.

been eking LSD twice a week

patch of ground big enough to
grow a few weeds, especially
hose living in the large apark
meal buildings,

GRIFFITH
INSURANCE

Mrs. LW., 0enwwllk

h. so doing you will find gratification. I feel your con will find

high-strung or has an nagger-

We could all go buck to
being farmers, except mon
people couldn't even find a

health, too.

marry?

much milk should) owe

Sponsored By Harper College

nd pollution, not so unlike a
barnyard. We still need some
air to breathe and room to
stretch mit and even to be
alone once in a while. This it
necessary for
our, mental

am. Will we ever find a friend to see, visit and talk with and
partioderly my son - will he ever Bed friends and a nice girl to

How much iodine and low

leaving the job to the baby sinew Others have maids, and
most large families take care of

1

Dem Mrs. L.W.:

may cause death.

Q I have deep, ecru -colored

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I have been a very naive. faith1111 member of a church and
have done so much for everybody. Everyone came to me fork p:
but now that need them I find myself very much alone a
lonely. I not a widow with an adult son who is in the same bones!

undesirable side effects.

need a home.

hink having more children
will change this situation?

lumen

tive

mired but creams to !Orient

- I inn a hay, 15. I have

Calls column
`sour grapes'

to open next fall. And

able

pecially those of the remelt:c

ly related to seleroderma. The
cause is unknown. It cannot b

Phea As hese blotches flown'
clear, they leave a slight depression. The doctor prescribed
Synalar crmm and Vistaril

Reader supports control of population
Editor:
ins were that many Maden
nodded their heads in agreement with the letter from The
Taylors on March 2, Imagine
even suggesting that

LSD on the chromosomes, es-

A - This chronic dimes
(morpheo, not orphea/ fleet-

Q

A -Narcotic addiction is
quired, not inherited. An add
head In popular parlunce is a

R.E. Hutchinson. llt,Pnuldrul

Edina'

Nau.4.1,oninne nireono

C

A - Studies of Me dross of

A - No--nainelepsy.
Marshall Field 111

Page 4

test that would show the estent of the damge? Is the damage permanent?

their games, the one with tin

20 .2; end the 100 -yard medley
re lay of Russ Mate, Stark.
F unk
and
Scott Koester.
w hich won in 1:12.8.
Junior medalists wain the

coached by

DOCTOR SAYS

letie director and
of
the MST. said the 110/I plan

NWS boys swim to third district

lots of time to do them.

EVERYONE seemed

All baskothall teams will
continue to play a 14gante
leans M its own division and

herd North, Elk Grove, Forest
View and Prospect the South
Division. This is the same
alignment to be used in foot.

the brainchild of the Hague%
athletic directors and then ap-

You know that there are a
million things yet to do. Add

for something that no longer

be un insurance policy. Insurance policy for what./ You
turn around and she senses tu

proved by the principaLs. calls
for twolave-teem divisions

WILS.

guest some were reaching back

SOME PEOPLE say that
the smallest one is supposed to

With an eye toward the en,
nanding number of schools in

shown by a non -owning professional handler.
The basic competition in
novice classes consists of heel

for examination, heel free, recall, long
sit and long down. Scent disci' mination, directed jumpin
and signal exercises are ad...
on

Sash,

stand

to the competition_for thil.
honors

rfwinbrook YMCA men's
golf league considered
The

Twinbrook

YMCA

sponsoring the league. They

Men, Club has announced

desire to promote their own

Mare lie establishing a Men's
,011 I cacao for the 'coming

'membership, give area men an

Bill Karras, Mg Basswood,
Hoffman Estnes, is chairman
of the Y's Men's Golf League.
The league will begin in mid-

done] activity to the YMCA

Mav at

obtained from Karras at 329..1
4462, or the YMCA office. II 1:

u..

the

Golden

Acres

Country Club on Friday even
nine in 3 I p -m. Mk& let

opportunity for exercises and
recreation, and offer an midi Sustaining Members.

Further information may be 11

E. Schaumburg Rd., Schalim -

,
KARRAS SAID the
Men have sevaatpurposes

A greens fee of 32.50wolbe
Meanly outside cost to pude'.
pants,

it

''

P'r' 7

Tuesday Mtirch 17 1170
23 Employment Itgetuct Men

THE DAY

Tuesday March 17 1970
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Hersey Nigh School has a

nomad the honor roll

fiN

of

semester

fo

Stephen H ImAnh Mark

en Louis Dudzik Deborah I

Theo- on !ha sumer heror
roll are:

EDITH V Fabian Lauri
Filapureic Phdhp B Hiller.
Janis P. Furlong, Lynne M.

Chrisiopher Akin, Non ey
Altman, Debra Bandelow. ICe
ran Bierdeman. Bruce H. Blix ,

Nancy L. Bohnhoff
Kathleen
Borgardt, Rob en L. Boyett, Patricia A

ICredefeld. Veloric Kireman,
Kathryn A. Kuntz, Wendy;Ronne. A. Mass, Sheila M.

L Herzog. Robert D. Hill,

Loss, Martin N. Le Ethane,
Beth K. Liam°, Kristie Lee

Rochelle Hinrichs.

Ludford, Robert P. Mackey.

Brown, Bill E. Callahan, Ste-

Peggy I.. Clark, Vickie 0
Clark,

Marcia

B.

Clarke

Diem C. Decker, Homy A
Drench. Gregory Drmnski.

WILLIAM M. Dunne
John Durso, Nancy D. Epsky
Cheryl Fanturzi, Daniel T
T.
Fergus.

Jahn M. Fitzpatrick, Richard Fosselmen, John T. Frank
I in. Catherine Freismuth

..,

Debra A.

H. Juranek, Trudy Kasten.,
L.

ANNE

Guthrie.

GWEN HAMMERGREN ,

Reiland,
Catherine Reis, Donnie 3. Ro-

Reymo.

main, Timothy

Ronne, Ueda M. Scluivane,
Catherine Smiled!. Darrel. L

liam Hutton.

Shaw.

Susan M. Iglewski. Can.
erine R. Johns, Martin R.

Johnsm.

Ellen

Kernel,

K.

Clyde R. Kesel, Thomas D.
Klingner.

Diana M. Kamm, Mark
Lindstrom,

A.

Nancy

E.

Louis. Lindsay. L. McCall, S.

Bryan Mills. Natalie C. Mitchell.

ROBERT J. Moore. Mary

Moriarty, Dan T. Mac-

K.

demi, Kathy S. Mueller, Gary
R. Myers, Faith D. awry.
Steven Lee Owens, Barbara
E. Petersen, Pater N. Posliep-

ny. Richard Powell, MichaelRange.J.
Pribilski, Donna L. Range.
Ratner, Jeanette

Daniel

B. Reihl. Steven J. Rempala,
Robins°, Kathy

Christine

Ann RHoff. Michael A. Ryder.

Sailarski,
Kathryn T. Samaras. Ken W.
Scherpelz. LYnne E. Schwabe..

Kathryn C. Scott. Carol A.
Shackley.

Put K Shaughnessy, Craig
H. Slogren,Juliana L. Stewart,

Nancy Stottlentrc, Dave N.
&r ode, Shirley Strzelecki.
Mitchell Szymanski. Marie
1. Westphal, John S. Williams,
Sandra H. Zajac. Susan Ann

Zimmerman, Dehna A. Zukowski

CINDY INEZ Siegel. Da-

`Orgre, Lindsay
Trick, Terence J. Tar, MiA.

yid

Thad A. llif,

Pamela

A.

Walsh.

JUNIORS

S. Weinberg. Barbera J. Welch
Steven S. Wise, Linda S. Wratten, Catherine E. Yeller.

Robert M. Z.nleiski, lendTer J. Zeller, Kim V. &runewk.
FRESHMAN

James E Aaron', Debra

Maria Adams, Donna Rose
Andmws, James C. Andrick,
James Arthur Balek.
Susan M. Don
Bouvaris, Gail

L Bohnhat,
III.

W. Brake&

Katherine Brennan. Dam.
rah Sue Brown, Randolph L.
Ralph A. CerLson,
Deborah Chamberlain, Jetfrey D. Clayton.
Karen M. Cokash, Donna

Margaret A. Collins, Mary

A. Collins, Ruben A. Cox,
Melvin L. Cranmer, Natalie

Jean Crum, Gary C Cumming..

-Dianne L. Eklunk, Joy EL

Erick., Janice Lynn Erie Mary

son.

L Decker, lay David Damn.
bers, James B. Dobbs, Sondra
J. Dermal, Philip K. EWen.

NEAL RALPH Firth, Jud-

ith E Ereebus, Mary Beth
Funk, Roseann E. Gorecki.
John J. Hastings, Ellen Kay
James E. Holbrook, Debra
L. Hoye, Laura Mac Ignowski,
louse.

Corinne E. Rimier, John S.
ICmellis, Sarah B. Raul!.
Catherine Knapke, Thomas C.
Koenig Canie G. Lacher.
-

Coles.

A.

Goodman.

"Joanne C. Grum. David N.
Haney.

a. Helbling Nancy E. Henelcy. Susan C. Holman, Richert! L. Holbrook, Sandie Kay
Holland.
Patricia

PATRICIA M.

Lannoye,

P. Libman, Barbara
Lynn, Moniker Michels, Scott
A. Miesfildt, Cora -Lee Nagle.
Michele F. Newhouse, Mi-

Claudia

L. Heel.. Keith

B. Johnston. fames 'Uncivility... Dennis Joe L.scey, Ann E.
Langley. Cynthia H. Loh

Diane E Lloyd. Karen J.
Lounsbery, Nancy A. Morin,
Jeanne M. MeNasser, Len W.
Melvin 111, Kris Ann Miller.

GRETCHEN MITCHELL,
Barbara A. Mogge, Margaret

Petersen, Linda A. Place, Mark
E. Potter, Karen S. Purcell.

Gayle B. Raterman, Debra

chael W. Reschke, Elisabeth
Ryder, Sunnite J. Sanditind.
MARIE B. Schiflhaaer. Edwird F. Seifert. Leonard Alan
Shaw, lean M. Sidliano.

Diana Caroline Sim. Jill M.
Springston.

Scott D. Sucher, Victor T.
Tancbc, Laura Ann Timmins,
D enise K. Turley.

Christine R. Wallis, Debra
K. Willow, Denise L. WOW.
km, Donald Arthur Wm.

JUNIOR HONOR ROLL

NetweRuer, Gail M. New
man. John Edward O'Connor,
Richard L. Ohle.

Noel C Ottery, Marilynn J.
Pennbi,
Arian
Pregame,
Thomas C. Psiharis, James B.
Quadc, Esther 1, Ratner.
Victoria E. Reser, Diane M.

Rundgren, John A. Scheme!,
Judith A. Scherpely.

SENIORS

Judith E Allen, Thomaa J.
Anderson, Debra M. Arnold,
Barbara C Aschoff, Susan M.
Rentable

Lawrence S. Birkerno. Law

re= C. Brandeis, Terri lee
B rown, Kathy T. Cahn. John

M. Gribben, Caryn M. Carlson.De

borah L. Carlson, Jeanne

MARSHA K. Schnirring,
Scott E Schubert, Ann Marie
&Minh, John J. Sienicki.
Zandra Sledge, Martha Su-

B. Corm, Paul J. Clara Craig
A. Cooper. Dodd A. Covelli,
Douglas 1. Dean.

san Smith. Russell Jay Steele.

DONNA M. Deli, Roch-

Kane M. Steigelman, Mary

elle C. Dernerio. Pamela A.
Denntann, Robert S. Ehret,
Clifford A. Emory, Scott A.

Sutton.

Barbara 1. Tomck, DeboTortorice, Barbara L
Wander, Carol A. Wilthoff.
rah

SOPHOMORES

Danita M. Adana, Kim D.
Alexander.

Valerie

J. .A.

thews. Lynn Amman, Linda
Ayers, Crystal A. Baffle.
Michelle M. Behm, Ted K.
Bierdeman,

Diane

,

Frank 1. Collis., Iffithicen
M.

Conlon,

Susan

Carol Ann Finney, Steven

Carol

Corm, Deborah J. Day, Rob-

Egenneier,

Sb, Eirich, Debra M. Fis.
cher, Lorry A. Fischer, Terry
J. Fisher, Lawrence R. Fredric, Jim M. Gelds,

Linda A. Schulze, Spring C.
&Mink. Harry O. Sharp, Karen
J. Sheerer, Cathy E. Skomek,
Amy J. Salwik.

PAUL V. GALLAGHER.
William Ceske, Glen E. Gast,

Karen Ann Green, Debbie

Craig Arthur Swan, Gary

R. Swanson, Holly L. Swan-

Lee Vine, Nancy H. ,m9bRki
Frances L Watson.

Mary H. Weaver, Wayne

ia/.
lamesu11,

JUNIORS
Kathleen Anderson, Dawn
M. Minima, Cheryl Anne Arnica. W. Paul Ayers, Frank A.
Barnard, David E. Bays,
Gail A. Becker, Candace L
Bost, Charles A. Brcheim, Pe-

Miller, Linda S. Mohr, Barbare M. Nelson, Laura L.
Neumann, Linda E Norman,

KEITH R. PINMINSLY,
Caryn M. Renkin, Thomas

ter P. Cassidy, Ann V. Ceder bled, Gary E. Ccntrich,
Sac E, Cochran, Cynthia M.

Richter, William L. Robinson,
Jean

F.

Schreiner,
Nancy

Connelly, Cynthia Jean
Delamarian,

VICKI KAY Dino, Mary
Dorman
Dodgen, John
Robert E. Evans, Stephanie
A. Parkas, Diane 1. Fredericks, Robert King Rum,
M.

TERRI J. Hayward. EdHembd, Steven D.
Hickey, Debra Lynn Horan,
Katy M. Jaskula, Michael

Mark M.

Kaull, Christopher Kelsey, Jell
Edith Kerr, Linda S. Kessler.
Nancy L. Kleinsorge, Ste -

yen A. Koch, Cherriz C. Kolben, Thomas N. Krakowiek,

Luste k , Cruelin Mienschei, Slaves N. Mama,
Morrison,
Michael C. Muse, Frances
Natalie, Joseph M. Newman,
John P. Oldenburg, Claudia J.
Olson, James a Osten.

SHELLY B. Pagenkopf,
Matthew J. Penman, Shirley

She

Pfrank.

Lomtte

M.

Lynn

IL
Pahhepny, Karen L Potter,
Cynthia A. Punch.
Jacqueline Pusateri, race
A. Radke, Patricia Hirai,
David Ricci°, Jahn Charles
Robins, Kathleen Ann Rogers.
CHRISTINE

Sabelfeldr,

Rodney Q. Southard, Darlene L. Spry, Ann -Toni Steiger, Randy E. Steiner, Chas.
Steinocher,0(athy L. Stewart.
Beth A. Sutherland, Keith
E. Szarabejka, Julie A. Tacchi,
Michael 1. Taylor, Roberta D.
Taylor, Jeffrey S. Te Sella.

CNBILVL ANN

L Wenzel, Richard

Jack R. Effinger, ?midis
A. Emest, Roberta L. Finch,
Dennis Fitzpatrick, Robert R.

conferem.
spom
soled by Me U. of I. DiaLsion
of University Extension in coThe

Karen T, Freismuth, Law-

WINNE.. WINDOW CLEANING

Wahlquist
& Andersen

Walks

Fr. 0sPnws.

RECEIVING

Need a young mon to
ossin shipping, receiv-

la

b

MAINTENANCE

r-

SALES TRAINEES -SMOG

and

lax an d

Gouwens,

forming their official duties.
Acting as prosecuting attorney was Steve Briody, 608 W.

Kenneth

H. Hahn, Geoffrey H. Halliday, 'Bruce 0. Hammergren,
Douglas H. Haney, Amy
Frances Hard.

DIANE C. HAWKINS,
Brent

Helmisch, Jeff Warren Hickey, Walter H. Hinrichs, Kathleen M. Hofer,
Cindy R. Hook, Judy Ann
Horwitz, Cheri M. Howe,
Gregory D. Jacobs, Kenneth
R. Jacob., Patricia Jacoby,

ine fficient

Thom., Arlington

in

vsa Lao 5,.

lifersanals

ENTERTAINMENT

Year round indoor
heated Olympic pool
Poolside sunning

Rolling Meadows, pr.ident of ' I®

R. [fastens, Barbara A. Ken -

0

apleg Ion

no, inlde.

5 meals. Good
,lam Aerie 15. MO,

Various
t

II

1

ry

defies,
E.

benefits.

f' g

CALL -C. Step honson

601-4340

Full regy re's.°
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;
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SHOIL

Remedy The Lincoln Ledge)
Dixon, Illinois
Write or phone
(813) 284-3351 for brochure
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o TESTER INSPECTOR
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owe,' H eod

Call Tom Mannard at 724-6100
or stop by
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°ter=

SIGNODE CORP.
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824-1155, Ext. 105

ORIMRS NOW FOR

SPRING SPRAYING
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Ramona

3.2
KENNUD11.1/..ZA.RSON

Mang, wall washing. po

begin.

UNIVERSAL
10Mu33...erpd
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Modernising

flats

McKAY TREE SERVICE
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Store
fronts

ement

machinery,
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.
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ON Hee

Drapery Repairs
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D
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1.6
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SINCE

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY {urn

39r300
INTERIOR SHUTTERS

Income TOE

HOUSES RAISED

Excellent hinge benefits.
New sheet metal fabricating plant in Des

CUTTER GENDERS

Phone 2554077
DOSSMAKING-NEMMING 6

Yon& 359,075,.

heal. Various shills both tell ilrn and Part nine 6.1morm B

06112..16,16 se 627-0111

She Kone Service will be interviewing app.. for ONE DAY
ONLY.
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Hours: A.M. to 2 P.M.

ILLINOIS STATE EMPLOYMENT Ma
Rnd Floor
601 Lee Sere.

' Window Shades

Dressmaking -Sewing

in
6

SECURITY GUARDS

...eery Call CL 3-486S Pees
pecl Heahre UpFolstew AB3 6
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DRESSMAKING ,113Ify[110.

electrical
general Wieling

GEAR S. TOOL
CORPORATION

is looking for
NOUN SUBURBAN AREA

COSiOm uniomitarnme peck
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E.V. Construction, Inc
General, Cop

rton

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

itRepo
C

OIL PRODUCTS

formed Oprorruni, Employer

CIISTOMUPHOLSTERY

"nnf-71%"".
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Ochres

Glenview

Slane,

255-1910

Solo leenurd.../

g43 N.

3700 W. lake Ave.
(Just west of Glenview Navel Air

43558280

OH Ped
oemm.sOdnas.

Core., Openings

os. 512 W. NW Hwy.°. 5 ea.

11255a an.

.1

Porch

Additions

unity for real advancement.

a GRINDERS
o JR. DRAFTSMAN
a LAYOUT DRAFTSMAN
MACHINISTS
a JANITOR
(2nd Shift)

Remodeling end Repairs

evolwanatekermnsmen.

n1=1"itt.'"
12;:ni..7; "
Hellm29.3901Blares

Machine
Operator
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31

Tree FPI...

ony

4.0u

ski

FINE INTERIOR PAiNTING

CAM MOOD

coder.

FREE ESTIMAIES

DECORATING

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES. INC.
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qual employment opportunity.

spo,

DIMS TELE SERVICE

e

GROOMING

Duplicating

s

n'Ir I roPln

Tr. ed.ce11429.5526

Widlp

eat and modern working conditions

0

ye

PP
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Tailoring

Tile

".'"'"0-1071r
bring,

'155-2570

TECHNICIAN

Definirely the leader M ate field.

RUSSELL

IS.
op.

Grear wages and benefits.

12-4264851

0313

dII

INCOME TAX

'FgPOLL'EP;g1?IL FOR

ELECTRONIC

.0 W. Maple Ave

IONLY FROMM, ELECTIC!.
brim Pork Rd.
Wood Dale III 6D191
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COMPUTERIZED
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elle...re: Dud direct
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Experience required

nteresting jobs with friendly people.

OPATTNO

!CRUMP DECORATING

FEDERAL & STATE

Sp ecial winter disc.,.

MAINTENANCE

tau a long comer verb Signode.
(414)652.3558

PENNWALT CORP.

backers

T

Free colones,

1301 Armitage

2175, Arlington Heights geed

Ilya., are inurroMed In

30% Winter Discount

Income rat Service

3.6437

Garage*

Chicago Display

-4

itemise Frldcw and Solurduy

ra.!:2nCATIONS, MC.

service 0004,,

Upholstery

maintennne,

6, .4.

new' officers training manual
and attend the monthly north- -1-`
itost area officers council 0
mandno regnlarly.

.

R.N. haw eight lodging

The mock defendants were

suspended with

KIRK STEVEN KALLAS,
Andrew F. Karig., Miraboh

Pidlog.

/

tem mnaa, double

pg.., Nor. .
bark

masters.

Mary F. Jester, Cheryl L. Jo-

,

Sauna

Arlington Heights Toast-

provision
that the officers read the club's

$ rl;

Doming

Brookmead,

a

From

nt g All -Ag

LOANING, RESIDENTIAL AND

R ea Ito rs--Own an

ACCOUNTANT

essary.

LESS THAN 2 HOURS FROM CHICAGO el NIGHTLY

Mils, Deborah E. Jannotta,
hanson. Susan Johnson,

liffersonals

WEEKEND RELAXATION

Heights,

p

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

Porch Repairs

849-4700

E

found guilty on two of eight `1. MI
counts. Their sentenc. were 03 CD

Sandra L. Jahnke, Mary IC,

goners .2 92.0

.re Additions.

Excellent opportenity for
the right person. Twelve
NoNS of accounting ne.

Csr)

Judge for the trial was Harry
3506

Des maim.

per-

for the clubs. Acting as the

small

Toe

437.9214

Free estimates

COMMERCIAt FREE ESTEMATE3

Recreallon Reams

CALL

BUSINESS MESS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE
-

who hew wAlOte to to and

SWOP PUMP

F0EWS CLOTHING: sun

omen Renaming

RON NEW

298-2770

too, mm,. re a.m. of Mil career map.

You well aloes on maple

ROLND L JOHNSON

ARL NTS DAY CARECENTER

by
Waltman Const. Co.

Norrhwest
Work

290.1071

La Salle Personnel
w

Toastmasters. The role of defense attorney was played by
Kenneth Bjorkguist, 1584 Perry, Des Plaines, area governor

Grader,

...

SPENCER 8 SONS

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

GUTTER MEN

00

badness

David K. Goeslin, Kay Ellen

L.

;:tal7"

=v);

Send .nd writ. letter or resume eulkong e{aci current
salary. educalionol Neel end equipment and PrefewlemiT

P9P's OPRPP.IP. r10';

39241891

adft,W="

Dog Service

MECHANICS andlor
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department Tor a

full year al m, experience
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I
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SILL
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SERVICE

ex.
t at
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NORTHWEST SUBURBS

1.011a,

Need

Dancing Schools
Supplies

Do you how Industrial
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a

mock trial . an effort to furspeaking
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HELP
23-Frnployment IlgenciesMen

planning abilities of its mem-

No
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SHEET METAL

part of a world-wide Toast-

ing,

gonp

253-6600

0

PROGRAMMER

ph. work

"rre'RPPS7PIPUVerOrgl*

M. p se

E

2ND SHIFT

wanes., end

Child Care

PARKER
117S

DES PLAINES

1155 OAKTON ST.
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.
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Seniority...seed fee Rehire
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EXTENSION
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SAILS ogre SERVICE

01.5256

ORISON REMODEL.

N

156 ASSO
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NW Hwy

S

red eedods

ramrmaa

LaSALLE

Sump Pump
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to; phrs.

ROOMS

suburban Toastmasters Clubs,

ther the -club's objectives; "to
improve the listening. think-

"Hot Water Heating"

rag

NAM NOW FOR SPRING

$4.00 Hr.. -1:0.T.

lao

weeesonaword system

PAINTIANGS DTCORATING

296-5586

WITH OR WITHOUT
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

SALESMEN

200-$250 WKLY.

IHAP S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

slcloitiPac=g=7:ra
Siwk FORM MOO

Paid Pension Plan

SALES

EDUCATIONAL

DirmerrelsermeM ins.

nled

Apply

A.M. ROUTES

43,0,23

Painting & Deematino

KANZLER BROTHERS

work. Excellent future far
individual.
Des Plainssies location.

PLANT

312-426.4851

Storm Windows

Heating

e

d

DRIVERS
Earn Extra -Cosh
Paid -Training

ARLINGTON HT& 111..

BAN...SONS

392-9351
24 Hr, Phone

ing and stock room. Must

Other studies will include a
of Mediterranean
archaeology, oral Latin, dis-

mastrs organization. held

Mum

Carpenters,.

3040 S. Busse Rd.

30 DAY FREE TRIAL

Shipa

Slaba

400 w. Maple Ave.

School Bus, Inc.

TIMONE HEARINGA105

RAINIER OR FIX it MAN

ALLEN CONCRETE

SCHOOL BUS

2:30-5 p.m.

Sign Painting

Home Maintenance

CAR US NW

Frei

Cook County
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DES PLAINES B 0

MUNDELEIN

II

111-Motercycles ad Scooters
E

"°'

Atior5VU'

CALL 36250204
362-0204

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments
PIM

g

ellicencnAcA

Nu shed

koM

Hy,

ns.

e

iol

Your

COURT 6 SWIMMING POOL.

"

027-2907

Ouol Opportunity Emploll

f enced in backyard 2
gm. 142,900 2961.128

PROSPECT lTindllake/
ue

W. Re so

ilrgaVOTUNCH

PAID VACATION Isr YEAR

REALTOR

OPENINGS

EXCEUE
J

10

15

DES PLAINES

ay

baths. paneled foy

INSURANCE

sosirsiBuZATI
PLAN

PROST

SHARING

:'0,1,=

.=.42,40,f

IP

sionraill

office in down
5PG 22V-52i3i

'CrnT.1;1:115°.°Cr30°5.28"6"'"""

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

et inveMments?

Cantu& FINn Today

More Than 340

I Mock north of Higgins
aw

cmnazu

9.6519er 359.6764

Westgate Apts.

20I

q

Pl

Will Help You

COMPUTER

MLS

253-.0
63
U0 N. West
Westgate,

Prospect

86-RealEstate-Houses
Wheeling 3 IONA 2 bash, ram.
welk

$1495

1952 VOLKSWAGEN 6NGINE
1100
250-4964

1'65 Chevy Impala d dr. hdip.
,Sho,1895. 358-1751

043 power gEde, power

$1895
1965 OLDSMOBILE

doer, °Mali, pow.
sleming

Ires 1100.=r,toll

DICK WICKSTROM

SMohle Homes
Pe, 2 lackm. Does nor hav
"mhe'moved. No Entr. fee. Whee

M. Hoey. 3590214

Many

actual

1961 VW - runs gmd, excellent

ing.14200.7268194

onditioning. Swim
Pool! Convenient- to She

power

r

air
Ar slrr,

cm.

11000

STATION WAGON

Salespeople

MULTIPLE LLSTING
HAL MALL 1500128

132 -Wanted In Rent

glide,

steering,

1968 CHEVELLE
'6°Y1Ii 97:6 Pt '503.,/rt 5643.

CALL 439-8020

On, t.°P

power
miles.

5/00.5.61.2517

me gringo

1967 IMPALA
2
door hardtop,

0-8,

mortgage money?

ing, schools. 6250

1

1964 Chew 2 door hordtop
Go. condilion 1650 537.2694

o o new home,

TRANSFERRED?

80 To Rent Of foe Space

20r1"t. ILL°

NU OTHERS

WOBBLES.

610 sq.

3,;

7't:';,7,;,1".7,

REIMBURSEMENT

0,,,

045.7T-)

polio over

1408 or wken ds1er,

P.ENSION
PLA

Wan gorden

preferred. S19s. Call week daye

SECRETARIES
-TYPISTS
STENO ALARM,

I

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

Call brAppolrarbent
3E84840
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

4.\°I

can salve your

HOWARD SPROAT 6 CO

II

Believing

best

...After 5 P.M. 394.5124

NNE viavE
h'Icl C

Seeing Is

r.LO'7,7172'.1iusen".
poicolly mend. 11425 or

'A?ItrAb°0and... °Paa'2"Crh
mo.956.0962.

Des Pie e

DICK WICKSTROM
TEIE BOSS

112-Autornolgles For Sale

Professional

pt TGIP

14 -To Rent Apartments
PAIATINDIROlLING MEADOWS

t't

Pit,

6 leose Mgr CIS -6175

t1,(01--/
Apply Monday -Friday, 8 AM - 3 PM

eel

'717'ZInr"or'rP;6763

lob.

Openings Exist Fon

wIth
qo

VegdOduo:°"Zdc:

°"0"Orlit,Tiel:Z

incl to N. e6*,

,=.1,7:,:...='6--°'

* ARE YOU THE TOP NOTCH

SHEET METAL

lola

Greenleor Insure 263.1 won

21'.

1960 Ford

Inteniews

A

h

c';71.71=.1=nr.

SOLDERERS

'29""`"'301115-"'"

'

Wung Dacror wahloo Mach To

Gron Villocrr

C''er

-.07p

11-Apts.antl Rooms to Share

&

STENO WE SEEK?

doctor's receittion.

A. Moorolo needs orn

=joins,

Con*Calors

ASK FOR KEN
094 0130

47 Rome Furnishings Furniture

cob wound the wed,.11u Vsnar ran. soar Yea

WIRERS

stoning amir
Nen. naia

AFFILIATED
BOOK
DISTRIBUTORS

MANAGER

So odd young... In. hoppj, ranks el gels DID eyed
yery finreloyOn

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

.0 ragging

II22::070T'

selephane aseralar Is
now more rowan:Dip Man over before.

benefits.

outine.

LADY PARKER

1st and 2nd SHIFT

.

ea

"

IL". ve. "L

think well sq. that keine

Far
Day or Evening

MOTOROLA

. TOWERS HOTEL

make out pet case hie

eiamen1 and robes

.

Id. SIM 8

o job Ehet oflere plenly of

695-3440

no

k

:tex7Stbs

3 P3

01,

°hors oniMier

CALL N OW!

YOU

1.751P"cll

p 1,a9.5.0

Residential-

,.10'.= =0:oduilionweire
Iz0=.7,1=1,ze,
Dipedap.1

PER HOUR

MT. PROSPECT

oeT:.132.4.9478

Real Estate

.

flittait

5 Raises ist fear

come first at

Apply .n Perse ra.'

ARLINGTON PARK

c cRf.ee

110 polm trees. 8270992

just had a

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

While Collar Girls

AKC

x.""'
256 09133

We've

MRS. DUNNE

ROY ROGERS RESTAURANT

pp

'r'n!PAC'

or 6250

$2.25
RANDHURST "Illibb

t

SI

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Will Train You

Ask for Mr. Mel or Apply in Person

1165 Elmhuat Rd.

G

ITT

START

No expeience.necessolv
ME:Blade haurs II AM. to 2 P.M.
Pleasant wof Whit condition, no weekends

VETERINARIAN

lover with Ise
an an
typing skills. Answer

Den

397 2525

HELP

o Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

dwae increases to

$135 WEEK -FREE
-y for
Eiciting
pp

Mug -Have Own Transplirtation

S1Zy

Brush.up
Local or loop

ROY ROGERS NEEDS YOU!

CAFETERIA
FOOD SERVER

TRAINEE -$540

12500 259-9095
58 -Musical Instruments

'"-

25 G12.4°11°9

ac ma

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

COME IN AND REGISTER

CALL 439-9907 FOR INTERVIEW

'010

Coll 537-7100 or apply

Flo Fee
Top Rains

.Publishing House

1969 No06 SS 366 CI DM H.P.

IN YOUR AREA

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

HOUSEWIVES

Ee'et7."Dt Haim,

Wheeling, Illinois

WHY NOT

WHITE COLLAR GIRL

BILLER TYPIST

Lo Sulle Personnel -

48 -Sporting Goals

GIRLS

N La Salk (ot the Kowa)/ entrance)

Methodist

IN 0000 CONDITION

Ilinteresrelbolumcaroolnoccall
Personnel Office - 297-5322s

-116

IThdebrand
ORPORATION S

$5751

515.CALL 297-619B

We Have Immediate Openings For Both Experienced Or Non -Experienced

14.B,

Temporary 2013 Nom

$550 MONTH

ERIGGAIRE ELECTRIC 5200E

722 Center Street
27 -Help Irlantednen & Women

394-0765

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE CORP

AND ADD TO

439-7620

Des Plaines Day

for the following categories.

GIRLS JOIN THE REBELLION

RECEPTION

824-2175

Cabinet Wirers

OPTIMATION!??!

your home.
S. Terms available

h

M2 Rand Rd ArOpron Nis

5930 N. Lincoln

770

Closing out stuck
2. Heavy duly cOrpeting
3. Free installalion

117 S. Main Street

Cooks -,Waitresses

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

APPERRIIKOHNfeDEPT

940

in Wheeling Rood

40% - 60% OFF

Prospect Day

PRODUCTS INC

CAD

YOUR BUDGET

STIB-27i0

plow

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Wm. A. 'Dub id.Co.

CLEAN MODERN

FACTORY

Zec -491.1

CARPETING

75

pp6p

217 5. ArlingMnISts. Rd.

.130

EKCO

euktondleg
boon
pogrom Including sow of

-

Gal

Girl.e Friday -e

WORK IN OUR

Saler, in xt. of

966-10M

9

4.See large samples in
F En

M

H

Arlington Day

537-1109 Mr. last

AS ens...

claw

1920 COO iNluvong *ark. h

GOLDEN EAGLE

UP 8-7300

Gallery Business
SHOWROOM

WOMEN.

Mr.

Open

wks Will hold

Ines AKC.Shois

positions

mow

CASH
FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

Northwest Day
AND

IIPtr::ZLsmho,tt.

1031106rood

I

extremely attractive.

PRINTING CO.

life Miurance. 3745 hour.

YACHT

MEN

TYPIST

General' office 'work.
Free hospholi.tion and

253 6600

LEARN ART

RECEPTIONIST -

-

me

SALARY PLUS BONUS

917Mein Street, Evdnslan

find

RIPICE, 392 25766(894 7350.

1.1'

ACTIVITIES
DIRECTOR

Good starling salaries, excellent fringe benefits
and a congenial work atmosphere makes these

Mr. Hill or Miss Porter

439-7603

. Apply in Person of Main Office

you

cad imagine.
ou'llYver
ne

r

a

old. 392-3249

635,

telAR/EN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING

*"rCONIf

CALL FOR IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION

ar

ft

10

ROUND KING SIZE BEDSPREAD
MATCHING PILLOWS. WILE SAC-

cycGpodia

53,900 cloy 5

squired.

CLERK
TYPIST

d'

g

Wheeling

d.

;°O.:Ul°10Ody re'60nrna 737.705.
r

44 -Dogs, Pets 3, Equipment

One year of secretarial experience, goad typing
and shorlband skills and a high school education

255-7500

METROPOLITAN

TELLER TRAINEE

$525 MONTH

Excellent Starting Rates
Pleasant Working Conditions
Many Company Benefits
Steady Work
APPLY

686-7740

Wolf

411

trB78!°3°58:(757."""1

214Ielp Wanted Men & Women -

SEC RETARYS

SPIEGEL CATALOG
ORDER STORE

TYPISTS

dig 45o, studio

IN WORKING OR REPAIRABLE
CONDITION CT 3 1927

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

Al least 6 months of keypunch experience an Oar
and OW equipment.

.

Loke Offic. Plena. Dan an,
C

cOMMIANSPOr

Experience helpful but
not necessary

Eye., Appailitments

-

AV

ist and 3rd shift

827.8154

12.

call 854-4652
5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.

ACROSS. THE elEol FROM ms MILWAUKEE RD WESTERN

COME -AND MEET ALL THE KELLY GIRLS

PUBLIC

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS'

Many iop employ_

42 -Wanted To Buy

sets 5135:

sx

USED BASE CITIZENS BAND SET.

high school educalien required.

1-11.113q.
666.3.143

March 17, From q to 7
at emir Des Plaines Office

MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO

Same office experience, lig, Typing skins and a

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

',files Youro o aunt rotrich's DayPARTY

-402 o coon

ARLINGTON MOTEL,

EARN MORE 010% NIGHT SHIFT

MANAGER

GENERAL JEEBCE

KELLY GIRL

537-6900
Mr. James Levy

aptitude and a high school education required.

299-1111

MACHINE OPERATORS,'

ADVANCE

nindonol ememiol fa,

14,

'els 190, king

Vs" 1"

'aa'8061°53087405 "°-

One year of payroll experience or 2 years of
general 'accounting background, a good figure

CREDIT

bar girls...MI good typing

"

woos

LL CLERKS

YR

259.7000

SECY $625

MOLD
REPAIRMEN

WINTER COAT ay

SALES 1.11'1

Acr No

0 Ono

THEY'RE GREAT!

aIHrsd

OperatorProet1

P

TRY A NEW JOB AT

1;11Itt I YP1S II;

1;50[°i'. 2:0°40°1780 60,"'

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE

Pickwick Building Park Ridge, III.

Fuclid and Rte 53

1

anew end tables, 3275 or ob

'Ube

rr

9 alt

ea2 Ford Go avie., yrs P/4.

go

827.55413

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

TOWERS HOTEL

National Bank

Mstrabe

An Pon, Opportunity Employer

ARLINGTON PARK

P B. 8150.

Randhanr.

level

1

S

IS'aCInnkr "

-

Elk Grove ViINge

AUTOMATIC SCREW

1,39

ANTIQUES
H

au

ass

IraV;heu Edam

732

Arts art Antiques

59'3 -

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

For Interview Call

dows 6 .m65.392.5416

can

50 watt

OUT

DAY ADS SERVE YOU!

FOR FIGURES?

""'"'"-1C70,,,

?'''41=""°dPf7o0.a5eg55e

!II"""1"cl""p"cl"v"2°59

n0=7;=° ma are

299-4446

QC

Arlington He

GENERAL OFFICE

sph

SINO. C. 34.8,

avocado upholstered [ham

DRIrInESTAUFLIANT

Arlington Park Race Trace

"

I

REAL ESTATE SALES

394-3950

lose An rn He

w.

67.

ry,Mt.P.392-3424

cI ildren 2'0 3 days wk. In my

Double bed, good cold.. 130

15.

wee,
2al?358.4.13°0

LADIES WANTED

s*

hirl ...... clammy
GIRLS. 'MOVE UP'

I

per

hours

12

112-Automthiles For Sale

I41 -Horn furnishings-Borba

Mr

Dor, 298-2050

We went o Doek

CALL 724-9533

827-1186
Day or Evening

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

TELEDYNE
FREDERICK POST

d

g
.

for day shift. Coll

Sol. March 210.

ME

known ammo,

ly

working

wanted

Pre school childrb, 5 day wk.,

EXP. WAITRESS

con be smoke,

D. REYNOLDS

.

1327.75S9

CL 3-2444

siDer

Baby

VIcInlly Orchard Ploce School:
f 85

week.

.1 de 52.50

CALL

Apply in Person

Strong salary

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK

JEWEL HOME
SHOPPING SERVICE

A

UNUSUAL position with notional:

STENO-SECT'Y

Page 9

0 -Miscellaneous 0011105011

31 -Rummage& Garage Sale

21 -Delp Wanted -Men 8, Women

ITanicion or igur

Ctour
on
Soton.W111 tr.in. Must be
BABY SITTER DAYS.

Ow,

I.,

'

16-lielp Heeled Women

C 11255.9595

Till, 141.11

DOCTOR'S

ixs

Fara.,

:PERMANENT POSITION
EXCELLENT EARNINGS

"VirOVII=1=1°Irr

164Ielp Mental Women

COOK

SECRETARY
'

Tuesday, March IT, 1970
261Ielp Wanted lifter'

Coll

437.0420

0'4,0 RATAURPEll

$609 MONTH

Home 88192
Melo 04ame1Women

MANY FRINGE BENEFITS

RECEPTION

26 Help

261Ielp Wanted Women

'TO WAN1EO'

51eadv on'd'rji"

ma

No experience necessary. Day and night shim
63.04 per hour to stool. 53.17 pm hour after 120

1501 Nicholas Blvd

WAITRESSES

.Chicago Motor

WAREHOUSEMEN

26 Help Wanted Women

Day Want Ads
Get Results

WILITRA1N

GOODYEAR TIRE 8 RUBBER CO.

-2111511Vranted Niemen

26-11ehi Wanted Women

schools

-66m6537-lilt.

r Call Any MAP
'Multiple listing Member

For Personal Service

new. Completely furnished 6 on

move. $5500.541.2664.2 no un
seer co11657-1699

'68 Ehavelle Malibu Coupe. 327
.stick. Duckett. Esc. send. 01650
or best olhAft. 5 PAL 391-5121

555 Irving Park Road

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

K

rt

Vie

Page 10

,

-

SHORT RIBS
fir*

Tuesday, March 17, 1970

,6:00

wNY SO I-IAPPY?

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

2
5
7

"Th

iDID HE SAY
0' HOOPI.E I
I WONDER IF

THEY'RE TOOTISHT

MA! NOW YOU'VE EVEN rSOTTEN
TOO LAZY TO TAKE OFF YOUR /NH
DEW-SHIRTAND SHORTS,EHT ITS
A WONDER YOU DIDN'T PUT ',OUR
PAJAMAS ON OVER ALL
YOUR CLOTHES.,

THAT WA7-1.111-1 MEAN.

GOOD GOSH, I AIN'T
THAT LAZY.'

Debbie Reynolds

5

YAS, LADS, IT WAS AN

-

ANCESTOR OF MINE --

1,

Mike Douglas

9
Show

PADDY WAS ANY
RELATION TO THE
gisQL. VON 1-100PLE
HE WAS TELL -IN'
THEM ABOUT AT
THE GERMAN CLUB

YOUNG PADDY O'HOOPLE-:WHO PICKED 'THE FIRST
SHAMROCK FOR. THE GOOD
ST. PATRICK HIMSELF! THAT'S
HOW THE LAD GOT HIS
NICKNAME
HIS REAL.

G u est s include
Anne Blyth, Gig
Young and Billy
Sheppard and Judi.
Jordan.

LAST WEEK!

NAME WAS AMOS;

News
News
News

11 Italian

sazdigefq LANI

and uses an automat-.

of the News

Show

is love machine to

Debbie must retrieve a part of, the
Thompson's income
tax records in order
to maintain peace in
the family.
9 Star Trek
of
11 University
Chicago Roundtable
Part 2, discussion
of the trends of the

32

snag a husband.
9 Alfred
Hitchcock Presents

mooners

Pan-

26 Goya Theater of

32 The Monsters

the Week

6:15
Psychology.
26 Spanish Sports

"My Heart in the

6:25

Editorial
26 Quiz
2

2

01400PLE
MOVED AROUND
1-0Tv-

___ _-

_-.@

LTHE FiRsr MEAL

I CAN'T WAIT

WELL,

TO TRY IT,
LORI !

HOW DO YOU

IN OUR NEW HOME.

'

I

LIKE IT,

.,.

Oliff)

LANCE 5

-,-ii:\.1(----(i:.

Davis.
5 Julia
Part

and J.J.
Arkansas

-

RECIPE 1300K !

0,,,c.-°

Vai tii

e

Actress

4

o

WIFE

32 Of

A film trip to the

Bob
26
Sports

HMM1 I THOUGHT
TH' CLUCK MIGHT

T GIVE YA A RAISE;

6:55

WORKIN' HARDER

THAN EVER;

7!PNS ART

iM PINE!

0

20): Your plans to take advantage of an exceptionally good

risks

partner. Van Johnson and Piper Laurie.

Chicago Show

en down a ravine.

5

12:30
Everyman

Perry Mason
32 News

9

News

7

For Blacks Only
Movie

1:00

9:25

Paul Harvey

32

9

"The Luck of the

Comments

Irish."

or Con-

11 French Chef
Julia Child pre-

rone Power's con-

pares "Hot Turkey
Ballattine. '

War.

Show

Leprechaun

Cecil Kellaway becomes reporter Ty-

9:30

20 TV College
literAmerican
ature from the Civil

science.

20 TV High School

26 Curley

1:30
7

Reflections

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

11 Ski School

9

Five Minutes to

26 A Black's View

Live By

Movie

5

"Did You Hear

2

the One About the

5

Traveli n g Sales-

7
9

lady?" Phyllis Diller
is a traveling saleslady who sells pianos

7:00

opportunity for cementing a

Midnight Report

5
7

his

Barrix

32 Debbie Drake

20 The American
Community College
26 Famous Artists;
Famous Writers

JOB, BUT HE'S

ARIES (March 22 - April

hits movie big-time
with talented dog for

1:50

8:00

LAY DOWN ON TH'

-BUG, SYS

9:00

60 Minutes
'
Marcus Welby,
M.D.
A hemopheliac

has

7:40

Philbin

"Kelly and Me."

9

sequences

Seaquarium
features the white
porpoise.

6:45

SORRY, SYLVESTER, BUSINESS
JUST AIN'T GOOD ENOUGH

astrology

32 Truth

12:00

Movie

2

as-

Miami

BUGS BUNNY.

FOR WEDNESDAY

and

Seas

..1111111

Your
Horoscope

Lands

c

11:35
Paintings;

Gov.

presents

life to rescue a companion who has fall-

amuse but to kill, are
examined.

26 Today's Racing

pearance as himself

teen-ager

power not only to

ried.

))

32 100

2
7

tors who maintain
that

ler makes a guest up-

Unsuccessful hoofer

trologers, their craft,
the addicts and doc-

Mod Squad

Gov.

kansas razorback.

11 Adventure

planning to get mar-

i

t

.

We,.

-----..

Brennan.

11:30

32 News Final

Drinkwater with a
s i x -w e e k -old Ar-

er Davis and Walter

Gloria Foster is
guest as a blind girl

/ KICKING

Li' VII5V.91._
77411'ro
N.

.

,

friend arouses Jeannie's jealousy.

rren O'Hara.
32 TheBaron

T h e Governor

and

young gambler and
his search for the
owner of a mysterious fortune. Rog-

strong-willed Mau-

Winthrop Rockefel-

Western
footloose

a

of
Tony's former girl-

7

/i-N- 0 0
o

about

Some British

,,-.

t0A

Country."

and tames

8:30
2

"The Young

I Dream of

John Wayne returns
to native Ireland,
wins over townsfolk,

Fess

to be discovered.
7 Movie

Jeannie
T h e arrival

HAVE BEEN A
TYPOGRRFW/CAL
ERROR IN MY

.I

L."--4

tage.
5

I THINK THERE MUST

32 Big Valley

Social science.

comes to Hollywood

Lancer in a dangerous position when
he is mistaken for his
brother and held hos-

1M SO THRILLED LANCE

17

An outlaw's

"The Quiet Man."

20 TV College

tured as Sara Devine,
Julia's cousin who

jealousy puts Scott

LANCELOT

1t

6:30
Lancer

Dick Caveft

American boxer

8:25

are

Tonight Show

Show
9 Movie

Ortega
Pan -Am Show

Diana Sands is fea-

V/

5
7

26 Victor

Larker and Mac
1.

Show

Saroan, play,

Skelton

Guests

Mery2 Griffin

The
Highlands."
world preiniere of
Jock Beeson's new
opera based on the

7:30
2
Red
Show.

11 TV college

10:30

11 NET Festival

modern theater.

orama

The Honey-

10:00
News
News
News
News

1:55

3:30

personal relationship may be
delayed. Exert charm.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
Make sure your plans

1

21):

agree with another's or there
will be complications arising
by afternoon. Time is of the essence.

EEK & MEEK

:1

MORTY MEEKLE

21): Little should distract you
from your primary goal today.

IM MAKING P.

A backlog of chores lies in wait

MR. WORT LE.

BIG HIT WITH

for the Gemini who fails to

4 -NM WE'VE STILL.

ITS WIN_
IXSOLATIOIJ

WHAT'S THE 616

DEAL PeOUT CoDIUG
TO THE M001.) ?

GEMINI (May 22 - June

our

FLEA.ITY OF CeSOLATIONJ

DOVALI MRS WE;WULFF

UP 'THERE-

\\..........USEED YST !

I DON'T 'THINK

rM

TOO POPULAR

WITH WINTHROP,
THOUGH.

move ahead.

at

We a NiI
r

.44..........1111

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): Where you have pre

...'

viously failed, you should now
succeed, especially as you've
had plenty of time for preparation of materials.

,

la

_

...4.41..T.K U.Vn 1.tAtol

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

1

A ..._

iC.......

.

,,,,

....V.4111

44

.__

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

You can see the present project

completed today if you are
careful to gather all loose ends
during morning hours.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

c ma M NG.

TM. Imt. ui Pe.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Olio

Sept.

23): Don't underestimate the
opposition: it may well have
the same sources of informa-

THE BORN LOSER

with
the han
4 Military cap
5 Cavalry
mounts '
6 Brazilian
wallaba
7
Stretched tight
(Poet)
8 Ceremony
14 Portrait
9 Cake froster 26 Parasitic
statue
10 Musical
arachnids
15 Jump
quality
2TFollowers
16 Wife of Aegis.
ACROSS
1 AUtomobile
-adjunct.
5 Chapeau
8 Cosmic Order
12 Shield bearing
13 Unclose

tion you have-and use them
well.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Don't be too certain that another has finally capitulated to
your will. It may be a period of
rest before another battle.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
Keep busy: turn your

22):

mind away from your own
problems of the moment. A
good time to reverse another's
sorrow ---or at least to try to.

11 Social insects
19 Highways
(ab.)
18 Malayan
21 Three times
ungulates
(comb. form)
20 Cubic meters
22 Hinder from 23 Symbol for

17 Canvas

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 22): Commendation
which you richly deserve may
well be forthcoming this afternoon. Receive all honors mod-

shelter

Dec.

estly.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Don't accept false

CAPTAIN EASY
THAT'5 THE GETAWAY CAR, ALALLRIGHT.AND

PLENTY 0' LIGHTS SHOWN' IN THE HOUSE:
LLA PIPE'S PROWLY IN THERE RIGHT NOW!

testimony merely because it
agrees with your suspicions.

BETTER' KEEP

GOING, EASY) IF
THEY HEAR A CAR
STOP, THEY MAY
TAKE ALARM)

WE'LL. DRIVE

AROUND THE .
BLOCK AND'
APPROACH
FROM THE

REAR)

You could well be wrong and
should look into it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Leave a large margin for
error where planning today's

I, N4 4 1M. a.. VA

CONGEAL
cone
canoe

clog
cane
clan

cage
clean

clang
coal

"'le

lone
lean

lace

long
lane
lance
loan
loge
glen
glean
gale
gone

goal.
glance

along
ales
ageo
elan
ogle
once
ocean

HOPE YOOVB GOTA QUICK CONVINCER:

action_

tellurium

24 Long outer
garment
28 Blockhead
33 Leave out

24 Kind of wine
25 Turkish

foodstuff
36 Rivulet
37 Lock °flair
39 Delicate skill
42 Rent
44 Straggles
48 Sluggish

W

51 Band of

players

.;CAMPUS CLATTER
Yang GOT io

angel
angle
alone
acne

IF MOE CROOKS TURN PEEVISH, I

34 Operatic solo
35 Asian

schedule is concerned. Mistakes can easily occur-but can be
rectified.

Answers to
Hideaword

3 Apple

GET WITH IT, BIMOI-OUR.

'FREE; NON -ESTABLISHMENT 'UNIVERSITY'
IS WHERE IT'S Al; ODOCATIONWISE.:

FORMAL EDUCATION
JUST ISN'T RELEVANT,

BASIC
READING),

58 Sect eagle

TODAY' LIKE WE'RE
STRESSING THE

THREE R'81

54 Beverage
56 Apple center
57 Pseudonym of
Charles Lamb

AND
AITHMATIC,

3

dignitary
1

3

trees

49 High cards
50 Gift of

charity
51 Mystery writ's

er Gardner

52 Close by
55 Before

44 Meat 4

5

6

8

7

12

13

14,

5

16

17-

a a

8

9

10

20

28 witii,

AJW16111
3

IIIIIIMI

59 Feminine

kiliril 41

,

r:

appellation

60 Marries
61 Crimson
62 Soothsayer
DOWN
1 Sudden jerk
2 Scope

2

29 Challenge
30 Flower
31 Lubricates
32 Story
38 Crafty
39 Musical note
40 Body of land
41 Born
43 Natural fat

vegetable dish
45 Distant
(comb. form)
46 Incursion
47 Candlenut

53

64

51

55

"

55
.,7,;

Ft

56
'61

.

52

347

\

ree vaccine

ew measles plans: immunization in May
-By. Jan Bone

...A group of doctors' and

"BUT YOU

mipes' associations working,
in conjunction with Northviist Community Hospital can d -t31 e d .commitments for
MOO doses of German
measles vaccine Tuesday and

Chotiner told The Day, "that
when we cancel our order, we
lose the commitment for the

daided to support a county

immunization

Oa immunization neogram.
However, the northwest
suburban group will plan, the
mass immunization program
gel' the four townships of
Viji
ng, Elk 'Grove,
Seltaumburg and Palatine "on
out: own," according to Burton Chotiner, assistant admin.
iiilijitor of Northwest Commu
OW Hospital.

?'We'll do our own recruit nurses and doctors,"
Gltptiiner said, "and we'll set

'

1972-

Present at Tuesday's meeting were Richard Shirley, proj-

be predicted.
If a woman in her first three
months of pregnancy gets rubella, there is an extremely
good chance that her baby will
be born with defects. It may be

ect co-ordinator for the

sky,

hard of hearing, deaf, blind,

receive 250,000 to 300,000

plan proposed by the north-

tendent of Prospect Heights

west suburban group and tentatively approved by most
grade school boards, vaccine
would have cost $2 a dose (to
cover costs), and only school
children in grades Kindergarten -5 would have been immu-

representing
schools and
the 10 -local -district superintendents' association; Mrs.
Gretchen Burgess, president
of the Northwest Nurse's

have sight defects, congenital
heart defects, or be multiple handicapped.
If pre-school and younger -

doses of vaccine for suburban
Cook County. The vaccine is
now in California, they said,
and they expect it to be here in
time for the May immunization program.

schoolers May 23 and 24, also
using local public elementary

realize,"

Tuesday's meeting called by
Dr. John B. Hall, medical director for Cook County Department of Public Health,

schools

--Making the vaccine available at no cost.

vaccine."

were Cho Cher, Edward GibdDistrict 23 superin-

UNDER THE previous

Many details on the mass
program still
must be worked out, despite a
two-hour meeting Tuesday of
county and public health officials, attended by representatives of the northwest suburban group.
New plans include: .

pring, 1970 and

-though its exact date cannot

their individual tioards for approval.
Among those attending

-Planning a weekend immunization program for pre-

up our own schedules tor immunization in our area.

-IMMUNIZING as many
children as possible between

nized.

one year old and third grade
-Using peal public elementary schools to immunize
school -children (both public,
private and parochial) during
the week of May 18-22

Next step: Chotiner will appear before the local superintendents' association Friday'
and explain the new plans. Pre-

Roundtable, a group of 14

nurses' clubs; and. Dr. A. Y.
DeRamos, chief of pediatrics
at Northwest
Hospital.

will then take the plans back to

cannot carry the disease home
to pregnant mothers.

Community
and

-both because there is a shortage of available vaccine and

Chotiner said that a German
measles (rubella) epidemic is
expected some time between

sumably the superintendents

nized, the theory goes, they

OLDER SCHOOL -age
children are not going to be
immunized under the plan-

DERAMOS

DR.

school -age children are immu-

Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low upper 20s. Tomorrow:
Considerable
cloudiness,

Il-

linois Public Health Department, and James. Donahue,
also from the state.

Both men told the group

said.

Both Mrs. Burgess of the
' 'northwest nurses' group and

Grodsky of the

that they had a commitment to

"The boards won't go for

it," said Grodsky, citing costs
as a factor.
of the
Representatives
northwdt suburban group
plan to attend an April 7 meeting with county public health
officials, tc) continue planning
details of immunization, and
to work together with various
community groups on the rubella program.

THE STATE will provide it
Department at no cost, according to Shirley.
The state -supplied vaccine

can only be administered by
using an immunication gun.

There are 65 of these guns

of puberty.

available for use in the county

superinten

dents' group had questions on
possible liability.
DR. HALL suggested busing parochial children to public schools for immunization.

to the Cook County Health

because of possible medical
risks to children near the age

ProOett

WEATHER

program, and special training
sessions for doctors and nurses, to teach them how to use
the guns will be set up, Hall

CIP

Telephone

2554400

little change in temperature.
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mith carries all NW townships

15'

1111

ovember ballot

Sen. Ralph Smith carried every'
township in the northwest suburbs
yesterday over his challenger, William
Rentschler, in the Republican primary.

Collectively Maine, Elk Grove,
Wheeling, Palatine and Schaumburg

These are the Republican and Democratic candidates who will, as a result of yesterday's prim run for federal, state and county offices on.
Nov. 3.
For. United States Senator
-

Townships gave Smith 13,662

.

:Xdlai E. Stevenson III -D

Ralph T. Smith -R

was: Smith, 3,444; Rentschler, 2,633;

58.1.

In Wheeling Township the vote

For State Senator (3d Senatorial District)
Paul A. Shanyfelt-D
John A. Graham -R

With its own candidates,
Rep. David.). Regner and Carl
R. Hansen of Mount Prospect,

4.

For Representative in the General Assembly

leading the way, Elk Grove

(three to be elected)
Eug enia S. Chapman -D
David J. Regner-R

Township Republicans cast 58

per cent of their 4,151 votes
for Sen. Ralph Smith.
The Smith -Rentschler con-

Eugene F. Schlickman-R

-

For Assessor of. Cook County
Benjamin S. Adainowski-R
P.a. Cullerton-D

_

For Treasurer of Cook Connty
James E. Peterson -R
Werniml,J,Korzen-D
t

For County Clerk of Cook County
Robert O. Atcher-R

,

*ward J. Barrett -D

At the moment of victory! Rep. Edward A. Warman of Skokie at the moment his primary
victory was posted Tuesday night on the big board at the Democratic headquarters in Skokie.
Warman defeated Curtis MacDougall of Evanston for the right to run Nov. 3 for Congress in the
13th District against incumbent, Philip Crane (R -Northbrook). The 13th indudes the northwest
suburbs from Des Plaines to Palatine. (Photo by Michey Birger)

Some Wheeling twp. GOP
voters were refused ballot
By Richard Crabb
Some registered Republican
voters in Wheeling Township

..!

were denied the right to vote in
For Sheriff of Cook County
yesterday's primary. There
Bernard
Carey=12
tiiehard J. Elrod -D
were no reports of properly

registered Democrats being re-

-

Trgr Superintendent of Educational Service Region fused ballots.
The reason: The names of
of Cook County
some Republican voters, some
Robert P. Hanralian-R of whom had voted in a conWilliam Vernon -D

-4'

f9r. Members of the Board of Appeals of Cook
County (vote for two)
Peter P. Piotrowicz-R
:Gorge M. Keane -D
Florence Dunbar -R
!!turry H. Semrow-D
.

I.(AIJ

President of the Board of County Commis simmers of Cook County
Joseph I. Woods -R
rge W. Dunne -D

'County ComMissi9ners of Cook County out'

side:the city of Chicago (vote for five)
William N. Ericson -R
Hilliaird-D
Floyd T. Fulle-R
clip
Charles
F. Chaplin -R
L. Norman -D
Charles J. GruPP, Jr.4
014-D

percentage,

Sen. Smith was endorsed by each of
urbs.

In the November general election,
Sen. Smith will be opposed by Adlai
Stevenson, Democratic candidate
who was without opposition in Tuesday's primary.

Elk Grove Township GOP
gives Smith 58% of votes

T,For Representative in Congress (13th District)
Philip M. Crane -R
Edward A. Warman -D

Louis A. Watson -R

Smith

the townships in the northwest sub-

For Superintendent of Public Instruction
Ray Page -R
Michael J. Bakalis-D

JOhn W. Rogers -D

295;

In Maine Township the vote was:
Smith; 5,00"; Rentschler, 3,541; majority 1,460; Smith percentage, 58.4.

For State Treasurer
;Alan J. Dixon -D
Edmund J. Kucharski -R

For Trustees of the Metropolitan Sanitary District
of Greater Chicago (vote for three)
Theodore A. Allen -R
Valentine Janicki-D
Harvey Schwartz -R
James C. Kirle-D

was: Smith, 1,161; Rentschler, 866;
majority,
57.2.

was: Smith, 2,345; Rentschler, 1,693;
majority, 652; Smith percentage,

Gerald J. Mannix-D

Smith, 1,711; Rentschler, 1,420; majority, 291; Smith percentage, 54.6.
The vote in Schaumburg Township

10,353.

to

In Elk Grove Township the vote

;

majority, 810; Smith percentage,
56.6.
In Palatine Township the vote was:

gressional election as recently
as Nov. 25, had been deleteci
from the official polling sheets
and binders prepared by the of ,v flee of the Cook County clerk.
"Our experience yesterday
makes it evident that we must
make a change in the office of
the county clerk; said Wheels``

Republican
ing
Committeeman Richard A.
Cowen early Wednesday.

(Clerk Edward J. Barrett has a
home in California).

who voted in four elections in
1969 whose cards were missing from the binder and who
were not permitted to vote after they had come to the same

expect that it will be better so
long as the county clek's office is .under Barrett's man.:
ager," said Cowen.
COWEN WAS optimistic
about electing Republicans to
Cook County offices this fall.
This county clerk's office has

ToWnship

frontation for the right to oppose Democrat Adlai Stevenson for the U. S. Senate in November was the only contest
for Republicans in Elk Grove
Township Tuesday.

presidency of the Cook Coun-

ty Board of Commissioners,
received 3,508. Third place
went to Committeeman Hansen with 3,457.
Rep. Regner also received a

high total of votes in the Elk
Grove Township GOP primary. Under the cumulative voting plan under which each voter cast three votes for two candidates, Regner received 6,595
votes to 4,172 for Rep. Eugene
F. Schlickman.

The final tally stood at
2,345 votes for Smith and
1,693 for Rentschler, with

REGNER AND Schlickman will be opposed in the
Nov. 3 election by Rep. Eu-

Smith carrying the township

genia Chapman (D -Arlington
Heights) and Gerald J. Man nix, Democrat of Palatine.
Three of the four will be elected to the 77th Illinois General

by 652 votes.

REP. PHILIP Crane received more votes than any
other GOP candidate with a
total of 3,598-only 53 fewer

Assembly.

The Elk Grove Township
Republican primary attracted
ing in the township primary. a relative low 15.3 per cent of
Joseph I. Woods, running for the registered voters. It was
votes than the total people vot-

lack of contests that accounted
for the small turnout. In 1964

when the township had only
two-thirds as much population
as today, the primary attracted

nearly 6,500 Republicans to
the polls.
.

That year Charles Percy,

the present U. S. senator, and
William Stott, present Illinois
attorney general,. opposed
each other for the right to run
for governor.

Gripe
Of The

,(,

Day
To have a "Born Loser"
cartoon be all too true.
B.S.

zotw..m.mwsvmmzgeemauseau

"This is not a new devel"THERE WERE people. opment. There is no reason to

polling place at which they
voted as recently as Nov. 25."
reported Cowen.

"The polling sheets coming
from the county clerk's office
were hopelessly mixed up. The
errors appeared to be the result
of gross mismanagement. Iterhaps it comes about as a result
of County Clerk Barrett being
away from the office so often.
rt
v's '14.1PAM,:

not been managed by a Republican since 1910. Robert
(Continued on page 2)

Meetings
Tonight'
Mount Prospect Plan
Commission study meet-

SIMON

ing, Village Hall; 8'p.m.

SUBURB\

Mount Prospect Public
Works Cominittee; Village
Hall; 8 pan:
Municipal',
Northwest
Conference, Buffalo Grove
Municipal Building, 50
Raupp Blvd.; 8 p.m.

SAYS 2\
Does Jackie remember May and December?

JONI* VVoods-R ' inallitialliffingeMMENIMMINSININSUP1
4*

James Stamm (left), former commitieemin, cOhgrandates James McCabe of Arlington Heights
Tuesday night after McCabe had been declared the winner, in the contest fOr Wheeling Township
Democratic committeeman. Donald Nornian (center), also of Arlington Heights, was nominated
without opposition for Cook County commissioner on the Democratic ticket. (Photo by LeRoy

Mayas)

'

Teichert urges opposition
to O'Har e expansion

THE DAY
Wednesday, March 18, 1974

Page 2

District 57-oks $4,150 for
remodeling at Gregory School
jest will include: installation

THIS PROPOSAL was met

The District 57 School
B o a r al approved an en-

the school administrators and

clatsroom and a smaller spa-

adequate.

dal -use area.

Superintendent Eric Sahl- berg said that
that the library is
size classnow in a

IN HIS PLAN

on the

The final .decision on the
B onen classroom was made
Monday night after several

He said that the boundary
At a preHous meeting the change would draw approxi-

board approved a full -day kindergarten program for Grego-

ry School to be initiated neat

ing Busse to Fairview and II both 83 would be the bound-

yestigation by board members
and the administration staff

the books or expansion of the

fall.

any.

m which does not provide

All students west of Illinois
ternatives the board approved group is expected to overage 83 =add go to Fairview and
along with providing the
the Superintendent's recom- 26 pupils.
needed space at Busse would
mendation to convert the two
IN. OTHER action the eliminate the problem of
classrooms and allow the li- brary Sr be moved to the larger board voted to begin prelim, young children having to cross
.ry planning for expansion of Illinois 83, Sahlberg said.
area.
THE REMODELING pro- the libraries at Fairview, Lions
HE ADDED that because
Park and Busse schools and to

After examining

et the school.

Another location that was
under consideration for a kindergarten room is themrrent
which
multi -purpose
gnated for
was previously desiroom
an expanded library spa..

the

al-

two half -day elusions and each

.

Some Dist. 59 candidates
to tell platforms to PTA

the 72 students range from the

mates and specificaion, for

grade six and Fairvie[v has approximately 3 sections for
each grade only 2 to 3 stl,ntss,

the

the proposed remodeling.

lack Rog,I3,oard
made
,c,"ac,'°,, Thaa10-c:un,,,,°n.,nalc,r

Others are March 26 at
Lively Junior High in Elk

at 345 W. Walnut St., D.

p.m.

Plaines.

The final ca undated night,should
facilities
which will be sponsored by theolTrti'hgo2so_
School -Community Counc il,
Sahlberg said that the three

Grove Village and March 31

,,,,Tri fa,,,,,, ha g;;;;,-,'.

rov,d po, G,,7,,y-

at Dempster Junior High in
Mount Prospect. Both are at 8

Even though the closing
date for filing board petitions
is Friday March 20, some of
the candidates have been inriled to appear. At least four

'rant

Grove Township

al

2900 S.

Arlington Heights Rd. at 8
p.m.

have accepted.

District 59 has four "ofdcial.' candidat.' nights wad.

Holm. Junior High 1900 W.

that he

currently in bad need of

room for book shelves and tobles.

April 11.
District 59 high schools in

,g, would ,,. i....

in 4 of 5 townships
of 4

DeMOCTatiC COMMitteeMit.

approving furthe

with

rand 01,750

To be served Thursday in
Arlington, Prospect, Wheelum, Forestpor,, View

rid Hem, high schools in

vol. cast.
In Maine Township, Nichto. Blase of Nil. was elected

in four of five townships in the
nordnvest suburbs won reelation Tuesday.
The exception came in Palatine Township where inn chat Peter Gerling lost to

hallenger. Richard Mu-

pllian, also of Palming Mumilieu won by 44 votes In a
IOW of IA90 votes cast.
.

committ.rnan, defeating his
opponent, James Hilliard of

wiener in a bun. Vegetable

Morton Grove.
In Elk Grove Township
Committee Chester Chesney

ad (one choice): fruit Mice.

(one choice): hot potato salad,
sauerkraut, buttered corn. Salsalad,

lettuce wedge,
diced
cherry,

of Mount Prospect was elected

molded:

to a third term as Democratic

peaches, orange sunset. Cineinnati coffee bread and butter, milk.
Available dessert. pine -

'Chesney
committeeman.
polled 604 votes, second in the

maraca James McCabe Of Elk Grove Township Demoaver mac prinierP Daly fa Mai
Arlington Heights
Herman Koeneman, al. of Stevenson who polled 632

vol..

"In Bob Atcher and Joe

(Cdttrintod front Voter i 1
burg. Is rho Republican candiate for Cook Count clerk,
running against Barretty In the

Nov. ]election.
1

Obituaries 1
Wilber L. Melvin

Wilber Leslie Melvin, 73,
formerly of Mount Prospect,
died Feb. 12 in Winter Park,

Woods the Republicans hake
two highly effective cam-

paigner," said Cow.. "We
have strongs .candidates gene,

ally, but we are going to have
to work hard to maM sone of
them better known to the voters.

RANGE

was
contractor
and reala estate sales-

known."
In the Wheeling Township
GOP primary, Sen. Smith won

man in the Chi.go arca fof

over William H. Rentschler

many years.
Survivors are his wife, Mac

3,444 to 2,633 in the only open

DISH
WASHERS!!

lice.; 217 S. Arlingion Sloighlt
Rd...Arlington ttoighlo

tuvo grandchildren and fig sisbos. Tess Godown of Canton,

ed to a full term . GOP comMitteeman, received as many

66261

K ansas, Alta Bogle of Chi=go, Dorothy Townsend of

as

loom

4,973 votes, the total
recorded by Sheriff Joseph

Beryl

Woods who will run in the No-

amber election for the oresi-

Orange, Calif

dency of the Cook County

Ow of

mall mn, Duo o
far w months

$17888

71IME
4-

295.SQ. IN.

Mg area and "to provide shopping facilities for Buffalo
Grovel rapidly expanding
population."

0498"

COLOR TV

Rors
og.$20P5S

A SPOKESMAN for Kenroy aaid that the la= volume
of four of the stores which

$45976

.

$ 19988

opened1 Monday 0111 Outdid
the projected quota."

One of the stores that will
open tomorrow, Wood N'
Cloth, featuring home accessories, has moved from its

AND MORE!
stunner fist for $609.9.5

in

ESTINGHOUSEREERIGERATOR

$2688$

$99.95

Old Town, the Near North

HAMILTON AUTOMATIC WASHER $89.951

psny's new Elm Farm Family
Center will feature a bakery.

...r.e. $15,95

GE DELUX WASHER $22288
3 cycle, mini wash

dormant oil.

delicatessen,

HOOVER

'

FLOOR
SCRUBBER

&POLISHER
Model 5140

$1888

KLEHM NURSERY

noURS.
noth, aro

56guillayto

MOTOROLA SOLID STATE

MOTOROLA

Plenty of FREE parking.

drug

ing Rd., Mount Prospect, He
has been a college adminis-

299-4422

trator in the Chicago area for
the past In

.,LYING CARPET MOTOR INN
6461 N. Manolreim Rood Des Ploineo 111.

project will also include

note in the bid fora possible
changeover in the heating sr,

FASHION FLOOR

Fine All Wool

tem to an all electric system.

THE ARCHITECTS fee,
per cent of the project con, is
approximately 95,985 of the

T. four additional clam.

Fashion Coats

District Supt. Winston
wood said that although only
two of the classrooms will be
needed next fall, the mhoolls
enrollment projections show

thin all four should be oat.

Just In Time for Easter!

pied by 1971.

High fashion moo= for

.

Regularly
$4000!

for 22 years, Dr. George Kap.

at popular prices."

men and boys more then 14
old will be sold by Alan
B. Ltd.
Foreman Liquors promises
name brands at popular prices
and will specialize in imported
and domestic wines.
-

Barton Stull Realty has 28
full -limo salesmen, each aleing 4 car equipped with a twoway Indio. Barton has opened
five offices ia six gars,

A LICENSED optometrist

low moved his services from
Chicago's North Side. His =vivas include vision analysis,
contact lenses an

Missy Sizes 8 to

fashion eye

Rama = Feminine

bash-

ions has 25 years experience in

womenh ready to war fashions.
In

the

professional wine,

Dr. Dennis Lind end Doctors
Ernest R. and Roger C. Gillis,
all dentists, have opened af-

flux

Grand opening is slated for
April 23.

WEEKEND RELAXATION
LESS THAN 2 HOURS FROM CHICAGO NIGHTLY
ENTERTAINMENT

...mood indc oo r
pont

Poolside sunning

fro.

$ 17

Dancing

Scums

IPi intion, double
mato balm

Nearby...46S fishing....
bock

PitlIng. gaming from

OLC

i.

toad. Fdav ood
ass
and sword.,
olg66 lodging

5 molls. mend

(formerly The Lincoln Waal

Ms, Minois
Write or phone
181E1284.3351 for bmohore

$399

Urbs far the past 12 yeas,
Magic Touch Cleaners Will

"haute de coiffure"

NOW! You can have a beautiful new Spring and Easter coat
at special savings! Choose from a great selection of the newest

Serving the NorthWegl sub-

Black Bowler

open its fifth plant.

Ice cream lovers will welcome Baskin -Robbins 31 FlaWeS.

aoluelies
-HOME APPLIANCES
THESE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE

From The

supplies,

wigs and fastseri,. in led

SCOTT FAMILY
1000 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL

PH:

CL 5.0700

Sudpogi30.15130

Algonquin (10.1.2)4Arlington Ho. Rd.

SNOWING
-!0

He will .sume his duties on
a full-time basis on May I after
he completes his contract with
Loop College. The Board,

prescription service and chat*
emhing privileges in a "quaint
New Orleans" atmosphere.
The Beauty Parlour, direct
finer the North Shore, offar4
boutique, complete line of

8 -TRANSISTOR
RADIO

(2 blocks west of Euclid)

ethers.

ASK FOR RICHARD DANI

Side and Evanston.

RADIO $995

peach bosh cod and cert

Arkes 1101MKONEIg116£3

66.0*".1461t0Aletgl

mutely $8,300. The architect

rooms are expected to be ready
for use by next fall.

struments, has spread out from

1.516 , wand., 3 speed,

ORTHO
mealy

Donohue, father of two
children, lime at 934 Wheel-

812.00

And

001111111141111SMOPPAMS1(66rtigiMemA00=

NATIONAL TEA Com-

WHIRPOOL AUTOMATIC WASHER

getting

33 at $100 per day.

$26.en'

(import O
Barrel
any Merslawsa Ogee
aass=sendn

Des

orcord store with a complete
line of records, stereo equip ment and some musical in-

HOOVER 6 LB. WASHERETT

.Gel :thesele,pe4sdewh

'

to College Presideut William
Koehnline fora period of eight
do, between today and April

818.00
$18.00

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

was allocated for site work
which includes the re-routing
tho
d on asphalt driveway
school. Installation of an addl.
tional fire hydrant loaf Mi.

original location
Plaines to offer furniture sales
m well as decorating advice.
One Octave Higher, .

PLUS

for spraying trees & shrubs

million snail was

Buffalo Grove and surround-

twin spetikeis - new vista

are right

with

a
professional office
wing and parking for 500R,ea.

stores,

MOTOROLA 23" 295 Sq. IN.

=1:,:lard===fr'''

,?/7

% shopping center ho 16

Oiled WaltrutCabinet.. 600S...599.6S

Second ego rootage god 0'

and the

of $21,500 per year.

B.ewrs

Donohue to act as a consultant

dustrial area.

total estimate.

present
extension of
heating facilities for upprosi-

soda= of Palatine said It
advertising for bids on the

ZENITH

(23" COLOR TV

ANDcWA;FTE'gm'"'"'.
The

nohue to dean of student personnel services of the commhnity college. for the academie
year of 1970-1971 at a salary

Ladle! Wool ton.=

however also voted to allow

directed over the Centex in-

mte of $20 per square foot.
In the total estimate, $8,890

ma= at $1,000.

-The architect from Berger,
Kelley, Unteen. Scams & As-

Lincolnwood, to Mat the
fronting needs of consomme in

...me disposer.

Soas

A bid opening date was let
for lid 5 p.m. April 21 during a
regular board meeting. at the
administratitn building. 1800
E. Kensington, Mount Pros-

11/2

GE MOBIL MAID

capper.

Lee,

Dundee Roads, the 70,000.sq.-

$15888

$19988

OM,

60016.

S.

developed by Konmy, Inc.,

KITCHEN AID PORTABLE

weal o Moro

Oldireld and Lutie Surber of

'"'"
"'P.
cool down.

with permanent pram

elude the construction of four
classrooms for an estimated
161.00d -The architect said
that the building portion is approximately 4,081 square foot
and his estimate is based on

for Indian
209

The northwest suburbs first
all
neighborhood enclosed
will open tomorrow in Buffalo
Gwae
Located at the intersection
of Arlington Heigho and

WHIRLPOOL ELECTRIC DRYER

veelwmMah

Unopposed candidates,
eluding Cowen who was clea-

and

Mar

The Niles -Maine Community College Dist. 535 Board
last night named John P. Do-

Enclosed mall will open
tomorrow in Buffalo Grove

$12888

2 tycle-3 temp.

PROSSKS

da a daughter, Mrs. David
Lemon of Mount Prospect)

Riverside, Calif.,

QUANTITIES

."% AVAILABLE

GE ELECTRIC DRYER

c^ ntest.
in -

LIMITED

gtfzrazt-,... $156"

0

as
ra0Med daily,
ihr.nn Ridgy. by onr

Wise PliMS114.10
tsake Finn assaults'

$0000
87E00

mid deal there will be on alter -

THE PROJECT will In-

Prospect Heights, estimated at
$105,745, after giving final approval to the construction
plans for the addition.

HAMILTON GAS DRYER

$19988
Zatr,,t,

project

Grove School

GE FRONT LOAD CONVERTIBLE

With his FBI backgound he

Melvin, a veteran of World

pension

DRYERS!

30" GAS

project will begin next wea.

school district's architect. to
advertise for bids on an ex.

CALORIC

with 4,737.
Undcr cumulative voting
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman of
Arlington Heights received
9,392 votes and Rep. David J.
Regner of Mount Prospect re.

County sheriff, is an example.
has excellent credentials in law
enforcement, but he is not well

builder

Commissioners.

Cow= received 4,772 votes
ad Bernard Carey as third

"BERNARD CAREY, Republican candidate for Cook

Fla., where he and his wife had
retired five years ago. Mn,

War II,

Board of

Wise asap creams

=00 $111.00
095.00 $ehal
MEW 760.00
MAO S10.00

Vililt.illmegetWool.krt

would be more inclined ea be

Dist. 26 oks addition
to Indian Grace School

Member MI. C.

"UNBURIED TREASURE"

Wheeling twp. GOP voters

MAO 752.00

Rolling Meadows Shopping Center

The District 26 School
Board last night authorised the

COME TO LANDWEHR'S FOR

chocolate cookies.

BEFORE NOM.
lAsesVicellStestranguits
NwhOscron/Werned &Ms

Rentschler, 5,001 to 3,541, for a majority of 1,460 votes. Smith's
margin in Wheeling Township was 810 and In Elk Grove Them..
ship 652.

Milwaukee Avenue ot Dundee Rood
Wheeling, Ill. Phone: 537-0020

and then long range objectives
of expanding the use of the library could be undertaken.

apple pie, peanut butter cake,

not =misd-

east runway could not be pushed "further south" (actually
southwest) - so that planes

in Maine where Smith defeated his challenger, William H.

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

expansion

gram
Sahlberg explained that the
first objective of the project is
to provide the needed space

apple slim, mplocs pudding,

'em

schools, also in Dist. 59, would
be directly in the flight path.

HEELING

of tic district's library ma

District 214:
Main dish (one chorce),
pork cutlet, barbecue in a bun,

o another term m Democratic

0. Atcher, mayor of Sebaum-

-

THE ONLY board member
voting against the motion was
Lco Floras who said that with
the three projects already under consideration at Lincoln,
t
d G g y the board
Su
should wait to examine the re.
at those schools before

_School ..

Demo committeemen win Menus

Arlington Heights by a margin

The

cair'yiTh2grgh_o Pm"'d ''''''''

libraries

Mr High and Robert FrOst

Not quite.
Now you can earn 41/2% compounded Quarterly
on your regular passbook.
No minimum deposit.
And best of all, withdraw any time,
without notice.

ig,g, ),g, on the pop),

' ''''

are

Cies Plaines, Mount Prospect,
Arlington Heights mart Elk
Grove Village.

Lonnquist, Mount Prospect, at

-

.

teacher ratio, he said.
The board has made no de.

re ommended be remodeled

School Board elections are

first March 24 at

-

Is' ''''d ' each

Lincoln Schools
beard
commit themselves to

elementary

d he just to the east of the
Right pan, and Dempster Jun -

With Rep. David J, Renner of Mount Prospect as his campaign coordinator in the northwest suburbs, Sen. Ralph Smith
carried every township in north and northwest Cook County in
yesterday's prima,. His Imgast township majority was secured

.

is set for April 2 at the Elk

EINSTEIN SCHOOL

level of kindergarten through

oar.

1

fel thee the airport benefits all
of us."

Teichert said he wondered
why a new norMwest-south-

district's architect
Guy S. Fishmann prepare es
have

school
Some District
board candidates will explain
their platforms tonight at
Einstein School's 8 p.m. PTA
Einstein
meeting. The school is located
59

te Wheeling Township, In-

All Wet ?

The program will include

library faciliti..

on the best use of faculities

wouId be almost over District
595 Devonshire School end
Si. Zachary School.

mately 72 studenn now attend -

enoughr space For storage of all

l&

drellan runways now in usc.
The flight path of planes using this proposed runwa

to be made.

weeks of discussion and in-

sand --the

Another northwest -southeast runway is planned to the
eat of the easternmost of two

School PTA who said that the

at one end of the double room
to provide a smaller room.

though

we of which will direct air
Pak me? Mount Pros,.

Gregory' between the two classrooms Lions Park only remodeling
for approximately $450; and would be needed but at Busse a
current library space was in $1,000 to consttuct a new wall boundary change would have
memben

to share their taxes, if they
ate BOW, en run their planes
over us,. as he added, "Al-

night's village board meeting.
referring to the proposed new
runways at O'Hare Airport.

for ex of a washroom for an estimat- pension of the libraries, Sahl-,
ed $2,700; removal of the wall) berg said that at Fairview and

with strong opposition from

penditure of $4,150, fast night,
for the remodeling of two
classrooms at Gregory School
to provide a large kindergarten

feel we have to more coon'," said Mount Prospect may Robert Teichert at last

"UNBURIED TREASURES" YOU WILL FIND;OUR
' TREASURE CHM"

Stare

will aim to please every member of the family by featuring
goods,
cosmetics, sporting
housewares and small appli-

Frank's Family Shoes ..0
leeelehoe chain offerings basic edsmion of family footwear

of Mount Prospect
200 E. Rand Road
Mows from Roodhouse

255-8800

silhouettes ... all with fine detailing and excellent workmanship.
Boucles, Target Weaves, Herringbones, Star Checks, Plaids and
Tweeds as well as Polyester Double -Knits! Brand new fashion
colors including Gold, Blue, Coral, Mint, Navy and White. Select
yours today and SAVE!

18!

The day's prospects

Map pubticattotto

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

Daisies tell of BPW success

.. hmrvrArml0lmd rrant hy Amyx jealmalyAreping
she papres foredo to cud intellect...el IntrwitY."

--Marshall Field

THOUGHTS' ABOUT
THIS AND THAT.
Out our way, they re manning a big minuet festive/

'tenor. It

June 7. The business men, the

Weinglass.

111
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William J. Kiettaisch, Mortaginkifelitur

'guess, why it was a mistake for
to take my daughter to hear

-

Muchos 0' Gracias

ketball game.
that. She said she am glad that
I wes her father andna AreJlie

center or not.
Hope it doesn't rain.

THANKS TO Mrs. Mur-

111 jurors were picked in
la s than two hours. Someone
picked that jury, and I don't
think it was the lawyers far the.
prosecution or the defense

some materal,
i
altrEtg7ihff:

Rio Mount Prospect Business
Professional Womenh
and
Club.

ratto and her committee..
President-elect Mrs. lemes
Gardner of Arlington Height.

1

hot potato rho that onc.

/

timing on

tried to explain. "He's on six,"

problem

she was told. He wasn't.

hands.

IT WAS WHERE Brother
Number Two who had been
when it was thought ha had

School in Chicago. filed his pa

the telephone with Eloise who

something communicable. 11
took awhile for her to find her
way back to floor 10 and
Brother Number One who had

all

he day. It was quite a day, to,
with vmcrs trickling in to poll.

fallen mleep. First time," she
complained, anyone lust
patient that way in a hospital.
During her meandering she

ing places ell over the erea
proving once again that apathy
the winner.

wandered into a cafeteria used
only by doctors. "I had the
strangest feeling," she said,

LOST PATIENTS
II

the

ingt only doctors who

But hc was right on lime to be
last. First is the only place bob
ter than last, according to bat-

lot statistician,. Anyway, you
"two fourteeners" will have to

for putting that "DO NOT

Arlington Height, if your in

two brother, at Wesley Mr.
modal Hospital in Me big

ENTER" sign at the Dente

bores)

wait for the ballot to see how it
all COMP out.

partment that

deis responsible

HEY QIJESFEILS
Drop in at the Ace Washer
and Dryer Ca on Rand Rd. in

mal share of "boos" during

lies in thing, antique.
Owners Bill and Glenn Conic
have one of the original handIffined-agitator, wringer type

fiend
Brother Number One on the

the switching hours of four to

washing

six. Dempster is a beaooliful-al

floor. He sent her down to

moTh all two lane highway that

visit Brother Number Two on
the Sth floor. She so enjoyed

was part of a major traffic iinmovement. Everything Was

:node by Voss Bros. of Davenport in 1887 and is called
(are you ready for this) "Ocean`

that visit that she forgot Broth-

just fine and traffic moved usfly until that sign went um

ster intersection of Redwood
is receiving more than a nor-

tam. She'd never been there
before but Me elevators were
numerous

and

she

a Number One's room numher. She went to the 16th floor
ber-nese she recalled a In to the

number. They had no one by
that name, but they had one by

Met mane on lent five...Pm
looking for his brother," she

FIRST SHALL
BE LAST AND SO ON
Jim Connery, no real relm
lion on unreal Scan, is an Ar

liven Heights man with

machin..

It

was

Wave. Glenn and one of his
employes, Dave Walker wore
driving along the north shore
of Chicago when they saw a
mm mimeo ea to finish off the
washer.

HE HAD probably been
turning it foray hour before he
discovered it wasn't an ice

Hideaword
CHENTAN
Make Re many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, End the word
using aRsevenof these letters.
IT good. 21 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

vrith tall yellow candle center.
00

addle daisy centerpieces which were given to a lucky lady at mch of the 60 tables. Both members

Lab technicians vital
to doctor's diagnosis

Mee m rved on thedeco ration committee headed by Mrs.R. W. Haugh.

When you go to the theater
moors dominate the stage, but
without scene shifters, proper ty men, electricians and others
the shoe: couldn't goon. When
.you go to the hospital the doctors and nurses dominate the

scene, but without the phew
midst, dieticians and labor.
tory technicians the hospital
couldn't provide the service
you need to get well.

Under the supervision of
pathologist.

Me

laboratory

determinations in a matter Of

to common difficulty in pr -

as many minutes. When all the

scribing diets-you can't s-

results are in, however, it is
your doctor who must match
up your symptoms, physical
findings and lab reports to
nuke the diagnosis.

ways tell about the ingredients
of processed foods. Corn, rim
contain no gluand soy
peciaily if their labels
ten, esffiers
stale that 'they are glumn-

a

disease, for patients with DM ring's disease or derntelitis
herpetiformis. What foods

microscopic
urine,
spinal fluid. stomach contents
or stool; make tests to identify

diet?

and

blood,

bacteria, fungi or viruses; or
electromthiographie or
elentrotheepholographic emings. Xray technicians moose
and develop films for your
take

door
n to interpret.
Fa doctors today would

sometimes

early years is subject to maw
vatiablm.lf a thorough medic-

rye

and

inns, !flair may be made front
the various grains and, since

of malnutrition or glandular

usually stated on the Zabel of
malt produce, they should

disease, he will catch up later
unless both of his parents are
very short.

also be Madded. This points up

WO DES PLAINES, ILL.

gram ore Kim Schulta, Call,
erine I lamsen, Lori Richards,
Karen Whitney, Cheri Pores
and Susan Meier. Led by Mrs.
Robert Pinkonsly and Me.

.

827.9919

diabetes,

er Woodman Spare 'That Tree.

out laboratory confirmation.

It 1100 sits coatiy in ti corner
sum:tended by its shiny permlain progeny.

Often speed in getting the lab
lama can mean the difference
between early recovery and delayed diagnosis, complications
even death. Scrupulous ac-

PEACE CORPS NEWS
T. William Swinford of Arlington Heights who worked

curacy, however, is never ac-

for Ball Remschler's campaign

Both accuracy and speed

is in W.hington. Swintoed is
now working with the Peace

have been facilitated by modern equipment. For example,

Corps News.

an autoanalyaer can now make

rificed for the sake of speed.

CARPET

S

7/00iisKAT THESE

even for commercial use

Easy to install with
lace tape
domrIkubskd

your floors
and inviting

SALE STARTS

'Id"...
Sthliciree.
colorfast and lade resistant

WICKES 1st QUALITY
OLEFIN' FIBER
SQ. YD

llt(41/2%
\

Phillip Carpenter Amvets
Auxiliary Post 66 of Wheeling
is again askingWfficling resiSure and she's doing a good

hinusybaien,dsa.or brothers serving

torn, helping Pat Brierty fie on
her Irish bonnet is Linda Pinkonsly, in prepandicm Mr their

muds three boxes, weighing
from he to 100 pounds. to a

program to he given al the re.
liremeat home. l'he girls, both

Names and addresses may

Junior Girl Scouts of Troop
705, will give a reading or a

loan Ackerman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R.

BANK

3/4%

ALUMINUM LIGHT FIXTURE
STORM WINDOWS

2-YR. TIME
CEBTIFICATES
(sumo Minimum)

$20,000 Deposit Insurance By FDIC

ONE NORTH DUNTON
DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Bassinet set
Mr and Mrs Frank E I.,
pinet 01 Mount Prospect an
nouncs th, arm al of shut ma,

and win Denial lohn at to
them G,mral Hospital Dan

25% OFF
Our regular few pries

CLOSE OUT

25% OFF .

12,1w
SE. te
12 oOa

THIS STORE
WILL BE
CLOSED

LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLIES CENTER

.35138
839.77
569.10

81 200

87253

12e..

1113.26

820.00

ALL WOOD

ALL ALUMINUM

WINDOWS

STORM DOORS
IN STOCK

IN STOCK

SUN. APRIL 5
Our regular low Ow FOR INVENTORY

WICKES

823.08
820.53
839.00
803.07

at birth Feb ] His be Mother
n 1 )..ar old Donald and duo
grandpann, art Mt and bin

they began as Brownies and
arc performing for the home
for the third or fourth year.

Pull Sudo, of Park Rid.
eod John laptell of Dolby

Dorothy Suckow

..ALL ABOARD

t co
#31 EASTER

itIA

DINNER
NOON TO 10 PM

Special Veitic plat
eafteA &me jag the JUii.es

20% OFF
Our regular low price

20% OFF
Our regular low p ice

mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
837-6000

BAKED VIRGINIA HAM
. ROAST TOM TURKEY
ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF
* SHRIMP DE JONGHE EN CASSEROLE
* QUEEN SIZE FILET

Escorted

Vacption
.

"Zgrnten't:1711:tr"
Honolulu - Princess Kander..
Kauai - Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn

Ent a Am to Pm
SM. BMA TO SPM

SUNMPM10 1PM

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL INC.
dingmn

Phone -255-7010

for the next school year will be
elected. The following slate of
officers has bee presented by
Me nominating mmmittee:
Mrs. John Peterson, president;

FLOYD

TERBELL

Mrs. Ernest Santi, first vicepr.ident; errs. Mark O'Hara.

4

second vice -resident; Mrs.
Jerome Baleenp, secretary, and

Mrs. Pool Geallis, treasurer.
Nominations from the floor
will also be accepted for any or

all of the offices
Refreshments following the

meeting will be funthhed by
the second grade room moth -

Leave home for
90 minutes and
come back 2 inches
thinner
It takes only 90 minutes to lose two
inches at Trim-Pr-vw. The inches
you hate, the inches you've wanted
to lose an over are guaranteed gone
atter one Trim -A -way session. After
only five 90 -minute visits, you've
lost five inches.
11 you don't lose two inches your -first
WWI, and five Mates by your fifth,
you pay nothing.
While you become a prettieryou, you
do something else for yourself, too.
You relax. Take a book, bring your
lunch, bring a friend or just a lazy
mood and enjoy yourself relaxing
on a lounge dressed in Trim -A -way
tape, the method to our "miracle."
I When the tape comes off, the inches
are gone. Dietless, pill -less, with no
steam baths, no strain.
So struggle no longer to look great.
Trim -A -way will do it for you. Now
get away for awhile... even for 90
minutes. Your husband will be
delighted when he welcomes
beak a newer, thinner you.

all served with special Faster trimmings!

*prima this.

'Transfers,. Sightseeing. In flight Meal Service

STREAMWOOD
3/4

Deluxe
15 Day

INCLUDES:

JANE &

tea weighed 8 pounds b manes

plus. 8 servi

12,W

dis

Dunn6 the bounce portion

lino!. et Charripmen.

PASSBOOIL0/

SAVE

up

of the mahng PIA others,

$499
REGULAR

and

rority at the University of

SAVINGS

PRICE

raga

amain

pate in the promos,. In addi-

0114
ga
ROOM SIZE

sixth

Vt Leong on Chicano an.
',rut hrandparene Mr and
Mrs Gthrm. Marra) and Mrs

(tEGULAR

JUST IMAGINE
CARPET A 10'x12' ROOM
FOR ONLY $2153

the

sill

poem, "11,11. Berries." All 35
girls in the troop will artici-

f 411

SEE 110W MUCH YOUUSAVE!!!

sisal...mars

to

Ackerman of Mount Prospect.
has pledged Delta chapter dif
Kappa Alpha Theta social so-

CARPETING!

BEG $299

gond

pserall,

to

endmad
msnuturad tm, Ht.

tion, they hme made 250 Irish
motif May favors for the rash.
dents. Some of the girls in the
troop have been together since

Sorority
pledges

is

up He will also den!x noms
of ths drum in both my stab.

part in the Si. Patrick's Day

his

be mailed to Marge Rennie.
S.O.S. chairman, 3200 Salk
Rd., Arlington Heights.

cram namoms It
nbool

dents for the mme, of sons,

Wheco...ling serviceman

. Cutherieloifylorstelanted colors

Mount lorospect Police Department will show a Olin
Mind."
"floe
hlagnificent
This film identifies rind din

AmYets send
boxes to vets

Each month the auxiliary

at B p.m. at the echoed,

Gem speaker Patrolman
Kenneth. &elm!. of the

1

INDOOR -OUTDOOR

CONGRATS!

20B Lee St., Prospect Heights.

der)

pernicious anemia,
epilepsy or coronary heart LIM
ease, to name but a few, with-

to hear program
on drugs
meets

even consider making a diem
nosh of tuberculosis, cancer,

cream maker. They stopped
him from destroying the machine with dialogue Monism!

ANNIVERSARY!!

The facts and dangers of

sponsored by the Fechamille
PTA. iPholos by Fern Schnel-

IS AN

Indian Grove PTA

drug abuse will be defined for
the Indian Grove PTA. which

Char.: by crier, the troop is

central telephone company of Ninon. }

MAR.18, THRU 25th

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

0ng "Irish props" for their part
the St. Pootrickh Day pro.

g

2004 Miner St.

al examination reveals no signs

die source of the malt is not

.] Heights March W. Hold-

a bright new latch wherever you want your tele.
phones Maud.

HAPPINESS

priers were also distributed to lucky ladies in attendance.

705 at the Lutheran Home and
Service for the Aged in Arline-

Choose new telephones on the melting decorator
colors. We've a variety of new colors that will add

A - Gluten Ls found in all
barley,

elect Mrs. lam. Gardner of Arlington Heights. The mink boa,
wig and a 125 gift certificate from Sias pins three wardrobes
amountingto 5100 were given away. Nearly 100 other door

-Lid I, Junior Girl Scout Troop

How to make this a more colorful spring

but is very active. Is Mere any
way to stimulate his growth?

A - A child's growth in his

Three of the outstanding "Daisies Do Tell" Inneleon prizes
brought smil. to Mrs. Richard F. Kenny, formerly of Mount

01101

solos and dances to be presen

his age. He doesn't walk yet

products that contain wheat,

1970

hi green will prtwent "The He,.
en Ages of an Eir' in the pro.
sof songs, poems, piano

,m-

Q

diet, such . is used for celiac

,

With elfin grins lighting up
their impish Ines, these girls

.

is
Our grandee&
15mondia old, weighs only 15
pounds and is duce inches
shorter than me average boy

gluten -free

I

Ack
Prospect, Mrs. Clarence Schlaver, president of the Mount Prospect Business and Professional Women's Club, and provident.

Q -Ina recent column you
recommended

must be omitted from such

tabon your

Doge vagg11101101110 "OP

free.

technieian may perform
chemical

Dolores tialieleWonians Editor W dnesolow, blotch
0
011110 01 a 10

WITH SERVICE 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. DAILY

ST

/(ToildE TfE

M.G. BRANDSTADT,M11.13.

12 or more blood chemistry

FI;;1-*

0

DOCTOR SAYS

Savers Choose Best Deal

GOLDEN

philmihropies such as support
of Me Mount Prospect Historical Society.

EACH TABLE bloomed

Hostess. Mrs. David Krause and Mrs. Ann Petrie of Mount Prospect admire the yellow and

'that my appendix was show-

The Mount Prospect

women coMinuing their adsunned education and load

es ent.

aMMEassW2H095562961WOMP521222ithatiSiteS2203595821563%6522Mtegthettatece2MOHNeXaMeeMOSS2s2

BECAUSE. TIIE names of
the candidates appear on the
hellot in the order of their filing-lim w. too late to be first.

lose patients in hospitals. A
woman from Hoffman Edens
who said she'd rather be dead
than identified described her
recent pure Christian act of
mercy. She went to
t the
sick. In fact she went to visit

HOW TO LOSE FRIENDS

Others were a wig and $25 gift
certificate from Saks and $500
wardrobes.
Proceeds will benefit the organisation and its philande
ropic endeavors. These . inchide adult scholarships for

dent. greeted the group end in-

titian in run foe the High
School

was members of the Elk
Grove Village, Crystal Lake,

Mrs. C. 0. Schloover, med.

home.

his

handsome

School District 214
Board this morning.

modeled the mink fur which
was one of the grand prima.

troduced Marion Baker, who
wm general chairman of the

principal of Steinmetz High

of her Arlington
Heights pals a grand wish for
,ends

in

Jim,

?deny area BPW clubs were
Among them

Skokie, North Shore and gar-

By Catherine O'Donnell
Thanks to Eileen and the
Muttons of Rolling Meadoes
for the St. Patrick's Day Wildrsfions And as the Max Britmin.,' Dallas now say, mucho
armies for doe happy hour on

merchants.

Avon clubs and several rah-

feelings, If there's anything we
don't need, it's a holy war eat

the editor about a raise, es she

sated items provided ley loud

represented.

Hope people don't line up
on the issue by their religious

delight to receive. I did talk to

In the Conspiracy ]

for the issue of state aid to nonpublic schools lo be rad hot all

wouldn't want to
be a politician and vote on a

Was

letter, that

bouquet

eluding members and guests of

ye. long.

MKS. BONDI sent us a

bound to have a confusing sentence once in a while.

what you are doing.

Over 100 door mien were
eVcn out under the saPervbion of Antoinette Gape,

you

FINALLY, Y. mn look

don in this trial?"

phy for writing about the federal jury system. She had obviously done her homework
very well. When you bang out
a column every day, you're

know how they re&pond to

when week wis

then? Can you give a fair deli-.

load." bag tilled with dos

en het Saturday.
Professional models vcarMg fashions from Saks Fifth.
Avon u e tiptoed through
daisies before 600 women in-

'through.

sons. "What is your nme7
Where do you live? Are yon
married? Do you have chit-

minted with royal blue velvet
ribbon,. At each place was a
duo and white daisy print

Males bloomed along the
runway at the Arlington Tow-

some people happy. You Won der how well your stoties get

The judge used Fite ques-

I asked my daughter about

commission will continue a.
plan to give everyone cultUm
every day of the year. Guess
Btu how it will be decided.lf
wets going to have cultuthl

Day by Day

a list of 25 to

the judge.

should have gone to the lir-

want culture by supporting the
program on this one day.
If they respond, the cultural
commission chairman and his

R. N. Puety, Cireidathin Dir,ror

O'Steen submitted

He apparently thought ehe

being asked to show they really

R.E.Butchin,an, Vire.President

And o it goes W
write as column. Youthmake
soon people angry, you meke

The pram

prospeve

pieces encircled fly daisies ar,

ily Dolores Haugh

'Penal

Eked Judge Hoffman to ask

Conspiracy] lawyer Lemuel

anise, the community orgauliations and the residents are

John EStanton, Editor iit/Behie he: -

suggataL but nothing hap.

the defense suinninN a list of
75 questions they would have

was to =OWL I

Vibloiqar

ikoeulalk
3405 Algonquin Road
Rolling Meadows Ill

PH 259 5000

.

255-9595
624 W.Northwest Hwy.* Arlington Heights
Operated by Shalimar, Ent., Franchisee
Solon olio ot
33090ompstee

PH 8723,thes a 0 For.,frenditwe

And other locations U.S. and world-wide.
the figure trimmers of the world
.

o0

000

I

I

0

a

ao.

II

/

IL
Ladies' Nylon

BIKINI PANTIES
Reg.

56c
NOW

24
2
Limit 3

Jr. Miss

SEWING CHEST

MESH NYLONS

$248

R°8.

6A8
NOW.

FILLER PAPER

BATH TOWELS

THREAD

39 ,

69c
NOW

42

Reg.

C

88c
NOW

TRANSISTOR BATTERIES

20 gal. Metal

PEANUTS

GARBAGE CANS

46

CHOCOLATE

BATH TOWELS

COLORING BOOKS

79c
NOW

4

Reg.

C

29c
NOW

NOW

NOW

Colgate

23c

EASTER EGG CRATE

TOOTH BRUSHES
olgate

tg<

2/$100

NOW 29c

14

Be a Sweet Bunny

04,

Miracle White

$199

NOW

SUPER CLEANER

79c

';74%

SALE

5/sioo

AND ON FINISHED

DRY

VI al I nil Ill llln 1111

Call CL 3-2574

ARLINGTON MARKET

gtePTOur
BudgetBalanced

AT JOAL SHOES

CATALOG ORDER

lautty laic

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
4R80

tk

STORE

THURSDAY SPECIAL

White

$8.99

Fc RH EE NR

BOBBY

vl

Trey)

A FULL'
SERVICE

Ask chant our guarantee

MEL'S UNION OIL

R.

10c-

instructions.

Open a Personal
Checking Account here.

We have tires that go twice as for as other's.
You'll get up to 40,000 miles on our Union Five
Si,, Tire.

FRUIT COCKTAIL

10c

49C111.

CL 9-5252

'4.80 .,r

(PIIIINarEeMil2P°L)E

DUP0SIDNIc;A: ,

TIME TO RETIR

COIN & STAMP SHOP

APRICOTS

pins complete

Bone

8 N. Dryden Arlington Market
Arlington Heights

Thefinest horns produced

GRAPEFRUIT

PEARS

$4.40 vg.,,;::z.va

While

JOAL SHOES

TREASURE CHEST

PEACHES

color
glaze
-ANTICIUING K,

Blue

These are just a few examples of our huge selection of Shoes
for the entire family. Shop Eddy

INDIAN RIVER

FOODS

CLASSIC

73c

FRIDAY SPECIAL

Black Potent

$7.99

LIBBY'S LOW CALORIE

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS°

OAF

White
Krinkle Patent

-

16 -20 lbs. average weight

with

(march! 9)

Blue

Blue
Red

afighbaudieuvthert*wa.

HAMMONDROSEBUD

CL 5-7500

A&

OC

Shenk Holt

:allegger'S

Black Patent

Black

Fully Cooked

HEY KIDS ENTER ARLINGTON MARKETS

SIDE SHOW

CROSS BOW

U.S. #1 lb. pkg.

$2.00 ea.

SPIEGEL

COUPON GOOD ANYTIME
Aril.. Irlarkel
Oas Nose Ommn

Phone - 255.9820

CARROTS

HAMS

CLEANING ONLY.

Arlington Market

CALIFORNIA

SPECIAL!
SILVER
DOLLARS

EASTER OUTFIT!!

INCOMING ORDERS ONLY

EASTER SPLENDOR

Igr

R2T.

JEWEL'S LOW "MIRACLE PRICES"

FOR YOUR

MIMES

C15-9880

$po

A NEW "DO"

goodies that hying joy at Easier Time. Special Chocolate
House Candies are prepared and packaged just for your
From $1.00

'

NOW

49c

Oabtalt.caOhtek

1-71I VALUABLE COUPON II

MAKE YOU

Whipped Creme Eggs . . . Chocolate Bunnies . . . Mora.
mallow Eggs . . . Cocoanut Nests . . and all the other

OPEN hion ,Thuss ,
Arley taus

,dok,

SALE

13.o..

Limit 2

EaSTER

FL
Inc Cream SW

DIPS

EASTER CLEANING

SPECIALS 0

CHOCOL2TE HOUSE

3

DIP -CHIPS
1/2 gallon

HAIR SPRAY

CANDY 1t/2 lbs.

Dean's

REG.

Limit 3

Limit 2

DOLLAR SALE!

Jewel

Safeguard
Complexion size

Ayds Reducing Plan

Reg. 2.57
Reg

JAW t

White

Rg.

Planters Dry Roasted

SALE

Now19c

77:

1.75 oz.

Limit 2 pkgs.

Limit 6

Limit I

P.BICIfrosr

24

32c

TOOTHPASTE

Black &

4 Pack

Reg.

Jolt -9 Volt

Limit 6 pair

Cannon

500 Count

REG.

Crest

2NOW

Limit 1

*o.

HAWAIIAN

11/2

46 oz. CAN

R77,2/39C

NW

SAVE

AP

PUNCH

Plastic Wood Look

.

r

I

11711
BANK
THE BANK
ei Trust Company of Arl ngton Heights
,

Ill

Ladies' & Men's

ELGIN WATCHES
$2995and up

POLK BROS

BANISH
Reg Price9Ue

73c

PASTRY SHOP
ARLINGTON MARKET

HOW ABOUT A

Make Plans
for
Easter!

'HARE CUT"FOR EASTER.

ARLINGTON MARKET
BARBER SHOP

PHONE

No appointment Nevus,

RON PAT WAYkin MAURI HARVEY

SATIDSAY SPECIAL (March 21)

eg'-""Er'

in the Arlington Market Shop hip Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TE EPHONE 255.7500

OonWod. Closed Man.

85`C

IAD BRAID

Catalog Order Store

392-9500

.....cor4TEST

Visit our store and Dern how to bring new file and
beauty to old furniture without removing the old

Dailyilimcheon Specials

EDWARDS
I RESTAURANT
;Mon. thru Fri. 5:30 to 3 P.M.
j Sat. 6 to 4 Sun. 7 to 3

finish. See how easy it is to give the delicate finish of
old world craftsmen to bookcases. cabinets, picture
frames. woodwork, old lurnituie, doors, wrought iron,
paneling, new unpainted furniture.
See our display showing choice oi bunny color effects.

SHERWIN WILLIAMS

F.=
PAINTS -4.
We have the complete line of
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

PICK UP YOUR
ENTRY BLANK

AT ANY
PARTICIPATING

THERE'S NO WAITING AT

WASH N' SHOP

STORE!

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
12 LB. LOAD

'WASHER
STILL ONLY

...WITH 24
AUTOMATIC WASHERS

ON HAND
ALSO.ORYER5

All

entries must be returned to any store by March 26th.

Winners will be notified by March 28th.

ANDA 25 til.WASIttit

ARLINGTON MARKET SHOPPING CENTER - DRYDEN AND KENSINGTON ROAD - MARCH 19 TO 21

Wednesday March 18 1970

Page 8

23 -Employment Agencien-Men

Wednesday March 18 1970
23 Employment Ageomongnen

24 Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

2T Employment Agencies -Alen

INVENTORY

frh°gLe

t be Mr, intel mad..

CONTACT MAN

296,1010

YOU COULD GET A BETTER DEAL

glftTlTs46

Consult this

YOU e tohl sh
DOWDU KNOW E

.Y.Padence on 054 or 029

No* suburbs. Days kind
MON

dld

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

COMPUTER CENTRE

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

Experience

heitclul.

THEY'RE GREAT!

Illinois Bell

PROGRAMMER

EquclOpportunsyLeVIrve

NORTHWEST SUBURBS

Growin9

Electronic Tech
Mount Prow."

READY FOR
SYSTEMS?

Splendid on.

Palen. nun.. . lee
Cal

Permanent

time

paid Vocal.

janitors.
No
weekends, no holidays.

Thi

2601610

for

Paid Pens. Non

YOUNG,MEN

Roe Periods

mein: .o.

COMPUTER CENTRE

CAL'S ROAST BEEP
RESTAURANT

.

Senlonly Rensted
l
tor Rehire

60005

AUTOMOBILE
SALESMAN
will godly you for SIO to
316,000. If so CALL

WHAT?

=41

a dement
io go to Calltoonlo,
mernh.oll en-

SIOOMSRSO

17.417:.7:7L;:Z; we elobae pbm.:d

BRAVOS
OLDSMOBILE

job." If you are a high school graduate
with strong mechanical abilities and a
willingness to work rotating shifts, you

wild.

should investigate this opportunity.
Apply research center or call:

vntriltrt

Phone DUI -3400

PILOT PLANT OPERATORS
Operating o "little plant can be a big

EVENING JANITOR

Myanmar/

BUSINESS MENU
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

DES PLAINES

1155 CARTON ST.

"I'M'N; A N
BUSINESS MENU
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

PLANT

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

MAINTENANCE

8110

EMIRS TIRED

ftnr"i
II=RA

SOO E. LOGICS

I. Full Time Permanent Opegangs
2. Rolling Meadows Area
3. Excellent Starting Wage
4. Full Company Benefits
5. Merit Increases
6. Uniforms Furnished

hirkm. No leo. coll

PRIDAV.ALARCH SG

WAREHOUSEMEN

P.M

APAsle

o. west Nwy...Priss.

General Hauling

ILLINOIS STATE EMPLOYMENT OPPICE

601 Lee Ore.Des Plainer

No experience necessory Day and night shifts.
03.04 per hour to start. 43.17 pan hour after 120

For best results use
Day Want Ads

Skokie, III.

77'1

c505

SHEET METAL

cements

iT

Northwest
Work

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

CALL

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove V Iloge

849-4700

or

692,10

011 ice

BANJO LESSONS

assist in shipping, receiving and stock room. Must

be alert and willing

to

work. Excellent future for
aggressive individual.
Des Plaines location.

Grass Catcher

fo

$37888

LIMITED OFFER
HURRY, HURRY

111 Braid

Mwm Men., Tun., Wed, B90ro5:50

GENERAL

ee

Lco./

notes

fill openings for

NOW INTERVIEWING

R..

ROOM ADDITIGT.S.RUMPUS

Sot 9 A M 1111 Noon

255-1910

appointmen t.
An Equal Opportuniry Employer

lERLYNNREMODELING

WILL TRA9.1

tart a long career with Signodek

GENERAL

CONCRETE WORK

51111P WAX AND BLIPP TRE

358-2597

FURNITURE AND NATOESTERY

do

1ST Roo

ppartuney far real advancement.

SERVICE

0

REC20

827-1186
Day or Evening

D

efirritoly the leader in our field.

Waltman Const. Co

TOOL & DIE MAKERS!

0TTS5rNmittln g
ume ond Solon, history. Roy

P.Mations, 217 5. Arlington
Heigh's,

INCOME TAX

RUSSELL

SERVICE

DECORATING

.91696

CAIL 253 MS
REICHARDT CLEANERS

pen* in and nut of his
9.5 hours. No Sots. frees
Mirs Paige

Walls and noon
PREF ESTIMAT.

Is Arlington HMO,

ASJ 9093

ex..

/51155 HECHT

welcome.

Hebe.4-13.4412

'TAW ant"'

Gallery Business

SPRING SPRAYING

c7". mewed. A ChrisEess

finon Wenn.

716
WALLPAPERING

11255. ATI Mx. WENT Am

.1.

Bruning
'1AUITtstr;171;;T
1800 West Ceram! Rd.

Ym this brood new sob urban bank will corn.
plef
train you for this
exciting public contact
poSition. In oddiao y u
11
be
working the

496

9.25

Mount Prospect

'KENNETH A. PEARSON

rem

19 TA exPoTienx.

Mc KAY TREE SERVICE
43 N Redd.

156.1910

greatest

We of fel Wm.q es.ninems, area. en.P.laTeni

Modern
Stai
Rumpus

and

Drapery Repair5

INCLUDING:
Premium Pay for Overtime
o 9 Paid Holidays
Pension Plan

Current Openings

JR. DRAFTSMAN,
AGRINDERS
LAYOUT DRAFTSMAN
JAACHINISTS
JANITOR
(2nd Shift)
ID and SURFACE GRINDERS

Coll G. Krol at 676-1000, Ext. 5457
for Additional Informalion and
Confidential Interview.

o obligation
Rollers. gaol Elbow

'

E.V. Construction, Inc.

a

TOOL DESIGNER

SIGNODE
Glenview

'(Just west of Glenview Naval Air Station)
.

.

.

Dressmaking -Sewing

°"ti:gthX61Zrn'".

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, Ill.

..... v

armg, ivy FrI-7 run. to 2 is ro

DRE556142% ALTERATIONS
SHARON HOFER

"Scr'f'L'oUZP)Slyrr
1946

TAR 6050

'''''2941095

RMSONABLE COM

0e

Phone 255.7072

DROMMKINGM.MING 6
An Equal OppOrtunily Employer

OUR SPECIALTY

29902.

394-3200
Toe &el wel
Rennes%

Only 0 on, so 2 pm
2207 5,9wolt Sireet

i1rt

federal

6

fol,, 000 ;RA= R"7

Young. 559.0739.

.

Decorators

Ouron

07
Cell 2,31rnr

nlvn°n
P.P.i

Neren

CL 9-0495

iNole Wrough on We job Po,

FREE ESTIMATES

INSIALLATION

La Salle Personnel

Sat VIS

TO WORK FOR YOU

KEYPUNCH

NCR 3100-$3.25 Hr.

Hills McCanna
Div.

$130 WEEK

receptionist -$125

RECEPTIONIST
light Going will qualify to. ihis
front desk posiiion. Paid week.
you condo
reple reports)

400 W. Maple Ave.

Corpenterwille
312.426.4551

on earth:m=1w. ouvluver

'''''NI'GrGO TEMPORARY

P

PENNWALT CORP.

PUT

Starling rah, .3

CL3-2444

PUBLIC

NATIONWIDE -

298-2770

940 Lee St

1427 E ZlezzoRcl

Lauritz Jensen

Twggsl
FederolAbuie tug Rein.

SHADE "N" SHUTTER

C'S'IZTERIO411114r'5

Income Tax
Service

Om in. Paw. sails. AN binge

TRAVEL

' Window Shades

MEASURE.

Siam Inrsorne reums

HOUSES RAISED

50ME

Weedy, Residential
FREE ESTIMATES

1.11,.6 Ountlee Rd,

wool

70 0462

TELETYPE CORPORATION

res. who has mechonicul

EARTON STULL

252 6600

RELATION

P.m., also hos opening fur
Conasi Wallpaper Harming

DRESSMAKING Instructions-

FULL BASEMENT

Call Torn Mannard at 724-6100
or stop by

husy and mrpon.19

Elmhurst Rd.

Prosp...Dhir
255-0900

COOK
r't

DR.'s G1RL-$525

DECORATORS

'

LADY PARKER
2973525.

Coll 292 66. or 822 0. I

anRTON STULL

ALL DRAPERY WIMIRS

S.RIchmand.
Chop.
mans Chop.

TESTER INSPECTOR

CREATIVE

9.00 orn to MO prn

more exciting opportunity. No previous
experience required.
Call for details.

Upholstery

USTOM LISHOL51.2.

=rr ".
359-1410

ia

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

eMPlereent opportunity.

3700 W. Lake Ale.;

" 27-74%""

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

you

f ind

25906211

CUSTOMEWHOLSTERT

HOURS

CONTA,C;p1.6=ARSEN

con imp,. You'll never

SECY ;625

AMMICANIMPOLSTERINC

.. has Olf TOOL AND DIE .K1NG

e beenhauluna Sod

NURSES
AIDES

$11 0 WEEK - NO FEE

-159.100RIMRs NOW PO9

OS.

.

TELLER TRAINEE

Tree Service

and Wo11Wolhing
George gle,e 392 ORM

529-3900

027-6628

LEARN ART

NOW INTERVIEWING

""'Vnet.tvii

Sewn

'"II=7:17

Realtors -Owners

Inspector

anat. 557.1025 alie

te

PINE INTERIOR PAINTING

EARN UP TO

woo

2.5195

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC

: =sadness

Aa

gr mmg:
in 2211 diw on.
p

Ter

y

beep Hir rel erre.

GROOMING

COUNTER GIRL

DICKS TILE SERVICE

wo

POODLE

You'll meet 6 folk to
people all clog Wnw.

439-8280

E

2 yr.. of college

all

LOTHING: Ruh

Call tor
RAO Am.

for Imo est call 459.5516

.TULE E. SCHNAUZER

CUSTOM CRAFTED.
CARPENTRY

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES

Machine

Tile

FEDERAL & STATE

Dag Service

$609 MONTH

jackals for sole. Tailored to any

MUER DECORATING

TWO FL 2 125S

.

RECEPTION

Airline Trainees

9174664696

MEN'S

HS. DECORATING
299415. or 827.6.11

CLEANINC. RESIDENT. AND
COMMERCIAL FREE ISTIMAI.
CALL 2te 3010

Income Tax Service

CLASSES

DOCTOR'S

while YOU'LL GET 20 TRAVEL

ANDWOOD FLOORS.

DC1011:5 NIERS SI11.00i
DANCING LNROLT NOW FOR

60191

30% Winter Discount

SPENCER 8 SONS

529-3901

CALL
D. REYNOLDS

113'4:' PrM7WEIV

WORINAANSI111.
I SPERIENCE.INSURth

.

$5.00 AN HOUR

eat and =dem working condeons,

s

S SENDAI REPAIR

Wood Dale

SNOW DECORATING
35B 058

RPOS SHAMPOOED

w'woo"dwrettin7. PLI

N

METHODE MFG.
CORP.

Tailoring

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

Dancing Schools
Supplies

641. 00MS. PERE
,

o'RreStIfl labs with friendly people.

son WRITE OR GU_

Ms

wo, woronleed

owson..3 9610

PLAN NOW PON SPRING

COMPUTERIZED

soles

PROGRAMMER
ANALYST

DECORATING;

MI Crocks Repaired

L19.15156

CRild Core

FOR EXPERIENCED

area.

Arlington

FIGURE WORK $500

rcc

EAVPt"U"S'ST1272

Coll

Tool and Die Makers

rent wages and benefits.

I.

mieuund gal to

C

.7"

OF

G

rpls.

lb woes vas ,,IC pu

EXTE.OR INTERIOR

S20 PAINT S MOST ROOMS

OVMENTS

MES.CIMCE WW1

representatives for
Northwest Suburban

FINANCIS PLANT

PUBLIC CONTACT
ORAL to P P

25 Employment Agencies. Women

392.9351 ay
24 Hr. Phone

ARDMORE :CURB.
KITCHEN, 11.6

1500 Hicks Road

We are interviewing to

COMMERCIAL CREDIT

D AD SUMP..

h sails mosey sewed
AVON CORMAICS in

TOWER.PULL- PUMP .113

neron.

d

PAMPER YOUR POCKET

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY

CALE
MR. AL OLSON

2911.150

rotes 6710009

Ibises

, ASH IMMEDIATELY

Chicago Motor
Club - AAA

crieCN OUR

Per hour.

29.1W50

.11 11 651-3598

at somP ni

ELECTRIC

Interviews will he conducted bon.. *OD am.
-and 4:00 p.m. Mond, through Friday, or by

MOE 8151

JACOBSON AIRENS TORO
LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

IALIIES WANTED
Do

CAMBIA, 759.9016

sto9609

681-4340

inainIng, plus 2 yrs.

"""71112.149.

INSPECTOR

CL 5 MAE

.122.9214

SALESMEN

Complete Sales&Servineof

SALES and STRYICE

lop qualm week. Reasonable.

WU NIS DAV CARE CENTS,

394-1212

p

letat tOIXT.%:17nRrt2

01=EITUTENI

LONEY FROM WO ELECTOICI

Daily,. AM .415PM

OF OUR

"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY RESTER SERVICE"
110 E. Rand Rd. (next to the Holiday Inn)Mt.Prospwt CL 3.2851

Ea

PAINTING

General Elemac is well know for its fine benefit
plans and. its competliNe wage
Previous
xperience will be considered when determining

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

design of

51401

CL

CALL .9 1915

FULLY INSURED

ALLEN CONCRETE

BOB 5 HOVE

considered.

CALL C. Stephenson

Charles B. Gray

.169 :Ws

Iswr

N

5

morseling 6 secs...

en, len e
this peace I ervr

Precrsesu
offer an
o Mars and a lull I n

experience. and with knowledge of blueprini
reading and the use of micrometers, will be

Vorious duties.
Excellent salary E. fringe
benefits.

WE'RE PROUD

regular $7.95

Cool for Mi. RrospeNt ReC.P.

ROIAND E JOHNSON

We hove openings for experienced machine op
erators or our Rolling Meadows MoolShop.
CandIslalee with varied machine operotion

essary.

Chicago Display

Regular Price $487.80
NOW ONLY

Excellent opportuniry for
the right person. Twelve
hours of accounting nec-

regular $29.95

3040 S. Busse Rd
ARLINGTON WS., ILL
4 3.0 9 93

INWWAY PAINTING

I

ACCOUNTANT

Fertilizer Spreader

11.0.5 HOME IMPROVEINENTS

PAINTER OR FIX 11 MAN

'L'ETknITTPERN5'41
959 1959

the starting rotes for these jobs.

regular $29.95

lop cloy hili.
go, TOARRSO

EMERGENCY SWAP RUM,

REASON., REFERENCES

CALL US FIRST

.

296-5586

Lawn Cart

EXP. WAITRESS

2:30-5 p.rn.
School Bus, Inc.

130

HAal d Ana and

Machine Operators

Need a young mon to

*5 hp. Lawn Tractor $419.95

R.N.

lay Pedi= Office

A.M. ROUTES

Storm Windows

Painting 8. Decorating

Home Maintenance

strastiNS

er.1127-1.5611

N

Sump Pump

.111or

sl

RECEIVING

SPECIAL TORO PACKAGE:

21,1,2

ue

in Web.

po,

EXTENSION
UNIVERSITY

Wu M

Es. w

I

oss or N st. 95

SHIPPING

and save $10882!!

627.20

LaSALLE

Cook County

'''2ae.ege

LS HOME REPAIRS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Get all this for only $37888

COMPETENT HOUSEHOLD

P M ROUTES

Mar N.9081/

p

ROB HEATING

dener

DRAFTSMAN

Sewing Machine Repair

"Hot Water Heating"

pantry -Remodeling

Apply in Person

26 Hole Wanted Women

Paid Training

Sign Pointing

Hewing

359.2515

Paid Vacations
Paid Holidays

GUTTER MEN

Hon,e

KEN'S KUSTOM
KORNER

o Free Life Insurance

MECHANICS and/or

LADY PARKER

HE. WANTED- Cnii

SCHOOL BUS

!nitro die.

"TOVTI7Tt/r

N/LER 1. SON

Free Hospitalization

MALE

T 5028

C. SOX 4150

Automobile Service

days.

routine.

6:30-8:30 a.m.

0 10 PM

,

mals. Light, simple office

EDUCATIONAL
SALESMEN

Earn E.t.a -Most,

Ch.nlys Reoo..Rebogi

25512.

4109.

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 W. Touhy
Skokie, III.

doctor's reception
trainee

AAP

DRIVERS

Absonry
Nnes Simploern
CL 95969

Hearing Aids

MITCH MEGUIRES

tuu

Meyers

500 peoPM ler 11...e.

Auto Painting

..L

inventory of

suPlaii.
mord, when mocks ore
turning low. Later you
bc irainod admin.
Pier .medication to

Nymph 01

255.1910

on

medical

SALES

COL 652 5.211

Mu A col

626.1000 Ext. 611i

keep

1800W Gemrol1Rd.

Corpentersville

Sewers Septic Work

REFINISHING' AAR REPAIR

255-7200

GOODYEAR TIRE 8 RUBBER CO.

Grim. You will learn io

312.426-4851

:Tr'ci

COUNTROID.O1RNITURE

8146164woulteePs, Niles

Ream

PINKERTON'S, INC.
5200 West Main St.

SPECIALTY.

ONLY.

APPLY IN PERSON 9 A M

PARKER

OUR

11All. PAR. NMI Pim: DEAL.
933
PROSPECT CATERING CI

emerenneights.iti

olli

SOO W. Maple Ase

IV SERVICE, RETW1R

Roofing

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS
Pr'r7ALL2611. P. JENSEN

Hills Wilma

rcseIcTesT,

or

on animal toyer with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, keep appointment schedule, and
make out pet case his -

Fumiture Refinishing

WEDDINGS

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

Four MIRMS.lor allwas *am.
T. Nam *will be inle.,1111. applicants., ONE DAY

MOW

NAGIC

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Exciting opporiunity

Misi Paige
WWIRtan lielgtor

BRUNING

Radio -TV Service

PATCH, PANTRY

COST ACCOUNTING

heal. Vadous Mies bolls lull.. and pan limo (minimum 8

r

PENNWALT CORP.

SERRVICE

6E
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s

re glemo.n 8 MSS
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NORTH SUBURBAN AREA

boca

Magic

=ding.
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a... in
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SECURITY PERSONNEL NEEDED

bud some Rood Erode
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r

el
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for Tan excellent slonin

.VE YOUR PIANO TUNED

Landscaping
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TRY RECEPTION
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woe..

Carpet toyer

to piny..

1 -171 -RED

2ND SHIFT
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INTERNAL AUDITING

SECURITY GUARDS

$4.00 Hr.+ 0.T.

ate

42.8312, Mier 2
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Helghis

in

292.3525,

Piano Tuning Services

sea its
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"the little

Bonanza Sirloin Pit

WITH OR WITHOUT
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
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Dup I icating

FOREMAN

LICENSED HAIM 0.11.TOR
S6 00 CL

MARCH THRU

ADD UP?
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2982200,./.1

pre

'WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

Der PleineS,

BROILER MAN

1

Universal Oil Products
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weds done
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ACTIVE IOW

Machine
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re,

RETIRED OR

boor. !mom

Art Service
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Ext. 1 05

8 24-1 15 5

2961071

Iese
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Tug Shampoo 513,1,311,s

Air condemning
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,

IFFT If
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IIE
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5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.
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Apply in Pers. to MRS. ALKE

Plumbing

ADP.. CONTACT
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SIMPSON ELECTRIC
CO.

Drywall Renoir.

ova

259

Engineering Service

Comet Cleaning

.°1,15,11ot

212 S. Arlinglon Heights Road
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truin seek
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MI
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NWC frElt. WAWA
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SOS 1252
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5.4090 as 192 1551
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MsepenionAword Eryeem

team of Absence
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359-5020

John

nEr
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experience. G. employees are moon a Ilds comer Gyro,

6.k Panama Plan
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FILINGS
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EARN MORE .10% NIGHT SHIFT
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TRAINEE -$540

296-1071

6 benolilT inslue
metilnu Pondon Plc
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wired. 253 ORD

ADVANCE

Send hood poem lomr or resume waning mow when

.homer laMoldent Mabee Insurance

Plastering

.05Y

ALL ALLEN 392-9351

MISRATRONS

OR
MORE OPPORTUNITIES
TO

Mad Holidays imlude Wur SiChrilay

$550 MONTH

Taiih

Call Bob Von

Income Tax Service

Electrical Work

3.431 9. SIN 111011.eves
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to Salle Personnel

d

JOHIRTMAN

programs to 36G. RPG assexallitg under DOS.

COMPANY EMPLOYEE BENEFIT.
C,31,11/3.1 Remembrance
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FULL TIME STOCKMAN!
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FREE
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ASSISTANT MEWS WEAR MGR.

YACHT

cca,.s 9.
298 2770

eCoAsactors

erowih opporiurd, In our systems dryrortra

E

Mobile
Communications

Dressmaking - Sewing

MACHINE OPERATORS c,

($10,000 -$11,000)

Olicalan by phone, Coll 0569922

err

Gel Fuday $575

DOCTOWSOFFICE

Carpentry -Remodeling

MOLD
REPAIRMEN

fr'-x

AUTOMATIC SCREW
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be

MACAW,
91 PA"

E

offered by reputable business people 111 your

services

255 7200 OR 296-6640

Wo halnapenisgs in Arlingion Heighis,

FULL TIME

A

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

Ohlo 44122.

Shoe Salesman
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HELP

So Jong Ws. nit. Apply now, Odds ms yaul In glad you

'VI ZVI
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CALL ONE NOW,
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and all the formes Sell hana
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doily guide of reliable
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TRY A NEW JOB AT

METHODIST
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24 Help Wanted BM
WET WANTED TO WOW FULL
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JANITOR

MECHANIC

RECORD CLERK

BUILDING. CUSTODIAN
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JUG GRADUATE, KEY PUNCH
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AIRWAYS RENT -A -CAR
917 Main Street, Evanston
Mr. Zee

5930 N. Lincoln

o 10 -KEY ADDING MACHINE

STENOS!

pay,
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al

VICTOR TEMPORARIES
A Division of Victor Comte

TYPISTS!

APPLY IN PERSON

-

IIETPUNCH!

AFFILIATED
BOOK
DISTRIBUTORS

Chicago, RI.

17 N. State Sr.

LINDBERG NEVI -DUTY

A Temporary Service

......,,..,..,-,.

415 N. Wolf Rd. Wheel.,

keyed
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Pleasant working condllion6 no weekends

""''''''''"
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pAer;.;:11 the lime or
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Publishing House
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PAYROLL CLERKS
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CALL 43y.9907 FOR INTERVIEW

ROY ROGERS RESTAURANT

"' 'Z,Zgee'":".
An ego., annortuni,thoIoW.
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333-6880
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GIRLS
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WHY NOT

RECEPTIONIST-

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

TYPIST
office work.
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life Ina/ranee. 371/e hour
General

Wm. A. Duguid Co.

MODERN PLANT
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PAID VACATION 1st YEAR
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YOUR future
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WAGONS
Vistacroiser, three
eats, air conditioning, power.
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'69 CHEVY NOVA II
2 DOOR SEDAN

11 op.

'68 BUICK SPECIAL
4 DOOR SEDAN

_rd

on e

ea

goo
owner

$1695

'68 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
4 DOOR kl.T.

WAGON
theWle4 Os..4.1.1

Sports Wagon 3
seats, power, air

9795
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t°c'o'y

cease
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1'68 CHEVROLET BEL AIR
STATION WAGON

68 CHEVROLET BEL AIR
STATION WAGON
s
ve, rode,
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trans
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NEW CHEVELLE
'68 CHEVROLET BEL AIR
STATION WAGON
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We lease
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Transportation $95
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Full Power

Olds

whitennalls. low
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4 Door Convertible

iiravos

LANDAU 2 DR. IT.
minion, power steering,

1961
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$2095
'67 FORD THUNDERBIRD
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1
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2k4964

tn'neanc

Rear Window Defogger, Radio, Herat-

537 6233

55 -Musical Instruments

$3795

er, Whitewalls.7000 Actual MiesONLY11/VO

neetls1'd'gCo7r2Z

31.0 CL1s5J8

Residential

:;5,-;i7,,,,

Beiieving

1969 VOLKSWAGON

steering,

-""

$2795

on-

air

ing, full Dower, AM EM radio, white.
walls, low mileeoe,ONLY.

7,1,407

Ike

Prospect Day

METROPOLITAN

C19.1512

ONLi

Sesiog is

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

tor.25, 55Eo

Minuses to Share

Add Ame increoses to a job that alien Om./ o,
ewcitoment and raises Oren Pm 0mt wer/ RA(L'ke
think you'll agree Shoe being o telephone aim la

COME IN AND REGISTER

824-2175

Roof,
Low

Oval

v8, Automatic iransmis.

Rxnn ..'...

spa

lenesenather ...............,

Brush.up
Local or Loop

No Fee
Top Rates

gem c,.

n,9,e'ller';1 :Mlle,

we 3250 024-0041

coffee

ngign, mog

-

"°111°A.Ji,

WANT TO OUY,ofr.

52Elect 7137ric

no

'

437,08J

rominng and mai.. MI work

old. 392.3249

es Child

a

corpe/t.

1967 model wr,

G A ll'Gt

rtnrl'ne = fa=eTor:;:di=

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

APPLY

Day or Evening
Intorviews

II Drafting Trainee

1

W.lh a Temporary Job f rom

Wayne Milligan

695-3440
for

Female

YOUR BUDGET

avocado

HERB

,701corrisaleanillousekeeping

E FINEST SERVICE "

149,6013° CADILLACr

1T1-11 CHOPPER SHOP

SAILOR

Der vs; boy's az 20 span coo
RE Oreleal

AC

T

Rally Wheels, Tack, Wid
Mileage, Red cmd Reedy

'71.1B BOSS"

=LI ;35'0.

GOOD LUCK!!

CI 3.411,9

ESC

DEALER

Ste

103 Auto Traders &Campers

aoAL.L,4

d

I

la

OPeoInPl

0

381-0899

BENDER RIEGER

JI

5. Terms available
cho.rs,

1

. Steady Work

MRS. DUNNE

RESTAURANT

e've

3. Free instal WWI.

42-Wanted To Boy

iv

0

,I.,..

2. Heavy duty carpet' g
4111ome Fureshings-Turniture

d

,i317 -ti -

highest

WHITE COLLAR GIRL

17 Pleasant Working Conditions
. Many Company Benefits

CALL NOW!
ZAPPONE
BRANDYW/NE

%kb

60% OFF

gitti

...

torsediathar impon small

_,

1,63 VOLKSWAGEN ENGINE

164

n_n

E.

. Excellent Starting Rates

shilo 5 day

V11171:7Y,;u.c.

h'

not necessary

5 Raises Ist Year.

"r35.

P210.''

l',)

/

PER HOUR

Ad

1Pro'spe'c't

Omer tra.le4crxn,p,uff, loaded.

027.5540

1

AND ADD TO

1st shift 7 to 3
Experience helpful but

$2.25

WAITRESSES

kl,

TYPISTS

START

439-7620

g -'

(C4

381-6368

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

'MI

315 CA1.1297-61.

Kole Real Estate

ANEOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

EXACT PACKAGING, INC.

Will Train You

week

6 81

IN GOOD CONDITION

,,,

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

1°' °°1 l1`^

CASH

DU 1-6000

GUARANTEED

It -Boats andMarine Supplies

posIo

..-----

as axd c

WILL PAY

DICK WIRIGNOM

L Closing out stock

we

,

APPLY

cue, eve.

Dower,

FASTER DELIVERY

FLEA MARKET SALE
'Its1

bet.

Esseirommeenv ;mews,

Wheeling, IllinOiS

777 Wheohnq Road

-

40%

3110T97759

PRODUCTS INC.

MANI MOVING TOPOLLINGMEADOWE

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

0 BORT CO,I.LIEI;UPPIES

34A0s and Antiques

LEADS

537-1100 NW last

WOMEN

4,0616
3,-...'1,;,77"
"

DALIRMIGIC
&OMIT MOTORS

WE

=4,770:d:ra'igna:2''"
CARPETING

paddedl
s
oblemo:
swivel ch rs 330.392-0511

LEADS

'..

The less
S ys,

IN BARRINGTON

e.

"'j92.6074

.

DRIVE

296-6127

5,0

ANTIQUES

GUARANTEED SALES

1.1gonquin 8 Meacham Roads, Schaumburg
)359-4800

SgEgoDbl.,
TEST

II

comfort 31250 517-6926

FROGAIRE ELECTRIC STOVE

tore

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE1 1 YEAR CART

BARRELS
BARRELS

REAL ESTATE SALES

sad ammo akuke neelleet Mts. 1.0.0..... cell.

'El"%',"erITTC'T'' Yr

Coll 255.1680

'370nrup g9'.7so"

61.KKCRAFT 21'

sell

894 2230

BARRELS

buMin stow ,./counter ion

GUARANTEED LISTING

-7J07011=E011.715A

Call For ImmedioieConfideration

"

no"

SALARY PLUS BONUS

ApplIconls moo how at lee, ,...r pay..
hit..
o,
E EE., o, Porn ....KM deportmont ouperes.. ElgE
..1 woh oweepiare make Wen meinew mamma, ok
0cot

NORTHWEST 775-7296

National Bank

Des Plaines

1165 Elmhurst Rd.

a

CONTACTMISS HECHT

to

in aur Payroll OrportmenE

3200 aT.d.ina

V.1.r

.

SEETHE 1970

Poi, KEN

4 5 e lo ge saMples In

Apply Monday -Friday, 8 AM -'3 PM

Ask for Mr. Mel et Apply in Person

Loom

Cade CCalors,

741.2407

$700.

ACTIVITIES
DIRECTOR

M Automatic Increases
o Modem Working Conditions
0 Major Medical Insurance
o Vac atio n Plan
? Profit Sharing

No experience necessary

or kw Re W.P.M. or I,

th

50.50 AND UP

394-0765

unberne benefits such as:

Izt=n°,1%;..°,

117r;

PM

The Peanut Gallery

S

ACROSS THE MAW ROM THE MILWAUKEE RD. WESTERN
AV COMMUTES MOT

ol ow

%DIU®

sh..a

,e dvene

259.0903

666-3443

ROY ROGERS NEEDS YOU!

We'd Mu you so bon.

BILLER TYPIST

2450 W. HUBBARD

HOUSEWIVES

mg. temporary ..... -

role

4

1,11.11CL 5-0686

,

11.270.11,

cYJ

101-Truchs,Trailers

GOLDEN EAGLE

SOL ERERS

ossms operato

k

c.':17 R; 2871

Wheeling

Cooks - Waitresses

&

782-6244

DACHSHUNDS AKC

Clarinet, 565 C13.4109
Rehr°. M. 3511-1 160 oft.

2741elp VianterLMen & Women

WIRERS

'tieretWkereden.

.

IN Quarry 2NDCARS

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING
sedoo,

oftne7t..

WE SPECIALIZE

es, offer 437-4114

'A'ZrOZO

0,.

017-6628

noonld assaekn. Broellonl Elope benefits including

Good,conndnon :650. 537-1624
after
oon.

Ploolio61117

2:c=c'erst'riel7

ree'11!ire'-Lia.sa31rs,

Openings Exist For:

f., pirh WM qued twine mew* enreing sekry rink nm
maw. p.n. front within. /Malmo!. caorliStmodollices

59.4607,

32600 cash or 3600 6

k

.c,cury

4

lion; 340

Sfillusinoss Opportunities

" rig° "1"i'Y

=71,°,.7.t,",r,",,';',.'.1=7.:1'"

SALES DEPT.

1350,

GT Fastboan

Mustang

'67

600 F.NW. HWY DES PLAINES

457

0 TYPISTS
Work close to home.
All you need is some free time and at least 1
year experience. Work 1-5 days per wade.

eta

,,, nom.

411 N Wolf Rd.

come firg. (o]
molroROLA

CLERK TYPISTS

..196.0141

alio, CM.

You

y

0 KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
0 COMPTOMETER OPERATORS
0 STENOGRAPHERS

-ty E ,

Opp

-491-1770II

315;

ROUND KING SIZE BEDSPREAD.
MATCHING PIROWS. WILL SAC.
RIFICE. 392.25,76. 894 7350

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

...

--

.

.

677-0600

is

3350 437,1231

1

111Autemohdes For Sate

sc. condo

low mile

.....m.

299-4446
ons Hems

*Rags, Pets & Equipment

shelves 310 no 12 units heow
duly shelving
hg, 6 shelves

''ss7'4ST4

60celsorlOS 310; poker thl.
ort, phonagroph 371..2.0286

537-6900
Mr. James Levy

267-5300

.n.-........

uozee S

or best offer, 255.0526

rnfjh'oPgony,Uref:Ilftcon=,

raised

od mo ,,,,,
7; onoro;op ,Zoloo,

1300 E. Linder - Sizoisle

nd6llfe 41"""

112 AulumeEles For So"

117AUGICIII&S For 52/3

392.6346

,.

Sorgou2' -Weida Scientific Co.
1.rfoe

l I2 Autemobdes For Sale

,

537.1930

Sacrifice for

9 pc. drum set 375, fith tank 6

Douro

cethd

CONTACT

s.:,z.,,,.:-.1."°=pluLbm

Apply In Person at Alain Office

WAREHOUSE

If you

,. work with figures and con tgOte.

Gya Eastiouhy

A Fa

Y

.

while training. Hospi-

"

typing or office exPerience de.
shed but not
us, for sho,,

erZs',.'Z's=="' :Stteinrsr 7r'

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK

aim

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE CORP.

good

CLERK TYPIST

area.

UP 8-7300

mi,=1,d

Our company In the educational field. D looking Tor moral
girls who snips clerical work <Ind Fa,. good lypIng Mil

Mns.

5511usmal Instnments

1266 Blue VW.

2711 -g -a.,

ble.537 1926

so

to.

ion

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Mr. Hill or Miss Paste,

678.3373

h

.-

time foi aft/mike housewi.s. Openings in yOur

CAu

I

e

;4'1

We havo on Interesting madden

wa iiimio oi, key pun. ond IBM Selects:Apse:ger

Is Over

47 Rome 11011!! ISI4 Nurture

,'

CASH

'1

asonohle 253.0306

o .os wg,
000, an',ogko ,,...oa.,,.
...

.hh, h.,

shift kr en experienced rood operator IndivIdu

mlitation Insurance. M time.Some openings partnpMV

nn recreance.

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES, INC.
9301 W. !Ong Sh

c,., ....nor.,

686-7740

The Hunt

u.S. nver te Anuienten

For rent-a-cor oneness Ear

nweram i6diw cost of In.

-----

..

32-MisceItaneous Merchandise

v

NET PUNCH - LEAD OPERATOR

,1 ...No mil Mr.

or eeMng drKle.

42 Wanted' To Buy

Acyteline weld 6 cuting outfit.'

R,ERii TYPISTS

,

"Ii.s7,.., s°r°

,,,.

,, --

Counter Personnel

0 FRIDEN COMPUTYPER
OPERATOR
o FRIDEN FLEXOWRITER
OPERATOR

FOR FIGURES?

.1

es w p.m.

Mine Openinon kr

NEEDS

depariment Knowledge In thls typo al operonon 6 essannol.

repine, hv Phone

DES PLAINES

seaming

.r ,......., ..,,,,,

JEWEL HOME
SHOPPING SERVICE

394-5660

855 E. RAND ROAD

SARGENT WELCH SCIENTIFIC

DO YOU HAVE
A GOOD HEAD

APPLY absIN PERSON

-

Des Plaines

Volkswagen, Inc.

-

mot be woe unworn,. mem. with game Renew* to
enew meant mAM Au. hot. 0.10 ou0110011000 a h

SHORTHAND NECESSARY

a

Cashier -Typist

.

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG/ANN

..7:E=2,7g.

192.9340

371,1mcellanenu5 Merchandise
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FOR ORiENTAL TEds.:

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

PERMANENT POSITION
EXCELLENT EARNINGS

ttg=.-

W. Campbell

allelp Wanted Women

'

'17n=tu.'3'1'.'lr 4"

SECRETARY

'

Wednesday March 18 1970

26-11elp Wanted Women

PLUSH SHOWROOM

894-6500

Countryside Restaurant
& lounge
1

,,,

Fagg Ill

164InIpliated Women

26414 Wanted Women

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

.,,,,rm-m.--

WAITRESSES

,,, ,,,,,

,,,,,,,

1

''' L"''

Pon Tim
ion for Figure
Iliroin.Must be
CoMour Sol
mature typo. Call 215.9595
,,,,,,,,,,,, ,...
,,,,,, ,,,,

baby sifter, ai

It

168elp Wanted Women

"g"

to

$3911,1
7 '2

We give
S&H Green

; Stamps on

Ever net the feeling nobody wants to Won fa you ondyour arrorabkme?
The arable., with having car problems is feeling like nobody care, /40hodg seems
time for you- the way they did Ware you houghl the oar. Well, cheer up. Baca
fhe,ei the Chevy Pit Crew. They're a team of so
Nice people we're assigning to
customers. For as long as you own the., whenevn amthin9
<ling ost, I eel free to coil an your Chary Fit Craw. You
who
re to hill by
dal Pit Crew cord you'll get. Corry it with you or in your atolls your reminder the
got a Chevy Fit Crew. People you can call an. People you can count an. Meet them

e
.-

'1

Used COI'S

''''

!A

R

1118111111'8 01:111Sill=t01111111111111111111111111111111111131=1.1.111111111111111.111111111161111111111111111MINIIIIMIli1111.1111111

ChevyPitChw

emotearm

vci "
Sal9 ta 6

HOSKINS CHEVROLETANc

OPEN mop 124

175 N. Arlington Heights Rd. at Rt. 72, Elk Grove 439-0900

as er

LARGEST IN THE NORTHWEST
Prices Slashed 20% to 40%
'1968 Chrysler New Yorker

1965 Pontiac Bonneville

.1 door hardtop, full power, oir conditioning, like 1895
new.

1969 Rambler 2 Door

only 24 Brand New 69's Left

remeti,nrdceorzoteza9eeraaonzttpeower steer-

1969 Plymouth Fury Ill

$1799

$99$

7 -Froth the early days

1968 Plymouth Fury Ill

1965 Volkswagen

2 door hardtop, full power, air conditioning. This

$1795

one issharp.

2 door. A sharp one.

's a full selection --

$795

1968 Mercury Montego MX

tiimertainties of the

4 door, full power.

$645

farm smokehouse in
Madying ham for mar-

$1495

flavorful 'Meat. Many

1967 Chrysler New Port

2 door hardtop with everything and air condi- $1995 4 doo, full power, air conditioning.

-

Boning.

ket, assure us of tender

1965 Plymouth Fury Ill

1967 Chevrolet Bel Air

4 door, V-8, automatic transmission, power weer- $999 =,x,rgo.,0= Au=anwoission, power $895

1965 Plymouth Fury III

$999

2 doer hardtop, air conditioning 8, everything.

Place the ham on rack in open roasting pan.
Insert meat thermometer so bulb is centered in
thickest part, and does not rest in fat or on bone.
Do not add water. Do not cover. Roast (Bake) in
a slow oven (325° F.) until "fully -cooked" ham
registers 130° F. and "cook -before -eating" ham
registers 160° F. Allow approximately 15 min- utes per pound for a "fully -cooked" ham and 22
to 25 minutes per pound for a "cook -before -eating" half ham. For a whole "cook -before -eating"
ham, allow 18 to 20 minutes per pound.

:Y.:Modern methods,
OM have teplaced the

1966 Chrysler

-

rolled smoked ham

joy of Easter.

BARGAIN HUNTERS
Full power, air conditioning.

lapwing years .of the.

his served to sing the

OVER 60 MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
1965 Ford Country Squire Wagoh

BAKED HAM
5 to 7 pound butt or shank half "cook -before eating" smoked ham
5 to 8 pound boneless "fully -cooked" formed or

"of the Virginia Colony,
through the great
Midwest -,.and contintlitig as .the country
.filoved westward, the
.tradition of fragrant,
Blush pink baked ham

1966 Pontiac Tempest Wagon

Hardtops -Sedans -Wagons
& Performance Cars Hemi's
4 speeds --6 packs, etc, etc.

is ham time

$2795

bench electric seat, vinyl roof, like new.

deer, hardtop, power plus.

e

4 door hardtop V-8, airtornafic transmission, pow -

steering, power brakes, air conditioning, split

1966 Chevrolet Impala

1500

Save As Much As

$1095

2 door hardtop, full power, like new.

i

1963 Plymouth StatiOn Wagon

$599

Full power, air conditioning.

people prefer the ease
and economy of a
Siineless, fully -cooked,

FRUIT CUMBERLAND SAUCE
1 can (11b. 14 oz.) fruit cocktail
1/2 teaspoon shredded orange peel

firmed Or rotted ham.

34 cup orangejuice
1/2 cup currantjelly
2 tablespoons claret wine
Y, teaspoon ground ginger
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1 tablespoon lemon juice

The traditional bone -in

barn (fully -cooked, or
e6ok-before-eating)
has a place for special
occasions.

Drain fruit cocktail well. Combine shredded
IF YOU like, use the
'syrup from your color-

orange peel, orange Mice, jelly, claret and ginger
in sauce pan. Heat until jelly melts stirring occasionally. Blend cornstarch and lemon juice until

ful fruit garnish, can lied cling' peaches in

smooth; stir into jelly mixture. Cook and stir
until mixture is thick and bubbly; add drained

this case, to glaze your

..A'3

IV*

01..

ham whatever the

fruit cocktail. Cook -1 to 2 minutes longer. Serve

..

style. Adielegaiit Fruit

hot with ham. Makes about 21/2 cups.

Cumberland Sauce is a

perfect Easter accompaniment. It -Man be-

41- 111-

Made ahead of time

and reheated just before serving:

TOPPER-tunity knocks!

- scat

haps; fresh asparagus

.0ears;

green

salad

with a tart oil and lernpet egfeegssinA andjellied a re-

-fOr

this success for less than you'd guess at John
Mufich Buick on Rand!

AEastdedr

lopedpotatoes, per-

dessert with whipped
'kipping. Just enough

success car in Chicarland...and you can get

ity! And opportunity to get success awaits you
day after day, week after week and month
after month right hem in Mt. Prospect.

-menu simple

ine

Yes folks, Buick continues to be the big number one

The sure way to miss success is to miss the opportun-

`-Keep the rest of the

a

perfect

1

FOOD

has ti s DAY

feast

that's light; bright and.
carefree as spring' it

OPEL GT

self.

And knocks! And knocks!
Opel AND

1967 BUICK SKYLARK

1968 WILDCAT
door Pordtop oularnatke

$2695

ND!

BUICK ON

ment for Opel tool Lucky
moment because we find
ourselves top heavy in in-

ventory and more and
more continue to arrive

daily

Topper-tunity

knocks, Buicks and Opels
Don't miss out!

$1895

t'e'70=e'r b:rerCric
Teeor w

g

dar,nyllop

$1795

1968 BUICK SPORT WAGON

1967 BUICK LESABRE
door sedan f

foolery air [and

$2695

p°

°k,.

doolne
g

eute nre

6

power ...one power Imola. lee,
dock wesly Plp a

efdeder
tor

a

a real

tee

I

$1695

$2195

1968 CHEVROLET CHEVELLE

f.°74r,,9. ==;

°

;;L,=.'

the brunch start off with a spicy

$1095

$1495

1965 PONTIAC "GRAND PRIX"
1967 TRIUMPH "SPITFIRE"

broke,

power window

.!,===roi7Inir' "°r $1295

$1295

1968 MERCURY MONTEREY

I speed roe, red exterior

$1095

os;:ed fastback nvdmght Moe reedP $995

.

a special touch of both color and

cook slowly 5 to 8 minutes. Remove

flavor. The delicate pink meringue,
With a hint of jelly, complements the
golden peach halves. The flavor of
hot cling peaches and ham is something to dream about.

cover and brown balls slowly until

1

in cold frying pan: Add 2 tablespoons water, cover tightly and
well done. Pour off drippings.

Drain fruit cocktail reserving one

cup syrup. Slowly combine with
cornstarch in saucepan: cranberry
juice, lemon juice, vinegar and re-

warns coffee cake, and they'll wonder flow you ever did it all. Bask in

served fruit cocktail syrup.
Heat until thickened. Add drained
fruit cocktail and combine with
sausage balls to serve. Makes 6 to 8

the compliments and keep a weather

servings.

eye out for more wonderful ways
with canned convenience foods.

John

Won't you come in?

SAUCE
2 pounds bulk pork sausage
1 can (11b. 14 oz.) fruit cocktail
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1/2 cup cranberry juice
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon white vinegar
Drop red food coloring if desired

Form sausage into
inch balls
(approximately 40 balls) and place

Balls in Fruit Sauce-stir up some
fluffy scrambled eggs-bring out a

1965 MUSTANG 2 +2

SAUSAGE BALLS IN FRUIT

tomato cup. Then go on to the luscious ham-just a matter of heat and
eat when you use canned ham. The
handsome Pink Cloud Peaches add

Surprise your guests with Sausage

$1495
1967 OPEL

Gather the bunch
for Easter brunch
lavish treats with so little effort! Fot

transmspon

1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA
Sport coupe

/ /door hardtop outomahe Iremmmen

.1 factory equIpment

$1695

dy

1967 PONTIAC CATALINA

1968 OLDS "88eselec gold entenor

d door hordiop oularnot

ed sauce.

make it possible to prepare such

1966 BUICK LESABRE

teal blue m

And this is your lucky mo

°"°'

youruttr.

Right after church on Easter Sunday is a perfect time for this elegant
,brunch! So, too, is any bright spring
morning that you set aside to entertain friends.
Canned foods, both ham and fruit,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

1968 OLDS VISTA CRUISER

spark;e. trtlett

Fl
H
t. Prospect,

PINK CLOUD PEACHES

I can (1 lb. 13 oz.) cling peach
BROILED HAM SLICES

Cut canned ham into slices approximately V4 inch thick. Arrange
in oven broiler (on foil if desired) 3

lit

inches from heat. Broil slices 2 min-

utes, turn with pancake turner and
broil 2 to 3 minutes on second side
'or until heated through.
The slices can also be panbroiled
over low heat, using a small amount

of fat from the ham to grease the
Spring brunch mews features savory broiled ham slices and puck cloud peaches

801 EAST RAND ROAD * 394-2200

pan.

halves
1 egg white
V4 cup currant jelly

Red food coloring

Drain peach halves. Beat egg
white until stiff peaks form; add jelly
and food coloring and continue beoting until well blended. Place peach
halves, cut side up on shallow baking pan.

Top each half with meringue mix-

ture; broil or bake at 450'

.

Cook of The Day
PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT

STORE HOURS

Mon thru Sot

AVE

10AM to 10PM

Wednesday March II

Page 14

We Reserve The Right To

limit quantities

a

1970

"THE KING OF THE ROASTS"

Artist with a pastry tube

MAR 21

Sunday 10AM to 6P M

S

b

THE DAY

4th & 5th

WAREHOUSE FOOD MARKET
HOW MUCH COULD YOU

RIBS

EVERY WEEK

coe.

AVE

1244

990

1st THRU 3rd RIBS

DISCOVER

LB.

LB.

WAREHOUSE FOODS
JUST A FEW OF OUR
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

mci_wtki
30,24`

gDel Monte cut green BEANS

Niblet whole kernel CORN

n.23' 0_1
,- 22c o.

Hunt's TOMATO SAUCE

o. 10'

Del Monte CREAM CORN

Del Monte FRUIT COCKTAIL

A&P's Super
Right

1/4 PORK LOIN

Quality

SLICED -9 TO 11 CHOPS

(j

tel

SUPER RIGHT

31'

V-8 COCKTAIL

39'
100..24`

Pink Beauty SALMON

BACON

It often takes Men Harold Conklin several day+ to complete a panoramic egg but when hardened,)
may lot for ofimi. sears (Photos by Jaw Stafford)

Scott TOILET TISSUE

Brand

25'
v.- 8'

tae0.

Vets DOG FOOD

.0,

Moiton SALT

11c

60..25`

Nestle MORSELS

Mrs. Grass NOODLES

t

Id.35`

0. 65c

MATE

MILNOT

13`

reel

10'

s3JELL -0

Niagara SPRAY STARCH

so.

47c

Clorox BLEACH

ea,

49'

FiNk7 SPIC and SPAN

500.

84c

Aix Comet CLEANSER

.00..15`

CY WESSON OIL

Fornlywza.a oz

89c

CRISCO

O

95'

KRAFT LO CAL

59'

Log Cabin SYRUP

Vlasic Mild BANANA PEPPER

0, 0,

49'

By Fran. Album.
A set of pastry decorating
tubes can create . beautifully
an artist's brush. Proof of
this is in the panoramic

Country Delight MILK

gut

Country Delight 1/2 & 1/2

89'
29'
19'

Country Delight FRESH BREAD

PC2I
Mal WWI) MANOMAMEIMAIIJA5M15/N

gar eggs or plasticTe can m
molded in a pi egg.She has

decorating. Pooneline meta

used a tea cup to form balls:

Jacqueline wm baking day and
night.

Jacqueline begins by mixing
five pounds of sugar with small

for
Ohio gave her. She has
found t Pa it is excellent for
&cowing purposes and h. a

eggs node by Mrs. Harold
Conklin of Arlington HalglIte.

MAKING FANCY drip-

Her tools are a cake decouithat
set and imagination.

cries is mother ofJacquelineb
bobbi. along with oil painting
A new yenand hooking
tere for her ceramic which

JacquelincConklin, her has-

undertaking with

ar is damp and can he packed
against the sides of the mold.
While the sugar is hardening.
which may take several hours.
Jacqueline makes tiny animals

2 egg white,
4w cup shortening
I
an vanilla

as

with hercakedecomting tube.

Linda, were transferred
recently to this area from Co-

much artistry as in her pi -Vials

-squirrels. rabbits, swmo or
These are set aria m

and

Ohio, where taco.,
had maintained a smell
business in colons design

I linr emfietionenf saw

ine summed mat Day mien

ens Mr. are Mined
FOR ORDINARY

might enjoy making hard cog-

'

Cott haddock. hake. cock-

towards table, season with salt

lobster. shrimp.
herrings, scallops. mole and
mackerel. given an
Irish
touch, become a special momtion.

and moulted spread with the

I, slut.

mushroom and onion ars-para.
Von. Fold fiilets over and

The key word in this kindof
cooking is "fresh." You nun
use the frozen seafood ham
the

supermarket,

but

make yourself familiar with a
reliable fresh seafood outlet. It
do. make a difference.

ets Sole St. Brigid.
4 fillet+ sole
4 whole mushrooms
1 medium onion

poach in fish stock with whis.
ky and chopped parsley.
When cooked, remove them

around

slices of mushrooms and

from cooking liquid and re-

. Pn ...' .I'''' with ..h.'"
ings of margarine lor honer/

c. with this sauce and glaze
under the grill.
Another simple dish is:
BAKED _CREAM FISH
1 pound white fish
I

Mushrooms

Tomato.

.

46 sup ...in
46 cup Irish whisky
Finely chi
mushrooms
and onion and ook in a little
butter. Lay fillets with to side

.

Watercress
Marge line

kv and lobster claws.
'Here's s recipe for trout
which is 'elegant aid fairly

lo -

'",.. '"
ORIII.Ely.morr
OISIN
:

Shaun,

BAKI:

.

curs.riNa

. J pg.11101

....n' '..., m.".'d

Rog., ,,,,,.. p,,,,,,,, Hip

ing , ,,,,,

god

with the seasoned white sauce.

th.". and Itii. mot

.Waal

;trot

nni.P' ...".....""d
d

in

wilt arid pperl Stuff the iniut

...n.'

.ho ....,.... wr.r.

with

aPiuTe'i Si'in7in'.'."Shalliits.

in

µP.;;1-Tirtle7risrITITansi'll'ha"kelins

a medgra. oven for 211 minbiniiihr;urEirr g'''sui I'd'''Cr+Tuw." 0inl

u %KRIM R is a fa v o rite

Add flour and dry musters' to

color While mixing, irdeshat

GOLDEN CORN

5

ORANGES

4 ten 89'

. .

three cups of hot milk, stir un-

.

SWEET PEAS

PORK & BEANS =

frozenshrimp.) Roll

cad;
prawn in u hair slice of the ba-

1

HEARING AID
REPAIR

BONUS SPECIAL

pound prawns
12 slicer of bacon

ITER:

I !Mlle beer or shooing ool
2 tablespoons melted holler

cups riflul flour
2 eggs

Salt and pepper

dry indeed
ootablespoons
Ck
the prawns in boiling
2

COMPLETE SERVICE

BONUS

ON ALL MAKES

Lara Lynn

6 CANS FREE
MAIL -IN OFFER FROM VETS®
Fantastic savings an "NutritionRich" gets. Deg
FOWL Just send us 24 labels 'from any Ilavor(s)
Vets' 15V, oz. dogiood and We will send you a .
coupon good for 6 free eans. See details on the
inside of your Vets' label.,

A

"NUTRITION -RICH" VETS'DOG FOOD,
The Complete Meal For Your Dog

Gualitene

Auchoone

Swoons
eh,E

Otorion
Audivini

41rone

Shiens

109 S. Mc,. MT. PROSPECT

11,11.....
DALOft11.11ur. ...

.

4

89'

5

89'

4

.

89'

SAVE 20'
s,5:.:,..,Pk
IIY':,",,tish'ie,n',,,Inn7Fr,:nd,n,b.u...l'in,n

TIDE

well all on to the flour. Mo

Raper. Saw with hot piquant
ace or a chillod gherkin

salted water. Lift off tails and
shell and dorein. iNo reason

EXTRA
FANCY

Can

j.489'

SALMON

SAVE 8'

REG.
ANN PAGE -THIN ORREG.

16 -oz.
Can

630

A&P BRAND
With this Coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division AM' Store

CREAM

A.04..21,1970.

re,

Pkg.

lan' CHEESE

SAVE 8'

I rat 'la rn'a ii'd -nting.recipe
also
A inWi'll

eLvictii, teats mull,

pasphrZem eaCchkacrisDrbea;finaWhipa

CRISCO

PILLSBURY

SHORTENING

CAKE MIXES

whipped topping mix, which is

T: 89°

the dry oakc mix
the

envelope

.

.

2 1.1:;:: 59'

.

2

.

.

.

.

2 r,;:. 59'
2 ',°4:

's1,1:7°

.

19'

2 '4:: 19'

SAVE 10`
101INSOM

PRONTO WAX
99a
IF

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division A&P Store

thru Moon, 1970.

SAVE 10'

29

SAVE 5'
WI PAGE

JELLY EGGS

LOAF

IV 30`

Sliced

hole

POTATOES 2 Lb.
g.

49

With this coupon end any stacksse
at any Chicago Division Aga Store
thru Mar. 21, 1910.

SAVE 5'

SAVE 10'

SAVE 30`

PILLSBURY

PILLSBURY

FLOUR

FLOUR

490

2S LB. $219
BAG

With this coupon and any purchase
Many CtmDr1v2iis17,1,48:PStore

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division A&P Store
thou Mar. 21,1970,

SAVE 10'

SAVE 30'

SAVE 30'

595

2 r::: 59'

BROCCOLI ''st`::`

CAULIFLOWER

69
249'

A&P BRAND - FROZEN

VAZISS 3

SAVE 70

-Much nicer than with the

11111-11**********111-iiiiiiiiliiii*********1111VV!******11

cake Mix alone. Eggs and wa.
ow are the only otheiitddilE0o,
required.

Two Good Reasons
in '70...
to Shop

'single recipe. Rh the slap of a
Whole family of cakes. And the

Low, Low Prices PLUS Plaid Stamps

tittttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt1

batter hakes up just as nicely in

Bundt ions, layer pans. jelly
roll pans (for yummy .10.,
petits fodrs). and

'igen as cupcakes. Of course.
any arc your favorite cake mix

ARLINGTON HTS.

rimers em i he used.

'Next time the baking mood
'comes upon you, Icy the basic

D in. Cake or tray of
sling variations.

27

With this coupon and any purchase
atteny Chicag Dvision ALP Store
thru Mario ion LP

without whipping, helps make
nude that ha. remarkable volgo keeping quality.
end a lovely tender texture -

ni$i

20-0Z.

BREAD

SAVE 30'

Whipped Topping Mix and a
tuchlay.-ase. cake mo. The

dimay from

79, SARDINES

.

EA.

sliced

JANE PARKER

SPAGHETTI

PI OE 270

Every once in a long whik a

to

OLIVES

.

CREAMED SPINACH

32 PEACHES
ANN PAGE - STUFFED

NIBLET CORN vrzr

MIXED VEGETABLES '^strr

MAINE - MUSTARD OR OIL

SAVE 20'

IVORY SOAP

Bake a dream
come true
new and outstanding CAC

5

S1 I5Z0E

GREEN GIANT
FROZEN VEGETABLES

NIBLET CR. CORN -str

A & P YELLOW CLING

46 -or.

PERSONAL SIRE

you couldn'l Lne 11,11 penali1REANI CAKE loft jinn a
and deveirwil shrimp, or loch

PEARS

WHITEIT'S NEW!!

1.M....D..

added

APPLES
EA.

A&P - PINK

With this coupon end any purchase
at any Chicago Division RIP Store
Moo Mor. 21, 1970.

...P.. Dr.In utt a chrth

tin.dat

NOODLES

690

and dip. ,,,,,,, v time. into the
hatter and then into a ton or
Acule ol hot tat. Cook five

elOcnitt,k,

ANJOU

n

ANN PAGE

WASHINGTON

150
SIZE

'TOMATO
JUICE

GIANT HIE

ter.1 Add the seasonings al.

rails and

392-4750

SIZE

SAVE 7'

D'oeuvres on a buffet,

It

89'

',7":Mihrtkh:1:er'gug's7::ttchhre'n'Fili'':
rrch'::.

rmir,
Thommal maker a meal by Itself or can be serval ax hors

I S°EN

1DJE.NGT10 7512E

DELICIOUS

EA.

and .add.loh.ster.ineat,

AAA -

4

NIBLETS CORN x:

rpmn'

I r iv h

..,..a,i71;17,1,I, Z;',Tynonr

make a smooth paste. Add

FREE LOANERS

29c

,

and
shallots. parsley. chiva and
bii.nii. Al
rind.
ridd the ii,,,,, ,talus

Boil lobsters for 20 minutes
h water. Split lengthwise

I

built.

.. ,,,g the ,,,,..

,All right. go :head and too

kill'.

24 HOUR SERVICE

5-19c-h

00, Um in. pain rube. Add

WASH RED

NAVEL
=

11110 I t ,illtr.
Deal, the ,coired prawns
with lam. shake them well

Nall and pepper

sig..

LB.

orzr.:tI'olo

CALIFORNIA

4 ta 89'

Vitr

GREEN BEANS

well to effect a nice sprcading
consistency. Finally. whip the
egg whites until stiff and fold

Grated lemon rind
Lemon Plies

2yatditim sods., elIMIlsed
Pli'eulsipTdn'h:iPoPt:p'ed

Innate In't

Basil

.

2 2 -pound live lobsters
.1 diced iniohrooms

Lemon juice
Remo p skin and bone from
cooked fah and flake. M. it

OFF ON
PURCHASE
OF 4 MIXES

1 lb. Box

GREEN GIANT
CANNED VEGETABLES

'..,
ChilesIb

end lemon
In lobster is your favorite
seafood, try this recipe.:

1 cup m.hed potato.

2 tablespoons flour
1 egg yolk

adrokhHiSnd"Pt si0Pid1-Iga;r'PE"-i0ah:wil:thiarhrs-'

ot. "NI Dn..

'12G1adrn'isr'w.ith. watercress

oust

6 tabl.poons butter

he

41135YEBEIREMEDFE0''''

' ass't cooking bogs
Beef, Turkey,11-B.S Beef

Place meringue powder and
Marinaw howl and lel nand 15

1artar. Now whip thin.mitur
until it stands in soft white
For decorating such items pocks. Then slowly add. while
as panoramic eggs Jacqeline
that
....4106, two PI.Pd P'wdored
recommends an icing
win sig. and beat for live

mind and a link sherry wine to

and hem through in a hot oven

rep white sauce Igsmi-

CAKE MIXES

SALTINES

LB.

NB

!!

wal.

GREEN BEANS Tr
dishr.u.' Pining' aingrdhol fiNsti7L, "I

duce liquid by about half. Add
butter and flour mixed together to liquid. Bev, in yolk of egg
and cream. Cover cooked 1111 -

also

Add a few drops of lemon

Whole or
Shank Half

T

Packed

LB

Fish with an Irish touch

Assorted Regular 19 or.

BANQUET

RIGHT

t' cup lukewarm water
la kopoon cream of tartar
I pounds confeetioneol

minutes. Do not stir together.
After 15 minutes add cream of

louden ion brick -hardness although it is edible:

cake

BETTY CROCKER

SPECIAL

1r cup meringue powder

/

Vacuum

113.

BONUS SPECIAL COUPON

20c

SUPER

Mix and I,nd for Five min-

inn of frosting before the

With Easter near, Jacque!.

ROYAL FROSTING

etc. oi until smooth.

ros.

interests.

lumbus,
rum

pleasant llaror.

1/000.VIORS ICING

she

is

thm an cltIcrly

portions of water until Demo.

band and two children, Mark

START OFF with something relatively simple - Fill-

cA Gerber BABY FOOD

cakm. Baking wedding mikeg
doll cupcakes and building
calk cakes had begun an a fun
thing. but it boomeranged anal

!E C

S

14 To 19 Lb.
Size

A&P

Alpo asst. DOG FOOD

COFFEE

COOKED

SLICEDN

CHUCK

Kleenex Facial TISSUE

o

LB.

BONELESS

Libby TOMATO JUICE

Heinz KETCHUP

si

4,04°1111

1818 N. Stale Rd.

IMP
.

.4

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

Products prohibited by Btate Law exempt from Plaid Tramp otter

DES PLAINES
015 Lee St.

ELK GROVE

SCHAUMBURG

Devon & Tonne Rd.

Higgins Road
8. Ste, 58

ARLINGTON HTS.
1601 W. Campbell

BARRINGTON
300 N. Hough St.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy

THE DAY
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Soup kitchens gourmet style
\ is the first in a Ming, and a

By Dolores Haugh

aning is completely cow
trolled," Louis said.
"This is a place for the
young to meet, a place to talk.
It can give good food with empnmis on thesoft, not the hard-

Soup hitthens are openbto
In Chicago.
Don't panic, ant a ream
den.
Recalling the great //cures.
Mort in name only, the first in a

Sing of

sensational

are. The softness of smell and

taste of freshly made soup or
the moist center of crisp
crusted breads and rolls.'

soup

dams opened officially
week at 1246 N. Wells.

last

You have heard of soup, but

AS TO THE location, he
stated with auth,ity, "les not
the location of a restaUrant
that coon but whet Y. BM

haw you heard of soup that
mint be eaten with a knife and
fork? That is the kind the new
Bowl and Roll Restaurants
will feature.

CHEF LOUIS

Sea

SZATH-

his brother Gem ad his
slateer-in-law Wanda. From The

red

a chicken, the red bean a huge

smoked ham hock. All menu
prices are S 1.50 and below.

Each bowl is topped with
that special Chef Louis touch:
a dab of sour cream, a wisp of

green garden peas.

THE BOWL AND ROIL
rec ognizes its limitations an

offers only a limited mend
u.
There will always be chopped
chicken liver, freshly smoked
=nage or cheese sandwiches

slices

of Lana

devily devil's food cake and
"This is not a chain of res.
taurants noted for their hard ware symbols like arches. This

For iron
try dried
fruits

I (21/2 -ounce) package golden egg custard odz
1 cups
p milk

one needs time after time. Try raisin bread in any

ounce) square unsweetened climate.
i teaspoon vanilla

Cream of Potato

'ir it

pot and stir in

5 Sufi

Add

the

pff.... o, H.pri. S.,,

When Chef Louis "eats" the
When
soup it's got to be good. When
you taste the soup at the
Bowl and Roll Restaurant, you
will know there is none like It
anywhere. (Photo by Fern

or Polish klobasy if you wish.

Schneider)

ABrdidngtht'o ra''sclodwkisdimncrnebr"ann'd
I1010

If you wish. serve it with
sour cream or without. You
can add a ham hock for each

2 No. 2 cons red kidney
beans, drained and rinsed

In a large soup pot, set

-

"

baked cheese fondues and Prenclmdipped sand-

Combine egg custard mix ad milk. Add finely

end different ways to boost thc

wiches? If not, it's time to hay loaf of raisin

cut chocolue. Cook over moderate heat, stirring
constantly, until boiling: remove from heat. Add
vanilla) beat until chocolate is well blended.
furveea in baking cups and cool tatil
Pour
sch Makes fo servings.

amount of iron M your daily

r

IJuN

Red Salmon

Schedules are tighter. Meal preparation time is running shorter.

SIX VARIETIES

So more emphasis must be placed on the impromptu off -the -shelf

Alpo Dog Food

Cl, cu, Kellifgg's Oaten. Stuffmg, Herb Seamed Crou-

ton

Dog Food
PURINA

Private Facilities For

Dog Chow

Anniversaries/Birthdays
a Bar Mitivahs

Tabby Cat Food

dessert

flavor

BONUS

Open Daily at 1,30 AM':

St. George & the Dragon
P oun

a DUNDEE PDS.. PALATINE, ILL.
For Reservations Call 358-3232

To maintain best quality,
store dri d fruits in a cool, dry
Owe. C oked, dried fruits will
.if plumper and more
s
if of crated several
before s rstag.
For est cooking results,
Follow the package directions.
If sweet ning is desired, add it

/11,

Seatsflavorfu

OPEN
PANTRY

as Ice was brought all the way
from the Truckee River.
Today ice cream has lost irenity

in the United Mates,
but the variety of way. in
which it's served is endless. A

at the end of the cooking cycle.
AddinAdding
g ugar at the beginning

re411,0.1,1,9-

tun less tender and

ir

tender, moist natural orange -

flavored layer cake with delicious bits of real orange peel
and a crunchy nut topping,
split and filled with ice cream.
Then a delightfully flavored
onAgo sauce is poured over
the cake sundae to complete
the dessert.

Naturally this sunny, good -

taro
easy to make with new Betty
humor -style dessert

Crocker Sunkist Orange Cake
Mix and Frosting Mix, now on
your grocer's shelf.
Here is the recipe as developed

in

Tbk gaudfluonomstyle dome
eadly made with Betty
Crocker 's S unkist Orange
ColteMla and frosting mix.

6tME

13 -by -9 -by -2 Mies. Mix

DOUBLE ORANGE DESBERT
Orange Sauce (below)
11/2 cups chopped nt.
3 tablespoons sugar

minas directed on package and
pour evenness Copan. Bake 40
to 45 minutes. Cool.

Cut into three-inch Squaws.
Split each square horizontally.

FlB squares nut side up with

ice cream; top with Oran,

mix
1 quart vanilla lee cream,
slightly softened, or orange
Mt. het

LoN for

.

66pg

6FREE

DOG FOOD

CLNIU110

..

COTTAGE

HALF & HALF

CHEESE

19C 'EA C7.",-,

8 -16 or. bottles

2 tablespoons light corn syrup

3 tablespoons butter

,

MAIL -IN OFFER FROM VETS®

Two-thirds cup milk
Combine frosting mix, corn

syrup and butter in top of
double boiler. Stir in

milk

gradually. Heal over rapidly

.......

Prepare Orange Saud. frow -heat. Cover 'sauce and
Heat ovm Sr 350 degree, store in refrigerator. Makes
Geese and flour an oblong hew cupa

Fantastic savings on ?Nutrition -Rich" Vets' Dag
Food, Just send us 24 labels from any flavor(s)
Vets. 151/2 oz. dog food and we will send you a
coupon good far 6 free cans. See details en the
inside of your Vets' label.

MARY DUNBAR

eel

AtaktTlithl-RICH"

VETS' DOG FOOD.

The Complete Meal For Your Dog

: al

36c

Gd/OD THRU
MARCH 25
ALL VARIETIES

a

,

BLADE CUT

LB.

CAN

28c

J.,

49c
34c
24c

BU

BENNETT

Chili Sauce

.x

'

GOLDEN GRAIN

c

Spanish Ricearoni

29
33CC

1,

33c

Cmoswo'ked Prunes

potiloost,-

CHERRY VALLEY

Orange Juice

?AI; Rump Roast

DEL MONTE

Lima Beans
Hot Chili Beans

8P..7'

19c

142:

3198:

BROOK S

CHERRY VALLEY

" 7 9c

t4

7

"LB. '.-

\_le;;;ImtErYTIStYle
b.
Pork Ris

i/

va

Golden Cream Corn1l.°,;

I..

-

IBONUS SPECIAL

I.'

.)3301,6.

DELICIOUS LB.

89c

as

IMI

'

3FOR$1

00

REG. PRICE 38'

A

MRS. PAUL '5

Onion Rings
,:;: 27c
Leaf Spinach
1A°:. 29c
ON-COR
Salisbury Steaks '47. $133
giNiTmN p Dinner
'A765c
JENO'S- SAUSAGE
Sausage Pizza Rolls f;z:65c
GREEN GIANT

Beef Stew
I

V.

M

Banquet Dinners

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

LB.

19c

GOOD THRU
MARCH 25
ALL VARIETIES

ti.

-

1E11

ICI

IMI =I

.1hrrket!

1l'rodnee
WI VIM lal

Ina

WISCONSIN -ALL PURPOSE

White
Potatoes

CELESTE

15 or.
Pkg.

Meat Ravioli
Banana Cake
SARA LEE

14 as
Pkg.

75c
76C

SARA LEE

Pkg.76 c

12 os

Pound Cake
WHO LESUN

Grapefruit Juice
Lemonade
Vanilla Pudding

a

1 9:c

REALEMON

bas

17,1-44
,o,.

STOUFFER'S

f Stew

e*

Keep Learning At Any Age With This
Reference Set From Jewel'
THE ILLUSTRATED

Columbian
Encyclopedia

79c

Pkg.

PEER'S

Hawaiian Punch
4602.

" 1:

1k90

48`

l2er

BIRDSEYE

762c

Rice Pilaf

I
a

Plus deposit

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

1591

GREEN GIANT

ii.io, -28c

Applesauce
BLUFBROOK -SLICED YELLOW
Cling Peaches

Bar

Asparagus Spears WkOz

1/2

a

88c

tov. no

D.0

CHERRY VALLEY

36`
37c

Whole Mushrooms 21,729`
AUNT NELLIES - FANCY
1732c
Corn Relish

Plus deposit

8 -16 oz. bottles

6 CANS FREE.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

43c

tar

43`

Peanut Butter
Honey
HEINZ
Hot Dog Relish
AUNT JANE
Sweet Midgets
JEWEL MAID

Tomato Catsup

t5

GREEN GIANT

ICE CREAM

ill

15 4ngo

Cut Green Beans

SEALTEST

COCA COLA

.

19`

aca

QUAKER OATS

aeerios

# GALLON

1lineal

Raisin Bran

39c

13:

HUNT'S

Chuck Stea

MEATY

STOKLEY

99c

ROC

II ER ELMO

Steaks

$109

28 nT

Captain Crunch

Ones).

lb. pkg.

.

ORANGE SAUCE
I package weamy orange
frosting mix

1

Cherry Preserves

1511iNkaas

LB.

Minute

Veg All
20c
Whipped Topping 2'47 49C
MULL, S -THIN
'4 13c
Spaghetti
C
Grapenut Flakes 'ir; 50

19c 'EACH an

HOSE

88c

VETS'
§fai.

1,11)'

VETS'

SOUR

PANTY

WIENERS

AVER ( MP

Sauce. Makes 12 servings.

2 labldpeons soft butter
I parttime orange Wye, cake

quantities

ALL MEAT

CHOICE

17`

KELLOGG

nuts, sugar and Mier; spread
In prepared pan. Prepare mke

the Berry Crocker

Kitchens.

With You in Mind

OSCAR MAYER

USDA

LARSEN S

WANZER

YUMMY

Round Stea

Stewed Tomatoes

SEVEN UP

"...1

-

DOG FOOD

Kg

Potato Buds

The "Personal Service" Stones

79`

VETS'

'./..Ils'

VETS

June Peas

DEL MONTE-

Sale Dates, March 18 thru 29th.

less able to absorb moisture.

brand new flavor combination

is Double Orange Offssert -

""- Early

Peas

DAILYTIL MIDNIGHT

el,

5

'?

GOOD THRU
MARCH 25
CHERRY VALLEY

BETTY CROCKER

FOOD MART

We reserve the rig

935

GREEN GIANT

ddition to being lightweight,

holes for six almss in
which he served his warn. la
cream wd a real novelty then,

14J1 3
LARY

high as convenience foods. In

can be eaten right from the

Sirloin Steak

SPECIAL

REG. PRICE 18'

they pack well for lunches and

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

(Special Group Menus)

ar

Back in the 1870s M Los

as your nearby Jewel!

25c

Apple Mint Jelly

Showers

17 OZ
CAN

Angeles the forerunner of the,
Good HuMor man went about
town with a freezer on his had

at Jewel you con afford the best -for lesil

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

SMUCKERS -JELLY

Business/Club Meetings

water. Dried fruits also rate

d

Bog

scorings.

tion Board of the National Research Council.
Raisins have always been
octal a good buy nutritonally.
But all dried fruits become
good buys when you consider
you pay only far the fruit, not

Double

1,:c1/2:1.;.

peach halves, five prunes, six

of iron in their diets. In fact,
the minimum daily iron re-

Why pay more for the good life -

tender, delicious hams - just about
anything you might wont is as close

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

"Miracle Prices"

item: you need and use each week.

FIVE VARIETIES

a Bowling Banquets

02 ounce) con luncheon meat
0 dices (4 ounces) process cheese
Place margarine, onions and water in large saucepan. Bring to

Stop in soon - and don't forget
take advantage of the 'rally

Bonus Specials - they represent
unusual savings on many of the

44Yc
26
24`

Can

KEN L RATION

STUFFED LUNCHEON MEAT BAKE

AristftelStere

"extra -special" saving s of Jewel's.

Jewel today! You'll find that Jewel's
Butcher Shop is offering some great

22c
59c

c.

RUBENSTEIN

diet, eat dried Emits.
"Three figs, six dates, NA,

year by the Food and Nutri-

place far spoons in the middle

co.

Corned Beef Hash M,°1

Parties Bre Our Pleasure!)

31`

15 0E

ing the same method.
Bake in moderate oven 1350 degrem) about 30 minutes. Open
aluminum foil packets. Plow cheese slice cut into 144-inchl
strips to farm lattice pattern over atuffing. Bake minutes longer
or until cheese is melted. Serve immediately. Molten four

quirements were incremed last

carrying a circular tin with a

Ravioli

Potted Meat

spare of aluminum foil. Pack duffing into 1/2 cup measure and
invert over luncheon meat. Seal edges of foil tightly and place on
baking Meet, seaNd edges up. Prepare remaining 3 servings um

cup of raisins contain m much
iron as one egg. Homemakers
have
pearly become more
concerned about the amount

.911

Con

CHEF ROY AR DEE

1

apricot halves or one-fourth
.

49c

1 113.3 ez

ARMOUR

1/4 cup regular margarine or butter
2 tablespoons chopped onions
44 cup water or stock

to

iv

Chicken Stew
enti

you're looking for ways to

Macaroni Dinner 7A7 20`
Noodle Almondine
44c
BOUNTY

to

7,77

If

offer your family more in the way
of "extras" when it comes to the
foods you put on your table - vi it

14`

KRAFTBETTY CROCKER

crish Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Enjoy More Of The Good Life !

11

Chow Mein Noodle 3cZ

mixture.

SOW,.

SKIPPY -CREAMY

CHINA BEAUTY
roogteamarb'ey'ltfbfreoemn'thearoluepy

erushed wIM 1 muMom mil to

shortening
2 tablespoons flour
12 cups water

Can

Pork & Beans

' is 'm'th.

Pad mile

8.4 clove a mdl,

THE FOLKS AT JEWEL MAKE IT EASIER TO a

buys on U.S.D.A. Choice Beef -

17c

CO

VAN CAMP'S

Cut luncheon meat into 8 slices. Place 2 slices side by side on a.

If you're looking for new

.

Ladle some of the cooking
liquid from the bones into the
lard.onion.flour mixture, and
until

tened.

bread cubes and raisins among four baking cups.

JIFFY CHOCOLATE
RAISIN BREMD

0 tahlolmom Du* ThoP.

CAMPBELL'S SOUP

boiling poi, and remove from hem. Add Croutettes all at oncc.
tossing lightly until Croutel to are evenly end thoroughly mois-

of your bread pudding rMipes. TI texture is
quite s,cial and Mc minim alrmdy there!
tut the proof of the pudding doesn't WO sadly limit the uses. Have you tried ran bread
as a stuffing for game or poultry, Or used it in

Cul raisin bread into small cubes. Divide

I'', 14i 117i118 ihilayi 1 E5half l

Like These!

rf.1,77,,v:ocn=rci,,...,dc,17'?tRnd

so easy to move.

sherbet are also standbys.

custard mitt to make those aim little .pois au
chaeolol..' Not too rich, not too showy, not too
timssconsumia: just the kind of dessert every-

-

d until translucent. Add
and
:o.du 'ran. d crushed
stir until it turns pale yeller,.

sort of cooking and pennyTaving recipes like Stuffed Luncheon
Meat Bake. Featured in this recipe n Kellogg's Crouteuos, the
hcrbacmoned croutons which make a savory stuffing or dressing

(Ws available with or without
vanilla ice cream.) Double

PUDDING CUPS
4 dkes raisin bread
Otte -third cup California raisins

....F'_:'"':''',,'"?'4,,l
parsley cool

1 ..,``'

&Lyon 'in the th,

Whether you are newly married or looking forward too silver
anuiVersary. you're probably busier today than ever before.

namony flavor enhanced by
papepthin

1 pound smoked pork neck
bones or I ham bone

Are Filled With Law
"Miracle Prices"

busy schedules

freshly chopped parsley or a
prinkling of fresh bright

Turn raisin bread
into a jiffy pudding

18 servings)

Stuffed luncheon
bake fits into

bean and beef. The bowl of

vailable. Desserts include
deep dish apple pie with its ci,

high ceiling dotted

a

eldcken soup will contain half

pudding, this jiffy dessert will become a regular treat with your family.

HUNGARIAN BEAN SOUP

Jewel's Shelves

ter boils away, regammieti,
lard.

of The Bowl and Roll.

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"
%villain

boil the. ham .Intro or neck
bones, carrot, parsnip and bay
Icaf with c 12 cups
When it comes to a boil, dig-.
crease the heat and simmer al
der cover for aPPr °ximitely
two hours. If a part of the

4 tablespoons lard or other

with huge howl -shaped fixtures. Bare round tables and
comfortable wooden chairs
are neatly arranged .against

There will be sou, such as
cream of potato, cauliflower,
kohlrabi, asparagus, mush-

Whether you call them "pots au chocolat" or simply chocolate raisin

delicious M1,,
mop whenever you see the sign

Salt and pepper tu more

away Parisian cafe prevails be-

MItcbee and Marsha Kobata.

ssi

rat, are,

The atmosphere of a is

Restaurant he nos gath-

chicken,

you can try one of Louis' red.
pcs. Then after you know how

vichyssoise.

ered more of his "relative-ly?
trained staff in Manta Tanio,

room -barley,

.phone calls right at the table.
. FOR A SNEAK preview

Pal

will
:ad' e widemi enevend ad '' edami°'
bowl or two added. There am
promises of cold soup bowls
like Hungarian sour cherry,.
Scandinavian. fruit, Spanish
gamacho. Polish borscht and

taurant proves that too many
cooks do not spoil the soup.
He ha enlisted the service,
of his wife, Sada, his mama,
Cav

stark white stucco walk deco.road only with a few well eho
fart old prints. You can receive

when Yon get Me....

MARY of The Bakery Res-

Use stormimoght raisin timed end the new egg

Save Cash Everyday With "Mar

54C

Pig Feet

14 oz.
can

WILSON

30...$249

Pork Roast

Con

LIBBY

34c

Sweet Relish
BONUS SPECIAL

GOOD THRU
MARCH 25th

Riceland
Rice

c

FULLY INFORMATIVE

VOL.
NO. 8
ONLY

AUTHENTIC AND ACCURATE

VOL. NO. 1 STILL AVAILABLE AT 49e

COMPLiTE1R-VOLUME SET
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

411.1.10811MMINI111.1111

See For Yourself flow Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

Cif)

See For Yourself How Pleasani

Jewel Shopping Tnp Can Be

1
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[ogle Takes The Confusion Out Of food Pricing With...

A gala welcome for spring
hodget.

Soon Lent will be over and
spring will call you out or your

wonder in your garden. Why
not bring winter to u gala elose

cup

44

Parmesan

grated

toasted

crumbs

cloth on your table with the

, cup milk

stump of a candle stuck into a
wine bottle and play a record
of sea chanteys. perhaps you

2 whImpoons butler or mor-

ets

Freshly ground pepper

2 taNmpoons Dour
3-ounee

con

chopped

, teaspoon paprika
, teaspoon dry mustard

out of order. Herc is a merges.

bread

and

crumbs

cheme.

Broil until golden.
To accompany 0111 dish; I
suggest tiny pa rsleyor nay potatoes und o mixed green soled.

in moderate oven for 25 mi.

mushrooms

lend who isn't). =stoma arc

if

needed. Pour over fish.
Over sauce sprinkle craved

10.inch baking dish. Salt and
pepper. Add , cup milk. Balm

1 cup milk
I

sauce. stirring ,itshmeiy.
little creaM..
Add

in slightly salted water.
Wipe dry with paper towel.
Place fish in greased fib) -

Entine

can pretend you're dining In
fish shack on the coo :Of
cows, if you are economizing

Drain mushrooms. Add to
mushrooms seasoning. Snaky
and sherry. Pour into hall

bread

Set oven at 350 degree.
took over fillets carefully for
nay soles or bones. Dip Ell.

If you will put a checkered

Chicken, spaghetti and lots of flavorful Parmesan cheese make Chicken
Tetrazzini something to sing about! And aptly so. The dish was created in

cup

.4<

Solt

sea?

1

ring constantly. Remove from

, cup light cream

fish fillets, your choice or Your
butcher's recommendation

with one more dish Irani the

Nest-i%

until smooth and Ibiek..stir.

Dr cup sherry

BAKED FISH
'THERMIDOR
1, to 2 pounds fresh water

kitchen to observe the growing

4% r,

Wend. Oradoldly add / mop
milk and cook over low heal

2 tablmpoons finely chopped
parsley

Ilan that will not upset the

551 Margarete Margo,

A lemon meringue pie will end
the meal on n high note.

ales.

Pfeil huller) add Rota end

eagle
DISCOUNT SUPS

Eagle has taken the confusion out of food pricing ... no longer do

liguring out
what item
costs less!"

honor of opera star, Luisa Tetrazzini.

Make cheese

the star
attraction

Compare Eagle's Everyday Low Discount Prices!
PPM

_r

Prvolone Swiss. Goode and Parmesan are four names with
foreign intrigue all cheese immigrants to the United Maks.

Parrumn is the cheese slur of Chicken Ten:mini. flat con.
codeJ hy o New York chef to honor opera star Luis, Temulni.
This moderri veremo of Me now.classic dish starts with a season-

I X-

eras

(

-117

We=

INN
/0-111,

al comen sauce made with milk and chicken broth. Stir in
chopped eookssel chicken. mushrooms. pinsienm, cooked spaghetti and grated Womeson. More Parmesan tops the dish which
nvikes A hriol stop Ivneell, the Notice belferc is appears on the
teNe. Scree it with a salad of citrus fruits. onion rings greens and

_16e -

user,

tangy dressing. Add crusty hrend and milk fora meal to hying
Mauna from the -audience."
BETWEEN MEALS. cheese is a nibblefs delighl end a good
choice for nutritional value plus amid appeal. Quick na,md
fun to ms. chemes end crackers make great snack fare. Just expand the menu with cold meats and relishes Mr an informal "instant party." And keep in mind this quick. dilly dip so good with
crackem. potato chips or vegetable adds: in a small bowl com
bine ba cup shredded ChwIdar cheese. I tablespoon prepared
horserdish. IS teaspoon dill weed. Gently blend in I cup doily

Swiss with grapes: mellow. smoky Provolone with pears: mild
Gouda with golden delicious apples --- just a few of many pos5ithe wide e,ane of ammo.
bilities toonjoy

CHICKEN TETRAZZINI

3 H.P. BRIGGS 2
STRATTON MOTOR .
BOLDING HANDLE
FOR EASY STORAGE.EASY WHEEL HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT

In Floral Pot
Iry a cuss=

-

Ina three -quart saucepan melt 2 tablespoons butter: air in
flour. salt. paprika. eekm salt and pepper. Remove from heat:
gradteally stir in milk and thicken broth. Cook oyes medium
heat. stirring constantly. until thickened. Add chicken. mushrooms. pimiento. spaghetti and Let cup Parmesan cheese: hem
Moronghly. Place chicken mixture on oven -proof platter or shallow casserole: sprinkle remaining'/ cup Parmesan cheese over
top. Itroll about three inches Pool heat until lightly browned.

w

`

990
Sleeping Bag
BOTTO7

"*

ja='SICEES=E'

199

'e!299
0

FULLY GUARANTEED

Leather -Look
Ladies' Sandals

770

AMR

Ladies' Fashion
Color Sneakers
"Or
IEESS

$144

0.

p166

990

"w"
1

Nice ,n Easy
Hair Spray

680

Crest
Toothpaste

Contac
Cold Capsules

..q08

qui

Dristan
Nasal Mist
Vicks
Lavoris
Mouthwash Formula 44
60 Children's
Cough Syrup

"1? Liquid Prell
Shampoo

.4; .

$114

IN TOWN!

W PR

LOV7MIHWE

PLATTER

Baked Potato
Fresh, Crisp Salad
Slob Texas Toast

$1.29

CICE AMR

SIRLOIN PLATTER

SEE NETT

Arrid
Extra Dry
Anti.
Perspirant

Phisehox

mtiBacterial
kin Cleanse

FM SERVICE COME AS YOU ARE NO TIPPING

BONANZA
Mom Hours
11 AM to 9PM

=a

t7

Fixodent
Denture
Adhesive

$in H480

Clearosil
Vanishing
Medication
C

PITS.

1249 Elmhurst Rood
Des Plaines, Illinois

envy Products

50`
o;'40`

18`

raieliii"E

....-.,.r

L-0LAJL SHANYPORTION

Smoked
Ham

21'

-

9c
EVERYDAY

Snacks And Candies

iletiae Wigs

Why Pay More

MOUE, S DA INSPECTED

PAW

Clorox0,,r1 36' Jelly Bird Eggs

1

U.S. NO. I GUALIT

lielierliet Coffee -,2"

Russet

instant Coffee

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

II Takes A Lot 01 Happy Customers To Make Us No. 1

NORTHERN GROW

V/ PEN

Round

BONDED BEEE - ANYSISP PPG

Ground
Beef

5

BMW

fraZot

Beacon

T.,..

Standing

Sirloin
Steak

Rib Roast

78

108

79' Pork ZiWps1,,,;,,,

Swiss

9c

Chuck Roast

$100 All Meat

bag

'°Z.26'

I

E

.ESIISRECIED MIAMI

Golden
B

°°°:1:49'

Lady Lee
Green Beans I,

s

Short Ribs

ititot

PriNICIIii

Yams

4P

Kay Buy

d""79` All Beef Wieners 6tL 79'

1.6.13°

79'

Dinner
"1`, Napkins

gsS

.860

'..726°
Family
Napkins

Coffee.
mate

NI
"I,

DECORATED OR COLORED

Scot

Ifeyluy

Towels

:310

Controlled Items.
Prices Are Discounted Except on Fair.Traded and Government

KEY BUYS -; Extra Savings Made Possible By An Unusual Purchase

ler By A Mannlactureri Temporary Promotional Allowance.
-

I

Whip

51'

Dole JuiceEO,cao

i8'

Hawaiian Puncle:16'
Green Peas

7,7 19'

33'

Iigla Bea'

57'

,Tomato Sauce 17. 19'
14'

Kidney Beans

79' Pork II Beans

ilea Bologna

14'

a. 15'

Topic

Yi

riVrer0,11,

Jelly

ET.E1:75

Bird Eggs

o 19'

Fish Sticks

C

Breaded

Health & Beauty Aids

1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER PARK

k,t

may

smou Dour

es",,,e

is 7,7 31'

Glazed C

Tomato Ketchup ",,7'30'

inOkedifeediV: ell'
sr.
84. PlrtriZs4O-

r4g. -691

Frozen Foods

Tomato Paste

74' ilicerlif;c1;'-'709'

N

Gr

46°

d""65` Eagle Wieners

56°

41Int's Manwicli=" 33'

74' Sliced Cold Cuts

T -Bone Steak .-:=-$1" Spore Ribs

21'

no

Canned Foods

PON

BONDED BEN USDA INSPECTE

0

Blain

58'

u.

Orange Juice

EVERYDAY

- Potatoes PO; Roost1x5asuIi;;K;r7::::::": 47'

'?,-.7,'.$1..'

evElnrr

ma

EVERYDAY

[PA IN,

Steak

'"'F,

Large Egg

tool

These Are Just A Few 01 Our Everyday Low Meat Prices!

Courtesy And Service!

eagle

11111

1110

18' DoubleCrunch Bai°50'

IiiefiioneteT Drinkrf.7 11'

.780

Grade A
Fryers

Grade A
Turkeys

W PRI

Lady Lee Butter

Margarine

AL

EVERYNAY

tro 10'

Pizza Mix

990

luau
47'1 ;Wier

Buller -Nut toffee.; 4"

i=ifCeelitall

5/49

4 v1) n390

Chuck
RoaCt

32'

V:12" Fee Jaertment

iegly. Circle

Liquid.Diet

!UNCOOKED

Boneless
Ham

89'

lifetieoOmlls7ee'437' Mellocreme PetiT.;' 375

iets'iiuggets

Biscuits

......-.,

7,,Z 43'

42' ifeicaat;Eggs

rAluminumr Foil

ax

$109
i

EVERYDAY

7i1-7

31'

rCream Cheese

lloY Buy

49'

Coffee Coke

34' Zinsmaster ToasEZ. 33'

Sardines

\ ',1r. ) \)

59'

Ice Milk

Ham

-

49

370

Bread

SemiBoneless

Canned
Ham

Keythw

Hamburger Buns"V 31'

iealbr.`-'71i:

.1.: vet
', 1 Is

ri=1.

EMZEN WEST VIRGINIA - PANCOOSED

DEIBUCITIPOR AGAR

t

Wheat Bread

rS, 52'

7

lJ
EVERYDAY

WIN .

Potato
Chips

alt! IHIIl

White
Wesson Oil'L./ 48' Bread

&mg' Quality,

No.

CHOPPED

Traria) Fries
Fresh, Crisp Salad
Slab Texas Toast

18'

We Discount Everything

TRY THESE PRICES ON THE FAMILY BUDGET

RIB EYE
STEAK PLATTER

Salad Mustard

1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER PARK

IVERYMID

SIRLOIN STEAK

$128

ST. JOSEPH

BIGGEST MEALTIME BARGAINS

$1.49

44'

li:Fii, :5 Maxim ar,::. tins

IRE Orr

$1.89

Salad Dressing

Beverages

%%Witco Nun%
ppylichig.

pricing system
you can trust!"

T: 49°

Grape Jelly

'

BLUE STAP

aw

"Eagles' pricing
policy is clear,
simple, & honest!"

"Eagle has a

Check & Compare

Flavor Enhancer

Astro Flyte
Golf Balls.

SPRING TEETH

HEAVY DUTY VINYL

BRASS COUPL NOS

tag= =t7,

II,mista.

Marshmallows

Tahitian

ryi

38c

COMPLETE WITH ADAPTOR FOR ANY MOWER

LONG, HARDWOOD HANDLE

side.

wee
r

5'

j'''

AJAX AJAX,

59' Raisin

_o90

Lawn Mower
Replacement Blades
20 Tooth
Leaf Rake
7/16" x 40' Vinyl
Garden Hose

TEMPERED STEEL

I Can 12 ounces) mi)shmona. dndned
14 cup pimiento strips
is cup grated Parmesan cheese
Ina large saucepan cook spaghetti according to package dire,'
atan: drain. Stir in I tablespoon Mater until butter is melted: sat

San

$5499

a teaspoon cairn
la teaspoon celery nth

I nip chicken Moth
3 cups chopped cooked thick.

POUR SPOUT

*

.

r

Cealifir" U'w

Hand
Garden Tools

2 lips milk

BOWL

.

.

er-s4

OMR 139.9

a Green Olives

Tumblers

I tablespoon bolter
2 tablespoons hotter
44 cup floor
I teaspoon salt
teaspoon pepper

ICH
D IN

Liquid

N

Pitcher

0 5 INCH BOWL,

.

.

Cleaner

Sweet Pickles

Shaker

7 sPalleacdestGlass

LECTI

WOODEN HANDLE - CHROME PLATED STEEL HAND CULTIVATOR.
TRANSPLAN5ER. TROWEL, CULT/ NOE AND WEEDER

B minces uncooked long spagheld, broken In ben

7:241)

22" Rotary
Lawn Mower

Makes Iva cups.

when they =Ise such soltsping odlib eating. Try nut.sweet

Eagie Discount
mecenter
Ducks &
Bunnies

sour crust Cover and chill at least one hour before serving.

Column: cheese and fruit combinations. too. They're most
famous
rant
theres no noses to saw he m for post -meal appearances only.

o

"Every can -Every tar Every package Is single priced!"

you have to stop and mentally divide or multiply as you shop. If you will
notice, every item is individually priced at Eagle! Thanks to this single -unit
pricing, you can buy ONLY what you need rather than having to purchase
in quantities of 3 or 4 to realize savings. There is no more guesswork in
every item is individually priced for your added
food pricing at Eagle
and
at low, low everyday discount prices, too!
shopping convenience

"No contusion

H TS

I_41

icing

m

Sinibe

We Discount Everything

116;144

ewe 1;4'14'k

Courtesy, Quality And Service!

11fa

eagle
DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

---=noweeetewaswom--

°a:, 73'
5"io''

Dristan Tablets

$158

jie7W'or

88`

Just nnderful

68'

ilicquinZ"'

'74784n

NOitzOm";"

tr 74'

STORE HOURSt

Mon. -Wed. 9 A.M. - 8 P.M.
Thers.-Prl. 9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sot. 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.

AglhiPoiLi

J,V1ii.

THE DAY
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Cold, Cool World'
By Charlotte Erickson

I lablespoOn salt
I tablespoon sugar

Although making home
mode bread was once thought

I cop boning water

to be a disappearing art, it is
now enjoying a ugmendous re-

M.
If you have never baked l

I package active dry yeast
al cake compressed yeast

bread you have missed one of

salt

value. Working with the soft '

sugar have dissolved. Add cool

dough in your hands is very m-

water. When the temperature
is lukewarm, between 105 and
115 degrees, add yeast. Lot

until double in bulk. Brush,

kneading.

mode bread. You'll be so glad

When dough pulls away
from the sides of mixing bowl
remove to a floured surface
and knead until' smooth and

BREAD
A truly easy and Inc bread
to make.

large or 3 small lose.
Yield:lmp0

portions for
small from the owner of one of Chi loaves, shaping into three ob- cage's leading restaurant..
long loaves about 10 inches Katie Howell has made and
long. Place on baking sheet sold this delicious bread in her
and make three diagonal slits restaurant for over 30 year..
-across the top of each loaf. People come from far and near
(For large loaf, make one large to buy her delicious Oatmeal
loaf about 14 inch. long.) Bread. Very quick and easy to

you

Oil

have

The finest- latest

equal

ingwell after each addition un-

=If, and make some home-

CR1STA'S FRENCH

This is a modem adaptation

Cover loaves loosely with a make.
towel and set in a warm place Yield) 2 loth.

family a treat, including your-

you ilk,

with comm.I but this is op-

sufficiently, bake at 425 degrade for IS minutes until
golden brown. Then reduce

2 cups studded milk
1 sup steel -cut oatmeal.. or
regular rolled oatmeal
2 tablespoons boner
2 teaspoons salt
2 packages dry yeast
001-00 water 005 00

heat to 350 degrees and contin-

115 degrees)

with egg white.

a

Preheat oven to 425 degrecs. When dough has raised

satiny (about five

ue baking for an additional 15
to 20 minutes, or until done.

bowl, fuming dough to

This dough can also be used
for hard rolls. Make bread into

minutes).
Place in a generously gonna,gresed
e

smell lama and bake for a

sides. Cover bowl and place

When time is at a

Premium, try pizza meatloaf

a

10,

of the
he oven!) Add egg to bat.:
well.

Now add fez. mixtdre. Slowly add 2. cum flour, beating
very well: keep adding flow
U ntil the dough pulls awa,.

- x.

d diO 40,1100. Punch 'own
we I -grease.: maf
vide

panser
v ith greased wasCoswo
ed paper or'Saran wrap and re-

frigerate for two to 24 hours.
When ready to bake, remove
paper covering carefully and
kt set at room tempaature for
10 minutes. Bake in a pm -

O

heated oven at 400 degrees for
35 to 40 minutes.
From
The
Freezer
by
Charlotte
Cookbook"

1.0

I-

Available A some super-

N

regular oatmeal, you will need
about 1/2 cup .more Rom per

in fashion right shades
only at Kroger

CHICKS

0

kor.

4 cups water

low baking pan shape meat

I cup milk

mature into a large flat panic.
Or shape and broil in a pima

van elm water

Ibis is the revolutionary grapefruit

2 tablespoons butter or mar-

diet Mat everyone Is suddenly talk Mg about. Morally thousands

pan.

ies appal:lag and Mothdeemed bas the added virthe of
being speedy dish to prepare.

Broil for 10 minutes.

Brush remaining Vi cup barbreve sauce over top of meat.
Cut cheese slices in half diago-

nally and arrange on top of

The recipe cornea from The

meat in a pie -shaped pattern.
Place mushroom slices on

R. T. French Cu:, test kitch-

each piece of cheese. Return to

ens mad it's well worth clipping

the oven and broil another two
minutes or until cheese melt.
Servessix.

be use on those days when
sloe Is at a premium.

AN ENVELOPE of

TOKOKTHEKANGE

French's Ground Beef Season-

SCALLOPED POTATOES

ing with Onions added to the

package (545-m5fccs)
French's Scalloped Potatoes

ground

beef eliminates

the

guesswork of "a dab of this

1

Mk

garine

Cornflake ennnlis or bill-

-

Weed bread crumbs

Bring potato slices and four
cups water to a boil) boil 10o

ntents of seasoning mix en
ve
over potato.. Add:

;anew 1=y, 'you

dissolv. Heat to boiling, stir,
ring con randy. Serve toppe
with .rnflake crumbs or but
feted bead crumbs. Serves
six.

and a dash of that" m well as
the tearful job of peeling on-

large flat portico topped with
theme and mushrooms and
- broiled. It's ready to serve in

cup

floe

dry

bread

ntenr:11 your

VETS'I

I ea slightly beaten
1/2

cup

barbecue

sauce,

catchup or chili sauce

3 slices process Marion
cheese

I

eon (3-ouncel
mushrooms, If desired

shad

Mix together lightly meat,
seasoning mix, bread crumbs,
egg and Ve moot Ihe barbecue

Ttj"

wees

r

DIET -PEPSI

rtg7,

-

e*

cos,

1Eiii

Plui

oepaau

Kroger Grapefruit or

ORANGE JUICE
Fresh

73t

AVOCADOS

sot

Bag

seingrit.s

30c

R.11

35`

With a $7.50 Purchase

ORANGE JUICE
6-0z.

SAVE

Can

23e

LIMIT 3
With a 57.50 Purchase

Kroger yaw'
.

Pan'

2 -LB. CAN COFFEE

.29,-

Everyday

2Ply

LIMIT 1

us_itt E 50-114,61,6,

7 9c

GRAPEFRUIT

39C

200

BotEes

Ao,,,

KROGER
FROZEN

Texas Red or White
Buttery

Eps, 0063,011;ei

2:4 ad.

CARROTS ,

RUSSET POTATOES

Z1,

SAVE
27'

16.0z,

fr010

35c

Fresh Tomatoes

.

Bisr eat
Pride

SAVE
20e

St.

Jar
Everyday
Disceunl

Pri.

LEVER BROS. SOAPS at EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

I

KROGER

GALLON MIL K

t: 'fOrms" IcV:k7:17;

tD

A
ctn.

on On the permitted food

ling successful diet plan wn ke

Sinakailek

Everyday
Discount
:Price

obtained by vending ER to GRAPE 711511 DIET, Dept. C, 7046 Holly -

woad Blyd., Suite am, tiolhssesd,
Calif. 90028. Morkey-bark swoon tee. If afiettrying Wed!. plan you

STOCKINGS

FRoziliroon
MOM

km notion 7 pounds in the lint
seven days, and Ili pounds every

nvo do. Mena., simply morn
We diet alai, and your gg will be

refunded pornpfly and with.
agnownt. Tear ow this wed..
as

reminder. Order now and we

"NUTRITION -RICH" VETS' DOG FOOD

wIII rush your diet plan Na Ent
Sass nod. lkdde now to
km him, attractive goo. of mor
youth, while enjoying litany

The Complete Wed For Your Dog

breakfast, lynches and Manske

Inside 01 your Vets' label.

D'ANJOU
PEARS

All Purpose

td:Inest

watt A way.. new and now

Fantastic savings on "Nutrition -Rich" Vets' Dag
Food. Just sand us 24 labels from any flavor(s)
Vets' 151/2 oz. dog food and we will send you a
coupon good for 6 free cans. See details on the

I

Strawberries

Vine Ripe

135-3110

12

is

131

listed Inds diet pin, and still lose
unsightly fat and excess body
BOIL. When th. and bloater.
sow you will we w lase weight
and your weigh, will remain cow

6 CANS FREE

° v-"-

Lady Scott
acial Tissue

NO HOOKS, SNAPS,
OR GARTERS NEEDED

59uBall

49c

rWce

qua

113 MC

-Lb. Bag

grapefruit holm in this new diet
acts ma catalyst (he "trigge), to
Cart Mt fat looming promo. You
stuff

MAIL -IN OFFER FROM VETS®

crumbs

t'f'i

I. pounds every two days until
you get down la Your Pm.
eight... of all, them will be n,o
Now Imbed and
enlarged,angs
this new diet plan lets
you It. yourself with foods that

PORK CHOPS

SAUSAGE

_Lt

14V

2°

until

eu ITts;.11Trryt

TURKEY

69c

Lb.

SI'

to'

5:ysle;o:.%*:ill"suVenZln:;11
pounds an fhe Sth day. Thermrher

Lb.k. 89.

PORK STEAK

NEyi,

1ts pounds every Iwo days there-

11/2 pounds ground beef

1/2

0

pounds in the first ten dam plus

PIZZA MEATLOAF

lag Mei °WOW

should
10 pounds in 10 days. There will be

mumbled eggs. You
mumbled
eat until
you are full, until you cannot pass,
bly eat any more. Pad still lose 10

and Mimed off with fruit cocktail and cookies, this ti
skimpy meal is lavish in taste
and nutrition.

French's Ground Beef Susan -

in Orhnie;.'17'

con fusaes an

peas as a second vegetable

(11/2 -ounce)

are"'

onnalseba, lobteats,r swimming in but ler,
sacan g

15 to 20 minutes.

Baelope

the

is

diet that molly works. We hove

were formerly "forbidden" such m
big steaks trimmed with fat, roast
or hied chicken, OM gavel., maY-

ions. The meat is shaped into a

Past, too, is this new top-ofthcoange method for preparing scalloped potatoes. Using a packaged scalloped potato mix, the dish is finished in
just 15 minutes.
Served with canned or fro -

rs%1 its suxeee has spread

like wild.. Ilmatise this

milk, on -half cup water an

RIM

and

.'the 0.5. and Canoda

- 99c

sold

COMPLETE

been passed from hand to hand in

15 minutes or aril tender.
D ain thoroughly. Return p atom 00 saucepan. Sprinkle

butter. Stir until seasoning mA

C,
00

0

nonywoon, Calif. (Special) -

upon thousands of copies have

WIENERS

RED RIPE

NAVEL
DELICIOUS
ORANGES
APPLES

sauce. In the bottom of a shot-

SAUSAGE

99c

Wishbone 18 - 22 Lbs.

bleelY

You May Purchase Bolts Items With a $7.50 Purchase

AJ

99

Grapefruit
Diet

89H

vx.ruroe.,

101.19TRKRogziibvoumoli

A PANTY PLUS 3 STOCKINGS

10 days on

Theresa lot more to ground
beef Man hamburgers, and if
anyone needs proof, put ranaide this exciting Pizza Meat-

'p,!; 49c

Poll

shapes itself to your body the first time
it's worn Bea smart chick
buy SMART

do

Ever -popular standby, ground beef, makes OM pls. m.floareus attractive dish that is ready to eat
In 20 minutes. Another 15 minutes kali It takes to make Topsf-the-Ilange Scalloped Potatoes

SAUSAGE

ell

aTtigUra. BONUS BUYS

Look the panty hose
fit Ike panty hose
but they're better) So practical, tool Separate
panty comes with 3 stockings in the package
If you get a run in only one, replace it with the
spare, Additional pairs for replacements are
only $1 SMART CHICK STOCKINGS are cus
torn designed for garterless girdles and panty

with a special top to eliminate bulges
All made of Downyloft 100% nylon fiber that

When y. are using

Lb.
Seen Petersen Smoked

solo ord. Good Um SeitAilny, Marsh I. 1770. Copyright I ens The Kroger Co. We Reserve the Right to Limit 0.0ntitis

put

markets and in all health food
stores. Steel -an oatmeal gives
the bread more texture; definitely worth looking for.

Lose 10 lbs. in

BOLOGNA

99c

'n hose sets They re made longer, to stay

Erickson, Chilton Books.

89c

Lb.

HOSE

and put into a gre.e0
bowl; set in warm place lor 20

9

Lb. 53c

Bah Evans

PORK LINKS

and

from the sides of the bowl.
Knead dough fora kw min -

Family Fab karts

Lb. Ise

RIB ROAST

.et

Ground CHUCK
Family P. ters

89c

U e B e Choice 'fender

USDA Chelee'reneerey

PANTY

mixture in the bottom

91t

b.

.

PORICHOPS

CHUCK STEAK

Mixed Chicken

S

enough; the first time I made
Ibis bread I lost about bolt of
beating

HAM SLICES

89.

pad cool one hour.
cup of
Dissolve yeast in
warm water, adding sugar.
Cover and put in a warm place .
iBc sure the container is large

mixture,

Center Cul

SLICED BACON

About 41/2 cups lime..
and
Combine s.Ided
oatmeal; add butter and salt

meaI

BOSTON ROLL

-74> in women's hose !

I tablespoon sugar
I egK

my

1

I

OATMEAL BREAD.

stand five minutes. Mix well
and gradually add flour, mi.
fairly stiff
dough. Reserve lost H cup of
flour to flour surface for

time as one would suppose.
So give everyone in your

needed.

-

FROM KROGER!

Divide dough into three of an old recipe that conies

been known for its therapeutic

Wing. Kneading and poundMg the dough as hard as you,
lite will eliminate all your :
footrations and tensions. It
really doesn't take as much

sprinkle greased baking sheet
tional.

and sugar in a large mixing
bowl and add boiling water.
Stir until shortening, salt and

the really great joys of cookhog. Bread baking has long

shorter period of time 1 often

only partially bake bread or
merely one hour to an hour rolls and freeze them Then I
and a half). You may wish to finish baking them when

1 cup coal water

5 to 51/2 cups now
I egg white
Combine shortening,

in a warm place (31 degrees)
until double in bulk (approxi

II

NE

Treat for you and your family

I

of

lettoni

REGULAR
53 00
VALUE

$1 00A PAIR

I

1

II

1

.

'

6

1

ONLY

ITCHEN
UTTER
Il

0

SHORT RIBS

:tje riap
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Tidday

L

Werirtesdm March 18 1970

Bob Mingo

26

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

`:=7,,ff,-IgTgeg°.,ta

fIffal=
1
nausamtak Pro
11-i-SETim MAME.
FOR a,

7

Naos

20 TY College
Hum mitt
26 Famous Artist%
Pampas Wnters

Guests are 13 irPerry
Eden
bara

Coma Billy Caspar
And Tony Cunia

6 55

61 a k e Douglas
9
Shoes

MON, m LET
CortliolLE

Guests are 'dm
and Andrea Marto

CONSIctRrregitomS

INN'OU.E0

O nes ta acted.,

GuorguGobel

7 00
The Courtship of

mem

7

26 Sports Nana
32 The Miasma

Eddico Father
9 Pro Hockey
The Black Hinliks
es. the Maple Leafs
in Toronto

6:10

20 ry Conege

II Music en Tele-

Social Mimeo

vision

6:15

26 Sped* Moyle
Pao -

11 Iodine

7:30

6 :25

Editorial
26 Gars

oao
Hee-Hari
Guests arc Eaton
Young and Dolly

o Cher

The Yirginbut

Tab Hunter pest
Mil Hs a gunmen

COFFSS .. NEM OR a

k:rag trarvo man F
rt-7, --',----

,zr,

?,r,F,y41,rf,

CHOICE

\

ANVIVHERE YOU

raga JO (

who robs a railroad
station but his part-

----_-____.
%'--'mod

,A Yrab,,
., \r'

:..

ASHY

a

rstt
5..i

,
_----

:

ruses
mo.9

18

Horoscope

426 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and
Sea
Mauritius, en island between Africa

EOR '1111URSDAY

April

ARIES (March 22.

01 -Should a trip take you

away from name, keep loved
ones informed of your where-

and

abouts at all times, Emergencies cm be dealt tech.
TAURUS (April 21 -May
211 --Friends at a distance

2

5
7

5

Farm For=

9110

9

20 Pomp...Sap

peck

'

B UT THE spirit is being re-

Twilight Zone
32 Debbie Drake
News

Shaver

5 News
7 News
New,

9

II Toga for Health
26 A Black's View

tome his probable

of the News

disease accepted by

32

themedical center

mrsmem

weakens hb Mandalay with Dr. Gan -

7

yt

1:55

Late Report
2:00

Meditation

10:30

Mery Griffin

2:20
9

Five Minutes to

Live By

(1779-1852)
16 Poker stake

24 -Nov.

17 Profound.
respect
man's ggrge

Ilw

SAGITTAINES (Nov.
23 -Dec. 223 -Go ahead with
financial activities. Take cam.
however. that those concerned

know precisely what you're

worth it.
AQUARIUS (Jan.

CAPTAIN EASY.

rmeggsamrrwa.
Ti.. TARR THE OVERour lahVe T. ACTON TO ME

HAVE la

38 Made neat

21 -Feb.

and tidy

19)- Conclude dealings with

40 Adolescent

others early in the day, if
passible. Where postponement
oppears beneficial, give as-

sent..
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
20 -No one can assure you of
lasting happiness --but yin we.
help io secure benefits far
)(Ourself through laboring in
anther's cause.

year

41 Tender-42 Fruit drink

43 -Paulo,
Brazil

45 Antelope
47 Machine part
50 Somewhat

1

(suffix)

52 Stiffly
formal

CAMPUS CLATTER

Answers to
Hideaword
ENCI1AN I
the
acne

malt

a Twinning nota.
he Blue and white mumed

as 1.10 strength in Me opening two-mile sct as John Kenna
and Bub Grimm filed home for

TR. IMRE FOREIGN 1.41100
DEPARTMENT OF OUR NON-

PrattiMPENT,Magg
euPole. WE:RE...6TO

56 Garden

Am, Toidain mars

workers
58 Metrical
foot (var.)

rognmaStalOrt INTO
OUR NATIVE

TONGUE!

61 Vegetable

BMW DOWN usleitatta
PORMRSJ

62 Imitation
63 British coins

64 Portion

etch

al*

DOWN

'British gun

enact

2Smallpiudry

heat

hate
henna

entry isn't dependent on their

withdrawal," Grigsby assoc.
wca diamondeers last evening.

LEGION BAIA. almost
camc hack to Mount Prospect
last year, but a talc organise.
Ronal start halted any chasm
of a return. "The big thing last

eventually. With our entry, I
think they'll have eight teams

Gawlig could finish for Flew
ay. 'fhe Kynad-Grimm plac-

rioting positions with Nue

ing set Maine out Es an 11-1

shirts for the 29.point win,
Skip Peterson of Hersey main-

team lead, and the Demons

tained the Huskie integrity by

again as they elattorkal to the

woo never really threatenel

capturingtwo individual

big win in their asphalt cov-

Moak the 50 -yard dash and

ered fleklbause.

Mark Kurtzbalts and Roy

B UT PETERSON meal
not match the depth flashed by

the victors as East took sewn
f the nine individual events.

added

two

more solo wins in the high hurdles and long junto respectivw

itt to push klaine to a

221-6spread

before Peterson dashed

TWO THINGS still have to
he decided before the Mount
Prospect team will take to the

now."
Player. for the Mount Pros -

din and gm,. The first

is

playing site, and Grigsby

pea loon will he drawn from

is

in five mews and two out of
three places in four Whops

GARY (ARMEE then

RESULTS

recorded a sccond Hersey win'
visin the shot put to bring
Mrs within II points. 28-17,
but Jim Olson led another Peptone finish for East in the 880 yard run as the Blue Demons
doubled Hersey's score -36-18.

St. Anthony

8 -Stravinski
pork etc.
31 Feminine
48 Excellent
name
32 Winter vehicle
(coll.)
33 London park 49 Chow -

Mini
MEd
EMMA MEM

MIME
"MU
ME= NM Win

!Mount Prospeyt s ill be Mated

kim over two wieimula in
Couch Gri,In
mid sprint,.

to Ile Mahon lead of sewn
dory suhool lull on muggy

Okawville
Mount Vernon

After a Thiskie win in the
four -lap mks, :shine's 1.mJoseph nailed down the 440 race
for the hosts before the talented Peterson picked up his sec-

La Grange
Sterling

ond individual win in the low

Joliet Cenral
Mayne South

hurdles.
Despite

Emt Aurora

comeback, the Huskies were
still unable to close the learn

Harlan

East Moline
Pittsfield
LaSalle -Peru

Danville

'3

the

mild Hersey

score to single figures
Peterson's second win was
the highwater mark fur the In.
hors m Maine then swept the
high jump and mile run event,
and added the mile relay win to
move to a commanding 68-32

lead before Gary Swanson%
Peoria Spaulding

Lincoln

41

pole vault figures were record-

Sf

ed ori the Honey aide of the

summur niklits for dm tint
timr in tour r

adduct SDI to snout for thy
Gluts A has must 1,11111on

and

Page 23

March 18

try -outs

Wednesday

for the 11 -man taint will he

1970

this

bald stunethec
later
spring. Griphy emphasized
that the Legion program in

avoiding any interference with

0

being idle for Moro than lour
rnotaba due to an 111,010 Which

sidelined him during the cram county season and has kept
him practicing since.

Bill Allen led off the meet
with a 9:514 first in the twomile. Following Allen across
were teammates Keith Mat-

the 5.0 mark in the 50 -yard
dash with junior Bill Grady .2
seconds back. aim heMin of

from the poor showing the
Knights had Come up with

thews and bowie Larson. Jim
Bun of Prospect won the nom

The P80,yard run produced
another Prospect triple with

gainst Niles West last Thum
day. The nights tripped the
hosting Grenadierk, 87.22.

race,

he 60 -yard high hurdles
with a respectable 8,0, and he
later added a victory in the low

Ron

Elk Grove managed only
one first place. that by Bill

hurdles with a 7.7. Run also
000
broadjump with 019-

Bob Potorenke third in 2114.9.
Pontrenke has oral y Marled

Tem in the shot put with a 499h5 heave. Mark Lichter. Pat

176. Lichter ran second in the

second in 2.11A, and senior

THE ENIGIDS aloe took
1:15.3
the four.lap relay
with Grove running it in
1:19.0.

Hie

antrftr

found

440

Dooley. P. 1.01.2. 3. Packed,
P. 1:0611T 60 -YARD LOW
HURDLES: I Butz. P. 7.7;'_.

Packard around the track with
x57.7.
Butz. Lichter and Weal fin.
idled in the same order they
had in the highs as Bylz look it
with a 7.7, Tom Klinker added
the mile run to Me Prospect
4:41.1
side of the scorebook
Dunning of Grove
with
[Witmer
second and Gren

Grove was third by an eyelash.

winning in
blanket
2:06.9. sophomore Gary Rase

rogn

1-y&

highs with John Wood third.
Sophomore Paul Hacker hit

Prospect's track team viw
fled Elk Grove yesterday and
pulled a complete turnabout

Lichter, EG, 8.2, 3. W.I. P.
8.4; MILE RUN: I. Klinker.
P. 4:415: 2. Dunning. EG.
4:47.4; 3. Ottinger. EG 4:47.6;

EIGHE-LAP RELAY:

third. The eight -lap relay want

triple for the Knights with tenjor John Manning anding

to

Prospect

Grove running 0 2:41.0.

BROAD J.

JEFF MEISSNER, Prosrecord -breaking

19-1
91/4,

high-

Donkey

-g

D" C'"'

Prospects final threeimer was the pole vault with

third.

Tim Loeffel winning a 11-6,
Tom Cashion second with
mare misses and Chris Cop

Elk Groves only victory

the backs of trained donkeys is
reputed to be wilder than a rodna and funnier than a circus.

freshman Terry Woods broke

ALL LOCAL riders will be
a Prospect frsslonan record
with an 11,69 in the two- wed fm the exhibition as the
Elk- He awed second to an Hersey High School faculty
q will take on the
Prospect
Elk prove sophomore.
'" Heights LiOdS Club in the
MEET RESULTS

'

TWO-MILE RUN: I. Allen. P. 9:51 di 2. Matthews, P,
10:34.8: 3 Larson, P, 10:47.3;

6 0-V A R 0 111011 111111DEM I. Butz, P, 0,0; 2. I.Mhcr. EC, 0.2, 3. Wotal, P. 8.5:
50 -YARD DASII: 1. Hacker.
P. 5.8:2. Grady. P. 6.0; 3. IdsteM. EG, 6.0 PM:

MEET RESULTS
TWO MILE RUN: 1. Keane.

ME, 9:34.2; 2. Grimm. ME.
Gawlik, 14. HIGH HURDLES: I. Kurtzhelus. ME. 6.7.
2. Halcrow.14. 3. Kieffer, H.

SHOT PUT: I. Garden, H,
45-0. 2. Rodnia. N1E. 3. Kmlin, ME. 880 YARD DASH: I.
Olson. N1E, 2:09.9. 2. Phalin.
ME. 3. Riegel, H.

11110 -YARD RUN: I. Hen.
lick P. 2:06.9: 2. Reap. P,

2:11.6: 3.

a

1. Rondeson, N1E, 6-2.2. Usse-

ry. ME.3, Potenza, ME.

THE UAW.. moved eat
to their lamest margin of the

AaeL Sporn Pd,

A combination of lack of

3:58.7. 2. Hersay. POLE VAULT: Swanson, H, 11-6. 2. Zasadny,H, 3.
Olson, ME.
East ,

hoviever. was soon to be heard
from.

at Champaign, 71.68. yak,
day in Super -Sectional action.

Joliet Central, with no startel andedq3, dumped in 51.8
per cent of their floor shots be-

pin a ticket
ChwoMine train,

for

to

night at 7:39 when Schmeizer
convened a turnaroundjumps

er for a 19-12 inuMin. Joliet,

size and a sub .500 field tgoal
nvorigedropped Maine South
of Park Ridge off a stop before
the Illinois High School finala

MILE RUN: I. Lova, ME, fore 7,573 shouting fans in
4:37.1. 2. Fray, ME. 3. Sid- Nonlveusierds McGaw Hall

fen, ME. MILE RELAY:

Inc

IT WAS A sad end for
Maine South and especially
heed coach Bernie Brady. who
celebrating a honewas
having
captained
corning,
Northwestern's 1951-52 has-

With 2:30 still remaining in
the first half. Main hit a brief
drought,
scoring
allowing
Central to regain the lead. 2927. on the scoring of RayJono
and brother Jail
Schmelzer counteret1 with
an elght-footer with :14 left to

throw the game intoa 29-29
deadlock at the intermission.
South's

81,8

per

cent

Iron

throw shooting helped offset
their meager 35.7 per cent
floor accuracy. Besides the

This year's Hawks. now,

Helms, represented the

AMA MAE MUM

fir-

ther! any Maine South to

MAME
WM=
ME= MIMI=

has advanced in their brief sinother
Year history. Three
squads were. able to gain sec-

Ilona berths, but were polish(a off in each instance, neva
making the so-called "Sweet

AMEN Hl EM IIMM

ARM MOM
ana mama

NI)110111' 11,15 in imm
diskfoul trouble after the hiidol 16 minutes, but that situ ation soon changed. With the
lead changing hands five tinter
during
the
third period,
Schmelzer

picked

up

his

fourth personal with still over
four minutes remaining, end
Brady quickly yanked his top

A chorus of .were going
downstate" by South boosters

ft th

tC g
their team jumped out to

seemed 1

-

a

surprising 17-12
first quarter edge. After falling
behind 12-10, Hawks Mike

Sem.what

Nevins. Greg Schinelmr, Hob
Norlander and smtional her.;

Lim

at.
Mark Kurlzhalls of Slide° Fast picks up a win hi the high hurdles yoterdny as Gordon Halerows.
Wt, and Kurt Kelffer, belled Kortzbalts, fallow the Blue Demon home.

Williams

put

seven

The big Hawks coil, how , g I t phomy
Roger Powell room to operate,
and the 6-3 forward responded

with 14 of his team's 23 third
quarter par.. Only the combined 18 -paint efforts of PM

vim fib and Northam 110)
kept the Hawks within striking

etraight points co the board rimp at 52-50.
without a reply from the CmEven with Schmeher hack
in the South lineup at then t
tral Steelmen

............

Johers supporters screaming
'We're Number One."

began craxhing Me .hoards and

Roland Goias and
principal
hletic director Dick Kinne-

Tickets arc now on sale at
Hersey High School. or em he
obtained the night of the carol
al the door, Prospect Heights
Lions Clursmembers will also
he selling tickets, procaMs of
which will be used for the ben.
eft! of School District 214 and
School District 23.

J. Jones

9

R. William

jump shots. A sack Ilia forged the Mechem into an eight point spread a 62-54 with 4114
left, but South fought back.

3

4

rebounding advantage which'
helped figure in the scoring,
Powell led all scares with 26 McFarland

ID

6
2
0

4
0

points while Jeff Jones co.
tributed 22 in increasing Jo-

27 17 Of 42

biers season record III 23-6.

Hawks hock within three and
when substitute Russ Hylen
canned a 15 -foot baseline shot.

it was a brand new ball game
with Joliet on top only 65.64.
A pm of clutch tree throws

4 11
4

4

had to he the Steelmen's 25-9

SIX SIX Hameln, and
Nevins awned to bring the

4

0

1

Te key M the second half Wallace

mailing in on Reins and short

MAINE SOUTH ended the
campaign with abrilliant 25-3
work with Nevins' 23,
Schmelzeds 17 and Nortonder's 15 leading the final

by Ray Jones and a tipin by
Chuck Wallace with 10 sea
onds laft, however, finally pot

Hawk scoring tabulations.

the pine out of reach and sent

Player

JOLIET CENTRAL DO

Hughes
Powell
R. Jonas

3

0

Totals

10.
8

I

MAINE S011rfll 1681
Playa
J. Williams
2
3 4

1

BPPR

Bonk
Schmelzer

2

Norlander
Nevins
Hylen

4

Took

2

6
10

8

23 22 19 26
&ore hy Qa$rterst

Joliet Central

R CPR Maine South

12 17 21 19-71
17 12 21 18-08

Baron's
SPRING SALE
THESE PRICES CAN NEVER BE REPEATED...

to the locker room with identis
cal rebound totals of 17.

rebountler 6rt u final fourth
porter arpearanco

MEM WWWIIMME
AMMON MIIMMOMM
riMMIIM AMP

1:19.0: 440 -YARD
DASH: I. Manning, P, 57.7;2.

Grove,

set of the final perattl. Joliet

knotted score, both teams went

kdball quintet.

WAN WWI

P.

Fred Webs, Sum Sampson.
Joe Lioniak and Bub Hanetho
are listed as the Lions starters,
while the !acidly leant will be
composed of "all able bodied
men available. starting with

South's Champaign hopes doused

H enry, 1:15.7. 2. Maine East.

LOW I MIDLER: I. Pomo
we. H. 6.0 2. Kuruhaits, ME.
3. Kieffer, H. HIGH JUMP:

Pormenke.

2:14.9; FOUR -1 Al RELAY:
I. Prospect, 1:15.3; 3. Elk

The weight -men's relay doesn't count for team points but proves to be fm for everyone.
easy as
Prospect', Pat Packard, left, finds out Mat nmeiving the 12 -pound shot isn't quite
grabbing the baton normally used in relays. Don Rogers, center, is just pad to get rid of it after
completing his kg of the relay which Prospect won. (Photos by Linda Ramat.)

FOUR LAP RELAY: I.
400 YARD RUN: I. Joseph.
hIE, 52.0. 2. Gehr, H. 3.
McCall, ME.

Donkey basketball, the
to Hersey High School Friday
at 7:30 pin,
The ball game, played from

came from Tens in the shot
put. Warkentin was second
and Prosnes Dooley third.

their own Blue De-

D AM: I. Peterson. H. 5.5. 2.
Giampoli. ME. 3. Kelsey, H.

basketball
at Hersey
world's craziest soon. cams

dine third,

monRelays which will he held
this Seturday aftentoon.

50 -YARD

7-11b5;

P.

P. 41-31/2.

Again it w. Butz toppin
Linea- in the long jump. Lich
ter losing by about five inches

All that remains now for the

H.

Carney,

11.6; 2. Cashion, P. 11-6; 3.
PREP PUT:
Tewn,s,
I.
EG, 49-916: 2. War kentin,EG, 41-61/2; 3. Dooley,

5-8.

highflying Maine FAA track-

Halcrow.

2. Liam, RG IR-

,

3.

going q335 lustP.

SIAM( BONDESOff'S 6-2

LONG JUMP: I. Glom
pdi. ME, 19-5. Meyer. ME.

Rohan. P. 3-8S
I. Rutz. P.

POLE VAULT: I. Leaflet, P.

jumper, oied So eenceolente
on his form and dipped to a
5-10 after
week. Wow, was weed with
541 end Terry Rohan washed

leap topped all the high sampan. while John I-ovaz led the
one. two three Demon finish in
the mile clwsic.

man.

543,

P.

running in the pot week .her teammates Jim Dooley and Pal
pect's

2.

1. Meissner, P. 5-10; 2. Wotal,

2:39.8 with

in

I.

Elk
Grove, 2017.6, 01011 JUMP:
2:39.1,

Prospect,

IN THE froshnoph meet,

ante

5,-,c;

Registration

Dizoict Nine a 10-team leagueto

3.

SIXTEEN

Bre thy bib fact rem.. tint

be both% the sign up for thy

the host squad before Greg

petition of the year.
While Maine was tilling the

of Effingham
Collinsville

appellation
7 Donkey
(comb. form)

11 Depot (ab.)
12 Fragrant
51 - and eggs
35 Possesses
20 -Wings. 18 beverage
Moist
36 Mythical
53 Repose
Iowa
beings of
54 Egyptian
21 Australian
23 Superlative
Moslem.
birds
goddess
suffix
'legends
55 Mountains
25 Period of time 22 Coterie
39 Equipment
24 Pronoun
lab.)
28 Flesh food
41 - Angeles' 57 Legendary
25 Formerly
30 Form of
bird
migmd food 26 Scold severely 44 French river
46
Higher
in
59
Pinch
27
Awry
34 Stews
position
29 Concerning
60 Doctors'
36 Gelatinotte
words)
47 Slice of lamb,
group (ab.)
food
37 °lies

See that you're in the pink.

the league this season but our

"I mess they hope to make

Furthur durnIss ill be forth
coming according to Grigsby

111111.1 1.0 Ah Intl
with the summer hmhill pro of
grams at area high schools,. Grigsby said anannouneemern
that will he mob before
parficulary Prospect. Grigsby
replied. "I don't really Mink June. "Were hoping we con
so. Most of the bisys who play get a coach frum one of the
local 0chood.. revealed the
Legion ball are too old Tor the
affable mentor.
wormer program,"

District Ntm,
Pork
Ridge might be droppirig out
from

State Bank.

of Btu Appointed waulands

schoduks Ind bawu of this
ml)
get into full swing un
ul nun: But we most laxly

splii Ow two relay races end
=tinged enough seconds and
thirds to end its dual sown on

SWEET

3 Was mistaken
4 Malted
beverage
5 Cognizance
6 Masculine

20 Th. in

clam ant ham wtthdrn mg

the loyal high schools regular

Peterson bags firsts,
but ME outruns Hersey

home with the initial Huskic

9 Roman tyrant

When inked it ha thinks the
Lukion b. an a ill mturfun

pect took the first three places

win in the 50 yard sprint.

15 Irish Net

sit

pod Legion ham will not rc

yesterday.

Pat Dunning In the eight -lap relay

Giumpoli then

Meat

(coll.)

ball roaches the Mount Pros

. The Knights finahed
tint in the realy and in every other event except the slim pat

Prospect sophomore Gory Rene Ise sten ahead of Elk Grove's

the 100 -yard low hurdles.

Answer to Previous Paula

13 Choler
14 Mundane

being in the ranks of ars t bed

O. I egos baseball prop on
hal into Mourn Prospyt
Actually all we did, said
Grigsby, "was se permission from the Post to use

THE KNIGHTS easily had
the rem of the meal to them
whin, including the just-foG
fun "weight men, relay"
which ended Ow meet. Pros-

M

3

must by 16 17 or PI 'ion old
And Inu in thy Is un n dr ion

Lichter the runner-up in three

varnactwas

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

MI, m Mount Promo, fo ba
elmiblu for I won pity i boy

hoping dru a lidd st Prospyyt
High wd1 be wnitblc Ise
ban talking with Premixt old
too emu
the,
do ham.
chmsondsosur tiers so ...IA it
their murmur lu mac 6. Ira
oure on om. wu siadd nom
th. th,
I ht sound duosnon n th it

Second -places of the meet with

-The overall strength of

ACROSS
1Saliabury
6 Large cut of
meat
11 Young actress

Prowl High

different events.

2

Tonight Show

at

5eh001 and hum am hos Iry

Dunning an(' Tom Walkman
picked op he only Grenadier

Olp Amino:

The lloney.

Show

aludynts

mmathcaled no drive to pi

sy Linda Hamilton
Sports Maar

1:30

1

2

AtAordaq, m Crnpbs
Ilu timset. grat dl
the Peels the regthr season
was practwullt underw ty
Central-) to rurnor uircu
wrs

yaz is try e winner Yn

1000

\ ca"Pos-,

221-A day when physical vitality may tell the difference
between success and failure.

2W -A good day foe sellini
yourself to another. You me
hate to blow your WM horn
considerably -Mt k will be

Grigsby. .There didn't seem
be a great deal of interest

light but le put on

T RIP

head.

them.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23-Jen.

Post ninth. accordingto coach

Idol for his efforts.
2

keep the tc un

yang
Rush and Grsgsby though

their name and find a spanpeel came as the result of lack. soh" The sponsor of the club
of local interest and limited will be the Mount Prospect

make mutinous crew

DELIGHT IN STAMPING
COT GERMS Tit WI-

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct.
231 -Your influence on mother may be the muse of argument in a neighbor's home.
The wise Libra will pull in his
(Oct.

pen ball from Mount Prow

Also no monus

yea

eel

O

24 -Sept.

fusion rather than becoming
put of it.

klaunt Pro do in Thwart
"tine competition this year.
[he four-year exodus of Le-

assumes command to

I TARE A SPECIAL

may re-

231-A day when the tendency
will be to make rash &chinos.
Try to think through bmr con-

cant
cent
cheat
cane
chant
chat

nion bwebal in Mount Pros.

nr

12055

5

careful in the matter of anon.cr's reputation. Don't speak
out of turn.

SCORPIO

the

Sal indoor twodeam com-

22 -July

VIRGO (Aug.

nail
pact Legion
served as a death knell for UPast,

in Amur. ail

;

Movie
"Tyrant of the
Sea." Second officer

especiallY

he

Mar 1966 schedule. Due to it

thy

12:30

MORTY MEEKLE

LEO (July 24:Aug. 231 -All
to

Uri

Post

12:25

hMh this morning.

you

Rulge nme
As
soon Poo.,
Prospsktors
ball f( sl II
,111.
signalled more than the en.

field house as Al Eck's 'tendons downed visiting Hersey
High School, 69-40. in East%

231 -The partnership you enter Mto td this them should
prove ost helpful in the immediatem future Set you sights

quire

thu hands of the host Pork

Mount Promkt SUM Busk
coah Dick Grigsby Ind
Mount Protium, numb. one
soortst. our Rod Rush If dr

brought the Demons their seventh dual win in nine mtenints
yesterday at their Park Ridge

morrow.

unexpected in

Prosput Ewan

team trooped off of a P trk
Ridge diamond after suffering
a season -ending 84 maga

Midnight.Repon
Chicago allow

22 -June

CANCER (June

gran

irs ixo whin thu Ram
pointyd out MY
youthful Gnisby Thorn w n
dtsbAndcd

marines battling Barbara pirates in 1805,
Maureen
Oliarn
John Payne.

et touch with

GEMINI (May

aurnend the, min
to du. tombinue ulimn I du

Movie'

them immediately.

211 -Conservatism action
proves to be the boil action
today. 11 is the lash Gemini
who has cause for mgr. M -

the
1966
On tub
t
Mount Prommt Amount Li,

12:00

EEK & MEEK

have more of an influence on
at this dme than
your

nk. Get
you thisuccess

11:35

ut

Legion ball to return to 11/1
la* of funds within the Pros-

26 Arturo Mendoza
32 News
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32 Man in Soltense

Tommy Roe.
11 World Perm
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whose determination
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II Interims
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York composer Car-
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Guerra and Jean
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Berry, Kaye Stevens.
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Shirley

Engothert lInta-
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Geography.

II The Masters
Newsman Henry
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Jones.
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ate yard.
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Barbara Ethan, Eva
Gabor, lacy Heath.
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eu truck
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32 News
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the issue of further
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Mr.
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game on the Clam -
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7

Show

Gcorhurm in

Tommy C ash

Shifty Shafer (Phil
Silvers) is pomaded
by his wife to try an

7
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SALE PIANOS!

ORGAN SPECIALS!

='

l.,505

KIMBALL

NOW $1195.00

THOMAS

D. m
NOW $195.00

MOM, BIONDE

KIMBALL

SAVE

Ones pzat

$400!

KIMBALL
di ARTIST CONSOLE FRENCH
PROVINCIAL ROO-WOOD

KIMBALL
DECORATOR COMMUN.
PROVINCIAL FRUnWO0o

rarstal

KIMBALL
PROVINCIAL

THOMAS

wax $79500

Cw0AT,Ii,,,GLO SPINET

EKO

NOW $495.00

EKO

"ZZ'
'''"`T°
,
2VIM,'I"'
3,O, ha

$449.00 NOW $395.00
OPEN 10:30.9 p.m.
Mon tiro Di
Sat 9-5, Sun 12.4

ONE ONLY

NOW $795.00

==

$655.00
ONE ONLY

.11W000

NOW $620.00

K/MBA1L
36 SPINETTE ITALIAN
PROVINCIAL WALNUT

ROCK ORGANS

NOW $529.00

EXCELSIOR
POCK ORGAN

FARFASIA`"%Z'Ac'
was $839.00

-"^-"'°.

NOW $149.00

NOW $549.00

Baron's

1381 PRAIRIE AVE.
SALE ENDS

-

!

n

Custom Servicing
A new system of auto servicing that gives each
Ladendorf customer years of "individualized" service!
(Almost ike having a private maintenance shop)
The big difference at Ladendorf Olds is SERVICE. All car
dealers offer service, but Ladendorf offers custom servicing.
Instead of having one large crew of mechanics to work at
random on any car, Ladendorf Olds has grouped its service
department into color teams: RED, BLUE & GOLD. Every new
Oldsmobile purchased at Ladendorf will become the contin-

uous responsibility of these service teams. For you the
owner, this means you will not be just another number to
whatever mechanic is available. Instead, you will have
your own "custom service team" of mechanics who know
your car and its service history, plus personalized service.

Pictured above is our "Red Team" who collectively represent over
33 years of experience as mechanics. They are: Left to Right, Don
Zehner, Roger Nick, Thorny Richardson, Don Bergren--Foreman,
and Mike Woodward.

Here is How It Works
Each color team operates within its own mechanical
service department. Every team consists of IS) factory
trained mechanics working under the direction of a veteran foreman. These talented and knowledgeable mechanics are free to move around in the team helping out where
they are needed. Should a special rush job come in, one,

two or more in the team are able to get on the job to
expedite it. The foreman and other specially trained men
also instruct and check work within their team to bring up

and maintain craftsman -like work -- thus helping the
customer and team. We aimed this system at quality work,
which includes continuous mechanic training in the latest
methods. So far, our service manager is very pleased with
the progress and we are sure you will be tool Our goal is to
surpass the reputation we have maintained since 1926.

GOLD

TEAM

Pictured above is our "Gold Team" who collectively represent
over 50 years of experience as mechanics. They are: Left to Right,
Glen Kruse --Foreman, Bob Homa, Ralph Green, Dave Gate and
John Mulso.

"There's a World of Difference
at Lctdendorf Olds!"
f

The Worlds Largest

Oldsmobile Dealership

4

Pictured above is our "Blue Team" who collectively represent
over 39 years of experience as mechanics. They are: Left to Right,
Felix Giwcia-foreman, Joe Hess, Tom Schultz, Frank Angel, and
John Swarek.
,

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS DES PiAINES 0 827-3111
HOURS: Monday thru Friday 9:00 to 9:00
Saturday 9:00 to 5:00, ClOsed Sundays

WEATHER

Telephone

4).

'Tonight: Chance of snow

or rain, low near 32. To-

2554400

"NJ

morrow: Mostly cloudy,
chance of snow flurries,
colder.
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tranoportatio
study d.el yo draw
©f criticism

la'
By Rick 'Lewis

up the committee and funds
would be allocated at 10 cents

problems in Arlington Heights,
for example.

Arlington Heights Mayor
John J. Walsh last night ex-

per capita, as of the last special census, to provide for a

"IF YOU THINK only the
communities along the rail-

pressed

his

disappointment

with the lack of quick action
by other village boards on the
proposed Transportation Study Committee to be formed by
the Northwest Municipal Conference.
At a meeting of the NMC in

Buffalo Grove, Walsh said,
"Our

(Arlington

Heights)

board has no great illusions
about the study. The fact is,"
he said, "We're convinced this
has to be done."

The Transportation Study
Committee would ultimately
"provide a co-ordinated transportation network throughout
the entire Conference area" of
15 municipalities.

REPRESENTATIVES from
the municipalities would make

full time director.

Walsh indicated the amount
is "not
much money for the amount of
benefits that could come from
the study."
Heights
and
Arlington

of funds asked for

Mount Prospect are the two
big villages to take affirmative
action towards the committee.

and will alOcate funds provided there is full participation.

Representatives from other
communities, which have yet
to vote on the matter or are wavering their decisions, seemed

concerned over the parking at
the Chicago & North Western
Railway parking lots. Towns
like Buffalo Grove and Rolling Meadows, for instance,
add to the commuter parking

Vote. on H

road are the only places to ben-

efit by the study," said Walsh,
"Then the communities along
the railroad should get together and handle the problem ourselves." He said the problem.
was not just along railroad

communities but was wide-

available.

Harper's first referendum in
March, 1965.
Harper District 512 encom-

passes the townships of Elk
Grove,

Wheeling,

Schaum-

burg and Palatine, and Barrington High School District
224.

ELIGIBLE VOTERS must
be registered,. 21 years of age
and residents of the district for

30 days, the county 90 days
and the state one year.
Polls will be open from 12
noon to 7 p.m. The college is
using the same polling places
the elementary and high
school districts use for board
of education elections.
Polling places are:
Precinct No. 1 --Walt Whitman School, 133 S. Wille Av.,
Wheeling.
Precinct No. 2 --Jack London Junior High School, 1001
,-,;z:tagzaxammarmwe.i.l.mimmtva

Gripe
Of The

formed.
In"

established,

;cc

(

and

Rolling

Meadows has indicated a fa-

Fremont Rd., Hoffman Estates.

full report by all municipalities.

His own Village and

Hoffman Estates have indicated their opposition for the

Committee, though Pahl is in

Bunny Park is open in the Randhurst mall now through

tographers from Bak Studios. Randy is in Bunny Park 10 am.

March 28. Randy Rabbit will gladly pose with children, with

to 3 p.m. and 6:45 p.m. to 8:45 p.m., weekdays; 9:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Saturdays, and from noon to 5 p.m. Sundays.

parent's permission, to have a picture taken by professional pho-

favor of it.
William Renshaw, village

Williams wins 13th Dist.
Committeeman post by 300

engineer of Barrington Hills,
said that rural community of
4,500 does not feel much of a
connection with the situation,
but would follow the decision
made by Barrington.
"OUR PROBLEMS are entirely different because we de

not have a town," he said.
"We use the Barrington facilities."

Joseph Y., chairman of the
Illinois State Highway Topics
Program', told the NMC that
although the Chicago Area

Transportation Study (CATS)
is doing an eight county, regional study, "Who knows

when they will get to your
area." He said CATS results
might not be what NMC is
looking for anyway.

/

change

day won the race for 13th Con-

committeemen lineup in the

gressional District Democrat-

northwest

committeeman over Ray
Krier of Skokie by less than
300 votes with about 17,000
ic

votes cast.

Williams got most of his
votes in New Trier and Evanston Townships. Except for
Palatine Township, he did not
carry in any of the western
townships of the 13th district.
Williams who conducted an
expensive campaign is op-

posed to the way in which

Mayor Daley directs the affairs of the Cook County
Democratic party.

People who want more'
E.W.
taaawar..a..9./mtransPez".,;amm

Damage lawn
Vandals damaged a Mount
Prospect homeowner's lawns

and

threw

an in-

cinerator and bushel baskets
on the lawn. Police said the

owner of the property was
Christ N. Metropulos.

James

McCabe of Arlington Heights

was elected to a full term in
Wheeling Township.

Chester Chesney of Mount
Prospect, dean of all northwest
suburban Democratic committeemen, was elected to an-

other term. Incumbent John
F. Morrissey of Hoffman Estates was elected in Schaum-

for

Mayor Daley's resignation 'as
chairman of the Cook County
Democratic Central Com-

Junior High School, 303 E.
Thomas, Arlington Heights.
Precinct No. 14 --South Junior High School, 314 S. Highland, Arlington Heights.

mittee.

'No important changes
the conduct of the party's afin

Precinct No. 15 --Low

fairs are expected as a result of

School, 1530 S. Highland, Arlington Heights.
Precinct No. 16 --Forest
View Elementary School,
1901 Estates Dr., Mount Pros-

Williams victory over Krier,
considered a Daley man.

His position as New Trier
Township committeeman, a
post to which Williams was re-

pect.
Precinct

No. 17-Robert
Frost School, 1308 S. Cypress
Dr., Mount Prospect.

Ridge Knolls, 588 S. Dara

ONE POUND =16 OUNCES

elected on Tuesday, already
gave him a seat on the Cook
County Democratic Central

Commit tee which Daley

Py

heads. Being elected 13th District committeeman makes

him a member of the State

wr

Democratic

Central

Com-

mitikbut this body has little
authority fit Cook County.

Grove Village.
Precinct No.

21--Clear-

mont School, 280 Clearmont
Dr., Elk Grove Village.
Precinct No. 22 --Salt Creek
School, 65 Kennedy Blvd., Elk
Grove Village.
Precinct No. 23-Rupley
School, 305 E. Oakton St., Elk
Grove Village.

bonnet Ln., Hoffman Estates.

Precinct No. 26-Hillcrest
School, Hillcrest Blvd. and.

SIMON
SUBUI113
SAYS
One thing alcohol doesn't preserve Is dignity.

Compar-A-Buy unit pricing went into effect in all Jewel stores

Monday. Mrs. Robert Sisson, 680 Patricia Ln., Des Plaines,
shopping in the Mount Prospect Jewel on Northwest Highway,
said she is happy the experiment has been expanded to the suburbs and finds it convenient to know the price of a given item,
plus its price in pounds, ounces or quarts.

Former Ogilvie aide sets
1st talk since resigning.
William Rutherford of Peoria will speak in Mount Prospect this evening, his first address since he resigned from a
top post in the Ogilvie admin-

istration in a protest against
patronage.
Rutherford will address the
Wheeling Township Republi-

can Club at 8 this evening in
the VFW Hall of Mount Prospect.
Vinton Bacon, deposed superintendent of the Metropolitan Sanitary District, was
scheduled to speak. Although
he took a teaching position at
the Milwaukee campus of the

University of Wisconsin, he

Local

embargo
on mail
suburban

post
Northwest
offices yesterday received or-

ders not to accept or forward
mail addressed to the New
York City area because of the
postal employes' strike in that

expected to keep his Wheeling
Township speaking engagement until Monday.
Daniel Congreve of Mount
Prospect, president of the Republican Club, immediately
called Rutherford to invite

city.
According to Arlington
Heights Post Office's .Asst.
Postmaster Robert J.
Proebstle, a complete mail em-

him to speak on short notice.
Rutherford expressed immediate interest, and' early
Wednesday accepted the en-

ing areas:

gagement.

Rutherford was Illinois director of conservation in the

bargo has been ordered on
mail addressed to the follow-

New York City, Bronx,

erhead.

last year he was promoted by
Ogilive to the new post of Director of Environment Quality

The embargo applies to all
mail addressed to zip codes
with the first three digits from
100 to 104 and from 110 to

for the state.

,119, Proebstle said.

Ogilive administration. Late

The total of 1,800 votes
primary
high. James McCabe, Wheeling Township committeeman,
equally a previous

estimated that as many as 300
voters may have lost their right
to vote in the Democratic
primary as a result of having
voted in a Republican primary
less than 23 months ago.

Voters cannot change
parties, state law says
Some northwest suburban

he shall have voted after Jan. 1,

1939 at a primary held under
this article of another political
party within a period of 23 calendar months preceeding the
calendar month in which such
primary is held," Mrs. Rohr-

challenger, Richard

party ballot they could obtain
in Tuesday's primary.
Party switchers were fouled
up by a state election law that
forbids persons voting in the
primary election of one party
to vote in another party's
primary within 23 months.

Mugal-

SOME NORTHWEST suburban voters yesterday were
amazed to find that their
choice of party ballots in June,
1968 presidential primary or
in last October's special 13th
District congressional primary
determined
automatically
which party ballot they could
obtain in Tuesday's primary.

Had it not been for these
turndowns, Wheeling Township Democratics would likely

ty ballots in the June, 1968
presidential primary or in last
October's special 13th District
congressional primary automatically determined which

Des

Plaines

City

Clerk

Eleanor Rohrbach, who said
she

received

several

com-

plaints during the day from
voters who were unable to

change
plained
lations.

party ballots, exstate voting regu-

"No person shall be entitled
to vote at a primary election if

bach quoted from the state
election law.

"The dear state legislators
session chose to

in the last

move

the primary

election

date back to March because
candidates

the

complained

that they had no time to campaign," she said.

Because of the change in
primary dates, she said, the
June, 1968 presidential primary occurred less than 23

months ago and voters who
chose the ballot of one party at
that time were forced to vote in
the primary of that party or not
vote at all in Tuesday's election.

Albert Volz will appear
before Con -Con Friday
Capitol Building ceremonies.

By Richard Crabb

Albert F. Volz of Arlington Heights, oldest man in the
northwest suburbs, will be
presented to the Illinois Constitutional Convention on Friday.

Volz will speak as a special
feature of ceremonies marking

the first meeting of the Convention in its permanent quarters in Springfield's Old Capitol Building.
Volz was twice mayor of his,
village and served several

terms in the Illinois Gendral
Assembly.

His awards for public service are so numerous a special

room has been set aside for

Brooklyn, Flushing, Far Volz at the museum of the ArRockaway, Jamaica, Long Island City, Staten Island, Mineola, Hicksville and Riv-

primary balloting on Tuesday.

voters Tuesday were surprised
to find that their choice of par-

cumbent, Peter J. Gerling,
also of Palatine.

and

a new record for

have set

Townships. Nicholas
Blase was reelected Democratic committeeman in Maine
Township.
The only change in the
northwest suburbs came in
burg

immeditaley called

Precinct No. 24-Schaum-

shrubs,

suburbs.

lian of Palatine, defeated in-

burg School, Schaumburg
Rd., East of Roselle Rd.
Schaumburg.
Precinct No. 25-Twinbrook School, Ash Rd. & Blue-

when

Democratic

victory as a "startline upset"

they

night

the

Miner, Arlington Heights.
Precinct No. 13 --Thomas

chopped down a freshly planted pear tree, damaged several
small fences surrounding

Tuesday

in

Palatine Township where

School, 650 Ridge Av., Elk
money for less work.

THERE WAS LITTLE

Lynn Williams of Winnetka
in New Trier township Tues-

WILLIAMS described his

1101

James, Des Plaines.
Precinct NO. 19 --Devonshire School, 1401 S. Pennsylvania, Des Plaines.
Precinct No. 20 --Ridge

Day

funds," once the committee is

E.

ior High School,

Precinct No. 18-High

A

Mayor Ted C. Scanlon, "And

we are ready to release the

the next meeting there will be a

Wheeling and Schaumburg
have decided to contribute
funds once the organization is

Precinct No. 27 --Hoffman
Dr., Buffalo Grove.
School, Grand Canyon Ln.
Precinct No. 4-Robert and Glendale _Ln., Hoffman
Frost School, 305 Aspen -Estates.
Drive, Prospect Heights.
Precinct No. 28--CampPrecinct no. 6.-Anne Sulli- anelli School, Springingsguth
van School, Schoenbeck & Rd., Schaumburg.
Palatine, Prospect Heights.
Precinct No. 29--HanoN;er
Precinct No. 7 --River Trails Highlands School, 1451 CyJunior High School, 1000 press Ln., Hanover Park.
Wolf Rd., Mount Prospect.
Precinct No. 30 --Douglas
Precinct
No.
8 --Busse
MacArthur School, ChippenSchool, 101 N. Owen, Mount dale Rd. and Harper Ln.,
Prospect. Precinct No.
Hoffman Estates.
Lions Park School, 300 E.
Precinct No. 31 --Thomas
Council Tr., Mount Prospect.
Dooley School, Lowell and..
Precinct No. 10 --Fairview
(Continued on page 2)
School, 300 N. Fairview,
Mount Prospect.
Precinct No. 11 -Lincoln
School, 700 W. Lincoln,
sH"Pp tVG
Mount Prospect.
Precinct No. 12-Miner Jun' s1",..

have remained stable since

"The funds are set aside in

the budget," said Wheeling

Elk Grove Village Mayor
Jack Pahl, indicated that by

approve a 17 -cent tax increase
Saturday, March 21.
The tax referendum seeks a

building fund 4 cents. Both

Des

and

parking facilities the Village
will build once funds become

W. Dundee Ku., wheeling.

increase in the building fund.
Present rates for the educational fund is 11 cents per $100
assessed valuation and for the

Mount Prospect
Plaines.

was speaking of the multi -level

spread --"how to move people
from one area to another.
"We (in Arlington Heights)
know our problem and how to
solve it," Walsh indicated. He

Voters in Harper College
District 512 will be asked to

12 -cent hike in the college's
educational fund and a5 -cent

areas like Arlington Heights,

DES PLAINES, the third of
the "Big Three" located along
the North Western tracks has
not discussed the matter yet,
according to Bob Hinde,
Fourth Ward Alderman.

rper tax hike

Precinct No. 3-Louise M.
Aleott School, 530 Bernard

vorable attitude since they
contribute much traffic in

lington Heights
Society.

Volz.

Witwer and Volz met at the
Con -Con public hearings held
in Arlington Heights Feb. 11.
After the visit Witwer praised
Volz as "a symbol of the sense
of history so important to the

success of this convention in
writing a new constitution."
Volz is believed to be the
last living member of the 1920
General Assembly that issued
the call for the last constitutional convention held in
Illinois.

Volz voted for the holding

Historical

of the 1921 convention. It was
a bitter disappointment to him
President Samuel. W. Wit- when the proposed conwer of Con -Con announced stitution was not accepted by
late Wednesday that Volz who citizens in the)1922 state-wide
will be 100 years old in 14 referendum.
months will be presented to the
The trip for the 98 -year -old
delegates of the Consitutional Volz to Springfield will be
Convention as a part of the Old made tomorrow in about one

4?"

hour from his home. He will be

Witwer acted on a sugges- flown from Palwaukee Airtion of Con -Con Delegate port directly to Springfield as a
John G. Woods of Arlington guest of Daniel Congreve, forHeights, long a close friend of mer mayor of Mount Prospect.

0 4,,

Also expected to be a member of the Congreve party will
be 14 -year -old Cindy Hayes,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Hayes, 314 S. Windsor
st., of Arlington Heights.

Cindy is the youngest individual to speak at a Con -Con
public hearing. She appeared
before the Arlington Heights
'hearing Feb. I I, speaking for

the Junior High School

stu-

dents of Arlington Heights.

Breakdown
.delays paper
Don't blame your carrier.

We were late yesterday
due to a press breakdown.
Sorry.

THE DAY
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Vote

Youth has head in clouds,
and flying in his heart

-

Precinct No. 32 -Kimball
Hmigll,m2L05M.dow Dr., Roll

now and I'll have 200 hours by

out for roythlf, at least within

the time I can get my private

his head in the clouds, he's

reason, what can happen if you

pilot's license at 17," says
Mark, his eyes sparkling at the
thought.

don't follow all the rules."
Mark's interest in flying has

-

passed down from father to

Salk

license.

Ameel, is a captain with Ozark

He began taking flying les-

Airlines. He's been flying for

sons when he was 141/2 and so-

28 years.

Iced Dec. 9, his 16th birthday

"He's' always said to all of
us," Mark explained, "that if
you really want to fly -if you'd

and the first day he could make

a flight alone.
These days Mark commutes
after school between his home

honestly

want

he'd

to,

go

up on the offer, but Mark did --

County Airport near St.
Charles. That's where the lamily berths its new Cessna Cardinal, a 150 -horsepower single

and a younger brother, Our

I

Lady of the Wayside parochial

could

may later on.

engine craft that Mark calls
OR HE MAKES the now'familiar trip to Sky Harbor
Airport, Northbrook, where

tried it and didn't like it.

transfer to public
school without losing out academically. But liked it and
decided to stay," nc said.

lint

his

serious spin with his father and
AT ST. VIATOR Mark's
then the two shopped for an in - anot known just for his grad.

structor who wouldn't over -

he takes flying lessons with in-

react

structor Don Merwin.
"I've put in 30 flying hours

Mark says Merwin really fills
the bill, that he "lets me find

errors.

beginners'

to

School Menus
To be served Friday in Ar-

IMP., P.M.., Wheeling,

nd his flying. In the fall, flying rim. cames on weekends
because Mark also plays football. He was on the Lions frosh
t
th t
th Ch' g land Prep League title last year
against rough competition.
satisfied to know that in some

molded:

ways he's ahead of many teens.

relish

dish,
sliced

Elk Grove, Forest View and

strawberry,

Hersey high schools in District

lime, pineapple gape. Rolled

214:

wheat

butter,

cersct of keys to the family

Main dish (one choice): fish
crisps, beef liver, beefburger in

Mark's equivalent of that
thrill came last week when his

a bun, taco, wiener in a bun.

milk.
Available desserts: grape Omit segments, vanilla pud-

Vegetable (one choice): potato

ding, pineapple pie, Chaco!.

rounds, Harvard beets. Salad

cake, rolled wheat cookies.

turned over to Mark the lama
to the family plane.

muffins

peaches,

and

It's a thrilln to his contemporaries whe they first get their

father went on

a

trip and

Day by Day

"Ready foe tekeoff, 16-yeaold Mark Anted of Arlington Heights radios to the tower at
DuPage Cow* Ahport Macre his family hada their single -engine plane between flights. His SL
Vidor High School letterlacket will somata...seas familiar a sight at the Dunne airport as It hat
Sky Harbor Airport, Northbrook,where Mark hes been taking Dying lessons for ay= and a hall.

Village turns down license
for second cab company
munities to pick up customers.
phigipo h. six thoothe,

crusty denied the requ.t of operation.
He owner of the A.I.Cab Co.,
'NYE HAVENT got time,
Herm. Philippe of Palatine,
for a license to oththre in the really, to pirate business" said
Birks, in answer to Philipee's
village.
The board acted after it charges at an earlie meeting

which he us. for four vehicles

Board last night unani-

that the Prospect

from William Birks,
owner of the Prospect Cab

going into other nearby tom-

oration

cabs, md later came back to

Minot.] m aPerate R.....

It warn 't n.s and sensitivity to today's
part of the rattle of the equip -you, purple." Admission is
meass. It w. a man with a $1.50 at the door. The dancing

et Northwest Hwy. with ode,
ers, while we waited fora fueral proc.ion from Lauter-

AT A MEETING of the fire
...1 88.i.
0.
March 9, Philippe asked the
Marche
for permission to

block of wood and a piece of

also be licensed to operate calm

a miniature automobile

THE MILK CANS DONT

berg-Oehler to pass. It

the kind the Cub Scouts make.

GET FILLED THERE ANY.

There was a woman on the
train every day who never
stopped twisting and winding a
ribbon carding into lovely
rosettes. She told Betty she
worked for the makers of peig-

MORE
If you've wondered what -

rimsand she paid her fare to
town with her .t ra work on

nered a new collectof
on
old

When this column writa

screeching sound.

sandpaper. He was busy making

no

ordinary funeral. It w. rho
hat ride fora good neighbor.
Al sat noticing familiar
feces scattered through the oc-

cupants of the many, many
o rs, I could clearly picture
Zygmund Rogorinski. I did
not know him too well but I did
know his wife, Flo. They were
together as much as possible,
think I remember his best be-

cause he always seemed

et*.

tie and works with United
Air Lines is ill abed in St.
Alexius Hospital. It would be
nice if he received an ava-

Say statement, he would smike

ha a gentle, beaming sort of
way and you felt that he knee
exactly what it was you were
talking about.

lanche of please -get -well -soon

cards. So start the avalanche.
Nice guys like Bob should be
up and about.

remember his esparielly

YLVISAKER AND THE

on a sunny Sunday morning

when he and Flo were just
about ready to leave for the

SOULAR MODULE, INC.
Would you believe that
there is a jump and jiggle, music group called the Soutar

airport and a trip to Hawaii. It
vale the start of a dream come
n ue. Them was so much happiness in their home inArling-

Modue, Inc.? And would you
believe that it is guided by a
young m. named Ylvisaker?
Try those two names on your
piccolo. This is all leading up
to announcing that John VIvisaker and the Saular Module, Inc. will be in town from
Minneapolis to play for the St
Mark Lutheran Church Youth

ton Heights that day. When
they returned Flo said they
hived it and they made up their
Minds to go back someday. I'd

like to think that he is somewhere where there are blue
skies, white sand and sparkling
surf and trade winds blowing.

Center Saturday night.

I'd like Flo to know that so
many of her friends called and

The Ylvisaker musicmakrs get around the Lutheran

raked fora written tribute to
tioned his gentle way.

Arlington Heigh. has just gao

Church

Youth

release, "for its musicial

BETTY GOES TO TOWN

At that dme the conunittee
felt that it did not have enough
information to decide the

quality of service offered by
the Prospect Cab Co., .d acnon on the application was de.
thrred.
Last night Mayor Robert

lice Chief Newell Esmond had
observed and discussed the op-

the cans are piled right next to
fragile glass objects. She'd like
all milk can lovers to noose in
and buy one. They're jest ripe
for decorating.

eration of Prmpect Cab Co.
The results as related by Tei-

kept talking to himself.
But it wasn't to himself. He
had a small tape recorder and
he was feeding it his daily re.

Newspapers

port. Going homeward one
day she kept hearing a weird,

COPPER

"be careful how yon handle
them. If you don wear them,

and said his company handled
about 400 calls per day..
He said that he loses money
between I a.m. and 6 a.m. but

Home in Mount Prospect. Seo
vices will be conducted by the
Rev. D. Hobbs tomorrow at 10
a.m. in the funeral home chap-

85,

POrepeCt

grandson.

mend,
Rubli.

ZINC

sospos III. 6.56. Branch of.

LEAD

el. Burial will be in Rosehill
Cemetery in Chi.go.

RANCH DOG
All Beef WIENER

$

8.00to5PM

$

ad

and County Line Rd., Barrington Hills.
Precinct No. 43-unny

meth

*

Mee.*
OAKTON LAWN
& GARDEN CENTER

Og

1530

i

Ilt?qtIirs" St: ,

and

ex.ming

chores. Child care

and baby sitting courses prelate them for roles their future
of family honernakers.

WHEN REQUIRE-

o their laws, "Worship God,

MENTS for badges are CIMP

Girls of all races and mil-

Give Service,
Knowledge, Be
Trustworthy, Hold on to

gions can become Camp Fire
Girls in the four age group of

Health, Glorify Work and he

pled, beads are awarded U
the girls advance from Bluebirds to Trails.kers, Wood gathers 'to Firemakers. Tor-

Happy.,,

chbearer to individuals reads -

Ehvr taaoLii ot the &MO Irloi
omitted rho mow one olOoleon

in the..upkeep Of
Camp Tiyalaka and purchlth
sale assist

needed camp equipment.

Camp fires blare and the
WI -He -Lo call welcomes another decade of work, health
and love for girb here, eaten

Blue Birds, and 7-year-oldm
Camp Fire Girla 9.to IL Jun -

the

nation

and mound the

world.

lina al the thisogo Morthrnewn

pHciUtoScehiollool., Ha' Rd"

realq

,

M055 Aida,

lot place
junThiore Evlakt-sGitr drbil'thefth'"Ilearn

ne.ntly captured first

place

n't'S'of,fl's!rertrorl:

ago, 11 sch.ls at the =-

Chicago Nonhwesternes

trues Adlai E. Stevenson high
school tommerthint.

Mrs. Don Angelina and Mrs.

BETA SIGMA PHI

New alumnae in the near notY
obtain further information

lot souk

4.10-9473.

Routh

PRECINCT NCAC

7,:zrztttt,tg
oft. Rood

Nickles, an Inverness house-

4,,t1::16, XII Ltr.
an undo Rood

Joseph C. Morton, college
bather, Arlington Heigh*
Mrs. Hannah K. Wilson. nunes'
sultan
Mount PresMoues[

Beleho. Gov.

ArlhiPoo

ons't rviZ,"'n's'elled. re-'
owed ler the eleckni pm.

.....l.....

He rolls en said shwan will
In opsn iron, 1100 Mon., MO
of
CIA Uscrol Stondord
Is some thy

Men's softballThe initial
organs
meeting for men's softball

Park District will be held at
7:30 p.m. March 23 in the

.

Community Center, 600 SceGwun Av., Mount Prospect.
For mom information COOOct the park district office at

dr. are Mr. and Mrs. Carl

magazine agency.

Wallskog of Pleasant Hill, Ca-

Awed Alumnae Assn. at 8 p.m.

Mrs. John Hannibal, 901 N.
Arlington Heights Rd., Arling-

of sororities

on

today',

cago Northwest Suburban
Alumnae Chapter of Alpha Xi
Delta, 8 p.m. at the home of

wire vrill show slid. rrf her Eu-

eration.

ropean tour It Enema,

thee details.

sortgament of her dough.
Mr. Christine Susan Gun -

damn, to William Houston

nen
seta..

Price 11 of Ann Arbor, Mich.
Miss Gundersen is also the
daughter of the late Arvid Erik

klatch HAM

FIRST TIME

the

nounce

Norman 111, born 'Feb. 27 at

Holy Family Hospital. Paul
weighed

7

pounds

141/2

ou nc es . Maternal grand
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Kim,
kleath of Crystal Lake, ill, Pa
ternal grandparents

are Mr

and Mrs. Paul Schulto of Chi

cap.
The arrival of Kevhs Mr
cheat Feb. 27 evened OM the
number of boys and girls in the
family of Mr. and Mrs
Thom. John Weber of Moum
Prospect. Their other children
ore Scott, 5; Kathleen, 4, and

Inaba, Wis., are the greed -

engagement -of

Pere*.

their daughter. Charlotte, to
lam Stilskyj, son. of Mr. and
Mrs. Amon Skilskyj pf Cern-

Miss Gundersen will gra*,
ate from the School of Business Administration, University of Michigan, in May. Her

uate of Prospect High Scheel

Mance was graduated from Slag

Beth, in the Prospect Heights
home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald

working as a secretary m Trak

School in Milwaukee. She is

Photo Graphic, Inc., tu Mil-

School last December.

waukee.

dren's grandparents are Mr.

and Mrs. Manuel Knee and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Goldberg.

A June wedding hes been
planned.

Mrs. Arvid Erik Gundersen
d Moon, Prargecl emmuneea.

dl of Chicago. Four greatSkilskyj Is studying to be an
electrical engineer at Mil -

Christine Ganders.

Charlotte Retake

M&plonned.

wake School of Engineer-

Mr. and Mn. Lawrence RaMike of Mount Primpect

N0-0,

.

The bride chose white roses

S. Goldberg. Andrew was horn
March I at Lutheran General
and
weighed
Hospital
pounds 11/2 ounces. The chil-

and also a graduate of Prospect
Hall Ex.utive Secretarial

University of Michigan Law

Camp Fire GM Karen Scott, 9, Blue Bled Shams sanasoan, n, and Hodson Club girl Pat
Powers, 14, present Dolores Haugh, Day women's editor, with a special campfire cookie -bedecked
mike in appreciation for Day Publimtions' year-round coverage.

MREW sem

ie the
of the new baby who
n
joins a 2 -year -old sister, Caryn

Rateike is a 1960 grad-

Gundersen.

"FOUR SEASONS",,,

e L., 7; Michael.% Daniel
3; Thomas, 4, and now Pad

2. Kevin weighed 6
pounds 13 ounces at birth In
Holy Family Hospital. Me
end Mrs. Hugh J. Devore of
Houston, Tex., and Mr. and
Mrs. John Weber Ill of War -

Engaged

....,,,,,,,,Z=.

255-5380.

Mount Prospect. Thek boys

Lisa,

'

i

Alumnae imerened in at-

ss,

0 0,,,,

ea..,

the

lif., and Mr. and Mrs. loaeph
Villano of Hillside, Ill.
Ire a /BM son for Mr.. and
lending may contact Mrs.
Hannibal at 394.027 for for. Mrs, Paul- H. Schulte Jr. of

25,cs'old:cc0s........""*.'
Pet. thit 'Mt dor at rioh
IWO

is

newly elected president.
The program will be
presented by Miss Carol Min ton, on alum from Park Ridge,

campuses will be discussed.
Plans for the chapter's annual
fall gift boutique will be made.
and members are urged to
bring theirgift ideas forthinsid-

er of Ssescssd sst Mu.

L

I.gues of ohs Mount Prospect

Thom.Hall,Prospect Height;

at tonight's meeting of the Chi -

doah. Campus life and the role

wife.

peg_

Thomas Flynn, Niles

Kappa Kappa Gamma sorarity members from Northwestern University will address the Arlington Heights
'Walter Eissler, 1943 Shenan-

Bassinet set

ton Heights. Mrs. Donald Van
Draught will co -host. Mrs.

New officers will take office

Thursd y March 19, 1970

g 0 Ogg oaoo 0 0 0 g.ggSlOggggeg 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 fl

secreLary; Mi. Carol Dillon,
Des Plain., recording sgrer
tare; Mrs. David Corson, Ar-

ALPHA XI DELTA

10oight in the home of Mrs.

Og.g0..9

Mr. and Mrs. Alan G. Wall shog of Prospect Heights an nounce the birth of their third
lington Heights, journal come- child, Joel Anthony, who
spondc. Mrs. Warren Fox- weighed a whopping 10
well, Park Ridge, philanthro- pounds 3 ounces at birth. 1.1
py;
Mrs. Richard twob, was born Feb. 25 at Lutheran
Mount Prospect, Northwest General Hospital. On hand to
Donald welcome him home were sisurr
Panhellenic;
Mrs.
Hannibal, Park Ridge, local Jennifer, 6, and brother Petro,
membership contact, and Mn. A Grandparents of the 01111-

area.

aide

Delores Haugh-W..1s Editor
51

Draught, Arlington Heights.
tre.urer; Mrs. Gary Eberleia.

from Mrs. Edmond Walsh at

Vegas Parm" Saturday night
M the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Howe, Hoffman Es -

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Sfea 5500.1::,

'15'5Drake,
"ow dr"'
m".
ParkareRidge,
David
v
e-pr.ident; Mrs. Van

5011Rnssiterwill

Members of Xi Zeta Epsilon
shaper of Beta Sigma Phi will
treat their husbands to a "Las

PRECINCT X0.3

V

Sorority news

Siren ond earth of the coax

..x.,th9101....

A fall, 1971, wedding is

grandparents

also

reside

In

Chicago: Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Knee; Mrs. Ida Feldberg and
Mrs. Pad Goldberg.

-.,./50055,89.504.,,Otl20000

VFW women stage successful show

By Hi Fashion Wigs

by Mount PIXISpef
VFW Post 1337 Women's
Auxiliary. One of the many bit

fashions was thh "LB Diamond° original cocktail dress,
bold black polka dots on white
in crystalline fabric. Mrs. Rob-

ert Lux of Mount Prospect

This -beauty

(above) was one of 10 VFW
Auxiliary women who modeled in the show. The others
werm Mrs. Vero Baker and
Mrs. Ann Reiter of Arlington
Heights; M.. Fern Joffe of
Prospect Heights; Mrs.

old only
through

Hi Fashion Mg
Stores is specially'
Priced for Easter
100% DY NEL

MODACRYLIC
Wash in Cold Water,
Shampoo, Hong to Dry.

Charles T. Mueller, Mrs. Howard liochleutnee, Miss Dar-

lene Hochientna, Miss Pali de Griffith, Mrs. Russell
Heidrich and Mrs. John Carlson all of Mount Prospect.
Mrs, Bernice Meacham of ArHeights provided or..
gunbackground music.

Cat9
PINE -1N

CARRY -MIT

Poodle -approved and also
perfect for people Ls the pat.

ON ALL NATIONALLY

AD
VERTI
ADVERTISED
SYNTHETIC WI 55
sTI F FAN Y .BRENDA *HI ERE SWING ER
0PRETTY .KIT TR DU 701 1301 .5100,111/0 .NAPOL EON
EAROUS EL <AR E FRE E SA BM NA C AR ESSE
,

ROAST BEEF

Met

as este da$5010
a awl&

mrrpNpre

purchasing
elean-up
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Sole Ends March 28th

UM IWO

e wtond price,
Mon thou Sot

No.

Bess to ill all head slue.

dhu 1 ititill go el ft ilnii I tgal 1 i'1,11 likik I k

pedurtemee. Ma a Pam

games.

Page 3

tryside School, Brinker Rd.

SAVE. 20%

De,s441a.i3n175,01.

$

B.Precinct

RELISH

Stint In today sad Who woe
yearsalwod le owner power

and

PRECINCT NO.2

Sarah in the style.
Absolutely the Most Fabulous
Synthetic Wig on a Stretch

Garnished
To Your
Liking

and

$ METAL CO. $

cents

Frederick

songs

Many of the crafts and soap
based largely on these of
the American Indian.

NTbott550eaaoba ass ace She stestnsaaha el a el

ONIONS

MAINE SCRAP
1247 Rand Rd.

2,,,,=:z71 .

OTHER

Catt

51

RATIMINXIIM

$

ilosnwt

courses at the University of 11linoi, and obtained his law degree at DePaul.
The has no childrhn.

Mrs.

emonial

, be selling candy. Two choices
are available, the standard toffee and new this year chocolate
nut truffles. Proceeds Rom the.

celebrating its natiored 60 -year anniversary.

.

Polling Place,

with

liens 217 5. Arlington nogiu
60016.

Precinct No 40-Berringon Middle School, 215 Haab
cm Av., Barrington.
Preening No. 41 -Grove
Avenue Sch ool, 900 S. Grove,

University, studied his CPA

Prospect;

womanhood.

Camp Fire Girls take on
household skills by planning
and cooking meals, practicing

given

21L11-5-5

S. Morn, Mount

Rd, Arlington IleIgIci,111..005,
O., 0es Halms, III.
and 723

,,,,,o. g.,

Trace
Community Assn.;
member of the Northwest Suburban Shrine club and the Chicago Medinah Temple.
He received his undergraduate degree from DePaul

CANDIDATES
incumbents Le Roi E.
Hutchings, a lawyer, Mount

Fla: trail to happy, healthy

MARCH 28 through April
15 local Camp Fire Girls will

Camp Fire Girls Ronnie David and Helen Ori introduce the
randy which will be available March 28 through April 15. Proceeds from the sales will benefit the youth organization now

weaned sail, al dr maw N.

PARTNER, Reach for

tints.

ALUMINUM

THE PROSPECT OAT

Ilen proton M the dbast IrSng
tans at Mat =rear lawelOaka

treasurer of the Airy

are:

edge in 24 categories.

Over 150 people attended
.rim third annual fashion show

Floor. He'd been habing the
darndeth trouble talking ober

BRASS

NO.

of 13

r.iden. of Mount Prospect,

POWER MAC

some kind of a nut. He just

saved ebn pastope Peld m

Mary Malloy,

Durava, 37, is also a member
of the village plan .mmission,

.d the

McCULLOCH

way to Chicago that he must be

10

AN ARLINGTON Heights
resident for almost three years,

tHaight at Friedrichs Funeral

r)

Durava queried.

I

viding satisfactory service to

operat. then to comply with

tarn contribution.
"When you have a board in-

NMI *MAY 0. A MI

She remembers thinking half-

wells horn* dullnrod. Out of
kn. tort moll rote, ale.® a
WOO for six months.

Obituaries

Visitation will be 6 To 10

The man decided to wear

familar with statistics who can
analyze them," Durava cxplaited.
He said he considers his

on Western Bun

morning she sat next to a man.

Subscription solar 35 coots o

vetY PRIMARY inter.t is

felt his company bad been pro-

them. Where could they be safer? He found out. He sneezed.
The teeth flew across the noses
of his startled co-workers and
broke in half when they bit the

nn

oust the financ. to the same
people that have been . the
board the past three years

in finance and budgeting; also
in the tax. being spent by the

Survivors are a son, Denial
A. of Prospect Heigh., and a

keep them in your pocket."

have

don't need it, but should we en-

lays of no more than 10 minut. in answering cals.
Bid. told the board that he

dentist told him to
bring them back. "But he said,

should

before joining the

pericnce
bank.

Plaines.

been fitted with a sparkling um

tore

and had 15.years auditirm ex-

pany, appeared to result in de-

per plate. (For the benefit of
the under -30 readers, upper
plate means false teeth). He
was having trouble with them

1

think a civic body of that 04-

creasing or doubling the tax
rate in a three-year period, I
think it requir. some looking
into, not that they (Harper)

He is a trust officer for the
Northern Trust Co., Chicago,

Heights, died Tu.day at Holy
Family
Hospital in
Des

KAM MAC

commuter ride but she found
the train fascinating. One

.ns,

and budgeting as his prime inter.t as a trustee candidate.

Mary Malloy

discovered that an
else
could complain about the

br

Noy. St., d.cribed finance

he observed it from the dispatch room of the cab com-

TEETH, KIDS
Pity the poor man from Elk
Grove Village who had just

college and their amount.

b.kground his most impor- -

Richard J. Durava. 611 W.

Wildwood Dr.,

illgton Heights went to work
for UNICEF in Chicago, she

rshihker

loge board of trustees.

SERVICE, SAID the mayor during the 90 minutes that

TAKE CARE OF YOUR

When Betty Shubeck of AM

tfiniugh

candidate for the Harper Col-.

then favored Prosthct Cab [
Co.

area.

An Arlington Heights r.i.
dent who is both a certified
Public a.ountant and a lawyer Wednesday became the
fifth person to file petition . a

Teichert said that he and Po.

because

Center do

Wit a great deal. "They are
known," quotes the publicity

in Mount Prosp.t.

cans. Salesgal Donna Comp'
wortsto

GET WELL BOB JONES
Bob Jon. who lives In PH.

so

her husband. And I'd like her
to know that everyone men-

ever became of milk cans, stop
wondering. Bowen's Hard ware in the heart of downtown

the train.

He did not talk much but to

I

begins at 8 p.m. Be there.

v......

Birks also holds additional
licenses for cabs that he operales In the Elk Grove sod Peith
tine end Rolling Menden,

bility, initiative and knowl-

elimmunity, interest in physi.
cal sciences, h.dicraf., songfests, home crafts, parti., cer-

and Horizon Club, 14 through

39 -Roslyn

5th candidate files
for Harper board seat

Birlos is licensed to operate
15 .bs. He said that he started
in 967 with licenses for 10
the village board and obtained

started for the office yesterday
morning, my car was stooge.)

No.

that serve Palatine and Rolling
Meadows.

Co. was

heard an assessment of the sit-

license.

By Catherine O'Donnell

for whIsh hove ham anatillohad
ar..h.l.alnest...

Car -

the Mount Pr.pect ordinance
that requires aroundrthe-clock

The Mount Prospect Vil1

Co., the sole taxi.b 'company
now holding a Mourn Nosped

Last ride for a neighbor

ing.N.

rRinoga,d0Szhool, Roslyn Rd., Ilt.

For now, though, Mark is

(one choice): fruit juke. lased
salad,

Precinct

show n exceptional. respo

Pursue

on.

I

ssble hours to the training program, including service to the

Seek Beauty,

North

HighwayBrri

try St. Vigor bemuse I loam if

3g -North
oL

17.

unteer leaders give innumer-

'
There are thousands acres,
the country who, have pledged
themselves to Like. the Camp

Girls? They are those who enjoy fun and friendship and
Aare the high ideals set forth

boundsoles and maim otem,

ior High Car, Fire, 12 to 13,

The Camp Fire prognussis

Who are the Camp Else

re, mid eleemo.the Saco,
r.,..,4:3.::e0; dj.....ded Mtn

_

No.

Barrington
n5, ,S c
n

1

MARK TOOK

'the fastback of airplanes.'

Precinct

St. Vigor or Arlington

High School. "I decided IM

the

;,,, =1... . .1 ...-

Park School, 900 E. Palatine,
Palau

encl., for

County,

bus of lho Board of Fclucodon of

Precinct No. 37 -Wharton

fend him the option of attend-

ton Heigh., and the Duna,

Cook

Mao., Highland Rd., In-

Mork said his parents o6
ing

,r:sol''fof e.1:0:,i2::::!.

Washington CL, Pam-

Precinct No. 3 6--TIPM0Pls

thinned. His long-time goal ie
to fly jets.

along." An older brother and
sister failed to take their father

...SELIG, dr 1,87.8 En 0,,11/ 01.1110 I

ing the highest rank oiled/yid-

ad Torchbearers. Thaw are
Comp Fire Girls who have

60 years old this week.

Pt.cin. No. 35-Mft,Ck

&boo'''. I,
One. ,

grades up so I can get into Purdue University's School of
Aviation later on," he =-

at 810 Lyndon Lane, Arling-

school student Craig AM.],

ablla

want to keep those

1

Weekly meetings arc held in
homes and schools. Adult Vol-

School, 3705 Phaeant

School, 101 Nblo.bar SSt.a,'Prit:

tenth of my class now at St. Vi r.

NOTICE OFELICSION FOR

Dr., Rolling Meadows.

helped stimulate his interest in

son. Mark's father, Lewis J.

Campfires blaze for 60 years.

Precinct No. 33.1000 E.

The inter.t in flying was his classes. "I'm in the top

emote, he is already well on his
way to earning a private pilot's

Legal
Notice 1

L

(Continued from Page I )

Nome, Ln., Schaumburg.

When someone says Mark
Awed is off somewhere with
probably right.
Though Anted isnot 16 and
a St. Vigor High School soph-

The day's prospects

'10,

Lee & Oakton Streets
Des Plaines, III.
Sun. thru Thur. 11 AM to 10 PM
Fri. &561. 11 AM to 11 PM
PH. 827-5246

1593 ELLINWOOD STREET
'orthwest Hwy. Riles Road)

Pll 298-2299

9713 to 9 P.M.

-Tree.; Red., Fri., Se. 9130 ta 5:30 P.M

dale ensemble worn by Mn,
Charles J. Mueller, hospital
chairman of Mount Prospect
VFW Post 1337 Women's
Auxiliary. It's Alfred Werha's new Americo look, the
dress a red, white and Moe
skimmer of English crimp°.
line, the slitdde coat to nary
English crimpoline. MI fash-

Mr. and Mrs. lames C. Kotnneier

The white rove of Kapp
Delta,

the

bride's

sorority,

chapel -length
blusher.
elan

The bride's Mother was en

veil and

outfit perch.ed in Rome, an

her wedding Jan. 31, both for

*flied in a cranberry velvet

apricot knit suit with gold ac cessories. The mother of the

the church decorations and for
her bridal bouquet.

Empire gown and carrying

groom wore a pale blue suit of

pink .rnations was the bride's

raw silk, with matching a.es-

Christine M. Elm., doughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Francis

sister,

provided the floral motif for

Victoria, who served

lames C. Kottmeier, son of
Carl Kottmeier of St. Louis ,
Mo., were united in marriage
at South Church Community
Baptist, Mount Prospect, with

her as maid of honor. Matching gowns were worn by the
brid.maids, Sharon Bateman
of St. Louis, Mo.; Bonnie Stitt
of Arlington Heights, and
Nancy Wankel of Detroit.
They, too, carried pink cars.

the Rev. Edwin I. Stevens pre-

pons.

Escorted by her father, the
the altar
wearing an Empire chapellength gown of saki trimmed in
Venise lace. Falling from her

PRECEDING the bride
down the aisle was 9.wmoold
Rebecca Rehm of Elmhurst,

Malan of Mount Prospect, and

bride approached

pearl Juliet mp was a Nile iOns-

dressed in white with a pink
sash and carrying a basket of
phdt carnation..

sor es.

R o be, Kottmeier, the
groom's brother, served as best
man. Ushers were Arthur El -

m., Edward Kottmeier, Rick
Fogl.ong, Kevin V.cove
and Tim Johnson.
A reception at Old Orchard
Country Club followed Ilte
wedding. The newlyweds spent

two weeks in the Virgin Is lands and now reside in Kirk wood, Mo.
Both the bride and groom
attended Drury College in
Springfield; Mo.

Chuck Wagon dinner for PTL

ions were prodded by the
Cy artiste Shoppe of Des

St. Paul Lutheran School
Parent Teacher League will

Plaines. Proceeds, will be di tided between Cancer Research and Dixon Slate Hospl-

hold its annual Chuck Wagon
Dinner April 17 at the school,
18 S. School St., Mount Piot
peel.

There will be three servings
'of ranch -typo food at 5, 6:15
and 7:30 p.m.

$I for children in grad. one

Tickets are now on sale
priced at $2.50 for adults,
8135 for high school students.

For tickets call the George
Smote at 255.3912 or the Les
Meiers a He -7-4562.

through eight and 50 cents for
pre-schoolers.

-

-

-
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pego4

Men on the move

comerged to draw upon real ex-

Today's column contains an
article written by Thomas Kra
nek, a fourth grade teacher at
West School in Des Plaines.
The schools of today are not

solely concerned with teaching children how to read and

do arithmetic. They are involved in developing a true
awareness of reality within the

child. For too long now, the
student

has

been

pressured

into playing certain roles. Ine
most casm, the child was

Andrew R. McKillop of 245

Hodge C. Morgan, 2303

Good Av., Des Plaines, Joined

Goebbert, Arlington Heights,

the Rehabilitation holitute of
Chicago m its new administmtor. McKillop, marri ed and

has been appointed director of
sales for Controls Company of

the father of three children lino
a bachelor of science degree

from Elmhurst College and a
master

of business adminis

nation in hospital adminia
trat,on from George Washing.
an University in Washington,

Appliance and A.'

.b"

sidiary of the Singer Co. Moe.

gen will direct the sales and
marketing activities of the division which Is a leading pro-

'Ay,
solenoids and switches for the
di... Os

home laundry appliance industry.

porimenteim. No topic

ever forbidden in a writing ex Few adults allow them,ve.,
erase. ,,,,jon of most of
their Sorting, because,,,, Iran

disagrminent or ridicule. The

country,

largest mad.

telephone and related
near
equipment.
communicatiors

bena.. Recently, we tried

frain from reading stories to
the elms are almost always

A beauty cream has been
forbidden use of the United
States mails, according to Arlington Heights Postmaster
Virginia FJ Dodge.

Themakers of the beauty
cream,

"Sweden's

Miracle

Formula". advertised . having the ability to make a woman's skin, "look up to IS Years

younger," have been found
guilty of false representation
by the Post Office Department, she mid.

sale

teacher can never retaliate as a

of colored gam, to add to the
intensity of the impression, or
spoken softly, normally, or
perhaps even shouted at the
children. The teacher might
demonstrate an emotional
will
creation an the children will

m9tivaMd With OntV"

times

the teacher might dictate the
initial sentences, omitting key
words, allowing the individual
to fill in the blanks and co
terpreations. Eve
obviously

morous,

in

hu-

fictional

storim, the children are

en-

of this product stopped

and returned to the senders.
The product, Nutrivena
025, is manufactured by

CREATIVE writing

may

directions for
doing or making something -may
fictional or otherwise. It may
necessitate supporting a
also involve

sion the author w. forced to
rmch during the course of
some conflict.
There are children of a lesser academic ability in our
schools. They, too, can know
sumess in such lessons. They
have feelings and experiences.

The Good Sports

Mike Lagerhausen, Betty Schnur and Lillian
Gallagher, all of Des Plainm,
make. up this team. Its high

mails by means of false representation concerning the efficacy of is product to remove
wrinkles and other skin condi-

IN TESTIMONY before a
Post Ofilee hearing examiner,
a leading dermatolognst
"the only possible value might

in-

whose

members

Park

Ridge

jeer will be "The Communist
Movement."
Lambie, a lawyer, Navy w4eran of World War .1 and formear FBI special agent, randied oath criminal and ,sourity cases in the bureau, Kansas City and New York offices.

and

A style of the times and then some. This smart doable
breasted in Cherie Cloth 50%( polyester - 50% Gotten)
in drizzle, downpour or sunshine with
keeps in top
equal aplomb.
$4500

stroke will be held by the
Good Friday servims will

begin at 1:30 p.m. with the St.
John's Episcopal Church's

children's choir presenting a
choral message. The Trinity
Methodist Church choir will

Other London Fog Coats ... $37.50 and $42.50

S

and a
sing at
similar serviceservice
rvice will be conducted at 7:30 p.m. under the
direction of St. Raymond's
Catholic Church.
All clergymen from the
Moum Prospect and Prospect
neights arm are represented

the FBI, the Vanderbilt Universify and Ursinus College
Alumni associations, the PM
Kappa Sigma fraternity, Phi
Delta Phi legal fraternity and a
member and past president of
the Glen Ellyn Kiwanis Club.
The Spares is a non -sects-

ran, non-profit organimtion

bowls on Wednesday morning.

On Maundy Thursday, the
Heights Christian
Church will conduct a service

information from
its member companies, gov.
ernment agencies and news

d Former Special Age. of

Mount Prospect. The league

.;salisasa.

W

Open Monday & Friday Evenings

the Ministers Any.

wy

ng Simmons

super.

Although their skills may not moisturize tion
be as refined as others, they Seal or veiry fine lines."
The final Post Offim verdict
can, using short, clear sea
words and less complex w. handet I down by actingjuords, share their impressions dicial officee William A. Du -

44

BASEBALL

4

esValuCentury
MOUNT PROSPECT
CLS. I 600

committee, preslate of nominees
at the March 6 meeting:flint
nominations were .cepted
nominating
,anted

a

for single, widowed legally
separated or divorced adults
and is sponsored by the Glenbrook Ministerial Council.

the welfare mid interests of
single pare. and their chil-

president of programming and

dren.

education, Marge Mohr, and
vim -president of hospitality,
Nancy Pain.

Northwest Suburban Chapter 168 carries on an extensive

educe

non sectarian

anal organization devoted's,

Vying for merriberahlp di-

program of activities for pareno and children. For further
information, write PWP, inc.,

rector are Dorothy Boyle and

P.O. Box 472, Palatine, or call

Harry Zander; for treasurer,

358-2963, or sce 0 membership chairman st the general

erG aldine Jackson and Donna

Doyle, and for corresponding

Marilyn Birr and
Ruth Van Hoosier. Bernice

School as special police coon.
felon He has been with the pa

Central and"Rand Rds., Mount

vidCea,mplacuis,,,L.ifue,sicteaffndwril....1

ti

Lifs

oou n t

Y,riost, cocf

ProspectDi

Nabeeker
recording

is

running

secretary.

for

wav-

posed.

MEETINGS ARE held

M-

vilhoaupspi

Departmentt

Child care is available at 50

-

formation, call 259-5144.

cents per child. For more is.

raern-Irsiarseasianance el
UNWANTED HAIR

DeLouise speaks

REMOVED FOREVER

on prophecy

Cool Pure Air Process

Joseph De Louise, nation ally known psychic. vrill speak

Before you start treatments:
Ask Mrs. Gammon who: the
Medico! Profession hos to

at the Longfellow School in
Buffalo Grove Friday, March
20, at 7:30 p.m.
DeLoinse, who

say about Permanent Hai
Removal.

writes

a

ALSO:WE PIERCE MRS.

regular column for Day Publi-

Vagabonds get acquainted
Inn, 4201 N. Mannheim Rd.
All interested persons, ryes.
new
pectin e members and
members are invited to attend.

n c I u b s at the

schools.ngs

ear problems. Officer Tool is asto
Prospect ; High

at

without custody of their chil-

lice department 13 years and et
Prospect for three.

will discuss narcotics and nth-

meetings.

RANDHURST

speak on "The
in a pro -

`4M ,71"
Prophecy'

gram sponsored by the Longfellow PTA.
The school. located at 501
N. Arlington Heigh. Rd.
Tickets may be purchased at
the door 1,131 per person.

(

392-4975

GEORGIANN CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse

"The only Results
are Happy Ones"

AGAIN

f

Nr YOUTH LEAGUE
EQUIPMENT

SHIN
GUARDS

by Spalding & Wilson

Mothers a
OAB. luncheon will beheld
'Tuesday, March 24, m 12:45
p.m. at the Scanda House,
s

Secretary,

dren.

The Vagabond Travel Club
will host an information meeting at 8 p.m. Saturday, March
21, at the International Motor

----N.__

dent of activities, Carl Harter
and Bernice Hunter; for vice-.

sists of people from all areas of
Cook and Lake counties.

fourth Sundays of each

month at the Glenview Co m-

is an international eon

brofit

munity Church, 1000 Elm,
Glenview. Membership con-

and

Pare. Without Panne,
Inc

Pane 5

Campus Life
mothers to meet

dent are tohn De lone and
Bob &osier for vice uteri

the Knights of Columbus Hall,
N. Hickory, Arlington
15
Heights, Membership is open
to all single parents (widowed.
divorced or separated) with or

The Spares meet the second

ir

BASEBALL MITTS

al

100W NORTHWEST HWY

This it election night. Jack

Halvorson, chairman of the

1970

up to these

be to settee or lubricate the

.

from the floor
The candidates for post

WILLE SCORES

1440 Miner Street Downtown Des.Plaines

skin and also temporarily, for
an hour or so, fill out by
some

Council,

He resides in Glen Ellyn
and is e member of the Society

Heights,

Community Presbyterian
Church.

dical racists failed to support
the manufacturer, claims of
skin rejuvenation.

Security

media.

lington Heights, Elk Grove
Village, Palatine, Prospect

the Randhurst Shopping Center mall.

e.

cil as research director. Since.
.thcn, the council has handled approximately 150.000 re-

March 22 at 7:30 p.m. Hissub-

come from Des Plaines, Ar-

Prospect Area Minwill sponsor a
Rd. of Holy Week saviors in

William K. Lambie Jr.. adrainisirative director, MOM,

speaker at The Spares' meeting

teams

meeting to order at 13:30 p.m,
March 20.

ASC director to address Spares

2005.
Georgene Sassman loads the

14

hinge

.

game was 710 and high series

53 fHE M' league consists of

Assn.

Women interested W bowl-.
golf, exercise classes,
swimming, badminton, Banco,
paddle ball, trampoline. Volleyball, chorus, roller skating,
painting, sewing or other speMal interest classes may call
Helen Coryell at 296-3376 for
more information.

.ing,

quests for

game of 233 and high series of

The

sters

en in the northwest suburbs

eluding administration of the
council', Library and Research Center, will be guest

individual highs with high

Holy Week
services set

°vibes the Y offers to worn

Ian De

of the Northwest Suburban
Chapter 160 of Pare. With
out Patinas Inc will call the

a

Ladendorf,

by LONDON FOG

Drug ;Administration and me -

are

"gasp" behind, winning 371/2
games and losing 281/2. Gerry

at 7 p.m. At 7:30 p.m. a second

AM ANALYSIS of the
actor by the U. S. Food and

BOwling him, one of the ac-

Eleanor Daniels, Des'
Plaines. Their high game was
731 and high series 2065.

York City. It has been advertised in a number of nationally
datributed women's maga-

zines. The ads claimed the
ingredients
prOduct ant
book on the desk while wmr- capable of "removing lines,
ing an exaggerated scowl can wink.® and other signs of
elicit varied and extreme ming."

BergholL Round CAR
Sophie Stelzer, Des Plait..
and

Union City, NJ., nad New

that moment. Banging a

it is a pleasure to bowl with

Kaempf, Des

WINSTON

Nuevene, International Ltd. of

have so much fun together that

Juliana
Plaines; Caroare

team

line

vall who declared the product's claims to be "materially
false" and the manufacturers
"engaged in an enarprise for
receiving money through the

Helen Coryell women and
girls program director of the
Northwest Suburban YMA,
300 E. Northwest Hwy., Des
Plaines, who bowls with the
league, says, "These gals arc
such friendly competitors and

Members of the Huff and'
Puffs

Prospect

create the situation that led up

causes from a class of studen..

ing 261/2.

Post office damps down
on 'Miracle' skin cream

ing. The word may be put on
the board or printed on a piece

are leading the Northwest Sub-

urban YMCA Women's Bowling League by a "breath,"
winning 391/2 games and los-

their envinsnment. The fourth richer, more interesting life.

hoard

haspinto the article tonis own in.

been appointed marketing sep
vices manager. -

to describe their feelings of ex-

that I ye

sense of the word but it does some of their creative work.
help and encourage children The sensitivity they develop
admit to that concerning themselves and
to lies
feelings and impressions of their world sin often lead to a

Sometimes single words are
used as springboards to writ-

chance of reposing his fee,
ings. Children often feel aw-

50,To., men. of topics. Other

roe_

Very often the children try

grades

r

With two thirds of the sea
son over the Huff and Puffs

mental exercise in the classical continue to surprise me with

dered all mail and postal money orders connected with the

SOMETIMES THE chi/.

at

into some type of

narraopthtion.em

sixth

President

Composition work is not n worked with at West School

honored by the teacher.)

the teacher in order to take the

suddenly become relevant and
necessary tools to have at your
.ilisposal if you are to be able to
Content,
yourself.
impress

poor,.

devel

and

through Writing.

POSTMASTER GENERAL Winton M. Blount has or-

pit moat completely oust

A new Marketing ServicesServices're°

Garnett, yoa
Pros
Mau

Zro7tiLhoinpit' NrasTiTio:

ave real meaning to the children as they try to share themselves with the reader. Usually
several re -writings are necea
sary before the articles may be
read in class. (Requests to re-

mode of -

Maim.

art

and

child at least one avenue of ex -

continuity and cohesiveness
develop and mature relatively
altnultaneously with the "tuning in to life" that a child does,
Such expectations arc miy fulfilled with much time and

sition at Western Electric's
Hawthorne {Voris. Western
Electric, the manufacturing
Pero of the Bell System, is the

magazines

newspapers. They select some
of the thoughts they have
about thepieture or from those

hese language terms, but now

Most children enjoy writig. Punctuation. grammatical structure and vocabulary

by Weller Marking Systems,
Too., Arington Heights. mob-

from

reed

Creative rimy, gives the

there is specific danger or need
apparent in the article.

Ueparmien[ has

PaPa. These pictures are gath-

taught to suppress honest feelings and interpretations.

result of the content of a call...Rion unless, of course,

Arthur A. Dembowski, 373
N. Ely Rd Palatine, has been
promoted to a supervisory po-

periences and emotions, On
other ocmsions, the children
are given pintoes mounted on

escribe the walk to school
on a sub-aero day. Adjectives
and adverbs are no longer ob-

talking about love,
beauty, sadness, or anger. The

yMA-

YMCA bowling league

Talk with a teacher
By Esther Colton

Present nominee slate
for PWP election Friday

Huff and Puffs lead

Tune in and turn on
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PROSPECT

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

HIGH SCHOOL
by Wilson

HOURS:

MONDAY THOU FRIDAY.
8 TO 8, SATURDAY 830 6
SUNDAY 9:30 TO 1:30

$8.25

Official Notional League Baseballs

Wille is your Home for

SANITARY

75c

INNERHOSE

Pair

LAWN & GARDEN CARE
o

to

1600

"CLINCHER"

memmla

SOFTBALL

1-51"mglitoWieifi
Little League, Pony League
& High School

At Alt evil
$1.99

Official

OFFICIAL

C/inches

If its a nice lawn and garden
you want us for your Spring
fertilizer needs Now!

priced from

LITTLE LEAGUE
BASEBALLS

itasenmsweademiareMer

9 4.95

Sizes for every one

WPM COMPHIPIAL

Wpply p.0 p. w .6111=174WIWW:W=

Start at

GYM BAGS
have arrived!

$4.98

$5.95

P-7

$6.95- $14
BODY

,....,,,,,,.......p,waseppWwei.3:

.".."'". $'54;:cn"o:leci:Z"::'"""""*"'

S70 own'p".1.:.$1:.0:rog;

Pony League

HIGH SCHOOL

$4.95

Small Fries

AP C

....1.-:,...:zzt.z,...,

$8 to $20

FOREST VIEW

only

SHOES
Little League

and

SCORE BOOK

PROTECTOR

.

twin e:WIstp. plIPPWWWwWW.R.

by Wilson
.11WIRT'"CIPTPIM".Z.

Pp Pare Pap owns W..I Wpm lox* Pm wWw.

1449 COMPLETE LINE OF

ScOTTS
rand'

ORTH,RQ
Lawn Foodsl

.7''' W=".." r.:1.."'1": 7::77="H .
...........................-

['SIMMONS

'

00 wchOW.P.P20.03W.
WW et 40 slauldwalWw bap.wp.
WPWWwWwpopilablo.

.

cut.

',ere

1.50

BASEBALL BATS
Many weights and lengths

We honor all

Midwest Ma Cards

ARLINGTON

.1.1.,,fzuRe---.1
_,...

.

Carpel end fundlettSpeclellits

MI.!. ArlInt.P. migni. lei AdloWOri...001.2.11.
IIIIRwThers.,&irit teM.es., Waal Sd.014'5

PUT WILE ON YOUR TEAM

.2

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

cars in.

day. All up and down the street
It will be the same. By nightfall
few husbands and wives will be
talking to each other.
It really shouldn't be that
difficult. It seems that cleaning
out the garage ought to be row
One. You do R as you do any

less. Out, out," she boilers,

day, ifs garage cleaning time.

directions. "We have to make

Until you opened the garage
doors, all the kids were out
playing. Hop scotch, basebdl,
grass rolling, ball bouncing,.
they were all happy and ma-

she concludes, looking Cl fa.

lented. But the minute' the

it never seems to.work out that
way.

door rolls up, they dseend like
plague of locusts.

Whenever you have something

you don't know what to do
about, out in the garage it goes.

When you clan the basement,

You pile all the extra Rink in
the garage. By the time spring

says. "You know we'll never
needing one of those
130

lts she swings the broom in 11

SO, THE first warm gam

other part of the house. 13K110,,

The reason is simple. During the winter everything gets
thrown into the garage.

as you hold the old baby had In
your hands.
"Me you kidding," the

frame with no wheels.
But Mania solves the proh-

tomes, you owl hard!, get the

16 that time again. It hap pees on the first warm Satur-

sPio."

corn, sense of this mess before
you kids drag everything Out,"

.Well, maybe . could give

It to one of the neighbors. I'm
was someone could use It. Sot
you k now what might happen
ff we give it away, " be re-

tlty.
So it begins.

eponds.

YOU KNOW you should
throw out the old snow dues.
Still, maybe they do have enOther year in them. The Aar!.
Mower that hasn't worked for

"Hey, loosk at this," oue
thp. as he pots broken
rockng horse.

She looks at him with sad
look, Her eyes mist softly.
Carefully, he climbs the ladder and sets the bed on the rafterg near the roof of the garage,
They might argue about

Mo years should go. You're
going to fin it, though, one of
these days. The broken sow

"Can we have this, Mb
ter?' mother asks as he pile
on broken chair.
"Boy, to going to take this
home," says the redhead, ell

none things and whether to

shovel, the bike frame and the
Oa of old papers all need top
out to the curb.
"What about this?" you ask .

the time yanking at a bike

keep them or Out.

Not about the baby bcd,
. though.

towernox.

District 59 adopts
1970-71 calendar

/Dap Pubtication5

School' Won% sari
-.Marshall Field 111

"1 think it's only fair to tell you, ma'am-he's rated 'X'!"

Thursday, March 19, 1970

Page 6

Letters To

Monday in February).

brothers and sisters in High
School Di t. 214 will be going

is the date when clams will row

member

R. N. Puetz, einwin lion

ttrf

distheIe e
official
approved
1970.71 school calendar.

tying

With the exception of the

Tomorrow
Is Today

later starting date, most yam-

The Editor
aentes trill he withheld ap
on request.

Rescue information
came from police dept.

efers

L

should be . brief at pos.
siNe. ...unwritten. 1 Par.al
'

as we arc around here?

he woo
trooped when he attempted to
I

extinguish a fire.

The two paragraph. the

Hideaword

West.

reader objects 10 ',ported that
the boy was rescued by a ovum

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I have been divorced since July 01'69, but twee separated for
several years before that. I have a 9 -year -old daughter. I have
been struggling all thew years and wondering if there is an end.
Sometimes I get so I don't know H it is worth it. I can never

-

an who was nearby washino
her ear mienshe was alerted
by the boy's brother and two

TRILEAL

understand why some people have life so good and other people
don't. So can you tell me what's in store for me, good or bad? ,
Struggling, Wood Dale

companions.

Make as many four letter

or mom words out of

Dear Struggling:
1 feel you've been through years of heartache. A bad moulage
has left you with a los of confidence, but 1 don't feel things will
continue being unhappy for you. Happiness Is as dose as reachgoing places, meeting people. The
Mg out for it. You must
.1 feel good for you if you'll do this.
worst is over. loin some d
And don% envy other ople. Everyone has somekind of prob.
their Eves appear an the surface. My
low, no matter how
man proves-MI ...SF looking at the brighter side. I feel it's there
for you.
'

The Mfipmation contained
the sun, roc
Day reporter by the Rolling
Meade.. police.

these letters as you can.

In addition, find the word
using all SONn of these

I am writing in reprd to en
wlicle that appeartd in the Ar-

letters.

lington Day of March 12,
1970. I have never written to a
newspaper before,
irresponsible

but

thistime

reporting
boo touched my houshold and
I must speak out.

Citizens unit for Stevenson

happiness in this world?

M.R., Arlington Heights

The Illinois Citizens for Ad Dear KR.:
lei Stevenson III for Illinois
I do feel you are not communicating with your sons. Be men ,Senator have

tmderdarldNg with the boys; remember. there are two othn to,of the

170 Harper Ln., and Ernie
Kelly, 134 Bode Rd., both of
Hoffman Estates.

Schaumburg

every situation. Frankly,' I feel you should devote more of yewTownship Citizens for Steven concern to your Notated and les to your sows.
tan Committee.

Co-chairmen of the committee am Selwyn B Schwartz

-

Anyone interested in doing
volunteer work can call
Schwartz at 894-8217 or Kelly
at 894-8935.

HORNSBY S
family centers

Mn. J.M.K., Rolling Meadows
I do see you adopting two children, and 1 don't feel, for the
immediate future, any children of your own. 1 feel you will lose
... and don't tell your husband, but when
the weight you wish

MIGHT MINI -COUPONS

his information, but it is obvious that nobody took the
trouble to dotty anything.
Our Vice President wm obviously correct about our

The newly proposed pc

pick-up service using
plestie bags has prompted me
to write. Having need die
I nod it the
method all in
bage

have first-hand knowledge
Gerald H. Schreiber

mam.

Reader cheers

I

D ay), Oct. 23 (area institute),
Nov. 1I ?Veterans Day);
26 ond 27, Thanksgiving vacation; with winter vacation beginning at the close of deans
on Tues.. Dec.. 2.0.
Tan. 4.

for emergencies when weather
conditions might force schools
to close. If those days are not
coded during 1970-71, the

board has the opportunity to
change its calendar and MO.
back the last day okras.,

Schools in the District me
in Arlinmon Helene;
Jay, Frost, Holmm, Demon,
and Forest View Elementary
in Mount Prospect; Devonshire, Einstein, High Ridge

a

Low

Knolls, and Brentwood in Des

Friday, Ion. 22 will find
children out of school for the
area institute. They will celebrate Lincoln's Birthday with
whool holiday Monday, Feb.

Plaines, and Ridge, Rupley,
Cook, Grove, Grant Wood,
Clearmont, Salt Creek. Hopkins, Lively and Byrd, in Elk
Grove Village.

Fa6

no longer have to be

"Jul my on the spot" es ton

Lewis letter

(Columbus

Chases wig resume again

Editor,

responsible news media. 1 IOW

12,

HOWEVER, THIS eatendm includes five ?snow days"

in dm truck leaves to rcbieve

rolling cans and lids. However, I am puzzled at the cost

Earl W. Innis. inner in Tr. of I. cents each for bags. Since

can pUrchme them for less
Day March 12. Three cheers
for you, Mr. Lewis,,,sod your than 8 cents each, retail, it
cornirson sense (which seems to sae= the eity could buy them

be going out of style during fors.h less at bulk ram.

Wondering

these so-called ...educational"

M. Finn

timed!). You bays expunged

ii(T4

tr#
Enjoy
Easter Sunday
at
Arlington Park Towers

YOU DON'T HAVE TO TRAVEL FAR
TO DISCOVER THERE'S MORE TO

SAVING THAN THE INTEREST RATE
Just Visit Mount Prospect Federal
In addition to eight savings plans yielding up to 6%
you con discover ether advantages such as these:

We are planning a trip for this summer and would like to know
If it will be a safe and enjoyable one. Also, will my husband be on
strike this morah2lf so, how long will it last? Witt I have to go to
work if there is a strike? We are thinking about a new car. Will I
get the one °fp, choice, or will my husband,et his choice?
' Concerned, Buffalo Grove
Dear Concerned:

VL

0-

offices.

b' Save by mail if you prefer.

swot
COUPON

YES, YOU CAN GET THE BEST SAVINGS SERVICE
CLOSE TO HOME JUST AS THOUSANDS HAVE DIS-

If there is u strike, I fed it will be of very short duration.

PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

fed your trip will be egjoyable, and as for your car,1 think Roil]
be your choice, but being u dearer woman, you11make him think

COVERED FOR 13 YEARS AT THE INSTITUTION OPERATED BY FRIENDLY FOLKS FOR FRIENDLY SAVERS.

COUPON

Ifs his choice.

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I am 19 years old and have been dating a certain boy dace
Thanksgiving. He means a lot to me, and I would like to know -what my chances are with him. I would also like to know if I will

DISK - GO - CASE
THE RECORD CARRYING CASE THAT HOLDS OD
-.RPM RECORDS. GOES ANYWHERE

UHT' 1
COUPON GOOD
SAT. & SUN. MAR. 21 & 22

MX., Arlington Heights

Dear M.T.,
I DR* this boy will beta and out of yowl" fora long time to
come. And I do see you going away to whooL

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will ans-

WON

1 047

ran
cow.

HORNSBT'S RANCH MART SHPG. CTR.

wer the questions of Day readers in this column. Letters .thauld

_

Served from 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m

EASTER DINNER
in the
Carousel and Continental Rooms

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
15 E. Prospect Ave.

z o4
Si/

1./ Easy transfer of your funds from other
institutions.

COUPON OCP00 S. SON.M.R.21 6

Regardless of the strike, I also feel youw0B be doing some work I

Adults-$3.75 Children under 12-$2.50
(including tax and bp)

v)

PAMPERS
LIMIT I

in the
Jimmy Durante Room.

A la carte dinners from $4.00
Served from 1:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

specialist.

ro' Money orders.

C

A

$.5/

n. Free noticing in our lot just east of our

EXTRA ABSORBENT

Box Of 12 Overnighters

BUFFET BRUNCH

Free notary services.

For Drier Happier Babies

Dear Mr. DeLouise:

DesElOines 60016.

Likes plastic
garbage bags

torial page. I do not know
where your reporter obtained

Oct.

Friday, lune 18, 1971 will
be the last day of classes.

t," Traveler's checks.

COUPON

enjoy!

be signed, but names will be omitted if the writer reagents It.
Write to DeLouise in aim of Day Publications, 722 Center St.,

should only be seen on the edi-

Helpful advice from our savings-

Dear Mts. LIKE.:

,

used a poetic license, which

V' No long lines to out -wait.

gold?

.

elude

On Monday, May,31, 1970
there will be no school in how
or of Memorial Day.

third and fourth paragraphs, is
faryual. In the third and fourth

heartbroken that I must try to find some help. Do you tint* the
drained relationship heathen two of my sons and me will ever
clear up? I honestly dant know why it is so. Willi ever find any

be going away to school next year.

arty feelings perfectly!!

paragraphs, your reporter bee

The story, except for the

Answer en Comic Page

I have never written letter like this before, but 1 feel so

yon d.h.e th..dght,1 seen whole raw wardrobe

HOLIDAYS FOR the
grade school children will in-

Editor,
Thiu io in response m me.

Editor

30 good, 36 excellent

Dew Mr. DeLouise,

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
My h.ohand and I were blessed with a beautitul hay little
over four years ago, and sin. then I have been told there might
nab° any more children. We are in the procdss of adopting a
baby because we want more children and felt this was the best
way if we unn't have our own. Do you see, in the future, several
children? Is there any possibility of us having any of our own
children in the near future? And will I ever reach my weight

a

reader is referring ro a sMuY uu
Me rescue of a 5 -year -old Ra-

Wondering, Streamwood

feel eventually your husband will be offered n good job in the
-

In the following letter

ton Meadows boy from a trash

Dear Wondering:
I feel you shodd slay in this area for the next three years. But I

dos to be the samo

and should contain

an address or phone nom .
bar so their authenticity
not bechethea.

Deer Mr. DeLouise:
My 'unhand and I have always wanted to move out West, Do
you see us movine Will we eventually be as well off financially

fion days and legal holidays
will coincide with those of the
high school district. Domanicas remon for voting 'towns
that he wanted the starting

Letters to the Editor

An letter, to the edi.
tor most be signed but

APRIL 8, 1971 will be Ow
day of school Whore
spring vacmion, and April 19
loot

By a 4-1 vote, with board
Albert Domani.]

H.E. Hutchinson, Vire-President

C. F. Wan, Adverri.ri. DUrrem

cheap. the date to the fit

to school berate Labor Day.

John E. Stanton, Editet and Publisher

William J. Kiedelsch, Managing Editor

I. (New stele -wide legislation

uotil

Sept. 8 for Did. 39 youngsters,
despite the fact that their older

CL 5-6400

loltatim

PETER
RABBIT
SPECIAL
for children-am
For reservations, call
Miss Bunny at 394-2000,

g Z>

O

la U I0 cd

C41

W

T-

Chicago's new suburban hotel

Euclid/Won. and RohlwIng Road
Arlington Heights, 0111,01,

O

Cea

A.
4#1 Z U

0

area
arlington \ark towers

sO

A.
00
fe,

to

0
a.

THE DAY
Thursday, March 19. MO

Prospect high honor roll
The Prospect High School
senior and junior honor rolls

s<

for the first semester have been
announced.

a Z'

Those who abated senior
honors are:

5' An

SENIORS:
Daniel J. Ashley, Wendy L.

Bachhuber, Kathleen A.
Baird, John C. Bang, Men L.
Banks, dance K. Becker, H.
Et

Patrick Berg.
Alan D. Oersted, George L.

ID

VPYLlar'D..

Bolger, Kurt J. Brous, Marilyn K. Bryant, Deborah Anne

*2.niiirg'.Lp

rt.L.9TiT
Ao.b.

-Z.'r,b

tn'

.

Bush.

77

."4

o

0- 0

De

7

z

CAROL D. CHISHOLM,

Dane H. Cleo., Nancy J.

:

Davies, David A. Dey, Carol
A. Duke, Janet P. Edwards,
David H. Fisher.
Constance M. Foster, Beverly J. Gliege. Leon T. Gia.

kra

r3
.
4.

4

°

Oil VI IL

Item

Jul,

France's

L.

Hagerup,

Richard C. Haut, Kimberly
Hellerich, Cynthia 1.

William K. Hence, Robert
D. Herman, Greta 1. Herman son, Nancy J. Hoglund, Craiy
HuNhison, Sandy M. lanisch.

DONNA M. JOHNSON,
Linda L. Kaiser, Robert F.

0 .ny In

Karlicek, Susan King, Sharon

D. Klinger, Nancy Jo Koskiny.

aeon

r"

a =1'

ds

William D. Kostka, HI
A. Krumtingcr, Therese A.

one

zE

Lederleitner, Philip T. Lyman,

mal

Linda S. Mad Christine Mae.

yo. PA

1.1

ttx.

Keith E. Matthews, Nang

g *5'2 S zZ3
-0"48.1a7

0.a.

Y. Mazawa, Dawn M.

0

aim
7,3

a
11.

....,

71 ni
0 6'
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aL,-nm v
IMj -4
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CPI
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s.

1,..A

F"-

,
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.

51732.4{§

Z
..

LI

..,..

Seaton

Z .
(D..KGB
M

O.

McGuire, 'Caryl L MolCown.
Maureen A. Michalski, Joyce
D. Moeller.

GREGORY E. MORRIS,
Mark C. Mueller, Donna L

=..

O

O

=

Roma%

sal J. Norquist, Mike E. Os-

soaki.
James

GOD

7=
ifre§=2

Myers, Harold R. Nelson, Ca.

Zuni

33

O

a

Z =0

A

C.

Con.

game J. Penney, Donald O.
Peteraen, Patricia L. Pohl.
GNU L. Prochaska, Mardi, D

Pursell.

Mary K. Robchuk, Kemal,
A.

Deborah Risteen. Ja-

nke E.

Rodgers,

Susan

A.

Ruff, Patricia D. Sampson.

EDWARD R. SCRABBLE,
Catherine

F2.

Padgi,

wA

Schmidt.

Diane

M. Schultz, Joan L. Scam,
Karen A. Sigfusson, Ted W.
Small Jr..

Kathy E. Smith. Shirlynn

IQ

Sp..., Daniel R. Stein, M.
Eileen Stevens, David T. Stitt,
Lee Strobel.

Edward A. Trio, Dawn H.

rn A

Z

Van Horn, Kim A. Walter.
Holly E Wiedroan, Gail WilLinda J.
Diane C. Wolf.
liams,

rem

=

23

JUNIORS:
Diane E. Ackdirman. Gerilyn Ajemi., Howard W.

LV

-1...,

Beck, Cheryl A. Bre, Glenn
P. Burkhardt, Paula M. But-

an

=

.,

ler,

-co

O

3rd s.,

fE

XI.

ores

Richard J. Clark, Steven T.
Choler, Ellen D.
Daniel P. Congreve, Mary E
Cooper, Robert P. Crochor,

NI

n

RI

KATHLEEN A. DAIL,

1 i I. Mii I i 2 R `15 "RINI
I I I IF . 11°
=
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dr%
43
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Barbara Deisenroth, Dawn A.
Dolejs,

P.:` ,..o

to_

O

William,

.1

T
*--

51

r:,

Peter E. Glair, Melissa
Greenwood, Cathy A. Hall-

berg, Linda K. Harvey, Susan
Hendricks, Mary B. Hess,
Ann E. Hinebaugh. John A.
Hoffnagle, Christine lion chins, Joan M. Hussli, Chad.

)1,,

.2

Clam H. Downey,

Thom. 1. Engibous, Sharon
A. Farquhar.

m 30

Ifk

both, A. Mayan, Pamela A.
McBride; Nancy J. Messerd
Michael J. Moran.

David P. Nelson, Thomas
E. Neumann, Janice C. Pad girt, Carolyn J. Page, Maar.
Panoptos, Patricia A. Paulson.

KATHY M. PETERSON,
Donna I. Plattner, Carol A.
Flinch, Jeannie E. Pope, Billie
L. Sanely, Douglas H. ROSA
Melissa.). Sauter, Addle L.
Savage, Kathleen Scheeler. Jo net L. Schultz, Dawn M.

STEVEN S. MCGUIRE,

Judith W. Wienecke, Gail
A. Willock, David R. Wane,

Mark C. Mayes, Laurie L. Nieman, Cathy L. Otto, Janis

Sally A. Yoder.

Pear, Terri I.. Peat.
Roger A. Pick, Thom. B.

JUNIORS:
Gayle L. Altenbern, Annelle 1. Amundson, Kim E.

Donna J. Duerk, Cynthia Richard Baranowski, Edward
M. Tampa, Deborah A. Uhle,
Sharon M. Wall, Kerry 5, Wal-

Beverly J. Wilkinson, Donna
E. Wonders, Barbara M. Zim-

mack.
'SOPHOMORES:

Anton Adams, Susan 11:
Agrillo, John L. Anderson,
Alison R. Bentham, Deralyn
M. Bordon, Jack M. Brink.

Bruce E. Brower, Kart. R.
Brush, Beverly J. Busse, Kay

Cheryl L. Barnard, Mary L.
Barrett, Linda A. Becker, Patrick Bell, Douglas J. Bennett.
Mark D. Berne..
Nancy R. Billm an, Gary W.
Babe, Judith A. Braun, Rich-

ler,

.1110 C. Watson, Bruce N.

Watalmn. him T. Yenta,
Robert D. Zimmanck.

ard

L. Candler, Lynn M. CadsOn,
David E. Chakoian.
Sue

Cleves, Catherine
Robin K. Cox,

J.

Connery,

Charles C Crompton, Frederick Erickson, Thomas C.

Erevan.

SENIORS.

William H. Allen, Kathy S.
Arden., Joyce E. Atkinson,
Vera E. Ramble, Patricia Barbar.

Henry.

Colleen D. Ireland, Steven
Jackson, Joyce A. Jones. WilMichael

liam

J.

S.

KAREN P. DIEKUS, Don-

na J. Engstrom, Christie L
Fox, Tara L. Gillock, Daniel
P. Gorey, Marjorie Griffiths.
Michael E Gronli, Bmbara

Haag, James W. Ham,

Kenneth J. Hol
Therese M, Jerusis, David C.
Jona, David E. Kettering, Pe.
ter W. Klein, Karen S. Bonder,
Kara

Thomas A. Lopotko, Debra L
Maeaskill.

DEBORAH K. PRVOK
Evelyn A. Reilly. Kathleen J.
Roth, Gina M. Sales;Thomas
E. Salem, laces 0.

E.

Ellen McCormick, Sabena J.
Miller, Linda L. Nlobus.
Melody Moldenhadr,
Joanne B. Nelson, Ruben E
Newman, Elizabeth Obuchowski, Ellen T. Odorinell.
Kathleen A. O'Keefe,

GARY R. OLSON, Patricia

Kenneth E. Pit,, Barbara

Jr., Pamela a Swan.
Roberta S. Syem. David M.
Thomas, Clay W. Totten,

S. Reimer, Deborah L.

Williams.

FRESHMEN:

Nancy L. Barra. Mark A.
Henke, Juliet Bielaivski, Mark

Barbara D. Limp, David B.
Lyon, Debbie A. Lytle.

Scott A MacArthur, Janet
K. Manning, Bonnie J.

J. McGinn, David A.
McNabb, Peggy J. Metge.

PATRICIA A. MELEG, Beverly A. Miles, Gary FL Miller,
Nancy M. Mil.,cly Barbara A.
ary
.

V

Moo'.

John C. Psma, Paula J. Runnier, Ruby Ann Randolph.

Ribbon. Christine R. Rive,
Donald R. Rogers. Ann R.
Roam. Donor A Roy. Kenneth L. Sabcy.
Stephen C. Sauter, Barbaro
L. Schneider, Annetta Schroe-

Thorn. G. Osborn, Joan E
Ostrom, Linda Ostr ed.ewski.

Pard, Kucn
paltaricokc, Wp.Pera cmk

B.

Barbara A. Porter, Kurt D.

Sus. C.

Priory

Ristow,

Kathy A. Ritzer.

RICK ROBERISHAW,
Richard J. Robison, Lay A.

E. Blasco, Barbara A. Busk

der. John R. Shaw, Kent I..

Rudd, Wresley J. Roth,

Brian L. Busse.

Sicwert.

.barb.argSt. Denis, Guy D. Sand -

Barbara

Carlson,

A.

Charles F. Clemins, Jacqueline Crooks, Kimberly A. Dar-

ling,

Michael

L.

Davis.

DAVID IL SMITH, Greg
Sumner, Layne Sum Randy

M. Urban, Koran R. Han.

Dangles N..edei

Char' cs

Desire, Janice
L. Devine, David G. Dolan,
Candid L Dornquast, lane E.
Edswm.

L.

Richard J

Vandenboach,

Cynthia K. Vogt.
Lynn J. Webb, Barbara L.
Weber, Mary B. Wendt. Dixie

Whiting. Ann L. Wich-

mann, Pamela J. Well.

Castle.

Danish

Blum.

eery, Douglas Alan Corks.

Barbara Britton, Sally A.
Brothers, George K. Busse,

Kurt D. Cooper, Kathleen L.
Crain°.

Beverly A. Canfield, Douglas
B. Carlson, Benjamin M. Carroll.

Kathie M. Dahrowski, Joan

DEBRA A. FALTINOSKI,
Jill L. roddersen, Nancy H.

Vickie A. Disanti.

Ferguson, Brian J. Fidgerald.

Elizabeth A. Dooley, DeboCarol D. Floras, Kathleen
Gallagher, Jane Ann Giuliani.
Barbara L. Glaser, Elizabeth Gottschalk, Karen E.

Greisk Christina A. Gronli.
Cynthia J. Grosnick Gaye

Gamlen..

Nancy L:Floros. Claudia A.

Gas* K. Gehrke, Jacqueline
J. Gould, Jean B. Gould.
Janette

E.

Grandma.

Linda S. Johnson, lards C.
Jones, John A. Jones, Douglas
E. Klaus.
Barbara L. Kraus, Darla K.
Lamberty, Kathy Laderleit-

a, Jana C. Lowery. Mary C.
Martino, Mark T. McGrath.

15

Ellen

Langefeld,

E.

Lewis,

Lynn M. Lexby.
Susan

E.

Ligocki,

Eliza -

Evelyn D Gliege, Scott R. d Gratz Ellen L Greist, Martha
J. Haag, Douglas H. Hang.
Cheryl Ann Hardy, Dennis
R Hecht, Jon R. Helwig, David G. Himebaugh, Barbara F.
is

r -t,

3

o-

,...\-,
, ,.

'Nks.

jm.n'n'

a REPAIRS

,

V., ''

I

I

Karen

40

MILinsm'Laialtae
' Kc7tyh,' .Lce
KrlaircA.

Christopher
ichael D.

Janice L. Ibbolson, Michel In-

travarlolo, Carol Ann Jack-

4SICLAND
SI ed.

son.

Ronald P. Jacoby, lamer J.
Jane'. Scull JAALIRik, Barbara

ty

Sandra D.
Marshall,

6, vs'"

.

Gary

R.

Mason,

A. McNabb, Julie Mel -

04-4-*****4-4**4-4-04-**4-4-1-

Greg A.

JEFFREY A. JONES,

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

Robin A. Knuth, Constance
Kasockh, Cynthia L Kinard,
Card A. Kiser, Warren S.
King.

Schwaskopf.

-

Krug, Jeffrey R. Larsen, Kris -

Ike A. Larson, Carol Lam
benslcin, John H. Layer.
Jeff A. Limp, Renee J. Lin had Marcia A. Longde, Cathy
M. Loos. Robert B. Macaskill,
.Lynn Elise Mader.

MANN,
Mary T. Mathew, Deborah
A. Manna, Bonnie A. McBARBARA

L.

Lennan, Steven B. McMurry.
William J. Mellyn.
Marcia A. Metcalf. Cann S.
Morath, Robert Nachtsheim,
Daryl G. Nelson, Kathleen M.
Oleaoi, Vicki L. Pabst.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

Joseph Coro, Mgr.
Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way to find out what kind of Id, hearing
aid can give you -without a nada r expenditure! Wear a new MAICO aid for l0 days at it moderate

rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, your only investment is the rental charge, and

rage' " ° f"r

the'

"

glE°0.12'0 idaSTA =VAG ASSOCIATES

MAICO HEARING AID CENTER
109 S. Main (Rt. 83) Mt. Prospect * 392-4750
-

LOCATIONS IN: HIGHLAND PARIADDAK PARKOAURORAHINSDALE

Special Service Tor Sharma. -Nome Hearing Test a nemondorim,

Carl C. Park, Lynn Pasik,
Cathleen L. Paull, Laurie A.
Pengilly, William T. Perkins.

MARK

PETERSON,
Julie L Phipps. Cary D. Piper.
S.

Richard Seligman, Debra K.
Simpson, Laurette J. Smith, - Karl E. Prinslow, Robert A.
.Steven R. Snyder, Bonnie L. Rea., Steven Rehusch.
Sohn.
Thom. A. Reindl, Cynthia
Mark J. Tamsen, Terry Lee M. Rhodm, James B. RichTaylor. Diane M. Tessma, ards. Douglas L. Richter, ScalP
Ronald J. Ilmobold, David S. D. Rochelle. Margaret A. Rom
Tunson, Elizabeth K. Todd.
hon.

Make this your year to
enjoy a better lawn
For greenness sake...
Spread TURF BUILDER on the

O

Ask granddad

gratitude. Turf Builder helps grass perk
up, greenup, and actually multiply itself.
TURAS thin, off color turf into a thicker,
sturdkr, more vibrantly green lawn. An

for a $5,000 loan.

extra -special bargain at these EarlyBird

Sale Priem.

EarlyBird Sale

OMEGA

For the woman
ho has everything

Preventive medicine

for crabgrass
Just spread Scotts HALTS

pdYents Crabgrass seeds from sprouting

this year. Halts Plus also fertilizes year
Man (same as Turf Builder) at the some
LiMA so the gaud, desirable grasses grow

thicker and greener. All from 'lust one

how about it -When can I pick up the cash.
And he says that was a great old song they

EarlyBird Sale

He'll probably
tune you out.

Smiling. Even humming. finally you say

Need money? That's what we're here for.

See Commercial Credit
Loans olu ou $5,000

11 N. Arlington Hgts. Road

Phone: CL 9-3151

creak rai...anuunture.....,...ii.nrusiullirlionowerr.

JOHN LABIAlli

1068 MT. -PROSPECT PLAZA,

application!

lust played. All this time you thought he had
a hearing aid -and it's really transistor
radio with an ear plug. So now who do you
turn to for help? Come to us. We won't tune
He's a kindly sort. Really looks interested in you out. With more than 500 offices coasH
what you're saying. He's nodding his head, coast we listen to (and help) a lot of people.

--a-:4-1

3921250

P1.05 on rte.

lawn. It forms a protective barrier that

Farmers Insurance Group

t.

next nice

weekend and your lawn will show Its

I or a met.° oi pima miasmal.

St rides prod yovaresuper
preferred risks and entitled
M big rate swings plus new
and brooder sovwend

G1

BAND INSTRUMENTS

.ACCESSORIESberry

Save $2 15,000 sq ft bag J.3.45- 11.95
Save $1 10,000 sq ft bag .4,95" 8.95
Save SIN 5,000 sq ft bag ..S,4T 4.95

yes

O

DRUMS 4-

GUITAR

RECORDS

A. Kaskm, Brenda s. Kinand, Stanley E. Kohtz, Linda

FARMERS NEW

.r.,,

.0FISGTAA!
punibIC111116

RENTALS

;Writhe Fads about

,....".-

Trained .4

"II'

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS
.

MARK P. STRAUCH,
Gregory J. Swedo, Robert H.
Tambeaux, Sheryl Rae Tripp.
Michael S. Trochuck, John
L. 'T.'uf
Turner,
aril ahlviienh aLe. I
V i n -.
cenzo, Hugh E. Wiedman.

$10

ton, Sharon Handwerker.

6.2. 54'

.1 3 FV,

.Comuleedal Credit Lamm, Ilse.

1452MinerSt.- 824-5124
In Downtown Rankine{
ArrOorb. omahaUiro-siorhow

i

COURSE

A. Jacoby, Nancy S. Johansen,

STEVEN A. KLINGAMAN, Patricia Krampert,
Deborah L. Kusch, Mary P.

id.

Yount.

6 WEEK

SCOT,' R. FIRTH, Patrick Fonon, Donna M. Friewer,

Richard R West.

SPECIAL

4-

Gentzler.

PAUL HACKER, William

James Haien, Nancy E.

qr.

A

Hoffman Pte

Kathleen S. Haney, Pm
akin Hauslein, Joy A. Hennamuth, Margot Hertel.

RICHARD M. SCHULTZ,
Patricia Schummer, Sus. hi.

,

L. .4F4-4..4.444-44-44-444-4-4-4.4-4-4-4:

PATRICIA CHAPPELL,
Jeff L Clark, Jeffrey J. Cole,
Daun C. Dahlstrom, Denise
M. Dayton, Vickie D. Beater.
rah L. Durgin, Emil E. Brno,

Ellen . J. Rodgers. Clarks
Ruckstaetter.
Fred. 1. Ruegsegger, Chris
T. Sandberg,
Donald F.
Schmid, Judith L. Schoch, Sc.
son V. Smith, Gail E. Straub.

1 iL:BEtr
"a:Mr
xi'. '',:-

Waltric.ft,

A.
Donald F. Weber,
Ma

D.

Martin A, Cavanaugh, Dale
E. Coberley. Joseph J. Coo -

M'Y
BOA,0.15j5... Connie

kkri:a.
. 1:
Lindafe:IG1w.

ISAJ:::,:',:i:Mh,inoca:::::SrMlin' '''''TeC.:t.

1

nide, Peggy E. Price.

Railab.gh,
,,,,,p
Go, Richard
L, pop,

Denise M. Burger. Timodiy J.

Vera Kuno-val, Robert B.

Theresa A. Moretti. Sue E.
Novick, Karon A. Olson.

A. Pock, Bonnie J. Pryor,

George

'C'
NancyrniMp:i:T:Hd.A.
Ann Pittman,
i. u'ltP:mi ;:a nn. ,VJ:an:e: ALE

LaulLrineLc!uMbacrngsa're't'DLinda

PatriciaMinr' JG. kl'og

F. Solrys, Edward Swaim

Joyce G. Volakakis, Karcr

D. Kessler, James H.
RK.Ing, Jam E. Knechtd, Orr F. Kuhn, Susan G.
ann F.
Rut

Phillip

Sus. Carol Bejcek, Jeffrey
M. Bennett. Beth A. Bjorn &hi, Marcia E. Blaine, Terri

Holm., Karen R. Howells,

Anne L Pence:

Petersen. Larry E. Peterson.

ra.neli.ifri;l1Ca'relalit

SUSAN J. EVANS, Dwight
D. Fenderson, Karen A. Fria war, Jill M. G., Ralph J. Geberi, Thom. M. Gorey.
Lynn Gulliksen, Frances J.
Hahn, William 1. Hay, Anthony W. Heath, Judith A. Rickel, Kathleen L. Hoffman, Carol L. Holm.
Bruce Iverson, Margaret L.
Jackson, Barbara A. darning.

s

Boxleitner, Mary Lou Bull,

Frank

T

Parkinson,

A. Baley, Laura L. Behrens,

Blasco.

tram, Mat!

MICHAEL

Robert S. Bostrom, Terri L.

F.

Alan R. Snyder.

Christopher L.OplC,o,...nnonr,,

Anderson, Michael 1. Anderson, Judy A. Arden, Kathryn

sen, Jennifer R. Johnson.

Gordon C. Petersen. Kirk H.
Jane

D. Neitzke, Rochelle It, NO-

del, Jean A. Barrett, Roger P.

J. Jenkins, Jam. L. Johanna-

Albert W. Marchetti, Manna Mayer, Diane E May,

Passarelli,

Schulte.

amain Clark, Stephen P. Col -

JANICE SUER. GENSON,

Layer,

Lange,

Parkinson, Grant D. Petersen.

I,. Carson, Linda Christiansen,

Joerger.

NANCY L. ROVAK

Lora L. Kurz, Nancy L Lilja, Jargon Luedke. Curtis E.
Manning, David M. Manuek.
Nancy L. Mader.
M.cix K. Meyers, Paul E.

Roberta M. Olsta, Paul W.

PATRICIA J. BURGESS,
lark G. Campbell, Timothy

Saran E Jenny, Mark A.

Kathie L Kubik, Steven W.

Keane, Mary E. Kirchhoff.

Mueller, Denise M. Navin,

J.

John A. Coughlan, Martha
Beck, Alice R. Bell, Robert C.
Bea, Kathy S. Blase, James A. Cramer, Cynthia S. Crandon. Debra L. Dablstrora
F. Both.
James M, Dcgraff, Mary Mary I. Boll, Robert H.
Bradish, Nancy E. Braun, WE an= Dowiarz, Laura B. Drager, Richard E Dunlop.
Ram J. Brown, NI ark E. Butkr,

a.. Janet M. Hertel.

H. Hay, Marilynn U. Hell,
Tel S. Heide, Kathryn S.

Linda

Brower,

Susan L. Bata, Daniel S.

Dane L. Hartley, Martha May-

AIMEE J. GRIER, George

A.

Brown, Elizabeth A Bull.

Pam A. Carlson, Donald
Carve, Kathleen A. Collins

Charles R. Murdock. Jame. Mk, Kathryn M.

SOPHOMORES:
Robert C. Ancha, Kathie J.

R. Barker,

Saimaa Debt. k SPRil'

shiore,1aurie A. Mathew.

Andrup, Jane M. Aabbrook,

Joanne Spore., Dennis W.

Joanne M. Volakakis, Peg h1. Watson, Dodd E. Welts,

Jan B. &bye, Diane L. sal-

Ban, Winker F. &bauble,
John IL Scheibe', Eger M.

.

Plain, Renee D. Piesche, Penny A. Proctor, Richard E.
Smith, Pamela J. Sopchyk.

Soong, Cynthia L. Swat,
Scott J. Szala, Monica K. Tor -

ratio, Jill E Vcrdick,

Gay M. Toenjes, Michael J.
Tobien, Barbara L. Tomanek,
Les A. Verde, Lynn M. Walsh wall, Claudia S. Wallies.
Michael 0. Wellborn, John
R. Wank, Timothy Whetatine.
Debra J. Wood.

Page

HOMEOWNERS: 2ND MOPTGAGES AVAILABLE

'

Save $2 5,000 so ft bagJAr95 12.95
Save $1 2,500 sq ft bag .7..sr 6.95

y.

retailer
OPEN

DAILTU,thiN°Cd'ALUDIN

:SCrDp
suMNDAtrtS.

MT. -PROSPECT HARDWARE
101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

PHONE: 253-4601

THE DAY
Thursday, March 19 1970
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47 per cent of school referenda
failed last year, survey reports
A moody completed survey by the Illinois Education

by the voters during rho 196465 period.
Statewide, bond elections
for new mnstrnction fared

AFL (IEA) shows that 47 per
Cent of school bond and tax
referenda proposed in Mimi;
between October 1968 and

better than other proposals,

according to the If& carrying

November 1969 were rejected
by the voters.
The 1968-69 survey period

marks the fourth consecutive

101 of 163 elections, for a sum
cats rate of 62 mr cent.
Education rate referenda
were approved at only a 46 per

reduction in the sumess rate of

cent raM, with 86 of )50 pro-

bond issues, from
high of 73 per cent appmved

posals defeated. Twenty-six of

school

52

building rate

proposals

and in District 207 in Maine

were accepted for an even 5
per cent success factor.
OF THE 113 northwest su -

Township.

Two educational rate pro-

od.

posals lost in District 23 in
Prospect Heigh., and another
was defeated by voters in Distact 62 in Des Plaines, according to the !EA survey.

Educational rate increasrs
were approved by asiden
f

In addition, a building rata
incre.e was accepted by Dis-

District 15 in Palatine. ref dads of District 214 in Whee
ing and Elk Grove Townshi s

rict

urbanschool referenda lisle
in the lEA survey, nine war
meepted and four rejected b
the voters in the /968-69 per -

214

voters,

the newy

said.

FIVE OF six northwest sub -

urban building bond referenda
were mccpted by voters during
the survey period. District 15.
District 214 and District 25 in

Arlington

District 57 in Mount Pros.
5274,500 .9d
Peel w°9

box

Soft Cuddle Bunnies

$1.25 to $4.98
New Spring Jewelry
Hallmark Easter Cards

as ma It
quid
e 624

°WPM kg
CI. 3-1218

ornmoo law

sible fore
for the wrongful ac. or
"torts" of thdir minor chili

1

y md approved by
Gov. Ogilvie makes parents

:1b,,kZ=

pars,,

fur,

°X 0,99999 .9i 9C 96 9.59,
tied minor under 19 years of

tite mostpopular courses in the
spring adult education pro-,

e.t.a
Randle said 130 adults are

ents. Darnages mvarded under

gram of High School District

enrolled

214.

mums.

According

to

a

ream

recently released by William
L. Randle, district adult ed.
cation director, of the 4,109
.adults enrolled Lor the spring
semester 133 are Inking alir.

jo_

study ins
in

college

credit

Adult.education enrollment
at the six district schooLs is:
Prospect High School, 1.403:'
Arlington High, 1,149; Honey

age who resides with the paract

the

'995' not 939ffd Sdffli

and. m Me case of P.M. en -

jury. damage claims are limit ed thactual medical, dentelVr
imalMal

THE NEW law introduces

or While the child is acting as
agent for the parent.
Thus, the parent who sends

his child on an errand in the
family car may be held liable if

the child muses an accident
while en route.
said the $500 Um,
The

it contaimd in the new Ise.
rental Responsibiliy rot.a," as
it is called, should
t be con-

anted . providing a ceiling
for damage clns against parcnts arising out of the acts of
their children.

state: "This
Act shall not affect the momcry of damages in any other
T h c law

cause of action where the lie-

High, 910; for. View High,

1111 exception to the theory that

390, Wheeling High. 286 and

parems should not be liable for

maim

Elk Ha. High 133.

the wrongful act of

Sixty-four persons are an
tending Saturday sessions on
classroom driver's education;

Classes offered outside rho
high schools (floral arranging,
gunmanship. golf) have an enrollment of 230 persons.

the mrent did not direct or dencies in the Illinois Junior

106 persons are studying yoga;

child if

control that act. However. the Chamber of Commerce,
law always has- and still does northern section.
hold pamnts responsible for

Milton Cully, 575 Lee Si.
Des Plaines, president of the
Des Plaines Jaycees, and Hen-

ry Gremholdt, a4,Wiloo,

URGES THRIFTY
SHOPPERS TO

BE SMART
. . . COMPARE

R.C. urges thrifty shoppers to make their own comparisons! If you're buying furniture be smart- do a little
comparison shopping before you buy/ Shop your favorite store, shop others... and then shop R.C.! We think you'll
be pleasantly surprised or how much you con save of R.C.... the difference in price will probably be more than
you expect) You'll agree shot no compuritive pricing will be as convincing as the comparing you do yourself. Pick
up or hove your purchases delivered. Big savings either way you buy at R.C.I Take up to 3 years to pay on easy
monthly payments. Smell extra charge for delivery.

Elk Grove Village president
of the Elk Grove Vi liege Jaycees, were among the five aim

didates who kicked off their
campaigns at a Meeting Id the

Algonquin Jaycee headquartThere arc six vice-presidenCies in the northern section of
the state. Each vice-president

will serve as a leader of cer-

tain number of the 52 local
chapters in the northern section.

The other candidates are
John Leterman, past president
of the Algonquin Jaycees, Michael Shelly of Wilmette., state

BLACK VINYL
SPANISH STYLED

MONKS CHAIRS

SeVes

°nods ao

$79

oc.onv
Bandarl aka...neon scale horn

Spanish 115.11.51055.1sTeeed rat Comillion
Block

lion pool Saturday and SunSt. James finished with 80
points, 14 ahead of second
place Q ueen of the Rosary,

many parents volunteer to pay

Ol

Began

styled

Swop wa
nortsd wan notice

Dramatic Mediterranean in deep rich pecan
finish. Includes 74" triple dresser, twin mirrors,
door them full queen bed.

Illinois state income hut rev -

cam is being redistributed as
maw municipalities at the ram
of one.twolfth the revenue
paid to the state by them.

Thc municipalities and the
mous they received for
Februantry are,

'44

its Most Valuable
member at the school's awards
night yesterday.
nandez

Benny spurned Elk Grove's
gymnastics team to an excellent

10-2 dual meet record as well
Is fourth -place finish in the

as

nate. The talented. senior wonthe

state champion on the ing
and finished seventh in the all
wound competition.

OTHER GRENADIER
Most Valuables during thewin,

ee"

ter were Gene Pinder in basketball, Jerry Ancona in wrestling and Dave Toler in swim,
ming. Sportsmanship awards
went to Jeff Boyer in
di
left Froysland in wrmding, Mike Callahan in swim-

com,
Onset*
CVM155

ming and Wayne Olson in
mummies.
OTHER AWARDS
Varsity letters: John Reach,
Eugene Pinder, David Ristau,
Jeff Boyer, Mike Losch, Mark
Hopkins, Bill Miedema, Terry

Coli, manager Mike Jordan.
Jayvee letters: Nick Adams,

Jim Cooney, John DiGiovanni, Rex Gihnore, Mark

CONDITIONING

I 111111
Complete Installation

*...

by our fully trained

$34

k so dependable that
Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 2 full years of

$2 2
cackioil or 24.20

"'

The

in
D inriet I

3 PC STACK TABLE SETS

comment-

Sc.!

ants Om
e.0 way
Pace Sind.

$19

r":,
COMPAiErkr
3199..5

$479

clad.. 644 Interior lighted chi., 42 a 62 x 80
Ovid toble.ond 4 cane side chairs.

sids in Spanish Mol-

ina,. forrnicsloterops,

(USN*

$128

Covered in Handsome black vinyl Mar

feels and.. like rearheanpes clean
wade me rancho,. dompclolh.

COMPARE TO $695.95 On Sale the R.C. Way for Only

RIVERSIDE-CORVAIR SHOWROOMS

Talisman Shop. Ctr. 1 mile west of Harlem
Glenview, Ill.

Guaranteed Savings on Name Brand Furniture

MORE INFORMATION
AND AVOID THE

The Arlington Height jay-

729.6030
OPEN EVERY W101111011 M SAMOA), &SUNDAY TIL6P M

AggallaralINERNMENEN

cee
.

692-4293

Jeff

larocki,

Mike

Smith,

mwager Paul Bro., man-

second in both

100 -yard
t he
made
fre.tyle and 50 back. °Kane
won eswar victory in the 6th

Other tea. had standouts,
including Ed Fitzsimmons of
Sr. Emily, who beat Schell In

the 8th grade 50 free with a

eve., just fractions of aim-

record 29.0, Larry Gackowski

olds off the winning pace.

St. Raymond had a standout
in seventh grader Paul Sigfusson, who, like Fitzsimmons,
set two records. Sighisson won

of St. Thom. won the Open

the 50 -yard freestyle in a fine
28.9, then, three events later,
doubled back with a standard
setting performance in the 50
backstmke with a 32.7 dock-.
ing.

winter tea. didn't experience

Ballantine, Jay Hedges, Rick
due
the same problem. Most vain- Hoyt, Bob Kasper, Kent
Niles in these sports were John Koentopp, Dennis O'Keefe,
Walker in wrestling, Bob Berg- John Sinn, Bill Robertson.
Lund in gymnastics and Scott Junior varsity certificates:
Patience on the Mid -Suburban Brian Gillespie, Dale JacLeague champion swimming neck. "Torn Schmidt, Al Wilten.
Sophomore

leiter%

Steve

OTHER AWARDS
BASKETBALL

itleb Lisinski, Mike Framet.

Varsity letters: Ed Bane.
Mid, George Bauer, Pete

Wayne Miller, Randy beeperson, Steve Prieto, Mike Pryor,
John Russo, John Shcwski,

LoCanegellapro.,0MemrkarEdnacesw, Dave

Ron Smith, Bob Wessman.

Meier, Fred Melone, Rich 01son, Keith Phillips, Greg SheCell, Gare Werner, manager

Frmhroan numeral% ttA"
warn -Gregg Fink, John Pero
sander,

Lou

Chris Conley, manega Bill

Lloyd,

Bill

Blake, Bill Chilton, Art Jones,

Leuzzi,

Jack

Millner,

Tom

Skelly, Don
Weller, Terry Skelly,

David Sakata, Dave Swenson,
Dale Waller, Eugene Brennen,

ager John Rindell.
Sophomore letters: Darryl
Albert, John Artemenko, John

Neal Dorsey, Candy Fernandez, Charles Hadley, James

Dicegn, Dave Chan., Keith

Stenoien.
Sophomore letters:
Dan
Beal, Bill Johnson, Mark

Chuipek, Jeffrey Moans, Mark
Goldsmith, Steve Harris, Kent
Hulett, Steve Janos, Mark
Kahle, Steve Kalisz, Douglas
Nowak, Michael O'Dea, Rob-

Malmedahl, Al Mitres, Dan

Danl., lack Dayville, Scott

ert Tadzis, Cary Schroeder, Jeff
Smnkmki, Randy Stenberg,
Jeffrey Stolpa, Guy Tichy,

Eckert, Joe Guastadiagni,
Robert Hansen, John LaSesa,
Joe Stephan, Jeff Tears, Robert
Tomaselli, William watt.,
Andy Bowlds,

Casper Weber, Tim Williams,
manager, Robert Ames, manager Gil Dutton.
Freshman numerals: Gary
Adams, Dennis Box, Bill Butler, Paul Caldarella, Theodore
Clyde, Louis Corsairs, Loren

Freshman numerals: lama
Adreon, Kris Bowers, Bob
Camphouse, John Campbell,
Emil Camodeca, Jeff CMrnick, lames Ginter, Terry Giesmn, Larry Grahm, Craig Hippensteel, James Lafayette,

Crites, Thom. Dewitt, Joe
DiGiovanni, Scott Dorsey, Joe

Evans, Raymond Fed., John
Flaherty, Frank Ffankini, Len
Greenberg, Rick Haaning,
Lance Hansen, Richard Hein,

Bill Mil., Tom Jon., Joseph
Kirby, Ross Kosinski. Jam.

Tom Lamm, Mark Mydill,
Kerry
Rizzo,

McMahon,

Douglas

Scott Phillips, Tom
Rizzo, Robert Sicmianowski,
Stephen Rohn, Steven Tor.-sen, Steve Walther, Ricky Wil-

liams, Michael Zweifler. Eric
Van Berkurn, David Khoshahs, Donald Abate, Robert

WoOdsman "iiBeach, Jim Burke, Mark Dick,

Richard
O'Leary, Robert Prince, Peter
Semple, Jim Shea, Michael
Sronkoski, Gene Stevens, Jef-

SWIMMING
Vanity letters: More Calla-

frey Stewart, Robert Streich,
Anthony Tringali, Thomas
Turschman, Stephen Uhlarik,

han. Patrick Dunning, Robert
Jacobsen, Scott Martin, Patrick Musty, Michael Bachus,
Michael
Spencer Huebner,

Brad Ullrich, John Watson,

Kinn, William Purse'', Clif-

Wfll i am Weber, Michael
Wicker, Jeff Zielinski.

GYMNASTICS
Wish,. letters: Ben Fcmandcz, Bill Habig, Wayne Olson,

Sophomore

Ton.

letters:

Broderick, Kevin Gyllenbing,
Don Kugelberg, George Prea-

cher, Tom Ziffra, Todd Gander, Jeff Marion, Bill klayyou,
Mark Okuma,

son (SR), 28.9; 2. Takata (Independent), 3. Fitton (S.B; 4
Kr.ke (St. Theresa); 5. Myalc

MEET RESULTS

200 OPEN MEDLEY RELAY -1. Queen of Rosary (A
tea. 2:36.9; 2. St. lamest 3.

Moo ST

cord 40.7, and Mark Anderson

Queen of Rosary (B team).

owski

10,4..9;);2.4CaLrir,erc(rQR(s);Rt

(ST),

38.1;

2.

tYor.ISO('SAIrtr.,,,n),DPsinl:

i'?V:ii.iGIZIIS'Iso''2.0ri./I.VIT

Jensen,

Tom Cox, Paul Enan-

may, Tripp McAuley, Todd

ton, Brien Olsen, Walter Pe -

O'Brien. Bill

Lesley.

damn, Gerald Potter, David

Bruce

Brod,

end John Finley all qualified

Jim Proszek.

Sophomore letters: Bill Clive, Marc Crain, John Frays land, Keith Michaels, Robert
Moeller, Dale Pankow, David
Plucmer, Dan Swanson, David

Thompson, Ronald Vyl.ek,

PLACE WINNERS

deborough, Jim Konieuski,
Mike Martin, Gordon Moore,
Jack Reitz. Mark Seasly, Bob
Smith. manager Mike Ksiazek,

Junior vanity eertifimtes: Bob
Novak, Frank Swede, Woody
Wolf, Ken Lack, Chris Wiebs,
Len Schinkocth.

le..

Stoma

,

CO det at fifth, 100 -yard
freestyle
hamson,

relay (Carl AbraJoy Blmker, Carl

Rieger, Drew Burbidge); fifth,
25 -yard butterfly, Jim Vogt.
Midgets: second, 200 -yard

Freshmen numerals: Stave

Behlogh, Don Bohlc, Mike
Caravel] o, Pete Cereal*,
Mickey Damhauser, Stave
Dolphin, Kevin Harrington,

Reid Huey, May Jones, Bob

Mumma, Chuck
Tony

Mellini, Jeff

medley relay (Tom Saha,

peewee

hockey

Mani

jumped out to an early Radii.
then faded and dropped a 6-4
decision to
Leafs.

the Northbrook

od but the Leafs rallied back
fora 3-3 he at the end of the
first period. Arlington never
led again.

'Aside from Shukis and
Glander, Wayne Johnson and

-Mike Shukis and Scott
Gander poured in early goals

Jeff Gaedner scored for A,
lington Heigh.. Grander and
Dick Duel had two assis.

to gvhe
ieade t AB jpyee.. teem

apiece and Shukis ;aid John-

243

early in the fhy

peri--'f

eon one eadL

fre.tyle, Spaulding; fontds.
100 -yard breaststroke, Byker.

Thomas Chastity. Paul Ems -

The Frernd High School
Booster Club will host its winter sports banquet Tuesday et

del, Ted Eugenic Thome
on
GiMert, Les
Evens,
Gave. John Lange, Gary

rain.
Special guests at the winter

Michael

Beth.,

Lundeen, lam. Martin, Victor McCormack, Robert Mcycr, Dan Minces', IX Steinbach, Larry Vittal, Van Wince.

o.to p.m. in the flood cafe meeting will be the basketball,
wrestling and gymnastic teams
which represented the Palatine
school this pest mason.

Bright white
entt,ErtiVer black
200/
Jf tellanyerurof eeVerid Arrow stylesto whey

mote
ninth

atiloyverbelastyear'scoloem
teevontees oar. soF

$750 and $8 00
From Arrow, the colorful white shirt company

Intermediates: second, 200.'
yard medley relay, (Russell
7L tie,
Cox, Paul
Enander,
Helmer); sec-

ond, 50 -yard fre.tyle, Cdx;
f if t h., 200 -yard individual
medley, Hepper; second, 100 -

yard butterfly, Enander; second, 100 -yard freestyle, John

Finley; fourth,

100 -yard

backstroke,
flepper; Sixth.
100 -yard backstroke, Finley;
lay (Tutrotte, Tom Ca&
Enandee, Fioley),

Meade,
Meyer,

Freund winter
banquet Tuesday

first,

Prep: fourth, 50 -yard but.
terfly, Jim Martin.
Juniors: third, 200 -yard
medley relay (Glenn Spoil&
ing, Tod Dutton, Scott Bylter,
Joe Vatalero); fifth,750-yard

Duane

.4k

'The color that

record); first, 50 -yard breaststroke. Crouch; third, 200 yard freestyle relay (Stahnke,
Jim Dykstra, Turcotte, Kugel.

Donek;

Jay

Mark Hyneman, Dan Ket-

Ralph Pytlarz, Robert Walser.

Freshman numerals: Tom

Leach,

Dick

Petit., Jim

Martin, Peter
Rick
manager

SteveO'Neill,

Jayvee letters: Greg Berm.

Law mace Host, Richard

Mike
Mike a

Tom Francis, Bob King, Tom
Kuhn, Rick Lesser, Joe Ma:
riano, Bob
Klein,
Rick Ross, Randy

David Byrne, Dan Digangi,

cl.lt,.roLL ,Mike F.I.n,

Traub.
Christopher,

1467 ELLINWOOD STREET

Downtown Des Plaines

Touscy,

iund",,,,,,trBrawn, Joseph
Conroy, Michael Conte, Norman Olsen, Bruce Pierce, Mi.
chacl Sullivan, Donald:To
Varsity certificates Kirit
Buckholz, Randal Granzow,

......S........k.

Ardor vansly Ida= Rick

Michael

Daniel Roos. Freshman ea-

S0111.401: IlL,..Les,

Conin, Paul Faye, Km MX

Mann.

Sunblom,

Sid.rio,H,...sconr, PciLL I. ed...dyi

zits, Rich Martina.

Srshnke (;33.2, new district

Moore,

Tom

Mike Pirron, Don Reid, Greg
Swanson, John Welke, manarmy George Pomian, Varsity
eel -Mica.% Mike Al Fazio,
Gary Chillier, Rick Fazo,
Tint

all Lanham, David Middle -

GYMNASTICS

McKernic, Paul Trousil.

Bartosiak. Ron Erskine,

WRESTLING
'Polity letters: Jerry Ancona, Dennis Byrne, toe Die
peed Jeff Froysland, Robert
Glejf, Bill K.allis, Ronald
Kotal, Paul Morris, Kenneth
Siebold, Robert Webb, Craig

W.aciages II,,leir,f, Gtcili.,

Lenart]

Thom. Gurnik, Richard Jacobsen, Glenn Todd, David
Weiner.

Freshman numerals: James

Mauro, Bob Dinkle, John
Keefer, Clark Eggers. Gary

Vanity letters: Mark Bowe,

(SA).

711t Grade 100 freest. Banaafi (UR), 1:09.6, 2. Hitch

Lot:schen,

SW

ald

n

Blake,

manager Mike

Campbell. Michael Con-

Fitzgerald"d
( Viti.21.. ,Mt ,7.0_:.
be

jlilt 095. ,Sra

Murphy (SA); 5. Weis

,

DeSimom (W), 40.7; 2. Hitch

(sp,
,CS

pana

Foreman ,,,,,, 4.
(SE); 5. Niemen

gth Grade 50 hreadel. Am
Bersond Al S. 1),,. s4 ,2

5,

Schaffer 1Q01, 5. Halpin (SAL
.5,01,3,G.,,rad2e100frQeeRru,lat:
..7mth,Gr,ra,ade,24190.7fr2eawralarsil.

:.11,?hai), c,,aff.,.seE,27,0B,ff

Qri

Varsity letters:Mark Bail.
ay, Jim Johnson, Pete Lenkeit,
John

Mate,

Scott

Patience.

Norbert Polacck, Fred Wear
Varsity certificates:Kent
Higgins, Steve lacoboneyer,
Doug Schmitt.
Sophomore letters:Jim FeldWolfgang Frey. Dan
Gee, Edwin Post, James Winliter, Dave Takes, Jeff Geisler,
Joel Oliver, Dean Thomas.

Sophomore certifies.: Robea Zeivel. Fr.hman numerals: Robert Arko, Bob Barone,
Steve Conrad, Torn Hayden,
Warren Hertz.

AAU Gymnastics ClauttPie.

13 tear.

Lake Park
opens Sat.
The Des Plaines Park Dis-

hid will open its Lake Park
activities for the eighth year on

Saturday, April 4, at 8 ant
The public's invited to fish,
sail, row, canoe or. golf A the

facility, A snack bar and

pro shop will complete the
park district offerings
interested residents.

Thc doors to the gym will
open promptly at II a.m. for
m.up for the participants,
while the actual meet will start
at 12 noon.
A two divisional SCI-UPdunior and senior will be =-

ships.

played per AAU regulations.
Any boy of high school age or

The annual effeir sponsored
by the Midwest Gynastire Assedation will feature athletes
from all levels of competition,
including
Fred
DP51111i5 from Southern Illinois
University. The all-around am
is currently ranked sixth in the
nation aM is sure to appease

above must have at least a 5.0

local gymn.tic buffs.

caliber routine to enter, whik
students who have placed in
do top two in conference, distria, sectional and state COMpetition will compose Me .n.
for division alone with the
college entrants.
Late entries must signup no
later than I I a.m. Saturday

morning and contact Ailing PERFORMERS
WILL
participate in all seven of the
olympic events, long horse,
Boor exercise, side horse, high
Mr. parallel bars, ringS and
all-around. As an added event,
the
competition
will be performed. i
'

SA

/"61.":5.SAII

Arlington hosts AAU
gymnastics meet Sat.
The fine output of gymniutic talent Born the Northwest
Suburban area will meet Salo
day afternoon in the Arlington
High School Grace GymsRim for the 1970 Central

2. ly41-1-

(A tea.; 4. SJ (Beam) 5.SE:

NG

han,

Dan
Sophomore tenant
Boni, Mark Catlin, Dennis
Rom
Hardesty,
Hardesty. James Loizzi, Ron-

!

ah Grade 50 hear& I.
OICanc (SD, 43.5; 2. Currier

McDonald, Rich Novak, Lam .9Mike Chesney, Mike Holzer, Don-

WRESTLIING

ufl)em4ing (me()Rai

1QR).

ry Press!, Mike Quinn, Rob
Richter, Bob Voight, Joe

Glenn Meier,

616 Grade SO Beell-i Sckell
E(Slinicc, 3,5,.,2;

4.

Black, John Brankin, Gary

Gcegan, John
Rohde. Managers -Gay Line,

1(0114,,D(..):1,35.9maeodacchr93sER)R 4. Fit -

lchell (SD; 3. Gackouck 1ST);

end

-Joe

rimer.:

Freshman

Foyer, Tom Prieto, Tom Reid,

M1/2 e Jule, Marty Knight, Jeff Keith Samar, Ken Stabler,
Kosmoski, Ted Lachus, Mike Glenn Thiel, Rich Urban, Bob

ford Schlak, Dave Toter, manager John Fylpaa, manager
Mike Norman.
Jayvee letters: Diet Barden,,
Robert Leibrock, Louis Chin -

Chris Couch, John Kugelthan,
Ronnie Turcotte); fourth, 50 yard freestyle, Turconei sixth,
50 -yard
freestyle,
Crouch;
50 -yard
butterfly,

Johnson,

Ed

7th Grade 50 baell-1. Sig fusson (SRI, 32.7; 2. Takata

rot, Bob is,,,,,,
Cut. Dick
100". M"'"M'"'llY
ISJ7),:h5. Moeller (SE).
,...,..Hay-

semi Gabriel, Keith Heyen, Scott Paez, Dan Pirrom Glenn

Rla

2,

31.2,

nth Grade 50 free.l. Mar-

won the Sth grade 50 breast
formaSt..Janiw.cabin 4.2...51,...m.

Moeller (St, Emily),
Open Se BanerilY.1 Gack-

(Ind.),

,QR).

(SA).
Mb Grade 50 free -1. Schell

butterfly in 38.1.
Steve Banach won 7th grads
grade 100 free in 1:09.6, Joe
De Simone won the 7th grade
50 breast for Wayside in a re50 -yard

Sophomore
Rey
Baron, Frank Bobao, Rob Caldgironc, Frank Cimo, Man

Bush,

Tim O'Hara,

Arlington Jaycees bow
in hockey encounter, 6-4

CALL NOW FOR

towninetwood Shopping Cam., Mina

Schell pl

Oberhardt.

piomhips in Springfield April

Crotch, Ronnie Turcotte,
John Kugelmm, Russell Tur,

F.H.A. Financing Available

and AIR CONDITIONING

1970

for the YMCA state them-

Tom Stahnke, Chris

CHECK YOUR NEXT GAS BILE FOR YOUR
COUPON, LET US VALIDATE IT FOR YOU.

'BORUCKI HEATING

Page II
Thursday,
March 19,

at

championships

by West Suburban with 7831/2
and Harvey with 5961/2.

SUMMER HEAT
2670 GOLF RD.

leader. The players
thus felt it would be unfair to
scoang

George Williams College in

poi. for M fourth -place finish. Northwest Suburb. was
first with 848 poi., followed

VACATION FIESTA

MEDITERRANEAN "BARCELONA"
6 PIECE DINING ROOM

its second YMCA'

fourth in the field of 19 teams.
Countryside scored 413

Buy Locally

RECLINERS

switching off as the tmnis

dm, Cliff Hepper, Jim Dykstra

Downers Grove, finished

ALL LABOR

SPANISH

tt

Countryside YMCA

boys. swimming team,

Free Service on

3;0 ALL PARTS
FAMOUS PONTIAC

the backstroke on his way to
the dual win.

go, with
fourth at District I
swimming championships '.everything...

GAS AIR CONDITIONING

TABLE SELECTIONS

in the
50 -yard backstro
same grade
up. Ward

Countryside boys notch

Servicemen

FAMOUS
FOX MEDITERRANEAN

GLASS DOOR
BOOKCASES

Greenberg, Pat Holmes, Dave
Hilderbrand, Joseph Jobehus,
Dan Martin, Scott Pruitt,

Steve Scholten, Greg Smith,

;,.

R1/211 Olson and forwards Dave
Long and
Wayne Meier

Laing, Mark Mielenz, Michael
Millner, Kendall Mi.uoka,

BASKETBALL

/AIR

.'%*`

grabbed

cement, named Benny Fer-

55,803: Des Plaines, 542.4291

System of

NO MAIL OR PHONE ORDERS QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

that

fourth place in the state tour -

Buffalo Grove.

Any Other

$65

yard freestyle and als won the

THE OTHER Forest Ykw

sulk. squad

Heights,

V2 The Operating Cost of

COMPARE TO $579.95 On sale the R.C. Way for only

sports

Elk Grove' most successibl
whiter sports te am,s the -gym-

APPROXIMATELY

FAMOUS SERTA
INNERSPRING
BEDDING SETS

backstroke and the 50 free. Takate placed second in bath

Benny elected gym captain
at Elk Grove award banquet

AIR CONDITIONING

$399

many different schools. Mike
Murphy of St. Alphonsus won

of 1,02.6 in the 100 and 31.2 in

Owner varsity letters: Steve

A PRE -SEASON SALE

5 PIECE BEDROOM SETS

winter

with guards Greg Shevell and

SP/IRIS

FAMOUS FUGGITT1
VELVET SWAGS

R.C. way

pick a single MVP and instead
chose not to pick any atoll.

night.

ON f Bryant AGAS

Rao. r Os $99

night's

(Wednesday)

30 DAY SALE!

MEDITERRANEAN "BARCELONA"

Coach Ken Arneson's club
gm brdhnced scoring all season

009oded

State income
tax payout
plan told

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort

View's

basketball

himself, he said.

$10,105.

ichelt (SD; 3. Andrews (SE);

.

teem, which operated on the
philosophy of teamwork and a
balanced attack this season.
eXtended that credo one step
further after the campaign by
voting not to ,select a most
valuable PlaYa. it svm an-

Plaines group. A new Pon dent will lake over June I. be
said. All terms end with the
end of the roost year, and an
officeholder canon succeed

the local chapter posted on the

Al No..

the nine schools listed had any

Forest

mndidscy
will no a interfere with his function as president of the Des

Cully said it is important for
a chapter to have a state vim
preside. because he can keep

\S\

selves and third -place St. Al.

amnions

(SR); 5, Schroder (St. James).
7111 Grade 50 heml. Sigufs-

"Little Sugar" OICalle. Mike
Schell took the 6th grade 50-

grade 50 -yard brees.troke.
In all, 26 schools sent teams

wawitz (CM; 4. McMahon

son two tough battles in the

.

his

Hoffman Estates, 914,209;
Mount Prospect, 522.101;
Palatine,
$17,667;
Rolling
Meadows, $13,035; Schaumburg, 710,213 and Wheeling,

Theresa had 18
points, St. Thomas had nine
rioevienntspolinnd..St. Robert's had
St.

Gary Takata, who gave Sights-

At 8th grade 100 free' and
the 8th grade 50 bacistrike
Fitzsimmons at new mewls

Forest tew honors winter sports athletes

inner workings ova die Jaycees on the state level.

;

poi.,

THEIR WERE 16 events in
all, and the winners were from

swimmers in the finalsSunday.
St. James was led by Ward and
Mike Schell and by Phil

T jet

mice policies provide for my nAnt of damages caused by e
Minor child's act if Mr child fa
found to. have been respom
sible..

e,7

Wayside was next with 22
poi., St. Raymond's had 21

to an preliminaries, but only

Moreover, many init.

Arlington

RIGHT BEHIND St. Al-

width had 66. The two kg a
wide margin between therm

ford amages inflicted by their
childan even though the law
may not impose liability upon

Elk Grove Village, $14,168;

las mil. ascamin spindle sides. Un-

hn,..d

day.

Mundelein Jaycees.

,;PAZErni

$49

n.c.wey

child committed while acting
as agent cars parent and that
damage claims in such eon
could be substantially more
thane5
Th bar group noted that

g3g

SPINDLE SIDE MEDITERRANEAN
OCCASSIONAL CHAIR

contorts.

plionsus were SL Emily, which
had 32 points. Our Lady of the

Viatord-ligh School at the Sea -

director of Jaycees, and Earl
Ellsworth, president of the

The election will be held
April 5.

Annual Grammar School

means, for example, that pars
eats still are liable for acts d a

Cully said

Prospect

35.

Swim Meet sponsored by St.

basis."

law

The

St. James rallied in the final
half of the meet to twat Diem
of the Rosary and win the 5th

Th.

.minon

2 are candidates for state
Jaycee vice presidents
Two presidents of local
chapters of the Jaycees MOEday night announced their
candidacy for state viempresi-

p h o n su s .

Heights entry was third with

the.t of a child which is corn-

theory

$550,000 building bond refer- ,lien now bus been modified az
endurn and lost a building it applies to =rtaieadsochilbond election that would have
authorized a $600,000 issue,
According to the Illinois
the lEA survey said.
State Bar Assn., a law enacted
by the 969 Illinois General

By George Hales

bility of the parent or legal
Mined at the parent's direction guardian is predicated an

Illinois parents have a new
legal responsibility.

41 persons are taking a banking course and 39 persons are

Sfirnnastics, classroom driv-

from the'

Parent liable up to $500
for child's wrongful act

Heights all exThe
perienced successful elections.- that

4,109 enroll in Dist. 214
adult education offerings
er education, yoga, banking
and real estate investment arc

St. James' swimmers rally for victory

The law serves you

ron coach Toni Walthouse be -

fort doing so. Payment of fm
must be made before a boy wig

be allowed to perform. with a
charge of SI per participant
per event to be mad. An III mound commtitof will be
charged $2 per event.

for

AmEITICA S LARGEST RAWLY CLOTHING CHAIN

Thursday March 19 1970 BAY

All -terrain vehicles,
featured at Boat Show

Page 13
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Falcons notch 3rd track triumph, 63-46
Forest View 5 track beet
West Leyden Tuesday 61-46
for as third dual meet victory

Forest View took first place
m nine of 11 events including

field events Tom Dendor took

the two NI. events

of the season surpassing by the
Falcon, victory total for the
entire 1969 season
Coach Bill Mohrmmn s
wm ad is now 11 for the indoor
season. The Falcons will try to

Keen

Leach and Keith Phillips
paced a I 2 3 finish in the high

atend their winning streak to
four when they travel to East
Leyden for another dual meet
tomorrow afternoon.

.

SAID before the rneet
that I thought we could win by
10 points if we gave an all-out
effort," Mohrmann said. "But
they didn't have as much
thought they did and our boys
continued to show exceptional
I

improvement. This group of
is the finest I've ever

Terry

tem and Keen

rhea mes of seven former area

1

Keen

FY 75 2 Brunner 901,77
Shomnacher, WL 80

DASH I Swan WL 528 2

RUN

MILE

I

Vignolia

4 377

3

eight -lap relay team.

EIGHT LAP RELAS
Forest View (Keen Bell

4 57
I

Rochelle Mock)
West Leyden

2 17 5

Keen won two individual

LONG JUMP: 1. Ben, FV,

events to go along with his two
relay contributions. Mike won
the 60 -yard dash with a time of

19-7; 2. Tonnes, WL, 19-141 i

3. Shaken, FV, 18-9. SHOT
PUT: I. Dendor, FV, 43-6541
2. Camehl, WL, .43-21/2 3.
Reid, FV, 42-3. HIGH JUMP:
I. (fie) Leach, FV, and Phillips, FV, 5-8; 3. Dunphey. FV,
5-4. POLE VAULT: I. Mock,
FV, 10-6; 2. Bishoff, WL, IO-

6.5 and the 60 -yard low hurdles with a 7.5 clocking.

Bell was also instrumental

in two of the other Falcon
firsts. The talented senior won
the 880 -yard run with a time of
2:04.6 and the long jump with
a leap of 19-7.

In addition to
Irony

U; 3. Gross, FV, 9-6.

Bellft long

win, Forest View swept

TWO-MILE RUN:

the top spot the other three

I.

Johnson. WL, 9:58.5; 2. Sales,
FV, 10:48.0; 3. Francsis, FV,
10.49.0. HIGII HURDLES:
I. Berg, WLW, 8.4; 2. Shoe-

macher, WL, 8.7; 3. Ballotti,
FV, 10.2. 60 -YARD DASH:
1. Keen, FV, 6.5; 2. Brunner,

Page 12
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Help your family lead

WL, 6.71; 3. Mock, FV, 6.9.

2

BOYS'

TgT

NEW -LOOK

The models of hounboats
length with one possibly lot
ung the 5 7 foot mark

AMONG THE more than
Sao vessels to be shown at the
37th mutual show, the all -terrain vehlicles will represent one
Of the largmt exhibitor moues.

The "Sidewinder," which re-

sparkling

.

.

.

Value -priced

n Coe "Sandpiper," a /mom& which can travel oVer

SINGLE BREASTED

bled, :mow ice and marshes.

Boats to be displayed in -

Now fashion leaders,

4
"'

nombulten dupl.
breasted suit...

/

button shaped
Edirardian sidt, flare
leg trousers. New
Spring fabric,

colors bright,
when

they're dry cleaned
here. Perfectly pressed,

Fresh New Look

Topping the lid is senior hill plus of the Mini this
Barry llureis, a tivintirtio lee- apring.
terman who prepped at Pala BEING counted
ALSO
tine. He posted a 3-1 record
hvo years ago m a sophomore upon to be a mainstay of the
before fracturing his aim and Illinois mound corps is junior
last year was I-3 while trying Al Fritz, a Maine West prodto pitch on a severly mrainol uct, who received his varsity
ankle. He figures heavily in the 'V last season. He finished at
3-4 a year ago with an earned

Baseball
Regain!! Clinic.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS CL 5-6174
7 N. Elmhurst Ed.

Dixon,

(Cl. 113 SW:V.01d Rd).

TOW

1

5th end 6th grade hisps with a
good foundation in basketball

Northern Illinois
stye oncluded its sixth straight
Winning gymnmties semoo

rem champ Lee Trevino, Lion- year they fshed second in
the league with an 11-7 confer el Heber and veteran pro

known pros m formers Ms-

but week as Herbert Dunn's

Mnstigmen posted a 9-8 won
Ism record for the year while
running a six meet win string
and a season high 149.75 scor-

Dow Finstenvald. The Bell
System's
duffer added that
Ile has
plms to continue on

ence date. They open their

the pro tour,

play Oglethorpe College.

F-Sove $2

Special YMCA

Leading the Huskie team $
Were several area members, in,

eluding 1969-70 team captain
of Maine East $
High School. Dalessandro is
renior and has.= his last cookie of [allege competition.
PHIL KELLER (Palatine-

Premd), James

Janssmn
Bob Suds

(Maine Wes0,
(Mai ne West) and Cliff Hoff-

$
$

on a

west Hwy., Des Plaines,

Ill.,

296-3376. Enjoy a Family
Swim in either of two pools, Family Roller Skating
'Tema), Movie"
M
11 to 5 p.m.),
Coupon may also be used any evening at 7 P.M.,
for family swimming. (Entire $3.00 is deductible

$

man (Wheeling) will all ream
to the Huskie equipment next

War to help Chidley try and $

from cost of annual family membership if appli.
cation is made same day) Good through April 12,

lead a maturing NIU squad to $
Ibat golden I50 -point average $
expected of them by their opti
Inislic coach.

1970.

GOLD,

200 E. Rand Road

LABEL

ANJOU ROSE
Imported French wine

Premium
Beer

LIMPRALIMILCH, Mooned
Nth
German Light wine

$
$

.^,

Comp.

'Id

value

Only
$89.95
Catcher
Optional

I

dr.-beton double--

AT OUR BIG ANNUAL
PRE -SEASON

CASH & CARRY

$

... med with

Timm.

,

BEEF HALF rola

Steak Laio
You

b

401b

Pork Order
$3303

from

Wet

bin soo
to

LB.

Tu=
r/A
om-,

Choice!

Half Quads

EarlyBird Sale

16 az.

Save $2 15,000 sq ft bagj..3-93- 11.95
Save $1 10,000 sq ft bag .9.99' 8.95
Save 500 5,000 sq ft bag 5.43' 0.95

2 1 INCH

'Spread Tu. BUILDER on the next nice
weekend and your lawn will show its
gratitude. Turf Builder helps grass perk

(At This Dom Only Visit our
Sig a Tall Men's Dept.)

up, grecnup, and actually multiply itself.
Tuns thin, off Color turf into a thicker,
sturdier, more vibrantly green lawn. An
bargain at these EarlyBird

JACOBSEN 4 BLADE ROTARY MOWERS!
CHECK THESE QUALITY FEATURES:
REVERSIBLE -RETRACTABLE -REPLACEABLE BLADES...

BRIGGS & STRATTON ENGINE QUICK HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT....
CLEAN OUT PORT
SNAP OFF HANDLE

HOFFMAN ESTATES

EarlyBird Sale

Comparable Values on Other Models

LIMITED OFFER -WHILE PRESENT SUPPLY LASTS!

Save $2 5,000 sq ft bag 14,95 12.95

DUNDEE

Borr$t 2,500 sq ft bag

8 bdoeL

GC

Meister Brau
No Avo.lobleCorbohydrotes
No Dkposit 12 of Bottles

6

for

115

FRESH MILK
GALLON CARTON

79C

gale prices.

110 N. Roselle Rd.

shapes

I19

r,

GIRLS' SIZES 7 TO 14

CZ

Imported

BARBERO
ASTI

OPEN

SPUMANTI

9:30

9:30

Large Bole

298
DES PLAINES
The Saving Is Yoursl

1507 RAND ROAD

IMPORTED
SCOTCH

HOFFMAN

Distilled 8 Blended
in Scotland

ESTATES

99

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

Fifth

BOADONI

DUNDEE

6.95

220 S. DUNDEE AVE

220 S. Dundee Ave.

JOHN F. GARLISCH & SONS
MOM

MOM

766-6750 ---- 766-6750

nz. ;wad: LT
,,,,BfNSENVILLE

lthrt

OUANMISS

FREE R MEATS me

Rt. 25 Just North of Rs 72

(Rt. 25 Ent North of D.72)

authorized

:er

1200E Higgins Rd (Rte 72) Elk Grove Village
HE 7 2220

Showroom Hours B 00 am to 5 30 p m Weekdays
800 am to 430 pm Saturdays
Open Monday Evenings bl 8 00 pm
Pods & Service closed daily
500 pm & Saturdays at 12 00 noon

GLENVIEW
S80 Waukegan Rd.

Spring -is -here colors

accented with white,

The Saving Is Tigers!

PEPSI -COLA

Preventive medicine
for crabgrass

mlid odor cm. shown ... pert young

Vintage Wines

km. (Same as Turf Builder) at the same
time, so the good, desirable grasses goofy
thicker and greener. All front just one
application!

mats, al our aohnitary-controlled low
prices .. coats with the detailed styling
and trim tailoring for which you'd expect
to pay more. Examples, the basket weave plaid and the diagonal -weave

SOAVE
BARDOLINO
Your

11"

Mom, before you make any naive
towards buying your girls' new coats,
hurry to Hobert Hall. See beautiful little

I m po fed from Italy
VA POLICELLA

Ais year. Halts NM also fertilizes mar

1507 RAND ROAD

only

2"

PreVents crabgrass seeds from sprouting

SALE

Genuine

KING
Whiskey
A Blend

Just spread .Sobs mom PLUS on your
lawn. It forms a protective barrier that

BOX

$
$
$
$
$

.4

EASTER COATS
AT A BIG -NEWS
LOW PRICE!

Early Times

For greenness sake...

pMemed or solid
slacks, convftitionaloe
Bare leg. In luxury
fabricajnyonfie

2 79

By the Makers of

)11

sizes 4-7.

$

CM°

The Saying Is Yours'

Hurry in to save on Scotts EarlyBird
Specials. Sale ends March 31.

Fashion -styled

DES PLAINES

.

The Saving Is Yours!

Just 10 days left!

breasted sportconts
in solids, patterns

QC
Filth

Crisp wine from South, Burgundy
Known for its fruity Cram
filth
and bouquet

VISIT OUR LAWN CLINIC

814

II

I

255- 8800

Scotts representative will be here oes Sat. March 21 from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Come in with your problems and get instant

Repeat of a Good Thing

I

Reudhuan

Spring Training for your Lawn

Save $2

Save $2

Save $2

$

and receive $2.00

doily $3.00 Family Guest
.privilege at your Northwest
Suburban YMCA, 300 F. Noith-

$

SHOOT DOWN INFLATION
f

off

of Mount Prospect

HAMM'S

Present this coupon on Sunday,
'March 22nd and April 5.
and 5 P.M.
ar 12, between
1

-Pat

men..

cant

Free Balloons for the Kiddies!

$.

FAMILY INTRODUCTION$
(Morn, Dad, and ALL the Kids)

Northern Iowa and Wisconsin

Falls, Canada. Ideal as an

Lager

Kyiedia4 Shut
IAr

Niagra

skilled vintners a(

help, with Scotts products.

Save $2

Save $2

ing in a double dual against

dry Merry grown ham spe
mall, selected grapes by Me

POUILLY SUISSE, Armand Roos

SUITS

1970 season on March 27 in
Atlanta, Georgia. when they

"Ill"01:80

CANADIAN SHERRY
A full.bodied, robust, medium

IN THE

is 92.

SPORT -

THE MUNI are listed as a
dark horse. contender for the
Big Ten title this mason. Last

well-

Reghtration may be made a
the Park District Office. 3200
Central Rd., or by
4380. The fee for this program

BOYS'
DOUBLEBREASTED

THE

aw

Imported From Canada

Rath

I

ending May 16, will provide

662 E. Wellman Him.

ACCORDING TO Wee sham of Fremd.
such

as

Ofir

on Saturday
sings from 9:30-11;30
and
a.m. beginning April

skills.

of 58 over the par -72 Perdido clansmen still vying for posicooclub. In Bay Country Club in Pease- bons on the varsty
freshmen
cola. For winning the girlte, eluded in the trio
Werdell received 9150 in i
Randy CordoVa of Prospect
certificates.
and Marty Crain of Wheeling
and sophomore Don Wicker wore

arlingtonVark towers

for

CHATEAU -BON

HHh School

CL 5-4600

ML. PROSPECT

SERVE

Weida an installer for the Anderson is a right-handed
Bell Telephone Company in pitcher.
The remaining three boys
Arlington Heights, and Reif
combined for a best -ball 00070 00 the roster are all under -

Pro -Am

$2

31,on

a

The clinic, which will be
held at Call Seeming Dinka

!STORES
TO

Gary Anderson, from Arnim ton, both rmeived varsity uni
forms for the coming season
and arc expated to provide the

captain

Zoerr=lsne=T44;h2rre=20

Pngjetrations are ,env being
accepted for the Rolling
hleadows Park District's Boys

Free Estimates! Prompt Service! Our Trucks, Are in Your Area Daily.

Fremd, and freshman

ddl. also participating in the

happy, fresh, tast.psood entertainment by 9 sins irg a gal

L

h Dixon plays both the

Chidley new
NIU gym

in

Award Winning Liquor Stores

clinic

ALTERATIONS INCLUDED
IN TIME FOR EASTER!

infield name outfield while

Moyer Ct., Des Plaines, mowed with professional golfer
Ron Reif earlier this month to
capture the Monsmto Pro.
Am. in Pensacola, Fla.

be converted from
ease
creaser to vacation cabin.

position will include display at s me 5011 boats and variety of outdoor equipment end accessories.
Estimated 400,000 lasitoik will also be treated to special attractions and colorful even..

Pro -Am golf tourney Isti;ith agreat deal of utility
Jim Wcrdoll of 71 North

Mini -Yacht,

Pretty Geomina Hffierby toes her ship...shore mole to annetmce Chicago National Beat
Travel and Outdoors Show, April 10.19, at International Amphitheater. Exciting 10 -day ex-

Step out with a

`..szz,z14Z

and a

!tome 500 vessels.
ADMISSION IS

PREP AND

Werdell on winning
end of Monsanto

person.

a t display at the 10 -day ex pod ilea. An estimated 170
twining exhibitors will show

HUSKY SUITS

8813.YARD RUM I. Bell,
FV 7 04 6 2 Manissay, WL,

.Frothingslosh
Randango

rigged and launched by me

More than 93 million

DOUBLE-BREASTED

IWO

P

Now appealing

sail Miele a 125foot
boat 'which can be cartooned,'

al 1.p,inc., and services will be

sizes 8-12.

too.

at the

IIONed ly combines the best features of a boat, dune buggy and
swam
ugy into one ma.chine.will be on display as Well

19.95

suits look refreshingly

They re off and running

will range from 24 to 47 hat in

EDWARDIAN
DOUBLEBREASTED
SUITS

.

with perfect dry cleaning of all their spring
lathes. Dresses, cods,

9 30

0 voll run from II am to pm

Amphithsatn mall erssomp555
not only the lio lung world but
will feature ens, rat type, of ell
terrain vehici and mo, thins
20 model, of houseboat.

22"
the Easter Parade ..

TIL

Tin Chicago Boat Travel adults 75 ants for children 11 p m Sunda, from 11 a m
and Outdoors 'chow °posing Opening day hours are 6 p m to 7 7 in and on weekdays the.
April 10 at the Int. notional to II pm On Saturdays the show hours will be 2p m toll

Swan WL
McGovney FV

Easter excitement in
the family's parade

MEET RESULTS

9 MI

2

at 10 6

Bob Bell

Seven bolster Illini
baseball title hopes
high school stars. According
to head coach Lee Eilbracht,
all seven will probably have
some hand in the future diamond fortunes of the Fighting

View

WL 4 12 6

Rokhelle Ind Mock on the

SP/IRTS
The University of Illinois'
spring baseball roster carries

LOW HURDLES

(Keen, Shelton,
Rochelle Mock) I I18 2
440 -YARD
West Leyden
set

Rochelle and Howard Mock lump by tang for fiftt at 5 8
were on the four lop relay and Mock won the pole vault

ins

ked with and they're doing
n total job for Lis.,

the shot put with 43 8. Rich

Mike
Shahan Ray

Bell FV 573 3 Strebler FV
576

2 07 8 3 Tenney WL 2 10 2
FOUR LAP RELAY 1 For

TIT

OMR
9,30

.

1nasings
9.-44,04,4

r5Ccf

retailer

ARLINGTON HTS.
1307 RAND ROAD

Kersting's Garden Center, Inc.
621 N. MAIN ST., MOUNT PROSPECT

CI. 3-6833

mOCAGO AnutsoN
CICERO

'

MM

FOREST PARK

MELROSE..

GLENVIEW
580 WAUKEGAN ROAD
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Tornado season beginning for Midwest this month
Tornadoes are local storms

By Jelhay R Gleason
On Palm Sunday April I I
1965 17 tornadoes struck the
Midwest, killing 271 persons.
injuring more than 5,000 and

of short duration formed of
winds rotattng at very high

estimated
an
c au sing
5300000,000 damage. On

itinchon with severe thunder
storms They somettmes occur
mare than once with the same

speed. usually in a counterclockwise direction, a spokes.
man at the Weather Bureau in

thunderstorm.

Chicago said.

paths

"Of all

On the

tornado
one-clmffer

average.

vortex The actual .use of the
tornado, however, n a topic oft
dispute for smentista

safety rules on what a person

probabilthes.e expected to be

should do of he is caught in the
path of en on -coming tornado

high

and

THE TORNADOS destructive power is a com-

has

developed tornado

watches and warnings.

bination of the strong rotary

The Weather Bureau has es-

April 21, 1967, 16 tornadoes

winds that sweep this planet's

mile wide and seldom more

winds and the partial vacuum

struck Northern Illinois, kill-

surface,

tornadoes

the

than 16 mites long. The rate of

injuring 1,100 and
musing damage in excess of
550,000,000. And once apt.
this area has entered the tors

most violent," he said.
TORNADOES ARE recog-

forward motion can be any where from zero to 70 miles

in the center of the funnel. The
violent winds uproot trees, destroy buildings and create

tablished two ways of warning
of possible and actual tor-

ing 58,

nimble . a ...Mx", a whirlpool structure of winds rolaing about a hollow cavity in
which is formed a partial vac.

nado mason.

united
Stot. Weather Bureau, Much
According

the

through September is the pad
od of greatest total tornado fre-

qucncy in the Midwest.

are

the

urn,

-Tornadoes. usually occur
during warm, humid, unsettled weather, usually in con-

are

only

per hour.
Tornado7formation requires
air
the presence of layers
oft
with 599tr'ffti9B ehar95ristics oftemperature, moms -

re, density and wind flow.

rladoes, the "tornado watch"
and the "tornado warning...
The tomado watch is the

serious hazards from objects
blown through the air. Differences in air pressure can lift
people and automobiles and
can cause buildings to col-

fit en &ening message between

dui National Severe Storms

Forecast Center and

threatened by tornadoes. They.
spettify the area coveted by the
watch and atablish a period of
rime''during which tornado

lapse.

Complicated energy transformations produce the tornado

areas

In recent years, the Weather
has compiled fft

ofh'rBureau

UNLIKE TORNADO

watch.,

however,

tornado

warnings are issued when

a

tornado has actually been
sighted in the area or indicated
by radar. Warnings indicate

the location of the tornado at
the time of detection and the

area through which

it

will

probably travel.
After the warning has been

given over radio and NI.
vision, persons in the affected

wea are advised to take precautionary measures.
If a person is in a home, he is
advised to go to the basement

and hide under a sturdy work
bench or table if possible He

should stay away from win
dome but keep some open
If the house does not have a
basement, he should find shel-

ter under heavy finrniture in a
central pan of the house.

PERSONS IN a factory
should move quickly to the
section of the plant offering

St. Viator's assistant

State

principal transferred

music
contest

/taters
High School the boys Catho
Teachers at

St

Ito high school In Arlington

assount principal of St Via

betensfe
H has been appointed principal of Bishop McNamara

grans

High School in Kankakee .begianing July I

The formal announcement,

the greatest amount of promo -

of, the

has,

jointlhee in Kankakee Thursday.

All persons are advised to

Imp listening to radio. Peri.au should not can the
Weather Bureau except to report a tornado.

ter, both St Vtatar s and
McNamara
Father Langenfeld has been

were told recently
,hafthe schools assistant prm
anal, the Rev. Thomas G.
Longenfeld, C.S.V.. will soon
Heights

by

transfer

was

made

Most Rev. Romeo Bien.

aren, bishop of the

Win,

tor s since 1968 In that post

lion he has served . chief supervisor of instructional
at

the

1,100.student

high school which draws pu-

pils from a northw.t mbar ban area bounded by Park
Ridge, Wheeling, Schaumburg and Barrington. -

McNamara, where he will
take over in July, turned co educational this fall and is w-

feld's appointment sad the
Arlington Heights attest Is
one of our most creative and
dynamic innovators
Curriculum Improvement
has been stressed at St. Viri-

reeled the North Central Assn

le,. This year the school is

American province.
Father Langenfeld, 37, encored -the Clerics of St. Viator
in 1950. He earned a B.A. deglee at Loyola University and

experimentnaz with independent study programs tor junior
and seniors, offem a senior
humanities

course'

jointly

taught by the English and social science departments and
has just acquired clomd-circuit television.
Father Langenfeld served as

administered by the Ss

assistant principal at Spalding

and the

clerics and the sisters of the

Institute, Peoria, for two yearshaforeming..

Very Rev. Edward C. Andersop, provihcial of the Cleric.
of St. Viator which adminia-

Congregation de Notre Dame.

St. Viator's.

FATHER ANDERSON, in

He organcoized the guidance department -there and co -di -

Very

announcing Father

OPEN

EST 1940

OPEN

.74
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9 30

930

'TIL

'TIL

9 30

9 30
AMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

How to cut car costs
Americans are .pending a

More than a thousand vd
of Colleges and Secondary
Schools evaluatton of the nop are expetted to attend the
school In April 1969 he was Illinois Grade School Music
-levied provincial counselor Assalanon district band and
of the Clerics of St. Viator's orchestra contest at two

csma degree at St. Louis

Page 15

Wheeling grade schools Saturday.

needless amount of money on
the care and maintenance of

the. automobiles In fact if
knew precisely how

much It cost each year to oper-

ate Their cars, they would be
shocked into cutting capons..

University before completing
theological studies in Wash- am, at Holm. Junior High,
ington, D.C., prior to ordain- 221 S. Wolf Rd. and London
went in 1960. He has also done 'Junior High, 1001 W. Dun graduate work. at the Univer- dee.
sity of Louvain, Belgium, the
Catholic University of AmerA 50 cent adrriadai charge
bee, Washington, D.C., and
will tenet to the IOSMA to
Marquette University.
help defray contest expenses.

The booklet is being offered
Your Car which n packed
with money saving susses lore to readers of The Day asa
nos on car mre Written by public service of the Nationalmotor..
Ras Hite an antOMOtAc ex Auto Club For each copy re
pert, it contains helpful hints quested, send 35 cents in C01.
t cover cost of handling and
and proven ways to cut costs mailing to, National Auto
engine repairs, tire, battery !Club, Box 368, Elmont, N.Y.

on improving gasoline mileage

Thison

ha -.and ac.sory purch.. muf-

.

District 21 is hosting the
competition in which 27 musical groups will partidpam.
Conmetition vrill begin at 9

Ways To Saw Blaney On used automobile

Lionel Auto Club, which .

conducted extensive research
to determine how the nation's

84 million car owners spend
their money for automotive

111003.

Ottand mil pipe
broke

GIC.

There are also special see lions on "How to Save Massey

and supplies. Another On Car Insurance," "How To
objective of the study was to Make Tires and Batteries Last
help the consumer substantial- Longer," "How To Make'

Your Car Look Better and

ly reduce expenses.

The research led to the pub-

limtion of a free booklet, .101

Last Longer" plus valuatde
tips on how to get the beat buy

when porch...Mg new or

SPRANG SALE
DESIGNER INFLUENCE
DRESS SHIRTS IN
THE BOLD NEW
BLUES, GREENS,
GOLDS, BROWNS

4 -PIECE IMPORT!
WOOL DOUBLE-KNIT
SCARFED PANTSUIT

4.99
value -priced

99

New long Fula spread
collar(or roday's wider ties

..Men French cuffs ...
and the esp.,. detail of
a fell placket !reel. Permanentress Decree polyester and
cnIton. Sizes 1.4,10a, sleeves 52-55.

You'll ago ee it's worth

PERFECTLY COORDINATED
FULLY LINED ALL SILK

$55 to $65

TIES

3.50

e are fin ow

F miens

unbehes ably low powd
lussumus quality A-

ssad invented knits-this
ant u e must yotx
something to n1 s. ubout,

o grikine p inbutt

AQUA -HAVEN®
COATS FOR

form British Hong /
Hong-with
longer high
coil hed Iscket
.lees elev. shell dared

(1j

hem p Inv. plus a limp
scarf Come see oln
complete collection of
full f oshioned knot
ensembles In ins .t. le d

ALL-WEATHER
WEAR!

ROYAL HALL'
DACRON'
AND WORSTED
SHAPED
SPORTCOATS

13.88
Cravenetterire ded for
water.repellent r un proof

SIZES IN GROUP

ppoodod looks. CI e.ne single

Our Big
and Tall Men's

6 TO 14
IZEs 6 TO 16

6revsted modal 1.ith

Eta w ... crank t lamed an

Dept At Our

all cotton in your thence of

plaids, cheeks or .rid
coin.. with runt- isle%
tom Booing. Sue. for

Des Plaines
Store Only!

YOU'D NEVER EXPECT
IT...A SAVING NOW
ON EXCITING
NEW COATS

AND BLAZERS

Ito shorn loom
Tenifle buy at this price.

PACE -SETTING
WASHABLE CREPE!
BEAUTIFULLY SOFT

199

'

69

Imo sir price The best part of it what you get

for the money Important styles Important
fabrics The swingiest side buttoned cape
chunging its shape by w iv of its belt The

9 Remarkably
low-priced

SI ide of the lawman quoins rich,
wonderfully w rsh Min crepe

famous

Chia; t crepc of met de tad mini) the.

changing its style L.s
snappiest ewe co at
flipping off the detachable cape coil or Both in
black -plaided white. The shapeliest belted -coat
.. glossy vinylpatent emphasizing Sloe
jacquard -woven colors.

!It

AUTHENTIC PRO
GLEN DOUGLAS®
GOLF JACKET

SPRING BLOUSES

R eg oleo ly 25 99

\ ot m ofter E Inter to mg Instead aright now

2688

DOUBLE-BREASTED SUITS
WITH A NEW SLANT
ON SHAPE!

fabric that sh ims into blouses of lovely
softness These revery new with then deep
buttoned -cuff full Sleeves. . the huttonfront, with esaggerated.size pointed collar
the yoked -style, with low -dipping
spread collar. Pastels. Sizes 301n 38.

5495 to 6795

H111 Freq. permanently
pressed model, tailored
with thesemodel,
outstanding
le dines nylon.lined
qleese, and yoke,
swing away action
pleats, convert-

Robert Hall voluntary -controlled prices/
hien, break out of that everyday mold and stop into a
right -this -minute look that says you're a fashion leaded
New closer -to -the -body cut in the six-buttog silhouette
Have it your own way-the Edwardian model (three to
the classic model
button) with deep center vent
(two to button) with deep side vents. Season's most wanted f abries, patterns, colors. Regulars, shorts, longs

ible stormtab

coll., inner
secard pocket.
waterrienellmt
fabric S.M.L.XL.

Mk

1/4

DUNDEE -

HOFFMAN ESTATES

DES PLAINES

GLENVIEW

220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

1507 RAND ROAD

580 WAUKEGAN ROAD

(0.20 AMNIA qt Rt. 72)

(Cameral Golf Rd I MAN. of Maples)

lConwref Rend& Itlwr Reashl

(BetwitenGelf A Glenview Ada)

DUNDEE
220 S. DUNDEE AVE.
25 ,o4 H4,14 Re. la/

,

New two button and three button single-hrtwated
sportcoats inplaids, tattersall; windowpanes ...
six button handsome Spring donble-breasted
blaxer,,in solid hopsneks ..-with new waist suppression ... wider, fuller lapels, deeper vents.
Regulars and longs.
ALTERATIONS INCLUDED IN TIME FOR EASTER

Huge variety!
SLACKS
Wanted -look tri-loba Darionv
. polymer beech iii auhaaa,
ids,

vaine p, iced

BaM n -Balm wa1stband
French fly tab, olio,

styles. tag.

numbed nylon zipper.

ALTERED TO EXACT INSEAM LENGTH AT NO CHARGE

NEW BOLD LOOK IN GENUINE
LEATHER BELTS, sizes 30.40

ALTERATIONS INCLUDED IN TIME FOR EASTER

S.04.

comp. value $35

2.99

SIM
111108Mit

DES PLAINES

GLENVIEW

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

1507 RAND ROAD

580 WAUKEGAN ROAD

(Corner.' thall Rd. I SHAKO Staging)

Kamer of Rand & Rime Roods)

(lletwon Golf &Glenview Ads.)

HOFFMAN ESTATES
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h cwareg w rth getting cold®® apparently 'yes'
By K. C. Radtke

cation debate onstudent nooklog. Almost ell of Me students

Jobns."

Is a eignet worth standing
15 or 20 minutes in the cold

Who Use the smoking areas
regularly said it would be nice

tort "The students should
haves smoking area because it

outdoors on a breezy day?
It is to high school students

to have an indoor smoking

who make daily use of the

months.

cuts down on smoking m the
washrooms, but the parents,
nutter than the district, Mould

g

usama

MAN WANTED TO WORK FULL

V5SFa'Fr'1%

Car

TIME - trIALCCAPINC

Pa id

three District 214 designated
=whine areas at Hersey High

three

Wheeling High
School, and Forest View High
School.

Wind up on the ground rather

smoking arm."
-- Two FVHS senior bOye:
Ilk not necessary that smok-

pect High School where administrators recently made a

than In the garbage can.

ing become an issue, it's on in.

futile effort to provide o smok-

high
schoolcrt thought the snicking

ing area.
Several

MANY OF THE

were

areas were "messy," "rem-

apperent in the random, small
sampling.

thy," and in sore need of some

conclusions

foosr, A MAJORITY of
student

sod

smokers

non-

smokers favored e smoking

TM Form Yaw High school amok., area at she north carom of the school perking lot.

Cone tuck heairEngs on apartments
into the requested rezoning of
nine and one.half acres in
Prospect Heights on the west
side of River Rd., near Euclid.

to permit construction of a

north of a service station at the
nathwest corner of Euclid and
River Rd.
It Is bounded an the west by
Burning Bush Trails Pert

where the River Trails Perk
District is just completing its
administration .building and
fieldhouse, and on the north by
a landscape contractor's bust-

comAlex of six -story apart
mans and 10 townhouses.11te

ness and a nursery.

area is now asned for single

pletely single-family resklen-

family residences (11,41.

tial character of the 3 sq.-mile
area served by the Forest River Fire Protection District lhr

Cloth - man Alex Stith desig-

nated mother 21 days for objectors to file documents. and
an additional 14 days to the

mom, for the lend developers to file answers to them
documents.
Decisions in such cases we
generally rendered in horn
3040.60 days after all testimony is filed.
Attorneys represented the

Village of Wheeling, the River

Tills Park District, and the
Forest River Fire Protection
District. which provides lire
protection in the area of the
proposed complex.

homeniwiers groups
were also renremnted.

-AMONG 'POE AREAS covered, or Me factors alleged to
be important in dm mare than

six hours of testimony were
Wheeling's general development plan. area Ere protecion facilities, the single family
residential character of the sun
retailing area, the proximity of
the proposed complex to Pal Waukee Ai coon. and Me effect
on the school population and
on park district facilities.
The land parcel involved
fronts En River Rd., is almost
niare id shape and lies on the

west side of River Rd. just

.

PRESERVING THE co nh

Ralph H. Martin, a licensed
real estate broker with William

L. Kunkel and Co., said he
believed

the

planned

rent

wiled., from $225 to 5350
per month for the,arimem,
and $150 per month for the
townhouse mits, would attract

persons who in total would
have IMS to 50 grade school
andhighschoolagedchildren."
His estimates were disputed
by Thompson A. Dyke, of the
city planning firm employed by
Wheeling.

the Forest River Fire Prole°,
lion District (FRFPD) said

He added that one snorkel

costs between $80,000 and
$100,000 and the anticipated
revenue from taxes for the fire
district for 196U, are expected
to be only 631,000,

IN ADDITION, said Fake,
the district has outstanding
short term loans of 53,01,10 and
long term loans in the form of a
bond issue, of S60,000.

many of those who testified for

those opposing the remning
from single family to apan-

single-family residences on the

Wilt strong enough to with-

9.5 acre parcel, with the 97

stand the weight of a enorkcl
unit, because of the nature of

ning 112-6).

M

The Forest River district is
bounoRd by River RC east;

Wolf Rd.. west; Old Willow
Rd., north; and Central Rd..
south.

could be expected with 26
schoolchildren he expected
would comprise the addition m
the school population if the developer's plan were followed.
In his testimony Martin,

Finally, Felke said, the floor
of present fire station was not

two -bedroom units and 77
one.bedroom units in six -story

maimum that could be built

apartment buildings, and 10
townhouses, said that surveys
of the northwest suburban area
reveal that apartments are

He jdded Oct such use
would be 'economically un-

ceived Fromm the Illinois IN.
spectioo and Rating Bureau.

marketing
contended

needed and demanded by residents.
HE ALSO SAID he believed
the martinetnts would generate

that the "highest and best use
would by multi -family (R-6)."
IN A STATEMENT near the

THIS, HE SAID would raise
combined fire and homewner's insurance premiums

single-family homes was the
there.

from the
and
standpoint,
sound

end of the hearing, Winston

a "very small" school popu-

Harwood, superintendent of

lation, no more than would be
generated were the land parcel

the River Trails School Dis-

devoted solely to single resi-

ber of adult renters expected in
the proposed complex, de

dential family use.

trict 26, starting with then um-

Appearing in behalf of the

tailed his calculations for ex-

the George M

pected school population additions, and came up with what
he considered a conservative
to tee
estimate of
e
Felke, treasurer for

developers.

Sloan Co., Campbell mid the
complex was expected to attract a population of from 600
to 1,000 Perm.,

smokers their own place away
from students who dislike

senior smoker, "The school is
am doing much educationally

FOURTH, THERE

Tice student council should up -

'are

teachers walk around with
packages 01 GjdFarmes to their

so ma students who do smoke,

IMRE ARE some student

work, and a few students who
recently gave up the habit.
Fifth, although a handful of
students
were
adamantly
agaig5( smoking, a large mob
ber of those interviewed, both

- John Smit, Forest View
High junior "I don't smoke at
all. Smoking is up to the individual. Students thoulegil he

"The students should make

inside the

Larry' Molina°, FVHS

trict says'Mo."
-- Roger Dahm, WHSjunior

smoker, I just smoke when I

nomsmokert "The kids should
a smoking area. like if

to

and

-

smoke

junior: "'m not presently

little to educate high
to the hazards of smoking.

get the urge. The kids should

Ada, of those wit° do Oct

have smokiog =a rather
than mac a mess In the

smoke wen: indifferent to the
district's current board of car -

PHS:

Everyone

cwsponsor a day -long confer-

m.= titled "Trails in an Urban
Setting" at the University at
fflinois Circle Campus this
Seturday, according to Roger

A. Narvik. vice-chairman of
COGS executive committee.

lijorvik, who is Palatine
Palk District secrttary, said
the conference is intended to
bring together interested persons to discuss the planning
and development of re
Lionel trails and hopefully will
lead to new trails and additions
to existing ones in north eastern Illinois.

The conference. which will
be held in the Illinois 'Room at
the Circle Campus from 9 a.m.

to 5 pin., Bjorvick said. Anyone interested in attending cm
register at the conference that
morning.

'There is a growing mosMtion that trails in an urban
setting and

near population

Immanuel School wins 1st ratings

en

Tile soloists and ensemble
numbers from Immanuel La-

tham

School

in

Palatine

bronchi name 21 first division

ramps out of 30 events entered in the Illinois District 8
Solo and Ensemble Contest at
Ann Sullivan Elementary and
Mao
Arthur Junior High
&heal in Prospect Heights

March 7. This was the first
Nine the school competed in
thts contest.

All of the ensembles entered

received first ratings. The ensimbles and their members
were, Flute Trio, Cheryl Hods
Karen 'toward and Cheryl

Jan Larson and Marla Gleam;
Saxophone Trio, Dale Restahek, Lori Lagerhausen and
Mike Henricks; Bras Quintet,
Steve Henricks, John Weide,

Kim Anstedt; Clarinet Quartet

Dave Lytner, Jeff Sveinsson
and Scott Theel, and the Per n Ensemble, Mike
Weide, Gregg Orchard, John

IT Peggy Fob., Kathy Kost.

Gurney,

Knigge; Clarinet Quartet I,
Renee Cramm, Debbie Lytner, Vicky Greenland and
Mike Hertel and Jeff Schroeder, Clarinet Quartet III, Paul
VanStemberg, Walter Spoo,

forms, IRS aide reports
So far this year 16,241 taxpayers in northern Illinois
have used the wrong tax table
or rate schedule in computing
doh. 1969 Federal income tax.

single tapayers use the tables
for married taxpayers by oilstake.

There are separate tax tables

have overpaid their incometax
as a result, E. P. Trainor, dis-

for single Persons, unmarried
heads of household, married
couples filing jdintly and Married couples filing separate returns. TfaMor urged taxpayers
to avoid
to use the right

trict director of Internal Revl-

mistakss.

on,

The problem occurs, Train-

Computation from
the
wrom tax table results M the

or mid, when a married tax-

wrong tax due. Some tax-

payer filing a joint return uses
the lax table for either married
oouplea filing separately or for
eagle persons. Frequently,

payers,

Not only have refunds been

delayed but many tapayers

aid.

a result of the error,
receive a smaller, or larger re-

fund and othert recoil.
for
for

tax.

bill

clarinet; Jeff Sveinsmon, trombone; Scott Hajek, trombone,
and Mike Weide, snare drum.

Immanuel School's in strumental diressor
Dale
Elmshaeuser. Principal of the
school is Orville Schaeffer.

-

25 to

D3 pwPla

bit eR

ea.

Special

Starch
KANYLO 1. SON

359-2515

Herring
REDI HEATING

Found...ins

D'res

Slobs

Remodel., Addnions

Etd

or

sop ossiry ,sc,"
Wm. 67 1.0009

or

OM

ames.
rooms

ROEFULL' PUMP AND W

estab-

trails..

Bjorvik said in a statement. "It

is recognized as a trend that
has a national importance, and
legislation. in Washington has
caRed for the establishment of
a nationwide system of trails..

Troop 297
to sell lawn

o

weliPoPermo o,c1 earn
goo Mee,
Po sng All

le

gutters 392 9645

The girls' swim tarn from
the Countryside YMCA fin-

200 -yard medley relay P.M of

ished fourth last weekend at
finals held at
the District
George Williams College in

Caryl Connie and Andy Hibbs

1

Downers Grove.

at MacArthur School, Hoffselling lawn
fertilizer to raise money to go
to camp this summer and to
is

buy needed equipment.

The scouts will deliver the
fertilizer to you either April 4
or 5. Closing date for purchases is Minch 27. For infoo
motion coil either 529-8325 or

plucked off the top spot in
their race. Dee Fricke took a
first in the 50 -yard freestyle.
Kay Corbett came back to take

trophy and two award plaques.

the

100 -yard

medley

relay

team of Darcy Dee, Sue Win-

slow, Tracy Hibbs and Danielle Morando captured fourth
place. Young Miss Dee came
back to cap third in the 25 yard freestyle. The 1013.yord
freestyle team of Cheri Branch.
Sue WineiLind,diard ,S,Mach:ke,

slow and Tracy Hibbs notch -

vidual Medley. Ka Nielsen
third in the 100 -yard
fremtyle while the 200 -yard
freestyle relay squad of Kay
Nielsen, Dee Fricke, Denise
was

second.

sion

200 -yard

medley dry

Need finished third. S
ming on that team were
Rafferty, Cathy Wolfe,

Gretchen Fricke and Chmla
Blair.
`se the Prep Diiiision, Dated
Joseph, Cool Arnbrose, Cathy

Howland and Sue Enander
made up the third place 200 yard frastyle relay team.

THE JUNIOR

Division

Blair, Dana Joseph, Carat Am-

go "downstate" include
Linda Stahnke, Cathy Wolfe,
to

brose,

Cathy Howland, Pat

Lazarus and Chris Pedersen.

OPEN SUNDAYS!

CONVENIXET-% per

CLOSED FRIDAY EVENINGS

SPECIAL ON ARMSTRONG
CEILING TILE 12" x12" x Yr"

Kim Corbett was third ,in
yard freestyle in 28.3. The
200 -yard Individual Medley
had Sue Chips second and Pat

PinehurstTextured..a
Georgian
FREE

1

Hibbs,

Danielle

PURCHASE
OR OVER

Rafferty, Siobhan Rafferty
Dee F k , he En oder S

.g.o.

.g.ft.

18c

DUFFY- EVANS
-

m'""""'")

HOUR Mo w Thum, 8 nor. to 810 Win.
Tua,

ed.F4.8 a.m .to Sta0

SERVICE
as talc co 55 0 Ieren Mot
dedpnble1 No

weeoiled .. ey
soVEZZ'vos

'"'dEa'OC,Crdlnr'

Ct. S.7141
a.m. to 5 p.m

Sol.

scssoando assn.

wA

ills

155 2570

11.1.

ret7,=1. tett

529-3901
11555..1 File.gcl,Arl. Ali.

r.r.r

439-8280

NNE 11411PORBAIHNNG

too s.rosse nes.

359-1410
Drapery Repairs

EV, Construction, InC

Dressmaking -Sowing

Imuced mssurCral Sp000

2511051 Arl. Ht5 Reason.,
ORMSMAZLF,..ALZRATIONS
SHARON HOFER

REASONABLE C051

1,46

394-1045
M.
s

LA9 6050

True Service

Paid Vacations

537.7075

Czn,:plerno'lte'lLTnrfree
027.7456

WAHLQuIST

avows. Nay law.

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

McKAY TREE SERVICE
med. A Christine

.g.4a

Hodt

Din
e

buds

CL

Sow the skill.

Pride al work.

Upholstery

Waldron,

rldhlrg.

l'aung. 35107556

Coleco

Chicago Motor

Apply in Person

Club - AAA

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

we ore interviewing to
fill openings for soles
representatives for
No rthwest Suburban

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

DECORATORS

Haig!.
255d-0900

TRY A NEW JOB AT
D REYNOLDS

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

827-1186
Day or Evening

INCOME TAX

Call 2,14646 or 817 0941

GIMOM UPHOLSTERY,.

p.

p

cidt wr

yo

THEY'RE GREAT!

bo

110 -RIO USUAL FEE.

392-8017

AUTOMATIC SCREW
MACHINE OPERATORS

215ituafionsWantoffAm
OUR SPRCIALTY

Mohawk. Rendering!

ArreNs/U'sds.

FREE ESTIMATES

SHADE "N" SHUTTER
FREE ESTIMAMS

529 5777

Child care in my licen:od berm.

Decorators

CL 9-0495

per

kxperiensed

nv4,
tt" Ir

main.

ADVANCE
cuii mrcanal hem or

EARN MORE a 10% NIGHT SHIFT
OPP

in ,e/3011.

Saran Emmy

Lauritz -Jensen

55P 0561

xuPeFM10010,111C.
.iprornme

20.Sto6onsWardedif ono
tssnient Mild corn for working
mothers. LIcense.5cbaumburg

Mate Income Fetens 2514074

Call 251.7202

Coll 2,8,1117i 1,81..111ur

ee

MOLD
REPAIRMEN

MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO
392-3060.

1807 Sigwali Mom

Nana& Slaw Tax worn:

Danner,,

' Window Shades

394-3200

Income Tax
Service

An Equal Opportunity Employer

area.

CALL

3 1118

CREATIVE

o Paid Holidays

SALESMEN

CUSTOM DENCIISMRY

WALLPAPERING
TILING

es.

POZAACKSLANDSCADING
'

Ocr
DRMSMAKING-INALMING,

Call caller OPM 3P111102.

0 Free Life Insurance

FREE ESTIMATES.

Praspe

IMemPlatta 5.1070

HOUSES RAISED

SINCE

Free Hospitalization
'1Z'Ifi'STEETETRUCSE'1

ORD,

392 0144

247.63

FULL BASEMENT

days.

PN. &Miura gd.

437-2884

Speool winger disci*

wisboomer.rnen.

No experience necessary. Day and night shifts
$3.04 per hour to mon. $3.17 per hoer after 120

11 -Business Sennices

11ARION3TLILI2

ALL DRAPERY' REPAIRS

WAREHOUSEMEN

PM 151,0655

f aro

CUSIOM UPHOESTEDY.Fee p,r4

. Repairs

coners.Geol dimes

43,411.3

SPRING SPRAYING

RICK'S DECORATING

Rooling
Modern
3seinewis

h., several permonent jobs for

floo7ore1

instroolor

DES PLAINES

GOODYEAR TIRE 8 RUBBER CO.

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

Pooelle, 6

r wostr

"*.717:1Von; rot I
Apply in Person to MRS. All(E

15 -Instruction

.

,...

597,95

se Go b,esMppine Clr.

Realtors -Owners

Rom Periods

Deotbe

o. noosed.

Deope Plem

7.1:1".1";

..gm.

Fain

849-4700

CAC.. AP, 56,1.

/ter

owS5oua Sadao

o717E2=

Tree Trimming

53771013

Prun nee,

riDrones

""

'"SuggesennawordS,Zm'
Leave of Absence

CALL

ALL READINGS
CONFIDENTIAL

guaranteed

DECORATING
exterior paining.

Gall -Rose

Omen.

'tape
4030p.m.

POODLE

Pah ando

wawa.Rms.

Cog for

MN EST MAIMS

RUSSELL

529-3900

Wore noon
Windows

Sorislacfmn

MCI. ULF SERVICE
Wells oki Floors
Repairs
Remedelin., a

^

SENFNOAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

necraionnosos
nosertutaiuns

Lumber & Plywood
rrommt 514 g

1

IONNETNA.PSARSON

Free est.., NO obIARN.11

,.

1,9.4537m 5121.84.
%RIMER, TOW:1G

eadsrosweedoro

Discover thr Brill, Buys. & Better Meat At
fBrhg

Dog Service

29,7696

7

Kay Nielsen, Kay Corbett,

Kolin, Pam D'Orio, Denise

22c

DOLORES BURS 501001 OF
DANCING MROLL NOW FOR
CLASSES CL 3 3500, FL 3 1355

GROOMING

Ante

Work

dt:tr
015.4KiNInsur.oinc

1155 OAKTON ST.
styLt.

INCOME TAX

Rumpus

PANEL
2 x 4 GEORGIAN TEMLOCK

$15.00

Morando,

Caryl Cannis, Andy Hibbs,
Kim Corbett, Sue Chips, Barb

sq. ft.

swoon.

MRS. MAY

Tailering

BEHD11'

Pain Nadoys include Pour AM

Nonhwest

CARD AND
HOROSCOPE READINGS

MEN'S GLOWING: win a ,von
igeirms lor sole. Tailored to um

FEDERAL & STATE

Dancing Schools &
Supplies

Fences

241/2C

26c

COMPUTERIZED

Wollmon Connt. Co.

Wom

r1710=''''

Ye..

Raid

GUTTER MEN

K mart

0..dr,rs

Income Tax Service

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

gltiaasrmL

SUSPENDED CEILING

DELIVERY

ON

mina in the state championships on April I at George
Williams College are Darcy
Dee, Sue Winslow, Tracy

GOOD WORKMANSHIP.
15YRS. XPERIENCE. INSURED
227.0020
242.5994

s

team of Kim Corbett, Sue

Those girls who qualified to

PLACES & GENERAL REPAIR.

siding

Lazarus fifth. In the 100 -yard
breaststroke, Pat Lazarus was
second and Pam D'Orio third.
The 200 -yard freestyle relay
Pedersen came in Murth.

24c

Madras

the Intermediate Division 50 -

Chips, Pat Lazarus and Chris

Countryside' Midget DIvi.

OTHERS WHO qualified

second in the 200 -yard Indi-

Rafferty and Sue Stahnke was

IN TIIE CADET Division.

Gretchen Fricke, Chula

Stahnke and Cheri Branch,

Kay Nielsen, Kay Corbett,

FIRE-

FULL TIME STOCKMAN

MECHANICS and/or

30% Winter Discount
XS PA DECORATING

292407

HOMES. OFFICE ROOM

couple

51/0". DiCOR

Child Cart

ADDITIONS. GARAGES. EiT

Illinois Bell

35B 903P

onee.

OWNS, 0ATFIROOMS,

Into

54S-0507

358-2597

AVAILABLE ISEMEDIAIELY

Minorco Heigh.

ASSISTANT MEN'S WEAR MGR.

Call Mr. Moore.

FPOMW DPCIRIC,

SPENCER & SONS

Oboe pa RIO

no im

rye MielleM

Co ntryside 'IF swimmers fourth

fertilizer
Boy Scout Troop 197,
which meeb every Wednesday

ps A

we have oponlims

296-5586

write Bn

of Rome homes in your
area to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insulated Siding. If interested

PAWING. & DECORAH.

CONCRETE WORK

°E-

to

work. Excellent fur e for
aggressive individual.
Des Plaines locotion.

SHEET METAL

ROLAND E JOHNSON

al 575 Coll for kw estimate.
Reimer 7114.

024-5156

GENERAL

The Countryside girls totaled 723 points, finishing 17 behind champion West Subur'He said the conference will ban. Because of their fine
showing, the girls picked up a

he a unique opportunity for

INFDA SYSTEM- PeroP5 oom

1111.

520 PAINTS M17051 ROOMS

Mom,1550
onelmo A door

2554557

United

the

to be a full time cam sai Ian

be oleo and willing

ss, met mi. our. Apply now. Odds ore pull he glad you

'5157:1:::EliZiR1751rWkR'Ned

ur

Minor

ammiss.

The Honey High Selma smoldng arc a ml the school's rear entrance.

recreation..

urban

Middle aged or retire

159-401.

mosanakin

oA

important facets of outdoor

the

BUD

WANTED

DA D SUMEIPLIPAP

WHY MIMI 111 twor Ike Gnu,

PLAN NOW FOR SPRING

hipping, receiy.
sst
ing ond stack roorn. Must

'S'S CT;
'IrZ
IO;.0366.21tft!'5..

CL 5 RAI

Reng

Free Wimples Ed inwinsid
3.1.3450
CL S3.1

v.edaa arTirM

Ina. liandmoOmOWieE
1677741 or 513.720B

ROOKDADOTIMPUS

355 5650

Need o young mon to

INTERIOR

Nigh, 559.1906

11C10, HOME IMPROVEMENTS
AND STORE FIXTURES

51555.

looking

KANZLER BROTHERS

mum,

Stales them is an incised,*

1,177.

5

392-935/

14 Hr, Phone
Day

150

- NEW WAY PAINTINmodeliG

CALF 562 1975

cc, building and ell. lad., In lap cobndition. Illinois Re
Moe mo
le o
sm Min you Y t Ibe best deed possi:

RECEIVING

LONELY%

Call ImPIMM9B DD."'
7.59 `1917 477-7F

Sump Pump

larnF

Nw

BRCS HOME REPAIRS

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Painting & Decorating

.6.11DE 'R'5D Mr/

etal rue'rt geaag 000. 10, er kra.in

SHIPPING
Storm Windows

sy, sms

Home Maintenan

Walks

35914.

197ersonals

SALES p5d SERVICE

REA

ARLOAD,

BUILDING CUSTODIAN

FAIWILLE7.7' 77,D,FRA7,,

FULLPAINSURED

FORTM
222O5934

Shoe Salesman

024.40/0

"Hot Water Heating

CALL US BRAY

Cod

YOU COULD GET A BETTER DEAL
BANJO LESSONS

ALLEN CONCRETE

Friendly

59,105

m PoP
uudis Sp
5150 up. Eec37 %IPA or PI 9 0517

CALL 766-5054

Corpentry-Remodeling
Contactors

fir

swine Non

AccidenIA Si, Benefits

Sign Pomona

ID DAY MME TRIALARI

re'""'"

Black

FOUND'

027.4537

GRA%

5

IIEL5ONE

Cease. Cmgmerors

KEN'S KUSTOM

Sowing Machine Repair

am' wocrimo
COMoND

am rims
nem

CLASSROOM AND 10B TRAINING
Pold Va.:miens

FULL TIME

304-302B

Musket Instructions

rare

installation department
Installing communication equipment in
telephone exchanges in Chicago moo.

=7"

13 -Lost aml Found

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

Coll- .2,5g

in. est Ca

766.15113.

FREEesp

Arida Mose,

1517120
Ask larldanager

Automobile Service

Working for Western Electric

YOUNG MEN

ReYer,

HEARING AIDS MR RENT

[smear work by vac. Pella.

%EL

517.1214

Hewing Aids

Cement

CAREER IN

Sewer it Septic WW1(

REVERS AAASONRy

CL 5 8%32

INIFCH McGUIRIS
Rasp./
300 P.Rond

BOYS 12 to I

1,15115 PREF BEINIAITS

t'AnZNGTIr

wan

KORNER

important,. he
raid..Walking for pleasure is
high on the list of participation
activitiss, and cycling, canoe fog and horseback riding are

89/1-7664.

boom.

771

General Hauling

HAWNG A PARDO

58- 4505 In eY71.SF511.141.

_

are

man Estates,

DK5IN'TDrXA1D1=17:
['ALF 65B

OFFICE

290101117antet Sten

IN THE

Maaanry

01.1R

MEFET

OA

CATERING CL 57033
IFZ PECTR1CAI

JERI_ NS REMODEIINS

rational resource.

tugs were: Karen Howard,
flute; Cheryl Knigge, flute; Jill
Hajek, flute; Renee Cramm,
clarinet; Vicky Greenland,

WEDDINGS

is 3 P.M

OWN

COMMUNICATIONS

WORE ...RAMMED

EL 8

'; ,=C6'DDAS1273

Debbie Lytner, clarinet: One

Westermann, piano.
Soloists receiving second ra-

al

ONE DAY

FRIDAY.RIARC1.120
mWKnow

Reeling
ROOFING AND REROFFING

stassmiak %mac.

full-time employee.

Bruce Baunigartner
and Mark Schmidt.
Soloists receiving first ratings were: Cheryl Hoth, Mae;

phone; Dave Lytner, trumpet;
Steve Henricks, trumpet; John
Weide, trumpet; Dave Lytner,
French horn; Steve Roegge,
French ham; Roger /Carding,
trombone, Scott Theet soma phone; Lynn Heggem, piano;
Judy Larson, piano, and Anne

por

aneckaiss in

Felke. Only the fire thier ie

private citizens, government
agencies, recreation departments and private corporations to discuss urban trolls,
which he called a valuable rec.-

Many taxpayers use wrong1;z:aP_,:nri,,','°,::,7=

MAGICIANBanous, ChildeoN5

lies. CE 3 0353

$a l5111M.P.R.PIng appicanis lac
ONLY.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Moines

WANT AD

IV SERVICES RPPAiR

,our slain. Senior ceicensweicomerL

[LED 355135,

PATCHISPANTRy

Auto Painting

volunteer members. said

of

LAM

do

'sreWe'r

he re -

BY "DENY ME IkAGIC

fumiture Refinishing

Catering

Adinglop HeIglos.111.

en daytime and 28 nighttime

lishment

an

commerical

Individual

More certain, according to

trend toward

dm

thing..

Each school should make Its

,

RodioTV Service

SERVICE

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Fake, was the bureau's admonition that in case of a fire in a
six -story apartment building
10 men would have to respond
to a fire alarm.
At present a five -man
the minthem
district has sevimum. The

roughout

MAGIC

school says not to sm.'. but
they don't give us anything
they
nod
aucWanallY,

an average of $15 per home.

centers

Magic

255-7200

..sfe
Its sq
a sa
mr:Im

number "8" rating. ..Man

pm. D12.6651

ART
reMo

oge 11 re VI 3w. or roller and ol good
bab lu I rime end non sinm [minimuma

meowpdalll
Venous

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

D'Ke7e:EDD

Furnace installation

Carpet Layer

oomenneorre

Fake raised the possibility
of the fire district losing its

Naar Rehm thing

52995
111

NORTH SLI DREIAN AREA

SECURITY GUARDS
RON NEW

MAY SPECIAL

should

Conference to air pi nailing of trails
The Cook County Council
of Governments (COO) and
the Open Lands Project will

susthvzsco.

smoke. Sure some don't like It,
they tell us not to smoke. The

lea

Section

for

296.1071

Art Service

255-1010

4390923
srd cmodwee qualifies
kraersper won..

MARCH THRU

"Sure our pare. know we

should.

3040 S. Busse Rd
ARLINGTON HTS., ILL,

Piano Tuning Services

Instructions

IWO Wog Cennol

School Bus, Inc.

Classified

CL 3 na4

56 00 CL 5 2236 or

SALEM 1.7.1,17FNANCE

make up their own mind.

they smoked in here (cafeteria)
it would offend ever.yone.

Arte.;*24'.
004
mo
44,44,04=ZP.:

"'-

at

in today's

Est.

Rog Shampoo Specialists

like the smell of it."
Concensus of students
smoking off -school property

smoker:

their own decison on smoking
They will smoke anyway if the
district says PnoW maybe
More kids will smoke if the dis-

able

non-smokers
scented to think the school
school did
smokers

Me, WHO junior

bee

Permanent Waves

LArL'oi,dr:ZI'pn;-b078

don

- Guzman and Lou Vim-

opinions:

255.75.6.

LICENSED PFAU', OPERATOR

SVFOat

-- Prospect High junior: "I

not when the

on smoking

Coll

Floor Maintenances.

ing because it's cool but after
while it becomes a habit."

really don't care. I don't
smoke at all and it has no effect
on Me. If they want a smoking
long a they
area that's ok

Cook County

PROFESSIONAL 1A% SERVICE

HEMMING P. ALTERA', IONS

point a committee to keep it
dean..P.ple do start stook -

0110111.

that the young people who did
smoke would continue In
smoke regardless of district or
school policy, parental or
health objections.

Air Conditioning

2:30-5 p.m.

VECHS

Plumbing

0811m 352 1251

ALTERATIONS DRESSMAKING

got a really bad cough. The

Ian

home buys

255 31122

DAN PRP.

350-0190.

Engineering Service
5'

P.M. ROUTES

Drrpoll Repairs

FREE ESTIMATES

honor smoker.

dm decison on smoking And
onoking irt the school."

6:30-8:30 a.m.

on the better

fro.?

S.oll

walnu t

d

29h2%1ter

SHAROigfir314 INS

The kids should clean it up,

humidifiers. reFeRmFDS. gARD1

A.M. ROUTES

oa. Planes

Loa St.

gie 7510

.

Rare row.1

FEDERAL & STATE
FILINGS
mike o, r,vorvr.Otono.
Reg

the
smoking area. Yes, it is messy:

appreciated the designated-- Leon Korotenko. Wheels
areas because it lessened amoklog High freshman maker: "1
think the students should make
ing in washrooms and gave the

tria.

to informaion he sal

men."

.10F ORMAN

.6

Set your gaze

o lob

school then condones smoking
which produces lung cancer. I
V about a year, but quit
hey boyfriend smokes but he's

smoking area looks raunchy."
-- Jack Woods, Hersey High

snaking

should allow 0009 of the no
schools to formulate its awn

some LOW persons intim Fod
est giver Fire Protection Dis-

was much too small for single
family residences, said that 26

C.

give

and

a

- BOB GUZMAN, WHS

homes, all singlefarnily, and

Tee-Search planners, who dovolopcd plans for the proposed
complex. which is to have 187

We ought to be fair to them

Most of the students said

He said that there are 2,100

while stating that the parcel

smoke regardless of the policy.

REMODELING

392

5

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

but not in school, "The slur

and Geri McFadden: "If
silo, and
smokes, he will

them

392 d717 508 070D

be allowed to do it
-- Ellen Summerfold, Hersey High junior: who smokes

dents shouldn't be allowed to
smoke in school because the

0 40

Electrical Work

ALTERATIONS

someone does it, they should

a

icy on the smoking issue, but

subsoil.

Campbell. of

Rolf

exSecond, with little
ception, both categories of students said they felt that smoking Is and should remain on Individual decision.
Third, many of the students
Indicated that the dhtrict
should not adopt general pol-

belt not at school and not at

six -story apartments.

DYKE COMPARED the 39
children of school age through
high school that he calculated

peered to be en objective of

shelter was necessary to protat the cold bodies from wind,
rain and snow.
Smokers and non.smokent

that his organization had no

snorkel to fight a fire should it
occur in one of the proposed

-- Three FVHS sophomore
girls Carolyn Dews, Robin Lo -

Man::

CALL 394. eras.

Is bad for your health but if

La Salle Personnel

[RPM% PLASIMING

sp

DRIVERS
Earn Extro.Cast
Paid Training

298.270

Plastering

b

de

SCHOOL BUS

SALESPRAINEes-57011

oXrAtXt?..V,."t-et...

High senior nonsmoker: "The smokers should
have a smoking area. Smoking

Inspector

A'CLAT/11r:Dr3:;.11711fff

Income lax Service

Dressmaking -Se

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

Alterations

ID Work 2 ow, 6 Da Top pay.

MALE

mess. They (the

Hersey

have a sMOking area."

them,
The snioking area users genmalty agreed that some mot of

a

BRUCE CROGINAN

dividual decision. BS not a
bad idea to have a smoking
'area in wheat. The teachers
smoke. The students should

taigned committee to clean

is

smoke myself,'

.1 melee but I don't use the

haunched shoulders
ders, miffing
frequently
on butts, wh

The Day talked to smokers
and non-smokers alike et the
three schools and also Pros-

255 7200 OR 296-6640

smokers) look &All. I doe,

-A FVHS JUNIOR girl:

except a rob can. The
students stand shivering With

school at all. 1 nut don't like it.
It's sickening! The smoking
area

ins..

are

graveled
op. spaces svith no furnish.ings
schools

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

smoke

should

udents

Hemp doom on student Nook -

The smoking mem at the

in

stn'or boy: "I don't feel the

Machine

Intomationol Personnel
Ms Pm.
1433 Ookion

CALL ONE NOM

community .

0,002

Opening,. well eslablisSed

business people in your
Consult this doily guide of reliable serulces..offered by reputable

own deolson.''
Unidentified Hersey High

-Ed Banfed FYWIP jun-

area at least during the winter

School,

The zoning Board of AP peals of Cook Coumy concluded fis hearing last night

17

24E4 W1011910

29Help Welted Men

1

2.114470.

01 Ben Clarke

P

1970

21 -Employment Hammes On

PUT

IWO

TO WORK FOR YOU

09d-6AM

gt,''?1:1:1WP%
ARL.511S.
1N,

METHODE MFG,
CORP.

9442

Day Work Wonted.

Experhledeu. .0 n give

..570031

1700 S. Hid, RdMeor Eutlidl

BONUS

1st and 2nd Shift Open

call 854-4652
PPIy at

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd,

Chicago, Ills
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25 -Employment Agencies- Women
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211Ielp Wanted Men

JANITOR

=""

3.2.144

AUTOMOBILE
SALESMAN

MECHANIC

pipeberin's.emspeCr

FIGURE WORK $500
OUTRAN
Keep truck . m

TIRED TYPIST?

"'"

venter... eck

TRY RECEPTION

"r". ArrZ53Z1

CALL 259-9200,

For Interview Call

In a,ngton Heights

9, Dan.

775-6126

klds.

MANAGER

Call for Appl.

Dood ooni
5

EXECUTIVE SECT
TO CONTROLLER

394-1212

SECRETARY

Interviews sill be conducted benveen 0:00
and -COO p.m. Monday through Friday, or by

EXPERIENCE WILL EARN YOU TOP PAY
IN THIS POSITION THAT OFFERS VARIETY

$695 MONTH

appointment.
An Equal Oppoeunity Employer

°V

LEARN ART

d

L,

Gallery Business

YACHT

ln

h

GROEN DIVISION
DOVER CORPORATION

/

WON S6E PAID

talized's'', Insurance. Full time. Some openings part

0,0,11.11,o.:
betel

`I

Hew

en

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERIC

COUNTER GIRL

Sat 9 A M

Noun

255-1910

$130 WEEK

298-2770

TRAINEE -$540

is looking for

CENTRAL

Gtaute

26 Help Wand Women

Ref 'III...Re'

Secretaries

GUARANTEED SALES

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL
O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

CALL 439.9907 FOR INTERVIEW

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG IADIES

o TOP $$ COMMENSURATE WITH

mo bonus minoring. eaters esterase..

EXPERIENCE
PLENTY OF OVERTIME

Girl Friday -$575

to NO GENERAL LAY-OFFS

298-2770

eves. neeviket mbar. Abe knee
obie in week day
.wane slihn.

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILUN015

DeSerne,R4 Ant

Des Plaines

1165 Elmhurst Rd.

686-7740

LIFE INSURANCE
Leelt'"'"nD'Z PI

81/2 PAID HOLIDAYS AND LIBERAL
VACATIONS

Qualified Applicants will apply

WE NEED

TECHNICIAN TRAINEES
You All he nupla oparaiien and '

mmmmmi

or coll 543-9570

u-

si

ubval

benefit.

CHICAGO MAGNET

EXACT PACKAGING, INC.

Elk Grove Village

Interesting lobs with friendly peopk

* *-

Gee°, wages and benefia.

N eat and modern working conditions.
0 papa...116.1er real advancement.

0,

Definitely the leader ln our field.

Day or Evening Hours

just had a

YOUR BUDGET

CO

no

the nk you'll agree 'hot being ttelephone emelt. is

No Fee
Top Rates

Call Torn Mannard at 724-6100
or stop by

- --,---

an

RANDHURST CENTER

Glenview

3700 W. Lake Ave..
(Just west of Glenview Novel Air Station)

It

White Collar Girls

MI SIGNODE

"°"'

1st Arlington

..

©

,

111111611111211111M.

ag;t1",==,1^01T
p

1

rrec7..nr°P
Paa...FIrosar.'47444

'''095783r"

259.7000

ocm

12.9

9.7

WE SPECIALIZE
IN QUALITY 2ND CARS

wet''a

VIE*

"".

P5.

2g

HOWAR'1=AT

SIN

3455

_rkg Pe Pew rejr_sSuhdrLitra

CO

ps

h

eod tyow .

0",le

MUNDELEIN

Westgate Apts.

Overlooking [Penny Club
Noodastoms.samand

Multiple Listing Member

LOOM NW. HWY LIESPIA/NES

For Personal SerYke

I YEAR L.SE

The Boss
Says,

Your
INN NUN 91,11.911

Etc

Ifweke/Iles

$2.25

/He Rent, Stores, Offices

ovER

Call Any MAP

Professional

wEE

REALTOR

BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

CALL 3574200 Wt. 216
Ler

can solve your

RADIO-ISOTGITE

RE To Rent Office SPAN

103 -Auto Trailers &Cancers

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

TECHNICIAN!,
o a new homeT

695-3440

n's'n K'retFFS!;ord'

For
Day ar EEveniing

tams

ro71-7togr

a moPgoge move

ew

Interviews

DICK WICKSTROM
THE BOSS

a investments?

Seeing Is

114Motercycles and Scooters

CALL 439-8220
Contact Him Today

"THE CHOPPER SHOP"

Believing

82:Wanted to Rent
HOSPITALIZATION

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

An Ego. Opportunity Employer

211191) Planted Men & Women'

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

:41:3,74'3engT7yRour

the inside
story ...

-

BuTUOITTI

inedur..16 pleat)

90-InvestmentProperty

112 Automobiles For Sale

SQUILL 165.

5.6,

s

Mot,

ng mons and Saharan.

Small Investor's Income

'"'"'IZF27:0321

dr.. ranch. I, both,

'57 Dodge 354 cu. 2

Carter

dThhat7rn:

63

094.799

1968 CHEVELIE
STATION WAGON

0.6 power glide, power

$1895

r.PIS.

F

1967 FORD FAIRLANE
CONVERTIBLE

Ru

93-Fanns

1 & 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH

3x0.

.98, Automatic Transmis-

APARTMENTS FROM $190 TO $250
"4rohnucr

riiri

sion, Power Steering.

nTsmZt

$1395

McHenry...000 down,1300

Personnel Office- 297.5321e

802-3073

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
2000

Wolf
-

Rood

An Equal Opportuni, Ernployem

Des

Plaines
'

RI b,

s

CornerCr
Central

In 6 p

ul

Th3.181 Arlington Heighls, W.

fuelve OThs signs.

C

DICK WICKSTROM

%Mobile Noes

Des PI by owner, bodrrn buck

260
IN
ing.14200 724-81.

Zialc, new dropril slue,

1969, 2 bdrrn. 13 x...S4 ft Like

cot gob fenced yd., 60.60
lot, convenient to eolds. Pas

ctn.

=db. PM Pk

o blow
asim.sesca
e. E11452.152

CHEVROLET

cu. Wheel.

OUT,

DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CALL 394-3050

actual

steering.

ralcd'07;

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

power

$1495

11600 c1sh yields 526 monthly
312 p

C1191611

11000

miles.

cond itioning.

ends, boa

glide,

steering,

indiddeally controlled he.

-

1967 IMPALA
2
door hardtop,

power

-FRU. eelLlo.eall carpeting in no

-Cumple/rly equipped kbeben, 401
RN, pa; cookie,. 14 en, n. animator
neer. dIabowher and link disposer.

o Cabinet Wirers

MLS,

81Real Estate -Houses

-RU dual rowerTV onlenno.

IN YOUR AREA
for the following Categories.

Coll Koo
741-9487 .

COMPUTES

1963 Ford ealoxie S00e. sok
P/B, A/7, NOW Radio_

very
694.3am

NMmood.co

ndiasn. WS Call
p.m

e x3 RAT
ils

hm

ASK FOR KEN

CALL 362-0204

CALL NOW!

Pond Fain.%

sumo*.

3.5302

Sloor Just 2 blocks to dePot ,Len,

5 Raises 1st Sear'

Nam,

Loc.np

Webbing

BIM ESTATE SKIMMCU

DUPLICATING
MACHINE OPERATOR

ITT

MT. PROSPECT

.

cans %,:i.,,laseee.

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

More Than 340
Salespeople
Will Help You

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

Xpa rimores Oren

CONTACT

'

MULTIPLE LISTING

r

PER HOUR

Proof Mechine Operator

BRUCE DODDS

48 -Sporting Cook

U.5.Gov 'I Owned Homes

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

'PPM. open as IBM

oqualepportunirymplayer

TRANSFERRED?

a

C

National Bank

Illinois Bell

voo .683.

3

153,210

I

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

392-5230

-

ben

big no oiled

Will Train You

200 E. RAND ROAD

Brush -up
Local or Loop

your horn..
5. berms available

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

nw. Coll

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

MOUNT PROSPECT

COME IN AND REGISTER

o TESTER INSPECTOR

6

1.824,219

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

HELP

.1.....a

`,e7SIONIWeellet fob.

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

o GRINDERS
JR. DRAFTSMAN
MACHINISTS o LAYOUT DRAFTSMAN
JANITOR
(2nd Shift)
ID and SURFACE GRINDERS

HOLIDAY INN

So odd ,ounIf Lkelloppy ranks el soh
calla wound be world. nse soca minty nark we

WHITE COLLAR GIRL
Current Openings

deluxe

7400 1MM Apartments

PROFIL,NARING

Morning
Waitress

Add these inoreeses To
b that awe plenty el
epirsment enei raises Mee
fIrs. MA end ec

With a Temporary /Ms from

Egaol employment apporlunity.

.

392.934A

little additL.31.0.

AND ADD TO

PLAINES

75

13.71 Rent Furnished Apartments

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

Countryside Restaurant
8 Lounge

Who tap..

{

024 040,

g2903.

WANTED

.--'-.

Mt PROSPECT ilimbeiloke.

REGISTERED

GIRLS

WAITRESSES

We've

4.See large samples in

PLAIN.. BY 0

lion, 360 a 0: 4,pd, wide wale

/1.Apts. and Rooms to Share

RollingMeade

823,50,13

MRS. DUNNE

........_ _

GUARANTEED

86-11ealEstateDmses

744o Pent Apartments

855 E. RAND ROAD
DES PLAINES

"-"IFT:I=""'"'"

WIRE CO.

Volkswagen, Inc.

SS 3.

67 Che,113

824-2175

PHARMACIST

Des Plaines

Purer mow. TORceuno *ADDY/a
APPLY

901 Chase Ave.

Cashier -Typist

-/T7,"&!0`T,ELT

40% - 60% OFF

I. Closing out stock
2 H vy duty carnpeting
B. Free installatio

Hts CI. 5 -Mundelein

START

437-5750

ADDISON, ILL

2641011Wanterl Women

CALL 299-6751

Light dean work in plastics inspecting and pock aging. Plemant atmosphere and many company

Cell Ken... ee

Stort a long career with Signode.

ew

1st and 2nd SHIFT

i%kOtor=elprelernArtPer

in person

Mghly potd FriZi

CENTEL
SYSTEM

AM-

WOMEN

for 2nd 8 3rd shifts

SECY $625

IN AN IDEAL
JOB?

central telephone company of Minnie

La Belle Personnel

BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD
o MAJOR MEDICAL

14

DE

looTITTI

WHY NOT

INTERESTED

1969 Nova SS 3.36 CI vs

EASTER DELIVERY

NM Rent Apartments

Kole Reel Estate

392 2700

CL 3.0980

1962 Oldsm., Dl' ea, M.

gc5T,(1:'2'5TI:Or
_

iraT,

DES

'"tf:11:""'

96,1003

CARPETING

Coo

Call PhylLs mskep

os

ROY ROGERS RESTAURANT

Eo
late
Vacant
mini

wee*

is

nonsieenstlen
be
corelffled, e611 Mr.

0,

Northbraolk Illinois

An e....r.ohy ere.,

Ask for Mr. Mel or Apply in Person

bentrIiI Wegron. For merei

1657 ShernWr Rood

027.9919
ACTIVE JOBI Typ

Open 7 days ill 9

362-0,04

RECEPTIONIST

ADMIX CONTACT

W.

FURNITURE AND BEDDING

--\r/0

company aad

oempleie

er. 358-93.

14th floor

0A.0149.,

COMPANY

ROY ROGERS NEEDS YOU!
No experience necessary
Available hours 11 A.M. I. 2 P.M.
HacsantworkIng conditions, no weekends

LEADS

""j'iSInt
272.3151

Communications

DOCTOR'S OFFICE

CUTTER GRINDERS

n

Gitod,WIDO
52.75 PER HOUR.

YOUR future
is in
Telephone

HOUSEWIVES

rton CORPORATION

H

LEADS

.

CLERKS

ood solo, Mix 91,

GEAR 8 TOOL

530 WESTGATE RD.

Dictaphone Typist

GUARANTEED LISTING

pis

...s.

A Temporary Service

e:;17'"%e ri

"'"'

Choiger 316VS

Dodge

19 69

MARL. DISCOUNT

Residenfiell

EMPLOYEE.

Clerk Typist

smartrdlinEViort

SERVICE ASSISTANTS
(OPERATORS)

or

REAL ESTATE SALES

TELEPHONE

782-6244

Le Salle Personnel

25.117

tzr0

A

Work dose.° home.
All ion need is some free time and at least 1
year experience. Work 1-5 days per week.
VICTOR TEMPORARIES
A Division of Victor Comptorneter
Chicago, Ill.
179. State St.

DR.'S GIRL -$525

BUILDING
MAINTENANCE

550i sMdio

sec,

37 Boatsand MarineSupplies

474%. rMenel,"7./i

City Hall

SECRETARY.

dry

.

on's osmos Sere cell 96901.

SIOT07753

kr

T

APPLY CITY MANAGER.

PART TIME

o 10 -KEY ADDING MACHINE

pule 2 door Hi. VA wet.
Call m0 Stab orM

P.7o'mrre'brc=-!IrrOru'ofTl'

010: poker th1:311:
,ort ahanogropls37.Clg.02116

Des plaint,

CENTEL HAS OPENINGS'
FOR CAREER MINDED
WOMEN

wee chow am aim 4 dry AM
good Londe..
low 'o
253 >359. 5

292-0383

Waitresses

Cooks

299 4446

.6 TYPISTS

537.1930

8 PORT, C0,3310:UPPIES

Rollin Meadows

o KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
a COMPTOMETER OPERATORS
a STENOGRAPHERS

5I375. 25,803..

3 sod

PLYMOUTH 61

hml

IWO N. Ad. Hts, Rd.

NATIONWIDE
TRAVEL

..Cr

1967 LeMons Cony
sole

The Peanut Gallery

Slt84707.9

ONT=HECHT

GIRLS

REICHARDT CLEANERS

Mr. Zee -491.1770
26 -Help Planted Women

4

52.50 AND UP

394-0765

912 Main Street, Evanston

RELATION

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

FLEA MARKET SALE

Algonquin8593-5799

CALL 253.325

Uwe .

ion ond

East Touhy

evys

GOLDEN EAGLE

ivnbles helpful but net

AIRWAYS RENT -A -CAR
PUBLIC

E

350 4003

BARRELS
BARRELS
BARRELS

9,11.

REASONABLE

for

gd h

dF

ANTIQUES

npnvimmass,, end mks ca,am

receptionist -$125

HOW INTERVIEWING

Ritt7

Ready

KITTENS

50

ACTIVITIES
DIRECTOR

SOME OTHER
PLACE PUB

817.-6620

Apply in Person at Main Office

Daily/ 4SAM to,11,P,A

SOUND EQUIPMENT

a=

131

Coll 358 7380

50

R.N.'s

fletilble. Company paid hos

aOtLly .on. ad

oriv 2 mos. YDS or kern eller
0
h d goad med.. 110.

add'diaor"

full power

Thunderbiid

1961

oP

APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL 10 To 5

CLERK TYPIST

oreo.

lee Ina or map

58 824,691

home 75.076

Now Restaurant Opening

827.20

time for anroctive housewives. Openings In your
2.38 4470

s'on'aile7O'dat

31 -Arts and Antiques

C;;Lt'CT MISS HECHT

For renbamar agency. Torn while training. Hospi-

036Q:. uthrtrr,

Poodles. AKC tknoluras, yahoo

Counter Personnel

SECRET00A-FEY

and

2

kovde, abr,3211.eetenaienled.

/mond sno. annn nonda

and
Nights

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Elk Grow Villoge

1900 Pratt Blvd.

$550 MONTH

Ch

5100 3 op 259.7416

CONTACT MRS. CARS.

The Hunt

bone. !woo..., T9o, NTT TToTo oTT

RECEPTION

6

"

reTk

Days

439-2400 from 9 AM to 4:30 PM

SHOWROOM

phone.

table,

beennllul 43"

C,ILTiv;

UP 8-7300

April 1st

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

c

COTTUTIONT

dig AM.,

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE CORP.
5930 N. Lincoln

a,t :LI

'goarCl..757;'S

41-0ogs.Pets &Equipment

el lin

WAITRESSES

NURSES
AIDES

Wheeling, Winces

777 Wheeling Road
d elsake. penmen
, in WINN preeed 0,

oa

FOR ORIThTAL RUGS.

21111111 Wanted Alen & Women

.7.24.10

EKCO

olds YEL boos, luoueoLZ.

ASH

PIS,

'7171;60 TEMPORARY

PRODUCTS INC.

nimnIownent Agencies -Women

yr,

g

bene fit

Mr. Hill or Miss Porter

NCR 3100-53.25 Hr.

Call For Immediate Consideration
537-1100 Mr. Lost

EXECUTIVE

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

42 -Planted To Ely

9

KEYPUNCH

10455 Deorlove Road, D. Plaines

PUBLIC CONTACT

1500 Hicks Road

binge
I

3211iscellaneous Merchandise

eon.
eeefil, end
make these pen. weirenwly ea.

1963 cmNoom,errible.

HERB

owlcovnur Lop

Mon

degrobla
eller, frInge

School booNe

6240144

Gail Wolf

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY

outman..

437.5500, Est. 517

791 ZperVe711=111,71,

eniti.4131=

SAILOR

510 350-1160. A

535, bumk ewe

n,

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

p4.n

red,.

Seery In ewer, el SAO pies

0 Teo

PAYROLL CLERKS
(Juniors 8 Seniors)

1966 Mercury comes yin se

110. CL S-0606

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

your own tmnsportation.,

GENERAL Vl ELECTRIC

orld0,

E15 rent 259.7

An ER, DRP'"rn

a to 6 hours per day working Monday thru Friday around your schedule. 50 w.p.m. and oe
curacy required. Good pay, friendly office. Need

she stoning rotes for the se jobs.

T '9

CALL

Part Time Days

Type bill

cond. 110. TV SS_ Odds 6

lo. S75. 6313330

wea
d almrrlelneptttnreTlt=
Dloblon. Minimum

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES, INC.
930,
N,ou

666,3443

TYPIST

31.nummage&CarageSate

112-Autemolailes Far Sale

44 -Bogs, Pets & Equipment

GOOD LUCK!!

sierra Lao, Dresser, 540. AL
1c. bte0 vnuoi

670-3373

ACROSS TILE STREET FROM THE MILWAUKEE PD. WESTERN
AV.COMMUNR DEPOT

trainee

plans and Rs competitive wage rates. Previous
xperience will be considered when determining

LINDBERG HEV I -DUTY

1,67 model

LiallercmrIT loaded.

GmorSLICKCRAFT

47 lame Furnishings -furniture

2450 W. HUBBARD

h

doctor's reception

9.perience; and whh knowledge of blueprint
reading and the use of micrometers. will be
considered.
General ggtlic I. well know for Its line benefit

29,3950

Pe. beige Rob., ohm 550,
Pe- 'TM,. res et. SIN: 0 snrn

AINEES. 2 full sms

t

FO

al -Boats andMadne 4011

324Aiscelloneous Merchandise

PrefeeTem 51°,2W..

CLERK
TYPIST

no weekend..

0oyhw

ThSt RrNIVATIRLT

Pickwick Building Pork Ridge, Ill.

PARIMIME
ye

a, pouch got. lyping da,....torlingi salary..
Modsmear candinensdalema
HOW hem
oil eel
nsel nemlotes. beam imps Semen Ind.,

LADIES WANTED

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

completely
Perfect, public

11

Hairy. 298.2050

vervlteml sick poy plan.

698-3277

be

394 ONO

SALES DEPT.

JIM HELSD1NGEN

$609 MONTH

A.Ci Ichine Operroyiters

EXP. WAITRESS

reeaewr

3281iscellaneous Merchandise

2111611 Wanted Men & Women

26 Hole Wanted Women

o FRIDEN COMPUTY0ER
.OPERATOR
0 FRIDEN FLEXO WRITER
OPERATOR

253,900

CLERK TYPISTS
Duo topromoslono, hove ortImmediate

RECEPTION

Ext. 58

We hove openings for experienced machine operators at ovr Rolling Meadow, Melo! Shop.
Candidates with varied machine operation

oh

,741::,=,:r,:,','',:,=!"''''"""'"'

Ad.Peihed2

The Ideal NAL

II

nmoum,

DOCTOR'S

2611111 Wanted Women

AGE

'6iner;Ffir'n'
bin
WY 8050 week.

GENERAL OFFICE

Phone DU 1-3400

26llelp Wanted Women

aan r

Il

BRAVOS
OLDSMOBILE

JANITOR

e for 2

children 2 to 3 days wk. in my

$525 MONTH

BOY NEEDED
PART TIME

1930 N.

oof

to

w

Rasp

2441ely Wanted Men

ps 19

Thursd_ty. March 19, 1970

26 Help Wanted Yeomen

261191) Wanted Women

211111 Wanted.Women

26-1191) Wanted Women

555 hvirig Park Rood

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

*6-P

SHORT RIBS

Oap
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE'

;OUT OUR WAY

7

6:00
News

2

L

LOGICALLY,
BUT THIS IS JUST
PDFF Y,BUBBLY .STLFF NOW,YOLI GUYS
SUMPTUOUS -AN'
SHOLILPMAKE
LOOKiT THIS LITTLE THAT ISN'T HALF
ATRAPE-BUT
PAS OF STUFF I GOT! AS GCODAS IT
YOU WON'T,
I SHOULPA ORDERED LOOKS! YOURS HAS
CAUSE
EACH ONE
BODYANSP SUB ONE LIKE YOURS!

ANY IDEA WHY
pAizs; HOOPLE HAS

ME IN THE DOGHOUSE? TM

IN A GOOD
MOOD: SHE
GAVE ME A

TOWEL. THAT

STILL HAD

DIRTY LOOKS
THAN A ROLE
VAULTER. WITH A
POGO STICK!

15Pirrnm' HIM ON,
AH'TRY1N'Tt7OUTSMART HIM! U

WHAT I SHOULD
HAVE GOTTEN:

'THOUGHT
I ISHE
WAS

/-4

CATCHtN. NACRE

THINKS THE OTHER

STAAIC.E--THAT'S

BEATS ME!

NAP
ON IT!

News
M i It e Douglas
9
Show
7

RIGHT!
USUALLY SHE

'TURNS DOWA
THE HEAT AT
NINE BUT LAST

Guests include

Dick Smith and Hal
Holbrook.

CU OLD

EXPLAIN -THE

ature from the Civil
War.

,t

fi.gAo4
THE GREAT PRETENDERS

It

LANCE, -----'''--------'
OF coug6,a'
PO YOU
I r70, LORI!
STILL
LOVE

-

r ax.!

NEVER

7NC6

I'LL LET

uct

YOU KNOW.

LET

,--,1-1.

Dos
L.NeL____I rliwci
DiGS
lociI
OLD
LANCE
,,,,.i.c.e.

/to

ME KNOW!

-i

1.10-

405r/

r

tkoGE

--!-1\--)4r

)
-..-2.1------------

,

C MO 1, NU.

features
Hans Conried narrating.

elephant

Basket-

mance between New
York fashion design-

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and

er for a house that

Sports
WHAT'S WRONG])

1 -/MM.. I-1MM... AN'

HAIMM !

YER OBSFUSCATOR
AIN'T PLILSATIN' IN
COORDINATION WITH
YER PRONTISORDIAL

GOODNESS
GWACIOUS:
WHAT DOES

2

JimNabors

7 That Girl

once

GEMINI (May 22 - June

5

Memorandum'

Lou

12:55

26 A Black's View
of the News
3 2 The Honeymooners

faced with criminal
husband who has returned to seek vengeance. With Stephen McNally, Caro 1 y n Jones, John
Howard.
1:00

7- Of Cabbages and
Kings

1: 0
2

Late Report

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
7
Show
9 Movie
"World in My

2

Meditation

7

2:00
Reflections

Pocket." A woman

2:45
9 Five Minutes to
Live By

Mery Griffin
1:45

Show

and the Ace Truck-

5

ing Company.
11 Speaking Freely
Edwin Newman
welcomes director
Alan Schneider for a
discussion of his
craft.

masterminds robbery

of an armored truck

TX) StU REALIZE U.14AT

BicoeR..

ALL THIS AEA) KAZ)VJLEIDGE

S

THAT HAS EVER f-kAPPEMED
To MAKI !

AND IF YOU GET
YOUR. FEET WET

GOIA.

BRisszteS !

-re MEI,Mq

YOU'LL. GET SICK

AND MISS
CANDY'S

heart could cause you concern
this morning. Afternoon
brings relief.

PARTY.

CANCER (June 22 - July

OITRO,..,Tha

23): Haste may well be follow-

11

u,.. be

ed by disappointment. Take

care, therefore, not to jump to
conclusions. You'll see more if
you walk.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

Should

travel

be

the

on

Answer to ?various Pinsk

agenda, take your time about
preparations. Otherwise, you
may find yourself with poor
service.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Woody Fruits

THE BORN LOSER

Sept.

23): Give loved ones a chance
to understand your problems.
You may be being unfair in not

allowing them to share difficulties.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

EVER
LOOK AT
OTHER

SIRES
IM -1U1,1

wrong should be enough to

d1bu'RE

guide you correctly these difficult days. Keep alert to
changes.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Take advantage of existing opportunities and you will
not be so concerned with the
problems of making your own
future.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): You know best what
you are capable of doing for
others. Avoid being persuaded
into doing anything else.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): This is not the time to
be too particular regarding

AWAV AT

SCAOOL.,

LANCE?

,

CAPTAIN EASY
LET'S HOPE MY PIPE WILL FOOL 'EMI
IU KEEP IT OJ MY POC-ICET.AND POKE
-- IT FORWARD LIKE A GUN:

NICE TIMING!". LA PIPES JU5T
SHOWING FIF1 THE OPAL. SKL11.1..

LOOKS LIKE WE'LL. P111.1. THIS ONE

HAUT 1E5

MAIN:

OHIOHL 17.5 A int/Cfl THAY5

.... NO PIPE'

OUT OP THE FIRE AFTER ALL:

Z

Accept what another
chooses to give you and be

gifts.

el IWO 1, NIA, let. T14

U

THERE'S A TYPOGRAPHICAL

ARE YOU CATS STILL
DOING YOUR OWN tHiNG
EDUCATIONWISE, THE

ERROR ON THAT LOWER
SIGNISHOULDN'T THAT
REAP*STUOENT MUST

taller

tell
tile

tale

later

tare

lilt

trill
tail

teal

liar
lair
liter
lira

rial
real

rate
rite

tear
tier
tiller
a.

tire
alit

alter

aril -- - leal

rill

,

retail

iter

irate :-

AND WE'LL WEAVE

oms1

U.

lExpe4ant

YEAH,
1111610.!

rile

YOU Wave YOUR WAY,

FREE

SUPPLY OWN RUG".

WAY, GRUBBY

. rail

MWW4

sma

426

PAIWIS4.

desire

FOLPA

MIAOU MMNM

pummn
umummm
mmum omiA

coommmu

ur4m

oom csmm
mom
num rallum
mmtALog omoramid

mmumm mumpluEl
wommrq
(with has)
27 Remove
29 Bread

browner

wowagA

42 Unmixed
45 Pierce, as

with a spear
47 Masculine

name
33 Lag
48 Unit of
34 Fish eggs
36 Of best quality reluctance

37 Hindu queen 50 Sphere
51 New Guinea
39 Infant
41 Writer's mark
port
15

12

16

17

22

21

25

40 Thus (Latin)
42 Capuchin
monkey
43 Beverage
44 Irritate by
scolding
46 Undivided
49 Spanish dance
52 Ogler
53 Expunger
54 Untamed
55 Girl's name
DOWN

NOWESTASOHMENT

eral
earl

till

31

fat Olt

CAMPUS CLATTER

LITERAL

23 Hazards
24 Small flap
25 Existed
26 Horseman
28 Permit
3
2
4
1
30 Saul's uncle
(Bib.)
11
31 Recent
(comb. form) 14
32 Teacher of
33 Of the moon
35 Sprite
37 Decompose
38 Convulsive cry

19): A visit from old friends

Answers to
Hideaword

OTINIAW

2 After (Fr.)
3 Enthusiast
4 Sea eagle
5 Varnish
nut
ingredient
11 Musical
6 Pretext
dramas
1 Mariner's
13 Legislative
direction
body
8 Horse's gait
14 Swagger
9 Perfume
15 Emissaries
10 Arboreal
16 Lamprey
home
17 Swiss stream
12 Aquatic
19 Make lace
mammal
edgings
20 Adult female 13 Pilchard
18 Air (comb.
hog
form)
22 Conducted
21 English 23 Through

Samuel (Bib.)

happy with it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
may exert more of an influence
on your future than you imagine. Be hospitable.

PUEsIUMWi

DOWN
1 Kind of nut
6 Thin -shelled

DO CV

Your own sense of right and

trail
trial

to

10:30

2

Rawls

Movie

Dorothy
McGuire as a woman

come."

'

THE MOST FAMTASTIC THIAJG

WELL PLAY SPIN THE
BOTTLE AND POST OFFICE
AT MY PARTY, WINTHROP,

direction of an affair of the

12:25
News

Live."

"Innovators Wel-

This is Tom

GOIAJG -RD 'THE MCOM IS

.MORTY MEEKLE

fore coming to any irrevocable
decisions.

21): An unexpected turn in the

9

'EEK & MEEK

319

21): You would be wise to
again --- and carefully --- be-

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

"Make Haste

11 The American '
Community College

Raquel Welch, Roy

Carol Burnett is
guest.

20): It is vital that you make a
good impression on others today. Don't take no for an answer --- at least not the first
time around.
TAURUS (April 21 - May

9

Jones

Show

ARIES (March 22 - April

5
7

nist. Joanne Woodward and Paul New-

7:00

FILAMENT!

5
7

9

10:00
News
News
News
News

2

produces Paris originals for the working
girls, and a New
York - syndicated
columnewspaper

Famous Writers

grasping wifekiller
who is out to do in his
latest wife, Margaret
Lockwood.

TwilightZone
20 TV High School
32 Debbie Drake

8:00
Movie

Clark,

"Cast a Dark

Shadow." Dirk Bo garde is a money -

9

"A New Kind of
Love." Story of ro-

6:55

12:00
Movie

12:30

Guests include

26 Famous Artists;

THAT MEAN
IN PLAIN
LANGUAGE?

Paul Harvey
9:30

War.

7

Paintings;
Great Music

Comments

7:40

man.

32 100

9:25

20 TV College
literAmerican
ature from the Civil

P a t Paulsen's
Half a Comedy Hour

6:45

32 News

32

7

Bob Philbin

Show

sequences

2

West Indies by yacht
is featured.

11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

32 Truth or Con-

ball Toucnament
Semifinals. Teams
to be announced.

26

couple
differences and enjoy a final fling.

dis"Watering"
cusses the myths and
tips on when to water
a plant.

about a kindhearted

A journey to the
3-14

64

guide decisions.

through

children'sstory

..,.._

BUGS BUNNY

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Last minute errors could
cause you to lose gains made
previously this week. Take
care that fatigue does not

think things

ton Hears a Who
The animated musical adapation of the

Seas

e....g12/2/FroJO

Your
Horoscope
FOR FRIDAY

Dr. Seuss' Hor-

2

5 NCAA

LORI
TUPdS
ME Ott

GOZt

IFI

)

i01 5

ilArl

-erIcev eV

vz/-en
°'A
,Te

L_Si1

00

'

I

O.K. I

r PROMISE'Yes

NOW i \ ND YOU

"--

ME?s.---"

OrsI

a-rt

v1CVE BEEN
MARRIED
FOUR PAY6

'THAT LAST SENTENCE
MORE EMPHATIC.

CATCRES

mmuommmummmmummwmmmmmmmiummummummmmmumu
./s

Brennan helps a

middle-aged
solve their

Things

hints for gardeners.

6:30

MAYBE Z SHOULD MAKE

11 PREMIERE:

Making

11:30

32 News Final

2

Paris 7000

7

Grow
Cruso
Thalassa
hosts a show with

6:25
Editorial

26 Quiz
,n" N'

Deana, Don Rice 111,
Charles Nelson Reilly, Elke Sofnmer and
Frank Sinatra Jr.

with Samantha.

American liter-

2

Guests include

Dean's daughter

clients falls in love

6:15

11 TV College

32 The Champions

Show

7:30
Bewitched
One of Darrin's

7

Grew Up
"Daddies,"
a
1924 film, stars Mae
Marsh, Harry Myers.

9:01)

Dean Martin

5

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters
1111fir1M1111110'

Show

vs. the Bruins a/ Boston.

World

11 The Toy That

26 Elias Diaz Perez

Pro Hockey
The Black Hawks

9

that carries a million -

dollar payroll. Rod
Steiger, Ian Bannon.

8:30
Dragnet

5

11 Chicago Is
(26 Ayuda (Help)

11 Frenchman's

PAA3-012'S

Corte
32 Big Valley

safety in Ann's apartment.

5 News

BOY, THAT LOCKS

L a Tremenda

26

D o n Hollinger
- hurts his back while
ski
demonstrating

TONIGHT

20
31

30
43

46

47 48

62

.

ittirgeM41140.tc?-4!

MOUNT PROSPKT
PUBLIC LII3RARY

The personal property tax, a thorny issue; pros, cons.

Jo, IT,

,

By Bob Casey

The abolition of personal
property tax for individuals,

personal

sidered by Illinois voters in a
constitutional amendment ref-

what would happen if it were

erendum on the November

The proposed amendment
would end the tax On individuals only, but there is support

both the tax bases and the tax
revenues of northwest suburban schbol districts.
Although there is some
question whether the amendment will remain on the ballot,
because it is in conflict. with
the
Illinois Constitutional

Convention's work 'in

and

abolished:

election ballot, would reduce

cording to the study, passenger
autos represented .59 per cent
of the total assessed valuation,

using figures from the 1967
tax year. Downstate, the per-

One study made by the staff

of the state superintendent of
public instruction in response
to a law that will exempt from

at Con -Con, encouraged by influential groups such as the Il-

personal property tax one auto

linois State Chamber of Commerce, to end personal property tax on corporations as well.

and

all home furniture per

property making up 17.8 per
cent of the total assessed valu-

emptions are combined, the
study said, they represent 3.7
per cent of the total equalized
assessed valuation in Illinois,
or a loss of $1.56 billion in taxable property.

IN COOK County,

loss

sonal property tax bills when

Of the $2.835 million 'in

the auto and furnishing exemptions go into effect next

Wheeling Twp. personal prop-.
.erty taxes levied last yeatp56.

per cent or $1.598 million .

The major part of individual
personal property tax is paid
solely on autos, Theroux said,

were not paid as of the closing
date, Theroux said.

and the exemptions will virtually eliminate the tax on all

value represented 86 per cent '
of the total number of personal
property tax bills in the town-

.

That 56 per cent of dollar.

The percentage which personal property taxes contrib-

empted would equal .75 per

`THERE WILL be a sub-

cent of the total assessment, or

stantial 'reduction in assessed

uted to the total assessment of
each county ranged from a low

$143.7 million.
According to Wheeling
Twp. Assessor Marshall Theroux, a random sample of tax
bills indicates that more than
80 per cent of township residents will not receive any per-

value for personal property,"

low in mid -20s. To-

/ morrow: Mostly sunny and

'

-

-

but two -car families.

ship, he said.

I

Of the total assessed valur
ation of $365,758,978. in
Wheeling Twp. last years
Theroux said, $41,950,759
was personal property.

he said, "but there will not bEa
substantial reduction in taxes
collected due to the unwillingness of people in Cook County
to pay their personal property

Next: Some alternatives to
personal property tax.

taxes."

be Pro5pert ;Dap

Tonight: Clearing, cold-

:

year.

from the personal property ex-

study said.
When the values of auto and

ation in Cook County.

property assessment, with cor-

pre -

household furniture ex-

centage was 4.45.

of 8.8 per cent in Du Page
County to a high of 34.2 per
cent in Putnam County, the

household, showed personal

SINCE TOTAL personal

WEATHER
er,

IN COOK COUNTY, ac-

tricts, such a move would force
schools to seek 'more revenues
from other sources.

Which is scheduled to be eon-

tax

amount was 20.4 per cent.

districts and an even higher
percentage in downstate dis-

other taxing districts rely on
property

In downstate counties, the

porations included, makes up
more than ,10 per cent of the
tax base in many local school

paring a new constitution, the
proposal has encouraged considerable study to determine
just how much the schools,and

First of two parts

Telephone

2554490

warmer.
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Most taxing districts show hikes
By Ben Clarke

part of the city of Des Plaines
that lies within the River Trails

valuation to $6.848.
The largest increase is found

nue, using an equalization fac-

low of $6.886 per $100 up to

tor as a multiplier. It was in-

$7.444 per $100.

day

Tax rates were released tothrough the office of
County Clerk of Cook County
Edward J. Barrett for the last

School Dist. 26, but outside
either the River Trails Park
Dist. or Mount Prospect Park

creased for 1969 taxes in Cook
County from 1.45 to 1.52.
Briefly states, a home with a
valuation of $10,000 set by the

The low figure is for homeowners in School Dist. 25, but.

20 of the county's 30 town-

Dist.
The rate here dropped from
$6.854 per $100 of equalized
assessed valuation to $6.648,

in Elk Grove Twp. It is in the
School Dist. 15 portion of the
city of Rolling Meadows -a
13.6 per cent jump - from
$6.316 per $100 of equalized
assessed valuation to a 1969

ships, and showed increases in

all taxing districts except two
in the five townships included
in The Day circulation area.

See chart
on page 2
-4
1

In Wheeling Twp., the only

taxing district to show a decrease, -3.1 per cent, was that

for 1969.

figure of $7.176.

ALL RATES ARE estab-

IN SCHAUMBURG TWP.,

lished by tax levies filed with

the sole taxing district to show
a decrease, 1.2 per cent, was

the county clerk. These are the

that portion of the village of
Schaumburg within School

body during the preceding year
applied to real estate valu-

Dist. 54.
The rate here dropped from

assessor.

ohe 1968 rate of $6.932 per
$100 of equalized assessed

expenditures of each taxing

ations as set by the County
The valuations are equalized

by the Illinois Dept. of Reve-

scholarships to 2 students
Rep. Eugene. F. Schlickman
(R -Arlington Heights) announced Thursday the names
of two 3d District high school
seniors to whom he will award

General Assembly four-year
college scholarships.

Receiving the scholarships
are Martin R. Johnson, 210 N.

The Buffalo Grove Mall locked on the northwest corner of Arlington Heights and Dundee
Roads, opened today. Mrs. Herbert Alsing, 705 Grove, Buffalo Grove, and baby Michelle (right)
do a little window shopping. The $l1/2 million mall was developed by Kenroy, Inc., to meet the
growing needs of consumers in Buffalo Grove and surrounding villages.

Jack Costello first Dist. 214
incumbent to seek re-election
Heights, and Clyde Brooks,

District '214
High School Board member
lack Costello will seek re-election next month, officials have
Incumbent

Elk Grove Viiike, were expected to file petitions today,

Costello was appointed to
the board in February, 1969,

announced.
Costello,

to fill a vacancy. He was eleCt-

father of three
children and member of the
Mount Prospect Youth Com-

ed in April, 1969. He delayed
his decision on running for the
board because business cornmittments were in the process

mission, is the first incumbent
to announce his candidacy.
Ray Erickson, also eligible
for a three-year term, has not
disclosed his decision. Frank

of settlement.

HE IS NATIONAL sales
manager of the Aluminum

Bergen, elected to the high
school board in April, 1967,

Building Products Division of
Revere Copper and Brass, Inc.
One of his daughters graduated from Prospect High

month
that he will not run again.

declared earlier this

A memorial service will be
held at 3 p.m. Sunday at St.
Mark Lutheran Church, 200
S.'"Wille, Mount Prospect, for
Marine 2d Lt. David W.
Skibbe, who was killed in action, March 2, 1970, in Viet-

School and another will enter
Prospect High next year.
A graduate of Emory. UniJack Costello

versity, Atlanta, Ga., Costello
has been, active in the Prospect

OTHER DISTRICT residents who have filed petition
papers are Joseph Schiffhauer,

Arlington Heights; Robert W.
LeForge,

Prospect

Heights,

and Donald C. McGlothlin,
Wheeling.

nam.

Joseph Connery, Arlington

A new gymnasium at

St.

Mark Church will be named a

saallaiMMOIMIMISSISOMartaMilisti

the University of Illinois, Urbana, where he was a member

of the Beta Sigma Psi fraternity and the NROTC.
He is survived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Skibbe of Des Plaines, two sisters, Mrs. Joan Tomoff of Tuc-

son, Ariz., and Janet, a broth-

Gripe

mittees.

and Louis John Soefker Jr., of
Northbrook.
The scholarships will be
available for the 1970-71 college year. The scholarship covers all tuition and some college
fees.

THE STUDENTS were selected by a five -man committee named earlier by Rep.
Schlickman. Selection committee members are:

Rep. Chapman
plans reception
for Bakalis
Dr. Mike Bakalis of De Kalb, 'Democratic candidate
for Illinois superintendent of
public instruction, will make
his first public appearance in
Wheeling Township this evening.
Bakalis will be honored at a
reception given at 8 tonight by
Rep. Eugenia Chapman of Ar-

lington Heights at the Chapman home at 16 S. Princeton
Ct.
Dr. Bakalis will be opposed

of $7 (per $100), the total tax
bill for such a home would be
$7 times 152, or $1,604.

A RULE OF THUMB to use
for real estate valuations (before the equalization factor or
multiplier is applied) is that a
home with a market valuation

sion

to permit smoking pc

Des Plaines. Police said the
damage was apparently caused
standard,

scale

of $25,000 would be assessed
,at about 40 per cent, or

Meadows Park District, Who
are also residents of School

The equalization factor of
1.52 is then applied to this
"average" home to produce

four districts that cover parts
of Mount Prospect are as fol-

The school levies for the

the equalized assessed valua-

tion of $15,200. Computing
the annual tax bill is then a
matter of multiplying each

lows: Dist. 25, now $2.930, up

from 2.816; Dist. 26, 2.274,
down from 2.276, Dist. 57,
now 2.608, up from 2.538;
Dist 59, now 2.410, was 2.400.

tion of the student's college

sessed valuation figure by the

Parts of Arlington Heights
also include School Dist. 23,

costs. But they are a help --and

tax rate for the district within

with a 1969 rate of 2.648,

because of this I consider it a
privilege to be able to award
them."
Of the four seniors honored
by Schlickman, two come
from very large families.
Johnson is the third of eight

which the home is located.

down from the 1968 figure ok
2.802; and School Dist. 21,

children of Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Johnson. Miss Kelly is

$100 of this

equalized as-

Levies of taxing bodies applicable to most taxing districts

with a rate of 2.798, same as in

are those of the County, from
.414 to .422; the. Forest Preserve Dist., from .068 to .060;
Road and Bridge, from .092 to
.086; Suburban T.B. Sanitarium Dist., from .014 to

1968.

WHILE HIGH School Dist.
214's levy shows a hefty increase of 26 cents to 2.272, the

Junior College Dist. 512 (Hatper) shows a decrease, from

maining at .020.

.448.

make its selections on the basis

per $100, up to $7.684.

linois.

FOR RESIDENTS OF the
village of Arlington Heights,
the tax rate will range from a

of academic achievement, financial need and potential for

is Undecided about whether to

major in English, Spanish or

General Assembly can award
two scholarships annually, one

top 10 per cent of her class at
Glenbrook High School.

to the University of Illinois

Miss Kelly has served on the
student council at Sacred
Heart. She is interested in
teaching.
Soefker, who ranks seventh

student's choice.

The grants exempt the student from payment of tuition in a class of 466, intends to
and some fees.

.024; one of three different
itary Dist. of Greater Chicago
(MSD), and Northwest Mosquito Abatement Dist., re-

.212 to .206.

For :.Wheeling Park Dist.
19.6 cent in-.
crease will be reflected in their
tax bills. The new rate will be

residents the

Wheeling taxpayers will
have a range of from $7.236.

MISS GALLAGHER, who

EACH MEMBER of the special education, ranks in the

and the other to another state
college or junior college of the

',.

Dist. 25. Their rate is 7.186.

sey High School. He is planning to study engineering. He
will attend the University of Il-

community service.

are.

those residents of the Prospect

in the 3d District.
Schlickman asked the five man scholarship committee to

SIMON

susufts\
SAYS
Anybody who can swallow a pill at a drinking fountain
desirves to get well.

study medicine.

frts t1M

*LE

Chamber OK s $11,600 projects budget
The Mount Prospect Cham-

ber of Commerce adopted a
budget of $11,600 for 1970 at
their general membership
meeting Wednesday at Old Or-

Executive Secretary Mathew Pryan said the chamber op -

crates on a balanced budget
and the funds alloted for this

Heights, was injured yesterday

released.

AT THE HIGH END of the'
Mount Prospect

for consideration for these two
Schlickman
scholarships,"
-said. Maine West is not located

He said committee reports
indicated that planning for the

by an auto backing over the cut on the right forearm and

1968 rate of 6.050.

levies of the Metropolitan San-

Hardnur Mohanrao, 5, of
2906 N. Mitchell, Arlington

Mohanrao was taken to
Northwest Community Hospital where he was treated for a

rate is $6.322, up from' the

dren. Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard J. Kelly.
Johnson has been on either
the junior or senior honor roll
throughout his career at Her-

5 year old hurt

bottle.

Prospect Park District and School Dist. 26 Their tax: -

third in a family of 12 chil-

year will be used to support the
various projects sponsored by
the group.

afternoon when he fell &min
the stairs in the front of his
home while carrying a glass

Luckiest taxpayers within
Mount Prospect's corporate limits are those who live in the

"Only students living within the 3d District are eligible

Prospect.

from his duties as an administrator at Northern Illinois
University in order to conduct
a statewide campaign.

Schlickman
"Obviously,"
said,"these General Assembly
scholarships only cover a por-

Heights Park District.

Meadows.

Page. He has taken a leave

down last night at the Bonanza
Steak Pit, 1249 Elmhurst Rd.,

evanimmasamisammastscammtnes

of Palatine, assistant manager
for Western Electric's Central
Division plant in Rolling

chard Country Club in Mount ,

valued at $50 was knocked

P.F.M.

Kelly of Arlington Heights

in the Nov. 3 election by the

transmission

brake huggers,
brake rites.

brook. Alternates are Colleen

Clifford Jphnson of Arlington Heights, an executive of
Jewel Tea Co.; W. H. Jenkins

Republican incumbent, Ray

A seven foot gas torch pole'

constant

Mary Gallagher of North-

Fred Vaisvil, director of financial aids and placement for
Harper College; John O'Dell,
administrative assistant for
High School District 211.

His interest in youth and

cars driven by left foot

Automatic

Yates, Mount Prospect, and

Robert E. Cudney, director

of instructional staffing for
High School District 214;

their life issues has been evident in his board participation.
Recently he was one of three
board members taking a firm
stand against a district deci-;

Bonanza pole
knocked over

_Of The
Day

er, William. P. and David's
fiancee, Georgine Tortorella.

High Boosters Club and several Dist. 214 citizens' com-

sctibol property. Costello has
called the smoking debate a.
"moral issue."

memorial to David Skibbe.
Memorials may, be made to the
church for this purpose.
Lt. Skibbe was a graduate of

$15,200.
Using a hypothetical tax rate

Schlickman awards 4 -year $10 000

fi

Services Sunday
for Lt. Skibbe

assessor's office would have
an equalized assessed valuation of 1.52 times $10,000 or

not in the Arlington Heights
Park Dist. The high figure is'
for homeowners in Schnoli
Dist. 25 and in the Arlington

Meeting
Mount Prospect Plan
Cominisdon public bearing, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

two major chamber projects,
the vehicle safety check and
the Fourth of July parade, are
well underway.
These two projects are sponsored annually by the chamber
of commerce.
Pryan said that the safety inspection will be well advertised
in advance so residents interested in the program can have
their cars checked.
He added that any business-

men in the community inter-

The survey will be undertaken to determine the needs of

the community in the area of
transportation and the results

Teacher placement days
slated .f or March 23, 30 e
Teacher

days

On the first day, representa-

will be offered through the

tives from 36 districtwilt be

Cook County office of education March 23 and March 30
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the

present. On the seconorday,
representatives from 35 -''districts will attend.

both experienced, and new
teachers are designed to ac-.)
quaint teadher applicants with

tant superintendent, will answer questions on cerdfica!
lion, George T. Gill*, tdepu-

vacancies in county school dis-

ty superintendent, will answer
queries on contracts andlegal
matters pertaining to employ-

placement

ested in entering a float or
House, Chicago.
sponsoring a band for the Sherman
The placement days for
Fourth of July parade should
contact, Terry Frakes, chairman of the parade committee
at, 259-0200.

Another Chamber of Commerce project being planned is

a mass transportation survey
for Mount Prospect to be con-

tricts and to give administrators opportunity to relate
information about their dis-

ducted in conjunction with' tricts, Robert P. Hanrahan, suHarper College.

of the survey will set the future
course for the chamber's mass
transportation committee, said
Pryan.

perintendent said.

Roy A. Whemhoefer, assis-

meat.

No prior registration is
needed for teachers to attend.

THIDAY

Bensenville air pollution ordinance gets 1st reading

Friday, March 20,1970

Page 2

-

ElkGrove_ Twp. rates

By Mumma McNamar

S.D. 21 in Wheel. Pk Lib. &Fire

S.D. 57
S.D. 59

S.D. 54 &hum. Pk
6274 6.636 City -Rolling Madows

Village -ELL Grove

of operating licenses for Indus -

trial establishments in the nil loge with repeated pollution

the

City -Rolling Meadows
S.D. 15

6.316

S.D. 4 in Fire
7.176 S.D. 4 no Fire

WHEELING TWP. RATES

7.462

Village

violations,

:

.

6.234

.

6.790

6.962 7.444 Village-Ranington
6.684 7.122 5.0.4
6.944 7.312 Village -Hoffman Estates
S.D. 15
6.696 7.058 Village -Inverness

6.546

6.88e

CityDes Haines
S.D. 26

S.D. 15 Pal. Rural Pk
6:244
6.854 6.648 S.D. 15 Inv. Pk
6,306
N
S.D. 15 no Pk
6.204
6,2M
6.050 6.322 Village -Palatine
6.312 6.656 S.D. 15 Pal. Pk
7.534
6.140 6.374 S.D. 15 Salt Creek Pk
6,942
6.398 6.732 City.RollIng Meadows
6.920 7.186 S.D. 15 S.C. Pk Pal Fire
6.778
S.D. 15 Salt Creek Pk Rol Meagre 7.076
7.098 7.236 ViRage-Schaumburg

6.45e
6.501
6.450

Village -Moore Prospect
S.D. 26 Mt. Prospect Pk
S.D. 57 Mt. Prospect Pk
S.D. 26 River Trails Pk
S.D. 57 All. Hgu. Pk
S.D. 25 Pros. Mead. Pk
Vglage.WhedIng
S.D. 21 in Library & Fire
SD. 21 in Pk Library no Fire

7.218

6-550

6.674

7.534 S.D. 15

6.254

the

estab-

lishment could bc suspended
or revoked.
'Bensenville Mayor John
Varble said that he and Young
along with Village Atty. Stephen Nagy worked on the ordirime* for more than three

community.

Hersey high schools in District

Addressing the audience afer the reading, Varble said

served Monday in An

214:

dish (one choice):
braised beef, toastie, fish sand-

that the board is not trying to

wich, wiener in a bun. Vegetable (one choice), whipped

senville but is is necessary to

6340

pOtatocs, buttered Carrots. Sal ad lone choice): fruit juice,
tossed sslad, lettuce wedge
peach, red gelatin cobs, molded: raspberry, fruit cocktail.
Prune muffin and butter, milk.
Available desserts: pear

7.660

halves, cherry gelatin, chocolate

cream pie,

6.334

cake,

chocolate chip cookies.

applesauce

To be served Monday in

Day by Day

of

Wheding, Forest View and

he

Main

7.204
6.958

license

Homo, Prospect, Elk Grove,

To

S.D. 25 in Pk
,
S.D. 57 in Pk
S.D. 21 in Pk.
Village -Buffalo Grove
S.D. 21

AFTER A third violation

months. He added that he be.
lieves
is a strong and comprehensive ordinance and will
be effective in protecting the

6.704

Village -Arlington Heights

.

enus

6.804'

6.438
6.350

PALATINE 'MP. RATES

Village -Arlington Heights

'

7124

Bensenville

BoaMhdda fits. wading mt
air pollution ordinance lest
night, that when passed cmld
l'..1' in fines ol, to 0509 ins.
prisonment and eventual loss

6-286

S.D. 59 Mt. Prospect Pk
ViRage-Mama Prospect
S.D. 57

;potation 1050 E. Irving Park

Ed., Bensenville was cued as a
ruttier pollution offender in the
unit.
4.9.Y is guillY of two 'village..
'or more wolations the often He said that the village has
'der could be liable to pay a fine raelved complaints on the
up to S5W and or serve a jail pollution caused by the corposentence of not more than six ration from the state and counmonths.
ty pollution officers, airport

The ordinance stated that
7.746 8.170 the village pollution officer,
6.740 S.D. 54
Richard Young, will have the
VIllage-Schatunburg
6276 6.618 S.D. 54
6.932 6.848,. P.... /.81.vid11/°° .fld inS.D. 59
BARRINGTON TWP. RATES

S.D. 59 Elk &Pk.

.

7.684

SCHAUMBURG 1WR RATES
Village -Elk Grove Wage
6.926 7.406 S.D. 54
7.432 7.730
6.510 6.886 VPlage-Hanover Perk
S.D. 54
7.274 7,404
6.794 6.890 VEage-Hortmen Palates
7,44,/, 7,55
6.650 6.692 S.D. 54 Hoff. Est. Pk

Villege.Ardngtoo lildghts
S.D. 25
S.D. 59

.

7,330

8048

1968

brut the
a. Orel

The

ELK GROVE TWP. RATES

zo.8.1 arvt:

MacArthur and Ann Sullivan
junior high schools in District

drive industry

out of

O'Hare and residents of the
village

ALTHOUGH, Charles C.
Clow and a corporation atto,
ney were present at the meeting they did not publicly adbeen working on a pollution
ME PROMO OM
"

opinion pofiution is a malt of
"a lack of knowledge by the

week beam debywed.

`Fingertip Fashions'
sew up Juniors success

Do It!

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
BY THE JOB OR
BY THE SEASON.
Prolessienellendseaping-docemake a difference.

By Dolores Haugh

tZtentronGeMir

PeoPle."

le. US mull Wet 817.00
lye.
$.00 ler Wit months

responsibility of helping to
educate the public on the problems of pollution.

ernr.

Mn. Harley E. Cannon,
Venda Beauty Counselor,
created the makeup for models

Golden Thimbles filled with

358-2641

publicity; Mrs. Donald Dem.
RI, raffle, and MR. Richard
Patchin, door prizes.
Many local merchants and
business dstablishmend con -

Gamine, Mrs. Ronald Leach,
Mn. .Richard .Patchin, Me..

lack Piper and Mrs. Gilbert
Spencer.

Ributed to the successful event
through donation of prizes.

ALL OF THE fashions

Vernon headed the coordin.

Proceeds from the annual
luncheon and fashion show
MB benefit the organisation%
local, national and federated

ere` ceated by designer Gild&

tion of the event.

and Mrs. Ethel Glazer, owner
of the Golden Thimble Fabric

as commeota. a. modeh

LANDSCAPING, INC

lions; Mrs. Robert Paoldia,

Gene Doha, Mrs. G. Willi.

Mrs. Phillip Glazer sermd

Mom, Prospect, M. 60050.

Mrs. Keith Vernon, boutique;
Mn. Kenneth Brmki, reserve -

Mrs. Richard Berkshire. Mn.

Swatches of material aocanted the program listing the
models
and
hard-working
committee chairmen. Mrs.
Phillip Allen and Mrs. Keith

Attelt

Mrs. Keith Vernon wee In'
Marge of table decondions,
Mrs. Robert Fergmon and

sic of Miss Tara Gillock, pia-

Bawer, forecast "Fashions at
Your Fingertips" lot week foe
hundreds of members and
guests of the Mount Prospect
Junior Woman's Club.

Loomed and Insured

Os, of

a .419/K4444-w-vew

The day's prospects

lotion.

60016.

his

s

He added that 'if the ordiglance passes he will continue
to work out a satisfactory no.

AtJ

Through friday, by
ublic.
eons, Inc., 117 S. Main, Mount
Rd.. Arlington Help.. III. 00005.
and 722 Center, Des Plaint , Ill.

09

Fertilizing

dress the board.
The Clow Corporation has

reside..

Ntv

0

Power Raking
and Vacuuming

Salvage, the plant ',imager for

have a strong law to protect the

In the ordinance the pollution officer is dmignated the

Let

control tower operators from

Ben-

HE SAID THAT in

control program since 1968 to
meet with both state pollution
control laws and those of Bensenville, Young said.

.0.'6," at

Hoppeat Camp McDonald
end Wolf Rd..

walked the noway m the mu.

.

philanthropies.

Varb/e cited the Clow Co,

23:

Hot dog on a bun or sloppy
joe, potato chips, green bems,
cmkie, milk.

The kettle and the pot

[

By Catherine O'Donnell
Mayor John Ntarble of Bensenville talks like a man with a

.

cause. He was talking yesterday about the new local ordinance against pollution of the

/

ahnosphere by local companies.
The Bensenville pollution
ordinance, drawn up by village
solicitor Stephen Nagy, is 17

.pages in length and "took."
mayor
"two End a
-half to three months to corn-

Al last night, meeting of

:

the local law -makers, the ordi-

:

name had a first reading. It
will allow revocation of a li-

:

cense to operate as a business
in Bensenville on a finding
the of

;:guilty of pollution of

at-

In addition there is a jail

.1

:term plus a local daily fine for

:

each day of operation In defiance of the ordinance. And
'on top of all that Mere is the
state ordinance with addition penalties.
Unless, of course, the poIN-

to takes immediate stem to

-

rectify and correct she mums
of pollution.
The Bensenville company
.:4,that the mayor mentioned as a
-big offende,is a tool and machine -company located on Irv/

Mg Park Rd. "We have
an average of eight or nine
telephone

day

of

about it," he said.

-

1111c calls hav come from
people in all heart urrounding

munities. And the major
complainer against the company is the airport. We have
had, and I don't remember
how many. but we have had.

Community

sitsippi."

has just the rest of today and
tomorrow to sell annual mem-

Concert

Joe Mars who can lower berships. Admission
any questions about the parcel
business at 733-4000, emphasized that the parcels do not go
through the post but are deliseyed in their trucks.

Week
to Me

year.

To get your subscription
you'd

hurry,)

A BANK OF DAFFODILS
Sally in Arlington Heights at
The Palatine National Bank CL 3.5255 or Fern Bochum in
is passing out daffodils today, Mount Prospect at CL3-5932.
because it's spring. They've Or go to the ileadquarters in
got 7,000 to give away. Two the Arlington Theatre lobby.
local gals ware figuring ways
This year will be more mend mean of getting a bowl- citing than ever. Two concerts
ful.
are already scheduled. One is
the Whitlow Singers, a choral
.0o in and ash who the group formed by Whittemore
book closes. Than go in and and Low, duo pianists who've
rush a check. Then go in and been most popular in their lochmge a bill. Then go M and cal Community Concert ape.* about a college loan. Go in pdarances in the past. The
and ask about a car loan, a group travels with a. pimo, an
house loan. Go in and ask fora organ, a harp and a bass fiddle.
job. Just go. ids a bright
The other concert sched,
thought -a bank of daffodils.
tiled is internationally famous
organist Virgil Fox who brings
THE WINNER
his 975.000 organ with him.
Just like the winner in the The programs are consistently
Christmas house lighting con- good. Adult subscriptions cost
test is Arlington Park throe 510 and students, $5.

r

Maple Dr.. Mount Prospact, died yesterday at Ad -

dolor. Villa

in

Wheeling.

Survivors are two granddaughters, Baben Potricelli
of

Boone,

Funeral mass will be held
tomorrow at 9:30 am. at St.

Troop 154
camps out
in Wisconsin

He said, "Frankly. believe
the only answer is a good hard

'

"u"ass ELEFTEF":""

DON'T FORGET

,

board

members

in

Has anyone asked Con -Con
delegates about inserting a

claim in the new state con.
ititution that allows income
/lax deductions for wear and

/

on fires and shoe leather
.:^imed in going out to vote so of-

-fen7 But go, even if you are

:

torefoot in the poll.

WILL WONDERS NEVER

Fried y, Marc

0,1970

fair.

Show chairman Mn.
Charles Smith and her co.
delirium. Mrs. George,Hista
nen, felt that the 26 dealers

aurae who need chairs repaired
In this manner.

All members of the Mount

provided exceptional exhibit.
Area exhibitors included
Busse Flowers. Mount Prospea Hardware, Rosemary
Knesper of Buffalo Grove and
Jen Fletcher of Park Ridge

money for scholarships of area
aludents and supporting Meal

Mrs. Jean Engle of Des

and federated philanthrople.
Mr, Harold Beck wm ticket

Plain. was the winner of the
grand prize, a beautiful cub.

chair an; Mrs. Roy Duda wan.
publicmity chairmm.
The club recently pee
Maryville resident, Janine Lao

2/14.59e

glass vase.
.

psi,- a scholarship for over
5500. On April 7several addl..'
done! scholarships will be gin,
en to local recipients,

Mrs. Donald Long, pre&

Make this your year to
enjoy a better lawn

le,

.SALE

EAFEEIR

agars,

8.95

5,000 sq ft bag _5,45

4.95

year, it will likely be back this year, because its seeds
are in the soil. But you can stop them before they get
started -with HALTS PLUS. It sets up a barrier which
slops crabgrass seeds es they sprout. Full -fertilizes
good grass at the same time. All from a single application.

selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

Save 52
Save $1

one who supported the antique

served as show managers for

by

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza

KNUPPER

4t(*"youti

CEASE?
r

Noon 6 days till 6 PM Sunday ii116 PM

Ted

Palatine, ill. Phone 359-1080

attending.

They

Mrs. Richard Webb discusses a culigitass cruel with her daughter Jane. M. Webb recently

20 YEAR
GUARANTEE!

drug

RELAXATION
HEALTH &EXERCISE
FAMILY TOGETHERNESS
NO CROWDED BEACHES
NO POLLUTED WATERS
FUN ALL YEAR LONG
GREAT FOR THE KIDS

MAINTENANCE FREE - COMPLETELY INSTALLED
Mrs. Clubs Wenstrand of Mount Prospect watch Brent cane
chair. The Walls own the Pador Antiques In Elmhurst. Brent
Includes other toms of restorations among his talents.

WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR. POOL IN MARCH

POOL wage

\

OR
231,000 B.T.U.
Retail Value of 5459.00

\

tOrical Sticiety will meet Monday, March 23, at 8 p.m.

Mn. David Krause of the
Scrimshaw Chapter of Qua ten, a nationally affiliated an.

Nursery 8, Garden Center

1801 Rand Rood Rood (U512) North of Dundee Rood

TELEPHONE 2561-9458

those

141,44

The Mount Prospect His-

nupper Nursery & Garden Center

MT PROSPECT

and

a

ealleolled

Historical Society
to hear of Scrimshaws

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

Rebillard

Carolyn Dahlberg, gave evilnations on antiques brought'

403W1

5,000 sq ft bag .14:95 12.95
2,500 sq ft bag 2:95 6.99

e,

Ann

dent, said, "The Mount Prospent'Woman's Club wishe to
*merely thank each and every

presented n program on her cruets to members of the Scrimshaw Questers. Her collection number.
well over 100.

If there was crabgrass in your neighborhood all
Bring your EYE PHYSICIANS IM D ) or
OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be filled'
le the frame of your choice from our large

.

Bra woman...Nob.

Now you can stop crabgrass
before it starts

Satufaehan Guaranteed

THROUGHOUT
the
three-day event unusual dem.
.strations and qualified evalnations were mnducted. The
Annolyn Antiques Shop man -

15,000 sq ft bag J3WS" 11.98
10,000 04 ft bag _.9.95'

1,500
many returning on

each of the three days of the

Prospect Woman's Club eadated with the work aimed at
illeir common god --- raising

Halts

o

The voters then can go on
air spring vacations. The
nest election is scheduled for

.

tit

sit

1171 average 810,000 valuation.

school
April.

Delores If nugh.Womens Editor

akelleirneenegegirneeetrnellsOsernerne

Scotts
EarlyBird

"Make it stick.

_again, (AGAIN ?) to vote on
:whether or not the Harper referendum will add another $17
;do. the present 920 junior col/lige amt per home assessed at

PmPle,

Brow this service will help

helps grass multiply itself. It feeds slowly and steadily, avoiding the
wasteful surge growth that makes for extra mowing. Keeps grass
greener longer too. Pick up a bag this week end and enjoy a greener,
thicker lawn this year.

REGARDLESS

the day you go to the polls

replaced rush seats on antique

difference it will make. Turf Builder is the patented fertilizer that

a mums' E21rla SP"

College district. Tomorrow is

The Sixth Anna Antique
Fair ottraoted over

Simply spread a bag of Tugs' BUILDER on your lawn and enjoy the

Jaw." And someone m dela-

Tie a string around your finger if you live in the Harper Jr.

Brad W.0 at Perlor Anchairs. This old all is fast be
coming extinct, and through

ganing but spent their other
free time cave exploring and

I

Mined as Mayor Varble to

r

Wisconsin's Blackhawk

Mayor Varble is convinced

Rives/

MN., Elndiumt, 'caned and

introduction at the antique

Mount Prospect Boy Scout
Troop 154 last weekend went
on a camping trip to southwest

thai, "life on earth can aria for
only 15 years more if we are
allowed to continue in the way

.

Page 3

qtr./ye&

waukee.

/

California knit. Simplicity pattern 8506. (Photos by Eleanoi

Antiquers flock to annual fair

hildren,,

many cafis from the tower and
-,?7,rom pilots. But then, we a/so
:get calls complaining about
the planes."

in which /veve gone toward
pollution in the past 15 yeas"

r

N.C. and Mrs.

using some of the 50 miles of
hiking trails in the surrounding natural park.
Despite freezing night time
temperatures, the boys were
warm and deep underground
thanks to the year-round readings in the 50's in the cave. the
state's largest.

made. Mrs. Douglas Glaser of Prospect Heights models this Nueflowered, fringed jumpsuit, a machine washable Thompson of

Itmcheomfashion show at the Brass Rall of the Sheraton O'Hare.

Scherkenbach of Mount Prospect,
and eight great-grand-

Country. The 28 boys and seven adult leaders were under the
supervision of Bill Kuivinen,
403 S. Wine, Mount Prospect.
The troop was able to locate
enough snow on north hillsides for sledding and tobog-

sewing machine ate fraction of their cost if purchased ready.

boded Waistline. Ifs a °Gilda Creation" from Elhel's Golden
Thimble Cable Shoop, which furnished Me fashions for the

Julia 1. Reitzner, 92, of 800
S.

Modeled at the Mount Prospect Junior Woman's Club luncheon -fashion show were fashions that could be a eroded of your

cream bodice and penile -Meal skirt and overskirt, glittering with

Patrick Church in Milwaukee,
Wis. Burial will be in Holy
Trinity Cemetery in Mil-

Concerts is by membership
ticket only. There are no indi-

vidual tickets sold during the

Obituaries
Jolla J. Reitsner

Every day, if you keep your nights. The park is resplendent
ear to the ground or your an- with hundreds of bulbs of yolteam up, you're bound to hear low, red and blue
mmething new. For instance,
there is a drop-off dock be- HAPPINESS IS A FULL
longing to United Parcel Se, HOUSE
vice at 1204 Old Northwest
Membership Chairman Sal Hwy., Palatine, where a pack- ly Opela of Community Con age can be left for delivery to cents is telling Me area towns
the next town or as far away as that happiness is a full house.

"any place cast of the Mb.

Wasbion al your Fingertips", given by the Mount Prospect
Junior Woman's Club last Saturday, featured such lovely confections as this pale blue nylon eftet-five dress with whipped

sique study group, will present
the program.

Last summer Mrs. Krause,
who is also the legal ads/sector
the historical society, gathered_

material on the age.old art o

of ivory, walrus tusk, what
bone or other had substances
by sailors who found It
simple pastime when the clipper ships were becalmed.
The meeting is to be held

fenciynro, surrnd

PH:879-227(

011aGood.14/494(aci

scrimshaw. This is the Garvin

POOL FENCING
Mwedive link

CALL DAT OR NIGHT

BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE

eowitet P004

Tfte,

639 MAIN STREET
BATAVIA, IWNOIS

the Mount Prospect Comm.
oily Center. The public is
i

vited to attend.

r-

...YAMS

INtp rlublicattotto

One day at a time

?tenor an rterteol throw in nie tot hahtiM Ace,ou.
IM MO, let deux and tittdItentai Mkt,r11,

It shouldn i matter but to
It seems so far away If

Marshall Field 111

you 1,1,1t you II see it but only
then Othenvise rte lust an

Fnday March 20 1970

Pugs

Jahn a hienten,f Mot and Partitht

Hata

kisthiheh

faintly room downstairs She
screamed

feel? What would we do?

to stay away from the
door Then she went to the

to

I h Sou 4th t man, !kw,

toitimm fin ter

R N Peel?

see

slicked

Me

beaches in California or floe
the We see pictures but Ifs
not the same We road What k
happening but its hard to
imagine

hap-

pened around here wasp t even
the same as what happens out

are for the Harper
referendum, but ...

kitchen table. She took Wier

be

yoU thought Wore
happy
generations coUld look fair

Over 200 gallons of fuel od
had beenpunmed tnto the fain
ily mem The oil company said

What if hod Nen ode In
stead of fish Which were bull

ward le the same joy So would
they cant of
I
e lake I, getting all
coup,
mewedu Pollution Is turn

dosed onto land and =cited
awm what if it had been ell?
What if there were off shore
wells that leaked, What IF

1

n into

,

a

cesspool

No

4

=minute days are tnenale

linker split and oil Covered ell
the water at the southern gild
of the lakx?

Is for all to set

II was all cleamd up m due
D ine Repairs wen. made The
n ow as as
was baron What
waste of ume and money be
came Ofaa miteke:

A TIRED young woman

HOU D PROBABLY

forgotten

and

mine home from shopping one
day. She piled the bags on the

scribe it

That summer will not soon b.

there

We

.mmetimes as you try M de

phone and called her husband
He said he d be right home

the dnVer made A mistake
certainly did There
was th ml floating on the goer

'

The only thing that

Visitiort gaze an awe when
1
they sec it for the hot time It
at.. you orb Ices for words

tad so can I The alewives that
he the Lake Michigan beaches
Made swimming impossible
The sint.11 was unbehavabk

Her young son
looked at her in alarm She told

As suburbanites we dons
get

Lake Shdre Drive you muse

mg But you can rsmeniber

She opened the door to the

faces Still what it'd happened
right here? How would we

near the, dunes or dm ing the

WE DONT have any off
shore oil drilling wells In Lake
Michigan That s a small bleat

it

oil

other problem our country

a

R E lintehinum I m, Pr, %altar

By Ron Swans a $

hat and coat She smite( She
sniffed again It smelled like

does

..LRYSNIOSIODRAPIP,

to

For maul many years sal
ham of people hase enjoyed
the beauty of Lake Mangan.

You Inn in` the suburbs
You think your stake in the
problem of weur`aollution ti
stroll You rs mum
Taia another bolt at Like

Whetter you are awinuning

Michigan.

.

Harper College (Dist 5121 is requmting ia endersa the referendum Hears fiam She fob
17 cent tax increasX. M a referendum jamberow. The college is seeking a 12 cent hiIt comes et a time when taxpayers we
en= in the educatio.I fund and a 5 Cent being hit for.annual income tax payments
boost in the building (maintenance) Tend.
and just before real estate
tate
bills. must be
School officials explain that recent in- paid. Taxes have been on the rim in thc area
.

dications of a considerable increase
teamed valuation of the district this yell'
will not solve irs financial- problemmiRrga-

ler increases in rssessed valuation hrseenalk

reedy ken figured in projecting the school's
budgets for the next five years. And the
chow in the equaliation figure will mit
Wing in enough money to balance the budg,

how. someone

going to have to figure oars
a way to pay for Mel -eases in education and
other costs that will's elive the already heavies
ly-burdened property owner.
There is no doubt that elementary and
high school' districts in the arca, if not now,
. wthsoon be in need AS additional support.

reasons and

to prep= others adopt a wait -and -see attitude toward the loss

.

the college was being formed "in
lay atirene committee recommenddee present educational rate of 11 cents.
building rate of 4 cents and a bond and
Interest rate of 6.2 cents. The college has
bom operating on these rata since it began
accepting students in 1967.. Harper officials
may the ivy wm underestimated because the
comnithee, projection on anticipated Mudent growth was wrong,

When

1905,

.

peers to open for 500 students. Harpers loss
might well be a good deal less than anticipated.

Careful scrutiny of present and projected.

a

with particuler emphasis. an
priorities. should also give a better pinture

expenditures.

of the district's financial flume.

WE FEEL STRONGLY that the district
should in
tuition fees to the legs/ limit
112/ per semestr hour. This fee even
though it may note be "competitive with st
public universitites

population, now at 5.500, they lager."
my if 40 per can ahead of original projec- coming
Student

not

is

from

and other juniorjuniorconate
too expensive for students
Me
communitim Harper

"lam The committee alb catimmed con- serves. We do not feel that Me area rs monomincally deprived to the extent that the
- amnion tone for the present six Phase
buikines at $7. million. They actually cost
512:240.04,

1

'MERE IS NO DOUBT that if the referendum is not pmsed the district will be in
ma= difficulty. It will henecasrsry M is

.

i

sue. roe anticipation warrants,

a

policy that

hes caused trouble for other districts in
The

urea.

building- fund

already

deficit of $100.000, which

has

the

shows a
been paid

for out of edumridnal funds. The total debt
b expected 30 roach -.$1 million in the next
Harper ran into,.rsiinag when the state dm

=al not

majority of the families here can not afford
to send their young people to Harper at the
increased cost. We also feel that students
should share the burden of financing their
college educations.

kteirsiRMSABSR14
N.ANKMORMIENSig

Letters To
The Editor

'

s

*m id he as brie) as paw

Green

ferldiew

In 6' to

your in= sn a Is
Rat Ow aerrr

Maple,

not yet been found does not by

any means indicate that an
rganic? cause rs not operating. Even some forms of in
are now believed td be
due,

in some persons, to a
imbainee In the

chemical
body.

.""

a

-
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ASK FOR RICHARD DANI
SHOW INnGo-nt0m Am

em s NPpIn CN.299.442,

FLYING CARPET MOTOR INN
6405 N. Mannheim Rand Des Planes

rarorant awe

emeollivelb

Unita

ratrilite or

BRINGING ELEGANCE
TO YOUR NOME

ANNOUNCING OUR EASTER
CARPET SPECIAL
(During Month of March Only)

tag for a person's com

tic

plaints and prescribing a Miracle drug that correspond to
whole person. The label ''bro-

km arm," for instance,

le a

far different disease to a professional tennis player than it
is

to a retired stock broker,

whose chief hobby is watching
sports on television.
Even when your doctor

Beautiful Antique Satin

finds a structural lesion, this
not necessarily explain

Living Room or Bedroom

your syniptoms. Many , a
patient hate bade gall bladder
fall of stones removed, only to
find
that her
abdominal

DRAPES

does

Ceiling to Floor

cramps were still present. Te

,Choose from over 50 New
Decorator Colors. Offer
Includes utile 126 of Drapes

removal of the gall bladder whm

WITH ANY

CARPET PURCHASE *

!ohm's own
ri-service

Completely Installed Over
Heavy Rubber Padding

in the large, land.
mope site:, Clump

Rapt Crab, Pin

aloe rWi bud trees

We have a complete selection from
the country's leading carpet mills.
NYLONS
WOOLS

ACRYLICS

POLYESTERS

RODEO

HERCULONS

at
l',ONOMMERS OF 55 'MAN 011MORE

Son, WO have opened taar
Bey really.te-piont trees.

11005;ANDINSTAIIANONALNINiONAL

ake as =Mr Ralf letter
words out of.

fi

BUY NOW AND SAVE AS NEVER BEFORE

more

w letter.

,

RUG & FURNITURE CO.

At Its best, the oral= of

Fact

As proof of our confidence in the
yard and slaked it With the how, q

$12.00

Duty,

er 'lune/loner Jimases has

bungee,

Stork

VS.00

Extra,

spasm in an artery at the base
of the brain. The fact t at the
underlying cause of many oth-

Raney Iowa

sikes:

'(knee

None MmUnimmi MN.

175.00 WOO
Inne0 Nana

graine may be caused by v

Trees, linden

rrsi

'ewammo

.

lergy or deficiency of an
digestive juice and that
atmi-

belas

be checked

TIENTAP

reaction

Lunge RowellItaulte
LodietefioN lenh
WNW OKA

-

ample, may be caused by an al.

ripewrittraTtl pea,

and should contain
t address or phone mow
re their authenticity

RiHideawoid

of the
patient to his Ulna . Such a
study requires a greater effort
on the part of the phthician but
the results are eminently
worthwhile.
chologic

41Ie SmILO Conlipra
Wee PumallItSula

gto

ear irnirs to the tali ....anise
.aignrd ,trat

Yt

ic lesions but also for physiologic changes and the pay-

006.00 WOO

-MEM
= W.00

VerEICeehmOreliftel lackm.

entirely imaginary.
Careful study has revealed
that the irritable colon, for ex-

the disease label. Rather,
is
the study and treatment of the.

OUR RELOCTIINCE TO wholeheartedly

L

whether such a distinction is
valid or M the lost interest of

reaching more anil mre residents.
A "YES" vote oM
propositions will

.

nal Int withheld*:

AVATO=Irerlf=.

Lipkin now raises the question

medicine does not cornier of
finding a convenient iliagUos-

prepare students for further education and in
equipment which..Harper, as did mhcm.dis- many cases prepare them for careers without
Mos. assumed would be paid as part of the' further education.
maws 75 per cent share of community colWe urge_ a yes vote on the msumptio n
: Isis
I
s
that area raidents want a college that
referendutii,will cast a taxpayer with vides qualitative as: well as quantitative edu5 home
ussceseff! Tor MX purposes at cation. and': that the districts projections for
10.000 an edditillial 517 a year.
the next several' years are reallstle enough no
avoid another Tnertiese in Me taxpayers'
.

CONTIiiiineNNONoinventrIComorooMeemokh

inc and phobias). Dr. Mack

Harper is a comstiunity college geared to

assure a college that will fulfill the area's nectle.

maw 05000

BubMuhlierimf Wonted Solo

Doctors base long
:a good preventive-i :fifeasiirc
dietinotion -between org
Wau a more thordugh study
disease
with demonstra le ihonkl.have been made m
changes in cell structure (such golfer all the passible causes
as fractures, ulcers and toof ihe cramp,
A thonotigh std4 should Ire
moral and functional diseases.
chide not onfily seurch for hcin which all physical, chemikal
and X-ray findings are noroSal reditary and etefirsonmentel
(such as irritable Colon. mints -causative factors and anatom.

serving every resident in its district. Programs in. adult education and vocational ind
gram
training are being provided
now or are in planning. In the next five
years the
college's offerings should be

provide monies for, movable

to

wow 1NC.

ANNIVERSARY SALE

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

the patient, especially when, as
so often happens the functional illness is assumed to he of
secondary importance, if not

for careers that do not require a four year of these chargebacks. If the new district ex education.

ooma KONG CUSTOWITAILORS

Diagnostic study
involves whole person

year after ythr with' oo end in sight. Some -

tug problem' facing the school as In
WE FEEL. THAT -PERHAPS the Her=
ennallnieht gnaw then that an administrationccould Pet by on less than the
Oct
cal
Enrollment has groin Weer than full amount requested, at least for a time.
fieryvaluation
We hope that it will.mot he necessary to levy
the full increase immediately. Harper offiF. Li?, OELULLANLY ehdorees thy orals say that they will lose $659.000 in
refoiendom. We feet that Mel,
,a definite charge -back fees over the next two years.
need
a !attiot college in the aim to serve- They base this assumption on the opening of
those who arc unable to spend the first two ,.,the new college campus for Maine -Towsnhip
yews in a four year school -foe financial or 'Next September. We hope that they will
educational

DOCTOR SAYS

yqu can.

addition. find the ward
all seven Ad there

CONSULTATION SERVICE Free Estimates in Your Hain°.

'ng

miumnolly en

O.ederrea.
Sungley 0,00

jI9 good 23 excellent

S

6654 Barrington Road, Hanover Fork.
837-3113

AlgonerW(81. 62) & Arlington Heights 04
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Man, God

YOUR BEST BU

is CBMC

Tomorrow

topic

Is Today

A SOFA BY DAY THAT SLEEPS TWO ADULTS BVNI'GHT

The NortMsta Christian
D inners Men's Committee

will hear Dr. Malcolm Crook.
dean of students and professor

of practical theology at Trinity

Evangelical ['Molly School.

Tuesday, March 24.

Dear Mr. DeLtioisu
Luckily my husband and 1 are very much M love, or 1 th nk
we'd give up. Three of our four children mitit walk and Iwo of
Meat are mounted. Our one buy isluteing emotional problems

will

subject

His

'Under.

be

W anding Man and God."

All men are invited to at

because of the ocher children.

tend. Northwest CBMC meets

Tuesdays from noon until

I

What do you see for our one lady? Willpc solve his problems
and how soon? Do you sec anything for our other children? Do
you LS MIMI, matters getting:my better? Also. what do you feel
about my husbantrannd my health?
No name. no town please

pm. in the mein banquet om
of the Neilsen Restaurant,ro Im,
Carol on Mannheim Rd.. one
block south of Higgins Rd.

Dear No Names

pot In September, 190, Dr.

lime away from home, perhaps an extended visit. In fact, I'm

the Wheaton Bible Church.

feeling he is already assay from home at this time.
1 feel you have been through the worst aid now and I feel some
kind of help is on its way. I feel all right with your health and your
husband's al this time.

of doctor of divinity was conferred upon him by Wheaton

Before accepting his present

Crook consecutively mrved
I feel ai your Ivry yet older he'll be able In understand the
situation' and adjust to it. I suggest he try to get out with other four different communities as
people -- relatives or friends. It would be good if he could spend n pastor. His last pastorate svos
Wheaton, where he served for
15 years. The honorary degree

College on Aug. 19. 1960.

HIS SUBJECT will review
Dow Mr. DeLouism
and explain some of the in
Mr husband and I am concerned about our 6.year-old. Last

sights and preparation needed

yeaewc had her tested at the school's request. The battery of tests
shoWcct the child to hove overage inteiligcncu but perceptual

if Christian men are to drew
tively share their faith with

problems. She is immature physically and mentally. She is attending a non -graded school and eye training sessions. She has
difficulty recognizing the letters of the alphabet. Will she lean to
read? Will bra proNems In school Imes?

Mm. P.W.

Dear Mrs. P.W.('
Y.,' feel good with her prospects.lfeel her difficult'es win be
eweeded. You ore on the right path with the special school and
training.

Doti Mr..DeLouise(
I em interested in working with handicapped children. Do you
sedme following my education Wong this line? Also,1 have been
trying to lose weight in the past. Do you see me losing any within
the neat two months? And will losing this weight have any Wet
on my getting a boy friend?
Anxious. Rolling Meadows

Der Anxiouos:
I do feel You will be working with handicapped children and

others in the world today.
Ina previous talk to CBMC.
Dr- Crook said. -The mandate
of the church is very clear- our
Lord gave it and all the
apostles understood it - into all
the world to every creature.

"Now you can't think Cl a

CONTEMPORARY in Nouhhhyde

mita& or a cause or

opens to 6B. long bed
Altar Sole 8229.W
Chaim of Colors

or a project that's more sweep.
Mg or more comprehensive or
merc challenging than that. It
literally dares us to believe that

we can break through all

the

that divide men whether they are religious bar-

riers, or racial barriers or cultural barriers or economic Mr tiers Of what have you.

'This dares us to .believe
that by the gram of Codk by
the power of the Holy Spirit,
under the living Lord, we can
the

cultures

or

Dr. Croak is elso the dire,

MODERN IN STAIN
DEFYING HERCULON

tor of Christian Lorena at
My &ambler has become engaged to a young man oferhom sve
molly do nor approve. We have always had good communication

School.

with her and now she really can't hear our point of view. However. we are willing to do everything to help her or rather go
along with Me idea that she would like to marry this boy, whose
nein fmilt is simply that he is too young (so is she,. too immature
land to is she). 1111her have any real plans for the future. I am
concerned that being emotional she may become pregnant (or

Quota member

perhaps Isl. and I would like your feelings about this.

Mrs. W.. Arlington Heights

§9A

Par'

S. t.

Dear Mrs. W.:
I do feel your daughter will many rob young nom and I feel
you will adjust to the new regime. Don't try to protect her - at

Ci)
Q

r;c4
A

this lime no matter what you soy shell think Ifs wrong. Don't
alienate her and don't hurry the wedding by your constant opposition to II. Try to regain your good communication.

JOSEPH DE LOUISE. notionally known ',Ole. will aru-

A

r the am.,tioabtf Day malers ix dd. rainma. Lettere should
beslatted, Nit maw will hr amitletl If rho writer requests It.
Dot' hiblientions. 722 Center St..
Mile ro DeLonise in core
Des Plaines 10011.

°Pawn To Mkt WIDTH 9E0

After Sale 5289..00

Trinity Evangelical Divinity

Dear Mr. Di:Louise(

1 '9995

barriers

feel this is an excellent field for you. I also feel you will lose
weight, but not all of it within the next two months. Take your
time - don't mush diet. I feel you'll eve no trouble attracting a penetrate
boy friend.

KROEHLER

',mar your guests with lumen. comfort
when your turn living room. den or re room

Thomas Werth. 511 Arbor
Gate Ln.. an account caeca.
live at Reuben II. Donnelley.
took part in the company's

into instant bedrosinis! Or reverse the pi, tore
and turn your own bedroom into an .1111C.

ti to sitting rooml Kublder tilecpwir-Lounme
have secret comfort built into
able design. Sit pretty all, I.cbcm %till! tta
Kroehler Sleen.Oul.muce!

SAVE $20 to 10 ON KROEHLER CHAIRS

Quo ta Club dinner and presem
mtion held recently at the Sheraton -Blackstone Hotel. This

dinner was held to honor top

LOUNGE CHAIR

Yellow Pages,. personnel

NUT..

in the Illinois and Cincinnati

Washed

directory areas.

cosy

Membership in the Quota
Club is based on sale ability,
knowledge of the market and

lathed

Ade

or

lead,

E.togard

needs of the consumer.

This is Duebner's third year
of Quota Club membership.

EIF

OU'RE CORDIALLY INVITED TO TH
a

Spring Camp -O -Rama

'eSS`.30VPd.t.

$9995

OF

NORTHERN ILLINOIS

-r)'-1)

YOUR CHOICE

SWIVEL ROCKER
with soli "Sleepy Hollow" attached bock kick

LARGEST

pleated flounce.

BEST BUYS

CAMPING

FROM
KROEHLER.

SALES & SERVICE
ACRES OF DISPLAY AREA
10,000 SQ. FT. UNDER ROOF
INSIDE SERVICE AREA

COME SEE THE GOONEY BIRD
BY ALL -SEA -SUN

2 Big Weekends -

Friday, Saturday, Sunday
10-9p.m.

10.6p.m.

NAUGAHYDE

comeliest allow

RECLINER

buck

Sk

a FRANKLIN

t AVION

*CAMP -4

BE SURE TO REGISTER

roam with,

golryde

FOR

FREE

SORRY, BUT LYNELL'S WILL BE CLOSED PALM AND EASTER SUNDAYS

DOOR PRIZES

0 DRIFTWOOD
* WHITE STAG

reldx

way TV 0 Ntc....nen
lea her Like
Moir

acatchgard

* SKAMPER

* NOMAD

LOUNGE CHAIR
Mired toion toiled

12-6 p.m,

featuring Arnerico's most popular names
in camping equipment

CHATEAU

March 13 - 15
March 20 - 22

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

-

SALE HOURS

MON., THURS., AND FRI. 9:30 - 9:30

OPEN SUNDAY 11-5

It(

TUES.WED., AND SAT, 930 -6:00
SUNDAYS 11,00.1100

LAY -A -WAY

GROH
RT. 20

ATINIDNG

CAMPING

Y. mile West of Rt. 59

INC.

ELGIN ILL.

Small Deposit Will Hold Your Per.'
chose kor future Delvery: Plonning
New Home or Apoilment?.Well Hold
Your Purchase For You,

FREE DELIVERY
withIn50 mlie rashes
of Rolling Meadows

JustRoe atut

'
ast
259-566

INTERIOR DECORATING,

CARPETING, DRAPERIES

ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER ON K IRCHOP ROAD

BUDGET TERMS Tr,
LYNILL S BUDGET TERMS
AS USUAL OR USE YOUR

MIDWEST BANK CARE

'

Northwest 'Y' has
14,000 members

i

ora

ELMHURST RD
CHUCK'S MARATHON SERVICE

MARCH 2148

TUNE-UPS BRAKES

M

Opening a small

&a Se, U4 Nat

"COMPLETE CAR CARE"

i-rl!i ,_';',Iiwritu
Wishing Well Plaza
Elmhurst Rd. & Dempster

437-9838
To kkl,6

o Le:.

boom, boosted in part by home

.

clans"

--- and they love it.

demonstration polies.
The Wig Shoppe turned out

to be a full-time job for the

Peggy Duke and her sister,
Sandy Henson, have had their

Sire, who are both yoUng mar-

836 S. ELMHURST RD.
DES PLAINES

414.;-:

Vt. tail: dU k4 U1, h h 4:11, 41hd:

opened
lititt6rs

.1

DES PLAINES

MARATHON

who

en trepreneum

Tph, acuSeisthirs Jibg,,S,ihr,oepo

ALGONQUIN RD.

doors open at 1187 Elmhurst
Rd. only since the end of July.
but they are enjoying the wig

business

May be a risk, but two yOung.

at,

ELMHURST RD at

nn

i

coupon

,4111,,,IIIN,,,M11047,,911111C,BINC.,,14

CHUCK'S BARBER SHOP

of selling and styling. "Ninety
per cent of our sales are human

hair wigs," Peggy explained,
"bwause women have to be
handy at hair setting to be sat-

idled with a synthetic wig --the teming doesn't last after
they are washed." Her sister
Sandy added, "And we gumantee all
wigs, as Well a
the styling "
THE GIRILS have demonureters working for them who
take an assortment of wigs and

Glealas.

HAIR SHAPING AT ITS BEST

falls to a hostess' home for a
wig show. "Nlost of the time,
people call in to arrange for a
show, and we make a date for

VAX DR:14R6X EON

3 BARBERS - APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED

reeds, and they share the duties

:

onc of our demonstrators to
come to their home," Peggy
aaid. "The hostess invites some

of her friends for the show-

1169 So. ELMHURST RD.

and cake and coffee."
Sandy said, "This gives
them all u chance tO try on the
various ayles drops and falls.

DES PLAINES 437-9311

FREE

"51

OPEN

DONUTS
WITH THE

850
ELMHURST RD PURCHASE
DES PLAINES

of
ONE DOZEN

C4uP.,u 4",
idnite
unMdo., lar. 34,

PaIdiff' VOMMI4-

tastecfretz
2

CHICKEN
ALL TOP ONLY

LACHICKEN ...... 54.59

DiredatiOLLS

.......

for 1 SALE

SPECIALS
FRIDAY

4

MARCH 20

FISH

f

MARCH 21
ONLY

877 Elmhurst Rd, Des Plaines

SAVE rtes

to pick out the color, and get'
consultation on the styli,.

Retina them in support of a

5

1.00

HAMBURGERS

at

determined by the number of
TEE PARTIES last about'

a

/

PaNa

well -trained,

Av.,

Plainer,

Des

lt,"

IIMPWRIVQVQVIIIMIMIN

Des Plaines, Ill
Carry Out
OR EAT HERE!

1;b9/44-'

FAMILY

RESTAURANT

1225 ELMHURST RD DES PLAINES

956-0565

F1511.111A- 1.1-1

gn1a1'Imta

,.

i

Au

you

BOCK BEER
PAC1t=.

6
t'

,

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

lrfi.eektuteita
soul of

BOURBON
WHISKEY

lt,xl

,..

We have a complete selection of
fine wines for
your Easter din-

Mo. 7"'S mem

$3.19Kings

$3.29

INTERNATIONAL' AWARD
WINNERS

1173 So. Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines, Illinois

800.

SALE ENDS

MARCH 29th.

phone: 439-7755
or 437-9439

6.12 OZ. CANS

Ake

PEPSI

FIFTH

or
7 UP

8a
(plus

79

C

deposit)

10

c
EACH

IMPORTED

Duck

SCOTCH

$3 1 9

$2 98

FIFTH

1.89

LONDON DRY

VODKA

Sunset
FIFTH

CORDIALS

5198

FIFTH

arAW

DRAB/0

GIN
FULL QUART

$3.19

(TAKE ADVANTAGE OF WILLIAMS LOW, LOW CASE PRICES }

SIMONIZ

rn1111.

CAR

week serving more than 250

The aquatic director. Doloms Doehler, holds a Masters

Degree in Health Eduanien
and is in charge of the entire
pool staff,

CAR WASH

CAR WASH

it

1st Prize ....1 LITE-BRITE
2nd Prize ...STUFFED ANIMAL
3rd Prize ... TOOTS SWEET

ELMHURST RD. &
ALGONQUIN RD.

BUY GAS NOW - WASH LATEM

John Eliot, Club Program

bership is open to anyone and

Another supervisor who has
recently developed a full pre-

more information can be ob-

Two candidates
seeking
election to the Harper College
hoard of trustees yesterday released a statement endorsing
support of the college's tax ref-

endum to be held on blareh
21." the statement reads.
twin, the pheonomcnal

growth in student enrollment
12. per cent in the last three
years) and the sharp increase

Joseph C. Nlorton, Arling-

educational, maintenance.
and construction costs, it if Im
in

ton Heights. and Mrs. Hannah

II

85'

ncase.
re
"In the belief that William
Rainey Hamer College must
grow qualitatively as well

ho, kw.

390

Si"

DOZEN

trict 512 to vote 'pi on the

same philosophies.

Harper College Ps rate refer-

Golden Bear
offers special
for moms
intelligent mem,
reasonable prices, and a welcoming attitude on the part of

dining out with
ones children can he an enjoyable experience.
Since its opening two years

restaurant

Ego. the Gold. Bear Family

employes.

management

and

1051
Elmhurst
Rd.. has been furnishing all the
necessary ingredients for imp-

5 for

$100

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE,

99c

G0t41"51

e

EACH
e

otudiere you'llfinging

Draw an Easter Bunny on approximately 14x1 I" paper.

1.000.000

at U. of I.
versity of

Illinois

Champaign -Urbana

Roth, than being harms.'
at the sigh; of Morn arid Dad
with seral children in tow,
the employes are actually glad

to see Inc entire family. And.
the children are treated with

at

recently

pledged more than 375

the same interest md mom

anion arc: their pts.

Panhellenic formal and
end
informal rush.

The bright, cheerful IIIMOSmphere at the Golden liar far.
turm an at.ctivc interior de-

cor with lifeTiee storybook

(withof

Arlington Heights: Danielle

Goldilocks, Papa

B ear, blown Bear and Baby
B ear which aur.t a great dal
of interest and comment from

Danis, 515 S. Ridge Alpha
Chi Omega; Marilyn Risky,
910 E Olive. Alpha Xi Deka,
Christine Haug, 117 S. Wil-

the children and their parents.

shire, Delta Gamma; Sue M.
Johnson. 702 N. Dwyer Ave,
Delta Gamins

ALL THIS hospitality and
atmosphere are great. but what

about the food?very hood .

Nlary Jane Wye,' 105E

.. from the 30 varieties of pan-

cakes a. waffles to the New
York club :teak. A special

sari,

dE .ter feature HI,

ho,y-fried chicken in two different sith portions-mne
complete adult ginner and the
=and Ldcurl t snack or small

Delta: Pat Splithoff. 224 S.
Waterman. Alpha Gamma

.1111b.

customemany

of them children!

Lillian, Alpha Chi Omega;
Gwendolyn Nlarie Patterson,
211 S. Kasper. Gamma Phi
Beta: Linda Kay Ramsey.
1111 Francis Dr.. Delta Del.

main

Drawings should be labeled
with name, address, age and

ro/ family dining. To date. the
restaurant has serve dalmost

Those pledging sororities
from the northwest suburbs
from

TOP QUALITY

PANTY HOSE

Sororities
pledge 375
Social sororities at the Uni-

RAINBO Ph lb
BREAD loot

Delta and Cheryl Irene Stein,

510 S. Dutton, Delta, Mlle
Whatever the order. what.

Delta,

Judging will be on Saturday,
March 28, 12 noon IN THE
STORE. Winners will be an-

BIGGEST MEALTIME BARGAINS

ewer the time (open until! a.m.
Sunday through Thursday and

Des Plaines: Arlene Hegg,

MI 3 a.m. Friday and Satur-

N. Cam Gamma Phi
Be,'!Jo Hynes, 1133 Jeannette, Alpha Chi Omega; Jo
6901

IN TOWN!

nounced at that time.
Turn in your entry at the Ser-

day). the Golden Bear service
is always prompt and CfliCielll

which M ust good busjiness
sem with adults, but a necessity with children.

Lynne
TRY THESE PRICES ON THE FAMILY BUDGET

vice Desk.

$1.49

SIRLOIN STEAK

RIB EYE
STEAK PLATTER

Baked Potato
Fresh, Crisp Salad
Slab Texas Toast

$1.29
CHOPPED
SIRLOIN PLATTER

French Fries
Fresh, Crisp Soled
Slab Texas Toast

FAST SERVICE COME AS YOU ARE NO TIPPING

11-13 YEARS

Kinder, 1120 Jeannette, Delta Delta Delta:SandLn.,

Alpha Gamma DekPi

BONANZA SIRLOIN PITS.
Store Hours

II AMto 9PM

41

1249 Elmhurst Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

FOR MOTHERS M this

Janie Leis, 816 Tarry Le., Pi
Beta Phi;,Ceri Schneer. 825
Turns Ln. Chi Omegef Lauri
Schaefer, 825 Tares Ld., Pi
Beta Phi.

a special "Coffee for
Morns. Breakfast for the
Kids'. invitation is being issued by the Golden Bear man-

area,

.

-

Mount Prospect: Joan Ackerman, 603 W. Henry, Kappa
Alpha Theta" Gail Plagge, 220
N. Russell, Gamma Phi Beta:
Karen Sorenson, 612 S. Wig

liam, Alpha Xi Dal, Vickie

8195. Elmhurst Rd.
Rte. 83 at Dempster

-

ra Lauffenbu,er, 1950 Dena;

$1.89
PLATTER

.1)

will seek election of the same
platform, since they sham the

urge citizens of College Dis-

Realtor.,

GRADE "A"
SMALL

3 DOZEN

P

kImunity
rc Wilson told The Day
last week that she and Morton

strongly

ahem,

)1111(3,(7

79`

EGGS

CONTEST RULES

we

144 OZ. BOTTLES

COKE

la

port and encouragement of the
it serves."

com

Give nthe proper :MOS-

83c

FAT

"ACK

Or

014E1

perative that Harper College
be given the full financial sup-

urge pmsage of the 17.cent an

1183 5o. Elmhurst Rd.

PEPSI

Ikea "AO, 11,01 tilt OA" 04.0At .01

mined by calling 295-7178.

DES PLAINES

MEw

C.014te

classes.

EVERY DAY LOW PRICE!

1st Price ... MATTEL COOKER (SNOOPY)
2nd Prize ...MONOPOLY & BATTLING TOPS
3rd Prize... WRESTLE -AROUND

e 3rd Prize... PEN & PENCIL SET

YMCA since he was 17.

Director is responsible for
Physical DitedOr An Mi- coordinating the "Y" -Ind Inn
chatty, who has a Masten De- Guide, Indian Warrior and Ingres in Physical Education dian Princess Program a well
and Cliff Lothery, the Pro- as coaching the boys swim
gram Coordinator both mach Ram and directing the Sam
dosses on Saturday morninp met Day Camp.

8-12 FOOD STORE

8-10 YEARS

1st Prize... WRISTWATCH
2nd Prize.,.POCKET RADIO

tics team. Olsen has been a
part-time instructoi at the

taught by a full-tina profs,

quantitatively,

05 she comer of

Friday, March 27, 1970.

5-7 YEARS

Olsen is graduate of
University
Colorado State
where he was on Me gymnas-

K. Wilson, Mount Prospect.

Entries must be received by

3 AGE GROUPS:

Associate aquatic director.

approximately 15-30 hours
each week instrueting a variety
of dames,
With the supervisors teach.
ing a portion of the classes.
members are given an opportunity to participate in d class

erendum Saturday, Search 21,

with
long-lasting

telephone number.

,1

CHAMPAGNE
Cr .;,..717470,IL-11VIL.

IMPORTED
FRENCH BRANDY

pre-school children.

Harper trustee candidates
urge referendum passage

CUSTOM WAXING DONE ONLY WITH
SIMONIZ QUALITY PRODUCTS

COME

$189

',molly MM. lownwatml of all

FIFlN

thetostet

gR

1,140111.NLe

ASSORTED FLAVORS

OPEN: 9 A.M. to 10 P.M. Mon - Sat.
12 noon -8 P.M. Sun.
AMA'

YOUR

the car wash price

0.11.001.

9
0,
SUS
Ago
BEV

89;

COLD DUCK

COKE

4:00 PM

tER
EA
10113"t16

C2A?,t,

HAMM'S

ASSORTED FLAVORS

Muth of Algonquin on Rt OM

"la mom Ararib'S doom Ara:4S rov, .rorvsIse_,

"Draw

6 rra..1.09 BUCKHORN BEER

Canfield's

12 OZ. CANS

1/1.044 P
4,169alt Hair Stylists

$298

SODA

ner table.

CIGARETTES

Fashion created by Triage/a

METH

$

8:00AM -

MILK

atiAtiG

BEER

PACK

OPEN SUNDAYS

GAS DISCOUNT PLAN
5c per gallon off

0Sco
Aitig

437-9082

12

$4.19

DES PLAINES

PROTECT

4

11.e Sato kill &lee,

CASE OF 24

98c

RESTAURANTS

MO PM

819 S. Elmhurst Rd
Rte. 83 at Dempster

II

"1:2"'
IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN HOME!

BEER

FOUNTAIN I

11:00 AM -

IN
WISHING WELL PLAZA

o

WIG PARTY

OLD STYLE

members and is staffed by
more than 100 part-time wort -

sional.

1051 ELMHURST RD

00404"vVV

OLD MILWAUKEE

MEISTER BRAD

FAIRYLAND

OPEN WEEKDAYS

tti-WEST
814 So. ELMHURST RD.
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

Williams Has the Answer to Your Holisroy Liquor N eels

.

ac s more than 20 classes per

Helen Coryell, a director
The Northwest Suburban
for more than 15 years and YMCA is open 9 a.m. to 10
holder of the title of Illinois p.m. Mondays througfi s.urYMCA Physical Educator of days a. from 1 pm to 5 p.m.
the year in 1967 teaches youth on Sundays through April 12.
gym classes and adult swim except Easter Sunday. Mem.

momanr mummer, con,

840 S. ELMHURST RD. IN WISHING WELL PLAZA

Midnite

-""luewAR. 9-"....awrm Albel"..54card --Almiblwswom -"imatomu

74."rar

.

WILLIAMS a, LIQUORS

HOURS: MON-THURS 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

De's Plaines MrVes
more than 14.000 full -privilege

in the gymnasium.

phone: 593-5300

WINVVY:Vtalndile

I, 187 Elmhurst Rd
In the State Farm Bldg

I .

riTEAK5 AND
1-1011Ey FRIED

public.

T Subject to Credit Approval

Eago,

SAVE MS

'"

1111

medal fields and the general

If your tax reserve is a little short, Chicago Mid -West can
provide the cash you need before the deadline passes. Let
us know how much cash you need. Our customers have a
line of credit which provides a direct money service for any
worthwhile purpose v

He4hts: Nancy Mese, 894

41c,H9,4E

I

GOLDILOCK5

Beat The Deadline....

"They think it's great!"

10-10

CHICKEN

saNDwlcHEs-

CHICKEN

Avoid Tax Penalties.

What are their husbands' Nactions to their booming busines* ? "They're probably
slightly amazed,. Sturdy said.

67ErliMIPM/SMVIMM5RIMM,

/

DOLDEN

done' program for people in

205.-ms:F

both.

having wig shop experience.
They commute to Des Plaines
from Schiller Park,

EARN A FREE WIG'

(1 Blk N. of Algonquip off Elmhurst Rd.)

is conducted in
with ct hoet.,Hmeyk o
t oi act

pita], and the Levinson faun dation carries on rip edc

larded children arc bon, in the

The sisters went into the

dthcates of scholastic achieve- Palatine. Others are: Jeri
mein.
Lind, 451 Comfort Le, Palm
Included on the school's tine, tether Powell, 308
honor roll are:
Ridge, Prospect Heights, and
Linda Baughman, 15 N. Linnea May Bass, 7109 Swag
Arlington low Ln., Rolling Meadows.
Forrest Av..

slt

MOM TINE'

FOZET MAR

and the hostess does not have
to guarantee any sales," Peggy
explained.

I Rasta Sisters

We Femme individual orders of Chicken, Rd. L Chips,
Shrimp, Whombomers, Hoe Dogs, Beefburgers & Apple

AND van-

W5,4,1r.,6%5EPVE,,,,_

one and a half to MI hams,

in Monmouth, III., arc seven Elvim Buchan, 141 N.
students from the Northwest Cedar, Palatine, and Paul
Suburbs who.° received cc, Evans. 357 Brio nod Ln.,

945 S. Elmhurst Rd.

AN1TINS IS l

Research
cho

who died at the age of 27,
According to the foundadon, 126,000 mentally re-

company fends checks to the
Julian D. Levinson Research
Foundation in Chicago.

sales the wig party generates.

t"Uhe &research'".:6'h yprecoattr;7TS'Iihneerl"19ha5bni.

building, Cook County hospirat departmeft of ,diatrics,
It was organized in 1950
and named for a pediatrician

dMion. She sends the coupons
to General Mills corporate
headquarters, and the food

a wig for herself, she
pets a percentage off, which

OPEN DAILY

LIOILLIVIALIFIRI.113.4U.V111/44111.4UIPU.14

767 Holiday Ln.

Petting of 512

BOLDEN BEARS of IRS HAINES

thou -

it
herarA'
ten.'T hbeccr'es arch 'atop'
ha facilities in the Fantus

mental health research fauns

she

or roll at M.mouth College Walter

NEXT TO HOUSE OF KLEEN

UNLIMITED

d

Mm. Footing is helping the

Arlington, Des Plaines, is col-

"
The hostess is a winner ---if

L437-9851I

Burger Chef

Dempster

Sara Gomm,
March 20th tht -et 29th

Wanted: old Betty Crocker

(licensed by the store of Illinois)

SATURDAY

4Lit
MUELLER'S task.
between Algonquin

coupons,

ONLY

BUY I -GET I FREE!

WITH THIS 0311POH

$1.00

Betty Crocker coupons help

Doane

halting whet iculas or di

The seven directors also
serve As instructora and spend

7 area students on honor roll
Named ° the first term hoes-

10 AM -11 PM

-

$450

LA CPI stAw

FRIDAY

ON ANY ICE CREAM ITEM
MALTS
CONES
SUNDAES BANANA SPLITS
SHAKES
PINTS & QUARTS

GOLDEN FRIED

magas can,

10 AM -10 PM

ANNUAL ICE CREAM

411144414111.411111141.1141

[LIP THIS COUPON

24141,44414.111414111444I

DAILY

school a.] program

Suburban

300 E Northamt

fessional program directors..

and if they wish they eon ordet
that night at a reduced rate for '
the party." The new custoMer:
then come in to the shop later:

business

Northwest

YMCA
Hwy..

and seven full-time pro-

Two Sisters top idea is "big success"

GRAND OPENING!

The

0

York, 203 Deneen Ln., Alpha
Gamma Delta.
All the girls have completed
at least one semester of <Morse

work and achieved a minimum
of 3.3 grade point average l.5.0

riser, Mario Intro...A change
in

routine and

special

pre-

schooler breakfasts undo. Sf
can bring quietand order 50 a
mid -morning (between 9 a.m.
and II e.m,l coffee break.

MI things considered. the
Golden Bear is certainly filling
the need of parents who feel
that dining out an important
and necessary childhood ex.
and one that
.
should be. frequerd thmilyae

perience

MOUNT PROSPECT
PUBLIC LIBRARY

rbe

Page 12

SHORT RIBS

%Dap

OUT OUR WAY

I LAILN5'.

Fnday March 20 1970

5
7

CAN, AND ITS
NOT WSV.1714ir.

EANTBEE

Lik PiPeGuSeg.

ma,/ BIG BEEN

`1;HZ

reN%7N nTN
SCAREEITHAT

OFF HIS NECK

CONTRAPTI

MAKES NMON
SOINO LIKE

HuRel Ns

,14 ,52P,

PULVERGE
HIM W/TH IT1

ARGuMENT

TIER
GRsAL

MY PAPER NAPKIN

New.
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Not enough credit for her art and skill has been given to
Betsy Ross who made in this house the first "stars and
Stripes." She made that first official flag at the request of
a committee consisting of George Washington, Robert
Morris and George Ross (Betsy's husband's uncle). Mrs.
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Bell Federal Comounds' Interest Daily
All savings in, by the 10th earn from the 1st.
ANNUAL YIELD

CERTIFICATE

12

ANNUAL RATE

MIN, BALANCE

779%

7.50% sm0000

6.18%

$5000

5.92%

6.00%
5.75%

5.39%

5.25%

$500

MIN. TERM

ONE YEAR

ACCOUNTS

0
'

11

14

can be increased
during first 10
days of any
quarter

TWOIYEARS

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates.These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

1

$1,000

ONE YEAR
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Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.
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Bell Federal Savings
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It's time -- it MUST be -to store the snow thrower
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hud: break out on
the thms and Om tell., Nolo.
W sarurssigotoflheoomirgol

pairs and xthrstmthts rondo
tog engine knowled. proper
tools and skilled hands. Au-

spring -The time then has atso

Morin., service deckers for all
aimmeged gmenne mak., are
listed in your telephone bock
Yellow Paget under -Engine..
Gasoline.-

-motloholl- your
snow thrower until old man
Nrived

winter pokes his woe around
again.

Tatting care of the snow
thrnwer now can save you

maintenance

Mainrsmtwo
will prolong the life of the unit

may never have any nen-

erriOrs.

and Paton, Ft. lop par-

formance in the years ahead.
At the 100 01 your check list
should be an engine tunoup by
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arm, the smirk ;Ng and
par we &MI 00040 of oil into
lineler. Lse drs same oil

as spec:fief far me in

the

au-ficase. Turn the crankcase

distribute the oil in the cello.
der. ON procedure protects
the cylinder and piston from
mrstible tutor corrosion during storage.

Install a new plug. but do

torn department.
Nielsen ha graduate of Chieaavis . Wright Junior College
and holds bachelor of science
degree with a major in finance

viceprendmt of North West
Feileraf Savings of Chicago.

Nielsen mini North West
Falerai in

1061. His No,

was

from Northern llllroi, On.

Vinery fur the U.S. Army
and h!.. thief employment with
1110 RCA Distribution Corp.
HE now moms rs lean officer

versify.

io: Ne erstomer service divi

to David moved to Schaumburg in 19M.
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drive

not reconnect the high tension
Iced.

INSPECT THE snow
thrower housing and engine
for possible broken or missing

par.. If repairs

are

Robert Krilich, prmident of

Built on a 17-aere site be-

green. lawn howling and elm

Development

tween Milwaukee and Central

gardens with free form plus

Corp.. announced the grand
opening of The Mall, second
unit in Glenview West. Unit II
will include two live -story
buildings and three tworsory
buildings with a total of 156
one, ovo-and three -bedroom

Alt. with frontage on Deer

vas for children.

Riverwoods

B27.2907

Love Rd . The Mall is designed

apartments include
wall-to-wall
carpeting. air

village. T. buildings of var.

'On huildiupo have 29 two,d.

mg room 20 Ret nine niche, by

room epartments and 20 one bedroom .ipartments each.

IS fen. Ile 9 -toot -ho -1 1-fon
setunde en-

And the Axo.slOry
have 12 one.bedroom Nom -

Wake to ll. Muir corridor for

Itinerant, Sliding glu, door.

apartments. Unit 1 of The Mall

ying heights are built around
gardens and p0rk-10e arras
with recreational facilities.
The facilities. far the private

conditioning, Tully applienced
kitchens with 0,1,11-i, hooded
gas range. dirhwarher and re -

opened in spring. 1969. with

our

include a

11120110 bearoont has

110 apanments.

pool. croquet mon. putting

eight two -bedrooms
apartments and two thrembcd.
metes.

has

a

o'er, ice. The 16-feet-hy..11400

its own
priune bath, and the bill bath

now is the time to take care of
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gd. north of Dundee
Rd. ro Bernard. EN
ro Weidner. North lo home.

prevent rioting.
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When preparations for storge arc complete. tag the en-
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in.

n.

partment, Grafton, Wis.
53024. The company will mail

groove joints audre a neat II

gmitter flexibility in designing

John W. Baird (left), president of the 115 -year -old real Nate

tn'tl: g77 7 or: 7 =i

Rd. Chgo.561-372,

Cook (County Recorder Sid-

nut R. Olsen listed the folios,

Mg real est,

a

transfers

in

Maine and Wheeling
ships for the week ending
March 12. Price is indiNted
by St testate revenue stamen
for =eh 01.000 in market ml-

Would you like to give her

$42,900

White St., Daniel G. Ron. to
James J. Moreland. Sg, 1794
Shemin Av.. J. Emil Ander& Son, Inc. to IktIon Businem Systems. 1,1.5110 685
Rum Av., Robert A. Gorman
to Roger K. nIlnn. 524.50.
Arlington Height, 220 S.
Belmont. Samuel I Price to

R. Selken, 134, 3211 N. Ellen
Idmmence Cartwright to

Warien 0. Nightingale. 514:
203 W. Lillian.J. 0. Thomas
Construction Co- Inc. to Po

marine plunk comes in 11
MOP. And mriking gold lace
pattern.

NI:aching

moldings

material dealers.

E. Ivy Ln., Paul E. Pearson',

K. Hiler. 510:402 ..hoont.

gonmin, M iehael I. 001 1:1 El-

to
519.50;

mu F. Etrirorn. Mt 1971

Hr., Hans G. 00:11,1; David

Rotten H. Brunner to Arthur
NI. Bradshaw, 540, 501 N.
Derbyshire, John W. Clough

13.

406

W.

Shoemaker.

Kingsbury

to Joseph S. Yunnan, 520.50;

317 N. Windsor. monard
Iltallon TO millet B, Hilder.

COUNTRY SETTING

510, 513 S. Highland. Rorleiti
N. Kopko to Ronald 1.. Claw.
lain, 132.50
20011. Windsor, Joseph A.

you can at

VIII:,,,, Louis W. Robinson,

bedrooms E..

S21

1026

Gthhonsi

Ae.,

Francis J. HMO., I; AM. 3.
SloMecalvo, 113: 516 Fair-

... away from jet thunder, in clear, clean air
and in a fine community where "your kind
of people" live. You can live in the bottle of
your dreams. Brick Bilevels and Colonials

view,

Robert F. Shirley to
James E. Neumann, 526.50:
314 S. Ciihbons. Howard M.
Anderson to Kenneth Auxicr,

from 144,300.
.

132.5110 1206W, Elm Sr. Paul

Model homes open dal* 'o/:dusk. Cadisk
is on the east side of Roselle Road. two -

Sorensen to Paul S. Ford.
$12.

miles south of Higgins Road (Rte. 72)

IN SCHAUMBURG

77 to Rent, Stores, 017111

U.S. Goo, Owned Homes

OL1FI-A1.0 GROVE: 26X
Lincoln Ternierry B. Ostran-

der to Richard L. Mallory.
123.50; 33. Timberhill

Coe abe, eg.

lop N.

914

ANYONE MAY BUY

'46V7835""
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'xret==*s',Oat'
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INSURANCE BROKER
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HOWARE;VRVAT A CO

1410 Rent Aparhrients

in knEINEEN HUE IT

Twelve/Oaks
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

016.

Rd., Allan F.
Bonham to Siegfried I.. Mudkr, 134
Wheeling: 48 Schoenbeck

Rd., Martin G. Osterman to
Robert Bator, 19.

Francis of France In Namur
ho French countryride =NJ

WM. addl... 501i lots. Nome needs wo.g.

LIII Field of the Cloth :1 0014,
In house the royal mooting. n'

Paved Streets

$12,600

flout Acre Wooded end Unwooded Lets

guy Your Homes, New

toter

From $1500 Down

ifiCCABE

constrtiefod it,
numbered sections in Englend
and shipped II: France: There,

$5A
PEP SO fl
new Lead,:
"61LB°64.4,m,

Wise Rout

"Quality
Controlled

chapel

Phone
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workmen uscmhled old fun
,:shed it in one day.

70735

12c

\-J

the inside

story...
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U.S. 14 Northwest te111.31

I Nilo Neth 0.111.31

-HALM

ds77.271.124.7971V51.,77-444., 4-41-T/i11.7401'n'es:

nall and doul yam.
-0000 usdhlamall cameliag S Meg
room, dining mom end bedrourn.
-FREE Individually tonnolted hest.

-FREE dual mask. IN antenna.
-Completelt equipped kitchens whir
FREE ga;neldng. 14 re. 11. refrigerator.

Irrezer, dishruMer end sink ...gr.
-AH conditioning.

IMMEDIATE (IMPART
I

St 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATA

APARTMENTS FROM SIBS TO $250

KAPPA ALPHA 'META
Northwest Suburban 0100.

CRYSTAL LAKE

llanceR coapoRation

war

10?of Kappa Alpha Theta

dt°i'll

'

met March 19 at the home of
Mrs. R. W. Deem hner in
Inverness. 01111100 01 officers was held, and the philanthrOpN project for next
year we discussed.

After approximately 60 mars, the Association remains constant to its original goah-tbe creation of
unity in the real cstate field, the compilation of information, the protection Ind promotion of propeny
ownership, and the establishment of professional
standard of practice.
Early in its history 119131 NAREO drafted and
adopted the Code of Ethics. In 0I6, one of its
members gave the Association a coined term Rmitor -for inclusive use in describing the membership. A service Burk registered in Its U. S.
Patent Office. the term Realtor is the property of
RARER; s turn niitelned by many mud decisions.
In 1917. the ls0 legal step 10:1:10 professional
Malin for the ran! estate. business was taken ohm
California adopted the fin) real estate license law.
Since 11111 time. Reallors'Inve obtained the Nan -

Visit any of the M.A.P members below
for No. 1 Real Estate Service

grAiffigan

estate.

Since
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For further information,
contact the Rev. Jacob A.
Smith, C.S.C., at retreat home.
Notre Dame 1114, 46556.

pares for three non and four
Wens.. The parent, may toe

Charity' are Murch 34 at Pioneer Park in Arlington

reading

Hoffman Estaies Monday and
Tuesday io 8 p.m. There arc

Stringham at LE /4917.
In addition to all of the acts

52.000. and they .wady have
a good portion of it.

open Friday evening, April 3.
for those whl would find it difficult to arrive Saturday mom,

Our Lady of 910511 Romeo!

House. Notre Dame, led., will
hold an Interfaith Miical numriagei Hotrod opening April 4
at 9 a.m, with coffee and rolls.
The retreat will close Sunday.
April 5.

Sally

formances by a musical group
from Imrds Restaurant.
Mc show will be given

`,Charity" rind the two sop porting female leads require
dunce raining. For further inkworalion call 259-4194.

Interfaith retreat planned

calling

"Dandelion Wine" and per

o

dancers and actricS

from Prospect Thespians or at
die theater ticket booth. They
are SI.

by

Luthmnn
Church C hair
cam u can
tribution in intent by the
Wheeling Public Relations
Commission.

one inkiestti1 in community
Moder Workers am needed
hacksiage
well us singe,

will he promued on a unique
thnot stage. Measuring 12 by
In feet. the specially eon.
zoned stage will project into

mon Cindy Ihnnich.

in Nordley.
when shrewish Kate alone, tries to bite hill in this scene ham
Prospect High School's produclian of "The Taming of the
Shrew." The production will play on through Satorday in the
Prospect Milk Theatre.

jun-

ing of the Shrew will be
occultied tonighl and tomor-

Kate's younger sister, Bianca.
is portrayed by freshman Rob.

Sophomore Bob Swenson es Pelraehio nearly Imes a finger

Stalimmol.

kir Gloria

Baptista. Kates rich father.

tion of all who surround her.
She commands everyone, yet
she is a sympathetic and loving

man John

the

Shakespeare's

Agnes

as

I

Good end Bonnie hawker. The masker will be seen thh weekend.

Prospect High Thespians
present 'Taming of Shrew'

said, "I feel that 1 hove a gent
ca.t."
`I am mom impressed by the
ease with which tarot of them
can be directed. and I am ex-

Gooch. The role of Vera

"TAKE THE MONEY
AND RUN-

K. C, Stall, Debbie Petersen. Ann Lanky, Ben Mehio Jovn FUzpvind, (have

You take the sties right out of the school, saant,,,motne is the nnait..si shown
by director Harold Eamon for Hersey nigh School's annual production. Shown
ingaperorm:mcc Intl simply above in various stage°, life titylesere amt members deft to righliNancy V rechek,
forget that Nancy is Nancy
Vrechek. She n Marne."
son for M
Me role of M ane. Our -

Debbie
WOODTALLEWS

this weekend.

Audition dates for 'Sweet

lamed the choices quickly,"

Tryouts for -Come Blow
Your Horn." to he presenied
by The Guild Players, will be
held in Blaekhawk School in

Rice and Fran Kelly will per.
form in a skit written by Laura
Schartz. There will be performers from the Wheeling
Woman's Club,
Aux tinily of the Woman's Club.

reining fun show will happen

ideas to the choreography of
rhob Jacking show will be Carol Mack.

TIIE VERY naive nanny type character is played by

vor

"41:2703.3

everyone that the annual hind -

dation, would like to remind

Adding ncw and exciting

itemely amused by the interplan hemmed K. C. and Nan-

S"

duction is resident director
Richard 'Tyler.
Jahn Shaw eturns to guide

shows fur BLOB.

old Peterson faculty dinxtor.

PLAYHOUSE

COMmu nity Scholarship Foun-

for his miccilmit mode in past

CHRIS RA-MOSER is oriel

Garnet Vaughan will he duneng in ill of the numbers. Har-

'fraiat

of the Wheeling High School

bilOW. HQ will he remembered

of the choreographers who NW

obtained

prmislant

in retrn.
Oh:sting the overIl pro-

the musical direction of the

'Theaire.
The

Chuck hl ihalek,

keeps falling in love with woe
and never receiving their love

portant part

Guild Player*
set tryout dates

fun show
on tonight

Best Off Brioulivw Players'
next show wdi he "Sweet
art.; 2,h,c,

the sets have been completed.

It will be presented
thnight and tomorrow night It
n in the Hersey High School

2511-54011.

is next
for B.O.B.

'Mame' opens
at Hersey
tomorrow

"Arthur and the Magician"
will he the next Children's
Theatre production at the

Fund-raising

Arthur 8, the
Magician

nimetition. to he recitalist for
c Amerkan Guild of Oman t. conclave in Indianapolis in'
Necomlign. NWT

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:
IMP PUBLICATIONS

OM PUBLICATIONS
HARCZAK'S SAUSAGE -INN

WeckEnd RueRre

k

Groot homemade sausage is only a pan of the bin
menu
Harcsak's Sausage Inn OriveInn in
Wheeling. Burr and Willie are they to mot. sem
Soo an ore of the many things you order is done

zit.ttay

;tn.: your mealinsidvh e
gn

Dinitig...Dancing...Entertaininent in the Northwest Suburbs

both onelnformere. Tell 'em Donna Dev'sent youl

WeckEnd RuTare

EL JAROCHO
If Mexican food is your kind of treat.. ,1 torotho is

your kind of place. This family owned business:
features that 'South -of -the -Bader' atmosphere
with food to set you, hear, aflame...Antos, era. lodes, chili, and so much more. Stop by soon for

truly Me.icsnannerv..youll loss hi

Dining...Duncing...Entertainntent in the Northwest Suburbs
It

t(771c I '

rQk

YOUR AD
TOE

COULD APPEAR HERE

COW PALACE

EVERY FRIDAY!

Dinners Start at..$3.95
Children

a

yes,

.....-

=

:5-----

Coact) 'Kite inn

$1.00 less

Gourmet
Dining to
---.... Turn You On
......

01:5151 RANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

-:-...

We Will 4e Opt

menu plus
Eggs for the kiddies

Ott

Easta

Scut:dal

LI

HAPPY

I c,

114_11o.

rg

-77" FEASTING '

ii, --,;411

/

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW
EVERY THURSDAY

OPEN FOR

&ea Zia&
W.., bring your family
and join us for Easter with
oll the frimmingAl

Make Reservations Now

alautowaivaiwanisiona

two roar' Cane One

*otwlaneorrtior

ESTATES
LUNCHES DAILY

XCEPTSAUSDAYS

19, miles East o
Barrington Rd.

on Re. 72

PH, 529_8840

March 22nd.

SAUSAG.INN

re servonons nowt

253 RAND RD.

PRIDSPECT

T.
253-330

IYoul

For Reservations Phone 312-426-3446

OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE

THE NEW

Across from O'Hare Field

tieft

600.5. dilw'renkee
Wheeling, Ill.
CARRY -001 SERVICE TO01

PHONE

537 8866
WATCH ler so:

cupil special,

Mt. Prospect

smorgasbord!,
_

LemonTee

nab

CUISINE

Special Childrens Prices.
DINE IN COMFORT AT
SCANDA HOUSE OF MT. PROSPECT

Plow
259-1550

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS

r

..

in the Tins

.

----- '4 _

S ince

moo

es.

44#
JOIN OUR
*TGIF
SESSION'
Fridays from
.0 3010 7pM

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Cocktail Hour 4 - 7 P.M.

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
CRANBERRY SAUCE
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS

$3.50
$3.50

$3.50

Mixed Drinks

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND

50`

ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS

35c

Ana Hometown=
Thankthal as A dov

OPEN

EtrIERTAINMENT
r.

ONLY

"0 -STANDARD

-OPEN-

LUNCHEONVOMM:

t

by Retervoilon
CALL 3513-4145
61 N. BOTHWELL

PALATINE ILL

BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH
BROWN GRAVY
BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH
BROWN GRAVY

Bottled Beer

Epaulet lowprom

Ptivale Parties

K Blink North of
Railroad Station

$4.75

PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS $3.45'

CL 5-2441

MEXICAN:

Every Sunday, in our Dining Room we <we

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25
BAR -B -Q BABY BACK RIBS,

NIELSEN'S 827-1819

WAYNE

same

Mt. Prcispeet
Northwest's Only Professional
Theatre

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAYI

with the

$1.99

We are Now featuring
Mon. thru Then., Special Dinners
to Complement our Superb Menu

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CAPPENTERSVILLE,

LEON BERRY

STEAK SANDWICH

To Serve
We will take your

WITH

4 CALL

XL

Businessmen's Luncheon * Fashion Show Daily
Complete Dinners

Wednndwy, Thursday, Friday, Sarurdwy

Pie, Up or Delivery

"The Drive -In

Sliced forked Horn wiFroil Sauce
Golden BrOwn Mande Came Chicken
Swedish Meatballs
Spoghetti wiMeat Sauce
naked Cod in Lemon Eimer Sauce

Rand Rd. &
Euclid Ave.
eservation

Luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Doily

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT

ENJOY THE LATE SING -4 -LONGS

Menu!"

BEEF - included in the price of your DINNER

Aenstaiwts

RESTAURANT

Exceptional

PALM SUNDAY

sivirdisiwah

`Help us
IN HOFFMAN

-saw

HARCZAH'S

SERVING 11 a.m. - 7:00

rOJEM1114.

ON FIELDALE RD,

These ENTREES are presented along with many
fresh delicious Salads R Vegetables

Easter Sunday, March 29th
Brunch -IS a.m. to 1 p.m.
Dinner -11 a.m. to 13
Special Childrens Prices

$3.50

Join
Your Friends
at

WIRT=

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

PIZZA!

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

.

33.1003

Zesty 11-0.5. Sauce
Fish & Chips

"ALL YOU CARE TO EAT"

leis Us
so Easter
Cmplos thnner

Don't hiss Floyd's .
Aged Steaks or S'en Food

6.173 N. MANNHEIALI. RD. ROSEMONT. ILL.

COUNTRY CLUB

Zaire ifoase.

Featuring:
The Eleanor Manner's Trio

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY

PERFECT

$1.69

Or -Chard

JRG

Easier

Featuring: Saturday, March 21
Meaty Spareribs with

SERVING 4:30 -

-

Join us at
Old Orchard
Country Club

/ LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

DANCING

Won't you join sot

Our own Swedish Meatballs
Golden Brown Chicken

CD Id

DINING

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE
c

SPECIAL EASTER MENU

SURPRISES FOR THE KIDS

Location:3405 Alg mmin Rd., Rolling Meadows,111

(Now Appearing...CHASERS FOUR...in the)

FREE candy for the Children

sill 2 A.M.

EASTER DINNER
Special

--..A...........

/41

Pirktuirk iquitor

OPEN

Ti A.M.

rl

Sas
Noon -1 AM,
Sun. 12 Noon -2 A.K

TRIO

JAll SAND

ctoskomONDAYS,'

1...

COME IN AND LOUNGE

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

BY OUR FIREPLACE

'.

784 S. Milwaukee !Wheeling, III,
"WMPUGHIERSNEW WHIN. PIM"

Open 7 days a week from 11 00 A M to 4 DO AM

537.9500

1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

THE DAY

4

Mum On Stage, Inc of Ar
langton Heights will present
the

melodrama

He Ain

Don, Right By Nell

at the
March 25 memberehrp meet
mg of Des Plaines Theatre

Guild Inc
ne program will be gins

to Bill Lcvander, ores:Refrsshmenta will be

whOis a member of both cornmunity theater groups and at-

served, and visitors are coo

live in productions and man-

dially invited.
The melodrama will be di-

agement in each.

ing

dent.

following a brief business
meeting at 8 30 pm Weelnes-

day in Guild Playhouse, 620

Lee St D. Plaines Accord-

reeled

by Michael Woulds,

The cast includes Roy and
Dorothy Quid, Frank Randall,

we SZPIVIII TRIM RIGHT TO LIMIT

Tim%

edff ate

' Greg Gale of Des Plaines, and Karol Niemen of Niles play the
photographer Sam Hendrix, and Ms pretty, blind wife Sew, In

What a springtime selection!

linewdl as he leaves on an assignment never dreaming he has

of styles Solids or cheeks
prettied up for I -gotta ham
that" excitement] Choose from
single or
boxy
coplotns
double

breasted

mounted toward

rod Mims. a situation

kept an entire audience an the

their seats while the

player tounted every aisle
and exit with flesh -creeping
shack and horror. Each scene

meo Players
lo host guests

could only be created by live

TJL.:.lira

ea Players. Inc- will
tfieleinne guests tonight at Rat
Trails Junior
High

''
"L') ear

Wool. 100 Wolf Rd., Mount
lrfessect.

BUSY HENDRIX, played
by Karol Verson. is a blind
woman who lives in an imam
mop with her husband Yam,
played by Greg Gale. Leaving
his wife home alone. Sam departs fora business trip. Three
strangers appear and try to get
Susy to tell them the location

Nindness.

Entertainment for ibis spat
Relying on only four senses,
9.e13! evening will he provided
Karol Verson took command
"the mdia's a,f the hoard of
of the stage with extreme con'Hirer:tors. 'If Women WoreedEden
Her

Idawin he directed by Gloria Dee
'ettlffit merribers are Venus MillProspect Heights.
Mount Pr9Paci' Eflekson

lobe Schroeder of Adington
Heights and Jeanne Erickson
from Glenview.

All interested perm. am
invited to attend. Further inEstmetimt may ba,...°Nainad

Rm. Mm- Rath .rmksmi M
,o14.

' ''Eontest for

a

very

believable

Meracter. It is difficult for an
well
dividing the audience and him -

self without worrying about
the absce of sight. Except

Mow director. Victor Swan.
-----Planned for this vacationoriented show is the elsliss

ul door Wissonsin ShutterhugTontesC. which offers
'among its priess free vacation,
h
Nonhernaire. Three
1414s and the new Chanticleer

Inn: -Eagle River. Wis.: Dill-

-mans Sand Lake Resort. Lac

im

cons. On Parade" show. mbarg' ;'the hours listed A the

131. Outdoor Wismnain
willempear Mice during each
hour or the show as the prime
es.05

'Target' for camera fans. Photos

ee goy. taken in either mlor or
4-8kick and white. Official entry

photo entries

must -he received al contest
14ter .than
essheedqUarters
May,. A listing of prime veinnersevill be made available to
no

all "rants on request.

10 18

St. View, High School this

gather as you will. Discover solid odors, prints of all
kinds, smooth, textured, lacy weaves and sheers in
all kinds of striking arrangements. The most delec-

Saturate). will stage its own ver-

the program are Dan Craig,

sion of "Den of Iniquity." a

who had a record on the market by a British firm, the Mille,

WSD-Fhl platter show pops In with teens.

hen. lira Wist, George Lilly,.

p.m. perfortnanne In the
St, Vialor cafeteria.

Torn Barclay and Thome.

breasted Mt with ward;,
eating checked slacks.

PLAYTEX

3-6x
7-14

Pastel

of

shades

III Sizes 7-14.

C

S

388

EASTER

in the imhnical end of a pro Director -Kenneth Me -Cowan should have disciplined

73:64

his actors more. Theater basics

pockets.

POOPS
egg

l0

LUMBER &PLYWOOD

IOWN &COUNTRY,
CHARGER

these

like lam

potent,
have, With rich perforated

88

Inn running wild in aerial

regularly

103

lege

miss

dance

They are ending the
prminill schedule with the performances Friday of Frogg
and Rhyde and Saturday with
ule.

At the Wild Game Saturday

will he TrueGrit and Sasser,
rase.

Next Thursday. March 26.
the Ides of elarch and Majic
Child Will be playing. followed

Saturday March 28. with the
Hot Setup and the Cellar.

RAVINIA:
The Ravinia FestiVers 3fith
sedan will begin June 23 YAM

hied era will be the Blues Im-

Ormond, The RaviriM Pesti.

age next Friday with u real
Mow Saturday featuring Al-

val each summer offers guest

-

days Buy mon,.

film now, and

cam

its mita open's performance

Reunion.
Starting off

FILM

the

Cellar's

bert King with Buckwheat as
the filler group.

19

run sh ortZYr

oar e,veryeloy low
discount Prim 3.99

WAUKEGAN.

KODACOLOR
nfizty, expures

FOR

Arlingide Heights. Music will
he supplied by the Travelin
Band. Admission is see at S
Inc the raising of funds for the
Twirlers.

KODAK CX126-20

Coming to

fenturing

conductor

Eugene

conductors and readouts as well
as different musical and dance
organizations.

Cellar in

the

Amil will he Howl in Wolf.
St. Vidor High School

for Easter.

Legal
Notice

tar Club will stage Setteday
own version of the -Dm din.

tinily." a show on WSO-Fhl
radin. Tickets may he pr cased al the door tor the

DAI

gI

0-10

SUN,/ Y 10- 6

aen of

100% Peir

Monocular

featured will he singer Dan
Craig and the Stillborn Loma
composed inf a trio of St.

49

-

01000

'"*"

:

I

68

MEMBERS PLANS ARE ACCEPTED

Oeblic hearing ot the Village

at

309 N.

Series of 8
ceramics
classes offered
The Wheeling Park District
is offering a series of eight ce-

FIRST CARD

TOWN &COUNTRY,
CHARGER'
AND OMER

mount iguranwn
still ofssring muEastwood
sic end beverage each Friday
night or these persons 14 and

I
DAILY 10-10
SUNDAY 10- 6

,

m

We ard day of April, 1970 at We
heur of 8,00
M. there will be

The Lost and Fantod Coffee

SPECIAL
PRICE

eiT =I'

w alumni.

Mose metalled

newstedwe

width, as well as bo
snop.ons.
ties and
sal.
Chooie levant°
plus all
ids and prints
.kinds of small stapes.

In amp 1215 3

I

AND OTHER

EI

The Caller is changing its
foment from what they my to
he rock to a full Noes schal.

r

1

incluffie9
ester ties,

GIRLS' BLACK PATENTS.

ade of colors

k

fund-raising

the Litter and klaxon NMI,

nee,.

s

REAMERS PLANS AllEAMPTED

brown: 4 e size

Gress

"Gong.places" is the look

I

Miner.

ASSORTMENT
OF MEWS TIES

"P'''"

'I

a

10:30 one Amom the ads

lfashioned miss. Cottons, rayon linens,
acetate blends] Solids prints in a partrima

Scold

show. which runs from 7:30

co/ors that area holiday feast for any

Rtch

50

amyl up

Scuff Proof

IN DEEP FASHION 'TONES

Your Sunday best is here] In styles and

bb

a

1

397

such as speech and character

ARLINGTON iimarrs.
The Appointed Place Ca&
fee How. is carrying on with
music
its regular program
and ramp:pia:re every Friday
in Recreation Park. 500 E.

BOYS' ZIPPED BOOTS

.

Decrees polyester wham
or polyester.ollon; sizes
1417 in group.

4.9.8

FIRST CARD,

60056.

, spect

PR.

pick classic white, medium
or deeasp fashion tones as
well
nee shipings. In

DRESSES

tail, looked fife -tike. It is good
to see such accomplishments

DUFFY-EVANS

I

Tell its and The Day will Ida

shop -sleeved

down or Dino collars

Fly front, dash
7-14.

Sophisticates
The you,
Baton Twirling Group will

Long Leg $9

styles have regular, button-

polyester oaferd weave.

Ivory Tower
band will sum.v the music.

pm. at the Boy Scouts Building, Rind and Thomas St.. in

New -season

Here's the choice! Print
western jeans of cotton
demim. Fly front, belt
loops. Or sand Kohle

Look., The

Hay Publication, 117 S. 3.1ain

DRESS SHIRTS

97

1

SL Mount

men's solid and new -striped

al

I
Mixer Friday. from 8
p.m. in the Collmej Center

.perch 31 from 8 until 11:30

to

SLACKS

4;

The Harper College Student
Senate h sponmeng College

jtst to ',Alai's Happening,"

wct'n Meat out easy

FANCY FLARED

look" pateeZ

5kes to

enevi nt music scene. The ue.
deity may he sponsored Ine

PALATINE:

Shortie Pantie 850

AT LAST... unique and lightweight
combination of freedom and control
with an effective
works without garter
stock,
ings up, panty legs down. Na bind.
leg, no pinching, just beautiful, el toeless moulding and shaping. In

bane, lilac ar yellow. For
the look of the 70's, Ns Is

Hawkins md his crew put on
stage one ol the mod outstandim sets I have seen this
smson. The furnished apart
meet. lined with creative de.

seeing.

weekly listing rif activities tar
,oulhs and a ranch., n et efh

happening I t end am opts.
Ions yon may time en any sub.

sizes XS, 5, M, L (XL $1 mare).

loves good suspense drama.
this production is well worth

a

Semi information on what's

m, trim malls, 'fashion.

:%7

For the theater -goer who

"N'ut's Happening" is

or it may he a etimmerelal

Acrylic
.ime knit jomed up with
powsl

opt96

the same price.

acetate. 3.7. reg. 6.97

others What's Happening with

Peel

his pace was sharp.

Juergen Rumak

dilly, church, school or pit,

97

in sews 81411

involvement were lacking in

older. at 75 cents pen head
Other people too an ad In for

By Tom Ila
an

Blue ar bran ze rayon -and -

PONCHO

other mum.

Fiery instances. However. his
staging was wen defined and

breasted semis Mas in
blue or brass; 8 to 18.

TODDLER SUITS 5.88

drew a crowd of more than.

Daub!,

V NECK

trh-

DMIGNER

6.12.

IG DISCOUNT BUYS!

the play. Neither hoedlook
yOnd the fourth wall.
concentratsst on what was
happening on stage. This
teemed too difficult for the
10

junior boys' sizes 3-7.

free Spirit

Sheer nylon mesh or demi toe In
ad walchms beige se toopeYouri

Park

brown rayon - acetate,
sizes

The first, on lass 20..6 a
Concert in the Round that

happening

Dress suits in blue or

In

blue, green or brown for

event sponsored this yew by
the St. Viator Guitar Clth.

What's

compare at 9.98

Rayon andacelate double.

appear on the program.

dom.

788

FOR GIRLS

CC
I .l1

is open us the public.
Tickets will he on sale at the

BOYS' SUITS,
SPORT COATS

A group from Sacred Head

of Mary High School willed.'

Tills IS the second musical

pect.

JR. BOYS'
SPORT SUITS

regularly 3 far 1.35

As supmffing mars they
managed to add color and zest

FRIDAY
EVENINGS

be on hand Or the 7:30 to

01 9111 Hemlock. Mount Pros-

SAVE OVER 15%!

iS",*31.11...1111

the success of this production

OPEN

two St. Viator graduates. Kevin Gallagher, Chris %hale -

sored by the St. Viator Guitar
Club headed by John Thome

44

-

3.79'

ation with considered seneitivity.
Two other actors who deSmat dml of ondit for

IS NOT

born Loves. a trio that includes..

Two girl disk jockeys who

of the stage no reach the light
switch. she handled every situ-

SET

Among talent appearing On,

three-piece dress.skirLancepants autfts to put to.

THE PROGRANI, spon-

HOSE

will he headed by

Imgeind all

Musical event
at St. Viator

CAN'T TELL

will he available at the show.

YTitCi contest opens with the

Chicago area teens.

appear on the radio show will

OUR OWN

posed to see or
length

A...blanks far photo contestants
o.Vern Whaley. president of
ma -photo ideas. Inc., and former
Y""` pia° editor for the Hearst
ere, Newspapers in Chicago for 20

John Thome, 910 Hemlock Ln, Mount Prospect, and ads
Schafehen, 936 N. Mitchell, Arlington Heights. All foes art

completely appealing! 5.13 and 12.20.

du Flambeau and Grandams

iss-Resort. Lodi. Wis.. plus nu4WD. other prize offerings
fo4hotos taken m the "Wis-

Waiting their tom to appear on SL Water High School's "Den
of Iniquity" teen mneert Saturday arc Jim Witt, 837 S. Vell,
Arlington Heigh. Kevin Gallagher, 312 Long Acres, Palatine:

"YOU SAVE!"

Sh utterb ugsesr Onus. who played Gloria.
,Cantere Nes will he olicreal
WC unlimited opportunity to
their hobby at the
Wii,consin en Parade" thaw
the Arlington Park Con,.yention
Center.
April
.thiough April IS. according to

\Nit

THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Holiday ensembles in dramatically different stylings,
silhouettes. Choose dress-ond.pants sets! Even find

or

lames when Karol
stepped over an object which
ss

opps

11,27,117l7Z97

fora

Me was not

'aP

money- back guava n tee!

Can Say

The

a% en. played
thirdGZe
b P"er :
ad Murphy: Sat, Carlin.
played by Vince Connolly, and
Harry Roat, played by Ronald
Mills. try to recover the doll by
taking advantage of Sings

in

ahead of your

But We

which her husband hid in their

stilted

--Be sure to signal your intention well

-

table of new season fashions ... newly versatile,

of a doll filled with narcotics,

'

e onesset

ans.

Tell You The It;',
NAME...

Dealer.

V

light down an the road surface

-

YES! -We Can't

St. For reservations call 296

edge Oct

headlights, which throw the

Cedeiving according to thedis.
am you can see.
.43e
alert for pedestri-

--r

$5 OFF

FAMOUS
BRAND?

a tempes-

that

A night of thrills and chills

--Divense fog, creep.
with
low -beam

recorded songs,

will have its final perform -

1311 between noon and 8 p.m.

may be driving.
--Never assume the mad -duped speed.
ahead is clear. Usually IMvis--Drive as far as powiNe
Mir distance is short. In dense the right of the centerline of
fog this means culling speed the road. Watch the road edge
virtually to a crawl
carefully.

ping by slightly depressing and
eeleming the brake pedal to
make your stop lights flash.

They will introduce a pm grant featuring local teen talent, including three who have

-Des Plaines Theatre Guild.
this weekend at 8:311

nal for slowing down or stop-

-Reduce speed so you will

V",
10 00101,95, slow Aloe and
rs no
enter the patches of greatly m..

DRESSES

tie

teries seem startling on television, imagine the feeling of
sitting only a few feet from the

pm. in the playhouse, 620 Lee

back at

speeds dangerous.

-If you encounter mg am

change lanes 00

a

SPRING PANTS

as'

tuous climes. Minder mysKnott's 'Wait
titUntil Dark: presented by the
Frederick

maneuver

EASTER FASHIONS

compare on $t 5

A night
of thrills
and chills
Thomas R. Peirmiro,

Belted

-Since rear -end collisions
am a special danger in fog, sig-

MAKE SIZZLING

half belted styles, aught belt
day odors! Black whole navy

calm! red

,.

ins advice to those who have to

where you need it, rather than
out Ido the fog to be.reflected

2 or 3 PARTS

Acrylics & vinyls in the ben

inslc may threaten Susy If she dome t give them a doll waged
with heroin which she doesn 1 know she has` Performances Ibis
Friday and Saturday nights will terminte the run es Guild Playhouse 620 I ee Sr.in Des Plaines Phone 296-1211 between
on and 8 10 p m curtain time for ticket reeersateme.

I/

23.

drive In foggy weather:
-Keep in mind that fog can
reduce visibility nearly co xeno
making even extremely dew

members of the SL Plater Guitar Club which win sponsor tbe
program -their version of a WSD-FM platter show popular with

Des Melees Thsstre Guilds production of the thriller "Walt
yn111 Dark In tho rebored scene Sam bids Say a tender
been deemed away from the apartment so thy three vicious crime

it

AAA, which gives the faille/ -

final ptoduction of the season,

Dime Lonergan.
C ii r r a n t production at
Guild Playhouse is the susUntil
pense thriller "Wait

SPECIAL
LOW PRICE

Pt

.

for three weekends. May S so

Dark," Maid ends its run tomorrow', In May the lifIll and

Maryanne Butcher, Dm Gut-

mar, Anne Blakeman and

AT THIS

earl,

I

"Tom Jones." will be staged

dm road unless the trip Is absolutely necessary.
This counselonie
cs horn
the Chicago Motor Oub-

SHORT COATS

1.

t

ealtal

The best way for motorist
to cope with fog Is to stay off

PARADE THIJU
SPRING 'n' EASTER
in NEW FASHION

IIN

nefl"

Tips for driving in foggy weather

DP Guild to see melodrama

Friday, March 20,1970
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ramics class sessions to he held
for 8 Thursdays. beginning

April 9 in Holmes Junior High.
School. 2/1 S. Wolf Rd.,
Wheeling. Classes will be held
from 7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. A
SI5 fee for the course will in -

Ale& ell materials.

Wg

Mole.

mmee et the Saw

pemion

m ossrance of the Villa. of
CASE NO.)04P
Request tor
Single ramth

was

once,gItem OA

Reside

easiness District - emit aed Sae
ore of Property at the northwest

corner of Kensington ond Woloads,
legally
coy described as

5

/080 feet of We fast

275 feet of the fan th of the South
of Section /6 township 42
ton h

Range

11

Iasi of We nrd

Ali persons Wilerested In the chow
petition WIii he heard

noted at Mono Prospect taws.
this 20 day alPorch, 1970
MALCOLM. YOUNG
Chairman

NiountProspectillonf =mission
DAY PUBLICATIONS INC

,indcw March 241970

Maine East hosts own Blue Demon Relays

THE DAY

Friday March 20 1970
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Perdinal finance

FM the Worth year in n row
12 of the best schoolboy oack

Counting on p nsiton? Check it for 'vesting'

eon rn the northwAt saber
banalsa wait thL Luimination

of the indoor mason as tho
prep irk to mmt tomorrow of
ornoon in the hit, Alnine East
fieldhouse for the annual Blue

...

on than for en adequate son -it's more thee likely that your

By Carlton Smith and
Richard Putnam Prase
The

retirement

But voting provisions,
among other things, cut what's
paid far below what's no.
petted.
Schutz reported that studies

you're expecting your mo-

pide may

ony pension

benefits from that plan will be

dard of living after retirement

income

mmYthmel
prove to heamore
than adequate.
"Present levels of private
pension benefits will he of little

zero. "Even the more liberal
of current plans require 10

AND THOSE are the hot

Williams Jr. 113-N-1
That's because of oneof five
"myths" about 1110 pension
system, listed by economist

IF THAT wands like less

versity of New Hampshire in
report to the commitee.
It has to do with what's
known as "voting."

in a decision to change joh
And the figures Schulz

full benefits as
earned so far. this is called
`deferral full vesting." About

that if you're really counting

by pension plans have this

on enough retirement income

barred graded voting." After
meeting condition. such as

years with the sloe employer,

"Eve Got the Spirit' is the
theme for the annul spring
dealer meeting of Union Oil
Co. of Califomia. and some
00 service station jahbara and

Person -to -person

dealers from through°, the

it turnin& If
you like people and hove a.
iineck Mr communication. life
takes on a special glow, ae-

tole show cotaining del

the United States have Carried

deplorIO deg lack of modern
approach to sales education.

so much published material to
Choose from. Consequently,
many salesmen have never

unusual type of sales
school:conlc :thou,
He givcs - seminars four
Thus

r. ay., running one night,
and
week for live woks, and any
an MI types of salesmen and

saleswomen, and even those
interested in starting a sales A.

e... wecome His dams

ham become so popular that
he has been forced to time enrollment.

"I DON'T cam what a person is selling... it can be paint
bekery. goods, computer ger.
vices. houses: autos. insur.
no. or he may simply he Myingto do a halter job of selling
himself. just attempt to make
people more success -oriented
and to help then, bring out the
I

read a book in the arca dolling despite Me Act that they
ma y be ex perts in the Umbilical

aspects of the product or service they sell daily."

IN IIIS dosses, he tells his
students to break a lot of the
rule which have been trans.

Biniwhistell of Temple Uni.
versity who hos developed the

ten and spoken.

anal ten hail totel strangers
asking to joining chases. I
wound up learning a Wing or
nve myself:'

Kinesics is the study dial.
visual aspects of non.verbal.
interper'sonal communication

and is only one of the newer

that Shapiro
into
into his seminars.

woos

discovered Mat
Shapiro
sharing his knOwledge isn't
whom
enough. In order to
of his students, some of whom
arc quite experienced in sales,

troubk with dropouts. either

he Ws to do a lot of research
and Kis collected an sonsive

and marketing executives as
well as a "graduate" eon

selling end the latest
psychological mamma 'in ellied fields.

for salesmen.

phooey

ONE OF the highlights of
his course is the tisC of a tugs
gated reading lid for SuliAmen
and
thorough discussion of
many of the books in the list.

Shapiro says, ',lost salesmen don't know whem to he-

HE DOES NT haw it
Instead he law had requests t
start a sales course for sales

"I just might do it too," he
says with a grin. "After all yo
let
pOsitive.
can't start thinking
the whet]
and then just
thing stop there, 1 gm just al

hig a kick out of

student's

progress A he does, and we
need much more of the wart
turning through persond0
person communications."

STAFF ACCOUNTANT
Volkswagen North Central Distributor offers an
exteptional career opportunity for a degreed en °suntan. with o minimum of 2 years experience in
budget analysis, financial statement preparation;
and general accounting procedures. Sinning sala-

ry commensurate with experience and quails
(cations.
fend complete resume in confidence
to Personal Manager
i

to have 0 man earn $3,500 a

training. He rephreas these
rules with the newest thinking

As a student of human naWee, Ile agrees with Ray L.

VOLKSWAGEN NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTOR

Deerfield, Ilk 60015
0i37 Lake Cook Rd.
antswalesportantwerndeor -

advertising

and

How much does it cost you
to do your own income tax?

Smith reasoned.

of sale.

and

1970 TV commercials

goals," Ashley G. Smith Jr.
old members of the North.

the profession
manship.

'The

Smith is director of the En-

transportation

playa a

Nothing? Think again. It your return is prepared by a
could cost you a lot. Many computer program recogpeople who prepare their need end accepted by the
own tax returns pay the Internal Revenue Service.
government more than We guarantee mathematical
accuracy, and will pay nny
neceseary.

nomic Development and Eno-

linking role." in said, "for the
need is greater then ever be.

Senhoes, 71/2 out of 10 cue- incurred if we don't Meet our

Industritil

urest

their

He also blamed mass dem-

Council aper.. for many of Me

Wednesday

meeting.

ployment Dot. of theChiogo
Urban League.

The Black community noun

have en equal opportunity to
get ahead." Smith said. "and
W mu a moderate income
with which to buy homes and
to remove themselves front
their present substmdard liv-

present

ills of society. "Mass
now

fore to move workers from one
area to another.

"IT IS up to Industry

to

share in solving this problem.

Industry must explold all its
workers. Every job has value
for both the company end the

ing conditions. They must also
be able to secure mortgages as

When first appointed to his

do other people in the middle
income bracket."

present position Smith wrote a
column called "Career Op-

AS AN csampk Smith cited
Me costs of MOW own
keep a man in jail anti the
55,000 a year it requireS
keep an average family on relief. It would be less expensive

portunities" which was pub.
fished in "The Defender" and
odor black daily newspapers.

But at Beneficial Tax penalties and interests

year's mot is really going to be

1970 meet crown.
The host team, Maine FAIS

Off their indoor perform
he the top contenders for ih

now pools

a

7-2 dual sown

refunds. Not just refunds.

in

1970

pictures.

stickers.

Three gymnasts

were

. Gary didn't quite hit his moo/

crowned state champions Sub

urday night and the num

Gary Morao of

BANK et

EILMHU ST
IS NOW PAYING THE HIGHEST
INTEREST RATE PERMITTED BY LAW!

SELECT THE SAVINGS PLAN
BEST SUITED TO YOUR

NEEDS AND OPEN
YOUR ACCOUNT TODAY.

..

CERTIFICATES

PASSBOOK

OF DEPOSIT

SAVINGS

UP TO

20

41/20/0 7%
FREE

A FIVE PIECE PLACE
SETTING OF BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED STAINLESS
FLATWARE WHEN YOU

DEPOSIT $25.00 IN A
NEW (OR EXISTING)
SAVINGS ACCOUNT.
YOUR CHOICE OF TWO PATTERNS

Hersey

Ebers repeated his 1969 state
chempionship performance in
feu.exercise.

MORAVA PUT on perhaps
the most no
show of
the three as he mint all out to
defeat New Trier East's Bob
Roth. who had been favored to
win the event by almost all but
the partisans of Hersey and the
Mid -Suburban League.
Gary, who spent his first

From less amhitious begin-

molded into a high bar with a

daring. point -getting

dis.

mount; a parallel bar man who
can do a one -handed hand-

stand; and a solid third man
und a six -point -plus performer
n

the rings, trampoline
horse.

Only a shoulder injury earlier this season kept klorava
from earning the reputation he
deserved around the state.

VON MOMS, the son of
Gary Moravu'i Hersey coach
Don Von Ebers. has oleo exneeded his reportram this year
to include the trampoline.
Steve has done wendn tramp

two years of gymnastics at
Wheeling High School. has

with only one

easily become one of the hest -

perience, taking a fourth in the

loved performers in any sport
R Horsey. Short. blond and

feiSL conference not.and

baw.legged. Gary.has put on a

two-year drive of as
which culminated in the diamond trophy.
Going -in every event but
trampoline Friday night. Gary
managed to average a 7.96 for
Ids five per -airman.. He
scored
on the high bar

he

ex-

on

pealing that place oolong the
road to Me state finals.
But Steven's forte is free ex -

was changed from the tumbl-

around totals are tabulated. He
abm won the free exercise pm

ercise only last year.
The 1968 state champion in

M with an 8.7, to beat out
Von Ehers for Mat boor. and
Gary put together an 8.65 mu.
tine on the parallel bars to fin.

tumbling was :mother Arling-

ish second.

uway from his senior team.
mate but Steve didn't let any.

won the title as a unior.

trophy a second year in a row-

pocket, Gary

added more team points to the
Hersey second -place total with
an 8.6 accond on the high bar

and an 8.7 sound in free exercise. The only ocnt where

nano. Mike

SCHAUMBURG

1125 5. Arlington Heights Rd.

320 W. Higgins Rd.

MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO
BARTON STULL REALTORS
ARLINGTON HU a nUNDEE RD&

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd

Chicago, III.

Friday and Saturday. at S p.m.
in Mc Maine Eastfieldhouse.

The Circus will consist of
gymnastic nail,a by both the
1110110
and female gymnastic
man of Maine East

BUFFALOGROVE

394-3200

HOFFMAN ESTATES

PALATINE

15 Golf Rose Shopping Center

109 5. Northwest Hwy.
359.1410

YORK ROAD AT GRAND AVE.
ELMHURST

PHONE 833-9700

be the class of thc 0014 over the

Imp, while Maine
Warsen
Wars
Jeff Duff has gone 21-

Demons of ;deltic Eat and the
v laid., of Maine West.

,itn.rnBdut both hays

nwnhtincornh snhco,iiiinol,p,sovidc the

should decide the championship
The field events which open

the meet should sob several
new Blue Demon roords
ol from the hook.

jDropers Stark Bondeson and -

Don Ussery who both have
worked consistently over the
six foot mark. TM host coach
hs listed two Niles West boys
acne pre -jump flood.. how -

eV.

"THEY HAVE. a boy
named ,Murk Interims who has
gone 6.5 already. and ft jumper
named Tom Burbach who did
6-a. These me 0100111 he right
up there in the art n competitive of the field events.
This bunch should really he

ELK

GROVE'S

Benny

Forest View's thommect
winning streak was snapped

Gary Morava

The shot put also Koos a
Niles West athlete *cording

COACH JACK Aryb Con-

may

:o h1olne South

Aral

OW, placed several wre.

voaPndri'nmn0.rcd

trict Tournament earlier this

hcgh

a,P

13 -foot attempt to his credit.

ONCE TI1E FIELO props
been sterol and the
Oho ram well

have

qualifying rounds

of d. so.

yard dash and the 50 -yard high
hurdles.
nJ

Mark Ho
Maine West
should he in the finals torch,

I

um= fi

m
Maday

the

:oi
teemn:Hd

.

:P.

10,:bbenreconInnsid.d:e0redInnfitheofa.-'

20.1ap race should find

I'rnspcn and the hint

Ratko, i 1.1.0 as
tape in a o0. 5.4.
.

171:19dE'Va.'l'.'w71-bw'r'hrJ7.91:h-r

0vorim. Olson.
Rick Randall, nob Grimm and
001001

the

Phak"haw ion

hoked ina 0pcctuular 1:56.1/2
already, and will be extremely

hard to hat Om their home

...I'.

the milo-rcluy will

the k

Niles

000

downed

h

h

pewedbl

hitting the yy/CA

Not much is known about
he underclassmen. but several
of dm schools who do
have

the
wength of

will be one of the four contests
worth double totals.

DIE MILE run

four games for the Park Ridge
Mites in thc state hockey tour-

will

he

highlighted by Maine East's
Jahn Keane and Fremd's Dan
Pittenger, and should prove to
he on s of the most interesting
of the day.

nament; GAe Eaton of Notre
D ame's 26-1 basketball squad
for has performance against

Me Fremd

Poing

d three opponents on the
ay to winning lirst place in
the

90.pound

Tom

for

P

kni-

.22..r,........=- .7,7`n

n'T_E,17,,,so;;;;°;17,
cTs'"d."".1,',:%'''''Pl.-'
11

te6ihr:i1 arc binseaw

many allure, LvEnts

Ihe Des Planes Park ,Th.
trict will hold its Anneal Little
League Warm Up Program
Saturday. April 4. at the Maine
West High School
rhino.

whir 11w

which will he ram at 12:01
pm. The program prinenialion which hegira mI.

,nt.and no chargem tnc

NAAR the ages ot 8 and Iris

Every

made for member families.

and
K een.
Bell. Rochelle
Mock copped the eight -lap re.
lay at 2:40.2.

East, Elk Grove and Wen Leyden. now stand at 3-2 in indoor

HEFT RESULTS

competitio.
Forest View and Ewa Leyden each look six first Place
lam

Rowe, EL, I0,49A; 2. Salo.

50 -yard dash .0 56 and the 50:

TWO-MILE RUN:

1.

El., and
5.0.Leh
EV, 5.81 3. Phillips. EV.
.
44-7
I. Parker. EL
44-742, 2. Dender. VV. 42.6:
3. Reid. EV. 41.11,
Shanahan.

NI -YARD

FV, 10;56.9; 3. Israt(esis, FV.
10:57.(1.

50 -YARD

111011

HURDLES: I. Wagner. El.,
7.4: 2. Cruchiel, EL, 7.4; 3.
Ballot, EV, 7.0. LONG
JUMP: 1.11011, IN, 20-114;2.
Gogonas, EL, 19.10; 3. Ka.
lend, EL, 19.31/2.
50 -YARD DASH: I. Keen,
FV. 5.6.2. Shako, FV. 5.7:7.
D oran, EL, 5.0. 880 -YARD
RUN: I. Boll. FV. 2,07.6; 2

I.

1005111

DLES:

1.0w

HUR-

Keim. IN. 6.0; 2.

1.

Goo.. El.. 6.5; 3. Shako,
FV, 6.5. FOLF. VAULT: I.
Gianoesa. El.. 13.0; 2. Novak,

EL; 3. Shanahan. EL. MILE
RUN: I. Strambere EL,
4:55.7;.'.. Banta. EL. 4:56.30 3.

McG ovney. PV,

FIGHT -LAP
Forest

Vim

500.8.
RELAY:
I.
(Keen. Bell,

Rochelle. Moan 2, East Leyden. 2:40.3.

finishes from Dale Bond in the

440 -yard dash in 55A and Gre-

two-mile run 110:27.5). Rick
Stillmank in the 50 -yard dash

nadier Bill Toes Ink the shot

put withal°. of 494.

(6.0 and the 880 -yard run
MEET RESULTS

Steve Feutz in the
mile run 14:98.0), Tom Rambo
12.11.21,

TWO-MILE RUN:

in the pole vault 112-11). the
four -lap relay team 11:16.01

I.
Bond, C, 10:27.5; 2. Lemcke,

and the eigOlap Tuley tom

C, 10.50.0; 3. Kontney, C.
10,56.3. 60 -YARD HIGH
HURDLES: I. Peterson, C,
8.0; 2. Lichter, EG, 8.2; J.

(2:40.0).

Mike Michelle posted two

880 -YARD RUN: I. Stills
mak, C. 2:13.2; 2. Coleman,
C, 2:14.1; 3. Somers, EG,
116.5. FOUR -LAP RELAY:
I. Conant, 1;16.0; 2. Elk
Grove, 1:17.9. 940 -YARD

DASH; I. Michell, EG, 55.41

Piemo., C, 58.4; 3. Carr," C. 50-9.
HUR-

For example . . our Trust Department Can
establish an Estate Trust for you that allows full
advantage of many additional tax exemptions.

Tax benefits are just one of the many ways our
Trust Department can benefit you.
Come In . . . let our Trust officers add their
experience to your sound financial future . . .
they'll put on whatever hat it takes to be helpful.

3.

4:30.1.

HIGH JUMP: I. Peterson,
2. Runbo, C, 5-6; 3.
Summers, Pb. 5-0. BROAD
JUMP: I. Michelin. EG, 2011;
C,

2.

BONARD LOW

Some people think that only ,the Very Wealthy
can profit from our Trot services ...and that's
not Correa.

Dunning. EG,
EIGHT -LAP
RELAY: 1. Conant. 2:40.0;2. Elk
Grove, 21425.
4:411.3;

liehier, EG, 18-6A;

Mount Prospect State Bank
lausso and Emerson Mount Pm., 111 CLearbra, O 4000

3.

3011ln:ink. C POLE VAULT:
I. Rambo, 12-0; 2. Anderson,

II -6; 3. Arthur, C.

of Elk Grove's fiest-plecci, In. Hartman. EG, 8.7. 50 -YARD
eluding a fieldhouse and. DASD: 1. Stigmank, G, &I; 2.
schod record broad jump of Gallas. C. &I; 3. Idstein, EG,

DLES, I. Peterson, C, 7.61 2.
Wendoll, C, 8.0; 3. Rambo, C,

C,

8.0. MILE RUN( I. Feels, C,
2 4,0Itinger EG

5; 2. Richmond. C, 93-3; 3.

20-4 Michela alp was the 65

4.480

10.0.

SHOT PUT: 1. Tews,.EG, 49Beesley C 42-91/2

BANKING CENTER OF THE

NORTHWEST 00000000

intimated

urged to attend.

Svaldi, El.. 2:08.6: 3. Sarni.
EV, 2:15.6. ITILR-LAP RELAY: 1. Form View. 1:14.4:
4 4 0 -YARD

to 1110

designed for even the smell.
no.beas 01 tphre..f..ily inThC.
1,mci1 20. A tt 5 no A it

Steve Von Ebers

Shanahan. El.. 55.9; 2. Homan, 56.6: 3. Salem. El..
57.7. HIGH JUhIP: I. WM

Audit°.

All prospective little league
players are 'nv:ted. along well

by phone .al 25572110..or by
mail at 117 S. Main, 11001111

four -lap relay at 1:14.0 and

Did

101 dropped a horthreaking
16-14 decision. while Sant

Nominations for the 01113

2. East Leyden. 1:16.2.

and

a referee's decision_ Mike NO

bete of the Week may be made

combination ,of Keen. Terry
Ray Rochelle and
Howard Aloifk grabbed the

Piceolo

1,01101111 iourney champion on

standard at 1-10.4.

The other Eaton firsts were
registered by relay tome The

clam.

Whitfield placed third and
fourth respectively.
Steve hlemoyac lost to an

high -jumped to three straight
school records in his first three

yard Imy hurdlers at 1.4.

weight

Mike Oswald and Stan Much
tooth
placed soond. while

StotiOnal finals: and Prospect's Jeff Meissner, who

Prospect, 60056.

Rolling .Modows

Schroeder nol Terry Conroy
yam opening matches before
of the
going knocked
ton

rs_..O.,1._r tery Sunday al -

he "North er
Nilo

Maine East will undoubtedly
be pointing to Me lower class
events. and should set up for
the °clam" relay race which

month.

intrtodu:tory
da)
DPPD little
league

Ices

cog

Ilers in the Deerfield Perk Dis-

Oas Dick Crewerius. who pin.

in a w

donc even Inciter at 6A."

ye, who sawed six goals A

Crewerins
lands 1st
The Rolling !Meadows Perk

land park. who:000

",

01101111 receive their 001 call.

with

c" "fled' es;

ThrstrH,dw'';(''S'

rnbAr117Hn'

According to Eck. 'The
hurdles stolid pit Hoc Ruse
of Niles North and Del Hanlen of Maine West as Hansen S ig
1120 run a 6.5 and Row has

Conant tracksters trounce Grove

gars also picked up fint-phice

or-

dual ur..0.00 Maine East. and

tough." Eck said.

this wok include Mark lit.

er to Addison Trail and then
reeled off victories over Niles

at I:07.6 and K01.111 look the
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bow to E. Leyden, 59-50

finishes were split evenly between Robb Bell and Mike
Keen. Bell won the long jump

29 track victory over host Elk
Grove yesterday and raise the
Cougars' season dual Meet
record to 5.6.
In all, Conant won 10 of thd
13 events in the meet. Peterson's five -point performances
came in Me 60 -yard high KuMa 18.01, the 60 -yard Imv hurdles (7.6) and the high junw(5-
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The high jump lists Pro.
mob Jeff kleissne, who has
hit the (MIA murk, Maine tat

this season.

Maine South
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FV track streak halted;

1-2-3 sweeps in the pole vault
and 440 -yard dash.

Steve Peterson won three
evecots to pace Conot to an /10-
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Benny Fernandez

and shared first in the
high jump. The hig difference
in the meet was the 18 -point
bulge the Eagles gained on

INSURANCE CORPORATION

S293902

relay onto!. which this year

entire state meet an X.95. Benny hys scored es high as 9.15

ketball sown. .citing the new

Four of Forist View's top

DRIVEUP WINDOW HOURS: Monday 11m. a.m.42.30 u

Ile

the

meets since the end of the bas-

at 10.11/2 and the 880 -yard run

M-7,3

or apply at

the asphalt,

The 110Me East Gymnastic

competition.

SAVINGS INSURED TO $20,000.00

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

529.3900

finale in
the 50 -yard high hurdles and
50 -yard dash will be set up on
the north side of the huge facil.
by.
clear

Circus Club will host Rs first
Gymnastic Circus Revnue on

Isaacs, who

9 AM 9 PM,

40 5. Eve,reen

call 854-4652

Circus time
at Maine East

was fourth in last Satunlay's

Monday -Friday

43.280

the prelims.

hlorava and not his own
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Nash and the concluding mde

s. -howl mood to run too

ntrh should

m htdW0 concludmi soot'

lasswail,

one deprive hint of the gold

in his

to finish seventh in the state
with a 31.90 total for the five
He polled an 8.55 on
o rings that night with his
the
N
neanst competition being an
11.4. Benny's
brother bandy
and teammate Jack MalmoOhl finished in a tie for fifth in

V. EMrs took the title
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Rom cash or thc tour o.It of

and tool,

ton man. Gary Drake. who

NIGHT,

ready

On Friday night. Benny was
good enough in the alharound

the Falcons.
Conch Bill hlohrmann's
Falcons, which Ion their open-
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BARTON STULL REALTORS

1st and 2nd Shift Open

will begin the lower class
events and will he followed by
the freshman four lap and the
.frosh-suph young
After the younger runners
bay

boo Gary Styes

has throne 5211.
Ilk. the

ing of 1968 to strip hoar ex-

with the all-around tile al-
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liminarics, front which the all-
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00 Waukegan's Dan Sawing.
and he had to uphold his ',illation this ason.

conference track victory over

SERVICE

EARN MORE 10% NIGHT SHIFT

Fernandez also met with

yesterday when host East Leyden posted a tight 59.50 non -
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m pornt
ts final four cloy . 0111
hit the trick and the Niles

this season. Steve actually is
the only high schookr in Illinois.° ever win the free floor
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strength a school possmses
thin
in
total team performance.

Oncs th. India idu it varsity

sows m . the bo In

he was naturally favored agnin
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1964 after receiving a B.S. degree in commerce from Roosevelt University.

okitt lop Na tom numbis

to do Lemont ME mentor

mdse. and after ,vinning the
state championship lost year.

How mob does it cost? As

BENEFICIAL

im item lanes III reach the
four lap mho ths
ohs.

S P/GZRTS
State champions bag AOW award

Smith joined the league in

AUTOMATIC SCREW a-,
MACHINE OPERATORS;

Since Mc Blue Demon R.
ore predicated on the

THE MILE run will set the
have the edgetheir relay stage for
final four relay
runners
lopped all cmraces which carry the double
petition in the Evanston clan MN for the winners.
sic.
The 20 -lap relay ftwo milel
Fourteen events will be con. will begin the last leg of com-

March 20

p' e1. The show
Thal progruin inchides '000
many dealer give.aways sindi is one of the Mg..: mdustritil
us orange styrefeam satellite 500000 ProonwIWia aver pnn

the facts to get you every
possible tax break. Then

THEY'RE GREAT!

second place finisher in the recent Evanston
Invitational
whore
both
Maine East and Maine Went.
Niles has probably. the

points will he doubled for the
Len four team races, the Vikings must hem considered to

information they supply. We
guarantee it.
Our CPA -trained tax pre.
parers prod your memory for

)uilhe

eheece of winning die. MeNiles North,
dal relays

in the mot says Eck, and since
the normal 6-4-3-2-1 award

either, but the highest pouf- little as $5.00 for hoth your
Ole refunds, based on the Federal and State Returns.

TRY A NEW JOB AT

squad. hot the team
which looks to have the best

strongest set of relay runners

tome rs get income tax gueranters.

OFFICE HOURS

I, e1

211C0 50 far. three teams look to

NIOnday's program for drab
print ads, lAar Ion MOWN,
diacritic the marketing pro- et MOWn a liveiT nnqied
comedy same Show in thespirit
gram for the yor.

new

Dealers will see the new

taxes and educate his family.

he says.

knowledge with a few friends

Industry council
hears problems
of Black workers
year and be productive pay

in

CONIPANY'S

program will he unveiled

wage earner cannot reach his

through "myth" in
leAtbrioks and much sales

and these will be demonstrated
for dealers at the show."
Brinegar said.

marketing

mined

pursuit of excellence in sales."

"I started nut sharing my

Pure Oil identification.
with the na
`In connucli
tionalization ofonthe Union 76
name. we are introducing an
line of Kittery. tire, 0,0
and other accessory products.

T1111

labor market will
come toe standstill if the Slack

mience of "Kinesics,"
cog that gestures and moormenis constitute a language
much like the one that is writ-

hen in themselves and their

t.....

won to coast will nmv Ily the
Union 'A banner. Previous!,
stations in the Eastern half r

The struggle of the Black wage earner was the topic discussed by Ashley G. Smith Jr. Wednesday

lays

won recognition us Illinois' D
nest all-around gymnast. Elk
Grove's Benny
Fernando
turned the nick on the rings.
and. Arlington's Steve Von

program for company service.
stations. All stations from

before members of the Northwest Wdustrial Council. Al the head table (from left) arc flood
Hilt council president from Uarco 110.1 Louis Gaffney, program chairman, representative Dom
Wtorola, Inc., and Jack Rhind, first vice president of Methode Mfg. Corp.

THE THIRD Maine School,
Maine South is strong enottlfil
to be considered the °Mut

front Broadway plays. a full -

The main topic will be the
indeed identification
new

their ownfield, since Wert is

ACCIDRIT1NG TO Maine
East conch Al Eck. 'This

Facto

about."

sales management has become
sameWhat of an avocation. HE
spere.time hobby is teaching

yard dash to be run off.

Ali, M. dmmer.

petition

in the high hurdles and 50 -

work.

nings us a sophomore tumbler
al Wheeling. hlorava was

we have no much to

teaching of salesmanship.

the top team was determined.

by 1 p.m. for the preliminaries

the Week.

Union 76 division. 1.0

branch office in Des Plaines
for the 'Mutud Life Insurance
Co..of.New York.
His. vocation of sales end

inside

in oho al 101 will he a live stage
revue maturing performers.

S. Brines., president of the

cording to Morton J. Shapiro.
Morton Shapiro lives A Elk
Grove Village and manages a

year's

He placed second on the rings

course dinner, a reception and

nion. starts

for this

date

with an ITO.

H. Aing them err ought up

and person -to -person comm

pionsbip, but lists a 6-0 dual

Wren have also Res jointly
voted this week's Athlete of

product line.
"INK MEET1NG will
h ave nwre meaning this ,0,0
than ever before." said Claude

gin when it comes to reading in

down to the final relay befom
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ht& far mounting an ear no. ducal iind among its coven.
die antennas and bright day- gar curl are perfumers from
glow color -To Got the Spir- Broadway plays bond motion

Suburban indoor tr ick tale
THE 51101 pot high temp
holder should be one of the top bog Pimp and pole vault will
entries 00 it has not only cap. begin at noon, and awarding
lured it, .00,e0gno0 chain-- to Eck, "should be completed

lington. Maine West and even-

tual winner Maine Eat went

bs

a 01100000

found the short little muscleman winning the rings tide
with the highest more of the

program 0 the Carousel.

makes the world go 'round.

er tines. approach to the

years ago three school.. AN

gin thi,

great deal of success in hat
sorb state meet at Niles West

tdays of the company's all -new

Morten Shapiro

Last year the Blue Demons
on the event handily. but two

four ticld Lyons ninth

routine was the panillel bat.
in which he ended up eighth

when mar participate in the

whet

otharsdlre art of salesmanship
and how. people can become
more Successful by becoming
better in persuasion and modvun.
tio
Friends in sales work kepi
asking:Shapiro about his rails,

championship

tested in the Dr.mpstsr Stasi
fiddhouse
bskmnmg wtlh

'The finals 001 Saturday night

a

is

the

10019. a. Lek has rosd ouveral

a

area are bound to get the spirit

communication keeps
the world turning
Communication

ceiving

1111S YEAR looks to he
repetition of the 1968 affair.

Spirited oil dealers
to meet Monday

tote, there's only one aunt way
to provide It.
Do it yourself..

Needy all the rest have "de-

lions.
Unitas you spend et least 10

for the
hr
aims. Ws
beset los cot 1.1114
mho than the host school re.

being held in conjunction 0000111e Union 76 spring dealer meeting here.

w make retirement condor.

type.

of hos las1 men in prep -own
for tomorrow competition
hlaons Wow the antral

Being surrounded by five beautiful girls can hardly be called lough work and Chais Karel
doesn't seem to mind it a bit. Karel and the girls are starring in the musical comedy dam shoe,

pension benefits --. suggests

70 per cent of

hoofin toms of tht.Rel O.
but h.
hi may find

entrant in Highland Nut.

thriller. It should go right
down to the wire`

cited, reflecting the fact that
Americm workers do move
from job to job frequently -r
and lose some or all of their

guaranteed

earned .-. that is, ofarantee
of eventual paymen 9. until
you've fuifilled cotain condi-

covered by pilule pensions boy
ly
profit-sharing plans and

or poesibly any.

line print and find oith They
could be an important factor
in your retirement piecing or

IF, AFTER you meet soh
these you are

its don't give you a vested

American work. arc now

are in yo pension or profilsharing plan, hotter read the

conditions

interest in the benefits you've

MORE THAN 28 million.

all three Niles
teems. North. East and .Wist.
and a solo Suburban League

what thereotg mquirements

ago requirment he met"
A typical plan will stipulate
that you put in 10 to 15 years'
ce mai reach age 40 on
metro- before you get full benefits

than you've been counting on.
Miter take a look at your "vesting" provisions.
The vast majority of pension

Imo H. Schulz of the Uni-

and Fremd;

IF YOU don't know exactly

111 o s t
also
require."
Schulz says, "that a minimum

recipients in 1900 will be gets
tins less than $2,000."

Special Committee on Aging.
headed by Son. Harrison A.

tirement age.

of the plans.

of

I h r e e -quarters

and South; five Mid -Suburban
conference entries. Arlington.
Hersoy, Prospect. Wheeling

probably won'tsbach until m-

and A usual points to its own

award.

The 1970 meet will feature
squads from all three Maine
Township schools. East, West

service you gradually work to ward 100 per cent, which you

benefit," says Schulz.

51.000 a year in benefits." and
°significant
con assuming
upwanl trend in benefit levelsf
ebou

Demon Relays.

With continued company

years of service for any vesting

allow "60 per cent of pension
recipients will receive less golf

help to the next otter:don of
retirees," according to recent
testintony before the Senate

above, you're guaranteed only
a certain percentage of earned
profits.

For Eck the_ close Aim
mutton me, bring a smile to

hoy

Enda) Math 20 1970
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Illinois becoming a desert,
conservationist warns

Discuss
public use

THEDAY
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lands
Wheeling village Offidials,
park district representatives

"We are making a desert of
Illinois in record time. The de-

god members of School Dis-

struction will be complete in

trict 21 met jointly Wednesday
to discuss public use land designations in the village's northern most section.
One proposal made by Ken.

the next generation unless we

act quickly."
That warning was sounded
last night byitViiliam Rutherford,

Peoria's noted conservationist, who
who left public

rah Gill, superintendent of
.

schools, was that the .school
end park districts rethmmend
toll. village board that an or-

service in
two weeks
ago "because
couldn't get
anything done."
Rutherford spoke frankly in
Mount Prrspeet before oche
Wheeling Township Repabli1

dinance be created wherein de-

velopers would be required to
dinignate a percentage of public use land.
The other idea laid open for
diacussion was that the taxing
bodies lay out public use Me
"re strategithlly as possible to

can Club as a part of a scricson

the great problems facing the
and the outdo.

"THE GREAT countries

set contiguous donations of

of the middle East were not

1.

founded on deserts. They were

Gill said he sees a definite

built in a fertile land that had
geed soil, great forests and

rend for developers to stop
building single family dwell-

abundant supplies of fresh water. It took them a long time to
destroy their environment,"
stated Rutherford as he compared Illinois. current situ-

ings and one and two -bedroom
apartments and to concentrate

on duplexes, townhouses and
high rises with as many as six
be

lie said he understood the
builders viewpoint if
in that he
could obtain better
and meet market demands, but
"I officially have to object
velopment. It would pose a

god lay done &mtg. is
for.

show0d Wrs are ADIngton High students Mike Walsh and Peggy Berrie,
Orchesis to Si said tomorrow and Saturday at the school theater,
(catered as part nine dance s
Sot W. Euclid.

Minato back the jiving

Tante. Ira Bird said the
An. bas rho ,rerogartge to

designate land uses within IA
miles of its boundaries. "What

ited

lages

said.

Other games will be
played on Monday through

Parents of the younger set.
can choose from four pro.
grams. Two aimed, sessions
arc Monday, Wednesday and

Thursday.

Friday from 10 am. to noon

The kriging, which within,
Y the new ball diamonds at
Ore and Emerson Park. in-

i

be

oys II to 151.

used for the summer day
canths, Mark Twain andShcle
ly Nathanson. Each camp will

Registration for the leagues

have four sessions June 22 to

open until Alay lb, and the

July 3, July 6 to July 17, July
20 to July 31 and Aug. 3 to
Aug. Id.
Parents can choose from
programs for 5 to 6 year-

re beginners. Juniors (boys
to 10 years oldh and Seniors
(

MO SCHOOLS will

ris 015 plus an additional 25

Y CM for nomresidents. If

Aze7f.17, Zr, 07:.":,',
.F came time. the fee for the
pout boy will he $15 but half,
pricc for Ins brother,
The leagues begin June 15
and ken for eight weeks. Each
leer plays a 16.game wbnl.

ale. wit) Beginners and I.9.
tors stertiat , auk old Sen.
i:ors at

olds. one Monday, Wednesday

and Friday from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. and the other Tuesday
2nd
from 10 a.m. to
2

p.m. The charm for

the

three-day session 6 $11 end

and the other from I RM. to 3
p.m.; the fee is SIO. Two Moday ecssions are an Tuesday

and Thursday

at

with

sophistica-

the Moe

times es the three-day session,
fee 57,

PARENTS OF both Sand

4 -year -olds and and sin -year-

apathy and a Ink of althea,
mem." said Rutherford.
pictured his
Rutherford
"advancement'. to the governor's co-ordinator of environ .
mental programs merely m a
Depart -

means

mein of Conservation. As an
advisor to the government he

Inal no power to effect

re -

form,ommunity

"I think Gov. Ogilvie is sin remand I want to make it clear
that I have been treated graciously by the govemor.
think he was sincere when he
asked me to reconsider my
ignition. The
The problem is that
the philosophical difference

between us is too great," said
Rutherford.

of. con -

interested.

Students take .
on 5th graders
Mtn. Kathy McGee, dough
ter of Mrs. Matthew Kassnel
1725 bloward St., Des Plaines

iS among 20 Northern Illinoi
University senior cducatio
majors who arc student -teach
inn fifth graders from El
Grove Village in Oregon. 111.
this week.

The seniors, under the di
tnnlion of Dr. Alvin Block
Win leach students from th
class of Robert Weisbaum a

make dismissal.
"I was told that I had to accept one of two politically
promimeot men m assistant director. I met with each of them
and explained that I was work-

men showed any further inter poin the job," Ruthotfoni rerted.

EVENTUALLY,

advanced to the point where

As knowledge to secure authorization of steps of which
"We could not have landed
men on the moon unless we
used the best men and the best

methods available. In our light
to clean up our water and our
air we have a task of the same
magnitude and we can't hope

kg date.

traffic.

6:45, 0:00, 9:15,
10.30, 11:45, 1:00,

We want as many people as possible to
have the greenest, lushest lawn possible.

you gat when you save all that money is
a lot of pellets. Hi2A-.ORY, etimccRimind

Two for the price of one. And a

questaan.

Ids on 36 Illinois Modems

12,000 square feet). You save $5.94 on the

best lawn food non, can buy.

SPEAKS

I

Auto Paintig

II

at

for PI;
honoring wok h on,
Sion of

I

earthw

February 28, ISO I, Fell! be an filo and

enMa.

7:1:Zed1;r!''PZ:11761
Thal panel she Soushesen
of
SeMen
obthicid, down* as

blown

Commenc.ng at

WE APPLAUD THE BLACK FOX
Dick Cassia, Innkeeper at the Rolling Meadows Holiday Inn,
announced that their restaurant, 'The Block eel", hos won
a listing In the 11th edition of the Mobil Travel Guide, -the
muntry's bed known national novel guidebook. The guide

slightest hesitation.

Other lawn food unvings.Right now,

we am also featuring substantial savings

ell the other Offroo-Goo Lawn Food

o'clock AM, on March 1,1970.
Nolice is further Fete., Moe, Mol
AppromMlion Ordinance will be held
al M30 o'clock P.M., an Tuesday,

Oood ROOM

East line

dToddlT°T °°°d°

et the An., Town MLlingIm/ors

no giveaway as impanial, trained impostors have free
reign N report their findings to a notional editorial bead.
So, it is with heady congratulations, that we salute the

Nowt Prospecl PlonConmgmlen

friday:March 20,1970

10,90

NIELSEN'S
RESTAURANT

tar."...every one Is pealed for his pool And the story urn Is

EASTER SUNDAY

Nee'

CL 3-2 4 0 7_

ACE

HARDWARE
694 LeeSt.

Des Plaines, III.

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

Fc1.1ii,LEE AND ULP°HrSIDRY

Dancing Schools&
Supplies

INCOME TAT

RUSSELL

SERVICE

DECORATING

6475 N. MANNHEIM ROAD ROSEMONT, ILL
(AST OW BLOCK SOUTH OF HIGGINS ROAM
-

AO

Proo 512 W NW Hwy. CL 5 B477

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

MeMn netteget, 350-51372

Call alms FSPAD 3928892.

to

I -20-6S.

Block

Des Plaines location.

NicKAY TREE SERVICE

CALL S37-1100
OR VISIT US AT

777 Wheeling Rood

1,l0A1<, MIL YOU
WITH SIOU TO

LOST FOREST E.
HE COULD
ROAM FREE

MO+, ww.

vffitt,VOLI COULD
BRING HIM BACK
AND GET YOUR

STORY!

EiE AIM

All

25,028

babes,

Upholstery

206 3953

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

Pe

ane.

dc,%jr&-,,;.1.."-"II

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Young Hobby Club

Mr-.7.47;

CREATIVE

;fib; soh,.

to

DECORATORS

RN. Bmhorn Rd.

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Pres,. Neighs.
MIR SPECIALTY

Inelovtial, Reside..
FREE ESTIMATES

Dressmoking-Sewing
Arl

leem.199.9^

SHARON HOFER

MIENS

REASONABLE COST. Denim.

sone!

6

Business

Federol

SNEe Ineome Wu:N.253407A

wale.

MI

greel

6

Painting & Decorating

Lauritz Jensen

255.0561

Coll 250.7207

By Cappy Dkk
Window Shades

SHADE "N" SHUTTER

DoilyBorn fo 8 pm

Income Tax
Service
Federal, Slote TaNkeiurns
Our office OF Tn. bk.,

DRESSMAKING.HEMMING,

clothing.
children.
Youg. 59.0750.

3,2.0.1.11

394-3200

!Sono PlettCE 5 IWO

trough on the cnoir with the other

end on the floor as in Figure 2.

You on then eddy to ploy the

255-0900

c.c.

CHECKER -ROLLING
GAME!

IARTONSTULL

.

Decorators''

CL 9-0495

EREF=1F S
MEASURING

INSTADLATION

cu'",1-,==nr"

gam.,
One

Paper towel cores and a supply

of 24checkers are the main thing
needed to 'make the cheekenrolling game which is today's fun project for boys and girls.
Cut three corm in half lengthwise as shown in Figure 1. Tape

player toes the black

checkers, the other too the red.
They take turns rolling their
checkers, one at a time, down the

trotth. TAs is done by /Acing
the checker's edge in the hough
Hoe Figure 3) mid giving it a
slight Shove.

them together to form a long
Bough.
One big piece of wrapping pa-

per draw a chart of point values
like that in Figure 2. Spread this
on the floor in front of a chair.
Rest one end of the payer towel

Wheeling, Illinois

AN MU., OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Mark Trail

SPRING SPRAYING

KENNETH A. PEARSON

296-5586

$3.00 to start
$3.00 to start

We will irate an the above opeo,00..
Excelleochancee for advancement

439-8280

NO -88. Phone 255-7077

experienceRernodel

I

7:7;.';01;138'1'''" 'r""'

Tree Service

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

1115.Adie..NSLIVI

ALTERATIONS
DRESSMAKING
AND MENDING

Years

be alert and willing

cription PHP,

...ea-

HOUSES RAISED

Cobinets,m Worg.Ren. Roarol

Press Attendants
Fork Lift Operator

work. Excellent future for
aggressive individual.

19E1690

DITISMOldr.6PITIPTiOnf
2511050, Arl. Ns. Reasonable

NW

m.tz

.137 IOU

to

g

assist in shipping, receiving and stock room. Must

13Inst and feud

BE WILLING TO
TAKE BINGLE

Dore Pate ContinMINn
SINCE

Nd

GROOMING

FULL BASEMENT

"rlta?0=sgt'Co.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Laborers
$2.67 to start
Floor Men
$2.85 to start

SHIPPING
RECEIVING

FREE ESTIMATES

b4.2V..!Aeo.

POODLE

Nr PRODUCTS INC.

CALE CI. 11911

IN THE

Wollpoeirdes

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

EKCO

JANITOR

5371023 of

Wells and Floors

POODg60,5C,17:3LIZER

ablkiaiton

957 0063

olOat.

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Dog Service

255 2570

COld

COMPUTERIZED

359.1410

way oemer.no salesmen

Your host J. P. Jensen

2411119WanterlMen

Tor

FEDERAL & STATE

Drapery Repairs

. .631 rainier sew..
ells-011ml.! direct

827-1819

3Dap
T

MPO.

Road

i=ton Heights:Illinois

Tile

B/2FI'CLIG.:FTR'i'CL=9CB'
CLASSES 91_ 3 3500. FE 3 1355

Sod

Cement

from 12 noon to 9 p.m.

,

:TIER ElECOR11EIN

Income Tax Service

RUM. IR.

'O'Complete Dinner & Smorgasbord

217 S. Arlinglon

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

Pao

CALL 259 3015

hems V
Maslow,
TXe

BOX 1252
OM/ PUBLICATIONS:1NC.

BECTRIO

MODS CLOTHING: teirt

COMMFRCIARLE,i'lir=1A11.%

ARE NTS DAY CARE CENTER

Beelinn
Modeteleinn

NW:Ns

891-689e

A ;fl WANT AD

529-3901

'Make Your Reservotionsnow

cooler., member of the family. There is so much to this
movie.....inothing designed to tickle everyone. And, believe:re Ws henna long time since I came out of a theatre
sin ging thenesof
ffi
theshow. Wellworth the timeand well
tvonhitha mice

Pastan Albert A. Lurshi

358-2597

mgewlence,Our employees are aware at Nis tamer copper.

IN THE

Tailoring

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

d.

Perces

Slots

ohligaiion WRITE OR CALL No

.wn weed

e. mom

salary, edrleational Wel end equipment and polemicond

HERE
IOW' FROM W

...ono. woos omits:,

Oil Port

Superior fringe loosens package and esimulaling wad enulran
mem.

RIGHT

PAINTING 6 DECORATING

CALLER...Me

UM.

Mlle: 1...ungainly will by lee commenn el 360.20 RIG
amerce. 36113DRPG apemen. under COS.

7.3.0.,406

STRIP WIL/c1g,1 BUFF TILE

Child Care

.1

ths no wonder that the movie "Olive', wan such awleiml.
The characters em fantastic and well done by each cc-

All Services

as S7s Coll for

Nee Esamays

Dermets
Siding
Anic
flan

!ters7=Yra

preemordoutransoso am...geeing Rrse.

712.300

S "Rol

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

529-3900

E.V. Construction, Inc.

A WORD FOR OLIVER!

Norse, Provided for

..

free ...nat.

Roam Addliiens
Perch Reoaks

Hop over to Nielsen's
for

Reining Service.'

From the Cross"

lig 0.

i< wood cedar for as INN

Remus...me

Sire Eldrms

($10,000- $11,000)

alka=e" ;5'N'10';'N

ifechen Remodeling,

BRUNCH
10 a.m. to 12 noon

sonoundings at prices the whelefamily can affordl

CL

'I'AraklacEBEVE9;'7OrT'Z'

392.6.427

Penh

NORTHWEST SUBURBS

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

Gunsbeinrays

And, better dill, you <an enjoy all this in country dub

"What Christ Saw

Smell

PLACES, GENE!. REPAIR.
OOD WORKMANSHIP

A.S.&

PROGRAMMER

21SitualionsWantedMen

ovoid flooding. MUSTY WARNS
"POWERFULL9 PUMP AND A

SPENCER & SONS

Realtors --Owners

Club. You can eat your fill of fish with all the tdmmings.

`oft!

CONCRETE WORK

15 VIES. EXPERIENCE. INSURED
227-8020
3.12.509.1

FridayMarch DO, IWO

your taste with luncheon medals in addition to their
regular menu. Mary Mond, ohm Thursday these food

359 5550

o o sone poor

PLAN NOW FOR SPRING

Woltmon Const. Co.

Doted March 18111, WYO.

Hwy

now

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

IFINCOLAT G. YOUNG, Chairmen

NW

311.766-2896

LINN, BATHROOMS. FIRE-

Doi,

510.515 USUAL FEE.

392-8017

3.29.5256

P

job no

GROEN DIVISION
DOVER CORPORATION
1900 Pratt Blvd. Elk Grove Village, Ill.

CANINE/ 250.9016

C

!en efin an Nis position makes

INCOME TAO

50.1.ELezd,B,B1,1510E

mwe too Ng or mow..

AVAIIABLE IMMEDIATELY.
NOANS. OFFICE. ROOM
ADDITIONS. GARAGES. KIT

Published in.

That's what I said As many portions as you wont of crispy,
fried fish. Every Friday night at the Indian Lakes Country

(

No

DAP UBLICATIONS, INC.

AS MANY AS YOU WANT

9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship,

office

P

loc..

S

AV PAINTING

CALE 562-1013

191-8091

get IrIng

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS
130

Bey lawny

igfra;?=4272

Coll

5o.heinterie en
Tenter Foe M Rand Road. DO..

Kolerus.Supereliar
Dorothy Helm Novil.Clook

SPECIALS EACH WEEK

391 51

y

rang 011 11009

392-9351
2d Hr. Phone

ROB'S DOME IMPROVEMENTS
AND STORE FIXTURES.

extra special priced Two good places to gofor fine dining.

Sunday School:

free,sibnates

ELM, INSURED

Robed

April MM. 1970.

Black Foal"

Seace

KAN ZLER BROTHERS

nn
wh

treat, will be offered for lower than usual prices! Plus, In
the evenings, the Golden Eagle Restaurant in Arlington
Heights is having special additions re their menu. Thane
dghtl Mondays that Fridays it's special extra dinners for

CHURCH

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
PhOnm 392.1712

Slabs

Day ELF Night 359-1905

of She

boa, Which will be owilable at bookstores and Mobil
stations in pril,
over 29,00 restaurants, motels, A

products, stop by andank unfor thedetaila,

,

aGreut Week"

Walks

355 1659

GENERAL

Harczak's Sausage -Inn Drive-in in Wheeling is tempting

"Great Events of

CEL'ETENC;TEERTP'M

23,1133 myl'a

parallel wiN she

h

Painting & Decorating

REASONABLE REFERENCES

ALLEN CONCRETE

piece of begainIns-

please.. and every audIenal

teed, or your money back. Without the

c:M7:,

CAEE.Ffig

Contractors

'°°° W°Tor dry

fire beet

a pen sion re
fine bide

field,.o modoalt.

nand, enem weal,. If mo ham shenbilin lathe
maidasighetaraaraonnk,

NAPPINET

Storm Windows
G

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN

R6300:L'ACDT3TIOFTR"U'61P OS

single Karel, 33 Mr., 26th and as a
28. No hos his own
dal chum, and music...le

EL 9 0817

Pr

Heating

Herne Maintenance

so,.. on

SECRETARY

is

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

Ing,LandscOgeg-Pfe
910,11.1 593,108

A140

Here

Sump Pump

a Mc parallel to iho Cow line of said
losnOwoo quoder,182.00 feet to dm

SYsWalterl. Web

ov h el Coals.

Flmo

KORNER
B.59-2515

lel. ihe Sooh line of solg Sm.*.

FOR TNE TOWN

'3'317:7317'24re

R EDI HEATING

aloresaidollome Wo, on me eons,

NM N

l'EMnIntr
"Hot Water Heating"

.13 gumbo
I Rand

[Leonel., 25239

will open a fire day engagement
at the Bross Rail in the Shams.
O'Hare. Eddie will appear as a

tote

Mom.

Remodeling Atldifions

"AT IT'N'T'A'TrrIl DUE rATITT

Sped.

es

are..

Sign Painting

R.M.

76619.

I company

No

OCIVC:;"'

Musical Instructions
Coln .1-1/50

-

lawn food pellets. ORYHO.D110 pallets will

FIRST

610

Automobile Service

elmmKe

L

sico
35515051neln

the nenhwees cer,

Ot

N Old°

3E14-3523

Sewing Machine Repair

AsIVAttper
Cement
reetas, wag hy Vea wiorso.

RILL'S HOME REPAIRS

APPROPRIATION ORDINANCE

aLd

`BAPTIST

d

point

of your mlemIe^

there rall be no

HEZIN.?,A,1,DS,FC4RE111

uort.r el

ai

CE 3.5069

Hearing Aids

RANCH McGUIRSS

ARE YOU THE TOP NOTCH
STENO WE SEEK?

WAHLQu 1ST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

ovl E. neer.

KEN'S KUSTOM/

pe, ,

FINDING

NI Nom 6 Neale..

CL 5-8131

CREATIVE ART

AN EQUALo OPPORTUNITY EMPIOYER

Tl'daAAC:gLgAt"'"''''

537-1214

'AEI"'11PgIcINGTA'Efl'

SERVICE

ARE

General Hauling

255-7200

PM to 8-3 to one,omen, hook

d

ALL TYREDEREE ESTIMATES

CALL 63.8-5070

Wheelingedlioois

777 Wheeling Rod
RUSTIC FENCING

Sewer & Septic Weds

REVERS IMSONRY

GSM. Aar
Rezone prooedy

17.8miness Services

WORK GUARANTEED FR..,

Masonry

SPECIALTY

1100

L

Or Vhir

ROOFING AND kW:BEING ALL

HAVING APART),
me

el the Village ol Mew Nomad

lore 2 PM 250.0555

IV SERVICE, REPAIR

RCA.'1'Erl',B7371;

"8"1Z:5

9Iui

410'DPVOPIP1111T.,78%

Higgweg, cenceTwee
gegr.
Tor chang e to Me gening Ordinan

HOMHWIlrmotettlITO

Radio -TV Service

MAGIC BY "INN, INF MAGIC
CLOWN Spemehees1, FNIW991

dent and secretary of Chicago

COMMISSION

nand this cola day al Need,

Excellent chonce for od.neetnent. $3.37
to start. Many company Benefits.

Roofing

Imprinting Co., Inc and has

Set -Up Man
Interested In Plastic Vacuum end Pressure Form -

9370'

on,

Furniture Refinishing

INC.

IMMEDIATE OPENING

GAEL FOR APP1 561.1136

Furnace installation

29 17,1

DES PLAINES

Nr PRODUCTS

15-InsInction
Eol

OUR

K mart
1 155 OAKTON ST.

ALL READINGS
CONFIDENTIAL

BY RAY PETERSON

c

Magic

WEDDINGS

now.altallowica

EKCO

HAVE YOUR PIANO NNE..

Landscaping
5

5 pm. 290-3166.

also been elected to the bawd
of governors of the firm.

SenWrisy Renamed les Rehire

PEOPLE

PATCH'S PANTRY

nonce IS HEREIN GIVEN Moen She
ITIT dog of April, IWO oi rho hew of

tom

dfl

Eckl

coo

team al Alsace

All

MAY SPECIAL

Stock heehaw Plan
SaggestimAwardSyetnn

MRS. MAY

CL 3-13111

Floor Refinishing

Art Service

SERVICE

Reid Penelen Phan

Piano Toning Services

Instructions

MARCH THRU
ALL SERVICE:CO.

Park St., Rolling Meadows,
has been appointed vice-presi-

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

TRIO

The Ortho-Gro
Lawn Food it Sale

TO YOU

SALEM MAINTENANCE

Siam's{

Apply in Personb MRS.ALKE

CARD AND
HOROSCOPE READINGS

0.11, OPERATOR

SO 00 CL 3 1116 er

076-13500

Rug Shampoo Specialists

Camentry.Remodeling

hotels and rates them on a onewo.five basis. This rating is

BIBLE

Hoer Maintenance

NONCE OP NEARING

NORTH

Permanent Waves

Mr. Lei, dayleve 352.0070

BRIDGE LESSONS

The EDDIE FRITZ

give you a richer, greener lawn in a mat Mr of day. Not weeks. And we're so sure
you'll be satisfied, the results are guaran-

Coll

cbritatet Remembrance

Fr........eklentol Main E. On rniggregn! Ingram.
DrsopPoldwommous".

5-o50)

LICENSED

Air Conditioning

CO=VE6=713YNZITS.
Reid VocolbE

Call Mr.

NEM/WING 6 ALTERATIONS

BEFORE TNE MOUNT PROSPECT PLAN

lf

Plumbing

'"':A7POTLITDWO*C7'

Ar"973a'T"'

I'm looking fora couple
of Borne homes in your
area to disploy our new
Vinyl Aluminum Imola,
ed Siding. If interested

PROFESSIONAL TAX SERVITE

CARPET 6 MN Om,.

ART

Notice 1

Published feted

820,

T'PlE

SHARONAXEr"'"3.-104E

William D. Ahrens, 2507

is why I resigned.' have passed
the problem on to the public."

tle:mac t=4Pc'arlal

Engineering Service

Coioot Layer

enough public iinterest. That

NOTIOE

d

AND MORE

355 3832

DAN ERYSH

B94-7644

Legal ,

Legal
Notice

Sncoll Jobs My 61.1log

FILINGS

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

392 9080 or NI 1351

Appointed VP,
Secretary of
Chicago firm

available," Rutherford
concluded.
"Our only hope is to arouse

DONNA DAY

1160ks

3m.

mation,e he said.

men

ABATEMENT DISTRICT

HARDWARE

Penol, When you buy one bag of Orroffix
Gnu. Lavm Food (enough to cover 6,000
square feet) at the render price of $5.96,
moo get the second bag for only a pen,
more.Two bagsfor 55.96 (enough to cover

treasurr will have the infor-

7VtrIt=a=11::

12S3, Day Pub.,
Write
217 S. Ad. Hrs. Rd., Ad. Ws.

811 9510

FEDERAL 8, STATE

g

:TaCVs7thrrb7;

without using the very best

Parish Center

'

REALLY HAVE
Listen this Sunday to the
Christian Science Radio
Series far some interesting insights on this

of .sessments of the
county in which they live. If

'6TIZADUr

Electrical Work

Carpet Cleaning

ASSISTANT MEN'S WEAR MGR.
FULL TIME STOCKMAN

Middle aged or retired puree

C"r16r="1

OP ESSMAKING

INTERVIEWING:

Re=17C7Zer

WANTED

Plastering

Income Tax Service

in

ALTERATIONS

ALTERATIONS

14-Pers1na3

1930 N. Ad. 8111. Rd,

COUTURIER designing ond styl-

Maws

17 noon

SalurdaysPART

296-6640

ICIEGRT:AN6=

eligibility and the
deadline on when the forms
visor

MORE

3,2-sclo

a

ROY NEEDED
TIME

rLoVr',:fo5"a

wo I Hood, Aid nano, ss,

Dressmaking -Sewing

ON=APTETS 'f=MS

tails on

should be filed, interested persons should contact the super-

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

CAtr 39e886

CALL .1713 7 .10

reword, 2504,6

255 7200 OR

to win this battle for survival

5,,,10,, Masses:

WIN

lea chance of
running out of gas In heavy

gas line --and

get the whole thing started.

years of age or old r.
Lenhausen said that far de-

Brentwood

Elementary
School at Northern Illinois
Laredo Taft Field Campus.

mond dueler

CALL

Alterations

Mann

offered by reputable business people in your

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY

0:AN'A°>.WO°'0120:0

gas tank is even nearly empty,
advises thr Chicago Mater

registration, and the balance is
due one week before the star.

And we're offal, a very !Medd OW

htion of most homes owned
and occupied by persons 65

be disapproved.

h

Refuel your tar before the

Results worth twice theprice. What

IN COMMON"

matters

WEST MOSQUITO ABATEMENT DIS-

Refuel ear

You help your lawn. We help you.

ce.WLS
0 n co. WAR
WIJO
1.30 a.m.

ing credit cards Mr open end
use. He called in the credit
cards, but found it difficult to

services

community... CALL ONE NOW!

into law by Gov. Ogilvie, the
homrsted memption pros

Windsor, Conn.

"WHAT DO WE

.

vides foraa $1,500 reduction on
the equalized assessed vain-

,

old earn satect either on. dike Club -AAA, preferably before
one schools to send their chit- the fuel gauge registers of
fourth full. This way, there is
dram
err condensation of moisture
Registr
is in progress at
rict Office. ASS in the tank, less chance of
the Perk District
deposit is required at time of pumping sediment through the

ACE

meet's main office at 325 W.
Adams St., in Springfield, it
160 N. LaSalle st., Rm. 740.
Chicago or at 100 S. Monroe

scorm of staff membeis driv-

alcr. ,nnAr,e NORTHWEST MOS.
ICT. in w

Rectory:
CL 3-6305

may be obtained at the &put -

St., Marion.
Authorized by the General
Assembly last year and signed

ing department cars and carry-

"T'

Lenhausen said the forMS

Rutherford reported that he
found men from the patronage
ranks holding high paying jobs
and they had not been in the
office for weeks. He found

his signature was used without

David A. Lucchi, 616 Walnut Le., Schaumburg, hos
been named corporate 'Memel
audit manager for
ComNotion Engineering,
with corporate offices in

ponds.

Eddie Rita, known as 'Mr. Talmo.,

1030 am Theo

Includign
MO
...MEI

1. Lehnhausen has announced.

841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Named audit
manager

for the mvo-daysession$9.

which state funds were sthandered in transponing and entertaining
every°. from
industransts
to
prominent
judges of the supreme court at
the choice goose shooting

kind held in the last 20 years.
Every place I looked 1 found

$t.3atne,s Church

tion."

for evenings and Saturdays so
that parents will be able to at-

ment Affairs, Director Robert

"Right now you OM-

devriopers

to no some gamic scheduled

live day camps Min summer.

department

so completely staffed wish pros

to lay out plans to meet the

t The Golf -Maine Park DN.

tend.

a

servation that won devoid of
a, Central management aed

hwa of Wheeling) have wbrs
they want, so now is the time

him at 9390 Dee Rd.. Des
will sponsor three
grseball Irsvm fur buys and

the

Grove) to designate schoot -Tined patronage workers that
it was impossible to get and
Ales there," Bird said.
Mentioning developers, G3I
hern good then,.

Golf-Mame Park District
plans day camps,
pop' baseball leagues
gloines.

in preserving

He reported that he inher-

(Wheeling Buffalo

Goose Lake "laboratory" in

ground in park management
and who was not even greatly

erno.

must be done 0 for both Wt.

all offices of the Illinois Department of Local Govern-

nonage workers can't get the

..the victors," explained Ruth-

notation.

Rutherford uncovered the

parks. The man had no back-

, log that we in public off ice are
servants of the public and not

on-

kir months." aid Rutherford.

Illinois superintendent of

burden on the school district
Nat I don't know how we : better ersdonment and Amer ica" he said.
could handle," he said
Rutherford told of his diP.
The "criticalin not
°Milwaukee Rd. and north to fet,oces with the Ogilvie ads
the Cook -Lake County Line. 7min istration.
"I accepted the position of
he said.
Gill added that the mot inn director of conservation in 11portant time to make decisions r.
14 months ago. Wile,

I

a staff meeting of the heads of

departmentsandlwffied thot
it was the first meeting of its

Emt of long ago.
Rutherford warned Mat pe.

statek resource,. "Unless we
do a quick about-face, we are
going tmlose the chance for a

completely to that kind of de.

tate taxes are now available al

00, 12 to 16

MECHANIC

home

educes

"1 was stuck with the clown

ation with that of the Middle

done

seiner

stead exemption from real es-

2411eIp Wanted Mu

24-Nlp Wanted Men

r4 0os flu

daily guide of reliable

Consult this

Cal

POUND.
Black
mole Wesi

Bus

Application forms for

"THE FIRST week I called

RUTHERFORD TOLD of ing a 60 -hour week and em'
being required to hire a Re- pected the assistant director to
publican county chairman as do the same. Neither of the

Sob

Senior citizens'
tax exemption
forms availablethe

Page 23

the point value
A player
of ;my space on which AS checker
comes to rest. Whan all 24 cheek en have been launched. the play-

er with the highest total score is
the winner of Me game.

-

ePoK6-24

Friday, March 20,1970
I

241ili8ianteRen

25-11elpanterIMen

21-1Ielf Wanted Men

CANEERTO

AUTOMOBILE
SALESMAN

027.0992

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Working for Western Electric
CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

installation deportment
Inslelling communication equipment in

FULL TIME

telephone exchanges in Chicago area.

Shoe Salesman

CLASSROOMANDSOOTRAINNG
itetiromentPlon
PoidVecnsiens
Accident &Sick eenefits
poring Elan

BRAVOS
OLDSMOBILE

PI

FOR INFORMATION CANWIR. CALLSTROM1I

receptionist -$125
This cempony

kfiAIRTERANCE
machinery,

building

and general
maintenenen

has several permanent jobs for

WAREHOUSEMEN

"7.17,7er7Vynr.o'e'MD.w1L'01

No experience necessary. Day and night shif
03.04 par hour M start. $3.17 per hour after 120
cloys.

New .heel metal fabricating pbnl in Res

PUBLIC

TRAVEL

SCHOOL BUS

HOTEL PBX
OPERATOR

Earn Extra -Cosh

Paid Training

GOODYEAR TIRE A RUBBER CO.

630-8:30 a.m.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

P.M. ROUTES

erators

experience, and with knowledge of blusprine
reading and the use of micrometers, will be

plans and P. compel.° wage rale° Previous

welle. YOU'LL GET 10 TRAVEL
TOM MEM See IVY, 1.196 Min

owl use EO bade Inspeolion
ram.

437-5750

Der...

CHICAGO MAGNET

YACHT

HACKETT CORP.

SHOWROOM

225-6491

WIRE CO.
901 Chase Ave.

ead 600 p.nn. Monday Through Friday, or by
appointment.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Tool and Dry Makers

VtA shol

.

TIME STUDY

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES

MAN

'ols

bo

CodAIOn:

TOOL 0RLENE NUCOR

In ENSION

gen,. warly almospbere me. Mese poMlons ealremely

SAg

Believing

INCLUDING,

NURSES
AIDES

Call Far Immediate Consideration
537.1100 Mr Last

00017

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

SPECIAL *

d
Op
9
o FRIDEN COMPUTYPER
OPERATOR
o FRIDEN FLEXO WRITER
OPERATOR

837-6618

'96 o,Lioo,rll
'ndFcC7IONITERVIZZOrr
c

11

Ala.to 6 PM.

0-8,

glide.

Pow91.

steering, 11000

kmur

GIRLS

ore= *

WR Chem. SS
lere we ere weking

Call G. Kral at 676,1000, Ext. 5457
for Additional Information and

deedng.

$1895

NEWBUICKS

1967 FORD FAIRLANE
CONVERTIBLE

All Models
All Ergs lame.

Vb, Aummotic Transmis-

7111M0 TEMPORARY

6664443

396.

Muse.

395
DICK

ICKSTROM

555 Irving Park Road

Clerk Typist

MOO

©TO

17.1A'Re.y.lor.

URGENTLY

$2695

el.

form orlon mew ED

gold

Senna..

pre
V
bene1,1 progrom. for more IA

A

E NEED USED CARS

00000
PA

899 5661 alter 5 o o

297.2E40

MANAGER

Irm

'68 OLDSMOBILE

v/8. W8. Hee Ad, wAv Radio.

'68 OLDSMOBILE

AND WE'RE WILLING TO GIVE PREMIUM

SU-

PRICES, IF YOU WERE WAITING FOR SPRING
TO TRADE, EARN A BONUS BY SEEING US

.

SECRETARY.

telt "plo'n'llaelphts

264Ielp 981110 Women

16 Help Wanted blown

No Pee
Top Rates

Join your future with ours and let's go!

PAY

) MILLING MACHINE HANDS

Call Phyllis Bishop

Interviewing this Saturday 9-2 PM for your convenience

00, Rev roach oad
tinnoinnon nnowItcrve o
rine

Western Electric
3800 Golf Road
Rolling Meadows

ard@INONG1,40 PrianTE

I

Sdeddc typrven,
iE mential.

educational field,

is looking ...era,
and Faye good MM. skilis,
excel. *vs cenelvionr. 070505
.11.. wed. eoa.
Peery kensfry onel lelaryCOmme9VOM.M1....

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

7300 N. Linder
267-5300

T

Skokie

677-0600

Ar

swki kiess.

'

9100.0

0

r

We'd Ms ym
Mve PPP
Or 000 ypr. Pfre. Ptperi

9379.61

$1695

EAustrrgVaclr

.0%

DIFFERENCE

BIG SELECTION - INSTANT DELIVERY
erON'C'/O'SEIRCVE/VE'"
JO

ron:frheire.

CARP

'VET

1967 COUGAR

1968 CHEVROLET
MALIBU COUPE

296-6127
600 F. NW. HWY. DES PLAINES

Iowa, steer, voY1 o°,

bolidays onel sehsr genelim

Call you're...I ollleel

1968 TEMPEST
LEMANS CONVERTIBLE

SHOP INDOORS IN
1965 CHRYSLER
NEW YORKER

350 V -B, 4 speed, red WO,

$1795

$1795

$1895

263.5146
864-8200
386-0525'
333-6880

LOOP

INTERESTED

IN AN IDEAL
JOB?

Newer po,,e work in irOUT
be yaps as a highly paid Erika

EVANSTON
OAK PARK
HARVEY

MANPOWER
111/ 812046115 Wanted

TOM,

PrirnariryInventoo pasting. WEI

WE PAY
fOR CLEAN USED CARS

PAW, on TELEX owl switch

BONUS MOTORS 2966921

$895

1968 Words tens coHuur. k1ssPs

CaRMIss Michalski 4,6621

MORO./ VILIAGC

laded...rob
$995

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CART
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

OLDSMOBILE

BARRINGTON

GMO HEADQUARTERS

IMPORT MOTORS

IN PARK RIDGE

1966 FORD
' CONVERTIBLE

1966 MERCURY
MONTEREY

Mr'tendrre.7.°1°,..Teikr:

er..reeraM.

walls.rinsfivek

$895

$1095

Or 0

1965 FORD
SQUIRE WAGON

$795

<

o.4-tileacev, MERCURY

530NORTHWESP HIGHWAY

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

ur:Le tte'c"e7.,

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

DELTA

SEETHE 1970

CALL 299-6751

t'ilrb'e

1965 OLDSMOBILE

NORTHWEST 775.7296

tom omm449',"9".

GENERAL OFFICE

r,

ad.

'66 OLDSMOBILE

IN OLIALITY 3ND CARS

DES HAW
.

saw.
Hours II:30AM to 4,30 PM.

Phone 956-2641 or 956-2642

WE SPECIALIZE

$3039.00
-1659.59 t77,`= HT

$1295

855 E. RAND ROAD

CONTACT

316 W. Univers=tgordustrial Park>

849 4/00

Volkswagen,Inc.'

CLERK TYPISTS

APPLYIN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT

Northwest
Work

8,4.,23A

tn7e7erZtetsk;:=

Ne. WIPP PG, rated Paid

girl, who enjoy clerical work

RAM to 345 PM

GUTTER MEN

(All

271100 00IM

seherhon locilim hos an onenln0 0.11.

Our cormenny in

50 HOUR WORK WEEK
DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT

ASK FOR KEN

MORE.

Cashier -Typist

Des Plaines

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

) ASSEMBLERS

5'
tot

Condy Colors

cronies

Select shift trans., Radio, Action Spec. pkge., Whitewalls,
Carpeting, MUCH, MUCH

MT. PROSPECT

KEY PUNCH - LEAD OPERATOR

lb Hour Day

'67 MUSTANG

=Vs noel

:
7.11,07

modems °owe.-

$1295

12C3

OTHER CARS COULD BE MORE

... .

SHIFT

Attracteve startle, Salary Rapid Progression
'a Outstanding Benefit Programs 10% Night Work Bonus

) WELDER -BURNERS

MECHANICS and/or

White Collar Girls

0,

tc.

392-5230

PART TIME SHIFT 4-9 PM

EXAMPLE: BRAND NEW 1970
MERCURY 2 DR. H.T.

'eer.

3,2-2708

NEEDS

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

KEYPUNCH!

Mee, OPPReaDD

SARGENT WELCH SCIENTIFIC

) WELDERS
) BORING - MILL OPERATORS

'SHEET METAL

Local or Loop

RANDHURST CENTER

DAY

TOP

FABRICATOR

CI 3-4950

RECEPTIONIST

BruShup.

Live.

Full Time

COME GROW WITH US!

Ask for Ed Krysa

TYPISTS!

COME IN AND REGISTER

CAL, ROAST BEEF

Mount Prospect Ill..

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

STENOS!

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

Key Punch Operators

26 Help Wanted Women

Work 2 to ,3,,,zzas o week

Illinois Range Co

$2.7$ PER HOUR.
27,31,1

vropti

TIE OPEL

.66 Cheolle 427. PROM M SS
Now. 317, MOO Bob bolonced
255.5083

WHITE COLLAR GIRL

EXPERIENCED

SHEET METAL

la Rd MR 392.8387

With a Tempera ry Job from

MIC:i

RESTAURANT

tOS7Sh.r,tr.n Hood

AND ADD TO

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR

NOW

$2295

PART TIME

YOUR BUDGET

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, III.

YOUNG MEN

whosoneow.non neon.

724.9533

TELETYPE CORPORATION

0,o0k01400Meets,

Vro'

$525 MONTH

Cord idenhol Intervrew.

...7r7.^,1!"...

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

irv'r:

Arounc.... mi..

Mesta, GT Fan., 4

C.)

$6,1*

Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From'

Ready To Goi

sion, Power Steering.

RM273.1030

TRY RECEPTION

poseur bolos. mowed. on
,rvocar.P.IrvddolrilwnriL

STATION WAGON

Dictaphone Typist
Secretaries

2400W HUBBARD

r4r,

'66 PONTIAC
name., 2 error harem

tar
'67

KEYPUNCH
NCR 3100--$3.25 Hr.

ftwel OpponesProMpleve;

$609 MONTH

52695

$1495

for

1969 Nom SS SO6 Cl. 375 D.P.
12500.259.a095

ACROSS ME STREET MOM ME MILWAUKEE RO. WESTERN
AV COMMUIM DEPOT

TIRED TYPIST?

actual

miles.

********

9301 W. King St

P.LAN

pOODUCT50300WY

h

'66 GRAN SPORT

'69 CAMARO

vriM congenial awoke. boa. °in. bombs °dad.°

RECEPTION

68 CHEVY CAPRICE

door hordtop,

2

power

$3950

'1',Tgr'kgg',Trf

s,Ivoz,

,

*
*

r1,7",:17*
fOriZ rod 1$'

..p01971,

678.3373

COUNTER GIRL

Wlieeling, Illinois

:7"

',=7"

CONTACT MRS. LARSEN

meal. sany
pro.
p..I Fon MM.. Modemak conditioned rates

DOCTOR'S

$3495

8967 PRAIA

'''''''Pl'MIL°S1115101EL OEM

Me ems wIA Reed VP.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC
CO.

25.Employment Agencies. Women

Lelly loaded widi lull power.

becomlul

$2995

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS
o Premium Pay for Overtime
o 9 Paid Holidays
o Pension Plan

69 THUNDERBIRD
A

'69 OPEI, GT

?,FLust, '1:Zr'Zied'el;HMccarr'cx

SALES DEPT.

MONF.05.1121

.pe dm%

OVER

P

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

Mowers
THE TOOL AHO DIE dm. o Rome,
you, hese looking 01

Seeing Is

V.8, power glide, power

core

yeryliberni nick ',oleo

oLvEmAt

L141 '5440
Pay $4390

'70
** OLDSMOBILE
*

Good earl. odor. es.. fringe benefits and

one oproneikme we kenv ve Mem.°

EARN UP TO

$5.00 AN HOUR

153-7339 ol1.5.

CLERK TYPISTS'

PLAN

PROM SHARING

.0 0100

HICHARDIPZNERS

"`E"""ifttssusolcs
ISABIUTY
.HOSPITALIZA110
1,2'4.,',.4 -if

110

DICK WICKSTROM
'THE BOSS

School hoonlreemnp eourseerloslream

STENO-r(P'51S

ELGIN

FOR EXPERIENCED

00 ,1
F. H. BONN
COMPANY
11111,5M,

me. Ste 1.0

$1900

till E. tele. wheel, power
door locks, 6 -way seat,
vinyl rep.

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

steed, anYU'UnirHe etuhts

Au EODDE OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

SECRETARIES

Miss Poige

n

1968 CHEVELLE

TE

9)b

mar,

OF THE WEEK

IMMEDIA
FOR
OPENINGS

\

fringes.

reef eed
1,11.

lec. air cond

se.

'

777 Wheeling Rood

NNE HAVE

noaer

glass, fresh air hooter,

437 MOO Eel 517

Ne PRODUCTS INC.

-0- t!ir

CORP.

M ale

WAITRESSES

EKCO

METHODE MFG.

;ON. Mher

'68 DODGE CHARGER

'69 ELECTRAS

Applievres mot hen al leeel I year of p.p.all expa or

$550 MONTH

Interviews will be conducted between 11:00.am,

worIA,

'er6rS'.;(770

''"COTil'aCT MISS HECHT
827,628

PAYROLL CLERKS
(Juniors & Seniors)

Elk Grove Village

394-1212

trans., power
steering, power brakes,
radio, rco r speaker,
whitewoll Hires, tinted

Plk Grove Village

ovr Payroll Deponmens.

Cal Ken Quells et

r',2=CITZ1;M'in

ineinotiMerin Zeggie,

Auto.

Meellwa

R.N.'s

RECEPTION

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

,

1900 PIPIT 0..

H',glEnr66.17:7:1=775'per'ZIT:=1:e3r73i

CALL MRS. GRAY

ELECTRIC

1500 Hicks Road

S113.5rT

Or vfiortolly Re. appertunOw Sr dependable ledIviduoll.

Near Clyhave

-

them al.

NEW '70 GMO

EXCLUSIVEAT HEM.

4. -DR. SEDAN

Mani. nri waier

II WO money sand salt,

GROEN DIVISION
DOVER CORPORATION

v.... Ito mom onnwiLin owl irvervion prowdervi for

& CLERKS

the starting rotes for Mese jobs.

"98" OLDS

AVON COSMETICS in yom own

for 2nd 8 3rd shifts

Needed Now.

no weekend,: ere
394.3950

SECRETARIES

INSPECTOR

'70

200 E. RAND ROAD

439.2400 from 9 AM to 4.30 PM

TECHNICIAN TRAINEES

Airline Trainees

ARLINGTON NTS.. ILL.
439-0923

experience will be considered when delermining

GENERAL

OPE' Raw,

PAMPER YOUR POCKET!

WE NEED

Sonsideresi.

General Eleceric is well know for its fine benef

LADIES WANTED

7111

W Complew benefit pr,rom

5.yS,

LUXURY

DEE=17:EDgratNi

75 00, te

School Bus Inc
3040 S. Btme Rd.

MOUNT PROSPECT

THEY ALL
MUST GO!

The Boss

Stock #7012-21

SEW

3.244,1

EXECUTIVE SECY
TO CONTROLLER,

A Temporary Service

TOWERS HOTEL
00

Chicago, Ill.

782-6244

Frank HeLhal Says:

BRAND NEW

.3116 o week

All you need is some free time and at 1.01

17 N. Slate St.

03,1 1960.

Business,W

924-0144

Gail Wolf

VICTOR TEMPORARIES
A Division of Victor Comptometer

Cook County

We have openings for experienced machide op.
iraiors at our Rolling Meadows Metol Shop.
Candidates with varied machine operation

ReEponalo women to Noe for 2

Call for Amt.

Work close to home.

ARLINGTON PARK

,

RCM.,

253.6900

year experience. Work 1-5 days per week.

2:30-5 p.m.

,Why 0

HOLIDAY INN

EXPERIENCE WILL EARN YOU TOP PAY
IN THIS POSITION THAT OFFERS VARIETY

o 10 -KEY ADDING MACHINE

Hochee er. aver be coon, to

A.M. ROUTES

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

O TYPISTS

Ill.flutornebiles For Sale

1122utemobiles For Sale

,

GREW'

your owntrobsportation.

o KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
o COMPTOMETER OPERATORS
o STENOGRAPHERS

&Help Wanted Women

Page 25

112.Automohlies For Sale

1124totornotiles for Sale

Morning
Waitress

10455 Dearlove Road, Der Plaines

$130 WEEK

DRIVERS

Apply in Person

Machine

Pickwick Building Park Ridge, III.

NATIONWIDE -

MALE

775-6126

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

RELATION

e Free Hospitalization
o Free Life Insurance
o Paid Vacations
0 Fold Holidays

10)

698-3277

Friday Ma 1120,1970

4REASO

.04251000.0 oo,k

4 to 6 hours per day working Monday don Friday around your schedule. 50 w.p.m. and accuracy required. Good pay, friendly office. Need

r.r:

7r-r11.

Pio ineS.

GOOD

THE CHOPPER SHOP'

Part Time Days

7't",1,vr'71"11rs1110

297.3535.

111-Motercycles and cooters

W. Coombe,

TYPIST

$695 1110PITH
JIM HELSDINGEN

296-55E16

L .111

GENERAL OFFICE
For Intendew Cot

Excellent fringe benefits.

I

&Lounge

Mr Zee .491.1770

"

in

01,11,01

or Even Mg Hours

917 Main Street, Evanston

EXECUTIVE
-

Shopping Center

DAY WANT ADS

WANTED

O ay

AIRWAYS RENT -A -CAR

686-7740

SECRETARY
Experience required

6 Am.

WAITRESSES

mon or...S29.700

Apply in hobo al Main Officer

to work 'en .rani,, OR,,. 0 q,esrsAcol Mr.

new Al Iles

is

Baby Otor 9.0 to 5.30 in

Co, royd R to,

MLA!ke emit op... monr. NM pleasant peoenalM
E!,1,OneSee PablO am how ame ponsporlatIon too

25-Ernployment Agencies-

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

For renoorior agency. Earn while teaining. Hospitalization insuron. 0,41 terne.Soma openings part
time for mimeos housewives. Openings In your

Sh

Fxperbnee

222-5934

Counter Personnel

areo.

Phone 00 1.3400

Grou Hosital 8.Medical Plan

Bred tor Relesep d Indpustrie/or
,-

IOILlulaParts 01150018.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

CONINIUNICATION5

.

Milli Wardell I'

126 Help Wanted Women

26-114 Wanted Women

25 -Employment Agencies- Women

24.IIelp Wanted Men

'62 Apache Chief Pent trailer
adraroorn. Owed corn. tpare
tire 3154.112.4.1041.

381-0899

Saturday 93

MCP EIMIVS MAWR

Phones: 8248873
Chicago 774-8177

THEFIRLSTSERVICS."

CLOSED SUNDAY

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HTS., ILL.
,

CL -5-5700

(CHICAGO) SP 4-2121

HEATED COMFp,R1

'AS

Page 26

Friday, March 20, 1970
21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

WAITRESSES

21 Help Wanted -Men & Women

Put Day Want Ads
To Work For You

Days

REGISTERED

and
Nights

PHARMACIST

New Restaurant Opening

April 1st
APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL --10 to 5

in

EMPLOYEE.
APPLY CITY MANAGER

Rolling Meadows
City Hall
3600 K53-834irchoff

2

expanding, new hospital

Prefer

Road
3

growth opportunity

Excellent

hospital

DUPLICATING
MACHINE OPERATOR

background

with experience In unit dose
and IV preparation. Excellent
professional environment, benefits and salary. Interested
candidates call 437.5500, Ext.
517, to arrange for a personal,
confidential interview.

SOME OTHER
PLACE PUB
Algonquin & Busse Rds.
593-5799

BUILDING
MAINTENANCE

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

To operate a variety of duplicating and copying machines
including a 2600 AM offset.
Large volume operation. Minimum requirements High
School, 1 year's experience in
operation and maintenance of
duplicating equipment. Vocational training can be substituted for experience.

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

MANAGER TRAINEES 2 full time
or 3 part time Car necessary
CALL 392-8829

ACTIVITIES
DIRECTOR

RADIO -ISOTOPE

Good position for someone
with good imagination, Hours
827-6628

opportunity
in expanding new hospital for
registered technician familiar
with Spectra Scaler Magnus
canner equipment and related

Cooks - Waitresses
Good pay, tips, pleasant working conditions.

GOLDEN EAGLE
1432 Rand Rd. Arlington Hts.

Live axle, drum brks,
press Tank $125 894-1049

Bend
31 -Rummage & GarageSale

chemicid tests, analysis. Excellent professional environ
ment, benefits, salary, Interest

Sat. March 21st.
Bunks bds., toys, misc.
1111 Spruce Lane, Prosp. Hts.

FRIDGAIRE ELECTRIC STOVE

ed candidates, call 437-5500
Ext. 517, to arrange, for a per-

Moving: Toys, clothes, misc, must

21" Toro self-propelled lawn-

sonal, confidential interview.

go.

9-6

Thurs.,

Fri.

707

IN GOOD CONDITION
$15. CALL 297-6198
N.

'Stratford, An. Hts:

ST. ALEXIUS.
HOSPITAL
800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

for appointment

20, 21..1715 N. Windsor Dr. A.H.

dition. $100. 827-0320

dig AM/FM; intercom; phono-

Conlon ironer - $4. Tall Toro
lawnmower, rotary, gd. cond. -

graph; misc. clothes & furn. 214

$15. 299-0253

Here's your chance to make those extra $551 Printed circuit
board manufacturing company is looking for part time help
to fill the following positions.

JANITOR
SCREEN MAKERS
LIGHT MACHINE OPERATORS

Full Time

455.8350

BANK

IN YOUR AREA
for the following categories.

Draw
against commission. Openings:
Des Plaines, Rolling Meadows,
Wheeling. See Bob Kole.

59c sq. yard -Delivered

AND

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Prospect Day
117 S. Main Street

722 Center Street

Clothing -Teens & Children. Shoes, 91/2, .like new. Call
for details. 259-0477
Magna Shop Sri -nth home work
shop,

with many accessories.

$250 299.1307

Ranch style solid oak couch, plat-

12" Apricot F Poodle Very reas
do right family 13 mos 358-7245

Poodles, AKC Miniatures, white
or apricot, 5 weeks old. $100 &

Orig. oils & drawings, $ I to $20.
Call 358-7380

18 units steel shelving 6'high, 6
shelves $10 ea; 12 units heavy
duty shelving 7'high, 6 shelves
$15 ea. 296-8141 days 9 to 4.

2 dinner ware sets, 30" mangle
Funk & Wagnal encyl. (complete
set), various sz maple counter
tops. 827-3075 after 5pm

CARPETING
,

40%

Poodle,

P5511

toy white

Female,

7

437-2129

4.See large samples in
your home.
5. Terms, available

8 BORDER COLLIE PUPPIES

9 weeks old
$10 529-1753

Quality Min. Poodles. Just 2
males left. Shots. AKC. 10 weeks.
259-0262

ANTIQUES

Pure Miniature Poodle, M, 11/2 yr,

FLEA MARKET SALE

blk w/white markings. All shots

Sun. Mar. 22, 11 to 4:30. Town
Hall, lower level Randhurst.
Rts. 12 & 83. Mt. Prospect. Admission 50c. 253.9117 or

Boxer pups for Easter, AKC,

824-2175
Distrubutor

raised w/child. $125. 894.6654

fawn, male & female $100.
259-5296

392-0383

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture
31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

SLICKCRAFT 23' - 1967 model w/

Gator trailer, creampuff, loaded.

Kitchen set, beige formica table
and 4 chairs. Good cond. $25.
CL 5-4793

3 LR. uphl'd chairs $50 ca.; Com-

RE 1-2128

mbde table $30; table lamp $10.
42 -Wanted To Buy

cGd. cond. 259-3315

WANT TO BUY -Refrigerator in
good condition, 16 cu. ft., not too
old. 392-3249.

3pc blond bdrm set (dbl bed

4B -Sporting Goods

1961 Nimrcidtent Camper sleeps
asking ',price $350.00. Call
766-5247

4

55 -Musical Instruments

Gibson elec. guitar amp. w/reverb, original price $429, asking
$250 or best offer. 253-3716
Piano, Gulbransen Spinet
mahog, excl. cond. $375.

complete) beige draperies, 90"x
25' good cond. reas. 296-3173

Double bed, complete; Mediterranean headboard & franc.
$125. Call 529-5784

Large or small.
Mr. Gold
274-5300

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in 4
model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or TerMs.
537-1930

44.Dogs, Pets & Equipment

Dachshund pups, wire hair Females AKC, 12 wks, shots, home
raised best offer 437-4114

Poodle, black min. male, AKC 8
weeks, home raised $45.
253-7267

Solid cherry wood bdrm. set
Penn: Dutch design. $350 or
best offer. Twin bed, extra
firmmolt.; bookcase head. ,
board, $85. 23" Zenith T.V.
$25, 6 yr. crib w/new matt,
$15. Coll 439-3743 Eves. or
Weekends.

I. Closing out stock
2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation

.

Aquariums. 71/2 and 15 gal., two
5 gal. tanks. Pump, filters, lights,
etc. Best off. 358-7233 aft. 6

34 -Arts and Antiques

60% OFF

GUARANTEED

weeks, AKC, pick of litter. $85.-

This n' That Flea Market Sun.
March 22, American Legion
Hall, 121 N. Douglas, An. Hts.
10 to 5 P.M. Donation 50c.
"Little Maxwell Street" -Open
for bargains in antiques, collectible junk? Sell your oldies

-

EASTER DELIVERY

827-7456

Moving: Must sell. Air cond. used

$100 529.8797

Black Min. Schnauzer Pups. 9

BOB JAACKS

Lamps.beautiful 43" table, 2
boudoir; also 32 ft. extension ladder $25; boy's sz. 20 sport coat

form rocker, end & cocktail tables w/glass tops, pole lamps,

$125. 529-5854

port. phonograph $7. CL 9-0286

chain $250 299.1307

Call 827-4125

Special'

The Peanut Gallery

'OR ORIENTAL RUGS.

Girls

.12' round orange & gold shop
rug with 4" fringe $225

426-6865 or 426-4279

259-0983

top, $25. CI 3-4189

w/36" mower, grader, sno-blode

Poodle, toys, M & F, AKC, brown
or blk, hmrsd , 8 wks $75 & 385

$2.50 AND UP

chine, cabinet model. All attachments, $75. Maple server, glass

6hp Moto -mower lawn tractor

3 pc custom Spanish sett stereo,
coffee & end tables, $275 or offer. 259-5590

wks. AKC. Shots. Exc. bloodline.

3 pc. drum set $75; fish tank &
accessories $10; poker tbl. $8;

$10. CL 5-0686

onable to right home 259-6076

BARRELS
BARRELS
BARRELS

CASH

full length formals, velvet &

,47-Homti Furnishings -Furniture

Yorkshire Terrier Stud Service,
3 lb. male 6 mos female, reas-

Golden Retriever pups AKC
Field and Hunting stock X rayed
$100 & up. 259.7416

Kenmore Zig Zag sewing ma-

Refrigerator $35; builtin oven
$10; builtin stove w/counter top

Arlington Day

Des Plaines Day
An Equal Opportunity Employer

827-5548

MERION BLUE SOD

only 2 mos, $115 or best offer
Double bed, good cond., $30.

$15 each 259-7195 aft 1:30

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Kole Real Estate

coffee

Ladies WINTER COAT sz. 14,
brown wool, hardly worn, exc.

8

Northwest Day

ITT
Wolf

45C

cond. Reasonable 253-0386

cotton, some with coats sz 9.

Personnel Office - 297-5320,

2000

Chambers oven & broiler $50.
120 Bass amp. accordion. 12
Electric

range

296-5423 aft 3 pm

sole Color TV, $100. 259-1163

$8. 824-4691

chrs, rockers, misc 359.0525

If interested, please come in or call

west Suburban Area.

$35. Table, 2 chrs. $20. Bird cage

switches.

Acyteline weld & cutting outfit,
wtr. htr, 60 pc slv setting, tbls,

GUARANTEED SALES
LEADS
We will train and educate you
to sell Real Estate
highest
commissions paid in the North-

593-'

Unique round tables homemade
All sizes, very reasonable
259-7195 after 1:30

Cabinet Wirers

LEADS

w. stand, $5. 23" Motorola Con-

Rattan 3 pc. sectional, 2 matching chairs. Glass doo4 bookcase.
Mangle. 392-3386

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

GUARANTEED LISTING

Mod. style cedar chest, 2 dwrs.

SOUND EQUIPMENT: 50 watt

call

35mm

finder, f 1.9 lens, T to 500 sec,
rapid wind, filter's, extras, fitted
case $60, German Edixa 35mm
RF camera, f 2 8 lens, T to 300
sec
rapid wind, case $30

here. 529-8213.

Pl., Highpoint, Hoffman Ests.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

An equal opportunity employer

REAL ESTATE SALES

50% 537-1926

tion. REASONABLE
6415 aft. 5:30 p.m.

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

394-1800

Eves. Children, ladies & men's
clothing & misc. 447 Glen Lake

imaker $5. 529-7137

BANK TELLER

HELP

STEREOS.

WHOLESALE PRICES. SAVE 30 to

& extras. All in excellent condi-

, METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES

NORTHWEST
TRUST & SAVINGS

TVs,

Bsmt. Sale -March 19-23. Days &

stereo amp., verstile; 20 watt
hi-fi amp; turn -table, carriage,

NO experience necessary. 5 days per week, 5 PM to 9 PM.

SUBSIDIARY OF NUCLEAR DATA
Franklin Park
2706 Edgington

Apply to
Mr. W. G. Wolf

NEW COLOR

CAMERAS -Aires

'44-Dois,Pets & Equipment

Lee & Prairie, Des Plaines

dishes, misc. 10 to 8. Mar. 19,
Gar. Sale Mar. 20,21,22, Grun-

CALL 359-4200, Ext. 216

mower - $45.
392-6074

Clark Commercial Floor Scrubber and Buffer. Excellent con-

Gar. Sale, moving: clothes, toys,

MOONLIGHTERS!!!

394-0765

HO TRAIN, 24 cars, 9 switches,
2 engines, bldgs. etc. $180 value
for $75 437-3330

Racing Kart, 58 H P 2 cyl West

N. Louis, Mt. P. 392-6152.
27 -Help Wanted Men & Women

Stereo, $90 Dr ,
, $40
Air
cond. $10 TV $5 Odds & Ends
Chr $10 Student desks, $2 ea
Refrig $20 358-1168 aft 4 PM

POOL TABLE, $30, PING PONG
TABLE TOP, ALL ACCESSORIES
296-3757.

CONTACT MISS HECHT

Excellent growth

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Pr. beige uphols'd chrs, $50, 8
pc. dining rm. set, $175; 8 mm
projector, $10 824-2463

open

TECHNICIAN

32Miscellaneous Merchandise

CARPETING
60 yards copper or gold random sheared Acrilan $5 yd;
luxury shags - blue, gold or

White Pearl Accordion, med. sz.,
$60. Domino Boss guitar & amp.
$200.894:1049

ends from $3 yd; commercial
velvets from $7 yd; area rugs

FREE atoitg3o5o9d-10honmes.

$4.80:Pick-up price's.
Easter Basket Filler.
Black Poodle puppies.
Miniature or Toy. AKC.
After 6 PM. 25343132

Compact organ with fender
ampl. (4 spkrs), leather covers &
access. 259-3465 aft. 5 P.M.
Lowrey spinet organ, Cherry,
$475. Conn trombone,
$25.
Clarinet, $65. CI 3.4189

green $6 yd; room size roll

2 adorable kittens.

437-3281

Silvertone electronic ORGAN.
Sacrifice for $350, practically
new. 824-9478.

Used Gibson Melody Maker
Guitar, 575. Used Supro bass &
case, a steal at $851 El Rey,

CL 3-0180

CASTLE HOME
FURNISHINGS

Upright player pain°

7 E. McDonald Rd. Prosp. Hts.
253-9416

yourself. $275 delivered.

w/materials & books to re -build
766-0736

2"2714"." -y -y -V

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Shopping Center

41110,A,3!",

MIN

IT'S A LOTTA CAR
FOR A
elteck

LITTLE PRICE

1970 COROLA

1970 CORONA
$

1

1970 MARK II

ALL PRICES

INCLUDE:
*FRESH AIR HEATER AND
DEFROSTERS

WHITE SIDEWALL TIRES

TINTED GLASS.
WHEEL COVERS.
WINDOW WASHERS AND
2 SPEED WIPERS.

PRICES SHOWN DO NOT INCLUDE
SALES TAX.
PHONE

394-5120

Arlington, Toyota ,020

W. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
2 Blocks Northwest of Euclid

Arlington Hts., Ill.

,t.

al

,"

4,-4/4

444

-r!

MOUNT PROSPECT
PUBLIC LIBRARY

eed :repkicement
By Bob' Casey
Second of two parts

household furnishing per family may cost local government
$40 million annually in tax
revenue losses.
In addition, a proposed con-

"Unless replacement revenue is found at the state level
or through a new tax, the revenue from abandonment of the
personal property tax may
have to be made up by increasing the tax on real estate."
That was the warning made
by

the

Illinois Legislative

Council, research arm'for the

According to the study,

to only about seven per cent
of tax levy income.

real estate tax to make up for
the loss "politically unpalat-

have perhaps a greater effect

able," the study mentioned
revenue sharing of state taxes
with schools and local govern-,.
ments, and state grants-in-aid

stitutional amendment, to be

al property tax for coprorations and individuals would

considered by Illinois voters in
November, would abolish the

adversely affect the school dis-

tax for individuals. There is
also support at the Illinois
Constitutional Convention to
end personal property tax on

tricts, which locally have . be-

lion of a total $267.4 in as-

tween about 10 and 15 per cent

sessed value.

of their total assessed valuation in personal property.
Heights,

personal -property
valuation was $18.7 million of
a total assessed value of $170

'

AS A PER CENT of tax
revenues collected, however,

In District 25 in Arlington

million last year. For Harper
College, according to William
Mann, vice-president for finance, the portion was about
12 per cent.
Most recent figures for Dis-

form, the Legislative Council
study considered alternative
revenue sources and ways of
getting those revenues to local

law that will go into effect next
year exempting from personal
property tax one auto and all

trict 57 in Mount Prospect

tricts.

There seems to be no doubt
that totally abolishing person-

CONCLUDING that the days
are numbered for personal
property tax in its present

a

governments and school dis-

show personal property making up almost $9 million of a
total assessed value of $87.4
million. In District 59 in the
1968 tax year, personal property accounted for $48.8 mil-

Corporations as well.

legislature, in its study of ways
to replace revenues from personal prdperty tax if the tax
were abolished.

ersonal tax or...l

personal property has less
importance for school districts. According to Robert G.
Weber, District 214's assistant
superintendent for business
services, personal property
makes up a 13 per cent of the
district's assessed valuation,
but because many individuals
do not pay the tax, it amounts

Eliminating that portion of
the personal property assessed
value of individuals would
on school bonding ability than
on tax collections.
Because a school d'istrict's
ability to issue bonds is limited
to five per cent of its total as-

as two possible methods of
making up for the loss.

losses that may be expected
from any modification of the

In addition to the state income tax, one -twelfth of which

personal property tax or from
its elimination," the study

is now shared with local gov-

sessed valuation, those at the
five per cent ceiling, such as

ernments (not schools), the
study said a state property tax,
gift tax, mineral extraction

District 21 in Wheeling, might
have to curtail borrowing programa if not given any relief.
THAT RELIEF, should the
tax be abolished, could come

said.

0NE

POSSIBILITY,
could stir up controversy, would be replace-

tax, chain store tax, a tax on

which

priiiite sale of motor vehicles,
expanded sales tax and local

from one of several sources,
according to the state study.

Palling an increase in

income tax are other possi-

ment of revenue not on the

bilities.
In 1967,

basis of the amount lost by the
elimination of personal prop -

the Legislative
Council study said, Illinois

local

(Continued an page 2)

Pro5pert 33ap

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low 27-33. Tomorrow: Partly cloudy, not much change
in temperature.

ranked 37th in state payments
to local governments.
"It would therefore appear
to be well within the fiscal capacity of the State of Illinois to
increase these payments to a
point at which they.would replace or more than replace the

Telephone

255-4400

Your home Newspaper
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Newsstand Price 10 Cents

14 Pages

Prospect Mailmen back on job
Union on strike in Chicago and

flee, mailmen today were deliv-

ognized the carriers wildcat

riers were back on the job today

New York and other cities

ering mail that had accummu-

after a wildcat strike that started a 2 p.m. Saturday and had
stopped all weekend mail delivery in the village.

across the country demanding
higher wages.

lated over the weekend. It is dif-

strike.
Truck drivers coming in

Mount Prospect mail car-

;I

11,,

^

voted at a meeting yesterday.

Heights, but strikes continued
in Palatine, Arlington Heights
and Des Plaines.

The postmen had walked out in
sympathy with members of the

bicki, superintendent of mails

The return to work was

12 298

Postal workers also were
back in the job in Prospect

National Letter Carriers

According to Ralph Paluat the Mount Prospect Post Of -

Harper 17 -cent
tax hike fails
cause of our failure to gain a

By K. C. Radtke

positive response for increased

4i-.

A Harper College referendum seeking a 17 cent tax increase for the community college's education and building

support for the continued de-

(maintenance) funds failed
Saturday by a 2-1 vote.

per president said.
"The current economic cli-

-

The two propositions -I 2
Wildcat strikers picket the Mount Prospect Post Office Saturday after local members ofthe
letter carrier's union voted to strike in sympathy with carriers in Chicago and New York who are
demanding higher wages. Mount Prospect letter carriers are from left: Wally Hamm; Don Eddy
and TonfNiotke. All 22 carriers in Mount Prospect were back to work at 6 a.m. this morning.
(Photo by Dan Bolas)

additional cents for education
and five cents more for building -were defeated when 6,212
voters cast 12,423 ballots.

to discuss pool project
The River Trails Park District Board of Commissioners

He said that the main cost is
The $450.000 pool project
under construction at Wood- for personnel. Other costs will

will reconvene their regular land Trails Park, on Euclid
meeting of March 12 tonight at

the new park office at 303 S.
Lee, Prospect Heights, to discuss the district's new pool.
The board will discuss rules

for the pool, rates for season
and daily passes, hiring of life
guards and a pool manager and
budgeting for the cost of pool
operations.

include maintenance and water
near Wolf Rd., will give, the_ and chemicals.
district its first swimming pool.
If the district does not draw
enough revenue from the pool
PARK DIRECTOR Marvin passes, he said that the pool
Weiss said that after checking budget will have to be supplewith surrounding park districts mentCd by funds from the park
he determined that the cost for district's general fund.
operating the 1300i would be
approximately $25,000 to
The proposed season pass
$30,000 per season.
rates for residents of the district are: $10 fora single child;
$20 for a family of two; $21 for

Only two seek seats

on District 23 board
The 4 p.m. deadline came
,and went Friday, and then it

ings, and she said, "I've seen
what an absent board member

was official -only

can do in my five and one-half
years of attending board meetings."
"I want to thank all the persons who signed my petition,
and also" for the offers of encouragement and help I have
received, she said.
And, she concluded that perhaps she could be 'of more service to the children of the district "from the other side of the
table."
'

the two
caucus endorsed candidates

have filed for the Prospect
Heights School Dist. 23 board
elections to 'fill the two vacancies created by retiring
members.

It had been expected that
Mrs.' Richard (Jo. Ellen)
Clawes, of 203 N. Parkway,
Prospect Heights, would file
her petition to try for one of
the three-year posts, but she
had a last minute change of

THE DIST.' 23 caucus en-

gave

cincts

results:

these

seven -man board, barring an
unexpectedly heavy vote for a
write-in candidate in what will

probably be an election with
small voter turnout on April

ecessary to miss board meet. --1177.7.-

(#512) has been operating on a
21 -cent levy (11 cents educa-

,tion, four cents building, six
cents bond and interest) since
1967.

"We are disappointed be -

Gripe
Of The,
Day
To get my Day rolled so

tightly that it snaps back
when I try to read it.

C.R.

The college district could

seek approval of the tax increase this fall or earlier, Lahti
told The Day. But he said, no
decision will be made until the
entire situation (economic climate in particular) is reas-

Park on Saturday with mail for

sults.

will have on the flow of mail

Mount Prospect also recog-

reaching the office here.

nized the strike, said Dolney, duty Sunday at the Post Office
and returned to their point of said that if the workers reorigin without unloading or turned to work on time today

The striking carriers put up

a picket line at the Mount
Prospect Post Office Saturday
afternoon picketing continued

until 8:30 p.m. The pickets
were back at 5 a.m. Sunday
and were finally removed at 4
p.m. yesterday when the deci-

sion was made to return to
work.

PRESIDENT OF the local

union Edward Dolney said
that all 22 carriers in Mount
Prospect participated in the
wildcat strike.

When the vote was taken
Sunday afternoon at a meeting
held in front of the Post Office,
Dolney said that 18 members
voted in favor of returning to
work, and four opposed.
With a majority of the carriers participating in the picket
lines, he said that other postal

sympathy for the Chicago and
New York carriers.

When questioned about the

had not reached a satisfactory
agreement they would participate in a nationwide walkout.
Dolney said that Louis

postal workers who had not

How do you find spring? Easy, just break the ice.

Albert Volz draws huge
ovation from Con -Con

greatest ovation accorded any-

one since the Constitutional
Convention

began

Months

ago.

Standing less than five feet
from the spot where Abraham
Lincoln made his famous
"house divided" address, Volz
who is the last living sponsor of
the abortive Illinois Constitutional Convention half a

Building

became

the

vention that hopes to complete
minutes.
"..."I

want you to know

that this is one of the happiest
days of my life, and I want the

vention to know that
you," Volz began.

stitution of 1870.

o'clock

and landed
Springfield at 10:30.

Also presented to the con-

viduals who testified at the
Con -Con public hearings held
throughout Illinois. She spoke
at the hearing held in the Arlington Tower Hotel Feb. 11.

stitution contained many fine 'Cindy attended the luncheon
proposals. It was a sad day for Volz and was elcorted to
when the citizens threw it out the Old Capitol Building by
the window.

Then turning to the present
convention, Volz added, "I
am satisfied that this convention

will

write a con-

stitution that will receive favorable consideration from
our voters."
The delegates and their

guests in the packed gallery
came to their feet and began
applauding immediately after.
Volz's closing word.

"...AL VOL,Z is perhaps the
"LET ME SAY auf wider
only living member of the Ill- sehen (till we meet again) but
and he is hnkhd that he can'
inois General Assembly who NOT GOOD BYE, and God
hire older;
experienced.voted for the call of the 1920 bless you all," were his final
guards for thefirit year.
"...our Widerjeken (dl we Meet win) but NOT GOODBYE, Constitutional Convention. A words.
PARK BOARD .president and God blew you ;ill," slid. Albert , yolk 98, of Arlington chapter of living history and a
e applau.se, continued
Marvin Goldimith said that he Heights ind'grld old man of the nortbWast kabuki told the distinguished son of
while Volz'slowly
belieVes that the 'pool will re- Blinois-Co*Ijadlaiid Coiveation at its special ceremoides Fri - ladies and, gentlemen, Albert
way from the rostrum
dowp to his seat on the conceiveoverwhelmingsupport daY filche Old;Cap&to18oildIng'at SIANineld. He was introduced' F. Volz."
Voles remarks provided the vention floor. It contitMed ,affiOin residents to make the first by John G. Woods of Arlington Heights, Vide's close friend and
the
-ceremcF.-- Let lifffrichildlus seal untW&--yearsitccessfut
-3ti-Districtreo 4.:orlDelegr
N
t

...

)4}it

in

vention during the Friday ceremonies was Cindy Hayes, 13,
of Arlington Heights. Cindy is
the youngest of the 1,270 indi-

thank

worked hard and' their con-

fication of our present Con-

Volz had been flown to
Springfield earlier in the day
by Daniel Congreve of Mount
Prospect. The Volz party left
Palwaukie Airport after 9

delegates of this great con-

Con -Con delegates.

bert F. Volz was born May 12,
1871 -six months after the rati-

long ovation.

manent home of the con-

century ago, spoke words of
encouragement to the 1970

none and charity for all'. Al-

stood and acknowledged the

per-

"I WAS IN the legislature
in 1920, and I voted for holding of the 1922 constitutional
convention. The delegates

words, 'with malica toward

3

line,. Walkowaik said that he
did not want to comment.

SAYS =

honored the pickets and re-

six years after Abraham Lincoln, in his Second Inaugural
Address, uttered the immortal

.

crossed the carrier's picket

SIMON
gUSU12.13\

the evening shifts on Saturday

ton Heights, 3rd District Con Con delegate and close friend,
introduced Volz.
"Our distinguished guest
was born," said Woods, "only

will be small cloth tokens that
can be sewed to the swimming
suits and will not be transferrable.

been delayed.

five days the national union

workers coming to work for

John G. Woods of Arling-

Weiss said that the posies

mail that was supposed to be
coming in and going out has

work, the carriers were in 100
per cent agreement that if after

a new constitution late in the
summer. Volz spoke only two

charge for one -day passes.

He explained that all the

After voting to return to

Vandalize bus
north side of St. Pauls Lutheran Church, 100 S. School St.,
Mount Prospect.

Post Office, Walkowaik- said
that it might take a couple of
days to get things adjusted.

cat strike was tO show total

of the northwest suburbs, the

a school bus in a lot on the

DISCUSSING THE effect

of the wildcat strike on the

for, striking and that the wild-

vies in which the Old Capitol

Vandals broke 4 windows

that mail delivery in the village
would be'on schedule today.

HE E4PLAINED that the
local union members had no
personal demands or causes

sessed.

valued at $100 Friday night on

Walkowaik who was on,

loading any mail in the village.

Con -Con delegates, meeting
in Springfield's shrine, the Old
Capital Building, Friday gave
Albert F. Volz, grand old man

for norkesidents as well as a

wook, Prospect Heights.,

children and taxpayers of Dist.
23. ,
Mrs. Clawes added that her.
mother,:s illness 'might make it

--

THE COLLEGE district

most $20,000 in revenue.
Season rates will also be set.

the illness of her mother was
concern in wanting to run for
the school board was 'for the

fund 1,997 "yes" and 4,215

2,500 to 3,000 families in the
district purchased the $20 passes, the poOl would draw al-

run," Mrs. Clawes told The
Day last night. She said that

It appears that these two

Building

"no."

or more.
WEISS ESTIMATED that if
one-third of the approximately

No date has been .set for

candidates should have no difficulty in being :elected to -the

4,180

from Chicago and Franklin

sult in a more positive response - fused to cross the line to go to
to the (higher education needs work.
of the northwest suburban
He estimated that 50 per
community," Lahti stated.
cent of the employes had rec"We will present these propositions again."

and $25 for a family of seven

opening the 'pool or beginning
the sale of passes.
Weiss said that the district is
planning 40,, yre 10 lifeguardX

'
the deciding factor.
SHE SAID T1PAT her prime

mate, we believe, has been a
major factor in the outcome of
the election.

family of four; $23 for a family
of five; $24 for a family of six;

Sarner, 'of 17 N. WildwOod,
Prospect Heights, and Donald
W. McKay, of 1016 W. Wild-

"I decided Thursday not to

and

a 'family of three; $22 for a

dorsed Mrs. Harvey (Lori)

mind.

vices," Robert E. Lahti, Har-

"WE REMAIN confident
Poll tallies in the 43 pre- that
some future date will re-

educational fund 2,032 "yes"

River Trails Park Board

velopment of Harper College's
educational programs and ser-

ficult to say, he added, to what
extent the strikes elsewhere

Walkowaik, superintendent of
mails for the Mount Prospect
Post Office was notified immediately of the carriers vote re-

Mrs. Macdonald.

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Village
Board Finance Committee
special budget meeting,
Village Hall; 7:30 p.m.
School District 57 Board
special meedng, 701 W.o
Gregory; 8:30 p.m.

River Trails Park Di&
trict special meeting, 303 S.
Lee, Prospect Heights:.
7:30 p.m.
Higb School District

214 Board, 799 W. Kew
sirtiton Rd., MINIM Pros'
Peet; 8 PAL

-

Paget

THE DAY

Ill. Bell to help'

Monday, March 23,1970

-

build bridge for school

Personal property tax
replacement is needed

bridge across a stream and a
low spot on the pathh notate

Montgomery to Memphis"
. will he shown in the northwest

from just behind the school

suburban area one time only

proposed project of the Pros-

east to Elm St.

cial meeting set for 7:30 non,
Con -Con, which has made

.,,,, . maaprimir Junior

revenues to local governments

no final decision on the personal properry thx, Inay ha.

did.

on a "need" basis the study

the last work and deride either

While lost revenues could
be easily me.ured using past
personal property tax eaten,
circa and replacement made
accordinging. the study said
replacement on the basis of
"need" would have to be her
termincd politically rather

said several griteria, including
per capita valuation, pane ex.

to eliminate the tax or drasti-

High School.
Supt. Edward Grodsky said
Friday the,
John Stull, who as a member of
the Arlington Heights Jaycees
was instrumental in the recent
founding of the Prospect

than mathematically.

proved levy, have been recommended for use in that state, in
determining need.

(Einitinuedinim Ear, II
any at but on the basin .of

Citing the experience of
Ohio in distributing some of its

°need" in the local taxing die-

penditur., anticipated revenues from other than local

catty awe it.

"SOME DAVE suggested,

capital expenditures and selfhelp through refercndum-ap-

especially school districts, are

closely watching the.. of the
personal Ph:Inert, tax. If 8 15
abofiMed thy will hart
rote

direr is'o'n=.' r'' nu--

'NM man mho., distdos

WHATEVER IS decided

that I know anything about

should have a broader .caning (that on a basis of lost re,
nue), that the repeal of a tax,

on, it is assumed that the state

have the ability to withstand
such a major loss of relnue
and continue to provide se.

that

'which presumably occurs only
when the discarded levy develops one or more intolerable de-

ferns, prawns an opportunity

nalize and reform local
government finances. This is
distribution on the bash of

'need' both current and pro-

General Assembly will rtimhorse local taxing distries for

losses they suffer from
changes in the personal proparty tax.
"The problem, in fact.
seems to be not one of finding
the replacement money, but of

any

finding the hest way to dietribute it among local taxing
units." the body said.

moth chapter, will ran

vices" said Dr. Donald Strong,
superintendent of District 23.

to help in building a bridge
,,,,,, marshy ground east of

lag the personal property taxis
a rereonable move, but if that

choice):

:s

anne offsetting kind of rem bather in a bun, wiener in a

S

nib," he said.

Main

dish (one

Vegetable (one choice):

boo.

potato.,

scalloped

crowd of youngsters shoemighty engrossed in watching

the tins attraction in the about
to be reopened Mill -Run
Theatre in the Golf -Mill Shop-

Magazine. Frank and his pretty wife, Jenny, are the two who
made that fabulous ride on the

Lew M.& Tellers of Tales

ping Center, he was cancelled.

Loral Eland Railroad a Tarry

comedian Shccky Green on
April 17, 18 and 19. The Milt

story. Congratulations,

rabic

Frank.

pour, That was in the middle of

Run

been

lb first act.

leased by Sammy Davis, Jr.

ford in Arlington Heigh. is

Shortly after, actress garbare Nebon who plays Peek
came back on stage without a
'proper cue and iMerrupted a

and Jerry Kaufman of Chicog°, Sherman House *bare
a totally new concept of con-

writing thank -you notes to all

will
be
augurated with Greenea per-

cdnversation between King
Arthur (Dennis O'Donnell)
and Merlin the Magician (Lew
Musa).
.She'd come back to say that
the board was on fire and ertryone should leave. It was an

orderly and quiet withdrawal,
There wasn't a kid there who
would dare refusa and order
from Merlin thE Magician.

The play did not go on. Refunds or tickets for future performances were given.

has

Pay

she is so overflowing with love

sponsored by Mat village's
Jaycees on March 28.11 will be
held -in 13055e :Woods Groves

for the good people that are

number 8, 91 10, 11 sal/ 12.
Egg hunters between a
3
end 12 are invited to

seem inadequate.

pate,

forma., Mike &lined is the
Mill Run manager.

WITH EGG ROLL
The

Easter

annual

could say, "Abracadabra."
They confirmed the fact that it
was only a short in the panel. It

They want to make sure the
kids only hunt the planted hen
eggs and not wild bird eggs be-

ered to our home that I
demd, just how do you ever

and onerating Peg
'hotly in time for the evening
of Norman
Pere
Brow Your
ftione's 'Come

Mod the

really thank the ones who were
responsible?"

chosen

perimeter.

More information can be had
from Mike Walsh at 439-0164.

sliced

Available desserts: apricot
halves, baked custard, cherry
rhubarb crunch, boston cream
pie, gingersnap cookies.

Frank Maier of E. Mayfair
in Adington Heights has been
flannel the new assistant Mireau Chief for Newsweek

Ad of March 18 ran in error for

To be served Tuesday in
MacArthur and Ann Sullivan
junior high schools in District

ALLGAUER'S
NEWLY DECORATED
BANQUET ROOMS

LANDWEHR HOME

Copy Should Hove Read:

HAMILTON AUTOMATIC WASHER

'

Easter Eggs," ss an excerpt
edition
the original
1Bunte Ostercie" by Hans Fa-

Ifrom

o
e

raohs of Egypt, and the Red
Egg proclaimed Me Pets hut
New Year. The Greeks still

r2i3ct:a=reI`:nerd
ljki!c;ffnk,
,

I
It1

I

Our experts inspect omplete front end, Including syringe, shoeils, ball jaleth idler anus, Ile rad. and Meting wheel
assembly: realign front end, correct camber, castor and toe -in Oaf cams of fast tire wear). Take advantage of these
special low prices to greater safety and longer tire life. Drive in or call for an appointment today.

Robert Allan Mott, son of Mr.

am es,

m

umnewd ed., to ea. e
ears.

COMPACT

Reg.

CARS,

Oro

4

.

STANDARD

Reg.
Reg.

CARS

ALLGAUER'S
Of O'Hare Concord
MANNHEIM I MINS

novas

'12"

4

Mr. and Mrs. Sylvia K Ta1451 Cams MIII Rd.,
Hurishurg, Pa., haw announced the engagement of

°

NewWelcome
Wagon
comers of Mount Prospect will
hold their general meeting

REGULAR TIRES
INSTALLED

Wednesday, March 25, ar 8
p.m. at the Mount Protean
Country Club, 600 S. Sot -

.

/01 blds rims he in sealed envelop.
ciy of Des Plaines, Illinois, and mess

30, IWO at which erne
s!

/MO.,' March an MO

P

$

,

* BAKED VIRGINIA HAM

all served wIth special Ponter.trinnningsl
41

1015 Grove Mall
OndornaveShesssa Greed

PH, 259 5000

Elk Grove Village
t593-6730
owk..fiard.1,1 tr.

5

'Des Plaines.

297-5360 ameba Mr WW1 ea
4"....41469"

11'

Mrs.

Ford

Al the March 3 craft day,
Mrs. E. P. Jannusch instructed

723 W. Dundee Rd.
Il

kled E. al M. 111

Wheeling

541-2122 Omega therd'hltazo.

The 25th annual Victorian
Scholarship Tea will be held
by the Women's Auxiliary of
McCormick Theological Sem-

3007 Kirchoff Rd. -;
v
Rolling Meadows 1

(Ana's tree Pala, than ShatetWeas)

.

Niles

967.9550 Om ign. Are Fri. 'al aa.

102:E. Rand Rd.
..lam Itodhoo)

.IP ***dr *NINO *

at

1130 p.rn.

lie, will begin with a performeine Of the Bartok sonata for

:

two pianos and percussion
with pianists Virginia Burk-

work in merino science in the

biology. He is associated

with Sigma Phi Epsilon hater-

oily. He will start

graduate

The wedding Is planned for
July 12 in Galbreath Memorial Chapel.

Ready for action

in

.n...nI/p.
-

'

'

luncheon meet-

ceremonies for

Elk Grove Blvd. and Arling-

derwcei.

This

be

a

54 -minute

do0p.

thethery on the thehre n.
moversy covering pros and
eeth
the situation and views

of the thee,

re-

This is the second program
given by tCe
Woman's Club Garden Group
to enlighten area residents

gr.

about problems of air pollution. Pesticides have long been

a source of concern to many

MIMI, and this film will in-

fono them of the dangers in ',dyed -

Mrs. Richard Rix, char-

man, will distribute litcrarure
on the subject to all who attend.

pledged
teugeu

and Mn. Bernard Roer of

Society judges. Bailin is regibnal governor of the Anted-.
can Rose Society and director
and chairman of training and
accreditation of rose judge.

Mount Prospect, has pledged
Delta chapter of Kappa Alpha
Theta social sorority at the
Illinois MI
University of
'

Before you stun trentmant

come from the pyrchase of the
ticke. is used to provide schist.
arships for seminary students.

say about ' Penna.., Holt

Ask Mrs. Chapman what the
Medical Profession hes to
Removal.

-

arsoiwensecifam

campus will be offered after

GEORGIANS CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse
Mambo of Illinois
bojthlepisth Assoc

392-4975
"The only Results
are Happy Orme

evening

panel disusson will feature several
distinguished women of the

area: Mrs. Eugenia Chapman,
3d

District

state representa-

tive; Mn. Kathy Ward,
member of the.Republican Organization of Elk Grove

Township and School Disdict
59 Community Council; Mrs.
Kay Miller, League of Women
Voters, Mrs. Lois Moore, former executive director of the
Volunteer Bureau, and Mrs.
Madeline Schroeder, who an
for Con -Con as an lodepen
dent.

planning to exht are Girl
Grove Village,

St.

Alexia

Hospital Auxiliary, Me Volunteer Bureau, gero Population
Growth, the Elk Grove Women's Republican Club, the Elk
Grove Assn. for Early Childhood, Cancer Society and the
League of Women Voters.

WOMEN FOR Comm
Action is a non-paetieen

nity
are

committee whose
pay nod ues. It alms
to help women use their taker
and interests.
"Girl Talk" is open to

women from all surrounding
areas.

THE PANEL members will

Co-chairmen are Mrs. Irene

tell their own stori. of com-

Mayernick and Mrs. Diane

munity involvement and relate
their experiences in handling

lage.

Greenholdt of Elk Grove Vilh.

MANY OLD TIMERS
ARE STILL AROUND
care. But there are still a great many medicines being
prescribed that have withstood the passage of timed
Penicillian, digitalis, sulfa and ephedrine arc just a few
Thal are frequently prescribed by physicians.

These drugs, day in and day out, am saving lives,
tong illnesses and alleviating pain. As long as they

,

art considered effective they will continue to occupy a
[prominent place in our prescription laboratory.

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US

Ville

k tun*

..

ly ml Wan

he

A ere

n Pro Plc

inufor'thelr heTI;
magma far anther, setake nod Aare. ea,

20 S. Duman Ct.

Arlington Heights

RANDHURST

members

the

Mrs. Nrscy Ven-

New and powerful miracle drugs form the basis for
most of the news we hear about advmces in health

REMOVED FOREVER

St., Chicago 60611. All in-

ton Heights Rd.

Champaign.

corrimilonocertimalimmafaiMamirarcartii

Cool Pure Air Process

be

Kathy Roer, daughter of Mr.

both accredited National Rose

91,25, and sweatshirts at $2.25, are available at the school

George Rose Jr., 70 E. Cedar

will

Scouts, United Fund of Mb

ing the new sweatshirts being sold by the PTA -'7T shirt. at

purchased at the door or by
mailing a check now to Mn,

od will be held following the
panel discussion. Mistress of

.. An informal

Mr, and Mrs. Donald Bailin,

UNWANTED HAIR

their household obligations.
A question and answer peri-

the Illinois Audubon Society.

and growing of roses
for this area will be given by

forward to using the new gym at the school. They're shown wear-

community activities awl' es

program will be held at the Elk
Grove High School cafeteria,

A slide program on thew

Mount Prospect, ore ammo the enthusiastic studenb looldng

`GPI Talk," a seminar on
thyalvathe,
spor,,,,d
a,,thaea, wall
Women for Community Aud on tonight. The areawide

Prospect.

neer Park field house.

details.

Women for Action
meet tonight

Service Dior
Services
will give short address-

kt the Arlington Heights pi+

253-8293, may be called foi

Hie.

Orchard Country Club, Rand
and Schoenbeck Eds., Mount

den Club will meet tonight re 13

Lisa Schlock and Erik Peter, sixth graders at Sunset School In

grandfather, Rudolph
yik. resides In Palatine.

Guests may view displays
showing the accomplishments
of area women. Some groups

The Arlington Heigh. Gar-

Unit
meets the fourth Thursday of
each month and welcomes ina
terested visitors. Membership
chairman Mrs. K. B. Peterson,

Inanity HawitaL He Weighed

Schoenbeck and Palatine Rds.,

wetha,

Club will
study roses

The Homemaker

born

and

Foss of
bustates
Mr . a Mts. Melrn
Battle Creek, Mich. A great -

Elk Grove Village Mayor
Thom.
Jack Pahl and Community

Paul.

past year.

was

Mach 5 at Northwen Co.

f Hoffman E

ids

Heights
Club will present the CBS Sac The Silent Spring
Rachel Carson," sponsored by

81158.°1111.°

em open to amateur delis.,
of
bees and non them
homemakers. Exhibits are to
be original and done within the.

Michael

David

Foss of Mount Prospect. Marc
weighed 4 pounds 6 ounces et
birth. His grandparents am
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Pater -

The Garden Group of the

view during Holy Week na tt
m-emates Me early fife of St.

April 28, at the Colby FundMe Store in Oakbrook. It is

Hughes of Mount Prospect.

Marc Thomas Foss anived

March 6 at Northwest Com.unity Hospital, the first child
for Mr. and Mrs. Gordon M.

aththththoy

March 26.

Mrs. Hopkins feels this book is

scheduled for Tuesday,

weighed 9 pounds 2 ounces.
His brother and sister are Salvatore, 6, and Rosanna, 2.
Grandparents of the children,
Mr, and Mn. P. Pansino, live
in Italy.
Welcoming their first baby
are Mr. and Mrs. Ronald

ing of the ProsMet 115.8.1s

in' God" by Taylor Caldwell.

for EMer. The Cook County
Town and Country Art Exhib-

melo Corn. of MountMos-

I
ounce. Proud
7 pounds
grandmother is Mrs. Anne
Hughes of Rosedale, Ind.

know what you as a
home
to help alcan
home ownerhando
leviate the sandlots-come
the Ann Sullivan School,

Peep.m.t

Martha Hopkins will review
new book scheduled for release on April 10, "Great Lion

members in making egg tons

hart and Felix Ganz
Grove; and Mrs. Ed and F.
McClure Chapel. Tea will be
served in the Commons fol- Prinslow and Mrs. Karl W.
-Abu both of. Arlington
-leering the program.
11
Tickets, at $2.50, may be Heights.

are curious about the dangers
of various pesticides, if you

Book Review Club will be held
Wednrsday, March 25. at Old

394-1764.

of the
Women's Auxiliary are Mrs.
Elizabeth Olkives, Buffalo

If you are interested in the
air pollution prdblem, if you

'

Holy week
book review
The, Metal

'7416, or Mrs. Gordon Doyle,

the tea.
Local

discussion for
PH. Women

graduated

act the membership chairmen, Mrs. lames Graves, 392-

is

Pollution

Patricia Pease Shuster
who

Stockton in June with a degree

The event, open tithe pubA conducted tour of the

Mt. Prospect

392-8181

Mary at 800 W. Belden in Chi-

ago Monday, Aped 20,

255-3600 Wm Amboy KM

9503
N. Milwaukee
Refers IremOdi hig bombe GM)

also r.ide in Chicago.

information on the club

Date announced
for Victorian tea

"

St.
t' 1180Kann,Ocikton
la &OAPs)

are

Jean Rushton, associate home
edonomics extension adviser,
will present the lesson.

G000,YEAR

* ROAST TOM TURKEY
* ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF
.* SHRIMP DE JONGHE EN. CASSEROLE
a QUEEN SIZE FILET

3405 Algonquin Read
Rolling Meadows, Ill

Hostess. for the dessert
Schulte, Mrs. E. P. Jannusch
and Mrs. Virgil Horath. Miss

ANY OF THESE SIZES
8.25 x 14
7.75 x 15
775x14 14
Pura aan to it]tre, 0,, rat sae.. t.

&ea elp in de Jealias

held Thursday, March 26, at
p.m. at the Federal Savhgp
and Loan Building.
luncheon.

"ALL-WEATHER Bar
BLACKWALL TIRE

Speast 1'letlatplus

'

dents of the Mount Prospect

it

Ts e rt. Anthony Carpita

Mr. and Mrs. Nets Madsen

Women who have been resi-

cont

Prospect, evens the score of
boys and girls in the family.
The ftpound-7-ounce baby

parents of tbechildrenarc Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Buckley and
Mrs. William Steger, all of
Chicago. Great-grandparrs.

from Prospect High School,
will graduate from Culver in

At Skokie Valley Commaairy Hospital, a boy wax horn
March J lo Mr. and Mrs. Ca-

Alex ius Hospital. Grand-

ning will boa show of original designs by Mrs. Gialdines

to attend this meeting. For fur-

1

-

51."'"°°'

NOON TO 10 PM

Services.
Johnson,

Steven Gerard Mega. Ine
sixth child for Mr. end Mrs.
Robert G. Steger of Mount

has two brothers, Bob, 12, and
Ricky, I1, and three sisters,
Diane, 9, Linda, 8, and Karen,
5. Steven w. born Feb. 2 at St.

Extra special feature of Me

terested in will be explored.
Mrs. Betty Gialdini, narrator,

bath
A lemon on ,"Ncw Feates
in Large Equipment"
program 'for the Arlington
Heights Homemakers Extension Unit. The meeting will be

CORD

DINNER

Bassinet Set

Homemakers
plan program

NYLON

EASTER

elology end was a member of
Alpha Xi Delta sorority. She is
employed as a oneworker for
children%
Athens County

nday, March 23, 1971)

Dolores Haug,Womarts Editor

of today's fashionable ammo.

area one year or less are invited

quailliqt to answer the many
[patine that are in the minds

TIRE
BUY
IN ITS PRICE RANGE

Published in She

OAT HMG.... INC.

Mo., where she majored in so-

to

fashion subject everyone is In-

fashion design instructor at
- Harper College. She is well

said.. will Ise pulallely opl' nna

$189.95.

egc.spectedly simple.

patioseTe_geseareneeeeeeeseesagess seessavosestessassolasoaseek

advanced students.

°won.
The Longuette, the coma

Clerk, 1416 Miner Street.

Berl...mos Rehrbach,CISTCLEPP

of Athens High School nod a
1969 graduate of CulverStockson College in Carlton.

Newcomers to stage
fashion show

end your

make' it

And Mrs, Leonard Johnson Or,
of Mainz Prospect. .-Patricia is a 1965 graduate

rasi.

SNOW TIRES
REMOVED

III.I.;;:g"""

bring your car in today and take advaamge of this
low price offer!

Oarenamoderr

schools

Leonard Johnson, son of Mr.

.Rmalyn Tenni

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs. only-Cell for Appointment(

;Fs-"

Our car care experts have the "know ho, to

SUB. B27O700

CHI, 763.590

DELUXE
HEAVY CARS

Reg.

their daughter, Rosalyn,

:

trod. wires

of Tau Kappa Epsilon hater -

I Cull.,

engagement or their daughter,
Patricia Anne, to Thomas

your car run smoother and safer. Ochre wait...
Three

Stockton College 'and member.

After their summer wedding in Harrisburg, the couple
wig /tato the Mount Prospect
gra where Rosalyn will teach

member of Alpha Xi Delta
sorority.
Mott, a graduate

Shuster are announcing the

LUBRICATIONL'',
-.,.;t
$
....._ ._..L..

5 50

tion at Culver -Stockton CollegeCanton, has., where then

senior

Dr. and Mrs. Albert H.

OIL CHANGE &

Ow Di New Farr Deer I pima.

Egg Tree grows. Truly it h un-

Page

oily, was employed as a meth-

taw as he resumes his business
career.

op McDevitt High School, is

2inICareOffir!

At=

from a flowering branch, en

There are four full pages of
the less original
eggcr. The total investment in

d.igns for

skint for yellow, coffee or ten
for brown, beet juice for red

atarth. Apply single layer of tissue then sbrch, time, alternating
untE desired thickness is obtained. Allow to dry for 24 hours.
Decorate with ribbons, laces, flowers. To open cut with serrated
edge knife and MI with cellophane grass, wee Maks and jelly
beans. (Photo by Fern Schneider)

in elementary educa-

Mount Prospect.
Rosalyn, a graduate of Bish-

7I=Iunai;` I I

Legal
Notice 1

bundles, and egg baskets are
formed. Add a curtain ring to
the bottom. These serve es
placecard favors for Easter
breakfast or dinner. Hung

pens md poster paints.

now, be, the

pioneers used to use onion

he Faster eggs.

ods analyst by Allstate Motor
Club of Allstate Insurance in
Northbrook. He is now on active duty with the United
Stems Army Reserves at FL
Devens, Mass. He will study

and Mrs. William T. Mon of
formerly
of
Lincolnshire,

95

town 11.5. mallrasa.317.00 a

rem

Using halves of egg Meth
filled with miniature flower,
she on tiny velvet ribbon for

Panting with water colors, felt

.Babbcommercially

Spring romances bloom

NOW ONLY

NOW ONLY

NOW ONLY
nail, hem. berated. Out al

Create a whole Easter pa.
ends of egg head hats.

ay, such as wax dripplitg,

There arc black and white

1

41

sveseitram atm. 35 cants a

and hats.

rden by adding tiny imams

THERE IS a special scedon.
eh. techniques for children 30

ResUrree-

Ratter egg dye is

lestrations inspire the novice
lo try to produce equally Mts.

bossing. Another section describes the use of transfers
"for those who are a little leas
end potato prin..

bol of the suffering of Chriet
on Good Friday, the egg ibelf
the

mb eggs, of course, is to disguise them as storybook <bu-

creative," paper mosaics, yarn -

dye eggs red, the color a syrn-

amplifying

step-by-step explanations,.
serkching.
etching,
elude
blocking, appliqueing, em,

found in the graves of the pha-

-

ANOTHER WAY to &co-

Other techniques, all why/

ME EGG is one of the oldest symbols of life. They were

rold, prepared by Boddie&
Albrecht. Beautiful color' tb

e
e
e

119 S. Emerson.

Here's another "egg" -sample of en Easter decoradon. Them
eggs are made by dipping balloons blown to desired size in liquid

*

WEDDINGS AT

BEAUTIFUL DECOR

APPLIANCES

..
*

Take your car where the
Experts are...Your Nearby
Goodyear Service Store

NEWSWEEK NEWSHORND

AT ANOTHER THEATRE
After Publicist Margie KorMak had sent out appealing
nimum of Wayne Newton as

t

beak, simple ii191ructionS.

1

"There were calls to New
Conn., to MinCanaan,
neapolis and Atlanta made by
neighbors," she said. There
were 50 many flowers and so
much food and planters deli..

was

SAVE
THIS
WEEK
ONLY

ordinal- silhank-you notes

J wen
would like some adult kip.
the

1

o

s
s

her friends and neighbors that

The Mount Prospect Fire
Dept. was there before you

Moinwhile

.0.11E

o

(one choice):

strawberry,

1

drama.

leg with full illustrations and

Bon b01.50.
Books are available et the
Mount Prospect Rook Nook.

*nerd.

Bay
r bcC'Contg the basis of your
Easter centerpiece when
bined with fresh jonquilsan
told
Wigs.
There is a delightful Balk
book available that gives many
different ideas on how to dory
your eggs. The book. "PainW1
although

a sophomore at

,

weary. Still others are hand -

You needn't just dye your

who were so good to her due -

Hunt for Elk Grove will be

theatre

.Northern Communal.

is

majoringIWU

signs scratched onto the wised

Easter eggs.

of the friends and neighbors

ing the past week. The past
week w. a sad one in which
her beloved husband, Rogo,
dial.
Flo called to say that she
rthltit know where to begin
'blinking everyone, She said

cert

buttered

milk.

YOU'RE WELCOME
Flo Rogozinski of Wood -

Playhouse

School,

iv,

algns, while others have det

peach. lemon, apricot-cher ty. Hard roll and butter, milk.

By Catherine O'Donnell

The price wasn't right for

Among the sponsoring organizations in this area is the

corpOtele the use of strew de-

Here are some "egg-alleur ideas for decorating your

Miss Gallatin, a 1968 grade.
ate a Forest View High

.

fruit
Ai., tossed salad, cole slaw,

Wayne. Replacing him will be

morrow.

_
_
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

:

is dune, there will have to be baked ham, beef liver, che.e-

The weekend treadmill

production of 'Arthur and the
Magician" at Country Club
Theatre in Mount Prospect
when the light board were

More than 1,000 Matta
are participating in Me Male.
showing of the King film to-

pect, h. the supporting roleof
Claire in the drama, "The De ails." at Illinois Wesleyan
University in Bloomington.

.ro be served Tuesday in Ar-

molded:

good eked

tomes, and private sources.

thb Maisie egg &rap

and spinach for gran.
Thie little book describe,
the blnik technique of egg dy- ,

ilherradom of eggs which hi-

By Delores Haugh

'422' RusMtymORr.o,yMMouCnt' Pr:

enus :: FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

Salad

a

Lbien:zsviodinde,1{:nedstoot.ru.obctutedotendfrpobr:-

,

of the

214,

Egg-ceptional Easter egg ideas

Snares role

rnegroa: runitand'Wcf.,

The project, whose cost if

Eisenhower

tared to build a path and a

beginning in 1955 and ending
with his assassination and ru-

Mix of the Southern Christian
Leadership Council's OperMon Breadbasket Program.

linMen, Prospect, Elk Grove; .
Wheeling, Forest View and
"It may well be mat ,arena- Hersey high schools in District ;

Day by Day

There was

'pas

, Heaths Rau Telephone Co,

Prospect Heigh. Jaycees of-

replacement

however,

to

,,,,,,,

torical account oe the campiens conducted by Dr. King

igrat,lominoAnphr,i1,, iml9n.rfhloortassoir,

Mount Prospect.
done by a contractor, was esti,
mated between $3,000 and Tickers are $5 each and le
$5,000, appeared to be bogged
down in the planning stage un- h. -deductible contribution to
further the work of the late Dr.
til recendy.
Martin Luther King Jr. All
Grodsky said that when the
Jaycees contacted Illinois Bell proceeds will go to organizefor the possible purchase of tions engaged in this work, no
telephone poles to use in con- funds will go to commercial
interests or private individstruction of the bridge, an offer d skilled help was made by oats.
King is a 21/2 hour Ms-.
.the company.

ratio

Explaining the xneer theory of replacement, it said:

s o u r c e s , population and
boundary changes. proposed

LOCAL TAXING bodies,

"King, A Filmed Record-

The Prospect Heights
School Dist. 23 board is scheduled to bear good nods about a
pect Heights Jaycees, at a spe-

The day's prospects

Film on Dr. King. set tomorrow

PH. CL 9-1450

For 4th straight year

3IDap Pub1ication5

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

'Wonorthe orighed dream b Y obeeekalowlY heePinit
the paper's freedom add lorellemool Imo NO,"

1t

Host Demon@ TO p in relays

1

'

:4.M? O.K., I'm ready. No,
forgot to put that book in. I

- John E. Stanton, Editor rod Publisher

William J. Kited., Menuaing Editor

it be on the shelves by the

R.E.Rutehinmn, Vice -President

Gums I'll have to he mom

couch? Forget it, I'll pick up
.amsthen book, instead;', said
Dad, as he got ready to head

R. N. Pmte,Cirealolion Director

C. F. Naar, sldret titing Onas tor

hope I have enongh gas
to get over there," she Said. "I
didn't realize it was 30 low.

wanted to read. Where did you
. put it? I don't see it there. Cm

careful next time."
THE CAR moved into traffic. It was right at the dinner
hour, and traffic was still

for the airport. It was one of
his weekly business trap.

DOCTOR SAYS

"Hurry, dear, or well never
make it on time," she said, ea

Not all heart

defects require
an operation

Tomorrow
Is Today

Q

-

drop Dad off and be right
back. It shouldn't to long.
wake care of the baby. Welch
t

ughter, 8, wO

O ur

M1

the mind. Em mug perhaps some kind of group type therapy
might help The main thing is to get out and try to understand
yourself more. I feel a part of your problem oncern over
almost everything. It is your nature to he a worrier. I do see a
promotion soon for yam hoband.
My husband and 1 are deeply in debt. Bemuse Miocene made to

others we got behind in our own bab. Do you see any relief In
sight for us? How soon? Also; we would like another child. Do
you think this will happen? I read your column, always.
Elk Grove Village
Dear -Elk Grow
I feel ono reliek I feel lame et the money will be odd bark.
1 hope you learned per lemon about lending money. I do see

it

your plane is on time. The way
the plods seem to circle overhead, you can't seem to depend

.91111S IS the wok Junior
goes to the dentist. I hope he
doesn't have too many cavities. He eats so much candy.

eII the flights for tonight. Can
you crane get me?" he wanted
todenmv. "HI he right there."
she slid.

Hie climbed .into the ear.
She turned the ignition key.
Nothing happened.. she toed

Sounds like a busy week,"
he mid.
They were quiet the rest of
the way, The ramp to the en-

again. Still nothing happened.
It's going to be quite n
night," she said to 1stt daugh-

trance was croackd. They lb
tally nide it, and she double
parked. "You'll just

ter, as she walked back into

about

vary

l.lerritzutets:

--

born prematurely and
us. What

serious

Great bums
foi
men and boys
at Robert Half
voluntarY-controlled

G SALE

riosus, a congenital defect in

Since

..

prices!

com-

plications are common surgiml correction is advisable.

Dear Mr. DeLouises
Since April I have been hying to find my brother, hot have
,been reaching only dead -ends. Is these any <hence of me find jag Wm or is he Wive?
MM., Arlington Heights

I

enw

wer the question 91 Day renders Ito this column. Letters should
be signed, but name, will be omitted V the writer requests it.
Write to DeLottise in can of Day Publications, 722 Center St.,,
Des Plaines 00016.

for their partici.. during
the past season. Sixty-two no

waned their vanity lmters in a

year that produced a pair of
conference
championships
and two second place finishes.
Vanity haaketball letters

Keith Anderson,
Bart Delemy and Jim Ityliski,

JUNIOR

SUITS

I

seven of these

2295
Single-breasted

Answer on Comic Page

vor Will and managers Tom

19.95'N

Bruce Hill.
Sophomore
presentations
WM made to Rick Bronwell.
Don Chambers, Johnothan

Decry, Chuck Fill, Jim Heffernan, Steve Hinton, Brian
Hogan, Gordon Kok, Dana

home sinehAvasted
soh ... the dahunen
(3 to bunco I dovish: -

breasted shoed
Eilwettlisn suit soli
faro kg trousers.
New Spring fabdo.

8m 12.

DOLIIII.PMASTED

Ses 26.95
0

Pierre, Rick Canc., Todd

VARSITY
SWIMMING
letters we corned by Steve
Hobo, Jeff Burling. Nick

Shumate, Don Stumpf, Mike
Weber. Frank Del Comp.
Scott Douglas, Gary Stumpf,
Pete Hann, Jeff Selleck, Bob

Wilson. ad managers John

n, Jim Kolc, Erick Lind-

Meyer and Bob Parks.
Junior varsity presentations
were made to Jim Josetti, John
Reitrneyer, Doug Ward, Bruce

Oliver Peale, Tom Rowe,
00000 Stout, Jeff lineman.
Denny
Bill Witcher and manager
George Dye.
Sophomore awards were re.

Carsen. Slob Chase, Deng
Fuller, John Gabler, Blaine

(mind hy Bob Alined. Kevin
Hofstad. Bill Peter. Dave Pet-

Hemphill, Lupe Hernandez.
Cove Moore. Scott Mudge,

Craig Smith and John Walsh.
Sophomore letters were

Toberman. Mike Topp, Doug
Wunderle and manager Tom

and. out to Pete Anderson.
John Chapman, Mark Chide
ley, Frank Constantino, Stee
Bobo
Cook, Tom Del Campo.
Fanning, Dave Genre, Steve
Hermes, Ed Leister, don Lo-

Nomenhem.
Freshman

numerals were
Craig
Co Aspen,
Nick Brown, Rick
Dean
Rex
Hansen,
to

Nick

Della..

Ir.: a°.28.95

AND WORSTED SHAPED

plods tstte ttalls

by service!

wrsadoweanes
els
bettoa double brentsd

m imP,
0,000,,00
&gear, Wm.

16"

Stand D taunts nolywor snd wonted
welt tht w nnkle-free

pursuer. crew, With
Bro Pols waistband.
Erma fly rob, color-

Man
save 40

Comparable, value 160

Week rayon -endues&
shaped 2 button single.breasted
or 8 button doable
breasted models
ddt wade lands,

JUILLIARD® LUXURY SLACKS

WORSTED SUITS

Over 150 bikes on display!

Gym, nat. Sin

DACRON' AND WORSTED

GOLDEN EMBLEM'

4995

& BLAZERS

Comp. value 00

FAMOUS

from

SPORTCOATS

2688

T:LVetet'l r

Schwinno quality product backed

Schwinn Accessories

BOYS' SHAPED

SPORTCOATS AND BLAZERS

vertible forma boy's to a girl's bike,
as well os the adult favorites.

notched mien ripper.
Water (Launch stain.
mentant 29 rolf.

e, woo. Sizes 812

1 095

Prep steer 13.20...20.99

Comp,

HALL-PREST°

value $15

DRESS SLACKS

Nawfor.Spring Salvatore -designed
collection of two and three button

449
Sizes 6-10

g0

Sizes 12-18 5.49

OPEN

V30144t#alt

9 30
r:ye-WMay lad

9 30

WILLOYEMEIT

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED IN TIME FOR EASTER!
PARTS

REPAIRS.

HOFFMAN ESTATES

DES PLAINES

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

1507 RAND ROAD

(Corner of Golf Rd. 1 Meek N. 01 Higgins

(Corner el Rand & River Rued')

WINK'S BIKE SHOP - - - - 'The Bike Rider's Per
115 E. Davis IN DOWNTOWN ARUNGTON HEIGHTS CL 3.0349

-

9 to 6 daily, Mon. & Fri. to 8130, Sat to 5:30

-

- - WelierterullOdweetaardrCerds

DUNDEE

220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

GLENVIEIN_

580 WAUKEGAN ROAD

--mumirgwva-

FRESHMAN NUMERALS
were awarded to Brim Cohan,
Steve Dag. Doug Ford, Mark
McClendon, Rex Miller, Jim
Mills,

Mike Murphy, Mike

Montt 23,
1970

SC31301011k. Greg Seaman, Jeff
Simon. Dun Spethman, Mark
Mork

Sam Snead at golf sho W

Harry Pemullo. show chair San for Me sponsoring Illinois
ection of the Professional

'I'M''.
Grog 0011i10. 0011Wilson. Joe Temko and man
were
Gary

graunsrenter. Craig Combs,

Alan Conrad, Gerald Coon

Boat show helps plan

Cordman, John Dillon, John
Golbeck,1

Pale

Hbndericks

page 6

year will be a huge golf travel
ion with many of the leadIng
of the world represen
car, doling out information and

11191S

area known . bCanoe Coon -

try:

hird-place winner in
the state cross-country tourin 4:23.4.

In the very next race, Jim

THOSE TWO outright wins
and place spots in the long
jump the fresh four lap relay,
Me. froshrsoph distance med.

by relay, the high jump and
the mile relay pushed the basis
to the 50 -point mark. East was
the wily school to hit the lank
century mark.

nOCM to 9 p.m. on Sunday.

1,99°99 111119.7',, 9,199.

ground and resort operators,

case, partially due to the lad
of Intermediates on the West

rounded out the season with
resounding win over West
Suburban, 176-164, at La
Grange Saturday. It was an
emotion filled event as NWS's
only defeat of the season had
been at the hands of W.t Sub urban when they won by MVO

away -from -it -all retreat.

WHETHER YOU'RE

looking fora modestly -priced

Suburban team.
The next and final meet will

Met Meet will b0 Prect.sa

hard to bring home the state
loo phy

CARES, 100 yard medley
r el a y --Mate, Stark, Funk.
Behnke; 25 yard Buderfly-

-Mark Funk, 25 yard backHooke --Mark Funk, 25 yard
Breas.troke-Gary Stark:

of 1:4E0. This is Mike's first
meet after recovering from a
very bad auto accident a few
weeks ago, and he pulled in

bet, and at minimal expense.
Another canoe outfitter.
Canadian Waters, also from
Ely, Mi.., will provide inforand bookle. on trips to

first place

of the

-

-

--

in

the

terfly-Dan lump;

a 6.3

nor who was credited with a
ing's

Nick

Silvestri.

LANG J TUAlra

AR.0

---

i oo.yand

terfly-Rob Carstens; 50 yard

THE STRONGs Northwest

JUNIORS: 200 yard Medley Relay -Fitzsimons, Pates

- -- ---

-

Freestyle

Way-

You might think that

k
egiaen
Who directed higloat

With the high jump mores
being added to the running to.
tab midway through the idler noon, Maine South held a 2624 team lead Over their townt
ship sister school, Maine East
drspitc a sec°. place finish by
the Demons Don Ussery.
Ussery hit a 6-2 height, but
the real star of the event wee
Prospect's MT Meissner. who
established a new meet record

with a jump of -4 adding
three full inch. over the established mark. Meissner also
upped his man school indoor
mark for the (math time in five
meets.

MEISSNEWS JIM. then
set the stage for the big East
doable as Keane picked up six
tallies for his mile effort. and

Olson's relay squad garnered
12 points Cr We 00000 as ME
ran a 42-34-17 spread over
Maine South and Niles West to

put enough daylight between
the boo challengers to put the
meet out of reach.

Niles North, 2:12.6t
PUT: I, Stern, N1:',
5.

464,6-,10; ;

hOS,SHOT'

Ro

The nrsity four -lap relay

19W51
LAP RELAY: I.
FR, I:19.2: 2. ME, I:20.3: 3.
HE, 1:22.2; 4. NE, 422.5; 5.

EROSH-SOPII

DIS-

TANCE MEDLEY: I.

hIS.

8,15.9; 2. ME, 8:40.0: 3. AR.
8:443; 4. IOW, 8:56.5; 5, NN;

50.YARD HIGH

mained head and shoulder,
above the field.

Niles West then recorded
the best time in the eight -lap
"class" relay run to bring on
the curtain -closer in the mile
may.

Fe other, crocking
the meet mark by better than
two full seconds. But the secfrom

111.1R.
2.

OLE& I. Rose, NN. 6.3;
4. Cronin,
6.7; 5. Fowler, MS, 6.9;

Mi:17Al'E,M676

50 -YARD DAS1111, Malice, MS, 5,7; 2. Eisenhammer,
NW, 5.7; 3. Klein NN, 5.7: 4.
Podtamk, NN, 5.8; 5. Minch,
FR. 5.9; HIGH
I.
Meissner, PR. 6-4, 2. Ussery,

ME, 6-2; 3. Goldman, HP,
6-1, o. Jaremus. NW, 6.0; 5.
But bock, NW, 6-0:
MILE RUN: 1. Keane, ME;
4;21.61 2 Allen, PR, 4:23.3; 3.
Pittenger, FR, 4:23.4, 4. Murzyn, NIS, 4,27.5; 5. Kuhnle

NN, 420.2; TWO-MILE RE
LAY: I. !Raise East, 8:03.6:2.
Found, 1:06.41 3. Maine
South. 8:11.9; 4. Mainc West

then went to Niles North before Fred Hard soloed 1346 in
the pole vault to easily top his
the
competiiors. The Arlington stick man became the
center of attraction toward the
end of the meet with his sal.
ing efforts as he literally re-

breaststroke -Brad Busse;

son, Porter, Athol; 50 yard
-

freestyle Jeff Arhart; 100 yard
Butterfly -Eric Porter;
100
vard Freestyle-Mtke Freeman;

yard

50

freestyle -Phil

PhilMn: 200 yard Individual
kfedley--Phil Nychay; 100
yard Butterfly -Jim Smoker;

The tennis program at Elk

said. "That team was 13-2 in

Grove's moving smartly down
the track and if it doesn't get
derailed the Grenadiers might
reach a solid fourth.place fin-

dual meets. with the only losses

.

from this group "

MidSuburban League championship that is listed an the
timetable for next year.
Coach Ken RundquisEs

For.t View golf coach Art
Klein,

The Falcons won II of 12
dual meets tat season. with the
Ione lo. being to Conant, then
finished second to Prospect in
the Mid shared
League

TERTAINLY," Klein exclaims when asked if his team
can have as good a
his 1969 squad. Our golfers
improved a lot over the sum.
one, especially Tom Schthidi.

term. Ben Kopriva and Mike

tbem for starting jobs..
"ALL THOSE juniors were

on our frosh.soph teem that
finished second in the confer.'
enc. lasl
Rundquist

Doug

Dahle.

The

Falcons

evidently fee, however, that
they have enought to offset
their absence.
The No. I returnee to this
'

bin; 100 yard BaCkstroke-Rick

yard Freestyle Relay -Smoker;

men.

Returnee Gary

Rand

View's title hopes, gets his first

chance to see if his Squad has

.

.

.

-

'.

-

'

-

-

-

his game. Pat wasn't oven a

In the other two singly sloe
and on the two double teams
are sealers Dave Griffith and
Ron Fink and junior Ken Sic hold, Griffith, she only letterman an Me squad. played regularly
one of the doubles
teams last season.
The
of of the lineup will to
made
of some orRundare

Murk

Steve Mare., Al

Hopkins.
kewan-

dowski,

Craig mcolaason
Chris Lesn
Dom and Jeff
.

The final °puling will la
for by a number of

fought

spring and he played in some
summer meets, which helped

group

Schmidt, who averaged 42 and
made that great improvement
.

Eh Lindquist

prominent memben of This

senior letterman Gary Abram -

os,ohe summer.

se.ond

said. utle only lost once all last

guises brilliant juniors. Most

aged around 40 last season:

what it takes to the MSL
FILLING THREE of the clones, when the Falcons
W90410941 dsk OR ORM.- Other slots to Klein's lineup open their season against West
..
.. .
- . .._ will .be sophomore letterman Leyden -April B. --.

Pat Mass, who was also an

SURF. BETS to fill out gaps

Schwartinm Ion yard breestsmoke -Terry Lemberger, 200

year's squad is Wayne Meier, newcomers John Welker
the fine all-around athlete who 1, Aggro and froh-soph
h. alrody been selected all- team graduates Ron Norberg
aro in football and honorable and Al Willett are, the most
mend. all -area in basketball. prominent 'players competing
The ..talented
senior was for the final berth.
third in the conference meet,
Klein, who expects Prosaveraged around 40 for nine peel, Arlington and Hersey to
bolo at the end of the season be the chief threats to Foot
and was selected Forest View's
outstanding golfer,

The top graduate off that
froshotph warn figures to be

starter on the froshmoph team
when he was a freshmen, but
he played every day that summer and really improved.?

Morgan, who moved to Cie -son, who averaged -41; and
cinnati, and Steve Brown and

-

being to Arlington and Pros peat,
most of our Waning
lineup this season will come

outstanding performer on Eh
club, which was fifth in the Grove's swimming team.
conference in 1969, is ba sing Rundquis; says the versatile
its hopes on a crop of juniors junior 00 definitely be his No.
that might be the best in the !man.
"Maw, was second in the
conference. Thcre are seven
with credentials Mat qualify
on on the frosheoph

Chief loss. from I. sea- Phil Hausman, who eke aver -

3011.0 cmchampions were let-

Adington's
Soot
Witt
stretches for the 20 -font mark
in his long jump specialty. Witt
opttired the Blue Demon
championship with a mark of
20.11.

Grove net program
progressing to top

100 yard freestyle- hitPhilbin, Nychay, Schwaiting.

a

pionship in his first year at the
helm would be satisfied. Not

Wheeling -Maine

FROSILSOPH LAP RELAY; I. NNW South, 147.2;
2. Nib West, 150.213, Maine
East, 2:512; 4. Arlington -

FV golfers want it all

.

freestyle (57.4) along with rite
record breaking relay.

-

yard

4.

South, 2:50.0: 0. Maim WoL
3;312; 4. Maine South.
3:32.5; NilesWeS23,34.5.

third and fourth.

standing indoor track meet.

koo

14 AP CLASS MAY:
Niles West, 2:46.7; 2. Highland Park, 2,47.2; 3. Fremd,

Kurtatialts and Gory Cronin.

WA for Adington, aM Re-

rPoner, Sehnert. Arhart, Freeman;
INTERMEDIATES: 200
yard freestyle -Rick Sch wart-

.

2:47.5;

MEET RESULTS

both from Maine East an

column.

iig

2

Mark

wet enough to push its total
over the 50 mark as the Blue
Demons remained the only
team ever to win their out-

ence crown with the Knights.
PREP: 200 yard Medley Now Klein and his troopSWant
Relay-Judycki, Wooley, Sla- the whole ball al l w.'
ter. Gnfriekt 50 yard But -

Cade. (8 A under) grabbed
CV and second plans in all

-

to

ond -place effort of Maine Elul

MIDGETS: .50 yard But- meet and shared the confer-

Forest and Canada's
ES u 0.1 i
o Provincial Park,
events except the freestyle,
whichjoin together to form an . which has always been WSh.
-

Cashed

THE SHOT put sew only
.dto ckyrackthterwhescoring

11

MS,

IN THAT event the Vikings
from Nilesell North ran away

,,;-.',,Egidiza..=

11

AS EXPECTED, Sloe Rose
of Niles North and Del H2,1.s°9 of Maine West 0.10

°SC eight -lap relay team mP.
lured the first team event, outrunning Niles Wed andMaine
East for the victory.

a share of the league cham-

.

MEET RESULTS
FIRST PLACERS

set. However, the NWS Junior
200 -yard freestyle relay made
up of Eric Potter, Dave Sellnen. Jeff Arhart and Mike
Freeman set a new pool record

noeS, paddles, ten., pack-

-

0100001 had accepted its meal als, the Maine South frosh.

April 4. and all the
boys who qualified in the DR-

pooL there were few records

sacks, blankets, sleeping
end bags.
cooking equipment
food
supplies. Bill will show visitors

--- --

top spot.

the

Once the run und jump wri-

field

month.
Due to the fact that the West
Suburban Pod 1, a 1919."

fitters, Ely, Nlinn. Bill's outfit
provides everything including

Ilona]

half M. for

Witt's win gave the Cardinals a
temporary team lead as a scoring system was used for 10.of
the 14 events. The award
points were doubled for the I.

be the State Meet in Spring-

points at the MWS pool hot

Rom s Canoe Country Out-

United Mates' Superior Na-

strength. The . Intennediales
again won all their events with

YMCA Boys Swim Team,
c on'e
ached
Erli otn,

hhaevroe'faken7pa'rece'M'nth'e013:7,

the ear Mates' areas

The festivities opened at
30000 with the field events, and
the afternoon's first winner

NmeeP
Wheeling
Niles East

;
Wit 20-91/2 ; 4
Dulf, MW. 20-71/2; 5. Berg

Rose vms

stone. MS. 12-0:

.

11

NWS boys avenge lone tank loss

how to see the North Woods

More
sports

all the leading golf manufac.
utters to exhibit their latest
products. A new feature this

Shamp.turs.wsill.bc..12ynrand

planned with . het or Bill

presented to lel f Almdale, Jim
Almdale, Jim Barrel, Bill
Dlocki, Barry Brown, Dale

snond apart in a driving he.
ish. Allen hit 4,23.3 and Pit-

come up no, v,c't old hes oar Oh, relay dye..

vacations for campers----i""-g.'"6-.

cottage a few hundred miles
from hood, a charter fishing
Hendricks, Chuck Herchline, trip or an African safari, ch.
John Colon. Doug Law. Chris cemare details will be available
Maur, John Ramsey, Mike
Wroblewski and Dave Zon- ' rvecric'ant 'htripS can be
Freshman numberals were

great and also will get a charge

py that Sam has accepted our

help you plan your annual*,

letters

SNEAD, WHO turned pro

-Were tremendously hap.

ageh Bob Hollenbach and Travel and Outdoors Shaw to
Sophomore

President of the Illinois PGA.
"The fans will pick up plenty
of pointers from this all-time

the National Open three timrs,
but he's never won it

You need travel only as far
at . Chicago's International
VARSITY LKITRR win- Amphitheatre.. April 10.19, to
ners on the gymnaelic team. settle family indecision on
were John Boylan, Pat when to spend your 1970 to.
Brouswau, Alike Poo, Tom cation.
Kennedy, Bruce Mechling,
Some,125 travel field exhib.
Kim Moored Brian Pascal.
Brad Prochaska, Stan Von flora, including vacation spat
Bob

len of Prospect
Dan Pittenger of Fremd who ended .1

was Sam Witt of Arlington
who notched a 20-11 leap in
invitation to head our clini. the long jump edge Maine
in our show", said Bill Ogden, East's Bob Trantin by a slim

captured the National
Seniors tournament.
had

mid -Jeff Thal.'

Sayre,

on the ashphalt surface in a
4;226 time, downing
car Bill Al.

4. Pruitt. MW, 12-0: S.Hur1-

'0P ...moss the finish.

two in Me 50 -yard high hurdles.

''

FOUR -LAP

FR. 12-9; 3. 7.asadnyAi. 12-01

1914

12

came home in an 8:35.9 dockmg for the lead spot. Arlington
had Maine West followed the

JOHN KEANE wrapped
up the finest individual race of
the day as he clattered Me mile

Stanley and Bob

Gory Pindras. John Ramsey, Golfers. Association, brought
Ron St. John, LSOtenCe
the popular star's signed Um Scheel, Jim Stull, Dave
Tr c rn
y , and Creston
Woods. Freshmen managers

Ebers, Cory Bossung, Sten

petitions to grab the bat of Its
56 points.

Olson anchored the East twomile relay squad in the Blue
Letters for service as a sM- Demons' only other win of the
dent trainer wets *seated to day as Rick Randall, Rick
Dick Elsner and Sean Mur- ghalen, Bill Grimm and Ohm
topped second place Frernd by
PhY.
almost three seconds.

finally accented-,
Show Manager Ben Orloff,
Meanwhile, is busy lining up

receiving their numerals were
John Bieber. Tom Eggert,
Chip Howes. RickKuhl, Terry Mkdhell, Larry Moderhook

outright and placed in the nin-

301/2
211..

rik'riralit PO4,

pro,t,

1:13.7. .Niles West,
West, 1:16.4. 5. Hersey,
1.6.5. POLE VAULTI I.
Hank, AR, 13-6; 2. Brum,

39

Arista..

5,

VARSITY

56
47

,,'11!°d,,
77.1°. "1.1

team poi. as Maine South

eidtichn, t,I;hcoLd.
10si00..0r0e1c0O0rdt

Waiters.

Meyers, Mike Nichols,
i ko Nitch. Steve R inset. Jeff

the frosh-soph

PS

Niles North

medley to pick up four more

East .ptured two events

ney last fall went the distance

rege.5

and
.991

mn.secr

clock,. by de Wen Wor-

Mike Staahl, Mde Stanczak,
Rick Sehowengerdt, and engagers Mark Anfonson. Mark
Nagel, Ned Smith and Bob

British Open once. Likewise
he has finished runner-up pa

I

its

tenger,

April 18 and 19, in the Grand-

Lu-

defended

the exclusive freshman event.

go 5.,

Mot..uth

ode second place points,
y picked
S'11°O

Championship and carried off
dm large first place north,

Pace. Tom Patterson, Jim
Porowski, Mike Reitmeyer,

out of his funny fines. We've
tried for years to have him

runs

Lj

DAVIS ST.

Prance, Tom Rice, Milo. Salviche, Bodo Weber and manliger John Rudolph.

Monday.

Dalbeck,
ES

rowski, Dean Powell, Mick

Herrick. Ray Hellenback, Tom Holub, Ed ICC111pot Bill Kounanis. Steve
Langerrock. Alan Ltd..,r.

noisier, John Gibb61. Franz
Bill Heller, Tom

AMMO tO EXACT INSEAM LENGTH AT NO CHARGE

sIngle-breoted models... many
with new insistence on shape...
stew, wider lapels ... new pocket
treatments ... deeper verde
gegulars, shorts and lenge.

Paul Pennines, Chuck
Perla, Clark Petrie, Rick Po-

at age 22 in 1934, bat Won the
Minas arid rho National
PGA three timos each and the

John Norton, Mike Ponta.

ROYAL HALL° DACRON'

grow with the family and are on-

(Dare, Stem

tract hack from Florida not
long army Bun the shanmer

Rick Miller. John hl ins, Dab
Myer, Greg Nelson,

Volautanpeontrot

MINI BIKES
FOR MINI KIDS

successfully

Don

Tom Gray, Don Flan.., Th., Saturday and Sunday.
Rem Harris, Boh Hidrh, Steve

prbrzdl
... the
Schwinn (rates, the junior bikes that

entry, it w. Mai. E. which

Dave Hartman, Steve Heller,

stmd Exhibition Area of the
hen, Bove Lyon, .1 int Merkel.
Arlington Park Race Track,

We have all the favorites

with the Vikings from Niles
North racing to an amazing
3:25.6 clocking over the host

Marken, Scott Steingraber,
Rich Sundquist, Greg Wetland, Bill Welton. Tim Will
and manager Mike Mitchell.
Sam Snead, the vetcrangoll=
Freshmen numerals were
receivm1 by Dave Auge. 'tom in great with the classic
swing and fabulous championRignms. Bob Bunn, John Burkship record. will headline the
hardt.
Dan
Cunningham,
Brian Deevy, Dan Extrom, free instruction clinics at the
ninth annual Chicago Golf

Klein. Paul Kola, Joseph

for Springtime fun!

canning
F, Dave

Barbra;Steve Hods and Jim Mc Cher.. Hal

Newest !Aden
leaders: the twa.

HOP ON

VARSITY

awards were earned by Steve
Bohn, Mike Cleveland, Chuck
Donchms, Gene Elsbug, Dennis Foreman, Bill Grand, Don
Imam Ron Lewan, Terry
OrmsbeL Ken Pickett, Rick
Schoen, Charles Swoons, Tre-

BREASTED

13 good; 17 excellent

kiewicx.

squads
ads receiving credit

DOUBLE

1 red he Ls ellve,bot I feel It wnl he couple of years before

Geoff Rcider,

Plant,

Dave Tubbs and Jim WojE

wrest., swim., and gym -

managers

FASHION -NEW

these letters as you can.
In addition, find the word

Dale

VARSITY WRESTLING
mauls Were earned by Carl
Anderson. Men Bakas, Andy
Lockers, Greg Mattis, Wayne

nan. Pat Hogan, Jack Holt,
Bill Kink, Mike Mandel.
'9"0';ki, Dreg Quid, Jeff Seiler.
Ken Peters, Ern Stipp, and Jim Stoll, Bill Tarchala, Mark

BOYS'

Make as many four letter
more words out of

using all
letters.

quet hat Tuesday evening with
atMetes from the basketball,

were presented to John Brodnan, Gary Bratko. Greg Harris, Tom Harris, Bill Heffer-

Hideaword
KORSIME
or

Jim Johnson, Wayne Keller,
Pat &lowland. Scott McKay.

its winter sports award ban-

is this? What can

necting the main artery to hi'
lungs with the aorta failed to

petition.
But when the final wire had
Iwo snapped in the mile relay

Cardinal athletes hones re
at winter sports bang et
Ariington High School held

be done for it?
A -What your son most likely h. ire patent ductus artewhich a fetal blood vessel con-

d

John Keane of Maine East tako the top over Framd's Dan Pittenger and Promeet's BM Allen in
the finol stag. of the mile run at the Blue Demon Relays Saturday, and 11011(.01mM opponents
for the classic win.

Teem
MI'ne

mora-,k

Maine East was pushing rho
!coder enough to garner valu.

MAINE WEST had taken
point behind sister school C
fourth, and Frei. High notch- its indoor conference chga
ed the fifd, positiod with a pionship over Nil. North,
which had the strongest relay
28 -point total.
TIVELVE SCHOOLS had performances in the field, and
been invited to the fourth an. Maine South was looked upon
mai affair which annually as the dark horse entry, being
marks the culmination of the able to field a squad which
indoor track season in the meshed well With the special.
imd races at Me big cornnattily/est suburban mu.

-

1ms a

FINAL STANDINGS

twin the Min and White of

Nil. North was onohelf

closed in. They've cancelled

And our daughter will be prat'

breaking

short inside season.

Niles West by 17.

'The airport up north is

well outgrow it,
Q - My 1 -month -old son was

another child..

'JOSEPH DE LOUISE. notionally known mak. min

ceiver up. She recognixed her
husband's voice immediately.

is of no sig.

gificanee and she may

close.

Deer Mr. DeLonio:

and

the

nelghbothood
night e00 Set

East was pointing tots own
man points Saturday at their
Park Ridge fieldhousa to Imp show as Eck had rested many
performers
runner -op Maine South by of his better
nine points and third place through the latter part of the

She got home quickly.
As she entered the door; the
phone rang. She picked the re-

brWge meeting on tiMe.

The Fremd first year tam
Men captured the fresh fourlap relay in a record time of

goad piled up a total of 56 . the strongest entries.

stopped for gas. Traffic

found he tem very late, ha
take n cab home. That way
she'd be sure to 918 te the

mom hit 4641/2 for Wheeling

its own Blue Demon 111.00 East. West and South and the
Track Relays as Al Eck's team iron Nil. North loomed

ON THE way home. she..

went to the airport, and If he

formed him,

Widlte

ried out the door. Dod stowed

my signs of heart disease.
What could cause this? Is it
serios?
A - H your daughter has n
functional murmur (no Monic heart

get in

he

with the airline before

Prior M the event the dies

Mum East High School won Maine Township schools,

gook,.

fie said she Would cheek

concluded.

ham

the fourth year W a row

same time'a he was khsing her

corner," she said. "Traffic Is'
cateinly slow tonight:. she

"I

Findly, both or them hur-

row this. She has never had
Dear Mr. DeLouiset
lam suffering front a nervous condition which the doctor says
I stews from a hidden emotional conflict. Is there anything you
can ace that could help me and put me on the right track? Also, do
bend or change in companies
Yoe me any promotion for my
m the near future?
IE., Rolling Mendoon
Dear J.P.:
I feel a hick of confidence in you that brings about a sense at
insecurity. Begin by taking positive attitude. If .yu continue to
feel nervous reel you should consult somone Om deals with

Nil the doesn't

good time," she said at the

tieing for the play at school.
She'll mi. dinner at home every night this wateltl. she in-

hoots," she told him. .1 hope

ound to havedaa heart murmur.
Our doctor says she may out-

S

Bacot cars to turn was long. "1
should have turned at the other

dm baby's mouth. To her
daughter, she said, "I'll just

W.G.BRANDSTADT,M.D.

lit km.,

heavy. At the stop light, the:

she Wafted another spoonful in

Catch 10,11 pm hurry. Have:

on the schedule at all, any.

tion key, and started the motor. She looked at the gas

ahaving kit. Where's the tooth -

Monday, March 23, 1970

Pugs 4

his suitcase In the back seat of
the car. Mom found the igni-

"PE he ready in just a second. I just have to pack my

-- Marshall Held 111

Seniors
Hanson and
Dave Sicily are also in the running.
°Wkl just like to finsh
tbls es
high
fourth place
season," !Lundquist said,

qt.

cause Arlington, Prospect and

Forest View look real good:
Then next year we can aim alp
being right up among the aintenders.ELK GROVE opens its tennis oason at home against. Elgin Larkin April 9. The noMne
the Grenadiers are poirdipg
for right now. howevci.'0 their
own quadrangular again. Piddiemm Trail, St. Charlet and

.

-

ww-Wo oar aP

mwwaheter

it

IGirls compete

in 'ports Day
) "Girls en Illinois high schools
ball compete against teams

from other schools

In

vol

Nyball only twice a year says
the Illinois High School Asso

option But even though thu
gals don t get much chance to
play other teams the action is

Wet red furious whenever a
`Spodsday lc held

Prospect High held one of

-

the two allowed Sportsdam on
SMOrday with trams from
Wheeling Arlington, Forest

4

Dist. 214 committee reviewing

View and Hersey visiting the
knights The other Sportsday
for these tea. will be held at
Wheeling but the date has not

Existing' District 214 high
reboot facilitim and

31.t been Ill

committee members studying
means to extend learning ex-

111E GIRLS are allowed to

participate in brims and bad

nuolonaotuare and ) league
which includes the Maine
Township Schools will soon be

underway for badminton

Team standings are kept Tr
nts ts played in the fall

lam arc receiving careful
scrutiny under the eyes of sure

"Tle".67

administrators,

board members, teachers, students and citizens grouped as
the Committee 01 75 have been

working the past six weeks in
eight subcommittees.
The curriculum, scheduling
end Staffing subcommittee has
heard reports on the advan-

day with classes offered early
in the morning late in the etternoon, and also in the evening,

SUE ATLANTA

four.
quarter plan was recently
presented in a preliminary
Port.
Subcommittee members will
been presentations on the
l2-4 trimester, the 16.week tri-

Allommeemi

Peosp.t s Peggy Watson (71) makw a desperate attempt to

keep an enemy serve art the noon but there's no one clo,e
enough to help her out end Arlington got the point

LL Page 6
...Mao,

mester, , extended summer
school and a recently devised
three -stage approach too full
year plan.
Donald M. Fyfe, chairman,

Ity J. %Ian rook

1961. And LaGrange

koet. Sport, 1,1.

only one to do it twice.

in

' .rhampaign and another heavewknows-how..my spaeuttors perched in front of their
television sets or pounding

.

is

thony affair fell just three

' linois.
in topping the..., polls far

points short of the singlegantg

began in determining just how
the 1970 cage king ranks with
previous crown holders.
Probably the most

standing factor is 160 Lyon,'
11.11.R1.0 record. The unblem

shed slate is only the sixth
such feat recorded since the

tc)linnaMent hem in

190/3

the ash

5) It
-

944. Mt. Vernon 131 -pa in
told, LaGrange. again. 129-0)
in 1953. Marshall 130.01 m
1938 and Collinsville 132.0)

te

feeteatfsatengthehtl dis-

Zara s9iuktegow
EASTER BRUNCH

allowed.

tournament's most valuable
players in 6-1 Marcus Washthe balloting in the Associated
Press' compilation of votes
cast by writers' and broad:
casters covering the went.
An all -state selection Washington polled 201 vorrn for the

'Fruit Compote...a

The big
man's plan

bowl of exotic fruits.
Bite -size Danish Pas-

triesconfection.
THEN ADD--

Lyonaise Potatoes cooked
to a golden brown with a
whisper of minced onions
WITH TASTY --

Baked,
Farm

You'reobigmenenyourlob,
but you're an even bigger
man to your family. Better
see me afoot our"Esecntlye

Coll Mr. Loki doWeve 3924078

wee

OUR

Air Conditioning
ho

c'Ar' 'CVO=
ALL SERVICE CO.

Bk.

''nerc:Vedo's7rtt7I'C "rn

An Service

ART

Lawn Me.. Repairs
WEST GARDEN CENTER

Floor Refinishing

300 FrorCts'17ct.°61=spect

Cement

Furnace installation

Sugar -Cured
Fresh

Smoked

766.1943.

Special

rote

end other sect...

Foundations
Steps

CC 3.5964

Gutters

EDMONSr 7RArA"017-4637

Goners Roofing Aluminum sid

Musical InstructiPna

Hearing Aids
HMR1NG AIDS FOR RENT

.nd cipPers realcced

Coll:3914750

"Hot Water Heating"

ROLAND E JOHNSON
PAINTING 6 DECORATING

Need o Handyman"

nommen.

SUIREIrtn
Is all Hu itmd

totem about
!manna

COP Pew cm Ikplistier Criliterp
How ettlit awaminaloN Moors

cu;eaa,tte

Johannes Brahms Linbnatlader waltzes will be featured.

INCOME TAX

Child Care

rs, es hole ea ss co ass,. kor
N
appl
dd

SERVICE

BOB S HOME IMPROVEMENTS
AND STOW FIXTURES.

pt,,,,!"L",,t=pp,

AR& HIS. DAY CARECENTFR

5.4273

Coll AFTER SPIM

-":.176.547

Full dos sessions

ROOMS

Stote licensed. 255-7335,

4537 °HU, 68411
MEURER [SLOWING

So

I

Sat sl et'

k

MEN'S CLOTHING, suits 6 sport

Zest 'S4seLls:

after

$10.110 USUAL FEE.

HPat. 537.1023

RUSSELL

Supping Gen.,

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

YOUNG MEN
937 40,3

FREE ESTIMATES

p

p

r

Pros, 512 W. NW 1 -..CL 5.77

529-3901

LHEN2BAt HROOMS, FIR&

POODLES SCHNAUZER

PLACES 6 GENERAL REPAIR.

439-6260

'2T5'2'5"4
15 YRS. EXPERIENCE. INSURED

POODLE

" :770070

" " ''27-74;3"

GROOMING

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

ios

Dog Training

359-1710

,,,,,?1,,0,T02:2.°,7%.,0,.
terrier,.

Low

rotes.

;:g7d1V,:ht
MANOR

"nstt'ora'ArVire'

HANDY LOWPOP HOLD-

buskiers
WALLPAPERING

pooeltng & TILING. CL 11118
RICK'S DECORATING

CREATIVE

2

.0628

DECORATORS

23 -Employment Agencies -Men

Upholstery

Lolliaola an Me to eat, but
they can he mcsay. For ample,
what happens when 3. Mit

sticky. tba. when

.

allsuch pro*ms arc neatly '

homemade Moog holder which
istodayk fun project for boysand .

Hehoider ismowmadin Fig '

era I and 2. The only thing
needed to make it

thPmt Pc. .1).

is

Pick.

was.

Makes small hole fathom.,

cad of the ma/Lien big enough
w accommodate tbe lollipop

balanced eSe.

Mir hole.The holder la theneorn-

pleted. To um It. simply pace
your hsnd under Pie cup and

CALL ALLEN 392-9351
Room Additions
Rec. Rooms

and pro.. to .t it in Om usual
Herds the Kg advantage, boa.

ESTIMATES

(or Mega) you need sa hunt

40 Years esperienceRemodel
Cabinel&Trint Work. Rec. Roorns

around fora dean place to perk it
whin the resulting stickiness will

CsIl,ttntopataooscc

'

Simply pot the condo. as in
Figure I. The lollipop will be surface. Furthermore, Mother

parked unight. Nothing will set

sticky mid ibe lollipop won't pick
up objectionable particles it

50,111 gather if photd flat tan

Foundations
Repoir Work

.4"IfOnAlOVrIAwntlfl

ever, When you east to put the
lollipop down he, few minutes

newN objectionable.

Income Tax
Service
25.561

Dressmaking -Sewing
DRESSMAKING Intlructions,

fired, the handle or the lollibop

will to grateful.

if theidlimp nick Is too Ion

Cream.. OW, lwm, mameo.
IlanoPlon 0.5 1970
Esperizsegcalloring..

2517587A:. Hts.

=able

Netn.n9. MI. M.O.&

Phene 255.7077

.

113
l

Launtz Jensen
Decorators

CL 9-0495
11.6

DECORATING

1961071

Plastering

FILINGS

=f1g4G

DRESSMAKING.HM1MiNG

Wale.

Carpet Cleaning

f URN. shampooing.
CAKE
I. pMe withicod. Inceptions.
amino, -pitch woll mold.

COUTURIER despising and the.

Registered
392-4000 or 392 1351

ljEORPAZer

Veung. 359.075g.

Mg of wits. formal. bridals,
Rondkupt loretto.255.0318

Cellingsvealis 6 a Mains.

Near

Expert Income Tax work done
Inyour borne. Mike &els.

BEIM,

AAA"02.1 7510

Hove Trowel Will Travel
Smolt Jobs My Specfoltv

0.voll Repairs
DAN KIHISH

255 SIM

Illinois Range Co.
Mount Prospect, Ill.

0 pportunity for real advancement

Ask for Ed Mysh

Definitely the leader in our field

An mual onommaav amnia).

ernployme. opportunity.

EKCO
Nir PRODUCTS INC.

1st SHIFT

-

Set -Up Man

Interested in Plastic Vacuum and Pressure Forming

Excellent chance

for advancement. $3.37

to starl Many company Benefits.

%PEN WOODS

CALL 537-1100
Or Vlsit Us At

777 Wheeling Road

JANITOR

ID GRINDER
PARTS CRIB ATTENDANT

IMMEDIATE OPENING

Polotine

INIKILMNUCTERS

Neat and modern working conditiora.

Equol

Window Shades

MEASUR1%. IIMLATION

Duties woeld oho
include lowe care.

CI 3-4950
2.11blp Wanted Men

WISHING WELL WIG STUDIO
SALES 6 SERVICE...V.99.. 8/6
Rd D PI
S
h

f

Interesting labs with friendly people.
Great wages ond benefits.

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

Wigs

f 1427

'

Ston a long career with Signode.
FABRICATOR

*/,'Z rip"

ZanXn7c7:47sa=g's c"

An Equal Opportunity Employer

BOB VAN

SHADE "N" SHUTTER

CALLAO& FOR
FREE ESTIMATES 29,1630

Office or Privacy. Dome.

ohLlU,ne'aalsHInt

,orked1111lemo.2.6.

off

FEDERAL & STATE

'17

Forn

Pood tor boat liminess a Per
sena Back Gumming mogtu sf action Guaranteed
op, Doy or eve.g. 392,3996

Wall Papering

21307Sigwoll Street

.

REASONABLE COSI: Or....

Painting. drop, clew. usa resort weor. Alterotions.

heals up. eut gen of the sick

288.46. or 827,0141

'

SHEET METAL

Comp McDonald ka.,o, are

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY -Free pick
uP deliyerv.Free esrimotes

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

CALL

PrOgrerIVIIVS My vffish

7,t'oTe':I'Aftrn"r=h7

Doily B atn to 8 Ism

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

849-4700

DO YOU KNOW 9.9
upholstery. Coll CL 3.41165 Pros-

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

FREE ESTIMATES

Northwest
Work

HELP

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY.Furnewe

e. Sleights Upholstery 953 6

Ovr office or your home
Prospect

Apply in Person

GUTTER MEN
McKAY TREE SERVICE
,13,4 X cld

rods.

',UNARM REPAIRS

Paid Holidays

SHEET METAL

MECHANICS and/or

3990244

.1125,7202

Free Hospitalization
Free Life Insurance
Paid Vacations

RESTAURANT
ova Ploines

Child core .nme ioored

bong., wood refinishing. All
watt gooronteed, A Claluion

e'e'Rds.
Buffolo Grove

LAPouso Do, Repaint

MO

Run the stick down through

as cu. Dirk
'

SINCE

cloys.

KENNETH A. PEARSON

Arl lrekrCDAo

Slate 19corne returns. 253-1074

No experience necessary. Day and night shifts.
$3.04 per hem to stark $3.17 per hour after 120

tee s oeboo

TAKINGORDERS NOW FOR

255-0900

394-3200

WAREHOUSEMEN

CAPS ROAST BEEF

Esce,IMM,child c:r;cfor wojte;g

SPRING SPRAYING

BARYON STULL

ed. Obedience ond
-

S. %are .1,

trOciar"

W

22 -Situations Weoted-Women

Neffrenn Eseates

Dam 5nrvi .

A D7A1kt STARVOTS°. 1(1,

Young Hobby Club

CALL 259-9200,
Ext, 58

DECORATING

529-3900
Gnent's

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
has several permanent jobs for

21-StaafiensWantedMen

DICK'S 11LE SERVICE

,

t°41,71°.°

D.i9. D.f.9

JANITOR

392-8017

Tree Service

GENERAL

342. .5'99°

WESTERN AV. COMMUTER DEPOT

Supplies

colour,

ACROSS PIE STREET FROM Telf MILWAUKEE..

827.7456

Tile

'ALA6'As"nt'el..

'271="A".

1327-0,n,

10.ACKS LANDSCAPING

g

"rs.s.,tti
tr'e

'BOB

ring

To

CHB

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES. INC.

Dancing Schools &

SERIN. REMODEL.

sesame. reshem. emeb reih

MO W. HUBBARD

666-3443

DECORATING

ar

FEDERAL & STATE

Robert Mor.

24-lielp Wanted Men

INCOME TAX

Income Tax Service

ht

EqUiprilent. Excellent. growth potential. Ex.

LINDBERG
HEVI-DUTY

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

WINNETKA WINDOW CLEANING

"'392.0140

Cedar Closets

967.9472 or 5917208

FLECIR.,

TILOOTIftg

of
eeekincereoPonter coPc. oaf
Moe.
=:sekzted. Free... benefits Including 100.

now.

Low Spring Rates

COMPUTERIZED

ir;gaa'nld'C'a"nlani!

Ruben Writes

WRITE OR CALL, No

i

312.706,896
Sove but not for a tHiny doS act

SHCI=OZING

P'rn.'6'n'enroln"'n

i,c

blig

salesmen.
IONLY FROM

358-903B

"

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

Wood Dole 111,60191

Patio Fences

5.0587'

Heat

fore 2 PM 259-0655

359.1.

Doy or Night j5O-'1906

ORDER EXPEDITOR

col or popular rnmic. Coll be-

All Crocks Repoired

HOUSES RAISED

situation ran get pretty

I

ati ZiTi17.,.= 0,Th-,r.

302-.0

FULL BASEMENT

limp down for few minute)

4

,151steclies

KEN!, CONCRETE

Waltman Const. Co.

and quickly solved Sr us.
MI. NOP

C*1':6Ke'ne:PteTAP

620 PA1NTSMOST ROOMS

for

6. to 5675 ger mends

CALI

F'" e""'`'

No lab too big or too small.
Quality Work

Manufacturer of Electronic Cremona.

CALL .R AP, 501.1136

=tooth, TRUSTY WARNS

NEW WAV PAINTING

Prompt service, free estimates.
824.5256

CArPZ171nrsf'tr'no'm'''A"

Mol exp.*. qualifies

ALL READINGS
CONFIDENTIAL

392.88O1

BILL& HOME REPAIRS

Y

774-1515
5555 N. ELSTON
Coreterio and Parking On Premise.. CTA to door

vision. Any sehaeling

VAIL

loo smolt or too large. Parking
THANK YOU

SWITCHCRAFT INC.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Ye.nrptr

8.2232 and 2.5,36. No job KANZLER BROTHERS

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

CONK..

LAB TEEM

clowrsheoned2'

let.=SrtatelivOncr:r!'61

437.2138.1

Fiat Breads, Biscuits, Corn Bread,

A wonderful brunch for $2.95

Why be sad

EXTERIOR,INTFRIOR

sioffitreplas No.

Hoffman
chorus
concert

COMPANY PAID PRO.I.SPARING
EXCELLENT FRINGE MIMS
GOOOTRANSPORIATON

PERAONENIPOSITION

APalyer Call Personnel from EDO A.M. PpOOP....

MRS. MAY

SALE=VIC!

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN

rice

AUTO...KREMS

2720 Des Plaines Ave.

CARD AND
HOROSCOPE READINGS

359 4650

EM.ENCY SUMP PUMPS
!'

Home Maintenance

be returned to the district of -

Hwy

Min& slef Cr, r 1'1!

BLOOMINGDALE BLACKTOP

day the completed form should

S.W.

S.

Sump Pump

CALL BUD 759.4016

REDI HEATING

CONCRETE

Attention to our new customers.

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
OHARE

Call Mr. Moore.
545-0507

Storm Windows
130

Heating

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN

Blacktopping

SET-UP MEN
for !medium size Punch Pressesond Injection Molding Presses.

I'm looking for' a couple
Of frame homes in yam
area to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insure,
ed Siding. If interested

894 SOS

Cloys 774 4023 Eue

P.n... a D....".

neatly ma Sr tIc
314,000.11.oDAD.

Uee SHS !SA enZeTo'crlie's,

358-2597

359-2515

-

nem

ho

VA.'41.47:.V7Zt

Sign Painting

SPENCER I. SONS

KEN'S KUSTOM
KORNER

Wheeling, Illinois

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

o

boa.. Car available.

nom

Sewing Machine Repair

Instruction. Coll

CONCRETE WORK

777 Wheeling Rood

etendy.artwa.. Sato.

BANJO LESSONS

dew,

HELP

rnto72 n:Z=1;:nrrn,"

384-3528

PMN NOW FOR SPRING

Automobile Service

CA11037-1100
OR VISIT US AT

WANTED
Meyers

Slobs

3e2-1043

will boin on Me above °Peeing,
Excellent chances for advancement

14Peisosalt

A"

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AN 2,j1foO,Na. MEN

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

$2.67 to start
$2.85 to start
$3.00 to start
$3.00 to start

.

We

Rental plon.392.4750

General Hauling

ALLEN CONCRETE
Polios

.

Floor Men ..
Press Attendants
Fork Lift Operator

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

"rn
'11,ga=
'ts=Wedding poop

REVERSMASONRY

CALL US FIRST

SERVICE

Laborers .
BUSINESS MENS '
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

SeWer & Septic Work

CALL 058-597B

CREATIVE ART

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Oerareen .. Owen, Me Prospect.
Reword. 2511085

Ta=rar

Masonry

CRE'It'S'I'STZ=IVPUX

255-1200

PRODUCTS INC.

satin enornalmeword,...16

ROOFING AND REROFFING ALL
WORK GUARANTEED. FRHese.

Licensed. Insured, 6 Bonded

Conte.. Weelpard

EKCO

to gale California?
5700 to $B50 a month,
all expenses paid. Call

MA 1 Heartn0 1dd Repair Ser

SIdewolk& 6

Moiling Pieces

Do you..
Dec Plaines Ott - Lads dia.

Radio .TV Service

Magic

Furniture Refinishing

Dmpneiaa

FINISH WITH SELECTION OF -

,

d

ihru

MN2. 6 SON

Ham
Bacon

Bran Muffins, and Morel

d

Roofing

Official Census Day -the

enjR.aoyt

hp

M

area. Reword.25,543B

CA1.1. ED 358 5259

Spot Illustrotions

The Coast

Lost dog, Block 6 White mole.

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED
BY RAY PHERSON

SERVICE

Advertising Loco.. Ari

INFORA.SION.LIMR.CARESTROM

WHAT?
Lost kitten! Mole tan 6 white. Vie,

L'ZI'li'4"1"r792.6B17

Ned

Experience

222-5934

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

537.1411

Sorb. Plan

&Medical Hen

Indoorlaternalnary
aendirrnenittendomopirereitril

Chicago Area Instollolion.An equol opponent, employer

Piano Tuning Services

omme for

25 to

Accident ...kn..

COMPUTER [EMU
000 East Northwest Hwy.
Polohne,

3:2R';e7r"Cl

SPRING CLEANUP

ly rernede.

CIASSROOMAN010. TRAINING
Paid VoraMare
Retirement Plan

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

001310Z=AffING
Floor Maintenance

installation department
Installing communication equipment In
telephone exchanges in Chicago area.

0400 ,41184

5

03.225
Permanent Waves

SPECIALTY.

HAVING A PARTY,

after

NIGHTS

529-2733,

Fencing

43,3532

CAREER IN

COMMON CATIONS

Put Day Want Ads
To Work For You

BLOOMINGDALE PLUMBING

Landscaping

..

Pima Shoe
Mount Prospect Placa

537-8414

Section

BRIDGE LESSONS

elabuilding projects. 8.'11858

romper, See Mc Hodes.

CLEANERS

Working for W stem Electric

Heritage Plumbing Co.
255-7606, free Est.

5B-6190.

B22.7456

RoomAdditiOns

Eggs.

Protester" Plan. DaSigned
for blgmenwith big tabula

Arlington Hj9n Ill
PH: 253-5678

am

Al"t'y7eet

to.'sr"OV: Helm

Classified

Engineer

suAl'ents'adratt's

9:11,tETACVE'PrIG77.5.°4'6'

Kitchen Reaudefina

AND YOUR FAVORITE --

picked on the first teem by 100
voters the second tmim by one
and was ignored completely by
one blind voter

and with the snore front linear
82 Dave Van Stoke 66 Steve
Hanzelman and Brown all re
turning, it looks as though the
Lions will be heard from

WEDDINGS

HEMMING, ALTERATIONS

facilities outside the school

about $12,800 to $11,520.
any legal
/irClIZoknnotyl'iiso'
said. The statute is quite clear
about the authority of the
county treasurer to appoint
deputies and authorize the
areas in which they may tune-

PLUMBING HEATING, Podding,

,,erie rice helpful. ametea

PARK MANOR

MIRO 6 LAIRD ASSOC,

RUSTIC FENCING

HOFER'''394.104.5

SHARON

Mark Tmg,

Farm fresh and hot Scrambled

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy'

for Mo stought nest season

Structural

Licensed

ALTRATXS.,DRBSSMAKING

gravy.

Mbtourney team. Of the 102
ballots cast. Washington was

Nikcevich will be shoohng

894-7644
Catering

,=p7i=tslest'ss:tB,9'5; camn4',TC=T%

Takes new post

START WITH --

beef, diced potatoes, and an
ons' steeped in country brown

ington and Drown. Both led

on the playinifloor, the quest

Saturday, but the Cardinal
girl, volleyball team didn't
base to worry as Sue wm called

Southern Beef Hash....chunks of

convincingly whip its new two
'opponents, including
East
Moline. 71-52, in the finale.

NOW, HOWEVER, with

Abase It looks like Arl
ington will ham tough Mee
returning Sue lloclund's spike

house two of the

however,

PROFESSIO.L TAX SERVICE

Instruct ions

-

be

Office°. your home -wagon.*

Engineering 5e50iee

ALTERATIONS

collectors, recently relieved of
ml lion, are invited to join the
their jobs when the Illinois Suchorus under the direction of
preme Court upheld a Circuit
Mrs William Cowin.
Coon decision declaring their
two per cent commissions unMrs Cowin said that people
constitutional. Thursday were
from the entire northwest=
named deputy county collecsl might add that their cre suburbs area are invited to join
ors, according M James 0 Pe- 'operation was excellent in all the chorus by coming to to
terson, deputy county tremor respects," he said. 'They clot hearse's wery Wednesday an
fine group of dedicated public pm in the band room of gel Peterson said tax bills this officials."
on Keller Junior High School.
spring will be collectod as usuAll payments to taxing bod- Bode Rd., Schaumburg,
al by the former township colies will now be made diready
No new members will heat.
lectors but bet all rends will
from the county trtateurerk of. reined after April 15.
be turned over to the county Bee Peterson said.
treasurers office each wwk.
The former township colThe county treasureh comlectors, in their new county
mission of 11/2 per cent on
posts, will have expenses paid taxes collected in unincorpoWilliam G. Coursey, 630 N.
by the county after they submit rated areas and one per cent in Clark Dr., Palatine, has been
and get approval of budgets. cities and yillagos will remain, appointed brokerage superAll 30 agreed to accept a pay he said. The coMmisaiOn is visor of the Chicago life divicut of about 10 per cent, he turned over to the county gen- sion Pike of Aetna Life &
said. dropping salaries from eral fund.
Casually CO.

The state champions did,.

Having probably learned a
valuable lrsson in that initial
match. LaGrange went on to

the final bit of confetti settling

All 30 suburban township

scoring record for two team

of 180 points tel by Belleville
and Lawrenceville in a 9248
double overtime decision.
Individually,
a
wellrounded Lyon ball club made
challenging records almost
viewers.
UPON ENTERING action impossible. Six -eight junior
as the mrsiournornent favor- center Owen Brown, however,
ite, LaGrange was nowhere took things into his own hands
nom comparison to such pow- (including the ball) Saturday.
erhouses as Evanston 119681 night in the championship enor Proviso East 119691 accord- reunter as he snared 24
ing to sonm authoratative rebounds, bettering by one the
members ot the press. even previous mark 0( 23 notched
Omagh the Liams remained es by Dave Rubisch of Spring:
the'only unbeaten Waal in the field in 1967.
state.
ROBISCH, THE big gun
Lyons' tint -round game that seemed to be missing from
against "little St, Anthony of this years state tourney, also
Effingham" (enrollment of holds records for scoring 1152
2801 almost confirmed the be- points in four games), field
liefs. as the state champions goals made (19) and rebounds
managed to muster a far less - 177 in four gamesk

MAY. SPECIAL

CL 9 3517

totted in securing inventories
seven and a half buildings," of each high school, reviewing
busing systems, and polling
Weber concluded.
Income aspects and use of students on club activities.

dons on how to fill it out, and a
brown, postage -free envelope
for mailing it back will aLso be
delivered on the 28th.

ly Bob Casey

once this season), the St. An-

at least the majority of they'll,.
ter campaign. it still remained
for the Lions. under hoed
much Ron Nikbevreh, to make
final believers of some of the

ledws.

Dryer 6 range outlets. fixtures
humidifier& teceptoele& 0.0es
Med. 253-4792.
CORAL ELECTRIC licensed,

Merchant and general sewing

Twp. tax collectors change

ton and Pekin.
WHILE NOT known es an
extremely high -scoring outfit

WWI team in the stew of II-

MARCH THRU

Income Tax Service

Shoe Salesman

Full or Part I.e.

La Salle Panonnel

in today's

Plumbing

Electrical Work

I

cero). Paris, Rockford Wed,
Marshall, Collinsville, Mor-

Ithey scored 100 poiw only

ed seormlress Wiii do
ing 6 alterations in home
CALL 394 -IBS&

Housing which will be delivered to every household in the
The familiar Census '70
'area on March 28.
symbol -a hand penciling in
Harold H. Hertzberg, Diso- circle -appears on the en,.
Aria Manager of the census, - leree with this w000go. "This
retsks residents to watch for the
envelope contains your offi"Spring Sing". a concert by
large white envelope with blue cial census form. Please III It
lettering that will contain the out and mail it back on Ike Hoffman Hallmark
questionnaire for each home- Wednesday, April I."
Chorus. will be presented In
hold.
Hertsberg said April will Jane Addams Junior High
School, Schaumburg. as May
17 ta 7 em.

meted group of only nine others who have turned the nick
Mies. They include Bloomington. Elgin, Morton ICI-

SALEM MAINTENANCE

Rug Shompoo Specialists

392.5410

could house 25,000 students in

hm turned over to the Post Offors in the northwest suburbs
Population and

Carpet Cleaning

ALTERATIONS, HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS 1 COATS

Othersubcommittees ord.

schools. So theoretically we

A yellow sheet of instffic-

Censusi of

the

their ears via radio. LaGrange
emerged a, this year's heat bac-

than -impressive en -88 victory.

Alterations

dent an insight into the whole
area," Laubenstein said.
In an attempt to estimate the pursuance of higher degrees
cost of each of the five plans both for teachers and collegenow under consideration, bound students. MarriedwomRobert Weber, chairman of en teachers, needed at home in
the finance subcommittee, the summer, would not be in contrived a theoretical build- erected in year-round teach ing, t hey said.
ing.
subcommittee
However,
"The district could spend
$492.000 at a 6.3 tax rate to chairmen tended to refine the
own and operate Steen build. teacher comments. Some
ing oVer a 50:year span..Web- chairmen cited recent district
teacher response to expanded
or said.
summer school as well as uniTHE FIGURE does not in- comity requireme. extend.
elude instructional costs, but ing study time,
would be applicable to all 12 THE MAJOR Parente] Rh.
month plans, Weber added.
"It is a differential cost jretion to an extended Mhool
based on the theoretical eighth year is that it would create
school and 20,000 students at, more pressure for students,
tending seven other district Mrs. Millner reported.

The Bureau of Inc Census

a questionnaire for the 1970

The second such state tropity also puts the Lions in the

Hall

be required.
Teachers expressed hesilance because an extended
school year might interrupt

to be delivered March 28

Lyons as strong
as other champs

II A coomhly

barbel would give the stu-

290-2770
va0

FULL TIME

ROUTE SALESMAN
NO[11,..11.nece.sory.

OSNOIMACCI. toSIOM

255-7200 oR 296-6640

compulsory attendance might

p

MAKS AUT...

on the better
home buys

'70 census questionnaire

dh

A Pay sports essay

then 16000 enthusiastic fans
and ,baskethall huff, eherring

non program in hopes of devis.
ing a broad experimental

240tO p Yluded Mr

SA1E.RAINE.4100
A.C.0

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY: CALL

subcommittee
Upcoming
have not been considered yet, meetings. opened to public,
according to Weber.
HIS GROUP will prg6em aleTUESDAY, MARCH 7.4 said he hopes to compile a
complete report on the group), plan costs individually, sun - extracurricular activities, 7
ing with the extended school pm., Wheeling High School
effort by May.
faculty lounge) transportation,
day.
"We've stirred enough in- 7 p.m.. Whaling High.
GENE ARTESIENKO,
Tuesday, April 7-curricuchairman of he institutional Awes," said Mrs. Joyce Milllum-scheduling-staffing, 7,31
implications group, has as- nem, head 01 ,00 human facsigned each of his workers to tors subcommittee, which has pm, Prospect High, Room
105.
study separate institutions found reactions to the five
Thursday. April 9-physionl
which might be affected if the plans as varied as the people
facilides. p.,in Hersey High
district revamps education.
library.
disM"rs7in hlarn
n'e r's group, earn'
Monday. April 13-easew
He said a final report MR be pined of students, fenebera
and parents, has been contact- curricular activities, 7130
ready in May.
pm., Elk Ore. High ; I.
The community remora
their ours.
nancm, 8 p.m., administration
subcommittee, headed by Herheel laubenstein, has be.
THE STUDENTS have re- center.
Tuesday, April I4-commu
studying programs such as ported that their clnamates
cosmetology and health, etin are against an extended school oily rmources, 8 p.m., Prosyear because, they say, vaca- pect High.
rently available in the diaries
Thursday, Aptil 16-inlions would be shortened even
8
9WE HAVE a group look- though frequent, job opportu- Manion! implications,
ingvocational-educe- Mlles would be scarce, ond put, administration center.

1970

('HANIPAIGN.
The news is out. With more

gelifitt Duteo

facilities with1 eye toward future

Islet of the extended schrel

Hersey s Lynne Schwabe dives fora loose volleyball In a game Saturdny played against hosting
Prospect High. Lynne couldn't save the ball, and neither could teammate Nancy EMU; who lane
her way to help. Premed won the game. (Photos by Linda Hamilton)
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Monday March 23 1970
23 -Employment Agencembiale

Set your gaze

2nd SHIFT
MACHINIST

SURFACE GRINDER

10% Bonus for 2nd Shift

ON SIGNODE
3700 W. Lake Ave. Glenview

Whealing,11finois

(lust Wee of Glenview Naval Air Station)
AN MU& OPPOR1101. EMPLOYER

An fowl

EropPyer

Pl

.20,50

HA

Monday, March 23.1970

Page 8

Pr271,111.i1.

Am.'''. rfa-an'Ar

-MT

25-El1nfopent Ageneles-Wamen

2641262ented Pen

2S-Fmoloyamat Ape -26l'17721

Work afro: school 6 Saturdays.

,

werreoII

TRY RECEPTION

.mtnooronon, rnmA

troMm

MAINTENANCE

rendisenxemilmt ammo olore.

Experienee

894-7400

required in

one.

TELLER TRAINEE'

$110 WEEK - NO FEE

grouter. Office is just beckon.,
and the people very Pennon,.

plant

soling

Des

in

In

Ploines.

296-5586

Artql=ghts

9 S.Donton

2944880

exciting

6020 Dempster

966.0700

position. In addition you

C713 GEMS

Work os close To your home as

o

g

'EXPERIENCE
o PLENTY OF OVERTIME

253-6600

PUBLIC

sECRETAny

RELATION

296-1011

530 WESTGATE RD.

ADDISON, ILL

lo Arliogroo NeiehTs

W2B Dempster

STATIONARY

966-0700

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

ASSIST

far right men in Multi Million Dollar Notional

VETERINARIAN

Corporation loreted in Carol Stream.

$135 wan -FREE
opportunity for
an animal lover with lite.
typ g k'll A
Exciting

the night ON.

oppon,m,

Must hove up to several years practical experience in the design and development of
products using fractional horsepower refrigeration systems. RIME degree desirable and the
ability to supervise and guide activities of technicians, work with drnftsmen and model

MIL 5.1121 for aPPY.

BASTIAN BLESSING
4201 W. PETERSON

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

YACHT

Equal OPPortunLLLEmPHYN

SHOWROOM

ineer.

inventory of
keep
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks ore
turning low. Later you
on

RECEPTION

$550 MONTH

be a. Sella Gal

AR.'s GIRL -$525

iii ES1G

9,..Non

in.

6028 Dempster

399:0880
966.0700

858-3600
OR APPLY IN PERSON AT

WOMEN

Des Plaines

ACROSS INE UMW ROM 1XE MILWAUKEE RD. WESTERN
AV. COMMUTER °SPOT

3IRLS

CLEAN MODERN

the now people

FACTORY
DAYS
No Experience
Age Open
You receive a good salary and excellent
benefits inclurling profit sharing.

Ore me%

GOLDEN EAGLE

2354100

WAITRESSES
Soy o, Evening Houo
Countryside Restaurant
8 Lounge

SECRETARY.

White Collar Girls
MT. PROSPECT

1 Arlington H. Roods.

Good Aping ...O.'

439.2400 from 9 AM to 4.30PM

GROEN DIVISION
DOVER CORPORATION

experience

No

1900 Prat/ BHA
An equal Opportunity FrnploYer

Call Mr. R. Zieff

259-6000

WE NEED

For Interview

TECHNICIAN TRAINEES
for 2nd 8 3rd shifts

Join your future with ours and let's go!

INTERESTED

14449. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

) MILLING MACHINE HANDS

Oa Ken Orelnor

437-5750

) WELDERS
> BORING - MILL OPERATORS

just had a
little adtZtkn...

901 Chase Ave.

(Moe.** 0* odd. werrewayokieg

Ek Grove Village

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

se add morsel! le Ma happy ranks al out vw.e0.1

fine opportunities for dependable Indelduols

In our PaHoIl PePorlHoll'

calls around ttsassiAtss highs. aa.ry ems no:
or fint dwrintlemb.

Amilicarti must have at !moil year of papal Milledenco or

ASSEMBLERS
50 HOUR WORK WEEK
DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT
APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT

L10t,72:'.=

ilgUrd@ONFEZVII-RDETE

IN AN IDEAL
JOB?

con,

1Z11,7::10.PmEEW,,,,Mil:.:.1:1:10,4r711: 636.9922,

Vac,.

©

EKCO

g

WHOLOLLE PRICES. SAVE 30 to

MANAGER

Illinois Bell

Wheeling, Illinois
-

665 ea. or

6h9

11-1Ipts.331 10001 10 Sbare

a

M

I

o PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
ASSEMBLER
e CABINET ASSEMBLER
a CABLE FORMER

-111Roomsl0a1dRouseke05

Rds.

21-lielp Wanted Men & Women I

Coll Miss Micholski137,6621

200 E. RAND ROAD

SEETHE 1970

1444 5. Busse Rd.939.4100.

IP

lits

'I

toll, 83

Your
U.S. Gov't Owned Homes

Mundelein

VA=

Profess i ona I

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

MUNDELEIN

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

o mortgage Mo, ey?

d

o investments?

nrS'egrO"''

ML

16-10 Rent Rouses

r,"6.7"66"66'4"67:6=7"

olling Ineodown

2

hod

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
DES

PLAINES

deluxe

1

6

3

Arl.

1.824,219.

C II

. anew 2

brkro

Week drays after 7.939.2262
Sublet.

I

Hts. orml. Immed. posse,

brier opt Cornets 6

5p

Seeing Is

259-1901

DES PLANES deluxe office..
. ccedr CIose lo
to FOOS,

More Than 340
Salespeople

'65

Believing

MuLLong.re,dazer,Tiblor

rHerleen'.37,1.1,

60 -To Rent Office SILTS

viII Help You

vuos good. Call 289.5506 alter

1963 chelNrronverrible.
as'Y.75:4'

MULTIPLE LISTING
88AL ESTATE 1151111108

439-8020

*11 PM. 7 AM: Extra shift differential (20%) plus high starting rate
Work close to home at the new complex of Computes
Easily accessible Pee Mop) with ample parking space

in

least view of LE radio. earn
ft,. Pooh solarium, healed gar.

Call Any MAP

r'"'n'fite'STST5er''

Multiple Listing Member

For Personal Service'.

Des Plaines. One child. Coll

n'O'n.tPV;te'jrn'ZI'PZ
amic tile holhs. Fully cart..

Des Pl. by owner: 9 bedrom brick
dining
ranch, Pg.
Trn.

Ore,,,
throughdtal7I'l:loch
rain. =Hs, Owes. WO. out, aft. gar., foncod yd., 603260
F

t

Aloy

lot, convenient To schIN

316011 cash yields 626 month!,

"Lrict'L

rgeguottadvagr'

Chad es. Smoll and large piece.

i59:674

Male. JD 4,203

$1495

STATION WAGON
deerIngL.

$1895

1967 FORD FAIRLANE
CONVERTIBLE

VB, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

$1395

'65 Cher, 2 door, 6 crl.

DICK WICKSTROM
'62

Cadillac

CiNivert,

beige
,

'62 Volie91.1 door, 6 automatic,

296-6921

pla,

power
acted

27.2.419antr

Call 69,7835

Wallas

11000

V-8, power glide, power

Small Investor's Incorne

boohoo. 2 In, Finished

steering,
miles.

1960 Ford GaIrWe PO, tin. ern,

IN QUALM 2NOCARS
65 Plymouth Sport Emyr 2 dr.

basement. Garage. 33.900.
G [Hoc Son 2534690

glide,

power

1968 CHEVELLE

WE SPECIALIZE

824.0493
024,0493

86-ElealEstatelouses
Cod.

J0,253.5745

aIol.4Et, 01/ 000.50.

INSUINANCE DRONER

Sublet: Edgewarer 11070 Apts.

"H" Te71

C'aT7r.5'

1967 IMPALA
2
door hardtop,

V 8,

'69 Mustang, red, blk. vinyl top,

BR -Wanted to Rent

2eramm,,?P.

DICK WIDIGGIOM
THE B055

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

Gl_mfith Srem 1,1211ms_j

FL\

112 -Automobiles For Sale

TRANSFERRED?

* 9 Am - 3 Iffil) Housewives...home in time to prepare dinner
*4 PM - Midnite) Excellent pay as well as 10% bonus

Skokie, Illinois
7624 N. Austin Ave.
966-5760

Says,

CUSTOM pointing...Ale. OLL.

'111HIDIEW1311301,

CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOURS

pRocEss... CENTER

i"THEEHOPPEREHOP'
for

The Boss

HOWARD SPROAT 6 CO.

CALL

COMPUTAX CORP

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

'"PnetdOcnT'l'IA7g,n'neeeCL''

259-996,1

74 -To Rent Apartments

DES PWINES

COME IN AND SEE

101-Autdarls matters.

new home?

a

Contact Him Todoy

RICK TODD

381-0899
EX,C=IVE DEALER
THE FINEST SERVICE."

o

13 -To Rent TurnisherlApartments

MATINFA.ING 'MEAD°.

NOW!

set

IMPORT MOTORS

REALTOR

con solm your

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

YOU,

BARRINGT

103-Aato Trailers &Campers

1211500 es to Share

ITT

EXPERIENCED OR INEXPERIENCED

en:Man, LTED"CARIS.

BON!. HMOS 396.6Y31

ANYONE MAY BUY
Holly,S,,u;,%nAency

362-0201

827-2907

Des Plaines
20005. Wolf Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer 3.3/F

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CART
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

1101 -Automobiles Wanted

Detween Dempster 6.10

5-51LL

Rd. Chgo. 561-3729

MOUNT PROSPECT

1

'7YEAR LEASE,

..

Morning
Waitress
HOLIDAY INN

61

CALL 362-0204

NOW HIRING.
MEN --WOMEN
NEED

mon.,

htsh

ggre.VjYrAZG'i'7001l'..

PHONE 297-5320

SOME OTHER
PLACE PUB

EXCEPTIONALLY

LLL-6175
R

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. F. J. GANDER

APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL --10 to 5

.

ASK FOR KEN
L 791.9.7
II OOROe 00 000 150 EA.41

LIGHT MANUFACTURING

13611ealEstateliouses

1416 Rent Apartrnents

a WIRING & SOLDERING

st

.

o Candy.* '

MT. PROSPECT OgmbeMbel

255-7500

and
Nights

Pored Painting,

webbing
Foppinp

n7

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES

MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES EACH_
ITV. :0 000 ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS Ai

Days

427. $1800. 16g SS

Vacant

Commercial

Residential

JANITOR

Ch.,ek

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING
Loclim
s)0.1)

lion. 437.039

Real Est..te

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE IM-

WAITRESSES

b..

ror Gift s)x-Ost,Sok. s

substitute on TELEX ond switch

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

'06

66 -Business Opportunities

320.7137

nmAel

MOONLIGHTERS!!!

CLEAN, GENERAL WORK WITH PAPER

Haas...W..30PM

CI

279.2871

DELANE SSIR<PIUMPPLY CO.

ORDER STORE

CHICAGO
Anemia! °nowt unity a mole,

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

oroble

2815 Oa Higgins Rd.

27-lielp VianteRteen & Women

GENERAL OFFICE

will be helpful but not nee.,

POI

holly 6 cyclo;n,,,,,,,,

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

LIGHT ASSEMBLY

board. Must Hne ExOeLN.F.

4

'/0 d0111300fet'

All Ap s of

gal

s

on

C

3-5/52

50, 537.1926

CALL 299-6751

NV PRODUCTS INC,
777 Wheeling Road

SHM05.

TVs,

ye

genloi work atmosphere moke Hese pasidens *Money ab

Call For Immediate Consideration
537-1100 Mr. Lost

A

253.7267

Lwv,

Primarily invenrorypotring.tffill

'63 .Lck Skylark. Recent ea

439,5114.2W -1M

NEW COLOR

1657 Shermer kao6i
Northbrook. Illinois

.

LLAa;:ON :hooks to erbuilPL
vz,r,m1,,I. 6275 deltuered.

The Peanut Gallery

STORE

[SOME NT SERVICE

k

S1M97753

>2E0 AND UP

2523

39

or best L711.255-0526

'''FL

lodynt.

d G dso

U

NEW SURPLUS TOOL

WE

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

'51

Good starting solories, excellent fringe "go and

316 W. Dniveniln3;1,v04,141:liginatorgndustrial Pork)

BARRELS
BARRELS
BARRELS
ff

.77."

Tr,
8 BORT CO,FLIE,:UPPIES

Tow more rewording than over befare.

(Juniors 8 Seniors)
i6.66aaii,

Add ease increnios to a job That afters Memo of

1.0,11 agree 1301 Emcee leleplione Anemia, is

PAYROLL CLERKS

> WELDER -BURNERS

We've

CHICAGO MAGNET
WIRE CO.

no We 947A

FL 9.200

255-1107

neces-

snry.

Ploinem

40SKIL
POwen TOoLs

Heow SHAG CAPPE1 5.195

3513,7082

DUPLICATING
MACHINE OPERATOR

Algonc=AJ,re

OPERATOR

ekodInorlImfferieL 8.74PwhaermstortelosIlkerol

'7:71tr4p7V`".14/"4::

724-6006

fe*Ek711.7oar"' °'

SWITCHBOARD

rsoTetnsl;r7X4XXI:X1'. resTots7m"ite=r.

5511usioal Instruments

up 259.7116

vs, NYLON KUSH S3 95, yd.

PERSONNEL

teceptioniXt -$125

WITH US!

.""n.

ot

bd

T

CARPET CLOSEOUT

TABLE TOP, ALL ACCESSORIES.
296-3757.

Clerk Typist

60.60.6 r(i.

52.75 PER HOUR.

K

fltm2.tt'I.7°'

INDUSTRIES, PALATINE

And

272 3151

COME

394-0765

Dictaphone Typist

WANTED

PART TIME

RANDHURST CENTER

Call 537.7100 or apply

If

b

POOL TABLE. 630, PING PONG

SPIEGEL CATALOG

A67=0.

392-5230

Mete Woad Women

ma 52,8797

SI

YOUR BUDGET

D s PI 'nes

Des

Ho

455-8350

3 Blocks So.af Station

I og6 SAMar.
297.3535.

r

a'

d

''''CINTACT HISS HECHT
027.662B

25917733

AND ADD TO

.9.i6-6

doog Sold mo

326..5.-.126,127O

New Restaurant Oper.

16-11elp Wanted Women

boordriyue bills. lob is loaded
with meg.,
Wog.
00 Se. They'll train. Free IW,

ACTIVITIES
DIRECTOR

SUBSIDIARY OF NUCLEAR DATA
Franklin Pork
2706 Edgingron

EXECUTIVE SECT
TO CONTROLLER

ars into the showroom. You'll

f e, 259,590
12

Coll MILL Olvak

=et :=7177htl

677-0600

398.2700
La Salle Personnel

g3O-333O

LIGHT MACHINE OPERATORS

-,

SY. Campbell

EXPERIENCE WILL EARN YOU TOP PAY
IN THIS POSITION THAT OFFERS VARIETY

:ccor

,

Rolling Meadows
City Hall

SCREEN MAKERS

be o La Salle Gal

In thin area!

.

'67 Mustang G1 fastback. V-0.

.

441logs,Ifets &Entournent

855 E. RAND ROAD

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

267-5300

stroll

g

x

JP, Gold

DES PLAINES

Available for
All Office Skills

CL 3-0980

Cooks - Waitresses

Volkswagen, Inc.

An Equal Oppoxivolly boployor

Temporary Jobs

27gPOVco'n'res17673'W'3°

EMPLOYEE.

th g

CREDIT

466-3443

CONTACT

'65 aura. StoliOrt Wor,

beLL

FULL

rOR ORIENTAL PUGS

Cashier Typist

7300 N. Binder - Skokie

WORK IN OUR

...nod Wolf Ed,.

225-6491

Position offers excellent company benefits and a
salary commensurate with experlente.

Lo

set

CASH

Women

tLL1359r,LLOtnxi. 216

@-

"pc blond bdrrn

4211aated To Buy

°Ea' bEHMIIE

APPLY CITY MANAGER.

dn'ts7.

Mr. 7ee -491-1770

Segrel0710S-$575

Eon. to 43D p.m. Mon. thre Fri.

CAFETERIA
COUNTER
GIRL

AIRWAYS RENT -A -CAR

Eaton, Yale and Towne, Inc.
Glen Ellyn
799 W. Roosevelt Road
Suite 20
Building 4
Co Equal Opportunity Employer

Gator traile4c7,7tauff, loaded.

BUILDING
MAINTENANCE

Counter Personnel

917 Main Street, Evonston

.a Togo peour.S265e. PI 34602

Mangle.392-3386

ELECTRONIC
PRECISION,

HACKETT CORP.

Sargent-Weich Scientific Co.

DISPENSER ) °VISION

Must Have Own Transportation

439.0923'

394-5660

Apply In Person at Mole Office

Ig:717/ZdA';, IrCu'Pkra'rt"d't

SLICPCRAFT 23' 1967 model wf

cond. 1275 for holh. 6943696

CALL MRS. GRAY

,oqtts.,Ornkpettlnn

CURE TYPISTS

;i

MEN

gond Noel. Bdory 51111 pro'for gm. mill good ryglng
mokool potorMol from wog. ModomoIr eandhlenoil Maces
rwilh congeniel associates. Excellent binge being% Ineb011ng

Our company M the educational field, is look Mg
for soveral girls who ed00 clerical work and hove
good typing skills. Excellent working voided..

small mechanism helpful.

2l.l4 TllrIoiRoe &

Near Clybourn UAW stollen.

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

Le Salle Personnel

metal fabricating, plastic molded parts and

ti3,7,9 =gee beVel t

Arlington Fleolds

I

Five years experience desired. Knowledge of

ospetbesre

ZIrerTon'Sletned;

For rent.a.cer agerley. Earn while training. Hospitdixotion insurance. .11 time: Same openings PRN
time for attractive boo...waxes. Oponings In your
area.

hi

I

318oats ornIMarine Supplies

Perfect

series.

'g

p

ARLINGTON HIS., ILL.

OS

DRAFTSMAN

700

mo

in"6"17g'

41-11eme ILrTloElEgeOoniSlO
Kir h

.W.FALL., Mr.Prospeor

& CLERKS

SALES DEPT.

782-6244

Ahern PM.25,-8132
ld

3040 S. Busse Rd.

Easy Job

A Temporary So robe

LADY PARKER.

.298.2770

po ly

01,1M -32W.

School Bus, Inc.

CLERK TYPISTS

VICTOR TEMPORARIES
A Division of Victor Comptometer
Chicago, 111.
17 N. Sta. St.

routine.

I,

r

WANT TO 01.17-RefrIg NALL,

P.M. ROUTES

F. H. BONN
COMPANY

1

Washer 6 Drye. Una .46.o.

324,1lscellaneous Merchandise

,Pra. Pie. Wel lop. Ions: 5555
.or offer 296.26

MiNorore or Toy. APC.

240111 01 Antiques

Fon k 3 Yvor

6:30-830 a.m,

Needed Now!

Work close to home.
All you need is some free time and at least 1
year experience. Work 1.S days per week.

Easier Basket Filler.

Nock roode domes.

,ny .00 or dos/ 411. mak

AM. ROUTES'

TRI-R VENDING

SECRETARIES

An Eau. Opportunity Employer

o TYPISTS

will be trained m administer medication to
mals. light, simple all

HO TRAIN, 21 cars, 9 switches,
2 engines, bldgs. et 6180

2

Secretaries

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road. Palannefillinois 00017
Telep000e13121529-7700

o KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
o COMPTOMETER OPERATORS
o STENOGRAPHERS

merit

25 -Employment Agencies Women

This is an R&D position reponing to the chief

schedule, and
make out pet case ha irides. You will learn to

'riftnr"

[71

lie or II L'ivIsion: Eastern Heves

keep POP.'

phone,

makers and act in liaison with manufacturing
engineer.

TOWERS HOTEL

H 10 -KEY ADDING MACHINE

ENGINEER

REFRIGERATION
ENGINEER

ARLINGTON PARK

y

',OVOTOTenn t=7F:::""

966-0700

R/H Snow Tire% inc. Good cond.
to/de.

43

253 6972

394-5660

8.30Mo 1,30 PH
32.00per hour

775.6126

Pickwick Building Pork Ridge, 111.

tpern'se's!
y

Larva O,50::0,

boo

p110700 00 05-4 2 to aosL Aft

Milorm! rumbfied

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

Call Rob Van

It

Zr.ng

JIM HELSDINGEN

698-3277

Th y

HOTEL PBX
OPERATOR

OPERATORS

For Interview Call

$130 WEEK

6028 Dempster

SWITCHBOARD

Please Contact:

TRAVEL

"""Vt,'",'""7,',"t67,7-

00 010

0 F.

Cools County

027.6670

RELIEF

NATIONWIDE -

81/2 PAID HOLIDAYS AND LIBERAL
VACATIONS

or call 543-9570

NURSES
AIDES

024-0144

GENERAL OFFICE

rods. lobs, johs for you

cvoi009 ocas

CORP OYMENT SERVICE

230-5 pin.

71o3 or 3 toll.
CONTACT HRS. CAR.

\

3183nnlige&Ga1ageSale

Li

Earn Extra.Cesh
Paid Training

027-6620

`Meng To Tro.

10455 Deo rloye Road, Des Plaines

BOOKKEEPERS
PAYROLL ,

112-Aulastiles fir

44-0ogs, Pets 100/4514

..C-51, A s45 -1C:

DOEIMACKS
027,7456

f bat=

DRIVERS

'''CO'r,11I.ClIAISS HECHT

296-6166

r

os to MI charge

SCHOOL BUS

Good oPPodueity in oseneod

HERTZ RENT A CAR

your own Iransparlatho.

Gail Wolf

$695 MONTH

HELP

Quell fied AirgLicroz nts will apply

4 to 4 hours per day working Monday thru Friday around your mhodula. 50 wpm. and do
curacy rewired. Good pay, friendly office. Need

/AMON ULU, SOD
99c so,yardgellvered

MANAGER TRAtrki, 2 iv, won

Popo 0

Menet?, March 23,1970

32.NreAnALL &RADON

R7675.437.3330

SEW

xiix ore xxieldw

17211Ielp Rotel-him & WM; lili Moat em Mod ad ise
or 3

.03

Fronklin Park 60131

Mondny Mg, H4m,ONOMSPIA

.

FIGURE CLERKS

ii

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES, INC.
9301 W. King ST.

724,503

KM 41,1111

Part Time Days

WIDEN COMPUTYPER
OPERATOR
o FRIDEN FLEXO WRITER
OPERATOR

670-3373

...10,1OIL Wen.%

TYPIST

- ----

2611Cro Voted Women

:=7incir'f,i7:17Xd

MANAGER

0 looking to, a position offering challenge, vari-

LADY PARKER

EXECuirWE

965,070

o

FEMALE

Call for Appt.
whIlo, VOIMIGET TO RAVE,.
T001E1.1500 IVT, IMO Mioor. Dos Haws. 0.7-3535

Mahe

stuffy onlereresf.

dull ...lino jab in

o rad of
ing office.

Map

2E-Ilmo Waled Women

6105 week plus bows att.,'

RENTAL REPRESENTATIVE
If you are ....

mare AVON COSMETIC, now
Caniq mean a holidoy in sly,

ety end public contact.
voei vv,v nun et.... wv111,00^0101111mv01°-

Oh

portunity. No previous
experience required.
Call for of etols.

NOWAY INN
of
Mount Prospect

o NO GENERAL LAY-OFFS
o LIFE INSURANCE
o BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD
o MAJOR MEDICAL

686-7740

contact

find o more exciting op-

COOLS

o TOP $$ COMMENSURATE WITH.

o

b

II

NIGHT'

public

greatest HOURS you
con imagine. You'll never

Airline Trainees

is looking for

Ve`,Mero'oreactoo"""'".

mvn ire* oPosMns Ammemok eau.. Amway v
tom. imams pub.. must.m
tmemonomo
able m mak ar, w wool. Ado. If resilient cell

Yes this brand new suburban bank will completely train you for this

GEAR &TOOL

rton CORPORATION

,Fornale cook. mew. worionn

posoino,O5pm.

New sheet metal fabri-

529 7849

too

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

If 1111 oPPeel1 end WY

inVrts7°c7::'JI;F'o'nrt:7'

Excellent firing. benefits.

e007 slue. 9.30 To 5:30 Wow

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

CURRENTLY WRING YOUNG LADIES

NoLlos.

90, public contact, 10, vat.

meintenance.

Schoomburg.111.

Good starting salary. No Pee.
Gall lean Porker, 29B.5240, Trh

$525 OSIOLITH

machinery, electrical'
and general building

TOASEA FOODS CO.

300W, VW...

engineering
dent of
firm is looking for a 13,,,
general office background to
perform
diveLLIfied
duties.

TIRED MIST?

NrfillAVICEMECHANK

for don tam you on a VACATION! A few ,ours mob mem

!O"'Yerly'1,:O7b:,3'4Z

local

26-Relp Viaotefl MIEN

26-1Ielp Wanted Remo

',gay !Mee -Mama, T

GENERAL OFFICE .

BOYS /2 to 16

bakMmel

I 26 -Help Wanted 2/mon

6.11Riarantanernew

NOE NW. H.

07,,Nnines

CHEVROLET

555 Irving Poi Road
529-7070
geselle, Illinois

We

4/1/0-t, CLEANERS

SPRING IS COMING!
Be sure to clean your garments before storing
than.

Moths feed an soil and steins. All fabrics
sonMining wool should be mothproofed as well

...,Ev..e:innedhbasig

Mysto,n,wy,thl

tided, except the poor housu1

threw

azine
to

cry. At km I v., alone so

I

could give way to my feelings.

thorn to you when you want...reody to wear!

SCREEN & GLASS
REPLACEMENT'
GUDDEN PAINT
ANDWALLPAPER

;(I
CL 5.6174

CL 5.4600

PROSPECT NTS

PROVE, PLO

1j0

N ELNISuRST RD

nies to chase with joy. Even

Palatine Plaza Shopping Center
°M ONO, A.61,61,11.FRIbil 91,1.

Phone 359-1004

The return, of the hot

bunnies for

have

be hopped through the house.
Then he turned to me and said
sadly, "Oh dear, oh dear, Ibn
too late. You've done every-

theli.rASrT'IVEVK,

the

I had bought
Easter outfits,

family's

cleaned' and scrubbed the toa
re house thoroughly,
dozen

big joyful eyes
intol.I

boa

my

the

"Youve

r,

got

usual tasks of w.hicng, iron-

NOW

ing,. shopping and hauffeuring, left me exhausted, and nw
body knew or cared. sobbed
louder and harder.
I wanted something. Some-

love
wo

thing just for me. W. that a

"A tiny wild one to Anse
acro. the neighbor's lawnsr

selfish thought?

he suggested as he hopped up

I

vatted a

hanks.oacross'

no gta kids

I STUMBLED to the door,
[1.1 Ws1C, nd

h

"You rang?" he said
ply. "Here I am"

ktnnow" recnveircYonn"e ddoZ irnat'one

time or the other. You haw ev-

erything you need without

sim-

Happy Easter!"
op e dg i n ho s oat of
my front door and disappeared
Hn ney

six feet tall on his hind kgs.
His one long e. was pointed

Flatter yourself. Try on a few of these charming hats,

IOWA
ILK CUT

ES ET

guaranteed to make every woman look like a lady! Notice
how they bring back a little air of mystery? If you're going

up, the other doyen. His thick
fur was pure white, and he had
a large watch and chain stung

shoulders this spring sill he Joebres plump little
beauty in spectator color combos, accented with

couch. I rubbed his silky mos
and
aloud. It was E0
ing to be a Hoorn Easter.

a smooth and sturdy sinyl, it's a perfect bag for

porthole trim on its front gap cloth,. I...Sine
Ike

publogelhers of the new seas. Colors are

Hack, alabaster, pebble and rarnahy tan, about
$6.

SOfte,thig SPead

2653
n. Co dab

TN to

The 'wariest satchel to swing from young

down the block. My puppy
crawled out from under the

li

nw"

12 root.

IfATANI

ee abasedn
my

crying for something that yen

He was beautiful. He stood

as good as you feel.

e

b°,0111"'ENT"Y OU HAVE been

uwondering

eyes should appear
but a real life-size bunny. Was
it "Harvey?"' I hoped' he had
Iris bottle.

step is springier-and you want to don your finest to look

a homy to
cuddle

I

pe

freshed, to burst into bloom. When the air is zingier, your

ou know, pia'

magazine

hadn't heard the bell.

What a lovely season is spring. When the.earth wakes, re-

ones.

Maybe you need a PlaydA

bunny. (Insanity?) My. pup
barked at the front door. I

In your Easter bonnet...with all the frills upon it...

stetted

tear -stained

the

t pllouts

[al

db,

"Why do you want a bu

prepare an Easter program for
ebration of the Resurthe
recticelon, dyed three dozen eggs,
assembled the kids Easter bas.
I

I

thing."is

Easter cards, helped

'ch'urcahn gd u fli da r.

Page I
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across his purple woistimat
lust like Wonderland!
He wound his great watch as

nies to tyke to Ned and cuddle
and love. My pup has real bunto

bunnies -- at least to took at.
Kids have their stuffed bun-

as <leaned.

But if you have got better things to do an these
nice spring days (and who hasn't), we can free
you from storage bother. Bring your garments to
us. We will professionally store them and return

THE DAY

Her own bunny pays a visit!,
Gerryy

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,

WERT, Utz.. IP

/Os

Roy's Americana

ON

BEAUTY SALON

Fumlotim

259-5020

162W..west Nrey.

Aug:0

li ample Parking in Back

Arlington Sleights

timunrantninntnnrnnannammittownurr

9

PosolpedneArsirdife10.1

64..6 warns '
Woo.

the

Hall, leaver to
Randhunl
II 8
rn to 9.30 p

PTI CAL
ENTER

Wain

MISSION

eta

47WiloddSTIMIMIne

c `4358.7722-

getkoheltatgae

atheaka4eade .
Ituve One of Our 5
Stylists give you
a New Hair -Do to

top off your
EASTER FINERY

We

t.

sereins Gia.sos Nenhen Suburbs

trije Oa!

Hustle

DAY PUBLICATIONS
APLINGTON DAY
PROSPECT DAY
DES PLAINES DAY NOIMIWEST PAY

tr-

ANTHONY'S
We think we 'ave lots
of bank with lots of people
to get things done - FAST.

We'll even give you FREE
interest on deposits in

by the lath.

up your rhea

loo

fe7''S'VnCecrnSbt7P'ncnnV7vo%
or checking account in a like amount, a. you

wil; receive your FREE piece place V.,.
your choice of
Sea the dispaly In our
lobby ems vou :iii.n. to start immediately
and in no time at all you
anewmpete win full
table FFF-"iN"et

midi this season, the hat is a must, to complete the costume -look If you're one of the wait -and -see crowd about
dress lengths, you'll want a hat simply to look beautiful.

April Fool joke? Don't
you believe it. We even
pay the top interest rate
we legally can on every
type of account.

u+mps.rcont.

now Mis exciting lean works,

A new entry into the eye

While you're at it
join our Fine China Club
and obtain your 3 piece
starter set FREE.

rate -up gong is the ogee
eogalinatod eye kit. It comae

The

blue,

sovinan oen

TitY04.11Ser
INFANTS TO PRE -TEENS
CHUBBIES

EASTER CLOTHING SPECIALS

IN
PALATINE
NerMwets Its,*

359.4525

"'N "L SPECIAL
SPRING DISCOUNT
ON

FEATURING
THE BACK ROOM
JUNIOR SHOP

NORTHWEST SUBURBS
NEWEST CHILDRENS
APPAREL SHOP

Zrt`,71:r,

20% DISCOUNT

20% DISCOUNT

ALL WALTON EQUIPMENT

Vibrators, Electric Cycles 8 Mos.

vim COUPON ONLY

WITH COUPON ONLY

20% DISCOUNT
COUPON

20% DISCOUNT
COUPON

Each depositor insured to S20.000 by the Federal a0000t Insurance Corporation

CHILDREN'S

MOT MAXI, WETIOOK
SIM, WOOL RAIN SHINE

PAJAMAS 8 GOWNS
Coupon Explres Mar..

SYNTHETIC WIGS

you noticed the big switch to clingy knits, see-through

$19.95

SPECIAL GENUINE LEATHER
RABBIT COAT

voiles, soft chiffons? Girls, we can be feminine, again.

If you've already got spring fever-get yourself a hat!
A FULL

marilyn shuman, editor

at go together.

Fas Colfax

tresses take to a hat to complete the lady -like look. Have

Photos by ArPho

highlighter. .eye

shadow. and 'eyeliner color,

so ohteM on the data. today lie fun.

Stiff, teased hair has had it, and today's soft, thirty-ish

Model Laura Carole
Hats courtesy olCarson Pirk.Scottst Co, Randhurst

green end brown

me, with
t

FASHIONS FOR
TODAY'S WOMEN

WOMEN'S COATS

They go well together

town wide -wale corduroy. Priced at $90.

Eye kit is new

services like - traneferring
funds to our vaults where

you can get at it easy.

es:absolutely FREE, e MY MD v.. Out nn
yourdinnalwara service el beautiful 44.

23 S. Northwest Hwy. Palatine
PH: 359-0808

Is there a cruise in your future? What better costume than 1.
ear an early morning stroll on deck, Count (Wiwi team, -MatDuff's" coat and matching hal with roomy Hared pane, all In

So we offer lots of extra

Monday, March 23,1970

HERE'S OUR CHINA CLUB STORY

7u

TUG erital

THE BANK

NOW

t h,

$8900

& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

SERVICE

BANK

REG. $120

a

the Arlington Market Shopping .Cenhir
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 215.7900,

L

utcti

In

16. S. Bothwell
Palatine 359-3396

TI1F
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Spongy news

Texas designers pack punch
Tams once noun Inman
fiat into dic lashion not ind
corm up a N., Inixr
summsr di -m...1,

IL r

19,0 shorn name u tht
hon. fashion pekes hi da.
Tuns I as hion L team". Assn.
are top drawer.

ne active woman t. ill find
all that die nosh 10 sun boo
Whims or ratans. Sim
go in new dinotions ith Het

_versatility for
Bitsh.
-tenni. court or for

IL

SIINIF ,kin to tilt
Ian aim , xhime. J kiss up
Hula dd., midnItt or
du. in tut not in
tit oak. Ind ohts And to
thi. nom drtNs
sun
11501

:1A.MTS sod swimsuits..
Bared nikkilis cony

stimth ot midrift and white

'non, B Ind inidritUo an dNo

a put. complcmcnt to logy
"Loins. anstmblo

red

tin. to make news. Newest
(uled. to look like mini play

el

dresses. The skirts are split on

deed or 'demi,- bow -tied. The
hcbch lop chaos it
at the

ostim 'in i imsns hi shoo

ley
Drape

it

1111UTT"nn

slip

Featuring Joanna Western Products

\*T1 ath:
1364
dolly

9.SSN.

142]E. Pol..° Rd.

Pair ,'117ttsiliturts

Pal -Grave Donning Center

1713 E.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1

By Amy Franco
If Want. Ind colored eggs
are on your childun s minds
th.e days. you know that Ea,
Ter can't be far off. We pro b.
ably tend in concentrate 100
much on things like egg Wen
nd new clothes, instead of re-

mtimbering the religious sig.

OPEN SUNDAYS 12.5

ann. Meadows

terrycloM.

taidifif1 XZIN

natty 10,5i2o, Mon. a Thurs. 10.9

259-9214 or
253.9162

IS

,d ID: '

159LObrouoi with this ad on custom int...1,06m

SITS Plponquin Rd.

lifYi

beauticians. Rhone
fed your appointment.

on one Om, look. Oen rtm, match or blend a Sbade Taw.
shode. We Measure 6 MHO... frecrtlifa

8

..TZwg.l.

set new style and
cut by one of our

oii sinnigi iene in a wide ossormmi el vibroni role...Lois

BEAUTY SALON

swicuit with a

Got ready for Easter
come mat yourself
to o shampoo and

sand -length sarong

of year whtn We should make

ounr.olutions. It is easier to
feel like carrying them out
when facing a rebirth of the
world than at the end of the tir.
jug holiday season with a bleak
winter ahead of us.

'

r1

E

Papa:Dily 9.,

439-8070

)

Even If you don t make any
mil.nce of this glonous holy
resolutions you might like to
day
the Christi. calendar
PERHAPS THIS is the me make your Esster table reflect

0.10r !JIL

Central Rd . Arlington Heights'

the mod., 11 pc pull on
hukt
num

Or

roun

GI
u

maid.

sour apponuch

The Bill Pierce Trio

hugtly shanlid Ind !omit
fringed

Shadd taunt?! from hot

lb ti osonbh.
I sv trOt.htt
or sand as
bruin o mono!

to Businessmen's Luncheon a Fashion Show Daily

0 Complete Dinners

stop at midang
ithedlf
tuner Top then. soh stripsd
lonk tun.. or midriff lop, or

We are Now featuring
Mon. thru Thurs., Special Dinners
to Complement our Superb Menu

flash mall poncho or y srds of
gips. as
our pant uts

Whattssr lour lilt, Ilan

in 1 Wood,
,ornmtr tun
atar b.) tilt Ds is &mania, to
Own. Naar 6t.,

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25

$4.75
PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS $3.45.
OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE

nun, bank

tomfortebk Ind tki,int with
nod dps.

dam

ur km

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS
BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH
BROWN GRAVY

if
Si.
4

Polon.e 399 lose

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND

To make a basket of giant
Easter cogs use pastel -colored

from apple blossom branches
by gluing ribbon to the eggs.
large ceramic rabbit or chick-

end so they may be held down

Newest

in

-

IinorliJAnanis
1070 MI ProsarOPlauo

T'',
Robert Reg has beamed in on a hob fashion
Image with the introduction of a new line, Inter
national Studio Sportswear colleedon, the prod-

529-4868

&ftiagiki

uct of three young European designers, This
mini -print demonstrates the soft look of fashion
rot season.

Yves scores a hit

VOW _1161%(311

By Marilyn Shuman

sV'wr'

Pitws-

FEDDERS

SECOND TIME
AROUND

Cur Odlled elr andlicAnT

MOM blab

THRIFT & GIFT SHOP
g

MILO, si a Mad

The motile brim, in a feath,
erdight straw Mot is right for
now, right for summer. From

Ale the fashion designers
midi.length cosomes, or are they just making

uette.

Carson, PirieScott & Co, Randhurst.

Pamper skin

1070 4

Yves St. Laurent's collec-

tion was the earliest to

For skin that's soft, smooth

NEW
SPRING &SUMMER
CLOTHING

562 N. Milwaukee

seductive,

and

use

or

a bag splash and hoping, if they
enough furor, they'll
cre
change the public's mind?

11

NOW OPEN
MON. THRU SAT.

their bag-

selling

dcrually

get

many orders from the big New
York buyers, even though his
showing was toward the end of
the Paris fashion opening.
What is his secret? A good

Scanted

body creams and lotions after

your bath. You'll be able to
luxuriate in the glow of sweetsmelling, velvet -smooth skin.

,0,!

MURPHY'S

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
1432 N. Rend Rd., Arlington Heights
394.0765

3

SPRING COUPON SALE!!
(QVVVVVVvevirmld

Tonight, your husband
can go out with
another
woman.

:Sylvia's Flowers

YOU'LL LOVE THESE

The other woman is you. Alter a
90.minute session at Trim.A.way.

AT
SPRING COATS
OUR FANTASTIC
LOW PRICE!

Is Liquidity

25 99
11

1

Go to a Trim -A -way salon with The
inches you've never been able t0 lose.

Midriff inches. Upper arm inches.
Inches on the hips. Inches in the
thighs. The here -and -there inches
you hate and most want to loan.
Trim -A -way guarantees you'll lose
an overall total of at least line
inches your very first visit.

99

regularly

All Wet ?

Pxnrudt
c lands

01151 011

I dincs

nov Ulna

thO Lspsosns.

t6 i same Tim
looking f ahem son got that codswant inncl with
grey ill
hati.t1 solid color cod
mil tortoni- tom. buttons Ind
cell
a
N woken..
chheled co it in grugo
ths houndstooth
liege ird
tht.
sigh lii 1011 trim
In I si
manhitirnflit
all and
at at end in Womb lnibi

Not quite.
Now you can earn 41/2% compounded Quarterly

#

on your regular passbook
No minimum deposit.
And best of all, withdraw any lime,
without notice.

you prettier all over. You Simi*
lie on a lounge. Bring a book,
a Sandwich, a martini or some
cOnversation and a friend. Enjoy
yourself, dressed in Trim -A -way
tape. And leave thinner.
11 you don't lose two Inches your
11051 visit, end live Inches by
Your 1111h, you pay nothing.

MERLON CO., INC.

lri. $1.47

PHONE: 359-4868

edT'ne

1'
,,,7,:,,,,,,,,
'

l2

TARPOON
MATERIAL

20"i

AMM
:-:
SPRING

REMNANT PIECES

.....,...-.T4

--g.--'-5

Plaids and Solids

:2Z -re

36" 8.4-4/45"WIde

ning, though still in vogue, are

most attractive on long
beauties -which the

..::'

HOFFMAN ESTATES

STORE

m

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD
fi

(Comer of Golf Rd. 1 Block N. of Higgins)

regular prices. 8elaot a

(Comer of gond & River Rd, )

franchime

:cling, M. Minim 527-0020
3109 Omnpster,SkaSM,111.

DUNDEE

220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

GLENVIEW

580 WAUKEGAN RD.

the pants look for day-another

example

his

of

What would you do if you

IMPORTED HOME ACCESSORIES FROM SPAIN
b.

*pan* illionD
a. 16" Spinning Wheel Repl-

r

Spanish Galleon richly
dwelled
$7.95
b.

c. ship Ina horde

March 31,1970

10'r long

$21.00

were in the spotlight every day
and knew everyone was wadsing to see what you would do
about hem lengths?
That's the spotve Pat Nixon is

in, and her

ry move was

watched on a recent shopping
trip ha New York. The result!:

Mrs. Nixon and both dough.
ters .me back with longuettes
(Tricia bought two). And
Tricia was formerly quoted as
feeling she was too shod. at
five feet three inches, for the
new, longer look.
Perhaps the most significant

item to note from theg shopping trip, however, is that Mrs.

130 f6.ddegs

Nixon is ordering other new

Great to Give...
Better to own

PALATINE PLAZA
PALATINE, ILL

Member F.C1.1: C.

designers,
he continues to
more

Pat lowers
hem length

ertgleshop

WALLACEby

9 30

Operated he Shalimar, Ent.,

moted the short battle-jaeltet,'

am may not catch on.

'

1507 RAND ROAD

LAURENT chose

could look terribly out in a
short time -or In cmxl that

STERLING

Wallace patterns at 20% Off

1624 W. Northwest Hwy Arlington Heights

ST.

evening
longuette
printed
skiru with runic tops or
bloom.. He is the one who pro-

photographed in a mini thin

e6eZeviza,

9 30TIL

DES PLAINES

There's more an "anything
goes" feeling about evening
wear, too, which would melte
it a Inner place to get sued to
the feel of those longer skirls
swirling about one's legs

bypass the decision of which
length to chose, the short or
the long. She can avoid Merl*
of being seen, or (horrorM)

MT.
PROSPECT PLAZA
SRS:POMan Ihro Pd. 9:30 a.m. a 9 p.m.
Sun.1,1

weolfertheseMoecavibile

255-9595

n

cupied by du ballot-leonch dress. Long enough
to be sweeping, feminine, different, the longuette can give a
drossedam feeling to any wom-

dr.sed woman can clearly

9:30 a.m. re 5:30 p.m.

OPEN

PHONE:

full dress for the male companion, who of ten would rather
more casual. The longuette
can fill a void that is very el -

Unlike many of his fellow

ROA

RA

Outer ends

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

up to most p.ple, requiring

pant costume, the very well

For the month of Witch only

HEELING

formals, while

buttoned skirt.

tv".$1.00

r -,-,..z

Full-length

elegant, still seem very dressed

shrewd thinking, in a world of
confused women, waiting for
guiding light. For by wearing a

service and save.

PH: 358-6588

0,Ent ,Danchne
And other locallonsU.S. and wedd.wIda.
On; 673-3400 A

100 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

....the figure trimmers of the, world.

--

dr.s? Mini dress. for eve-

to be worn with the long, Rom -

Reg. 38c
NOW

ZiL7.

;Zrd' 67C

,' ,

1

44" - 45" Wide

Reg, 99c NOW

00

----

$25.00km

Omidoa Roof

chronicle of the garment and
fashion industry, 80 per cent
of Yves collection toss evening vicar -good thinking on
his part. Where are we wiling
to be daring, if not in evening

n-a party feeling that sollte-

.Yd'41W

single piece or a complete

'

ACCORDING TO Women's Wear Daily, New York

how the very short skirts leek.

Reg. 67c

Reg. $1.99
NOW

1550 Rand Rd. Palatine, Ill.

Just gall, and we'll talk about
the other women.
Y6u.

SUMMER
REMNANTS

3 YARD
'DRESS LENGTHS

You don't have to starve yournell
steam yourself, strain yourself
with exercises or lake a single
pill. Trim -A -way is like a trip to
the beauty salon but more.
Because Trim -A -way makes

MISSES SIZES

tit subtl colol . tIn
Alb, till BOO Sir 11.1

rat

name, of course, but maybe a
little more shrewdness and
good sense than his competitors -in a field where the
competition is stiff.

average woman is not.

1316 N Arlington Height. Rd
( 1 5 46/30 Molt 8 to 6

Fromm.

Pe. ad they ...Play With
them after dinner.

shamtmed

Whether it be corsages
o r floral arrangements,
you'll find it at

CamplIm7 aaaa .......

name on each "egg" with a felt

Roselle Road and Schaumburg Rood

$55995*

to
thatto

59-2241

in the basket. Write a child%

Can..

Open 7 days n wee!, from 11:00 A.M. to 4:00 A At.

noRmno
cosmcTlcs

balloons. Tic a string to each

Closed Tandem

Installation Extra

MERLE

the leaves.

and the base covered with dyed
eggs. Or dyed eggs can be hung

WHEELING, ILL.

Phone

stuffed rabbit or lamb could be
withring of green lam
afew flowers tucked In

Lagoons Schaumburg,

JUST

This Easter

I

toy with everyone. A large'

Sikes 3 to 20

36,000 BTU's

AND CORSAGES

1

They would probably love
ilia idea of sharing a favorite

Hours Friday, 30io 9 DO
Tsar, Wad, Thum Set 930.6 OD

ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS

EASTER PLANTS

Portrait of Loviiness

ers. Surround the bowl vAth
ivy. You might add tiny, May

llow branch. stuck in clay

cn in thecenter of a salad bowl,
surrounded by either dyed

CENTRAL AIR getleITIONRC

SEE US FOR
THE BEST IN

Be a

c.;

$3.50

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
$3.50
CRANBERRY SAUCE
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS

w Polotine Rd

long with some stemless Tow-

$340

BROWN GRAVY

Nelsons' Flowers

in it a yellow plastic duck a-

There are fashions
for Everyone

$3.50

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH

I tom the dap,. of On I coda 1 inNent rentals Men. Conn
these colorful, breezy tog, ter summer. 100 to debt, n soft ache
cif the 'Ms in a whin, pleated bloman drop... aid in kneron puh
N; dotted In black in Ma Stench. Tup it with
' ester
oon Mani, of
pearls. For the 'mold, mks:. gentle Adlite
Ntuin Pig
ht 11t1ST and white Dacron
the molln/Salurn launch
rocket,
blue key print jacquard cardigan cm erial:
il1
crepe Mouse and criqi aline pleTtol

too.

they would enjoy one of dime
table settings. Fill a shallow,
large bowl with venter and flog

Town Square

BARB -C1 BABY BACK RIBS,

`30s /ook
in shoes
hen for took, I N. shoos look

COME IN
AND BROWSE

WITH US

in DOJO M. Imo.
1.41 1(100 punts go 1011E or

amok,
shots o eh pl onion soh., doe

Foshienobb Clothes or Reasonable Prim

ENJOY EASTER DINNER

r ot soth flopm Von ern,

rhs

artificial chicks to each napkin,

kins and white china. The centerpiece is a shawl basket filled

Here are some other ideas
wiu might like to use. Pussy

Featuring:

with cut out sleevo.

Sr YOU WILL be having

blecloth with pale pink nap -

c lude in nthe setting.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

AL

or mut

chicory

Mt of children at your table

small ceramic rabbits that 1 in -

If yea

eggs or deviled egeonbed of

the happinessul the day While
die traditirinb of some nation for a
strictly
alines call
white cloth and a centerpiece
of lilies or a cross, there are always a few of us who want tc
be different.
I usually use a deep pink ta-

with green "grass" and dyed
Easter eggs. I also have two

Thum.

tround your as int and folios

an Erchrn lustre

Page 13

Easter time for renewal

1

Our hairdos are Easter Perfect

livr times as much wear

ern .ur two-piece or cubout
of beach
heath
emu in cotton knit or

int TN

.

as

Potpourri

NOW 'HARE' THIS!

mush as synthetic 011,' Of
course they II gni- iou about

wide Mather.
Make the beach scene in any
Ione of several new look..

the risk and flip up to reveal
colorful stains. Fling a wrap
skin droned v mina iumpsuri

I

!meant -moon

Eflithaiger shirtdress
is eh ribbed sweahr T top or
Or an airy crochet skitnmer.
Or you can try a tunic shirtdans or tailored body Mess
oohed with fringe or balled in

this summer arc pant dresses

liana anal ervp bops thin we

Mona. cost kw nava

mlo

fashums. and pant domes ho-

the

#1

Did you know that nom.,

10 gra' tour cool

on is It kw, to ant

cm-,nd look a step further with

ttroPlhd.rap a

,rid
hays
du uyou

THE DAY

Monday March 23 1970

MOUNT PROSPECT

CL5-1600

nesse, with hemlines just be
iow the knee. It may be a trend, -

it may be a compromise, liut it
is the fashion statement of one
very.' much in the public eye-and very much in a position to
influenig other women.
-

a

-

SHORT RIBS
Monday, March 23, 1970

' OUT OUR WAY

TONIGHT

MIND IFS PANT lbUR PaZik411?

OUR BOARDING HOUSE'

7:00
7
The Brady
Bunch

NNNeeeiss6:00

WHERES 7HAT
KIDT GET HIM
BACK. HERE! ITS
'

THIS UPI

vinced that. nobody

WHEN HE ASKED THE FAVOR
T2LI SAIPAOLVD DO IT FOR

HIS J08.70

CARRYOUT TH'
RUBBISH AND
HE CAN JUST
HELP ME CLEAN

Bobby is con-

NEVER MIND--ni. HELP )0U1

loves him and deWHAT'S THIS ATItalf
BLISTER SON' FOR
REVENGE ON m4E

HIM THIS TIME!
NOW )00'RE MAD EF
ISE
WINE GONE DOWN TRYING
TO DO THE SAME THING HE
DCF_5_STA6GER CUT WITH
AN OVERLOAD NONE TRIP
INSTEAD OF MAKING TWO!
LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON,

9 Mike Douglas

cides to run away.
9 Star Trek
11 Washington
Week in Review

226 Spanish News

The Monsters

MAtIOR T DIDN'T
HE ASK FOR HELP
10 LOSE WEIGHT I

20 TV College

"Love
M in ister,"

Long and Claudine
Longet; "Love and

Psychology.

believe that he's on

/ THE ONt.e? /MN IN THE WORLD
WHO CAN HAVE FUN TAKING 011T

AND NOW ON FORA

THE GARBAGE.

rotieliPOWNI

9 News
32 100
Paintings;
Great Music

Name of the

young actress from

32

taking her own life

Comments

hosts a special featur-

ing highlights of 98

because she's a failure in Hollywood.

teams competing in a

7

ier vs.

ry fashions for the

Watson."
32 Password

The Flying Nun

11 Kalorie Kitchen

"Solid Dairy

32 Of

Lands

and

Seas

JUST REMEMBER
-11-1, THINGS I
TAUGHT YA IN

PORKY

ARIES (March 22 - April

TN' GYM AN'

20): Domestic pastimes should

'A'LL WIN IN
A BREEZE:

take more of your time than
you have planned for them. If
they don't, you will be shirk-

or Con-

REMEMBER;
YA GOT ONE
BIG THING IN
YgR FAVOR)

"Happy Hunting
Ground" features a
trip to Kentucky.

ing.

14,46.1

Philbin

2625

2

2

2:30

9` Naked City
2:50
Reflections

10:30

2

2:55
Late Report

Tonight Show

2

Meditation

9

3:30
News

9

3:35
Movie

The
32
mooners

"Where the Boys
Are." Story about
college students who
flock to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., during
spring vacation.

5

the only witness is an

old Indian who re-

3:00

Dick Cavett

7

Show

Connie Francis and
Dolores Hart.
Jeremy is accused
of a murder in which

Mery Griffin

2

Prentiss,

Come the

Honey-

Show

Yvette Mimieux,
7 Here
Brides

7

of the News

9

Movie
"Pontius

Pilate."

The events of Pilate's
arrival in Palestine
until he is recalled to

"A Man Alone."

Rome after Christ's
death. Jean Marais,

Fugitive from lynch

Jeanne Crain.

iffs daughter. Ray
Milland and Mary

Hot

26 Red

mob hides with sher-

and

Murphy.

Blues

11 NET Playhouse

"A Generation of
Leaves: Jesus, a Pas-

32 Movie

"Orders to Kill."

sion Play for Ameri-

26 Famous Artists;

American agent is
sent to France to kill

cans."

Famous Writers

32 Big Valley

a, traitor. Eddie Al-

6:55

McHale's Navy

26 A Black's View
8:00
Movie

9 Time Tunnel

6:45
26
Bob
Sports

9 Cromie Circle

News

9

until

bert and Lillian Gish.

9

5:30
News

9

5:35
Biography

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): The wise Gemini will devote much of the day to idealistic causes. Take care, however,
not to mistake your o, mo-

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

tives.

I LAKE YOLIR NEW
WAGCN,ANDY. HON

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): The longer you wait, the
more you will be satisfied by
wish fulfillment. Don't rush
things; nature will take its

ARETHE BRAKES?

BRAKE -6? IT

DOE-5NT
HAVE' ANY

BRAKES.

course.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
The Leo who is too enterprising may well jump the gun and

fall victim to his own haste.
Don't be wasteful of talent.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

- Sept.

23): The time may not be quite
as right as it seems. The Virgo

who moves forward with little
warning may cause his own
missteps.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ttt 111. 1, W. I.. TA. 4y U.S. Pot. 0i4.

3.5s

THE BORN LOSER
THAT %444917

NNW THE FIRST

hasty and slipshod.

TIME TX FILLED

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Though progress may appear slow, you may well be sur-

HACK IN 1943!

TT

back on this day.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): Take care that you
don't lose any ground during a
period of rest. Career plans
must be shelved, not put into
reverse.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

-

your ideas as they occur to
you. A complex day during
which your memory may not
be what you expect.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

19): The wise Aquarius will

CAPTAIN EASY
THANK GOODNESS, THE
CAR WINDOW'S OPEN)

-

.

THE CROOK'S STARTLED GASP
GIVES EASY A SPLIT SECOND

ONE LOUD BEEP

- -. ON THAT HORN MAY
*

CHANCE TO TAKE HIM OFF GUARD

FOR'EM
FOR
EASYENOLISH
TO MAKE

sAc4

A MAW

make every effort to forget the

EL-

day's slights. You may have
imagined most of them.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): A trusted associate should
not disappoint you today. Take

\

care, however, that you don't
place burdens on him which
are overly heavy.

ii.ilw.xmrsmp.

5-asa
.March hare

CAMPUS CLATTER
YOU AWED YOUR CALLING,
PROFESSOR MIDI YOU SHOULD
HAVE GONE INTO THE MINISTRY:
THEY NEED MEN LIKE YOU 01
THE PULPIT;

THIS LOAD' Nti THF.OLOGNA14

MY ORATORICAL

AliaiTiES RAVI
THANK

011VIOUSIS

YOU, MISTER

IMPRESSED

BURNS;

SAYS AMERICANS ARE TOO 'TENSE

ro ;Lay -evem

Him;

CHURCH,

IA1.11r0

l

1E01/3
r_1[-P

OWUM

DOWN

11!)

L-7 /L

14

-

for instance
45 Winter melon
49 Stuff
50 Self-esteem
52 Genus of
swans
53 Yugoslay.

premier

54 Celtic

Neptune.

55 Masculine
56 So be it!
57 American

I.

WI4E=IWIM

W&IM OWid

general
58 Lampreys

35 Eat less

36 Go bankrupt

example

M42.1.0.10..CT

MCei[s]F=.1

[(IMMO f;ILIM
Errand boy
OWMTI
Operatic
solo
- of March" 3 Lower limbs
PIM.] 11:11:1
11
12 Extent '
4 Ascendancy
Mi'41iSUMM PLIM.Vd
13 Friend (Fr.)
in war
MMON74110 EllsJM1=1
14 Dickens'
5 Native New
fz][Msd
character
Zealander
24 Indemnified 41 Contest points
15 Light
6 Candlenut
25 Ireland
carriages
42 Eight
tree
26 Clumsy boats
16 Dolt
(prefix)
Bend light
27 Breathe
17 Remove
43
Sacred
rays unequally quickly
18 March 29,1970
Biblical
Blue
dye
28 Fruit
20 Good °
objects
9 Act
29 Den
22 Jewish high
44 British
10
Feminine
30 Christnias
priest (Bib.)
dramatist
name
32 Adieu
23 Tatter
46 Winglike parts
11
Weaver's
reed
35 Greek letter 47 COtton pod
24 Jewel
27 Magnificent 19 Cloth measure 36 Disgusting
48 Greek war god
21 Declaim
covering
38 Food fish
51 Driving
loudly
31 Breezy
39 Extinct bird
command
32 Actuality
1
2__
4
5 6
7
8
9 10 11
33 Water (Fr.)
34 Annoy
12
13

39 Foolish
guillemot'
40 Consumed
food
41 The sun
42 Robin Hood,

IRKSOME
kris omer osier
smirk
miser
smoke
more
some
mire
sire
risk
sore
rime
skim
rise
emir
rose

1-Sunday

37 Pie, for

NCO

Answers to
Hideaword

ACROSS

MOIM
MOLOIAiJ
(l[cJrMillz4

8 "Beware the

prised by what you have accomplished when you look

Jan. 20): Be sure to jot down

Answer to Previous Puzzle

March

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Pay strict attention to duty
throughout a day which seems
to have ills lying in wait for the

15

16

18

19

20 21

fil24

25

27

1

34

23

26

'

37

1135
'

39

41

43 44

45
50

51

54

.

47 r8

46
52

565758
53

30

36

38

49

29

33

40

42

28!

32

55

,

a

unique new weapon
does him in.

R.

7 News

sequences

fuses to talk.

SURE:

Lauren

10:00
News
News

2
5

cfroducts."

Paula
Art By Tele=

26 Today's Racing

YER IN GREAT SHAPE,

away from the doings of other
people. A good time for taking
stock of yourself.

Tanco's

phone

FOR TUESDAY

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Take care that self-interest does not lead you too far

San

penhagen

and County of Den-

Schooner Bay . Centennial.

32 Truth

Reincarnated monster starts to ruin Co-

"Trial: The City

Carolyn Muir

ing mothers.

BUGS BUNNY

9:30

11 NET Journal

dresses in 19th centu-

11

Your
Horoscope

1:00

Movie
"Reptilicus."

7

England, to Sydney,
Australia,

population to 4,000
so it will qualify for
federal funds to buy
their day care park
for children of work-

C v70 t, NU. LK. .3,23

Paul Harvey

race from London,

raise

Ce.j..#2/iV43

32 News Final

9:25

The Ghost and
Mrs. Muir

The nuns try to

,

12:45

vable Auto Race
Charles
Kuralt

7

'

32 News
des-

perately to prevent a

cisco.

''The Dis-

embodied." Voodoo
chiller situated in
dark jungle.

Sahl.
9 Perry Mason

The Unbelie-

High Chaparral
John and Victoria
Cannon take a vacation trip to San Fran-

12:30

Mel Torme, Mort

Dillon tries

5

Movie

ring.

Game

7000 / A FANTASTIC
FiNGEIzTIPaTcH!

5

Singles Apartment,"

6:30

LANCELOT

Midnight Show
Chicago Show

the verge of cracking

5

1 0, 0 0 0 -mile auto

5
7

a massive PW escape

2

ti

the
Richard

the Geisha," Red
Buttons,
Carolyn
Jones; "Love and the

2

and Roger Moore the
soldier she romances.

and

11 TV College

Editorial
26 Quiz

sure of her decision

Love, American

7:30
2 Hogthi's Heroes
Col. Klink is led to

6:25

ART GALLERY?

with Carroll Baker as
the would-be nun un-

Movie
"The
Miracle."
Set in 1810 Spain,

Style

ibe Show

6:15

WILL. rr HANG
IN -11-IE ROYAL -

Paulette Douglas
quits talent school
when a jealous drama
coach moves in to exploit her personal
feelings.
7

Social science.

50 HELP ME!

2

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

6:10

12:00

9:00

5 Bracken's World

.

I)

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy, chance
of snow, low in upper 20s.
Tomorrow: Cloudy, not

Telephone

-we 'Roe 110e

2554400

much change in tempera-

ture, chance of snow or
rain.
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StAnT Than
Post offices in Mount
Prospect and Wheeling were
open yesterday, and post offices

Arlington Heights,
Elk Grove Village, Rolling
in

Meadows, Hoffman Estates
(including Schaumburg), Des
Plaines and Palatine voted
yesterday to return to work.

Ed Herman, president of
local 2810, National Association of Letter Carriers --Arlington Heights, Rolling Meadows, Elk Grove Village-

to return, "We want to give

AFL-CIO back them up by

will consider

National President (James H.)
Rademacher the five days he

calling a nationwide strike of

back out," Dolney said. The

Association of Special Delivery

struck at 2 p.m. Saturday but

Messengers, Local 210, voted
yesterday to return to their

days it is up to him."

Rademacher's request for the
strikers to return to work and
allow five dayes for negotiations with the government to

Mount Prospect local, said

there is no settlement then

scut

from Arlington Heights, had
been negotiating since Friday
with several large banks for

loans to assure the huge u-

EDWARD DOLNEY, presi-

dent of the Letter Carriers,

reach a wage agreement. If

group, which returned
to work yesterday, would hold
his

a strike vote if federal or national guard troops are used
"If Chicago (letter carriers
union)

stays out and they

move the troops into New
York and Chicago, then we

trict office, bills for all the

northern suburbs are. mailed
from Arlington Heights.

Bell's problems, as well as
those of many firms affected,
were partially alleviated today
when suburban mail carriers
returned to work. However,
mail moving through the Chicago Post Office, remained at

telephone company business
offices.

Volume of calls at the Arlington Heights office umped
about 8 per cent yesterday
over normal levels, Anderson
said. Additional operators had
been on the job to handle additional long distance calls and
directory assistance requests,
he said.
BOTH TELETYPE and data
transmission volumes pick-

a standstill.

ACCORDING TO Charles
N. Anderson, a spokesman at
the Arlington Heights IBT dis-

He had urged IBTcustomers ed up yesterday compared to
to pay outstanding bills at auth- normal, Anderson said, alorized collection agents or local though no specific volume

State insurance unit
looking at purchase plan
The Illinois legislative insurance commission, headed
by Rep. David J. Regner (R Mount Prospect) held a checkup meeting this past weekend

and decided to broaden

its

study to include insurance
needs of local governments as
well as the state.
The commission is a body of
the Illinois General Assembly,

its members being made up of
state representatives, state
senators and citizen members.
"The objective of our commission," Regner told The Day
following the Northbrook meet-

ing," is to determine if there is

a way to

save Illinois cit-

izens and taxpayers some hun-

dreds of thousands, perhaps
even ;

millions,

of dollars

through coordinated and possibly cooperative buying of
insurance on state property.
"AT LEAST 12 other states

Youth injured
in 2 -car crash

to go

voted to /return to work on
Sunday.

have adopted coordinated insurance buying programs . of
some kind, and all of them report savings of taxpayers'
money," reports Regner.
"We are having to start from

almost scratch. As of now no
one knows how much insur-

what property and how many
buildings, are being insured
by the state of Illinois.
THE COMMISSION is also
contacting the thousands of
local governments including

ance is being bought by de-

school districts, in Illinois to
find out if they would be interested in the savings which

partments and agencies of the

would come from the joint

state of Illinois. No such report has even been developed

so far as we have been able
to learn," Regner explained.

Regner's commission is to
report its findings and rec-

ommendations to the Illinois
General Assembly Feb.. 15,
1971. Work began last fall.
Regner expects that the first
proposal will be
about two months.

ready in

NEXT WEEK THE Regna
commission will mail a questionnaire to about 100 Illinois departments and agen-

cies in an effort for the first
time to find out how much insurance is now being purchased by the state. The questionnaire is to be returned
to the Regner group by May I.
By June I the commission
should know how many cars,

purchase of insurance.

Another sub -committee of
the Regner group is studying
the insurance purchases of
state schools and universities.

North Dakota made such a
study and put a cooperative
insurance buying program into effect. In the beginning
the North Dakota insurance
department charged the regular commercial rate until
a reserve had been developed.

In effect the state is carrying
its own insurance. Now North
Dakota is buying insurance at
40 per cent of the commercial
rate previously paid.

The Regner commission is
hoping to see developed a

program of this type in

2076, and of the National

jobs.

Des Plaines

Dolney said members of his
local plan to meet Friday and

will consider a strike vote at,

that time if the strike is not
resolved.

MEMBERS OF the National Associaton of Letter
Carriers, Des Plaines Local

tesses h rt by walkout

tility of sufficient operating
cash.

By Richard Crabb

voting

Mount Prospect mailmen

all ALF-CIO workers.

Herman was refering to

Rademacher said he would
call a nationwide mail carsaid yesterday after the vote, rier's strike and ask that the

Some businesses hurt most
by the postal workers' walkout
include utilities serving the
suburban area.
northwest
Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
( IBT), which mails out about
20,000 telephone bills each day

men end tri e

O

is asking for. After the five

comparisons were available.
Operator calls usually aver-

age 7,500 per day but yester-

day jumped to an estimated
8,450, he said. Directory assistance calls were up slightly.

Ronald Getz, a Commonwealth Edison spokesman,
said the utility was considering

using meter readers to deliver
bills to customers.
"COMMONWEALTH Edi-

son has been waiting to see
what effect President Nixon's
comments have on the existing situation," Getz said.
The President yesterday said
troops would be used to move
the mail, starting first in New
York City.
"In the meantime, we were
considering a number of measures to alleviate the problems
facing us because of the mail
strike," he said. ".One of the
measures would have been to

use our meter readers to deliver bills."

"As far as payment goes,"
said Getz, "we have more than

600 authorized agents in our
system where customers can
pay their bills."
Bart McGarry, a spokesman
for Northern Illinois Gas Co.,

had also urged customers to
pay through collection agents.
NI -Gas, which normally mails
out about 30,000 bills daily, is
in pretty good shape as far as

cash flow is concerned, McGarry said.

Local

1730,

United Federation of Postal
Clerks, also voted yesterday to
return to work.
The carrier's and messenger's

unions met with Des Plaines
Postmaster John Koulentes at
the American Legion Hall in
Des Plaines and talked for more

than an hour before voting
79-20

to

return

to

work.

The unions made no

qualifi:c ations to their return,.
Koulentes said, adding that

the union officials expressed
hopes that by the end of the

week they will have the
package deal currently being
considered by Congress.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
letter carriers voted at 4 p.m.
yesterday to return to work.
An embargo on all but first
class and airmail to Chicago,

New York and other major,
in effect, said

cities is still

Asst. Postmaster Robert
Procbstle.

According to Postmaster
Edward Swan of the Wheeling

Post Office, deliveries are
being made
Grove

and

the Buffalo
Wheeling area

in

The carries voted unanimously to deliver until Friday,

when another vote

will be

for

would be back at work today
after receiving a call' from
Christ Parrillo, president of
letter carriers from Palatine.

Thousands of dead fish have
been drifting into the shores of
Hillcrest Lake in Prospect
Heights during the past week,
creating a potential health
hazard to residents around the
picturesque 13 -acre body of
water.

massive fish kill.

To go to mail a letter at
my favorite mail box and
find it has been moved.
F.S.S.

Il-

linois, hopefully with savings
of the same type.

Brad B. Rucker, 17, of S.
Donald, Arlington Heights,
was northbound on Emerson
I

when an auto driven by Harold

K. Alexander, 22, of 2404
Bluebird Ln., Rolling Meadows,
eastbound on Henry, struck the

A SPOKESMAN for Reliance

Underground

Con-

struction Co., which is driving steel sheeting into the

ground as part of a Metropolitan Sanitary District sewer
project, said his company's
operations are, probably not

left rear of Rucker's auto
pushing it up onto the parkway
and into a tree,

Miss Jan Donovan, 17, of
9 Owen St., Mount Prospect,

was taken to Holy Family
Hospital where she was treated
for minor injuries and released.

Rucker was charged with
failure to yield and damage to
village property, and is to appeart in Mount Prospect,Court
April 29.

Meetings
Prospect Heights Rural
Fire Protection District,

81/2 E. Camp McDonald '
Rd.; 7:30 p.m.
Committe of 75 (extended school opportunities),
Wheeling High School, 900
S. Ehnhurst Rd., Wheeling:,
8 p.m.

School District 59 Candidates Night, Holmes Junior High, 1900 W. Lonnquist, Mount Prospect; 8
p.m.

Abandoned farmhouse burns;
used by Mexican -Americans
An abandoned farmhouse
on Golf Rd. west of Busse-,
Mount Prospect, which had
previously been occupied by

1

be destroyed soon.

driving the sheeting into the
ground is causing shock waves
that are killing the fish,"
Schuld said.

"I'VE REQUESTED the
construction company to investigate it and asked them to
clean up the waterway along
the lake shore," he said. "And
it if is their fault, (I've asked)
that they restock the lake or be
liable for the damages."

Thief grabs
purse, flees
with $40
Nancy L. Makos of 1790
White St., Des Plaines, was
leaving her garage Sunday

tification cards, 'and a check.04

book in it.

JZ,40

Vr.

First
caller

-i-arisar.

buys

oil was all over the floor.

The first caller bought a
1963 Ford advertised in a

6-

Leonard said a note on the
door stated that the Mexican -

Day Want Ad by Mrs. F.
Borgardt. Mrs. Borgardt is
a Day Want Ad booster. To
did" she has sold furniture,
a washer -dryer, a butcher's

Americans had just moved

out and were planning to
come back for their furniture,
much of which was destroyed

block and two autos. For
Neighborhood children watch the Mount Prospect fire department extinguish a fire yesterday,

afternoon at an abandoned farmhouse on Golf Rd. west of Busse, Mount Prospect. The
farmhouse had previously housed two or three Mexkan-American families. (Photo. by Dan
Balas)'
J.t

quick results, whether you
are buying or selling, call
a Day adtaker at 255-7200.

waves from the construction
are responsible.
"ALL THE ROADS

in

the area were heavily salted

ceptor sewer along Willow Rd.
at the south end of the lake.
John Schultz, sanitary engineer for the Cook County

this winter," John said. "With

Health, Department, said his
department would investigate
the situation this week

this little lake."
Because carp are scavenger

SCHULTZ SAID any one of

a "myriad" of thipgs could be
killing the Hillcrest Lake fish.
One cause, he said, may be a
lack of oxygen in the lake water.

Tests will be taken tomor-

the spring thaw that we had
not too long ago, all the drain-

age in this area is going into
fish that usually live near the
bottom, they can be killed by
a heavy concentration of dissolved salt that settles to the
bottom of the water, he said.

The fish might also have
been killed by rapid freezing
of water, which John said hap-

pened several times this win-

row to determine both the

ter.

quality of the lake water and
its oxygen content, Schultz

ing you vibrate the ground,"

said. The oxygen test normally

he said. "It seems strange that

takes five days before results
are known, he said.

"WHEN YOU DRIVE sheet-

the killed fish are at the northern end of the lake, while

civil

engineer for Reliance
Underground Construction,

we're driving at the south
edge."
He did acknowledge, how-

said there are several possible
reasons for the fish deaths. He

ever, that the lake drains to
the north toward McDonald

Eric John, a geologist and

said he doubts that shock

Creek.

SIMON

SUM

SAYS

the purse had $40, iden-

a further search of the farmhouse revealed a strong odor
of what appeared to be fuel
oil in the front kitchen. The

known.

"I've been in touch with the
contractor doing the job and
I've informed him that we
have been led to believe that

in conjunction with the $3.7
million MSD sanitary inter-

Mrs. Makos told police that

the fire was under control,

The fire department said
the cause of the fire is not

the fish.

The Old Town Sanitary District is building a sewer system

fled.
ti

Mount Prospect Patrolman
Dutch Leonard said that after

by the fire.

from the pile driver are killing

garage, grabbed her purse, and

The first Mount Prospect

fireman said that the damage
to the house was not serious
and that the house is going to

dent of the Prospect Heights
Old Town Sanitary District,
said he believes shock waves

from behind the side of the

American families, caught on
fire yesterday afternoon in
the rear kitchen area.

out within four minutes. A

responsible for! the dead fish,
most of which are carp.
But Richard Schuld, presi-

morning when a man stepped

two or three Mexican -

fire engine that arrived at the
farmhouse put the main fire

ing into the ground, causing shock waves that are suspected of killing the fish. (Photo by Jac Stafford)

Thousands of dead fish foul lake

shock waves from a pile driver at the south end of the lake
are a suspected source of the

Day

Dead fish have drifted into the north shore of Hillcrest Lake in Prospect Heights, but no one seems

the National Association of to know exactly what is killing them. The crane seen on the south side of the lake is driving steel sheet -

No one knows as yet what
has caused the deaths but

Gripe
Of The

r

further action.
Palatine Postmaster Martha
Webster confirmed last night
that Palatine letter carriers
taken

One person was injured
Saturday night in a two -car accident on Emerson near Henry
St., Mount Prospect.
Police said the auto driven by

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

10 Pages

At last receiving a bill in the mail is almost pleasant -- just so
it's mail.

Dist. 23 to participate
in measles inoculation
The Prospect Heights
School Dist. 23 board voted
last night to participate in the

northwest suburban inoculation program against
German measles to be conducted in May.

The program, expected to
provide about 90,000 children
of some 300,000 Cook County suburban children with free
vaccine, is planned to be ad-.
ministered under the direction
of Northwest Community
Hospital officials.
is

The four -township program
scheduled to include all

children from one year

through third grade during the
week of May 18-24.
Pre-schoolers are to be inoculated during the weekend
of May 23-24. All school

children, from private,

parochial and public schools
will be inoculated at centers

at the public elementary
schools.

This will supplant an
original plan that would have
involved purchase of some

50,000 units of the vaccine
frOm

a

drug company, re-

quiring a $2 charge per child.
The vaccine will be furnish-

ed by the Illinois Public
Health Department.

,
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Audio-visual teaching
machines speed learnin
First graders at District 25's
Windsor School in Arlington
Heights and at Sr. Raymond's
Catholic School in Mount

ter is broken down. into the

The schools are using "System 80" individualized audio.

visual teaching machine de.
veloped by the educational diCkon of the Borg-Warner
Corp.

ne teaching

unite were

recently introduced for use at

the elementary Iced. to sup-

*meat

regular

classroom

learning.

WTTH THIS system, Mach-

ers for the first erode classes
give

the

studerss

alined instniction in current
Moss work and in remedial
work without disturbing normal classroom activities.
The machines which the

student operates looks like a
small table television and takes

up only u small amount of
qua in the classr.m.
Lessons and roars arc conmined on special phonograph

rccords and filmslide dot the
Relents load into the machine
themselves.

Octavie van Amcrongen of
Borg-Warner said that the MuHalals were developed a0 lien
anyone over four -years -old con

operate the niachine. and the
unit as well as the materials
arc virtually indestructable

THE COMPANY as de-

and presses the button under it.
If the answer is right the les-

Fulton County, Ga., school

prescribe leens for the a"

system, will be the main speak-

year WOrks.

son move on, showing a nee
picture and eking a new qua -

a at the third general meeting
M the District 214 Commindg
0175 at 8 p.m., in the Whaling
High School cafeteria.
The Commillecef 75, bro-

The teachers use charts to

and to follow the child's progEach record contains 80

SCOUT 1011..11/21111771-

'

wren until the child prams
the correct button.

chine for a lesson. The student
inserts the record and filmslidc
and puts on a pair of earphones
dial are used m that the rest of
the clan is not disturbed.
record is It iaches
dinmeter and is made of unbreakable vinyl, and is proeduced under a special patented
process which synchronizes
the audio with the appropriate
visual picture appearing on the

Gustave Erickson, 916 E,
Euclid,

This process continua
throughout the lesson.
Each kit contains review
lessens and pre andpost-tests.The

Scouts Tim Whalen (from left), 1507 Ironwood Dr. and Steve Rustemeyer, 1503 Ironwood
Dr., Mount Prospect, of Troop 261 sponsored by the Camelot Cilium Association, sell Harold
Cadres of Rondhumt Corporation a "Big Ticker to the Norlhwmt Suburban Councils' Seout.0Rama. Tickets are now on sale through community Scouts for the even, In be held April
25, 26 at Adington Park.

The review lessons utilize
utilize
System BON
capability. On certain
the

key

!mations the child's answer
will trigger one of several ac

The filmslide is composed
of a 35 mm filmstrip annaln-fns 80 color frames. It he unbreakable and is not affected
by scratches. dirt or heat.
The only operating controls
are the on -off switch, it knob

un

is

swered correctly, the program
mill In-truct the audio-msual
unit
skip the ext one or
morebelated quo:stnens that the

child he indicated that

he

knows the answer to.

By Jan Bone

420

District 59 yaws will get

their not dunce to than to

the 12 school hoard hopefuls

With this technique a stu- at tonight,
candidates'
dent who has previously Was- night, set for 8 p.m. at Holmes
tered the material proceeds Junior High School, lode Ti,
through the lemon. in about Lonnquist Blvd., Mount Pros half the time of 4 student who pc..
makes errors.
By the time tiling had Officially closed at 4 pm. Friday, s
The pre -and pat -leafs help dozen candidates had declared

the projection
Mb -system. volume control
five buttons under the
Imoen for students to respond

for focusing

to questions.

THE FIRST frame on the
filmslide shows the title of the
lesson on the rear -projection
viewing screen. The student is

the teacher determine a sui- themselves and will be laud
dent's beginning level ME to on the ballot for the April II

then given directions to push

keep Back of his progress.

board election.
Three board scats. each fora

the buttons by the audio.

presents the child with letters:
numbers, words or drawings
that represent possible responses to the statements and ours,
lions hc hears from the record ing

THE PRETEST helps the three-year term, are open. In
teacher diagnose what the au- addition, one candidate will be
dent knows about the subject elected for a two-year term.
and to prescribe the lessons the

THOSE WHO have filed

child needs.

Thepost-test

indicates

whether a pupil should repeat
lessons in that kit or go on to
the next kit.

for three-year terms (in the or der in which they will boon the
ballot) are:
Mrs. Shortie Hildebrendt.

Harry F. Peterson Jr., 641

Village; John 0. Roes, 414
W.

Victoria In., Arlington

Heights; and

Robert C.
Winkle, 680 A. Versailles Ct.,'
Elk Grove Village.
Opposing each other for the
wo-year term will be in-

cumbent Paul G. Denham,

ssljr

''''' ,
'

1821 Magnolia, Mount Pro.pect and Gerald William Smiley, 1156 S. Cheltenham Rd.,
Elk Grove Village.
PETERSON ALSO Is in-'
cnmbent.

'''''''

Two men whose terno

a.

'

pirc are not seeking re-rien
tion: Charles Stansky and Alinert

...... ;

Domenico, both of Elk

1111,

....

.

:

.. .. didates who will win bard

.1

...,: ...
: Z.: a ...

scats could conceivably have
considerable weight in making
policy and financial decisions
for District 59, and the future
plans of the district could well
be determined by the voter.'
BECAUSE THE election is
such

can

important one !our

will appear at Lively Junior
High School, 999 Leiscester
Rd., Elk Grove wiltViOge; on
Cathy Horvath, 623 N. Will, Mount Prospect, loads the record and filmslIde in to the 9System 811,
teaching machine used in her first grade classroom at St.Raymond's School in Mount Prospect.

line running south on Buoy

will appear before the Brent-

woad School VIA, 260 W.

Rd. to Lonnquist Blvd., east on
Lonnquist to We -Go Tr.,

Duties, Des Plaines.

math on We -Go Tr. to Golf

All candidates nights will

Rd., west on Golf Rd. to Bose,

begin at 8 p.m.
A new election precinct has
been set up for the board elers
sox. There will be 10 or them

south on Busse to Algonquin

1000

Wolf Rd.,Mount

Prospect, Sunday night
through a window on the cast
side of the building and unsuc-

cessfully attempted to break
open,a coin machine.
Police said the burglars went

To be served Wednesday in'

Ali ngtop, Fringe ct, EA
d

Ef,rm 4ii3h setio9le

Main dish (one choice):

rrrqrs whath4F9!1te hreeflir,
prune apeltia.
rolled

District 214:

oven fried chicken, bar-b-que M

a bun, wiener in a bu n.
Vegetable (one choice): whip-

' pal potatoes, banned pea.

Salad (one choice): fruit

To he serje4 Wednesday in
MacArthur and Apr Minivan
junior high 04411 is P. nip/
23

juice, toned salad. colo slaw,
Meat pizza, tossed salad,
.001.1,-.RDTW.g4Itanapitleep.--- °Ailed rani #1141817614,

will lead a study of the Book
of Acts of the New Testament
at the home or Mr. and Mu.
Orville Crain, 304 Lonsdale
Rd.. Prospect Heights at 9:30
m. March 30. The study is
part of a series sponsored by
Grace

Evangelical Lutheran

Pert Heights.
a,Lutheran
Erickson

March

31, they

Rd.,
Rohlwing
man

Ph

on

the west

by

Rd., me on the

by Devon Av.

Precinct 9 - yea at Robert

Frost School, 1308 S. Cypress
Dr...Mount Prospect.

Bounded on the north by
Golf Rd., on the east by Elmhurst Rd., on the south by
the Northwest 'railroad and on
the west by a line running
south on Busse Rd. from Gulf
Rd. to Algonquin Rd., wet on

today.

Traditional greeting cards

lay -

man and a senior member of
Grace Lutheran. He has been
active in the church for more
than 40 years and served on
church councils, as e teacher

wIt religioe message center
largely around the Christien
celebration of the Pounce -

'

lion of Christ.
The fight hearted cards bedecked with eggs and bunnies

and as a delegate to derict

perpetrate the ancient Teeth,
ic observances honoring Eo.
Ora, goddess of spring. The

Meetings.

Algonquin Rd. to the Publie
Service right-of-way *War

heel and then south to the
NOttilwell Tollivay.

The Joyous Song of Easter is theme of this antique card published by Baldwin and Gleason Co. of New York during the period
of 1885 to 1890. The custom of sending Easter cards starred around
1850 by the people of northern Europe replacing the real colored

e.sformerly exchanged to mark the holiday.

PRECINCT 10

..

selem..

CARNATIONS, accoding

virginity.

The Eater rose according

to legend sprang from the teas

leglend spread the familiar
devotion called the "Rosary of
the Blessed Virgin hoary", The

shed by Mary on the way to

Is

word "rosary" meant rose
gardenbut

T

the sense of "rose garland..

ME WHITE rose

Calvary.

All of the chicks, ducks.
rabbits, and the colorful Easter egg relate to the rebirth of
the world in spring.

Easter, according to Hallsym.

mark spokesman Keith Minn.

Wises Mary's joys, red roses

"le a time when .people art

her sufferings and golden rums
as the heralds of her glories

grateful for spring to coma, the
summer to follow and a time to

The tulip represents the re-

egress thanks for the bounty

cheerfulness is merely WC
with
prenliOn of spring fever with
the knowledge that Winter
the

surrection . it sprinke each

FLOWERS are
use Easter greetings because 00
of their symbolism.

granof Heaven, its them

year from a dry bulb.
The Hawthorn branches
symbolize the crown of thorns.

The blue Iris relates M the

purl structure to the trinity.
The dairyis symbolic of the

of nature."
Helen Kellcr's statement in
the Hallmark Easter Meditations seems to sum up the entire feeling of Easter. It reads:
"Precious as a re all tbe ma-

The Royal Academy of Fine Arts provided the subject material

for many antique Easter cards published by Alarms Ward n d
Company of London. General designs such as this one were as d
for different occasions including Christmas simply by changing I e
sentiment to mate the holiday. The Bowers used in this and tun y
other designs haw their onosymbolle medians.

sons of the year, none so rejoices the heart m

vela at

Albert Einstein School, 345

W. Walnut, Des Plains.
District 59 which lies north
of the center line of Algonquin
Rd., south of the center line of

Dempster St. and east of the
center line of Elmhurst Rd.

The Easter Iamb Is o common theme of church art and symbol of

Ch.M.,. It Is the central figure an this American greeting card

published le the He century by Louis Prang. Originally the
Hebrew symbol of the Passover, the lamb cantinas as a popular

The rebirth of life in spring intended by lilies and a pastoral
selling complement the Easter greeting cord of the 19th century.
Published by Louis Prang, o German immigrant and early leader in
the American greetIngerd industry it is one at more than 70,000
antiquecards in the Hallmark Historical Collection.

Easter symbol.
(Photos courtesy or Hallmark Historical Collection)

also the east boundary of Ar-

Plaines area.

lington Heights.
NOTE: lake

IT WILL NOT bc necessary

Easter

Brianvood

I

Dr., Elk Grove Village.

Bounded on the east . by
Elk Grove Blvd., and Kmnedy
:Blvd., west by Salt Crack, end
on the south by Devon Av. '

PRECINCT 2 - yam at and Ridge Av. to Golf Rd.,
Runny School, 305 E. MK west on Golf Rd. to Northwest
ton, Elk Grove Village.
Tollway, and on the south by
Bounded on the east by the Northwest Tollway.
Mount Prospect Rd., on the
NOTE: Lake Briarwood
north by Northwest Tollway and Arlington Heights raised Golf Rd., on the west by dents vote in this precinct.
Rohlwing Rd, and on the
Precinct 8 - votes at Salt
south by a line running east on
Cosman Rd. to Arlington

Heights Rd., continuing east
on Arlington Heights Rd. to

I...limier

Rd..

continuing

ll""to
Rd., thenr"""i"
south on Tonne
Ds."
anal si". i°P '"`"
Elmhurst Rd. the northern
boundaries of O'Hare Field.
Precinct 3 - votes at High

Ridge Knolls School, 588 S.

School, 65 Komedy
Blvd., Elk Grove Villae,
BOUNDED ON the east by

Salt Creek, on the north by AE-

lington Heights Rd. and Cos-

2 win 1st prize
in chess meet
James King, 113 S. Waverly

Pl., Mount Prospect and Jeff
Hyland, .7 W. Burning Tree
Cr,, Arlington Heights, are
among 100 first prize winners

of the center

in the Second Annual Kolta-

north

line of

Dempster St. and east of the

nowski Chess Challenge.

Precinct 4 - votes at Ridge
School, 650 Ridge Av., Elk
Grove Village.

Bounded on the east

by

Ton. Rd., on the north by
Landmeier

end

Arlington

Heights Rd., on the west by
Salt Creek, and on the south by
Kennedy Blvd. and Elk Grove

PRECINCT - votes Sr Devonshire School, 1401 S.

Pennsylvania Av., Des
Plaines.

Bounded on the vet bye
Mount Prospect Rd, on the
north by Algonquin Rd., on
e west by Elmhurst Rd.. and

ibsok

the home of Mrs. Gerald Kuk-

and

$4575

Monday

Saab,

Tvesda , Marc

4 1970

1221/0tieggy \lgioo9,99e11114YeRW leReeeeRRee

34839

Top off your Easter outfit with a spring chapeau

Enjoy
Easter Sunday
at

-',

Arlington Park Towers

waii a

swelt, barna awed. Out a
owe zee. mull rolo SIM a

dna

Ottlitras toughs, timins Editor

STATIONERY STORE

Adults-$3.75 Children under 12-$2.50
(including tax and tip)
Served from 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Inett

dm

Down= iciratgibirools

lines, 217 S. Arlinglon Neighis
Pd., Adinsian Haigh. Ill. 6000S ,
and 722 aine. Se. Plaines, IP

Navrtstond

of

Mueller's

Ibranall friday. by any Public,

bacriplion rate.:

relation

For information or tele,
ter meets on the lost Wednesday of the month and covers a phone counseling.' all Mn.
continuing scrim of four sub- Robert Lang, 827-3855.

in the
Jimmy Durante Room

daily.

the

The Mount Pros, . chap- breastissi baby to the family.

BUFFET BRUNCH

TNE PROSPECT DAY

Published

mothers of the league.

Wednesday's meeting will
linski, 216 N. Stratton Ln. in
cover the arrival of the baby
Mount 1,04alab

Easter Special
obis

Page 3

The Mount Prospect clop- jects relating to 'The Woman ter of La Leche League will ly Art of preasloading,.. the
meet Wednesday. March 25, at mewl written by the founding

Creek

Dora James Rd.. Des Plaines.

ALL OF District 59 King

La Leche Meets

Greeting Cards

for any District 59 voters tom Mieleru vine in (A.M. 7.
rcgister because of the addiPrecinct 7 - votes at Joliette

far a mem,.

aria, te

a

cond ttatt post.. °aid at
moss, Prospect 01.600ss

EASTER DINNER
in the
Carousel and Continental Rooms
A la carte dinners from $4.00
Served from 1:00 p.m. to 0100 p.m.

he at

Dempster Junior High School,

Flowers

make

Countrytho*re
club
(CINDER'S \
THEATRE

'5.95

Bison. and ballet, mett,
fi99-1, 959/3S ttel9F111, )5119n

Arlington

still has meaning in our live.

hunch, 1010 E. Euclid. Pros.

triumphant ride through len.

Rd. to Falcon Dr.. cast on Pal,

Easter
more
joyful

save.

(3mv,1111trslifShFor,141Yiro

Heights,

Innocence of Cluist.
The palm represent Christ's

=toy 9. The new precinct eon Dr., to the west boundary
Iwo been added in the Da oi Mount Prospect which is

poured liquids all over the

pie, orange, fruit cocktail

Easter greeting cards represent two meanings. One if the
estate of the spring season and
the other secular when oe re alines that the story of Child

12 -month.

four -quarter plan.

The use of the is, long ashler! with lmus and Mary
called the Madonna lily in
y parts of Europe. It symbolizes innocence, purity and

line running south on Meier

this time instead of the cu.

into the school's kitchen, and

School Menus

ond 'her of the

quin Rd., and on the west by a

No coins for burglars
Burglars entered iv.
Trails Junior High School,

By 'Dolores Haugh

ton County, Is now its the sec -

Rd: on the south by Algon-

Blvd.

ehoices.

addittonal candidate' nab..
hav%b
O March ?L, eandiunior

.

by Lincoln ILL, on the cast by a

ON APRIL 7, cendideta

center line of Elmhurst Rd.

seven members, the four can-

..

BOUNDED ON the north

Tonne Rd., on the north by

Clearing Cross Rd., Elk Grove

era's.: wes

pect.

Edwin J. Kudali, 304 Bum

PHILLIP LAWSON, 86

.

Elementary School,
1981 Estates Dr.. Mount Pros-

View

past boundaries of Arlington
Heigh. along Algonquin Rd.
to the north.south Public Service power lime, on the north
by the north boundaries of the
school district, on the west by
the section line located (Moe
halfway between Wilke Rd:

Forest Ln.,Hlk Grove Village:
Richard E. Pettinato, 503 W.
Noyes, Arlington Heights;

....... .

Precinct I: - votes at Perot

be at the Elk Grove Township
Hall, 2400 S. Arlington
Heights Rd. The SchoolCommunity Council is sponsoring
shot particular meeting.

mont School, 280 Clarmont

Elk Grove Village,

issI'a.

on the south by the Northwest

Mount

Poklacki, 1223 S.
Fernandez. Arlington
Heights:
S.

Rd., Mount Prospect; Nickolas C. Koste, 271 Fem Dr,

...
wo, .. sioe,

Dempster,

Low School, 1530 S. High land, Arlington Heights.
BOUNDED ON the east by
Meier Rd. (Roosevelt) and the

Erwin

*

W.

pmts. on April 2. they will Tollway.

lion of the new precinct.
Here are the polling places
and their boundaries:
Precinct - votes al Cleat,

69 Clcarmont Or., Elk Grove
Village; Mrs. Judith Zama, 81
Roxbury In.. Des Piaine Dr.

. n'

-4

Atlantti incerporeling N-

Dist. 59 hopefuls to talk at candidates' night

dons.

IF THE question

ens,

Church plans Book of Acts study

dm same picture stays on the

THREE STEPS are in,
volved insetting ,up the ma-

lessons covering mutdplication, division, French.
Spanish, phonics and preschool perceptual aids.
"The system's 'subject mat-

the four -quarter school year.
Reid Gillis, representing the

IF THE answer is wrong dm
audio message is repeated mid

strips.

veloped more than 200 audio.
trod

firm.

statements or questions that
correspond to the 80 color *ture or frames on the film-

The child advances at his
own pace through the lissom
Each frame in the lesson

Wee lessons and tests es
aid and are planning to in-

administrator will relate Tu.
gay bow his community and
dill reacted to the adoption of

1

at a time," she said.

eol.1-11111'.1.-11

txxtheest euhumen Lov

Greeting cards perpetuate
Easter symbolism

ken into eight subcommittees
has been studying ways to ex
pond learning opportunities

Distr. administrators, teach
and citizens visited At
lane and its suburbs let fall t
see how the II -month achoo

smallest possible units so the
pupil never has to deal with
mor e than a little information

r

dents.

A Georgia suburban school

Under each element in the
picture is en arrow that points
to one of the answer buttote
The Student selects one of the
elemcnts as the right answer

P.P., can now get extra

help in reading, spelling and
math while their classroom
teachers continue with meter
lessons for the rest of the stu-

The day's prospects

Dist. 214 will air
four -quarter plan

tstr

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

CL 3-1187
Hrt.UNss. fal SAT.

lop

glINPM 1111

hY Neil §lmsn

I Mg Nat

FerChil4fle
441v44111rfsottess

arlingtark towers
ap heal

wrAlfr

EuclidAmmo and Rohlwing Road
.; Arlington flolehl., Illlnola

SAT. A EVN,IAMINkk

rgritk

for children-U.25
For reservations, call
Miss Bunoyat 394-2000.

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

Ono

bPETER
RABBIT 114
'SPECIAL

4+4,044110411125 F-1040.46
1fN. EIMHUINT AVE:-

Mt PROSPECT

pleasure to put your taeMN ronvard in the Easter Pa d

attired

!: thtsArg Ire -

Donald BAsoks still in whit

11:141,rowlsr. Lno.r..1.11..2 punctuating the outnt is she black
grosgrain band. The Three -pine
sult, 5345 at Saks Ha AvenuP

v

From the Geoffrey Beene collection at Saks Filth Avenue, a
turquoLse and white plaid coat over a full smacked turquoise dress,
as right for the Easter parade when you top It with a man -tailored

A beautiful breath of spring Is this feminine coat and sleeveless dress ensemble In pale pink. the mat
lined In a swirly print. Crowning glory for the outfit is the deep -crowned, wide -brimmed pale pink
Milan straw Its, accented with matching chiffon scarf gathered into a soh back bow. Coat and dress
ensemble, 5165 al Saks Fifth Avedue (Photos by Eleanor Rival

met, crushable, travekanywhere Mt In matching turquolpe.
Deem -coal combination, 5200. All three audits were modeled In the
recent Mount Prospect Business and Professional Women's lamb cm. -fashion show In the Arlington Towers.

n0

Telageo.

One day at a time

By Ron S watts

The Mount Prowl Steel

business ngood or bad It tells

differ
all) Same slum the head
lino Some read the fiat three
Bee MOG does it

whetiur ton astr, end part

Mart arc m &mold It, a
story in its,lt.
Dint, and a lot of other masons, is why reading the want

Zinn. Some devour it all. Some
just read the columnists. Some

just look at the pictures. De-

The ads tell lots of Merle.
Same are as good, or better.

You get an the train in the
morning. You ask your friend
if he read the article about so
and so. "Yes," he says. You
an 'all the way
know he's as

than those on the front page.

ADS TELL you where to
oll if you are lonely. Every

through.
Many people miss one of the

most interoting parts of the
paper. Unless they arc looking
for something special, they
neva turn to it. Yet, everyday,
R has special story to tell.

,

sloths.; cell them a sit or fix
Ilan flunitun.

)our drneway blacktopmd
your Storm pump fixed, or

YOU CAN get a ride to

Now that spring'. here, if

fiCAN docribertrarte

you want ceder in your closem,

conditions. It :shows whether

o(junk.
Someone will do your
tax. fie your car. clean
your carpet, or pal shade on
your windows. RI all there.

on magic show. I'll bet you
didn't know that. You can also
have a party catered, or icern
play bridge, or the.

number.

MR Ill

coin holed away, if you've got RIM

call if you want someone to put

flute,f or the oboe. YOU can
fun,

obviously sonwom's,

doo. You can have things

YOU CAN find out who to

=sage. Some people depend
on it.
If you're interested in curd

be 'your cup of

work. You can here anything
done to your home you want

your roof repaired.

day there is a new inspirational

or horoscope readings, the ads
have an answer. That
That may not

them to dance roam thew

a man wit/ come out and tell
you whet st costs Or )ou on
hoe your yard land:moped

ads con be fun.

pending on the! irne and condilions, each does it his own way.

Mount Prospect skaters win

'

done.

THERE'S a sad art,
though. Those are the stories
in the Lost and Found column.

Some people have a prob.
dog. I -here's un answer for

rt. also. Check the ads, end
se fa yourself.
You can find someone to

..Finders Keepers, loom
weepers. is just a rhyme..

take we of the kid. mach

that.

BARBARA WISTLAkEw o
the only
Mater from thi.
stub and tommted In the In
termed). Class.

Ohio Gary , title to this meee
Minuted t record hrzaking
year for this young tnan While

the North Amer.= !MOOS'

forsaking pan of the Indoor

Bobby Haenisch competed
in het Junior Boys Clues but

Skating Season to compete in

fell in the finals.
The
youngest qualifiers
wcra the first and second shad.

United States and Canada,

placed !hold in the a) unle
event to win a medal and eon.
tribute ow points to the loam
title won by Illinois.
Tangney provided
Tom
some real thrills for the crowd
with his aggressive skating
and unusual balance, but just

mg Chommon,him held tt
the Northbrook Sport, Cog
plea over the last weekend.
Top skaters from the United
Slates, and Canada are mtefled by their stMe or provincial

skating organizations to on,
pete in this international reef.

thE SUOMI WO.

MR. MUM

The skaters from the Mount

Prospect Skating Club. who
competed were the three out-

By J. Alan Cook
Atra.Sports

A standing ovation for
wrestler Ron M c Anat.
highlighted the Palatine

Tuesday, March 24,1970
IWa
John E. Stanton, Editor tool Publisher

!/ A VACANT

R. N. Puetz, Gircdntant Direllor

Day by Day

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I am 37 years old and mother of three teen-age children. Lost
f I my husband and I separated. It was fairly mutual. I wanted it
year ago but he seemed not to want it until last summer, then
suddenly he not only wanted to separate but he wanted a divot..
We did separate and he pays me just the way he promised. Dion has not been started.

In January he had a severe coronary. At this writing he is

What causes it7 Is it catching?
What is the best treatment?
Can I get it more than once?

widespread epidemic hs
ever been reported, it cannot

rem relaxed, lacking in so much tension. Tonight I had a long

obtained by sunbathing or a

Wk with the man I have been seeing for two years. Many times I
lave felt I love him. Tonight I told hint I care and asked if he
ones, past the sex, for me. He said things take time.
Is there more to our relationship? Will there ever be? Will ray

mercury.quartz sunlamp. Galantine lotion with penal
or bethameth.one (Valisone)

husband make it through the coronary condition? Will lie still
mot the divorce and marry this other woman)) Am I looking too
Mon for love, security, comfort and the confidence of a man's

be said to bb very contagious.

To relieve

the

troubl.ome

itching the best treatment is a
small dose of ultraviolet light

Depressed, Des Plaines
Umr Depressed;
I don't feel your husband will return to you. However, because
of pyschologidal and physical problems I feel his new marriage
ont' survive three yeam. This adventure lie's been through will
leave him in sad psychological shape. I feel hell aced your understanding but I don't feel a re -marriage for you two,

I feel your brother', health will improve and he'll find another
job, if he doesn't already have one by the time this is printed.
Your mother, for her age and condition, will do as well as pos.
sibla I do feel weak about her, and feel she should be under a

doclos rare.
Dear hit DeLouise;
Recently my dog run away. His name Islay and he h medium

shed and is all black.

I

miss him very much. We hoe done

everything prthie to find him. Do you think he will come
how?
A 12 year old. Arlington Heights
Deer 12 year olds

Ib mrry,Intil donlfeel Joey wills:rime heek. But be patient -I
dome u dog around yea. Perhaps you'll he getting a newthey.

Dear Mr. Delduisa
I have never written a letter like this but my husband and I
ham a big problem. We have our daughter and her four daughters here with us. They are about to drive us crazy. I don't mind
our daughter. She work, hard fur her family. But her daughters
Weil hunch of teenagers and real smart alecks. What I am writing
about is. are they ever going to get a place of their own and let us
Boort life? You can't do anything in your own home.
Wee now have our daughters ex-husband. We had to make
room for him. to. They have been here two years. We only have
demon home. You hate to tell a daughter to move, but we are not
spring chickens anymore. I think we need to have quiet and live

our own lite. C. you tell us when we can expect a niaquiet
home here we conj. sit and relax?
M.H.K., Palatine

D ear Mille.:
feel you have been taken advantage of, not only by your
daughter but by her ex-hu.sband o wen' feel you're In for more
of the same for awhile, but eventually your patience will wear
thin and youll make it plain they should leave. And they will.1
wouldn't have Mo mita mart for their feelings. They haven't
had much for yours.
JOSEPH DE LOUISE. notionally known psychic. will ansI

wer the lotto' 111,1% O'Day modem inIris cohmut. Leimem should

err signed but name, can be mined if the writer repeats H.
-_Wrbrm DeLonisc.k.eamolDoy.Pithileallams,-72.2CfitUntS! ,
Dee Plaines 60016.

very few residents who

sider the happiness of the
high school student who knew
a failing notice was due to arin the mail from his
ool. The expected news
should be in the mail today.

schrive

The

nil whip up a few belts or

upset,. ate said.

OTHER MAIL,
Included in the mountain of

tea

if you prefer, and talk
our sad lot. Her other

so mestion

Mount Prospect today lo The

On ndlelight

Illinois Information Service of

a

the

ter requires a prescription. Recurrences are very rare --less

work out of the Arlington
building voted to return to

thanone per cent of all Oases.

work today.

ingfield.
It contained six bill payment
receipts belonging to someone

They met on the comer of
St. James and Ken
cot just

named Pat Pearce. Pear, it
must be noted is a prompt

after 4 yesterday aftern

and
cast their votes right out there

payer. And won't he be smpris.
ethodiscover what information

in front of curious neighbors.
That's bringing the issue
literally to the streets.
Earlier in the day, they had
picketed the building with two

he was sending to a news.

male hormon. but after taking Premarin daily (except every fourth week) I began to
gain weight. When I stop taking the drug, I go back to nor-

mal weight. Isn't there hormone that will not make me
gain weight?
If you don't increase
A

your caloric intake and decrease your physichl exercise,
n can be msumed that the gain
in weight is due to waterMgging and not fat. Reducing
the dosage of the hormone,
cutting down your fluid intake
staking a diuretic should
olve your problem.

menopause?

A -Hormel. will neither
shorten nor lengthen the menopause.
1 ton taking Rauwolfia
Q

and Raudixin for my blood
pressure and Premarin for the

menopause. Would any

of

coswcred endless phone calls
d questions from customers
at the reception desk. Her assis-

tant Bob Proebstle worked 12
hours at the counter and said
he'd stay until 5:30.

Other area post office carriers met more formally in the

evening. Palatine carriers'
president Christ T. Parrillo said

A -This would be anonym).
al reaction but, to make sure,

that they also voted to return

patch test of all three drugs.
Q
hove Menleres disease

and am taking Varidase and
Kaon. They do not seem to
help me. 'What are they supposed to do?

A - Viwidoe is given to dissolve clots and reduce waterlogging. Kaon is given to pre-'

Pat Dunn talk
about the airport expansion at

They stopped picketing
around 2:30 p.m. because

these drugs cause hives?

your doctor should make a

The members of Me Des
Plaines Chamber of Commerce will hear O'Hare's

gMher.

-

taking Ptomain

field is poiMed. It mints at you.

with Gated edges stapled to-

Hermann said the return to
work vote was close. He also
said that the clerks who were
Premed. of value in not on the job yesterday had
Q
keeping the cholesterol level
not voted n the strike but
down?
Mayed away in observance of
A - No.
the carrier's picket lines
Postmaster Virginia Dodge
Q
prolo n

Nader?

NEVER SEEK TO KNOW
Never seek to know wham
the next zunway from O'Hare

signs, one of thin paper that
waved in the breeze and the
other made of palter Plates

someone said
said President Nixon.
in a
message, asked
them to. Union president Ed

Spr-

luncheon in the local Elk

a

Club on Thursday.

MAYDAY
Sen. Charles Percy is weeds

PREPAAT

abo ut

tnail that came through

State of Illinois in

Hideaword

sitting around, drop a note.

Grove Village carriers who

() . My doctor says that

her?

them a victory sign. "There

cr.m meals° helpful. The lat-

women over 40 should take fe-

My mother also has been ill. Co you Ill me what you fee) for

everyone who went past nave

Day was an envelope from the

Unhappy. Arlington thighs

Derouim:

The strike by mail carrier}
was, in a way, a bonus. Con-

The Arlington Heights.
Rolling Meadows and Elk

Dear Unhappy:
I feel your husband will survive." don't see you marrying this
man you speak of, and I don't see your husband marrying this
woman, or if he doesI don't feel a permanence there. I don't feel
coy great change in your life for the next two years beyond a
series of minor hips and lows. But I feel eventually you'll end up
back with your me hushand. I feel any solutions for you are
about three yam away.
After 29 years of maniage my husband walked out on me fore
younger worn. who is 22 years his junior. After I invoiced him
he married her Can you see this marriage lasting? Can you see
him returning tome? My younger brother just lost his job due to
ill health. He has been having a difficult time finding another
position. Do you see him finding a job? Will his health improve?

-

esponsivc chord.

Mere as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
thing all seven of these letters.

All night's bad for the cola
and candle -light tube
plc

IS good, 20 excellent

lu odes,of women sounds ugh!
Besies who knows where the
ha Its of political power are,

Anson on Comic Page

If you need a
part-time helper
with full-time
interest

before the students is just one

phase of the full-time day for
the Senator who will arrive M
fi p.m. and be kept busy with
local
I p.m.

the
I

Republicans until

HEY 05151
Betty Friedan presided over
the convention of the National
for
Women
Organization
which w. held over the week-

the O'Hara Inn. Mark
August 26, on the old calenend

et

dar, gals. She wants all sou verworked, sex objects (she means

and me, a bunch of Raquel Welchcs) to go on strike

to work today.
He also said that while they

Thee

were picketing just about

on that day and just sit around.

JOIN THE EASTER
PARADE TO . . .

Call Whizz!

Q - My son, 12. had several

aankh of heart failure as an

of For these he was given
oxygen in the hospital. He now
gem spefisof palpitation with a

wry fast pulse. Our doctor
can't find any came. Is this
serious?

A - Your son probably has
paroxysmal tachycardia. Most

caso are frightening .rather
than serious.

THE CLASSY 145

pounder headed the pop of

ergo, Tom Filippini, Steve
Silkwerth, lien Barnbrick, co.
Caldwell, Bob Peterson, GM,

Keelhing, Bruce Eberle. JO
Pratt end Jeff Frost as varsity
letter winners.
Joining

McAlister on the

all-MSI. squad were Jim

Caldwell and Keating -helped
pace the Pirate grapplers to a
respatahle 8-5 duel record
plus a district championship
under head coach Bob Seno-

rita.
Six- WO Dave limbach stole
the basketball scene as Pirate

1 oh an n esen. Dick
Rainer and Wayne Crochet1 ins

three Mid Suburban Lope
graduates -hold the key to

University. South Bend, Ind.,

pad ram, duo to a dirteli-

on April 12, 1970 -

TPutaa'cd'ay,'

111

March 24.

116,

1910

r irst-year Falc n pilot

sets sights on MSL trophy

fold goals made 11351, free
throws ma. (133). free throw
defensive 1.6331, assists (42).

points per game (19.1).

"Getting to know these playright
is a big problem

By Mike Imrem

Other insignia winners

as

which contributed to a sixth
in
that
Thie Is Tom
Alga 8-13 mark included Jeff your of coaching in the CMAlga., Rusty Sehnert, Steve cago area and he admits he Mill
Garonne, Bob lien, Chris isn't fully acquainted with his
Andriano, Charlie Phillips, Forest View ballplayers, but
Tom Kregc, Tom Carkeeek, neither himthc facts is preSoo Harris, Rfila9d Jonas., venting h from flatly stating
Steve Frohne and mamma tort the Falcons arc shOORIV
Richani Murphy.
for the Mid -Suburban Leapie

now," Seidd said "I'm
lug to others and storing their
opinions of the players in the
back of my mind, but I'll have

PISTOL PETE, the fleshier
Falcons lasts eason. Olson is
allssonference quarterback

in football, goes more

nnonod but he is .355juts sure ear,
field and he hit 3 last year

"Olson and Cavalier° are
'definitely the backbone of our
teem," Seidel said. "For m
have a good year, they hey.°
have good yeuz. We know it

opener against Sr. Vistor April
I.

they know.!i and everybody

among Kans. State, Kansas

Rainer and Roy Romberg

Johannes., along with

(Arlington) arc given the best
chances by Porterfield of plating high in the championships.

and oursert. A lot depends

"Right now Iowa State hes
a definite edge for the team

(Arlingtoainer
CrCkett (Wheel-

Prospect Hob School held

Ham alloonferace and the

Ile annual Winter Awards Ban-

second -Main an The Days allarea list.
Slayton also mentioned that
although the temn was second
in the conference, the Knights
were First in total offense, car -

on bow well we score on the
silo horse."

(Arlington)

itenbers will be seen on the
rings.

tfered

to
this
has dampened Seidel'; MMusmoved
Fremd,

0000
and
but

Fort View's top

pitcher

right now looks like lefty Bea

The Mid,Subutban Untie
conference tennis trophy has
rested on the Arlington High
shelves sinc e the birth of the
league in 1966, .1 Cardinal
head coach Tom "Pitchford

will try to extend his "n1gie
'charm" over area netmen durla this 1970 season.

The Card crew. which has
yeas, will find three returning

wide open battle. Bob Kasper,

lettermen again present on the

Ed Brimfield, Roger Norman

squad in hopes of repeating

and George Schmidt are vying
fon Me second base nod and
Ryan Maly. Bonfield and
he
Bauer (when
George

what has now become a Medi-

the running at fir. halo.

THE CATCHING will be
handled by lettermen Root -

Crtinell, Bruce Kralky and

.

O'K eefe

and

lefty

La

Bob Novak and George Dauer
round out the staff.
SEIDEL KNOWS hew

pitching means "pitch.
ing and defense are about 95
per cent of high school baseball," he says so he's lending
to his
much of his If lionteeops
mound corps. IIf
the way Seidel hinks it can.

the ow coach might
that championship goal

reach

Rich Vette

heck

shooting fors

Cards lob for 4th straight

The rest of the infield is a

gels over an injury) am in

Johann.. and Rainer will,
.1 0 H A N IN II S E N' perform in all events, while

ins) urel

Bauer and Frank May to gradnation and then caught a tough
break when ace Steve Kellett

raked in the top conference
hardware for the lass three

arc all entered in the Mahone

comatition.

all -confer-

of the two all-stars, is slick
fielder who hit .360 for the

nine teammates Bob Wed., the starting positions up for
Genc Sheldon, Bruce Nadro. grabs. The players who took
I.arry Lamp.ona, Ed Huitt, the best in pre -season workAl Gillette, Tim Cox, Jahn outs will probably men the

second and third places

is.

ence last season.

to go all the way. We've

it could be a good battle for

Forest View lost hurlers grid-

omen who

new coach is throwing most of

tide." said the OL1 Foss," but

to play. Right now everybody

!madetrning let-

im with most &Me WPM.
JOINING MALLOW in he will be working with, the

Banczak, juniors Dave

to sec for myself who deserves

will
the left side of the
undoubtedly have to take a
back seat to third basemen
PeteOlson,
Cavallaro and shortstop
hire

7-8 mark while nailing down shill got some things 10 learn.
a 4-5 conference slate and the but we should be okay before
211 championship our first game."
Di rrr
rivals Co.
with victories
SINCE SEIDEL is unfunny
not and Flood.

Compton, Pete Botthof. Steve

McIntyre right behind. Maly.
Barney Bonnem, Guy aided.

whoever doesn't win a starting
berth in the infield.
And that leaves pitching.

Almost everybody, that

,

the limelight were award -win-

Johnson, with highly Dennis

Anybody who wantsis
to play on

"We're going for Na, I this
Another district winnersaid Seidel, who
a
'
the gamest team coached
by James Woodward-cen- coached in Pullman, Wash,
ler'. around gr aduat ing the last four se.ons before
captain Paul Mallow. replacing the late Hal Sprehe
In
Inn theughest conference in at Forest View. "By the time
the nation, the Palatine the season starts we'll he in
all she

Val Valentino. The oudicid
corps Mendes lettermen
bind Galindo and Rick Weavcr, Mnior Kent Koentopp and

has an equal chance."

title this year.

Oklahoma Universityschanco
in the coming Big Eight gymnastic championships accordPoortrfield.
to Sooner coach Rosen

Right, and 284

athletes, 16 cheerleaders and

fourtraincrs were honored for
their effmts throughout the

We supply
you with
reliable
temporary help
for as long
as you need.
Men for loading,

season.

Athletic director George

Gatos a nnounced that

Prospect won 67 per ant of
Ile athletic

the top n101 in the number one

ek. John Korieth Trevor Will,
Randy Fischer. Owe Carton
end Toni Sayre. Though no
playing time.
peons-.

nag!. in the conference last

ell were

Mike
McLean, while the duo of Baer
and McKay swept thc number
two doubles in the finals.
While Me Cards easily

son.

According to Pitchford, the
only acme slot in the lineup is
for Me number ono si.

swiped all the honors in last

glee.

all considerably the depth of
this years squad.

Harris was nudged out of
season

Hersey's

by

competition,
Pitchford will be relying heavyear's

league

ily on untested sophomores
his vacand juniors to fill
wit lineup. "I'm very pleased

osity

f last so.

conference
sophomore squad.

adoring

"After Mat" Pitchford

commcnied. "it will Sr bemen Baer. Gibble and concher for Me numror two. but
dem boy, am being pushed by

two sophomore, for their poidons." The doubles ann-

lion at Arlington.

with the progress of there uniors
so far, and I am sure th

ROB OAER, Greg Harris
and Scott McKay are the only

he plenty of orprisa before

seniors on the team that boast

said,

rowan this year, a, both these
teams tied for .rtond place in

JUNIORS ON thls year's
vanity include Greg Gibble.

the 1969 anal standing, with

any varsity experience M the
graduation of Card greats Ken
Jorgensen, Paul Stevens. Bill
Stelling and Dob Crochet has

contests

ft

the

ivWHIZZ LABOR SERVICE, INC.

10 A.M. - 2 P.M.

Call us today

at DE2-7697
We're a Whizz at helping you!
cHicAQ0S FINEST TEMPORARY SERVICE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNRY EMPLAR

Bens., Guy Courtney, Dave
Cropper, Kurt Hendershot.
Pete Klein, Stew Klingaman,
Don Liston, Jim Lutz, Mike
Moran, Brad Nelson, Al ike

Robert Krug, Richard Moran.

Guiney and Bruce Kine.

Craig K vac R b

Ossowski, Steve Samp, Dennis
t

Krause. Steven Manning.
Craig Matthews. Eugene
Palomo, Clyde Peterson,

the hest percentage with a 9-2

JAYVEE BASKETBALL

Thom as Tr a nd c 1, Jose p h

and

that

the

learn set

the

earning their letters
Ware Jeff Bulelik, Tim Carson;
players

Steve Collins, Tom Crawford,
Art Hagg, Dave Harbach, Bill

BOTII THE basked:01 and

1zzo. Jim O'Donnell. Mike

wrestling teams brought home

Korf, Rick Robertshaw, Terry

lower placed fourth. On
the lower level, the Prospect
jayvee basketball team pointed
to 17-1 record for the second
year in a row and another con-

femme championship. The

jayvee and sop ho mo r e

swimmers wears ethe conference with an
record.
Varsity hasketballers rcceivleg their letters from coach
Fargo

EASTER BRUNCH

StenleyDeLoid,JamoDunika
R. Ellerthorpe, John Endre,
William Freeman, Gregory
Green, Brian Groth, Mark

Richard Raupp, Steven Ristow,
Raymond Seeber, Robert Zimmanck, Thomas Houchins, Jeff
Trochuck. Edward Stack , Mark

honors. The gymnasts and the

MANNHEIM / AND HIGGINS

Mort. Bruce SCRIM Mark
Jungdahl. Chart Kargort

fieldhouse and school scoring
records with its 101 end 102point outbursts.

tromand-place conference

warehousing, factory
work or general labor.

goal percentage;

receiving their hurt were
Ken Baker, Howard Beck. Joy

third

overall record on varsity while
thegymnastsoddede10-4mark.
The basketball team improved
upon last year's first !ming
Prospect season over with a
D-9 overall record. The SWIM
ham posted a 3-11 murk.

unloading,.

tying a 70.9 scoring average
through the 14 league gam.;
first in forcing the opposition
into firunoers;
bold first in assists;

Coop, Glen Czekaj, Jeff
Dahlquist, Gary Davis.

winter season on the varsity
The wrestlers provided

'Suburban title, while the

Make your reservations now for
our old foshioned Easter Sunday
Buffet. Private Marts available
for family Easter Parties.
SUB. -827-0700 - - CH00. 765-5590 -

of the year at Notre Dame

0115 Mallow's Foss
free exercise MAW,

in

Threes park OU gy m chances

trusters also claimed a M

DINNER
NOON TO CLOSING

nately, Tommy was unable to

sai M mart in the final 330'

0

TIIE DAY'S All -Ain-

thing.

ot. last

vent a potassium deficiency
especially in persons who are
taking water pills. These drugs
hove helped many, but not all,
victims of Menieres disosc.

Tuesday and Thursday in preparation for the final meet

championship.

the season's ova," Pitchford

Carl McWherter, Bruce Star-

binations have not yet been set.
Pitchford lalolsd Forest
View and Hersey OS the MSL

50 points apiece.

THOUGH

THE

Cards

have only been able to work
out for a week: Pitchford was
thoroughly impressed by his
senior stary "Harris has been
looking good in practice and
McKay has done very well -=in

feet the whole team is
gressingwell."
freshmen

eager

47

pro -

and

sophomores under the direr -

don of assitant conch Gary
13 rodn a
1111111010

have improsed
also. -In my six

cos

years at Arlington. we have the

lost quality of tennis player.
on the freshmen and sops.
more levels. Our freshmen
arc

utstanding," said Pitch -

ford,
The 'Cards will open play
Saturday. April 4, at New
Trier Earl where cob Redbirds
will engage in ale of the highly

regarded invitationals in the
state.

Wintersports athletes honored at Prospect banquet

to talk to 2,500 students

at Arlington High School en
Friday May 1st. The speech

being held at the Park Ridge

Rink from 00 to 7 a.m. oft

1.11Mau-

the

Bot'n.nthoftht finireteh.ohni'thhehmnin'a"sd.

Walsh and Jeff Frost. while
junior Bruce Eberle landed
the most -improved trophy.
District runnersup-Lonergaft

By Catherine O'Donnell

for an all-night
vigil at the 7hall of
pa Inical power" doesn't strike

devotion? I feel mine wasn't a real marriage.

Dear hlr

.6,1,,A4

Anyone who'd like some on e la lead a few dry runs on

third in the 220 -yard sprint.
Training sessions are still

to put hint in contention Mr

Highlighting the district

categories.

wrestler, moo other

Hushes. Jim Walsh. John

be

no

m the 330 yard mot and a

linois State Midget Chatnnien,
on the 440.yard and placed
second M the 120 -yard sprint

{corn in nine import.,

offensive rebounds (123).
defensive rebounds 09).
total poi. (403) and avenge

GARBAGE, TIN

lieved to be caused byte rather

doing well, but still hospitalized. During the third day he asked to
now his girlfriend. This girlfriend has written many letters of love.
He seems to be confused between the two of us or maybe I just
feel that way. He seems anxious for a divorce and .ger to make a
borne for this
and her three children.
Up to this point our children seem to understand and they do

Teammate Rich Vac fell

TOMMY GRIANAH, Il-

first on the 'Whom. CMM-

ell -Mid -Suburban League loam'

aptain Rich Munch. Mike

Taking issue to the streets

ment in six to 10 weeks. Since

sea

in his 440 yard final hilt he
c one back strong to win a
medal fora thud place inns

stale

missed scoring. Tam's ADO
to stay on his feet. no matter

souls statidout Paul Lama

in fold goal, attempted (MI,

LOT FILLED WITH

CANS AND BEER

virus --- it usually
clears up without any treat-

Peal. Minn. the National Indoor Championship In Mali -

and place overall

noble lob for tin. club and the

and manager Dale Huteldn-

musclemen posted an

A - 11M mmewhat unsightly skin rash is ow be-

Outdoor Championship in St.

kart and sellkd for

%nomination,
Berbera Pollak was an
able to loom but did a trod

long11

Bobby

fhoorno.rialleze,notinoon.scarcddidebtei,

Dean Hutchinson. Kevin Lem

W.G.BRANDSTADT,M.D.

Q - I bre pityriatis noo.

ouiLDNG-

UAI-t. Of REPIACED

R.E. Hutchinson, Vice -President

C. F. Nau, Adrerrising Director

titles. He won the National

McAlister was well -doer/ Mg of the two minutes of applause he received with co :captain credentials. a spot on

rate

any treatment

Grand Slam of Speed Skating

Teammate

Chance, Tom Schergen and

pins and mot Wins by a Pi-

-- Marshall Held 111

^w

win a

to

how bard has ha le legendary

MK at Northbrook

mentor Norm Jones honored
his 12 -man club. H.bach, an

mond in the sectional, fourth
in state. the team's most valuable wrestler award and the
mason holder of the mom

the paper's freedom eind intellectual Integrity?'

William J. Kledoisch, Monotting Editor

Club of

Olympic Style Meets in the
Gary came back

Outdoor Championship
Binghamton Na. and now

Palatine athletes honored

first in district competition,

'Honor theoriskted dream byelwayskulonsly Arming

clear without

with Larry Smith of

Brookside Pa

GARY JONLAND tied for

for his third straight year, a

DOCTOR SAYS

Tomorrow
Is Today

110
ion,rt

ers in the state in the Midget
Boys Class, Tom Grunahand
Rich Vale,

Anderson, last night.

Skin rash may

on

and Bobby KnIght

by athletic director Chic

Page 4

con Woo the North Amen

Amensan Indoor Speed Skit

winter awards banquet headed

"Well, one good thing-when we don't worry about student rioting, we CAN worry about student APATHY!"

the Intermedi rte Boys Cam

er, to compete in the North

Newspaper ads change all
1.

Oar Publicatiom

Innrmediale Boys

Gary tonl And Tom Trtney

You name it and it can be

havea permanent wave in your
own home, if you call the right

le

ze-inding

ing Club qu tidied sort shag

Rohan, Bill Thurnhoffer,
Dave Timm ssn a nd M
Tolzien. The m n gers
Tony

second -place trophy from
the St. Charles Holiday

Tournament and had a 16-5
record.Letterswercawarded to
Scott Anderson, Martin Baker,
Brian Bergen. Andy. Raymond
Bina-lack

art

Brink, George Busse;

Hill Slay Ion were Doug
Haney, Bob Kiln e. Don

Keane, Curt Manning, Grant
Petersen,ThomasReindl,Scott
Rochelle, Edward Spacapan,
John VonBerg, and William,

Meissner, Brad Rucker, Casey

Rush, C h r is Sol es. Kim

Walter and Stu White. The
Managers were Dan Beck, Jeff

Ronald Jacoby,
M ichael

Welnhofer. The managers
were Gregory Dryjanski, Bruce
Femme! and Theodore Heiwig.:
Th e F ros h A a nd B

numerals, went to RobeN
Ba [four, Thomas B ergen,
Keith Baumgardner, Mark
lenior, for gaining honors as
nano
The leagues fifth -leading. -Blasco, Glenn..Bodenstab,
Kurt
corer. and making Me ram Rob e r t Bos t

Brice and Gerald Smith.

Slayton singled out Rucker, a

and Robert Tambeaux.

VARSITY GYMNASTS

the mate except for two by

t

Richter, Randall Salley, James

Teichert, Garry Ton msen,
Matthew 'Luray and Ronald
8
Th
W'St
y
were Christopher Aspen and

John Baehr.
T1111 SWINIMERS claimed

three school or conference
rtords despite a losing season

and coach Jerry Lovejoy

tre!.

Kwarded letters to varsity men

urt Braun, James Conway,
John Flynn. Scott Hose

Ken

earning recogni lion were

Holmes, Craig Hutchison.

Timothy Bailey, Brian Busse,

Steven Kirchoff, Richard Mottweilcr, Frank Poczatek, Kurt

Paul Cameron, James Cassidy.

Raymond Erontak,-Thott

YF

M11

F

Graham, Mark Hendershot,

Prinslow, Greg Reimer, GM
Sandeburg, Jay Scott, David

David Himebaugh, Scott

Stitt. Gary Theilgaard and

in

score

the

Prospect

Holiday ourmment in winning the presitgiota meet
Tever

col

Enge son, Richard Erdenbay.
Brian Fitzgerald, Richard Fox,

Jon Helwig, Jerry House,

Irate champion Hinsdale Cen-

The trash-soph gymn.

Clemins. John Coop.er,r)
Courtney,

mot where he won his first
mrth, and captain Tim Locf.

fel mock it out of the first round competition into the
Wint Leyden Sectional, The
tom also. posted the highot

Lawrence Krueger, Anthony

Lanzi 1 lo, Lee Lob. hole,

Say HAPPY EASTER
the, finest way possible

Michael Mars, Grego,

Martens, George Medal, Mark
leves. George Moldenhauer.
Karl PrinslowDonald Schmid,

Randal Schema., Marc
Thiclmen, John Todd and Greg
Waischwell.

Presorts wrestling ors coy
posted its "wont" record et

under coach Dave lima in

and Bob Rano.

cord

Lewis, Dave lundstedt, Jeff

Vogele, Jon Welch, G. Wendorff, Steve Wolski and John
Thule and Kerry Walters. The
were Donald Burger
Yana!

Weeks was the manager. The
team, coached by Rich Chew,
boasted the only 140 score in

r terts.-mPda
David Nelson. Michael
O'Mara, Kerry Rado, Douglasr""'""'d were Thomm
Chaim

that it failed to win the confacto championship for the
first lime in six years. the
Knights did send MVP Ken
Klein all the way to the state

e

Hank Szymanshis sophomore team brought home the

lam. ynsk
lames

Strauch, Matt Symcox,

g-Jh VI t ,R-11
Valentino, Jim Wilcox, Ron
Wold and John Zapfel. Clint
St

Daniel Young, George Kra.,
orthe manager,

-Tit& /Kg& of Ead&l&
Easter is dressing up. Easter is bunnies. Easter is little girls with
baskets. Easter is little boys with chocolate egg 'on their -taco..
Above all, Easter is church and spiritual rejoicing. And, of come,
Easter is a Hallmark card. When you put Easter in an envelelths
your thoughtfulness helps the magic of Eastm bloom in the
hearts of all who receive your gOod wishes.

20 S. Dutton Ct.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 9-1450

Choosefrom our wide selection of
American Greetings EASTER CARDS

DORETTI' PHARMACY
Main 8 Central
Mount Prospect
259-3880
HUEDEINERY

Open Every Night Ol12 Midnight

11-0nnes,

or Wildcat Relay

Twelve lull s vi
Twelve tan. including
nine from the Mai Suburban

Lsagut., will son verge at
High

Wheeling

School

tomorrow and Thursday for

Startle time both days wdl

mum round out du field of

be 5 p m

12

THE MIST TEAMS' that
will participate are the hoe

It should be a redly oleo.
men, beause there isn't one
team that stands out aver the
others," said Wheeling head

one of the biggest indoor

school, Hersey, Prospect, Arl-

track. meets of the season. the
Wfideat Relays.

math, Fremd, Conant, Pala-

coach Jerry Parsons.

tine, Forest View and' Elk
Grove with only Glenbord

North missing the action.

Each school will be permit tad two entries in each event.
plus a four -lap and an eight-

Glenbrook North

lap relay mem. The scoring

mid Glenbrook South, all

wet be the some as in a dual

The frosb-mph teams will

h° featured in tomorrow's
session, and the vanity squads

will take over on Thursday.

Deerfield,

BUT THAT ILL be

+bout the only sinulanty
betwee the two kinds of

meets. an Parsons points
out.

but with no outstanding in.

inn du it He mention. tits quart, milt and the
{Wean Ion Pie Ind Guy rdm.
Hildebrandt on two who

dividuels can still win a dual
meet, but will have trouble in

known.

The reentry, here that
a lean we in good bailie

in a meet like OM and be only

Wildcat Relays where the

mediocre in the dual me'

emphasis is on the individuol.

Ire said.

"In fact,

Pitt 'finished third in the

long Jump in the Blue
Dwneea

lot of

a

AS AN EXAMPLE,

eaches feel that the dual
meets are practkally worthless

Parana cites his oven Wheeling outfit es one which should

ed serve only as prelim

Relays

at

Maine

East last Saturday, T. he will
compete in the high jump as

well on Thursday.

SitiRceeodul no Vinton° Ile mo wairded
074alley.a two-time Chicago land Prep League champion,

Ietten for wrestling weroJOhn

Mike O'Malley were among

racked up a four year recant

the

of 92 wins, five losses and one

Kerr, Kevin Knauf. Jim Luhr.
Tim McCue, George McDon.

Sr. Via. Winter Sports A -

tie. Thirty of those wins came

nell,

Players

Valuable

Mont

Terry Cullen, Rich Lynch and
the athletes honored at

wank Banquet sponsored by

the St. Viator Father's Club
held last night in the Red
Lion Room at St. valor.
Cullen,

senior

co -captain

and guard on the Lions basketball squad this season, was
voted MVP by his teammates.
Although he missed a number
of games, Cullen's cohorts
felt that his leadership and
character were enough, coupled with his basketball talents,
10 merit his selection.

LYNCH, who qualified for
All.American and then made
the all -stele swimming learn

in the 50 yard freestyle, also
wm selected on personal marit. In the words of Gene 0'-

Hart, the Viator co -captain

St. Vint or All-Amerienn

accepting for Lynch who was

Rich Lynelt tvns honored n

at

the St. Molar Sports Need

Arlington Tower, "Lynch was

last night as the Mos

Valuable Swimmer on the

the

banquet

all -state

at

the hardest worker and the
err

Ost popular guy on the team."

The wrestling MVP, Mike

Sealiun squad this year.

Geiser,

Ed

Barry

Mennen, Ray

season.

varsity

loners.

maneget Tim Sutherlund and
Dave Takata,

Iversen,

Geoff

Jeff

Kinka,

Lavin, Lynch. Terry McCue,
Mike McShea, Gene O'Hara.

Receipients

Steve Salerno, Mark Savage.
Mark Scheidt. Est Schultek,

basketball

trophies were Dave Reek

Mike Smith,

emeW

Mark Keehan. Kaskie
received the award as the
squad's leading yebounder (he

Day area basketball players

dotted both the Illinois Prep
Sports Special and the Rockford Morning Star special
mention and honorable mention All-Siata teams just re-

atos Terry

Cullen,

Maine

W., Toro Kummer or,

Notre Dame Tom Reckert

meted the hoemble now
tion IblIngs of the Pie Spires

Zasadny has been tough.

The

hurdle.

and Keehn won the Sportmonship

Award
RECEIVING basketball

because of their abundance of
good individuals.
Sam Witt placed first in the

Eaton and Kevin
Kuban of Nave Dame, Dave
Hasbech

of

John

Palatine,

Woe, of Arlington, Willie

put. they give the Cards an

Chip Berry, Cullen, Brien Car ley, Steve Carley, John Doyle,
Kaskie, Keehan, Mike Pattenuzzo, Bab Rech, manegerlack
Regan, Jae Trawinski and
manager Mark Zwolski.

hnpressive group.

HERSEY IS ono of the
teams that does better in dual

meets the in this type

wrest-

Eddie Klingberg, Rick
Komar,
Willie O'Donnell,
sen,

Illy

O'Malley,

Mike stmiresand Malden..
varsity'

Anderson of Maine W. and
Andy Pancralz of Hersey were
all named on both of the nempiper's elite squads.

Mile Koko of Fremd broke
into the Prep Sports Specials
special mention learn while
Conant's Brant Barton. St, Vi-

The new management of
Adington

Washington

and

op a new image for the &mous
Chicago tracks.

wood. announced an important

Phil Georgeff, the voice of
Arlington Park for a decade,

sten yesterday to strengthen
customer relations and &vet -

will return to call the tees.
Georgeff has been affiliated

Park race tracks at Home -

!keen races In 1959. He has
described Adington races
the Madill School of Joumal- every year since, although he
Ism al Northwestern Uni- 'Presided only over the Batmorals ession which ended in
versity in 1953.
mid -June last season.
HE BEGAN announcing Ao
Of equal importance in the

Hersey tram, es Grein
Hersey took first places in

-

that was good for hest, and

nine events estordey on its

lemmata Chris Kelsey cry

way to a convincing 73-36 vie+

tory over Elk Grove in an

second. Michelle avoided
Mather Hersey sweep by fin -

Indoor track meet held at the

fishing third.

clads were responsible for the
firsts, end the Huskies also
swept the first three places in

two eves. the high Mr. and
the polent vault. In addition,

thesitors were
in

thevi

Truth!. andiseighl-Ith

relays.

FOR ELK GROVE the in.
dividel star was Mike Mich,

Hyrsey won its fourth event

)row when Greg Gawlik

completed the sweep with a

4,10:

won the 880 -yard run in 2:06.2,

third.

and then the Nuskie four -hip

MICHELLA TOOK the
broad jump with a 1941, end

2. Gehr, H; 3. Idstein,EG;
LOW HURDLES: I.

in

relay team kept the rally gm
ing by winning in a limo of
1:13.5.

That relay

Haler. Kelsey.

included
Scott Davis

and Cart,.
Michelle broke the Or foe
the Grenadiers by placing first

in the 440 with a 55.4, with
elle. who captured firgeplace Tom car of Hersey and Jim
honors in the 440 -yard dashl Idgein of Elk Grove finished the broad jump. Thai no second and third, tepee-

brund jump was the Gr.,'
severest suit.

as

they took

places one.two-three there.

Brian Zimmer got the !tictors off to si good start with
a 10:39.4 win in the two.mile
run. Jim ()ginger of Elk Grum
was second and Huskie Rick
(Mk placed third.
Gordon Half row made it
two straight for Hersey when
he won the high hurdles with
u time of 8.2, followed by

5.7; 2. Kelsey. H; 3. Mich
ella. EGO Me 1. Gawlik.

Don Spry. who has only been
out for a week after the close
of the basketball season, took
second with a respectable
jump of 5-6 and Glen Johnson

in

Grensolier fieldhouse,

Nine different Hersey thins

eis first -place kap of 5-10.

Tiers

lively.
ELK GROVE got a 7.8 from
Lichen lo svM the low hurdles.

but Kieffer and Haler. earth
cd second and third for Hersey. Ed Rieger and Mel Cran-

teammates

Lichter and

Id -

stein were second and third.
But the Huskies resumed the
favor as Gary Swam
was
first, Leon Zosadny was sec met end Mau Dean was third
in the pole vault. Swanson's

In the shot pill it was Bill
Tcws of Elk Grove winning
with a throw of 50-41/2 and
Jerry Lee of Hersey in second.
Spry' came in third for the
Huskies.

nier then picked up first and

second for the winning He

big Wildcat relays.

in

the mile run. with

Ric -gees 4:97.1 goad for the

3. Hopp. H; EOUR.LAE RELAY: 1. Hersey (HelOrOm.
Castre, Davis, Kelsey(,
I. Michelle, EG, 55.4;

EG, 7.8; 2. Kieffer.
3. Hakrow, H; MILE RUM I.
Rigger. H. 4:47.1; 2. Cranmer.

H; 3. Somers, EG; EIGHT -

LAP RELAY: I. H. IGnwli.

Kelsey,

Davis,

Gehri,

2:3110;

winning height was 114.

Both tents will venture to
Wheeling Thursday fay the

kiss

H. 2,06.2, 2. Dunning. EG;

HIGH JUMP: I. Heuer.
H. 5-10; 2. Spry. Ho 3. John LONG JUMP: I.
Michelle, EG; 19 -II; T Lkh.
ter, ES; 3. Idstein, ES; POLE
eon,

11;

VAULT) I. Swanson, H, 11-6;
2. Zasedny, El; 3. Dean.' -1:
SHOT .PUT: 1. Tews. ES,

00411'2 Lee FE 3 Sp. FP

announcement yesterday wan

including the Kentucky De,
by. Preakness and Belmont.
Rivera's coverage of the drug -

Singofthe1968ReneckY
Derby
winner,
Deer's
Image attracted national a,
tention.
In the years since 1959,

rner-,fo.ot

described

races a. perhaps as many

er and one of the top race reporters in the country, as dirreIOT of information and ad-

harness races. He has become

t. and Washington tracks.
Rivera, 35, has been on the
Tribune staff since 1955. coming to the newspaper about

the same time that Gcorgeff
CR= to Arlington Park. However. River...did genend sports

ft

he Tribune for

several

years.

an Arlington trademark.
BOTH GEORGEFF and
Rivera have, in their respec-

tive capacities, worked clffely with Frank Karon, mane ger of the Arlington and Washinglon tnicks. Kofron has been
manager of the Arlington and
Washington tracks for years
during
wnership of Hejoie Everett end is well
known and highly regarded in
Illinois racing circles.

THE TRIBUNE writer was
introduced

into

racing

by

Georgeff. When Rivera was
apointed a track reporter by
thep Tribune, Georgeff introduced Rivera to the
the leading
and
stable owners.
jockeys on the American rac-

ing nee.

his pew position with Trans.
on April 6.

Riven, in his new capacity.
will Jima the public and press
operations for the two traCks
and launch new promotional
advertising campaigns
for 'the coordinated 72 -day
and

thoroughbred meeting, which

pens on Memorial Day at

erations

tractive both to fan and horse-

1

areas. and on the mombckstretch.

"A brand new image is
prospects
very....
heft Projected and I think citing and I am looking forth. fens, the horsemen, ems wad to being part or thc
Racing Board, and the cams Tranneetion hely."

Wins award

"Among the projects under
discussion in my field arc the
televising of Saturday feature

Buffalo Grove was pr0SenInd

.railbird club'

award certificate from
Golf Digest as the !nom Intproved Golfer of the year at

changes in

the Buffalo Grove Golf Club.

rues,

Saturday

a

morning

at Arlington,
pass policies, a

..Talk to the Stars). program
before the races at which the
fans will be able to ask their
favorite jockeys and trainers
qucstions. and several 'speciol days.:

Mrs." Kennedy. who re ceived her award from club
pro AI Griffith, started playing
golf in April of last year and by

October was shooting in the

of our specialties

13 FA

mskes

weir

t

CONCRETE WORK

Seravice

rriP)rd

I. Helmut, H,'8.2; 2. Lich ter. EG; 3. Kieffer, H; 50.

SPENCER & SONS

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

w. some..

,R1,- 3.-51.

KANZLER BROTHERS

liSf
HMV INSLIRED

wins
Pone Fences

Cedar Closets

Elm SI. 8 Evergreen Ave., Mt. Pm,.

,

73.1406

Child Care0
ART MS DAY CARE CENT.:

ROOMS

F,11 Toy sesmons

520.422.2

JORYNN ROOMING
' Bowmen's 11ohens. writs. both

GALL

Snote,TRa. 'SS 733S.

1

"rts" rjeb"roo"'to:

..."

a; .1...°

Phone 25922710

259-6030

watme...

a

Hellman Istenes

,sa.,,,,,.

Apply ie Person

uruota,

RAMON MU.

C....

°270788'

WAIIPAPFR1NG
e

e.rerh,

,ei.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

-

CAREER IN

CO610,1 UPHOLSTERY

'...'"'
, P .

'
a

,

...eh. ',h.sa

.°.

,.,

'"IPCII.'':1.1774Hnl.57E.7

Decorators

CLASSROOM ANO

B TRAINING

Retirement Plan
Accident IT Sid, Benefits

Paid 1/muttons
Saving Plan

FOP INFORMAIIONCALIMR. CARIS9060

222-5934

-

WISHING WM WIG

------

STUDIO

Ne PRODUCTS INC.
Set -Up Man
Interested in Plastic Vacuum and Pressure Form.

SHADE "N" SHUTTER

mg. Excellent chance for advancement. 03.37
to nod -Many company Beale.

259.0561

FREE ESTIMATES

-

%,mtisr
777 Wheeling Rad

TAM

=11=1024

0 ppor !Unity for real advancement
Definitely the leader in Our field

..MRS

1st SHIFT

JANITOR

ID GRINDER
PARTS CRIB ATTENDANT
SHIPPING CLERK

2nd SHIFT
MACHINIST

SURFACE GRINDER

10% Bonus for 2nd Shill

INDISIGNODE
3700 W. Lake Ave. Glen

w-

Wheeling, Illinois

WOVEN WOODS
-

eat and modern working conditions.

IMMEDIATE OPENING

6

077

N

EKCO

Window Shades

CL 9-0495
p,.392.3060
...woo. Wends dole Mums

99 W. Palatine Rood

Groot wage. ona benefits.

Eguff employment opportenrty.

'' Vric.' '1'
lamest Undguss11.29.026

Lain tz Jensen

Income Tor
Service

installation department
Installing communication equipment in
telephone exchanges in Chicago area.

W ali P p , e ri n A

FREE ESTIMATES

Roll, Meoclows re.

'''Unc.

Interesting jobs with friendly people.

COMMUNICATIONS

AU DRAPERY REPAIRS

THE DAY DOES IT!

Nicholas Blvd.
Grove Village

Start a long core.' with Signado.

Upholstery

UN 2,8.46+6 o,112,11.141

.O -v24.

.

Elk

24.Help Wanted Men

A/AFRICAN LIPVICESTFRING

DECORATORS

394-3200
iedrol

Ad Hu

CUSTOM OnDislIDnfraiii ovt

MO

Buuriers

1501

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

Working for Western Electric

CREATIVE

9 N. amhoms Rd..

..

,I.

''''TCV%''''''ig

1" '31i -i745'0'".

rand

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

0.$15 USUAL FEE

2952

m.io,

'"I-...'
nr,,.., repairs

296-1043

259.0028

wood reg... Al

rig

'."

9.w...ow

,.,....

n

06 1,4:71.4.,. Ha

'l °"".."..=

INCOME TAX

SALES 6 SERMICF,39-9966. Boo

B.73S0

Paid Holidays

PAcKAY TREE SERVICE

°wormer

....

611. henna Nom

0261

it Paid Vocations

h

Tin gem.

-4:YettIttte-t.

IONNETH A. PEARSON

no...........
439-8280

POODLE'

FREE EST I/SAIES

orkod 0,1

Free Hospitalization
Free Ste Insurance

392-8017

Coll 25,7203

Pelee.

rea r-

Pros. 5,2 W NW .we CI 511417

shnuonoen.

A do

CARPET 6 TURN sham,

days.
design graphics Ind lows. of

Dow Mom. ram....

529-3901

s 6 All rosio

Na experience necessary. Day and night shifts.
$0.00 per hour to non. $3.17 per hour after 120

$160 FEE PAID

ideters

c...r.umuo.....

GROOMING
255 2570

4

DESIGN TRAINEE

o tete sewer

I"tr:::=7529-3900

P000116 SCHNAUOR

253 185B. AI

1270
APOLLO CONSTRUCTION CO
SCHAUMBURG, ILL.

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Small lobs We1conte.
Morl in 1.11,9n
0
e.25611122

10to 16.

666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

T

TARING ORDERS NOW FOR

in red or lilac on while andMp

28 Dolton Coon
Arlington Heights
.
0I.3.1760

fl 9.0114U

SPRING SPRAYING

emsMOON

9z

WAREHOUSEMEN

8,1 9685 298-3.191

97.219S

,,,,,,,e,

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

hos several permanent in% for

=1/'/LICS
so,

0 ...en., ,..,...

RUSSELL

DOT A PROBLEM DWI

392 .1317 TRB 8700 eves.

GOODYEAR TIRE 8 RUBBER CO.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
De, Plaines

cosines ...MORK

NNE INTERIOR PAINTING

29,16,6

shown hero in

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

APOLLO

C'79.S.SVA St'. '

on Service

291302

cL2gZ

CI

.

-

ACROSS...TREES PROM THE laslWANICH
WESTERN. COMMUTER LEPOT

.

'ASES

u

....-76,2,17400.9,

''

aglY4,i3

2T6 -1D71

of.R:fvf.SZ:I.ES...;121. 4092

BENEFCIAL
TAO SERVICES, INC.

' '''' "°'"°' ''''"osg2 '

....r"

IN HOMY. a GEC

Tile

DECORATING

GROOMING

You'll love the wpm comfort of

inc.

on Onion. 6 Roper Hanging

KRUMER DECORATING

,

Dog Tip

01,

solewne..

H EVI -DUTY

ell expenses paid. Call

Wee

Tailoring

INCOME TAX

',.:',"'
..'t
sPOSign a Oral ling
0

P

Low Spring Rotes

being dis ad wish,.

DOLORES ETERS SCHOOL OF
DANCING ENROLL NOW FOR
3 ,5.. M 3 1]55

22) B020

5, 3018

eilTidirifld.,,

Supplies

,msrnllmwn Me es-

BOB VAN

now

35feeffle

FEDERAL & STATE

Dancing S[1100128

.GENERAL
AVARA91 MUMMY

co

SERVICE

021.1022 of

oppr.

fully:awed.
S HOO WORMIN G

H l IN OECORATING
2.7,1537 o, 027.60411

suits a Hon.

CLOTHING:

MP AND A.

on Me .017 r.heochweN0
obligo6an WRITE OR CALL No
,

wogoopuram ond maxim
p.i................

COMPUTERIZED'

Clothi ng

TRUSTY WAR

3....
.0..5

All Cracks Repaired

Income Tax Service

rum moon. a mon a Fes

5 MAR GUARANTEE

PROSPECT

Sunday 0A16.1.3 11111.

...Iv . Re....9
........,15...

C45.2991

PoRHITURE AND UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING RESIDENTIAL AHD
COMMERCIAL FREE ESTIMATES

ROOM AUDITIONS.RWanus

PU

82/7436

MD WOOD FLOOR.
1100 S HOME IMPROVEMENTS
AND STORE VIXIDHES
KITCHENS BATHS

.

LINDBERG

The Coast
Do you want
to go toe Californio?
O
month,
0700 to

NORWAY PAINTING

CARPETS SHAMPOOED
STRIP WAR .D 131.1,1111

Carpet Cleaning

WHAT?

rr

floor on,..,,,eaning

enlry. C

HOUSES RAISEDpee

MOUNT

015-1011IRS.Wed. a ani. irr 0 am.

IsOyfiR.F1.11

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

.

Busse's Flowers & Gifts Inc.

PANTING. 6 DECORATING

oses. 071.0009

Cods. li

ent

cAll SSE 1975

292.6991

xOIeG°
''
the dassic polo in red, navy or
jade. All

ear n

2333705

RENTO

'.. ..... ... ......

292.0110

529.6567

Dorm thou 3591906

FULL BASEMENT

OPEN TO ANYONE INTERESTED IN TRAVELING!

11 Business Sunken

ael. servIce co all types.

'...741,71RII;4711N6

ORDER EXPEDITOR

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

06 061NAPPIIMP

ROLANU E. JOHNSON

..... E. '.....; ''''...

Phone Toe*.

CA11,210460

and

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

15 Instruction

1308.1AACKSLANDSCAPING

.

Residennol.Cornmercial

Vv...
Pr. Ernie,

* FILMS * BROCHURES
* BRING YOUR QUESTIONS

345-0.7

nix.,

."

Cluoli

Elk Grove Village

1250 Pratt Blvd.

MOGEN. SWAP PIV.,

10

PA

Xlvot,"1

SAMS and SERVILE
LOR

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

0PT

+ Thu noglInew.

Call Mr. Moore.

Need o Handyman??

Unpunler wo, rile Haan

-

area to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insure,
ed Siding. If interested

Sump Pump

CALL BUD 25,010

253-60.

woa,,

as

RIO'S NOME REPAIRS

.'

DO 1'011010W

ore., Any schooling In

82.1.5256

359 1459

Coll ARO TIVA

m looking for u couple

of Iran, homes in your

.' ''''5

'

Homo Maintenone

I'm.. service. free alienates.

CorPensrloRemodeliOg
Contractors

HELP

R'

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

D

Water Hearin

Room Ado

triplicate and ready to go when
you arel Mini -rib mock sunk
style in red, navy or yellow with
stripe trim. V-neck Itelim mittste

Painting 8 Decorating

REDI HEATING"Not

,

Robb los Lis DT Me smolt
Moldy Work

THANK YOU

ler you ond your family. Come in ond wit was us...v meek
mar hare who, you re Looking for.

Slarm Windows

Heating

TR.,,'

li.l.i:

IsiOre. We offer o complain package of paid fringe ben

0.0,,,...her .E m
Sign Painting

low

uslnsc
manors or roll so re. Reno pressman.

will teach you ihe 11011111e

Sewing Machin Repair

Musical Instructions

vs, rm.. Othss

If you ore mechonicoly emittloccl ore willing

384-352B

827 +637

GRAY

JOBS?

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

WANTED

Coll 592 4710

Litebon Remodeling

SCORE BIG WITH SPORTGMPO POLOS

red

Hearing Aids

..,

Waltman Coast. Co.

for an informative

EDMOND

Rolm, wens 6 Room for We

BIOOMINGDALE IMAno.

bY

YARD DASH: I. Castre, H,

um utl.
,:`,.

drisewors.

is

825-41D5R

;

AII Mo4,,

boners . Roofing Alu

eTor

RON PRW

oll

a

'77MO:.=nt::°'''

Gutters

ma

se

2961071

arida Masonry
finplece5
0. M ON

CL 5 8213

358-2597

w0.1I
ooer

Sewer & Septic Work

.,,,,.

SSE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AN 2 STRONGMEN

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

JOIN USeaa

(thinner, EG;
3. Ohle. H; HIGH HURDLES:

General HaulingHaulingAutomobile

HAVE YOU THOUGHT
ABOUT CHANGING

II -Personals

71.0°X2unr/N7E'EME,s.'

notlMS PREEOIIMATES
S22.121, .

:ALL 6,8-TR

HELP

R'e!a'rd '392.'91dd 'P'"

Roofing

REVERS MASONRY

PUNISHING AND PRAM

250111inoi, St

14.00

Mammy

COUNTRYSIDE. TIME

24 Hr. Phone

PLACES 6 GENERAL REPAIR

September 2.

gi.

REVCOR - INC.

P

M?err7Vc?,74

"O'Vs

cp., ,,,, ,,,,,,,,

... E., . i:::::.. .:71;;;;;1....
,aam

PLAN NOW M SPRING

''F'IM'En1=SSFTT

ting

MEET RESULTS

2.

F6

392-9351Buy

FP

10:39.9;

Locally

Prue

stom

OM 5,4

TWO-MILE: I. Zimmer. H,

'...
Prwes

N.,Wimples

Tree Lome

meeting
Association
that begins at Washington on

has covered alinl of the major
the country,
racing events

PROGRAM STARTS AT 12:30

Fine Selection of Hallmark Cards

Walks

4'351'005

,,,,,,,,,,

*a°'".'! ""

'Poiret

,

...WAGE 6 REPAIR

e'n:err....%75'2;.;6'57.''' I

Furniture Refinishing

ALLEN CONCRETE

HOMES. OTTIGE.ROOM

polyester knit

CORSAGES- lust one

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

...r., ,,,,

.....

674-6200

Rache.TV Service

MAGIC OY IINNY THE MAGIC

CALLUS NOT

day Washington Park Trot-

law 50's for nine holes.

olge 824.61

6

Arlington Park, and the 34 -

=kg

,

er

Mrs Hugh S. ICenndy of
geld

BY RAY PETERSON
.

CALL 428-4411

SKOKIE

'v.'''. ' ''"

Lowe Mower Repairs.

installation

Cosolls a

CLEARING HOUSE

Magic

255-7200

cEZWN'.'.fl'E'R"XA

unfolded.

'gum
rn

REDZIECONCREIE

.1 WAS VERY happy as rac-

BUSINESS MEWS
HMI YOUR PIANO 1 UNKI

Refinishing

Sole, commensurate with eupenence ond abase.

CALL DAN MICHAELS

95

022.1411

L

Five years ago Rivera was

HARPER COLLEGE

so often overlooked.

compel ern Ver,.

the next couple of days and
it is truly unique. offering

munities surrounding the two
race tracks will be well pleased as Transnation$ Mons are

klewol

6

on,

Will superrio work Including Plonking, forming. Progressive
and Orme Ilies.AlsoTools.figs.and PiNNNNNN

=see

ersiking. AR phases ol ,ard

V' T'1Rn

N

TOOL ROOM

renr Z: Plaines
L
SALES
TRAINEE

eHUCni

of

Moor
M

nth

Piano Tuning Services

pow., Rokin,Trimming L Pron.

ol.Reos 42..1
sh

3 2236

50.0.3 CL

SPRINGCMANUP

WEST GARDEN [ENTER

Mak. Pieces

Corso..

,otty,z,ttt-t."'" "

to 37,00 FEE PAID

,,,,,,,

Spks
ec

SUPERVISIR

La Salle Personnel

oiler

NIGHTS

ICENSTO BEAUTY OPERATO

,

realAACITS LANDSCAPI

MP a

KEN'S CUSTOM
KORNER

ing editor of the Tribune. but
"Long-range plans also art
couldn't resist the oppor- being formulated, among them
tunity to be in
the reshap. the Creation of a master chart
ing of Arlington and Wash- for landscaping Arlington
ington by the new manage. Park --both
and paddock
MOO," Rivera said.

RUSTIC MONO

Floor Maintenance

...II

appointed
Tribune
editor. and in that. capacity

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25th...
tender love & forgotten consid-

E......,

leuerhead getups

1970

some very mecial deems Sr.nation

'CLL'ATIZITI:laNeET

2902770
'

,

Landscaping

..,

AN EDUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

SALES TRAINFES.S700

rod
9
S29.2733.

v

Wheeling, Minors

777 Wheeling Rood

23 Employment Agencies -Men

B24,090

V.. IO V.. V.....

ma 1911

olan.

at

Tribune's foremost turf writ-

mising for both the Ailing-

and being full-tiwork
e
in

259.0891

Complese Manilas

"March 24,

"Afternoon
of Travel"
Reveal: unspoken thoughts,

bo n

359-2515

history. and Loyola Academy.
will leave the Tribune on April

13Lostand Found

Sts SIOi

a

ee

.

Tuesday,

"PETER KOSIBA, director

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

9M1one

Permanent Waves

SERVICEt.n..
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of racing, will be releasing our
1970 Stakes schedule within

Excellent chances for advancement

ass IMO.,

Le

Ming. Heirs...111.

The gradate of ROOSGYall

Wo will train on the oboe openings

Renewal. last
onion, wish o low

PIU1,11..

$2.67 to start
$2.85 to start
$3.00 to start
$3.00 to start

Press Attendants
Fork Lift Operator

of she wheel goods
which you no

L...Tcrtt%

CO MI told [10, 3.907.

7;pes
1.1ebnp propcis.1104.1.5.

.,

Cement

217 5.ArImmen lits. Rd.

top spot.

The Huskie eight -lap relay
Mark Lich.- of Elk Grove teathof Gawlik. Kelsey, Davis
in >second. Hersey's Kurt and Gehr got another Me with
a fine 2:38.0.
Kieffer was third.
TERRY CASTILE of Hersey
Hersey's blitz in the high
had a 5.7 in the 50 -yard dash Wimp was paced by Jim Neu -

ART

chence rest with hurdler and
Mailman Terry Sheen.

University, with a major in

,

2517220

Maddening

in one capacity or another
since he was melded from

he hen, so buy om

Engineeringse,,,

200 F. Rand Rtl.Ms.Prespeo

Art Service

Klinker in the 880.
Elk Grove, hest trackster is

steps take at two subs irban race tracks

II

T

I

RUICH.GUIRES

ALL SF RVICfCO

are Scott Seale in the
middle distances and Tom

rebounding trophy and Cullen was Macey MVP.

P.M.
'''''
mn...,:::"R"'".5

22-SituationsWentetliNmen

Someone else.

1134-8725.

inn

Three of the athletes honored at the Viator banquet last night were, from left, Mark Keehan,
Dave Keskie end Terry Cullen. Keehan won the baskethall sportsmanship award, Kaskie won the

iss",,,,s1;:in::

ASSOC

TRIC bream,

, ..

eance for miens at Wheel.

0.65
PzURTS

Ampulski, John Cavers, Bill HenrikTim
O'Malley,
manager Ted Pikes, Jeff Scow

come see our newly remodeled

omPahleoiroh..1.r.

Ganeer, John Lobs, manager
Bill Paige, Mike Shanahan

w.,".?,:,?:VATL.

ICH OR2.1 7510
:,;,:.:::"2..tztt

PRCOESOONAL -AX SOlvia

TSn' E"Cl, IC NO jell;

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Laborers
Floor Men

GEtTLRAI. ACCT. IR.

Hamm, PARTY?

good this year.

participate in the 440 and
the broad jump. Forest View's

.'..

'

'
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Tuesday, March 24, 1970
Debbie's help in cast-

TONIGHT
2

UAW I PRESUME

NOT A 'THING! IT'S JUST THAT I
DIDN'T WANT /CX.I TO GO ANY
FARTHER THAN THE KITCHEN
WITH THE SEEDING AND
WATERING OF THE SOIL.
YOU BROUGHT N
WITH YOur

WHAT5A mATTERI I .1151
REMEMBERED I FORGOT
TO FEED AN' WATER TH'
PARAKEET 50I CAME
INTO DO Fr wHAT'5
WRONG WITH THAT?

WE'RE NOT MAKIN'
ANY ACCUSATIONS,
MAZOR ... MI

OFFERIN' A LITTSTLE

ADVICE! LIKE STAY

NW FROM PARK
CORNERS AND

PRA.TTLE
CONCERNS
CO
BUS] e.R.s TALK

OF REVENGE!

32 The Munsters

WELL, Fze,.,604..,

HE'S NOT or4
THE SAME

MENTAL LEVEL

AS A

porrr ANSWER

1400PLEI

THE PHONE!

show.
9 Star Trek

6:00
News
News
7 News
9 Mike Douglas
11 Italian Panorama

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

"

1

8:25
20 TV College
Social Science

a PTA talent

ing

form" is discussed by
Rev. Spencer Parsons and Mrs. Elizabeth Loafmann.

Tom Ewell plays
J.J.'s always enthusiastic Uncle Charley, a toy inventor,

8:30

2

with a revolutionary
idea.

7:30
R e d Skelton
Show

6:25
Editorial

9:00
60 Minutes
An interview with
Elizabeth Taylor and
Richard Burton is
among features.
7 Marcus Welby,
M.D.
A counselor in an
orphanage is addicted to pills and is
responsible for an
2

Tony Sandler and
Ralph Young are

26 Quiz

guests.

An informational
special looking at the

end of a way of life
for the Netsilik Es-

WORRIES

kimos that' has existed for thousands of
years.

'TH

vs cooma GINNER
/A/ EVERY NIGHT .'

LORI. IP

NEED A CHANGE!...

ried to two women
Larry Hagman and
Jessica Walter.

still photographer

Mod Squad

"An Alpine

-

Oasis"

(e)

features

a

film trip to Switzer-

9

John Tweedle.
32 News

11 NET Journal
The

"The Trial:

2 6 Bob
Sports

Your
Horoscope

6:55

20 The American

BUGS BUNNY

Community College

stg0

FOR WEDNESDAY

THE ADDRESS AND PHONE
NUMBER OF THE "ACME
ACCORDION SCHOOL'S

ARIES (March 22 - April

26 Famous Artists;
Famous Writers
5

20): Share your problems and
your joys with one who can be

7:00
Debbie Reynolds

Show

Charlotte

seeks

reen O'Hara and
V ictgr McLaglen.

11 The Forsyte Saga
32 The Baron
11:30

Paintings;'
1M
Great
Music
32

11:45

32 News Final
12:00
Movie

2

32

32 Truth or Con-

Paul Harvey

pretenils to be a Nazi

'convert in order to
help the Allies.
7

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

5

12:30
Everyman

9

12:35
News

7

1:00
For Blacks Only

Comments

sequences

11 French Chef
20 TV High School

7:40
20 TV College

26 Curley Barrix Show

liter-

1:05
Movie
"Mr. Wong in
Chinatown."
Mr.
Wong goes to China9

9:30
American

Deal in Dan-

"I

ger." Robert Goulet

9:25

Denver vs. Lauren R.
Watson."

ature from the Civil

Shaw

War.

32 Password

5

Philbin

John Wayne, Mau-

City and County of

town to solve the murder of Princess
Mei-Ling. Boris Kar-

land.

6:45

Post -Civil War friction between settlers
and Apaches is focal
point of this Western.

5

for a knitting project.

Seas

tifa

children is injured.

finds himself mar-

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and
-

which one of her

man

at the same time and
in different cities.

attempt on a frienUof
Pete's family.

1(0

a

A

in

Jeannie
Jeannie gets a goat

Pete's mother reenters her son's life
when the squad investigates a murder

YCUT7 ENJOY
IT!

"Three's

Crowd."

auto accident

Perry Mason
11 Chicago Festival
nearly
Features
300 photographs by

7

SURE THING,

in who comes,to Hollywood to be discovered.
7 Movie

1 Dream of.

5

LANCELOT

Julia '
Part 2. Actress
Diana Sands is featured as Julia's cous5

6:30 '
2 Eskimo --A
Flight for Life

HAT'S WHAT

T h e Governor

who finally comes up

2
NOW 'IbU 'TRY 1OURS.

" R i o Grande."

2

the Week

Movie

9

11 University
of
Chicago Roundtable
"Abortion
Re-

26 Goya Theater of

6:15
11 TV College
Psychology.
26 Spanish Sports

Cavett

Dick,Show

8:00
Movie

2

Part 2. "Exodus."

5

Concerns Israeli

7
9

struggle for independence after World
War II. Paul New m a n , Eva Marie
Sainte and Lee J.
Cobb.
Hitch9 Alfred
cock Presents
26 Victor Ortega

loff and Grant With-

10:00
News
News
News
News

ers.

7

1:30
Reflections

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

11 Ski School
1:50

26 A Black's View
of the News
3 2 The Honeymooners

1:55

10:30

2:30

2 Mery G riffin Show

Pan -Am Show

Show

32 Big Valley

5

Live By

Tonight Show

of both moral and material
support. Let your plans air.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
You should find your

EEK & MEEK

21):

fears generally unfounded today. Another's ability to work
things out should stand you in
good stead.

3-2..1°"`";""..1'''&;!`

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): The Gemini who nurses
small grievances will soon find
that he has a tiger by the tail.
The wiser course is to torgive
and forget.

BEY. ECK. fi3 SFRAIGT/ME!

MY 414:X)M6 MAAJS
FANG? 'MAT' 7

HOW'S SbUR. 4400MG MAN'S
FANCY.

FORGET IT;
DAD!

MOR'TY MEEKLE
t

.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): The threat of another's
usurping your place at home
or on the employment scene

CC

..--..__......,...... 0_,

,,,X...0............M

grows less as you grow more
proficient. Work at it.

34"

I.E0 (July 24 - Aug. 23):
The creative impulse can be re-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

vivified today with very little
effort. Do your part toward
helping another survive.

VIRGO (Aug. 24
231:

-

Sept.

Anfwer to Previous Puzzle

Keep home' a peaceful

'Medley

place ---even if you have to up-

set the surrounding area and
people in order to do so.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

THE BORN LOSER
ACROSS

Harmony is vital to your feel
ing of well-being these days.

1 Sousa's forte

Your career aims may have to

be shifted in order to accommodate new plan's.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): See that professional goals

come first in your thinking at
this lime. It would he easy to
make the mistake of being too
Personal.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): Join others in the
purposeful pursuit of new interests. Don't become caught

6 Geometrical,
lines

THIS BETTER NOT BE
F

RHUBARB PIE, &LAWS,
BECAUSE I WON'T EAT
IT! HOWEVER, IF IT'S
BOYSENBERRY, I'LL NOT

11 Idolizes
13 Wanderers
14 Miami Beach,

for instance
15 Certain
beverage

ONLY EAT THIS PIECE,
I'LL INSIST UPON THE

You may have a -difficult time
explaining your motives to
others ---hut you can give it a
good try.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Understanding is the best
support you can offer another
at

your
turned down.

first

offer

WHOLE PIE! weu,
coME otJ,
IS a.?

CAPTAIN EASY
GOOD OLE EA5Vt I KNEW .13
HE WOULDN'T MISO ANY
SHININ' OPPORTUNITIES:

33 Craggy hill
34 English river
36 Harden
38 Whirlwinds
39 Coiielative of

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Maintain a show of affec-

ing to make a personal deci-

C6

sion just now.

CAMPUS CLATTER

pert
part
area
prat
aper
prep
paper apart
prate .rapt
reap
peat
rate
pare
rape
pate

pear
appear °
trap
tear
tape
tapper
tare
taper

6

16

17

20

FRAZZLED YOURNERvESJ

YOURSELF;

warocit4G TOO MARDI YOU
TRY TO DO EVERYTHING

It MIGHT HELP
IF YOU WOULD LEARN

TO DELEGATE SOME
RESPONSI

LITY

10

19

30

27

28

31

33
36

35

38

39

40

37

41

C

54 Macerates
55 Exposed to

43

view
55 Writer's mark

47

1 Fertilizer
2 Revoke a

9

23
26

25
29

crests

MAN

18

22

21

24

41 Before
43 Zoo primate
.44 Cereal grass
45 Malt brew
.47 Withdraw

53 Mountain
ON TOP OF THAT, YOU'RE

8

5

50 Seller

AS YOUR DOCTOR, PRESIDENT
POMP, I INSIST YOU SLOW
DOWN: CAMPUS UNREST HAS

7

13

12

14

either

tion at least. In such a way you
can avoid the necessity of hav-

PARAPET

30 Be victorious 44 Legal point
34 Seesaw
46 Formerly
35 Plaything
(archaic)
37 Barterer
48 Inhabitant
38 Musical drama (suffix)
40 Races; as a
49 Color
motor (coll.) 51 And so forth
42 Run away to
(ab.)
wed
52 Educational
43 Desert nomad
group (ab.)

prophet

be

Answers to
Hideaword

pepper

8 Go

9 Presses
10 Devotees
12 Cease
13 Route (ab.)
18 Numbers (ab.)
21 Small candles
19 Reply (ab.)
"20 Encountered 23 Dinner course
22 Italian stream 25 Companion of
hearty
23 Bitter vetch
24 College cheer 27 Light touch
28 Epic poetry
26 Exhausted
29 Animal's foot
3
2
4 5
31 Qualified
32 Biblical
11

this time. Don't be upset

should

optimistic
4 Blood money
5 Pronoun
6 Fish eggs
7 Hawaiian

container
16 Hawaiian
garland
17 Individual

in a quagmire of old affairs.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Mind over matter.

legacy
3 More

53

44

48 149

45
50

51

46

52

54

55
24

NN E 1TIIEli

)111

-J

tonight: Mostly eloudv,
snots or snot. flumes, Ion
in upper 20s I omomm.
Partly clouds, not much

Telephwie

VG

255-7200

change in temperature.
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Air ntrollers planning
O'Hare slowdown today
By Ben Clahie

The report of a representative for the group of O'Hare
Field members of the Professional Air Traffic Controllers
Organization (PATCO) shortly after midnight this morning
indicated that a slowdown by

rif

members of PATCO at

O'Hare was likely to begin at 8
a.m. today.

By Maureen McNassar
The Biblical story of Noah's

Ark could be proved a very

Among the group planning
to search for Noah's Ark in a
glacier area.near the top of the

real event in history if the find-

remote mountain range are

ings of 30 to 35 men planning
an expedition into the Ararat
Mountains of Turkey next

ers

summer meet with their expectations.

two professional photographfrom

Mount

Prospect,

request is "in the process of

John A. Volpe granted the

being processed by the Labor
Dept."

posed slowdown had grown

request to use the mediation
services of the U. S. Dept. of

out of the transfer of three controllers from Baton Rouge,

Labor.
The representative also said

and Edwin Udey, 1103 Robert

LORD AND KING Associates have been designated the
official photographers responsible for audiovisual operations in connections with the
project.

Dr.

SIMON

The trip is being sponsored
and conducted by the Scien-

g U13U 1113

tific Exploration and Arch-

elogical Research (SEARCH)
Foundation of Washington
D.C. in 'co-operation with the

SAYS
The mail strike proved one thing, telephones are here to stay.

Miller

It was business as usual at
northwest suburban post of-

SEARCH

fices yesterday, as postal work-

ers returned to their jobs 'and
quickly cleared up any backlogs of mail that remained as a
result of strikes by letter carriers last week end.

Robert Proebstle, assistant
postmaster for the Arlington
Post Office, said
clerks and mailmen were back

Heights

on the job yesterday and all
mail was delivered.

Because of embargoes on
mail shipment to the Chicago
area,

Proebstle

said,

the

area, have been lifted, said

would be taken care of today.
Otherwise postal operations in
Des Plaines are back to normal, he said.
According to Wheeling
Postmaster Edward Swan, all
carriers have returned to their

worked any overtime today be-

cause there has just been not
much accumulation of mail,"

Elk Grove Village, Prospect

he said.

Heights,

which was temporarily settled

burg yesterday.

Palatine, Rolling Meadows,
Hoffman

Estates,

Buffalo Grove and Schaum-

Percy sets 'day' in area
Sen. Charles Percy, (R-111-

inois) will spend May I in
Wheeling Township and Ar-

Law Day address before the
2,500 students of Arlington
High School.

lington Height's.

This will be another of "his
days" to be sponsored by the
Wheeling Township Republi-

can Organization. Last year
during the campaign Gov.
Ogilvie spent a day in the
township. During the primary

campaign Sen. Ralph Smith
came to Wheeling Township
for a special day.
Sen. Percy will make a number of appearances that will begin with a breakfast the morning of May I. He will be guest

of honor at a country club
meeting of the GOP organization in the evening.
Percy's activities during the
day will include the annual

and past exploration of the
area have encouraged that belief.

COMMERCIAL

AVIA-

the Ararat Mountains have reported a ship -like shadow in
the ice when it is clear of sur-

yesterday in Mount Prospect,

As a result of the strike,

be-

In Des Plaines, Postmaster
John Koulentes said there was

relatively small.

"Very few of our clerks

the

TORS who have flown over

jobs. Deliveries are being
made as usual, he said.
Mail deliveries were normal

amount of piled -up mail was

said that
Foundation

Proebstle.

some backlog of mail that

Bomb threat
at St. Viator's
A prankster called the Arlington Heights police station
yesterday morning and said,
"There is a bomb in St. Viator's" and then hung up. Police radio operator Chuck Slater said that the voice sounded
like that of a male high school
age student.

Police and firemen went to
the school, and the principal
told them he did not want the
school evacuated. Police said
they checked the building and
found- nothing.

on election day, March 17. His
statement made yesterday con-

went further.

Cowen said, "The March
17 primary election, under the

supervision of County Clerk
Barrett was the most convincing evidence ever of the
need for reform of the Clerk's
office. I'm as Irish as anyone
else on St. Patrick's Day, but
the army of leprechauns unleashed by Barrett last Tuesday

to

work

mischief on

of the good sainthimself.

lieves that an artifact sighted
in the Ararat Mountains by an
army flier in. 1933 is actually
Noah's Ark.
He said that historical data

Monday, use of the postal system has been light, he said. All
the embargoes, except the ban
of mail to the New York City

shortly after the polls closed

Turkish government and the ' Wheeling Township voters
United States Department of was enough to try the patience
State.

Postal workers back
on job; little backlog

Barrett.
Cowen made his first statement on the matter to The Day

firmed his earlier report and

Frank Miller, 608 Eastman,

that the FAA had agreed to

FOR EXAMPLE:

I.

A

number of voters were declared ineligible even though
they haven't moved, and were
eligible to vote (and did vote)
in all the elections last year.
Somehow their cards were removed from the binders.
2. The poll sheets, as always,
are in an incredible mess. Hun-

dreds of long deceased and

long

departed

Wheeling

Township citizens are still on
the lists despite persistent and

annual efforts of canvassers

the application of six days (in one week)," the
PATCO as the official organi- spokesman said.

into sites on the mountain at
various times.

Other facts from the foundation include:

I. From 475 B.C. writings
show that the inhabitants of
the Arafat region scraped the
covering of pitch from the ark
for talismans and antidotes.

Gripe
Of The

vorite song.
R.S.

2. Marco Polo recorded in
1300 that he sighted an ark
(Continued on page 2)

The $1 a year lease was
signed as a formality finalizing
an agreement made by'the two

district boards last summer,
said School Board member
Jack Ronchetto.
He said that it is a necessary
legal procedure to protect both
districts.

The lease gitieIthe Park
District the responsibility of
maintaining and developing
the park.
Park Board President Rob-

a

tower's radar about 35 miles
from the field.

THE PLANES ARE then

of the country."

"followed" in to about 5 miles

L

Barrett's impishness. Just look
Ink

at the Township map. Two

precincts are split between different villages: some voters
must travel over a mile to their
polling place. Our suggestions
for precinct boundaries are
uniformly disregarded."

Mrs. Norbert Huecker, 518 E. Noyes, Arlington Heights, purchases a purse -size comparison shopper computer from Mount Prospect Jewel Manager Al Preusker. Jewel has initiated Compar-A-Buy
unit pricing in all its stores as an experiment to learn whether the customer really finds it convenient
to know the cost of a given item, plus its price in pounds, ounces or quarts.

"I suppose it isn't really fair
to blame all these 'happenings'
on poor old Eddie Barrett. Af-

"I

Elk Grove GOP seeks

ter all, he spends most of his
time in California, and leaves
the election machinery in the
hands of patronage
workers, all graduates of Mayor Daly's renowned College of

3,000 members in '70

skillful

Election Knowledge_ But, I
ask all voters of Wheeling
Township to whatever political persuasion; isn't it about
time we demand effective ad-

ministration of the election
process and cut out all this
foolishness? After all, elections are serious business."

Francis Conway of
Prindle,

Arlington

yesterday

afternoon,

and when she returned she
found that burglars had bro-

the Elk Grove Township
Organization,
Republican
with the largest township
membership in Illinois, will
launch its 1970 membership

drive at its March meeting in
Mount Prospect next Monday
evening.

The organization will seek

March 28 at the Mount Pros-

to control what the park district does with the land and to
have any or all the equipment
removed at any time that the

pect Community Center to discuss various aspects of the sale.
The Park District has an ap-

property is needed.
This site has been the topic
of discussions between the two
districts for the past few
months.
The School District has proposed the sale of the property

will be included in the discussion Jackson said.

praisal on the property that

Mount Prospect Public
Health and Safety Committee, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

sponsibility of leadership in
our community by electing
good, honest, hard-working

and in 1966 there was a total of
1,680. Last year this figure

public officials for township,
county, state, and federal of-

reached 2,300 paid members,
representing a 5,200 per cent
growth in eight years.

fices.

Asked why the need for a

I arge

high," said Mrs. Richard F.
Ward, 1410 Miami Dr., Des
Plaines, who is membership

alized, if we were to prosper,
then all responsible residents

chairman.

organization, Committeeman Hansen replied,
"When we re -organized we repreferred Republican
principles should have the opwho

portunity of becoming memIN ADDITION to the
membership drive launching
next Monday evening, the or-

membership.

"Sustaining

members," Mrs. Ward said,
"are those who chose to do
more than their share financially to help support the orga-

nization by paying $25 for a
membership instead of the
regular $2 per family charge.
Sustaining members will re-

ceiye special gold pins and
gold cards identifying them,
and will be listed in the next
Township G.O.P. directory.

"THE ELK GROVE
Township G.O.P. has the larg-

Meeting

"By the end of 1962 the organization had grown to 350
and in 1964 it reached 650,

3,000 members, a new record.
"I am confident that our organization can reach this new

ken into her home and had tak- ganization will have the unen $23, two tape players, two usual opportunity to hear a
watches, and a radio. Police first-hand Con -Con report
said that the burglars entered from 3d District delegates,
through the rear door by Mrs. Virginia Macdonald and
breaking a window pane.
John G. Woods of Arlington
Heights.

groups is tentatively set for

13

Asked how long such

slowdown is likely to continue,
the spokesman said, "It is similar to the postal strike. We arc
out to make a point. We do not
intend to destroy the economy

5. INEPT GERRYMANDERING of precinct boundaries is another example of

He added that the lease gives
the School District legal rights

Jackson has indicated to the
School Board that the park dis-

the time, and pilots flying into
and out of the field come to expect short intervals.

proved working conditions,
said the spokesman.
The system for O'Hare
Field, as explained by the
spokesman, is to "pick-up"
the individual planes by its

voter affected.

trict is definitely interested in
purchasing the land.
A meeting between the two

stages.

said the spokesman, is to obtain better equipment and im-

and is most upsetting to the

ert Jackson said that plans are
being made for a ball diamond
and park equipment at the site.

to the Park District and plans
are now in the preliminary

The spokesman said that
O'Hare planes tend to run
close to a minimum (by FAA
standards) separation most of

nication and visually.

flail

to park district for $1 a year

of the village.

O'Hare.
The object of the slowdown,

44.

addition of a new sustaining

Prospect to be developed as a
community park for that area

the planes by radio commu-

ywtiti

Dist. 57 gives 11 -acre site
giving the Mount Prospect.
Park District use of an 11 -acre
site on S. William St. in Mount

trollers on each shift. There
are 53 PATCO members at

a

Mrs. Ward reports that the
drive for a record membership
this year will be spurred by the

The District 57 School
Board signed a lease Monday

(controllers) at the base of the
tower to the controllers in the
top of. the tower, who follow

In addition there are watch
supervisors and trainee con-

This confusion delays and disrupts the electKh day process,

hours

his electric shaver just
when I start taping my fa-

controllers

over by the radar operators

midnight Co 8 a.m. shift.

ning with the day shift at 8 a.m.

binders, and this could mean
their cards were in any of 88
other precinct polling places.

Heights, left her house for 3

To have my father use

of

3. Other duly registered citizens do not have their cards in
the proper precinct binders.
They are misfiled in the wrong

Mrs.
513 S.

(

complement

midnight, and seven for the

hour shifts at O'Hare begin-

voters are not listed at all.

Home looted

Day

HE GAVE THE re -wired

as 20 for day, 20 for 4 p.m. to

from the field, when they pick
up the instrument landing system (ILS) of O'Hare.
At this time they are turned

needed on the different eight -

and judges to bring them up to
date. Many legally registered

face snow, according to the
SEARCH Foundation.
This same report was given
by explorers who have flown

"I would say that there is a
very strong possibility that the
controllers won't extend themselves, and will refuse to work

process

Cowen rips Barrett's
election machinery
Richard A. Cowen of Arlington Heights, spoke out bluntly
Monday about the election day
shortcomings of the office of
Cook County Clerk Edward J.

in West Chicago.

"THE FACT IS the hearing
was never reopened," said the
representative, referring to the
hearing into the transfer of the
three controllers.
He said he understood the

At that meeting, he said,

Wheeling Township's Re -

or possibly both will accompany Jim O'Donnell of Lord
and King Associates, Inc., an
audio-visual production firm

Feb. 15 and Feb. 17, there was
a meeting of Lee Bailey, attorney for PATCO, and the officers and board of directors of
the FAA.
Secretary of Transportation

pub I i c a n committeeman,

Miller said that he and Udey

HE SAID THAT between

The day shift runs from 8

grievance as promised in mid February.

Mount Prospect pair hope
to help find Noah's Ark

for air controllers
throughout the country.
He said that thus far PAT CO has not received word that
their organization has been accepted in this role.

zation

a.m. to 4 p.m.
The O'Hare PATCO representatives said that the pro-

La., without reopening their

Free lance photographer, Frank Miller, 608 Eastman, Mount Prospect sees a lot of the world
around him through a movie camera. This summer Miller hopes to record the discovery of Noah's
Ark in the Ararat Mountains of Turkey. (Photo by Dan Batas)

Said the representative,
"We feel that the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration)
refuses to negotiate or recognize PATCO."

est paid membership 'of any
regular Republican township
organization in Illinois. When
the current membership con-

cept was initiated under the
then

newly

elected'

com-

mitteeman Carl R. Hansen,
the organization had only 43
members,"
Ward.

explained

Mrs.

bers."

HANSEN CONTINUED,
"We have accepted the re-

"Communications are improved with a large number of

Republican voters," he said,
"and the members have a
greater opportunity for participation in local Republican
activities."
Mrs. Ward reported that she

will use the existing organizational structure of 56 precinct
captains and an extensive
block worker organization of
800 to help achieve the goal of
3,000 members.

Benefit, listening post

planned for Dr. Bakalis
Following the open house

ton

Court

in

Arlington

held this past weekend by Rep.

Heights on April 3 at 8 p.m.

Eugenia Chapman in Arlington Heights for Dr. Michael J.

The open house discussion will
be for citizens 30 and under.
Following the Bakalis open

Bakalis,

Democratic candi-

date for State Superintendent

of Public Instruction, plans
were announced for a youth
listening post and a Bakalis
benefit in the northwest suburbs.
The youth listening post will

be conducted by Mrs. Chapman in het home at 16 Prince-

house, plans were announced
for a campaign benefit for the
state Democratic candidate.
The Bakalis benefit will be
held at the St. George Pub at
the corner of Rand and Dundee Rds. from 4 to 7 p.m. on
April 28. Tickets will be $1.

Select negotiations unit
to represent District 23
A negotiations committee
representing

the

Prospect

Heights School Dist. 23 administration was selected last
night to meet with members of
the Prospect Heights Educa-

tion Assn., who are the sole
bargaining agents for
teachers of the district.

the

Selected were Board Atty.

Henry Vallely, Business Manager Robert Hendren, and
board member Alan Krinsky.
Board member Bruce Wallace
was selected as alternate.
The committee is scheduled
to meet with the teachers' rep-

resentatives on Thursday at
7:30 p.m.
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30 -year Con -Con

12 District 59 candidates

5 Convention recall

express views
The 12 candidates seeking
election to the School District

59 Board of Education

last

night expressed their views before a sparse crowd at Holmes

.Junior High School in Mount
Prospect,

Three seats for the full -year
term are up fdr grabs and one
seat fora two-year term is also
open. The election is April I I.

.

was to "Make available my
experience

and is also against sensitivity

a

training for students and teach-

current board.

ers.

elementary school in Prospect

district, one being money.

EACH CANDIDATE spoke
for five minutes.
Mrs. Sherrie L. Hildebrand,

children about sex,
Nickolas C. Kenos. 271

69 Clearmont Dr., Elk Grove
Village, said a board member
should lye someone who can
al goals and achieve them."
She indithted that if elected

Fern Dr., Elk Grove Village,
stressed lack of communication between the district and

'The other woman running
for the board. Mrs. Judith
Zama, 81 Roxbury En., Des
Planes, said she has spoken
with many teachers, principals
and students in the district
about present problems,

I %VOL.,/ LIKE to

see

good quality educatiothl progrants in the district" she siad.
Erwin S. Poklacki, 1223 S.
Fernandez, Arlington
Heights, said Out school system faces a aritical period with
the addition of a new superin-

community

the

as

a

main

reason he is running far the
school board.

"I FELL THAT too many

we, as residents of
school district 59," said Kos-

times

, do cut know where our
taxes are going." He blames

bard of education."

board are Paul G. Neuhauser,

good

board for the last eight months,

cradling and
teachers.

Richard

keeping

and Gerald W. Smiley, 1156

E. Patina. 503

W. NOyes, Arlington Heights,
-aid be believes that the best

would continue until the row

education possible can be ea tablished at a lower cost.

who said he was a 7 -year mem-

bee of the John Birch Society
said he emphasizes the' lreditional
proven
educational

1821 Magnolia, Mount Prospect, who has served on the
S. Cheltenham Rd., Elk Grove
Village.

Damage home
Vandals

ripped

insulation

Peterson, 641 Chafing Cross

a
basement window
Monday night causing 5100
damage to the home of Earl

Rd., Elk Grove Village, said
his main reason for running

Mount Prospect.

A current board member
sacking reelection, Harry F.

broke

Velentino. 215 S. Tamara,

Rates reduced for passes
at Lions Park pool
The Prospect Heights Park

coat increase from the resident

Minim Board approved loweredo,
rata, for summer pool puma
Lie!. Park Pool, at Monday's
Meeting,

Daily rates for children um
der 16-years.old is 75 -ants
end for adults, $1.50.

The rates for residents are:
forme person, $12( for a tam,

raM is SI for children and Si

ly of two, S22: fora family of

for adults.

For non-residents the daily

three, S24; for ofamily of four,

-

526; fora family of five, 528:
tor a family of six, 530(sfor a
family of seven. S32; and fora
family of eight or more, $34,

Park Director Ron Gran-

ranged from 515 for single
person to $40 for a family of

an identification card for Slat

available

the park office to be presented

times.

eight or more,

nt the pool to prove their saldency in the district.

THE POOL opening b net

oral manufacturers set
displays for biennial show
The.. Northwest Suburban
Manufacturers Assn. will hold
its biennial products show
April 16 and 17 at the O'Hare

Inn Convention Hall, Mannhelm
and
Plaines.
';

will be opened from 1:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
Swimming lessons will be
offered for the following
groups: beginners; intermediate( advanced; diving; life

rather than purchasing a sea son pass will have to purchase

RATES FOR non-residents
are to lbe figured by a 50 per

Higgins,

Des

Admission to "Produces for
Progress in:the .70s will be
Bee, and prizes will be given
sway each night.
The NSMA show offers the

general public the chance to
meet the people who manufachire items with which they

come in contact each day at
home, in stores or at the office.
"In addition; products show visirons will be shown the employ-

went opportunities available
at local plants,

EXHIBITS AND displays
in the show will place special
emphasis on products manth
factored locally which are
made available or are planned
for the new decade.
Booth space is still available
for the show. Non-member

firms are imited to participate
on a first -come, first served
Any area manufacturer
wishing to obtain booth space
at the show should contact the
pinto details.

Two area students Martin
R. Willow, 406 Olive St, Arlington Heights and Robert
Tarter!. 1446 Michele Dr.,

in overseas work or vocations
in the missionary field.
Registrations may be ob.

Palatine are enrolled in a fouryear pratogram for high school

Toland at 469.4500,

foreign countries is scheduled
this year to run June 1418 on
the Maryknoll campus.

midwinter
conference
Mitchell, 280 N.
Westgate, Mount !swiped,
recently participated in the annual Mid -Winter Conference
of national state officers of the

Veterans of Foreign Wars in
Washington.

-, de. will attend seminars and

VFW National Community

workshops which pertain to ith
values,
foreign
policies, poverty and,,mis-

Activities Committee.
Mitchell attended meetings,
participated in briefings by
governmental and civilian officials and visited members of
the Illinois' Congressional do -

The program is open to all
high school students interested

Steal bell
'Thieves knocked over a post
Saturday night and stole a 14-

"EVEN IF IT

isn't

the

ark," said Miller, "There is
something them of interest to
the scientists... and he "wants
to be there to help discover it...
"It is like going on a tress-

ways have a goal although you
don't always find what you set

out for..

Participants may
Monday. Wednesday end Fri-

day sessions at 1011

am. or Tuesday and Thursday
melons at 10 a.m. or 11 a.m.

Wry hai

also

had

ex -

be as old as 4,000 years or

AN EXPEDITION

was

summer and

They

that have

Mrs.

Jeannette Mullen of Barring-

ton, Jeffrey Ladd of Crystal
Lake and DE Clyde Parker of
Lincolnwood.

rgl=tf

Arlington1C1
Bpi. the call

and moraine

fallen from over-

cause Jahn Wools idcuit.
role call.
after

Because of this heavy
power equipment will also be
tain.

ld Z e Day later on
Wo'odsuto'il
Tuesday that Ito too would

needed to uncover the artifact,
according to their engineers

its 10 -day emtcr recess.

Senator W. Russell Arrington, president of the Illinois
senate, has been invited to ad.
dress the convention this after -

use

helicopters

to

Mn. Macdonald was among
Ilse pests. the stale house in

gosh.,

driven hoer their rooms by a

pascal

third boor tire. The lire was
extinguished and them was

church scene. quiet swans, the
lone shepherd piper. others re-

little dammage.

late to either the fenced the

Grove, Wheeling, Forest View
and Hersey high schools in,
District 214:
Main dish (one choice): piz-

bun, wiener in a bun. Vegepotato
rounds, buttered green beans,
applesauce.
Salad (one choice): fruit
choice):

plie pie, cherry cake, safari

cooki..

(one

legation.

with

He

also

appeared

VFW Commander -in -

Chief Ray Gallagher before
the House Veterans Affairs
Committee.

malt bell valued at 5100 froni
A dinner honoring members of Congress who servedhe
- the back yard of a come
longing.rn_Charith_BORM9(efthe_ArMed_F_Orced Climaxed
505 S. Wille, Mount Prospect
the conference.

crown of thaw border, the
wo,..urd.. Nests= end the date of

as the annual Christmas plata,
seven inches in diameter.
-T.. The RaSMUSSCOS, who own

Christian religion, and the eel of
ebration of t.
Jesus Christ. Hardly any of its
primitive, colorful significance

church art, and references to
the lamb in Christian scripture
and worship are so frequent
that, next the cross itself, it is

tin world Easter Sunday is a

was tog in 11,0 icenafer,

pobably

splendor of redemption and resurreotion. It is a day in which

Fur three centuries the proper time for the observance of
Easter was a subject of controversy between the Eastern

symbol of Christianity.
The symbol comes from the

the

figure of Christ on the

Cross illustrates the
Re n,deln. trhuf

carry

Asia Minor in.325 A.D.

cording to researchers at 11111name is
mark., cCi :nub,

ied.

Miller explained, the team
won't be able to see or get to
the structure. He added that
the expedition must be made
during Slay. June or July othenvise the weather will be too
snowy and icy to get up the

EA81111
FLOWERS
"Fre5her-by-Far"
irom our Greenhouses

The Anum. Automobile
Club of Amen hw chosen
W ard C r dib Barth of
Gant
n its Book ol the
a

PaCialer

PHONE
for
delivery anywhere
CHARGE IT

to, our account

fic, 217

ocredit card
S. mssoNs HBoH(

Arlingion

III. MOOS,

Ya err

At asp:alai luncheon hos

led by Mr ind Mn rank ko
leen held at rho Horseshoe

Club in Arlintion Hutht% the

Open Evenings and Sundays

6001,

so that n falls upon the first
Sunday after the full moon

the season has been the arcason for rites and observances

of the vernal equinox, that is,

which happens upon or next
after March 21. If the full

the beginning of spring. Easter

moon happens upon a Sunday,

and its customs form an exciting and important part of
Ma time of year.
Each of the symbols of the

Easter day falls upon the sup
ornding Sunda'.
The Christian festival,
therefore, is acmr before

tawaissd glee. 16 even

50(..1200

1101.05.40 MEADOW, 105. 02 5 W105 Ad

255.0310

NAPERVIM. Opdon

3554100

WashInplan

I el and

NI

croon

lemn . Thoughcen

1618 N. Rand Rd., about one

mile north of Randhurst, in

in,

teal of these almost impossible
to find Paasken plasm..
Even if you do not 1010305
them they arc well wank

wing.

This Is especielly We doring the holy sewn of

mediate relation between the

001 of the most fandlla
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Cm Club of 1rnyra

Harp, hold.

X

muds for

M aranon °Stars mule h alt

known 1925 tint predation
Lnaolna

IIIF ANIMA. Automo
tartest

and

mon

an
ate

is the
vottd Giant
book of the year Isst February
Thal book war chosyn as mal

lord

mg the most signifitant tom
button to the mrpttration of

thy.

1 he book war fudged on hie
tonal research Int of lea e.

intertst to club

David Rolston Mr and
Mr. Out Htm,ltan all of Ar

Des
Plaines, 01N. Leon Henson,
824-1408, Moons Prospect,

Mrs. Daniel Pelletticre, 2557100, and Palatine, 010. Wfg
lions llietz, 358-6168.

of
Waukegan authority on the
Huhnor Cross

history of the motor tar lama

Gamma Phi Beta

adrOinlqtratOr of School

Dotnyt 25 hire Arks Todler

Evtrat Mitchtli of What=

The Northwest Suburban
Alumnae Chapter of Gawk
Phi Beta will meet March 25

Mr and Mrs Frank Rolvas
Ste and !sirs Rwhard Crabb
and they daughter Ann
award n inscribed 1969 An
Iola Automobile Club of

A philanthropy workshop is

James Ransom of Palatine
get as co -hostess, and will teed
"The
o discussion entitled
Connoisseur," regarding die

Me March 30

ferenc. in wines and proper

meeting of the Northwest Suburban Alumnae Association of

timesmnd ways to serve than.

for

planned

Filled Easter baskets will he re-

Kappa Delta, to be held at 8

ceived for donation to Little

p.m. in the home of Mrs. Louis
Tomsik, 921 Sumac Lane,
Mount Prospem. Co.hodesses
to be contacted for transportation needs or regret% ere
Mrs. Robert Boudart,

City.

6236, Mrs. Robert Johnso

p.m. Wednesday, Ni arch 25, in

.

1E253553, or Mrs. Thomas
bet, 825-7286.

at 8 p.m. in the home of Mrs.

Final plena for Sam Day

Beta Sigma Phi
Xi Zeta Epsilon chapter of
eta Sigma Phi will meet at 8
the home of Mrs. Don Shad.
ley, 348 Dorchester Ln., Elk
Grove Village.
Anyone in the area wishing

kffiliate with a chapter

E.

will be presented by chairmen,

te

Rwkwell. Arlington Heights.

NW. lotion Smithey of Bar-

should call Mrs. Sig Haaland,

Co -hostesses for the evening

rington.

439-6430.

Th.omas

mL IlUCL sterling nal

Lambda Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 6
pan- Wednesday, March 25,m
the home of Miss Clairan Son
of Mount Prospect. Min.

Kappa Delta

Munson, 255-6192;

haven Hemhts C 0 Sala
of bloom
vtr former

Aranca

Alumnae

Suburban

Scholerner of Deerfield.

An event, of bridge Is
planned, following installation
of new officers.

ald

cent. Park Ridge. For reservations. call the nearest nunsportatton chairman, Arlington Heights, Mrs. Thomas

ball

th h.tors al the motor. search and
members

west

Beta Sigma Phi

lington Heights and Mrs. Ger-

Chapter, will meet April 8 at
630 p.m. fora potluck Italian
dinner at the home of Mrs.
Robert luck., 1823 W. Cres-

Dr and Mrs Robin Camp

H111

arc Mrs. W. R. Impey or Ar-.

Alpha Omicron Pi, North-

award lunchcon warn Mr Ind
Harper of Crystal
Mrs
Ike Mrs bora Doshnng

Prapezt

ba. Club of America the old

Menne] organza!, id

Alpha
Omicron Pi

oho submittsd 0101 100 Utley

annum ago Ind wan oul
aunt ams three of the en

Jet

Among rho buds el

W dnesday, March 25,1970
9v AAA 0 0 9 OA., 0 A avea 90 5 AAA II 9940

9p0v AOo 0 vv 59v999 vet- a a0 0

Baldikoski,

300

1 hem,. hIcKun

Memorial Cup Award to Rah
sad Cr.bb Barth of Thant

Capricious Spring

'

Henry Harper, of the Antique Automobile flub of Anlent2
presents Richard Crabb, political editor of Day Publications with
the Thomas McKean Memorial Book of the Year Award for his
latest book "Birth of a Thant' The formal announeemeM was

By Dolores Haugh

made at the association a 1970 convention held In Philadelphia last
February

The Local Poets)

She will gently nudge kites:
and

Creraures of wing,
Dr ram garbage cans down

(First in a sales on

the street.

In the spring a poet's faney
turns to thoughts of poetry.

-o

hive submitted some of their
works dealing with the season.

Not ciuite.

Now you.can earn 41/2% compounded Quarterly
on your regular passbook.
No minimum deposit.
And best of all, withdraw any time,
without notice.
YI

All Cocktails ass
\ane. tiOT none o'Oa Wen

HEELING,
Ij

\11114(.

This light verse was dared
by "Stormy" Walters. She has
.

been in So Alex ins Hospital
for several warks and is still
hospitalized. She is a member

of the Mount Prospect Bust . etas and Professional Worn en% Club, was on radiOstatian

WNWC for Trader Vic's and

C

For Raearaatkeila CW13584232

tan story of Easter, for Christ
himself aware ot all the flirt
Hama.
Cluistians

THE LAM. OF GOD

Since the season of Easter is
so mach a part of the rebirth of.
the nature of things local poets

tor Tow no In
RAND & DUNDEE RDS., PALATINE, ILL

Christian and the pre.Clui-

lion of Jesus Christ.'

birth of spring.

Sorority news

5°,!1,

nt 91.119 Plat

Here, indeed, is the most Ws.

Dolores Haugh-Womons Editor

The

awards far 20 stars

fa

St. George 4 the Dragon

urative connection between
the bondage of Egypt and the
bondage of death, and between

sal held in April to celebrate the ackowledged symbol of
the death of winter and the Christianity and the rerun.-

ye

GOOD FOODDRINK

)

from captivity in Egypt, so the
Christian mind saw a (*-

the Exodus, or escape front
Egypt, and the ReSurrecti00.

The

promad by the a.a.motion s
d irector Hem, Harper lit is

,

(Open Daily at 11:30 A.M.

the deliverance of the Hebreem

Under Constantine it became

spring. It was a popular testa-

Mater of Pm

19b6 Horµson

elub has beta nial mg these

anititi 4

1

Christian Easter evolved from
r, And es
the Jewish Pass
the Passover commemorated

THE CHURCH FESTIVAL elan religion. The death of
Long before the Christian Christ had conferred a new
era, the rugged Northern Eu- significance upon the cross,
ropems paid honor to Cos, which had long been a reli--their goddess of light and pious symbol and ornament.

Mr%

With Gsni-ril Motors

4/11

4-6 P.M

I"ThriesPaschal Lamb became
a symbol of Christ as the

a public symbol of the Chris-

sari.,

R lung Car 1905 Tubbs and
Baser Sutomobiles and Au
tomobaline and in 1964 Al
(red P Sloth ir Sly Ye an

ir

Dragon Lounge

it was therefore natural

Tel this important occuparlOn
should provide so many of
their religious symbols and al-

Constthtine kvas also re.
sponsible for making the cram

many of them have survived
into our own day.

poetic...erne... ofththwni.s.god....

Gold. Ate of nit America

es Set'

In our

and

reason has im own chroming Much 22 and aver after

Henry

Thomas Z1 t.un Awned w ata

rho prestilsnt of , I mcoln
awe U.S. m on row, Date a
vs
oni,
mean Staeo .

a Maarten 1967
tied C Leliand

,C5T-Z74"117;%;MI%t ."ov

Enjoy happy hour

The ancient Hebrews atild
one of their principal means of
livelihood in sheep hearding

oats Easter a movable feast,

nd non-Christian
deity. From time immemorial

Giant wins awards

The Connate, Entyclopedis

4,

erance of Israel from Egypt

The

"assailer:CR-Thin

schools in District 23:
Meat loaf sandwich or egg
salad sandwich, potato chip
fruit of the day, cookie, milk.

,,,,,770,,,pmf

which Iambs were sacrificed in
deliv-

by Con

A.

simply a Christian story.

Limited edition porcelain plaques created from 1910 to 1935 are
collector's Items now. They tell the Easter storTand the rebirth of
the spring in the northern nordic country.

To be served Thursday in
MacArthur and Ann Sullivan

eir7,127.10.,M41,1111,1 oirs

ly the Hebrew word Pesach,
r, al
the Feast of the Pass

eCoonu,%inl toinf,Nthic,acar.calllehl

death.ersas

the most important

same source as the word Pas cha, the Greek and Latin name
for Easter, which was original -

and Western churches. The
matter was finally settled at

strange

truth that that life is ever dc-

1/7 iimmerr MN"

se

rivals and transferred to the

holiday is the most celebrated
of all Christian masons and
holydrys.

the beautiful import shop at
Arlington Heights, have

was taken over from pagan fm -

Christ. With Christmas, this

dens

In 1969 G N Gtortana s

.1 zit, .44

the

bears

emboli% of Easter in the lamb.
In stained glass, stonework,.
and cmboridery, it is nne of the
themes of.
most common

It was not amtil 11w eighth
centeary that the name Easter

Fore more than 1,500 years
the feast of EMter has malted
of Jesus
the resurrection

off the ice where the ark is bur.

observe-

To be served Thursday in

the crowing roosterl
pastoral
a
lambs,

Bible's account of Easter or to
the birth of the season of

The first this summer, to

Arlington, Prospect, Elk

In 1910 the first oar was designed from a painting by Dahl

At 3 am, yesterday morning

Each

THEY ARE the same size

Jensen portraying hl Cy Mug
dame at the tomb of Christ.
The ones to follow included
the Angel at Calvary, Gob

summers of 1970 and 1971.

MenuS I

derglaze.

Pala,

VsaLNer,..,

country.

If the helicopter% are not
America has recommended a
two-phase operation for that. used for the trio to the site the
scientific

con-

of these unusual
plagues appear in cobalt blue
on white background, in uneryEach

spins In the cold nonhern

the Arctic Institute of North

conduct

the

ntion leaves tomorrow for

Anne

Evans of Des Plaints. Mrs.

that the wooden structure is
is

Were:

before

Now they grace shedll foe
their simple beauty an warm

but there are others which RYC
as unusual which are becoming even more valuable.
ONE OF these special col lames items is the Paulsen

them and their equipment into

Unless the snow is removed,

Previous expeditions at the
Site have uncovered pieces of
wood that have been proven to

earticle

when the old stovepipe ma reunwed from a wall.

Many know of the annual
Christmas editions which are
produced in limited omadtia,
with the original molds being
destroyed on Christmm Ere,

is

plaques

Onally they were used to
cover the unsightly hole left

one else.

eerier!ce with movies and still
photography, Miller mid,
THE SEARCH group plans
M make camp at about the
10,000 foot elevation and then

the glacier to wash the mow

cession workers.

swim program.

and experience.

Tin the base of the cavity Is
Some artifact that is of greet inwest to the
team."

let check workers and con-

struction ratings, to run the

because of their background

coding hydraulic pumps to
pump the water from under

Rd., Prospect Heights for life
guards, locker room and bas-

will also be hiring an assistant
pool manager, preferably
someone with water safety in-

hanging portions of the moun-

large amount of equipment in-

e, t ssds I d, eli h d' h,
molded: tropical fruit, sliced
peaches, lime, grapefruit
grape. Cornbread and butter
milk.
Available desserts: mach
halves, tapioca pudding, ap

He added that the district

photographer, said that he and
sIdey were chosen for the team

ns forms into a cavity, according to Miller.

for pass holders and 75 .for
cations are now being taken at
the Park Office, 9 N. Elmhurst

covered with

where the glacier in them oun-

table

Greenberg said that appli-

perience as a movie photo.
grapher and five years as a still

the site of the artifact, he said.
The group intends to carry a

AR also be holding teen dentes and splash part'. every other Friday evening at the pool.
Admission will be 50 cents
non -pass holden,

to be left behind, Miller said.
SEARCH mambas said

at an elevation of approximately 13,000 to 14,000 feet

za cerole,
ass
harnburger in a

THE PARK DISTRICT

Udcy expect to know whether
one or both will be going.
Miller, with 15 years ex-

to

four difft
attend

team will have to make the
eta, by mule train and much
of the equipment might has,

The location where the team
plans to conduct the search is

HOthrenti eat

Mitchell is a member of the

sionary service overseas..

at

Harold

During the program the Mu-

. ter -cultural

tom high on the mountain.

A'

Attends VFW

International Service."

matic service or business in

ain prior to World War II reported finding a wooden stun

rained through Rev. Eugene

boys
Maryknoll College,
Glen Ellyn, called "A Mary knoll Formation Program For

vice as misnari., in diplo-

saved as a spy for Great Brit-

lions designed to locate the artifact; the second to uncover it.
By April 15 Stiller and

:submission feature.

Sam Witwer

EASIER

saved a utilitarian as well as a
decorative purpose.

miller with the Bing and Orandahl Easter plaques than any-

proposition.
President

THE

lain, numbering in the thousands and living all over the
world, are probably :roe fa -

thirds of all votes cast to three -

NSMA at 678-4366 for corn -

2 area youths enrolled
in Maryknoll program

The program is orientated
for those contemplating ser-

3. A New Zealander who

conducted tart

The 10 week swim courses
are 52.50 for residents and S5
for non-residents and wadable

rates

1Contiededlaaa Page 11

p.m. to 9 p.m. The wading pool

will be using the daily rate

pool

hoping to complete Con -Cans
work on the important amend-

more. he added,

saving: and water safety.

year's

urbs voted for the automatic

be Aug. 31. Daily pool hours
will be I p.m. to 5 p.m. and 7

berg said that residents who

Last

Mount Prospect pair hope
to help find Noah's Ark

vention.
The decision came after an

the series was discontinued..

In Danish the word "Pam km" means Easter.
Collectors of Danish porce-

a

fifths of those voting.on the

said

fortune 13 and the closing will

call

intensive debate, by a vole of
6210 26. Four of the six delegates from the norfinven sub-

ure hunt," he said. "You al-

off the first floor walls and

boa, referendum to

The plaques were prodatal
annually through 1935. Then

By Dolores Haugh

constitutional convention.
The convention is working
again today, the new amendment article. Made earlier is
the decision to lower the voting requirement from two-

Mre can bring about the citizen referendum required for
calling a constitutional con.

near dte summit of Ararat.

THE TWO CANDIDATES
for the two-year term on the

donald favor another plan of
citizen initiative under which
a percentage of the voters at
the general election, by signing a petition, can bring a -

week pre -natal course at Holy Family Hmpltal, Des Plain... The couples learned about Met for the
expectant and mining mother, clothing needs and care of the new baby. From left are: Mr. and
Mrs. John N. West, Arlington Heights, and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Engstrom, Mount Prospect, Mrs.
Vera Jostle!, RN., supervisor of the hospital's obstetric department, awards the diploma.

he said. -But you should know
more about the schools and the

He said theie needs to be
a change in the attitude of
the district in regards to re-

nounced lack of confidant:eon
the current board and lisu this

EDWIN J. KIIIIALIS, 504
Busse Rd., Mount Prospect

your

said candidate Phillip Langan,

tendent.
He said there was a pro-

board convenes.

Versailles Circle, Elk Grove
Village. He believes "citizens
should be involved In Wheel
again."

of the children every day,

SIP

"Graduation day" dIplorom were recently given to expectant parents who completed a four

The 10th man on the belief

about

as often as even( 30 years no
call a constitutional covention.
Under the present constitution. only the state !eerie-

Jim

for the three-year spots is
Robert C. Winkle, 680 A.

childien and their Dacha."

hip.

`.

be all for it," said Roeser.

know

Illinois . opportunity to vole

.

malice for the children, I'd

This on lack of communication.
wastage atureh experienced and stab teacher in front

86 Forest Lit., Elk Grove W-

Con.con delegates deckled
yesterday to give the people of

"IF WE SPENT all kinds of
money and got a cadillac ed.

"You

have voted sgainet mandatory
submit don.
Both Woods and Mrs. Mac-

75'.'!"s7:=

John 0..Roeser,414 W.Vic-

toria Ln., Arlington Heights,
said he was against many of
the "things," in the school.

Easte,porcelain plaques
are cilector items

fi

lack of continuity on' the

Kudalis, a founding board
of the Christian
Liberty Academy, a private

The day's prospects

""44frit,

plan approved

from the past
three years." He said there is

member

Heights, said he thinks it is
up to the family to teach the

she would achieve a class un- demanding of all issues before
making a dthision.

-

methods" of teaching. He is
against any sex education
programs until high school,

Easter customs
of the past

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Rood
Wheeling; III. Phone: 537.0020
Member F.D.I. C.

CAPRICIOUS SPRING
Capricious spring - hes her

°N.

TI

Richard Crab°, author of Giant" and Mr and Mrs Henry
Harperjoin Mrs Frank Kolarus m admiring the Thomas McKean
Award at a special luncheon boated by Mr end Mrs Kolarus held
as the Horseshoe Club In Arlington Heights The antique lamp in
the &lure Is one ore pair owned by the Harpers Ewes created for
the 1903 Oldsmobile
Photos bv Eleanor Rives

is the sister of Miss Kathalean
Welters, a vice president claw

annual fling.
With her winds zephyr -like

Mount Prospect State Bea.
The sifted reside in Prospect

end Reek

Heights.

'

s

Woehlo
Camp Fire Girls from the the World." Groups put on
District have skits and sang and generally
been having birthday dinners had a wonderful time enter.
throughout the, month of mining their mothers.
Fourth grade Camp Fin
March. High school seniors in
one area received bouquen bids under the guardianship
from the other girls in honor of of Mrs. Jam. Metzger
recently invited their mothers
their last such dinner.
Potowatomie

Some areas included fathers
but generally it was a mother.daughter affair. The theme for

were quite impraied at the
work end nbilm the girls displayed.

Members of the group in elude Judith. Holik, Elizabeth
Kobus, Birgit Johnson, Mar
gie Metzger. Monica Murtha,

to a very special type of enter tainment The girls presented a

Mary Kay Parkinson, Lynn

play, written by Kathy Reithal

cy Worley. After the play the
girls served Camp Fire

this, the 60th year of Camp of the group, on the history of
Fire, was "Friends Around Camp Fire Girls. The mothers

Powers, Karen Scott and Nan-

actin

'

The law serves you

One day at a time
Would yon like a new din.

American Field SeMee. A lo-

.1. guest at your house? I may
have Me answer. You can give

caI chapter of Atha memo

Maybe you heard one of them
speak at one of the community

the program. They work with

women's group nteetIngS.

it a try. You're probably get-

an assigned school counselor.

ting tired of Felatives, anyhow.

They do this fairly often.
There is a real joy, for both

And if you invite one neigh-

They raise funds to keep the
'pogrom going. They find ram-

bor, you probably worry about
what the others will think. So,
ill time to try something new.

Wes to care for the younguer,
the year they're here.

Vdt,

Then

ceptional kids. They hare to be

a chance to know
American families,. theye..

In their awn home. it provides

bands the student at Its own
expense hat tax deductible).

erdl the Meal high school. You
ask for the counselor in charge

The chapter

of foreign exchange mule.

lunches,

You ask if the school has any
foreign exchange students this
year. Many high schools have

fant. photos,

school

costs.. Class

spume

activities.

etc
Foreign exchange students
come from everywhere in the

one or two. Then, you ask If
you can make arrangements to

alar

Denmark, Peru, Brazil, ?en-

at

the

local

language problem, forget It.
They all speak English, some
of them extremely well.
klaybe even better than you
du but they won't say so.

TIIF.TRE NOT expecting
a
banquet. Just a regain
Americus family mcd. That
will tall them a Rica deal

America and Japan. You may
have.hcard one of them talking
service

ITS AN evening you probably won't soon forge, It coats
nothing,eseept your time.
If you're worried shoat the

Afghanistan, Austria.
South Africa, Greece or fanny
other countries. It depends on
when the student cones from.
amm.

World. M1105l, however, seem to
come from Europe. South

invite a foreign exchange student to dinner.
Most of the foreign kids are
hem under tho auspices of the

quickly.

plans n

such

uhrtut

pick up many of our customs

learn

Po an opportunity to

care of

takes

Still. they may out just as an
They
American immager.

club.

Many professional
singers moonlight

Day by Day

Gloom of no lights

While prof-mien:if ringing
ism art his usually ressaires
not only a fine soh, but
.

91

By Catherine O'Donnell
--

"I've got this idea for the new hats for the White House
police

.

.

."

The people who live on S.
Arlington Heights Rd. betwlien Rockwell and Park are
not buying the Arlington

Heights village hall aplanation on the "n
Ugh
Imo
f
th
Pot

street '

Several complaints to the

/Dap Pubtication5

hall have nnulted in the Inferminion that the undergmund

cable is rotted and can. be
repaired until the frost lava
the ground.

The indignant woman who
celled lmt night said that green

Moots are appearing in the
Manse of had garden wirah

.11emor 'beano:Mal dream brolbensjealansly beeping

the pope sirenlam odlairllnvmd integrity."

means, she sid, that the earth
Marshall Field 10

Wednesday, March 25, 1970

Mtge 4

John E.Stanten, Ede

Kiedaisch,,41norming Edam'

eneel Pieb101ter

R.E. Hutchinson, Fab -President

R. N. Pug., Circulation Direntor

C. F.Nau. Aire maiiing flew tot

is

fig donebut nothing it

Editor:

Coverage

eomplimenter
Editor:
I would like to coke this opportuniti, to thank you and

their problems inmlving.gov-

The election mums at Republican Headquarters Tunday night, March FL were
most gratifying. Please permit
me to ma your columns to ex-

pas my thanks lo those responsible,

your Fine sports staff for the

I am most grateful to the

many thousands of loyal Republicans who went to the
past season. This exceptional polls and voted for me. To
pledge or continued
coverage was not only limns them.
dated by myself. but by the efforts as their rehresentadve
in presenting their viewpoint
senders al well.
in Springfield, while
Richard Carliniercising any own judgment, as
Varsity Wrestling Coach well as in helping them with

fine coverage of the Maine
Wm Wresting Teams this

I

Hideaword

neat.

Thanks are due to the dedt.
precinct captains and

loyal workers who produced
the overwhelming results by
their hard and conscientious
work in bringing the news of
the election and of my candidacy to the people of Des

she was there to ropy the
name, front the alit davIta. Her
name was Lynn Heidt, she
Sbe didn't need
she said. Ruth call

Harper',
Harper's
William Munn tab o said he'd
received a call beta re cheaterwen asking if poi I watchers
ere allowed. He consulted
the Mal deem.. t of the col.

lege bee. saying

=other bad accident.
"The "mane;'olic said another

efntaic. They

copying of name.. w

allowed.

who Hem in Elk Gr eve Village
and wet es a candid ate for the
April election for School DiE
Win, 214 Board sat id, the copying of the names w as the idea
of a man who is h elping him
get elected. The ria an s names

in the polling place s Saturday

wan. to

Beta Misr of miner nest Intern
He wanted a teleph one list of
people who were Merested

Ayou. listening.

Mot dark as the pit from pole

A spokesman fro m District
214 who keeps So se tabs on

your faith and confidence.
Bob ducked
Republican Representative

astonishing. Take the Flarpe
Junior College referendum

to male like just a little mar
election last Saturday for in
stance,

NAV., Washington. D.C.

200
Information an coming salary and working
.

conditions is available from:

American Guild of kluskal
Artists. 1841 Broadway. Nes
York, N.Y. 10023.

The old code sal d Mt poll
watchers could be appointed

of a terrible disease. She also said he would have three boys. Well,

we have three boys now and all I can think of is that now I'm
supposed to dic of this terrible illness. I'm afraid that I will die
before my three-yearmld is old enough to take care of himself
and the thought =illness frightens me also.
Can you offer any encouragement? If the hist boy hid been
a
rl I would not have thought too much ahnut the prophecy
thought I don't feel we will have more children. Em afraid these
thought may be helping to min our marriage as I have no confidence in myself and I feel my ha sham] doesn't either.
Max. A. B., Elk Grove Village

Dar Mr Dehouise,
TMs child I am carrying. do you feel good about it and will it
be my Im? I must take a leave of absence from myjob. Do you see
me going hack afterwards On thc same schedule 1 um now on or

Balla

Elk

holds a brokers license.

Joseph I, Connery, 303 0.
Gibbon,. Arlington Heights.

add he was ...inn ft. dm
hard, immune I'm Men

Grove

Med In it."

Al li e.gton Heights, Clyde
Brooks, Elk Grove Village;

'Tin

lington Heights.

cause

Lonsdale

61

Basile.

in

interested

good

quality eduation and f think
something to offer he-

and Raymond Erickson, Ar.
llers.

12

of ex-

lot

have

I

perienceti

Rd ...id she was seeking scat
on the board becaose she felt
herself who arejust
people

HE IS CURRENTLY orin
High
cipal of Steinmetz
School. Chicago. He also has

-ordinary, not anyone spedar are not being represent-

men children, three of them.

ed.-Clnudia. Catherine, end JoOtis -students
High School.

SHE HAS a son. Dennis.
15. an Elk Grove High Sehool
sophomore. and a daughter.
at Salt
Sandra a first Her

at

lived

has

neen

professional

the

nio o determine
goals end the role of the professionm scoff to Jetavmie
how dm, goals am met. In or.

der for ibis to iitigen

hero

mostbebe at,,, a on do.,
of the
of Me !diaDies) various programs."

"

BROOKS SAID ha hopes to

OrinChic

Deluxe
15 Day
Escorted

Con -

and are old and in poor health. We are contemplating moving
them and buying a small income building with a garage. We
would like to start a Cottage Industry of making things to sell.
plus second hand things Ian we could repair to sell. We do not
have much money and would be taking a great risk on a shoe
but we ant not lumpy under present conditions . we live
small mobile home. Do you think this venture will be sucerasting.

Vacation
INCLUDES,

Tolon=rdtr"

cessful?

*Drina Noah,

last

Wednesday
= the hospital
employes knosv how much

Honolulu - Princess Kaiulani
Kauai - Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn

their little extra ef Mrt app..
dminis
had a tea

attended by the staff.

' Transfers" Sightseeing" la Dinh. Meal Service

One busy nurse took the
time to call this column and
that it was appreciated
more than it was possible to
toys. tilt made us feel that
someone was noticing." she

davits for poll

said.

-

E,W.. Des Plaines

date,

volverrwmcox between
ysonanti c

""'

orts. and parentmacher rdationships.
him

In Ar-

Competence in Urban Arens.
Hie ntio, paryiciry ry ono.
bur of the Parent Teachers Associal :on at Kensington

"I feel that people like my.Weave
Saw ordinary honsewItc,
furrally are District 214
nish thc students, we crate thc
need for a district. Our um dol.
Ins support the district," Mra.
Rune said.
"I feel represent the silent

School.

majority and ifs important th
have this type of represent.-

manpower director for the Of ace of Economic Opportunity
and president of Educational

IlOn on the board. The general

Laboratories.

peter
aure"

packaging Pdr

so, if you plan to operate the business from the garage, bemire to
investigate zoning requirements in she area before you commit
Hui-savingx. Take your lime. Wait to make the right deal.

Phone- 255 7010

Des Pietism, 60015.

.

Saturday

:dr(:ropot
osaiA

on

compete
stores in

0;

lie

no,crein

al c

La j

f Ourfao

gHeighsRd.unicrporated

r.

ano,

ad

p

Farm

Among she claims ot NCU

d

aTdssah'Ic'olefgco'ojtsdahled" wcfoiols'inby'

WHILE NOTING that -'all
the:.oy goes into the same
Mrs. Heidi said that
pot
of NCU sought to
call attention to the fact that
call

venous supermarket chain

aPt

i

t'M1" dd

c

ir7 ca,

speech; freedom M sle,

and freedom to "petition the
redress of

government for
grievonees.-

(3) Senators Chad. Percy
and Ralph Smith. (4) Ye. (5)

another party,
S. What
4,C=6.4
Rho House of Representative

House of Representatives. 10
Senate. (7) Two-thirds majority in both houses. (8) Majority'

'. Se.atd has the Power to
originate a revenue (tax-rais-

vote in both houses. (9) Mat

Mg) measure,

a natural born citizen of the
United States; must be at lent
years of age. and mustsw
resided in the United State for
at least 14 years. (10) Seale
(I I) Na, however, the natural -

6. Which brand, cif Congrim Must ratify treaties?
7. If the President vetoes a

THE FATHER OF three bill passed by Congress,.
boys. he is a sal. coordinator
for Universal Oil Products.
The other three candidates

'raids: Costello arw Joseph

Schif f

vote by the House and by the
Senate

infirm process is tangly
shortened and simplified for
the alien snot.,

necessary to override

the veto,
ri. What vote is required by

Arlington
airline employe, Robert Lefjorge, Prospect Heights
telephone supervisor; Donald
McGlothlin, Wheeling.

FM

teacher.

MISS

,

XrgValta
HARDWARE 510PrS

THIS

-just five minutes away" was

MONTH

OF THE

DISPENSES

A TIME

-

5%.,

Hama., mum m?YFax,

Your bedroom telephone is giod for your spirits
even. when you're not sick. It's comforting just
to have a telephone by your bedside W give you
tt sense of security. Have one installed in your

SOBAGS

'

29
value!

favorite color today.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

)

central telephone company of Minnie

Ratimadaita

50

COLLECTOR BUTIK

ca:p:nt
vat

and brood

r1

Tory south

Amendment to the Conslitution.
3. Who are the present U.S.
Senators from Illinois?
4. In a general election. can
a vote aweolee registered Inane
Me candidata of
party vote

ONE AT

nation-wde campaign must he

Heidt said that,

stetorrreviest

us omen to
their mnt and groceries= MC
Elm Fhrm Nadu store, which

day by Nal states. -NCIJ

The object of the NCO
"

Erickson, 601 S Burton PL.
Arlington Heights. was appointed to the high school
hoard in November, 1966. He
win elected in April, 1067.

ecutive brnch carries out the
Febree.
laws, and the judicial bra
interprets the laws. (2)
tom of religion, of openh of

Name four freedoms
ra onced by the First

Inman}

persuade

t:Wilo

bloc

Heights. wa' t°

don.

No need with this
within reach

r-----

in

avowed purpose of making on

Mn.el

I eel you Mil be going to Florida within the next year and I
feel seams In your Comae Industry venture. But I feel the
income properly should be o dnAling where you con live and if

nrat

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL INC.
:tnlIe=t7 HOOS

ANSWERS: (II Legislative
branch makes the laws, the m

out of touch?

has differen I land lower"

formed last'

a:Mu

that he will not seek rodeo -

Illinois University. Brooks has
taught elementary and high

that

National Consumers
Union members picket
Wheeling supermarket

Tau

announced wveral weeks ago

EDUCATED .51 Western

undertone of many people b
that they dont feel them ides

,rs,;;:t

petitions. lack Costello RIM
Ito ere= and Frank Bmgcn

Feeling

Clyde H. Brooks. G5 Bram
Wood, Elk Grove Village. is

1

Dar E.W

JOSEPH DE LOUISE. nationally Annum psychic, MU answer the questions of Dor renders in this 0111111fl. Letters 'Mudd
be signed, bid names will he ambled if the writer requests 10.
Write to Delnaise in care of Doe Publications, 72.7 Center Sts

gen?

asirrnan of the Commit.
Education for Econonlic

She is the only female condi-

bottles

Raymond A. Erickson was
Me last incumbent to final his

He

is Involved in numeroe
=lion association, the AmerIca Le ion and is resently

Ned, is a project engineer fine

represented,

and

MT," 'Brooks said.
sh is the role of the commu.

iington Hights since 1956. He

Creek School. Her habood.

being

si fen on, nooron o a
non.
peromop ,,won

She has a year of cams and

Consumers' Union (NC UL

My husband is blind in sneer and 57 years old butts still able
to make a living for us. f have two handicaps and am without any
specific training to enable me to work. My parents live in Florida

say

He

Years ago, before my husband and 1 were named, he told me

an old woman in Germany rend ms &none and said that ow
husband would be married Mice mil that his first wife would die

Dear Mr. Oel.ouim

or chosen by the sch ool board.
The new code says that
judges are allowed to issue affh
wet tchers.

Mrs: Ned

Abuse Program.

i college.

hn orchid to each nurse and m

Hospital

(Sophie)

were;

school. He is a consultant for
the Scott, Foresman Publishkm Co.. and the Illinois Drug

ran with an insurance firm.

Village; Joseph I. Connery.

Dear Ms Delimits,

soon, .d as his jab improves your financial sitmlion will Improve as well. I do fed your family will get to Hawaii .d sal ,on
many years in the future. I feel two of your children will go to

which bas Ms, sped past.

tenor by

deadline

Basile worked for

Mrs.

before the 4 rym. March 20

Dear Mrs. X.:
.1 do feel good about the child you are carrying, but I don't feel
it will be your last one. I feel you will continue to find a way to
also feel your husband will be up for promotion
work part

the doctors of Holy Family
Hospital of Des Plain. gave

dated.

A RESIDENT of Elk
Grow Village for five years.

number of candidates to eight,
The Iasi four persons to file

Mrs X., Arlington Heights

To honor National Hospital

such things said that the school
ask which like a II election
own comes from an 4 Ds. InMature. had been clamed
recently.

the Omaha: and wife said.

In-

an

and

Smbent filed papers last Friday for election to the District
214 school board bringing the

Will my family and parents ever gm to sec Huwali?Do peace my
children going to college?

NICE THINE. DOC

hospal
lee

gnim director,

will 1 have to work full time/
Will my husband stay with his present company and will he
advance,' Do you ever sec us genie)/ out of our Baena} bole?

inn to do with the Harper Col lege matter. Then he said he
didn't know.

each

passes tea
something new do not appea

Surveys by the Tabor De.
.partment's Bureau of Labor

St.

That he had 26 men and women e it wasn't because it had oath-

ones he had sent ou t only went
to 214 election mots . he Said.

never

is tomewhat
for teachers. how.
fur an school enrollments

place was illegal. Then he said

the spectators et

A day

The outlook

ton on Saturday in the polling

week

SOMETHING NEW-HESAID

ends.

they arc rally participating."

A housewife, a high school
PrInCipal, a government pm-

1 do feel you'll give up the two sons temporarily, hut this isn't a
permanent thing. Yuri must sit domn with your ex-husband and
confront your problems. They must be talked 0131, as calmly
possible. I feel a meeting °lithe minas if you do this. Crocking up-letting go -solves nothing. I feel your problem can be careened
through mmmuniention and positive action. Good Ind&

National Conference. The
tional Education Assn. of the
United States. I201 Sixteenth

gu

4 more file for Dist 214 board

.

only in the evening or on week-

2.

Ray Erickson

Clyde Brooks

lough Connery

Mrs. Ned (Sophie) Ensile

dile Will I finally be of some help to my other four children who
ate salon:Mg Immo of this?

If you've been rcadtng my articles pot know that extra -sensory perception is not un emet science and cannt
he emctly cow
aeonoman
reel. Years ago my mother was told by nn
limt she
hereoos me at an early age - I'm still here. I feel you, too, will
be h
long time. You are very impM,Ioneble. Try clog your
mind for poSitive thoughts. The mi. can sometimes create 111 en through the power of suggestion. Think hautiful thought&
I feel no terrible diseme in your future.

able from alusic Educates
Na-a-

major

each?

slyrelocat

and secondary schools la avail-

et
other. full.time jobs and sing

the

1

what Is the primary function of

in the near hi,
=Mtge financially, emotionally? Will I
tore'! My esbusband wants me to give up y two sons by
KM.. marriage in order to patch up and re-marrs. WIN I do

seam. Many Silvan

prune Court justice?
1 .1f a male who is a Mims
of the United Stoma marries a.
woman who is a citigen of imother country. does she automatieally become a U.S. citi-

bninches of government md

The pbst four years of my life have bean the closest thing to hdl
that I can think of. The terrible thins that have happened are too
awful to relate. All put
IntMerons to mention and
it
bounds like a fairy talc. I've had it by now. I fear for my sanity. I
am afraid I will do something desperate.
Do you see any relief for me soon" Will I crack? Will there be

Dar Mm. A.B.,

one. The expert said at first
that wearing the Brooks but.

thing the
judge could do was verify that
they were registers d and that
they Reed in the di strict. The

No greater trust cm be
granted to any man than to
nerve others. Thank you for

Further information about

10. Which legislative bndy
is empowered to impeach a So-

the oral examination given to
those seeking to become chiems through the eaturat
itation proems.
are
1. What

music leaching in elementary

tionecring for anything or any-

He said -The rinl

la pole.

not enough to provide steady
employment for all qualified

button or do any other elec.

im of it. This caller is one of

both adde. only talked about the

spective school systems.

but

In Mdition, no watchers can

the curb and made an accord-

Another caller said that all

field,

war any kind of campaign

enough to come out and vote."
he explained.
He said that the e osiers did
not have to show credential&

darkness.

entertainment

the

$1.000 a perrormanco. Sala:ries of teachers are &monies!
by the schedules in their re-

searched.

de Brooks.
Amysi,, to Elyode

Co?n?

many that compalin about the

turn jobs are likely to occur in

Wide varianCe in their ncallle.
ranging from S200 a week with
dance bands to more ham.)

ed in any book that copying
ames Is not legal. In fast no
me bad mentioned copying
num, if the code. book is re-

copying names. He

tractor -trailer
mail
plowed into a ear parked along

A great number of short -

mchers.

At any rate no one has print-

third ear parked in the drive.
way. One of the cars eamt to

A couple of weeks ago a

petitive all through the ID/Us.

increase there will be neon,
anying demand for music

lions.

is Thomas Seven
r ick also of
Elk Grove. Maya sick said

huge

probably renmin highly com-

brghter
neon.

times in hotly contested &e-

cleaned up."
A car had careened across
the road, hit another cat which
went up on the lawn and hit h

rest just outside of the window

voter. Inn general elation.

214 and most school boards
usually provide a table for
watchers to sit and check

each poll -

firms and gashing red lights
bis the Arlington Heights pm
Ike cars raced to take are of

deposited in the box

The judge must MR)

that they

;7.7prel'esisbli'd.inRuth found
It difficult to belie ve that the

said ilmasq case of first come.
first chosen. He said there are
different requirements and
in
regulations for than
school election than in a general election.
(FOR INSTANCE, in a
school election, the mdge can.
herthe
be
not touch a ballot. It mu

a voter is not allowed to de.
posit his own ballot in a box.

said.

mother
t"OlNigh"SUNDAY,
quiet evening was shattered
with., the piercing wells of

Plaines.

Fourth District

'Wm

I

Clyde Brooks Mato n who said

were. Coe pro an d one

responded quickly. In half an
hour the terrible rues was

Rep. Juckett thanks
voters for support

15 years was presid ins blvd the
due process.

being done about the caNes or

woman,

Letters to the Editor

In the polling p1 accal Walt
Whitman School in Wheeling,
Ruth Wieder, who h. been a
working election egoist for

highly developed technintai
and broad know ledge of music
as well the the remains that
the employment situation will

Statistks show there are up.
wrirds of MOM employed as
singers or as singing troche.
in the United Sm.. There is a

President of the United States?

lar that is thc equivalent of

Dear Mr. DeLouiss

Dear Wk.

fications for any candidate for

ten Should know, here's your
opportunity to prove it.
The Illinois Slam Bar Assn.
bas devised a "citizenship IQ

'

M. H.. Rolling Meadows

war against a foreign power?

American

the

form of government as a 1311-9 What are three rIliMir

pithiun to get here. Many wig
undoubtedly be future leaders
in their native countries, and
that will help build u peaceful

the dinner table. It give the

about

much

to survive all sorts of com-

the Student and the family, in
one to one confrontation over

THE FAMILY roe a and

of course, ex-

,

If you think von know as Congress in order to declare

Tomorrow
Is Today.

about Americana customs.

student

yes do, is this. You

`Citizenship I Q test'

By Ron Swans

tweet ta a Pdt eidet

eiv

TRASH CAN

LINERS

Royale /3lae Wutta Clung
MOTHER'S DAY PLATE 1970

Mores.

icaepar

Tough, leakproof, heary.duty trash containers. 20 gallon plastic
bags are made to take rough treatment. You'll find hundreds of
other uses for them too. They make ideal lawn and leaf bags. Use
for laundry Or storage. They tome in a convenient dispense.a.bag
box that gioes you one bag ale time, are Mt, no bather.

x pox.

Mrs. Het= characterized

Pak.

Saturday's action by the.NCU
le be only the beginning of the
consumers cutback.

Bowen`Hatdulatte

BEGINNING APRIL 5

CISIJMAL
Make as many four letter or more words Out of
these letters as you can. In addition. End the word
using all seven grillage letters.

INSTANT

CUSTOM BUILT
FOR YOUR

14 good, IS cHellent

of Arlington Heights

ROOMS DESIGNED

EASTER

Let SPACE
solve your problems of

NEEDS

DINNER

CROWDED
LIVING

Answer on Comic Page

-k-

of undergloze blue porcelain, it shows the artistry of finely

Speaal Ifleita plan

meld is always &shaved, thus enchanting its value year

BAKED VIRGINIA HAM
* ROAST TOM TURKEY
* ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF
* SHRIMP DE JONGHE EN CASSEROLE
* QUEEN SIZE FILET
all served with special Easter trimmings,

SIDING

Ultttk mauler`

BATHROOMS

IN THE

JALOUISE ROOMS
DORMERS

Vbeigar

BASEMENT RECREATION ROOMS

$W4
of Mount Prospect
200 E. Rand Road
therm frorneandhunn

2554800

FIREPLACES

_

HANN E L 44
COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS *TIME

190Mentbilankand80M.F.FInenel. available

SPACE HOME.IMPROVEMENTS
OFflati

'A.09t0111410..
1806

E.Northma Highway

Heffnion Brom
149Audoben

PHONE SPACE for FREE

ESTIMATE

392.9200

.

HANSEN HARDWARE

NOON TO 10 PM

e,aitet eft jib the Adzes

KITCHENS

121 E. Davis. Arlington Heights CL 3-0316
...Mon. -Fri. 9-9. Sot 9-6. Sun. 94

kkoeatilak ZVOA.
3405 Algonquin Rood
Rolbng Meadowa,111

PH 259 5000

detailed design. A prized roller., item ... the original

of Palatine
105 W. Polatine Palatine, IIIs 358-1890

by rear.

re - Season

Site 736e in diameter. Pierced for hanging.

MOWER SALE!

A MOST LOVELY GIFT FOR WIFE AND MOTHER

THIS FIRST EDITION $13.50 ea.
(because of very limited edition, we must limit 7 plates to

et Bowen's Only

customer)

See America's greatest collection of Danish porcelain.
ging 8, Grondahl, Dahl Jensen, and Royal Cope,
hagen.

COLLECTORS ANNUAL PLATES

Ii
model

,

TAIIBXE

$129.88

TA219SP

$119.88

from Belgium, Denmark, England, Germany, Frei., Ed
land, Israel, Norway, and Sweden. Nose visit cur showroom. You erewelrome.Seeour exciting new place at

1618 N. Rand Rd. Rte. 12

Rem. Price.

TA119SPXF

$169.88

11/2 miles north of Randhuot Shopping Center

Arlington Heights, 111.60004

37209

259-4077
Open Men. &Thurs. 10.9ilues

I

,

C

.599 BB

Reduced To:

$96.70
$87.77
$134.88
$37.50
$72.50

Wednesday March 2.5 1970
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY: CALL

lt:Z1dAnn:*"'19

Dressmaking -Sewing

Rug Shampoo Specialists

3926410

011

MARCH THRU

-Arnt..!;,1-47:0".=

SHIRT PLASIDITAC

FEDERAL & STATE
FILINGS
s

024 2510

105 011151AN

894-7644

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,

WEDDINGS

OUR

SPECIALTY.

T'R'IjFtEl'OZTRIET'167. 5-%

°MerVIRrZL'AD=ee "1'

5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade

or whatever .,. The Day has a ready

Kens

Inst

ngineering Service

audience for your message, everyday!

BRIDGE LESSONS

HAVING APART.

Air Conditioning
Conditioning

aiming tor

for all occa.

tmon

le

Ask Me Manager

ART

Camara

3,670

otiol

Ing,Miilveng.

Employment Agencies Women

aeos. afire w.,

CitICK TONES
537-1411

ed Siding.

INN

*num
medusa rioai

Coll ME Moore.

ar crone. wII teach Tam, clef.

Wanted

26
47

11 Busiless Services

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

Magic

255-7200

Furniture Refinishing

bb

Ildsos
Roy locally

rem E..

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

nem. Heplss111.

General Hauling

SPENCER & SONS
KORNER

WAHLOUIST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

Blacktopping

W

"

Yr'4'5'4eS"'

74

I. KOTTKE & SONS'
LANDSCAPING

Hearing Aids
Storm Windows

Pointing LS Decorating

Heating
REDI HEATING

130

S

Want ed , Rent

N W H, 3S9 M50

k

"Hot Water He Olin

Semer dr

SALES orui SERVICE

CL 5 3892

O. SWAP PUMP

sodeg

Walks
Poundoiions

359 W.

5ggssegy

35.5.0

Cedar Closets

Child Core

poetry work. Reason..
P7I-00139

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

302.240

99

PIO PAINTS MOST POWAS

0'00.0.-"'

STRIP WA?, AND OUFF TILE

painsing.All work quares.cad

N113:1TInICTg 11°.3nTERY

men simmer.

CLEANING, RESIDENTS, ANO

Pre

TRUST

CL

358 9038

COMMER=E0EXIMATE5

olutgaron WRITE OR CALL. Na

'I'grMOM

H

299-9537 or 027,6390

INCOME TAX

Tailoring

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD

...LER DECORATING

01C.11115ERVIC7

weneweeereemed rnwre

GENERAL
AVAILABTE IMMEDIAISIT
HOMES OFFICE. POOM
AODITIONS GARAGES. KiT
CHENS. BATHROOMS. FIRE
PLACES, GENFRAT REPAIR
GOOD WORKMANSHIP.
15 YRS. EXPERIENCE. INSURED

DOLORES ETERS SCHOOL 0
DANCING ENROLL NOLO FOR
:LASSES CL 3 MOO Ft 3 1355

Design 8 Drafting

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

by
Woltman Cont. Co,
Kitchen Rernaelino

Star. Ii

1255.. His. RTNATN

we rye

S

359-1410

CREATIVE
DECORATORS

CI.

3,98=7:

District sales office selling to

39

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

MECHANIC &

O'HARE

GET READY MAN

LADENDORF

DESIGN TRAINEE
Black ,rnolocar.
E

'300

TcZ=Tr:ocllirc7:1L174
255,637

DesIn Consultants firm
PI
Pit ly
yo
or
desIgn prop., and layouts al

o=r

oa,atrg.ilac7

2807Sigpalt Sire.

siding

Lauritz Jensen

mi. Pr ospe

Income Tax

or.

259.0561

Med Mr both b
REASONABLE COST Dressmak

Window Shades

Decorators

SerViCe

Carper Cleaning
CARPET 5 SON spooing.

WELL WIG STUDIO
SALES 6 SERVICE 939 9906, 846
S Elmhurst Rd Desr/
WW'IS7ING

CL 9-0495
6

rp7Etnytce'vZsT;192,3976"

B. DECORATING

SHADE "N" SHUTTER

1427 E=Rd ,Arl.
ESTMATES
MEASURING
.INSTALLATION
PREF

rior, friendly

Reliable, Sat-

CUSTOINSHADES WOY.00DS
INTERIOR SHUTTERS

THE DAY DOES IT!

will lee yen tit

z

o

255.4795

CUP & COMPLETE 8 MAIL TO

vol: Pk

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.
217 1. Arlington HI,. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center SC

Din Pbaines, III 60016

volved

gkidd

LosT Linle, part Peke do g, Black

w. gray face. Vcinliy

displays

future. Wo offer o complete pack,
for me end your land....Cemr In and

toes.C1.6,2900

"Mvflin." Nr.. Rand Rd. Palatine

area. Reward..43g

pold

296-1043
ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

of
Mount Prospect

Oes Plaines Loa - Lady's dia.

s H. Mink

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.
1250 Pratt Blvd.

Elk Grove Village

Des Plaines

LEARN ART

Gallery Business

WORK IN OUR

FACTORY

o 8M PAID HOLIDAYS AND LIBERAL

DAYS
No Experience
Age Open

VACATIONS

in person

or call 543-9570

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

ASSIST'

$695 MONTH

VETERINARIAN

$135

You receive a good salary and excellent
benefits including profit sharing.

ADDISON, ILL

typing skill, Ansvver

Must Have Own Transportation

dle execs...1ml publIc can,

Call 537-7100 or apply

In Arlington Nelg.

aur=ler
A am. to 4130 p.m. Mon. flue M.

POW. TOOLS
POW.

Neat and modem working conditions.

1444 S. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling
SW Tor. of

0 pportunlly for real advancement

Pnlaline a Wall Rdr.

SET-UP MEN

PUBLIC CONTACT

3 photographer. now! helper
In audio office.All.round gni to

MR CONDITION7.0

COMPANY PAID PROMISHARING
EXCELLENT ;RIM MENERTE
0000111ANSPORTATION

NH envelopes. Om grout. to.

gMes.

Settle

down

klds,

bats., Have cameras 5 llmh.
bulbs ready w1en OM molt

&mayor Coll Personnel from BMA:Mt To 41015.M.

I TIRED TYPIST?
JANITOR

TRY RECEPTION

$525 MONTH

2nd SHIFT.
OM public coniocx1OIN

SURFACE GRINDER

em. II

10% Bonus for 2nd Shift

Manufacturer of Electr0O1 Components

774-1515
5555 N. ELSTON
Cafeterio and POrkingOn Premises- CIA to door

low.

Later

you

will be trMned ride*,
isior mediaalion 10
mals. Light, simple of f Ice
routine.

LADY PARKER
$17 So, Emerson

Mt. Prospect

253.00

SHOWROOM

PARTS CRIB ATTENDANT
SHIPPING CLERK

o MACHINIST

turning

YACHT

61Verse,e7X3.535.

ID GRINDER

ment schedule, and
mOke rout pet case
tories. You will learn la
keep en inventory of
and
ppr
cl
reorder when slocki are

greet esecs there for poor..

Equid employment opportunity.
151 SHIFT

7rr.dnrendi:Z:1a11;hPP:.:17.

appoint-

keep

phone,

I

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY

Grem wages and benefits.

opportunity for

an animal lover with lite

7g= '1Fet;i1i1;"7:r1Z"n!

Ieteresting lobe with friendly peoples

WEEK -FREE

Exciting

Definitely thole.. In our field

this earn,. and you

t'17rontVI: 'Tc'eaprn7P!'ll7:7
wilt Train you as their official
greeter. Office Is int beaptiful

SIGNODE

and the people very congenial.
Free.

Min Paige
in Mlington Heights
s. Dugan
6020 Oempaer
.0700

3700 W. Lake Ave. Glenview

...ono

Oust West of Glenview Naval Air Station)
AN EQUAL, OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

200 F. Rand Rood

the now people
940 Lee SI.

CLEAN MODERN

AR,frInsibeneria

SWITCHCRAFT INC.
HOLIDAY INN

.

M..

NIGHT
COOK

29842770
La Salle Personnel

se learn

we mayhem what,
,nos

PER.1.11,051TION

CAIN

Vitt

too dog: Black 5 Whim male.
-

the area

with a moll eampony Mot is
grewMg uTp717.N.

In thrsPoreal

WOMEN

MEN

o MAJOR MEDICAL

530 WESTGATE RD.

253 MO

You'll help with

packpoing heslorse to Imams beg

AUTOMATICINCEASE5

I

Lost Large orange mole cat VIc.
of Recreation Pk. north Arl. His.

Secretaries -$575 &

DISPENSER DIVISION

EXPERIENCE
o PLENTY OF OVERTIME
a NO GENERAL LAY-OFFS
a LIFE INSURANCE
o BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD

MOTORS, INC.

$160 FEE PAID

LADY PARKER

In

OR APPLY IN PERSON AT

tart a long career wiihSignade.
BOX 1254
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
175. AdIngTan His. Rd.

NEW & USED CAR

Most and focal

Coll 259.2581

i=7Zie7o's

!typo ar mchonicoll y inclined ond

SEE OR CALL

esidnt.

FREE EST0IMATES

JOBS?

GeOrge Fedrowit.

P

392.9317, 508 WOO eyes.

HAVE YOU THOUGHT
ABOUT CHANGING

Moly in Person

EGULARLY!

.ERIOAN UPHOLSTERING

fs'M
:sod oPt

Art11,111.60006

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY -free pick

594-3200
6

ID.

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

YWANTADS

Wall Papering

Ilulloto Grans

priced Des Pl. Sem 29.365

222-5934

296.1071

For Fast Results

Call 2934646 or 1.0491
ml

inham....

FOR INFRMATION CANN MR. CARLSTROM

Asst Office Mgr.

RON NEW

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

$55-0900

HO price wohts

you for

nGIL

position. In addition you
will be working the
greatest HOURS v.
portuniry. No previous
experience required.
Coll for details.

o TOP $$ COMMENSURATE WITH

saving

centOCI

public

exciting

find a more exciting op.

Eaton, Yale and Towne, Inc

OPTS

0

SECT $625

son n Wm,

858-3600

rton CORPORATION

Qualified Applicants will apply

Do yoo how WIMP. ex nowykkin nue
Perim.

pletely Hain you for this

con imagine. You'll never

Glen Ellyn
799 W. Roosevelt Road
Suite 20
Building 4
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CALL DAN MICHAELS

514.000 Oe*

BARTON 511ILL

small mechanism helpful.
Salary commensurate with experience
excellent fringe benefit package.

b nk

°b

Five years experience desired. Knowledge of

CUTTER GRINDERS

Accident...TN Ben..

296-1071

Peet, ond pre

Yes this brand new sub-

DRAFti'S

is looking for

HILLS-McCANNA
Div. Pennwalt Corp.
4g0Map...

CLASSROOM ANDJOBTRAINING

NPM

Call Kris Nelson, 293-5240. Tri

DESIGN

GEAR & TOOL

Bruning

Crecin I orporedospital
Rendustrial or Millitory Expos...

SKOKIE

TELLER TRAINEE

metal fabricating, plastic molded parts and

AMY WSW PERSONNEL DEM

MIA light accounting

READand USE

-8897.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

5 Medical Plan

HELP

Upholstery

439-8280

LA9 605

sPe

rIeweeolorwma

mu...

telephone exchanges in Chicago area.

Call Bob Von

674-6200

525,3901-

relll

hP

Ar

Noes.

Gre=1:MP'egr=fe'ntial

4NR-el:nand

w Cell

FRMSTI..

engineer.

Nue-sledRe., eingsfics and 'e-

installation department
Installing communication equipment in

E550, 5700 SEE PAID

1, yrs expel...
McKAY TREE SERVICE

rx2L=

HOUSES RAISED

Any small mbs

Lee'sr

"Help Wanted"

CALI 624 0460

1946

'

ad

Dog Service

FULL BASEMENT

componem, and mimed lob

Working for Western Electric

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

SPRING SPRAYING
.Frue Trees, DM....

Espo Estmoses

SINCE

HELP

SALES TRAINEE

Tree Service

299.1696

Room Addiliens

This is an R 8 0 position reporting to the chief

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

CAREER IN

940

action -getting

Hwy CL 5 8977

°T,`11%12°1°"

GROOMING

Paid Holiday,

sobern.iew

COMMUN CATIONS

La Salle Personnel

with an

OR

'''ik";VOF c".

POODLE

eleeteleol

SANNSTRAINR5.$700

OENER.ACCT. io $10M

you need

'\-1

255-7200

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

;5'5'2 570

ment,

A'aCA7Tialn7,IRArtIFE"

298-2770

296-6640

BENEFICIAL
TAR SERVICES, INC.

POODLE & SCZIrf R

POICI Vocations

engineer.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

or eheronics eue

966.0700

$110 WEEK - NO FEE

rsTra'sYtew

makers and act in liaison with manufacturing

Car men:vino

r DRAFTING ALL PHASES

2278020

345.5ees

Free Hospitalization
Free Life Insurance

27Employment AgenciesMalc

office help

\

TO US

MEE ESTIHATESoS
.117 4093

'rig Schools&
Supplies

....-

k

TI'.

SERVICE

TS'e

2441elp Wanted Men

dependable

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

6028 DIMI,Ier

SECRETARY

eration systems. EWE degree desirable and the
ability to supervise and guide activities of technicians, work with draftsmen and model

26.41151

111.60101

515-775.7276

M DECORATING

FEDERAL 8 STATE

Reach the

W DELMER.

Low Spring Rates
COMPUTERIZED

=iso'.114 6 doers

Must have up to several yours practical experience in the design and development of
products using fractional horsepower refrig-

OR LARRY SMITH

BUSINESS MANS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

225ituafions Wanted Women

AY PAINTING

Income Tax Service
Cloth!

No experience necemary. Day and night shifts.
$3.04 per hour to start. 83.17 per hour after 120

296-1071

word floydr. TRUSTY WARN
GLOWER..." PUMP AND

REASONABLE REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED CALL 562

P.R.L H,. DAY GIN CENTER

HMV. REMODELING

ANALYSIS

4201 W. PETERSON

CALL

7=s74`g.:.°017
7363406

WAREHOUSEMEN

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WILL TRAIN

Corporation located in Carol Stream.

OPERATION

RON NEW

Will

Residenhal.Commoreiol
PrompsInsiallaiion
Phone Today!

BASTIAN BLESSING

FIGURE WORK $500

REFRIGERATION
ENGINEER

21 -Situations Mental -Men

Poen

ROWS HOME IsIRROVEMENTS
AND STORE FIXTDRES

370010 5175por

PAINTER OR FIX MIRAN

10021E CONCRETE

Remodel, Additions

o9f

My H.. es. p.1. 03.M. qual. for

Home Maintenance
56

N M HOME REPAIRS

428-59.

.

TRAVEL

$130 WEEK

Apply in Person

Honks or mechanical euoer.

EM,GENCY SUMP PUMPS

NATIONWIDE

Id

Why mom.. ilia elms

p Pump

S

an ty Employer MTF

on

ACTIVE 1061 T
1496
MOGI.
297.3525

hos several permanent jobs far

Y

d

r

TrkState Pers
315B PiVel Rd., Des Plain

RELATION

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

TECHNICIAN

-

1HADS HOME IMPROVEMENTS
ry

""

oppoon.
;CM.

ELECTRONICS

LAB TECHS

OrX;rers':P3i:LrZel;t1"11;
Ids. Typa bills, Make
ea/Hs-gm n ors potion,.

298.5240.

An Equal

days.

To Rent Resori Prop.

Itrij!TO'F'e'e%o'lr'l'erZnW

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

To Rent Off

Coll 392 4750

Carpen- try -Remodeling
Contractors

SIDEWALKS
FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

wilh 2 mos. offices em

for right men in Multi Million Dollar National

699,9685 298-3491 882.2270

Sign Painting

394-516

KANZLER BROTHERS'

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

000g

much to

oun0 Doc,tpr

ACR0661.51NNT FROM THE rAILWAUIORRO.
VMS.. AV. COMMUTE!, DEPOT

CALL JOHN
AT

COME IxoRwN

296-1043

BANJO LESSONS

'3=Pfe't :0717c

1099-3232 and 297

5500.730

dector's reception
trainee

255-1910

Ese.n1 gre.

'Tag'

Me nig. sh.

5550.

all day

666-3443

OR COME IN

SIM

usmal Instructions
729 3911 Gleo1.e.111

euC

Ansi. Foreman
Maim. Technician

rn'n°97-12S7V "'S

mat old right col al PO

HE VI-DUTY

HILLS-McCANNA
Div, Pennwalt Corp.

APOLLO

Sewing Machine Repair

B27 4637

GRAY

BLOOMINGDALE BLAKTOP

Arienton io our new

0.C. Inspeow

5500.650
2600.300
5500,650
2650-700

Tech

Pandhuril Shopping Oen.

W HUBBARD

2:550.750

Tech.

R foreman

.

halms & assoc.

TOOl'EREE15. IVY, Nee Mlm
er, Dos Plaines,..3535

LINiuPERG

TOOL ROOM MACHINIS

IN. p aid by employer.

nos.

HELP!
Wo Need You

PUBLIC

Evening shin
TURRET LATHE
OPERATORS
Ony Evening shift

426-4851

297.3535

Ith

Doily 715AM to 4 15P M

MU 51121 FOR AP,.

384 3528

Arc"

DPIOND

y

d

M

Eng.

GAPING

gaol AAC,Kg5g isgtgNg

sal

Cl.neys RePoirod...LIT

Gutters

359-2515

Resod Proper/les For Sole. 91
Real state

FREEesr.

es -

re:=Fpc:I=

reerers

cis B232

358-2597

RUSTIC FENCING

.peel.nt.

1

Y

NOW INTERVIEWING

ng. conower wow and knowledge of
in
proakes mquIred. ErTellent benlin ImJudwp 100.5

STATIONARY
ENGINEER

reeled.D.

sop. anrs.

wicks owe,

Div. Pennwalt Corp.

MAN.AU-TROL SETUP
OPR. A

RI

1.4-100, A:Milo-contact

Xs

ER ECPEDIT R

Clt

g

meow wet mg. Co11662-0422.

537.1247

VI,E,HAn,IRT,C,INol RUCK

KEN'S KUSTOM

Id

ArTY hoe or

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPBSEREE ESTIMATE

CALL 658.5978

.N NOW FOR SPRING

Automobile Service

Apt 0

Sewer, Septic Work

Masoary

F''IZITITT'Sg'AFTZTRUA?T'T

CONCRETE WORK

du,

Mech. Tech.
;Ming. FL 0 4°543

HILLS-McCANNA

f

Yaln.

`"'

MA

small swItch

'1°4' Z4L

local

Work as ergo to your home as

We have an ananclise opening .

ben

DRILL PRESS SETUP MAN
Evening shift

of

'vot ;111r1rIrDETIOr12;:l/V

REVCOR - INC.

[posh.

ni suburbs. Top

complete :ma:1,mm free

WORK GUARANTEED

elks

no...wet

CALL ED 3514 5359

ROOFING AND REROFFING ,L

oundarrons.

o

RO'NTO'gR'TM',"tio.

Roofing

.

ALLEN CONCRETE

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

,

1rIVt

genmi. and

a1

g

I

people

'

'eTT'rc:Inrg=tdthiese:

dect

Airline Trainees

m Person

MACHINISTS

micro..
openio.
you
day linnegls expan lo I

55

Office FuntgoreCievices...56

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

ClAo*Wi're.7 etZsrn'ait'lc

CALL US FIRST

Homes90

Motorcycles and 5...111

e.xii756-50tif

Or A

296-5586

400 Maple Ave..

Child Care

CALLpply0-4

APPLY:LS...NEL OHICE

BY RAv ItMEMON

Radio -TV Service

GioncellickWesTgard

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

TECHNICIANS

r to

42411

Des

Plaines.

5

Musical instrummte

in

NACHME
YSHEITOR

Par Osiolls 11,APPMeheem......

a

with matt, people 6 Things

State Roman., 3153 Myer Rd.,

Carper:may:11A Ill

76667.

Mobile

plant

caring

JR. PROGRAMMER

LAW...

Dee ..aies

Promps5eoce

and °Her sismcos.

nml kAo

E

'./.7e'r'kIn'atriO71:e 071=

BOB VAN
296,T071

of m

prr:o7gitre:717611

Patios. SWewaik50s.6

to go to California?

4700 to 5550 o rtonth,

learn fa run

gg'le!:=?Lit.r7=57:011..

Solos, carnammurate with isepenence and ability.

showroom. You'll

era Into

g:Z1 '11'1,7,s'17ietrglIZ

"""1"

New sheet mend f oh,-

averment:corning In. Show NT:S-

Des Floppy

Ana

Excellent fringe benefits.

oll expenses paid. Call

H oran Pumishinge.

WEST...SNOWIER

Cement Coniraetors

s

chaniToi engineering Moreno

inlerested

IN

5A5-0507

imirumen

Lawn Mower Repairs

XAND2115.1

Brachw Oesign

Main A

Taw ma

Special

The Coast
Do you want

r

M.menvehreeerunr eno,wer

espedonc euperyl.g Tendon, Die.1..

building

and general
nwintenance.

You'll be Mo ono wha greets

GENERAL OFFICE
EngineerinT g

Eno:Rani oppononity for Tool ono OmMoker syl. Ste 10 yew.

electrical

arm They desIgn packog.g

25 -Employment Pgencies.elomen

TOOL ROOM

required id

achinery,

This cempneY Is 55H N

board. Typo bills. Min is looded

Schaumburg,

300 W.Wiley Road

SUPERVISOR

MAINTENANCE

LAYOUT
DRAFTSMAN

WHAT?

NAVE YOUR NANO TUNED

Ade. . Lave. An

SKOKIE

674.6200

I'm looking for o couple
of frame homes in your
area to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insulat-

Equipment Ras. ....

IIVIrp'

nt Ads

receptionist -$125

TOASTA FOODS CO.

894-7400

011y

:

Put Day Want Ads
To Work For You

Put Day Want Ads To Work For You

CLEARING HOUSE

Des Plaines

Write Box 1253, Day Pub.,

Piano Tuning Services

p.ae al rem

wage mars. elchswaik pows.

55i.i.5

23

t7,2,ro'rn'g ;1;r:

SPRING CLEANUP

Cement work by yito Pelag

SERVICE

Employment

Help Mulled..

JA=IrCAPING
ggy sssq

BOO

12
Dogs, Pets and ENDIRelen1641

rtnil=n

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

253-7.

Volkswagen, Inc.

MINMICHAELSS

2720 Des Plain. Ave.

florists

RUSTIC FENCING

300 5.2and Rd.Mi.Prosisoct

Art Service

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK
FOR YOUI

Landscaping

Fencing

BUTCH AUGUIR55

Anir.;:cV.1

Tor ot
69.1868

odd

Middle aped or retired Perim
com
to be
for elderly geniteman. sale,

CAUCA!,
BUSINESS

X prn

537-8414

85

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

154nsbuctmn

449 3532

5750. nF PAID

Experience
10

CORAL ELECTRIC Licensed.

EIM DRAF ;SATAN

F,71"6rig me,Wn;

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

CLEANERS

Des Plaines

Card of Monks

Plumbing

ALTERATIONS ,,D,PMENTAKING

PARK MANOR

Card of Symp..,

255 3822

PROFESSIONAL LAX SERVICE

HUMPING A. ALTERATIONS

17.

Business Services

Omwall Rep..

Catering

NAPOLI= 'Th94-1045

Business Oppermdtlas...66

ErnellSolas My Specie&

WIrVOr'n74'eCrer

37
30

Tenrtim S57055
Boa, Storage

.

PART TIME MANAGEll

N'OTTIRE" w"'

g:s

WANTED

Homo

y

Heor, asRenoir Se

AAA

rg*StronVe'd

DAN KRYSH

ALTERATIONS

20
109

6 REMODELING

392 .0 or 32 1351

MAY SPECIAL

Sals*

Aviolion
Auto Pods and Access...107
103
A
1'
BC p

.Plastering

1' Income Tax Servi

DRESSI.KING,HEMMING 6

SALEM MAINTENANCE

Auclion

14f essonals

AlAHTEAIANCE MECHANIC

16 Years and Older

Day Want Ads

ployment Agergies Women

24 Help Wanted Men

YOUNG MEN

ROUTE SALESMAN

PARTS ASSISTANT

DO YOU KNOW E.13 P.,
WPorowns
K
elere. Any Sc.10heming in EDP A
big
Ts
GAIL

-'+s

can^nlaning

'

Page 7

Wednesday March 25 19 0

24llelplYonteilMcn

14 3010/anted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Elm

24 Help Wanted Men

HELP

11.213.65. mark

INDEX

255-7200 OR 296-6640;
Carpet Cleaning

Girard-Perregaue

Gold,

Lost:

salption PEP.

I

24 Help Wanted hlen

134ost and Found

CLASSIFIED

0,612M
Alterations

SEMployment hennas -Ma

Employer

Tet In enorn. treln11,299,8936

aP

J

RECEPTION

$550 MONTH
Yacht club members and Ispet.
ViSil .olr show.
room and youll etcoo ihem
around °hey will irein Ye.

Ina enthusiasts

The people you meet ore inter.

toting and the place is level.
You'll do no selling. however.
. typIng ly needed Nor

7":1t7d'olcsne'TotIrrIS
Amami or 40. In public..
tact situation. Free.

M.Parge
lo Arlington Heiees.
9 S. Ourcion

eon Dampter

394.0680

.0700

3c;;;;? --";;47,

"?

Wednesday Menlo 21 1970

PareR

26 Help

4E4

2641aU Wage,/ Worn

TO,11

WAITRESSES
26 Help Wantul Women

261(elpikri7026e.r94

full

Dat or Evereng Hours

CAFETERIA
FOOD SERVER

mn

CLERK TYPISTS

237-6912 -030.5:30

Pe

Apply in RerFon

THE DAY DOES IT!

W jbW

F

Eut d d Itte 53

CLERK

TYPISTS!

RENTAL AGENT

KEYPUNCH!

Coll 537-7419

Wed Me you no have ..,
DRS'. RECEPTIONIST

ZZLI:11:t;a171:1.
Glie SO W.P.M. or I,

tot .10.000 woke,

1

=0:d

or

MRS. CARD1NEL0

Elme

MANAGER

724-9.533

EVANSTON
OAK PARK
HARVEY

Executive

263-5146
864.8200
386-0525
333-6E30

299.4446

curacy required. Good pay, I rlendly office. Need
your awn transportalion.

rime.

MILS
=',17

SECRETARY

demlopor

of

Fe

inCr=. serrelnaEs'in":W

CALL 332-2359

NO.

crud rwsrAvurt

beneba oed galas, awoc ,se
right g
Reparienced

Dictaphone Typist
Secretaries

bawd ea

Mg3

fe,matIon

TOWERS HOTEL

Wit he neer appearing, mature wilh pleasant personality le

norMoii pub, mon Ito. own trrospomenn 6 he
to work day or evenAg sham If guerfled.
Atr.

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

White Collar Girls

=HIT sdaCcrisimo..

RANDHURST CENTER

siddlien webs expecilng.1

Rosemont, 111.

MT. PROSPECT

0,.0

Ii

Is ri1

HERTZ CORPORATION

SWITCHBOARD OPR.

Needed Now!

2815 Old Higgins Rd.

Please Contact:

ell

=6::=
INDUSTRIAL

*L17711ZEX;

NURSE

HACKETT CORP.

BOOKKEEPERS

225-6491
SEW
dant. Nei warm in As floor
eaiing. Excellent year round
working conditions. Insurance

ncludes life. doctor. hos*.
No

Pheisant people W.

F. H. BONN
COMPANY

FIGURE CLERKS
BOOKKEEPERS
PAYROLL

A rapidly growing company with modern offices in Me near Northwest suburbs is seeking
bookkeepers wilh P0 experience in all
areas of Gamed Ledger
Accounting.

preparation of jOurnol
e rdries tor o Computer
General Ledger System,
Account Analysla and Financial Statement prep-

w

;rt.: ILtILMI"
buildDeerfield office
hne

ore -

of 2:111 Line mil

VICTOR TEMPORARIES
A Division of Victor Coroptometer
Chicago, 111.

17 N. State St.

A Temporary Service

ooderme. ond would
io work MOO a.m. A

WE NEED

TECHNICIAN TRAINEES

F1,3200

55 1107

it'qtfr ""TeVarTtlt7gb".hrf r="1:11>:rai
(ring. Mae..

KEYPU' CM
OPERATOR

or.

You should be capOble of Alpha and Numeric
Keypunching as well as Verlfying. WIllIngness to
Excellent opportunity to work for a modern me

diem sloe company close to home, offering superi-

efit program.

437-5750
or a 1,01,

"a't'y'rPnin'oer"itis'enr7o'r:, ntlt

CHICAGO MAGNET
WIRE CO.

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
200 E. Toth,

Elk Grave Village

Des Plaines

291.2251, Est 361

and EV, Sell

12 Wanted To Buy

Morton Gros, III.

lent Sew -

965,700

267-6900

E.A. OTIS

O Tired of a dull routine lob in a stuffy uninteresting office.
* Looking for a petition offering challenge, Vori-

Residential

00/old publ, contact.

V....waft as roml mower.-

You're Just the

RIGHT GIRL

KEY PUNCH

For Us.!!

Day - Full or Part Time

Mandolar,Frly,73 to .5 PM

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

$00 BONUS

o KEY PUNCH
e TYPISTS

SECRETARIES
ALL OFFICE SKILLS

RIGHT GIRL
TEMPORARY SERVICE

°nibbles,

SKOKIE

Phone: 675.2466

An Equal Opportunity FMployer

SECRETARIES
wo,for upper level monagement or our modem faOperale
anyfille hon.,. now ond lone. A real opportun
w A became involved In Meaningful week

17, hours...v.1
lull tong& of hmees.
ClosmopubSy iroreffidellon.

Phone., Appointment

775-2550

205 S. NORTHWEST HWY.

PARK RIDGE

°°MPANY

CLERKS

YOUR future
is in
Telephone

Communications

CLERK TYPISTS
Our company in the educational field, is looking
for several girls who enjoy clerical work and have
good yping skills. Excellent working conditions.
Position offers excellent company bemflts and o
salary commensurate with experience.

1127.11111

MMOW.Dempster

005 Plaines

3166 Des PlOtnes Ave.

296-6166

SQUARE ]] COMPANY

General NoydraD

HERTZ RENT A CAR

2004 MI -NEE STREET

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

7300 N. Linder - Skokie
267-5300

677.0600

Genteel telephone company pf

550 399

TT,

" I7C4C

cty

$745
1965 BISCAYNE
STATION WAGON

'THE CHOPPER SHOP'
for

run

CUSTOM pointing. complete eue.

0

Angling and molding. MI work

$595

9295

7, W07

1965 CHEVELLE
CONVERTIBLE

L'=t11%4, t','c';;LY4r'rc=

To the best
Real Estate
Values

$895
QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

,

M our HIGHLANDPARK STORE.

1,196.51Cheyy,Bel Aire, 4 dr.AFT,

U.S. Gov't Ovvned Homes
1s1

arl_z___aer.

'62

Na.2_._m_,Icir

WE WILL TRAIN YOU!

TOPPS
INTERSTATE DEPT. STORES
1603 Old Deerfield Rood
Highland Parldfl.
Between Ridge Rood & Route #41

QUALITY
CARS & SERVICE

296.6127
600E NW. Hvox.

Des PI

.11

FS PLAINES
ot
Adults

deluxe

2

preferred

bdrrn
Slos.

Profess i ona I

ES PLAINES deluxe offlce. 400

S'uburbo's ao'Or'd

loOr.TSt 19tro7leroN'F:f
Inc. All brick bldg. May 1st occup.

I cz lame copn.treme rrn.

All

C'IoVrtt;71E/26,95'11ar 5.30,

hildren under
heated.CL 97121

13.

7P
3210

s,'2'sanXitiOlg.tylm
Paoli

Pint,

Conyen.nt to SF,

beauty,

$2345

$2995

0 invest...7

woryffing. NOON Alr COM,
iln Gar 196
dieenIng. power 11001100. Ma. stork ow
TA, Is mots a NAM/ ear 01000,0

$1995

68 CHEVY CAPRICE
DURA.COAT eliminates An neon 101

MA

fashbeed

'67 GRAND PRIX

d

Full foci., ea.pment. Pumna.,E, power steer-

2695

Will'51;11

letkegall
neer*, weeln'te=4;

COMPUTERi.

MLs

62Miante6 to Rent

000

r=0,917.1 :IrtglIVC0131.

5."*" I"'

In Arlington Heigh,.
on Northwest Highway

INSURANCE BROKER

""olte...'372T13"5""
In

Dos Plolnes. One child. Call

antd..24-0422
Phone: 253.0300

96 -Investment Properly

LATTOF MOTOR SALES

Smolt Investor's)...
5 kV. cosh yields 526 monthly

824-0493

MORTON PONTIAC INC.

net, or 5312 oer annum for 29

HO N. Westgate, Mt. NOMA
86-RealEstateafouses
Des Pl. by

awn.

valmlo, new dryades throughovt, att gar., fenced yd., 60 160
let, convenient to schk. a ploy

wird air am*. had 30a
2915.1161

ATTENTION: NEW CAR DEALERS
CALL FOR FRANCHISE INFORMATION

37500 plus tax advantage.
A becirm. heck

vo.er bra. Like Yarrow...Ow. 6.4

$1695

.1040 If FINING

CALL 439-8020

182 Sods 0.., New Veva

ELECTRONIC
PRECISION,

Rolling Meadows
City Hall

"-

22,00,Pfs. ne,,

Westgate Apts.
Lichi Mem, mak.

brew, Away . New lbw on this loaded

'66 RIVIERA

'69 OPEL GT

DU PONT'S V539 -D

o mortgage money?

all

'68 WILDCAT

$3495

WITH

Clean

02095

factory A Condmoning

(RUST PROOFER)

64

Contact Him Today

3971390 alter 6 PAC

EMPLOYEE.

A beawful car Folly loaded wilh ue power
Included in MI. package Is , dnyl rm. owl

mo,

275elp Wan1ed41111 & women

APPLY CITY MANAGER.

HIRAM,

DU RA -COAT

nowhome?

o

[and 1011,

$1900

133.To Rent Office Space

codndtn. goal.
l'rx'nnTes,
waior included. Cluler
Heot

BUILDING
!MAINTENANCE

ReOlter:

re re,, ,

eye,

around Cleo, green

lined

'69 THUNDERBIRD

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

holce locailon In Dot Plaines
ea
Oblore Airport. Large
receprIon ore, 2 ptivale of.

er

ird roof are

WITH

OFFICES KIR YEASF

255.7500

3.7082

nelo w

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Week days dm: 7. 93,2262

5. Ho. Subleti large 2 bedroom

INDUSTRIES, PALATINE

PG,. brakes. power
woo loony air condeloning

mow moires Stem nape dal Ne

Ion. Coll °flat 53m 25971901

3rd top Dr,

trolnoble to do graphics
and Inspection.

'68 DODGE CHARGER

REALTOR
1.824.6219.

Mr.

SPIEGEL CATALOG
ORDER STORE

DID YOU RUSTPROOF YOUR NEW CAR?

3

Pomo whei work. Poiltion PaYt

Apply in person to Store Manager
or Phone for appointment

831-4430

Cedlllor convert. beige

Ir2k,e;:,,s 5775 392.5754

Your

Monih. Cr3'.771337'

71 To Rent, Stores, Offices
d

I

Holinger

BEAL ESTATE SERVICE

69 ELECTRAS

and collection acildtles ond

view appoiniment

John

Roselle, Illinois

MULTIPLE LISTING

Multiple Listing MemEor

175

deluxe

Michael Nelson

IN QUALITY 2510 CARS

CREDIT

0 CASHIERS

EARN AS YOU LEARN!

8979223

osemonr April 1,939 0594

PLAINES

Ask For Agent
555 Irving Pork Road

529-7070

ASK FOR KEN
751-9,89

Call Any MAP

ES

537-0023
Between 1630 AM 8. 600 PM

WE SPECIALIZE

76 -To Rent Houses

elm discount. paid vacotron7
haspiloliyarion, onelleni ad.

PART TIME (OR FULL TIME

Conar oar,

Mosul rloldtil

Will Kelp You

;"btE1171:=7m7c171t

* STOCK CLERKS

o Panel P.m,

CALL

-

DICK WICKSTROM

Shading

W
g
nags..

Salespeople

1:.O'r'N'07172;111';:g,TTI37.'"

vell Ewen. the bookkeeol.

1969 CHEVY II NOVA

9895

TRANSFERRED?

More Than 340

f'71Okt.'i"P=r=011LTIfs:

Y. Ai Credli Mon., You

1967 DODGE DART

410,

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

CO

74 To Rent Apartments

you like PeoPle ond
hod any Erwin or superwoorY

1695

033

117nutomobiles For Sale

Mon e ein

Des Plaines

An ego., op0oH.117 employer

CONTACT

1

111 -Motorcycles an112011115

AGFA TRAINEES. 2 lull Tim

DES PAINE& ILLINOIS
13274919

b

For Personal Service

We have immediate openings

A SALES

1965 CHEVROLET

FT5.'1'9'.5S6PWrIl'e'elr',71'"P"Kr1

ITT

TELEPHONE
(OPERATORS)

0. 0. bootleg For A Key Punch School Graduate or will train
someone with woad typbto skills who le Iniwesied A getlIng in
to
moo( Dote Processing. Small Congenial Deporineint.

OENTRA]

1967 CHEVY IMPALA

865ealEstele.Houses

HILLS-McCANNA
Div. Pennwalt Corp.

JOIN US TODAY
WOMEN

HE

0511

PALATINBIROLLINGIN.DOW5

ReErnE.9nE

If

ior HONORE ACM.

',oder. FUN OR FISHING 5275
1074utoParts endkccess.

Vacant
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74.To Rent Apartments

10.Roemstard-Houselmeping

CLERK TYPIST

MANAGER

CENTEL HAS OPENINGS
FOR CAREER MINDED

I

';e7r71''..tx.t

0

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DEALS

103 Oslo irMiers &Campers

en11 Estate
RhA

400 Maple Ave.

THESE

Seeing is

Call leg=nent

An Eger* Opportunity Employer M/F

If you are ....

BONUS MOTORS 296.6127

1

Nos.

UP

..

DICK WICKSTROM
'THE BOSS

,org°222°,°7.

050 0,000. elsE.

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

Tall Toro

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. F. J. GANDER

RENTAL REPRESENTATIVE

PASS

re con.

II

E

Believing

ot ony Om Coll

CASH

;177,7oLoiloble Apr

2000 S. Wolf Rd.

Open Doily 9 -Si SAT. 9-9 CLOSED SUNDAY

DO'T

di

43,5506

NOWA:19'3=AT,

6301 Lincoln Axe.

10400 W. Higgins Rd.
Rosemont, III.
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381-6000

505W. Northwest Hwy.

-

27,75300

Or in
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of

'1757C.,=s3er,'

"

rTs"sbeTo"st'uMs

439.511.1 or 2974180

Algonquin X Bosse Rds.
591-5799

WIRING & SOLDERING

PHONE 297-5320

d,

-1

SOME OTHER
PLACE PUB

ASSEMBLER
CABINET ASSEMBLER
CABLE FORMER

Looking for a really good place to work, Call:

s on

901 Chase Ave.

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, VVE HAVE IM.
MEDIATE OPENINGS 00 000 DES PLAINES FACIL-

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

work.g conditions and liberal employe* ben-

Coll Ken gybe. at

29.010 Wanted Men & Women

A

3/0101s malaria Supplies
IA

$695'

BERICIE.n.mem
PNINERINGTON, ILLINOIS

01365

APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL -10 to 5

2T lollWanted Men & Women

The Sass
Says,

102.TrulD,Trallers

5. Water 55 00 a me.

ITY_ IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING ASA:

leo rn key taper is necessary.

Ridgy. T50'5 00

Laboratores, Inc.

An Fowl Oppodunily Employee

For o gal le work in the keypunch se...

for 2nd U 3rd shifts

Baxter

Union 76 Division: Eastern Region'
Union Oil Company of California
200Easteoll Road. Peletine. Illinois 60E67
Telephone (312)529-7700

I

exza,Ilv2 DEALER

9

j70,0

r

ONLY

126 N. COOK ST,
BARRINGTON

lorry w/leil boss wwkere
CL 5,793

off er. 29,3.534.

April lot

[1.d

Our Licito Processing Department has 00 opening

egleered

mir prior indowlal ex-

Excellent stoning solo rim based on sidetalion
and experience. Peron
al transportation neces-

2907161

Work dose to home.
All you need is some hee time and el least 1
year experience. Work 1 5 days per week.

782-6244

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES, INC.

394-5660

seeking o ton -

able indvidual for our

aration.

sary.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

0 TYPISTS

o 10-1(EY ADDING MACHINE

1.1 you are

Rosponsibilili. will include compulalion and

0 KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
0 COMPTOMETER OPERATORS
STENOGRAPHERS

"""'''''''

whitewalls,' lone paim, rune good

(0I Automotnles Wanted

New Reslooront Opening

An equal oppanunity employer

Ca

ONLY

1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA .

A- A

T

296-6166

At.9,9M,

344141 and knives

and
Nights

Illinois

==ir,,Z.,:,,,=.7::.

1=Prciii:F"n"".

Days

OPERATORS

1967 CHEVROLET IMPALA

381-0899

rjen

F.ico. covers .....

After 6 PM. 253,0132

1..NE SFItIT511.77PLY CO

WAITRESSES

SWITCHBOARD

EXCELLENT WORKING CONDIDONS

ATINACTIVSSAIARY AND MANY COMPANY OMNI'S

SECRETARIES
CLERKS

Paid ',pining

4300920

"'""'

$995

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
106 01 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

47.Ho0e Furenbngs,Futnitute

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HIS, ILL.

very P.Oel, on 055 loth

Awns.

Drum wt.

moon,

Earn Extra -Cosh

School Bus, Inc.

la el gob who sm.

ONLY

var. nrrs sera

DE FINES, SERVICE "

Slag Poodle puprdee.

TOOL

aUMse

SEE THE 1970

'". II:IA=7;601

Cook County

now mere Avian:Fine Ann ever before.

RELIEF

EA. Ofis

299.7161

Came in

ONLY

$1095
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Fern, BoHer Met
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BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES, INC.

272-1000
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Ohara another
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00 ,101-1;/0 01160:

0009100 PLUSH 53 95.. M.

02040S9
Reoph
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5141t00 callestutments
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A.M. ROUTES

GENERAL OFFICE

conAel

able

6:30-8:30 a.m.

686-7740

10400 W. Higgins Rd.

Euclid d Pre.53

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

392-5230

ED ST ERR

fringes.

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET
Temporary Jobs
Available for
All Office Shills

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

1000ford

937 0465 ali

3.7

DRIVERS

Not locol

=

279.2571

Coll 695,035

PHONE 3251592

Warms
Farmland. 9 miles west of
Ir'77O37,1'1741277'd

St.

NO INVESTMENT OR FEE REQUIRED

,

1966 CUSTOM TEMPEST

IMPORT MOTORS

SCHOOL BUS

Weve

red,II

Nen, SHAG CARPET 5,19x sp.

:1:7021d0.''" 'Arrn

ONLY

4 Door So don, Factory Air Oeffilming. Va,

Dose,. APC regimered. Ad.
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or We offer.

CARPET CLOSEOUT
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Person
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SOO see..

H., extras. flitod

era. 56, German Edina 2Smrn

taEde.

1965 MUSTANG

2 door 00,1100, 00 rod, 0010101, *05'

$995

%%MIMIC

1,1*

824-0144

eoli

Clerk Typist
AR(214all,WARK

Avocado CoximEn
8', immix work. Chas
Call 393.7990

:tor, zalty,',1m.- m'''''

0,40

1965 OLDSMOBILE F85

153.720.7

rer

TEM'S'S'01=CIr
tirhi

I., lana, 1

ont.

Call for Appt.

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

CAFETERIA AND
SHOPPING.
SMART OPEN.

finder,

Comp/

ANIE017.41.017PORTUNITY EMPLOYER

10455 Deorlove Road, Des Plaines

76,16

Frooldin. 1920 S. W./

67,3373

Wheeling, Illinois

S695 Call

RlOoo2IT.00sEP/0

FEMALE

WORK NEAR
HOME

WIZ W/51ildn132'5'.'094.66;91°"

Peel His

MF0"5=t'Er9VIONT

PRODUCTS INC.
777 Wheeling Road

'65 VW Radio. Good cenellhon.

d.7 75.0. Poppy tres

'slia=d6Ver" "

EKCO

4 to 6 hours per dos working Monday ihru FM
day around your. schedule. 50 w.p.m. and ac-

110113.1AAcrt:LANDsCAPING

1327 5407

o FRIDEN COMPUTYPER
OPERATOR
6 FRIDEN FLEXO WRITER
OPERATOR

ONLY

$1195'

--2,554130.

besr

272-315/

1965 CATALINA
Madtep, Am air, auternalle norwols.

'59 MERC, .1 door halelf0P Bork-

moles WO Shots. AKC 10 weal,

'''PrO3T0'"

An equal opportuni, emPloYer

TYPIST

7,7 by

,

4950.

Gail Wolf

MANPOWER

"1?e'scEtio?.7.1131="

DU 1-6000

whitsw
,.

.15C

Instof5=itable

Nta. Roark.

IN BARRINGTON

ONLY

hardtop, 100109.. asrtas

tTrl,,,,::=0e:7"enttnit
5000,2/00

°59.914

Geed hag b aborthond.
95.75 PER HOUR.

INTERNATIONAL

RAILWAY EOUIP.CO.

Call For Immediate Consideration
537-1100 Mr. Lag

NORTHWEST 775-7296

Secretary

ROCI(FORD

k-

tstrar
259.0262

Scors awls,. Higgins

297-3200

Electric
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SECRETARY.

"

Call .137 4799

door

ltzr, AM FM Fedi..

WILL PAY

BENDER RIEGER
CL 3-3393

ONLY

$2395

1968 CADILLAC

cam

mom 15 529.7137

newfacIlities

UNITED STATES

5050

factory air 90,0

roof, automatic transmission. paww stem.

Mg, power brakes, radio, henter,h106VITII16.
low mileage and local
4

CASH

299-3575

'n'art'M'odry

=poonlly.fiz=unities for d000ndoblo Indblduall

Part Time Days
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II 0,o 0
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iniermediole or import mall

25S.0331

PART TIME

1250 Morse Aye

394-5660
cs

h

ROIL

00 cowl 525 90 13. welplay,

:50L'o7t7,,oirTiZiear

355 0094

menuNaudmmiselescommor

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

LOOP

AV,COMMUTER DEPOT

II.

00

WE

anable ro righi home 259.6076

moo c

PAYROLL CLERKS

333 Ens, ',by

NO FEE

255.7773

6

Call Miss Mithals7 437-6921

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC,

company benefits
paid hospiffilisation
9 holidays
profit sharing

ACROSS INF S1RM FROM TFIE MILWAUKEE RD. WESTERN

qualuy

QR.,' a...,

.1?)

ot

Mt will bade

00

05000

model homes. NMI separate. We

44Dogs,Pets &Equipmerit

ELKGROMF

(Juniors & Sen..)

e

will be holp,1 but noi neces

6664443

pg

in 7=9151 payable helpful but not neatae,MI.
only but hours can be slighity fleallia.

Per,

chrs, 520. Bird cage

AID 5400 at 1.61915 Morn, only.
253 9972

lypIng and

peylorm dirarellied
fico

CLERIC -TYPIST

of excit

va

Otlwe

LINDBERG NEVI -DUTY

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Easy Job

535.Table,

4

9.6S 7070

13 CL n -327B

2450 W. HUBBARD

Des RI, nes, Ill.
000 E. NoFthwest Hwy.
824-1180
Al 09401 06 101100W orrtp Myer

ProspeGNNO,

Day Want Ads

Suburban

GENERAL OFFICE

GAL FRIDAY
GOOD SALARY

SECRETARY

Subsidiary of TraCON Inc.

017-6620

CALL 299-6751

3 Clocks So. of Simi.

ItrilLEVEISE,

STENOS!

Chicago
SRI 5197

W5. CL 15067

001021 (0

SELLING OU5

core,' a a.., bardEop

Autograns Roc, Healer

1700

Huge discounrs B24.9.3 dly

324M1scellaneous Med andise

loOl'S't."'"VP's Plain.

a of havAil ePldbaMs

d

intenniedapolicoms ahauld feel free rn calling DM SUNDT.

050.10
"'CONTACT MISS RCN,

940

wi.t..,hin.MaclerrAcr

14010,00-01000000 oo40o0o 4050-0001

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL

be yours as o highly poid 613.0

1968 OLDS DELTA

1961 Ford Gallop NA HT VA

used car noi

155,,,A,,H19, TO BUY

.AlriZILE/C1ORIgS' SZER3'0'
50.537.1926

stem.. tor our Allow!

InandlIng tOrtespondence and

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

smog,

for TOG with good Wog .050 Geed nming OjESO irel0 pm-

rACA

Wing AVON COSIAVICS now

Le Salle Personnel

SALES DEPT.

es Manager

ker Avan take you on o

NOM A ow howl each week

Pme

01010521 1970

11Putancklet For Cafe

112 SWINGLE, for Cale

47 Home Farming, Furniture

4206011111 Buy

12 Miscellamons Merchandise

Ltel,...za:Enwlia2191137 in royle

2942170

027-0020

To Notional

Baby enter wonted. 1st grad

IN AN IDEAL
JOB?

You.° be iro ned

11 Rummage &CarageSale

26 Heip Wanted Women

INTERESTED

DR's GIRL -$525

SECR TART
s

lo Sol, Gal

CONTACTIMAS.CABSEN

W. Campbell

26 lha VR*11016011

26 Help lienteiHrown
be

CounftysIde Restaurant
& lounge
Arlington HAD.,

p

26 11111mted Women

26 Help Wanted Iromen

NURSES
AIDES

RECEPTIONIST

WANTED

30,

.......

'68 OPEL

187

2 door, Mx nem Premium H. The
with the Blg Rene,

$1350

NEW BUICKS
All Models
All Equipment
Ready Pa Go/

Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From!!

0L

0

ist IL** 51,

_

sti4 *AL* It- Ix

is.

Invite

our n ines

ar

en lemen!

)11-

the Easter
bunny to
breakfast

The Big Race is on at

"BUICK on Rand!

By Nora Naughton
(Day Food Editor)

See what's nestled among the
eggs Its the Easter bunny himself
all ready for breakfast He's made
from a hot roll mix scented lightly
with fresh orange mice and richly
studded with plump California rai
sins Add touches of frosting to dec
orate him as you wish He will be a
delight to both young and old, so do

Z --r\

\

WHO

at

-\\

4

-

look for a mold in your favorite

is your favorite?

housewares department

(II

And speaking of raisins

During the

-

)

immediate months to come,

Doing Indy one better with

you'll see them streaking,

a Big DOUBLE 500 Race!

zooming, whizzing, hurtling

1

and straining for top position

'41r

in the most dazzling soles drive

a pie You might mix raisins with
salted nuts to help round out the

119"4

114.

John Mufich Buick presents the classic with the class

the roaring race with the torrid pace

Not 400, not 500 like in

Mt Prospect's

Easter baskets You might hide mm
iature boxes instead of the usual too
much candy Remember that the
Easter bunny needs all the help he
can get and raisins are the original
convenience" food

own speedway spectacular designed to do twice as much business

previous attempts, but

EASTER BUNN
RAISIN BREAD

in half the time in order to save you half again as much on

1000 cars, Think of at 1000 co

your next car purchase Think of it. Not 400. Not 500. As we did

and you are in the
driver's seat because

in the past! But a sizzlin,hot quota of 1000 oars! Remember folks,

it's you who

The staff at John Mufich Buick is competing now for special prizes

determines our

cookies, a sauce for the ham maybe

e

ever unleashed in these parts.

I

ultimate success.

(1334 ounce) package hot roll

mix
1/4 cup warm water
1/4 cup orange Juice
1/4 cup sugar

and bonuses based, not on profit but on the greatest number of

,-

they

should come in very handy about
now Easter buns and cakes and

3 tablespoons soft butler

units sold They're up against others their size
in this nationally sponsored sales contest Help us

2 eggs

1 cup California raisins

'win end help yourself to super

Combine yeast from hot roll mix
package with warm water stir to
dissolve Add orange mice sugar
and half the dry mix, best until well

bonus savings over and above any sayings

you ever thought possible

blended Add remaining dry ingredients, butter and beaten eggs

Cover and let nse about I 1/2 hours

until doubled in size Stir in coarsely
chopped raisins Turn dough into
greased rabbit mold Place cover on
mold and let rise 45 minutes in
warm place Place mold on baking

5th ANNUAL EFFORT TO DOUBLE VOLUME AND DOUBLE YOUR SAVINGS TOO!

sheet

Bake in moderate oven (350de

r

_Ar

grees) 40 minutes Remove top of
mold and continue baking 15 to 20

And that's just half of it! Save 50% More on used cars too!
How will we do it? It's a simple business propos,-

hon sell twice as many cars when most people
buy their cars, take half as much profit, save once

gr

50/50

Sport coupe

$2995 ba

factory oir

rrblerraerc

Pbweg.per
rr,a. esrbro lusa blecler 9395

')

1968 BUICK SPORT WAGON

965 CADILLAC
1

9495

1695
et

PROPOSITION

1968 CHEVELLE

1965 CHEVROLET CONVERTIBLE

elms and sees, lin wheel. [rube =Met Over

wa broa vinyl roblebblg ember boom, 9895

1965 SKYLARK
cloo, ..a..,.Avvaticittvaitaim, maven
U,PawerloraFes,turdaNfinl4.0030001.

Wm anl.

1966 SKYLARK

vxxsota inmamx,Pa...er-

Power braes, clromPbpr..ab.11, ...bk0 4395

9195

"BUICK ON RAND"

e," $1695

SAVE 50% MORE ON BUICK AND OPEL NOW!
John
John

OvMUFICH

Cookie chicks -- sweet surprises

1962 CORVETTE

buy their cars! That's why, even if
you plan to buy later, we urge you

I

breakfast table.

.

the year! Timed to when most folks
to buy eight nowt

Warm orange -scented raisin bread molded
in the shape of an Eastin the shape of an Easter bunny is sure to delight everyone at the

:7,77,iriere=r. 9395 =7Z7.:.7;=;,7,:r.,:1,17.,7°- $1095
1967 BUICK ELECTRA

Buick is meeting us halfway with
more cam. We're contributing the
other half in savings for you as we
zoom for double -the -volume!
Double 500 is our one big sale of

then turn out on rack Makes 1 loaf

1966 PONTIAC TEMPEST

irarassiarawersleeeambrobbb.*Ine

longer until bread tests

Cool bread in mold 10 minutes,
again on overhead and operating cost and pass it
all back to you in the form of the best deal of all
time
whether you buy used or newt

1969 LE SABRE

BIGGER TRADE ALLOWANCES

minutes
done

Include a real surprise when plan-

ning the goodies for the children's
Easter baskets, molasses bunny
cookies and chicks. These sweets
with their delicate cinnamon flavor
and crispy walnut texture will become a favorite with the youngsters.

The home economists in the
Kitchens of Brer Rabbit have developed this cookie recipe, it is easy to

prepare and nutritious. The light

' BUICK ON RAND"

Aft. Prospect

801 EAST RAND ROADi,(394-2200* 801 EAST RAND ROAD *394-1200

molasses not only adds sweetness

and rich golden. color but iron as
well. The children will never suspect that the cookies are as good for
them as they are delicious to eat.

You can make the bunnies and
Chicks with cookie cutters or with

cardboard. patterns <you

have

Fettled yourself. When -the -baked

cookies have cooled, gaily decorate
with icing. Or glaze the cookies with
bright color, using tinted egg yolks
for paint.
MOLASSES EASTER COOKIES

margarine with sugar and molasses

until light and fluffy. Mix walnuts
and vanilla into creamed mixture.
Add sifted ingredients and milk alternately to creamed mixture, blending well after each addition.
Cover dough and chill several

3 cups sifted flour
1 Teaspoon baking soda

hours. Roll dough out on lightly

1/2 teaspoon salt

ness. Cut cookies with bunny or

I teaspoon cinnamon

chick cookie cutters. Place on light-

2 tablespoons softened butler or

ly greased baking sheets.

margarine
'A cup firmly packed brown sugar
14 cup Brer Rabbit Light molasses
' 11/2 cups ground California walnuts
1 teaspoon vanilla
1/2 cup milk

Sift together flour, -baking- soda,

-saltand-cinnamon. Gream-butter-or-

5

floured board to about 1/2 -inch thick-

Bake in moderate oven (350 degrees) about 10-12 minutes. Cool I
minute. Remove from baking
sheets. Cool thoroughly. Decorate
as desired.
Makes about 31/2 dozen 3 -1/2 -inch
chicks, about 3-1/2 dozen 4 -inch bun-

niwabout6-dozen 2.inch chicks.

Young eyes will shine with delight when these molasses beanie and
chick-cooyes appear among Easterbaskettreats.

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

THEDAY

Wednesday, March 25,3970

Page 12

PRICES GOOD
THRU. SAT.
MAR. 28

STORE HOURS

Mon. thru Sot.
10 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Sandy 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

lAYE

Spring lamb is a savory switch

We Reserve The Right To
Limit quantities

CLOSED EASTF-R SUIVDAY

ZAYRE STORE

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"

In the spring, a good cook's.
of
lamb and the infinite variety Of
recipes to which lamb lends It-

WARE HOUSE FOOD MARKET.
LOOK FOR US INSIDE THE

Jewel's Shelves

fancy turns to thoughts
self.

rMilk fed, spring Iamb will
be entering the markets Yell
soon now, and when It Ms
will rate the top spot co your

BUY YOUR EASTER NEEDS

Buy two breasu hbout 11/2
pounds each, and have the
butcher crack them for easier
carving. Sprinkle each lamb

.13'

For the stuffing, saute 2 tablmpoons chopped onion and
2 tablespoons chopped celery
tablespoon butter. Comin
cup soft bread
bine with

.

I

tNiagara SPRAY STARCH

15 az.

1

crumbs' ad cup diced apple, 1/2

teaspoon grated orange peel,
1/2 cup diced orange, Vs cup
dark seedless raisins, 2. tablespoons flaked coconut, le ten.

:00,490

gClorox BLEACH

SPIC and SPAN

84'

Comet CLEANSER

15'

Id oz.

CRISCO

KRAFT LO CAL

10001slond s or

rack in.shallow roasting pan.
Spoon on stuffing mixture and
top with second breast. Secure
together with skewers. Bake in
325 -degree oven 30 to 35 min-

utes per pound. Once in the
oven he Iamb will baste' itself

witi, the light covering of le
on its surface. To serve, remove the skewers and with a
carving knife cut down be.

59'
oz 49'

Log Cabin SYRUP

Vlasic Mild BANANA PEPPER

omen the rib bones.
ANOTHER
economical
but deliciously different entree
is barbecue lamb shanks.
Dredge six lamb shanks in
1/2 cup flour, seasoned with 1
teaspoon salt and 1/2 teaspoon
pepper. Brown slowly in 3 tablespoons lard or drippings.
Pour off drippings. Mix I medium onion, chopped, 2 tablespoons vinegar, 2 tablespoons
brown sugar, Vs cup lemon
juice,
cup catsup, 3 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce,
teaspoon salt
cup water,
and l/s teaspoon red pepper.

Gerber BABY FOOD

2 Country

Delight MILK

co,

89'
290

Country Delight 1/2&1/2

1.90

Country Delight FRESH BREAD

-24'
.23'

Del Monte cut green BEANS
MDel Monte CREAM CORN

Niblet whole kernel CORN

12 oz.

1

22'

Pour over lamb shanks in
or dutch oven.

large skillet

10c

Hunt's TOMATO SAUCE

Cover and simmer until tender,
about two hours. Serve over 3
cups hot, cooked rice.

.24'

Del Monte FRUIT COCKTAIL

1

1

e for

V-8 COCKTAIL

meat

0- 24'

other favorite herb. Add water
to cover and simmer until
nearly tender.
Then add 2 potatoes, diced,
3 carrots, sliced, 6 small whole

Kleenex Facial TISSUE

25'

ID Vets DOG FOOD

3 or `4"'s,Ykr.(f?P'ci;7:,),
diced. Taste and adjust sesson-

ing. Cook about 20 minutes

11'

untiI

o

MATE

Ju t

i

1,1$ $

,

CORN KING

3 LB.

HAM

COFFEE

$4.59

20c Off
Good only at Warehouse Foods
Expir.11-2.-70

BONUS SPECIAL

BONUS SPECIAL

ROYAL
GELATIN

SWEETHEART

Asst. Flavors

LIQUID
DETERGENT

oz.8c
Pkg.

Mop inour Produce dept. this week
for your Easter Plant needs!
Fall assortment of Garden Fresh Plants,"

19C

Add a

flour and water paste.

ts.

Bake in very hot oven 1450 de -

Dog Food

Cat
Food
HARTZ
Dog Yummies

spoons flour and 11/2 cups
milk. Add 3 Melt -beaten eggs,
3 cups ground, cooked lamb, I
tablespoon chopped parsley

and salt and pepper to taste.
Pour

into

water.

BONUS SPECIAL

Bake in a moderate oven
(350 degrees) about 4 hour or
until mixture is flrm in the cenhot with mashed potoes and a white sauce to

g

"Miracle Prices"

Turkeys
16 TO 22 LBS.

TO 8 P°UN°S

Turkeys

Can
%7::

Small

58'
59'

6TOBLB

Butt Portion
1610

ABU!,

Whole Ham

teaspoon sugar and 2 cups

bouillon or water.

.

Barbecued lamb shanks have the flavor everyone likes as well as the color
appeal that only ruddy -red sauce, well browned meat and snowy mounds of
white rice can give.

Cover and cook gently 011C
hour. Thicken, if desired. with
a flour and water paste. Add Le

cup rans and cook 15 minutm longer. Serve over hot

shoulder lamb chops with .
tangy roquefert cheese top-

boiled rice and sprinkle, if desired, with coconut or chopped
nuts. Seives four.

Pia..
Brown four shoulder lemb
chops in fat. Add one dash of
Tabasco sauce to each chop.
While chops brown, parboil 8

LAMB CHOPS are always
a favorite, but In these days of
watchng the budge, consider

baby carrots, halved and 12
mall white onion fm about
10 minutes. Place chops in

shallow enemata. Add vege.
sables. HOW I can condensed
cream of mushroom soup over
all. Season wth salt and pep per. Crumble''/ paind rogue.

fort cheese on top. Bake in

For a
festive

Spahetti and Meat 77.7.

breakfast

Teething Biscuit

H

ER

,

". .''"crisp
what could be more appetite

about 30 minutes. Top with
sprinkle a chopped musky

ki I11 n li led

:Taal irnogml.h,a

and 'serve,

of freshly baked

away" slicm and bake. Gar.
nish with glaze, cherrim aLd

To make Maple Glazed Cix.

Demon Loaf. just place
Isbury Refrigerated Cinne

loaf pan to form the "war.

ty meal? Never fear - serve
them ham -asparagus rolls au
gratin. Add a tangy fruit salad
and a prepared dessert, and
you're Mast..
Ham is wonderful. EverybOdy likes its flavor cod there
are so many ways to serve it.

HEINZ - STRAINED

vari-

ouli(OLs. F

ation try using new refrig-

ended Almond Danish sweet
rolls. replacing the chopped
walnuts with slivered almonds

IT

Coffee Mate
REG. OR FINE GRIND

lb,
qan

Stewart's Coffee
HERSHEY'S

Instant Cocoa
ePAalTal. gs.

of 48

,

101b.

Cane Sugar
MORTON
Salt

lb.
Bag,

tor an extra -special touch.

I t 's bone/ess, completely
cooked and slices beautifully.
And best of all, every tiny morsel is usable.
Ham asparagug rolls au
gratin can be ready too the
table quickly. Fully cooked

lb.
Bog

Gold Medal Flour

.MAPLE GLAZED
CINNAMON LOAF

2 our 111.7 ounces each)

PA A

12os.

Pillsbury Refrigerated China.

-

Btl.

s with Raisins

teaspoon

ham slices are rolled around a
tasty filling of rice, asparagus
and Swiss cheese .sauce. The

Maraschlna cherries, Mal.

sauce, sprinkled with Parme-

Separate dough into 16
rolls. In ungreased 9 -by -5 -inch

san cheese and heated for a few
minutes.

loaf pan stand one

If desired, both the ham

down,S;
side8no; pd n. Stand
an

rolls and sauce may be made

--.111111MIK7-211.1m7
'

berryAlled pear halves an tillth lettuce.

P77,8:rsztrh)

boneless,

fullytooto32
ced loam

stirring constantly, until thick-

slender fresh or fro.
Fen asparagus spears, cooked
24

garin3 e

and.,448icupr8dahredded

ohms

or margarine; blend in flour' spears and roll ham around
and salt. Add milk and cook. Wing. Arrange rolls in she'.

Parmesan

ened. Add Swiss cheese; stir
until melted.

Blend one cup sauce into
rice. Spoon an equal amount
of rice mixture onto narrow

-Cook rice-as_direted_on_endefeachhamslie;lpach

IOU,

Pour
chmse.
30

mina..

wRhe7lewarm.

m Pan

Fmros'I'Itctofip'ov°floi"alw8h118°frosd

chopped nuts:
Yiel-four- Sprinkle with th-marascha0

package.et aide. Melt butter with three Or four asparagus eervmm of Iwo rolls each..

.

cherries. Serve warm.

r

GRADE 'A'

Fresh

C°JARE NH

4LTB7.5

Ducklings

'A'

BREAKFAST

Sliced Bacon

.6 5c
MB

ALL GREEN

57c

GOLDEN YAM

35c

Sweetpotatoes

PTS

$100

2 29
LBS

Keep Learning At Any Age With This
Reference Set From Jewel!
THE ILLUSTRATED
-

COMPLETE 1]-VOLUMF SET
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

Halves PKG.

FULLY INFORMATIVE

REG PRICE $100

AUTHENTIC AND ACCURATE

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

Columbian
Encyclopedia
/MEM Min l

Pkg

c

/9c

Cana

54c
17c

12 az
Can

1OC

131/2 or

Can

Wax Beans
AUNT NELLIE - TINY
Whole
Beets
FINEST

Con

10;

8Con

12c

23c
C
Tor 10
18°'
Can

--Hominy
CHERRY VALLEY

Peas and Carrots

Ta°n8

Sauerkraut

Can
21.?

CHERRY VALLEY

SPECIAL

10C1

25'1

GOOD THRU
APRIL 1S1

,Royal Prince
Yams
22 OZ
CAN

VOL. NO. 1 STILL AVAILABLE AT 49e

38c
24c

CHERRY VALLEY - CUT

NO.
ONLY

a)

11 ea

VBrOY

Orange Juice
HEARTS DELIGHT
Peach Nectar
HUNT'S
Tomato Juice
JOAN OF ARC
Butter Beans

RED RIPE

3

15c

54

LIBBY - UNSWEETENEC!

Strawberries

21C

7r

30..
Cocktail
Can
DEL MONTE - SLICED
C
Elberta Peaches
Tor 19
SPRUCE - 1 lb. 4 oz Can
23c
Crushed Pineapple
AGE
31C
46 az
rpple Juice
Can

I I I [RI

$125

10`

LOu it

IIRaI

Produce Market!
11=1ICI
1mi

43`

CTN

Quick Rice
CHERRY VALLEY
Cranberry Sauce

79C

PKG.

ICI ICI

28c

jewel Eggs

UNCLE BEN'S

LB.

JEWEL

oz.8

A

LARGE
ALL WHITE

BLACKHAWK

! CO UN

LB.

GOOD THRU
APRIL 1ST

Pecan

OROSIIHG1 formal bowl,
combine cans of frosting and

rolls, sprinkle with Parmesan

Bake in a moderato twin
(350 degrees) until hot, 25

nr'o' I's

Vinegar.

GRADE 1 DOZ

38c

JEWEL

dn't adt't'ewp°1.a

9 8c

LB.39c

to 40 minutes or until deep

Frets

dish.
remaining sauce over

SPECIAL

34c

Onion:Nes:Frg-39c

Strained Peaches
tRiZa-m'ulOa Spinach

PATRICK CUDAHY

Asparagus

713sakne'ent775lo degreessI fo7;5,

.
811

0'8:211s' 'Up'.

m'

two -quart baking

BONUS

Jar

,c0

904

- 58`

V-Tiso-csoNICaleACKF_uPaDifieG

41c

Bel

GERBER

89c

Pecan 8 0279 C9I00
Pieces PKG

ro

Ilam,uspargui rolis au gratin are tempting and easy to make. Ham slices are stuffed with 8 rice
and cheese mixture, and asparagus spun. II can be served with a refreshing salad such as rasp.

roll up,

13c

43c

'oh al' Oil

outs

rolls are then topped with

HEINZ

LB.

BAR

-

Table

9c
9c

22`

CARNATION

DOMINO

21c

49c
36c'l

26 on
1000

16 TO 24
POUND

Pork
Chops

Custard Pudding 417
HEINZ - STRAINED
Vegetable
Beef
417.
- JUNIOR

,..

moderate Oven 1350 ilagrOSI

SHANK
PORTION

LB.

Beef Lasagna/Sauce

1

KRAFT

Ai6 TO 8 LB

SIZE

6oz Jot

16es
Jar

BBQ Sauce

CHEF CUT BRAND° -SELF -BASTING

CENTER CUT

GERBER - TODDLER MEAL

manse

16oz
Jar

Tom Turkeys

PRICE 31`

28`

1 1 Ya el

Fully -Cooked RifiblagYndObil;ssing 32c
Smoked Hams Pe.OFIar Dressing t: 44c

GOOD THRU
APRIL 1ST

BTL.

1A

Jar

MUMBO - HICKORY

BLUEBIRD FINEST

78 c

26c

594'

21b

Sweet Gherkins
arden
Salad
DEL MONTE
Tomato Catsup

44

san,

18as
Jar

AUNT JANE'S

LB

I

100

Jar

Hot Dog Relish

49c

Hen Turkeys

c54.1

2 lb

HEINZ

49` 1

To 14 POUNDS'

ILY PA

rape Jam
YUMMY - CREAMY
Peanut Butter
JEWEL MAID
Honey

Tom

$i 09

69c

F

POPULAR BRANDS -GRADE 'A'

1

2g,

Mint Jelly

dinner It'll give you shopping hints, cooknstructions and serving suggestions to help
prepare the enticing meal you see here.

TWIST
OFF TOP

1

1

for your free recipe card for a delicious

,

28 OZ.

hleh you have added drain-

and still have to produce a tes-

t. cup shredded peeteurbed

-ask

Canfield's Beverages

ter. Turn the timbales out and

tston Danish Rolls upright in a

20010 at -

%ad Stow

greased wand

Company coming for dinner? You been busy all day

tablespoons Pour
3/4 teaspoon salt

could be more enjoyable than sera family an
on Easter feast you know
ti8h9eyrY1188rer
And with some help from
the folks at Jewel -even the most inexperienced

cups. Place cups in pan of loot

Ham -asparagus rollsguestworthy

HAM ASPARAGUS ROLLS
AU GRATIN
1 and onwthird cops quick
cooking rice
3 tablespoons better or maw

Lb..

COZY KITTEN

entidneampo,noro
bread avnd a newly

ahead of time. The rolls can be
arranged in the bakingwerving
dish covered with plastic film
or foil and stored in the refrigerator until 30 minutes before
serving time.

CLOSED EASTER

In 16c

GRAVY TRAIN

Make a white sauce of 3 tie
blespoons butter, 3 table-

Vote

into a 2 -quart casserole. Give
dish a bill of mashed potatoes.

65 '

FOLGERS

BONUS SPECIAL

:Lb

it 1i

net.

little more water if necessary.
Thicken slightly with a thin

Anm M6IIMME
'COFFEE

vegetablm arc tender.

Skim off surplus

25'
0.35'

Mrs. Grass NOODLES

43c

Choice Cuts

make.

Oriental some night?. How
about Iamb curry?
Brown 11/2 pounds -Iamb
stew meat, cubed, in a little hos
fat or oil. Add 1/2 cup chopped
onions, tart apple, chopped,
11/2
teaspoons salt, Vs teaspoon pepper, teaspoon curry powder, 1/2 teaspoon pjnger,

and a pinch of marjoram or

.0 Nestle MORSELS

era); n Spread

`74.7.

3°'

timbales, and they're easy to

Dredge with flour, seasoned

lic, crushed, a pinch of thyme

2/

5c

RIVAL

dotes) a few minutes to brown.
Serves four.
YOUNGSTERS like boob

FEEL LIKE going littic

onions, chopped, Lb clove gar-

49c
errl

'C an

pieces.

bite- ize

At Jewel !

WILL BE

39`N,

Pe

ed, cooked peas,

spoon pepper. Brown in 2 tablespoons shortening with 2

Scott TOILET TISSUE

32c '

Can

still -chilly March

with I teaspoon salt end V4 tea-

Pink Beauty SALMON

22r

1f;Tgiew

Apples, oranges and raisins do wonderful things to the stuffing for a savory roast breast of Iamb.

Cut' 1/2 pounds lamb stew

crq Morton SALT

'Y" -29c

20c

PILLAR ROCK

SHEPHERD'S PIE 4 fa days.

Alpo asst. DOG FOOD

eta With Beans

Wserve

Libby TOMATO JUICE

Heinz KETCHUP

'

1L°:

I

Place one lamb breast on

33C

EARLY .

ALL JEWEL FOOD

31c

Boned Chicken
Tr°
FRANCO AMERICAN
azCan
Elbo Macaroni/Beef

poultry seasoning.

ram* dm dam

Vegetable Beef
VAN CAMP
Spanish Rice
Baked Beans
APPIAN WAY
Pizza Mix
COLLEGE INN

spoon salt and V. teaspoon

95'
31 89'

WESSON OIL

BE SURE TO SHOP

cook can create a meal that'll rate loads of

B&M

breast with salt and pepper.

JELL-O

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

compliments! Visit your Jewel Market Manager

economical breast of lamb.

MILNOT

Plan A Joyous Easter Feast...

LIPTON SOUP

YOU MIGHT chow an

211MMMI

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Like These!

WITH THE MONEY YOU SAVE
AT WAREHOUSE FOODS!!

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

ke.

-

26c

REG PRICE 2900

dlionninmnimw-=

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

poc
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Cold, Cool World

Side dishes to serve with Easter entree'
Be-

ompote bowl or on a large

lt be? Whatever you decide, came the colored bags re rumble Easter eggs, it it very
es to serve with your Easter apropos to serve at thiS time.
Depending on the number
meal. Remember that with-

Omer, perhaps on a bed of lettuce surrounding th gelatin
mold. Be sure to select colors
that will complement each

Ham or bob-which will Orly

f.tivitics.

Easter

here are some interesting dish-

plicity should be your keynote.
Mke as many advance prepa-

of people you are serving, simply purchase four or more flo-

tations as your menu will al- vors of sherbet; either quarts
low. Not only will you enjoy or pints will do. When sherbet
the holiday celebration mom, it just barely softened, tarn
but so will your family and round balls with an ice cream

woe. place them on a cold

friends.

SHERBET BALLS
This is an extremely simple.

yet elegant -looking weanpenbuent any meal. panieu-

dookie sheet and freeze until
very firtra.
At serving
.

these

time mange

balls attractively in

a

2 packages (10 ounces each)

(roam broceoll spears

I cm (10 ounces) frozen
shrimp soup
I package (8 ouncm) cream

other. You'll bn amazed what
an attractive addition this will

arrange in a shallow two -quart
baking dish. Pour cream

checsosoup mixture over the
broccoli and bake for 30 min-

Preheat oven to 350 de-

BROCCOLI CREVEITES
For a different and elegant
way of serving broccoli try this
recipe. I have can came of the
staunchest anti -broccoli eaters
converted when they Stated it
prepared this way.
Weld: Serves 6 to 8

This lovely make -ahead dessert is

on package. Thaw shrimp soup
and let cream cheese come to
room temperature. Beat cream
cheese with electric mixer.
Add thawed soup and beat un-

stained glass Easter egg when
ser v d. Different colored

Drain broccoli spears and

Sugar and mull! W

especially suitable for
Esster. as it looks much like'a

squares of gelatin are combined in a creamy filling and
surrounded by the whine cake
and frosting. It is a very light

into 2 vs of whipped cream

1/2.inch cubes.

into whicah you have beaten

To make cake shell, cot no
less than a half -inch slice from
the entire top of the cake and
Set that aside. Very carefully
hollow out the rest of the cake.
Raving at least 0 halfiinch

whipped
cup sugar
I teaspoon soothe

dessert. the perfat sway to end

Soften plain gelatin in cold
water, dissolve in hot pineapple juice. Cool and then fold

pans until lirm. Then cot into

1 cup hot pineopple.1/211/2
2
cups
hens,.
craw.

shell on sides. balloon

sugar and vanilla. Blend the
colored gelatin cubes carefully
into the pincapple.whipped
cream mixture. Fill angel food

nr until firm. Frost with roMaining sweetened

oroUnd the tube part. Be cam

cream. (For additional color

yellow food coloring in the

By Fern Schneider

doll cloth. and hooks rugs.

Cm..

Her oration for the future is to
take organ lessons. Her read-

Mrs.

Kenneth Marin, Cook of the
Day. likes .make desserts, because she shares her birthday
with her mother and her
daughter. This romns duce

cookbooks to best sellers.

parties for friends and family

o fluffy

Mrs. florin had so .env

ko eat sPwatf one inch

recipes to share with readers.
but decided'. a cake. pie anlf
dessert

to cut into

CARROT CAKE

raft (7., mine.)
I, cups Mazola oil
4 eggs, beaten

this cook manages to do all

at 350 degrees for 25 to 30

2 etas
1/2 teaspoon vonfila
Be cap gager

minutes or until golden brown.

Beat eggs. add sugar. cheese

pineapple
I
cups auger
2 heaping lehleap oons.cornmarch

that shc "desserte calls berthsbend a "des
man," so she
enjoys baking. Having a
she

2 cum sugar

and bake 20 minutes nt 375 do

3 cum flour
2 le.poons biking powder

/r.i,tie.sinCgc:ol.

cod Italian background, she
has many recipes to try. and
with a family that is "game to

2 tesspoons haring lode
I teaspoon cinnamon

2 tablespoons sugar
15 teaspoon vanilla.
Mix, pour over pie and bake

try anything." she has free

and nuts. Mix keit add remaining ingredients and pour
into a tube pan. Bake one and

five minutes at 55U degrees.

one-half hours at 350 degree,.

easily.

When she isn't cooking, she
sews formals, baby cloth. and

CHEESE PIE

Watch carefully as

it

Cose users wl be especially hoop, to know the
eon Loy right' locally. Come in end see!

bet. and canned salmon is perfectly devised to satisfy coldoseeth
er appetites with rich flavor appeal.
You'll find Salmon -Corn Pie will soon become a fondly favor.

SALE DATES: March 25, 26, 27 8 28

94 cup Pink Chablis
Wash and hull strawberries.
Slice large strawberries in half.
Sprinkle with sugar and chill.
Approximately
one-half

hour 00f00, servino add le
goons and return to refrig,
erator. Add wine at serving

I

11 cop Roar
leaspeon prepared mustard
teaspoon salt

STRAIGHT
WHISKEY

Dn. pepper
Dash paprika

HUBER BEER

I cup /nth
I.pound can salmon, Baked (reserve liquid)
21/2 cups corn kerne6

4

Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Butter Moe -inch pie plate.

,
-

of mashed potatoes spell luxury on a modest budget. A green
vegetable and salad complete the meal and, for refreshing ell max, try Onion sherbet.

_.fori.30.mi..nmes. Remove from oven end pmish with fluffy mash-

Soupolator'
Piping hot. robust soup is
theme( the best meals. and the
best parties. are made di
A novel and convenient way

to prepare and serve your fasoup is to convcn your
'

Party

Perk

into an instant

soup kettle." according to The
. Wen fend Co.. leading menufedora. of pany-sized coffee

togas.
Hot houllbo or hefty onion
soup can he ready in no time
with this method. Beg of all. if
you're the chief cook and
battle washer. you

find plen-

of time to relax and enjoy

ry

the meal with your guests.

Using your coffee maker
has an added advantage for the
pany-minded you can prepare
IR servings of soup at once.

Bend.

For an added touch, place
soup.

paper cupcake liners: set aside.
Melt butter in large pan. Stir in

EASTER NOODLE. NESTS

brown sugar until completely
dissolved: boil mixture for I
minute. stirring constantly.
Add chow mein noodles. mixMg until noodles me Mors

pound huh. or mum-

ought), coated with butter-sug-

pacimd brown

Spoon into paper-lWed mut,

I cools ounces) Chun Using

fin cups: press in each cotter
with spoon back to form nest.

cop

:thew mein good!.
/Idly heaps or chocolate
covered. tamed.
Line 13 cupcake or muffin

Co cups with bright.olored

Smoked Bacon

Cool. Fill cooled nests with jet ly beans, chocolate covered al mohds. or my other small can 'dies resembling eggs.
Makes 12 nests.

4

ITALIAN

Fifth

FINISH WITH SELECTION OF-

KAHLUA

BOTTLED

Bran Muffins, and Morel
A wended -0 brunch for $2.95

ce
sO

0

ZaPpOned

PRESIDENT BRUT

$2.98

IMPORTED FRENCH

OUR WINE DEPT.

BRANDY

Prices 8 Quality To Suit
All Tastes

$329
fifth

1 0%

rViggymeommiSa
EARN

56-1170

Fifth

CHAMPAGNES

9.49

Louis Perrier
Brut
Pink

'2.49

Burg
Fifth

Strawberries

Cold Duck

$9400

Cu..

WP RESEIIIMTNE lattaPP0 LIMP

OUMITITIMAROCOMIKTPMNTEDSIMONS

COLD BEER NO EXTRA COST!

250

Potatoes

gg

33' Coffee'

1

40, ris"ParaVirs

541

BU

elks Itekarty

rik.

4

lieeey Grahams 't.°: 40`

0

ii;cenut Bars

74.

36'

SPA°.

1/2.ln..
,LOGOLLONIL

Apple
Sauce

Jelly Bird Eggs

tt,7; 32'

Fun iZortment

1f,r7; 470

Jelly Bird Eggs

1:?. 58°

flin

17° Arrow Rice

2, 35`

iCleeld

":;:088°

18.

abed Lasagna 2: 40`

DR /ROWE

Cheese Spread

a

31' Lima Beans

Tr'r` 38`

Spinachieeerkraut

nv.: 20' Tomato Catsup

'1720` N

"=.18'

29'

tt: 34'

,z 14° Marshmallows

18`

290

Black Pepper

r,°,!. 30'

ID

"r,7; 45'

s2"itia7gaPrire'"L'''
'LEL

,:;

't

4 181

Brown and
Serve

3

chi

Golden '

LARYEST DAY

Lady1;eluiiii7171 WhiteLARGE
"..:; 25'
ieeireireeze Dry
Bread
19' Raisin Bread' 37'
'rr'r 51" Horseradish
Sanka Coffee
sio5

KRARI

iegOileibrink

63`

DV LEE

Tomato Juice

E:44'

"°a:

PURE FRESH MOT

HARVEST DAY IRV IL 'MASTED

li;;iWCKee;&2' 59'

Cinnamon Rolls

39'

STORE HOURS: Man. Wed. 9 A.M.-8 P.M./ Th ors. -Fri. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.

Sot.. A.81.-6 P.M. Sun. 10 A.M.-5 P.M.

29'
29'

Sponges

IN STORES ryORM LLY

Ery 5LINDAy

ALL STORES WILL BE CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY

lk

41=11
Anacin Tablets

A,

'Iao

5

18

T1 sine,b
We Discount Everything exceP- iepi;:ismol
Quality, Courtesy And Service! BAND-AID
Ei 78'
iedien. Beauty '.c.,"- 62c

c. 450

Break Shampoo

'a 971

Aluminum Foil

'r'r.- 26'

iiigldiea7d

'-:' 87'

t*glt

54 590

ii;;;iyllons

,Z ill"

I ITandi-Wrap

ifet7i4ggets ..,

riibEig4GONtriSAIIA%
Except On Fair -Traded and Government Controlled

Prifeintt Discounted

35`

Caroreen Beans

Ice Cream

C'ellee'o 51' iWissige;se

lF

35°

Cream Style Corez::-17c

or, 58' Stewed Tomatoes °x 19'

015° Cream Cheese

Facial iissues

r
Cocktail

24- 35°

CLIO CE Of ILLAVORS

4,::

.0.580 MIS=

EASTER

Mellocreme Pets,. '37'

13C

Coffee

Ke
ta

U

LADY IEE

Instant iidiee

551 Melon Balls

00,:n0 411

Large g'gs

ilia'sliap;ing

Sweet Pickles

firiaceella Yams

0=171

Golden Corn

White ion!

S Ls.

81. V

Tn.
am

Russet

',°,7 31'

iiileiro;;Gs = 89c

NEW YORK STATE

DISCOUNT

trig

White Meat Tuna': 41'

15' Igis'CO

Sweet Peas

42'

GERMAN

(NOT SPECIALLY TAGGED,

NORTHERN GROWN

't°' 38'

MIA MINS og

$ II 19

69' :to:LIZ

Facial
Tissue

QUALITY

I

sEtECTED CalAinr

Real Whip

IMPORTED

From

ea

IroficeCalie

Evaporated fillik'tn" 181

Fthh

WINES

O S NO

'1.79'
21' Whole Kernel C;;;P29' Golden

56°

e-er

Grand Trianon

o:r 171

Cranberry Sauce "X 251

49 $ 539
Fifth

Bad
reed

Standing"
v Rib Roast
A

""`"'

SIVIC

Iiiirdslye Peas 2 31' OK:

IL

Fihh

From

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT

$

19' ro.::B,,;,,se.-itniteiiro

47'

,Pf',--;-s'Cf'

Orange Juice

61"

KaiieUseie''

U0

Red Raspberries;

Coffee
Liquor

in BOND

BROWSE THROUGH

Flot Breads, Biscuits, Corn Bread,

\*,,J2)Q,,

MEEDWOOD

AST/ or

Grade
ade A

69'

g

FLAY R PAC

$2.49.
IMPORTED

as'

taste

Iaireen Beans',,,'40'

Deposit

$198

uck

2 79'

Sliced Cold Cuts

FOX

..,.. ...... L.,.. L.:".,

Plus

100 PROOF

ANY SIX BOTTLES

Eggs.
1

IMPORTED

'

09

s' Chocolate
Chips

Apple Sauce

Martini -Manhattans

9 y ^ RI t Ifs

791 Chmares anllar<r

Sliced Bologna

40riiSSefiV~Bea LitiTfA

PRE -MIXED

MIX OR MATCH

Farm fresh ond hot Scrambled

ar substance.

rime

Ham

AND YOUR FAVORITE-

Slakes II servings.

Noodle nests hide treats

1

OF THE WORLD

beef, diced potatoes, and onions steeped in country brown

warm and serve nith

taste as good as they look.

to a golden brown with a

rounds with Parmesan cheese.

....L......,..,,

CHATEAUX COCKTAILS

NEBBIOLO

FINEST WINES

Fresh

11.7

Daiquiri -Whiskey Sours

$2.49

fection.
THEN ADD-Lyonaise Potatoes cooked

Farm

Ham

Luncheon Meat

SPUMANTI OR

Southern Beef Hosh....chunks of

, your -soup kettle fix a day'

Surprise the children with a
special Easter treat ... Easter
Noodle Nests. created by The
Kitchens of Chun King. These
y e -appealing
confections

or

SILVERKING

collator. Garnish melba mast
onions in chafing dish or keep

99c

- a sweet con-

Baked, Sugar -Cured

Rolled Roast

Short Rib

_.

Ile

(1 Gallon)

$ 3.69

&

Semi.lioneless V

4

SEMKOV

whisper of minced onions.
WITH TASTY --

bouillon cubes in basket. Complate perking et cle. remove
beget and serve hot from per-

-7

v...

K

....."

. ..--

._LLLLL.c.0..

4FL:NtgEk,

Full Quart

COCA COLA Afic

GIN OR VODKA

Bite -size Danish Pas-

sauteed onions and

96111

-7

twee-

DepositPlus

bowl of exotic fruits.
tries

L.

',"r

artaar

E^ c 0(

-...Z.L'

Deposit

MILLER HI -LIFE
Cgzo13.2t4tieT

Fruit Compote...a

skillet Until golden brown: fill
coffee maker with water to 24
cup tele!. Add Worcestershire

-"
If a pony is in the offing
,.around ,your house. initiate

with this zesty Party Pak On.

z

START WITH-

2
tablespoons Worcester.
shire mace
15 beef bouillon cubes
Melba toast rounds
.Grated Parmesan cheese
Sam, on
in butter in

..v.,

Chuck Roast r,,..::"0"65' Sliced Bacon

Grade A
Turkey

frj-

SCOTCH $399

Plus

0

EASTER BRUNCH

6 to g large Bermuda on

9

Boneless

8-16 oz. Bottles of

Zappc 9nucteals to -

WM. Othili sliced
a cup baiter. melted

BOCK

$2 79

Return to hot oven until potato. are lightly browned. Serves
sik

Duly Peck Onion Soup

sauce.
Place

Case 24-12 oz.
Bottles

6-12 oz. Cans

ion Soup recipe from West

T -Bone Steak ,.." tr 1 All Meat Wieners.
BONDED KEE - US D A ',etc.
Pot Roast - .... 7"ir881 All Beef Wieners 2 79'

Pi, 4.''

..

Nam

BULLOCH LADE IMPORTED

Reg. or

Irons Wisconsin

0

Turn mixture into prepared pan end bake in preheated oven

It
aw

$2.89,.,,

67'

ivf"DrisIrSfe-air.c.11";"T'79` ELO'gkielfieneel"

PEBBLEFORD

2.99

Case 24-12 oz.
Pop Top Cans

1.

Here's a lapin blend of flavors, textures, and .loo. Coral -

14 Ham

9

PHONE 255.7000

4,1 cap hotter

flaked canned salmon and golden com kernels topped utth swtr Is

Sliced °° 'carte
Bacon.",

lime. Spoon into attractive
glasses. r dishes.

RE e.S3, N. Elmhurst Rd., 1 Camp McDanord Road

BALLANTINE BEER

In Saar -epee melt butter. Stir in flour. mustard. salt. pepper
and paprika. Gradually stir in milk and cook. stirring. until sauce
is smooth and thickened. Remote from heat and stir In flaked
salmon. salmon liquid. coma egg and crumbs. Mix well.

itt 6h 2,9t1t,

2 teaspoons brandy

rJ(yr-.

SALMON COON PIE

, nip fresh bread ertrmbs
Fluffy meshed potato.

\

2 teaspoon CoOncan

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER

ONLY 2 MINUTES NORTH OF RANOHURST

Now. while the world is still gray and white and cold. dinner
tables should be filled with loads of vitamin, nducralS and proteins combined with flavor and variety. For all this fish is a sure

1 egg, beaten

-

HEIGHTS,LIQUORS

57 Lob 0mb/woad

Beef

Ham

COW BEER - NO EXTRA CAST'

Salmon corn pie will pep up appetites

GroundsY

*i°,;;7;4"'"

2 teaspoons Kirsch

Met.
Serve in squares. Top with
whipped cramp and nuts.

a

BONDED HER -

%Punt sugar or to

Pour Onto coca arid hake at
350 degrees for II to 20 Ha -

burns

Good served with
ht,h strawherO toPPing.

-.6t

1 quart strawbenini

Cook until thickens. Stir

hand to experiment with ethMc dishes.

dinner.
Yields b to 8 servings

occasionally. Coot. Beat 4 egg
whites until stiff. Fold into
mistme.
cooled
pineapple

ih pint sour mum

Combine carrots. oil. eggs

ing wine to serve with your

I No 2 size can crushed

and 1/2nill0. Pour into crust

, cup chopp.I nuts

nude with Pink Chablis. Pink
Chablis is a delicious. sparkling wine whose good Ilawar
belies its cost. III sells for lea
than SI a boat,/ Use remain-

115 cum flour

aes pound cram acme

ID

would also make a macvelots,
easy and light dessert. Try
thew Sparkling Strawlgeries

Cream lamer and sugar
well, add Tour. Grease o
13 -inch pan and press dough
into bottom and up sides. Salon

FIBInge

4

ample supply by Easter and

3 mblesporms sugar

uP

::\44

BERRIES
Strawberries are usually in

pond !maw or marga-

Md. VD,. ,tot Pon.

2.1ors junior haby..food car-

SPARKLING SIRAW-

rine

sides and on honorn of nine.

squares.

Valentine's Day, so this adds
to the festivities.
With four pre.schoolem in
the house. you'd wonder him

cups graham cracker

45tivia-40431* afi-s

frosting.)

PINEAPPLE FLUFF

Ito
enfi8R.
'
So pound hotter, melted
2 toblespoore sugar
kiln crumbs, sugar and but -

kg includes everything from

meetly two days of cedarsdon. Their birthdays (MI on

Cindy Marin, 51/2.yeneold daughter of McCook of the Day, is
getting Cu. early sort in cooking from her mom. After watching
her make the icing for are. She is rewarded by getting to this
age beaters. (Photo by Eleanor Rives)

a

whipped

you may wish to use a drop of

Birthdays are big in this house
that

0%

cake awl I. C hill six to 12 hours

and

Cook of The Day

ID fortunate

41.41

through.

Pock96Wolfe.
Dissolve
geIatin in 11/2 cups hot
Chill in three separate cake

anges

grecs. Cook frozen broceali
spews according to directions

til well blended.

whipped

I 3thunce package each orlime and strawberry
gelatin
11/2 cups hot water for each
lockage
I ens elope plain unflawed
gelatin
up cold water

utm at 350 degrees.

ful not to break through ems
where. If you dig too far you
run the risk of filling seeping

cups hum crown

11/2

1 10 -inch baked angel cake

BROKEN GLASS TORTE

cheese

be to your Easter table.

a holiday meal.
Yield: Serves 12 or more

Items.

IT TAKES A LOT OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO .1

(4,1WeAi,r

HANOVER-PARK
1559 IRVING PARK M.

;11

SHORT RIBS

Tbe glap

Wednesday March 25 1970
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

.OUT OUR WAY

2

Japanese boy to be
Livinploies
Mrs

Easter eelebrellOn.

7

9 Mar Trek.

20 TV College
Biology.

Shove

Documentary about
rise organ enthusiore

Dick Gavot

Show

in

Terror." FBI agent
Glenn Ford tracks
down killer who hos
kidnaped bank teller

8:20

II Interface

Lee Remick's sister.

"Simulators."

ts.

Movie
"Experiment

9

vision

6:10
20TV College
Social science.

Tonight Show

5

6025

11 Music on Tele-

Shank Portion

Mery Griffin

Agnes Moorkbad
and Shari Lewisjoin
Orel Roberts in an

a policeman.
ie brings home a
Eddm

6,00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 Mike Douglas
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

10 30

Eaten Special

Eddies Father
Bill Dana guest

TONIGHT

25 Lob Carlos Ur,
9:00

Ibe

Editorial
26 Quiz
2

Stan Hitchcock lre
gumts.

belongs

Connie Smith and

The Virginian

5

"long

0110n.
Ride Home

BEFORE YOU

school district.
11 Lifewaloh 6

CONSIOER

visually hem

umns.

own fantasy world.
32 'Drab or Co..

7 &Oben 11010-1

Lands

and

of Europe" femora
filmsofSwimedand.

Your

Horoscope

slier forces Dr. Gen.
man to face a medical
board hearing for

26

20 FY College

COEN, IN
PUBLIC:

20k Though your mind may be
other places, you would be
wise to put up an appearance

Rm. Writers

and County of Dem

71ohnny CashSlund

32 Pensword

of interns in a loved ones recent activities.

]

TAURUS (April 21 - May
211: The Taurus who wavers
between thoughts of making a
change and thought of main Mining the status quo will get
nowhere. Decide.

GEMINI (May 22

-

an

7

IGO
Reflections

2

Late Repo.

7:00

The CourUhlp of

Wy I it n Jambi,

News
News

end Michael Perk.

7

News26=liArtlatg

9

News

1110011.

of the News

11 Yoga for Health

32

32

moaners

Ora I Roberts

U
2

me=,,,

The Honey-

9

X

no Kt,. Co.

I

I I I1

11 m

Lx_AT

LOCKS HIN, IN TI -IF
TO HIS EFINI5E-S.

6

99.

you will acquire the patience

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Swift's Not Egg Yolk, Franks
Answer to Previous Puzzle

ever time you can find to re-

RAD
MARCH
ORES ROVERS
RESORT EAPOT

Winter Resort

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS
1 Log -walled

ned. you would be who to

really know

your own mind.

6-coffee

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

distributed by
snowmobile
Busy
runs

The prudent Scorpio
Mould have little cause m worry about small things. Bear the
COnsequences of major deeisloos in mind.
221

12 False gods
13 Before

1

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23

'li20.27S
A

57 Female sheep

re'Ilisp.e,

posite vein. Let each know
what the other is doing.

CAPTAIN EASY

29c

7c
Berlaill

41°. 17c Wax Paper Ha. 29C Olive Oil ni°.
Sunrise-greqh groduce

87e

Sarre the "King of the Bakers. at Tour Best.. Folly

Idaho Potatoes

sentence
42 Rental

25 Sedan, for

contract
instance (coll.)
26 Roman market 49 Church part
places (var.) 95 Make a sketch
17 Goddess
96 Remove
28 One who
- (Latin)
47 Transmit
mimics
18 Came in
98 Algerian
29 Tardy
sw;
19 Acknowledge
seaport
Bagdad (var.) 30 Exclamation
of pity
49 Revolvers
6 Emol sent
21 Fish part
76 Opera glass
(slang)
0 Embrace
22 Black (Celtic) 22
Forc ful
38 Rampart
50 Fencing sword
23 Adorn
40 Analysed a
52 Number
23 Wagers
27 Festive
31 Jewish month
32 Style (Fr.)
33 Boon
companion
(slang)
34 Make lace
edgings
35 Aide to
POOM

Dinners

!I

24 Ardor

,L.b,

Fresh Wrap

3wItt HI Meet

1711
RE,
STEER,
ARETOS
CARET
eARE0

3 Dutch
commune

3 Diamond Mired

'-

SE
RE
NT
V E NOOK

0

15 Center - in 6 Supervisor
recreation

la Rosso

Baby Food.1.°. 24c Spaghetti

TOR

DOWN
nee
f-srr:god,

Ivor.)
4
BMW
14 Above (cont,) 5 spirit
(Fr.)

Dec. 22): Be sociable with asworkers, though you may feel
like behaving in quite Me op-

20c OFF

C

7 Grampus
8 Dentures
9 Bicarbonate
0 Sharp
1 Its capital is

With a 51 50 or More Purchase of

- EASTER CANDY

ASAlag

0010411 00.0 Tara sal, tarok .0

'

benefits.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 Feb.
19k Take care that the secret

you are inclined to Mem is
really yours to divulge. You
might be wiser to keep it to

EMMEN 1112 MUM

2MMEM MNN MIMM
IMMOMMOMMM MNN

yourself.
:

%T. 49'

CELLAR ilNilLI-EarttE5

maintain the status quo-at

'

CHUCK STEAK

Bh

reaching your minor goals and

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20)t Expect unusual accomplishments if you work in
harness with a friend. This'
no time to go out alone after

99`

U.S.O.a. Choice Tenderer

RIB ROAST

I HOPE HIS IATHE2

j duties today. You need what-

.

141.1.

L1.5.0... Chaise rentlerty

.

FLASK CUBES OR
ROTA M ATM FILM

you

BOLOGNA

sotlc.

"

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23k
Satisfy yourself that you are

Imo until

s

L

'1

ill go well if you keep

adjust to events of the moment.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 Oct. 21):
Were present work is con-

49'

29`

"*":17ii'il'"'

0

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
33), Don't take on too many
:

tot. 27 LI,

Five Minutes to

Live By

June

needed to achieve major ones.

:.

Pork Links

MEDIUM

your termer.

:

Wafer Meats

spcp.

S.AWADE

rte about making changes,

-

TURKEY

2)50

EEK & MEEK

CANCER (June 22 - July
Won enjoy what you're
231: If you
your time, don't
doing

All

CHICKEN

89`

:

211: You may need mote lime
LO come to conclusions Others
ere asking you to come up with
immediately.

Oscar Royer

USDA

26 A Black's knew

cock Presents

Merry Clak

--.2-1.....01M111semeg,

2:05

10:00
3
5

tr.
WISHBONE

MIXED

strike oil or lose ell
their savings.

Lauren R.

ye.

HAM

5.1.9,1tot Good Mandan. Much 23, moo 50 td.9, Marsh 25, 1970. W. Row.. He 1110150 Limit thamlitta. C..might 1970

"The Rig Gusher." Oil workers ore
involved in deadline

'Trial: The City

Alfred

Lb.

Moyle

9

9:10

89c

Lel'irraMi;

1126

Music 002
Phil Silvers, Paid
Lynda, Barbera Feldon and Joe Fouler

9

PORK CHOPS PORK STEAK

32 News

II NET Journal

Guestsinellthe
belie DeShannon,

6:55

.1

Olga Mattel

7

Sports

13E510E6, IT'LL HELP
YA GET USED
PUNKIN' YER

April

-

Bob

FRESH, TENDER

News
1:00

n World Press
26 Arturo Mendoza

cede.
5

Lb.

Whole sr Half
Oscar NOD

nri

RATH HAM

12:55

645

BUGS BUNNY

FOR THURSDAY

ARIES (March 22

12:30

Perry Mason

O

BOSTON ROLL

09

IS

Farm Form

9

Medical enter
A wealthy publi.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE TENDERAY

MM

Midnight kr,,, ,,orr,

3

BLOB

2

Sea

I:M.0m Rooftops

SEMI-BONELESS

Yokels or Hell

Sergio Mendes and
Brazil '66, Jo Anne
Worley, Joel Grey

violetIng the hospital

32 Of

woo CHM wk.b. w .11

P010105.

and Lana Cantrell.

scholar who has

26 Today, Roam

Pkg.

j127; Flalrlson.

Guestsinelude
011ograPhR

k. 99c

89°

lC On. $4139

padlock Shaw
7140

BACON

WIENERS

FILLETS

=Tedir=

unmmfortable in his

translated the Bible
from ancient Eastern
talks
manuscripts.
about his translation,

r111 1..1

Four Poster." Stars en.% the

umnist Mike Royko

man who is decidedly

a

ROPER!

of Daily News col-

Oscar Mayor

Oscar Mayer All Meat

Mrs. Pool's

.otet

12:00
le

Writinge

Selected

Professor
Nanny hoods a
dernonstra.
protest

11 The Masters
George M. Lamas,

DESIGNEGM 13E

5 Royko At

the drama about a

20 TV College

YOU WEE RIGHT.
BUFFALO AREN'T

.31W

PERCH

01:45

Nanny and the

clubhouse.

DONE

Dekosm

32 News Final

Wed to TV by a east

harboring the neighborhood youngsters.

EIRE THING,
LORI,

Paintings;

Great Music

Vietnam.

We

Neil Simon stars in

don to save a tree

DO GOLFING E

to anther

11:30

32100

of 13 in a series of
vignettes taken rep
batim from his col.

7

TAKE EWE OF rr

Granny WM. 0,
move back to the

brides of three soldiers killed in separate war actions In

hills to find Ws band for Elly May.
Room 222
7
A student but used
a false address and

6:30
Hee-Haw

2

90147 YOU

NW

McGarrett probes
Me deaths of the

7:30
2 Beverly
billies

6:25

32 MarilueSuitemo

Howell 711.0

2

11 hall. Panorama

PISCES (Feb. 20
March
21): Take on a confidential
Signment

in

all

'MEM= HUM

seriousness.

Show proper respect lot those

- who have gone before you in

36 Greek letter

Answers to
Hideaword
MUSICAL
Mmoc

mail
maul
mica
clam

3733obsled -

CAMPUS CLATTER,
rod 00,0 TO era SO Way
Oi YOU ne4110.1.1192
TOGEnthit teguiLLitiGHT

Ret.SuPINE
0/017.010WOD (FOUR 71.0.10117909AtItHfiltist Let..041 ROnmiNg.57..

tBw st.

tIKKORELMVE
.0.10 604005 0.10000100.10
OF iteME.AND.ON0.0.1.1.
Il14100 FR EON lalt7.11.0.1

FEST 000110.1.1.

caul
sail

drink

alms
ails

laic

55 Japanese coin

TO ONO POLLUTiON OF

0000n,mse AND SEA)

slam
sumac

aim

II

claim - aims
calm

slide
39 They prey on
others
41 Fermented
43 John (Gaelic)
44 Muddle
47 Dickens'
character
51 Ecclesiastic
superior
53 Extract
54 Salt (chem.)

slim
slum

il

David (Bib.)

this work.

rt

11

56 Puff up

23

24

25

1

32

34

35

37

38

27

26

39

28

29

30

10 Sin

II 1Ize

Red er Elehlen

California

DELICIOUS
APPLES

NAVEL
ORANGES

125 Gm
15 -Dino

D'ANJOU
PEARS

Rlize
Each

12

For

C

HONEYDEWS

36

0

42

1202MM OMMM022

MEMMIMM =MEM

IL fled RetlIsbas

SALAD FIXINS

©MM 2MM OMMOM
UMM UMM anus

Alrok m

Ensm

torleelso.

..2

29c

CHERRIES

`,°:

43`

CORN CHIPS .

gikED OYSTERS '4' 37C iii0DENT
15 FREE ART MASTERPIECES
THIS WEEK . . . GET

GRAPEFRUIT

29

413 Size

4"x5" GROUP- PICTURES

aw aInleIs

Wale se Carnelian% Melees,

69`

Red or White

EASTER
LILIES
Eea$

49c

Emb Cucumber or Green Onions

Isaullful

33

E'd

PINEAPPLE

ON AUTHENTIC, ARTIST CANVAS
for

With Your Newts? Beek Coupon old RI or Men Panther,

%%.

.7t

33C

69`

n nlar win

Seven Knighl firsts c
By Linda Ilansithin

angular

Sprats Ell.

Prostate wavered eo Paw
eherland yestoday and look
sown of 11
places in a

track

eta: out

skein Mes a 9:54.5. a full 19

Glass.* blunt, and Wheaton

vv.. ahead- of Ns newt

Cenral. lhe Knights more

competition. Juror Bill Gm.

6.1% points to 111/1 fur Glem
Merl and 15 for Wheaton.

Jy added dee 30 -yard dart in

BM An. doled all Memo

n a 7.8. and Tom Keene

teammate

Hacker wand in 5.9.

ALIT II

30.10. LONG JUMP, I. Pun

mire me

tel. W. 17-215 z 2. Raid... W.

Oa 10. in a

eidwal oP

101.3. Mu S wear oR Ow

Seated Nam for the re -

Pat Pedant In the shot put.
Nader In the EL lert Mabv.

non. in thehipinn,. Tun
1.1154 in the pole vault and

non m.,,e

,hc

111.141. kr dim

PrOsfsefl

dm., The Knights ad90,ad

,ht ler.lep

77

"'"k
10'0
trough.'Ph"""
borne yrG'"
anodic,
440
wk. with a 35.4. The 60 rd
low hurdles won 10 lino run

aleissnw,

trying to he -

prove his fonn aka a mord-

4.'"ing
" "WSalerdaY.
ph"
R.WN
n° bnn. than 34.

°°°1°

fiat time this year in a dual

Alta

*i

11:4. Richards. P.14-1115:

H I. II HURDLED I.
9.61 0: W.
2. Fos. P.
9.6 0: 3. Walter. W. 9.7; 4.

Don Rogers picked up Ms
161.1 In ths shot. and Howie

2. Besse. P. 6.24: 3. Mee
W. 6.3: 4. Caro. P.
3. Rayne GBN. 2:16.9:

the 680.

TKorn fresh -rah are.
31-1343 with more sew
and than first ram Robles.

THE FROSMOPH squad

will coma *night ins lw
Wildsat Rc.ass
Mating
a

Mt the swath following bmorrow
3 p.m.

Otenhard Var.. The Knights and Outs tuna were emcees.in:meshy

Lida IkonInent

handle: by sophomore Steve
Shulk, and panior Neil Naga,

tic personnel clung. lbw. he

.hopcs. w.II Ire. Me Gana
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OUR POLICY- FRIENDLY SATISFYING SERVICE TO EVERYONE!

or HALF

HOLE

LB

STANDING
4th
5th
RIBS

LB.
,lst thru 3rd RIBS 99c lb.

KING OF ROASTS

K
T )

T
PORK
STEAK

91011

f4

i

FROZEN

GRADE "A"
10 TO 14 LBS.

,

GROWN

5

APPLES
EX. FANCY
150 SIZE

A.

EA.

1-LB.
BAG

79

EA.

WASHINGTON
GROWN

'''6"4"1"1"POPULAR

3

OTHER
FOOD VALUES

EASTER CANDIES

GREEN GIANT

OFFEE

DELICIOUS

ASPARAGUS) ANJOU PEARS
150
SIZE

Prices effective in all
Chicago Div. A&P Stores
thru Sat., March 28, 1970

EIGHT O'CLOCK

GOLDEN
OR RED.

WASH.

CALIFORNIA.

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

LB.

CHOPS

FRESH

MINCE PIE
PET RITZ

SUPER RIGHT

SLICED

-

Le.

PUMPKIN

TU K

1/4 PoRK,LOIN'

LB.

(13FRESUH

mq

sp

BAG

A&P BRAND

ANN PAGE - ASSORTED

FROZEN

JELLY

VEGETABLES
NIBLET CORN Instr.-

. . . .

NIBLET CR. CORN it=

.

2 10 -oz.

. . . .

59c

MARSHMALLOW

59c

EGGS

REAL CRMI
TOPPING

Pkgs.

2 10 -oz.
Pkgs.

2 10 -oz.
Pkgs.

2

1 -LB.

PKG.

lta*

ANN PAGE - FOIL 1RAPPED

59c

FRUIT s NUT

79c

EGGS

Pkgs.

61N
TRAY

6½0Z..

CREAM

RABBITS

MILK

;TB

42c

SWEET PEAS

BATHROOMFuT

COFFEE

TISSUE

CRYSTALS

'

94 -ROLL 78c

SAVE 10c

2 PACKS

SCOTT ASSTD. & DECORATED

.

With this coupon and
any purchase at any
Chicago Division A&P Store
thru March 28,1970

JUMBO TOWELS
C

10-02.
JAR

INGTON HTS.

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

12 -ox.

a

1.

Caps

MARGARINE
1 -LB.

CTN.

,Cf4

29L

I ......

56

C

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division A&P Store
thru March 28,1970

SAVE 20c

c29c

SAVE 10c

$112
With this coupon and
any purchase at any
Chicago Division A&P Store
thru March 28, 1970

With this coupon and
any purchase at any
Chicago Division A&P Store
thru March 28, 1970

SAVE 30c

JELLY
24-0Z.
BAG

no,
'1r

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division A&P Store
thru March ,2a, 1970

SAVE 10c

'P

SAVE 10!

Flak!=
1818 N. State Rd.

Cases

DIAL SOAP

44,

SAVE 12c

im

SAVE 20c

.44

SAVE 10c

12 -ox.
Cans

GREEN BEANS TA.;
1/2 GAL
CTN.

EA.

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division A&P Store
thur March 28,1970

4 ii-. 89C

I

PORK & BEANS

SAVE 10c

SAVE 30c

U.

4P-11:

SAVE 7`

a

Cans

CTN.

FOLGER'S INSTANT

thru March 28,1970

.

NIBLETS CORN W 11°I.
Kemal

BORDEN'S

SAVE 12c

of

a

GOLDEN CORN car

AERO.
CAN

1/2 GAL.

LITE-LINE-

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division A&P Store

29

39

ICE

MARSHMALLOW

MARGARINECHIFFON

A 16 -ox.
a

BORDEN'S ELSIE

ANN PAGE

10 -oz.

PKG.

GREEN BEANS 'IN:::

2 10 -oz.
Pkgs.

8 -OZ.

CHEESE
A&P BRAND

SAVE 7c

SOFT

490

ANN PAGE --- PANNED

CAULIFLOWER hiscatexe

11

EGGS
59c

BROCCOLI InSteceee

"..

BAG

CREAM

Pkgs.

MIXED VEGETABLES it= 2
CREAMED SPINACH

24-0Z.

ecei
DES PLAINES
815 Lee Si.

ELK GROVE.
Devon & Tonne Rd.

SCHAUMBURG
Higgins Road
& Rte. 58

ARLINGTON HTS.
1601W. Campbell

BARRINGTON
300 N. Haugh St.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

°

"ILINT PROSPECT
I daLIC.LIB

Area churches announce special
have a variety of Maundy

Baptist

Church,. 2401

Roads, Palatine; saturday,

services of the Highlands Bap-

ows

services at 9 a.m.

tist Church with the Calvary
Baptist Church of Schaumburg, 1000 S. Springinsguth,

Kirchoff Rd., Rolling Mead-

Local churches promise to

Thursday, Good Friday and
Holy Saturday services this,
year, celebrating the death and
resurrection of Christ.

Churches not listed in this

denominational grouping
either will not be offering
services until Sunday or their
schedules were unavailable.

ADVENTIST

Seventh Day Adventist
Church, Quentin and Hillcrest

BAPTIST
Brentwood Baptist Church,

609 W. Dempster, Des
Plaines: Good Friday services
at 7:30 p.m.
Also at 7:30 p.m. Good Friday services at the First Baptist

Schaumburg, will be held.

Thursday Communion
services at 7:30 p.m. at the

ows.

South Church,. Community

Baptist, 501 S. Emerson,
Mount Prospect: Maundy
Thursday communion at 8

Immanuel Community Baptist

p.m., Friday's Tenebrae

Church, 1969 Touhy, Des
Plaines. The Rev. Charles

Service of Darkness at 8 p.m

Church of Des Plaines, 501

W. Golf, Des Plaines -Elk

Gardella will speak Friday at

Grove; First Baptist Church
of Palatine, 1023 E. Palatine
Rd., Palatine; and combined

7:30 p.m.

- Good Friday services will
be at 7:30 p.m. at the Mead-

Mount

services at 8 p.m. with

Bible

Church, 505 W. Golf, Mount.
Prospect: Good Friday com-

candlelight Communion.

munion services at 8 p.m.

service at 8 p.m. Thursday at

Palatine Bible Church, 312
.Wooil, Palatine: Good Friday Communion services 7

ington Heights, 333 W.

Candlelight Communion
the Christian Church of ArlThomas, Arlington Heights.

Christian and Missionary

Alliance Church, 382 S.

Prospect Heights Baptist
Church, 308 E. McDonald,
Prospect Heights: Good Friday
services at 8 p.m.
BIBLE CHURCHES

Prospect

Mount Prospect Rd., Des

CHRISTIAN
Prospect Christian Churcn,

-.Plaines: Good Friday services
at 7:30 p.m.

302 E. Euclid, Prospect
Heights: Maundy Thuriday

services

Good Friday services will be

at. the Church of the

Prospect Heights: Thursday
Communion service at 7 p.m.;

Nazarene, 1501 Linneman,

Friday Morning Prayer at

Mount Prospect at 7:30 p.m.

noon

COMMUNITY CHURCHES
The Community Church of

ing Prayer at 2 p.m.

Rolling Meadows, 2720

Kirchoff Rd., Rolling
Meadows: Maundy Thursday

Ante -Communion and
Litany at I p.m. with EvenSt .

Church, 200 N. Main, Mount
Prospect: Thursday at 6:30

Communion service at 7:30
p.m.

CHURCHES OF THE
NAZARENE

EPISCOPAL CHURCHES

p.m. Choral Eucharist and
Stripping of the Altar; Good
Friday, 9:30 a.m. Morning

St. Hilary's Episcopal

Fiver and Ante -Communion:

Church, 1214 Highland Dr.,

Proigna map

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,

-

John's Episcopal

(Continued to Pogo;

Telephone

2554400

colder, low in low 20s. Tomorrow: Partly cloudy and
continued cold.
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Falls near Palwaukee Airport

Plane crash kills co-pilot
It took two hours for four

By Rick Goncher

The co-pilot of a twin
engine airplane was killed last

night and the pilot seriously
injured when the plane crash-

ed into a forest preserve

shortly after take -off from
Palwaukee airport at Palatine
and Milwaukee Rds.

fire departments, three police

stations, and about 25
civilians to locate the plane
which was caught in the trees
With its nose facing down, the
right wing ripped off, and the
tail sticking straight up in the
air. The plane was buried two
miles back into the woods.

The co-pilot, Steven K.

Kinder. 31, of Rt. 2 Crestview
Dr., Newcastle Ind., was pronounced dead at Holy Family

Hospital. The pilot, Robert
Kohn, 49, of 412 S. Main,

After help finally arrived it
took firemen 30 minutes to
pry open the plane and lift out
the

"The plane, owned by

tached, drove through two
miles ,of, heavy snow to an an

aivaiting ambulance, after

flight plan returning to Newcastle. After the go-ahead was

givei by the tower, that was
the last heard from int plane

a bar who heard the news on
the radio and offered his four-

wheel Jeep to help in the
search. The patrolman added.

"Without the help of all these
concerned citizens, I think we
would still be looking
The two firemen who first

found the plane hanging in

Lt. Taylor said the bad
weather, location, and poor
visibility were responsible for

the trees called and said they
found the plane, but they
didn't know where they were.
Shortly after though, help ar-

the delay in locating the plane.

rived and the task of getting

Yocious said that the pilot
had filed a flight plan and that
the O'Hare Airport tower did
not observe the plane on its

the equipment to cut open the

until the crash.

plane began.

' One red-faced citizen came

out of the woods with sleet

firemen carried the pilot and
co-pilot a half a mile through

radar.

and mud up to his 'knees and
thanked God the search had

the snow, bushes, and water.

Cook County police station said

finally ended.

Ingersoll Steel, a division of
Borg Warner Inc., in NewcasL

pilot and co-pilot. Two

snowmobiles with sleds at-

Newcastle. was admitted to
the hospital and Was reported
in ierious cohdition.

then took off after getting
clearance from the Palwaukee
tower.
Yocious said the pilot
had taken off on an instrument

According to Bill Yocious,

tle, took off from Palwaukee

tower controller at Palwaukee

Airport at 7:39 p.m. and crash-

Airport,

ed into the middle of the Des
Plaines Forest Preserve one
minute later, said Cook County watch commander, Lt.
Allen Taylor.

the

twin -engine

Beech Queen -Aire, which
could hold seven persons had
come in from Meigs Field on

the lakefront in Chicago,
dropped a passenger off, and

The radio operator at the

that he received numerous
calls from citizens responding

to the search for the plane.
Marine Specialists Co., in
Skokie, sent two snowmobiles
to the scene to help locate the
plane. The patrolman also said

he got a call from a man in

Police were unable to find

out any information on the
cause of the crash from the
pilot due to his condition. Lt.
Taylor said Kinder's body was

taken to Cook County

Morgue. His wife had been
notified.

Air controllers slow down
plane traffic; snow stops it
abb

By Ben Clarke
After a two hour search in the blowing snow for a crashed plane,
last night hi the middle of a forest preserve near Paiwaukee Airport, firemen lift one of the two persons aboard into an ambulance.

The co-pilot was killed and the pilot seriously injured. (Photo by
Dan Bales)

received last night, there were

some problems with power
lines. The cases were isolated,

however, and few calls came

into the Commonwealth
Edison Co. office in Mount
Prospect according to Thomas

A. Paulson, northwest area

became loaded down and

supervisor for the company.
Basically, Paulson said the

and knocking them down.

Daniel Coursey was slightly
injured last night when the

Due .to last night's blizzard Conditions in Elk
Grove Village, where The

Day pipers are printed;
subscribers in the entire

Day circulation area are
receiving the' same issue
today.
.The management of Day
PubliclitiOns .and Metro-

politan' Printing Co. 're-.
.grets that- "circumstances
beyonCour control" -made
this move necessary.

Why do they show W. C.

pretty much normal."

AT 9:45 p.m.,

J.H.

three wires down.
For each wire down, on the
average of 10 houses were

Meetings

Tonight

Rd., at Washington Blvd. in

Paulson said.. A reason

SChaumburg.

perhaps that more persons did

Elk Grove Village Plan
Commission, Village Hall;

not call in, he added was the

breakdown of the various

Coursey began to slow his
auto to bring it to a halt near

suburbs:

another Schaumburg squad car

which was stopped along the
side of the road.
As Coursey did so, his auto

wa struck by the second auto

driven by Peter Allivato, 18,

of 1301 W. Weathersfield,
Schaumburg.

County police charged

Allivato with driving too fast
for conditions and failure to
reduce speed to avoid an ac-

communities in the northwest
i

Buffalo Grove: one call and

Rolling Meadows: 4 calls and

2 wires; Wheeling: 2 calls;
Schaumburg: one call.

1971.

4

Dundee

minutes behind."

,

fic control center is located in

a possible slowdown by PAT -

CO members, was not
available for comment_ last
night.
The spokesman Tuesday
night likened the impending

out to make a point. We do
not intend to destroy the economy of tb country."

The avowed objectives of
PA [CO arc its recognition by
the Federal Aviation Agency
as the official organization for
air controllers throughout the
country, the obtaining of bet-

ter equipment and im-

provement of working conditions.

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS
I've finally caught up on my mail.

the complement that reported

for work on Wednesday the
tower was capable of handling

traffic efficiently, but that the
snow that started in mid -afternoon slowed down operations.

are handled by the tower, but

"roughly"some 1,500 was the

ea.

figure for Wednesday.

A US. WEATHER bureau

spokesman at 10 p.m.
estimated that about three in-

ches of the fluffy, wet snow
had fallen at O'Hare, and

Palatine; 7;30 p.m.
School District 59 Can-

predicted that another three to,

four inches would fall before

Lively Junior High, 999- Leichaster,
Elk Grove Village; 8 p.m...
Harper College Board,

the storm had passed.

' Algonquin
and Roselle
Rds., Palatine; 8 pm.

Professional Air Controllers
Organization (PATC0), who
Tuesday night had predicted

t.

VucureVich said that with

211, 1750 Roselle Rd.,
didates

8 million. visits.

Alexius Hospital where he

Coursey was taken to St.

N.

Rd., Wheeling; 8:15 p.m.
High School District

4 calls no wires;

was treated and released.

Traffic Court May 11.

School District 21

O'Hare chapter of the

slowdown as similar

postal strike, saving, "Nke are

THE CHICAGO AIR traf-

running "about 15 to 20

he estimated that

Board, 999

The spokesman for the

control centers that direct

and incoming flights were

District, 499 Biesterfleld; 8
p.m.

p.m.

from Peoria to Green Bay,

slowdowns at the air traffic
planes for a large area toward
the various airports within
their jurisdiction.

He said that usually about
2,000 takeoffs and landings

trict, Jennings House; 8

2 calls nti- wires; Mount
Prospect:

day were caused by

the shift

Elk Grove Village Park
Schaumburg Park Dis-

no wires down; Des Plaines:
7 calls and two wires down;
Elk Grove Village: 12 calls no
wires down; Hoffman Estates:

The Veterans Administration expects some eight
million outpatient visits to
its hospitals in fiscal year

cident. He is to appear in Niles

8 p.m.
Wheeling Plan Commission, Village Hall; 7:30
p.m.

Then Paulson gave a

Blvd. with his.squadcar's dome
lights on.

The chief cause for delays
into or out of O'Hara Wednes-

supervisor said that outgoing

supplied with power through
the wire and hence affected,

Rd. approaching Washington

delayed operations.

He added, "Looking out the

wires doWn. and Arlington
Heights with 15\ calls and

time?

while taxiing and. briefly

"average."

Palatine with 19 calls and two

persons being in bed,

On the earlier shift, from 4
p.m. to midnight, an airliner
went off a northeast runway

two absences among controllers on the day shift was

any one city or village were

hour of the night, many

Day papers

ing hours.

to an alternate airport.

the heavy, wet snow that they
crashed down. Secondly,
branches overhanging wires

was eastbound on Schaumburg

verse" for inbound flights and
at times below the minimums,

night and into the early morn-

trouble, indicated through the
number of calls received from

Police reported that Coursey,

conditions were "very adso that planes had to either
circle for a short time or fly

window .of the tower. today,
if it weren't for all the phone'
calls and reading the papers,
I'd have said that things were

Cook County Sh'eriff's

weather had not caused closing down of operations at any
time, but added that weather

Vucurevich said that the

Fields movies on TV after
10:30, way past my bed-

The two largest areas of

was struck from behind by

Storm slows

Day

Aurora, and controls an area
and Omaha to Cleveland.

RAUNER SAID that the

and air control centers, plus
a driving snowstorm, made
their effects felt before mid-

Gripe
Of The

snapped, falling on the wires

squad car which he was driving

another auto on Schaumburg

slow -downs at other airports

problims were caused in two
ways. First he said, the wires
became so overloaded with

Schaumburg patrolmen
injured in auto crash
Schaumburg patrolman

Although the control tower
chief at O'Hare Field, Daniel

Vucurevich, minimized the
effect of the air controllers
slow -down yesterday, the

Few power lines down
during area snowstorm
With the amount of snow
which the northwest suburbs

hour, because of "a backlog
from earlier."

Thomas Rauner, the eontrol tower shift supervisor for.

.

the midnight to 8 a.m. shift
said shortly before 1 a.m. that
it was "pretty busy out here."
He said that, the tower was

handling about:50 planes an

Motmt Prot:pea residents might haveqoestioqed the motives of their postal carriers after last
weekend's wildcat strike, but workers like this carrier who wag making collections during Wednesday's snow storm showed "devotion beyond the call Of duty. (Photo by Dan Coha).

Cr-.

DAY

THE DAY

Fate of niic41>rpiE>rated
Wheaton building or health
Lodes

The fine of Illmars House

The annexation bill (31 B
12411 was introduced m the

M1112.41 which w odd prom&

1111.1 House of Rams.

annmmon of umn
Mad to i Mon without a
(moora
now by the modants, d far

tams In Menh

Saltakman 10 Arlington Heights) and others,
and provided for annexation of

a hearing yesterday in the Du
Page County Court House an in Wheaton.
The hearing was conducted
for objectors and backersof the
legisLnion. and was chaired by

contiguous unincorporated ter-

ritory by a municipality after
public notice and court hear.
It did not require the content

D:afield). who is head of the

lac 1 government sub mom ittee of the Senate's
passage

Alight vigorously last year by
many residenl of the north-

manner which some

purpose

of writing

an

school,

presently

chars crecog-

us of our civil nghts of where

nixed or identified m a sap.
orate community, and which

Olive."

is more than 65 per cent residentially developed and conliguou to more than two ma.

Last mar a large group of
Prospect Heights residents

corporated Prospect Heights

nicipalittes.

the bill, although a
notable exception vas that of

against

THE OTHER AMEND-

Thomas Murphy, Wheaton
Wilding inspector.
He urged the passage of the

MENT required that notice of
theannmationordinancewould
have to be given to property

bill, noting that Wheaton has
annexed two square miles in
five major annexations M the
lat two years.

cremarsbycertilledor registered
Ind,
well as by publk
notice in 1.W newspaper.

HOWEVER, HE ADDED

Many Prospect Heights

that the Wheaton administration has been

imidents appeared satisfied
with the bill as amended, but

powerless to act in rnany M-

others like those from

anatees where there have been
conditions, near but outside the

Parkvicw area south of the
Heights who have a Mount

city's limits, that would violate

Prospect

mailing

the

address,

traveled to Springfield, maim
their objections to the bill
before the Illinois Sane, at

lime when it appeared that
iIs passage was imminent.

Disabled vets
get home funds
The
Veterans Adminiination says that certain pen
manently and totally disabled

veterans are eligible for grants
bp to 512,500 for the construe lion or remodeling of homes.

Day by Day

to

Donnidee Hall, Miss
Dimond!, 1110 Win preside as
queen of the "Wisconsin on Parade. sport ravel camping and
mention show, will also be the subject of n "thetter.bor contest
open to to everyone who Visits the show. Many valuable prizes will
be awarded for outstanding photos of Miss Hall. The show writhe

held at

the

Alexius Hospital. He

of the athletes who came for

at

came home Tuesday.

residentsofSeoltsdaleinfommd

all aver the Mate, as a friendly
gesture from the host school.

noted the pr sence of the

HELP. WITH YOUR OLD

JUST A LITTLE BOY
Robert and Helen FoMnIfin

Chicago Bleacher Bums.

CANS

of N. Highland in Arlington

Arizona Republic.

100

a

newspaper that ryas the

The Day's own dedicated

The "Up With People"

B leacher bum is borne with a
suM urned nose and a a deep
tam He spent the pass week
theoking the "anything power
of the Cubs, except of course
die Lip power.

singing group of Palatine is
trying. raise money for their

Young sports reporter lie
my Stuart carried home a
newspaper clipping about
hint.. It read. "For Club.

If you've emptied a lot of
such containers lately, give a
eon to 253-7470 md get rid of

of aluminum are worth one
cent each.

the evidonce. (Then reach for

your bicarbonate.) Not
anyone in the world should
have more help offered then

from Wrigley Field, the an
ternoon entertainment was
great." (The entertainment

That wonderful Palatine bench
of youngsters.

REVOLTING LACE OF

was an cxhibiton game).

e Bums were in full

FINESSE

Can you imagine the

regalia, yellow windbrakers,
yellow construction helmets,
Cub Power stickers, micro-

shopping and who spend part of

ca eh day teaching their

NAP,
As the Cubs rolled to the

husbands' images to dial "0"
for operator and who spend 0

find 7-5 score, the Bums sang,

"We got the pennant in
bands," and chanted in ramour
ems
uison, ''We--dorit-

good part of each day greeting

each other on the phone to
discover that the phones in the
northeast section of Prospect

oriss-around--ww-don't-mess

-around-hey."

Heights were out

As they strolled out singing,
"Gtr us som e old time

means dead.

g .6

Ben.liorin) Jimmy Stuart,

a

''Out"

Gad -heave.%

Yd. ne1J5

Haven't we woman got

fever and all.

miss? Look at that lineup with

HOME FROM THE

baseball." Is it really that time

HOSPITAL
Everyone who knowsChayl

of the year

or Don Berlin of Blue Bird

A Serious young man.

Lane...81.g Meadow% wc's
happy to learn that Don is
home. He has Men getting
over an ailment of some kind

Rich Chew, gymnastics

taken by Linda Hamilton, Day

morts edior. The pictures
Show different gymnasts

Recreation Industries,

We ""1 "'Pew' With
am district intennted
in es -

Snow blankets sub rbs;
relief promised today
When weathermen were
prsdicting from

receiving awards. They will be

sent by Chew to the

to 4 inches
of mow last night for the
Chicago area, It seemed a bit

Good Friday /cold be a bit
gloomy with overcast does,

hard to believe that the call

but hopefully things will be

"batter up" will he heard

4-

within 16 days. The WADdon seemed real enough as

children planning to

the snow fell through the

Easter, egg hunts thnaughtout

night.

means.

Although winter warns M

Maul,.

be working overtime this year,
there is no reason to be dorm-

ON EASTER Sunday.
women traditionally wear

hearted with spring already
here, Eater coming Sunday

bright, colorful OMB% and

Rd. RrImplanlialohls, 11/ 6000
and MS Comer Pm Plaines,

4

60016.

4

there are no indications that

and the Cubs opening in

the late snow will put a

Philadelphia April 7.

damper on this custom.

Second Outs =lour peel at
klegroahlalghts,10.60005.

4,

,
`as' ``es'I.YYT

way

s"PPs.

quietlytee4becani S..... He

Me world is a lonesome place
d the

oar ords

to thcank the ladicsrwho came

Wednesday night and talked
about him. They brought food
and did everything they could

think of doing for us. Their

Easter gatherings or vacations
were advised to check with
Sale Police for road con
dittoes.

in the spring, Willroth laugh-

tonight.

Although no more mow
predicted, reports

was

said

that cold, cloudy

pera. seven trucks, he added.

Gilbert

for superintendents,

,

for two
is I in. ering on a
campaigns

Supt. Edward Gilbert. 49,

1966, will retain his position
contract basis, board
members said.
During a closed session
earlier this week, members
discumed Gilbert's e-cmployon

a

mt, but could not decide
whether the present board or
the new board (to be elected
April

1

1) Maid set the don-

tract
GIterms.
LBERT

HAS been

year la yea
basis with annual salary in.
creases from 524,000, to
employed on

elections have

vacation

public
works crews week! be on call

MIGHTY MINI -COUPONS
EASTER SPECIAL

KODAK FILM
KODACOLOR

dissuaded preseeM board mem-

'

11'1901

7 0C

,LIMIT

I

4'

'L'

AR]1878
'11

'

'P

HORNSBY'S COUPON

FLASH CUBES
W'IH

COUPON

73Ce

LIMIT 2

COUPON 0000 Pal. & SAT MAIL 218 28

Vacation began at the end of

school Wednesday instead of

Al equivalent of a half -day of

nt noon today.

sch.l.

school's

a

V4V9VQViINVIVIVIWV0/9VMMEMU2

HORNSBY'S RANCH MART SHPG. CTR.
DUNDEE RD. B BUFFALO GR, RD.. BUM., GROVE, ILL
Store Ileum Pollee AM. to 9 P.M Sal., a.m. m 6P.M.

1

from the student turnout for
the

During the last legislative
session, Illinois lawmakers
assed a bill making it legal

scheduled Sunday, March 1, as

St.

Viator open

ROMAN.CATHOLIC
Queen of the Rosary. 750
E. Elk Grove Blvd, Elk Grove
Village: Thursdry and Friday
Manat7i00 p.m.,Good Friday

Arlington Heights: Friday
senders at 8 pm.

Tench. services at ]:them.

3201 Meado,RollingMeadows
MaundyThursdayfornmunion

Faith Lutheran Church.

Our Redeemer Luthn

Arlington Heights Rd.,

St. Alphonsus Catholic
Church, 306 N. Wheeling,

8 p.m.

Trinity Lutheran Church,

Mass for school children at 10

Selma..

Spanish: Confessions at 6 p.m.

at 8 p.m.

ST. JA M ES Ca t ho 1

Ic

Eucharist at 7:30 p.m. Thursday: Eucharist Vigil M church

6:30 p.m. and The
Watch until midnight; The
day at

Way of

the

Cross

service

Church, Howard and Lea Des
Plaines: Thursday communion
at 7:45 pm; Friday children's
wrviry at it) a.m.; FridalCOM-

munion at 735 p.m. end
Tencbrae Service at 8 ram.

H

A r lington

Rd .,

ts

Heights: Maundy Thursday
Commun ion at 7:45 p.m.,
Good Friday children's service

at 2 p.m.; Friday Service of
Musk at 7:40 p.m.

Prince of Peace Lutheran

Lighting of,. Pascal candle
a17:30 p.m.

EVANGELICAL COVENANT
Maundy Thursday Cora.
amnion services at 730 p.m.

GRACE
EVANGELICAL
Lutheran Church, 1010 E.
Euclid.
Prospect
Heights,

Maundy Thursday Commit ion services at 630 pan. and
8

p.m.; Good Friday Oit-

a the Arlington Heights

dren's service at 10 5.M. and

Evangelical Free Church, 404
N . D net 11, Arlington

Tenebrac

Heights,

service

of Dark.

nessutap.m.

Immanuel Lutheran

Northwest Covenant

Church, Lee and Macke, Dm

Ave., Mount Prospect: Thurs.
day Communion service and
R
Friday Tenebrao Service

temporary serviry with guitars
at fi p.m.; traditional Thursday

Church, 300 N. Elmhurst Plaines: Thursday co n service

at 7:30 pa, Friday

Noon Day Service at 12:I5;
Good Friday service at 7:30

INDEPENDENT"'
FUNDAMENTAL

P.M.

Church of Christian Libcrty, 203 E. Camp McDonald

Immanuel Lutheran

Church,

203

N.

Bothwell,

Rd., Prospect Heights: Good Palatine: Maundy Thursday
Friday Communion =vice at Communion Services at 0030
pm. and 8 p.m.; Good Friday
8 p.m.
agiviers at 3 p.m., 6:30 p.m.
LUTHERAN
p.m.

Living Christ Lutheran
Church, 625 W. Dundeh. Buf-

in

Christ Lutheran Church. 41

S. Rohlwing, Paled= Thurs.
day Communion service and

the Cross, 2025 Goebert, Artlumen Heights: Thursday holy

communion and Friday

Church. 930 W. Higgins, Hoffman Estates: Thursday Communion service and Good Fdday service at 730 prn.; Good
FrWay children's service at 2
p.m.

St. John Lutheran Church
of Mount Prospect, 1100 Lin-

n eman, Mount Prospect:
Maundy Thursday and Goad
Friday Communion services
at 7130 p.m.; 12 p.m.1 P.m.
devotions Good Friday.
Lutheran
ST.
LUKE'S
Church, 205 N. Prospect

Ave., Des Plaines Thursday
Communion service at 8 p.m.:

'Goad Friday Tryebrae so vile at 8 pa; Friday Communion service at 11 a.m.

said.

The bill, enacted in the current General Assembly, and
approved by the Governor

51135.S.

Prmbytcrian, W. Higgins Rd.,

Hoffman Estates: Thursday
communion services at 7:30
p.m.; Good Friday devotions

from noon to

3

pm. with

Communion available Friday.

pecciThursday Mass and pm.
md The Blessed
cession
Sacrament a R pa.: Good
Friday service at 3 pm. commemorating the passion and

death of Christ; Easter Vigil
Service followed by High Mara
will begin Saturday at 8 p.m.

100
Community Presbyrian

St. Edna Catholic C Utah.
N. Arlington Heights

E.
Church of Wheeling,
Highland, Wheeling; Maundy

2525

Thursday Communion services

Mass and Processions Thum.

at 7:45 pm,
First Presbyterian Church

day at 8 p.m.; Commemorm

of Arlington Heights, 302 N.

Thursday Communion and
reception of new members at
8 p.m.; Good Friday services=
the First Methodist Church of

Good Friday Communion

PRESBYTERIAN Church
of Palatine, 800 Palatine Rd.,

Pula in. Thursday Communion and sc.( irMaai011

service at 3 p.m.

St. Paul Lutheran Church.
100 S. School, Mount Prospea: Thursday Communion
e t 7 p.m.; Good Friday there
are six half-hour devotions
foam noon tO 3 pm.: Friday
Holy Communion? pm.

services at 8 p.m.; Friday
Tenebrae Service at 10 Pm.

South minder U n in ed
Presbyterian Church, E. Canmai Rd. and S. Dryden PLAN -

Melon He ig hts: Thursday

Communion services at 8 pm

Westminster Presbyterian

Churth, 8001 Beau Dr., Da
A. Pater Lutheran Church,

Ill W. Olive, Arlington

Planes -ER Grove: Thursday

S. Sp r
burg: Mass

941 pm. Thursday; Good
Friday Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament in church 010:30
the Passion
a.m.; Liturgy

and Death of Christ in the
Parish Center at 7:30 p.m.:
Blessing of Easter food at
11:45 a.m. in church Saturday;
Easter Vigil blessings and

Mass in the Parish Caner at

NONCE IS HERE

IVEN iher

Me Lord's SupSe r

p.m.:blessing of the foodbasket
Saturday at II 0 .01.1 con-

Gaud Friday Adoration of shay
Biased 7 p.m. to /1 p.m.; Friday
hair at 2 p.m.; con -

radon from 030 P.O to 7:30
lessions Saturday 4-5 p.m.: ism. Adoration of the Cross
Eater Vigil end teasing Me Friday R pm.; Benediction of
new Fire and Water Mass of the Candle and muss at 8:30
the Resurrection at 7 pok pm.

UNITED CHURCII OF

Saturdry.

CHRISr

gr. RAYMOND'S Crunch.
311 S. 1.0ka. Mourn Prospect:

Conceleb rated Eucharist
Liturgy and Adoration of the
Blessed Sacrament at the Altar

5 p.m. Saturday (this mass fel-

LIRAose at 8 prn. Thursday(

A. Josepb the Worker, MI

Thursday, Way of the Cross
and Veneration of the Cross
Friday at 8 pm.; Saturdry at

and Com.
gun pager suoday ow,- amnion
amnion sery ice at 3 pm.
lions).

W Dundee, W h ee I in 5;

and 7 p.M., Mass at B p.m.:

7 pm. adoration at 8 pa. to 11 p.m.;
ce of the Thursday holy hour at 10p.m.:

viceconfess

death of the told
and Communion Friday at 7

'Congregational

United

Church of Christ. 1001 W.
Kirchuff. Arlington Heights:
Maundy Thursday communion

sill enebrae at g pm,
SI. John's United Church

Chr ht. 300 N. Evergreen.
Arlington Heights: Thursday
Holy Communion eervice and
FrIday services at 7:45 p.m.

By Richard Cra.
vention.

Tanions continued to rite at the Crmaltutional
Convadion until Friday afternoon when ConCon

Vol. encouraged thedekgates by pointing out that

they had opportunity to prolit by the milker of the
last convention and get citimn approval of the now
document they are writing. Volz assured them they
could do it and ended with a dramatic -..auf adder

tamed its corner with two precedent shattering events.
The emotional suers -attained a high point during the

morning Friday when the Bill of Rights Committee
debate reach. such:, fever pitch that Delegate Leonard N. Foster of Chicago angrily announced his resig.
nation as Bill of Rights committee secretary.

schen (till we meet again1 but not good bye. and God

Ness you all"

Volz who hod been given a standing ovation.
brought everyone on the ma in floor and in the gukries
to their feet form applause which lasted longer thin he
spoke and which dissipated the convention's tensions
a few other development, could have.

Mrs. Vriginia hlacdonald of Arlington Heigho.
only woman on the committee. was named the new
secretary. Mrs. Macdonald took the ay:Moment a a
means of restoring peace, making no secret of the fem
that she hoped that Delegate Foster might later be pre.
railed upon to resume the responsiblity.

The second event. which perhaps could not have
happened had it not been for the 0 rry mold the co to high gear for the first time Delegates.=
back after the Vole talk and quickly adopted the first
new sectryn of the 1970 constitution. Action at Imil

The fiat of the two 'homer turning" eventsis beganal
for the

1:30 Friday afternoon when the convention

fast time in as perinea. home, the Old Capitol

The way is now open for rapid progress.
ft was 100 2006 session of the convention cancan

Building, opening with a special ceremony in which
four guests took parr, concluding with a short address

incidentally readied the halfway mark with this his.
itled to having the new conRain session. It is
lt will.
stitution ready in Auburn 11

man who is the last living member of the 1920 General

Legal
Notice

at

passim a

by Albert E. Vol, the 98-yeanold Arlington Heights

Heights: Maundy Thursday

savicem 730 pm; Good RI day German service at 1030
a.m., noon, 7:30 and 10:30

Good Friday blob

Con -Con is asked to lift debt limit

Denton: Thursday and Friday
Communion at 8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Chinch

of Das Plaines, Howard and
Maple, Des Plaines: Maundy

Heights: Thursday 51001 In the

at

113001
Lively Junior High School

As

Mat called Illinois' lost constitutional con-

SCOTTS

iiiuthifaelo

Grove Mall

X

LIVE

10:00 A.M. at

Sm.

.,2,'"g2:<,',

ir

EASTER

be,.192

nie

"The hearing should develop Me need, if any, and themechanics through which this

Oa. 13 last year, permits the enabling legislation may funcCounty Board to contract with tion. Anyone interested may
townships to furnish police
protection in unincorporated

Prospect: 8 p.m. Thursday and
Friday Commimion services.
Church of the Cross, United

St Cecilia Church, 2009
W. Sant Ter., Mount Pros-

Des Plaines at 12:30.

SL Mark Lutheran Church,
200 S. Wilk, Mount Prospect:

"Under the provisiotts of
this hill. it W made possible for
communities in rapidlymlevel.
aping unincorpormed areas to
additional police
purchase
protection service from Cook
County if they need it and have
the funds to pay for it," Dunne

407 N. Maim Mount

and proryssion at 630

Church. 841 N. Arlington per and
Arlington ThUrsd
Heights
Liturgy of the Word and the

dna Eucharist supper Thurs.

'home m

Smith Termite:35 W. Wood.
Palatine: all services held in

day communion services at 4

Community Presbyterian
Church of Mount Moon,Prospe

m

1138 E. Anderson I ...ine:
Mounds; Thursday Mom at 8

Aster Vigil there at 030 p.m.
St. hlarcelline Church, 609

Vi

Thursday 7 p.m. and Good Fri-

Good Shepherd Lutheran

Mom

0:30 at stone school; Saturday

t

pa. with Baptismal.
PRESBYTERIAN

Clech, 342 E. Wood. Pala-

I sop. i

aydEaster
Baptism of adults end
of the Resu.ction

SaySaturd

2.5

OCR SAVIOR'S LIIIherun
Church, 1234 N. Arlington
Haigh,

Epiteopal

:sl,r1I mil 5 itu

1

St. notion

p.m.: Good Friday bla,a1
p.m.: Holy Saturday Easter
Wail service and Mass ut
pm.

p.m.

Philip's

am Intim NI

Grove Village: Thursday mattM

Parish Center at 6 pm.;

St.

Palmer- Communor loon of
I
Iho I at Supra

fessions from 3.4 p.m.; Friday
services and Communion at 7:
by confession:
HolySowed
confessions
Holy

Prellp5C1 Heights: Maundy

'

Theresa Cacho He

Church, 506 I r is to I. Elk

Saturday Paschal Service at 4

Board President George W.
Dunne requested the hearing.

The half -day bonus resulted

servirys at 7:30 P

51

Church 24 W Shc cm=

night vigil; Good Friday con-

services at

in the County Building, Chicago, on House Bill 571,
which concerns police prom
Lion in unincorporated mac

Sylvania

Prospect; Thursday Corn reunion and Good Friday

followed by procession and all

1

pm Good Friday Stamm of

lords Sonar at 710 pm

Fi i0
7:30 p.m.

The Cook County Board of
ConInsissioners' finance committee will hold a special pub.
Ile hearing April 7, at 10 a.m.

PRICES G0013 WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

.33 Value

Faculty Advisory
Council agreed this weak that
the March
attendance was

926,000 to 930,000, to

establish a multi -year contract

WITH
COUPON$1.19

COUPON GOOD FRI. a SAT

stability to the operhlon.

St. Viator principal, and the

$31,500.

for boards of education to

126-12
Value

C

hers from making any

955 E. Meier Rd. Mount

hlartha and Mary, 606 W.

County board sets
special hearing on
Legal
police protection bill Notice

HORNSBY'S COUP,ONiI

the
Sat

Golf, 510.0 Prospect: Thursday Communion and Friday

falo Grove: Thursday Holy
he Upper Communion at 8 p.m.; Good
Room around tables, represem Friday worship featuring brief
ling The Last Supper; Good meditations upon Christ's
Friday meditation at 7:30p.m. Seven Last Words from the
with the Service of the Lmt Cross at 0 p.m.
LUTHERAN CHURCH of
Seven Words,

indicated . the

on.; Friday Communion at 3
p.m. and Tencbrac Service at

St Hubert Church 136
G r red C 111)05 Hoffman
Da it, Thursdaa lidos of du.

Thundls Altar Communion
out (mod f rid o Solt Cool
mown it 7 45 p
Peace Reform. Church,

Thursday Communion and Friday Tenebrae Service at 7:30

at 730 p.m.

were similar to Willroth's.

a

High School's 1,000 sealant

1970 census, will be furnished
by the resident managers.

'

battling the same stuff."
Reports from other villages

halfday early for St. Victor

came

information about their
lousing. which W part of the

Lu her an Church of

Henry Dos Plaines hbaund)

Cross Crown Lutheran

Thursday Communion services

Vacation bonus begins
Spring

where they are staying, be said

Thursday and Friday at 7130
pm; Friday also at 10 a.m.

Dm Plaines: Maundy Thursday
Communion services at 10

tin Rtsuma.tion

Solemn VL Minuet. of Hu.
Cross and Communion in

Church, 1122 N. Rand Rd.,

431

Bethel Lutheran Church,
2150 Frontage Rd Palatine:

Gilbert's contract will not be
Optimistic reports media on the agenda until the April
Gilbert 'will receive a fm 20, the first meeting after
year contract with a Way in. elections.
crease near $2,000.
Gilbert and he would not
A possible new complexion be opposed to a three-year
for the board resulting after contract because it introduces
I1

B lvd., Elk Grove Village:

and

He said, "After all we're still

if needed.

Heights Rd., Elk Grove VftThursday and Friday Com-

TRINITY LUTHERAN
Church, Algonquin and Mb

S p m n the na,ht n Itch of

session Thtwlao at 6 30 p m

urdm

Services Friday at noon and 8

of a

as part of Me local population

Lutheran Church of the
Holy Spirit, 666 E. Elk Grove

Eni.kunt Likbrition and pro

Reformed Church Cori ari

Church, 304 W. Palatine Rd.,
ProspectHeights:Thursdayand

or sno, will he counted

varieties of a subject during

again April 6. Possibly

the April

residents

WIPermanentt.

discanled
traditional sequential courses.
Credits equivalent to the

-

district employe since 1961

After all forms arc collected, they will be sorted et the
local district office to detergoo
mine which persons.

ed and said, "No, it is handled
just like a winter snow storm."

Dist. 214 board delays
decision ore Gilbert's pact
The District 214 school

indicate "usual place of rcsi.

Jg shildran s serviceat 1030

Vihd senoe st 8 pm Sat

Arlington Heights: Maundy

Liturgy
Good
ay plus
In address: Saturday the

tels. and lilac places will be given an individual cens113 I orm
to fill out." It inchtdes 3115C0 to

Tenabrry Scram id 710 pm
Good I ridgy choldn.ns sentry

Christ Evangel all and

lion of the Huth of Christ
Malty u 8 p m Sok= Ent

"The Way of the Cruse"

According 10 District lid

an -

day sarircs at 7 10 pm In

minion scram x70 Friday

REFORMED IN AMERICA

for new confirmands at 7:30
p,m4GoodFridayCommmion
service at 7:30 p.m.; Holy

for Children Good Friday at
noon, Fof
at 8
.m. the

has

the quarters.

They

1ST. NICHOLAS Episcopal
Church, 1072 Ridge Rd,. Elk
Grove Village: Communion
services Thursday at I potand

people for an accurate Census
count.

other usual place of residence,
should he counted locally, said
Hertzberg.

city system can now take advantage of a broader curd.

a student ID take several

difference that this snow came

The general fooling of

Students enrolled in the
Fulton County and Anima

When salting, the department

would he

these

H.

ional summer term.

customary Carnegie unit provide study flexibility, allowing

reach

Hertzberg.
HaroW
n.
-All tramients at holds, mo-

quarters, including an op-

eel. which

to

is

Schaumburg 'I huriTIM Com-

Thund

Church, 1055 Arlington
reunion services at
at 7130 pm.
at 3:3D p.m.
and Friday

"Journey of the Cross."

208 E Scheumburk Rd

Prospect Heights
Communionandl rt

Elmhurst

Christus Victor Lutheran

sew

St Peter Ludlum Church

at 9:30 am.

Fridpriday

Atlanta, with a tango of communities similar to Dist. 214's
northwest region of Chicago,
Gillis told the Day.
'Ovo years ago the unit
system (grades 8 Ow 12) extended its school year to four

the department'
out in full force.

trips throughout the state for

come and testify," he added.
Committee chairman Jepreside al
rome Huppert
Merriman, be held in room
1122 of the county building.

award 5 deems in

m lalmmlis

dm Vika.

'HANSON.
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LILIES MUMS
HYACINTHS
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TULIPS AZALEAS

house

lot of

part of Illinois Catholic Conference statewide open door
program.
The Rey. lames Michaletz,

kindness and our prayers have
kept us going."

try a

Ile

=limo
FREE

tenderness!

$

99
AND UP

While you a walktng

000.0m, addymnsvent prayer.

' ""` "

1.

PIANO
GUITAR

RECORDS

LIVE

ROAST

99,

EASTER BASKETS

EASTER PETS

BEEF

$20FF

Bunnies

4.
DRUMS 4

Many Other Pets
Puppies -Birds -Fish

FREE

WITH EVERY
ROAST BEEF

I

TOFF

'451(.1404D

Show'nTell*

TREBIZ

SANDWICH PURCHASED
A FREE MILK SHAKE

.WITH TH15 COUPON
I PER PERSON
GOOD THRU MARCH 28

DOOR Three Jobe at Once

Spreader

FarlillS03 yOUI lawn,

TOW rugged 20" marking

preventscrebgress, kills
sal Insects. And, you can
seed thesamoday. Covers

$17.9rni=e2lly

AND UP

IN OLD TOWN

Downtown Palatine
17 N. Bothwell
358-6563

IIN THE "HEART" OF)
ARLINGTON REJGHTS

208
eouNOMN HEIGHTS RD.

YANKEE DOODLE:
DANDY

IMIELEEM
,ROASTIErr &oda.*

159-0710

444+oo-o4-o444.*

,nee

CHOCOLATE CREME

EGGS

WV!

HOURS, Daily 8 to 8, SaL to 6
Sun, 9:30:to 5

-.--

And Arlington Heights Road
MIMI% Grose, Illinois

Dooms Daily 9 am., ma

Algonquin Ott. 62)1. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Hoighh 437.2110

tVar41.:711..=

vs-af. r !

"-

,

Buffalo Grove Mall
Nan.. .marof Dundee

Drive up service!

pkg.
1 lb.

EGGS

otherGreenlield product.
And no trade in required.

2,500 sq.ILSIge.

Town & Country Pet Shop

JELLY BEAN

at only$12.95
when purahased with any

5,000 sq. It. 506 oft On

ORGAN

BAND INSTRUMENTS

ACCESSORIES

+ TILL e P.M.

icy

and superintendent since

Trained

RENTALS
REPAIRS

EEnl'tr'los
P

HE SAID that if the streets
became

When asked if it made any

onseryalory:

Ot.t INT

m.cenli

trucks.

had always been such a healthy
child that there did not seem to
he much cause for alarm.

317.011

month.

Public Works Director Gene
E. Willroth said that he was
keeping an hourly check with
the Weather Bureau and that
if the temperature dropped to
around 28 degrees, he would
call mot the department's salt

and persons planning to make

wees hem ilearisst.
rata., Our ei
seer

In Arlington Heights,

for its administrator.

Submripliona rams 35 mars a

.S. mai

only slight.

decision regarding a contruttract.

TEACI11118 STAFF

.

that salting tomb and plows
would be on the streets 0/53

schools will begin competition

public works officials
the
area, who were thinking their
winery work was men was
that. the snow would melt off
by in. -nine and the chance

eofficials and fatuity
members in the development

FULTON COUNTY is a
suburban
as surrounding

Northwest suburban high

pa cent
of medulla,
too today,`chars ging to 20 per

purpose

Vnteludeiel'satiors shmald

Gillis said.

Travelers warnings were
issued Wednesday evening

predicted the snow would he
ending early today, with a 30

P

Lutheran Church of the
Good Shepherd 1111 N

communton at 8p m

Ducks

4'

*,

600S6

participate In The Yellow

census forms to
agemonts of holds soil motels
for
svha would other -

pm

Timebne Serino. 1111 Ix. Fro
sky

Chicks

$10

aforich ol,
Rams 212 S. imagine Hugh,.

Wasp..

looking up Saturday for

COURSE

coaches

Arargh Wm. by !soy nouns -

weekend,

6 WEEK

THINOIONWP.ST DAT

PublIshod

would continue through the

h

before Census Day,

Once the district has decided on a Man, that plan ahrWld
e

Night, -

8.p.m. there will be a

Tombrve Soma both at 8

nights.

with the Stripping of the

vice with 0 film presentation

ding.

Gillis stressed.

Tembroi. Stn. at 7 30 both

ing Prayer and Holy Eucharist

Transient
sldh.,Y.-:

"

a mintstrators ire

.

(melons at 6:30 p.m.; Friday

The Bureau peof the Cals.
thdY

Churth Thadtr and hlargunt
Des Phones 6 10 p m Ewa

Census
*

need intermetations

M trtlnn Episcopal

of Fn rgi v en ess with an.

'Night

"

ethe

Yu. mean," Gillis said.

of the plan as soon as possible,

special about him. His mother
was not too concerned when
he became ill an Jan. 25. He

mother
o
and the Pple
p
who
him
Pr.iscr d Irro'" miracle
when they learned that he was

ni J"Y8

I

s

that there was something

in Children's
1. His
Memorial Hos

m

peep

ohmsrr"

focus

Pen

spoosored by the Whconsin
a statewide orgoolomon.

FOR THE KIDS

o

i'eaar1,0tant
n.firoiting the state's ers.

He could be given a one- decision on Gilbert's contract.
year,o two-year or tbrer-year
THE BOARD will meet

t,P,,pft_t

"WHEN YOU DECIDE

Chard] Schaumburg, Rd and
Walnut Ln Schaumburg
Maundy Thund 01 Commun
ton sat ica and Good Pod ay

Altar: Good Friday Sacrament

oilyrE.,in'EuJ 1tl a7h'n1pf,::::

election

two

saW.

root

said.

But lames did not get b,entter.

0.11)1rco1u,,gioh,newspapers, redio,

televoo, sneakers

St

funds homm fore ice ltd
the nor fume- lurch. rusts

Me community immediately

Chest the Kw Lutheran

candle

opsratea
prohrdm solsly on ity man
Her dust

is the, largest esPendiHm. he

JPI

Mg., April 1.9. The show

M. tt; IRI.

4.

at

board, now in the midst of

.ilF******44.414,0444-44'11I4lb *-

coach at Prospect High *
&boo!, has ordered 40 pictuas 4.

hdeYy

He was five yam old when
he started in September and
everyone who met him knew

and whomped 0 cable In half,without

Cobs said. "How can we

OTHER SIMRIS

landed the pre-primary classes
at St. Peter Lutheran School,

TuAday.

got careless with the trencher

enough trouble with cabin

So what's the
white stuff on thc windshield
parked in the driveway? And
yen thought Young SO. was

The reason is because of
their little boy, lames.James
was a bright little boy who at -

He was buried Friday and

Seems some sewer dine.

Chicago area newspaperman
when hc's 000 cheering his

Collis= in right." "

men and women of The Elks
Club for being so kind.

absolute frustration offs he gals

who let their fingers do the

phones, cheers and songs.

Y

Heights would like to thank the

activities by gathering old beer

or pop cans. 'dhe cans made

fans, especially for a group of
vacationing "Bleachers Bums"

Durocher," young bum e

St.

oriportu, for stud.%

ap

s

proaCheS bsfore mostals
four9P fits, pDn mid rho
Dist. 214 eommlTlte to mfoml

rivea poeme

CURRENTLY ONLY onc
Illinois district, Valley View
ciemormary schoolsystem
an
Naperville) has

Arlington Park Convendon Center, -Arlington

LAST NIGHTS forecasts

By Catherine O'Donnell

years

areas-roans

Even the ballplayers from

From an out-of-town paper

00

at 710

Good Fedsy
pm

p m Saturday at 7 p m
the Lsghttng of Ma Pashal

and 00100.1 work

quarto

to the newspapers, radio,

The Committee Iran been

testifying at the hearings.

emporatedArem,andaresident
of u i nco rpora t
Palos
Gardens near Palos Heigh. in
southwest Cook County, "We
feel that it takes away the
choice of peopleyand deprives

tclud

on a program immediately go

o f 75

an-

Sold Leroy Erickson, mmident of The Council of Orin-

in

vrielv,es,i,tho:hweCkentmittec

However, it did not, and the

waIlan

Inssesed Alm Pesi 11

EvenmgPrityLrandblednabon

lion and sotran, at xny

3

ores

OF

Judea tool brat thrmmh In
the drop out problem traduce

school cyst.) spand mos orL

ex laincd

abatis

1:y001,0,11,ms whicht

teristics,

yesterday's tmtimony Was

Gillis

Reid

no t e of sug g es Mom and
criticisms voiced by persons

homeowners groups thought
maker oat
of uninwould

The preponderance of

and

perience, including longer

common or unique

less vulnerable to annexation.

WHEN THE 1969 session
of the legislature closed on
June 00 it was believed that
the bill would die in committee

f'oni
broadeningrw

One amendment allowed an

after the bill was amended in

supenntadent for the
office of public instruction,nu..

t

unincorporatedareas,by taking

objection to the annexation if
"The territory is all or part OF,
an area bonded together by

THIS WAS TRUE even

pennons committee.

R obcrt Oa eat ea. a

palatable to homeowners in

two amendments were added.

west suburban arca and particalmly those of Prospect
Heights,

Ash. 214 planners

annexed.

Schlickman had conferred on
several occasions with Prospect Heights representatives.

was

want to the Senate for Lon
oderation by MmunIcipalvOr

nexation bill that will be more

were raised, and after

mit..

approval in the Howe and

of the majority of the properly
owners whose land would be

OBJECTIONS 10 the bill

municipal corporations com-

tended school year two
educat or, rt....a Hy told

bill hourver pined

The

Gill], who

0

current hearings are for the

g.

Sen. Cad Berning (R-

bill's

by

Rap,e Eugene

from decided, as was evident at

The

1969

h

felt that they were not pro -

Area churches announce specianidas" "er0 vl

rill LOS SUP by moduct,
of the four qunrnr plat in

t(p.m t ha m hoot
BY I( C Radtke
roll emphawed adding
The community MUM be
kept Informed Rom the be 1..1 the ante s Mar 000.00
that such districts e- not
gmmng
If a mhodWmhat
1al
5.ff
no m for any sursems

.1;11101 i.elr J11'011111 tl ecided
By Ben Clarke

Pg

Urges community involvement
in plans for year-round school
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The day's prospects

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

-O.K., what are you going
Mager she wanted to know.
"Were going to ice a western, with cowboys and may -

Parents are in a quandary.

Kids are ...ed. Teensagen
lac alternately embarrassed or

ughing aloud. Older people
are appalled. Everyone keeps

cation,

What you're really rookies
for is a movie that growing. active, hard to please, early teenage boys can enjoy. Try to find
one at the local theater.

9I'M NOT sure. IC. something.bout cowboys at night,'

Trying to find a movie that
everyone can see is kerning
virtually impassible Granted.

I WANT to go to the mow

cowboys and Indians. lea a
great opportunity for sex ed.

Sometimes.

YOU ASK them how they
the show. "It am
busy,. they say. "What can
wrong with it?" you want to

you have to drive miles. If rin
decide to drive downtown te
the big city, it, even worse.

dame spent all their time matc-

funny can

"Midnight Cowboy?"
"Yeah, that's it."
'You're not going" she
"the ma, what's mons? lee
a good movie, isn't it?'

could they. Now it's differenk

les bad enough, searching
in the suburbs fora movie the

or soreething like that?'

it's part of the new, permissive
morality. Granted, people are
apparently willing to support
some way out films. So MCcessful have they become. in
fact, it's hard to find any other
kind. This may be only the lie.
ginning.

on Friday night or Saturday
afternoon and never worry.
You could have fun doing
what you wanted to do. So

ity, though.

she Wed

worth the high price.

see.

enjoyed

h* love,"

1),

Flops,

Mopsy,

ably ore direct decende. of
the famous storybook characters. mese bunnies, however,
do not live "in a sand bank slat.

say. "TheF
dkket have no clothes oneithey

der the root of a big fir tree."
They are at the Van Oak's Pet

"Ws 'may didn't have any
clothes on'," you tell than.

Mars really O.K. though, to mum you probably couldn't
afford to take the whole fwd.

plain that this is really n movie
about something other lisle

...about

Cottontail and Peter? These
are not the originals but prob-

"This guy and some dumb

THE TITLES are enough to
Imre you, much less the films.

SO YOU sit down and ex-

Remember this famous
rabbit tale . . . .

'beck in the good old days' you
could drop the kids at the MOW

looking for. You're probably
not looking for the rapport.,

Innis the 'woe of it?'

searching to find one that's ere
ferhining: enjoyable, and

if that's what you're

Shop et the Mount Pr.peet
Pram (Photos by D. Haugh)

At least they gat a lessen in

grammar. You am be happy.

They keep telling me that

about that.

8.18.8.8..778.8.8,ededidgdge.:dx,ox-Dxed:dx.werei8.1118888:888:838,17.135,588

HIDEAWORD

Map Pubtication5

By Dolores Mega
This is the timer the rabbit.

CAICNOE

-lionzt,heparzhjal drznalza.1,7,,,rjr,Adize,Itv Hkg4:1!ing

Make as many four letter or More wards out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

Marshall Field HI

nether one of the most fa-

"I don't want to know how much-just take the money
out of here!"

using all seven Of these letters.

the. imaginative mind of ow

A child she lived in a big
3 good. II excellent.

house in London. Her parents
were well to do and often made
extended journeys to Scotland.

R.E. Hutchinson, CO,Prosideur

A lonely child though she

R. N. Neu, Circulation Director

C.F. Neu,A,h,,IAing Diria toe

His fame was due largely to

Created the charming Must.

John E. Stanton, Editor mid Publisher

William J. Atalanta Mannuton Edger

rc

Moe -artist Bcatrix Potter. Not
only did she write the ever
loved bunny "tale.' but also

Thursday, March 26, 1970
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mous in the world is named Pe-

Answer on Comic Page

was, she never complained.

Award Winning Liquor Stores

She began to take an interest in
drmeing, using the familiar

things around her for bar sub-

DOCTOR SAYS

Letters To The Editor
You're
welcome
Editor.

Not all diabetics
need to take
insulin

Players like
coverage
Editor

As publicity chshman for
the Arlington Heights Woman's Club I want to sincerely

We apprecine your fine cooperotion in the past weeks in
the printing of stories and

W. G. BRANDSTADT,MD.

Stank Frances Altman and the

photos promoting our prod.,
ton of "Never Too Late"

sulin In 1921 diabetes was co -

gaff at Arlington Day for the
OteeIlan coverage given our
activities this year.

Many times when I have
known Frances was pressed
for time, she has nevertheless
taken photographs and prepared copy or helped mein the

It would be difficult for
groups such . ours to present
our Mays successfully without
dm help of the local papers.

Thank you, in !particular,
for the lovely coverage whirl

preparation of material, mak- you gave us this year.
Mg this an
year for
Mrs. Monte Benister
me and a most profitable one
Publicity Chairman
rotate club.
Jan Getting
ClITICO Playas, Inc.

Palsy 53 minute march
collections total $22,644
Results of the "53 Minute
Meth" conducted Jan. 11 for
the United Cerebral Petty of
. Greater Chicago for 13170111munities in the Northwest sub-

min. totaled $22,641
With 844 volunteers participrIng in the march in Arline toe Heights, $4,880 was col-

Mount Prospect had
526 volunteers that collected
lected.

.$4,133 and Des Plaines collec-

tions totaled $4,262 with 666
volunteers marching.
In Rolling Meadows 275
volunteers collected 51.237,
Bensenville, 199 volunteers

collected

$910;

with

250

marchers collecting in Hoffman

Estates,

$1,259:

ATrim-A-way 0

ems

brought in; aad in Elk Grove
Village 231 volunteers collected 51.194,

Collections in Palatal totaled $2,470 with 521 volunteers; Roselle had 99 volunthat collected $533;
Itasca collections totaled $547
teers

by 77 volunteers: in Schaumburg 79 volunteers collected
$389: Wood Dale's 82 volunteers collected $439, and in the
Inverness Countryside area,

32 volunteers collected $391.

All letters to the editor mutt be signed, bin names will
be withheld upon request. Letters should be as brief as.

possible. ',pewit.. if possible, and should contain an
address or phone number so their authenticty can be check-

2 inches in
90 minutes of luxury.

peripheral

through Aer1181h.

oc

carting in persons who has
kept their u
mpg

Free Scarf Sash

that prevention

dicates

de

Unfortunately, the condition now called medial/ales is
often misdiagnosed as colitis,
peptic ulcer or gall -bladder
disease because of vague abdominal complaints or anxiety
neurosis because of the Intel tenons

and

tremors.

These

symptoms are all due to a low
blood sugar level resulting
from an over -production of insulin in the body.

d.

The arterial complications
are now believed to be the
result of taking too much insulin. For this reason, authorities now advocate giving only
enough to prevent the app.,
mce of acetone in the urine.
The oral 001g, phenformin,
has the advantage of reducing
the amount of insulin required

to accomplish this. Safflower;
oil has also been oven to reduce the need for insulin.
Three new oral agears, acetohexamide, glucodiazine and

glibenclamido-all still expert.
menta.-show further promise
in controlling the adult -onset
type of diabetes..
Q

there's a lot of fall about

vidual need. Too large a do-

DIXON

Q Could prostate trouble
be caused by emotional upsets?

A N._

Bcatrix Potter wrote and Blustrated other children's books
but by far the adventures.
of Flom, Slopsy, Conontail and Peter outlive any.

ETU

bed role in the celebration
In many sections of Germaof Easter as the legendary pro- ny the Easter bunny was foes
duce r of Easter eggs for chil- lieved to lay red eggs on Maindy Thursday and eggs of other
dren in seemsoune.
What sem to be the first colors the night before Easter

bliss Potter died at the aid
of 77, a beloved, kindly d
lady who pave untold kepi --

mention of the Easter lemon Sunda .The first Easter bun-

nem to countless children.

Case of 24 379

Mrs. Verona Parke displays
her Ester centerpiece, a combination of her beautifidly
beaded eggs and flowers. The
eggs are blown, rolled in glue

12 az. cans

and Men in tiny seed beads. In -

HIGH LIFE BEER

Whiskey-A Blend

2 69
Frith

ged his eggs is a short admonis nies made of pastry and sugar
were popular in
be southern Gem
lion in a German book
Thursday. March 26, 1970
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cook the nese.

Our "Wine Shops" feature

EASTER SPECIAL!

CHRISTIAN

The Saving Is Youril

BROTHERS

American
CHAMPAGNE
Bore:

California's famed wines
Burgundy Rhine Sherry
Chablis

169

Pon

139

Rose

Camp Fire candy creates cool treats

Filth

INGLENOOK
Chenin Blanc

oz.7-UP

As many as you want-all postage paid.

.NN

what Ws like to splurge. Tell them how

8

you'rerelaxing on a Trim -A -way lounge.
Free Champagne

yderilyt:

covery of a fun way to lose extra Inches.

The Camp Fire Gab will
Mundt their annual candy 'ale
InChicago and suburbs. Sat -

Captures the true qualities of
the rare Chenin Blanc grape
of the Loire Valley of France.

ludo), March 26,

This is a fruity, medium dry
white wine delightful served
well chilled with either light
or rich foods.

67c

A bubbly splurge to mkbrate your dis-

'The purpose of the sale ft to
raise money to support the

Metropolitan Chicago Coons
airs year-round programS and

2'9

to help finance their resident
'Camp Tiyalaka.

rihh

lopNone to Minors

The Sewing Is Yours!
OLD

CHAMPAGNE SALE
FAMOUS
New York State

200.000 boxes. In additioo to

Imported

year, there will be tasty mint

From France

MERCIER
17,'1

Set up your splurge today by caning now.

!

GLENMORE

CHAMPAGNE

Extra Dry

Extra Dry Pink
Derni.Sec Brut

GIN

4 69
itarlI
e

iet

At $1.00 a box the

S

gbis her been seta mini goal
Of 24 boxes each and a maxi

649

Large

Bale

natonally and locally, the can sale allows each girl to cam
credit toward camperships as
well as aiding individual group
funds.
Each box of candy includes

Fifth

California

Splurge, while Trim -A -way loses your extra inches for

IN ADDITION to helping
finance the Camp Fire Girls

2 99

39

AMERICAN

goal of 4.8 or more bona.
NEW MINTY
CREAM PUFF
1/2 cup water
1/4 cup hinter
Va tempoon salt
1/2 cup sifted Roar

Half
Gallon

2 eggs

.

Mint Juno idling (recipe b.

Hoon

low)

eoNTOVEING

Sauce (recipe Word

PH:. 25579595

Heights
OpalhySlielfiner,.,irentAlset

ARLINGTON HTS.

ARLINGTON HTS.

1307 RAND ROAD

1307 RAND ROAD

*Famous Liquor Storm-

re, Dm*, MAM, II!.
the figure trimmers of the world.

CASH ANC? CARRY SPECIALS:

CHICAGO
.CICERO

ADDISON.
LOMBARD

*FOREST PARK
MELROSE PARK

mixture until enamel after
each addition. Spoon mixture

into four large mounds on a
greased baking sheet. Bake in
hot oven (400 degrees F) until

brown and dry, about 45min-

ute, Cool on wire rack. Al

Combine water and butter
in saucepan, bring to boiling
point. Add salt and flour all at
once. Stir until mixture is
sMeeth and lean . sides of pin.

apple, strawberry or racism,
.ndae sauce

and sprinkle %cup of chipped
chocolate -covered toffee minjaunts over each layer. Frame
.until serving time. Serve plain

or with one of the sauces.
Yield: 6 to 8 servings.

Combine candy pieces and
water in small saucepan.. Place
over low heal and cook slovily,
alining constantly. until 85

of toffee is melted, 6 to 8 min utes.Cool or serve warm on rte

cream. If too thick at serving

TOFFEE SAUCE
Line sides and bottom of
buttered 9 -Inch pan with !MS cups chopped chocolate

time. stir cream as needed, into

cookie wafers. Spoon 3 layers

covered toffee miniatures

Cream or Ice Crean) filling.
Cover with tops. Spoon Mint
Mem Sauce over filled puffs
Yield: 4 large Mint Jullep

of ice MOM lmo cookie shell

Rep hot water

consistency.
cup of sauce.

sauce to thin it to the desired

Yield: About

I

Robert Shaw

The philanthropy committee of the Mourn Prospect

CONCERN. A scholarship of
5200 will be given to further
the education of a teacher of

esented its recommendation
o f expenditures of the club's
philanthropic fund to the
Junior Board of Directors.
S1,000 will be divided
among four college students
from the Nlount Prospect area
presently receiving assistance
from the Juniors. This money

will help them continue their
education next year.
The students are: bliss Trudy Smith, attending Illinois

State University; Miss Kathleen Graham at the University
of Illinois Robert Shaw at
Western Illinois, and near

Diane Intravartolo, attending

'Cream Puffs.

Graham Hospital School of

MINT JULLEP

Nursing in Canton,

WHIPPED CREAM
OR ICE CREAM

Nationally, the Juniors, in

FILLING
85 cup finely chopped Mint
Ireffl. 15 plena)
1
cep whipping cream or I
(2-. oz.) whipped

.

s4

cer Research, Veteran's Hoo
pital, Indian Center, Illinort
cottage of the Park Ridge

Girls, and, in the
area of c nservation, plantings
in our ationel forests.

Kathleen Grab=

On the local level, the Juniors have pledged to continue
assistance to Walter Skowron
of Mount Prospect, a kidney

fog In the April IT Used Book
Sale to be held at the library.

patient. A check for $75 will
be presented to the Mount
Prospect Library for
expansion of the library book

Books are still needed. Bawera
have been strategically placed

at the library for donations of
enryelo-

pcdies, Nawnal Geogrephic

Project HOPE and Project

books.

The JunMrs arc al. arsist

bmks,

magazines,

Magazine.

and

children's

`Spring Venture'
for clubwomen

or I pint vanilla ice cream,
softened.

Fold chopped candy

exceptional children.
Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs projects supported
by the Mount Prospect Juniors
this year are: a conservation
scholarship, for scholarship,
mholarship for Indian students, music scholarship, Latn
American Student Exchange, Pennies for Art, Caro

Diane Intraartoth

Seneca of the General Federation of Woma,'s Clubs, have
made donations to CARE.' and record collections.

dessert topping mix, whipped,

top-

pingped cream or dessert
or softened ice cream
Yield: about cups.
-

"Spring

MINT JULLEP SAUCE
8 mint TruMm
2 tablespoons land cam syrup

meeting, Wednesday, April I,
at Old Orchard Country Club,
Marling promptly at 11 a.m.

Combine candy, syrup and
milk M small saucepan:Heat
over very low heat, just until
candy melts, stirring often.
Cool. Store at room temperaIS

the

Heights Woman's
Club at its regular monthly

orated milk

Yield: About

is

Prospect

2 labl.poons undiluted evap-

ture.
muce.

Venture"

program to be presented by
Mrs. Charles Dushek to the

An avid gardener and flower arranger, Mrs. Dushek stud-

cup

,

es,

EASY'N ELEGANT
TOFFEE ICE CREAM PIE

.Remove

IS brown edge or vanilla lea.

eggs,

raw

an from heat. Add
one at a time, beeline

3 ping vanilla ice cream
I cup cho-ped chocolate -cow
seed toffee mhiatures
Toffee Sauce or favorite pine-

Trudk Smith

Junior Wools Club, headed
by Mrs. Donald Demski, has

serving time, split each cream
puff in half. Fill bottom halves
with Mint Jullep Whipped

English toffee sold Est

the

truffl..

RUM

1 98

California

Girls from seven to se.
eine, will conduct -their
c..paign through Aprfl I5..
Their goal this year is to sal'

St. CROIX

249

cle"). And enjoy the luxuries of our Grand Opening

1624 W. Northwest
rthwest Hwy.,

in many ketch.

Mast velvet ribbons and miniature flowers.

Drop a line to your friends to let them know

$5 Off If You Splurge Now!
Save $5 on your first 9U -minute whit to TrimA-way
during our Grand Opening Splusgeoiily.

miss his MM. then we shall !favorite delicacy for children

contrasting colors while others

Free Postcards

you, those extra -hard -to -get -rid -of inches.

1572: "Do not worry if the .many at the
of Me
bunny escapes you; should we last century. They are now a

Ora& dedgs are created in

many recipes and decorating Ideas as
you want, because the maganne is yours
tokeep.

baths. Trim -A -way will show you results. Today. On
your very first visit.
Just relax on a lounge comfortably dressed in our
special Trim -A -way Tape (the method to our "mira-

bnny has acquired a che,

MP Juniors list
philanthropy plans

MILLER

SPRINGS

Free Fashion Maga:them

Forget the promises of pills, diets, exercises or steam

orimn in pm Christian rurality the Eisler bunny I ws est., and
the garden is
lore. Hares and rabbits served hales them
as symbols of abundant new called "an old fable."
I' e in the spring season. The

foreign language.

AN IT'S ALL TRUE!

To leisurely page through while
you're thinning. And tear out as

sage may cause headache and
dizziness.

Thu Easter bunny had its the Ink centers the story that

The Saving Is Yours

Free Strawberry Shortcake
A special low -eel splurge
while you Trim -A -way at
least two inches fromyour

Trhn-A-way is the new luxurious way
to thin. What's more, we guarantee that
you'll lose an all-over total of at least
two inches from your figure in the first 90 minutes, and
five inches by the fifth visit.

In another German book of

711E EASTER BUNNY

the

toris but I am eking Perflrate on the advice of my eye
doctor. Are there me bad effects from taking it indefin-

A - Not if you use the smalI.t dose that meets your indi-

like children.
In 1893 the idea of the story
began when she wrote a letter
to a skk little boy.
She liked the idea so much

Easter Bunny Legends

Ice

It is still being reprinted.
Entitled "The Tale of Peter
Rabbit" the book has been
translated into almost every

low prices at Famous Liquor Stores

90Mintifes at Trim-A-wey.

I don't have angina pec-

itely?

draw her rabbit people who
pouted, cried and acted Jun

as a reminder of your luxurious

,patient is then treated with tot

ten be prevented.

moms.
This did not discourage her,
however, and she continued to

Free Lang Stem Rose
. A beautiful splurge to take borne

pads on the early detectio
of even a slight elevation i
the blood sugar level. If th
bromide and phenoformi th
arterial complications can of

Her parents did not partici,
lady take interest in any of the
artistic achievements of Beatrix or her brother Bertram,
who painted misty moorland

189

waistline.

has not yet provided a clear
explanation but one incontro

A recent British study in

In 1902 the book went to

pressed in their own words.

12 oz. cons

off your newTrim-A-way

Some victims, in spite of
high blood sugar level, ma

does more harm. man good.

to publish her work only if she
would do the illustrations.

Easter Egg Heirlooms

1 98

Case of 12

A splurge of color to show

suer
pr -free for 10 to 20 years.

vertible fact h. emerged.
log insulin to such a patien

Warm and Co., now of New
York and London, promised

Dolores Haugh-Woman, Editor

Pure Brewed-BEER

Where you'll lose

Get i Splurge of
Trim -A -way April 2nd

produm a normal or increased
amount of insulin. Current re
search on this Mhnomenon

In her writings she atuibuted human emotions to them
and the stories became ex-

tures and sent it to a publishhr.
Half a dozen publishing
houses refused it. Frederick

- Ginn
0

kidney and heart diseae, and
are

doll clothes to make them seem
more human.

that she worm a brief outline.
drew IRAN blank end white pi.

OLD STYLE

100 Prool Liqueur

splurge.

chagrin that arterial com
prications, such as retinitis,

neuritis

The Saving Is Yours!

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

Grand Opening

After the discovery of in
aidered controllable. Now, 4
years Inter, despite the addi
tion of oral antidiabetic drugs
we doctors are finding to ou

The Saying
Is Yours!

jells.
Like most children without
playmates of their own she

found compatricotthip In pea
particularly rabbits. She drew
pictures of them. As little girls
often do, she dressed them in

-

Fray St Elegant Toffee Ice Cream Pin le easy to make and and, elegant with Camp
Candy. Soder begin withon the.spot delivery March 28.

Gal

ied at the Art Institute and
teaches "Flower Arranging

and Holiday Decorations.' to
Lyons Township High School
adult evening classes,
She is active in the Downers

home, a table

Grove Garden Club and the
Garden Club of Illinois, and

the

has won many awards for her
floral designs throughout the

delight. creations.

Midwest. She was junior chair Man of the recent World Flow er and Garden Show.
Interested in developing
new expressions with everyday
familiar materials from gar,

dens, fields arid woods, and
also with unusual plant mateWM, Mrs. Dushek uses nature

center -

paces, door swags; and other

"1 hope to suggest war PO
develop your own fresh, one
Mive flower arrangementE"Sbe
explained.

Floral supplies will be on
sale at the meeting. Mrs. Dush-

ek will present one of her arrangements to the club to be
given as a door prize.

"Spring Venture" will be a
program of flower arranging

Reservations for the meeting should be made no later
than Monday. March 31, with
Mrs. Donald Schmidt, 259-

end creating spring designs for.

1883.

as the source of her designs.

THE OAT
Thursday March 26 1970

Try a spring li t

THEDAT
'Thursday, March 26,1970

Ifs 0011 only flowers that
bloom in the spring. So do new

home furnishings ideas and
women's fashions.

All three of spring's spirit lifting elements will be dramatWed on stage April 2 in a spesia benefit show sponsored by.

the Illinois chapter of the National Home F.hions League.
Leading interior designers
front the Chicago -area and
Better Homes. & Gardens
magazine will create trend -setting room designs on stage be-

fore m expected audience of
1,400. The show will be held in
the Old Orchard Theatre, 9400

Skokie Blvd., Skokie, from

I I

signer

Glenview,

-

is

fion's educational fund.
Harry Volkman, WGNTVN meteorologist, will act as
m.ter of ceremonies.
Room outings range from a
romantic hideaway for a bade

room to a 'at set" study complete with its own airlaer
as a wall mural.

black, white and brown.
Peg Rumcly, Better Homes
magazine's home furnishings
editor, is creating a living

John M. Smyth Co., is creating

the move --- with furne that
moving

another

to

a snap. The furniture
consists of knockdownWok
units that are put together to
places
e

make seating pieces, wall Mr -

a black and white color

in

Up-to-the-minute women's
fashions. flower arrangements

scheme, revved up with pinks

Mi. Rumely's

and reds.

RICHARD nimmig., of

pink, hot orange and gold.
Floral arrangements and
table settings will be dNigned

Winnetka, meanwhile, IS COI.

by Mrs. Dorothy French of

be

environment.

cc an

ing up with an elegant Palm

It's dress -up time all over America for Pale ladies like INN ham
netted young Miss who appears to be soliciting fashion riacdon
from a friendly stuffed rabbit.

augment living room seating
when a young couple entertains. With avant-garde modern furniture, the Mahoney
and Wozniak color schea a
"new neutral" medleys of

room for a young couiturple- on

Utemed to each room deign

EVEN THE MUSIC, Isto-

Springs cabana look for a foy-

aided by organist Ginger An-

er. For his room, he is using
white patent vinyl walls, Orintal antiques and twin mir

derson and singer Gary Mann,
will be keyed to fit the mood of
each room setting as it is Finished on stage, spotlighted and

explained to the audience by

The young Chicago design
warn of George Mahoney and

the designer.
Olga Kittle, interior de-

tack Wozniak have d.igned
he "jet set" room which is

'

en

ta

Soheme is

Glenview, an accredited now-

er show judge and desigme
Fashions will Cep of
by
Bette Chi of Chip's
Casuals in Glenview.

rors, six feet, 10 inches ton.

concert with opera accent

multi -purpose. It brartignal as
a den and study but can also

Frank Droltz, designer for
the elegant bedroom retreat,
using traditional furniture and
velvets. He also is mixim a
damask patternedwallpaper
with a bold Edwardian stripe

A treasure in books

NW Symphony sets pops

a.m.

and table settingwill
1

from

chairman of the benefit held
for the non-protit organim-

Tickets. are 03 each, and
there will be a variety of hang
as door prizes.

accessories

Tickets can be 4-0

Marie Nutter, 944-6162.

The Northwest' Symphony
Orchestra, Perry Crofton, conduclor, will ,,,,ggt a gala pops

come. with an accent on opera Sunday, April 5, at 3:30

p.m in la Maine West High
School auditorium. 1755 S.
Wolf Rd.. Des PlainesT
The concert will open with

the Werner transeriptial of
Nl000rt's "Funny for a Mush
cal Clock," a work created for
nwhanical organ which
long since disappeared. The
composn is so complex and

The second half of the concut will be devoted to Weber,
"Invitation to the Dance," a familler and popular waltz melo-

dy, and Ferde Grofe's 'NissiNippi

Suite," divided into

four parts, entitled "Father of
Waxers," 'Huckleberry Finn."
"Old Creole Days" and -Mardi
Grm."
Tickets me Of and may be

Stover at 023-4431. Student
admission is .S it children slder 12 will be admitted free if

Willi

an

their meabership card..

dff

It that it cannot bc
Mi. Mhena Clod., proplapod on a present-day organ.
Mtenor designer,
Werner, unlike Mouth or- Rational

ehestrated it heavily in an at- wants to put your home on a
tcoird to foreM the e,tettec of diet.

Things like arrangement.
*cc.
Nest on the program will he color, design, balance end ca.
are as important to
wPiaao Bette Bert' atld
no William Dim, Chicago- oe food is to a mm. Mini
orto ProDisirmill vocalists. Chulos claims. Put together.
vine arias by they arc rho home's diet.
NIU' °Tr'
Miss
teach a
Verdi and Leoncavollo: Diana
wili sine mai LT Verdi and class the fundament:OM( glad
Geordmo. he tended ll join in design at the Northwest Suba duet in an ext
excerpt urban YMCA, 300 E North-

from Act II of Verdi's 'To west Hwy., Des Plaines.
in

addition

to

regular

guest

classes,

scheduled, including represem
loaves of Robbins Floor Coe ming, which
Ltetopmanufactres

decorative floor tiles;
Kitchen

Planners,

and

rho

Angevin drapery decorative
hardware manufacurers.
A fold trip to Elenhank
Fabrics in Riverside

also

planned. Colored slides of are

rent and corning trends are
frapantly shown.
hammed prospective stu.
dents may call the YMCA ot
20P3376

rtgir
details.

HOURS:

Javel-Osoo to see what we
there. What I saw so thrilled

place to

mother to his children plus my own. Why does he expect Me to
NI( nil there and not N able toe, anything? I am tired of it.
M.K., Streamwood
I feel you should discuss this quietly and lovingly with your
husband. Lay the facts out. You are doing your best. I do feel
down deep he hasn'tpat
but now he must understand
your side. Why do
each of you adopt the other's children.
Then form o solid family fleet agaimt all those outside problems.
I feel -good with Mk if you will do il.

Dear AR.:
I feel in Me long run this marriage would he a very umvise

A "Gallery of Floral Portraits," a competitive exhibit by 21 artists, is now being shown at North
West Federal Savings, 4901 W. Irving Park Rd. Visitors to North West rederai are invited to rtat a
ballot for their choice of bat painting in the show. Cash prizes will be awarded winning Mists. The
top three paintings will he purchased and presented to entrants who voted for the three works of art
receiving the greatest number of harlots. Winners' names will be drawn at random from entry
ballots. MI pointing, show a Bora theme os port of North West Federal's special solute to spring.
They represent many different aril. and media. The "Gallery of Florid Portraits" eon be viewed
in North WM Federal's rear entry foyer. Votes for the b.t paiMing cm a mst any time up

April 17.

Tax questions answered
free over telephone

draw it to succeed. I'm sorry I stmt tell you who( I know you
want a hear. I'm hoping shat deb time I'm wrong.
Dear M, DeLouiset
For two ram my husband and I have lived in the same house
but in separate rooms. I hive put up with a lot from him and
reolize 1 never loved him. I mint u divorce very much. However.
manage
I'm very afraid of being on my own and wonder how

with my two children.

Golfing Fun with top
Quality Golf Equipment

Ir

Do you see in: getting ,a divorce? Do you see a second, happier
marriage for me? If so, can you sea the initials of the man?There
is someone I like very much. Doss he really like me? Will than
ever be anything tetween us? Will he help me over my diverm?

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY
MOUNT PROSPECT

Patty Berg

Palatine and Robert Olds.
Av., Elk
Brentwood

the Society's sponsorshipof this

Grove Village, recently look
part in a public service project
which provided free income
fu advice during a two-week
period by dialing a teaphone

JOSEPH DE LOUISE. notionally known psychic. will ans-

Dec Plaines 60016.

Lake Forest for the first semester of the 1969.70 sehool year.
She is earlier at the college for
women and is majoring in
English.

\

$7425

of Matching: Golf Bag (Round); 16"
Club Bag (With ripper side pockets);
and set of 4 Cobra Fit Head Covers.

GOLF BAG

HpM

ro

F

kliimit"K-28"

21 Club Round Step Dawn Top, Pro Model, Top
Grain Leather, Top & Bottom Cuff w/Menutiy Retaining Steel Ring, TO Bar Harness Suspension,
Twin Zipper Front Ball Pocket, Pro Style Clothing.
Packet tet/ 2 Avers Detachable Travel Hood, Metal Studded Bottom w/Scuff Plate, Mylur Trim.
Color Black

Exceptional Low Puce

$

Club Bag (with removable shoe pocket)

Colors:

Hayride wailack, Burnished
Saddle w/Black, Sage Green w/Cubana

and a fel of 4 Cobra -Fit Head Coven.
Colors: Persimmon w/Illack, Burnished
Saddle w/Black, Sago Green w/Cubana

Tan, Black.

Tan, Black.

$9A78 °°

12 Woods

$40

GOLF BAG

ALL LABOR

AND OTHER EQUIPMENT

rectangular bottom. 2imseted clothing and ac.
misery posIton. New style foals append ball pock.
ot. Tapered vanity meat Comfortable leather her.

CHECK YOUR NEXT GAS BID. FOR YOUR
COUPON, LET US VALIDATE IT FOR YOU.

zz:ar474'"u'2°.:"=,:itt;
and
top

GALS!
Each

Ladies Golf Bag

Pair

$4.50

talk about Programmed Read-

I

activities of the college's open
house series, the referendum
remit, visitors scheduled for
April, intercollegiate tennis.
baseball action and other
campus news.
gathered by memNews

ing and Self Teaching Arithetic.

Parents in this area are indeed fortunate that the Jewel
Store in Des Plaines wog cho-

sen for this "Pilot Program"
and was the first store to give

telcvison news class, jounalism

pembssion to have this "Library of Education Rack" in

236.

their store.

bets of the limper radio

.e 17Mithaffad'

program originated by the 111 noon Society.

VACATION FIESTA

e

F.H.A. Financing Available

bottom coifs. Gromrnotod dub divideis and

ymbrella strap comp!. Nis proud model.

Sires: S(6454), M(8-915), and XL(11-a3).

J. Thompson of BM

The newscast will round up

slate:,y local chapters of the
Illino Society of CPAs, and
in other states by other CPA
societies which adopted Me

Buy Locally

6vinst will matching Os., lemhes trim umi Saver

WOW

%,

of Hoffman Estates, John L.

KB Club iteundladles Pro Step Pam Nadel
id Gran Emended Vinyl, Ti Poled Balanced
Norm" uspension, New Plaslool Bottom
Twin Thaw Eon t Ball Porker, full sirt, Berk
Clothing Patine w/Wron Around Vapor fore

$39.50
Matching Head Covers,

Pink rote menthing head never.

oration, Dewhablo Travel Rood, Podded
Sling. lesegr Dim. Colon: Orange Posh Awe

Set

Blush Sunlhasvor, Blue floral.

1850

CALL NOW FOR

ii40000

t.

$10.00

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

)KLEHNLMIIRSERY

/

MORE INFORMATION
AND AVOID THE
SUMMER HEAT

BORUCKI HEATING
and AIR CONDITIONING

Dont't Follow the Easter Parade...

Lead it! with
MANHATTAN® "TORQUE"'
Hail the leader! Manhattan. "Torque"-the shirt that
was made to lead the fashion revolution! The shirt
made with the proudest, boldest colors...the highest
standing fashion collar...the lean, trimmed -down
body lines. This shirt is all you...in 65% Kodel., 35%

cotton that never needs ironing. "Torque"-for to-

$7.00

day's mans

J. SVOBODA SONS
71tucAt Stou-

illwrineewood Shopping Center, Niles.

125. GUNTON. ARLINGTON M.S.
CL 5-2595

692-4293

OPEN MON. &THURS. EVES.

/titi

in selecting

the most valuable books foe
mother and child. will also

Free Service on

UMBRELLAS,

thru 9 Irons...R.9 $,..t. 152°13

i
slm)

be Robert Amber of
Schaumburg, Fred E. Downey

will

of educators
anon of

I

time student, will narrate the

is so dependable that
Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 2 full years of

for the Lodi&

0

only

Is Harper College on the Air,"

IN ANOTHER column
will talk about the

GAS AIR CONDITIONING =-

$99.98

Resists abrasive wear and prevents skids
en concrete or paved walks and bridges.

The five speakers on Thh

Mrs. Donald Mislc, an Arlington Heights residents who
h a Hurper sophomore part-

by our fully trained

ALL PARTS

GOLF --RUBBERS

mayors and village presidans of five northwest suburban communities will talk
about Harper College on the
college's monthly new.. at 9
am. March 29 on WIVS.

child needs.

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort --

Fashions

2 Woods, 5 Irons

rnany hems to find that your

30 DAY SALE!

Golf Balls, GLOVES

"Starter Set"

not have to search chrome] too

Complete Insta lotion

Country Club

Men's black molded
rubber spike

limited to a dozen or so Maw
for each group so that you will

Mild yet are missing a chance

Harper on the air

Similar programs have been
carried out in other pera of Me

welt. New rectangular ate:Mown, Sop ring and mold -

H. JOHNSON Mens' Clubs

found books published by
Scholastic Book Services, the

Servicemen

ALUMINUM SHAFT
GOLF CLUBS

I

CONDITIONING

LOCATIONS IN: HIGHIAND PARIOrOAK PARK4AMIORAFliNSOME
Smola, Service For Shut-Ms-Home Hearing Testa Demonstration

Matching: Golf Bag (Keystone); 19"

this book with your favorite

grandmothers,
and friends: If you don% enjoy

found in these books?

AIR

109 S. Main (Rt. 83)- Mt. Prospect 392-4750
COMBO - Plush Threesome of Leather.
tone Print on "Expandatex". Consists of

3, Lessons Mr Self Inetruclion in Basic Skills.
The selections on this
Young Scholar Book RaCk are

System of

MAICO HEARING AID CENTER

COMBO - Deluxe Threesome of Loath
enone Print on "Expandetex". Consists

fathers,
aunts, uncles

Any Other

ROBERT 0. STENSIAND AND ASSOCIATES

It
PRO MODEL

gnash in the early grades.

1/2 The Operating Cost of

there is noriertherobligatien. Call today for full information.

COMBO THREESOME

skills taught in all math pro -

AIR CONDITIONING

Our hearinraidrz";rPLAN offers the sensible way to find out what kind of help a hearing
aid can give you -...ificrut II MOW pcnelintre, War a new MAICCIaid lode days et a moiler:cc

COMBO "THREESOME" SET

song on our roof at night.
And I love Me rain.
'-Langston Hughes

ON [ brgant \ GAS

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

paDfe

,

A PRE -SEASON SALE

rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP TLIE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS Al,
PLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If nol, your only investment is the rental clamp and

sto

rain

TO MOTHERS,

falo Grove.

cap headquarters of the

Elk, Stank, daughter of

Eli.on of Haskins & SdIS,

What child would not respond
to the illustrations and words

Mis year.

(*Moo.'

the

Mr. ond Mrs. Mame P. Stara.
402 S. Wo-Pella Av., Mount
Prospect was named to the
Dearts List al Bang College in

program raring which an estimated 11,000 individuals re.
ceived free income tax mime.
from CPAs by phone.

I. The Sullivan Series, Pro.
stemmed Reading.
2. .Self -Teaching Arithmetic: A learning gatne" that
builds mastery of mantid

makes running
pooh in the grata.
The rain plays a little sleep.

Poll J."Holman,
Holman, chairman of

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

Sale/

The ruin mar:sail] pookson
the he
The

number on weekday evenings.
project was headed by

inoie Society of Certified PubHa Accountaim. prepared to
answer hundreds of questions
about federal and sate income

wer the questions qd Day reader, in Ws whom. Legere shaeld
be signed, En names :alt lb omitted if the writer requests
care n rDne Publication, 722 Cutter Si.,
Write to DeLottise

by.

hloodie of Palatine, Jack Pahl
of Elk Grove Village. and

I see the tnflids R.F. in relation to you. I feel you shouldn't do
northing divorce -wise for at least Me rest of this year. Try to find
some area of communication with your husband. I don't feel you
are strong enough to handle the mrotional strain of divorce right
feel a ease friendship with the perm" you like. I feel he
now
mistaken to push ft.

these

On this same book rack

Within each age group you
will find a rich variety of
teaching and enrichment material for your child.

Let the rain sing you lull.

and Olds of Weisgal, Field dc
Sacrenbrod were among 130
Society members participating

subcommittee. CPAs manned
a battery of telephones at Chi-

thinks highly of you, too, but right now I feel you would be

Complete Outfit
No. 1, 2 & 3 Wood
No. 3, 7, 5, & 9 Irons
Putter
Reg, $88.65

This was the fourth year of

Dour Cit.:

1

"Cup Defenders"

Bob Eliason. 437 Comfort

ml

U.K., Rolling Meadows

CL 5.1600

about

rians.

La the rain beat upon your
head with silver liquiddropa

IN VERY early years ofd
child's life artistic ability and
appreciation begin to derlop.

situation. I feel too many things working against this marriage to

Get Set for Summer's

Let the rain kiss you,

ten by award winning writers
tunl illustrated by master artIsla, books vibrant with color,
line and form.

Dear MX.:

AR.. Rolling Meadow.

write

book about Greek klythoidgy.
'There arc also books about
musicians. artists and histo-

APRIL RAIN SONG

beautiful books-books writ-

are

on The Young Scholar Rack in
the Jewel-Osco, a boautilld

some sad ones, too.

and that here was the

'SIIODISI a second wife have to take? I have been a good wife, a good

THIRD GRADERS

many times interested in fairy
tales and mythology. I found

"Poems Children Will %ROI
For ." There is plenty of nonsense and humor here and

planeda

COlumnist to ask if she lnnd
to write about the books. Her
enthusi.m was also great, but
toe graciously said that she
thought 'Talk With A Teachow was an educational col-

1

said, "Every selection invites
the listener's participation-vocal, physical and emotion -

books are beautiful.
IF YOUR child beset
shown an interest in poetry try

Early the next day I went to

Do you see any chap or at least a little letting up of his
troubles? I have given him no troubles.
think this richer or
poorer, in sickness and in health is for the birds. How much

Beatrice Schenk de Regniers. one of the three who co.
piled the material in this book,

about hors., baseball, space,
ants or the weather. There

graph_

end excited mc that I

you read.

changes from week to week or
month to month, whether it be

1500 Lee SL, in D.

to grow with him, to learn with
him and build a lifetime bond.
He needs to sit with your arm

around him and listenowhik

their children with books to
keep up with their inter.1

&roe according to the pan-

its divorcing

his

What MIMI we do? Do you see any change for the better in my
future?

Wille is your. store!

whools today.
With paperbacks parents
provide
economi.11y
can

had been neon on tInone,

have a daughter who is 10 ye.ars old. We have been married
three years now. My first husband has been dead over six ran.
My present husband hos made no attempt to adopt m
foe.dtidll
phewants me to adopt ha children who have been accountw
MD. fie is having trouhle with jure about everyone on
of

the same way about me. But Ids family homing our kave. He is in
hurtlds patents.
Terms and wants to come to be but is afmid

If Golf is your game

It Pays to read The Day es,
ay day. Several weeks ago. the

Plaines. Some of these books

Dear Mr. DeLowse:
Fm divorcee, and madly in love with young man who feels

Mon. thro Fri.
8 to 8
Sat. 8 to 6
Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

same pir,roblis<sheriathat.ifutso,parztr
back

Store,

Dear Mr, DeLourse:
My husband has permanent custody of his aid... He Monis
That I adept then so their mother won% have illy claim anthem.

speakers me

By gather Cullen

last paragraph of _e column
told about a most -intermting
N.Ck of books at. the Jewel

Golden Age's may seem* tick els at the student admission
price upon presentation of

Schedule interior
design class at

h.

Traviota "

by mewed, Mrs. Richard P.

by

Talk with a teacher

Tomorrow
Is Today

purchased at the box office or

accompanied
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New baptismal and marriage rites

THE DAY

Thursday, March 26,1970
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New Catholic rites for the
sacraments of baptism andSarriage went into effect lastnday.

Like the revised format for
the mass, beginnihg here on
that same date, the new riles
are entirely in English. Also
like the revised mass, they can
for practical pre.planning.
Participants and priests to-

gether must decide among a
variety of -options, Their indi-

vidual choices as to prayers
and Scripture readings, will
cause the ceremony itself to re-

flect the individuals involved,

their personal faith and their
relationship to the particular
community to which they belong.

The rite of baptism has been
described as the "Sacrament

of Initiation," the "door to
new life" which must precede
other Christian sacraments.
rite of baptism for
The
children is the first in the Roman liturgy designed expressly
for infants. The ceremony in
St. John Fisher College Glee Club

use until now dates back to
1614 and was adapted from
ate designed originally for

'

Glee club to appear at boat show
New. York's Si, John Fisher
College's 30 -member glee club
will appear at the boat show me
the Randhurst Shopping Moll
at 7 p.m. April 3.
The club is on its first major
tour .outside of New York

State, making appearances in
Pennsylvania, Obits and Indiana, as well as Illinok,
The group won first and can

cod plants in the Inter-collogiatc Glee Club Festival in

baptizing adults.
The new rite emphasius the
responsibility undertaken by

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. in 1967 and

The glee club featur. bow

Ma tart Spring, in eoppera-

bershop quartet and a popular folk combo.
First record album in cterea by
Century. Eceoreb. entitled

lion with the Rochester Civic
Music Association, they hosted the weekend festival et the
Eastn.o Theater.
In April, 1969':1 released its

Christian parents when they
bring their child to be bap Liked. At the_ baptismal font,

them are men passing 'hern-

fering, objectionable, and

When in reality they know wry
little about trimming trees.
Schuster, office is at 622
Graceland, Des Plaines.

41 inch in diameter and up fall
in this category.
The second class is Mediunt
Pruning, which is the same as
the first class in all respects but

prices and liability insurance
cOverage

John W. Giampulu, a rmident of Arlington Heights,
dcently received n doctorate
egree in educational adminis-

tration from Loyola University.

of

.various

has been serving In similar State of Illinois,
position for the Koehler Co. in
Licensed arborists must
Elmhurst,
pass state examinntioni.whhin
cumin time periods on inseass

diem,

identification.
and other aspecss of tree card
re

SCHUSTER ALSO warns
that when contacting a tree
specialist to

prune trees to

which type of pruning
wthethbe done. Two or more arwill
Wrists may quote prices which
differ widely. The pine differ Max are often due to a differ ems i n the type of pruning
which will bt done.

Tom Islorrison, a licensed
tree specialist Aida

cepts for this child's future

growth as a Christian. Also,
the new rite clearlyiiallows either for the pouring of the bapismal water over the child, or
bathing him in it. If the church
has a special baptistry chapel,
the Paschal candle placed
there after the Easter season is
used to light the candles of the
newly baptized, expressing the

connection between the Resurrection and this new life of
faith.

planned

their weddings

to

some ester. in regard to the
participants in a procession

trates on the new couple's miss

sion to create and care for a

they are to play more of a part
in the form which the heart of
the ceremony will take, as well

reflect M this world God's plan
of love for man and his church.
The third asks particularly

. in the externals. With the
priest,. they may design the
mass itself, giving the emphasis they feel to be most signili-

cant for the as they embark
on their new form of Christian
life, There is, first,
Wide
11.

choice of Scripture readings
and prayer open to them in the
nuptial mass. This reflects the
new, more flexible order of
service for all masses.
In the vital matter of the
priest's asking and
their marriage consent to each

other, while there are three.to be included, the
phrasing varies. It may be a
formal repetition of the

ments

UPON COMPLETIO of Priest's Ou.tions. or he may

priest bestows a special blessing on the mother, then on the

men. The second terms.

and exchange of rings. Now

the ceremony, the entire party formulate the words of conproceeds with lighted candles sent for them, their mann.
to the altar. Here again there being simply "I do."

is a choice of prayers as the

tioth the Old and New Testa -

IN ANOTHER essential

part of the marriage cereniony, the priest's pronouncing of

that they may always thank
God in their joys, turn to
him in sorrow. recognize hie
help in Mess work arid need
the comand pray to Him

itegitmld HaMm, 210

Bothwell, Palatine, formerly

of the State Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction in Springfield, has

weak branches. All branches

being Mat only branches of
inch in diameter and up fall in
this category.
I

The third dam is

Safety
Pruning. This is the removal of

dead,

diseased

Wenches must dm hoof a she
ld in
which, if in falling.

jure..cane.
.

%%Define.

THE FOURTH elms is CM.
Back or Topping. This k the.

Brown said the new radios
wall be installed in all Illinois
State police vehicles and will
be distributed to local and
co lt n t y law enforcement
agencies throughout the Mato -

before the end of this year.
These agencies need assume
only the cost of installation.

individual

limbs.

Director Brown said, .WIth
the signing of this contract we
are entering the final phase of
establishing a sorely needed
police communications net.
work that Gov. Ogilvie him

Helot., Des Plain., Burinston, and Roselle.

Civil war
families still
on VA pension

Brown said.

.

The police stations that art
osing to have ISPERN inwelled in their police bans are
Elk Grove Village, Arlington

reductions of tops, aide; noor

mobile radio units.

.Suburban police stations
Met already haw ISPERN installed M their radio units arc
Pelatine, Hoffman Es...
Schaumburg, Rolling Meadovm, Buffalo Grove, Niles and

branches. The described

derbranches

the communications products
division of General Electric
Ca. for the purchase of 3,345

'

weak

or

joined the staff of the Maine
Township Special Education
Program as assistant director.

Coverage Counsel in the Can Loan Disbursement

Service Department of ChiService
cago ride Insurance Co., a
of
wholly -owned
Chicago Title and Trust Comsubsidiary

PanY.

TO

Roland's
Pastry Shop
AND PLACE YOUR

worked
sstablish since he
Midi the office of Cook Connty

ISPERN frequency, Brovm

Administration

thaw units requiring coordination and cooperation of MO -

!tension of a person or persons
suspected of being involved in

.

recently committed crime
who are leaving the jurlsdiu
don of the police unit in pursuit.

Our Mal police cations all
use of IS agree with the
IS
.PERN in case of emergencies,
and thc .tations that have IS PERN. have reportedly d-

Sherff. It is a major law enforecment achievement. IS
limas will now be Me tint nine

Project Director Ives said

in the nation to have such a
AGENCIRS OF the fedora/
government, such am the FBI.
dal deo have access to the

.

that ISPERN will be operated
in compliance with the tuitions
the Federal Communications
Commission and

the

resis-

lobar of the ISPERN Govinning Board.

3, Sorenson, Pr. 42-2; 4.
Jeauley, FV, 41-41A; 5.

addition to the 12 -lap relay
victory.

18-61/4; 5, Mills, A, 18-4;
HIGH JUMP: I. Brandt,

get the whole thing started.

Two for the price of one. And a

Thumhoffer. who hen cxWince at third. Tom Schrie-

By Linda Hamilton

Sports Edit.
varsity

Prospect

-

baseball

Wadi Larry Pohlman hasp nly
four lettermen to build his
1970 outfit around, but despite
the fact that Pohlman says he's
not the optimistic sort of guy,
the Knights certainly figure to

for Spring ad Easter

summer and gained valeable experience there. Another
of the returning seniors is hurl
Warner Schlais. a f.tballer
who met with a lot of success
as spring, ptiching many hit-

A

ugrd.

n senin,

hurled for the Logan Square
Legion team Mt simmer and

one of four

senior

Wishing

team is Ron Smoy,

when you saws all that money is

who hat had two years of Sum-

lawn food pellets. Ocala -Gm pallets will
glee pea

mer League play behind him
and pitched sophomore hall
dUring the regular season last

alot
lotofof pellets. lEgiumetlY,...ntreted

gyss.lidoneegr
=:=
uvfi
esults

%MOB

The catching corps is made
up entirely of junior, although two ' seniojrs with
Catching experience will poi.
bablY

play

Whim a a

elsewhere. Stu
converted out-

fielder who is a real takecharge player. White quarterbacked the varsity football
team and was a floor leader
and starter for the basketball team
WHITE DION'S' pick up a
catcher's mitt until last summm when coach Hank St

Lawn Food 'IC Sale.

manski put him behind the
plate as an experiment. Stu

cone< through thee rail is ex-

to be in the race for a
art behind thc plate this yearr
The other roan in line for
the job is juMor Roger Gum;
who moves up after being t

Truly a little lady and a riffle gentleman, right down to their Easter Sunday
JumpingJacks. The look is todoy's Wok ... soft squaring, soft strapping, soft
bows, more open. Jumping -Jacks offer them protection too, with soft, light,
flexible construction that gives barefoot freedom even on dress -up day.
Jumping -jocks Start at $7.99

Also

Bible, Communion And
Confirmation Cakes

-.Parking lee Rear fop 1605COrs"

"Dee Plaines Largest Shoe Storer Since 1900"

Of
Your.

BRUMLIK'S SHOES

HARDWARE
Lee St.

sowswsettoewoosseetwooewow,ww, - es,

1500 Miner St.

De's Plaines, 111-.

vessiw,

(Downtown Des Plaines)

her Is a utility man who plays
more at second base, and Soon
Trembreth will back up
Lundstedt at short.
Filling out the squad of 2g

players is the.otfid unit of

like a case of Mononucleosis.

With Rush ill, the only other outfielder is junior Dan Beoryman.

POHLMAN, WHO made
hie war, it night, said "Them
THE FOURTH returnee is may be sows more alterations

moundsmen. The other will be
Christ Dabovich, who played
Su' mar League ball,
The only junior on the

The Ortho-Gro

Ac E 694

Watta, GBH, 4:53.4,

1:13.6

Pelle, W,

34; 2,

Archbold, EG, 4:51.3; 5.
12 -LAP RELAY: I. A,

(ties school

4:20; 2. W, 4:20.3; 3. C,

GBN, 1:15.4; 5. H, I:15.45; 4:21.5i 4. F, 4:27-1; 5, PM.
440.YARD RUN; I. Zander, 4:22.15.

Smith, ' W, 41-01/4; LONG
JUMP: I. Schultz, Pal, 19-11

:55.5

F,

(breaks

old mut

Ott All -State

ofi55,9 set by Flesch of ED)
2, Siebert. GBN, :57rt; 3.

cage squad

Grupe, Pal, :57,4; 4.

Kevin Kachan, Willie An -

19-2: 3,

demon and John Brodnan
picked up more basketball

Rusek, W, 184; 4. Grandt, A,

posyscason honors as the Chi-

Pal, 5-10; 2. Bailin., CBS, 510. 3. (de) Stenberg, EG, 5-6;

cago Daily News listed all
three as members of its all-

5-6; 2 -MILE RUN: I.

Keelson, a senior playmaker
Worn the 26-1 Notre Dame

Domrich, F, 5-6; Brown,

ote leant

Walsworth, H, 10:21.3; 2. -

Dahlberg, D, 10,24.8; 3.

High School squad made the
Daily News' Special Mention
fist as did Maine South's Greg

Gregory, GBS, 10,31.5; 4.
Lowerock,

Pal, 10:32; 5.

Sehinelzer.

ke, C, 10:34.9;

HIGH HURDLES: I.

lected by Don Anderson of
Conmt, who won the pole
Mthlt at 11.0; and by Bob

Taucher, EG, 6.9; 2. Crabb,
H, 7:0; 3, Poole, W, 7.2; 4,

the meet record in the .10

GON, 7.3 plus; 50.YARD

Dan moved back down to the
sophomore level so that he
could play more.

just four men Sumner heads
Improve on their 6.8 confer- the list in experience with
Mike Musical moving tome
atm mark of last year,
Two of the letterm., senior outfield after doing some
pitcher Dave Jones and junior catching last year. Junior Cashortstop Dave Lundstedt, scy Rush was tabbed for an
outfield position, but he was
played with a successful
Hnnon
Heights legion team recently developed what looks
1.51

mi. a good hitter.
pining in me other posinons
en five seniors and 1 juniors.
All of the pitching staff except

Resultetworthewicetheprice.What

you'l

Dian, GBN, 10-6;
4 -L AP RELAY: I. W.

Anderson. the only starting
senior on Maine West's tough
Central Suburban League en-

y slehd a berth on the

Peiffer, OBS, 7.3; 5. Wakely,

MentionHon-

squad with Arorab
lington High junior Brodnan.

DASH: I. Bachman, D, 6.1;

2. Dubiago, Pal, 6.2; 3.

Si.' Hubert

8245019

We Honor Midwest Bank Card Plus Der Plaines Credit

in the fano,"

The strong point for Pros-

pent this season should be
its experience in pitching,
Rush can pitch if needed,

and all of Me regular pitchers
played in at least one league

with high school .d older
last

ballplayers

summer.

'We have the three that did
do some pitching last spring,
and 1 just hope they get the joh

done for us," said Pohlm.,

then still too early to tell how
they'll do. We'll have to Out
how they match op against the
competition.
"All of them

have

ex-

pc "WE

"WE ONLY hone four let.'
mane" back and that'unat
good," Pohlman went On.
"We're pretty inexperienced
and we play awful tough mmpetition to start out with."

Bitt Pohlman sort of likes

equally as well as the on. we
had last year. And defensively
shouldn't be bad."

THE INFIELD should be
couch
pretty solid. Streng is quick,
and although he hasn't
experience at third, he a dcfensively a sound ballplayer.
And Lundstedt is about as
rangy as a shodmon can Set.

.1 think Lands.. is a fine

third -

Sumner makes the °infield
defensively strong, and he a
capable of also providing some

scoring punch. Rush is olio
good outfielder, but Musial

and Berryman will have to
prove themselves.

AND SO MUCH of Prospees fortunes this year will
ride on two qu.tionable polldons and on the team hitting
power. Last year's team fin ished right in the middle of the
Magi, but"sve liana real slow
start last year," said Pohlman.

The team with the 6-8 record

went on to advance further
than any other Prospect Nam
in history in the state tottrnas
.

One of Me main problems
for the Knights, who started
working out the first week of
March, h. been lack of facilhies. The indoor batting cage
wasn't put up until yesterday
bwause of the state gymnastics
meet which was held in Pros owl's fieldhouse. "Wc were
lucky because we were able to
go outside," said Pohlman, "It
was cold out, but we should hit

bmt his year with its wealth of
returning players and team
spirit, but Pohlman claims that
there are a number of good in-

Information
center at
boat show

the coach.

An Illinois Boating

"He came a long ways last

Information Center will be in

At second base, Koehler

--

first and has played some

eyed foe edge. Don was
considered for a varsity posiwon as a sophoniare, but ther

could

as already a senior second

baseman, Steve Grant, and so

operation during the 1970
Chicago

Boat

Travel

and

Show at the International
Amphitheatre.

The show, the largest of is
kind in the maims will begin
on April 1E and alma April

Bill Millon, acting chief of
the law enforcement division

for the department, said the
information -center will pro vide "A place for toe; pleasure
boater to learn about bhating
regulations, rules and safety

factors,.
-

distenceman Terry Woodssnbaked

31, and the Our Savior Seniors
edge Prince. of Peace, 76-73.

night's Wilelsottletays.

As for Pohlmann Knights,

Prospect sophomore
starts out on his king trek in
the twomile run during last

Enrollment lagging
The University of Illinois

baseball, tennis and golf

Eilbracht will be Al Fritz of

Des Plaines and Gary

squads helped for Florida on
spring vacation trips which

Anderson of Arlington.

against several worthy op-

both pitchers who are Counted

Fitz and Anderson are

BM Crandt as Arlington
Imps to a fountrplace finish

will feature compassion

ill the long jump at last night's
Grandly
ReMys,
Wildcat

ponents.
Among the 26 diamondmen

upon to carry important pordons of the Mini hill burden

carried south by coach Lee

this year.

jump was 18-6ss.

Weather limits Hersey to basics
by Jim Stuart

bother the cuff. He could

-

in

et wend also, but right outside chance for the starting

now Chernicky plans lo use

ark so well.

the talented junior at short
Possibly the toughest battle

cellent glo v e men" by

You wouldn't gum It by
looldng out the wind.", but

give some balance to the

season begins in just a week.
And at Hersey, at least , there
is plenty of optimism despite

Tom Kul ik e and Greg of all will be for the second

the high school baseball

snag lefty mound warps es
could juniors Steve Perry,

enior, Rich G rifismachcr,

ling left-handers, to Morales
may he brought in to play first

has kept the team inside since
'-c opening of practice.

the catching job after holding
year
Gownnd that position las

performance last summer for

n Hersey's Summer Lave

rate.
other MSL coaches.te.

aurae, Eric Slum, is given en

in

of blue ski. bther him; in

turning in

weirne

the Wheeling Legion team.

tel Toneff could get a run
fact, he says his kids have
let
complished a great deal in- for his money from
doors and can still have a few Lerman senior Tom Hart and
more
re good sessions before junior im Quade. Quae
possess. great quickness and
out to the diamond.
"WE'RE GETTING all our is a fine defensive receiver,
fundamentals down, like but Toneff looks like the betplays

trrsfvfe't

rundowns,

tins in the cage," said Chernicky. ',Allen we finally do
get to go out, we should be
readYcli

There isn't a whole lot of

tithe since the first game is

April 2 ,at home against
Elmwood Park., but the conference season dmsn't begin

until April 15 at Arlington.
The Huskies -will have four

non -conference encounters
before that first Mid -Suburban
League test, and although

Chernicky will be going for

wins in all of them, he says

to juggle his personnel and

..- wan EVERYONE back

teet-jULE MAY me some
action in the outfield if Toneff

proves too strong behind the
plate. although Chernicky hes
some outstanding ballplayers
already to patrol the p.tures.

will definitely get their chance
should the seniors fail to produce.

Hersey will have a unique

situation on the mound,
where the top three candidates

THE ONLY eighty with

junior Terry Smith, who

brought up from the

sophomore team last year to

conference.

But

tinue to progress through the
rowan, I think wc have as

good a shot

the title

Ask your rich uncle
for a $5,000 loan.

in center, but rm going to
decit

before making' a final

ision." Both are juniors.

IN RIGHT field, it looks
like Chemicky will platoon

seniOrs Mike Ryder and

George Solomon. Ryder is a

probably be used against lefthanded hurlers.

Rich Kornelly, another
junior, w ill be used as a
backup man in either left or
right field.

In the infield, a major

change from last year will see
Steve Fisher moving to third

Bruce Erase, who was the

team's leading hitter laSt le..
Prase played third base forme
Arlington Legion team last
summer and can capably fill

as

he

ow Morales gives the
cation that he can be the job

are all southpaws. They are hose from the outfield.
seniors Bob Leja,.Paul EliSco Chernicky said he is looking
good Mere, and it is probably
and Dick Kreutgfeld.
"rm .pecting a lot from 'the position he will have the
those three, and they've all most success with in college.
looked good so far," said Fisher is a senior !Mennen.
Chernicky. "Some of the - ANOTHER CANDIDATE'
righthanders may also break for the hot comer is Steve
into the rotation, but at the O'Malley, a junior who is out
beginning at least VII go with for the first time after playing
the three lefties because they golf last year.
The shortstop should be
earned the stoniest year."

any varsity experienbe is

the

team so far, and if we co

d-

er has some trouble against
southpaws, so Solomon will

with talented juniors who

Wheeling as the team to beat

I

one in loft" he said. "Right

lot of competition for most of
the jobs. The seniors will get
mn, but the Haslet. are load -

Chernicky, like most

AND ELK Grove Ma the

Ken Morales and B ill

good hitter against right handed pitching but the lefty swing-

first crack ate starting poll -

against the lefties.

.

Ludwigsen took like starters
M the outfield, but Chemicky
still aril sure exactly where.
"I'll probably put the better
fielder in center and the other

of last year, there will be a

from the all -underclass team

cam last year. Another

Mike-

makings of a pretty good clubs
too," he said. "But really
like what Ire seen of our

GRUTZMACHCR 14. ILL
e pushed hard by jenior Ken
Kennepp, a standout at short

Huskic head coach Steve
Chernicky limbo let the lack

win..

Hasbach A pitching, as nil,
Arlington with
mann nthehill.-

Senior Steve Toneff seemingly has the inside track to

will get the first chance.

points out that Palatine will

be vary tough

Chernicky, will probably be

the first h.cman. But the
junior. tech, h. trouble hit

.c position, where again the

Prosser.

Steve Koch, called en "es-

inclement weather that

the

come up with a permanent line-

edge at first base; juniors Hon

ins out at fins is junior Rill

and that he did. Habeas

also plays third.
Senior Fritsche played first
all summer and is morc than
litsclY Me man who will .1..
this
that
Thfirnboffer
is also trYiog
dl

POHLMAN LOOKS to
Wheeling to be the Mani to

Fritsche,ho should have the

Also work-

also,

that a major objective will be

positions.

Siren g.

chance to prove himself at sec -

ohe boys have started minging
the bat pretty Mell lately."

FLANKING Imlndstedt in
the infield will be senior Jack

senior Tem

hitting and defense will have to

who begin the season against a
good St. Viator on April 7, -1
think we have alot more depth
than we've ever had."

that base
yam "The
pitching will also have to gel
performances from the other
kids, and the teams that have

teams at the start of the season
to give hix team a real t.te of
what the season could be like.
"We have a number of boys
I hope will hit; think they hit

of

Lundstedt beat eastnior out
of the shortstop job ls year on
Prospect team, and he begam to look good after making
some early -season sophomore
errors. Then Lundslcdt made
the Artington Heights her
team and pushed two other established shortstops into other

have' been working Oct at sec-

get some pitching,"

better because of it. Some of

idea

team's number one
Man
Man hehind the plate last
spring. Baseball rum in anti
his brother was aster
(amity
for Pohlm.'s first Prospect
versify team in 1968,
another
Mike Tolzien
con ver led outfielder who
should see some action with a
catcher's mill.

ond; and!lhird base is left to

the league this
dividuele in the

playing rough

the

ballplayer," said

Koehler Mel Dave Harbach

THEN KOEHLER injured
his knee and was put in a cast
in April, missing most of the
season. That gavc Harbach a

saw St. Hubert top St. Marcel line, 26-23, while the intermediate St. Marcellines

past Our Savior, 37-

Knight diarnondmen deep in talent

will

You help your lawn. We help you.

C yricr, EG, 4:48,8; 4.

of last nights Wildcat Relays at Wheeling. Sucher went 106 for second place. (Ph.. by

Sumsenior outfielder Greg

Dee. 31.1969.

We want as many people as possible to
have the greenmt, lushest loom possible.
And we're oilerthg a very special offer to

SHOT PUT: I. Rusek, W,
45-0; 2., Leop.do, EG, 42-8:

wad Poole wet third.
Other gold medals wear cal-

less end scoreless innings.

children of Civil War yearn=

11

View, 4,

MANY OF Arlington's 27
points came on the strength of
first place finishes by Tom
tarns in the half mile with a
2108.3 and by Mmk Working

Frank Teuchen seta new
meet record in the 50 -yard
high hurdles with a sparkling
time of 6.9, and the Grenadier
ifir also won the low hurdles
in 6.5. Dan Crabb of Hersey
wan's second in both evenss,

Sumner, a steady glow man

"EASTER GOODIES"

1535 1LLINWOOD DOWNTOWN PIS P1.0160
PHONE 2994353

of 10-6.

m the mile with a 4;465 in

bile units of another depart meat during riots, disasters.
etc., or in effecting the app.

infor11
med

MANY OTHER ...

Roland's Pastry Shop

Wheeling 1140 got an in-

record);
2.C, 1.14.3, 3. A. 1:15.2; 4.

Salerno, GBS, 4:46.7; 3.

2.

6; 4, Streeter, Pal, 10.51 5.

Are Stuart)

Law Enforcement Communications Operations Project
Director William H. Ives said
ISPERN will serve effectively

ready used it with effective rowhs.

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT

of Law Enforcement Hiredor He
D. Brown announecd that he has signed a

EASTER COOKIES

Selection

View,

Deerfield, 10; 12. Forest

1O. Prospect, Ilf 11,

MILE: I. Werkirig, A, 4:46.5t

day. and the junior division

EASTER CUP CAKES

Our

Prospect, Deerfield and Fotent

ning it in 10,21.3, and Huskie
Steve Sucher finished second
in the pole vault with a height

Anderson, C, 11-0, 2. Sucher,
H. HI -6; 3. Lindberg. Pal, 10-

26-23

TabletEastes

Like

n n t, G lenb rook South,

another of the top psfor-getWs for the Wildcats. Poole's
long jump of 19-2 was good
enough for second, and he

Elk Grove, 24.5; 5, Hersey,
20; 6, Glenbrook North, 16;
7, Fremd, 14.5; 8. Conant,
14; 9, Glenbrook South. 131

The final games in the Community Religious Basketball
League were played lass Sstur-

Delicious Bultercakes in a
Variety of Shapes. Each A
Lovely Centerpiece For Your

Unusual Bakery Goods For
Sas...Holiday!

DAVE POOLE was

another win by .3 of a second.
Arlington won the event with
a 4:20, but Wheeling was
rigs) behind in 420.3.

.

Hersey took home a gold
medal in the two-mile run,
with Frank Walsworth win.

-

DECORATED CAKES

You'll

12 -lap quartet just missed

jump with a 19-11.

Institute.
He le Ronald W. SPemndeo.

EASTER ORDER EARLY

."`

lap relay team..

A Hoffman Estates patrol man was among 17 gradoetee
of the recent two-week long
Criminal Investigation Course
at Northern Illinois Unit.
vanity's Law Enforcement

GenNi.erneg2tgoucoribto'lcge5crIX% teed,l .1;6;1; ;ado': barCk. fat': Ti -s
square feeu at the regultr price of $5.95, slightest hesitation.
Other lawn food savings.Right now,
You get the second bag for only a pomp
more. Twobags for SS.% fenoughto ewer we are also featuring substantial savings
12,000 square feet). You save $5.94 on the on all the other Orme-Ono Lawn Food
produeta,stopbyandaskusiorthedetails
best lawn food money can buy.

HOP OVER

'Cat relay teams, because the

ho

Graduates

According to a Veterans

Extended

as

With a time 016.7.

Zander of Fremd, who broke

monad for $1,111,362 with

The Illinois State Police
Emergency Radio Newark

(ISPERN) is a new chumsnications system that will enable any policeman to talk
with any other policemen innlinois on a special frequency
during emergencies. All the
police stations in the suburban
communities plus county poIke stations arc having ISPORN installed in their patrol

a few. The main difference

Ralph E. Aideledel,.201,
St. Samos Ct.,
Arlington
Heights, has assumed new rss

sponsitiss

was third in the Low hurdles

performance from la y Rusek,

who threw the shot 45-0 for
the gold medal_ Rusek also
took third in the long jump
with a leap of 18-8 and was
a part of the successful fours

It was a good day for the

Wildcat Relays will get Schultz, Pal. 6.251 4. Mathews: CBS, 157.7; 5.
Baker, F, :58.0;
Soderberg, FV; 5. True,
underway at 5 p.m. tonight.
LOW HURDLES: I.
6110 -YARD RUN: 1. farm,
The stars for the winning
MEET RESULTS
A, 2,08.3; 2. Reeve, F, 2,12; Toucher, PG, 6.5; 2. Cobb.
Palatine outfit were Jack
TEAMSTANDINGS
3, Noland, A, 2,12.5: 4, H, 6,6; 3. Poole, W, 6,7; 4,
Brandt, who took the high
Bathos, EG, 2:12.7; 5, Busse, Wekeiy, GBN, 6.8; 5.
Palatine,
31,
2.
Wheel.
I.
jump with a 5-10, and Bill
ndschenk, Pal, 6.55;
Schultz, who won the long ing, 30; 3. Arlington, 27; 4, Pr, 2:13.3; POLE VAULT: I. Mu

di v I d u I f i r s t - p fa cc.

Hersey sophomore pale vaulter Steve Sucher soars over the bar during the pole vault segment
t

Won has four classes of the were on the VA's comma.
types noruig on which the don and pension rolls as of
S.

Palatine edged host Wheeling
in the froshssoph division of
'the Wildcat Relays last night
The Pirates gathered 31 points
'Ff 30 for Wheeling, with Ass
!Acton in third with 27,
The Cards were followed in
ortler by Elk Grove, Hersey,
Cdenbrook North, ?mad, Ca-

THE WILDCATS td coseh
Jerry Parsons tied a meet
record in the four -lap relay
with a time of 1:13.6, 'which
was also the school record for
sophomores,

lives and in their reaction to
tha needy and afflicted; cm
gifts bestowed by the Trinity
-God, the Father, Christ and
the Holy Spirit; the third =nhasizes Christ - as he came
to the marriage feast at Cane.

the National Arborist Aed. Wars," 559 widows and 400

prima fo the job arc Imbed.

-

munity of the Church.
Similarly, the final blessing
has three different emphaSes.
on mace and justice in their

embedm sheet entitled "merica's

:Okla, reports Mat the Associ-

By the nerroweet

ble margins, one point,

The varsity version. of the

com-

panies; Me only a reputable
Bernard AL Elhaum of Dee tree specialist, Schuster said.
Plaines has been appointed Another way to check upon a
product manager, mustard, for tree specialist isto find out
the R.T. French Co. Maimn whether he is licensed by the

inracing

forehead - stressing the person. obligation each one ass

By of God who have.. reel-

Police radio network
to mean quick communications

Thu first class is Fine Pruning. This is Mc removal of
dead, dying, diseased, inter-

rem, and compare scrota;

sign of the cross on the infant's

three alternative forms. The
first has a strong Scriptural
corned new Christians into the tone, dwelling on God's gills
en and women through
to
community.
Couples have always pre- thencentori. . reflected in
congregation present --a fam-

Palatine underclassmen bag 'Cat Relays

Glee Club.

Jam. E. Schuster, horticul-

When looking for someone
to trim your trees. check with
Your local Better Business Du

parent is asked to follow the
the
priest's action in t

the nuptial blessing, there are

with a 155.5.

tree experts
ial... cifas tree specialish

munal celebration for the par.
ish. Preferably taking place on
Sunday, it will often include
more than one child.
The godparents in a special
way symbolize the larger community of people of faith beyond the family circle. In the
new rite, each parent and god-

father; and finally on the entire

"Saint John Fisher College

Men on the move Beware of.pkony
ture exsion adviser for
Cook Countenty, has warned that

the parents themselves are
asked to renew their own baps
tismal vows, The new ccremm
ny is also intended tobe a com-

He'll tell you
how he hit it big.
-

Youll get a real education, bike why didn't you enterer
money when you had your paper route? And if you'd
unrested wisely you'd hove it made now. You con do
without this kind of help. You wont action. So come end
see u. With more Mon 500 offices coast to roost we help
a lot of people. And if the financial genius wants to know
when: you gat all the dough, tell him you'own a piece of
an oil well. Need money? That what we're here for.

See
Commercial Credit
Loans up to $5,000
11 N. Arlington Hgts. Road

Phone: CL 9.0151

Credit Lltemo101sabillt, Instomenvaittlate to EllsOltOorrower,
s.Lommercla Credit 1-01111..
HOMEOWNERS 2ND MORTGAGES AVAILABLE

Viator has green light or baseball title
Dv GeorgeHeku

west onge

,lphe JIte rho.% e

pnk

ptunah

Thu way St Vetter coach

MAHONEY HAS reason

Mahoney figures, Ins
areaLions cinch to repro.

to make statements like this.

as Chicagoland Prep League
7Mosball champions this year
once tvinMng the crown last

He has three all -areas performers back from last year
and his third baseman wa

year. When you can look at
jour ballclub and say that it

special

re, year

mention

Mann the N hator co-captams
for this year MVP Make
Pencil.. returns for has
junior, campagn. Breaking

an erase squad bat 'ear hit for
fine average and played

.-9dos ...vs...
a.m. Legton IMAM
mamma

flawless defense
But there s more

regularly

up the monopoly of Italians
and Irishmen named Mike is
Steve Smith, who mill man the

Lions than this. The infield ,
which should be one of the
strongest in the area, will be

hot corner this season.

rounded out by shortstop

(Mkt is up for grabs in left and

This is enough to make any
happy. Both Abi nanti

Denny Foreman nnd second
b a s e m a n M a r k R oss i .

'Foreman, who holds three

right, Mahoney is delighted.
"In left, Jimmy Wendell and
Bill Madden are fighting it
out, with Madden having the
edge in experience and in

all-area.s

'

c each

And one of his alharee per-

has no major weakness., you

formers was the squad's MVP

and O'Donnell hit well over

can sec why Mahoney's op-

as a sophomore.

tunistic.
As. Mahoney says,

.350 on their way to all -area
honors last year, and both are

don

squad from last years era

fine fielders and goad

know who has what =Mee

first baseman Mike O'Donnell

ocrunners.
Petternizzo, who hit .446 to
Make The Day all -area team,
played right field at the outset
ed last season, than moved to
the mound, and wound up the

Relenting

-

this year's

to

'

and center fielder Mike Ab-

hack. her 1 tWnk our team is

spring as the first-string

Page 10

char. M a pitcher, he had

Thursday
k hitch 26

TS

S

fn.

the

to

Viator school records in
track, is g lying baseball

another whirl. He played third
base -for Joe Gilwa's freshman
three

team

years

ago,

but

couldn't play for the last tsxo
years

because

of

hand

tn-

ion.. He is a good Nicer,
fine fielder and, of course,
very fast,
Rosn, a junior, led the

Rao playud

for tarty Nand

tsarsprp smpLrogan Square club the

ALTHOUGH THE out-

Osterman and Larry Quinnett

will be sharing the job like
they did last year. rn use
whoever is hot.°
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IWO

places it within easy mach of
both city -dwellers and subur-

alike. &brute was

nmeeb-mwIdomptah,ses CptceaigsoppP rthos

'facility S' were
m il

"unveiled

t o tr!mr" a.'
''

The new; easy -to -reach

cility, located at 2020 W. FullWon Av., just 200 yards east

been a nationally -ranked Chi-

... tennis player for the last
20 Years.

el

0, 0 la

THE MID -TOWN Tennis

,,.

The area baseball season

dm Fremd baseball program

this year,

in the

catching department.

the jack-of-all-trades on the
spark can fill in behind the
'plate in addition to second,
third or Mork

,

affect's

way

quali-

one's

fications for membership. He

UNVEILING
the two scale models of the
BEFORE

club, the 38 -year -old deal -

oper revealed that he and the
architect, Robert L. Friedma, a designer and Milder of
is
numerous
facilities.
personally surveyed over 20
indoor tennis facilities around
the

dricting membership qua%
fications .sociated with some

their survey, coupled with
their combined experiences in

private tennis clubs.
Schwartz referred to the
project as urea undertaking

the development of indoor ten nis facilities have produced, in

their works, -'the finest indoor
which was based on a decolauds club in the United
ough study of the growth- of States."
is,

especially indoorSchwartz went on to point

nis, as a popular sport not only

in Chicago but throughout the
United States. He pointed out,
"Scattered through the many
Chicago suburbs there are 15
indoor tennis facilities all built
M the last 10 years.
Hundreds of commuters

id -Town's W in.
out dun
door tennis courts offer mm.,
hers men, women and junieor.
the widest available choice of
reserved playing times:

The detailed scale models
showed how thh club's deafign-

mup.. Chicago is beg ovaduo for an indoor tennis Gail-

over the playing areas, Mewed

The club's central lelon

they arc between COWS. This
eliminates ball loss from glare
or shadow, common problems
in Indoor tennis, opccially
when serving or returning
lobs. The high illumination
standards are achieved by this

schedule.

Ed Wlodaremk and Bob

believe

hell by the sectional basketball tournament, and it's easy

Loughlin. They will be abet led by the prescence of watm et. le ague vete ra ns and

Mark Wickland and Rick
Peekel and senior Steve

several juniors up off of a sum
cessful sophomore loam.

hurled for lass year's soph and

t° see why the Vikings waren't

wood hod to be cancelled
because of snow.

sprinting to get on Me ball

lIeu postponement did not
Ming any excess tears to the

But the Fremd varsity has
beef progressing

eyes of Viking coach Terry
04:Moser
and his bail field
8

could be expected under the
circumstances according to

by a slow -drying field

for the past three woks, the
Vikings have managed only
three dew of outdoor practice.

AHED TO this the fact that

Northwestern
hosts NCAA mat
Chal111,111011ShildS

diamond yesterday.
well

as

es

moon than

G ellinger, and

ready for the conference
opener on April 15 when they

eight foot, four -lump fixtures
and

With four of his top seven
players coming back this year,

1

PhY sod Pool MO.,es doer

orday and rho championships Glenbrook South and nom

Salad, at 7:30 pm. Today confer...

opponents

there will be matches on in Aurora and Prospect.
mats al once. Tomorrow will

Weat

HEADLINING the list of
ice the use of six and four met
Orerl on Saturday the,/ win be returning insignia winners is
ble
duo: mats for Me consolation law sE.on's isimf
rounds and one for the sham- Male, 13we Keehn. Entering
the campaign in his third year
pionship.
at the big time, Keehn piled up
HEADING THE list of an 01-7 slate against some of
competitors will no Iowa the Ms( singles and
States unbeaten Dan Gable, players in the state.
another
Gable hos never bcco hcatctt
Jack
Williams,
thnsughout his high school
and college career and owns a

dB".

cit. $4250

Hmvever, Gable will have
to meet a fellow who isactually

trying to stay in weight class.
Larry Owings, a sophomore, is
trying to make Gable's weight
clan in order to get a chance to
flat fovea man.

This is one of the biggest

so the Chicago area

third -year man, will add depth
to King's squad, having Loam-

coed with Keehn as the first
doubter duo last season.

Ron Finstad and Tim Wayman, both competing in their
second year of varsity eOrnpetition, will probably be
fighting it out for the third singlen spot or a starting job no
the doubles torn.

sumer league squads while
Kellemtt is a transfer student
Born Forest View,
Another senior letterman,

Wloderecyk, will be the hub
of a young infield. Though he
had

successful

a

season

at

third base last year, Waldo-

emk will be the starting shortstop when the Vikings lake to
the gruss this season.

FINSTAD POSTED a re16-5 mark while

spectable

Wayman came through with a

10-9 compilation to earn the.
Warriors a fifth place spot
among the tough Central Suburban League standings.
Capable netmen who will be
pushing The returners a

Dave Nelson, Mark Dodge
and a fine crop of juniors in
Steve Jackson, Mark Dombrowski, Doug Lauffenberger
and Rick Noclo
King, a veteran of seven
10010 se the Warrior helm, h.
piled up an impressive record

TO

$60" S4iff

eight -foot recessed

one -lamp fixturo.

THE COURT surface at
Mid -Town is a specially compounded synthetic surfece

called "TENNIS TURF." It
promises 0 combination of
nue ball bounce and foot com-

fort advantages not found in
arty of the traditional court

su r f a ties,

according

to

Schwartz.
use includes

5ePrs'aFifOTO:-Yor4I'e°te'dwirt;

copper -hooded fireplace, col-

or 1. and a glass enclosed
garca for seemmors in
terested inieeing the players in
ac' on on the coo. below.
Some of the innovations introduced in the clubhouse arc
oversize, carpeted motto and

locker rooms with
dj Dining private lounges

women's

those are in additioo the gen-

cedslowersw
th pr
itun::
drppropp,,piii
'nd a ".ind
!

yidoaOl

GELLINGER WHEN ex -

vital. Dave Wickersham O

room; I by alone whirlpool

plaining the switch said, "You
have to be strong up the mid-

Mated to bold down She right

field position for Ffemd this

bath and a fully equipped and
attended nursery.

Three positions. first
center field and left

NI id -Town Tennis Club Balsa

I've done this

die,

sort of

thing in the pot when I have
a veteran third baseman. I'll
ploy my best junior infielder
at third if I can add strength
up the middle." Tabbed to fill ed the vacated slot at the hot
corner is three -sport standout
Larry Flanks,

Loughlin will fill the other
half of the keystone combination along with Wiedermyk. Basketball star Mike
Kohn is the probable edam

toughest

year.
here,

folders still up in the air.

YESTERDAY'S SNOW
won't help the Viking effort
and Gellinger isn't certain if
the postponed game will be re.

scheduled. Providing good
wBather returns to the area,
the Vikings will try is open
their season on April 2 when

they travel to Glenbrook
South

man is just gravy, and Is one of
the reasons King stressed the
fail that this year's squad

would have important team
Whig King's ideal strategy
Is to go with seven boys during
the entire course of the season,

he knows that every team is
subject to injuries and illnesses. This is where the r.erve
unit finds importance in pickleg up the slack.
The Warriors' schedule has

to be considered one of the

LAST YEAR'S

league

champs, New Trier West, look
to beat again this
like the t
season with
th Jerry Karzen lead-

ing the way. Karren w. secand in the state and is back
again to try and improve. his
rank.
Deerfield,

the singles slots.

West

another

league

Chris Palmer
the attack,

Aurora, the

omconference

bouts

last

ere and that by a slim 3-2
margin.

Maine

shot

down

plate.

Upon a Mal., kept every -

The Warriors will iniiate
the season Thursday, April 2,
at Niles East beginning at
about 4 p.m.

The overall team hitting
will be good with O'Donnell,
Abinanti, Pettenumo, Smith

as

10 A.M. - 2 P.M.

"SUITS ME"

DINNER
NOON TO CLOSING

Aq,,,

Mak6 your reservations now, for
nor old fashioned Easter Sunday

Roffet. Private rooms available
for family Easter Parties.
SUB 827-0700

-

CHGO 763-5590

C"itt

for

comfort

as

and Rossi being "above

Anne Blakeman of Arlington

average hitters" according to

Heights, sal fundshings chair-

[EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING I
SEE THE MIDWEST'S LARDED Limn OF ORIGINAL ART Mast

- 5 YEAR EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE -

Nationa, A/Et CuttmA
rxaxao

Tg721;0122

Enjoy
Easter Sunday
at
Arlington Park Towers

°Rio at Capit,I Airport in
s

acjpg,i,
'-

Dean's list

umthate

&a,
BUFFET BRUNCH
in the
Jimmy Durante Room

,

wlrnot waste limn All problems
hesolved when the show is
onstage April 3, 4,5,10, 19 et
the Elk Grove High School.

They've brought the same
winning attitude whh them to
the baseball team."

Adults -$3.75 Children Under 122.50
(including lax and tip)
Served from 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Norris to take

part in racing
The File and Safety Equip -

Division of Norris

men t

EASTER DINNER

cad their
Indus tries announthe
1970
participatio n in
Trans-America SedanChampionship racing series with the
completion of a contract wills

in the
Carousel and Continental Rooms

Ronnie Kaplan Engineering
Greve,
of
Elk

This marks Norris Industry's
lion direct involvement in race

car monsonhip, though the
widely

diversified manufact-

uring firm is not new to the
motor racing. sc., For many
Norris

years

Industries has

supplied the pit fire safety equipment and pit Ore. bripde
for the Indianapolis 500 and
other

races.

THIS WILL BE the third
year, Mercy, that Ronnie
Kaplan Engineering hats

A la carte dinners from $4,00
Served from 1100 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Sheet -metal workers need variety of skills
By Ernie Hoed

rde frdr.

ehee,
ior Unn in SUCI, tin, as vendair-conditioning and

honing systenw, roolum anti
siding. Partitions, more fronts
and metal framework for neon

prepared and maintained cars
for time Trans -Am series. In
1961 and again Sr 1969, RKE
Reload the two car Javelin

sips.

Racing Team on beheff of

(Mary operatives, who also

American Motors Corpora lion. The red, white and blue
cam marked AM's initial entry into racing, and the endeavor mode U. S. ming

make sheet -metal products but

history.

Skilled construction shed -

mend workers are not to be
confused with assembly line
can perforin only a law spccif-

k operatios.
about 55.000

There

shed -metal wers in 1967;
year of mans, but the
number is considerably higher
nob. Employment is expected

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS
learn the fads about

FARMERS NEW

to increase moderately all
through the 1970s, assuming

Farmers Insurance Group

contractors;

mism, and materials of the

'laborvm

trade.

Sheet Metal Workers' international Assn.; 0 local joint

App,0.

and Training Committee Mr the Sheet theta In,ustr renOnirtiend the can
:dation of 4 four-year apprenthe best
ticeship program
learn the shat -metal
y

Some sheet -metal work.,
however, have acquired skills

of the
he trade informally, by
for many years- as

relaxed classroom instruction

helpers or handymen foe ex-

and mathematics.
Shect-metal workers may

Many
have gained more knowledge
through correspondmee or
trude school courses.
perienced

craftsmen.

APPRENTICESHIP arm&
cants
generally must be bed sell
12 and 23, but yen for
may be given far

service A high sMool

relatively full employment nationally and high levels of ecoWAGES of sheet -metal
workera-mmpare favorably
with those in the other building trades, and can bc.determned locally by checking
with
nn o_ and trade

sary.
The

noic actty.

He oho learns welding, 1derfng and seaming air-conditioning, heating and VOndiRting work, residential
installations such as roofing,
gutter, and downspouts; and
achltectural and industrial
shat -metal work.

THE TRAINEE realms

education or it muivulem is

unions.

and broader coverages.

me the soots, maehinm, ende-

Most

Shect-metul workers install
wide seri.' of NEM..

required. Good physical and
mechanical aptitude are nem.
apprenticeship program usually consists of 1,040

in drafting, blueprint rending
advance to foreman or super-

intendent of large pmts.. or
ainto holiness for themselves
sheemnetal contractors. Experienced workers have more

job mobility than many other
buiWing trades workers bccause they can transfer their
skills to non -construction industries.
Conferences

high
with
school and employment ser-

a

local

PETER
RABBIT
SPECIAL

of the

training authorities.

including the National Joint

union.management apprentice-

Mits committee, or the nearest office of the state more,

the
Easter Bunny
is coming!

ticeship agency or the Bureau

of Apprenticeship and Train,
Mg, U.S. Department of Labor.
The local office of the slate
employment service may provide information about the

Manpower Development and
Training Am, apprenticeship
and other programs of training
opportunities.

for children --$2.75

Far reservations, call
Mies Bunny at 394-2000.

arlington \ark towers

Saturday,March 28 10A.M74P.M.
fun and candy for all the kiddies.
Hop down the Bunny Trail.

GENERAL
information'
about shear -metal work may
be obtained from;
Sheet-hfcla1 and Air -Condi-

tioning Contractors' National
Assn., Inc., 107 Center St, Elgin. M. 60120.
Sheet -Metal Worker/ International Assn., Was10 Conticut Av., N.W.,
shington, D.C. 20036.

"'

Chicago's n
Euclid Avenue

s

Hmatl

Arlington Heights, (linen

Golf -Mill Shopping Center
Golf Rd. and Milwaukee Ave., Niles

&

11

vice counselom me suggested.

hours of on-the-job training,

FOR FURTHER informatirm, inquiries should be di-

plus related classroom instruc-

rected

tion. In a typical training program, the apprentice learns to

contractors or heating, refrigeration, or air-conditioning

to

local

sheet -metal

Just 6 days left!

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

100 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT
CL 5-1600

HOURS
MONDAY THOU FRIDAY
8 TO 8, SATURDAY 8 TO 6

SUNDAY 9:30 TO 1:30

Hurry in to save on Scotts EarlyBird
Specials. Sale ends March 31.
For greenness sake...
WeTURF BUILDER on the neat nice

weekend and your lawn will show its

JOHN LABIAK

gratitude. Turf Builder helps grass perk
up, greenup, and actually multiply itself.
Turns thin, off 00101 turd into a thicker,
sturdier. room voluantly green lawn. An
extraapecial barpin at these Earlylfird

392-1250
1068 MT, PROSPECT PLAZA

Just 6 days left!
Hurry in to save on Scotts EarlyBird
Specials. Sale ends March 31.

Sale prices.

TISNOT

Save S2

Save SI

01 -ale

For greenness sake...

EarlyBird Sale

Spread 1URP auttnIR on the next eke

15,000 sq ft bag,LISS- 11.95
10,000 sq ft bag ..4.95' 8.95

weekend and your lawn will show its
gratitude. Turf Builder helm gram perk
up, green, and actually multiply itself.
Turns Min. on color turf into a thicker,
sturdier, more vibrantly green lawn. An
extra -special bargain et Mae EarlyBird
gal prices.

Save 500 5,000 sq ft bag .545' 4,95

Preventive medicine

,t,

Sam 62 154100 sq R bag.13,95-11,95
SamS1 IRDOOsgfr ha 9,9:, 8,95
Save 50E 5,001sq ft bag .5.45" 4.95

lust spread Scotts 1.1.11 pLUS on your

Need we say more?

lawn. It forms a protective barrier that

tolls he day, the date,
the time...antema ically

prevents crabgrass seeds from sprontIng
Otis year. Halts Plus also fertilizes your
lawn (same as Turf Builder) at the same
time, so the good, desirable masses grow

Preventive medicine

Welter and greener.. AU from just one

for crabgrass

application!

Sell -w ncling,selheblIting,

gent ad&O,1=0:,

Just spread 100550 naLTS PLUS on your

lawn. It forms a protective barrier that

EarlyBird Sale

UnO'..8:Zierect%rtri0O
err Iline to Me doll Val -

prevents crabgrass seeds from sprouting

thh yam. Halts Plus also fertilizes your
lawn (same as' urf Builder) at the same

Save $2 5,000 sq it bag JA/95 12,95
Save 51 2,500 sq ft hag 7..95. 6.95

low lop, stem beck.
metalling expansion
bracelet. n95

art

EarlyBird Sale

for crabgrass

Pieces

Prices To Fit Every. Budget

Application forms for rep
tr Mon m q bo °homed from
lent limo., or tho dap ennant

nner of Mood Prospect, in
d 'a
harg
f t

Art

Paintings

ohdu Os mg an aircnfl

princess awake. Karen Gut-

"Most of these guys are football players," he says, "and
they brought the first football
championship to the school.

SELECT FROM OVER

EXTRA ORDINARY
VALUES!

of the fusslags Pilate are

what size pea ought lo be used
trader the mattress to keep the

make the club a winner.

Page II

monad to have a MO Situ
cedilla. in there pnssession

thy
'111 D
Q., Ms
uid ofArlington Heigh.,

M'Otn7ions head men nye
ene Mom thing might help

Neal Eon

Original
Oil

1505

owned and Poen by Illinois
Robert J. Ihningiteas, 556
residents. Failure to comply E. Taboo 'Frail. Palatine. has
with the law can result ina fine hen placed on Me Dean's
Honor List Mr excellence in
of up to $200, Weitzel said,
Aircraft must display aegis- scholarship for his first coluion decals above or near lege semester at Cornell
"N" number on the right varsity. N.V.

busy every minute. Al len,

2,000 ORIGINAL -

MANNHEIM /ahB BIGGINS

gym., mwell en for strati.

Karen Mason tries out three

Nationwide kJ, Centeno

JOIN THE EASTER
PARADE TO . . .

1

%Weal

- DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES -

spear -heading

of
E

under less for all active Illinois

Upstate
34; aod

Waukegan, LT.

Dup irimunt

Reptration h mandatory

3-25 Willowbrook, the even -

Eight Champ,

foe, has five of its top seven
players back again with Dane
Metier (a top 30 qualifier) and

at

WHY PAY MORE?

Mal Des Plaints Valley winner, 4-1: Glenbard East, 3-2,

aged to edge the Warriors in

conference matches.

Rehearsals for the Musk an
Stage produciion of ante

f:di'7Yeas'fir

tunas with a sophomore kb
tamale holding down one of

ONLY NILES East man-

happens, Golden will probably
get the starting nod behind the

Alan Schwartz is also presi.
dent. The Chicago club is the
prototype of what ha expects

Prospbch 4-1; Forest View,

renunds

&romantics Dilutor

princess

ration of America, of which

will he a chain of indoor tennis
clubs from noose to coast

I

Mahone) may try to wars Mt
arm for the mound so as he
puts it, "one of my outfielders
may be out of a job. "If this

Motistkaterrawmusm super
proeferred dab and entitled
big roe savings
Rw

1,110 -TOWN Tennis Club
is a division of Tennis Coro -

arid -Me, and and tit air
wortkram configt n Aprd

sleepy

man in the L t on plans

a nationally ranked Chicago
gang player, Grant Golden,
five -time member of the U.S.
Davis Cup Tennis Team.

Ouldline for 1970 Mama
remsnanon of fidkral annul

A

PETTENUZZO IS the km

The vice president of the

Niles Easj, Maine's first foe
ee April 2, also boosts five few

.

EASTER BRUNCH

SATISFACTION 299.3794 GUARANTEED

in -the area. While

feels that any time you have at, faced with competition from
lam three Mayers beck from a the highly regarded CAL, the
previous varsity squat, you'eo West nelmen also include such
tennis powers as Niles East,
in good shape.
Willowbrook, West Aurora
NATURALLY, A fourth and Waukegan in their nn -

MEN'S SUITS

OPFIs 7-9 P.M erns Amu RI, all Dar Sat

S4-4.

.61 wins against 23 losses.He

balance.

1264 Northwmt,Highwoy, 2 Blocks West'
of Downtown Des Plaines in the
Arrigo Realty Building.

mane an earlier 133 loss to

fore this competition mums

Now starting Isis third year on
the Fremd varsity, Bruns was

FOR NAME BRAND

pins.

µrenting meets anywhere, and
may be another 25 years be-

years.

Kellett, Wickland and Peekel

112

1VIW netmen seek to duplicate '69 season

p.... the 000. Maine West Invitational

against no defeats. More Mon
liv of those wins have come on

past

the workhorse of last yeark
The Fremd diamond entry hill crew, posting 6.3 con.
will be paced by the return of lama record over a 14 -game

1

formal/a string of 176 wins

in

host Forest View.

Northwestern University is it would seem that Warrior
hoqing
prwehryadircamo head tennis coach Roger King
brashly mem Way, the is seeking to duplicate the feats
NCAA 40th Annual Wren- of his 1965 and 1966 squads
which went undefeated in their
ding Championships,
The ticket prices are 52 and climb to back -to -Back confer 53 for each session with the owe championships.
But ina more realistic Flt.
preliminaries today at
sad
look, King would be happy to
7:30 p.r, the
lontOrrOW at 130 pm., th
match lost Year's 9-6 ov4saii
50e.
mark which included the
and
.1alion finals at 130 p.m. Sat-

BRUNS, A senior, will be
the big wheel on a Viking
mound corps that will pro bably cojoy more depth this

He win be aided by juniors

of 392

placement

strategic

country. The results of

through May 29, 1971.

vas held up fora week and

scheduled game between the
Freed Vikings and Ridile-

Flake,

Willie

play.

tenuzzo

ity right M its van back wire'

and inwity dwellers tracel long
distances to play at Mae

was to have opened yesterday,

it or not, but

especially

strong

Vikes lose opener --to the weatherman
three lettermen, Tom Bruns,

be

Both Mike Golden and Dick
Den let are fine catchers, but
they may have to watch Pet-

year so I can see what I Iszve,.

Mask season which will run

I

of thls year for the start of e 34-

Alan Schwartz, developer and president of the MM -Town Tennis Club, shows a model of the Winton indoor facility vow under construction in Chicago.

The Lions beech will

Lindbergh. "I'm going to give

us met the special honing
needs of the indoor tennis
player. /,t Mid -Town lights
are not poaltioned dimity

Club will open ils doors Oct.

EP

quick to point out Mat one's
tennis,laying ability in 00

mediate and advanced players
are all welcome to join. This is
club for everyone. We'll
have absolutely none of the

the Kennedy Expressway, will
be the first major indoor tennis

'v!titco

says Mahoney.

potential. He threw a no -Ilium
for Loom Square lost sumnscr
and played well for Mahoney
hut year.

0

Club. At a recent press confenr'-

dub to be built within the °UMW city limits. Schwartz has

ir

good pitcher and he's gate lot
of poise for a . sophomore,"

has be en s om cw hat in-

ys.

vont on, "Beginners, Mter-

of the Fullerton Av. exits of

-----s--.-._

/4.

fastball and a damling CUM,

.
The juniors who have a
mark is the pitching staff, but
the only thing that lacks here, good shot a muting roles
is experience. Pc...00 will ate Larry Hogan and -Scott

dent of the l',Ii:147M.ZdTPern"c-

indoor

-W.ift,,.
Cli"ff

tine

a

The only rem quesnmi

banites

rd Wi 4/4 Zs --"7' -7- 7.- , ;s. .// i2. AT-

Mahoney jokes about the
fact that he's the first nonItalian "rookie" since leek
Brawl., but he gets serious
when he talks talent. "He's a

Chicago will boast world s
largest indoor t enniseourt
The largest indoor tennis fa-

-

has

says Mahoney, "so you'll see

,Iltpyprint,thpepills nciotepdpStapt,e.s,,,Ip4p

..V.

who

Snyder, two seniors who saw
action last tact, "The season

7787 'l 1 ' 8, :4,' ":- 74,7. rs. :fcl

will be the rookie sensation.

right, it looks like Steve consistent, but has shown

0

Nillo.,......ww,

spring.
Snyder,

M erk Deg..), and Steve

/44-F.dp4.:,/,,.._4r,,.'::r-t,,sMz4_"Tgy;;--, ...4iii-'1611

southpaw hurler Ken Mania

35 batters in 20 innings hat

evoyone a shot early is the

" He c e r t a i n I y proved
himself," says Mahoney, "in

en. This yam it looks
Ped..

good control, as he struck out

and threw a one-hitta against
St. George.

Abinants and last scar it was

Delany appear. mostly in
relief last year. He relies on
his fotball and a good curve
to get the hitters out. He has

be one of the starters, es will

SMITH, WHO m ode
,,sa.1 Mention on The Day's

%/A'--'''4
PM- e ow ZOO;

says Mahoney

the best sword the wad sophomore nine in hitting Jul

year and is also R slick fielder.

TIATOR IS natal for hay
mg a sophomore MA eta)
oar Two years ago it wet

will depend on how Delano
and Snyder come astound

THE DAY
Thursday March 26 1970

Airmen registration deadline

%
ti

Cro

It's Scotts Windsor!

Windt:or

Kentucky Bluegrass

The IMprnVeti II/n*1y

(All the above tinOteN am

enselicital coma. from
Windsor users.>

time. so the good, desiraNe grasses grOW

thicker and greener. AU from just one
applkation!

SLAVIN

authorized

EarlyBird Sale

SCCIT;Olgs retailer

S0682 5090.1 ft 641410 1295

'cIEWEbERS
1452 Miner St. - 824-5124
It Downtown Des Plaines

%veal 2,500 sq ft hag .2.93. 6.95

Kersting's Garden Center, Inc.
621 hi MAIN ST , MOUNT PROSPECT

CL 3-61333

.

-

,

of

Now at EarlyBird Sale prices
2,500 sq R box OM" 10.95 Soren
Windsor.
70% Windsor 2,500 sq ft box .9195' 8.95 Save SI
BS% Windom 2,5011 sq0 bog ;AT 6.95 Save SI

THE DAY
Thursday March 26 1970
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Bill of Rights committee head resigns
Work an this article is expected to be completed and
giM fulls rst-reading approv-

Loom1B5a, fa'i ign1 ise 'DI

he expects tosce most, if not all
.

present constitution, which re,
suited in the Illinois 02 billion
highway bond issue being dc-

delegate) of Des Plaines. who

is vice-chairman of the co.

observe an Easter recess until

Con Educational Committee,

April 7.
Jabs G. Woods, (3d Diet.
del e g a te) of Arlington

mid Wednesday that her group

convention a recommendation
for a state Board of Education.
'The board would supervise
public elementary and secondory education in Illinois. Tile
board would also appoint the
Slats Superintendent of Public
hathuction.

.to be on a minute -to -min.

24 hours earlier.

is keeping op
with the work of his own two

schedule. He

Arrington. president of he

Illinois State Senate, made his
first address before the C011.

committees,

Govern-

Local

mcnt and Information Com-

slinitional Convention at the
nattiest of the delegates.
Mrs. Jeannette Mullen, Bess
ton
Tinton Con -Con delegat

mimes. At the same time he h
appearing before other article
writing committees to discuss
the more than 20 proposals he

motion's important Revenue
Committee, told The Day that

has made to the convention.

and a member of the

hash een debating the future of

the grand jury and also of the
size of trial juries.
Mrs. Macdonald wieners
More 4 much sentiment for ra-

on Environment Control for
Illinois. Another of
nilWoos

proposals call for holding l
spring sthool and village elec.

SEN. ARRINGTON also
urged Con.Con to provide for
impeachment of judgm by the

lions on the same day.

on the new amending erticle.

likely to he close.

Of thr 1,270 persons who have given testimony at
Con -Con public hearings, the youngest, Cindy Hayes,
13, of Arlington Heights, was present for the Old Cap

tol Building ceremonies that gave Con -Con a permanent home at last.

Daniel Congreve, Mount Prospect's former mayor
who also pilots his own seven -place plane, brought

both Albert Volz and Cindy from the Palwaukee

102, which is the biggest draft
board in the state with 35,000

problem meeting its quota for
April this year, according to
Mn,, Gertrude C. Kiley, exec-

extending from Dm Plaines

utive secretary supervisor of
selective service boards 101,

mont, is 19 men. For 101 coyding territory from Mount
Prospect to Elgin and Barring-

For all his magnificence before the Constitutional
Comention, the address worried him greatly.As is the
ease fora surgeon before a complicated operation, it
was a great ordeal.

issued the order that ens those

Asked when he had last hem in Springfield.
re.onded, "At least teat since I was 80.. He will be
less than 14 months.

The new section is for Article 14 which provides for
smendments, and will be one of the sections you

is

asked to approve next winter. Will you vote for this
chenge7

The present Article la requires theta two-thirds van
of the General Assembly is required ° place an amendment hero. the people and that moo -thirds of all those
voting most favor the amendment. Because of thissiffid
requirement, the Illinois constuitution has rarely be.
amended.
The nets -amending section requires buts three -fifths

vote in the General Assembly and a three -fifths van of
those voting on the amendment if approval is sought in
a general election.
Ten of the last eleven attempts to amend the Illinois
consimtinn would have been approved mar this new

formuk. Do you favor and will you vote for this see non in the new constitution,

Veterans urged to check
term insurance policies
Veterans Adminisurged
nearly
has
667,000 veterans to take

close look at their term life insurance policies when they become due for renewal this

Administrator of Veterans
Affairs Donald E. Johnson

add veterans with fivc.year
level premium term policies
should check their insurance
needs to determine whether to
convert to a permanent plan
policy.
He added that an additional
932,000 five-year level premium term policies will reach
their renewal dates next year.

JOHNSON SAID five-year
term insurance servm

the

pUrpose for which it was in-

ording

oid hat to 00 .0e9 fr.m a
510.000 term life insurance

policy to

a

comparable
Mod-

a"r"'
a"hat ag'und'
Hied Life, onc of the

permanent plans. would cost
$15.20 a month. At age 60, the

premium would be $22.90 a
month.
Johnson said that each vet -

eran must make his own dmision

as

to which insurance

plan best fits his needs during
specific periods in his life.

"HOWEVER, IT is well to
scar in mind that most vete,
nos must adjust to reduced in -

.me during the later stag. of
life, while poem'ms for rm
continue to rise," he
pointed out,
in

tended-sso provide adcquatss

"That is one of they easons

low-cost life insurance for a
specific period of time. He

veteran should think seriously
about his future insurance
needs when time for renewalof

pointed

out. however, that
insurance premiums are based on age, they
d uce

terns

go up every five years and be,
costly in later years.
"For example," Johnson
d, "the premium for a
term life insurance
v

$

policy for a 20 -year -old stiror veteran would be
$6.50 a month. At age 60, the
same premium would rise to
$26 a month, and at age 70, the
$61.10 a
Bost Would be

month."

"On the other hand," he

said, "the veteran who concern his term insurance to a

his

eran can convert, from the
Modified Life plan -the least
expensive. to one of the =dowment plans -the most ex pensive."

THE VA

Administrator
added that it is not neeenery
for the veteran to convert allot
his term insurance to a per manent plan policy at one

the remainder . term insuianth.
No physical mas-

paid up andnextended
1001
insuss
values."

ing to convert their term insuss

once, to coon.: the VA office
to which they send their pre.
miums. An application form,
premium rate schedules, and
other information will then he

lie," he added,

The average age of the

State Director George E Mehis.

Ninths said the most serious
urapayers who
error is nud

ten
claim °matfederal
income
withheld.

form. th neg.

111-2

and tan statement, received
cron,

1w1

nt amounts
of income tavx withheld.
het/0 The
shows two

differeev

feder!
ax
withheld. The second figdre,

some 35 members represent -

formed by a group of local

Northwest Suburbn area has

Relators who are presently
members of the Northwest

member officrs in Arlington

Suburban Board of Relators
and the MAP. Multiple List-

in 'the amount of person.' ea-Taking a Iarger credit than

allowed for income nun paid
to another state. Illinois rest.
dents may take a credit for income tax paid to another nate
but that credit 50n501 exceed

the amount of income t.
owed to Illinois.
provide

complete data, including Social Security numbers, taxpayers. signatures, state filing
copies of W-2 forms, and any
necessary
ules.

supporting

Elk Grove Village,

Prospect

Heights,

sched-

home buyers and sellers.

Employment
Women
Equipment

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK
FOR YOU!

forwarded to the veteran.

Medenced

Condominiums

lack L. Kemmerly Real Es-

agoasividelanas
s

ien

Homes in Elk Grove Village,

ert G. Walters. vice-president

the morn back to

the tax-

andenle.s manager of Baird and

OTHER COMMON errors
which can delay the Issuance

Payer. This not only results in

ceasessing delay, botching

Warner in Arlington Heights
and Mount Prospect, Robert

or refund cheeks includes

-Improper use of Schedule
D. (specific accounting meth-

die cost of processing
each return."
Chicago area callers should

L. Nelson, president of Robert
L., Nelson Realtors, Arlington
Armen,
Heights: William

od). Taxpayers who elect to re.

call 641-2150 for assistance-

partner of Armen & Busse,

part only income received after Aug. I, 1969, must com-

Assistance also is available
in the lobby of the State of IL
linois building, 160 N. CO.
Salle Chicago.

Inc.,

Treasurer.

dtbr:Lok
V

re.f

ha

tie

55

HALFcy

Art S

ART

Cement

SERVICE

90

dthhonahe

Snugard

rassoces

255-1200

31
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Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments.
71.
To Rent Business Prm mly7.4
To Rent Famishe d
es

Rent 00,01.P
to Ron, Sto res Offisa
To

ham

ALLEN CONCRETE

19

work. toy eh nEd

8 4,43

General Hauling

"

Convertible lops, vinyl roots. win.;

SPENCER & SONS

358-2597

KORNER

WAHLQUIST

359-2515

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

Blacktopping

0

t09 6 MoMM .97P

vou sse best

you need

"

358q038
Low Spring RateS
ra .das a Pone/ Pon..

I

3994537 Br 827450410
KRUGLER DECORATING

CLASSES CI 3 3599.

ad

,DRAFTING.ALL PHASES

7:F51r35s=
CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

mekhlae

Woltm an Coast. Co
secs. mawadim

'''"°7701.4;
Loos onto, port Peke des meek

40 lb
Pork Order

Tnr

$3395

"VTd'RSGSTATTATSIr

Des Plojnes Lost - Lod* Ma.
trend cluster Ong ,border *Moot

Order Cict= dam

Lost

Gold,

NCE

Room Additions

Rec. Raw*

417d=t11

CUP 0 COMPLETE A MAIL TO

217 5. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III. 60005
or

752 Center M.

-1 Plain., IR. 60016

foundations

Repair Wa4

ERSE ESTIMATES
c
Dr. 255-7898 oft A30 or
822-7405 between nSa 6 4.30

I'm looking fora couple
of frame homes in your
orea to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insulated Siding. If interested
Call Mr. More.
4.5-0507

Years experience-Rade
Cabinets:1nm workers. Room
can alter NW 392,8892
40

Carpet Cleaning

'2074g

729.7307

Conpertitle
P

*BM ad. Intiallolmns,
*M. wall wattling
ointing, drapery cleaning. Lew

prded Des Ph Sens 296.6366

SS

rend make

CREATIVE

Dds. inttaltaMm..''.'
rapery Repo.

so

1

Our** or your horne

Drae3Mokalg.50v2M9

TT747Z:92;:.
Income Tax

llono.PlottCL 5.1970

Se940 rvice

CITY OF DES PLAINES
p

Touch...Add

ocsca an ic

OFT:3=111=0*

Remo *le,

om

wra'n=n.g..ag=
/SI NMI

wrote with omeriance ondoblIN.

ored for both business

6

Pm
rai

sfASO1fAste COST: Dressrnak

Mg. HemmIng. Minor Altera**
Phone 255-7077

up.Day or evening.392.3990

THE DAY DOES ITC

ForTutalli 5Anpolnunant for Intenhve

CALL 428-4411
Or ApPis

CL 9-0495
ny

EnTnfin'

DECORATING

noo,jm. btw

R.m."

I.

pARTS CRIB ATTENDANT
SHIPPING CLERK

MACHINIST

SURFACE GRINDER

10% &muster 2nd Shift

NIII SIGNODE

REVCOR -

n wmlpepeP

JANITOR

ID GRINDER

2nd SHIFT
5

Decorators

Pa-

1st SHIFT

-

Lauritz Jensen

35501

Equal employment opportuniry.

TOOL ROOM

Wollpo.

E5eepent opportunity for Tool and Die Maker with Ste 10 years
experienie sopershIng Tool and Die Makers.

*odows,111,

.

Neat and modern working condhioni.

Definitely the lender in our field

SUPERVISOR

2807 Sigmall Street

j

Great wages a.nd benefiis..

Opportunity far real advancement

For the home or office with the
Personal

Inssresting jobs with friendly people.

k

-

253 1858 Arl

tart a long career with Signode

laityagreet

392.0244

Coll 25,7209

DRESSMAIONG-Instructiono
,Classes 1 Or Rid6Mmt6 women.

gg

OUR SPECIALTY

State Tott Returns

Relining, re!,1;t:,,rehetnnljng

tively with the public.

Wall Papering

Mdm1Md kR"emlal
FREE ESTIMATES

Per.

Background in Engineering with lanai,. al mooldnee and
equipment used in Public Works commune. makannance
elfek.
and inerationi supervisory obi*: and ability IR

" trsT.:7;s7L7Z,

Emu*

6 W Ilpope H

Co
-

s amen many. &

Federal

scars,.

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

DECORATORS

Stain income 'hums. nadirs,

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

6

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

f

394-3200
T. Ono mu prepare

lops

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

Interior

j

ADDISON, ILL

OF PUBLIC WORKS

reinnZit'vot'd:rs'&

S""

255-0900hts
f

530 WESTGATE RD.

Hts

upholstery Coll CL 3 4865 Nes

Rap* Heig

Af'

in person

or call 543-9570

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS:

HD.

9 N. EirolaMPO

Draperies

Qualified Applicants will apply

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY immure,

BARTON STULL

CARPET 6 AIRN. shompOolng
142 p

Schombug,111

300 W. Wiley Rood

McKAY TREE SERVICE
943 N. Hodd,o,9,3..

3ET;

Gumreed

Pm^ mm.Pmm

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

Tree Service

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

IavS

No on

Custom D.P.. mode

Rental plad.3,2-4Sur"S*r.
'"'

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.

406.

hatinkh. Rearsirstile scv.sses

Girord.Perregaux

Hwy CL 5 8477

Nos. S

VACATIONS

TOASTA FOODS CO.
1194-7400

.47:=1":,

ssoimse

1946

MAJOR MEDICAL

enneirlanioneWient gar,

Upholstery

GOT A PROBLEM DOG,

HOUSES RAISED

437.40,3

FREE EStIMATES

SPRING SPRAYING

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

439 8260

GROOMING

ed. Obedience end

BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD

IMMO ORDERS NOW FOR

v *dm

H52993901

POODLE

.

While mak.

wollwoshing.

George Sis,s 392 0803

Dog Training

FULL BASEMENT

&

eesumoi

POODLE, SCHNAUZER

99.10*

CALL 834.0,100

torts CL 5.2900

Lam dom Blank

WottinoPering

Dog Servile

RoornAddittons
et Porch Reljoitt

exrer, poAtmg.

a

EXPERIENCE
PLENTY OF OVERTIME
o NO GENERAL LAY-OFFS

El% PAID HOLIDAYS AND LIBERAL

DECORATING

sea,.

TOP $$ COMMENSURATE WITH'

LIFE INSURANCE

Wolls ond Floors

RUSSELL

"" ir37`

AT -

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC
DICK'S TILE SERVICE

'For f tee est.co114/5520

Design & Drafting

13 -lest and Fond

Tile

PN

mmeed .493.

Orme

Northbrook
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

XperFnan'Tg.rn
000r,

BENEFICIAL
TA% SERVICES, INC.

/355

Allstate

Tailoring

e

INCOME TAX

brintriVol

3

Call 291-5470 or 291-5479

H 6 m DEcogAmo,c

,

SERVICE

N.

CUTTER GRINDERS

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

or os Mlle as 500 leven Mal wo* cjoon

Dancing Schools &
Supplies

P.0.1 ...I..

DECORAT

FEDERAL & STATE

peasort,

is looking for

collosinal and ...an.
amuse.. quaky smthun
An
muse he Imre*
wora.
school.. nommen.,

Nlitaslio'dtRUE OR GU. Nrst

GEAR & TOOL
CORPORATION

3I2.7ea.2eveorR

COMMERCIALS FRE ESTIMATESSOL
CALL 259 3018

after 1

IS pewee damn enden deparmeno Mud boa avows es -

Rd.

Nlworo

COMPUTERIZED

Coll for oppt. 537-1023

TRUSTY W

WellTjaCjd::TdTgOsnStreTptior

CLEANING. RSIDENTIAL AN

Clothing

ARTIST

520 PAINTS MOST ROOMS

AND WOOD FLOORS

ncc= "Eratt= Fgrt

Z.

s°"5'5"t5'.ss

STRIP WAX AND BUFF TILE

Sto

rtort

power foi
EW WAY PAINVNG

Income Tax Service

"Help Wanted"

0

cP.

=s7r57ggrs'

DAY CARE CENTER

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PRWER,FULL" PUMP AND ALARM SYSTEM, Pumps cum*,

392-80OT

f

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

272-9400

Cm. Roodwg. Ulan' WARNS

CALL 502-1975

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

Child Care

'Cco=tr

GOODYEAR TIRE & ROBBER CO..

237 MELVIN DRIVE, NORTHBROOK

FURNHURE AND UPHOLSTERY

392-0

Paid Holidays

WELDERS

GREAT LAKES STRUCTURAL STEEL CO.

TTeTt'el"ttlVIFX"
v

Robert Atunp4..

22,8 57

free Hospitafication

Sump Pump

odg.Maintenance
FULLY INSURED

392.0140

os 575. Coll for

296-6640

THAD S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

253-0843

Cedar Closets

5

days.

Free Life Insurance
Paid Vacations

EXTFRIOR.INTERIOR

"'17 di,soTod"d':dT1

a es. cadaver

CRAVENS CO
r

Prflelp WanteLfMen

Phone Today!

action -getting

No experience necessary. Day and night shifts.
0304 per hour to Math S3.17 per hour ofte, 120

REDI HEATING

Power -am
gesidaeleaCommeMol
Prompt lettallallen

ARIANS REMODELING

BARRETT-

Apply in Person

WoM

office help

WAREHOUSEMEN

Storm Windows

010,110,209-1700.

MEE COX ME

529-0587

RUBBER CO..

MR. H. KORNATZ

298-2770

4P

II washing.

Eu

Grove Village

5E2=0

'ES'X'NsCo2'SMPIr"

Reach the

with an

CLAIMS ADS.TRAINEE

ON

Painting & Decorating

Your Homo of Office

wo,

Elk

hos several permanent lobs for

OEM.$10M

SIGN PAMOING-Show c rd

- 394.51.

Truett Gohr

1250 PranI3Kd.

GOODYEAR TIRE

Home

..n

ASSISTANT
CONTROLLER

Sign Painting

Laical Instructions

Hearing Aids

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

g

SOUS MAINFES.S200

AS Makes.

GI

wo end wour (awry. Caron in ow relk WM ea we taa
ssa may how whet ra a. tossins

Li.B.-0539

6

Sewing Machine Repair
Reos. Cz,11

9

KANZLER BROTHERS

BILL, HOME REPAIRS

dependable

eoaii

se

384-3528

MI VW %Oo,!,''

nS ETIS2'3

run ice gee g'a e.ree.man

Day or Night 359.1906

s

*tankage of eutot Mune Mara

uture. We offer a
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HEARING AIDS FOR RENT
an

plant

in

a

be
-

La Salle Personnel..

o

EXPERT CARPENTER

OR

!srS4T'7oTtlTTinsgT,

Gutters

'S KUSTOM
KENetteTrtZ"

C. K3E=1:,E,R 5 PM

255-7200

you ore mechanically inclined and are wile. to Woo, we
will tea you Me flexible packaging business la beam Meg

build,

Tr5Z 2.3se rTni0C:leTcT

A

Makers
Btlek Masonry

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK

Co:Tplel'

V 11

Sewer & Septic Work

REVERSIAASONRY
AHLYPESPIME ESTIMATES
537-1244

CALL 058.3978

CONCRETE WORK

YOU

et -

JOBS?
1

296:5586

4,44., Elk G

ROOFING AND REROFFING ALL
WORK GUARANTEED, FREEesti.

Masonry

COUNTRYSIDE.FURNITURE
REFINISHING AND REPAIR

PLAN NOW FOR SPRING

392.1043

CALL ED 358.5359

ro=nt.L1143ZZ73;"

Carpentry.Remodeling
Contractors

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD
TO US...

HAVE YOU THOUGHT
ABOUT CHANGING

Plaine.

223ftuationsWante6Women

Roofing

529 5050.

e

''''''CTIT'FTS"'IT'S STt"drts.T

Ortves

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

894.2232 ond 297.5936 No job

0

INSIMIUL N.

co

glum,

STTTS'Ensced'sjOttSjITcSenTse

rt'dn'arn14'(..'"'r

RI

t don

29-3932.

0Versol110

111

Ouctlity

sssry

Wo&s

""Tss '34TeTerogn'n;TrIBUrsTljj

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

Equal Oppaniry EmPloAtt

New sheet m.I fob
ring

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

MAGIC BY "DENY THE MAGIC

Furniture Refini

BLOOMINGDALE BLACKTOP

0

electric

and general
mointenance.

4201 W. PETERSON

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Excelled fringe benefit
Magic

*Hos
Slabs

Al

manc

to

outt

G

Radio -TV Service

ce,

.:ar=

CALLUS FIRST

Automobile Service

awn

FREEZ R MEATS tie

S dd.

Furnace installation

94
as

110

l'orVnd

machinery,

IEW,RA,Y,PETE0RZON,

'BASTIAN BLESSING

21-SituationsWartle14110

SERVICE

70

-

MAINTENANCE

Do

Tall

B3

Situations Wanted-

2

co

428.5909

Mame(
r
tin

Mans Mortgages
Real Estate -wand

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

,Experience required

32

Pononals
Real Estato.Apt. Building

296-1093

MU 5-1121 f OR APP.T.
OR COME IN.

INeNros

Ned

Floor Refinishing

393,4317.5118.8700 e es

BENSENVILLE

look at yo

bosse

inonina, wssiaa a

Bare

Starck &Co.. Mount Prospect.

°M 91.7.1.;k PM

Piano Tuning Services

Moir, Homes
98
Molowyclos and Medea 111

Prospect; and
Robert W. Stara, president
and owner of Robert W.

766-6750 klf.,7---r-, 766-6750

hy Vito Pelagic,.

or k

.49.nt PRItodmMI
CALL JOHN CALAHAN

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

Floor Maintenance

Layout..el

esthetic...

Mount

'NOM

SCHAUMBURG ILL

I* night shilr.

COAISINORCAlt.

AT

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

TgltTOSCOTISITRICIVSCP?

CL 3-3304

50,00 CL 3 2230 or

.1ArK LANDSCAPING

Rf

-296-1045

HAVE YOUR P1.0 TUNED

Situations Wonted... -21

Thelour directors are Rob- 0

5

}Malan $500-700

Moint.

CALL

STEPS
SIDEWALKS
FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

installoCING

Wo.
l.

with o small =NPR,
OrRNNORRRI.P.M1

CUSTOM CONCRETE WORK
DRIVEWAYS
PATIOS

Permanent Waves

Complete

Cement

Mter

NIGHTS

sers..d.17
toting shift
5550050

Aflt roamers

pacaging. You wIll also be In

APOLLO

539 2733,
834 0225

landscaping

827,7450

Housekeeping
Rummage 6 Garage Sale

O

dem, °rendes and
Est

free

BLOOMINGDALE PLUMBING

Fencing

300 E Ran2c1,11.,ProsPect

per hand.Wedding present.
alllgotor

"

BRIDGE LESSONS

RUSTIC FEN

eTsLs'aetTo.

.

P/10.4,

will sornElhch

255-7080.

hove knowledge of high ond
low pressure boilers and

paper removed bY Steam'

Ins tru ctions

Engineering Service

of building projects, [194-1050

PH, 11.2085. alert

MOM

SPECIALTY.

25 to 300 peolde ttm . Pm.

0

ve

31,0190.

II, 259 0094

Coo

i,;54s1,

"

HAVING A PARTY?

Help Wanted
Nelp Wantedwens

517

439,3532

Help Wanted AM

Repeat of a Geod Thing

USDA
CHOICE

OUR

TFTBSgatTSjCZTEZIGTjA"IT3A3T7

Air Conditioning

Florins

(.0

Smretary and Willis E. Nie-

man, owner of Gallery of

taxpayer, it is necessary towed

BEEF

WEDDINGS

HEMMING P. ALTERATIONS

<rubbed/ waxed. Woks woshed,

office

STATIONARY
ENGINEER

$160 FEE PAID

PLUMBING HE.A:115.1,/1

PROFESSIONAL TAX SERVICE
so obi
r yo horn
LAIRD 6 LAIRD ASSOC,

bed. 253:4792.

g

HARLIN 140fR331-10.15
Ns,

Real Ewe.

Arlington Really, Terry Bolger, owner of T. A. Bolger

income tax," he said.

Ile rxiss
Steak Loot

wS

CORAL ELECTRIC licensed.

CREATIVE ART

tate, president; Aldo Cinquini,
Mount Prospect, manager for

He added: "In many Mses,
when an error is made by the

cr

PATCH S PANTRY

gz"he
umffiemen

deo ed

674-6200

DESIGN TRAINEE

Plumbing
824 8509

CALL DAN MICHAELS

BUSINESS MINT
CLEARING HOUSE

24414 WantedMen

=home by IRS eal

2563

DAN FRY,

ork done

TECHNICIANS

SKOKIE

up. Expert we* 0*.91.11

Smolt lobs My Specially

polar

Handl. data( and leywit an as

674-6200

824 7510

Mote Form an*

Electrical Work

hes CL 3.0353.

Farm

Cr I

F-

$7s0 FEE PAID

BUSINESS MINE
CLEARINGHOUSE

m in=m1

jXcosrMTFT's'

ZrsTo°!',;,sb"4:: ,
Randhuru Loretto 255 OM

na

LU

Realtors of Elk Grove Village,

Mahin said that all filth. errors delay processing of re-

e 9MM.

Employment

of MAP

income tax withheld,' is the
amount withheld for Illinois

take a proportionate reduction

audience for your message, everyday!

Multiple Listing Service whl
serve as officers of the new
Real Estate Board until the
next election in June.
Officers oriole group arc
Jack L. Commonly, head of

E/AA DRAFTSMAN

SKOKIE

10EORTMAN

Catering

ALTERATIONS

Schaum-

junction with teletype service
for mob office, and plans cat
for extensive, new services
both tot member offices end to
Present officers

MAY SPECIAL

Prospect,

shown in a box marked 'store

wows,,,,wou,

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade
or whatever ... The Day has a reedit

Cemeteries 6 lots..

FEDERAL & STATE
NG

°"

MARSH TPIRU

894-7644

od,. (Realtronics) used in con-

cmptions.

SALEM MAINTENANCE

CALL 824.18.80.TPollingmMaws.

burg, Hoffman Estates, Rolling Meadows. Buffalo Grove
and Whcell.E.
They also have a compum
criaed Multiple Listing Sc

ing Service.

-FAILURE TO

Heights,
gelatine

ran trmemg Program

Plastering

Income Tax Seivith

r Dressmaking -Sowing
,i,Ms..,s.1..xt0,gssadin,

Rug Sham sob eeialisl s

Cord of Sympathy.

ing about 60 offices in the

turns and delay issuance of refund checks.

plete Schedule D and must also

UN!

board, composed of

Mount

ONAL=FgATS

1 12

Marine Supplies
Boat Moro°

officials called for 30 addition.
al numbers.

Northwest Towns Real Estate Board and Multiple Listins Service has just been

tax withheld rather than the
amount of state income tax

Johnson urged all veteran.
seeking information, or desi.

cmh or lo. vale, and the'
sed.ng to_a permanent plan,
The higher the premiums will

he delayed because of taxpayer
filing errors, according to

bens added to the draft pool. In
the first three calls for the year,
the National Selective Service

The

Carpet Cleaning

Boats and

NW real estate offices,
listing service to unite

Filing errors may delay
state tax refund checks
Thousands of Illinois in
came tax refund checks may

tho, of five in

,,,y

103

Alteration

Automobiles Wanted... 101

-1

The draft call for April rep -

ination is necessary for the
conversions.

',TERM INSURANCE has
longer a veteran delays In coy-

The quota for draft board

Auto trailers 6 Compers
Automobiles For Sole

time, Hemay thnvert part oft'
in multiples of $500 (but not
less than 01,000) and continue

value, and

problem Mrs. Kiley said.

oaf

the limit for physicals has been
set ay215, this might change nt
any time.

Johnson said.
"There are a number of per=
mment plans to which the yet -

the advantage of paying a fixed
hes a Cash,

problem. For the three local
boards, however, there is no

Auto Pads and Access..107

0.

there are no safe numbers in
Ow draft lottery. Ewen though

term insurance arrives."

permanent plan policy enjoys

premium on a policy which

MRS. KILEY said that still

115 could be induct.'
April. and those with numbers
up to 215 can he called for pm

Bas1969
World War II veteran Is 49

Av. in Melrose Park it is 73.

in

in the state, according to aceMI Selective Service officials
of Illinois, this could present a

0011 for fr" KfRN"

anon from .91F°11191 to N.'

men with draft numbers ap to

Will you vote for this? I'd-l-Pl",l'ak
FOR MANY draft boards
Con -Con has given its first approval to a section in
1h1970 constitution which has to be approved by in a
stele -wide referendum before it becomes effective.

Noto Lincolnwood and from
rthbrookN south to Rose-

Mn. ,

09

BOB

dilution but that the vote is

Local selective serice
boards in the area will Isaac no

34
20

es

Industrial Prope.H1

Induction to present few problems

102 and 103 beadquannefi in
Da Plaines.
Mrs. Kiley said that the national Selective Service headquarters in Washington, D.C.,

airport to the state capital in an hour.

andSl Antiques

Auction
Aviation

74Relp Wanted Men

21414 Wanted Men

Great advancement potent.

7 -Business Senncee

255-7200 OR 296-6640

App, and Rooms to Share 71

Investment

Con -Con Committees and that

History in the making

go A

(to Rent)

Further progress was made
Wednesday by the convention,

SSSeto MUS PAID

CALL DANNUCHAMS

peeing the trial jury to eight

will be retained in the nay con.

SALES TRAINEE

MAI 2 PM. 2S9-06.53

-persons from its present IL
reports
Airs. Macdonal
rheaandjury

day that his proposals arc
being wall received by the

PrIvate Meador on note OhIO
usr Mono W11( teach loss Gaul
cal or popular music Celt be

Page 13
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY CALL

Nome Famih.,

that she believes

that told The Day ymter-

legislature.

The
Ration

0UI

Committee. The Committee

Citizen Advisory Coma=

She indicated that the debtlimit provision will be liberalized.

U-1 m,

cn;

VIRGINIA Mom
daisald (3d Dist. delegale) of
Arlington Heights. is a AVMs
MRS.

WOODS' PROPOSALS inelude a suggestion for home
rilk, and the establishing of a

mendation on this matter to
the convention early in April.

LO Ep

C.)

ber Of Con -Con's Bill of Rights

her groups will report a rearm-

(0

is ready to place before the

Heights, cont.. this week

railed by the Supreme Court

P

-J
-J

Mrs. Anne Evans, 14th Dist.

joumment the convention will

C4 CO

Cs.' C4

of them, written into the new
ethistituion in some fonn.

al before djournment this EA
ternoon. After today's ad-

San. W. Russell Arrington
inked he Constitutional ConAmnion Wednesday to lift the
$250,000 debt limit in the'

15Insloc0on.

Carpentermille,111...

NualOppartarity Ernabyer

3700 W. Lake Ave. Glenview

Host WrE:ufG, loa,zi,rznyN inct,t,,Afi Station)
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24 Help tYuntedfden

25-Empleprent Agave, Won

24 Hp Warded Men

GENERAL OFFICE

241141401111 Men

2411114 WalltedMen

NEW & USED CAR

PARTTIME MAL AG

Trii7ora'ssisids,

ODD o monAs pl

C

MECHANIC &

66 9pm 82s 78n2

CALL .8 7,19

ROUTE SALESMAN

YOUNG MEN

st*:i

A linDlon

Days Only

PrO,[tHeiqh1S

ghts

Peraina - :mocker.

CONTg1=CHT

.1 lean Porker 298 62412 Tr
Siam Personae/ 31O8

GET READY MAN

lEr

or Pd

irlapho

George Fedrovatz

PARK MANOR

CADS ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

LADENDORF

CLEANERS

MOTORS, INC.

537-8414

"otnitr
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

CUSTODIAN

for right men in Multi Million Dollar National

REPROGER TDON

ENGINEER
ability to supervise and guide activities of tech work with draftsmen and model

k

Ie.eImciDo
oth

makers and act in liaison with manufacturing

Des Plaines

TIRED TYPIST?

Volkswagen, Inc

TRY RECEPTION

055 E. Rond Rood

$525 MONTH

DEMON

IL

Asst Off ice Mgr.

APPLY AT PERSONNEL OFFICE

HILLS-McCANNA

Five years experience desired. Knowledge of

metal fabricating, plastic molded pans and

Div. Pennwalt Corp.
400 Maple Ave.
426-4851

in

Mhs Poly.

In ...ion Hely.

W. CoreR16211

Arlirm=ghts

....Sr.'

Prot

We idenl NU or rA121-116,5

An Equal Opportunity Employer
chil

WOMEN

Gallery Business

OPERATORS

ARLINGTON PARK

on, Fining snit
TOOL ROOM MACHINIST

TOWERS HOTEL

"In=1"

HILLS-McCANNA
Div. Pennwalt Corp.

we ore

Clerk Typist

ho

un

::=Z"V

*Wises.. nwshre

.oeSe77:11rt717:
Dtn0.::Mn

Urtod

pan.

LEGA6 SECRETARY

CAFETERIA AND
SHOPPING.

ED SURER

SA5A, OPEN.

272-1000

CALL 332-2359

WORK IN ON

CupkrAA,

CLEAN MODERN

SECRETARIES
CLERKS

648x. No Fee. sal/reon4Pone

SWITCHBOARD OPR.

TRAINEE -$540
20 I

Needed Now!

DOCTOR'S OFFICE
Al.I.PLIBLIC CONTACT

ae. im It=
irw
't.r ***""
pryllt she..

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR

Northbrook, Illinois

gen

Must Have Own Transportation

A rapidly growing company with modern offices in the near North.
west suburbs is seeking

225-6491

2,7-3535.

holmes & assoc

Call 537-7100 or apply

Randhorsi Shona ^OCR'''.

OPERATION

8 a.m. to 630 pm. Mon. thin Fri

Phone 301.2700

YACHT
RECEPTION

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY

Responsibilities will

$550 MONTH

pxeprtration

Wheeling

neesecellerWrIa
MR LARRY SMITH

,tea

PUBLIC
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II

company benefits

RECEPTIONIST

TRAVEL

9 holidays
profit sharing

new

fa

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES, INC.

MulegruP,
1000 WCuntrol Rd.

237-6912 - 9:30 to 5:30

Preseeel

2154910

NURSES
AIDES

sSA erles,P1wWNWP swAlWer

L

BERNIE Side.liouses

ran

ow.

ISIE17Z WITH US!

ikon Dear DnInn..trO ma.

rag nuage al bend.
Gnaw pelahc treryerl0/1011.

Pasernoni April

775-2550

I

420.03/A

SALEM LANE
APARTMENTS

phis

pelerrod. 6196.
Weekdays olio, 7.129,262

PARK RIDGE

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

More Than 340
Salespeople
Will Help Yon

Deluxe 2 Bedroom, $210
Also 3 Bedroom, $300

Ztt.tttaT,i',""r

COMPFINY

srOit't'eltrig="

MILLING MACHINE HANDS
WELDERS

) BORING - MILL OPERATORS

.

brua, eic, tont

WORK NEAR
HOME

Good using 6 shorihand.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

a.

WOMEN

I

Ily

d

I

foss!
tionrinnal p terns/

"or" ri''',11fisrr:
Fil=s7Oci:iVis

7
7o7lder sr:11:."rnTeY;

V:441="1Il

CLERK

(OPERATORS)

WELDER -BURNERS
.',Freund

50 HOUR WORK WEEK
DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT
APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 3944450 FOR APPOINTMENT

I

ea

DR.'s GIRL -$525

316 W. Univenity Drive (Arlington Industrial Park)
Arlington Heights, III.

.29B-2771)
La Salle Personnel
940

I.;t7"Ife: Plaines

I

Heat. 6, water included. Ouieri
April 1st. S22S. WILL NEGOTIATE.

392.4NOnDer 6 P.M.

770,

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

Laboratores, Inc.
BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES, INC.
10400 W. Higgins Rd.
Rosemont, III.
E.A. 0111
go°, opportunity emPiWer

299-7161

827-9919
en dui, opponendy employor

CENTEL
SYSTEM

MortonGrovo, III.
267-6900

annanpporionily employer

3 Mocks...1 Station

at.

s

SegeB Is
Believin g

CI. S-56 O

p 1165, 20

1.

O

.

CALL 362-0204
tamitsFiROLLINGNFAnows

One ed,tonments

392-9188

5514usitslIn9rIMISRLS

CARPET CLOSEOUT

all Applionces
included.
HOWARDSPROAS6 CO7

Call for Appel...ens
330-70.1
410 Rent Apartments

.ow259.,

Apt

-1411iltiple Listing Member

724-6006

nal

NEW SURPLUS

TOOL

Gibson EEC hollow body Ass,
00 Wad cow Sdnd rerder

For Personal Service,

2711elp Wanted -Men & Women

DELANESMTSSOLY
S00

'convenient lo Shop.

RION...mote teuninniNt1

1.5 psis, Grand

$595

stir

1965 CHEVELLE
CONVERTIBLE

lull

Prix

/b

"'

C.5567

$895

Ad. His. avoiL immed. posses.
Port. c.ii ooer Sisin 25,001
0,FFICESPClR

sell SVGA

CO.

"'

C'17.'n'in's.:si's ;2;1'460'

A member of tile Northwest
Suburban llowd of Rooliors

4%

Sh p

white. Coll after

investments?
Contact Him Today

BUILDING
MAINTENANCE

826-0403

272-3151

-

p

.1y

_

Is

PASS

BONUS MOTORS 296.6127

Rolling Meadows
Hall

elrd

DON'T

t

is Ht

37 -Boats alltflarine Supplies

EMPLOYEE.

102-TrucloTrailers

entitled To Buy

LASH
Gole"

UP

0260865
103Aute Trailers & Campers

THESa'

";74 51C'

JOIN US TODAY
CS 5-326

CORSAIR 1070 TRAVELER

.

DEALS

STARBrel,,ALOAMORE

WANT TO BUY: Scuba dg

Truck Campers 6 Toppers

rs,V=anc.

44-0ogs,Pets &Equipment

SALES

CASHIERS

STOCK CLERKS

6

PART TIME OR FULL TIME

101-AutoParts aniAccess.

adoweek+rable COLLIE peples, 6

alow

200.2576

Advertise with Day

Golden Retriever pos, MC,
Held ond Hunting stock. Xpayed.s
6100 6 up. 259.7416

1114dotertycleshiScootem

Daschunds. ABC registered. Ad-,

c,nle..66.5,;;sc,o;; best offer.;

6on.
6212:526=e=r124"Va%
5s
t
6300..94074 after Opro.

.2 adorable kittens.

831-4430

Clualny

Min.

Doodles.

moles lett
159.0262
molefor

CHOPPER SHOPi"
f-UST'COM

list

B.-

I

IsIng ..e

M ereth.. tau. rmw_t_

6rn.

am,Arar__.

Eaawn st, ABC

Miniature poodle, M.145 yr

Aeage,. dm,

$1295
1969 CHEVY II NOVA

Ts;=4!,az,=.t:
$1895
CALL

537-0023
Between 8:30 AM & 6:00PM

:

Michael Nelson

1061 Rambler American, good
,e

titan

bik

tomdwassd. SIRS.01.66S,

IM

Ask For Agent
11311olomobles For Sale

1603 Old Deerfield Rood
Highland Park, Ill
Between Ridge Rood 8 Route #41,

DODGE DART
0.
r mad ton. 7/5. 0/T l.! top , ,0aP

COMPUTER

MLS

$1695

rrls:Sr.a'alrrO'i

r5=.1)h7l"Zr."'

EARN AS YOU LEARN!

Apply in person to Store Manager
or Phone for appointment

1967 CHEVY IMPALA

Iii15-385.agn

.cHenro

weeks, home raised 3.15.
-.
253.7267

Cl 13292

TOPPS
INTERSTATE DEPT. STORES'

anytime 814.003

Prito. Roado

a,- a,

01 lotomobiles Wanted

...La new home?

°12 Wanfed5 Rent

"rar=4:'
Iirporna

I

0.545644,1,5,

INDUSTRI58.7082ES, PALATINE

WE WILL TRAIN YOU!
onsortgoie money?

1131ogustrialProperl4Yefleol)

529-7070
Roselle Illinois

571,e10.=
o9 -92

200.5Ag

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

CALL 439-8020

2

3.'6935

e

ELECTRONIC
PRECISION,

wnb

555 Irving Park Road

513 or 259.0539

EL SW 6, inIellellien

pom

Your

can solve your

Village
Elk Gr
blocknoonAve al Higgins

CHEVROLET

26-01fice f onetime -Devices

34Arls and !Moues
32filiscellaneaus Merchandise

DICK WICKSTROM

in our HIGHLAND PARK STORE.

Professional

80 -To Red Office Space

=,Z7,;crA040"0'.1.0=

66 -Business Opportunities

We have immediate openings

V

g

Pesl
!aria.

1,..,/.

ins.

3.5.152

n

nrogolnefein dom..;

Wanted 2 bedroom aportmen

cD Idg .oae ted, pplian-

plies a 'PM. CL

Assess. Call

erhna/

FOCORI(NTAL UGS..

in 00,0,4 One child. Cal
Mg Red

$745
1965 BISCAYNE
STATION WAGON

cf., or. 1e-

90/30

11/365 ESTATE SERVICE

6175 mon, CL 1,702

t

171.D419a re.

1965 CHEVROLET

Heavy SHAG CARRE7 WASH)
vd. NYLON PLUSH 3.2.95 so yd

@ Illinois Bell

MULTIPLE LISTING

PAW,.
C all

I

Open 7acv. al 9 -966-100.

REALTOR

Ilbonst263.63OR

central telephone company Of iginoi

THE BOSS"

=.=c.rz,nr. -

60sA
N -S1

S

MARTEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING

sesplIcallon by phone, cat 6.9912,

'25,0221

°S7s'est?n's'f6=b'

Westgate Apts.

6301 Lincoln Ave.

965-4700

g p.

APPLY CITY MANAGER.

MUNDELEIN

COMPANY

sole,"
n

one Cal
You Make trained

@DIRLI@OGEIIHIM-PCDENE

Ea. 3678

Baxter
bee

coo

Immedondiately Avallable. Cog

Excellent

ASSEMBLERS

CENTRAL

YOUR future
is in
Telephone
Communications

Mary Dardanon,
!:dn'cltndeeFP, Li's"v

2210

appeared. Air coed.. itor.

CLERKS

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
roVI:eern'D
a u.*d.
:void

609,

.4 -^

.

DICI, WICKSTROM

a'OISIX .237f. '2"' "

ones motherermodemmeemmonts/

6nneh.:"d"S"75.""'

pd

na Rent, Stores, Offices
TELEPHONE

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

if yea ea o molosml

$2 .75 PER HOUR.
272-3151

mtruity

13

aeited.Cla.I1D1
kChildren

lino coin

....,,,,,,,,.....

s 550; mdiT

650) reelinie

=a=!dl Mi.Rnewlil°pa m mar

Adults

under

We ors se1610
WAS hxdivYlvol far our
modem medical focilily

ing, hauled

just had a
little addition -

,itt;

7,7

Ha Red Homes

CENTEL HAS OPENINGS
FOR CAREER MINDED

g:goad.11

CS 2.6916

2141elp Wanted -Men & Women'

SECRETARY.

Join your future with ours and let's go!

We've

2815 Old Higgins Rd.

Call Any MAP

PART TIME

966-0700

fr, X

'

605. Coll

TRANSFERRED?

3.1328 oft. 6:30

827.6618

COME

Eri,e7i!::,adnEi;E:r:tir

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

WYINS

DES PLAINES,

SECRETARIES

er'',47'rNon''. TOOL:

hit

re7dtge',,Trandrilen:t.:17tion 53,042

CON;;1"Cr MRS CAREEN
30.1.0000

tnnt;

0605'69 DELTA ROW155.

oxen

NURSE

DS. Dunten
6028 Dempster

The Coss
Says,

6299

Coll x

Call 025-6151

INDUSTRIAL

39..8580

Days Only

Arrn

SECRETARIES

205 S. NORTHWEST HWY.

ng

Grand

'14irU"R"eVtithirrret

lip.

INTERNATIONAL

...NW,29 H.,y6-61 Des Plaines

350.0080

Ilmmage&Oarne Sale

SINFIRE

Ys,?,,,70dab.:`I'D'a'a

53250,or ler. Call

Mr. PROSPECT tmberlo1

DemI. arca. 2 bedroom an. 2nd/

ROCKFORD

6z CF

=';',V,'.7."7"..1.g.

lea

439-19,6
We Am LaaA.D ter A Key Punch &shoal Wade. ex vel train
aomsene with peed tyong *Ks who is InMeested agening in
re
wee el Role Procesaing. Small

EA. OTIS

,,,s6,...,.. ..,,,,...

T35'6.6.7' ''''' H'''' ""

1.100. 259.1162

sgol,Colher

18TE Rai Apartments

,ram become FrovokeolKsmouningfolwedt.

$130 WEEK

1264 Dodge 440 2driNir 6 ryl.

ono Ob,ow,e around -

Day- Full or Port Time

pr wet monagememrau,

sw cod... cern help

Cloon. 255-1346

veyaerdar.eU.Ab

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes

Noon° or Appointment

299-7161

Aides

BO lord 10 poss. Coon, Sodon.
NOoa. NT. IOC P/0. Rock

gArra'AVM5Uri$-"Ali

0,e..14/041ompltosekerooreo. now [...low..., reel

10400 W. Higgins Rd,
Rosemont, III.

paid hospitalise..

RELATION

NATIONWIDE

Bruning

lf,or to,

0661370

GO

Des Plaines
74 -To Rent Apartments

.

'as ensvy.l arson

Vacant

Commercial

KEY PUNCH

Work fa

,I121.111(172NDCAR52

W75. CI_ 2-6667.

375'..P:t. rat Vg'0id "CO;

Mon.K.Ketipm.orSah,Oom-Ipn.

70-Rooms0oard4iousekeepingI

896-9210

ony pr'oe.

ihyheppy renle of gels whe speed
r,v,
Sethdnaorsd the world

296.2251, Ext. 361

al tronspoatlan noses

(ice duties which will include
6028 DemplIer

.,

1r ,,' i,,f,,,=,,,.7.:,,,,;. ..-

er '1173200

pninvil

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

and experience.rt Person-

:,115,8i

27

To oart

des booed on educator

in ',Annum Heights

knowledge of sellisties and re

sola.

roo , condirion. sase. sSo

. C.*...m

WE SPECIALIZE

now mew rewarding than owe betonaim....

journal

of

Excellent staging

GAL FRIDAY
GOOD SALARY

An En, OPPolleniN Employer

Residential

Looking for o really good place to work? Call.

200 E. Touhy

A ShoWng

4 4099,

h

Is

.00 a month

owns.
Esd oes. Pim. two am wed.oPeNtor
think "net onan iket bolos, a

Real Estate

working middens and liberal employee ben-

efit program.

in-

General Ledger System,
Account Analysis. and Financial Statement prep.
oration.

Pnialne 6 wall Ads.

non wehNo Is essentleL

or

entdes for a Computer
F. H. BONN
COMPANY

plate

An swi oiss=o.mix

dium situ company dem so home, offering superi-

clude comptalion and

PUNIC COMO'

1441. Wolf Rd.

pre-

vious experience in all
areas of General Ledger
Accouning.

SHOWROOM

ANALYSIS
POWEATOOLS

bookkeepers with

296-6166

259-4000

Excellent opportunity to work for c. modal, ma.

BOOKKEEPERS

HACKETT CORP.

We Need You

HERTZ RENT A CAR

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

Dr

learn key tape If necessary.

CALL MRS. GRAY

HELP!

v.....
live..Erm

State Bank

Guild i ng A Mbhn

Mwt,rtry.':**

cry and public contact.

Keypunching as well as Verifying. Willingness to

ug,g)pgpo,, enspieuer

Fullerton!. Kennedy C.,

You receive a good salary and excellent
benefits including profit sharing.

o Looking fora position offering chalienge, vorb

You should be capable of Alpha and Numeric

Mfg.

Solt Wor

Mount Prospect

Om Data Processing Department has on opening
fodo gal to work in the keypunch section.

1657 Silva nier Rood

ing office.

k

_ASK FOP KEN

392'5230

677-0600

IcaIf you are ....
Tired of a dull roatino job in a stuffy uMntorest-

"Pro

5.

0

.

600is

or

6100. 82.70220

RENTAL REPRESENTATIVE

686-7740

sae.
erg

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST CENTER

IL

267-5300

SECRETARY

12

k. x776.3915754

Is

7300 N. Linder - Skokie
be

.

d

s, P/6 PA 1,,,

392-8008

r

White Collar Girls

Sallent-Welch Scientific Co.

ideeliWitentaisolity to

s Islue printed, Sdelbrock maw
ts cyclom

tn'rnth'inl a3vsbu

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

CONTACT

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG UNTIES

Secretaries

/

Position offers excellent company benefits and a
salary commensurate wish moorionce.

`77-Zr°

Nova 227. S2700. Bosh Isplancoid

Odin, q r. 01, wi. hm-sis

6500 .11255-P617

Available for
All Office Skills

for severed gels who enjoy cleacol work and hove
good typing skills. Excellent wadding conditions.

HILLS-McCANNA
Div. Pennwalt Corp.

'67 Ford . Golaxio 500, 4 els.
2E0.0662

Or Antiriete, 414canorreloecr

Our company in the educational field, is looking

Dictaphone Typist

Ln.Arl. Hts.392-8307

'66 Chenelle 4,7, 51800. WI SS

Temporary Jobs

,1

CLERK TYPISTS

Hoofs 0:3010 4,15

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

oleto Powcz,A=s. SHARP

idwadd.

YOUR BUDGET

55,

An equal opportunity employer

Girls fora

LOU mole lnl!2-.9710C "

van van me Leennm

AND ADD 10

44.11

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Executive
Secretary

rz"

seeking

A Temporary Service

tarn4ZO'nrOgloeMit"'

ton*. klecidgi:

iien. 128 hiois ceslosmance

trit

Work close to home.

824.11E8

DIES

FL W 187 50.5:30

rj50 or bost of/nr!302.1.S6;0

All you need is some free time and et Islet 1
year experience. Work 1-5 days per week.
VICTOR TEMPORARIES
A Divishin of Victor Compiornoter
Chicago, III.
17 N. State St.

c,ind

Des Plaines. III.

800 1 Northwest Hwy.

"1 """22"0;s167"'

READY FOR EASTER. Australian

5.

,I osdas

cbn

LITTLEEUSE, INCe
Subsidiary of TranoT, Inc.

this!,

table. 431

0:c1,EV,:i:BVAC,OLLBET

/B ACT 3165 Also many Chew

782-6244
into:mod opploonts should feel Iwo in calling DAN SUNDT.

Slim

srs,:trii,i7l,s,Siors excellent con,

Dee.

o 10 -KEY ADDING MACHINE

439.0923.

UNITED STATES

Evening shift
TURRET LATHE

DOCTOR'S

3040 S. Busse Rd

CLERIC TYPIST

"'T4'471'oleNter'o"'

";r2s '5"11 ''s4Cs

sired.32,1440
Mowers

Riding

6

"!:;7

MO Ford CoMm WS ALT good

il-iretl'a

"c '7.' 5111;U

'''

'62 Pour, 2 dr. Gd. irons. P/

o COMPTOMETER OPERATORS
o STENOGRAPHERS
0 TYPISTS

,,,,,a::f'aum

git'4it'it;',.`,look

''

cond., best offer
296-7.1

025-1059

o KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

RAILWAY EOUIP.CO.

Experienced Typisi
Shorthand NoceSSary

A2.2..82.8776.

d

296-6166

School Bus, Inc
en. Nelms

SECRETARY
To National Sales Menage,

Excellenaamings

FACTORY

P.M. ROUTES -

299-4446

"'";1=7Zt.,
297-3200

ZICIo21's'od"'CraMpt's:i

An Eavol Opporlanity Feels/ et

Cook County

sumn.c

SECRETARY

Enl.worlaria

s!ErriZ CORPORATION

ARLINGTON HIS., ILL.

0301 W. Kings.

SECRETARY

ler Roy PusAlder

'6:30-8:30 a.m.

670.3373

for our Solos..

DRILL PRESS SETUP MAN
shift
Eveni
MAN.AU-Tng ROL SETUP
OPR. A

Felsee

msms. Cen10000 paid fees.

3331ast 'rooky

TCEggV,SVE

weels old lo
4,0 7260

MerEEIZRa"rn

rneedri:
Mann 76 Division. Eastern Region
Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Roach Matins, Illino1s60069
Telephone 13121529-7703

an

,loon;

Dachshunds AnC 6 wks

41.0,L

ossip,ge

A.M. ROUTES
an who

4

aq Dodge au, UN 0 do HT 4

Mar

NonuFscrartrgandlalneeespeny

INTERVIEV41:106r.

OR

Please Contact.

GENERAL OFFICE

RHI wide

14:67.

/ c6.
P lea Permood

OPERATORS

2:30 -5 p.m.

Ilecii

LEARN ART

WATCHMAN

Eat n txtra.Cash
Paid Training

amnybowm ca.

onsisoZ peneliss

DAY UBLICATINS, INC.
117 . Atlington NIA Rd.
Arl. His., III. 6000S

21 -Employment Agencies Women

DAYS
No Experience
Age Open

an be 00,0

Experientod Lrer6d

Portable Typovir.

Onden

DRIVERS

Das Planes manoloovring c moony n¢nds o
hoodoo
bul nol nocolOal
in accounis payable hclal

but An

RELIEF
D.

SCHOOL BIN

,sviZ

DISPENSER DIVISION
Glen Ellyn
Saila 20

riA,t;"

Di,"

no L

t

FEMALE

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

OPERATOR

$609 MONTH

Eaton, Yale and Towne, Inc.

it.,04,7,117.

Lai.1. .7 52.00

259 20.21

112Aetnctles For Safe

Ala Ter Sale

2 Au

ran

297 ;85Cd'''

272.2300

o FRIDEN COMPUTYPER
OPERATOR
o FRIDEN FLEXO WRITER

RECEPTION

MEN

TOWERS HOTEL

this oPPeoll °P)' 7°P

OR APPLY IN PERSON AT

SECURITY
OFFICER

VI

CRAVENS CO.

SECRETARY

Ony shift

858-3600

"'

CLERK -TYPIST

mildew. yrs* and
men

DRAFTSM

799 W. Roosevelt Rood
Building 4

WANTED

Nark

T

Lounge

Excellent epportuniti. lot

small mechanism helpful.
Salary commensurate with experience
cluding excellent binge benefit package.

ARLINGTON PARK

,t7

Preireens.

C'

Apply in Per,.

Countryside Restaurant

MACHINISTS

This is an R 8 D position reporting to the chief
engineer.

I

n Mn

arne pow on wnh

WAITRESSES.
Day or Evening Hours

JR. PROGRAMMER

engineer.

Full

OR

00% 254

elation systems. BSME degree desirable and the

CHILMEH 208-2180

Sr:PERSON

LAYOUT
DRAFTSMAN

Must have up to several years practical experience in the design and development of
products using fractional horsepower ref rig -

Induct,

dos

Call 537 7419

HinliSchoel warIc121.4
Paid Insurance Is vocosie.
250.63E0 eat V

Corporation located in Carol Stream.

win

pe

44 Dogs, Pets & Equmment

3211mcellannua Merchadme

ASSISTANT

ury hotel ihos hos Ow Snarl for

PARTS ASSISTANT

2641¢16 Wanted Women

2641514 Wanted Uot'n

DENTAL

Ealnv

SHOP Calk
eek

BABY SITTER BOMBED,
AFTERNOON, A WEEK 2

CAFETERIA
FOOD SERVER

SECRETARY

R.N 's

RENTAL AGENT

211ISIR PROM Women

26 Help Wanted Women

2611011 Wanted Woman

264Ietp Wanted Women

2611elp Wanted Wooten

26 kelp Wanted Women

so, 'An** 10".

John

Hs:Inger

SHORT RIBS
'that she has never
had them.
9 Pro Hockey
The Black ItaWits
vs. the Red`Wings at
Detroit.
11 Chicago Is

6:00

2 News
5 News
7 News

lrzo

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
NOW THAT YOUR SISTER'S FIMiSHEP
WASHING, THE KEEN THINKING BEHIND THAT MANEUVER I TAKE fl;
IS TO SAVE YOU TKO STEPS BACK
FROM HERE
TO THERE!

AMOS Et 1400F LE L "IMP

yOU 10 STOP Mk-MING
YAP HYPNOTISM ON
BUSTER! MS NOPLEP

NEE PIEE NEE N

(MARTHA MY LOVE, ,
I A651.1RE ',Oil 'THAI'TvE
WPM MY SCIENTIFIC

No go it

T2rAvietrrs AND
RELEED BUSTER

Mike Douglai
11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters
9

Robert Cromie is

host
26 Aynda (Help)

FROMAS ALL ROST

HYPNOTIC...../

ENOUGH ALREADY WITHOUT

141

v

SCRAMBIM
HORS!
UME

6:15
11 TV College
literAmerican

014, WHAMS

UPSO

THE USE/

.V
THE NEXT -tWe NE LEAVES
HIS FLATS 'AT SUFFER I'LL
lt7LIRS AWAY/

5

1420M
ire

tect a visiting.crown

prince from hostile
forces.
7 Bewitched

6:25
Editorial

2

A leprechaun puts
a magic spell on Darrin, making him lazy
and unwilling to
work.

26 Quiz
6:30
Family Affair

2

The children and
M r . - French join
Uncle Bill in Tahiti.
5 Daniel Boone
Boonesbdrough
townsfold get a taste
REALN FRACTURED

-THEM ItrA

V _I'

Grow

"Plants for Dim

Places."

32 Truth or Consequences

of "royalty" only to
learn that things are

7:40
20 TV College
literAmerican
ature from the Civil
War.

not always what they
seem.

Pat Paulsen's

7

LANCELOT

11 Making ThL
,

Half a Comedy Hour

26 Today's Racing

32 Of Lands and
Seas

I WISH
HAP

oNglar
LIKE HI

.1.166466,16.M11.61111MM

2

Neil Douglas is
host for a film trip to
Scotland.
2 6 Bob
Sports

that is
Hamilton,
George
who is the director of
a clinic that tortures

Philbin

volunteers to determine how much pain

26 Famous Artists;
Famous Writers

G u e s t s include

BUGS BUNNY

FOR FRIDAY

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): Know what you're sup-

IN YER POCKET:
WHEN YA SQUEEZE

PARTNOT

posed to do and you'll have less

ICULARLY:

chance of slipping up. Much

depends upon the

RUNNINV.TO A BULB

TH1 BULB IT
SQUIRTS
WATER:

9:00
Dean Martin
5
Show

32 100

26 Elias Diaz Perez

Albert Brooks and
Tommy Tune.
7 Paris 7000
Brennan finds the
"twin" of 'his de-

little Bobby has

,

12:00
Movie

2

"Gunman's,

Walk." Rancher

ceased sweetheart

under strange circumstances.
11 Our. People
Quintana
25 1.

tries to train sons to
be respectable citi-

32

outburst of violence.
Van Heflin, Tab

Hunter and James

9:25
32 P0111 Harvey
Comments

'
Darren.
5 Midnight Repoli
7 Chicago Show

zens, but clashing
personalities cause

12:10

9:30

9 News

9 Twilight Zone

20 TV High School
32 Password

12:30
5

10:00
News

2

MentOrindum'
12:40

9 Movie

5 News
7 News
9 News

11 The American
Community College

"Making the

Walls Fall."

26 A Black's View

32 The Honey-

"The 'Silver Chalice." Paul Newman
makes his screen debut in story of Greek
who designs frainework for cup used at.

Last Supper. With
Virginia Mayo. and
Pier Angeli.
7

is Tom

2 .Mery Griffin

G nests include

5 ' Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
7
Show
9 Movie
',Bad Day at Black
Rock." Story of one-

Newman.
2 6 L a Tremenda
Corte
32 Big Valley

While babysitting,
Ann decides that

11:45.
32 News Finttl

Luise, Art Metrano,

10:30

Sugar Ray Robinson joinstost Edwin

11:30
Paintings;

Great Music

Peggy Lee, Dom De-

mooners

verlee and Sidro with
the Sneakers.

7 That Girl

RIGHT;

Show

Bessie Love and Joseph Schildkraut.
26 Wrestling
32 The Champions

With Suzanne Pleshette and Richard

briel and Daryle
Lamonica, and BeIT'S GOT A 'TUBE

HIYA CICERO: I BET YA'17
LIKE T' NAVE ME SMELL
YER: FLOWER,
HUH?

"Young' April" a
1926 release, stars

man.

of the News

Jane Powell, Raz
Charles, Bob Kline.
11 Speaking Freely

backs Roman Ga-

Grew Up

detectives who are
accused of stealing
$800 from a dead

astronauts can take.

This
7
Jones

football quarter-

11 The Toy, That

Friday and Gan. non ' investigate tWo

Carlson.

7:00

JimNabors
2
Show

Horoscope

"The Power."
out to get

6:55

Your

8:00
Movie

Sci-fi about a mind

6:45

5

u es ts include

Ironside and his
staff attempt to pro-

ature from the Civil
War.

TWIWNE

7:30
Ironside

cy, Robert ,Ryan,
Anne Francis.

8:30
Dragnet

nautili and 'rerflizes

TONIGHT

-

Show

1:00
Of Cabbages and

Kings

2:00
Late Report
7 Reflections
2

2

2:05
Meditation

armed man uncovering

skeleton

in

Western town's
closet. Spencer Tra-

.

3:25
9 Five Minutes to
Live By

-.EXCEPT

short

FOR
ONE
THING:

strokes.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Take care that in making
changes in some areas, you
don't effect changes in others.
Where you are efficient leave

EEK & MEEK-

well enough alone.

GEMINI (May 22 - June

21): Stay away from those who

MORTY MEEKLE

seem to be inclined to cause

discord between you and a
loved one. Trouble absents itself.

DO YOU HAVE THE

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): A highly active day for
your competitors. Take care,
therefore, not to let time slip
through your fingers
counted for.

.ssilittset

1:00441.1.46

FEELING

THAT WEIZE BEING

FOLLOWED?

unac-

Answer to Previous Purcli

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

Take the advice of one who has

Booklore

nothing to lose. The best way
overcome present difficulties is to understand the situation completely.
to

ACROSS

O urn w wu.I.c Txif ?S. M. NE

1 "Uncle -'s

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.

23): Cue your associates as to
what they may or may not give
out of company business. Personal affairs need guarding.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Keep an eye on serious rivals
even though you are using this
day to make amends for past
mistrust of them. All in good

THE BORN LOSER
VPHANION STRIKES WIN!

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

22): A special day for the
Scorpio who has in mind the
protection of those less fortunate than himself. A good day.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Dec. 22): An acquisition of
sorts may lead you to think all
is well. Don't be fooled, however, by the size of the gift.
-

Jan. 20): If apologies are in or-

der, see that they are forthcoming. Don't stand on ceremony with special friends.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

NO NEED TO CALL THE POLICE. WASH:
WOKE LIKE THE NEIGHBORS ALREADY
HAVE!

VVE5 LAPIP0 HERE MP ffle TWO
PALS STOLE THIS VALUABLE OPAL.
TONIGHT FROM MY EMPLOYER'0,
APARTMENT NEAR THE RUB

PE PA55Y1

19): Though a loved one may
be particularly aggravating to-

.

.

27 Except

day, you would be wise to overlook it. Improvement in the offing.

30 Came into

21): You should be able to

'34 Genus of

sight

32 Berrylike

fruit

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

master your feelings whether
they are good or ill. Don't let

herbs
35 Expunges
36 Yards (ab.)
37 Roman CUpid
39 Hardy herciine
.40 Formerly

others in on your basic responses.

1

Answers to
Hideaword
COCAINE.
OCEANIC

(archaic)
41 Jewel

!CAMPUS CLATTEB('

'
42 Properti

m5veRima'Quottioss,K4poim4,

item
45 Turkish
hospices

OUT km4u.vir0a, Dom,. MV err W IMPROVE
OUR IDWIEDHMENT-'-

pocket
battleship,
Graf

Cabin"
of
4 "Sing a
Sixpence"
56 Golf mounds
8 "The Little
-.Prince" 57 Oriental coin
12 "Tales of a ,
DOWN
Wayside Inn" 1 Makes lace
biew* '
edgings
13 Notion
'2 Margarine
14 High cards
3 Small reed
15 Far off
organs
(comb. form) 4 Warning
16 Restores
device
confidence to 5 Poems
18 Quickest
6 Tidier
20 Mountain
7 Aeriform fuel
crest
8-Petrarch sang
21 "Shooting of
praises
- McGrew" 9 her
Measure of
22 Pseudonym of
Charles Lamb 10land
Encounter
24 Egyptian
11 Essential
queen's
being
nickname
17 "Sinbad,
26 seed
appendage

time.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

sYllable
55 German

'

,

,

49 Room for

supplies

51 At. this thne:
52 Persdan.fairy
53 Bohol (comb::

.form; var.)

Muli*g

,

LODGE
IDOLS
F I R EF
EN'1`EF
IF t

j8 E A 1-1 1-

EU
N

PY
T
N P L
Miro [=-1,110

-

i

-

-

AID O

RE

sA
We

the_"

31 Card game

19 Mother-in-

(Fr.)
33 Mother
law
of Ruth (Bib.) (Latin)

38 Indolent
40 Weird
Sports of any
24 "Feet of -." 41Sports
23 Measure of
capacity

25 "Little -

Fauntleroy"

26 Fielding's

earion

27 Floors below

ground level

28 Shoshonean

Indians
29 Hurl

42 Vipers
43 Pace
44 Pahcful
46 Speck
47 Ripped
48 Long -necked

aquatic bird
50 Decompose

.

liro5pert ;Dap

e

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low In mid 20s; Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, warmer

Telephone

2554400

Your Home Newspaper
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20 Pages .
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Study plan
for housing
Sr. citizens
By Bob Casey

Arlington Heights officials
are looking into the possibilty
of obtaining a federally financ-

Walchirk, executive director
of the Cook County Housing
Authority (CCHA), which -manages or is developing more
than 700 units of senior citizen

the

housing in suburban Cook
County, to discuss the pros and

Mayor John J. Walsh met
Wednesday with Victor L.

cons of public housing for the
elderly in Arlington Heights.
Walsh has declined to corn -

ed housing development for
senior

citizens

within

village.

ment on the Wednesday meet-

ing, other than to emphasize
that contacts with the CCHA
have to date been only preliminary. He said Wednesday that
he planned to discuss the matter that night with other
trustees in an executive session

held after the special village
board meeting.

The mayor said the senior

In the wake

citizen housing matter was

being considered in secret executive session because devel-

opment of a CCHA project
would involve land acquisi-

of the storm...

tion.

JOHN COSTE,
The northwest suburbs continued working yesterday and
this morning to clean up after
old man winter's last big fling

sections of Arlington Heights
Rd. and Golf Rd., Irving Park
Rd. and Ill. Rte. 59, and Rte.

of the season, the storm that

way.

dumped almost a foot of snow
on the area Wednesday night.

"It was anarchy." Read
Catherine O'Donnell's column:on Page 4.

State highway division
crews

from

Arlington

the

Heights garage worked into
the afternoon to clear 190

miles of state roads in the

northwest suburban area. Acto Charles H.
McLean, operations engineer

cording

for the highway division, plows

were hampered by stalled and
abondoned cars on some

This Easter design, showing a cross formed of radiating lines
was programmed for The Day by Mike Benolken, a sophomore

at Harper College and was drawn by the college's $120,000
Gerber plotter, a computerized drafting machine.

roads.

Main trouble spots,

McLean

said,

were

inter-

Computer The longest night
How a showoff vandal
now turns of the year'
spread havoc, destruction to art
gathered at the street corners
or the parks. Many were from

By Lois Czubakowski

the area's finest families.

There wasn't a single police
call from the Cumberland section of Des Plaines last weekend.

By last fall, however, their
activites had pretty well terminated, according to Detective

Larry Zumbrock of the Des

That's quite a change from
the way it has been over the
past couple of months, when
vandalism reports poured in,
police were behind almost every bush and at least one resident took to riding vigilante- .
style through the streets.
Last week determined po-

Plaines juvenile division. They
were getting older and most 'of
them had, by autumn of 1969,

been identified by local juvenile officers.

THEY HAD NOT usually
been involved in the worse,
criminal damage incidents reported in Cumberland and
during the past couple of
months, officers of the Jackals
told Zumbrock, they resented

lice work, coupled with co-operation from area young
people narrowed the blame for

a major portion of the vandalism to a single 16 -year -old
boy, a resident of the troubled
section, bounded by Wolf Rd.,

being blamed for what was
happening. So, after some discussion with Detective Zumbrock they gave their full cooperation in identifying the
16 -year -old boy responsible

Mount Prospect Rd., Rand
Rd. and Northwest A-Iwy.

Cumberland residents have
been pointing the finger at a,
group of area boys known as
the Cornell Jackals. The club,
consisting of about 28 regular
members, started as an athletic
group, playing in Cumberland
parks and school yards. Members range from 14 to 17 years

for most of the recent vandalism. The youth was not a
member of the Jackals, though
many members knew him and

some were even with him at
times when he committed
criminal damage acts.

Investigation indicates the

of age.

About two years ago they

16 -year -old

Athletics
expanded from
to pranks, spreading toilet paper in trees and bushes, tossing
apples at cars, breaking street

lights, etc. They had no club
meetings' but generally just

,

never did any-

thing by himself. It seemed it
had to be done in front of others to be any fun. His exploits
reportedly included tossing
rocks through picture windows, smashing outdoor Het
;;T:i.,747,71d;

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS

Loser of the week Worked all last Sunday changing from snow

tires and replacing his snowblower
attachment with a garden
_

_________ ___________

plow.

-

fixtures with his bare hands,
throwing a bottle through the
Cumberland train depot window, turning in false

fire

By Joanmarie Wermes
I lay my head against the car

By K. C. Radtke

seat and resigned myself 'to
The Easter design above is what turned into the longest

potential material for a doctorate in mathematics, accordPlaza as well as others, tossing ing to a Harper College assistall weeds, dirt clumps, rocks tant professor in architecture.
Mike Benolken, the Harper
and a plastic snowman over'
the viaduct at Wolf and Golf, sophomore who wrote the
often striking cars, and putting computer program for the dedirt in private swimming sign, would only have to prove
each of the mathematical forpools.
He had a thing about bird- mulae used to draw each line.
A 'simple task?
houses and tore down a num-

alarms at Maine West and at
Goldblatt's in Mount Prospect

ber of them. In one instance
climbed to the top of a garage
on Cambridge, broke the. guy

wire and the entire pole and
bird house smashed on the
driveway. He often stole bicycles and put them on the
railroad track so the trains
would smash them. Last .Halloween he reportedly made up
a number of Molotov cocktails

and threw them around the
Cumberland area.
He didn't seem to like Volkswagens, either, and often
'

(Continued on page 2)

Prospect Heights.
Jaycees' set

Easter egg hunt
The Prospect Heights Jaycees will sponsor an Easter egg
hunt tomorrow at 1 p.m. at St.
Alphonsus _School, 411 N.
Wheeling Rd., Prospect
Heights.

HARDLY, SAYS Don Col-

lins, the West Virginian who
has taught Mike the beginning
arts of computer design.

"The program Mike wrote

night of the year.
Just a few hundred feet

away in the brightly lighted
Union 76 service station at the
intersection of Meacham and

Golf Roads, more than 125
people and a few toddlers early
yesterday morning took refuge

from their snow -bound autos
buried along the two roads.
Some had hiked several

blocks and came in looking
like snow statues. Inside men
some
nervously,
smoked
drank coffee, one man washed
the chocolate from his little
girls face at the water fountain,

a woman huddled in a blanket
and dozed. At least 10 people
stood in the telephone line during the long vigil.
"It's a very highly sophostiIT WAS crowded and smokcated program by any (college) y, so after making the necessophomore student in this sary call tome and finding the
country.
sitter had no problems, I joined
my husband in the car. The CB
THE PROGRAM is writ- (citizen band) radio gave no inten in Fortran, a difficult com- dication that anyone else was
puter language.
awake or aware of the storm

can be used for any rotated
geometric
said.

figure,"

Collins

(Continued on page 2)

that dumped a foot of wet,

Bandit pulls 'rug'
from under sales clerk
An armed man, who apparently wanted more hair than
he had, took a wig from a store at the Mount Prospect Plaza
last night, then drew a gun when approached and drove off

into the night.
A sales clerk told Mount Prospect police that she saw a
Three age groups will be
Participating in the hunt with
man take a wig from a counter in Goldblatt's store and
notified her supervisor. He approached the man and asked
prizes in each category.
him about the wig. The man, light -complexioned and about
The age groups are: from
30 years old, said he "wanted to be left alone or someone
1-3 years -old; 4-5 years -old;
would get hurt," and displayed a .32 caliber automatic.
and 6-7 years -old.
The supervisor said the man then walked out the front
John Stull, president of the
door to la late model, dark sedan, which he drove away
Jaycees said that all children
the area are invited-- to - - --southeast on -Rand Rd.------ - - participate.

.7:7-7;q4-'447-f.c..-

1',;-4'41.-;51!

heavy snow in the area.
Impatiently I fiddled with
the radio dial and tried to find

a comfortable position. Like
those inside we searched for
the lights of a snowplow. It
didn't arrive until 8:30 a.m.
We all felt a little sorry for
ourselves, I think. What we
didn't know then was that the
police and fire departments
and the civil defense units were
tackling bigger problems.
Hoffman Estates Civil Defense Director Samuel Goranson was giving orders to snowmobile teams. Goranson used
two radios, switching between
Channel 9, the emergency frequency, and the civil defense
Channel 3.
SCHAUMBURG Volunteer Fire Chief Joseph Zurich
called in snowmobilers too.
Keith Paul, 1810 Wedgewood
,

Ln.; David Mielke, 1504 W.
Arlington Ln., and Donald
Johnson, 308 Wakefield Ln.,
offered the use of their snowmobiles.

Carl

Gallo,

306

Wakefield Ln., used a fourwheel drive jeep to perform
services and 25 other men
spent time taking stranded motorists to the Schaumburg fire
house.

Errands performed in

Schaumburg included getting
insulin from St. Alexius Hospital and taking it to a diabetic
employe of Motorola. There
was a 90 -minute deadline and
Paul made it.
A

14 -year -old

girl

59 and the Northwest Toll -

MAJOR TIE-UPS

the village.

were

also reported at Golf and Higgins, Golf and Meacham and
Golf and Ill. Rte. 53.

"We've had March storms

assistant

village manager, has been assigned to conduct preliminary
research on the feasibility of a
publicly finances senior citizen housing development in
Last week, Walsh, Coste
and Village Manager L. A.
Hanson visited a CCHA development for the elderly in

this was a bad Niles. After returning. Walsh
one," McLean said. "We had said' he thought the I27 -unit
a real bad storm at the begin- 10 -story apartment building
ning of the winter and now a was too "institutional" and
real bad one at the end. At least that a better job could be done
in designing such buildings.
I hope this is the end."
Walchirk last week told The
Mail delivery was sporadic
in several suburbs because of Day how the authority's senior
road conditions and employes citizen housing program opercalling in sick. In Des Plaines ates in suburban municipala number of letter carriers did ities. The CCHA acts as the
agent of the municipality, he
not report for work.
All routes delivered mail in said, building the housing and
Wheeling, while Arlington making it available to those
Heights and Palatine had only senior citizens whose income
before, but

qualify them for resi-

scattered service. Hoffman Es-

tates an Schaumburg did not
receive mail, according to the
Hoffman Estates Post Office.
Commonwealth Edison Co.

reported a total of 37 large
wires down in the northwest
suburbs, with service inter-

rupted for about 3,000 residents. All breaks were repaired
by yesterday afternoon, ac-

dence.

"There's no cost at all, either in the development or in
the management of these programs to the municipality,"
said Walchirk. "They are fully
financed by federal loans and
and grants made to the hous-

ing authority under the pro-

cording to Walter Lambert,

gram. The only thing the municipality must do is to make

district superintendent for the

municipal

utility.

HARDEST HIT were De

Plaines

Arlington
and
Heights, Lambert said. A large
feeder line supplying portions
of Arlington Heights and Rolling Meadows was out for several hours.

services available
as it would to any other similar
development."

A PORTION of the rents
paid to the CCHA are turned
over to the municipality in lieu
of tax payments.
Those rents, Walchirk said,

would be about $35 or $40 a
month for the average one
room apartment. To qualify, a
all repair personnel about 2
a.m. Thursday, Lambert said, single person over the age of
and no customer was without 62 could have a maximum inelectricity for more than 10 come of $3,800. Income limit
for a married couple, one of
hours.
Police in Palatine reported whom is over 62, would be
no serious accidents, but said $4,200ayear,Walchirksaid.
Financing for CCHA destalled cars were common and
at one time 15 autos were velopments is on a direct ba:
(Continued on page 3)
stopped on the entrance 'and
exit ramps at Ill. Rte. 53 to
The utility started calling in

Northwest Hwy.

The Rolling Meadows police station, a well as other
areas of the city, was without
electrical power between 3 and
3:45 a.m. and again between 4
and 4:15 a.m. yesterday, police
said.
Elk Grove Village police
handled four accident calls
and found more than 30 autos

abandoned on village streets
during the snow storm. Wheel-

ing police reported a total of

Gripe
Of The

,(

Day
To have to pay for an
adult

education

course

when the instructor did
nothing - no lectures, no
demonstrations, no assign-

ments - he just "adult
sat."

45 storm -related complaints.

M.L.T.

5 records set
at relays

who

started rabies treatment Sunday had no way to get to the
doctor. She was taken to the
Schaumburg Medical Center

Five records were eclipsed last night and a new one set
as Glenbrook North scooted past Prospect in the last two
events of the 6th Annual Wildcat Relays at Wheeling to

for the necessary shot.

win, 36-34.

Prospect claimed two record -breaking performances.
and Bill Allen established a two-mile run mark,with the

A STRANDED motorist at
Routes 53 and 58 needed

medicine for his asthma. He
_

(Continued on page 1.4)

fifth -best time in the state this year in that event.
_See_ complete _details An _today's Day_ sports_ section,_
page 13.
4'

THE DAY

How a showoff vandal spread havoc, destruction

Fnday March 27 1970

Page2

(Continued from Page II
tossed things over the viaduct
at them. In one case he rolled

and' explained the dangers of
innocent pranks.

up the window of a parked

boys, 12 and 13; were spotted

VW put a garden hose through
the top of the window and turn-

walking in Cumberland Plan.

- ed an the water. He liked to
go to peoples' houses and tell
them he was on a scavenger

hunt and had to have some
raw eggs. As soon as poeple
ehosed the doors he threw. the
ggs at

the house. He also

threw eggs at the cars and
once evert at the Mount Prospect police station.
Witnesses report he on screwed a light that signals

trains along the Northwestern
track and once pulled apart the

interior of a Jaguar in a used
car lot with .his bare hmds
when told to leave the lot. He
: Members of the Prospect Heights Fire Dept. return to inspect
fir daylight the wreckage of light plane Mat crashed in forest
preseve during a mow storm Wednesday, shortly after,Inking off
come Palwaukee Airport in Wheeling. These firemen
the
u
e
who crashed through two miles of dense forest, with
lZhe'irvy ;now fall hampering their visibility, and removed pilot
Robed Kohn, 49 and the body
co-ppilot Steven K. Kinder, 31,
heth of Newemtle, Inc. Kohn was still in serious condition Imt

rotiltei,n the intensive cure unit of Holy Family Hospital, Dm

would remove tailights and disignals

results

in the

"metric figure.
"I finally arrived al a short
program to rotate one line every five degrees." Mike. a

palatine resident, said.
How did Ml ike get the cross
the lined circle?

to

Well, he cheated a fulls.
. Collins said.
Mike and Collins placed a
' cardboard cross on the drawing. roiated the drawing on the

pletting machine to get a line
every five degrees,

then re-

moved the cross and rotated
the design to get another line
every nye and a half dogma.

IT SOUNDS easy enough
-',arid even looks simple when
2, you see it done on the plotter. a

:S 5120,000 machine known as
,...she Gerber plotter.

-

ficient data for a Ph. D. diesedation in math Collins laid.
Mike. like nine other mph-

In fact the Gerber plotter.

continue.

and psychological tests could
be ordered. And after these investigations are completed he
could go to St. Charles reforMatory or be placed on probalion.
Meanwhile
the
Jackals

been

with rocks and once put a yard

sprinkler inside a house and

he went to Mount

Drake and Ardmore where

naal

city. crews

e

hole with cement and eMiced a
group of teenagers in, a cam by
taunting them, to dove across

victim of several

the

of vandalism at
his own home. He had taken
to patroling the arca liftmen.
incidents

Hewes advised not to shine his

spotlight on can.

On March 18 at II p.m. the
16 -year -old boy suspected of

mach of the trouble in Cumberland cam brought to the poregulation by his parentso the
request of Des Plainesjuvenik

firecrackers, broke a window
with an apple and broke lights
at Cornell Park and Cumber-

Vandalism does and will
Still under investigation In
the Cumberland area is a rash

of paint

to

which took

dir;sotn:oosopeika,sethge,

broken, rubbish dumped, fireworks exploding, young
people racing up and down in
apartment areas south of
Howard and west of Chestnut.
Ems were thrown at a picture

soda bottles were smashed on

be a special target with a bike
stole, eggs thrown at the
house several tiros and once

Debra,

TEXACO

Lane, Ambleside. Dora fins.
been plagued by a series of car
and house window smmhings,

ems thrown

at homes and
autos. BB holes in home win -

in the Chippewa Junior High

hap strewn on lawns. dote --

contact &Menne (May/ Vacik

School pool and anat.-dm

bells ringing

at 795.6789.

peeping

late

an

night.

rolled in the Harper two-year

9fdiithholal

1,0 p,st new mom

friend's house and ask hint to
come out. The friend sad,
preferred to stay in arid watch
television so Me boys began

ine.
.

"'BUT OURS is the only
two-year program with this
type of equipment," Collins

matins theserage cans mashie the hou

so he couldn't

star the TV.

If a Student Den computerize

Suddenly. mottling to um

ly Otogram repetitive elements
of buildings. Rather than draw

of the bom, police seemed to

a 20-mory building. the audeco need only program the

couple

pop up our of the bush. and
of squad cars con verged on the corner. The re-

fundamental pattern to bc repeated and the Gerber plotter

824-9307

.The William J. Szemtronis. 12g Maple CL.
Marine. do not make a habit of II, but this year
they are cooking their Easter hem inn garbage

For Mike, who plans st ce-

reer in architecture,

According to fienstrom. the lint thing to do is
perchase a genuine "Kentucky Aged Ham."

the

tool in a profession
which has given urban centers
glass and concrete giants,
newest

and covered, where 0 cooks in its retained heat for 24 hours.

He said only two or three shops in Kentucky age
hams in the genuine way. The Stenstrom's our -

the ham is so loose it almost falls off. Remove h

10

ever at

the

Stenstrom.

"Then." he added, -turn the project over 10
your wife."

"%MHO/GUT A two -year -aged ham weighing 14 pounds and it has been hanging in our

Taking over thejub. Elayne scores the fit and

basemen,ince New Year's Day: said Sten

decorates the ham with cherries. cloves and

strum.
He said the shop does sell by "mail order -and
teamed that the hams look ...fur Until layers
of mokl and black pepper are soaked off.

brown sugar. She bakes it at 350 degrees for 20
minutes. Then Sr is ready to bring to the dining
room teble.

Patented

TROPICANA
Non -patented

L

of Roselle
Rd.-Rigoht

JONQUILS

EASTER

CASH 8 CARRY

ALL COLORS

50

MADE TO ORDER

Carnations Orchids
Roses Gardenias

AND
UP

Expert Designing

4

°'?"'

REGARDLESS
ex

xaw

OF CUT FLOWERS
Flat Monthly Income

FMIC Certificate 160000

Paid quartedy -geposin
end withdrawals at any

55,000 minimum 90 d+iy
maturity
Interest pod
moral*
Automation,

Menem 1 oar minor

time

renown.

No minimum Interest

Cogitate ef wpm
Bring your Eva PHYSICIAN'S (M 0) or

$1,000.minirnum ed

OPTOMETRISI S prescriptions to be idled
m the frame of your choice from our large

k%

r7r

mAll:,?rtilk
f
,ate;,S5.000

ity Interest paid ItiOntley

year mmur

mainly
Certilkete of Deposit ,
in, Interest

Certificate ol Deposit
SLOOD minimum I year
maturity
blares.. paid

Certificete ef Dep.&
$100,000 minimum I

year

mato*

Interest

Pard quarterly

$1,000 minimum 2 yeer

4Ornrir Of at inatudiv

9",11;e Ty

eitnatrtry'

,

selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

FIRS

NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES
713 tee Street Des Nene, III. 60016

Ann, lad E. Lev.. v. president
ashler
0 Sand date on savings commis checked below.
41/2% Savings Account (no minimal)
_ 5% to 536% first Monthly Income Cheek mu plans)
5% to 53/4% Cedifi ones -of Deposit Oil plans)
.. 7% % Ceriilicates f Deposit ($100.000 minimum, 1 year maturity)

/
I

I

L

MT PROSPECT

City / state /Bp code

FIRST
NATIONAL
4d*

Mine 110 telephone number
Address

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

1

ORCHID

IDOL

01I10

CORSAGES
. .
Azalea s,

m plants, Hyacinth,

Moil

4

$3.95

59c

FLOWERING SHRUBS

to choose from-

$1.49
Open
Mon. -Son.
9 to 7

111041H11
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

A Division of Underwriters Salvage Co.
Specialising in Soles of Insurance Claim Merchandise

DIAMOND RINGS
STAR SAPPHIRES FOR MEN &

WOMEN - MEN'S DIAMONDS

-

EXCLUSIVE SETTINGS IN 10 KARAT
AND 14 KARAT WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

,H L d me,e,s ,

Delivery to Chicago & Suburbs Doily

uw,vaim

BANK

PHONE:

OF DES PLAINES, ILL.

299.5531

CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE
TELEPHONE 827-4411
Armrseg.enato,met terwontreemoninon
Alemtter Federal Ilnerm Sys" em

eft
er

Ruse gushes,

Dr,

I'

LA1NL

Flowers & Gifts

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza
TELEPHONE 259-9458

--1

SPECIAL
49,

We Grow Our Own .
10,000 Easter Lilies
And Assorted Plants

$10.96.0'

CASH & CARRY

TO CHOOSE FROM

Regular Savings AMU.

.01

12,000 Sq. Ft. Bag

LADIES DIAMONDS, ENSEMBLES
DINNER RINGS - ENGAGEMENT RINGS

LARGE SELECTION

DEA ANNUM

79'

SPECIAL DISCOUNT SALE!

CENTERPIECES

CORSAGES

i

$10.95

12,000 Sq. Ft. Bag
Sts"

Southwest Corner Route 83 and Estes

Fancy -Fresh Table

POM POMS

for

(ORTHO)

liteViVfaqe

Il-

INT tqA\)
.4K

SNAP DRAGONS

BIRCH 9888

26 W. GOLF RD. SCHAUMBURG, ILL.

Lams

1'1

)

CASH & CARRY SPECIALS!

Ye/0

$19?

HARDI-GARDENS

Justwest

the Frcmd High School Booster Club.

ORDER EARLY FOR.BEST SELECTION

DAISIES

'"D'Ess
"

In

WELCOME SPRING!

PHONE: 529-6102

Chicago. Ha is past president and member of

111,011011(11111

CARNATIONS

ALL ACCOUNTS INSURED BY FDIC UP TO 120.000

elk ANNUM

completed

the 52,787 residents were aged
60 and older.

YourChoice-

Stenos rot -kids" include Todd, 17, and Reid.
15. who are memhersof the William firemd High
School basketball team. and Mance. I 1. who armada Stuart R. Paddock School.
Stenstrom is assistant vice president and dire.
toi of personnel at George F. Brown de Son.. fic..

GLADIOLAS

return your stamp.

Pia MIHUM

Heights

1967, indicated that 3.074 of

building,
THE FIRST step. Walchirk
said, is for themunicipality to

CRIMSON GLORY 9.69

strom. adding. -Except for the minor problem of
convincing finicky kids that it is perfectly alright

savings plans described below. Look them

!ii..,76.2"°""

A special census of Arlington

A large variety

"THAT'S ALL Mere is ta it:' joked Sten-

'

1111

First

pay-off applies to a number of different

400

ordinary sound

the site location of any

go int

ROSES

and cut all but an inch of the fat away." said

chased their ham to hidden, Country Hams in
Bowling Green. Ky. while returning from a
Christmas vacation in Florida.

9 IPM

the savings plan you like best. We'll even

REGARDLESS

the

plannij criteria Mat would

Large Assortment.
Will Bloom This Year.

OPEN EASTER SUNDAY

National Bank of Des Plaines. This bigger

them home to their parents

citifies,

PERENNIALS

'he 'therm' cooking completed. the rind on

move the pepper and mold.
"Hmi no scrubbed it down to the rind. put the
am hack in the lard on, cum` it with fresh sea.
ter and add a cup of vinegar and a cup of !moon

over. Then mail the coupon for details on

I

GLADS

the garbage can. throughly pecked with in

three inches off the shank sad. Then soak the
ham in water. in the lard can. for 24 hours. Folow the soaking with vigorous scrubbing to re-

rates

If the municipality wishes,
the CCHA will agree to offer

ORTHO 1c SALE

Summer Beauty

to eatu ham that has been in a garbage can."

interest

midrise or high-rise Sin bonsing) for the elderly."

2 Bags

FROM THE RANGE to the garbage can goes.
the ham, sue in the covered lard can it how imo

FIRST. EXPLAINED STENSTRONI,

bank

it

And our..

friends. Stenstrom describes the process for
cooking "the most unusual and delicious tasting
hem imaginable."

When read, to cook the ham, and having se
cured gibe gallon lard can with a lid, you begin
the three dm cooking proccm.

Your savings will now earn the highest

ter to go and call their lawyer,
meanwhile exhorting the boy
not
say anything. The boys
werenot under arrest. Police
determined they were not the
wutdels being sought, took

Collins said.

"We -are had good corerknee with what youM call

Clump or
Single Stem

said.

thee of one of the boys, out
the boys and the policemen
and, according to one police
officer, shouted to his daugh-

"II has to he close top lowcost transportation systbin and

44'4x4q-

sugar. Bring to a boll on the range, cover and
cook for one hour." instructed Menstrom.
"While the ham is cooking you can begin lining the garbage cm with blankets and newspapers in preparation for the 'thermo' cooking
thal completes the preliminary cooking." he

can. A re, one. of ourse,

walking his dog, noshed up to

will draw the 20 -floors .
les
fitural learning upproach for today's students

which governs the relationshfis
between it and the CCHA.

said:

chirk said.

polity involved. Walchnit said,
Under mate law, he said, the units in its developments to II.
authority does have power of dal residents on a priority
condemnation.
bans. he said.

Cooked Kentucky style
in a garbage can
lay Jacque Batchelder

INTEREST
IN YOUR SAVINGS
BEEN
NEVER
HAS
HIGHER!

boys in the 11 and 12 age
decided to ge to a

modatiom such as a shopping
center, churches, medical fa-

Walchirk

projects.

CRAB TREES

OFFER!

.

group

has In he close to nom-

pass a resolution authoriaing
the CCHA to act as its agent
and apply for funds from thg
federal government. The mtec
nicipality also must sign a an
operation agreement, he said:

as for locetion of senior

bunging

Ariingtort' citizen

Heights would .most likely

17 and Reid.15,

MAKE
US AN

OUR

Non exnemeiv sensitive many;
vouch activity in the Cumber -

SITES FOR CCHA demi°indents am determined in
conjunction with the munici-

in

cious -tasting" ham on Easter
Sunda, will be Mrs. Stenstrom
and Marnee's brothers, Todd,

.

A couple of weeks ago four

Muhaologg

CCHA receives an annual
contribution contract from the
federal government and then

eration, of some 'old Kentucky hills" family

land area.

course. learns computer programming to a minter of rum

proval, Walchirk said.
If the development program
is
approved. he said. the

the "most unusual and deli-

rods through Me windows of h
Falcon. ripped a lamp off'

tee i

obtained

needed planning, then a developmcnt program designah
ing the proposed building site
is presented for federal ap-

2 years, has had a preliminam
cooking in a .gallon lard can
and a new garbage on.Sharing

Rte. 140 Busse Hwy.

elms of Wells High School in
Chicago will celebrate hs ID

garbage cans turned over, gal --

toms, young
people M yards at late hours,
wows,

ben multi -story affair." Wel-

be

For a loam what alts

The June, 1960 graduating
year reunion Sept. I,. with a
dinnemdance at the Harmony
Hall in Chicago.
For further information.

land School, cut down a toe in
the same park and moved bendim around, tossed beer flans

years. he solid, and the CCHA
continues In own and manage
the project.

can

menu careen

Flowering

reunion set

and Marshall have this month

for

Wong The ham, aged more Oran

HE PRICE IS RIGHT-

Wells class

development

hills recipe for a special Easter

at

of a car in another parking lot across the street.
Vandalism goes on and Ken

Sandy

tel to finance construction.
Tbc bonds are retired in 40

'Kentucky Aged Ham" being
prepared hy an old Kentucky

IS IN
Des Plaines

hit the
March
arch 22 BB pellets

tion:. he mks. -If you see a

sells bonds on the private mar-

loans

William J. Staunton and
daughter Nemec, II, of 128
Maple Ct., Palatine, with

restone

BUD'S

of Me city, on Dulles, Millers
Lance,

9-5 90 tO.

and Oakton March 21 and on

they. Residents on the west elde

Rd.,

50050 tit once atilt

a

monopoly on vandalism. d-

lawn -all since the first of
March.
Cumberland doesn't haw

squad is

driveway in the IMO block of
Webster March 17. tires were
cut in parking Mt near Lee

Fredricks, who head, the Dot
Plaines juvenile division. says
police need the co-operation of
Mc public to apprehend the
people responsible. -Give the
police m opportunity to func-

paint, cam driven acroes the

WOO,fion4.1fiufiu Pug, 1,

sh from the fedend govern- .
mart, he said. Preliminary

call the police al 297-2131. Ifs

window at Orchard and Lincoln. a front window was broken on White St. March 15,

place March 3 and 4. One farm-

ily on Radcliffe, appeared to

re,,hwayne di,: we as

Page T

Study plan for housing Sr. citizens

F Blass ing a recap e handeddown through gen-

area residents and police leave

000.4 and 19 Freshmen an-

born and raised on the nompater. television, new math.

Du; Collins said,
id

home background will probably be ordered. Psychiatric

e.

72 Orme to complete

igincti line every ft, degrees.

men end is much morear

'ADULTS, TOO, were an
the move. A sgbad roikuied

ba-

he is found guilty a case workerwill be assigned and a social
investigation of his school and

house on Vassar, threw
empty whisky bottle through
the design, making the for. front door and once, report mule different for each fin- emy, set the intersection of
degree segment.
Drake and Cambridge on Ore
If Alike could 010d11.00 thate with a quart bottle of gasoline
varying mathematical
for- taken from a lawnmower.
During the height of these
moles he `mold have mr--

V

J oign. then he can enigma-

ipeeds faster thanany drafts-

hence.

make a clean bremt of these ac -

unusu-

it at

50.nriiyhti%Eri,n1;o,,hi:

ents Were M.
The I 6 -year -old threw steel

The computer, though. hot
netthematically changed this

Mike placed the
tereal pencath a ballpoint unit.
on the fiord masher surface of
the Gerber plotter. He wound
areamputer tapes on I he Gerber's digitizing control unit
and flicked the switches.
-.2 The Gerber's "arm" moved
'track and forth oar the piper,
'M e pen markin
a
single
In loss than five minutes, the
design was drawn.
-The Gerber draws at

Polite took the boys to their

warned them that they must

witness
al,

lawns in the arca while his par-

line.

when MI.-metedys by a Mol-

liked them even less when they
returned and stood giggling at
the boys speaking to the police

has

autos driving over lawns,

the hole. Their car sank into.
the cement. And he often
drove his parents' 040 acmes

MIKE KNOWS the mathThat equation when written
in For
and fed to the coro- ematical equation fora single
ting machine

the stores to avoid them because "I don't like them." Ho

create a disturbance.
Detective Zumbrock

cause he will be talking to
them next. And they have Os.
scared orifice that the Jackals
have broken up and will cause
the area no more trouble.

ng,,,,

borhood He broke windows

He removed a barricade at

ten to produce a single line.

data whkh

street. The one boy ran behind

dynes to their parents,

tomod

the oig,

turns to art
outer generates

thed way to get some candy
when they spotted four girls
they knew coming down the

The boy will be referred to
the Family Court on a specific
charge of criminal damage. If

brook, who wm assigned to investigate vandalism in the
Cumberland area, the Jackals
once set fore to Cornell Park,
threw apples at cars on Wolf,
Drake, Stratford and Ardmore, once tried to remove a
Santa Claus and reindeer from
a roof on Drake Lane, tossed

bar

nialatyle windows. He reportedly went back the next night

for S60.000, can drew BOO
'pro c ess "debugging.' his inehni per minute at an acmathematical equation writ- curacy of 111000 of an mob.

"Y" early and had been on

denly a bright spotlight was
turned on the squad. Police
stopped the car and found
en area resident who had

ho,,,,

,,,,

arid broke some more windows
in the area.

To get the prograni to work
Mike spent almost eight class
hours in the trial -and -error

stay in the shadows. It turned
out that the boys had left the

aren't home free. Their expions go back two years. According to Detective Bum-

Now computer
which Harper purchased with
federal funds from the Gerber
Sckntific Instrument Co.

Several stores were closed and
the boys seemed to be trying to

threw tomatoes and dirt into
the same pool, tore limbs off
trees and barricaded street..
and sometimes drummed on
garbage cans late at night to

a car seen cruising back and
forth on the side streets of
Cumberland March 14. Sud-

a05nd tow trucks to go

Proapect and tossed a tel ndful
of reeks at a house wills polo-

nConnmO,l hum Page ;,

-

cars

parked in Parking lots and call

Once

.

gsgq,

On another occasion two

officers. He was placed under
arrest, advised of his constitutional rights, and after
some discussion admitted to
the truth of most of the reports
police had compiled against
him. His parents expressed
amazement. They said he was
under constant supervision.

THE DAY
Enday, March 27, 1970

Open Deily 9-9 p.m.
Easter Seturdoy 8-8 p.m.
Easter Sunday 9.1 p.m.

44 Tears of Personal
Satisfied Customer Saralee

Plaines
170 River Rd. (Lee -River -Rand Shopping Area) Des

DISCOUNT PRICED FROM

500,

to

$360"

STORE HOURS: 9:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.

MON. THRU SAT.
PHONE 437-1434

qb4H.mo......m......1/
-

Dap Pub[tattoo

Chet ray No one

d.ths Beyond that as or

mean, they don't REALLY

eight Umm that ninny men end
women will have been injured.
Incredible. Beyond belief. Yet,
it's fact.

Peace

seems to min n, though. i
-'Moor the original dn.m by elneninhorlyEnPing

mean it. Or if they do, they're
still not sure it can come. Leek
at what has happened through
the years.

the paper's freedom and lorellennot Integrity."
-- Marshall Field IR

War, war, and more we.

1"riday, March 27,1970

Page 4

Somehow, it joust doesn't Bud.
sense. Everyone km,. it
tidoesn't make sense. Everyone
p lie wants it stoop:thin our

John E. Stanton. Editor nod PlibInher

v./dry, with our government,

ILE. Hinchinsnn,Vin,Pnsident

William J. Eiedaisch, Managing Editor

that should be enough. It isn't,

R. N. Dieter Cinstiotion Dinwm

C. F. Nail..ldr, i, ,re DireCIOr

M.O.

.

-

Our town, growing es it

Vietnam, sell
reach that figure in milftary

Continues in

It was anarchy
By Catherine O'Donnell
news-

like

paper people who pound type-

i te r s recording current
mops knew on Wednesday
night that spring which had

santng just last Saturday had
mapped right back. It war a
Miserable,

blizzard

blowy,

Ymrld around
and the vice hours
and

progressively

it

wt.e. The morning light verilied the half -guessed havoc of
the show off stom that nompeat capricously through the
Nca durine the night. Convey-

is,

has over 52,000 people In it
'That's a big suburb. That's a
lot of people. If the military
Hams are correct, if the war

Day by Day

Nighthawks,

raise those false eyelashes and
look up at me with those great

blue eyes and say, "Terrible.
isn't it?" "Terrible", I agreed,
shaking my head. I just wish I
knew which train 1 was on."
In Arlington Heights, Lois
Gibble had an appointment at

YOUR FAMILY may not
be much different than Wm
In mine of them great -Fendpa went to war. In mmy of
than, grandpa went to war.
"To make the world safe for

Kenneth and Patricia starred
from Hoffman Estates round
Hospital and the immi-

Mis drug related to cOrtisOne?

What mums nasal pal-

Q

m? Court they came head-

Is it

habit fanning? Wth It

have any bad side effects If taken for a long tithe?

- This drug is not related
conisone.
Since it contains a
a
barbiturate, it may be habit

the o,

to hay, duo, every road in
Lundsted's driveway. When dm entire northwest tuojj,
from

mand I didn't hear given was
to hold our arms M the air .

he moved the car, he dropped

more could squeeze in.
No one knew exactly which

in they were an time wise.
Jo a way it was starchy.
people on the train were shoe-

tog all people who wanted to
net on despite pleas of "Picas

Thee', always room for one
was luckier than
pure."
I

m04, though,

I

guess. I was

Emily squashed right next to a
delightful blond who smelled
real nice. Every so often she'd

the keys in the snow. He .d
his friends had to wail, a long
walk to Lattof Motors to have
mother set of keys made.
MeMwhile no one has offered

a reward for the snowbound
keys.

If you read the story about
the Kenneth Dolats you'll be
happy to learn that it eras a

Oh, yes, Mr, Kimmel and

me,. Reese an m witting.
Mrs. Kimmel returned horn

Mrs. Reese is still at Non hw.t. When the big events ha p pen. Chief Carl Selke and I
men should be made honora be
godfathers. They should be

prominent guests at the chr is tunings aO they could just he

The celebrations
house. It was quite a day --a std

born at Sr Alexias early yes-

night,

WILLIAMS

doctor says I have a
Q
Worth it
polyp on
cervix.discharge?
cause a mucous

What caused it? Should it be
removed? If so, will it return,

ate- A cervical polyp may
a slight mucous or
blooddinged discharge. The
use -s unlcnown. It should be
removed and examined microit is completely
scopically.
removed, recurrence is rare.

the 9re

The baby weighed 8
pounds, 5 ounces when he was
boy,

at

.hardening of my antics.

PACKI ]NO,Z.

98c
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

IA

We have a complete selection of
fine

wines

for

your Easter dinner table.

CIGARETTES
$3.)9Kings

1.29

IDDe

SALE ENDS

MARCH 29th.

6

0, ups

7 UP

BEER
$1 79

2,,?,f.

BUCKHORN BEER

Aga&
COLD DUCK
FIFTH

or

CHAMPAGNE

SODA
12 OZ. CANS

(pl.. deposit)

Pint, Sparklins smaundn, Said

SCOTCH

IMPORTED
FRENCH BRANDY

$2.98

FIFTH

&Inset

$3..19

CORDIALS
ASSORTED FLAVORS

OPEN: 9 A.M. to 10 P.M. Mon - Sat.
12 moo - &P.M. San:

TAKE ADVANTAGE ("D

eaders.

"Naive. Maybe, but I don't

people can achieve onshing.
they choose to accomplish.
it

would be.

$19 8

LONDON DRY

VODKA

$1.98 F.

WILLIAMS LOW, LOW CASE PRICES

the mule ones as they cante up
to Sit on my lap. Most of the
Lime they are afraid at first, for
imagine bow big 1 must appear
to them," she began.

ere not portraying the mealy
bate at Randhursh Mrs.
Glen?"
"Pm just an ordinary
housewife." was her reply.

She could not be an

"After they are safely perched en my knee they begin to

"or -

Mt and almost all of than

diary" homewlfe for her

ask me questions. must just
nod my head from side to side.
1

Of course, my smile 4 mr.

Happy
Easter

Answer an Comic Page

Like all Hibbits, Mrs. Glass is
not the only bunny.

'There arc three of us. We

have specific shifts of varying
usually work from
lengths.
IR am. to I p.m.
Most of the time, once the
children find that I am friendly, they become wry possessive. and don't want to leave.
I'm their special Easter bunny.
They whisper in my car to be
sure and bring them an nether
1

"This is a heartwarming job
she concluded.
and I love

The Glass family lives in

Mount Prospect. She is the

momently painted on. Mothers

mother of three, Richard, now

come to my rescue by saying
'bunnies don't talk.' "
The Randy Rabbit outfit
was especially created for the

June and I.inda who is Mend-

!appearances held at Randhurst

through Saturday, March 20.

married after serving in Lie.
Nam, Robert who vvill andmt. from Carthage College in

ing Coe College in Cedar
Rapids. la.

Who said there Isn't an Easter bunny? You will find one at Rand.
hunt ever, day from 10 asn. to 9:30 p.m. Saturday Dorn 9:30 a.m.
to 5:30 pm. The Sunny In welling lo Bunny park and will gladly
pose for photographs. Hap over and meet a bunny who loves the

Meet Cindy a little girl bunny. She is hopping in to say "Happy
Easter" from the Women's Page Staff to you. She is the daughter
of Mr, and Mrs. Daniel Pellettiere member of the Mau. Proper
Junior Women's Club. Cindy dressed as a rabbit for the organi.
estion'sannual library party.

A -They are.

work.

tatiatiliatieti5 ne37haaae t t tocceoaaeeeena oeaooea
Page 5

a
savings
account
just right
for you
5%

4vb
2

Ridge.

"Lady on the Rocks" win
begin at E30 p.m. Tuesday,
April 7, in the hospital's chap-

Dolores finuch.Wornans Editor

9 volionat9.10Pa91111021 Coe

Engaged

deposit

or $150 or

withdraw at IRA end
main. Withdraw
of any

BANK safety

or in

Peldels

Anita Merin Neon,

the engagement of their
daughter, Anita Maria to

OF DEPOSIT

WOW J. Bedews Jr. of Arlington Heights.

I YEAR MATURITY

me of Pros,. High School.
now employed by the data pro -

Seising office of Minois Bell
Telephone Co. in Arlington
Heights. Her fiance, a 1969

graduate of Arlington High
School, is employed by the
Acme Wiley Corp., Elk Grove

Village, as a sheet maul ,

Dorcas Aid
sets date

2 YEAR MATURITY

for card party

51.000 OR MORE

between with an day not.,

The Dorcas Aid Society of
Peter Lutheran Church,.
111 W. Olive St.. Arlington
Htegbts, is sponsoring a card

rata roaatoo.Doo 9r man

St.

pegsn the cafeteria at 8
Wednesday, April 8.

Pot a Mount Prospect State Sank Savings
Plan to work today-there's ono just right for you...and your future

Door and table prizes will he
and reffeshments

&Ude,

win be served during the eve.
ning. Ticket donation is $1.35.
Interested persons may call
kW. Alfred Sander, CL
3-0552, or Mrs. Theodore Pre-

EACH DEPOSITOR INSURES TO $20,000

Bad SlasoAr. M.ssom..11,niNAMasio

:

Mr. and Mn. Curds

Honor student

ease Tickets are free lad um
be obtained from the hospital's
public relations department.

The eMibiting artists workof media are:
ing in
Edna Andersvariety, Joe Anderson, Pat Anderson, Herman

Baldmarre, Pat Black, Mary
Bydlon, Ann Concur, Janine

The exhibit is being preset.
S by the Mount Prospect An

Daniels,

League under the chairsan.
ship of Pat Black anti Mary

Phyllis De -Meyer. Gear
loan
the,
Margaret Van Boxiaele Ned,
vic V1mak, Len Johnson, himFillebrown,

Bydlon.

In order to achieve a better
understanding and a better in eight into work being done in

ence Somon,
loano
Judy SchreiZiegler, Birdell
and Mary Wendt.

ber.
We,

many different an

Schultz of Elmhurst announce
the engagement of their
daughter, Patricia Josephine,
to William Joseph Demmert,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William
R. Demme, of 101S. Hi-Lusi,
Mount Prospect. The bid -to-

hais a junior at Northern MUniversity, De Kalb,
Lotoring in ekmentary
innie

II -

heals University.
Gladfelter, a 1969.graduale
of Forest YiewHigh School
Arlington Heights majoring in

husiness, earned a 3.33 grade
pointaverage.

EASTA

usel

Palatine Squares
set up Sat.

SALE

The Peleliu Squares will

donee Saturday at the Boy
Scouts of America Building;
1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington
Heights. Jim Stewart will be

100% KANEKALON

calling with Art and Ruth

Youwer leading the rounds.
Rounds

begin

at

MODACRYLIC

8

squares set up at 8E0 Pm.

Dcinmert, a 1966 groom.
of St. Viator High School, Is

a

This wash -and -well wig is

Palatine Squar. d.ce eve-

still

ry s.ond and fourth Satur-

graduate in June with a bachlor of science degree in business

The wedding is planned for
The
June

Let

ica Buildang from 8 to 11,3

guest caller.

Attj

Do It!

Power Raking
and Vacuuming
Fertilizing

red neckline. Brush

it in

curls, or Nimbi. stroightt

try a 016 tenderness!

"Sabrina"

$1 9 90

ROAST

JUST

BEEF

SAVE 20%..2,7==r-

SairdeifeA

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
BY THE JOB OR
- BY THE SEASON.

TIFFANY

PRETTY MT!

WITH EVERY
ROAST BEEF

pmfessional Landscaping-does make edifiers...
Domed/sad lawnd

Get Things Growing
With a Phone Call...

lot of

p.m. Du,. are welcome. On
April I1 Jerry Haag from
CheYenne, WYE. will be Me

the most popular of

the Caniesof fine. EEPE-rC.H cop to lit all sixes, mp.

senior at Northern and will day at the Boy Scouts of Arne -

A FREE MILK SHAKE
I PER PERSON
WITH THIS COUPON
GOOD TORS MARCH 28

Iran THE "HEART" OF)

A&el
LANDSCAPING, INC

uROUSD

FREE'SANDWICH PURCHASED

358-2641

Thomas W. Gladfelter, son

of Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Gladielter, 304 W. Hiawatha.
winter quarter at Western

-

1.

usus, CL 3-7229, for tickets.

Tr., Mount Prospect, was
named to the dean's list for the

BANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS!

The play is desMned to in,
crease public recognition that
alcoholism is a treatable dis-

111

CERTIFICATES

Rune and Emerson Mount Prospect, III CLembrook 9-4000

production and has been presented throughout the country.

madios will be presented.

Mr. and Mrs. Burton H.
Nair of 205 N. William St,
Mount Prosp.t, announce

Mount Prospect State Bank

pemed . as an off-Broadway

hibit at Lincoln Junior High

the are

Minimum MAO deposit
plus

coholism and was written by
Elizabeth Blake. It has ap-

;Menages through Media'.
is the tide of the April An ex-

sages for Ole mamas and fan
tor everyone. Festivities beg.
at 2 p.m.

4s."

The play was commissioned.
by the National Council on Al'

Local Artists at Lincoln

Re..0 investi the Seem Village at

the huge festivities planned for
EasterSonday. There Milne an
egg hunt, poPPot

prentiee.

nlenW. Your savings grow

gnsup of actors from the mac
munity. The one -act play hsts

ther-Berf N' Bard Noimefant
In Rolling MendowCiler father, EL Gary Rnean,
from service. They
plth to retina to the Banda for
the

1300
C OW°w.

24 hoot a day x4111 BIG

Presenting the play will be a

Michelle

gates

GOLDEN PASSBOOK
ACCOUNT

alge foe opportunity or erom

0099

el -auditorium.

Friday, Mareh 27, 1970
ORa0 Vete Reel Root 991 ILP at 19 990229 9 ag

30 minutes and h followed bye
dhcussion.

Drinarz is the son of Mr.

..pooOt°

A play designed to incr.0
ism will be presented at Latham General Hospital, Park

and Mrs. Walter L Redeem Sr.
of 1610 W. Central Rd.
Miss blamer is a 1969 grad.

corPoot.1

Hospital presents
play on alcoholism
the understanding of alcohol-

91000 OR MORE

GIN
MILL QUART

'coone can ever believe

the expressions on the far. of

'hat do you do when you

rem Avower. W. ...MI,

FIFTH

difficult for any woman.

This is an interview with an
Easter Bunny.

20 goad, 25 excellent

scription?

lad. This my must admit h

n:Mews with bunniesisoON Of
than are from Playboy clubs.

aren't hese digestive pecpam

dors mailable without a pre

that she remain absolutely ei,

Them have been many in-

.

Peace. How wonderful

long hours of work require

By Dolores Hugh

think so. Stupid. Perhaps, but
can't believe that's true.
.Unattainable. I think the

Duck.

ASSORTED RAYORS

IMPORTED

I

'Mary Me
Nomeolly bent* fermented as oll

EACH

peaceful world, despite their

using all seven of these letters.

$1.89

8 a 79c

10°

share the same desire for a

Make as many (Our letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

harm me even if I took mar
than I needed. Why, then,

Your mossy ewers aven-

PEPSI

$298

high costs in lives. They must

6-,1127LNs 89c

$4.19
COKE

Canfield's

PACK

CASE OF 29

BOURBON
WHISKEY
HRH

12

9.09

Q -lama man, 70.1 haw
been taking pancrcatin and am
now taking Festal which
doctor says is better. He als
said that these drugs would no

REGULAR

OLD STYLE

6

do. They must feel the same

TOSRILN

SAVINGS ACCOUNT

OLD MILWAUKEE

BOCK BEER

might. The leaders DI Russiuor
Chi. or any
anyother eautonY
test our modern
nouldn't
military power.

AND IN Russia and Chink
and anywhere else, the people
must live in the same fear we

1=74

Williams Hos the Answer to rarer Hobo* Li quer Needs

BEER

That's why, presumably, we
continue to build our military

Is

840 S. ELMHURST RD. IN WISHING WELL PLAZA

MEISTER BRAU

other major nations wall
lake over' the United Mahal

Q -1 ram tatting Pavabid for

'

LIQUORS

RATE

to

An interview with
the, Easter Bunny

high the price really is,

HIDEAWORD

3 a.m. for Northwest Comma -

.

snow

Presumably, the leaders of

they imented,

pates but they too were stuck firemen tried every which way
A -Polyps are usually essoand traffm was one big snarl. to get to the hospital until they ciated with chronic sinusitis,
Her beauty parlor was across too got stuck on Route 53
allergic rhinitis or cystic fibr- forming. Its side effects inI get out andFiremen Bruce Campbell and
osis. Often a combination of clude nausea, abdominal ass
the tracks.
satin, -yesterday morning walk. You wait until you make Joe Nitrent were resourceful. these is present. They may omfort, drowsiness, dizzishould have been recorded. certain I go in," she instructed They sent for George Hinrichs cause headachesbut there are n.s, sweating and headache.
Mere sae those people her driver. She walked avow of Schaumburg who tells so many other possible causes
who crept through formidable the tracks, went to the shop .owmobiles .d that's how that a thorough diagnostic
road conditions to get within and discovered it was closed. the Dolats got to St. Alexim search should be made.
If the cause of the poly,
shoutine distance of their fat- Meanwhile Chuck thought instead of Northoosbon a sled
can be identified the treatment
tories only to get bogged down she'd gone in and went on his pulled by a snowmobile.
shouM be directed toward its
with other hopelessly stranded way. Louis walked the mile
THAT SHOULD have been elimination. Since these grapemotorists. And there they sat through the drifting snow tO
enough excitement for . the like benign tumors may obfor, long . an hour or even her home near Pioneer Park
Hoffman fireman but as soon struct the nasal passages they
two, praying the gasoline
MEANWHILE Eloise Brit- as they returned to the fire - should be removed. If they rewake last. For many there
radio .nounccmen. .in w. winging along the house at 10 a.m., they got a call cur after mmited operations,
road in her "yellow bird" foe another maternity tun for it may be necessary to remove
saying their places business
bringing her two youngsters, Mr. and Mrs. Gary Rec.. The the entire mucous lining of the
had closed for the day,
At the Northwest Hwy. and Lynel and Bib, to visit old destination was Northwest. involved sinus.
Route 83 intersection, the rail- friends in the arm. They'd left Deputy phi, Ed goissa and
My ..glee, IS, has
Q
Firemen Bob Scholl and Gm -road gates came down and the summer sun of Dallas and
stayed down. Except when a met this weather here. They dy Norbert took that one. To two polyps at the opening of
get to the hospital, -they bor- her rectum. Is surgery the only
policeman came along and loved it.
For sheer cusscdness con- rowed a huge road scraper treatment,
used one arm to rai, the gate
sidcr the day in the life of Dave hum the mopping center coo_
nth location a polyp
and the other to wave at traffic.
AA you, man wearing a Cen- Lundsted, a tag blond junior stmclion site nearby and spent may become maliant but,
Wel Service sign on the back of from Prospect High School, two and a half hours digging a since this is not as comicon
his jacket did a great job of "He was," described one of path for the ambulance, They was once thoughts,om usboriti. advis withholding
MOM, traffic at the same co, his good old buddies, "Dopy- pia', pot hank to
toeing down thc middle of the and received a third emergen- operation' unless the tumor is
MOTC than one centimcter in
Thc commuter situation was road at 7 in the morning on his up con fora has trip lot
is rough
comeehing that only a former way to school when who et expectant mother. Jerry diameter, its
If it removed, a
'rider of the Long Island rail- should he sm but his other D.owski and Bruce Camp. or it bleeds. If
bell took Mrs. Richard Kimi microscopic examination of
rota could ..Prehetdi One nod friend. Mike...N.0."
Norms., By poor Ito specimen should be made
Mike told him that the men
um described it, -We were
wall to wall people all the way school was closed. Later they pjep, been oot often en
to ride out malignant change.
were -shoveling

away there,

men lives which are lost.] keep
thinking of the sad and sorrow -

W.C. BRANDRTADT,MD.

the beauty salon. Her son in the snow and a Hoffman aches? How can they be preChuck, home from college, Fire Department R.cuc vented, What treatment Is medrove her as far,, the railroad wagon came to their aid. The omended?

10 Chicago. The only cono

mimed force on land, non
in the air to go with it. PeOPin
Mak all this into a .rner at the
back of their mind. Still, It is

Treatment of polyps
dependent on cause

tomtit. daily. The parents.

nerat birth. Their car got stuck

fosse y might, sophisticated

are no longer with us, Wind
have

NI families who know how

weapons, the H-bomb, ands

Ocomeracy was the plea.
A lot of fathers went to we,
because I know them. Many of
their sons are in service now,
just as mine is. And junior yet
lo go. Can their sons hook fr.
ward to the same?
What might they have
achieved, all these men who
might

that's a pity.

TODAY'S world is owesoma Greater and greater mil -

The day's prospects

1 keep thinking of the

cad l keep thinking of tbehu

never know, of court. end

.

SOB

what contribution would dog
have nude to steely, Well

DOCFOR SAYS

terday morning after a trip that
made the front page of a met-

pity

By Ron Swans

One day at a time

' 4PIENGTOP4 HEIGHTS

208
ARLINVONHEIGHTS

BRENDA

OULCROOt

CREPE
01011ANNt
SABRINA

twiNGER
NAPOLEON

CARESS

BONUS

794
\ YANKEE DOODLE'

DANDY
HAMBURGERS

I

WITH EACH SYNTHETIC STYLED WIG YOU

RECEIVE A CARRYING CASE AND STYROFOAM HEAD!

HIFASIIION WIGS
DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
1$93EHinwoodSt.
12 BMA F. of Nthwsin.

Des Plaines, III.

PHONE 298-2299
HOMY Ran. a Imps. ova To 9 P.N., TM, Wee. in,

Fndoy March 27 1970

NW Lyric Opera will
host Mozart benefit

DAR choses

outstanding

junior

Lyrice 0,,...p%rafi,Ggd.Idoirs.s.pocns,000,

ter of the Daughters of the

Mozort s

has
American Revolution
been chosen the chapters out
standing junior member. She
has been member of DAR for
nine years and has been cartesponding secretary far the
chapter.

Tutte (All Women A, Thin)
,Sunday, April 12 at 1 p nr at

-

her

Besides

ecliVides

In

DAR, Mn. Thomas hasbeen
corresponding secretary,
brarian' and lending closet
chairman for the Arlingtort
Heights Nurses Club. She was
selected as best medical -sink
.1 nurse Jr her class at Presbyli-

terian St. Luke's Hospital in
Chicago.

Her husband is a sales repre,
sentative for the Glen NIB Inhave two
surance
daughters, Jill
licabdh, 9,
and Leslie Jan 5.

Mrs. Thom. and

EASTER SUNDAY

6:00 A.M.

Mrs:

Newell Esmond recently represented the chapter as delegates to the 74th Illinois DAR
State Conference at the Palmer House in Chicago. Mrs. H.

W. Post, Mrs. Maurice Garland, Mrs. Douglas Gateman
and Mrs. John Bowen served

opera

ladies,

Fiordiligi

and

Dorsbellt in "Cod Fan
Tune." Their luckless suitors
are played by Clifton Ware as
Ferrendo, and Donald Gray ot
Oughelmo.

Newly elected officers of

Auditions me open to all inInstrumental musicins
cluding members of the Civic

Retiring

president.

Peters.

Orchestra. Deadline for sot mining Mplicatiom is Friday,
May I, which are available
from the Civic Orchsstra ofSoca on the sixth floor of Op
chestra Hall, 220 S. Michigan
Ay., Chicago.
Preliminary auditions will

be held starting 10 a.m. WM,
day, May 9, and the finab
be at 2 p.m.Thursday, May 14.
in Orchestra Hall.

Me..

Lauren. Frerk of Arlington
Heights, recently entertained
the 1968-70 executive cam-

EASTER FESTIVAL

hold auditions In

and the officers -elect at
lunch in her home.
'

Applicants

must

available.

The

must be memorized, and

Bollinger,

...ion.,

His accomplice, Despina, the
maid, becomes a mop -swing- cent performance in As100011.
Tickets for the opera are S3
ing mistress of subterfuge in
end may be obtained by calling
the hands ofleannette Junk.
ALL OF the singers and the 255-6091 or 438-6269.

held in me nave of Trinity Sunday,
Church.
The

a

Each person who auditions

must furnish his own new.
penis, 'rho Civic Orchestra
will provide names of availthle

accompanists on request. thrors will include members of
Mc Civic Orchestra staff and
other professional musicians
not Wring pupils M the con-

Radio Broadcast

sorvlea

ern.

ption billing

wish tboe

ford ofLoudonvill, N.Y., for-

..rb,

darkness.

SYMBOLICALLY, this is
On Thursday the women
to remind us of the death of will meet for a luncheon at
Christ on Good Friday. An- 12:90. They will entertain a
cient customs would suggest panel of missionaries who will

The Ciric Orchestra serves

the darkness portrays the d muss the worldwide misapparent victory of the power. sionary endeavor from the
of darkness and evil as the woman's point of view.
Lord suffers death.
Thal

phony players and wes.foundal by Be. Frederick Stock.

In late May and early June
the Civic Orchestra will hold

Pastors Mark G. Bergman
and Donald NI. Hallberg will
be participating in the send.
of meditation and choral priN
senuition. Mrs. William Fla-

auditions to fill positions in the

orchestra for the summer soson and will hold auditions in
late September fogthe 1970-71

vin will be the organig.
Trinity Church is located on
Algonquin and Fifth, just cam
of Wolf.

HOspital plans

fifth gala
The fifth annual Gala, a
benefit for Lutheran Goacml

'Orb 069 Gala provided mon-

Hospital, Park Ridge, will he
held Saturday. July 25, to the
Merrion Motor Hotel.

vision system for the hospital.
The mid -summer event will

rage' funds for Me hospital.

include dinner, entertainment
and dencing. Last year some
700 people attended.

The first annual Sabbath
Eve ITARINIOINII family dinner

001 be held at Maine Towns
ship Jewish Congregation

Bishop's
Easter
message
the following

Moine Pam District. and Marlin
vice-presldent and chairman of the com-

the children and Zinirot Sabbath hymns. Reservations can

mittee on recreation fix the

fice A family Sabbath service
will follow the dinner. Rabbi
Jay Kerzen will officiate.
Two 0.nai Mitzvahs will be

and Future."
The entire community is in-

111 W. Wive St. Arlington Heights

Michael

This ad is being Sponsored by the following people
1,41'.V7KARLINGTONCITGOBBRVICE
BM Seiler

Why are we here? Whet
can we be and becomes?

Arlington

Arlington Hts.

is the meaning of our lives?

ROGER GRAN0111 SUPER

PAUL REVERE INSUEANCBOO.
Ernest F. Tagge437-40611
7160, Dryden

406 E. NorthweetHwy.
Arlington Hte.

1001S.arlingnaiHts.Rde
Arlington Me

Arl

Arlingtenth.s.

1345 N.Ilhnob

1865. Pi.

ARLINGTON REALTY

Arline.. FIG.

Atlingtonlit

ReatvleEMNICRuirites BIKE SHOP
15 E. Davis

19E. Miner
Arlington The
ob

1°
Dcr,..thwesahvy.
ArlingtonlIto

Mat the search for the meaning

MENSCHINGCONTRACIVECO.
804N. Kasper
Arlington Rte.

10 N.Drydeafirlington Market
Rd

PLAHERTYJEWELERS
N. Denton
Arlington Hte

Arlington HR.

-

ROBERTNELBON-REALTOR
.600 E. Northwest Hwy.
Aslington Hts.

_

Age.RepublieVoLines
8831Industrial
Rolling Meadows

High

Seitool Saturday on .11, Ay:,
Janie, the quiz show on NBC
television station, Channel 5,
' WhI,A,Q,0-TV.
se

'

the formal
claims of Christianity, the
symbols of Christianity are be-

in the Arlington Mark t
Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE. MS.1900
k

wF.

to

aring more widely used, eapceially among the young gen.
eration. The cross, peace, love,
celebration-all are wellknown symbols of belief and
action to them. Maybe we are
closer to discovering the
,meanirtg of life than we have
eVer been. Easter dhwnedafldF
Gethsemane. Can we hope for
a new day?"

LUDO Pa.

Anon, Arlington Heights.

es through the great social issues of our day. While there la
indifference

InaR

.pil Catholic boy's high reboot
'W111 00 Randy Gocke, 164 N.
' Highland, Inverness and Lion.
' el Gantlet, 720 S. Kasper, and
' PairicleBosshart, 508 E. Flaw -

church. and into the camp,

Arlington ER.

PIEPENBROMMOVERS

ar.stu,tant, (.1 00001,0'1yor

of life has gone out from the

10013W. Euclid

HAROLD NEBEL-STATE FARM INS.
212E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Tio.

DANEGVERSPASTRYSHOP

C& H STANDARD

Arlington EN.

Lester Rush -Represent
263-1382

HEYERBROS. DM:841NC.

Arlington Heights youths and

truth of the resurrection We
have. ever seen, is that this
great truth is no longer 1.kial
inside of the churches, but is
springing up through all of

FleldEnterprimelfdemp.

Mrs. Lois Kenna
18S. Evergreen
Arlington ER'

A team mat includes Iwo

This b

life It is an interesting parades

lffOR CLEANERS
633E. Noithwestlftry.

Mi. Prose.

BOB'S TEXACO SERVICE
Charles Koeppel &Bons
1604W. Northweet Hwy.
Arlington

of love is eternal;
good always even ally

triumph

"Maybe the best sign of the
Bch depositor insured to 910,1100 by the
Federal Denten insurance Commotion

LYNN'S HALLMARK SHOP

BOBESTANDARD

St. Viator
on TV's
'Academie

symbolized in the resurrection
experience of Christ.

WORLD BOOK AOMIXICHAPT

LEE WILLARD LIQUORS
1010 S. Arlington Eta Rd.
Arlington Hie.

BOB'S MARKET

A YOUNG couples club is
being forrned as the newest affiliate of hITIC, The Brat
meeting of the group is sched.
All persons
Med Isle 800
interested :fie invited to this 8
pm. organ intional meeting at
synagogue.

God; that life has value to the
estent that it is immortal; that
ultimate values live forever
and cannot he killed, that the
over evil.

Arlington

Arlington Hu.

in honor of their Bar Mitzvah.

tells us that man is the an of

thatthat

10311C Rand Rd.

Hie.

Rilirmliteeeaa.

PRESENT A CONCERT IN MINIATURE
IN OUR L0000 AT 2,00 P.M.

aah;,0-0tia.

FRED KOLZMANDSCAPINO

Beverlgton y

A rlin

ARLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL WILL

WEINRICHSHOBSER1001
lOW Oemolsell

AtEngion the,

BEVERLY LANES

MARCH 28. THE CHORALIERS FROM

Deollaium

LANDWE1MS TV
1000 W. NorthweatHwy.

'1170",%?..iii.e.

the.

ROBERTSCHWAHRSTONBCD.
Western &Hording

CHARLES ILEUM &BOK
Mainseuhslid.
ArlingtAn era

Rd.

BAIRD-WARNER
Howard

8S

Arlington

ROHE MOTORSERVICE INC
29 N. Hickory
Arian -meths.

Arlington the.

53SS.Aroner
rlingtoa

JOIN -US FOR "COFFEE' AND," SAT.
ALEREDSANDEIBCONTRACTOR

Carl Bloom

Both cekbrants will chant
the robot and serve as cantor

"In Christianity, Easter
gives. us that meaning. Easter

Ha.

CLARENCE HOHCHRIBDRCORATOR

ARLINGTORPORTRAITSTUDICH

service.

willing, being, loving, we may
be more unique than we real -

QUALITY CARE JANITORIAL SERVICE
202 N. Highland

OTTO GOEBBERT &SONS
Rend Rd.

ARLIENTIONJBWEEERS INC

Me, Nathan Subrin, 910 Beverly Dr wheeling. will celebrate his religious maturity at
the 6 p.m. Dlincha afternoon

unique category. As human
,beings capable of thinking,

Rev. W.J. Wendt

Trumpets

herald
Easter

Plount Prospect, who

thur Sul., son of Mr. and

in

R.. R.O. Boric, Pastor, Rev. C.V. Grotheer,

vited.

;

Gocke is loam captain. The

Rev. Rob. Carey serves as
'The team will take on (Nig

'teams representing LaSallePeru and Waukegan high

stools.

Alternate memebe rs of the

and Mary Lutheran

Church. 606 W. Golf Rd.,
Mount Prospect,
The Ewer Day worship tiersikes will be held at 9,30 and
10815. Choirs of the congregation will furnish special music
for the services.

A cOrdial welcome N co,
in the comlanded to
munity who may not officially
have church home. The Rev,
Joseph P. Hulterstrum is pastor.

-

'Ind Patrick-lenkins of 915 N,Belmont, Arlington Heights.

Wind-up

and millinery design. will be

two-part
series

Proceeds from the .dinner
Christ-cen.

Matter is
lesson topic
`Mauer" is led: subject of
the lesson -sermon to be read in
Christian Science churches
this Sundae.

A nom from Isaiah reads,
the earth bringeth

forth her bud. and as the order] ouseth the things that 000
it to spring forth: so
awn
the Lord Cod will cause right -

"All nature teaches God's

Northwest Suburban Jewish Congregation, 7800 W.
Lyons, Morton Grove, will
have a guest speaker at the
mews Club breakf.t, Sunday,
at 9. Mrs. Menahern Sadinsky,

who lived under the Russian
regime, will speak on "The
Plight of Soviet Jewry."

Park district
will sponsor
play April 18
The Palatine Park District
will sponsor a trip for area
Children

to

the

things, while loving thc materiel or trusting in h more than
in the spiritual."

Christian Science churches
In the northwest area are First

the

ticket

0b0usE
andcovers

s0p0o1r0t notion'''. o

is

5010001,

cellenee communicator with
his student, but holds a special
TNT wan attend the Northwest

Christian oinmew 010145 lun-

cheon meetings every Monday. He has appeaDid hefore
the groupien other occasiais.

HN pm. two -miming
"Understanding

on

Man a. God" will conclude
with the blarch 3 maming nt
the Nielsen Restaurant. Men
are encouraged to mend even
Slimy missed the first meeting
March 24.

ALL MEN

are

pm.

invited.

N ielsen't is located on Mannheim Rd. ahem one block
south of Higgins Rd. The
meeting time is from noon 101

pm. The Northwest CONIC
meetings have averngri about
men this star,
Before mime. the faculty of
Trinity Evangelical Divinity

ion." will f.ture models
wearing Nene, creations.

witty approach to fashion.
She also reveals prof.
Mona! workroom secrets. and
gives hint, and tips on beauty,
cleaming and sewing.
'

Egg hunt
at St. Viator

The Rev. R. Bruce Wheeler.
vicar of St. Hilary 's Episcopal
Church. Prospect Heights,
was recently elecod a member

3, at 8 p.m. In the basement
hall on Central Rd. in Mount
Panspect,

ansvver

nonThe foundation is
prolit organization which op-

therapeutic comma
nitits for the rehabilitation of
erates

drug uddicts in Illinois.
Rev. Wheeler is chairman
Eliminate 10 of HELP

The film tells the story of
FISH, a non-sectarian group
of Christian laity who wish to
be of service to their neighborsThe
die

CHURCH

FORGIVENESS"
1:0,09

IS on 36 Illinois stations

7:110

.71;e Risen Christs's
Easter Sennett'.

fr

includiem
11401.

N.W.1.10

Nurse:,

311.4... wrist

i

for

Services

0TO,
104 Snirs

tPoster. Albert A liorehi

r

CL 3-2407

THE

1211 W Campbell

a

BIBLE

pArlingtonHeightsne3921

SPEAKS
TO YOU

libmpwrra waratarn

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

.1

431 S. Arlintas=glen Heights

Arlington Heights

.*"

AssIstont

EASTER SUNDAY

.

h emit

e Ch,istioe

Evangelical Free Church

Conmnosoo)n1renl

feolvel worships

1331 N. Belmont Ave

nbnl

Pastor Eugene Ongno 302-4840

Nurse, Comer 1 oviS A.M.
9:30 AM.
Sunday School,

k

ellsfges

A.M.

EASTER SUNDAY

9.30 Any Sunday Sshool
10:43 a.m. Morning worship

Too p.m. Choir Conan.
°The Easier Bay" by Huoiod

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

STREET

PASTORS

(ORGANIZED 1855)

Matinee performances will
he given at 4 p.m. April 5 end
12. Evening reviews at TOO
p.m. will be presented April 19
and 26.

SOUTH
SCHOOL

CHURCH

First Presbyterian Church

Half Day.

CliFford Intelmetnn.

302 A. Gunton, Arlington Heights

!WINE

MOUNT

v'""."`' PROSPECT

GOOD ROM

Thethrds Supper B:oD p.m.

Christian noy Schoolininclergarren "IN 81h

useepon of New Members
EASTER

aad

Ntesurrestieo end the

net mid

"TII, T

Cl 5-0332

new,.

SRRTRRSt

0,30 11:00 am.
MINISTERS: Paul Laois Stumpf DD.
0130,

being hailed a another

NIELSEN'S

herring Services:

MN in
Hely

book review season by repeating his review of John Fowles'
Lieutenant's
"The French
Woman." every Sunday in

"ItCheCCA" Reviews are open
to the public.

Who Were Rol"

queen.

10 30 m WOO FM

TO.S0 ern Wen

Rcr. Herbert R. Duerr=

Church of Christ, Scientist.
1275 Marion, Des Plaines,

'The Lott

ibis Sunday io Me

ing drug abuse among school aged children.

rick% Day Inmons to finance
the project.

will close his 2812

S. Rohlwing Rd., and Fint it

BAPTIST

"EASTER
AND

al Problems), a Croon fight-

whose members sold Si. ',t-

season
closes

Fowles' book is a best-seller
in both America and England,

FIRST

u

:orin Prospect'd;or!1';?
nine on joining other FISH

Cobden Science Rod.
Series for some intereMng IWO,. on hhls

Th1.130,3220 - 100.01 Id
SurnI,Stonj2iliirChns

questions about the

Megan,

-

Inc.

and party at p.m. tomorrow
at St. Viator High School.
The event is sponsored by
the Catholic high schools'

Review

Evergreen, Arlington
Heights; First Church of
Christ, Scientist, of Palatine, I

May 4.

The film will be men mentuted by Phyllis Fassler of
Trinity Methodist Church,
Mount Prospect, who will also

Gateway Hams I- oundanon,

Pastor

Students,

units in the nonhwell subuibs
when it begin. thremrion .00

of the board of dithetors of

pests at an Paster egg hunt

Christian

The committee on comma
oily life of St. Emily's Church
is showing
documentary
movie explaining rho FISH
movement next Friday, April

St. Hilary vicar
elected to board

ietZ411.47=litZd;:e.."

Young

aa'vaiTurbiewiiisih9-37[721100".

FISH states
its purpose

bliss Deane is the author of a
book. "Ileum's Hints and
Tips."

families ef migrant w riders.
special
The children will
I

I

We

St. Patrick is helping bring a
higlpier Easter to molly

suburban childrenfrom
from

Trinity

Easter Sunday will bring the

St. John
Lot heron Church

held several

School, Dr.
pastorates.

NIIRIMMTEVT

Leona. Haring, lames D. Eby

\ICANaTaqt11.71;..21

rwoo,urm ...........m.omom.r.00noom,,00ri,

lb

)

300 N. ELMHURST - INT. PROSPECT
JEROME frilLiSTIK PASTOR 255 MN

Trinity United Methodist
605 W. Golf Rd. Mourn

Sunday School

...A

aamlM Wors,p -ten AM
!Yen 'Revolt against

1

Death,

RESTAURANT
Re'V.R/Ilve4'5,11,Nlen:
ErTioong,Se.rvice

Hop over to Nielsen's
for

EASTER SUNDAY
BRUNCH

11

6:30 um Youth Sunrise Service
sits, 9:30, 11.0 em -Worship Services

"life or the Gemmel Death"

amiumnaseaseramsnmaimsammimummintimomsaverad.

10 a.m. to 12 noon

from 12 noon to 9 p.m.
Mote Your' Reservations now

827-1819

$t.3amo (t. hutch
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Sunday Masses:
6145, 8:00, 9:15,
10:30, 11:45, 1:00,

6475 N. MANNHEIM ROAD ROSEMONT, ILL.

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Heights

yTI
1003 E. EUCLID,

Your host J, P. derby
OUST MEMOS SOUTH Of HIGGINS ROM

ar e:mpected to_ return _about

lecture demorotration.

Miss filecne gives anew. and

--'''Complete Dinner 8 Smorgasbord
ficiti-SPircfortiMely'lat'de.

A

Evangelical Opi:in:

Goodman,

aTt.'pe'rAfoProvrilani Seciborfth,;D5i0c1c:k.,0:9,

p.m. in the school halt

love to man, but man cannot
love God supremely ands. his April at the Washburn ConWhole affections on spiritual ' gregational Church, Rte, 22.

401 S.

Jewry is Men's
Club topic

Buffalo Grove. April 2. at 8

'Vie Your Head for Fash-

PASSAGES Corn "Science

and Health with Key to the
Scriptures" by Diary Baker
Eddy included in the lemon
Eddy

guest speaker 0 SL blary's
Catholic Women's Club in

Dr. blalcolm R. Crook.
dean of students and professor

place in the hearts of MOW=

Church of Christ, Scientist,

St. Viator team are seniors
B0,178eWill" a101137inAePrPloPk
'James Bateman of 532 E. from
-TAM, Palatine and Dennis 'District office,d. 43026 2 .Ed.
' Farman of 636 W. Campbell

Ilecue Abrams, eminent am
Ihorily in the field of fashion

of practical theology at the

wi bb used for schwal athletic

'For as

the

church office at 297-2525 for
additional inlbrrnation.

series

equipment and
erred projects.

Call

conference.

the

Li m oci=dea :giro
hey at 930 and I a.m. on

Fashion expert
to be speaker

vited to all of the services of

a.m. aervice of worship, All ire

be welcome to

during this Holy Communion

Page 7
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Thom will be exhibits covering the various fields of oils.
nonary service.
The public is cordially in-

Trumpets will help to usher canoes, and praise to spring
forth before 011 the nations."
M the Easter celebration
'n

' erMser.
'

Sundays of the confidence

years, will speak at both or -

free.

1

additional missionary agencisa will be represented in the Sunday school
departments and in other

rri.

welcome to attend them sp.
alai services of worship at

& VIEWS

rIMNA;

rn an:riri
E

vice will be held at noon. Bn.
mediately following the .11

come to the altar together. In.
dividuals and families may

NEWS

group meetings on the two

eariy so join the

special order will be used
for this service and the entire

Religion

then April 26 to close the con -

Mission .d a
toter Mission
in Nigeria for many

SI, and children under Six arc

Might at D. The pre -meal ceremony will include the candle
lighting, kiddush. Messing of

9,30 a.m. Shachrit service. Ar-

eastern Bible Crusade and
president of the Bible Institute
of New England, will speak at
both the morning and evening
church service April 22.
John VanderSchie. regional
mpmsentative of the Soden In.

be served from noon until 5
ern. Donations for adults are
5230...children'sht. to 12 are

The hien's Club 'reguler
open mooning will be held In
the synagogue auditorium
April
at 8-30 p.m. Donald

9, called to the Torah at dm

"Since the exploration of
the moon and the new know!.
edge gained about our neighboring planets as a result, NI mists have come to
clusion that the earth may be
the only planet in our galaxy'
capable of sustaining Meal we
.know it. This puts man

Dr. Bruce Morgan execolive secretary of the North-

The family style dinner will

Root president of the Golf

ing

225,000 members:

sionary leaders.

lington Heights.

Fabian, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Fabian, Ions Wheel-

massage to the 470 congrage-

problems and challeng. with
oheral missionaries and mis

Laymen's nual turkey dinner, Sunday.
L448114 of Si. Peter Lutheran April 5, in the school dining
Church is sponsoring their an- room, 11I W. Olive St.. Ar.

81100 0:11014 Rd., Des Plaines,

observed Saturday,

will meet to discuss missionary

Lutheran

The

park disirict, will speak. on
to made al the synagog. of- "The Pork District, Present

Easter

served or 6:30 pm Then at I
p.m, several small. groups

plans turkey dinner

dinner tonight

cy for a closed circuit tele-

(IN SATURDAY, April
25. fellowship supper will be

Laymen's League

MTJC family

jdons in his area, which Mal

Scutt 9thx, lutiatut Oki

through

00'00 of -clwbrwc' nin appear at all 30101100 both
who. "11E1 0.6L word °S Sundays. The Wednesday,
Mist is cemented, a candleApril
evening service
Cl he extinguished until the 7,0 will f.,atur,
1'010, I.e1eM

Hiason.

The benefit is sponsored by
0000 Semi,. Leah., the medical Raft and the Men's Assn, to

the

19,

Africa.

leased

"Relevant Christian Ministry To All People"

will follow

April

Sunday April 26.
M iionary repreventerives

vice forater

ship and those coming 00 the
service at 8 are asked to =the

ma'n BreiT4,1en0"0::ntrrikib"*"Edshlerifall
hch0urA

Park Ridge. IM eanductor. Is Weston geble.

DP Bible Church sets
missionary conference

The Des Plaines Bible
The cancan is Church will hold their annual
100'd
Don to the public and will he
.rice hew

from '7:30 until 8:45. nos.
coming to the 6:30 service are
welcome to stay after the sea

for quiet meditation between
the hours of G 004 9. Holy

family will

'Sewn Words of lorc" by

AN EASIER breakfast will
in Fellowship Hall

be held

and the church will be open
and 0000 Itauvv of RURaIn

del

tht. 9 30

service,

ON EASTER EVE, Satin,
day, Trinity's chancel will be
decorated inthe beauty 05E0-

The Dorian Society of Luther College will present the college
Concert Band Tuesday evening, March 31 in the campus field
house In Decorah, Iowa. Area students in the ham am in the third
row Kathy angel of Mount Prospect, Tom Holman of Marine=

the

*en chow...myna

vice featuring a choral concert
by diesenior choir at 8 p.m,

dren%

The musical work is entitled

Margaret
Mann, Thomas 0,000010 and
John Stephens, received glowing reviews following their re Lesley

Bishop Thom. M. Pryor of
the United Methodist Church
in Northern Illinois hag re-

11:00 A.M.+ *
+Holy Cammunion

28

composition

8.00 A.M.
9.30 A.M.

Easter Matins
Easter Matins
Easter Worship

be

or younger and will be Mked
to play a complete work, having orchestra accompaniment

tracts and follow-up
materiels and worked with
Bible clubs.
While on furlough the
Mans sere living in North

II g m guy's, with

the

this, 01 Holy Communion at
3 p.m. with nursery service
available, and a Tencbrac se,

tion and publiction of chil-

dealing with the last mirth of
Christ on the crass.

quartet di servants, including

dr0 s syrocu at 10 s m

years they were involved in
evangelism with special emphasis on children's work.
Ibis included evangelistic
meetings in churches, weekly
chapel services at Colekio Balkh, a Christian grammar
school M Sao Paulo, prepara-

will be sung. by the senior choir

u training orcheatre for syna-

Mky to select soloists for lice
1970.71 season, announced by
its administrator, Gordon B.

tary.

an's fickleness sets the plot
rolling, is Raymond Mount.

Judd.must be available for the

New officers
for AOPi

willago

111E MARRS have just
complued than first term in
Brawl During the past four

1-enten 0000011 tonight at I
p.m. Seven choral meditation.

audition dates
By Morgan. Murphy

prment the work
of he mission in Brod

Sterling Mischa, will present 4

In the role of Don Alfonso,
whose cynical wager on 0000-

ROY,. Holt Weak serious good news of the rksurrwhon
ban Men planned for Trinity with festive scrams gt 6 10 Be
(0151010 Church Algonquin 910 and II am Trento
thnounce the
will be uLyd
and Fifth D, Plunks
bs nom Christians boy and the renter
Good Friday
choir will sing at the it 30 and
memorstsd with a special Oil

at 6 p m

The 40 -voice senior choir of Dartmouth. MEAS.

Robert Go

services

s m Sunday school hour and

Trinity Lutheran Church, Do
Plaines, under the direction of

Civic Orchestra sets
The Civic Orchestra of Chi-

Chapter for 1970-72 are Mrs.
Fred Bernhard of Park Ridge
president; Mrs. Daniel Pelletiere of Mount Prospect, vice
president, Mrs. Leon Henson
of Des Plaines, treasurer,
Mrs. B. A. McKnight of Park
Ridge, recording secretary;
and Mrs. Robert Boldi ofDes
-Plaines, corresponding seem

Present
Lenten
concert

ROBERT GAY has had extensive experience with the
Goldovsky Opera Theatre.
and as leading baritone of the

pages at the conference.

Alumnae

The Rev, John Marts, missionary to Brazil, will be guest
speaker at the sunrise service.
He also will speak at the 9:45

shop's productions have been
televised throughout the Mils
ern half of the country.

Mrs. James Dodds III and
Mrs. Allen Schmid orved ss

SubuTban

ill prom&
wham and flowers for the sea

Excerpts from the work-

vice-chairman.

west

Grow husams

years.

. alternates_ Mrs. Gutzman Is
chairman of the credentials
committee and Mrs. Bowen te

Alpha Omicron Pi's North-

at 7 am Sunday The Elk

Gay. He has been director of
the workshop for the past II

less

Elk

mg in community vuntre Wr
411.44 at rho Elk Grove Rapti
Chinch I9W625 Dyson An

Adlai Stevenson High School,
lowed on Rte. 22 just weal of
Half Day.
The produCtion is currently
being staged by Northwestan
University's opera workshop.
under the direction of Robert

ing a period of study in Italy.
he discovered the original Yea
sin of Verdi's "La Traviato.°
Helen Kay Eberley and
Linda 00101 portray the faith-

in

Gro, Villa, an. portmon

COM Fan

Philadelphia and New England Opera Companies. Tar-

othithh.

Seskral

The Northwest Chapter of

genrof.,ThbAd'71 skTh,..Denosr

Trinity Lutheran

Sunrise services
announced

THERM(
Page 6

Rectory:
CL 3.6305

Perish Center

9:30 10:45, 12:04

5-5112

SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9:00 A.M. 10:20 A.M. 11:40 A.M
Nursery con oi all Semites

II

THET,AV
Page 8

`I Remember Mama,' a pleasant memory

Fnday March 27 1970

Hersey's Mame' has zip and zest
High

gtsood

ant,

School's

new window" for

a

orehe-stra

chorus,

end

Mame and Vera singing "Bo som Buddies" or Gooch's
do
plaintive "What do

name of the game for this pro-

doer of Mame.

It

gave

meaning and emphasis to both

songs and story line. Singers

now?"
Rather than an auditory °b.

Siege crew. ("Open a new win

and -

ar( was Auntie Marcel mu-

around waiting for a cue. They

stache,

sical promise to young Pat-

were always in the scene, as in-

positive asset, alwayssapper,-

rick, her nephew.)

dividuals and as a group, giv-

ing and never overwhelming
the singers.

from overture to curtain calls

ing focus and direction with
facial, bodily and vocal or-

and they gave the show a very

menthol

tude of settings, costumes and
lighting situations, all of
which must work --- and
change --- together. That they
meshed so smoothly is a tribute

They werc all with

dancers

never

stood

sat

THE HIGH points of the

corn-

shove were the finales of both

binntion of camaraderie, huh
young enthusiasm and poi-

acts, but there Were no love

special brand of zip and
that

from

comes

a

potful direction.
Direction appeared to be the

orchestra was

"MAME" involves a mufti -

points to between. Every musi-ca l number had pace, verve
and vitality, whether it win

to

the cooperation of eon -

doctor Donald Caneva, choral
director Charles Jenks, tech
adirector Paul Helford,
Mine mistress Joan Sandbemrg

Prospect Thespians
tame the Shrew

working under the leadership
of Harold Petersen md his as.
sistant director, Miriano Davis.
In the title thle, Nancy Vreclock was a striking Mame"

who grew snonger :tad more
positive with every scene.
Debbie Petersen was an un-

High presented
Prospect
William Shakespeare's "Tam-

cia LenTowier chose Pal Bar -

log of the Shrew'. last weekend

and John SommerMld to act as

at the Prospect Nigh School
auditorium.
Our complex society repWas standards accenting to

interpreters for the audience
and Shakespeare. The players

ly empathetic with both au-

wcre periodically interrupted
by thew couples who asked

otienm and cast.

inch new generation: the old is

emotions

thrown Nit :td the new
:,

is

bar, Dave Deyo, Ken Hollow

that,

when

forgettable Gooch, et limo
painfully funny. at times high-

MIL WAS moth than just
tunny. Her transmogrification
into a sultry. cape -twirling

an -

sword, c,rdled difficult pas-

swingert complete with red follow -spot, was positively dee-

apeman play depends upon

oifying

the new generation wants. To Bays young people clearly me-

correct intrepretation andcom
pinto understanding of the play

pgaire the fact, however. that
commethialinn is net a subs°-

and language. Under the di,
reckon of him Patricia Low-

Probably the most difficult
in thc show
char=ier
was the Tallulah Bankhcad-

talc for geniunc o. Some of

kowicy, these goals were def-

Shakespeare's works represent
the highth achievements in

Ie

thc dramatic art.
The

young

thespians

of

Prospect High School proved
that they are capable and tal-

of a Shake-

type, Vera Charles. K. C. Scott

did renurkable job of mptur-

ten= and the other.dedicated
people who helped bent au dience and performers then
n now window"

singing and dancing in "We
Need a Little Christmas."
IN SUPPORTING character roles, Margaret Langley
(Mother Burnside), Jim Bastable (Junior Babcock), John
Franklin (Uncle Jeff) and
Vince Monteleone (Gregor)
were standouts. And Bob Abbott made a highly sympathelic and credible young Pat-

As the newly matured Patrick, David Good was warmly
sincere.

Prospect High's production
serves as a statement that the
pecan of today does recognise
and appreciate true an, and do
acenjoy involving
it.

.

ontol

emotions

and

highly

original Japanese prommeia
dons emanated

60t

E

05148

A

69c

T

STARTS FRIDAY "Z...
ON OUR WIDE

from Craig

Sjogren as Ida, Auntie Moravatively
faithful Japanese househov.

SAMMY
DAVIS Jr.

S

A

BRILLIANT SCREEN

and CHER
,:y5-

e

'May 3

'rn6.

a vi4

t""d"

son. She dimmed every band-

with IS hands who rams to' better.

clap,

be impressed by words ...and
who backs his own words with

A thing of beauty im'a 511115, Mtn 01 the parts by vintie of
n joy forever, lean- ensemble acting.
imated statuary and paintings
Director Rudy Colon laand books may endure exactly
vished long and loving care on

..erNsmaster.

.,

M

S ew au ctn.

Kim Myers w. excellently
cast . Katrin, oldest daughter
.d narrator. If she sometimes

ELAINE MARK a the

rated, she made up for it with

father -brained Trine. Leona
Lacy us the domineering tee-

the authenticity of her Mao

they truly live oeiy in minds
of these who witness them.
"I Remember Mama" will

other, yet the sisters were still
sisters and still nieces of hardbitten Uncle Chris. There was

always the feeling of laml-

KIDS AND animals have a
way of stealing manes and

oRool0oo5 counterpoint to each

Not always one big happy
family, but family nonetheleb.

long endure among the pleasanter, more meaningful memo-

THERE WERE technical

rim of those who saw it prodthed by the Tri-Village co.

problems, mostly occasioned
by the limitations of the Tefft

munity Theatre (Streamwood,
Bartlett, Hanover Park).

Junior High

and

its

and am-

age emotions.

Wendy Weiser was no mo
motion. As little Dagmar her
buoyant love for life and for
Elizalobth, her tomcat, 6.101
the

every entrance.

Jack Green's kindly Papa.
Boh Hughes' manful Nell and
Remik's Cinistine
Jerylin

role 0 loving warmth and in-

As characterized by Keith

factious

other. The mople from Tr iVillage worked together on

match. The result was a con
poor entirely believable, coin-

stage. There were no stars, no

psed of strength,

optimism

hard

to

and,

111(aill

11f11101' e w

uumou
Burman
cams
ROMP
eanistswin..-

**PLUS**
ELVIS plasNter

MARYTI

1NANGLL OF

'4%zsTissusisoo'

rounded out the family circle
excellently.

Shroro'seel-py

OR BY MAIL

prices

1111ITINOORI

FREE PARKING

:ZTV:::.:::

.. 1,50 5 sS 5.4a s 504.5S
SAT. MATINEE ONLY

Fdday ASO ONLY
Sondee

sword

Saturday: 5000 ern, and 11100 edn. 57.50, 16.50
Sunday mat neon' 4:30 p.m. 05.50, 54.50
Sunday evening: 8100 p.m. 07.50, 06.50

and

Laey, Uncle Chris was owl the
titan the
roaring
dialogue implied. Vet he
created the believable quality

A
Harle

Monday 6 Wednesday
ADOONLY
Tuesday A Thursday 6:30,

TOt

t

5 _5 A

HOC=

Von'

OMEN
'

.

LEON BERRY,
.-

ENJOY EASTER DINING
_

'

,

'

,we'

'

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR'
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY,'

:NIELSEN'S

AT THESE FINE RESTAURANTS.

MANNHEIMR0 ROSEMONT. IU./

THE COW PALACE

Mt 14)

$3.95
$1.00

Zale Rouse

MANNHEIM /

HAPPY .-_-

'

\

( LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Featuring:
The Bill Pierce Trio

OPEN FOR

&del ;Oiiiitez
n15 loin, your family

CARIAGOUT SERVICE TOGI

PHONE

537-8866

Barrington Rd.
on Rte. 72

ESTATES
LUNCHES DAISY
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

PH: 529-8840

ENTERTAINMENT

CLOSED MONDAYS=

For RaiiiiVatiohi-Plion-O311,416-3446-

11 Neon -RAM.

IN WHEELING

she Ma,dcian

Milwaukoo Ave at Dundee

plileowyeordIrd.awy,i1A1 be heldat 8

53,5800

HAPPY EASTER!
ENJOY EASTER DINING
AT THESE FINE RESTAURANTS.

I

e

I

I

1

II III

'

I

k

x/16qbbedSNT
RESTALR
( 0( KTAII I OUNL I
Easter

Location 3405 Algonquin Rd Rolling Meadow, Ill
OPEN

Pirkwirk igoune

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

SPECIAL EASTER MENU

yes,

Make your reservations now or
our old fashioned Easter Sundfay

Buffet. Private rooms available

We Will be Open

MAKE YOUR RESERVAT ONS EARLY
Its NonM1w.01
Palatine

for family Easter Path..

ASE1.1003

CHGO. 763-5590

Eateii &day

$3.50

BROWN GRAVY

$3.50

BROWN GRAVY
ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
CRANBERRY SAUCE

CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00

$3.50

LESS

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND
ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS.

Moary Beef Ribs with

STAR I WITH

Cruit Compote

a

bowl of exotic fruits
Bite size Danish Pas

$1.69

a sweet con

refs

ftion

to o golden brown with a

$3.50

Featuring: Saturday March 28

r

EASTER. BRUNCH

PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS $3.45

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH

STARTING AT 12:00

Zappe 9aatteagoa to -

a

ellaplah
maiwo

Sugar Cured

Ham
Bacon
Smoked
Farm
Southern Beef Hash chunks of

Baked,

"ALL YOU CARE TO EAT"
These ENTREES am isAwented along with many
bosh delicious Salads& Vegetables

Fresh

RESTAURANT

ions steeped .0 country brown
gravy
AND It OUR FAVORITE

Sliced Baked Ham wifruit

r1==

Phone 394-5100
OPEN MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 6:30

SAT. 8:00 A.M. SUN. 9:00 AM.

Open 7 days a week from 11,00 A.M. to 0:00 A.M.

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
T432 N. Rand3R9d4.:07;2i5ngton He'ights, -

chimes

"'""qen

Be

Eggs

keIntl;gra°41....
$1.99

FINISH WITH SELECTION OF

--

SERVING 11 a.m.

RCA Breads, Biscuits, Corn Bread,

1

March 29th

.

Farm Fresh and hot Scrambled

T

EASTER SUNDAY

Featuring:

beef, diced potatoes and on

/ /
902 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HTS.

.

SERVING 0:30 to 8:00

.C."1-;*Nee.
Itenthere

whisper of minced onions
WITH TASTY

"OLD STANDARD
TRIO"
JAll BAND

784 S. Milwaukee Wheeling,

Special arena plus
Eggs for the kiddies

Won t you min usl

---

-

Every Sunday, in our Dining Room, we carve
BEEF- included in the price of your DINNER

ErvIERTAINMENT

__.neese0ear1esroswarsrsvoe_______537.9500._

EASTER DINNER

".

A wonderful brunch for $2 95

BY 000 FIREPLACE

'

Coact) IRE nn

Bran Muffins, and More,

COMM AND LOUNGE

I

1

'k

SURPRISES FOR THE KIDS

DINNER
NOON TO CLOSING

THEN ADD
Lyon else Potato, cooked

BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH

DINNERS START AT $3.50

40c
5t. ID Noon -3 AM,n.

Ample Parkin,

Arthur

d
!I 4...L41111'
_
IRV

AND
HIGGINS
_

$4.75

OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE

DINNERS

Bottled Beer

PrIvote Banquet Rooms lor Groups of 1010 160

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVILLE,
ILL

SAT, 8 SUN. MATINEE
For Children

oa

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25

THE NEW

60`

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

The next meeting at Lung
meadow Activities Goiter,
Le.,
Longmeadow
7 I7T

Av

EASTER BRUNCH

SUB.' 877-0700

We are Now featuring
Mon. thru Thurs., Special Dinners
to Complement our Superb Menu

IV, miles Eon of

Mixed Drinks

.luncheons,nd Dinners from I IRO Doily

for more members.

WITH US

Cocktail Hour 5-7 P.M.

-

Sunday from 3,30 p.m

'WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

ENJOY EASTER DINNER

and join us for Faster with
flume trimmingol

OPEN
Tues.Ihru Fri.

to

anniversaries

ox

10 A.M. - 2 P.M.

358-2800.

zz,.=

IN HOFFMAN

on the)

the Children

Call

'11'0'11'SXHTArfg

6005. Milwaukee,
Wheeling, Ill.

$3.00

SVilidTstrel

by Neil Simon

BI

JOIN THE EASTER
PARADE TO . . .

Mn Reservations et IISTING"

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Don't Miss Floyd's .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

no more performanc:s of vi
Remember Mama" but the
Tri-Villagc group is looking

Children's Menu

"COME BLOW
-YOUR HORN"

'""'tilggeliVorNrer'""'"

Polatine,111.

ON FIELDALE RD.

Glen

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE

and Quentin Rd.

with the

.

TIggiE

j,

/i_

(Now Appearing CHASERS FOUR

LemonTiee

fg,T.

young ladies who
passed them out. The(e will he
serious

16' eir`444.'

827-18'9

Across from O'Hare Field
6471.

FREE candy for

"The Drive -In

:

pride could be felt in every
peel, from the programs to the

Nig gag, laM4

WITH

Northwest Hwy.

SAUSAGGINN

BRATWURST
HANDURORTS
BAR 110 RIBS
HOT DOGS
ONIRINGS
ON
FRENCH FRIES

55.95

one of the brief flashes that

III

RESTAURANT

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS

ITAUAN SAUSAGE
ITAIIAN BEEF

elm.

Mr.
Thorkleson was a thing of joy,

eontt four

ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS.

Children

Northwest's Only Professional
Theatre

Menu!"

h.itant,

Sores anr

Best Show Buy in the Area

BAR -B -Q BABY BACK RIBS,

Exceptional

in
half -smiling

could well he proud and the

ROTH'S

TAW

Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Daily
Complete Dinners

CI5-2025

William

THEATRE
team

Dining -Dancing -Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

int

RAS

"DOCTOR DOLITTLE"
o

I "odd tae

Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

-

Arne.

hum a production of which
the Tri-V Blase Theatre Guild

.

DOH

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

INNER' \

signed them.

he

I ol

at

from David
portrayal of young
came

e

is family depot

WeekEnd FunFare

far Sammy Davis and Alan King only. add SI to above prices

Dinners Start at

Mt. Prospect

They

SUNDAY

Tuesday Its Friday - 8:30 p.m. MEC, 06.50

Curtain
times

Special attention
given to groups

A:

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW
EVERY THURSDAY

Help Us
To Serve
You

done.

well

all

OPEN EASTER SUNDAY 11.30 A.M.

Join
Your Friends

Hyde but Mary Jo Wagner wee
convincing
as
completely
Moorehead.

A wry special pathos dual
comes from suffering without

were

Restaurant & Lounge

Ms -vat=

'mote histrionic flair as Mr.

brother, Kerry. The other
players were Pam Fikbrt, Cindy Cataldo, Nora Keller, Peggy Cohn and Judyth Reznik.
Costumes were beautifully
coordinated. Lois Myers de-

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Dining-Dancing-Entertaintnent in the Northwest Suburbs

Rand Rd. &
Euclid Ave.

to overpower Uncle Chrim
Bud Leek Jr, could have used

E.,

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:
SEATS NOW
AT BOX OFFICE

WcckEnd RinFare

Easter Sunday, March 29th
Brunch -10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Dinner -11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Special Childrens Prices

In the cameo roles, Maury
Weiser . Dr. Johnson tended

SUPPORTING roles were
welldone even to the soda
clerk "of Kevin McManama
and the bellboy of his twin

Tuesday 6 Thunday 0:10

HAPPY EASTER!

CL 5-2441

Me and Linda Weiser as garr
loots Sigrid were all excellent,
at their best in their scenes togother.

makes a good production noon

A

DAY PUBLICATIONS

WAYNE

with her

life

to

stage

neanderthal architecture.
But these could be overlooked
and easily forgotten as one
sorbing scene flowed smoothly
into
Sharon Wilson gave the title

Hinting and influencing each

action.

flattened her voice or host-

his characters. They were in

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

Join us at
Old Orchard
Country Club

of man who has worked hard

as their creators made them
Performances of the lively
arb can be preserved only in
the camera's eye and the recorder's ear. But, even then,

all real people. each with his or
her own special traits, con-

JOHNNY
MATHIS

*col ad

KING2,

Giday ASO, IOUS
Saturday& Sunday

A

quite prolmbly. Shawn Wit

which die whole exceeded the

moray

IT WAS a p1ay

ALAN

10101111AN1URSERS 100100111

HELD OVER 395 WEEK

horn It was a production in

and vibrant
duct on -- he
with life. The characters were

FEIERUS11150V PADUA ISSN

THEATRE

LkikS inewreeh )

SHECKY
GREENE

Its

MAXI

ii0CLLVaj'S',4111/,k

PULES
June l7.21

April 24 25 21
T

ii AlttittOtOlt
-ffr

Milwaukee
Roads in
Niles,
Illinois

RAY.-

THEATER

sews

Bob Moore was

pleasantly courtly Beauregard
Jackson Pickett Burnside.
It was a joy to watch and In -

..at Golf and

The New
MILL RUN

-Herb Braden

rick.

inn troll gutty qualities,
A full gamut of drolly Ori-

achieved.

anted enough to Moodie Shake -

For this, credit Harold N-

ihon best when he joined 11w

ONLY

ivoll8ht m
We are led to believe that
nudity in the theater is what

The success

His special qualities were at

and a host of other staff people,

spare with authority.
FACULTY director Petri -

By Thom. R. Petronisso

the

By nab Nadir

Special Children. Prices.
DINE IN COMFORT AT
SCANDA HOUSE OF MT. PROSPECT

'

Scanda

/
We Wit/ take your
reservations now!

Mt. Prospect

253 RAND RD MT PROSPECT

R59-9550

253-3300

/494
House0
4/,

smorgasbord

,

hn

Sales indicate
optimism in

TILE DAY

Friday, March 27 1970

Personal finance

Tax saving when you move may need finesse
Under the

sary adjunct to making a living
and producing the income on
which you are taxed. Assum-

By Carlton Smith end

Riehod Putnam Pratt

Next time you move, you
could be entitled to a sizable
tax saving if a new job goM
with the move. But getting

however,

p
up the tab, therefore, you
couldick deduct such expensm as

an "adjustment to income."

siderably more liberal view of
what your expenses are when
you move to a new home be-

cause of a change of jobs,
These is, however, some fine

family and possessions to

place to live and had to camp
out in temporary quarters fora
while? Not pan of your deductible moving =meas., tomees-

new job location was a neces-

ly.

print in the new law.
Previously, it was

e.g.

nized that moving you've'''.
'

Or what if you arrived at
your new location without

employer so that you.. don't
that
"obtain employment"
actually sign any papers -

'until you're ready to leave

you're getting the new job.

your oldjob and naivete Newtown. Or sign them when you

You then give 30 days' notice
to your pretent employer and

',Part for work. Personnel

on May I pack up the family

managers are generally pretty
such
understanding about
things.

and move to Newtown, where
you spend two woks in emote]

while looking for a house or

THERE ARE some other

the move, to find a plans to
move to? Not included in the
=pease ohnoving, said tool&

Work it out with yew new

employ.

with
Suppose you
your employer on April I that

costs of these two items.

visit the new loCation ahead of

"obtaining

agree

of $1,100 for the Combined

BUT WHAT if you had to

passed tax reform act is a con-

after

law,

move house -hunting trip -- If
that's solely the purpose -and
temporary living expenses.
You are limited to a deduction

some of it may require a little
One feature of the recently

tax

(within limits) both the pre -

ing that your employer didn't

gamesmanship.

new

you may deduct

One imponant note: Mov-

artment.

forums to the new moving-mt.
Mose regulations which were
not concerned with here. Bet

DEINCTIBLE expense?
Not if you ''obtained employ-

watch out for the fine pilot In
the section on temporary w-

days, allowed by the new tax

ing expenses aren't deductible
unless your new job is at least

50 miles farther fvoin your
home than the old job. There
are other conditions, too: Better check out details with your

ment" on April I. Your 30

code, expired before you got to
Newtown.

ins expenses.

local Internal Revenue SCINice

%qualifying for the deduc-

The law says you're allowed
this deduction. for expenses In.

tion, for legitimate expenses,

mitred within 304lay period
-- but only within the 30 days

within the spirit of the law,

office if you're faced with a
move owing to a change of

may call for a, little finesse.

jobs.

dads of drug store owners and

managers at. Stineway-Ford

Hopkins annual two-day
spring and summer merchandi se show indicates strength
and optimism within the retail
drug industry, despite caution,
forecasts by leading monomine.
Fear of a general slowdown,
profit squeeze and tight money
were not apparent as the Melrose Park -based chain experienced a recordtreaking
show.

ATTENDANCE and sales
records were shattered as representetives of 274 drug stores

from the Midwest area shoppd a selection of over 6,000
spring and summer seasonal
products. Attendance was up
30 per cent over the previous

t show and sales of

Area firm
leader in
transformer field

Report
record
sales

The Wickes Corp. has rerecord sales of
5470,459,771 for the fiscal
year ended Jan. 31, 0970. In

ported

By Lorraine. Limberly
Sole Electric

mat
-.,-,510,684,990, equal to ;$1.68
per share compared with the
previous fiscal year's net in-.
0=01E13,072,469, or $2.07

levels

Sales for the fourth quarter
ended Jan. 31, 1970 were
$110,776,512, compared with
597,209,986 for the fourth
quarter of the prior year. Net
Income for the fourth quarter
5em 92,206,561, or 34 cents a

dustrial control systenn and

Sole Electrro is a leader m

voltage regulating wane
former field The ferroresocant transformer principle
which they invented is licensed
the

eon

share, for the fourth quarter of
the prior year.

regulator,

Fr'

FLUORESCENT, merctivapor- or other newer
gaseous discharge types of
lighting are used in most nonresidential buildings. In all of
these, gas must be ionized by
application o higher voltage_
and the currenf t flow regulated
by -a high -reactance yam -

ALL FIGURES have been

ry

'restated to include companies
acquired under poolings of in -

!crests during the fiscal year
ended Jan. 31, 1970. The acquisition of Colonial Products
Co. of Pennsylvania is ex,
pected to be completed shortly

m a pooling of interests. The
effect of the Colonial acq'utsi.
'Hon on fiscal 1970 earnings -

farmer known as a ballast.

Electric makes such
ballasts, and also manufactures sealed/en power supplies for xenon lighting systems used in commercial, in Mistrial and military appli98Ureq
ng a
Sohn Matilda, 123 Her.' 0.0i
ral Iteht
- from a finely loomed
Sole

per -share will not be material.
M. Fitz -Gerald,
Daniel

chairman and chief executive
officer, attributed the coos.
pany's lower income in 1970

nee, Mount Prospect has heal
promoted to manager of pro-

customers, Pad..

lady building contractors and
farmers, became increasingly.

deaden and material control
t Baxter Laboratodes, Inc., in
Morton Grove.

scarce and more expensive as
the year progressed. Second, a
drop in lumber prices resulted
in sharply reduced lumber

income.

Nothing? Think again. It your return is prepared by a

The company, he noted.
opened g4 lumber and building supply centers in a period

Coostrnction began last week on toe Colonial Car wash, 2100 S. Arlington HolglOn BA The
project was delayed last fall when the edjacent property owner unsuccessfully hied to Nock In
mart the rezoning and variation granted for the car wash by Arlington Heigh. At the groundbreaking ham left, are William Leeson, president of the Arlington OB Co., Douglas Dodds,
president of the First Arlington National Bank, L. A. Hensem, viliage manage, Louis Bases, car
wash owner, and Claude Miointrom general contractor.

of two years. Locally, there is a

cocoa on U.S. 20 in Streamwood. Guy Miller is manager.

Disabled vets
get funds
for autos

will be made in fiscal year
1971 to veterans wha as

could cost you a lot. Many computer program recogpeople who prepare their nixed and accepted by the
own tax returns pay the Internal Revenue Service.
government more than We guarantee mathematical
accuracy, and will pay any

necessary.

But at Beneficial Tax penalties and interests

Services, 7i/5 out of 10 eus- incurred if we don't meet our

touters get income tax guarantees.
noverasemeni ts.nenher en

alter.

refunds. Not just refunds,

nor solicitation of offers to buy

onV ek these Notes., °Meting Is make °At 4..

5

information they supply. We

The ALEXIAN BROTHERS

g"rntttrained Mx pmpa rers prod your memory for

the facts to get you every
possible-. tax break. Then

PC
.'"
y,.,eo

buying. According to Bernard
Wax, vice president, director
of purchasing and merchandicing, stars plead larger or,

Homes

ders than ever before.

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's.
Home Buyer's Guide

salesmen daily and shopping
the national trade shuns for
name brands and top quality
merchandise to make sure
Stineway-Ford Hopkins on
offer the best value for the dolinvested."

SERVICES

OFFICE HOURS
9AM .91W4
MondepRidny

of wive, will
Distribution,

of GSC Enter prises.operates 61 stores
throughout the Midwest.

George Eastman House

for 0 and IR An outgo.

portunity to [rapine toy truly fie bone onln

heCa so

history.

colle,ion of 30 heauliful ponernsinto. Pow too
able ot very Impres

krone onlno you Pore apt, dreamed..

graphy, donated his elegant mansion for a Photographic

His mansion, his work, his contribution render George
Eastman a permanent high place in social and cultural

Sale ends Salarday April I I
Save from kV to 0100 on

George Eastman, justly called the Father of Modern PhotoMuseum. He helped the pictorial view to take its place beside
the written word.

At20% off Sets and Open Stock

Y

havinp.A1Pkosogfo

OPEN STOCK GUARANTEED FOR A

MINIMUM OF 10 YEARS ..
BRIARCLIFfE 8 WELLESLEY
Hood decorated In platinum

CHECK

65 pc. Service

for 12
Reg. 5115.00

45 pc. Service
Reg. St35.00

Horticulturally speaking . . . the gardens are
gorgeous! Truly well -planned beauty sur-

Now $101.25

rounds this stately mansion and gives it a

Now $138.75

special dignity all its own.
MILLBROOKE
Flowers

el

fan

' Reg. $220.W

Now $168.75
45 pc Service
for 8
Reg. $165.00

Now $123.75

2. NIUBROOKE

Meridith
Hunter
Oxford

All savings in by the 10th earn from theist.

65 pc. Service

ANNUAL YIELD

at% to 9%

.

MT. HOLYOKE

Please Call or Write
MR.. LARRY SMITH
MR.

Bruning

Wren E. Cool.., Rm. Mgr. -1/5

'SCHAUMBURG

1125 5. Arlington Heights ltd.

320 W. Higgins Rd.
529-3902

BARTON STULL REALTORS
MOOT. MIMMOORROS.
SU1fAP301091.

Le Salle St.

Please

infaresoMon

rust

TO

'

roger.;Mayon Broth=
Ilaspital Nate,

SLOP

mveu.

quarter

Now $236.25

6.18%

6.00%

ONE YEAR

s5, 000

TWO' YEARS

5.92%

5.75%

$1,000

5.39%

5.25%.

$500

ONE YEAR

40'8
50
SELECTB ORR stoat
AT 2516 SMIRI85
Serving plain rah a mthe

ACCOUNTS

can be added
to at any

4.1 to de:111;

561, of abd rill Ie.re,
Poe an two mob.

Silver, China & Crystal

woo Bend. Wisconsin

I ERNC1,0

IROOW.Ceneral

7.50% sioo , 000

days of any

otter52.

'Chicano 80003-Phonet 3414463

Home Oldeez Security BRIldirip

7.79%

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates.These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.

0.00

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

259-7495

oval Adrinamorese
nousrenhcam.

for 12

can be increased
during first 10

45 pc. Service

ROSEMONT

otdeltved ocm.nevnerep.d.

R. C. ZIEGLER and COMPANY

MIN. TERM

ACCOUNTS

Reg. $315.00

40 S. Bream.
VOW.= mw

CERTIFICATE

3. MERIDITH

grit HMO%
24.1,11111v Mr.1. IMO
. Ake:Inland accrued Interest

MIN. BALANCE

e

65 pc. Service

g .0/41.1161110AO
alt0SeKr115010
2M-0900

ANNUAL RATE

195

45 pa
for

PEMBROKE

4394210

Copies of

American Home" from.the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

65 pc Service

BARTON STULL REALTORS
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Now $150.00
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American

Attractive displays of cosine,
, ics, health and beauty aids and
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Sala Basic Industries corm,.
rate headquarters are located
in Milwaukee, Wis.

to do your own income tax?

ber and building supply centers has increased impact on

payments not to exceed
$1,600 each toward the
purchase of an automobile

controlled."
The record attendance can
be attribute.d to."The fact that
we provide full -range of professionol servicm to help indee

so

How much does it cost you

sales margins Third, start-up
costs of recently opened lum-

According In the Veterans
Administration, about 3,300

tish, costs can be effectively

suburbs than any

door living supplies through

Wax said, "Our buying Half

creases show the basic opdmism of store owners in this inshould reflect in
dustry.
profits at Stineway-Ford Hopkins and at store level provided

m the greater nor thil est

chats, picnic jugs, lawn furni1.D, grills, sunglasses and in sect repellents. This indicates
increased emphasis on out -

serves every store by receiving

9.

to several factors. First, he
said, capital financing for

Home Buyer's Guide

operations,"
according
to
Fred Golan, vice president and
director of franchise and
wholesale oPeretions.
SOME OF the items receiv;ingthe most attention were ins

William Tyrrell, executive

ItmondL-airUO lc.gricowing market

,

Readung more (umber

1pendent store owners to be
Imore competitive with chain

vice president and general
manager. said, "These in-

The instrumentation field
where electronic control aye
terns and power supplies are
widely used is another large

an mhosve
'VP

similar equipment which must
be fah constant collage to
sure long life and proper per formence, there is a growing
demand for voltage regulating

$822,585 (at cost) represented
an increase of over 35 per cent.

devices.

throughout the world A more
recent invention bathe Sohn

a

voltage

ing me of electronic data pro taming equipment, office cop ping machines, electronic in -

ph.

Share, compared with

corrects

and

WITH THE ever-increas-

ing fixtures and power sup

.

Wickes'

device

fluctuation in an instant.

1717

Busse Rd., Elk Grove Village,
manufacturm constant voltage
transformers, Solatron regulabors
ballasts for mercury
and outdoor fluorescent light

ace share.

cents

Division of

Ida Basic Industries,

Were $430,339,125.
: Net
income

$2,642,990, or 42

electronic -magnetic

that monitors incoming power

the previous Fuca' year, sales
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Highest savings Interest rates allowed bylaw
Guaranteed Interest. Compounded Daily 60
r

In the heart ol Bell Town
Open from 8:45 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Monday thin Friday D6-1000

Bell Federal Savings
and Loan Association
Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603
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Builder says ef.,ndominnium
urinarke is getting yonnger
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Charles Maniocs of Charles
Malthies Int. condom°,

g.

tom builder developer In the
Chicago are

bud 10001 that

'amp people to. raptdly be
comma a substantial Poltou
of the condominium market
AIattloes who budt 110 first
condommtum m Illinois tollowing the passagf of the Con

can they afford to Iwo m a
nmghborhood of thou- Wm.
An alternative of course n
renting an apartment
they can afford it

tmnl

Slrayman nnd Salk Ambit..

nor hisdqtterters ofliellyweedBuildenut 621.2N Polo&

Tenng aloe than 25,000 square feet of office 5,1000 %UN, tht

1. oak County SLaOrdi.r Std

. R Ohon [Mod ths. follow
n.ff Ot.lta trmalcn in
mini- and Whooling loon
for the week ending
3S
itreh 21. Price is indicated
SI in state revenue stamp
r each 51.000 in market val-

lo Hots, I Sold, 526 50 727
N Arlinclon Hugh. Rd Gok
Pork Fa kril Sesta, aed
Loan Assn. to John W. Lamm

Jr.. 523; 1514 Roschill Dr.,
Richard 91, Aquino lo O. Paul
Godwin Jr.. 543.50; 223 Tanglewood Dr.. 3H Building

Corp. to Elmer J. Bergman,

Al &ma, 914; 1802 WIcke
Av., Arthur E.
to
Guiana! W. Odom, SIM, 217
akwood Av., Loren R. Salt-

y to Thomas E. Salvo.,
7; 9284 Hamlin. Sherwin
Mm

Henry

to

Koppel.

8838 Robin Dr., Colonial

Ridge Hun. Inc., to Larry
Greenberg,

525.50:

1596

Whitcomb Av., William A.
Tatar 10 Richard D Kelly.

--

S29.50; 1755 Campbell Av..
Arthur P. Larsen lo Domar &
Cieslak, $4930; 474 Vassar

La.. Loewe. L Riedel to
Kenneth A. i0110. $33.50.

ARLINGTON HEIGHT&
112N. Reuter, Carl L. Fortner

Homeowners isiw have nn

--

building materials day wont
eel
their Imam
Aware of the homcownens'
need for non -technical &who.: -:tance, the Asphalt Rooting
.

-.
"-

not,Manuacturers Ams. is offer-

M Thomas 011frOWS, 523.50:

MoDennfd Rd

R nmond E

property that tnoreases 1n sal
ue every year and oat etki. ad

were

1125 Juniper In,. D. S. Pipe
and Foundry CH, Inca to Da aid Kacrinarek, SOSO.

H. Angelo S30 306 E. DenFmk
nis, Angelo L. Medici Berket

Prospect
Pine St.. Walter

Ill N.

1. Cembora.

16; 470, Brn

Tows.

Mucha to UCH° A. Calabrese.,

555:402 Indigo Dr., Robert L.

A. Olsn to Edward J. Mann.

Ritter to Donald K. Premiss,

lion, $30.

Lexington, Jack H.

Domke to

semum,on John G. Malone,
537; 527 Ridge CL. Dennis E.

Wayne J. Cerny, $2850f 415
W. Willow Rd., Edward J.

&Dave to Howard

N. Stratford, Robert
E. Godenrath to Richard M.

Don't neglect safety
during spring cleaning

Rabideat, $36,

JJ

Buffalo Grove, 884 Salon
PI., Richard J. Brown /mock
,aim of Delaware, Inc 10 Gttold D. Menzel, $38.50; 15

University Dr, Norman W.
.5oskey to Charles L. Johnson,
$14.50; 323 Stillwell, GOB,
Inc.. to Elio Volpe -Mesta. $30:
476 Sussex CL, Daniel J.
to David M.
Burke. 5.15.50.

MOUNT PROSPECT: 100
N. F. good, Douglas G.

weather and fire protection,
spaniel shingle applications,

and when to reronf. Also included

area

color selection

guide and hints on choosing

qual.9c roofer.
11, ovate, is available for

25 cents from SR&A. Box
.1202. Grand Central Station.
New York. N.Y. 10017.

.ing a
booklet. 'A Home owner's Guide
t. Seleytion

Now is the season to start
planning for spring and those
home -fixing chores.
Many
homeowners either of necessity or choice do a large share of
their borne fixing these days.

The Institute for Safer Living advises homeowners to
safety check all hand and power tools Mat have been stored

away for the winter. Ile sure
Mai sharpol with cutting edges
are sh
and free of nicks,
also 16031001 handles are tight,

free of splinters and defecta

Home ladder accidents ac-

count for more Man 39 per
cent of all accidental deaths
and disabling injurim in the

securely on a solid brae and

don't forget the me to four
role -distance of feet to wall
should he ono -(000th the ladder length over-all. It is easier

to climb, safer to work from,
pots less stress on the ladder,
the
W.CUS.V1.100.1E paint-

ers are naost likely to hare maident Rouble when they devise

a makeshift scaffold or ladders
for getting at hard.to.get-at
places. The Institute for Safer

Living of the American Co.
goal Liability Insurmee Co.
says, if you are not familiar
pen.
with the safe practices
by standards and the
principles of grind ladder and

eights and

self-senlem).

San

demrtment of the Mortgage
Backe. Assn. of America.

and ofinr mord n VA Bill
All. of ',runnel put on ran

dud.

23 toot lag 14 fug In
tra, room tamed diem. room
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Utah.
Intl
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-fm Admiral refri-

vate parking facilitim or op

include

"Sur

figures show that
twice as many home soles coa-

tracts are signed in May as in
December --- 10.17 per cent
against 5.62 per cent," report-

ed John L Hall, senior
president and general sales
manager.
"Since it lakes 30 to 60 days

ably have less of a selection,
begin looking in October and
inked curets. e in December.
THE SAME advice applies
if you're Manning to pm your
horne up for sale. You'll find

and 11109c 111c numbers, this

the greatest number of people

looking bct,.,March ,
May and the least number of
shoppers between October and
December.

means the great. number of
hommkeekers start looking in
MRE

'3P IPKP"IIIRIIIP4 be -

19 -year

suburbs.

He pointed out. however.
that buyers should not hold off
putting their home on the mar-

in any of the so-called

ket

"slack periods."

south one-half block to
directly south
model,

P

te eclipse tha olds) Inderd efJ 031

IMIWN211

very

market study of sdhss

tal. Open daily

S P/U R TS

and consequently mortgages

months are really
small, certainly not

enough to justify deferring :1
home sale or purchase.. he
said.

`Zoning' can cut
heating costs
By dividing your home Into

The buyer who looks during
relatively uncrowded period.

separate heating" zon", you
can lower the tempeesrature in
those areas which are not in
use. According to the chimp

such a month. has two Mum,
rantadvantages: time and

Better Heating -Cooling Council, you will save money in fuel
consumption by not having to

more personalized attention.
"Our people make it a point

maintain the same high Ion Wining fliroughaulfbe Muse.

By George Halos
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Relay record by two full second,. Deerfield
some and Palatine
each had
to crow

Teem StmdIngs

I. (ilenhrook Ninth. 36, 2

about after the pule vault end-

Prospect. 24, 3. Frond. 30: 4.
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06 5 Hodm. 1- 665
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Palatine's

Fon.. Vies, 21.5- Glenbrook
South, 181 6. Deerfield. 14, 7.
Wel Conant and Palatine. 12;
9. Arlington. 91/2; 10. Elk
Grove. 1316; I I. Hersey. 611,
12. Wheeling. 6.

HIGH JUMP: I. Mcimner.
Pr. 6-2 E. (breaks oW mark of
set
by Ascher of
Deerfield in 15681; 2. Cordell,

6-214

GIIN. 64.1 la; 3. Moe. GBN,
5-10 's 4 Pin W 5 1110 s

Jeff Mamma, one of two Knights to rewrite thc record hooks last night al the Wildcat Relays,
displays from which copped the MN rilition in the high jump competition. Meissner cleared
M shattering the old meet mask of 6-2 M. (P0-001 by Linda Hamilton)
I
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tance INt night. Witt was am-

smother undefeated mmon. us
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ARLINGTON PARK
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III'

GAS AIR CONDITIONING
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is so dependable that
Northern Illinois Gus Co. will
provide 2 full years of
Free Service on
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ALL PARTS

PORTABLE ELECTRIC MIXER
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ALL LABOR

parking space, and thoughtfully planned
facilities and appointments make it most
appropriate and fitting.
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Buy Locally

VACATION FIESTA
CHECK YOUR NEST GAS BURN YOUR
COUPON, LET US VALIDATE IT FOR YOU.
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P05 been through a serial depression and my husband will
n ot try ro help me. Everything haS to go his way or
Ls not
happy which means that I have to keep my mouth shut and keep
iny emotions inside. He has a had habit of keeping late hours end
het at an am that I'm afraid for his health and job. '

in

' WON which they reside,

doted =seven aiclack p.m..an sold day.

SMa.hurg Rood Postal 0w1101oed
Vi.gc of Schaumburg.

Precinct No.17

Soo coo. of that pad of Me College Pls.= In Mal pert el'
Scheel District No, 59 lying North of the center line el Io
Nonhwot Yolb, ond Wnt of the following described

D ad Mb 2601cloyel Mora IP70.

Solool.tdo No.S4 (I) lying No. of the center line of Mgr.
loan end too of the tame line of Roselle Read, an,50 sholl

',Nord of tocior CdteretIMM16616

pr. oh Schoal District -No. 54 within Mot port of Me MlIngo d

19,Countlosof Cash Knoololloond

Chairman

NelkofnemiSkto of lb.

9.0011 eat.. Nog Sa, Of the cointer line of 11.91. 514.04

afarmaid told the centerline of Section 15 of Me same .n.hIP

;1440ll5Pk51=o7o=le""..

and range. to the Wales. meter liret al mid Sean 15 la a'
Ins. wt. b Me tott boundary of Me Village of AdIngton

Rood and BMebonnetkne
village. Hoffman Estates

0.4510, 1504 Me =a bound. al . =gage If M.. Prow

,5

-------

h usband will adjust his hours until he does get sick. I don't feel a

divorce for you.

75111 always ugh(

No Nettle Please

Me af keenti Road Ond WPM= Me MOW
5,

prdfesslonal. Some of the most brilliant women I knoir have hem

if *he will get the tree children vat her or only two 5115 1051,
them dearly and has done nodung wrong My fnende tell me you

r.,..,67.1,1itleunterlineollone,4q1
'1m

&finitely feel you should take 'your driving lessons from

I

ItaTel junior Collage Ompt

Morino No 5it
)I??d115051P41101175

unuremma.,

me I'm too stupid. Do you see us selling our house and staying
lb
always apologises. but he keeps doing the sarne
things over.
Nameless, Rolling Meadows
Dear Nameless:
1 ddinitely feel you'll 910 those driving lessons and 51195 5'
071 beginning of a new lype of freedom - a oew you. More Cl'
fidence. I don't feel your husband really Minks you're stupid, but

O 1,414,, DeLouise:
My daughter has sinned divorce proceedings. Can you tell ate

McHooy and 31.011111.

AN.. Roach .1..Souasterly along the mow

cause he promises to give them loll, but never does. Is it PosSINC
ru have enough -confidence to learn to drive. He's always telling

some. 1,Hoktiff.)

512 Covelle. el.. Kane wk. and

Pa.rwe SeuM ammo. boundary Nee le the mar Imo el

'99/027-Stiliir

PRIMPOUP

AMON.=

LINER

AVS =-

I'm trying hard to save some money for driving lessons be.'

called stupid. by their Imam= while being taught to drive by
them.. I don't see you sell Mg the house. And I don't fed your

PrOCinLI Na.

Olst&ENo. 59; ther, South =sop Mims., line of Se.. 10:

y l

B y order of Me Boa. of Am, Cones. Melo N. 51 2, cconnes of cock,
gem take, and NcHonry, nod Stoo .1 1111040

Shall monslet of Mal port of the College District situated within

Stn1;7707'il'n:h'int:.:Itr7h7rItt:r11;,=tre".17111
Mech.( Med., and.... boundary, of sold School

UNE 1

PER LINE

LINES

Use Handy Order Blank
or

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

Way Month)

Please.. any Day Wont Ad on

'

legal aers rouovote 11141 pollino place dageoted far Plea. =Wort
Dm polls at sald election will be ripened 4 neNejef.. woe. met a be

101.1.1H0.2E: Schaumburg School

in

Precinct No...

Ina meat of that panof she GM. Sf0041 91 thet P.M
Schaal Depict No. 224 lag ed. the VIII.. el Corp..

POWNOSsAca Rupley School

Pres., No, 16.

h

Ads are so handy for many things and

complete physical check.up would set your own mind at rest. I de

Pest.Mesi cent. iine of Section 20 of Me sarne ownobk end

P011011 P101* Rod Junior MO 9171,1
2550Nonh Arliogion Poighte Read
Menton Heights,

re= nelmalry to Me man Poe of

Ad is your best buy in the area! Want

only

1.1..0* Arlington Heights

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

serves time, too. Talk together.

extended So..,
with the center line of cosmon Rood
thence Nonherly along the center line of Cosman Rood on

Scheel 01.1 No =lying North el rhe undar We of Patine

,

DAYS

.

Chlam ond North western RailwaY,
POLLING RACE SotrOuniorrli0 Schad

Motelthe center 1111 17 WM.. Mad
FOUINOMACE: =bed Enna. 5.41

3 LINES - 5

I don't feel a physicul Inolth problem here, though 1 think a

Arington Heigh., 1.sle

Algenaln 2o10 5,.h of M.,151 sm of Dom.

Will rny husband ever change II, attitude he projects to me
and our child. How can I help him? Is there any chance or
charade' What do you see fur my daughter? Is my concem for

Shall.. of thai pan of College District NM. P011 2521,0
Scheel Oh. No. 224 yen within School District No.4 b.
mi.', of she following linei Beginning
Neieterse.M.

shal maim of Mat ,d of Me College Of. alch

feel at tin..? Is there an immediate lualth

problem I should 11101012

solOcation or change of occupation which may help his emotional

.011. os follows, Commend, at the intersection of

-

Well man al. pen

I hate the feelings of hopelessness, deopaire and inhibition I
feel. 1 want to feel diffemntly. however Put not sum of the muse
e t this point or where to remedy the problem. Dot truly have the

Sthool Mn111 NA 59, lying Westerly sod 140115119 Arn

1101 East Miner

of dr en. Me al the

Dar Mr. DeLonisei

porl of said High School District No.224 in Barrington

Waft., end eosin) !he cycler lineal mid Boole 14.

P01.0NOPIACM Pine. A.riligailseal

31.nol Cicht No. 15 hien

I

S. mast al Mat non el the college Di.. in Om pm of

a..

Mean. lamp.

spark a Frew cycle aarl
Accept hi, mom. I reel change
n ew -outlook for both of yoo. Try a little harder. Wm ea tate It
work. You've bean offered another chance at happineosn..tali

of bor. iNanhwest Highway, in Palatine Township. rhos
POILINOKAcs: Barrington Middle School

=all

Day Want Ads

Eli., But felo Gros,

hath prob., I

Yawns.. North, Ronge 11, East of the T.d P,incipal

MO OM. Numher 57. lao South .1 15. co. In* of
Nom* Nigh.. and Mng

do miss him), but mistral

114, of Lane -Cook Rood to Its intersection wiM the hounds,

FrIgtt'Rnjn!Onct'OTiV:P*s'ettit:g cinrentej7;'Soltj'aAn

POPP= PLACE rear. Scheei

I

when I'm living with him. I don't like the idea of another divorce,
it would be my second. bill I'll afraid to try it -again with him. Ill
do go balk with him. will it molt out this time? He's tempting Mc
whh California move What should 1 do?

Dear Ell.:

Elk ...Allege, Irmo.

Mt Prospect, Illinois

Dear Mr. DeLouise,
I am separated from my husband (01 100 third time. I'm happ

when I'm away from him. that

Precinct No.25

Shan mina of Mot port of the coke. ram. in km toon of

shoil .edet

,

0112 PUBI1CAllOrKINC.
,ow.

naE.P'

Mew 15001,01,1970i

Dear No Name
I relabel eventually have all Ewer
r

I,I-

ADIMESS
PHONE

COY

0 Parnont le Endo.

0 Mose Bill.

3 LINES, 5 DAYS, ONLY 53.90

255-7200 OR 296-6640

v A 2.

IN 1I

II V CI 0 IF

.-ItYaS

131nct and had

CLASSIFIED:

t, ork wanted

Do

TRAINEES

CUSTODIAN

Arl

n

Ell/Itillil021.A4J .161ViittiDD LY-1

oh School 0.31.214

Alr Coadhilonlig -

255-7200 OR 296-6640,
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ALTERATIONS 6 HEMS

,,,F0AFIr''.-,,,,,A7V
ete.
osg,pwa..

SALEM MAINTENANCE
Eli

t

ON AM GARMEMT,,S 6 <OA.

EXPERT PLASTERING

FEDERAL E. STATE

c

6 If:RODENT.

ru=o1=n

'

FILINGS

Boats and

COUTURIER desigWg

MARCHTHRU

0'....:.

e'

°' 9'9 ..a.
-....

'"'

MAY SPECIAL

1

894-7644

Ilyer

WEDDINGS
HALL, BAR,

9'''''..'e ......--29-2

IIIVEuCtiOnSu.
de

Engineering Service

PROSPECT CATERING 0. ,1833

Air Conditioning
53E,, grew.... psgps,

c. new& Wm...

n

014.4347
ALL SER.CF C0.

BRIDGE LESSONS

s. Qs., fpr

of mil

peak for on occo.

Fars

inc

nn

eeni,clWesdn

orojecrs.894159

11111CHMeGuiR23

c....',--""

,

,,,,...,

,..,

ge floors. sidewalks. sra,

AdveZna Loa. An

.1.2. BM's., roeEH

7

on

,

.

xe 21

.'Ram Refinishing

CL 3-284

5''-''

'9.'9' .9

.Cartuanina

RI

PronPIGovif c

.

A

I

I

y

.11

ALLEN CONCRETE

A Division of

founchdions

Wolks
Slohs

.erm

217 5Arlinaun NLE'.
Aslinang Ne10101.111.

24 Hr. Phone

8.I.3

AN

9'.9.

.

WAHLOU1ST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

359-2515

Blacktoppin

We Speciolise
pollos, steps

BILOOMNSDALE MACROp

.

.4

,q

Aic

.

d5

leans

384-3528

...:

OW& 774.40"e
Storm Windows

oll

True GR.', S9tE'l.

9°Ws °Rd ds0mwm.

okra:. sales office selling

Healing
REG HEATING

asechend 299.7 06

"Hot Water Healing"

6g

to

re'

1

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

02,

35, eeso

nk7,1.°

..'

rob gross 2111e

MECHANIC &

CL 5 3.2

No jab leo big or loom..
Guar, work
Pun, sm. Flag n1.1.15

THANK

Carpentry-Rodo ling

EXTERIOR,INTERIOR

2516843

One

PAINTER OR FIX HAW

CALL KEN AFTER SNA

359.140

Dratos

Sovadidians

Pao
ExidenriaKammercial

BUS arvelf REPAIRS

DEMO

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

Ruben !Awn,.

,,J.7208

STORE FIBTuRES.
KMCHENS BATHS

S006.9190MWMPUS

AND WOOD FLOORS.

ELECTRICAL PLUMBING

AY...CENTER

A

cog,,,s

674vt ...Ism

CALL ES, 3018

Clothing

relorkro uo,o4444.
lot ow. 5371023 eft.

Call

.7'..7

Dancing Schools
Supplies

H 6 PR DECORATING

202.45,7 3,027.6840

ns%01_";Too Fr,

%MENS, BATHROOMS, FIRE-

'11'

,

5 AAP GUARANTEL
e PPM C
100.

r

tp

.

RS"''''
729.730

".".'

BARK/NMI

ak, C
LA9.6050

255-0900

Ow., mode Custom Mande,

DECORATORS

....

a Dv

s.d

ca
Rtl

'a ,,,mm anon. agg.gggd.

Tax A. wilt

mepore

6

F

i

0

Drapery Repairs

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS.

d

.i.P.........

Call alter 6PM 39,8802.g.
k g 6 AI

Carpet Cleaning

Rolling Meadows, W.

estr,,,, drogwv clnnitw. to.
wird De PI Se . 2,6-6365
,

I

Phone 255.7077

____

R°9°1- ..99

R;;,RTOM

-

sWindow
Ern'Shades
' '''

Lauritz Jensen

---

Decorators

---

RIG141

OF PUBLIC WORKS

SHADE:hi" SHUTTER

0495

'
i

1312D DECORATING

.

7p,..

MEASURING

INSTALIATION

-1-- INTERIOR SHUTTER,'

117..ZZ

action -getting
"Help Wanted"

IN THE

FR. WIMATE5

ggo

0.20=..

1427 E.Palstiine Pd., Arl.
392-3060

.

3110

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS:

Bockgro. in Engineering with Inoislodoo of meckloss and
equipment ,r4 k
works cenwect66 mokossonce

p47.r'ERM Rbi.Mt and obit, u deal effe

ad

7.63-5146

EVANSTON
OAK PARK
HARVEY

864-8200
386-052S
333-6880

MANPO WER

NEEDED
PART TIME EVENINGS

250111inois Si

530 WESTGATE RD.

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

ADDISON, ILL

ging light

26 Employment Aptzteslem

el

CITY OF DES PLAINES

F.M.

TIRED TYPIST?

SECRETARIES

Keypunching as wall as Verifying. wIllingness to
loom key tape Is necessary.

Excellent opportunity to work for a modern medium aim pampa, close to home offering need.
or working conditions and liberal employee benefit program

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
200 E. Tout,

Des Plaines

WORK NEAR
HOME

Oft. F

Charles Galbraith
FEMALE

1,15

IA, WITH US!:

757= 71VSOO'ret.. *"'".
In

ond The p

ArZo"ntsghis

'73

9'66STIT°0

MN. Paige

) MILLING MACHINE HANDS

3.0880

26Relp Wanted Women

LE...SECRETARY

Solo, .20

t

`07,'00r;

SOO East Galt Road, Palatine, Illineria130067
Telephone (312) 523-7700

2:30-5 p.m.

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES, INC.

Cook County

10400 W. Higgins Rd.
Rosemont, Ill.

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

Chicoso
583-5147

965.7070

EXECUTIVE
RECEPTIONIST

ASSEMBLERS

APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394.4450 FOR APPOINTMENT

Union >fir/vision, Eastern Region
Union Oil Company of California

6:30-8:30 a.m.

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

50 HOUR WORK WEEK
DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT

DRIVERS
Earn Extra.
Paid Training

P.M. ROUTES

bock roan

SECRETARY

$695 MONTH

New el, of lice.

TvIRMO.

Also weekend recr6,4456-

299-7151

16.01'S

ARLINGTON FITS., ILL.

439-0923.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
CLERIC -TYPIST

7'YaoltOs
wPm will

Available for
All Office Skills

WA;:1.:1911M
6028

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

Ww Si.

dle execulivelevel poblic con:
lea Free.- -

6011gUENGTO=PC1341E

DENTAL
ASSISTANT

around

0=.

White Collar Girls

Sirable

am

299.4446
ahle

bur

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET
_Temporary Jobs

237-691209,30 to 5:30

You'll be ihe

Egurd DieleenunNY Fnpken

AR HP, oPPX,Ne1N enVErer

ON

316 W. University Drive (Arlingion Industrial Park)
Arlington Heights, II.

OPERATORS

A.M. ROUTES

In Qlingtoollnights
9 5. DuWon

SWITCHBOARD

Please Contact:

SCHOOL BUS

01,Pe,,

RELIEF

41. 'n

CALL 827-4794

TRY RECEPTION

$525 MONTH

S

You Mould be capable of Alpha and Numeric

296-2251, Ext, 361

YOUNG MEN

or call 543-9570

OPER TOR
Our Oa. Processing Department has on opening

looking for o really goad place to work, Call,

MATURE WOMAN

REVCOR - INC.

wcier eed perking

eriv Y.

HERE

LOOP

NORTHWEST 775.7296

F. H. BONN
COMPANY

CALI. 428-4411

e NO GENERAL LAY-OFFS
o LIFE INSURANCE
0 BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD
e MAJOR MEDICAL

KEYPU YCH
for o Solto work in the keypunch sachem.

PUBLIC CONTACT

its 2.Appolninw0lar Irdervlow

For

) WELDER -BURNERS

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

WISHING WELL WIG STUDIO

-

THE DAY DOES illi

with an

Wigs
s

Schaumburg,.

Wollpo-

SALES 6 SERVICE43,9906, 846

p,, tor ,

300 W. Wiley Rood

you need

,

'

CL

EXPERIENCE
e PLENTY OF OVERTIME

) BORING - MILL OPERATORS

'.194-3200

Toucb...Add.

PHOTO STUDIO
F
GIRLFRIDAY

894-7400
An equal oppodurily employer

11';"''''''''
""' C'n
E. Lind...3,0706
29.Tames

r

CARPE, 6 TURN. shompoo,ng.
price withis od losTallalion REASONABLE COST: Nelms,

dependable

office help

nr
da'y?'s7nd'olle'rtoof.
Payola rvorms office

SEW

WRY -

) WELDERS

TOASTA FOODS CO.

For .e home or of lice wiih The
Personal

FREE ESTIMATES

1 Service
n'r"e T"

Wo

g

gggy &spat d,,p,

Nakao,' Ferrsno,,,

I

Wall Papering

s.

Indust. 6 Reddens:al

lns.
ol a

Coll 259.7202

t

s w so g

OUR SPECIALTY

e

Fli. ESTINWTES

'

Experienes in srouble Owning, weIding, reMgeMPow mcc,

commons. esesSerc 661,) solo,

Coll 9B-4646 or 927:0441

ur

7Vf 57:a '.1"..'r

ears. twarettt

Salary commensuraw wgh

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY, we pick

punch NON shakes.

Engineering Co.

Ereellnt opporlunily For TOO o, ',Maker wiih 5 so 10 Yeorr,
emparleocesupervIsIngTar,land 0,e 'Oaken.

o TOP $$ COMMENSURATE WITH

296-6166

once. take geaa or9OW.P.61

Runway &

TOOL ROOM

Join your future with ours and let's gal

HAPPINESS

wed iike you la Emu on
or bra years Wu, *sped

Great Lakes

SUPERVISOR

Olen

COME

437-2884
AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Preepeci Neights

BARTONSTULL

a,

272-9400

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

HERTZ RENT A CAR

Per

in person

.

Upholstery

CREATIVE

ets. nekuresm,

Ri91119flef

WELDERS

McKAY TREE SERVICE

RICK,S DECORATING

re
do

Glen Ellyn
Suite 20

If

Reach the

Mondoy thru FREEDOM. 5 PM

49 7010

Qualified Applicants will apply

237 MELVIN DRIVE, NORTHBROOK

WALLPAPERING,

rxe let 141112 RENT ACAR.

TYPIST

VACATIONS

''''"""."2.4'.'d

waxess

o Looking fora position offering challenge, earl ow and pudic contact.
sem wow e !emelt roe can qualify as anial carmen,

$550 MONTH

81/2 PAID HOLIDAYS AND LIBERAL

WELFARE PLANS. STEADY WORK PLUS OVER TIME

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERYFornitures

KEYPUNCH!

of o dull routine job in a stuffy uoi Were,

Wm office.

625 E Algonquin

GREAT LAKES STRUCTURAL STEEL CO.
'

mod reIlidsldrio. AI
weed. A Chrlsfion

or

159-1410

t

BA

STRUCTURAL. STEEL FABRICATOR, NEW FACILITIES, VACATION PLAN, INSURANCE, HEALTH &

FINDING

Mew 3,2 0003

000

"'lEri.±g"".

Obedience ond Suarameed

ISE °reed.
HOUSES RAD

D

SPRING SPRAYING

ARE

OOT A PROBLEOP DOOR

FULL BASEMENT

Div. Pennwalt Corp.
400 Maple Ave.
4264851

259-0628

115.411111Kf'll ill'.
439-8280

bog Training

Ilx

FINE sETURsOR PAINTING

KENNETH A, PEARSON

529-3901

292-.696

notc...sin

Tree Service
TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

PtRgVII=Zg

Hellman
Hellman Noyes

POODLE

Wpm Addilions

wallwashi,

yesw,,,,,..,

2,3195

Geo

GROOMING

'

s

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

'Md. Pae08er150-01372

Groans Gall.Role

POODLE, SCHNAUZER
GROOMING
255 2570

''''''''

2,,,,,t2

ammo...ter. wwied.

529-3;00

Dag Service

by
Walt man Const. Co

Wallpaper,

is Ga=sEapsto or.

se, gdp ppo.ogg,

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

' ' '''''''' '"''4

3'55,

RUSSELL

°P.7.-1.5:71:="'

.

HILLS-McCANNA

0,2=gg.

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

43,093

FREE ESTIMATES

Free oslinwes. Coll

mx hRwe. Remonobte

,

aarltr4ou.

FE",'

DRAMINGALL PHASES

15 YRS. EXPERIENCE. INSURED

ofiou

is

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICED INC.

Design & Eeeding

ACES 6 GUAM, REPAIR.

P'

DECORATING

.t.'=",.,°Z`E.0

SINCE

DICRES TILE SERVIC7

RECEPTION

and Draw Dies.Also lack .1125, and Fanner.
APPLY Al PERSONNEL OFFICE

CRAVENS CO

,..,

trvo

a.

i

DOLORES E1LERS SCHOOL OF

,H.'s

296-1071

TYPISTS!

are ....
red
Tiyou

.0111,50

voll supervise work Including Nan.,

H BORNATS

Tile

KRUGLER DECORATING

F. nr 19.25 'kw 8.11'93'

a

AVARABLE 19161WATRY.

CAu

Bob Van.
calfstep

SERVICE

GENERAL

-

PEOPLE
CI_ 9C8.49

COMPUTERIZED

INCOME TAX

....' 7......50
. 4559
4,4
4 oileo
, ,, I"6
=Ie.& No ph loo

'

wont is someone that
will work for Big SG The
is up to you.

If

STENOS!

SHOWROOM

DISPENSER DIVISION

is looking for

oniploymenf.

RENTAL REPRESENTATIVE

CconnysIda Raotourant
Lounge

OR APPLY IN PERSON AT

CUTTER GRINDERS

ASSISTANT
CONTROLLER

1

Low Spring Rates

FEDERAL & STATE

sosernews. kirmens. 6,6,1,6

342-5Ser

no.
Tailoring

Income Tax Service

el. 255-7335.

MEWIN IMMODNING

Nee essimares
255.6557

forth the effort

earn
$10,000 to 115,000 Plus?
Then why not colt me. All

.

SMOTE DECORATE.
358-9038

Are you swilling to put

.,.. ....

Wood Dole III holm
3I2766:20,6'

.

539.427

Call AFTER 6EM

' --R---

FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY
CLEANigH. RESIDENTIAL AHD
cob MERCIAT FREE ESTIMATES

r.
Child Cap.gdop

tom

1.2.,7e,n,,,,,,,,,,,....,,,c,

Hokfosofins ands...,
pair., All work pearanta

4 ere, 0,9 TtsE

gog s. gg, i,,,,,,,,

t te wall F
oblig'aiion WRITE OR CA, No
on

520 PAINTS M057 ROW.,

sZPI'

Cod., one your c1,11215 515 5-

elder far es imils

,,,,,,,2 0,

.RM ETitmWes Ed Swwsk,
292 Th20

CL.S.3.21

Doy or Evening Hours
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Now
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QUINLAN & TYSON
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GLENVIEW

PRICES, IF YOU WERE WAITING FOR SPRING
TO TRADE, EARN A BONUS BY SEEING US

STAPE

QUINLAN artsON
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,Y Two tone.

CLOSED SUNDAYS

AND WE'RE WILLING TO GIVE PREMIUM
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'OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

6:00
News
News
News
Mike Douglas

2
5

GLAD -rA'sES

Het, EstrrrEMNG
UP THE BULL.

YOH BACK! HAVE

A GOOD TIME

AND THEN IS

ON YOUR VACATION?

WE SURE MISSED
AROUND
HERE.!

YLIN

GOING TO
ASK. FOR
A
VACATION

FC

i.at.Asn_p!

LITTLE DOES

1
9

FAR BE IT FROM ME TO

HE KNOW
THAT WHEN

WORD, -rvtass,

THE BILL

OUR TiRED PLANET

IS AWAY
FOR TWO
WEEKS THAT

IS CERTAINLY BESET
wrn-t AN EXTRA SHARE
OF TROUBLES! OUR.
' CITIES ARE BEFOULED.
OUR COUNTRYSIDE IS
UTTERED AND OUR

IS

HIS VACATION!

7:00

CLAIM 'THIS IS EDEN. MAWR:
BUT I'VE NOTICED 'MAT
VE12e5.140114ING L.IKE

cides to run away.
9 Star Trek

11 Washington
Week in Review

26 Luis Carlos

VERY TRANOLIIL.ITY

The Unbelie-

2

POKEN
LIKE A
BACHELORE
Heart

.S.Z7

REVERSE GEARS

(vicOrer.,:cle.

-

IELUNG ME
WHAT WE1ZE PLAYING?

14101.1.0... 6. TM ...la

LANCELOT

Singles Apartment,"
Mel Torme, Mort

5

Perry Mason
32 News

Name of the

young actress from
taking her own life
because she's a fail-

vable Auto Race
Charles
Kuralt
hosts a special featur-

ure in Hollywood.

ing highlights of 98

7

teams competing in a

Mrs. Muir

dresses in 19th centu-

England, to Sydney,
Australia.

ry fashions for the

32 100

Paintings;
Great Music

9

12:45

32 News Final

9:25

Paul Harvey
1:00
Movie
"Reptilicus."
Reincarnated monster starts to ruin Copenhagen until a
7

9:30

11 NET Journal

"Trial: The City

Schooner Bay Cen-

and County of Denier vs. Lauren R.

unique new weapon

Watson."
32 Password

does him in.
9 Cromie Circle

tennial.

11 Kalorie Kitchen

Higu Chaparral
John and Victoria
Cannon take a vacation trip to San Fran5

LORI, THIe 15 PAY

BOWL/NG N/GHT
AND I CAN'T FIND

"Solid Dairy

32 Truth or Consequences

The Flying Nun

7

The nuns try

2

Tanco's

San

raise

to

Are." Story about
college students who
flock to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., during
spring vacation.
Paula Prentiss,

for children of working mothers.

r

Your
Horoscope

phone

Connie Francis and

26 Today's Racing

Dolores Hart.

32 Of Lands and

7

:..BUT SOMEHOW I GET THE
FEELING YOU WEREN'T
WEALLY MOPING;

FOR SATURDAY

Ground" features a
trip to Kentucky.

old Indian who re-

ARIES (March 22 - April

2 6 Bob
Sports

20): Take care that in reaching

the top you don't make yourself subject to attack. Leave

26 Famous Artists;
Famous Writers

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): A quiet Saturday during
which to revaluate recent de-

10:30

2

Late Report

2

3:00
Meditation

9

3:30
News

9

3:35
Movie

Mery Griffin
Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

"Pontius Pilate."
The events of Pilate's
arrival in Palestine
until he is recalled to

"A Man Alone."

Rome after Christ's
death. Jean Marais,
Jeanne Crain.
26 Red Hot

Fugitive from lynch
mob hides with sheriffs daughter. Ray

and

Milland and Mary

Blues

Murphy.

32 Movie

"Orders to Kill."
American agent is
sent to France to kill

9

5:30
News

9

5:35
Biography

a traitor. Eddie Albert and Lillian Gish.

EEK & MEEK

cisions regarding future career
goals. Be careful.

irs

GEMINI (May 22 - June
2 I): Take a leaf out of a child's
hook. Obey authority, and you

2:50
Reflections

2:30

Show
9 Movie

11 NET Playhouse
"A Generation of
Leaves: Jesus, a Passion Play for Americans."
32 Big Valley

6:55

something for those who come
after.

7

7

9 Time Tunnel

Philbin

of the News
3 2 The Honeymooners

5

fuses to talk.
6:45

Naked City

Show

Here Come the

Jeremy is accused
of a murder in which
the only witness is an

"Happy Hunting

9

2

Brides

Seas

BUGS BUNNY

McHale's Navy

2:55

Yvette Mimieux,

Art By Tele-

11

2:25
2

26 A Black's View

8:00
Movie

"Where the Boys

population to 4,000
sera will qualify for
federal funds to buy
their day care park

10:00
News
News
News
News

2
5
7
9

Products."

cisco.

MY BALL!

News

9

Comments

The Ghost and

race from London,

"The Dis-

embodied." Voodoo
chiller situated in
dark jungle.

Sahl.

32

Carolyn Muir

1 0, 0 0 0 -mile auto

12:30
Movie

5

the Geisha," Red
Buttons,
Carolyn
Jones; "Love and the

the verge of cracking
a massive PW escape
ring.

Game
Dillon tries desperately to prevent a'

6:30

and Roger Moore the
soldier she romances.
5 Midnight Show
7 Chicago Show

Long and Claudine
Longet; "Love and

believe that he's on

6:25
Editorial
26 Quiz

sure of her decision

"Love and the
Minister," Richard

7:30
2 Hogan's Heroes
Col. Klink is led to

2

with Carroll Baker as
the would-be nun un-

Style
Ur -

12:00
Movie
"The
Miracle."

Set in 1810 Spain,

Love, American

7

ibe Show

6:15
11 TV College
Psychology.

AT STAYS I

2

when a jealous drama
coach moves in to exploit her personal
feelings.

loves him and de-

20 TV College
Social science.

izEpsu..y ARE!

Bobby is con-

'

vinced that nobody

6:10

HOW BAD '11-tINGS

5

Bunch

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

A DOMESTIC SPAT -1?"
MAKE A MAN REALIZE

9:00
Bracken's World
Paulette Douglas
quits talent school

The Brady

7

LISIEA) LUVAELE,
BEER) S1SRI,JG FORA WHOLE

IF `A:UR ROJO/ DOccLIT

MORTY MEEKLE

...rm REFORTILK, YoU 'TO

TIRN TO THOUGHTE OF LOVE

WEEK NOW.

THE

eEFORE SUMMER-

oeuse okiAmeRicAr..)
commirme I

should he able to get through
day very nicely.

the

HEY, FRED... r'M

\NCER (June 22 - July

;i.

HOW AFkrY IT SOME

MUST REMEMBER
NOT TO BOTHER
HIM LINT1L HE'S

BREAKFAST?

HAD HIS COFFEE.

STARVING:

Whatever contingency
arises, be ready with a plan to

meet it. Let others have their

q

cf

E :y where plans have a bearing

on their futures.
LEO (July, 24 - Aug. 23):
,rIon't take on the unrewarding
job of pleasing others merely

...,.........

.

0,_

3.a1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

for the sake of peace. Ultimately. you will cause more
difficulties.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
Precious time may be

Answer to Previous Puzzle

23):

wpsted in a bungled attempt to
Inage things by yourself. Be
v se; accept the offer of help.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Pretense will get you no place.

March Expectations

34" c-

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

1 Easter -

5 -- epidemic

Have a care for the likes and

8 - winds of

dislikes -of others if you would

March

see yourself in a position of

12 Musical

leadership.

instrument

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

13 Swiss river
(var;)
14 One to whom
a thing is
given (law)

22): A Saturday to employ forbearance. It is the younger
family members who need spe-

cial attention from you at this

ait

time.
-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

J

home front could spoil the day
for everyone. Avoid argument ---especially when you
know you can't win.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): The same ambition
that carries you to the top on
one day could easily cause you

to overextend yourself on another. Limit yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

19): Do your best to please

CAPTAIN EASY
INSPECTOR CRAPAUD HEARS EASY'S STORY..
NOM DE BLEU:

YOU MEAN

YOU USED THE FAMOUS

NICKED THOUSAND DOLLAR
'OPAL SKULL' A9 BAIT TO
TRAP LA PIPE?

WELLrER-WE

DID PLAN TO

U5E A FAKE,

BUT

AHEM,... THERE WAS A SLIGHT
HITCH ANO.WELL, LUCKILY WE GOT

A TANzANITE STONE?

MADEMOI9ELLE FLAM

AT THE CLUB CL

ISN'T MI5 SLUE -GREEN
JEWEL IN YOUR NECKLACE

1
BLAZESRE50

those with whom you cannot
avoid coming into close contact. Relatives may require

30 2,000 poimds
31 Miss Chaplin

32 Card game
33 Mountain
(comb. form)
34 Roman liquid

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Congeniality is the first
requisite for popularity. Demonstrate your willingness and
_ability to get along with others.
TPA.

NOSTRIL.

CLATTER
8IMO, S THOUGHT YOUR.

ECOLOGY ACTION GROUP
WAS CONCERNED ABOUT

lost
lint
list
lion

loin
lom
oils
toil

torn

tiro
trio
tonsil
soil

sport
slot
silo
slit
sort

stir
silt
roil
riot
rots
into
iron

nitro

DOWN
1 Expect
2 Down with
(Fr.)
3 Wavering
4 Harem
5 Visage
6 Grouse

1

tact.

Answers to
Hideaword

54 Ooze

statesman
31 Overwearies
20 Papal name
36 Gypsy horse
38 Insects
22 Greek
17 Roman war
assemblies
39 Soak (dial.)
courtship
goand
2.3 Construct
40 Island off Java
dance
18 L ded
24 Mimicker
41 Retired for
7
Constellation
property
25 Reparation
night
(2 words)
19 Arouses
man
26 Equine contest 42 Military
21 Freudian term 89 Of
(2 words)
assistant
Danube
22 So be it!
tributary
27 Feminine
43 Place for
23 Rich, crumLly 10 Microbe
appellation
coinage
earth
28 German
44 Grafted (her.)
11 Nazi .
25 Exchange
45 Halt
industrial
politician
premium
va ley
16 Japanese
48 Extinct bird
26 Possesses
29 Hawaiian
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
starchy food

15 St. - Day

Dec. 22): Contention on the

(comb. form)
52 Homan date
53 Make lace
edgings

PoLurnom Of WE AIR,
LAND AND WATER'',

(LI Pet OH

measure
35 Energy unit

36 Growl
37 Slavic ruler
38 Unconfined
39 Sainte (ab.)
40 Semitic gods
43 Watered.

fabrics
46 He had an
Irish Rose
47 Departer from

a country
49 Tyndareus'
wife (myth.)
50 Negative
prefix
51 Without
'

2

13

15

14

16

17

18

19
21

23

20

22

24

25

26

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

27

28

37
39

40

41

42

43

44, 45

46

47

49

50

51

52

53

54

..1

48

27

Pro5pert

WEATHER
Tonight: Snow likely,
low in the 20s. Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, little temper.
ature change.

p
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state legislators
o submit many bills
s

and Rep. David J. Regner (R Mount Prospect).

By Richard Crabb

The eight state legislators
from the northwest suburbs
are leaving today and tomorrow for Springfield to attend
the 1970 spring meeting of the
Illinois General Assembly
which opens Wednesday with
Gov. Ogilvie presenting his
annual budget.
Going from the 3d District
are Sen. John Graham (R -Barrington), Rep. Eugene F.
(R -Arlington
Schlickman
Heights) Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D -Arlington Heights)

Going from the 4th District
are Sen. John W. Carroll (R Park Ridge) Rep. Robert Duck-

such a session might be completed by June 1.
Many members of the legislature wish to make this week's

held from January to June in

meeting of the Assembly a true
"annual session" with the

Convention is known to be favorably considering a section

and Rep. Arthur Simmons (R -

right to introduce bills on any
subject. There has never been
such a session held in Illinois

Skokie).

for the second time in the bien-

ett (R -Park Ridge) Rep. Edward A. Warman (D -Skokie)

nium. Since 1818 the pattern

GOV. OGILVIE has directed that the spring session
be limited to bills relating to
the development of the 1970
budget and other matters of

of Assembly meeting has
called for a general session

state finance. It is thought that

76th General Assembly was

during the first six months of
the two-year period.
The general session for the

O'Hare noise abatement
ril 15
pI°41tgram. set
abatement
procedures at O'Hare Airport
New

noise

will become effective on or
about April 15, according to
Paul E. Cannom, manager of
the Chicago Federal Aviation
Administration office in Des
Plaines.
Most of the changes apply to
aircraft operations between
the hours of 11 p.m. and 7 a.m.
However, when operational

capabilities permit, the rules
may be used at other times of

EXCEPT

rivals)

and

Ws

Under the new rules, unless
authorized by Air Traffic Control, jets taking off must climb
to 3,000 feet MSL (mean sea
level) or higher, as rapidly as
possible. Jets landing must stay
above 3,000 feet MSL or higher, as long as possible.

27R may be used for arrivals
only when wind, weather and/
or traffic volume conditions
indicate. Runway 9L may be
used for departures under the

LANDING PLANES must
also remain at or above 4,000

runway headings (straight out)
until they reach 3,000 feet

approach to the runway.)

Jets landing on a runway
served by a functioning instrument landing system (ILS),

and equipped with ILS instrumentation, must remain at

or above the glide path. Aircraft landing at runways with
visual glide slope devices must

also remain at or above the
glide slope until a lower altitude is required for a safe landing.

Air Traffic Control will

normally turn all aircraft arrivals on final approach not

tively open areas.
After April 15, Runway

same conditions.

Jets must continue on the
MSL. On reaching that altitude, they may be turned onto

new courses. The only

ex-

ceptions are departures on
Runways 27L and 32R, which

in

the new constitution that

would provide for annual sessions of the legislature.

EACH OF THE six members of the Illinois House from
the northwest suburbs has pre-

pared bills for submission to
the spring meeting in the hopes
that it can become an 1970 an-

nual session with bills of any
nature being considered.
Collectively the six northwest suburban Illinois House

members have prepared approximiately 35 such bills. The

entire membership of the Illinois House has prepared sev-

vant to O'Hare's problems.
The new procedures will be

more open areas.

reviewed and updated regu-

IN ADDITION, all turbo-

jet aircraft requiring

larly, Cannom said.

engine
maintenance
checks must be tested at a site

agreed to

prorun-up for
performance

The City of Chicago has
post

appropriate

signs at key locations around

the airport to remind flight

near runway 32L or at a pad
near runway 9L and the airport's main fire station. Both
locations are in relatively re-

crews of noise problems and
required procedures. The rules
become part of the pilot's op-

Chapman

and

Regner are prepared to

in-

troduce up to 25 new bills covering a ride range of important

Gripe
Of The

state income tax credits to par-

ents paying tuition for children in private schools.

The three House members
in the 4th District made up of
Maine and Niles Townships
Simmons, Warman and Juck-

ett also have important bills
which they would like to introduce

next week. One of

them from Rep. Juckett would

provide for consolidating all
spring elections into one elec-

tion date and cut down the
continuous spring trek to the
On the opening day, Wed-

uled to deliver in person his
1970 budget message to the
Assembly. It is predicted in
Democratic circles that the
new Ogilvie budget will top the

five billion mark for the first
time.

Citizens of the northwest
suburbs will have an opportunity this evening in Mount
Prospect to take part in a panel -type report on the progress
of the Constitutional Convention.

Third District Con -Con
delegates, Mrs. Virginia Macdonald and John G. Woods of
Arlington Heights, will speak
and discuss Con -Con devel-

opments at the Mount Pros;
pect Country Club Monday
evening at 8 p.m.
The public meeting is being

Township Republican Organization.

CARL R. Hansen of Mount

Prospect, Elk Grove Town-

The way 5 cent candy
bars are getting smaller and
smaller.
J.C.

ship Republican committeeman said yesterday, "This

is another meeting sponsored
our township

by

organiza-

tion whose objective

is

to

provide an in-depth report on

an important current devel-

'4

The northwest suburbs, as

.,

well as Chicago, will be one of

the first areas to receive the
"Dial -Tone First" system allowing persons to make emergency calls from public telephones without first inserting

drawer in the apartment of Eugene Schneidner.

a dime.
This area may also be one of

the first to receive the new
commercial picturephone service, according to Arlington
Heights Illinois Bell Manager

Police said entry was made
by the use of a screwdriver. Po-

lice said they checked several

other doors and found pry
marks but were unable to locate the persons who lived in

Paul Arnolde.

those apartments.

PLANS TO convert telephones in the area to "Dial Tone First" will be underway

a short
4111%.e.

Mount Prospect Firemen use a weld gun to rip open an auto in which two persons were seriously
injured Saturday night on Rand Rd. near Louis in Mount Prospect.(Photo by Dan Balas)

2 injured in collision

who live in the apartment were
in Florida.

Two young men are

in

condition in Holy
Family Hospital, Des Plaines,
after a head-on crash Saturday
night on Rand Rd. near Louis
in Mount Prospect.
serious

The Veterans Administration in fiscal year 1971
expects to increase treat-

ment of inpatients by about
3,800, to more than 875,800a record high for its hospital
program:.

:

make recommendations to the
convention on such matters on

both of our delegates John
Woods and Mrs. Macdonald

the right of citizens to bear

are members of key Con -Con
committees, and both have
taken major roles in the work
of the convention," Hansen

arms, future of the grand jury
in Illinois and a possible reduc-

tion in the size of court room
juries.

explained.

"John Woods is the convention floor leader for the
Committee on Local Govern-

Woods is also a member of

both the convention's Committee on Information. The information committee has been
given the key role by President
Samuel ,W. Witwer in explaining the new constitution to the

ment.' Mrs. Macdonald has just

been named secretary of the
important Bill of Rights Committee that is developing several sections for the new constitution."

public and securing a favorable vote for the new document in the state-wide referen-

THE MOUNT PROSPECT
meeting this evening will be dum.
Woods is expected to report
the only major report to be giv-

on some of the major elements

en by Delegates Macdonald
and Woods during the Easter

the new constitution in
Mount Prospect this evening,
commenting upon such critical matters as the future roles
of townships and counties. He
may also project the probable
in

recess of the convention which
marks the half -way mark in the

work of Con -Con. Work on
the new constitution will be resumed in Springfield April 7.

dates for the Con -Con referendum.

Mrs. Macdonald's Bill of

NW suburbs are tabbed
for 'dial -tone first' phones

,$40 in coins from a dresser

VA patients

Rights Committee is soon to

"We arc fortunate to have
this opportunity to hear that

Birch Society
to be topic
of address
"The John Birch Society,
the Myth and the Reality,"
will be the subject of a public

address given by Rev. Mr.
Francis E. Fenton April 10, 8
p.m., at the Saint Joseph's
Ukrainian Catholic Church,
5000 N. Cumberland Av.,
Chicago.

In just 10 years, The John
Birch Society has made powerful

enemies and has won

dedicated friends, said Phil

Dowd, 467 Cedar Ln., Elk
Grove Village, in a news release.

Father Fenton, a member of

the National Council of the
Society, offers a clear, concise,
and penetrating analysis of the

Americanist organization the
Communists fear the most, he
said.

The truth about The John
Birch Society is important to
you, said Dowd, because our
families, our freedoms and
even our future are under attack.

An apartment, and possibly
several others, was burglarized
yesterday afternoon at 2226 S.
Goebbert, Arlington Heights.
Burglars made off with $25 to

Police said that

Balas)

opment.

Apartment
burglarized

while later, another tenant in
the apartment complex called
police and told them that an
apartment had been forcibly
entered, and that the persons

1,,

Pam (left) and Kim Merritt, 1109 Wedgewood, Mount Prospect, show off their Easter outfits
and baskets yesterday as they leave St. Raymond's Church in Mount Prospect. (Photo by Dan

Citizens may take part in
Con -Con progress repoict

sponsored by the Elk Grove

Day

se 7.

Jip.e

matters. One of them, from
Rep. Regner, would provide

nesday, Gov. Ogilvie is sched-

less than two miles outside the
approach fix.

t

Schlickman,

number of Bills filed at the general session last year numbered

panies.

The new procedures were

from Des Plaines to Elgin,

polls to a single trip.

erational manual for O'Hare.
Enforcement is the responsibility of the individual com-

mote areas of the airport, as far
as possible from populated
areas.

ters, the three house members
from the 3d District, extending

eral hundred new bills ready
for submission this week. The

whether or not they are rele-

will be turned slightly, over

longed

The Illinois Constitutional

mote than 4,000.
Bills prepared by northwest
tives of the O'Hare and Mid- suburban legislators cover a
way Air Traffic Control tow- wide range of such important
ers and the FAA Chicago -area matters as providing for ancommunity relations officer.
nual municipal, school and
In addition to reviewing other local spring elections
operational procedures at being held on one day and an
O'Hare, the committee photo- income tax credit for parents
graphed areas around the air- of children who attend private
port from altitudes of 35,000 schools.
feet and above, in an effort to
Despite Gov. Ogilvie's adalocate open areas which might mant stand for a restricted
provide corridors where air spring session in which only'
traffic could be directed to budget -related matters would
provide relief to more heavily be considered, the Assembly
populated areas.
may vote to consider bills of
"WE ARE fully aware that' other types. House Speaker
all turbojet operations at the Jack E. Walker (R -Lansing)
airport, regardless of direc- acknowleged over the weektion, pose some irritation to end that he might not be able
the residents and communities to secure enough votes in the
below the flight path," Can - House to limit the work of the
session to strictly money matnom bxplained.
Noise problems and abate- ters.
ment procedures at other large
IN EVENT THE legislaairports in the United States ture votes to open up the sesby
committee
were studied
sion to other than money mat representatives to determine

(arrivals).

All these runways face rela-

imaginary line which an airplane "follows" in a landing

composed of air traffic control
personnel from the FAA's
Chicago -area office, FAA air
carrier inspectors, representa-

weather and/or traffic volume
conditions dictate otherwise,
take offs and landings will be
restricted to Runways I4R
(arrivals and/or departures)
and I4L (departures), for
southwest traffic; Runways
27L (departures) and 27R
and
departures),
(arrivals
for west traffic; Runways 32R
and 32L (both for arrivals and/
or departures); and Runways
9L (departures and/or ar-

the day.

feet MSL until they begin their
final approach or intercept the
glide path. (The glide path is an

put together by a committee

wind,

WHEN

biennium

the

when
opened.
1969

Police said the auto driven
by George W. Isaacs, 21, of
by.

It

No census
form -then

call 336-5560
If your household has not
received a 1970 census from in

Deerfield was northbound on Rand Rd. and struck

care due to multiple injuries,

the mail, the Bureau of the

and are reported in serious

Census asks that residents call

head-on an auto driven by

condition.

1050

Charles T. McCarthy, 26, of
1468 Gloria Dr., Palatine.

Isaacs and McCarthy were
taken to Holy Family Hospital

where both are in intensive

Issacs was

charged with

336-5560, Monday through
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5

driving on the wrong side of p.m.
Residents can also call the
the road, and driving too fast
for conditions. He is to ap- number if the form they repear in Mount Prospect Court

ceived is unclear as to how the
questions should be answered.

1971, Almost all Illinois
Bell public phones will be converted by 1978.
"Dial -Tone First is part of a
in

long-range improvement program, "Arnolde said. It will be
introduced nationwide during
the next several years at a cost
of more than $100 million, in-

cluding about $7 million for
the Illinois Bell changeover.

A caller using this type of
phone hears a dial tone as soon

as he lifts the receiver. Without inserting a coin, he can dial
the operator who will connect

him with fire and police departments and other emergency numbers.

IF HE IS making a non emergency local call, he in-

THE PICTUREPHONE
will be adopted for local service first, according to C. N.
Anderson, of Illinois Bell
Telephone. Most initial de-

mand for the service

is ex-

pected from business customers. However, the service is not

He said members of the
John

Birch

Society

those forces which threaten us,
and then to build a better
world or "less government and
more responsibility."
Local members of The John

Birch Society are sponsoring
this public meeting so that you

can judge our programs and
our purposes for yourself, said
Dowd.

For more information call
Dowd at 956-0738.

limited to them.

Local service rates for picturephones are expected to av-

erage over $100 per month.
Long distance rates will be
higher than regular long distance charges because the new
service requires more circuits.
As customer needs expand,
inter -city connections will be
developed. The picturephone

will probably be introduced
this year, Anderson said.

$570 in tapes,
players taken
from 4 cars
Tape players and tapes were

stolen out of 4 autos over the
weekend

in

the

Randhurst

Shopping center parking lot.
Total value of the stolen items
came to $570, police said.

serts a coin after dialing.
A caller can also reach long
distance operators without in-

serting a coin and have the
charges reversed or billed to a
third number.
"Another advantage of
'Dial -Tone First' operation is
that, by hearing a dial tone as
soon as he lifts the receiver, a

caller knows the phone

is

working and won't lose a coin
in

a dead phone." Arnolde

said.

have

pledged to oppose and rout

The world is a puzzle with one "peace" missing,

3 area senior citizens
hall of fame nominees

THE DAY
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Dist. 57 bd. candidates
continue busy schedule
The gave candid.es who ore
seeking election to the Mount
Prospect District 57 School
Board in the April 11 election
have been following a busy

of public

schedule

appear-

ances throughout the district.
Beginning with their first
public appearance on Feb. 25
before the members of the Histract

recently, and Mat the op.Won of the school had been
imprasive

Dudrow who works for a
consulting firm has worked for
various school districts in the
past

problem, ha both the business
and educational areas of °perMing schools.

General Cane, at

57

School, the candidates

two years working on

triCt.

teachers

On March 18 thempoketo a
groupsof 50 women at St. Raymond
Catholic School in
Mount appearedPrand on March

19 they ppea
at Lincoln
Junior High School.

and principals and
faculty expansion in several
large Ahool districts.
ON APRIL 7 the candidates
will appear at Lions 'Park
School at 8 p.m, for a forum

trick
She said that it is important

Mrs, McCarthy has had bx-

and has been a principal mid

AS A TEACHER she has
taught grad. through 8 as
well as remedial cl.ses and
retarded

dren.

Expressing her opinion that
communication with teachers

Nominating Committee and

citucus aro incumbent Board

Asst Sup
from
District 57 Dr. Richard Percy
will

clmsroom situations.

On April 9 at 8 p.m. in Bosse
School, 101 N. Owen,
will

board member for three years

will

and board president for the

appear before the PTA group.
This will be their final appearsent before the election.

past year, has based his remleclion campaign on his experience.

612

S.

George; George Foster, MO E.
Prospect; Peter Dudrow, 1908

W. Busse Av. a. Harold Predevich, 910 Country 1-0,11of
rilount Prospect.

Prospect the candadates

Al the public appearances

-.During the appearance

St. Raymonds, Dudrow aid
art it was probably the fiat

Cone that candid.. Mr the

vite,

peon'sh;:molo,botgreLmmpard

the candidates have been asked

to express thew opinions on
various school issues and to
rstate their qualifications anal

oeasons for seelong board Po-

Chia! school and that it was
quite appropriate that it be
dim. considering the fact that
hey are voters and as taxsupport

pub)'

the

schools.

HE TOLD the group that he
had visited St. Raymond%

School during the. parochial

onnont open

held

doily,

MRS, MCCARTHY wbo is
teacher at St. Raymond%
School said that as a school
board member she intends to
contribute positive opMions
a

Hanson who ha,

as regular
been

a

Omen jaw Friday night in

Monday

praugh Friday, by Say Pubtea.

the Illinois Commerce
Commission Thursday that if

St
more: as 'rite e
treat mine delivered.
won Is. mea ma. slam o'
raw: Sem for to meths

mann* prim to sena

autot driven by Bruce L. Groat,

and secondly he is interested In

having a hand in molding the

struck

damask's

auto.
Groat was charged with fallure to yield and is to appear In
Mount Prospect
May

It.

testified at the request of Blinds Atty. Gen. William

several important changes are

awning in

the American
economy that have a direct

wing upon the rate of re REFERRING To MAWlion by Commonwealth Edison. Dr. Langum urged that

arm.

28, of 705 Eastman, Mount
Prospect, traveling west on

DR. LANGUM said that

Scott.

mid that he has taught at the

tive contribution to the board

1

and

meant by non-pram:Ronal
teaching experience, Foster

on Rand Rd. when the

1

Universities,

Northwestern

DESCRIBING WHAT he

First, he said that he be lieves that he con make a posi-

monwealth's earnings in the
lest year ending June 30,1969,
would come to 16.31 per cent
on the book value of common
equity.
He said this would mike
Commonwealth Edison the
fourth highest earning electric
such comutility amon I
panies in the nottion.

president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicagry end a
former member of the faculties of the universities of Ming:1,m, aCro,l,ifortnsa,,nd

imiggc, go on ,ganmerned m
non-professional teacher.

1800 Iris. Palatine was nOrth-

Highland

Langum said if the rate increases were allowed, Com-

Langum, a former vice-

.

neer said that he is interested In
the community
through the school system.
Headded that he has
ere

serving

hes threc basic reasons for run.

.

"Sustained real growth in
not assured. We coo entering

upon a period of slow real
growth and profit decline sim-

"the stockholders of Commonwealth Edison Co. he
made to hear some portion of

liar to that encountered during
the lam 1950,," he explained.

the mar of reserving rt. erd-

ronment through a reasonable

Adding that "growth rates
in real gross national product

rno,ng by

VA employment
The

Veterans

character of the children in the
current generation .
Third, Predovich stated that
Ile believes Mat he Ms some

ration estimates that in fiscal
year Ho 1 its Department of
Medicine and Surgery will

good ideas for the distr. and
would like a chance to put

mon

them to Work.

the inghest in la history.

themselves

are

he. said, 'We quote attention should be givi

Admires;

en to the impact of that growth

on 'the quality of life, on the

Obituaries

uonmore "th'n 12,20,

William Beezfey

THE
MIGHTY.
MITE!

for William I.'
Reezley, 53, 0(322 Emig Ct.,
Services

Prospect Heigh.,

held

today at Troxel Funeral Home

ger of the
First Presbyterian Church of
Arlington Heights. He is also a
volunteer patient counselor a
plant business

mamaa

Nortroot Community HospiMrs. Helen Harr-

71, of

1462 Walnut, Des Plaines. re.
tired Imo year front a sales co.
men She was nominated by the
Golden Agers of the Dm

Ploinm Park District for set-

of our environ- vie.. communitf limuln.
The nominees will he nonmatt, and indeed upon the
very possibility of life?'
red at recognition memodestruction

Ind.; three brothers, Wood-

Kdspar.

FRED C PAMPEL Jr..

registered full-time in the 217 N. Harvard; Gwendolyn

Koper:

University and achieve a manic

Patterson. 211

,int average of 9.0 or higher

832 S.
BemalY: Catherine S. Plow,
1004 N. Mitchell: Alan L.
Ralston, 6001S. Pin, Linda K.

(5.0 equals Al.

Students from Arlington
Heights are:

Carolyn Louise Coon, 1615

Terence R. Pit

Francis Dr.
Gary S. Rogowski. 1028 N.
Burke Dr.; Islarsha J. gmisko.
Ramsey. 111

S. Chesterfield; Stephen H.
Dutton, 421 E. Orchard Dr;
Cathleen Marie Sauer, 16
2325 Lafayette; Cheryl J.
Evanston; Ruth A.M. Stein. 510 S. Duna.; Ronald
Truk., 607 S.
S. Orchard S. Urtek, 819 N. Highland;
L. liattistoni, 110 S. Walnut; Christine S. White. 1215 E.
Frances P. Bearden, 406 .S.

Kensington, Deborah J.

!Woo.

Yates, 903 N. vat).

Cullen,

1r.,4 N. Regency Dr. We.
Christine Armstrong. 2121
F beim Co.: Jeffrey Alan

'Barbara L. Be.ck, MOB E.
ampbell, Ann K Cournoyer.
Cu S. [(c.c.:
hot Patrice 1.

S. Walnut;

Danielle R. Danis, 515 S.
Ridge; Paul R. Doyle, B28 N.
Kasper; Marilyn IL Epsky.913
E. Olive.

Grego, S. Alesontior, 53/
Ridge; Robert R. Arnim..

Atkins. 1308 W. Park; C. 0.

N. Donald.

E. Miner; Diane R Johnson.
315

S.

Rammer;

Lynn A.

Johnson, 500 Mayfair

N.

Shasta M. Johnson, 302 N.
Dwyer; Bonnie J. Kiviand.
Mark Vena0dKMght,735N.

Denton; Mark S. }Curtner.
1103 N. Haddow Ct.; Stephen.
E. Latta, 805 N. Chestnut;
Linda M. Lucas, 2231 N. Ken --

Notice 1

N.

M.

BEGINNING APRIL 5

J:z.11

or

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!
I

41**motto
lUtits,searS,Orr Soso

1215 E. Maple: Terrence
210 E. UMW
Anhui
Fnincm Susan Maeda, 2009 E.

Dundee Rd.; Glenna R.
Meyers. 105 E. Lillian; Mary

J. Mega, 05 E. Lillian..
Daniel Leslie klikst,b26 S.
Koslre, Janice kl. Miner, 421
S. G ibbo nsAl. c heel J.
Molina, 1311 S. Princeton:
William W. hlorreav, 1011 N.

Evergreen; Paul Justin

Murphy. 103 E. Suffield Dr.;
Duglas
W. Nelson. 701 E.
Davis.a

1015 W Grove: Charles

Robert Note, 2306 N.

Wink'
r9'''urg. Kathleen
Marie Ohman, 316 E. LynnE. Lynnwood: Robert A.
Le.

Nancy Ann Palmatier, 408
S. Patton; Susan C. Pattenion,
1011 S. Denton,
Elide L.

Penile. 1327 N. Vail, Willlani
H. Pickerel!, 1332 W. Park;
Bonnie J. Pormenke 309 N.
Predick, 1022 N. Raee,

1204 W. Euclid; John El
R abchuk,

Donald;
Dag., G. Reiman& 1708 S.
Highland; Mary T. Schafer,
403 W. Berkley Dr.; Kristine
1.5

S.

Williams. 2 S. Rammer.

STUDENTS from Prospect
Heights are:

Alice 1, Bruce r, 304 E.
School In.: Bruce M. haep.
pen. 209 N Mandel Le.; David
J. Lelder, 501 Etowah; Jeffrey
L. afinikel, 206 E. Clarendon;

be placed

ship, eequesolop

o meeting: dal
rho °made clamhere
the matter al diambeaton of excess
toe

Carol Marie Bodo h, 213
Birchwood Lnd lames Michael
Bodoh, 213 Birchwood Mn.

to be used for Ee operation and
maintenance of a non-sectarian ac.

ty and guidance center for

Mary Elizabeth Diehl, 119

the

Lee, Caleb Joseph Drake, 219

older Inhabitants of the lownsle,M1
the matter of dIstribution of excess
townshlp fonds to the school districts;
eel the matter of distribution of excess
township funds to hIstorlcol societies.
ands my kossi mama sad,

al

Ism

*maws

N. Lee; John Stephen Feiss.

Althea Dr.; John C.
Haas, 500 Hillcrest Dr.; Judith
LeForge, 1105 N. Maple Ln.:

CHANNEL 44

Pahltindlinhe

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

Meedry.aYprhA,tern

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

Susan C. M inikel, 206 E.

An average class will find
these youngsters warming op
by running a lap. doinand g some
then
simple exercises
forming small groups and

Ming led through the equip.
mm skills by instructors.

By helping and teething and most of ell encouraging --

N. Schoenbeck; Mari &

Puczynski. 411 W. Claren&M.
- 00411.0'4Yr Schanske.
ping,

heroes as men. and that educa-

tional curricula should he
to include "Heruory"
well as history.

Over 300 women attended
the conference. and NOW is
hoping that millions more will
observe the Aug. 26 strike.

John Lemma Sr.
rs.
served m chairmen, assisted by

members of the guig.

nIERE IS our recipe for
the hew," Mrs. Lemme said,
'Vs great cooked over a
campfire, too."
Pack the ingredients into
your hobo poke and head for

Cook County Council. First

Division, Anwriam Legion
Auxiliary. Deponment of IIInois. will hold

Madness
April 3. at
a

and climb up and down thil-

meeting Friday,
1130 orn. at the Sherman
House in Chicago.

Mrs. Charles Fend, pestdent, will preside. The child
welfwe and foreign relations
programs will be stremed al
this meting.
Mrs. Joseph Castro. child
Welfare chairman, rays that
child welfart is one of the
American Legion's basic pmEmma.

The two major purposes of

10 carrots, not 1. 1 -inch
pieces

5 pieces of celery in I.inch

esseetTelliElus

pieces

2 medium onions, sliced

of veterans and to iMpfove

Scholarships

for college stu-

dents specializing in teaching
mentally and physically handicapped children.

Other projects include the
support of the state organisation which operates the Illinois
Soldiers' and Sailors Children's Home in Normal, 111.;
awarding citizenship awards
to the outstanding girl and boy

graduating from the University High School at Normal,
Sponsorship of Indian children
in the southwest, and °the,.
Recently the children at the

Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium and the Chicago State
Hospital were entertained with
games and refreshments,

Thc Nest speaker at this
will be Lawrence
Menne& psychologist at the
Audy Home for the post that

Church of Christ, Arlington
Heights.

The chorus, under thcdirom

years.

and 25 in Peoria, Ill., at which

time the new champit. for
the year 1970 win he announced.

in

Heat

oil

in

fryingour pm.

Dredge meat with fand
in pan

place

for browni

meat and flour have
browned nicely add salt, pcp.
browned
onions,

per.

Worcestershire

sauce, soy sauce. Cover with
about 2 to 3 cups of water.

COver and simmer till meat
is tender. This takes approximately y2 hours. Place vegetables on top end eook for one
hour longer or until vegetables
redone. Salt and pepper vege.
tables to taste. Sen. SIX l0
eight.

Broiler - fryers
a bargain
source

Luncheon tickets are emit -

high -quality protein at bargain

Volunteers launch

able at 56 and may be obtained
by calling Mrs. Herbert Cornelibs. at 392-2042.

prices by including plentiful
broiler -fryers in your March

annual auction

Door prises and a boutique
bar will be added attractions.

Lucretia A. Thomas°,
Cal University of Illinois Extension home adviser. points

All proceeds will be used to
benefit Lake Bluff Chicago
Homes for Children, which
have .been the maimtay of
thousands of needy children

not that broileofryers cost Ica
today than they did 20 years
Ago. Average retail price has
dropped from 59.5 cents per
pound in 1950 to 42 cents in

activity for WTTW
More than 400 volunteer
chairmen and go-getters for
WETW-Channel 11, fourth
annual fund-raising aMtion
helped kick off thc season for
Collecting

donations

at

a

champagne party in the foyer

of the Auditorium Theatre,
Tuesday. Feb. 10.

This yearb auction will be
televised for seven days. Sun-

day, May I The public will
have a than to view the major donations if,ntiques; jew-

A Des Plaines resident who

will be Involved in voltmteer
work on the Channel I mum
during the coming
months ry Steve Martin, MO S.

Lawn Mn., chairman ande enrtstertainment, travel, a
taurant committee.

Indians;

cial display in the lobby of the
Upper Avenue National Bank
of Chicago in the Hancock
Center Building far several
weeks before the auction.

Concert benefit

for Augustana
Nursery

A Wisconsin Indian talent
display will be featured at the
ttWisconsin On Parade' sport
show opening Wedn.day,
April I, through Sunday,
April 5, at the Arlington Park
Convention Center, Arlington
Heights.

The 70 -foot display will
span one end of the huge exhi-

bition hall where visitors may
study and photograph authenprogramming A the non-com- - fic Indian crafts.
According,t Victor Swan,
mercial public television sita.: The businessman who show director the Indians will

will raise money for
improvement of fadilities arid

.

contributes items gets a tax des

present afternoon and evening

faction for his donation. plus
floe on -the -air acknowledgefor Ida compeny and

performances on the exhibidon ball stage, plus demo.
'Rations at the Indian' Village

Mums.

969.

elmost tripled from 1950 to
1960, and it increased about
50 per cent in the 1960s. Mn,
Thomason says broiler sup.
e 10 per
year w
reater than
antshis

1010year.

Pr

Easter bonnet agdn?
plan to spend a

Why not

Wednesday

Whew, ifs a uhum" Job serving dinner to 250 people say',
exhausted waitresses, Mn. George Reach, Mn, Joseph Stern;
hag and Mrs. John Lemma, clubman.

Total production of broilers

Are you anxious to wear

'Vif h0013

hoods display.

for the pest 75 years.

your

elry, art and fashions at a sate-

;auction

chorus is preparing for Me
chorus and quartet com2h
petition to be held on

Restaurant

Mg.

You can creamer family lo

Dons Stockton

mony.

chorusesr several months as the

MRS. PHILIP CORBOY.
(emir relations chnierian, rot
prtle the American Le1151 la

Motel on Mannheim Rd.. and
M Lancers
Schaumburg.

Volunteers are beginning to
contact local merchants and
Manufacturers for donations
of products or services. The

Meeting

be

country will be at the piano
famishing "Music for Mod.
els.. Miss Stockton recently
played at he Flying Carpet

lion of Jarmela Speta, Is the
of
current regional champ'
Sweet Adeline, Inc., an international organization of &rem who sing barbershop har-

This will be the last guest

1/2 teaspoon pepper

3 tablespoons oil °reheats...

The fashions will be by Muriel Mundy of Arlington
Heights, with a wide variety of
styles shown for all occasions.
Doris Stockton. well known in
night clubs throughout the

day, April 26, through SaturCountry Chords Chapter of
Sweet Adelines, Inc., extend
en invitation to all interested
end their next
women to
guest night, tomorrow at 8:30
p.m., in St. John's United

1 tablespoon soy Nice
I tablespoon sail

1130 p.m.

again studying Nicaragua in
Central Amerim, The Anted.
can Legion Auxiliary's project

Worcester -

tablespoon
1
Shire sauce

at the Old Orchard Country
Club. Cocktails will begin at
11:30 Km and luncheon at

Plaines.

Sweet Adelines
set guest night

I medium potatoes, cut).
1'h inch glee.

ler of the Lake Bluff Chicago
Homes for Children April 14,

Northwest Suburban YMCA,
300 E. Northwest Hwy.. Des

Mrs at 30 W. Washington St.,
Chicago. The shop, now in its
32d year, has 300 exhibitors

high-

, cup flour

and red by the Northwest chap-

has
own over.
children
whelming.
This is just one facet of the

gapped veterans, sponsored by
the auxiliary. invites the public
to visit it, new and larger quer-

Crittenden arrive at the church for the Hobo Supper.

2 -inch pieces

Preented in a setting of pink

The equipment M cobrfa/
to make
and the 7Y"
learning can, too. The
thusiann of the parents and

craft ex,
The veterans
change shop, featuring hand.
made articles made by handl.

Patched pokes packed and ready In become "kings at the'
road,. Mrs. Robert Kerbs, Mrs. John Lemma and Mrs. IL R.

11060 STEW
Cut 2 pounds of chuck into

"F.hion fever will

dm. ladders

to build classrooms for mml
schoolss in Nicaragua. The Nicaraguan Ministry of Educe :ion will contribute to the ad ministintive cost, and Will as.
sign trained technicians to supervisc each projecr.

spring's-a.poppin'

the

Lake Bluff benefits
from fashion fever

Child welfare, foreign
relations programs set

Clarendon.

Mary Celine O'Leary, 204

SIIE ALSO nomd that
school books ;divers show the

ondMteor.

hobos.

M oda, March 30, 1970

down on the spring hoard and
over a little yellow shorsev

popular being the rugs woven
by the blind veterans.

Windsor Dr.; Amy Kay

Srdher g,sen that Mere
hes been filed with or presented to
the Town Clerk a petition signed by

tor skills geared to help their
physical and mental &vet.

ere
CONTRIBUTIONS
d financing two
ma&

Shelton. 1503 W.

lic office, and the group has
hopes that a member may

the area. who had never seen n
lady mayoral carotid:0d.

from a stick held in place with

etteetiessettageoneetIOnagesesteetose Sages tel

swing on the rings, ha, from
and
piaralkl bars spring

conditions for all childrtn,

J.

Vanhucle 429.S. Lincoln 1.nd
19 N.

,lonce

United States Equal Donor -

gArNAGIr,

dren walk low and high beams.

Patricia

Janke L. Vermilion,

and decide ...Kir,:

od Tiny. Tots. 314 to 5 years
, can spend one.half hour a
week to the Northwest Suburban YMCA learning new mo-

from 36 states. There al. on
display a fine assortment of
hendmade articles, the mom

Shagbark Ter.; Denim M.

me before the
d eanectolly m consider

former commissioner of the

will take off their aprons and

five members of the organisation are now running for pub-

"Feb model" for little girls in

vo

progress is rapid and, to mitt
observers. amming. The chil-

the program are to assure Rem
and protection for the cMidren

Lana F. Stiles, 2404

ama of s

Wee Folk, 2 to 3 pats old,

M. Schott, !Ile. S. Wilke Rd.
Terry Allen Schultz, 147 S.
Kennicott; M arc
i On L

Spaeth, 1710 S. Chesterfield,

evy for

NM Hernandez earn that

summer jobs, and housewives

.

Daniel Sinzov, 1214 E.

ney tad,. ro

Small fry class
builds enthusiasm,
motor skills at Y

proper use of the equipthen,
GREG. DRY Lloyd N

Clarendon; Stephen Allen

aan,auaeroM,7Meg- -.._-

"

Cirega D. Lentein, 407 N.
Haddow; Frank G. Latrine.

WmtKensinpron Road Mount Pro,
ion of the ns

norethaftelin lieuff

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Dryden.

Concord; Martin A. Sider,
1504 S. Belmont; Joseph

Ad is your best buy in the area! Want

Use Handy Order Blank

Gomel& Rita Latish. 830 N.

said month al the hour of Egg dole,
P.141. at Frospect Nigh Schooh 801
Pent for the

nandei of San Francisco,

Kowall. 2415 E. Grove;

Seeman, 019 N. Fernand.

lamb m nerver areal and
nyectarion organization or board

r

Pear Tree Lnd Richard J.

Faith Marie Puksma, 107S
Forrest: Linda Gayle
El

Noma metro vestw n.0,41

io

suburban people far such a low cost.

Helen K.., 021 E Reuter
Dr.: Gary D. Klinger, 116

Furlong, 206 My Ln.,

Reerem was ermesa

only The Day reaches so many northwest

kaki& 707 S. Ridge: Cynthia

%retro rd Rd.; Paul Robert

Ronald W. Gustason, 918 N.

end members of thc group will
testify at hearings on the bill to
be held later this spring

Page 3

mrlY, Mary Mum

Fischer, 1021 N. Race; T

NOW, chosen at the recent
three-day conference held
the O'Hare Inn, is Aileen Her-

1215 E Campbell; John F.
Hartigan. 908 N. Drury In.;
Irene K. Haughey. 1549 N.

Onscheid, 1849 N. Chestnut;
Anne Pabuchy, 2740 N. Vista

BARBARA S. Epsky. 913
E. Olive; Eva Diane Fill. 64

A trio of head nurses, Marcia Schmidt, Hanover Park; Sean Conroy, 0011110
Meadows, and Helen Halstead, Arlington Heights, model their choices from the
varied line of pants utaironn whirl has recently become available.

BerNtra J. Hansen, 306 S.
Burton Pl.; Carol D. Hansen,

N. Chestnu t lacy Eileen
Davis, 906 N. Beverly Lnd
Ray McKinley Dix, 828 N.
Salem: David A. Drachman,
125 N. Patten; Kathleen T.
Dyba, 112 W. Sr. James.

THE WOMEN also suppon
the equal rights amendment.

THERE WAS homemade
call -of -die -open -road
Bright checkered tabk- brad,
clothe, Campbell Soup am coladav,hot, homemade sink cm & holders and a hobo's ea (doughnuts) end bats of
and bandana poke suspended won& hot coffee.

been very enthusiastic and the nurses' report them both comfortable and practical.

Clarendon; Robert Willi

government and industry.

THE NEW president of

ell be absent from classes and

Our Redeemer Lutheran
Church in Prospect Heights.

reaching, lifting and bending in shorskirted, dresodype uniforms. Reactions from
patients, visitors and mfivorkers to the fashionable now "was" (you' -newt has

wood; Sandra M. Ohm. 316

kover=no

Ads are so handy for many things and

Many nurses at St. Alexito Hospital, Ellf Grove Village, me experimenting with

"pants uniforms" in an attempt to find a solution to the problems caused by

John Charles Meyer. 651 E.

the

women of the United Staten of
America."

As diners Me, the newly boned barbemhop quartet
tang. The group under the
The hobo Mkes to the mad for over 250 gu.ts.
Hobo stew was served on leadership of tenor Al Fe sPeits8.
Recently sneaking a roam foil throw -away plates. All Ronde, includes Al Neukapreview of a "King of the food was served by membersof gate, lead; Bill Herrmann.
Road'. menu were members of the Womris Guild disguised as bass, and Donald Klieg. sec-

Discreet revolt?

JoseChidley, 830 N. Belmont.
John George Crump. 1211

Dunne, 1016 N. Illinois; Fred

fort for the liberation of

'

rock decorated the church

Ira).

Jr.. 2740 N..Vista

To he eligible for the
Dean's List a siudeal must be

Chestnut; Carol A. Olson, 811

the star of a major political efa

She is a public relations and
industrial consult.. and

By Dolores Haugh

traffic turning left Into Cm"

Hawkins, 721 S. Chestnut;
Kathryn A. Hcrdrich, 106 N.

Craig P. Howard, 926 N.

I

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

111E PIANO am being re&signal to provide a left hum
storage forte for nerthbround

N. Wadnut; Masi! Pahuchy

Dryden; Gale A. lanuzik, 1507

Legal ,

Day Want Ms

soul.

licnniamt:-Einda Kay

ence Mrs. Hernandez called
for a wide range of activities
for NOW durang 1970, with
engbasis on preomoting universal child car supported by

shonly be a candidate for the
U.S. Senate.
Karen De Crow, the eastern
regional director for NOW.
can for mayor of Syracuse last
fell on a feminist ticket. She remarked that she became

`King of the Road' menu
sparks hobo dinner

was causal by the need for fur her &gun work, McLean

SeMester.

row, LeRoy and Malcom of

dri

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

tally planned for M'arch 17
and then set for April 23 before being further postponed,

Wing; Mary A. Obal. 1423 N.

Millhouser. 905 N. Kasper:
George D. Myers. 206 W.

At the final press confer-

going president, "On this day,
secretaries will cover Their
typewriters. sales clerks WS
abandon their shops, students

ban area, have now been do eyed for constructmn bids atlOil sometime in April. accord ins to Charles McLean, assts.
tamin charge of operations for
Dim. 10 (Cook County) of the
Illinois Division of Highways.
Delay in the bid date, origl.

the II undergraduate academic
colleges for the 1969,70 fall

Cynthia A. Miller. 414 S.
Li ncoln 1.0.; 50110111.

Women all over the country will gather to draw the nation's attention to the oppression they suffer and to signal

deo, the organization's out-

wens in the northwest

of the University of Illinois al
Urbana -Champaign Hone.
Programs has announced the
names of Arlington Heights
and Mount Prospect students
namod to the Dean's List in

Aug. 26 should be quite
day, if NOW National Organ ization of Women) Na

In the words of BettylFrie.

,,,,, ..;

Hahn. 1301 E. Eastman,

amity Commission,Japointed
by President Lyndon Johnuin.

en obtaining the vote.

Traffic signals ut fit Cen.
tral end Busse RVs. Wasec-

Princeton, Thomas Frederick

Mari their eldldreo with their

the 50th anniversary of WM-

Central - Busse
d.; 0. of the

By Barbara Pennon

way. The national feminist or goes ization is codling for a 29general strike by women
that day, to commemorate

Action delayed

Newbury Pl.; Peter R. Melt.
421 N. Cat& Fl.

1127 N. Windsor Dr.

3.90

for the honor,

Mann: Peggy D. Mark, 538 S.

Director Richard R. Islarsa

North Webster, and three sal,
Ors, Lucille Baker of Kimmel,
Beckman of North Webster.

only

Piny new Mem.rs Ica the
MB of Fame will be drawn
from among 165 nominated

Students from here make
the dean's list at U of I

HNorth Webster, Ind. Mr.
Beauchamp -Nabs. 1515 E.
Brcezley,,ho died Friday at
Central Rd.
BARBARA K. Fonds. 531
Stephen Charles Beck. 1508
Holy Family Hmpital, was
North in Salem Cemetery in. S. Pine; Anne C Friable. 631 E. Campbell; Judith Anne
N. Denton; Karl R. Peach. B iebe r, 1136 N . Denton:
North Webster.
E. Euclid; Jennifer J. Thomas Charles Biwur, 611
1211
Survivors are his wife, Mary
June; two children, nHone G rem, 1214 N . Formats E. Fairview; Richard A. Brody.
ne I. Hub g. 117 S. go N. Stratford; Holly Choate
Steven. his step -another, attie
Wilshire; Holly D. Harmon, 3 lbodski,
Beezley of North Webster,
N. Pine; Douglas

Ind., Virginia Townsend of
Largo, FL, and Jeannette

3 LINES - 5 DAYS

Aldine St., Chicago.

standards."

=al.

sab
onDrle"

Foster, an electrical mgt.

Predovich an employe of
Highland Rds., Alcoa Pros- United
Linn said dial de
Pam said the auto driven
by Richard A. lanczak, 32, of

turn from that which would be.
fair and remonable by nomad

HE SAID that he is and
1'1% d'als7nfi's anTave'anaRreasev
FAion the board's record, and it is
n Co. are allowed, the
up to the voters to determine if
would
shay are pleased with what the
"'°high as to be
board has been dot,.

twomar collision at Rand and.

p.t.
2,, S E.g.^ ftetlOsse

reduction in their rate of re-

told

and her enthusiasm to the di.

Palatine
man hurt in
2 -car crash

A Chicago economic con-

sultant, Dr. John N Lang.,

Co., h.

tal.

Edison's proposed rate hike
called 'unfair, unreasonable'

elementary level without an
A Palatine man suffered a tunny holding a teachers do-

udsaosILTOAr
Petsusse

,fi

particularly important on

matters °I curriculum she mid

ing programs as

Edison
physical

Co Commonwealth
Forest ViewHIgh School social studies teacher G. Galin Healer, right, has been named Out.
standing Young Educator of Illinois for 1970 by the Junior Chamber of Commerce. Berth, an
Arlington Heights resident, was prmented with the award this week by Kenneth Sehollen, oral dent of the Mount Prospect Jaycees. A Phi Beta Kapp, Beerier is president of the No. Suburban
Council for Soca. Studies.

emotionally handicappal

general

McCarthy,

as ee Mere.' Miner for

and

that she has worked closely
with teachers innselontained
cl.srooms and i team-teach

nice

Heights, since his retirement

1

Node, chairman of the Caucus

PreSident, Harrison Hans.,
500 S. William St.; Mrs. No

Davis 70 of
Clarence
Vail. Arlington
515
I 5 S.

er school district.

VHE FIVE candidate, all
the

time to teach knitting and donate knitted goods to children
a the Little Cy
I. in Palatine.

tensivc experience as a teacher

for

nits at I p.m. Friday at the
Hattie Canner Apts. B55 W.

E''' on lights at

Pon.

is

by

Mrs. Avis Carver, 64, dill
N.r.hvicw. Hoffman
is a retired accountant now
working full time as mama.'
of a gift Mop. She also finds

changing demands in educe-

meeting. The moderator for
Me meeting will be Robert

endorsed

of Chicago

for board members to have
positive ideas yet to remain
flexible enough to nwet the

classes

Senior

recenR y announced the list of
north area residents nomin oted by community and civic

strict

PTA group in the School Dis-

for

organization for membership
in the Hall of Fame of the City

He explained that
had experience in budgets and
fiscal problems. negotiatng
lee
processes, compensation

have addressed nearly every

Division

The

Citizens of the Chicago DeMM. of Human Resources

NOW calls for women's strike!

"Night at the Symphony?" A
festive "Pop" concert pro -

,.m

by the Chicago Sym-

phony Orchestra, conducted

capita consumpdon
COntinues to increase and
reached a record high last year
of 25 pounds. In 1950, broiler fryer consumption averaged

almost 8 pounds per perton.
and in 1960 the average was
231/2 pounds.

by Henry Mmer with soloist

Homemakers, should know

Mary Costa will be performed

that the term "broiler -fryer"
is given to chickens that are

for the 7t0 annual benefit of
the Augustana Nursery for
mentally retarded children at
Saturday,
Hall,
Orchestra
April 4. Seats range from $100
(box) to 52 (gallery),
The Chicago Symphony Or -

less than 12 weeks old and =tally weigh le. than four
pounds.

Since these birds have Stile
fat, their caloric value is lower

than that of most meats. For

ch.tra has just returned from

instance, a

a tour of Europe. capitals,
and is offering works from
Milhaud, Gounot, Charge.

of skinless broiled
chicken contains only 115 ca-

ties,MassenekNavarraiie,endMg with 1 the glorious Somphony in C Minor by Franck.
the
Tickets are available

box office or through Mrs. C.
Joseph Compton,
Welfare,Services, 4840 W. By.
roe St., Chicago 60641,

Bounding a few hannonlehm sinks of °Highways Are Happy
Ways' are Bill Herrmann, Al Nmiutkets, Al Vegan& and Ronald
0111k. The newly -formed barbershop quartet made helm dept
at the church's !lobo dinner. They welcome Intllu1omb perform.

three -ounce

Call TeRonde at 253-2086.

Cantina Phi Beta

riving

lories.
Also included on the Unfired
States Department of Agricul-

ture's March list of plentiful
foods are rice, canned and frozen com, canned tomato. and

tomato producg,
pears,

peanuts

and

The Northwest Suburban
Alumnae Chapler of Gamma

Phi Beta recently installed new
officers as follows; Mrs, David

Hilgers of Arlington Heights,
presidento Mrs. Alvin Reheat
!Respect Heights. vice presi-

canned M

dent; Mrs. John Yarling of

peutut

Palmine, eecording

Mn. Steve Friesen of Ar.

linglon Heights.

corresponds

mg rteretary; M.. Robert Ba
yet of Park Ridge, treasurer
and Mrs. Russell Schwem o

Arlington Heights. Pan.
hellenic delegaie.

a

Any new Gamma Phi Beal
corns in the area arc
contact Mrs. Hilgers
'g;
36111

lotHroSAW.
h

eh..3EXIes

One day at a time

Map Publication5
.1i000rihr arkinal dream by alimvsjealtunly keeping
the papas freedom andlniellerrnal bOrmity..

Monday. March 30,1970

I

John E. Stanton, EdittIr 101,1

RE. Hutchinson, Vic,Presiikiii

William J. Kiedainb,Momiping Editor

R N. Puetz,Vinallariern Di

C. E. Nau,A inertia.; rtinerror

been a shock. Kids usually figOre on losing. It's just that way
when adults are involved. Thin

LAST FALL it was' differ-

suburbs. The saddest case was

mt. In mother suburb, a long-

at a graduation ceremony last

haired

By Catherine O'Donnell
Has seemed like g week to

He also stays open until

be deeply serious. Such was the

midnight every night inchiding Sunday except for Fri-

intent of this column writer
until yesterday.
Posing a church with a sign
on the front that read, "Sock It

day and Saturday when the res-

To Me God" and hearing an-

he'd like you to wave as you go

other Reverend gentleman use
or his sermon the opening of

by.

D ickens' Tale of Two Cities
you know the paragraph that's
been called the preamble to the
French revolution -about "it
was the best of times, it was the

worst of times" -- and follow
with a quote horn Norman
Moiler, being serious seems sil-

I should have known spring
has always been known o the
illy mason and it is Spring.

There were a brave few
waned who wore Easter bonnets and corsages yesterday.
Hurrah for them. They did
register a message of beauty,

h owever slight. Most of the
lollies were midi -winter style.

taurant stays open until I am.

If you don't live in the area,
Peter named his restaurant
the Dunton House after much

sMdy by him 0310.1 history,
he said, Before he picked the
n.me he made many trips to
the local library to research
appropriate designations. And
in addition to all that, the place
has an active fountain right in
the center of all the eating no

fight. Not violently, but in
court. He wore his long hair In
front of the judge. Argument.

to have long hair, would not be
to walk across Site
stage to receive his diploma.
How sad. Especially sod,

Said Judge Parsons, "You
can't impose the standards of
the '20s on the students of toJay. Admit the boy to school."
Other cases arose. When it
got cold, girls wanted to weer
decks to mhooL Same admin.

CURRENT CRITIQUE
The local college set is home

and their up to the minute
word express ions are choice.
For instance one young

man's description o a new
"the film
Skin film" was that "the
Is better than the movie." And
if anyone of you college kids
are listening, learn now that
your plans to join the reserves
when you finish college and
avoid the direct draft need revision.
One young man who gradu!Med from college this year has
(discovered that all branches of
Idle armed forces are not inter -

hated in being joined by any,otte over 20. He has been told

"21 and 22 is too old for
She reserve enlistment roster?

CANCELLED
Weather and traffic con rollers caused O'Hare Air port's manager Pat Dunn to
cancel his scheduled talk to the
Des Plaines Chamber of Commere e on Thursday. His sub jot was to be airport o-

didn't get

the

at. 'iaise your right hand,"
.id the examiner to a new
driver who had been shep.
er

Busse on the Mount Prospect -

Arlington Heights border.

when the phone rang it was en -

However, she only works on
Friday and Saturday. She said
that she is seldom to, to busy. If

swered by a clerk who turned
to another and said, "Ira that

YOU can take of the Spring

doldrums if you live in the
Mount Prospect area by joining the Woman's Club. Pubhairy gal

Gladys Duda of

course is directing this inforwomen only. You
mation
men will have to be, content
with the YMCA gym. For information on the Woman's
Club, call Mrs. Donald Long,
439-7534 or Mrs. A.H. Hal-

Bows. said, "No!" Several

son, 439-5393,

being done at Randhurst last
week. Another Prospect

the recent

Annual

Antique

Fair of the group was Mn.

SALES

-

Her navy double knit costume (below) combined with the
cusp, white trim give us the little girl look, but with a lot of

Hideaword

13 good, .18 eacellent

I untended the City Council

I

-s

BEGINNING APRIL 5

OTIL 9:30

Bid
NIAITAG

SET

WITH DISHWASHER

'PAW "UR
DEA 14""

DAD

Complete

With food

INSTALL

MR MOVER'S

DAV

Sep.ng Ghocaxo s Northweel Suburb.

YOU HONEY,
WE'LL SAVE

Loa

HEAVY-DUTY

100% CREDIT
IS EASY
AT ACE!

DAY PUBLICATIONS
INUTON DA1

OTSPLAINE,DAN

--

FOOD WASTE.
HONDAS MARCONI 1970

1717001._

--

DISHWASHERS -DISPOSERS

11,41.341w

TRADE NOW! FOR THE BEST DEAL!
110 SELECTION OF GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED LONG -LIFE UNITS..

NORGEviAG

WHIRLPOOL

1

11111.

*actions which I know you are
Vorare of.

ntly requot all airlines to

Aw

.A44

%:.
In Arlington Heights

Midway and put pressure

1615 N. RAND

bear fora third airport, in
e Cbigagoland 'area. Please

tine to light and I'm sure
will be unquestionably
rted in this effort. I wily
pport and defend Des
laMes' fight in this mama to
tote best of my ability. Thank
you.
r" Suecofely,

Thorny A. Grieco
-

It

HANNEL 44
COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

-

»).),

(U.S. 12)
CALL 392-2800

In Schaumburg

24

W. GOLF RD.

(ROUTE

Modekd et Comenvede Gallen
ArX00001101010,
11, lode Frtion

Coviamt.from Mary Apparel

NIL,F10

WESIIry GAOu

O'Hare

tremendous.
few of the ob-

PROSPFCT DAV

NOPT1111.11,,,

MAYTAG

WE WANT USED WASHERS
DRYERS

The Oap

BUILT FOR HARD
WATER AREAS

Disposer

IN MAY,

TRADES TERMS

-

All Automatic

1ST PAYMENT

EW.q

Q.

FREE

.Eield's op.son
oneere cause to

Therefore, we should ur-

manlyn shaman, editor

-

CORNING

INSTANT

As you know O'Hare Can
dotsail handle the air traffic they
Ellave now, and the addition of
ttwo runways will only lee
(pound this problem hobo.

'*ache sr only

where

itioNDS'771tIRSOAKFRIOAr

Boos OFFER

resident
ifd=of dIme ceo toh

:Qes Plaines

charmer eased with pleats -the kind that's a standout any-

Days

Id.

that

dash, The full-length sleeves bell out above their white piping
the self -bow below the aide wide collar is lust as pnm as can
be and the back has a deep vent that gives the costume the
most beautiful profile we ve seen The dress alone is an A -line

NITES

Answer en Comic Page

e .problems

waisted skimmer demonstr saes this season s penchant for belts

This one s in patent slim and tidy And doesn t the zebra print
print, which is also used in the scarf

INSTALLATIONS

OPEN

There s nothing that carries more elegance than the costume
The understated dress with matching coat or jacket, can go
with aplomb to teas to luncheons, to dinner The dynamic duo
can take to tr ivel like nothing else pack beautifully or keep
you beautiful while you le on your way
Their downright comfort make them a great favorite and it
was ever so (t seems) Remember the ensembles we wore as
children years igo, The light little colt to shield us from spring
breezes the matching dress peeking out, Fashion in the 70's
has gone them one better not only in the matenals but in the
styling
Bright bught red double knit is the fabric of lady Favian s
costume it left -and its really her color The spare, high

lining look great, 'tidy p tubes in her tour of Countryside
Gallery (below left) to give us a good look at this dramatic

SERVICE

WARE

using an Wen of tbese letters.

hool children and the resiriets,;Lthe 8th Wand is um

shout.

picketing a Mod store M
Wheeling.
She will also be seen on
NBC segment that was sort of
inquiring photographer
an

Maker an many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

,schools in this area is the most
Lidiculous thing I ever heard
Ff. The potential danger bathe

should not have hair covering

I

telly nationally last weekend

LIVURET

-bide of our industrial section.
Zgunways built right over five

really have something to he.
illgrY, furious and (manatee

educatio

[FACTORY AUTHORIZED

who leads movements and is
presently engaged in purifying
the coding of Packages Ion
consumers, appeared on the

will be shown.

!should be set forth against
711is expansion. Home values
PAIrOughout this area mill be an
;Acted greatly, also loss of

lie ehould nth be unclean,

the

ACE

Oars are made rot bom, es pecially for television. Lynn
Heidt of Prospect Heigh.,

Woman's Club has an active

kernel, and feel every effort

ghetto problems. Then they'd

in

Ina

TELEVISION STARS

SPRING DOLDRUMS

commuters to -drop in for their

ting Monday, March If,

/

process of himself or °Mem.

nation

or

crease her working days.

Jean Engle of Des Plaines. The

erd was very pleased with your
lution of the city's plan to
It the expansion of O'Hare

f.strated.
Maybe they can join that
long-haired kid working on.

low them.

guy win. He still trying to get
us to put him down as a won,

dington Heights would like all

Des
H.

Judge Kerner said, "A dn.
dent should not be a dts-

chord administrator cm

A

training school employe.

Heighten, Mari. Skinner will
also be seen, if anyone ever
finds out when that program

M open letter to
*lab. Mayor Herbert

Any

Sly think the judge is wrong,.
Se wrong, in fact, that irinakes
them angry, even (grim, and

IWASHERS - DRYERS - DISHWASHERS

The driver raised his left hand.

Good thing the cars have
automatic turn signals. And

Incidentally the big winner

4

right unhappy. They undo.,

2

herded into the place by a driv-

of the "grand door mire" of

Letters
to the
editor

traction to others. Dress codes,
such, are out the window.
Some parents Will be down.

massage.

EARLY AND LATE
Peter P.agakis, manger
of the Dolton House in Ararty morning cup of coffee.
e opens at six am. He's located just south and right of
the railroad station in downIthwn Arlington Heigths.

were heard on both sides.

since this young man w. outstanding. On his own, he had
spent long hours workhig in
the inner city. He wanted to

was any kind of clothes as
long as they are not a dis-

cancelletion

the Illinois State Driver exam iners is another doldrum ch.-

she gets to, to busy, shall in-

ONE YOUNGSTER, won

the right to wear a beard. He
bad to do it on appeal, how Ver. He!was from Wisconsin.
After another district judge
bed ruled against the student,
Judge Kerner upset the ter diet. Then Judge Kerner Set.
some simple guidelines. Any

pension." It will be re-scheduled," a nos young lady et the
DP Elk Club told visitors who

DISCOVERY
You gals who did primp up

Central Rd. at the comer of

suburb,

tentified.

la

the

one

So, all in all, the kids won.
They can have long hair,
beards, moustaches. They can

interesting

EXAMINATION
The Elson Ave. branch of

it is to find a good manicurist.
There is one. Her name is Ann
Dodge. She lives in Wheeling
and works at the Beautiful
Lady beauty shop located on

derided

The
Costume
ok

other school personnel.

schedule of
events that run right through
closing time in One
and

tivity. Try it.

. Easter know how difficult

student

school board agreed with the
principal. They decided an
honor student, who happened

In

ohote up sido.
were held. Picket.
inched. The issue.

Parer.

Strikes

Not for himself, but the prinele.
pal and the school board.

higher court
It happened mostly in the

germs to the health and srel-'.
fire of. others. Finally, he
should' not disrupt students or

area
There wentroses
somescent
=I areas

fin sure he felt sad, though.

vier Judge James Parsons said
so. Apparently
Apparently no one plans to
challenge his decision in It

hie lyre, should not be du:

mostatache

&Moss the stage is no big deal.
He knew he'd get his diploma.

time they won. Federal DiP

June.

Easter Monday

By Ron Swans

help build better life for
ghetto kids.'
He didn't fight it. Walking

. The kids won. It must have
Marshall Field 111

P0000

oarieh di 5.

CURS BROS.

ACE

58)

CALL 894-1900
WORTRERC04.

Linen is natural for spring

la

tis Za.Zw Ltd., It

ioday's woman -TLT -Tiny
,Little Tighteners, Zoo gstes new
rectal mask.
Packaged in a seethraugh
hilastic ease, the 5 tubes are eas-

By Helen Hennediy

fps

ly identifiable by color, Ault
pavor -and scent: pineapple,

"There isn't much point in

By. Gerry Walsh

longwange savings se you we

'apricot, peach, pear and Ms,.
, Tiny Little Tighteners, priced
at ¶10. A available at Carson
Piste Stoll & Co., Randhurst,

Women in our to, don't
really understand the moronen of iriflation.

'NELSONS'

packs:. said another depr-

We all agree with the cornmereial which says: "There Is
too much month left et the end

of the money."

WPIE Rd

I'm a comparative shopmy shopa
per now-IMpre
peg
dohm fine,

cased wife.

91 WOULDNT consider
moving now because of the

I hove prase.'

less,. one wife said.
en] boycotting lettuce
and bacon at this point. hear
that some women have orge.
nixed boycotts that wally

high interest rates.) have 416

per cent mortgage, so

1

am

say), right here, although
need more room. Construet'on companies want 19.000
1

for a two -room addition. I give
up,' sou the reply from a long.

WOrk,

different prima, .of
with
course 90 working wife saki,

others. no

I

time resident in a prestige.,

IIN?I'atie °L,T7..;

They

say

that

false

weights and overpricing are
common: I heard a worn. on
TV tell how a friend of hers
(who worked in a supermarket
meat section) was given a large

.

.0Lo AGE pensioners are
the Wrest off. Sometimes we
WI afford eggs and mini.

much less mem Imagine on
mg being :r treat M this And or
PlektY! Soft drinks: gee out for
let, COO," MOW as elderly

Wm..

Inflation is not the,ory
is

make it. Necessity is the moth.
er of invention, and women in

hunk of ground meat and told:

am Itawo are creative mom

Mark half of it chuck and the
other half chopped sirloin ---

problem. But -we co a lot!

their approach to our common

,..o'n1o0n1ii_0oun'o

tm,

For smoke -son look:

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,

SPRING IS COMING!
Be sure to clean ymr garments before storing therm.

Moths feed on soil and stains. All frib.s containing
woolshould be mothproofed as well as cleaned.

Apply Solid Creme Eyelid
Shadow from lashes to brow.
The amount of water you mix
with the color makes it as
opaque or translucent. as you
like. It smooths on over Me
eyelid like a film of velvet with

But if you have got better things to do on these nice

a little square -tipped brash.,

spring days (and who hasn't), we can free you from
bother. Bring your garments to ua We will

pecially designed for prof

professionally store them and return them to you when
you wont...ready to wearl

Eyelid
Liner at the base of upper lashes for soft definition. Stop

sional ease.
Fine -line

Liquid

Mort at the outer corner. A

CL 5,4600

CL 5.6 74

PROSPECT

PROSPECT HID
ELMH
RD

BI

PLANT

W HWY.

662 E

little well in the cap of each
bottle helps keep things neat
by making it oMble to adjust
the amount f liner you mint
on

the brush

F

h

,Y

WO E 'If

Lengthening

Roll-on

Mss.

cam It contains a filler Me-

mcnt to create a naturally lustm
effect. Don't forget your lower
lashes

Stroke on two shades a
Eyebrow Cake make-up for
neutral looking brows. Use it
with wet brush where spade/
ddinentian is needed. Brush it
on dry for the softest effect.

Tuxedo
trappings
on

tales

Featuring Joanna Western Products

...Nee Estimate.
swished*. We Measure 6 Install..,

wggrigg
hsgdger.

dram ityismoro,
chiefs with Mier tuxedos. h

sm.

OPEN SUNDAYS 12-5

i

Pal -Grove Shemin. Center

Dorothy Bede, of DeKalb,

the results , the

whose media is the serigraph;

tionshins.

The show can be wen daily
I to 5
pm. The Gallery is located at
407 N. Vail R.. Arlington

(right) by Gayle Kirkpatrick paw the palm cream-eolored mat down to slim proportions and
lavishes 11 with a ship captain's decorative passementerie braid. Underneath, a neat skim of a drat
in white.

collection strikes the right
blend of fashion forwardness

with she natural quality of Irish linen in nautical pantsuits

end shin workload
Gayle

store," said a mother of three
pre-schoolers.

Rolling

safari

lighteu cram -colored Irish

entire wardrobe concept on

No tricks involved in lash.
ion 'this spring. The look

linen coat with a eillh dress in

natural, black and white,

canes naturally.

fashion possess.., couples the

Kirkpatrick, young

white. Evan Piconc bases an

and the utilities bills all must

on a time M find
your own best look, to saw
your own thing in your own

Ilke-it
Heading south this spring, You'll find your new swimsuit has
sonflattery in the tunic with shirred midriff which clings and slims
above Its short gathered skirl. Matching pantim and camLsole
neckline complete the new soft look be beachwear. An Oleg Cassini design far Peter Fan, it is of Ban Lon, available in prints or
blue/Wee or red/hot pink, In sloes 8 to 16. About $30. (Available
at Carson PirieSmtt 81 Co., Handburst)

. ben fabric.

The single most important
spring fabric is the.polyellest.
double knit, to shape Into

adds./. this mailing Wan works.
simple add 525 to your swims scow.. w w01
io your Mocking sensuni tar open a...aims

coon. sto tan Mena, m no,
whey end sou will root
stat nrodrondk
et, in no Meal, yell con conanoto roue too
so room WI

drools Todd

o7.T9V5'

Meadows --noon.

-

coats, suits, lttle.nothhg
00100,
en-

dresses,

edge.- and pull

In the spring
Fashion.

fringe, use synthetic yarn if

-

Corrado's

Old Orchard Country Club. Mount Prospect:
luncheon 12:30, cumin 2 p.m.
ART SHOWS

Countryside Gallery, KO N. Veil. Arlington.
Heights -Open daily except Monday, f to5 p.m.
TOURS

The Hamer POUCHES, Dundee, III,, at 9 a.m.,
In a.m.. IONS am. EIS pm- 2P.... 2:65 P.m.
(Tours subject to change without notice).

,

pants.Oressing is found in the
spring issue of Basic Fmhion,
available exclusively to read -

Ms of this newspaper, along
with such newsy pants dmigns
In a sew -simple jumpsuit and a
dressy, tailored pantsuit..

short skirt an extra couple
flirtatious inches -and mill
look youthfully mini.
THERE ARE TWO ways to
work with fringe -either make
an edging of self fringe or add

the fring^ to a finished hem.

tIve. Make sure the fabric edge

h on true grain. Determine
how deep you want the fringe.
Place a pin as 0 marker, then
pull a thread at this depth.
Stitch along this line, prefera-

Stitchin' Time. cio Ills newspaper, P.O. Mc 5112, Munn
City Station, New York, N.V.
MOM You'll receive an up.,
Me -minute fashion magalne,
packed with sexing tim and
instructions on using the es.

FLIPPED ITS

I

Fme Postcards

elusive Photo Guide, included
with every pattern.

358-7722

ervi. Slush St. hdanne. III.

As many as you want -all postage paid.
Drop a line to your friends to let them know
what It's like to splurge. Tell them how

all

you're relaxing on a Trim -A -way lounge.
Free Champagne

A bubbly splurge to celebrate your discovery of a fun way to lose extra inches.

.

CLIPPER PLAIDS

CELANESE

70% Rayon

ACETATE CREPE

30% Cotton

R"5.4"L;7

99cyd.

ftu0idu

L

.1

1

FLOWER 8,

Sky

=

tt,1,1ilruldwat, ,trAv.e,

VAMMOST/imk
TRIPLE CHECK

AFGAN KITS

Remnants
56/ 45" Wide

Approximate finished
size
45" x 6tY'

lust relax on a lounge comfortably dressed in our
special Trim -A -way Tape (the method to our "mira-

cle"). And enjoy the luxuries of our Grand Opining
ss

Splurge, while Trim -A -way loses your emra Inches for
you, those extra -hard -to -get -rid -of inches.
Set up your splurge today by smiling new.

[SS Off Ulf.. Splurge Now:
Save 55 on your first 90 -minute visit to Trim -A -way
during our Grand Opening Splurge only..

--w.
q

use. $7.99 $ cgs,

Worst iddoy9nOw WM
Ems, Wad, then, Sat. a. to 6.00
elm, Sundays

1A7L'E'

47,Cd.

SALE

J

yd.

MU

CONTOURING

1624 W. Northwest Hwy. pH. 255_9595
Adin9ton Heights

Located in Schaumburg's

1211: 358-6580.A-

57c

DAISY PRINTS
$im 3 to 20

ILL.I

"'5$105.1"

n
t

PALATINE PLAZA

O

45" Wide

44/45" Wide

0

fki(9 ,601631

Trim -Array is She new luxurious way
to thin. What's mare, we guarantee that
you'll lose an all-over total of at lust
' ---)
two indtes from your figure in the first 90 minutes, and
five inches by the fifth visit.
Forget the promises of pills, diets, exercises or steam
baths. Trim -A -way will show you results. Today. On,
your very first visit.
,...._

24,

y

page through while

tokeep,

a

V

PALATINE,

A special low -cal splurge
while you Trim -A -way at
least two inchea from your
figure.

thinning. And tear out as
you
ny recipes and decorating ideas as
on want, because the megesine is yours

There'smotion in

Then See
ME!

rte Strawbeny Shortcake

Free Fashion Magarines

the spring fashions, and fringe
of
swing
emphasizes the
spring. For those who want to
look fashionable without
waning their skirts too short. a

rHAS YOUR
WATCH

VJ

rte Long Stem Rase
A beautiful splurge to take home
as a reminder of your luxurious
90 minutes at Trim -A -way

Tores

0

Saturday VAX! A ! N;ght Concert.. 9 P M. to 6 A M

fllt

with your name, address
and zip code to Basic Fashion,
ce

pants taking a tunic top. A
charming new panern for

:1"

A splurge of color to show
off your new Trim -A -way
waistline.

-

To order a copy of Basic

444

EAST KENSINGTON ROAD-. TELEPHONE 2557900

tee Scarf Sash

Fashion, and see for mensal
the pretty new spring oallIts
you can sew, simply send SO

ANOTHER VERSION of

00

in the Arlington Market Shop ing Center

Arlington Heights, 12

Wednesday -Ivanhoe, Chicago 2 p.m.
Ithemant Run Theater, St. Charles. 2:30 p.m.

LID

THE BANK
Ed Trust Company of Arl'ngton Heights

1

p.rn.

THEATER itt,IINEFS

Fashionable Clothes at Reasonable Prices

Each depositor insured to E20,000 by the Fed eel Deposit Insurance C

estagra

splurge,

TrimsA-way April End

Plailywood Farm, Bensenville, 12.30 p.m.

you sic worki, with synthetic

fringed hemline can give

"s

Get

.

to

material, and match weight of
yarn to weight of fabric.

the double -take look Is the
pants dress, with slim, straight

While you're at it
join our Fine China Clu
and obtain your 3 piece
starter set FREE.

.

When purchoing yam for

isme -of Bode

90 minutes of luxury.

Theniday-Dele Home, Hoffman Estates, 12

P.m.

vxr

inches In

m2 pm.
Friday -Am Sleek House, Glenview, 1130

counted
rorm

8349 in sizes 8 to 18 h featured

No.

Where you'll lose

Undo Andya Cow Palace. Palatine, 12:20

Mreads through
loop, Draw yarn end through

sleeveless cardigan.

IF YOU THOUGHT
FM IS ALL
BACKGROUND MUSIC...
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
WEXI.

the
to

Restaurant. Arlington Heights 1 to

P...

crochet hook into the finished

loop and pull tight. Space
evenly, using the same number
of threads for each loop.

Burnell pattern

12C3o0rradol"'S

to the depth, Me fringe. and
wrap yarn around the gauge.
Cut at ane nego Count out
number of threads. Insert a

boat; a pats outfit or simple
drew often looks best with a

hots
nd

HAUPT. IS THE FINEST

a p.m.

ment. Cut a cardboard gauge

The stn portant fashion ailhouctle is a double -Mk, with
practically everything looking
ben with a coordinating Second part. A fringed scarf adds
flyaway fashion to a simple
dress: a costume carries its
own jacket, cape, cardigan or

you can get at it easy.

rosoiutots FREE. we win solo von mit on

v.wwvIev WALTON

the corner.

Camelot Restaurant. Do Plaincs,12 tot p.m.
Wednesday -Aid Steak Nouse, Glenview,

bating the hem 8/. -inch. To
add your own fringe, first tarn
narrow hern dn your ge-

sembles 01 all
all sorts --even chil-

mother.

So.we offer lots of extr
services like transferrii
funds to our vaults whe

raison Iltallond Baorion Chino ohne rou boos
is, mar checking or Romp account.

plement the fabric. completes

him Seines Tralee Farm. Barrington Hills,

bly with machine figsagging.
Trim felvage and pull threads,
starting at the stitching line.
Purchmed fringe is simply
stitched on the esige of the gar"
Meta to be trimmed, after firm

What will be the best look to
sew this spring? It's as ma-you-

out a new dress," answered

We think we have lots
of bank with lots of pe
to get things done . FA

tour din.... wry,. haootiful assure

floor designs to com-

FREE

Weller's Restaurant, Morton Grove, 12:30

Sue

you believe it. We even
pay the top interest rate
we legally can on every
type of account.

cited

PiTAL

Golden Eagle, Arlington Heights. 1130 to

Mod? The mortgage payments

practically carefree.

HERE'S OUR CHINA CLUB STORY

eco Was
359,4525

Arrange the

letbric.

fabric m curtains. whether or
not it covers window. Cover
he same
tM1 row pillows in
pinta nd cover a ewing table
which doubles assn desk. An
oral rug. surrounded by ate

2:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.

is.

becaum its so wide and it's

April Fool joke? Don't

printed

Camelot Restaurant, Dm plainer, noon.

eked of Friday. Where de
can you cut down co.pt or

sible that we should bc counbut we.
ting pennies on that
are. I buy sale meat and all
cheaper cuts," replied an older

PALATINE

rem,' Nwir.

12:30 to 2 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Tuesdny-Ehlen's Green Tree Inn, Beth
dalekle, 12:15 p.m.
tie Salmis Tralee Farm (see Monday listing).
Pickwick House, Palatine. 12 to 2 pm.

dren's clothes. It's economical

We'll even give you FREE
interest on deposits in
by the 10th.

WEEKLY FASHION SHOWINGS

As ewing corner for u young

seamstrese tun, tut life with
one well covered in a wild,

Monday -Black Fos Restaurant, Hraiday Inn.

Stitchin' time

"WE NOW have hot nags

about
513,000, and it seems impos-

your own talent corner in your
bedroom,

Fashion shows for
a change of pace

Flared end bared, this aunts ensemble couoles a minimum of shirt and a maximum of pa, in
Irish linen (left) primitively patterned in pink, blue and while. Irish linen mat and deem ensemble

°inert's spring sportswear

the fund drive at the emery

is

to cultivate' h than to create

Heights.

itlenl for cruisewear as wAI,

Causes. I've spent the done foe

age inmme here

Do you ham a talent? Most
people do and whet better way

except Mama from

for city wear take on
limeMs quality in precisely
tailored linen, nuking there

would have to go to County
Hospital next lima bm es or

"We are making more, bUt
getting m much less. Tho awe

Irene McCartney, Moons Prospect, Countryside Art Center member and student, mimes M
study a wood sculpture by Virginia Merritt Alvin. Six artists are currently exhibiting in the ne
shoe at Countryside Gallery, 407 N. Vail st., Arlington Heights.

and Gins Purim, Chicago,
exhibiting acrylic paintings.
M. Patin, also each an Mai, class at Countryside on
design. color. and spatial rob,

sere

be sick in these days of the high
.
.d
st of everything. I said I he 1

mother whose husband is pald
by the week.

HEELING, ILL

and printmaking;
R. Abels-Weil. of Wilmette,
speckle/Ina is embossed print,

shin. The most slushing

W. th.' ridiculous
are in debt. Who can afford to

THRIFT 8. GIFT SHOP

562 N. Milwaukee

vine, who combines etching

fi

riff -baring tops frequently as-

""

and beans on Wednesdays

In-

sume the familiar shape of

TrZycd=nadlurart:i

be paid. There is no mare money in the bank when I go with-

ARLINGTON tisictirS

live.

through and the tiniest mid-

I just had a hospitel

SECOND TIME
AROUND

STRETCH "YOUR"
CLOTHING DOLLAR

Mg women something in which

to be comfortable and aura.

muted plaids, crisp Irish linen.
Even the controvecial me -

crY'"o Jd'th'oPon'oto oo thoe.

'

whose media are etching and
tilkiecreen printing,
Virginia Merritt Alvin of
Deerfield, who paints in acrylics and does wood sculpture;
Catherine Painter, of Glen -

Ins concerned with achieving
Harding effects than with Ow

Mime favorites -soft crepe,

homemaker.

NOW OPEN
MON. THRU SAT.
10 TO 4

15%0Immunt with this, on sustom intedorshuners

'°"

in
Countryside's
stable of artists:
Donna laggard, of Chicago,

and flattering clothes to tern k
up in years. Designers s

fabric designers have chosen
to represent the same sort of

"I give less away to good
mature

"rye noticed some of the
1100

,

the

members

11, nut surprising that the

in Utlk

th,

to.

fluences of spring fashion are
the shie, and the shindies, the

represents

k of the following juried

Sham.

League-each. My
husatanued is a teacher. We un't
""°,,`Lo,a

*him'. headline -rankers are
gosnc of the most wearable

IHF;. PREVAILING

arts,

graphic

sequently. they 100K right in

this week, that is out," replied

like a small check. polka dot or
a subdued foulard pattern.

Thurs. 104

,

winfill lesns heavily toward the

interpreted and misunderstood

couldn't afford

let my_ boysua p,11aLy

to complete the pretty

frame,

if you're not in the spotlight
keeping the patterns subtle,

&PHUT=

1427 E. Palatine Rd.

fuller and longer with Lash

this a correct fashion?,
yos, it is, but you,

-Me

natty 0-530, Mon.

mole

Rh artists of Countryside
Gallery arc Currently exhibking 'their work hi a special
showing which
will run
ihrtnigh April 22. The show,

eon of clothes women relate to
and
feel
right in. Cons

"It 7 -ally hit home when 1
1

of

In Ohm of frequently mis-

day ---and

Here is a sampling of their re.
realized that

seasons

pants -updated in turns ono.

flation made in your lves?"

By Estee Lauder

-After several

fashion.gonsmed, when usually aistefully dressed woman
indulged in wild costummy for
the mere sensation of it, 'spring
brings s welcome return to
titirmaley.

Jumper. the well -cut jacket and

naked many women the quo don, "What difference has in -

.

h

a pay Check that doesn't

SO WE MUST cope, and.
do, each in our own way. I

How you can design
the matte velvet eye

rte

barely
even at the end of the year: yet
are

we need a nest egg for ernew

may be obscure, but the wolf at
the door we recognize.

.4.1014.01, 4,53

cent interest you

Out were not dumb HInflation. No one understands
better than a housewife what
effect it is having on our daily
lives. The bear in the market

0485

you r dollar shrink. Al 5 per

males: NO ONE really understands for sore just what causes

FOR

I

6 artists in
new show at
Countryside

Newest Shooing Gm.,
Town Square
sella Read and Schnumbuna Road

529-4868

RAND & CENTRAL R
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA'

STORE HOURS: Mon. Me M. 9.30 am
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... the figure trimmers of the world.
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Shape is
the thing
this spring

Antique world

THE DAY
pages

The history of luster ware
und in Most ea. calls fora

By Dea Jame

Collectors of poucry still

hardly find a wider theirs
than in the great ceramic tomb
ly of luster ware. It is a verb
aristocratic thing to collect

substantial inveshnent.

tury. It gave a tnetallie ahem hi
pinks. silver, cooper. gold and

luster ware. but no one Is quite
sure to whom this honor

There are two major kinds
of luster ware, the first being
the traditional English. It op-

purple to china and earthen.

should be given. An obituary

ware.
The

notice

major kind
Rao to the curly Renaissance
the
"HisHatm-bloresque"

in Staffordshire a
about the end of the
Cm
geared

\

'i "4 Minor

second

It N a colorwhanging

type.

JBeavived in the 'I.\
Nth Century.

type of ware, giving the effect

. of a prism or an iridescent
This type was

took

Portrait of Loveliness

also

re-

producing

English

0T H ER S HAVE clan

welt or seam in sight in the

another person.

china."
What IS. the Importance of
all of this to the modern mitre-

New York fashion showInp.
The shape is the lowly, with
new emphasis on the natural
bosom, The construction is in
the fabric.
There's more choice than in
pan seasons. The ma, ouit is
back. But the costume stays
with Ls, too. And thetas a look
for every mood -garden party

The law

reads '1 was the original ins
renter

of

lustre,

which.

is

First and foremost is that
any luster ware found with the
name or markings ofany of the

Men mentioned will be volt,
Ole and important. Second,
that any dealer trying to tell
you he h. a piece of English

and decorator of china and
earthenware. He has been art

=

25,2141

=

=

2
9 2, 61
253-5

.
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Machine washable
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5 yd lengths
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VALUES TO 4.99 YD
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able, drip dry. Ideal for casual and
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sportswear fashions.
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..41,* Compare
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and
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still
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find that, too, in cobra -print

Fabrics on the scene include
Amer wools. silk jersey, on.
lined gabardine. burlap and
lectured crepb And cotton
ItInIS Up in cloqrle textures ono

silklike polyester blend.

PATTERNS ARE
prints

geometric

dny.

and

old

-wo

thcmahou:s

tor Your S
r

n,F,tehming .3zp,can,,,r,,do.

,allaUcl tnI
moisturize.

tto

node

most modem
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,
r-

storesn the N.W.
Suburban area.
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..."MITCHELL'S

?

r

navy and brilliant green and
yellow bloom this spring. the
am

lilacn

mauve.

shrimant,t,,,,ier, and

Wring with

i't'ir0tha7uheeels

cod

platform soles.

--do yon know anybody hke
that? It's a super idea in a new

kind of pantyhose which heraids a delightful difference In
the playroom or patio. Thee

4

e

\

being trans-

Illms and feels. This is a delinite breakaway fron: past Ira-

nMons Oat nem decreed de.
or should completely hide a

"'"'"'" "' """'

familys introa and prefer

/

C20 S. Evergreen,

`,..s

used depends On personal pref.
creme.

..., Arlington Heights A.

are Ma. with ..e .19.y.

Dud in the "Many Moods of
Contemporary" collection of
home furnishings firm Sines.

hocks

Roebuck and Co.
OPtioned and coordinated
by Lawrence Peabody. the cut-

circles

white sole. By Round -the -Cloth
Hosiery.

*'
'4,1:7......sa,:

'
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Values to 1.59

FAMOUS BRAND SPORTSWEAR
75% Dacron Polyester 25% Cotton
45" Wide Permanent Press Never Iron

1.98 Value

Flower Loom Projects

88cd

& $1.49

47c

Yd.

Values to $1.98 Yd.

mokc any

by a subtle blend-hoth have

in

coma alive.

Inct

30C

"We toll il'simply son; "ssys

'To give, creditwhmcrcdtt
is due,- he continues, "gore
hos never been a time when

rilth

SCOTTS

to fashion." He points to a

...,...,
IIP

.-, .

III

maillot

of pylon Lycra and to other
suirs of Enkalure, a knit so soft

Buffalo Grove Moll
A.. .moon Harpists Road

Mytran'="

"si

beautifully -patterned

r.

pm

and silky you'll find

it

in a

bride's troussrsu. They cling
or flow, depending on figure
cl.edinthicnu;.rdi

pants both supple
es'live, as one Would

ped- when they're named
and Harem
shkla that
.........

Alm,

Reaming ...MOW

new symbetie o igs. there is
nhO remon

why you cannot find

1550 Rand Rd Pal ohne, Ill

PHONE 359-4868

a

is

Grade School Music
district commt held last week
and will go. on to the state
seals in April.
the

70 -member

Wheeling Elementary School
Orchestra under the direction
of Thomas Hageman, and the
80 -member lack London limior High School Band di.
Meted by George Galva' re=Wed
firetylpee
.....___.

NEW MOP /N
mm LOCAL 60101

ANTIQUES ETCETRA
Open mew ster
except Die,

Sur. 1 vs

1003 l'. ricartIcIRd
Prospect Heights

It

THE RED GAVEL
OPEN SAT& PUN. ONTT
IR NOON to P.

losed Mondays

w

.Ant,,:,..,:=7,,..,,,,,,,,i.,,,

392 0383

g

ii Iran 11004!1o

1432 N Rond Rd

Arlington He,g.n

394 0755
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,
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SHOPPE

DPW MI, l

dt

mP

FURNITURE CUT
I

to A 30

SUN By APPT

DINE. DPOWSE

Tiffany Lamm, An Oleo sm...

Not quite.
Now you can earn 41/2% compounded Quarterly

Des Plaines

'

OPEN MON. thro SAT.

10,00,,,72.,,t;a4:30

on your regular passbook.
No minimum deposit.
And best of all, withdraw any time,
without notice.

1006 S. Michigan
CHICAGO

.

y

2 59-2210
OND

All Wet?

MANOR BLDG LONG GROV
OPEN DAILY I

of nur sowirstirs
Your favorite
Antique

em iugulli Mwared
INA a POW Arrangement

TO ADVERTISE IN

THIS COLUMN
CALL

E

-._.,.,
I

11

f

255-7200

Tr,LIDA 'SO
.

DO

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

r

1

824-50.

BUSSTS DOWERS B. GIFTS

a

11 am toADOpm
IlADMISSION 50c
M
Antique Et t

and Sell

575 Let St.

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

Rts IPA BD Mt Prospect

da

WEBER'S ANTIQUES

AUCTIONS

4th Sunday of each Month
rown Hall, lower Laval
of Randhurst -

Open

5pecieliaing in Antique Jewel

ANTIQUES

Two School District 21 nog

Both

Hours10006

weling

sical groups have won first
place ratings at the Illinos
dosoc.

a s 3160

'M' HOUSE

POD P. Milwaukee Ave.

Flea Market Sale

q2c,,DA
MERLON CO., INC.

YE OLD CHINA S GLASS

Also en on
Cmsi omen

MT. PROSPECT.

win in contest

ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS

vt:is
FREE Borrev...

Goy

329-2653 r 094-7572

ANTIQUES

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND

thanks to the varied styling or

)

Eloornirsonal

Phone 537.1000

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
$3.50
CRANBERRY SAUCE
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS

installation DMus

styling your own hair. And

.101 MST PROSPECT AVENUE

2 Dist. 21

$3.50

BROWN GRAVY

three-lettm word

is

:13 E. I. ice Mr et

BARREIOTYGONES

$55995*

love .words which even a Lintel
can nderstand."

BIG HOU E ANTIQUES

know the wicked wiles of the

$3.50

BROWN GRAVY

convey its full memiry, words
like give, Care. help. Liss dl

Ary

VAt Hardware

$3.50

BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH

which sometimes moor old
Rdioned fourrsper work lo

-Sea

COUNT Y HERITAGE
ANTIQUE

oak
--

and arc sleeveless but
hooded, and a wow of a won derful see-through shirt

.wear

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH

carry a nine.pound load
Iwynngeon
According to

I

..e'

sun

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT
Businessmen's Luncheon a Fashion Show Daily
Complete Dinners

$4.75
OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE
PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JOS $3.45

JUST

'Am you kidding? The Mori.
al to
has too short a

ANTIUES ARE
OGIITS

253.4601

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

Mein and you'e so Ilan'

ChM 0

white backgrounds and figure,
outlined in black.

Featuring:
The Bill Pierce Trio

\-\VII

\--,..,

Mt. Prospect

,rota

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

BAR -B -O BABY BACK RIBS,

"Hey, Ma: How emu. I m go

um

musk groups

prles.for Peter Poo.

16. 5. Bothwell
Palatine 359-3396

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS

wig. and bate enough conin honor, -You mean she
fidence in your appeentnce
ATE b b
All of dila wan own. dme., emerann fnends or to FLIT to

i

Beach look is light, clingy
wit glows the light that is

PigAutriT

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25

,egnant. III
play
shave end you throw up "

get another one ha cotton knit or terry to wear at
the beach over your itsy-bitsy bikini.

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

0611 90°'

"Lees

on n'earing yOUT pond,' ,nywhere and every..
where with jeans and pants. Nlaybe you'll even

i

tOt

that will suit you parsetly
with sari. smigtely lollo an
aI a price well within reason.

ponchos or serapes. They're the corning thine.
SO head on down to your favorite store end get
open.work wool croehet fringed poncho.
Stash it away somewhere until those -cold March
winds blow over and things warm up a bit. Plan

'

06

NV.

snow or rain. come heels, al (he
hest minUte. M.11 On a prestyled

cause she had a baby in her
stomach. The little boy asked

for yoursolt canoons that go

Soon you'll have to busy yofirself finding a
Mew of new clothes for spring and summerlene
of Ow hottest tips for spring watch for
.O

I-

OR DETELIA us about the

ago hula en today, sex education in many home. is not very
much advanced.
At any rate, you need to six

Try crocheted poncho

craftsmang
compass can be teamed with
carpeting printed with odd sloped
Polynesim
figures

cry fabric, and the Polyntsion
carpeting pattern are unified

,pc

fabric has been a greater friend

..

was told. -Is that a nice way to

a

tats attic
collection. Their patterns can
ore among the

Soft blow the winds of fashion, soft flow the fluid fabrics,

Heat & Shape Burlap
Ribbon Straw

2 to 5 Yd lengths R.O.M.

.... $1.00

where did he come from he

'cation in school to get hold of
Sam Levensonk "Sex and the

l'or exampP, dizzy
frnm

floor coverings and area rugs

new "light look" on the beach.

SPORTSWEAR FABRICS

36-45" Wide Undetermined Fiber

AT

strongly urge any parent.

Other patterns hors neutral
which provide
d.
the unifying element in mixing

which never saw a drawing
board. 'iho circles, M a dm,

drapery :Ind hrsIspread fabrics,

The wide range of patterns
can create rooms which look

Flower Looms

As
when he was a boy. sun crime
lion, even in the home, was not
pan cuGrly advanced. When
he asked the usual question o

PATTF:RN IIAS a new lib.. -How much of thin patient h

patterns.

$19.95

We are Now featuring
Mon. thru Thurs., Special Dinners
to Complement our Superb Menu

36,000 BTU's

to do with
there is no
Your hair except to go to the
hairdresser' rugs: a week am
°Vet
You can be drenched from

little boy who mked his mother
wh
neighbor lady was so fat.
tan be.
mer told best

your hand on a double thick -

CENTRAL AID CONDITIONING

le:nee. the days of thinking that

wall plaques and an arca rug.

from Studio Twelve
Yd

hackwoods...
Levenson poinls out.

rectangles

crab and definitive mac in ink.
rfir &den, :cod it is drama.

394-0820 er
fr

he fresh."

comaanc

and
who has become
overconcerned about sex ale-.

AN AFRICAN motif of
rectangles within

your pantsuit tunic, you have a
great lounging costume. Colors

with black sole and gold with

I

where one little boy tells his
friend, "The hio difference between
en and women is that

Si4CN

solid V. in a hunch of ten or
no. to go with her -non sad,
lure" hand. Make a tracing of

FEDDERS

r -delightful illustrations
add to the fun, as on the page
v

appears in a drapery fabric.

,,,,,, ,d.,,,,,.., ,

7

'

Problem hair?
Here's solution

talk to your own mother?' ,,l
God wanted to to know whet'
Since the prestyled myth:,
on the inside. he would hav
put it on the outside." -Don't ic wigs have come into ex',-

year in accent touches like pillows and draperies.

Center

.5.

PERMANT PRESS PRINTS

Content

are

leader covers everything from
furniture to flower holders. Its

-..,,,....

Never -Iron Full Belts Fast Quality

et. CM he used for major =rs:vering for no
Oasis .

Rooms

.--iii,,..:A,

C 65% Dacron, 35% Cotton 45" Wide

schemes. 'Lotus-. the flew.

roll.

kb

',,,-

Sinde

Talk about set educatien en
'our schooh today has become
so extremely controversial fin
Tam. in many comaunities
downright ugly) that it's a
.plcasure to tell you today
tsnook on sex that is just
plain fun.

been given design coordinates.

shoes or boots, for your most
playful moments. And If you

'

Child- (Simon and
Schuster). Whitney Darrow]

By Lambe Bates Ames; PIUS.

moue or µimtuve.
whole new way for
In fact. some fabrics ham

JEWELER r-,
..
T'IN
Shopping
_3/Evergreen
...,

form a ram pan. The wire,

`Sex and the single child' will leave you laughing

roma! with patterns which entire wall. while Mc coordi.
WI what the family thinks. oared -Lotto Stripe" can a,

through many a pattering wean

reelangle of crepe pops" ahem,
Iwo hy three ine lies. Fringe tho
narrow ends ill about one inch

Parents ask

adventurous or whimsical.
boldly an tJcee. purht modern,

timid. sterile interiors out of a

colorful bouquets.
Mm. Voliel made them all in

ningements or mane in thick

ue wowing the ta, around
the , to form the stem,

Gather together in the noddle
and fasten with the end of the
wire. Push up and fluff out to

Tolle says

signs that have the power to lift

Push , firmly

green plastic tape and contin.

To make the millers on a

washable Fortml. Shoes are by Latinos, handbag is a Roza Creation. Arailable al Mary Agnes Shop, Arlington Ileights.

-mantic problem. On last day of week don't be fooled by fait -

A stylized Haitian lotto flower

They are nice added to dry ar-

each layer.

ers. PUItch a hors in the miners
and set aside.

Pleats will minim to swing this spring. here Islander's swingy
French look is lopped by a Chevron patterned vest. floth are in

Taurus), who would make life Its than comfortable for you if
you allow it. If pressure builds in week ahrsd. tell this person to

drapery fabric has been Mom ed with a wavy, modern stripe
in several
matching color

onto the wire, the small ones at
the top, and carefully separate

nesses. Fringe around outside
around the pool non center.
edge, putting in about oneshalf Secure the flower with the

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 -1/.210 Do not allow yourself as

,17411141,iti, It., all done with
patterns. fabric and floor de.

Slip the crepe paper circles

inch. Do not separate the lay-

FLUSTERS can he

made well by children as
Young as 10 m I I Year olds.

long.

Use thrse as puller.. Lay
them on the unfolded crepe paper and cut through all thick-

' P00106 0110101

relate to inddual moods or

Tillrbt

should be about eight inchm

inches in diameter and one
about two and one-half inch.

tainek look and spirit.

who have an aversion for shoes

nylon tight ham both an inner
and outer sole of sturdy, man
mode fibers that will last

the cardboard, ono oboe; them

Scoop would be wise to listen to old Olga jugs this once. On hat
y or wom yo u may he asked a foolish CUM11011. If so. owe a

em's

SYNTHETIC WIGS

Foliar/ those Mephytelep dirtHionf TOP NOominet of Tun.

VIRGO (tang, 23 - Sept. 221: Heckola week turning up Virg.
-Nagging from will harass you. Don't blow your mind. Don't
from home. Do your duty. Then on lost day of week you
run
might consider indulging in a little April foolishness.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 221: It will In Me little things in week
ahead which will amt impress you. Libra. Like a little pat on the
back. A little unexpected windfall. Maybe even a little love On
In day Yof week. cast caution aside and do a little Moling round.
(Oct. 23 - Nov. 2Ib Dun Mooing the drums lately.
Scorn? They ham the same old message. And you know what
THAT means. 911,1 recommends. however, that you proceed
with caution. Tfillugh Smrp doesn't much cotton to caution,

roams to communicate and to

florist wire, green

CUT TWO CIRCLES from

however.

talking horshot.

he able to bend
the band !dhoti the dowers.
Fora final touch nip a
brightly colored plastic iing
on one of Me fingers.

that you will

weight cardboard.

ed. unless they are tern,red by moderation. you are hed for
a
trouble. total Mnesty can he banal. And being generous
fault" is to play the roll of the fool. Ignore this advice On last day

day and look co the future with anticipation. Yoo give more than
know. On last day of week, go fly a kite.
Tee
PISCES
19 March 201: Pisces, your natural humor is
often what saves the day. It is not only plentiful, but it is wry. You
would be svise to jot down those goodirs that occur to you before
you forget thern. Week ahead rather good One for resolving ro.

florist wire in terfingers so

plastic Nu and tome light-

growth. 61011 it over. Then act.
22): You are uncommonly honest as well
LEO Jul(y 23 qualities arc wadedb desirr
as generous, Leo. And though thme

A fresh wave or selfien-

This one's strictly for those

are the pantyhose with sole. The

'scissors.

be remedied, In a, event, constructive tension is nmersary for

trifle foolish.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20. Feb.
Concern yourself with the
problems or an associate. Aquarius, but don't get too involved.
After all, you have enough hang-ups of your own. Embrace to

now of fabric. (A ,aft. stretchy
tricot works on's- well.)
U
Cut it just a Bale )urger than
the tracing and stitch on tracing lines. Stuff with di:errs or
cotton stuffing or use the lint
from your drier. While you are
stuffing, insert paper covered

you will need: mpg paper,

open. Exposure may generate tension, but how else can situation

pigersion is changing the home

9."11.1 \IVVitt'SrI

A
,
'4 '''

If you lbel that injustice mists
CANCER (June 21 -July
within your own little world, bloonchild, then bring it into the

Self expression
changing home

stands on
own feet

iirs

1:41

Them All There IS?"

hang tip and re -dial. On Mt day or wen: make a fool of yourself.
gal is wise enough robet away with it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 -J
19)s If you have been trying to
get by with several revolving love affairs. week ahead is ideal lime
toke a nand and settle for must one.
you've hum operating on
the principle that there i5 safety in numhenk Cap, perhaps it is
time fora yn to re -think the whole thing. On lust day of week be a

Mrs. Tirginkr Valid adds her own whimsical touch too bow
PPE Pam pone

the directions for this bouquet
of pot pans and adds her own
special whimsical touch.
.Actually, 1 was inspired by
gOld, well-worn, garden
love that I lound in my garage,- said Mrs. Volid.
f
to
thought it might
hie of my
make a oaf! sculpture
own hand to hold some flowers
I bad made."
To make the flowers, to.
semble thew few materials tht

mention Don't become all unstrung. Sandwich in a little fun
whenever you arc able. tt mxasary, hide tar a few hours some
during last Iwo days. And stop muttering to yourself. "Is

Of wee

making exPers,199..

D

Gem. You will be inundated by calls demanding your time and

r Pantyhose
oes'

Virginia Valid of Palatine. our

instead of trivia to a daily associate. Do not settle for vague
answers to questions concerning that which has been worrying

WATCH ..7,,
MITCHELL'S
JEWELERS

surAto-Ise-successful crepe pa.
Per flowers are just Mat. Mrs.

be hassled in week ahead, Saj. There is one (perilous on Aries or

preference

Y

swinging

Dmes me

laved.,

ti

.,'",`-

slender envelope, box bag or

To avoid laugh.lines. or to
soften Mom Al they're there,

Ai

ItF100% woven Acrylic Bonded to 100%
acetate. lighweight, machine wash.

d..fio.tting com that

laugh -lines

lobs

60" WIDE - FULL BOLTS

high.

t'''S

4

t..1WOVEN ACRYLIC

wfoi trl'eorurralt."
arc
t

I ce7,7k'i

cracker colors on a black
ground.
Although red. white and

SCIA- 4,
'

sh

C

,.,

NEW SPRING - BONDED

IIN.W.1

a.... ,,s, he ,h, daytime win.

lady- florals and prints with a
Far Ea, influence in lim.

v-°"."-°""iewe"--i
repairing, with the ,,,,..,..

Yd

--,,,..o ,r1S

In the coat marker. the midi

understated and neat, choose a

terscotch tinn. camel, navy.
cod, beige and block.

(

O

.,

wallyn "kit shhni 7s bray

K
Soften
-,

kb

(a

:

the very -now" white. bun

av-

00% Dorton Polyester

A

"midway- pant.

hr d

The color gamut include.

^g,

A4.,

kblit:I
-,,,,\\\:x

'I

ed vinyl.

,

/

DOUBLE KNITS

-3
.-',

arc still in evidence. A new
length for day wear is tine

'
rt
favor.
decor.C
rd.
If you like a handbag that is g,,,. tnn-th, robe coat and the

r sb'. A' n

_

.'

.."

)

....

,i

from tunic to battle jacket. The
straight leg is newt:Mho flares

wh,,,,,,itie.,,C:spai,,arsiciA isopillk and the

,

r.

Ts.:

..; \W`os

ic.look with all menew lops

TWO GREAT fashions in
the suit 'category arc the all-

,, still a soft squashy shoulders

-;4 CARE' Fc

POLYESTER

t

On

new fashion look for spring.

4.1,......

s'....

Pants are here to stay -a bos-

The look is great because it hes
dual message: a nifty serpent

c

._....

1

a breath of the '30s,

Slinky serpent is the fashion

..._ ....

''..*

''

Not in front

your favorite painting.

91'70Al9.1"NrIrig 19

SPRING -

0

klialiMnoth filmy shirr and
shepherdess dresses bride back

Place Imps on debar side of

i' Then
ruo's. t To.' it o'
h db
adeck
and shiny cobra -printed patent. This mrpent-maled Rather (genuine or vinyl, is the hig

Tumble Dry Never Iron

with the tennis -court

how luster ware is mane.

end'n Me animal kingdom
today, and the look is fast

MO

,o

and

and

Fabric Shop

\',/

dnoses

body for dem life.

Look for slinky serpent

h

6\

tank

dresses,
dresses,

look. And they all hug the

lamp
placements, remember that
lamps should not be placed before paintings or pieces of art.

Spode. This famous firm and
the succmors, Copeland,,

lsile'dw' lather,til e

D

1,,,,,,S move back into the
spotlight. There are undershirt

Ls

When deciding

Mee introducd the art of using metallic luster, he was

who were under contract to

SCOTTs

any length.

Nem week we will discuss

Gin as Josiah Wedgwood was
in earthenware.
At the time he claims to

working for Daniel and Brown,

eta gaily9

look in fashion is available in

and nnmsing. These simplu

ure of before you get frisky. In short, he exuberant, but don't he
a fool.
TAURUS (April RI - May 201: It is time that you talked turkey

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Grueling week coming up.

lengdo has become a fact. Any

There arc times when we
like to mike something jusrfor
fun, ramething bright end gay

ARIES (klareh 21 - April 19): Week ahead will be full of
temptation. You will went to goof off. Your thirsting after life
will be unusually strong Se sum all important tanks are taken

THE WARDROBE of

atibftie,

By Ruth Cournoyer

Your Weekly Horoscope

crepes. classic T.shirt dresses,
midi -cools with pants, the
clumlse,

Neter dating prior to the 180Ds

a figure in the world of pore.

SALON
gg;1,,lamotonwl:d.

WOW, Pommy,. Mk Newest

, o MITA.

Duesbury.who isasweilkomm

PhonoBEAUTY

is

Some fun flowers

Tors

you. And don't accept glib platitudes either. Demand directness
W honesty and you will get it. Rapport and mutual ease will
follow. Last day of week a real looter.

all of this?

We do know Mat Hancock

i,

Doer of "gold and Lustre on

tor? An antique collector

do so."

;np, t

verliser speaks of him as the re-

really, in many ways, a super
sleuth. He must bc. What are
the facts one can derive flans

Wse a very well-known painter

MERLE 11ORMIII1

a

claimed the honor of producire the first luster ware, Richand Harbin (17634830) was a
joinerwarprster and organbuilder. The Staffordshire Ad-

the

IN Tillti ARTICLE we will recorded in several works on
primarily with English pottery, and I first put in pears
losterware. This type Alamo ticc at Mr. Spode's manors,
somewhere around the end of any for Messrs. Daniels and
Me igth Cent,' and the be- Brown, and continued to make
it long before Mr. Booth or
binning of the 191h.
Mans' claim the honor of any other person attempted to
first

There's not

3,

Spring 70d.
harsh Mature,

rind

fashionforU'c'

Staffordshire
Mercury of 1846 claimed that
John Booth, deceased, was the
inventor of luster ware. A
week later a letter signed
"lobo Hancock,
Etruria.'
Man a very emphatic case for
in

deal

the

'' r

manufacture fine china Mdity.

Creative corner

HEELING

TRUST G. SAVINGS
BANK
Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Rood

Wheelmg, Ill Phone 537 0020

Member FDIC
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Palatine's °Mending per-

Fremd. led by Dan Pitienscs victory in the mile. was
o nce( six teams to surpass de-

fending champion Palatine in
the Chas 0 competition at the
prestigious Oak Park Relays
The state cross.
champion finished

Saturday.

country
third with 20 points while the
neighboring Pirates were seventh with five point,.

The Oak Park meet is canually the biggest indoor track
mect in Illinois. and more than
2.000 spectators watched Sat.
u rday's 40th running. In thc

Chas A competition, it was
again the host school which retained its championship tro-

phy. The Huskies have won
their o
meet 22 drnes. and
did it thiswn year with 42 points

LINCOLN -WAY won the
Chas B title with 34 points,

pro. by

Div id Merrick's
record., hatted ng 4: 13.2 clock-

ing in the mile. Merrick inn in

Class A mile. allowing
Pittenger to win the com.
the

bined Class B and C race with a

4:26.4 time.

lean Pittenger

In@

The rebuilding chore not
faces Arlington head baseball
coach Frim Somers inay

to fopror
duce tut intereqii,
Arlington fam. as only a pair
of returning lettermen all he
present in the starting Cardinal lineup which will make its
debut April 6 versus Ridge-

and pitching ace Jim Bokelarc the role returnees
from last year's second place
squad. but a flock of talented
juniors will fill the blank

chew. Glen Abel. Tom Carrot
Chuck Dillon, Alike Moffa,

spaces left by Card greats Dave
Armstrong,
Baumgartner,
Jim
Dm Kolar'. Gary Anderson.

John Goma have all looked

Behind
Al Feldman
and Dow Woodard.

plans.

wood.

Third baseman tarry Geyer

foot

range consistently

this

season, hit that figure on the
head Saturday os he took
back scat to a 13-6 effort by
Rill Plass of York. Zajonc also
has a 13-6 vault to his credit,
and lost Thursday night he
cleured 13-8 en before falling
n who went 14-0 on
to a
his tawdry in the Wildcat Re-

JUNIORS CHUCK Don.

that number one doubles position?'

A good blend of seniors and
THE OTHER doublet 13.4.11

will probably be a pair of sem

tennb team this season. as the
Huskies will try to improve On
their outstanding performance
of last year.
Coach Lothar Peistrup's
outfit astounded the entire
Mid -Suburban League lot

ion. Mike Dunne and .Bill

mason by finishing second in
the conference with an all.jun-

number Mime player last year.
He loteMd as a sophomore last
season and look, to be the best
of the singles candidates.
The leading hopefuls for
other two singles positions are

nee team.

BUT THP. star of that great
year ago, Alike
McLa in. is no lonfer around.
He moved away last summer.
and to soy the least he will he

team of a

Zander and Jim Alois just beat

the Palatine quartet of Fred
Miller, Charley Phillips, Reed

Jacobsen and Storm palm

The Viken also got fifth.
place performance from the
four -lap relay foursome of
Mona, Kelley, Cheney and

in the running events this year

as the Vikes picked up relay
p10000 in the sprint medley, the

eight -lap and the four -lap relays. Palatine got a fifth -place
finish from ith eight -lap relay.

THE VIKING sprint mod ley of hike Zander. Mark 1501-

ley. Bill Cheney and Bill Inrocki finished second for the

tr:-tj
i.

rrwdly

,mating

match.

Last year, the girls had all

been on the Sill. team. but
this year the Countryside Y
opened and

eet.

The men competing in the

on the way to the meet. The
bus carrying sorne of the team

Their only warnotp. ems. the

members broke down on the
way to the contest, and things

half.lap they had ton to gel

thaFthc delay in getting to the
mectaffected the Math of the

to dm starting blocks:

four -lap relay also.

Frets team performance
was he by a streak of bad luck

Bob McDonaW, John Brodran, Gene Ekberg, Rick
Mike

Scheel,

Wilhins

and

"promising" in Somers' eyes
and ell figure in his lineup

Top hurlers for the Red.
birds appear to
is be Bakelmann,
Ron Du.
Elsberg and

sophomore Jeff Seeger and
junior Rick Liston. elthough
Peistrup is not yet sure which
one will henumber two and
which will be number three.

Hutton. although they arc still

AND FOUR other tennis

being pressed by several other

players are pushing them for
spot. two
ion' and two

boy,
The number one singlo peat

is now being filled by junior
Rick Ledley, who was the

four does before the net

Duel, Barb Larsen and Ginger
Moloney:

pointing toward the state
MIDGETS: 0U yard
finals on Gallic Williams Medley relay:Judy Gran. Ann
College on April I1.

Di

in

the individual race, The

new main tOok 16 Of 31 solo
firsts, and score was tied

tennis at Her
High. "We're
just going to have to win with a
good team 0 [fort this yam and
we'll he depending lot more
on the younger kids," the net
mentor said.

IN SPITE OF the inter-

juniors. None lettered ',Munson. They are seniors Gary
Meyers and Drake Williams.
and juniors Dennis Lacey and
Bolt Meier,

CADETS: 50 -yard

Barb Lamm 25-'

freestyle:

logy.

Antonik: 50 -yard
backstroke. J. Oran: 50.yard

Takata:

Francesca: 300 -yard free

100 -yard free relay:

0

juniors Ddnchess and Abel

cage

rolling up an excellent

14-0 individual record.

=comin strong.
John Keller and Corral am
battling it out for the top spot
at fire base, while teammates
Geyer. Moffo and McDonald
are the choice ondidetes
third.
The meohd base position is

smval down by Dillon, while
Brodnan and Geyer are slugging it out for the shortstop

spot. "We've been only
a week, o the infield pm
d0onare still indefinite,"
rs commented.'

firstoring spots right now. but
the seniors don't topecially
like that and the giving them n
good battle.'
Although Peistrup says his

John Kuykendall, Scheel!,
Wilbins and
pos.
sibk outfield candidates. but
Somers added."There ars a lot
of jtmiors who are pushing

team ran still improve aver last

hard thr thwe positions and
ith hard to say who's starting

year's record. he doesn't see

where at this

anyone

in

the league. inHersey, overtaking

cluding
Arlington.

SOMERS EXPEL ES quite

a ...gale for the conference
title from both Hersey and

in

the balcony of the

Grace gym has been a main
mason for the Cardinal flurry
of hitting so early in the year.
"Our hitting is tough now::
Somers said. "and hopefully
our pitching will catch up la,

os= pitching."

ceptionally gond turnout and

kids have the bat shot at the

top of the loop.

intersquad games, end Somers

first -year Frcmd varsity tennis

Encouraged byen ot-

McComb havehoda pair of three returning lettermen,

In

SC

tat e

'Note receiver."

they both were similar in

Suburban League which have

anger,

will 10 [he "second
man" for East, and will work
exclusively from the mound.

"Knopf is only a junior
who is good defensively. but
who is an inconsistent hitter.

abilities, but added he tought
"one would emerge" a, the
regular third sacker on the
season progrmed. In either
con, both will see a greet deal

the

crown es a 6-5

loss

to the

pig

panedstill open as Dale Desclihnms

a 441 record last SC8300 as a

and Sedjo, who carries a good

of action in the shifting

junior, Frank Knopf, a E2

bat, are in the running for the

Demon line.
Left field belongs to

Demons to a 9-5 conference

Junior who will we most of

mark and a second place

his playing time from the first
base spot, and seniors Bruce
Bradfield and Wayne Conrad

nailed down a 138 moth end
continued the tradition of
never having a losing season
furls/ord.

THIS YEAR

ques-

tions must be answered beforc
Maine hoot can be considered

homes contender.

des

pite the Blue and White's
apparent "paper" strength.

Once Maine has

run

through its pitching, however,
it has exposed its strongest
feature. The Demons look to
be only an aVerage hitting
tram and 0000 40 have some
with the glovegThey

may, however, be able to
overcome their shortcomings

lenges and lineup changes un-

pitching staff, Ward puts great
etrphmis upon the importance

keystone sack, Randy Schawel

of the Maine moundsmen in
thU year's run for the till,

with either Kent Krenek or
Steve Eagerm0 on the hot

The Park Ridge nine will
five of whom cmild ba considered regulars in the shifting
Demon lineup.
Since four os those starters

Knopf should work the first

were rottad through the

pitching

.THE KEY to our 00.00
MU be the pitching," Ward
said. It will be our strong

In the East starting lineup,
base sack; Reiman, when not

field the

is slated for short stop action;
comer.

OUTFIELD lists Bill

Kilmc, Jim Ziszo and

usually easier for
boy to get a good seed in Mc
Conference mcct if he's been

suit, as we think we have the

Conrad, again depending

kids who can do the joh..0ti

playing reostgularly."

have to play a few balls..

upon the mound rotation.
The catching chores will he
token over by Torn Larkin.

The m

"set" position at

the momet21 looks like the first

doubles team, with lettermen
Tom Ruprecht and Stein
Obistrom. both seniors. holding down the top spot.

"They've been playing together for three years now."
said Piestrup, "and they'll
most probably be playing in

paper we look strong, hot we'll
and see how it goes."

Ward will not have long to
wait to see how his pitchers

go as Maine will open the

In looking over the eight
positions, Ward indicatcd he had no set lineup
as most of his personnel will
fielding

season this Saturday morning
.at home with Evanston High.
Slated to sec important action in the opener are two

be shifted about in accordance
with the game situation.

Senior moundsmen, Bob

however, of all those who
mold, or would, he used at
pertiodu posidon.

Reiman and Gary Wagner,
upon whom Ward root place

work on his t hrowine.

The first base spot is actually

desire.

cause

.beyond

;phut Glenbard West.

from last years MIMI:MTs

a pat lineup." he mid. "be-

throwing arm" an the team.
The EGG conch than looked

however, if he is to he a mart

Raw Si% lettermen returning

'"AFfER THAT it will
probably be better to stick with

competition.

best

base when not called upon to
work frorn the hill.
WAGNER,
bulky 6-4

ing. The first AISL encounter
for Hersey will be April 16 at
Frond.
:At present Marc is a great
deal of competition tor positions on the squad. Pcistrup
lays there will be a lot of chal.

dos.),

the boy who "has the

reclaiming -Mc West Suburban
Conference crown it lost in
the final league game last ycar

with generally good team
speed .and groat deal of

til theconference date pouts.

average in his final year of

Ward with high hopes of

a good hat for us, He mot

HE DID have a complete

picture in his own mmd,

-

"REIMANN WILL Be at
second if he isnt pitching. We

have to have him in there is
he has our best bat. He has
good speed and will Steel a
lot of bases 00 us."
When Reimann is slated for

a pitching msignment, &end

B111

Kil/mcr at this time, but the
junior is "being pushed by

Rick Lloyd and Barney

Cornfield" as "all have good
throwing arms, and all handle

the By "boywe"
The "o who does the job
at the plate" will be the one

will work the second sack,

who will be the evehtual

Warden dicated.

staCenrter.

Whn discussing the oll-itnportant shortstop position, the
East coach said Schawel "hod

throwing arm 000 was one of
the tap hitters early last year

good range, had a good
before tailing off at the end

of the season." This year
upon the 6-1
Ward as
senior as one of "the better
shortstops in thc area" ,s the
succmsful coach is counting
to have a much
upon

more consistent batting

terfielder Zizzo was
gi ven high marks by his coach

ths

own

team

and

Wed Glenbard West. Proviso
and La Grange as thou
diamond entries in the Wow

best chance. along with
Maine Wool, to win the 1970
title.
Glenbard was characterized
no "having 0 good baseball

program;' Proviso has "their
two bast pitchers back," and

godGe will have "several
goo

boys" returning for their

final season.

ALTERATIONS - DRESSMAKING

breaststroke:

expokidon..

------

finishers
placeove
p

into the
the klid-

Suburhan League's first

0,000-c1=2lir 9R .6011

MI

n

erne* neve.

255-7200

VIKING COACII John
weather thus far this spring.
Gablene'chargcs have been - Noland is expected Si have
working on fundamentals and a good year oi. the frush,
conditioning to a great extent suph level. According to.
"We trork hard on our con. Gable.. "We've been en ditioning," Deblois mid. "It cottoned by
frosh-soph
might help us win a few teem. They have
coupW
of good boys who will really
meets."
TIIE 'FRIO of returning let- benefit Mont the eompoition
termen includes a brother act.

arc Steve Callahan and Chuck

into a junior
Weber. Weber.

let -

00 a duel

performance and the field

Gablenz said shot com

worth in competition rather

this season. I think those
guys will do a real goodjob."

Taman, Terry Longer. Tom,
a senior, and Terry, a junior,
The Vikings the scheduled
arc currently waging a battle to open their season on April
for the number threc singles
when they travel to
spot on this year's Freald net Ridgewood. Their conference
entry. The loserwill form half season commas nn April
of the hist double,. otter!.
ION Elk Grove.
Playing ahead
the
brothers in the singles lineup

with Callahan: a trafer student, for the top will slot.

performance, and Ile prefercd
to have his players show their

300.1.

a twin .hulled boat unique in
dingo and natotruction.

R

Automobile Service

ea.AARON
'..'"'

Insurance
to go

Wined .3

'

Posies,

P.

ee E

.

359-2515
IA 766-.1

Bloc napping

-
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;
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hool or wee..

a
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°
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KANZLER BROTHERS

ROOMS

ELECTRIC. PLUS..
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Coll AMR 6131.,
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'11V>,ff,70".
SERVICE MEN

EXPERIENCED RETAIL
SALES PERSONNEL

MOUNT PROSPECT
STANDARD

Rt..03.

TWIN BROOK

Dempster

WELDERS

La

STRUCTURAL STEEL FABRICATOR. NEW FACILITIES, VACATION PLAN, INSURANCE, HEALTH 6

'Toit'or"c"''

ASSISYANT
CONTROLLER

c"'49'Zre

VIOL. St.

P

<

Des Plain.

RECEPTION

237 MELVIN DRIVE, NORTHBROOK

FOR FASHION
DESIGNER

Part Time Work

272-9400

CALL 253-6300

P

Account:MESS

OPPORTUN TY AWAITS
YOU!

Corn

ARTIST

ART GALLERY
GIRL FRIDAY

Excellent starling

2,4 OR80
A66 0700

AdIg to work in
year
ennan.deslanond ad department. laud

Ream

Larg Northbrook comp, angle

State Bank

melee

299.7101

Fringe Benefits.

Con 291-5478or 291.5479

R.N.'s

OPPORTUNHY EMOGOF

1042291/111

call -945.3770

ELECTRONIC

B27.8620

TRAINEES

A Arlington Helens

6023 Dempste,

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

966 0700

437-S750

CHICAGO MAGNET

OFSIPABIE QUALIFICATION.

WIRE CO.

Buckets,. es Frig!nowimg WA ...fed. al nsac0nee eed
PRInlie Works conovegan. maintenance
uipmeto u,ed

Elk Grove Village

901 Chase Ave.

CITY OF DES PLAINES

lor. hospital.

d weekly In.

LITE STENO

"IIVAV"

ORDER EXPEDITOR

SUPERVISOR

"ttrne

$600 MO.

soNeduppariunififirrem end Gs Rawerm

lakwors

supeM4000,04 Ge 0090

CALL 428-4411

666-3443

hrly ra,,Mv:lhe

SPACE

GOODYEAR TIRE 8 RUBBER CO.
hos several Reiman vet lobs for

WAREHOUSEMEN
No experience necessary. Day and night shifts.
13.04 per hour to earl. 5347 per hour attar 120
days

Free Hospitalization
Free Life Insurance
Paid Vacations
Paid Holidays

CONTINUED GROWTH HAS CREATED
THESE PERMANENT POSITIONS

TIME STUDY MAN

o

127, Doy Pub

WORK WITH

Charles Galbraith

PEOPLE

-

SECRETARY

LEARN TO HELP

25 -Employment Agencies- Women

RECEPTION
FOR BRAND
NEW SUBURBAN
COMPANY

66eal615.5herehnimdi ea kg and fenfombryosen.

opLone
h

comps

DRAFTSMEN (Sheet Metal)
Complete Line of Company Benefits
Secure your f uture today!
Call Mr. Peter Blot

455-1240

37311N.ACOLNAVE
MANKUN PARBOIL
5114.W.eWoll Pd.
An

Epuol OpportunINEmalow,

OR CALL MRS MIKKILSEN

BARREITCRAVENS CO

n

272 2100

SO MANY PLACFSI IVY, 14,6

sFI

typag and Ihn chary to maim

GAL FRIDAY
GOOD SALARY

on. first Impressions. Fre.
Min Mogi.

mend. Mod.
2940880

pony benefits

paid hospitalinaten
0 holidays
profit sharing
new facilities

YOU CAN BE
BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL -$540

Neat and modern working conditions.

You should be capable of Alpha and Ntirneric

oh helping ow custemers around Ws world. making good
ey, and nn raw way to gming
F.,

Operelors

m amerissffes farms

el it program.

Typist Clerks
how goad Wog and [Wad
dlEanNSoP.MO11.00,

Looking fora really good place to work, Coll:

rton CORPORATION

LIkto9hea,,,11,oge

In Arlington Heights
2,601380
966.0700
6028

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

@ Illinois Bell

CLERK TYPISTS
...diem need M car

Due iassnemallons.M1we

ion

DEPT.

EXPERIENCE

JANITOR

PARTS CRIB ATTENDANT
SHIPPING CLERK

2nd SHIFT
SURFACE GRINDER

10% Bonus for 2nd Shift

PLENTY OF OVERTIME
NO GENERAL LAY-OFFS
LIFE INSURANCE
BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD
'io MAJOR MEDICAL

81/2 PAID HOLIDAYS AND LIBERAL

MIISIGNODE
3700 W. Lake Ave. Glenview
(Just Wed of Glenview Naval Air Station)

or call 543-9570
530 WESTGATE RD.

ADDISON, ILL -

-,1=vgany,=1:mt"

RR.1.0880

6028 Dent...

966.0700

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

298-2770

Wu Pot.
InArlIngtonlIelglds

LA SALLE PERSONNEL
Aeo,. people
9401. Ss.

White Collar Girls

-..---

RANDHURST CENTER
DesPlalneis

Delane Surplus Supply

39 5230

MT. PROSPECT

Eft Business Opportunities

,ll,TEtrn=
265 W80

8961500

INWARD MOTORS

21.500 and Antiques

TA'gnINP

ITT

$895

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Des Plaines

Douglas. kk Hs.
253 01.

Commercial

DICK WICKSTROM

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

40116th 10 to S. AdmissIke SOF
Ameficon Loglon HalL 121 N.

CHEVROLET

Sireel6le

.5.ABAB or

555 Irving Pork Road

A. GOODMAN 8 CO.

Real Estate
Residential

CLEANING PLANT

OLD TIME FLEA MARKET

109

11°I9 rus1

224-1000
1016utornohiles Wanted

Vacant

FOr "9

AI

tam ..a

529-1070

ASK FOR KEN

Roselle, Illinois

9,81

1394 -

TOP MS

00161131.1'CF=""2.5'6"6127

woma I,63 138A, 51,219
bd
, tran
es

DON'T

66 To Rent Office Space

PASS
CALL 4394020

1036uto Trailers & Campers

SECRETARIAL POOL

$475 TO $525

ra

827 ben oe omm

able indledual

J7...5,93,7/57

dal Facility

veer

272-3151

sm

39 2

19, oh. 6 90 P

comp,T, so
washing and moldng. All work
tUSICRA

'OtEr5V=AtIrOl'
1444 S. Russo REI.

39.41."

Rea

860eal EstateLlouses

nick.

M.
.

rlda s
a

Mary Derderion,
Est 3671

lw

a

HUGHES 8 ASSOCIATES, inc.

JUST GIRLS DIVISION

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60656

5 G In

368.0.13od condition,

9695
1967 DODGE DART

Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate
.PAIAIsHEISOLLING MEADOWS

Laboratores, Inc.
6301 Lincoln Ave

I.P.SPaSeMailoble, co,
Pet and all Appliances

o e,Collont tand6

9295

267-6900

oPPorlunIty employer

CO.

SALEM LANE
APARTMENTS

1969 CHEVY II NOVA

U.S. A,," Owned Homes
'DtrPttne LANTall ly'pWe s'71
Ranches 6 alohels, 513,000

,""Il""I7Ic°11

9895

330,000. NO DISCRIMINATION

Deluxe 2 Bedroom, $210
Also 3 Bedroom, $300

ANYONE., BUY

V.8. WI, MSG goad cond. WM,

Holly Spring Agency

F1,1187

6997035

Coll far Appoinimene
BSB-71144

MortonGnave,

9644700

9400 W. FOSTER AVENUE

p

112.Automohiles For Sale

NOWA:C=RO'AT,
ROBERT

0

offer 353-5726

Baxter

All jobs are 100% Fes pole by employes
Call Don Donohue of 992-3820

1967 CHEVY IMPALA

741 ,107

Deare*we.

5.00 p

DEALS

'THE CHOPPER SHOP"

of Gnety MS and

nun

THESE

hrd. 621-67

o

Variety of duties, reception, girl fridoy, secretary,
teletype, and filing. Will advance Info secretarial
pool.

UP

FUN OR FISHING 2275

.1

83 -Industrial Property (Went)

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters
G

1965 CHEVELLE
CONVERTIBLE

328-9632 oncl 82n.27.

Far tease

STENOGRAPHER POOL

r

$595

OLDS '09 DELTA ROYALS

red

Available for
All Office Skills

$745

1024Frucks,Trailers

we

1965 CHEVROLET

1965 BISCAYNE
STATION WAGON

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. F. J. GANDER
PERSONNEL

$150 A WEEK

Temporary Jobs
Th

Au. ao
5661tice 11Witurcf OEMS

o WIRING & SOLDERING

Typing 50 to 60 w.p.m. Shorthand 60 to 80 w.p.m.

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET

yn. 620 59,6

NEW SURPLUS
TOOL STORE

71-Apts.anelRomstoShare

$125 TO $150 A WEEK

in person

ASSEMBLER
a CABINET ASSEMBLER
a CABLE FORMER

s

as 25

MT. PROSPECT 16.16.1.0

Wiat

Cs 'S;r1nr,:'3"K.
h

7246006

T

General secretarial dukes assigned to group lead ...will substitute for executive secretaries.

VACATIONS

Believing

CIt'tro'erah'Orro:O.t7re=re.

NURSE

3 EXECUTIVE. SECRETARIES

$625 MO.

Seeing Is

CL 3-6916

S360 br hesboller,"361,3670''

INDUSTRIAL

-

3wolaad a.Gaaa

9"a

Shorthand 80 w.p.ro.

An Equal OPpOnnidly Employer

VARIETY
POSITION

H

DICK WICKSTROM
THE BOSS

ofier...... sea S80.

16 ft

Otis

EA.al

Rev 7 W.

14.10 Rent Apartments

0175 A WEEK
German and English speaking. Typing 60 w.p.m.

2210410yment Agencies -Women

El

PI bgl 1,1

BI -LINGUAL SECRETARY

GENERAL
OFFICE

Qualified Applicants will apply

d

op."... em

An

RS

9

on by pM1ono,

Ili

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

day °VS Frs., The of fi

Call Torn Mannard at 724.6100 or stop by

rent 9

d

d

m, or Soh 9 errthl
elonFli eon., p569

tor odo All good typing .5 ..Grad Wading Wary web Ow -

Definitelythe leader in our field

lst SHIFT

10400 W. Higgins Rd.
Rosemont, III.
299-7161

ACROSS THE MEET FROM THE MILWAURM RO WESTERN
AV. COMMUTER DOM

TOP $$ COMMENSURATE WITH

11.94200

CARPET CLOSEOUT

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES, INC.

equM6P0.1.01..R.1.

666-2442

!! LA SALLE HAS YOUR JOB !!

Water Sollone

Des Plaines

,

6,21.5200

irnprE

sot 'wale, setae month
235-I TO7

2000 S. Wolf Rd.
Person

as

6

Call 437612,0

Musical Instruments

MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FACIL
IT, IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS A:

2450 W. HUBBARD

9 A Duo..

0 pportonily for real advancement

Eguol emplayment opportunity.

.

So come swing *Rh. Call or come In 1000.1Wte an

INTERNATIONAL

CUTTER GRINDERS

haw behl

2...,22.2"Zs!"47'10"

en, Swag

3110

BTUs

I=I'achtoRITc`'

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE IM-

'''=:;terV4,

m

.61110 Mae Welt corowelions snood dm

ROCKFORD

GEAR 8 TOOL

7500

OR .2 61 6

Moo are o

when

The Boss
Says,

nku're7;'1'7501.0'Z'

Come in or call
Jean Yale, 359-7010

E

yon hen c. Rosh hop. val.. end 'the dalm lo help

Excellent opportunity to work Ear a modern medium size company classto halm; offering superis
or working condilions and liberal employee ben.

961

PERSONNEL

o

ins-

""

192-6329

PHONE 297-5320

t. r61.

41Hame Furnishing6Furniture

ma van.

161

bus

""

Ps

MUT,'ra,

3040 S. Busse Rd.

a...spews

126 N. COOK ST,
BARRINGTON

3814899

d

,136,,C86-1278

Cook County

Keypunching os well as Verifying. WIllingness to

motional pownlhal fawn MAW. /Nademok sendliiondollkes
wiA congenial ossocioin. Dwelleat binge Inman IncluheY
mmIlberelsiek pay plea

is looking for

Grent wages and benefits.

MALE:

Chicago Office 346.5040

.noel

IMPORT MOTORS

yl

401 E. Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, Ill.

bh

296-2251, Ext. 361

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

0:.

THE FINEST SERVICE."

William's Gray Building

2:30-5 p.m.

WORK NEAR
HOME

Miaow BAIL its bon. .vgh the
mwlo.paemlt
dalgoed ...lolly for
P.Vont
you. Ware all Hs Men ea hlromyoucan he on Ise

200 E. Touhy

BARRINGTON

'THE X=IVE DEALER

LYNN DAVIS

SECRETARIES

Our Coro Processing Deportment hos on opening
fora gal to work in the keypunch section.

lamb

long career with Signode.

nteresting Obs eilth friendly people.

Paid Training

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

IF

School Bus, Inc.

3pRiNg

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR

learn key tops is necessary.

Mastro

I. .1.6,11

onpedence
En1
benefits Including

ACORN SHEET METAL CO.

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

An Noel OpporrunilyErnotoym

AND SYSTEMS DIVISION

into,,,..

Pickwick Building Park Ridge, III.

OFFICE $575 ma.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

NCR OPERATORS
a SWITCHBOARD
PERSONNEL

DRIVERS
Earn Extra; Cash

6:30-8:30 a.m.

SwiNg

AFtt=t7PERSON
M1Fe

mummy bum

A S. Dun..

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CALL 827-4794

I's' 51775 959,1091

51008 up, 25,2,7416

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

darn,

TRAINEES --

$525 MO.

Apply in Person

MACHINIST

6,1 groat opportunity,

5995. Wheeling Rd. Wheeling, Illinois

Pd

An Equal OpOodoolki EmPIFVF,

ACORN NEEDS YOU!

a GENERAL OFFICE
a FIGURE CLERKS

P.M. ROUTES

775-6126

698-3277

THE II YEAR CAR!

9 5 .110

o ACCOUNTING CLERKS
PROGRAMMERS a SALES
COLLEGE GRADUATES
ADJUSTER TRAINEES

CLERK TYPIST

SCHOOL BUS

Apply in person or cant 537.8550

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

III 60016

ID GRINDER

FEMALE

General Ems

JIM HELSDINGEN

ight

ACROSSNIESTREET FROM THE MILWAUREI RD.
WESTERN AV. COMMUTER DEPOT

REVCOR - INC.

°AIRLINE

auntombe lonelas.

686-7740

NEEDED
PART TIME EVENINGS

3,2208 or enY ewe

%Mays,

otos, ree . Hato Jeer,

RESERVATIONIST

e, .m...

DeSonia g5

For ImencimuCcill

freee.

Pink.

max

Sheen d60.

961.2520
6 ankaohle COLLIE puppios,
yawl/sold SID soh.

IT'S A GOOD DAY
TO FIND A NEW
AND BETTER JOB!

FEMALE:

255-7500

rnein
Ve Wen, At.ting
...me. hes tic knew. cad hesitates...9st,
Po. todryk a fine prim elo0 and mow nerc

GENERAL OFFICE

2450 W. HUBBARD

For gIngsAppoinnnent for Ininryinw

p

Tz-F

gunglind. mil

MATURE WOMAN

SM.

impo A.

Loa.

CL 3.322.2

ARLINGTON MS.. ILL
439-0923

LINDBERG
HEVI-DUTY

&dory eannwnsuramvegh...m......01.

ou

255-8800

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.

mda:,ra=9doaaw,oar4

d.";:nst

vegi supwvito murkWAWA', Rionidng, Homing, PlogranNe
1.11,14g, oud Naar.
and Draw
D.

I

Why ner mke adRantaae

tie

TOOL ROOM

It=rn.t".EfRo'ner3R:OSCF.
Cancan

MOUNT PROSPECT
Por.lIond Fowl

SPIEGEL CATALOG
ORDER STORE

env wtrae ver ec

se

F. H. BONN
COMPANY

eels.

27 -Help Wante6Men & Women

mob rn Spa. aid Nueme DM* Mont. P.
emencul menhir. end twines. are nowld so 10
irnmodinm apnr,q1,,ur olitrntly dspor/rn.1.

==ir7:7==trit=en'a
NA.
able to work cloy or AnnIng ekiNs.
II

Poiss1 $950. Call ALME.5
CL 3-5490

'ATMpo
02,10S,
ry

A.M. ROUTES

INVESTOR'S
SECRETARY

460110, Pets & Equipment

Deluxe PHA, reran. n63801.2,

HOLIDAY INN OF

MANAGER

it

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

SEW

Phone:3,2470E

cetelld.ner.

677-0600

and
and

vi.

296-6127

WANT TO 0.11. Snubs, diving

M9wPFS

rff2:::.111.=

HOUR

CREDIT

HERE'S YOUR CHAIICE...a

yh

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

CALL 371-1121

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO.
402H.lorange

PER

Pm9

272.3151

Assemblers:

and parking
cap

RIVII0

7300 N. Under - Skokie

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

holmes & assoc.

26

h

267-5300

Couneyside Restauran
&Lounge

We Need You

Or Apply In Person

a

0a-945-3770

02 chew.. A door.

,55.022I

.,

ganef. 6 Oho Mr Roads -Deaf Old

Day or Evening Hours

HELP!

Call Km Rubes at

DISHWASHER

GOLDEN BEAR 9a.,.',RESTAURANT

WAITRESSES
WANTED

Earn top pay and learn PROCESS INSPECTION.
Openings an all shifts. Must be willing to work 6
days per week. Good salary wilh liberal benefits.

OF PUBLIC WORKS

$125 a week.

Min F..

Mork

Aeocado Crepe, na

P.M. Stith open - start 5 P.M.Our girls average well over 9

167 MISS HECHT

TECHNICIAN

ate Eta Reels-Nerlall

394.1216

- used sw net

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

ATTENTION WAITRESSES!
Why work any place?

Northbrook

R

mbwaad o;64ozcidonit.

solo, if0m1MOMIMOle with experience.

here you Warr( does make a DIFFERENCE

co.;,,,t,cItc= co.

63 Mercury Comet 242- 6

61 VW SEDAN

ilt

316ummage & GarageSale

CONTACT

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

Ablate Plaza

Start

CALL 332-2359

PART TIME

Posfflon offers oncollent company benefits and a

2641,14 Wanted Women

rebun.....^

197a.t.

WAI0 TO

Ammo. War

porls.824-0325

214.5160

tld

95. Rambler

SECRETARY.

good lyping skills. Excellent working nonagons.

259-4000

$500-550

g rte

Congenial Atmosphere Paid Vacations - Major
Medical Group Insurance . Free Moab and Other

em

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

siZZos:110:Z'kts';r1:nrAt'Ar

Start Si 10 pl. m we.k.

Wrakens.

Engineering Co.

CAFETERIA AND
SHOPPING.
SALARY OPEN.

CLERK TYPISTS

E.A. OTIS

FOR ORIENTAL10105

teed! 06, ENTERPRISES.

bodsci.Nrcand. SUS.

liso ulsOori. maw um

2711elp Wanted Alen & Women

Our company in the educational field, Is looking
for several girls who emoy clerical work and have

10400 W. Higgins Rd.
Rosemont, Ill.

I 52

M. 923,6

Great Lakes

62.75

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES, INC.

Se d

wore,

Runway &

solo.
rOs based on education
and experience. Person.
of transportation rote
Rarl,

$130 WEEK

IN QUALITY 2,10 CARS

poled md.

en Come

CASH

':L0,6r16751 oFIer9M6Ird

Large ramp..

Call 537-7419
'

a

h

"

"

37 4401

alter 5

in Proisteot

Secretary

Mos 'duties. Istello w

of loon&

THE DAY DOES IT!

PTn'e

3,5667

WE SPECIALIZE
Sam tam Fwd vmpon v.B.

42.Yianted To Buy

Executive

FUGTIME

Account Analysis,atid Financial Statement prep.
oration.

SECRETARY

TRAINEE
RESERVATION
TRAVEL
AGENCY

6.

ice

General ledger System,

Mount Prospect

Full Time, Do Mr Nights

will

16

CI.

ein21100,

3246scellaneous Merchandise

OPPORTUNHY, spates

RENTAL AGENT

rile rte
HeO76:WI'5995

6 cs. NH,

INDUSTRIES, PALATINE
353,7052

entries fora Computer

Day Want Ads

BUS MEN

mina I.

preparation

ma Fate

s. caw.

8276620

4re"

ELECTRONIC
PRECISION,

e.
297-2800expor1m

CONTACTMRS. CAREEN

dude computation and

WEST PERSONNEL.

n

=dm=
,

6028 Oempirer

3'1351 .13, ',MM.°, 6,P503

ccu ate Watt Po'd
hospitalisailon, Sulam an.

112 Automehges For Sale
A

T

days, Sundays 5 some wocklys.

meneral Office Work

'

st

TYPIST

Responsibilities
91.01W King 51,

in nano. Iwo.

894-7400

open tor oh

Willing Lola.

opulence in al

kola, rored. Free.

TOASTA FOODS CO.

Pohl.,

Dob, OMY

west suburbs is seeking
bookkeepers with pre.

10400 W. Higgins

ZTpnelaraltstsVo'adot

CRAVENS CO.

DAY UBUCAIIONS, INC.
217 S. Ar lin gton Hrs. Ed.
ArI, Hrs, III. 60005

P

11

NURSES
AIDES

A rapidly growing corn
pony with modern of.
floes in the near North.

112 Womble, For tale
66 Dodne H AMA P,9 err

eraPLr

tro noble to do

1st ARUNGTON
NATIONAL BANK

Page I

Mood iy %oral 10 1970

17 goats and Mame Copps

El Rummage &Range 9ale

27 Help Wanted Alen & Women

26 Help Wanted Women

PART TIME Rental Girl for apart

Accounting.

tano.y and near mocarcom

BARRETTROM 1,1

BOOKKEEPERS -

261Telp Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

areas of General Ledger

$110 WIT MINIMUM

HURST° FURY.

SE2=TO
MR. H. KORNAT,

em

ImmedLase 016.1.9, EPF

a FRIDEN COMPUTYPER
OPERATOR
o FRIDEN FLEXO WRITER
OPERATOR

E'er'"7.d &Co= U'u'orc'g

BETWEEN 0 40 BM
la

`Ir=

,- 26 Help Wanted Women

's7:15

GREAT LAKES STRUCTURAL STEEL CO.

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC
people and

Lieu

26 114 Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

WELFARE PLANS. STEADY WORK PLUS OVER TIME.

Asst Off ice Mgr.

MuSt °Noy

05.

Salle7ereannel

d"439!'1334`t

V 41 S HARDWARE

rude, 1.011, account

PHONE
RESERVATIONIST

't=4.174

BOYS 12 to 16

25 Employment Agencies Women

La;go balaT,es, nee, carpet
pool, beautifully landscaped

and well mainIalned apartmonl complex. Very near trans,

portanon owl 1.8pIng.

Call 392-9188

bole,

Des Plc,

537-0023

""

6d
moo Loomed ceding Ihe

6

M1,1 6. f

Between 13:30 AM& 600 PM

Ask For Agent

P,S5 Auto,trans Radio Heater
throughout. Mt nor , fantod yd

60x260

sellk.
com20 MW

comnanient

wl

241-451.3.

5125. CL 3.5667,

'63 For

10

gnu. Country

Sean.

11/11.

Peck.

NOW AA

Cleen.tM6

CALL

Michael Nelson
John Heutsinger

mg Oar
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THE FINS

TONIGHT

H:15 FINISHED 2151FERRIN5
WPM '216 SECRETARY OF WAR
Al101144 SECRETARY OF 61211E.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

11 Weed= Choke
British :OM John
Piper takes a trip

6:00

2 No.
7

9 MIN Douglas

Dimming

crossing
th dessert with a condemned prisoner, Is
band of
purwd
Comanches.

Moyle

Tim

"The Deadly AG
fair." Suspense story
with British agent

Welcome to II
Dogs ant humorist
John Monroe at odds
with his wife, dough ten editor and the po-

unravel complicated mystery beagency offihind
cial's suicide. With

lice.

LANCELOT
YoU
EACH THE STOVE WITHOUT

/SORE TONS, LOrri f

LANCE, co 769 KNOW VIHAT
WOULD BE NIGET IV tOPE
TO NAVE BREAKFAST 11.1

MIST Y. LEAF

1

EVEN

EVERtithirA TO

caerme L?././

BED To. e10.1).1

/r

---.

ate,_0..at-

Yt.-...

.

-L.

,

,
,,,

.0"

7."- k_r-____ 1----

ele.;,..

.

26 Today's Racing

matrthip in an effort

BUGS BUNNY

pony contest.

ciany !Nit:note criticism to
the point of twh-finding
Friends will soon be enemies i
you do.

"Arabesque' Al.

Midnight Report

7

Chicago Show

9

Flash Gordon

Paul Harvey

32

Comments

Now

Some of My Best
Friends
12:35

7

1:00
Perspectives

ter

32 Password
10:00
News
News
News
News

2
5
7

9

Ent..

11 L.

of

Tale

moaners

7:00

and prime ministerof
a
Middle Eastern
country also want to
know what the ma -

laogh-l0

mg. says. GmflotT

Show
5

is guest

Peck, Sophia Loren
1010011 9 Alfred

9 SW Trek

cock

Show

mcnt and Criminal

Margaret

novel, finding
gag

the

fantasy

With

Ralph

Rkbardson.

of the News
1:59

32- The Honey.
10:30

Late Report

2

MedItto

2

Mery Griffin

2

2:40

Tonight Show

Dick

7

Garish

9

TAURUS (April 21 - Ma

life more comfonoble foe another. Co-workers may
/oohing forward to an airing f
your opMion.

GEMINI Itlay 22 - lune

211: Priasc those who deserve
it - and n't stin

dot on the

Five Minutes to

Live By

MORTY !HECKLE

(R-Arlington
Heights) Rep. Eugenia Chapman ID -Arlington Heigh.)

The northwest suburbs, as
well as Chicago. will be one of

thenrst are. to receive the
"Di -Tone First" oohs". Miming persons to make emer-

gency calls from public telephones without first inserting

1

Sept.
231: This
Keep your mood Right and
-

Po, peneration.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 x1.23):
Take cam that rapid romantic
developments don't lead you
to neglect your work. Career
plans must still come first

THE HOPS AND YEAST

ACROSS
1 Got up

- William
Form of art

11 Record of
events

14 African
antelope,

15 Canadian
province

coins

Less (mimic)
DOWN
1 Regulation

ENO OR

'3 Beachlike
areas
4 Days of yore

(archaic)
5 Store

6 Alcoholic

A te
A 13

E

t0G

A

8 Japanese

27 Cease

outcast
9 Civil wrong

29 Highway
30 Is mistaken

nickname
19 Was seated
21 Month (orb.)

23 Bashful
26 Ethiopian
digialiarY

Imxungar

is

concerned,

RIVUI FT
rule
rivet

rite
rile

relit
evil
vile
virtee
veil

live

Alm
liver
lure

lire
liter
tier
tire
file
true

rated by MB
"Dial -Tone First is part of a
long-range improvement program, "Arnaldo said. It will be
introduced nationwide during

Yea''''""'

""7'

of more than $100 million. M-

chiding about 57 million for

Ron cb,0,..

the

'Another advantage oi
'Dial -Tone Firm' operation is
dun by hearing a dial tom as
soon es he lift, the receiver, a
caller knows the phone is
working and won't lose a coin
in

a dead phone ArnoWe

mid.

'`.)
will be ed018,0d for thsl.' 91"
vice firm, according to C. N.
Anderson, of Illinois Bell
nipiW .doro77, Torone ,Z7nr,,,on is

Lewd.nnino.
.H

Day

him with and and police de-

Local service odes tor pig.

panntents and other emerge.

otruphonas ara augeeted
crage over 1100
month.

as hc lifts the receiver. Withmat insewing a cMn, he conned

ever, the
gothe,,,.

the operator who will connect

IF FIE IS milking

non-

10 Feline sound
12 River (Sp.)
13

university

High regard

-Kippur

17 single step

31 States
33

-Marlene

34 Obstruct
legally
38 Auricle
40 Departs
44 Narrow

(comb, foim)

group (orb )
42 Theologian's

CAMPUS CLATTER
uzavou sucassmb
mc mm rug.00
monoNE moor THE
GROWING

TOOUR

LE 8 GAVE MS OLD MAN A
LOW 1.011001 ON 045 HE SHOULD

VioaKTOEue Prad.uTiON Eella
AM LAND AND WATER:

degree
MP HaSil MO WOULDN'T
EVEN LEM DRIVE THE
CARALLWEEKENOI

43 Word Of
assdnt
45 1Vlouthlike
openings
47 Man's

eunOGY

nickname
50 On
52

Languish

66 Liberate
58

Small branch

59 EaSy to

perceive
60 Winged.

61Latin
American

the spring meeting in the hopes

bssi.'s
19'0 ail'
nual session with bills of any
Collectively the six northwest suburban Illinois House
members have prepared apThe

linois House has prepared sev-

etal hundred new bills ready
for submission this week. The

Apartment
burglarized

income tax credit for parenrt
of children who attend private
schools.

Despite Gov. Ogilvie', ada-

An apartment and PomiblY
several others, was burglarized
yesterday afternoon at 2226 S.
Goebbert Arlington Heights.the

Burglars made off with 525 to

$40 in coins from a dresser
in the apartment of Eudray"
gene Schnodner.

Police said entry was me.
by the use of a screwdriver. Po -

Om, distance rates will be
higher than regular long Jew
Mee charges because the ne
service requires more circuits.
As customer needs expand,

inter.city connections will be
developed. The pitturephorm
will probably be introduced
sad
this pair

marks but were unable to lo me Me persons who Huai M
those aportmen,
Police

while

said

later,

that

a

short

another tenant In

the apartment comp!. called
police and told them that an
apartment had been forcibly
entered, and that the persons
who live in the apartment were

in Florida.

VA patients
The

Veterans Adminisuration in 118d year 1971
expects to increase treat-

meni of inpatnts by about
3,000, to mgr. lhan 875,606-

record high for in hospital
Program.

RNA

mant

other types. House Sneaked
Jack E. Walker (R -Lansing)

acknowleged overt he weekend that he might not be able
enough votes in the
to
Home to limit the work o the
session
strictly money matat ter.
ma.

IN EVENT THE legisla-

rotlice said they checked several
other doors and mono pry

ture votes to open up the sesAPB to other than money ma,
tens, the three house members
from the 3d District, extending
from Des Plaines to Elgin,
Schlickman, Chapman and
Regncr are prepared to introduce up to 25 new bills covering a ride range of important
matters. One of them, from

Rep. Reg., would provide

state income tax credits to paren. paying tuition for children in private schools.

The three House members
in the 4th District made up of
Maine and Niles Townships
Simmons, Warman and luckell also have impute. bills

which they would like to inMacioce next week. One of

Christopher (left) nod Beth Pollock, 1215 S. Fernandet Arlington Heights, show off their
Faster cups they received yesterday at the Lutheran Church of the Cross, 2025 Goebbc. Rd.,
Arington Heights. (Photo by Dan Bolas)

Citizens may take part in
Con -Con progress report
Cidons of the

sownb will hove

orthw.

n opporutility this evening I n Mount
ProsPect to rake pmt in punel -type report on the progress
of the Constitution al Con-

46 Fruit

47 Fruit drink
48 Bulgarian
monetary unit

wproposed rate increases
asked by Commonwealth EdiDe
son Co. are allowed, the
Ifs earnings rate would be "so
high as to be unfair and wren-

49 Toss with a

jerk

51 Food remnants
53 Moslem

country

mble."

54 Defense group

55 Hurricane
center
57 Cyprinoid fish
58 Boy's

Chet Smith (right), of III W. Noy., Arlington Heights, is congratulated after Ms indoedon Into
Merle Gult&Post 207 of the American Legloo by 0111 Griffith, post commander, as Joseph LaVelle
G. Pod DO, completes induction of some of

(second from left), ritual team commander, Peoples

continuous spring trek to the

Arlington Heights, w ill speak

polls to a single trip.
On the opening day.

and

0,, appanunity Ce hear that
both of our delegates John
woods and Mrs. Macdonald

arms, future of the grand jury
in Illinois und a possible mob.
lion in the size of court room

toirdia: Goy. cOrgil vie is sched-

to dello in person hiS
1970 budget message to the
Assembly.

It

is

predicted in

that to

Denocrmic

drool-

discuss Con -Co

the 9isil nt Prospeel Country Club Monday
The public meeting is being

pwed by the El k Grove
Township Republican Omni-

the 13 new members..

Dennis8eiieesa

for

lion by Commonwealth Ertl Longue1u1);,1,1:-,
"the stockholders of Commonwealth

Senior

Citizens of the Chicago Dementof Human Resources
recently announced the list of
north area residen. nominated by community and civic
organizations for membership
In the Hall of Fame of the City
of Chicago
,Mrs. Avis Cliver, 64, of 13I

Northview, Hoffman Estates,

a -retired accountant now
,working full time ag manager

of a gift shop. She also finds
fine to teach knitting and donate knitted goods to children
at the Little City in Palatine
Clarence I. Davis, 70, of
5

I

5

S.

Vail,

Arlington

Heights, sin. his retirement

Mrs. Helen Ha, 71, of
M62 Walnut, Des Plain., retired last year from a sal. career. She w. nominated by the
of the - Des
Golden

Plaines Park District for see
vice to community groups.

de,0,,:p1:00:4,, it,' i nptdr Looaari

nomineesmoTdheatrogni

willdoo ,beemhmo

when
Micheleichle
suck Cowden, driven
by
F. Cowden,

1219 S. Fernandez, Arlington

,,,,,, Gaveling south
,,,,,,11.

Bryan Albers, 2, was taken
Northwest Community
Hospital where he was treated
for minor injuires and re.
to

Iced'

was charged with
failure lo. yield tight -of -way
4 _th:c. ."1"thstof .t CIalpill'ei.AP-F%7M;Armi and .ia.to appear in -Arlington
-Fpuirsmett-Pbresib'y'termil'Cghtarch6.

MOB.. fliPtiff. JAidia

EdOcin

Co.

be

reduction in their rate of ta-

Hahn Court May I.

st,. attention should be given to the impact of that growth

acr, ending10 163

0,

ti2,,

Two Des Plaines no

DR. LANGUM said that
several important changea are

ssoflO91 in the American
KKEERY that have a direct
Naring upon the rate of reunT.

"Sustained real growth in
not amured. We are entering
upon a period of slow real

1

to

liiforn

'on

West Dundee Saturda "7'
Patrolman
M cNichols

monitored a radio m

,,,

001." the Des Plaines squad .rs informing them of the

car and description of Tekepersons wanted in the or mod
'77bery early Saturday in orning.
Patrolman Adams observed
an auto matching the &scrip.
eon of the hold up e or behind
the

Algonquin Inn

Plaines, and arrested the Z7:
youths Wayne E. Ko
of Crystal Lake, and B

anus!Mount

able vole for the new demiWoods is expected to report
of the major

co, in the
newMount

de.nu

new constitutionin

Prospect this evening,

THE 5101.153 PROSPECT commenting upon such el
meeting this evening will be cal matters as the future Mies
the only major report to begiv-of townships and counties. He
Macdonald

and Woods during the Easter

th
ixaitio111ogre.d.v.e

in the
that he had boon involves] in
the robbery, and that he had

also
l the probable
does for the Con -Con referen00;
dam.

$570 in tapes,
players taken
from 4 cars,
Tape players and spa

imkn out of 4 autos
Shopping 00111

parking Ins.

Ton",,010001172,011, nthnattlit'01

32thelisIscl.be pellet gun during the

th
on

committeenhas been

given the key role by President
Samuel W. Witwer in explaining do new constituti
to the

mein in the lists -Wide f9f9feet
dam

Aidta,einds

Adams said torAre pawed
hy4i gah't

silver money changer laying
on the floor on the p.sengers
sid.and he found a .22 caliber
revolver, a pellet gun, and six
.22 shells in the trunk of the

"rpa.??,firtn

were in.

romPI wlYiar7aC0ed110o0n:FPh7g4

to Robert Lewisof 111.N.
Park, Prospect Plcights. Tape
and tapes were stolen
playa
Saturday from the autos ol
Jeanne N. Jacobsen of 1111
Maple Ln., Elk Grove Village,
m. 0. McKeL of 2112 N

the evidence were turned over

Chestnut, Arlington Heights

to the Chief of the West Dun-

Karyl Engelking of 106
Pine, Mount Prospett

". PP". department.

SIMON

7,11 swim fts

Hogreve, 18, also o f Crystal
Lake and 412 Belot ont, Arlington Heights.
Adding that "growth rates
According to police tho m
real
gross
national
product
011"11.5
youths who held up
]
1105,50
.._rho sdmlice potion
thernselvea
20
"ado- way with

growth and profit decline similar to that encountered during
the late 1930's," he explained.

,thoe

oral. rs. Macdonald h. just
been named secretary of the
important Bill of Rights Com.
mince that is developing sev-

th,,1100000,

lints 31 and Willow

C7mon
f0,,,hisR,a,,;;

Woods is also a member of

Public and securing

Cite patrolmen
for arrest aid

equity.

Edisonh

...To,.Dods ,

reeess of the convention which
marks the half -way mark intim

very possibility of Mel'

volved in the armed ro1,130.61 c11ry
a Clark service static,

h

juri.-

vention floor leader for the

ment, and indeed upon the

world
per1
on the book value of common
He said this would make

Hooter

en

said if rho rate increases were allowed, Cana
test

taken 'run.cdre'd raft i0 1006 work

of the c.0,,tho...

on the quality of life, athe
destruction of our cnviron-

Adams were comme nded by
the captain of Operas ions Division, Dale Mcnsh ,iwnoo, for
aiding in the arrest of
jects who were alle

11101avealth's earnings M the

marnbers of key Con -Con

Minato,"

John McNichols ad Wayne

W'Ladn'grdsum."

, om (arum., m 1.000

aol

fair and re.onable by noun.

Arlington

'

Division

REFERRING G

panim in the nation.

D.

3 senior citizens, hall of fame nominees ptga";p",7,:tgo",,a2-,
The

Scott.

to

coto,,,,

CARL R. Hansen

Universitica
testified at the request of 16
Hoofs Alto. Gen. William

is

evening at 8 p.m.

fa Mt' rarN=Ptit r"e"-

No...tern

don whose . objective
Pmvide

omen.

utility among III such corn-

op.

Rights Committee is soon to

township

don date and cut down the

nm from that which would be

by

oTent8-

by our

the right of citizens to bear

tomer member of the foul -

a two -car collision on MR AO near Cypress, Arlington

mined in Springfield April 7.
Mrs. Macdonald's Bill of

otheeM.

the cost of preserving our environment through a reasonable

A two-year old child wns
ted yesterday morning in

is another meeting sponsored

m imPertant Ronan ifezel-

Dr. Lwaum, a former vie.
president of the Federal Relays Bank of Chicago, and a

Child, ,2 hurt
in 2 -car crash

the new constitution will be re -

Third District Con -Con
deluge.. Mrs. Mimi Si. Mac,
of
donatd and John G. tW

Whinge00.10.gtie. inth oec dee-

made to bear some portion of

des of the universities of Minnesota, California and Ins
dia., and Chicago lid

nicknante

wort of Con -Con. Work on

recommendations 1. the
convention on such matters on

time.

A Chicago economic consultan, Dr. John K. Languor,
told the 1111000 Commerce
Commission Thursday that if

Prospect, Elk Grove Township Republican committeeman said yesterday, "This

on

them from Rep. Juckett would
provi
for consolidating all

Edison's proposed rate hike
called 'unfair, unreasonable'

remembrance
39 Fishhook
line -leader
41 Bent re

you can so an ex ample for °th-

Answers to
Hideaword

beverages

28 Female horses 20 Circle part
32 White zeolite 22 Part of hand
23 Eccentric
35 Feminine
appellation
wheels
36 African
republic
37 Symbol of

LOANING ANY WOKEN

You are for the better. Now is
the limn to weed out whatever
in your life disturbs you.
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
211: Take pleasure in doing d
goon job. This is a day when

em insofar as proficiency

PLANS TO convert telean In the area to "Dial.
Tonen First" will be undsnvay
in 1971. Almost ad Illinois
Bell public phones will hen,

TAY 888P

sinne
25 Eastern

cipal, hool and
munic
other local spring election
being held on one day and an

be considered, the Assembly
may vote to consider bills of

MO R
NI
RftTO
O

24 Biblical

EACH OF THE six mem.
bets of the Illinois House from
the northwest suburbs has clo-

nual

nature being considered.

P1:1".;+:"O

2 Of the mouth

7

you could easily go beyond the
mark set for yourself_
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
191: See that the Mfluencm on

months of

:

62

18 Man's

hudgo in mi.. A day when

dodo.

A,ARMO
SECTS AMEN

17 Graf--

Jan. 201: Take care to keep the

egg, 10 gcrat

AMS rt'LL3 Ld GH
LJEGE
EiCle
ATO1 GYVE MARS

iewpoint and you may well

' 'CAPTAIN EASY

meeting 1.

wide range of such important
matters as providing for an-

th.110

cart. reorod or billed to y

16 European
mignonette

CAI'RICORN (Dee. 23 -

Assembly

suburban legislators cover

]0th General assembly was

shatter coin and have the

friendship
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221, Take the pessimc
miss out on some activities vi ml to your future success.

of

Answer to Previous Puzzle

10

.look every sits ham in the
inane. you may low out on

Mont Since .18 the pattern

,.

AND THEN you ACT,

SCORPIO lOct. 24 - Nov.
301: Accept another, offer of
help as a genuine one. If you

the

such a session might he am -

hc
emergency local
sects a coin after dialing.
A caller can also read) bug
siring operators without in-

Hidden Plants

Moo FOIL

with

stand for a restricted
spring session in which only
budget -related matters would

third tuunbtr

THE BORN LOSER
TIER, AFTER you AVG
IRE CEREAL 5010 A MASH

session"

phone hears a dial tone as soon

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

known.

"annual

Gripe
Of The ,0

ti me.

let your affection for them be

meet,ng of the As...MY....

tabbed
NW suburbs are
p
for 'dial -tone first' phones

of the

these days. Go what you can to

,noon of the legislature.

lature wish to Make this week'

number of bilb filed at the gem
oral session last ycar =mimed
more than 4,000.
Bills prepared by northwest

tat finance. It is thought that

bars are getting smaller and

Family members should man
extra special to you
me

for the second time in the

Many npmhw of the 14.

pared bills for submission to

cy numbers.

EO Indy 24 - Aug. 23):

right to introduce bills on my
subject. There h. never been
such u session held in Illinois
bier

held from January to June in
1969 whim the biennium
Vetted.
The Illinois Constitutional
Convention is known mite fa.
vorahly considering 0 section
in the new constitution that
would provide for annual Saa.

plated by lune 1,

the two-year period.
The general session for the

The way 5 01151 randy

yours bc the only mood that

Mel upon taking disciplinary
octthn with members of the

di -

A caller using this type of

day of memories. MO ICI

This is not the lime to in -

Skokie,

be limited to bills relating to
of the 19/0
evelopme
sateget and other matters of

Heights Illinois Bell Manager
Paul Arnoldo.

CANCER (thee 22 - July
231: Light hcartv make this a

VIRGO (Aog, 24

and Rep, Arthur Simmons (R.

we Sen. John Graham (R -Bar demon).
Minn)
Rep. Eugene F.

commercial plc.-t:Noe service, according to Arlington

particular need of affection.

isnt up to the

nod A. Warman (1)-Stokie)

that the spring 0551011

This area may also be one of

EEK & MEEK

Going from the 4th District
are Son. John W. Carroll IRPark Ridge) Rep. Roberauck.
en (R -Park Ridge) Rep. Ed,

Goiim from the 3d District

the Ian to receive ate new

irk
r
RE-

and Rep. David J. Regner OR Mount Prospect).

GOV. OGILVIE has

dime.

good words. Children ore m

te nor

the 1970 spring meeting of the
Illinois General Assembly
which opens Wednesday
annual budget.

LeighLeighton,
ton, who writes

Justice

are leaving today and tomorrow for Springfield to attend

Gov. Ogilvie presenting his

105
Movie
Hovel Affair."

9

6:55

Jonathan Winton

News

II Fed of the Mat,

26 A Block's VI.

Fatuous Writers

9

'1

112 Make every 0)100 to mak

The eight state legislator.

than the northwest suburbs

5

Part 2. "Save an

Area's state legislators
to submit many bills
By Rickard CM*

12:05

12130

is asked to decipher a
message written in
hieroglyphics. The
British government

5

5

9:25

6145

Bob Philbu

26 Famous Ardstm '

Nk

"'Me Girl Next
Door," Musical with
Jung Haver maVing
mom home and fellkg in love with
neighbor Dan. Dal -

20 For, kluge

college
American
professor of ancient
languages at Oxford

FOR TUESDAY

4evi

Duke-

his

dem Large Enough"
with RobertCromie.
32 News

to win an nil cunt -

Sports

pOL°

ARIES Onarch 22 - Apri

sale.

A trip to the West

26

2011 Take care that you don't

spectacular

Seas

itniqUe.

Your
Horoscope

cylltes

Moyle

Porter."

face the geneticist

Indies features stops
in Trinidad and Mar-

David Randall dis-

7
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32 Noss Final

Your Taxes with Syl.

and

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 3, Number42

91311

FD
Monks
Ditcher
Mayberry with same

Lands

32 The Prisoner

2

It Book Beat

squeezes

poetry and
demon.
to

32 Of

--1,-,,lA

performs

32 Truth or Coin

ethical .1ot...that

A

Devises his girt

12400

Paul

Picturcs at an &hibidon" by Modest

straw the morel and

2, 0

r ----j____-"1

,,,,,

11 The Deo EY.

Mussorgsky.

drama

(

'Srl

Pinist

Schemley

dance,

Conway

nrmw

Mundy is 1.67
,nowt by a beautiful
Red agent

o m !tines niusie,
C

had
are

9110

Scientific problem

nI,T, 4.--oto

.

Simone Sigma. and
Maximilian Schell.

II Young IStosithl
ItTagestiThlef

7

to

255-7200

11:45

Ice

Perry Moon

9

p

criminal and Bette

Barnett

Peggy

Lm s Mason trying

My World and

5

Show

Telephone

Great Music

9000

2. Cent

car salesman,
7

Tracy as a hardened

mum change.

11:30
32 100
Paintings,

ey expert.

limes Loos
Milton Bede sun
as fan-talkIng used .

fo30
2

the magazine's

Ws,

' Tonight Snow likely,
law In the 20s. Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, little temper

newly hired efficiern

2

26 Q.12

Billy

De Wolfe returns to
Doris' life as Mr..lar.

7,30

6:25

Doris Day

2

Guest -star

26
Show

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

NOW HE WANTS
YOUR] 01405E HIM.

of

great churches
England.

News
News

5

8:30

through many of dm

Sing

20,000 Years in
Sing." Primo
demo with Spencer

32 Big Volley

be Zrlington

WEATHER

9 Mork

II Mark located

SAYS=
The world Is a puzzle with onepeace" missing

Art Festival to get
4 tents for show
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Brookwood's $2.8 million
addition nears completion
automatically

switches to an auxiliary

Convalescent Center, 2380

generator should a power

Mg will be transformed into
an activities room for real -

Dempster St., Des Plaines, is
scheduled for completion by
this June, Administrator John

fallum occur.

dents.

that

As part of the emended
programs for patients at the
center, a special chit for the
ere of respiratory problem.

thing he
departments
me staffed by licensed pro -

Brookwood one of the largest

and circulatory failures is

fessionals.

nonhgovern mental nursing

being. planned for the new ad
dition.

Redone announced this week.

The structure will make'
homes in Illinois. The 153 addilional beds in the addiddn

will increase the center's

omits gram will

capacity to 268 patients.

Each floor in the addition
will contain a combination of
prime, two -bed and four -bed

fef

ly designed and equipped
and

his

with

nursed
nursing

hiettly (mined

and technical personnel who

rooms, completely Relished

ere

of recognizing
cmcmencies and dealing with

and linked to the homes' nuning station by a nursecall

capable

them immediately," Belo.

mt.&

said,

..THE COMMUNICATIONS
ient contact, a paging -mom
skstem on each floor, and a

roof top garden and recreation

pocket paging system for

Patients in the new wing

static controls in each room.
It also has a dual electric

scree

a

doms in the home am fire

year -old facility. with the additto n of a pharmacy and a
larger activities room. A four-

magnetic devices which close

11, V RngRVR In ft

S
-

V
iY

Keep your children happy by helping to keep them

the manufacturer,

them immediately and

S

healthy. Regular checkups are a must by your
family Physician. Very often he will prescribe a
daily vitamin to supplement their diet. loom Vitamin Department we Gerry a complete stock of

about April 15, according to
Paul E Cannom, manager of
the Chicago Federal Aviation
Administration office in Da
Plaines.

area, such as the kitchen.
Brookwood provides special
care for those convalescing

Most of the changes apply re

aircraft operations between
from surgery or acute illness, the hours of II p.m. and7 a.m.
with special emphasis on the However, when operational
elderly patient. A full scope of capabilities permit, the niles
of
services, including physical, may be used at other

speech and occuactional

the day.
Under the new rules, unless

above 3,000 feet MSL or higher, as long as possible.

Niavder

"mr'sh I..ac by nay Rahn

etZ 07173.17

when you need a /Ave, We will deliver prommly with-

LANDING PLANES Mal
also remain at or above 4,000
feet MSL until they begin thel
final approach or intercept th
glide pate (The glide path a
imaginary line which nn '-

arn'tioa

nentis Rd, Arlinven 1105

at many people rely on us for heir
ore: requests for delivery service

lit soros end 722 canto. oas

and dere

V

20 S. Dunton Ct.

Arlington Heights

plane

'tot: T=
re.

10

vents

R

',Aloes" in a Ian=

approach to the runway.)

lee landing on a on
served by

a

functioning in

Mrument landing system (ITS)
and equipped with
in

S

PH. CL 9-1450

lade b required for a safe [mo-

ing
'

Air Traffic Control will
=molly turn all aircraft arrivals on final approach not
lea than two miles aside the
approach fix.

wind.
WHEN
EXCEPT
weather and/or traffic Volume.

conditions dictate otherwise,
take offs and landings will be

authorized by Air Traffic Co. restricted to Runways I4R
MR, jets -taking off met climb (arrivals and/or departures)
to 3,000 feet MSL (mean sea and I4L (departures), the
level) or higher, as rapidly as southwest traffic: Runways
possible. le. landing money 271 (departures) and 27R

'We are very proud of oar
Berton said.

INFAMINGION aor

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE Us

also remain at or above the
glide slope until a lower Mi.

will become effective on or

breaks out in my hazardous

dear.

craft landing at runways with
visual glide slope device must

abatement

noise

procedures at O'Hare Airport

automatically once an alarm
sounds. All drapes and cubicle
curtains are fire proof.
A SPRINKLE system is attivated automatically if n fire

rtuased

vitamin products that am specifically prepared for
children.

\

New

therapy, is offered.

them.

R,11161

O'Hare noise abatement
program set April 15

by an employe or by special

and corridor doors have

let you know that them is something bothering

heal.

dent of the Mount Prospect Jaycees. A Phi Beta Kappa, Bernier is president of the North Suburban
Council for Social Studies.

activiated

provided in thee xisting seven-

Little children are always most expressive, When
they arc happy their laughter and smiles can light

out ext

mut, and can

oiled by

up a whole room. But when they are not feeling well
they do not even have to tell you. Their actions will

n

physical well.being of patients
at the home, Barone said.

will have the same WHO.

GOOD HEALTH!'

R

Forest ifiewHigb School mold stodlm leacher G. Galin Barrier, right, het been named Out.
sanding Young Educator of Illinois for 1970 by the Junior Chamber of Commerce. Herder, her
Arlington Heights reLldent, was presented with the award this ebb by Kenneth Scholten, presi-

staff.the Des Plaines Fire Dypart-

HAPPINESS IS

V

el'

specially trained to minister
the social, emotional and

heat and smoke detectors. All

ofiricians and key personnel.
?The new structure is air
therm,
Conditioned, with

RgRl7R

secretary. Darryl Kenning indestrtated rental of tents from

Both nursing and social

system is connected directly to

by pmt lots and
elevators will

The commission's executive

misium and 'an electrotherang
section are available for physical therapy. All sections
are /inked with the nurse -call
eommunications system.

arc also being installed for use

millwork will provide three
setae., complete ninsepa-

he said.

ceramic tile
hydrotherapy room, a gym -

The center's fire alarm

Commis

man George C. Beacham announced Friday.
Four tents covering. approximately 13,000 square
feet will be used, Beacham
said. The contract With HDO
Productions will total 51,700.

A

Two high-speed elevetors

Arlington

rum 7 will
be hupplikd In, 1100 Prodm
tions of Highland Eat. Chn.

PHYSICAL AND ...-

se r v ice, Pc' °^9 c

the

Cultur it

fee

sion s Art Foto

bed ward in the existing build -

A five -story 52.8 million adAnon to the Brookwood

system

Tents
Heights

strumenttion, must remain
ILL
or above the glide path. Air

R

departures),

and

(arrivals

for west traffic; Runviays 32R
and 32L (both for arrivals and/
departures); and Runway,
9L (departures and/or ar-

9.

mnivalri.
All these runways face relaand

rivals)

ively open areas.

lives of the O'Hare and Midway Air Traffic Control tow and the FAA Chicago -area

they reach 3,000 feet

tude, they may be turned onto

new cours.. The only
ceptions

e

departure on

arc

Runways 27L and 320. which

will be turned slightly. over
more open areas.

IN ADDITION, ell turbo.
aircraft

jet

requiring

pro-

for
performmce
checks must be tested at a site
longed engine
maintenance

runsup

to

the residents and communities

President Nixon bas nominated Adolph Dubs, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alexankler Dubs. 614

W. Rockwel I. Arlington

Noise problems and abate rent procedures at other large

Kindcrgarlen Room
i
Up Program of
115 is mooned far behind in
ar
the amber of
compared to de Rona period

agreed

to

poet

.y,

last year.
the

riar. are

poi

substantial

roll.... The

i,portent

tcleemining

(Or the opening of school in

the airport to remind flight

September.

required procedures. The roles

become part of the pilot'sopational manual for O'Hare
Enforcement is the responsi-

bility of the individual am -

port, math fire station. Both
locations are in relatively re-

call 336-5560
If your household het not
received a 1970 census from in

the well, the Bureau of the
Cana asks that reside. call
336-5560,

Monday through

Day Want Ads

pet for

ansocten of the rois

3LINES - 5DAYS
only

3.90

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

Ad is your best buy in the area! Want

DISTRICT

ornciALs

suggest that the laming hoes-

ing market is influencing the
number of enrollments.

Children entering the pub
lit school first crude and hand
' not previously been registered
should also contact their Neal

only The Day reaches, so many northwest

ceived is unclear as to how the
questions should be answered.

card. a health record and a kindergarten questionnaire

ERWANff
WEATHE

rde on such meow

296-6640

week at Ow Northwest Suburban VNICA learning new rno.

M average class will fn

ntazIn,eyd anti gt 2 5froal. 610-ipen.

them youngsters warming up
by
by running a lap. doing some
exercises and then
forming s)nall gaups and

simple

can

VA employment
The
Veterans
Adminis[ration estimates that in fiscal
year 1971 its Department of
Medicine and Surgery wdi
have

:in

average

employ-

meta of more than 142,000,
the highest in its history.

bring led thro ugh the equip.
BY boded and tutt.bing
and most of all encouraging
of the equipment.
proper

Service) for William I.
Beesley, 53, of 322 Euclid Ct.,
Prospect Heights, were held

in Nat Tweet Funeral HOMe

in North Webster, Ind. Mr.
Breedey. who died Friday at
Holy Family Hospital, was
buried in Salem Cemetery in
North Webster.
Survivors am his wife, Mary
Sane: two children, Janill and
Stevan his stepmother, Hattie
Beckley of North Webster,
three brothers, Wood,

row, LeRoy and Malcom of
North Webster, and three RIP
Mrs, Lucille Baker of Kimmel.
Ind.. Virginia Townsend of
Largo, Fla. and Jeannette

ond tenor.
Mrs. John Lem me Sr.
served as chairman. essisted by
Members of thc guild.

cloths Campbell Soup can
candle holders and a hobo's on (doughnuts) and lots of
red diadem. poke muspended strong, hot come.

"HERE IS our recipe for
the stew," Mrs. Lemma said.

Ids

over

cooked

great

a

died

at

MN. Charles Fend, pmtdent, will preside. The child
welfare and foreign telethons
programs will be stressed at

RORRORtrvit1111/1/ROORROOMRVOROIROPRO 29111703

her

father,

Walker Buckner of Jefferson
City, Mo.; two esters, Ann Ti.

t/fro. Joseph Castro. child
welfare chairmen, says that
child welfare is one of the
American Legion, besic pro-

grvms.

ne two major purposes of

the program are to assure care
end protection for the children

of veterans 'and to improve
COnditions for oil children.

CONTRIBUTIONS

00

made toward financing two
scholarships for college sto-

r.l.hms

Mentally and physically handicapped chldre
Other projects include the
alpport of the slate organiiation which operates the Illinois
Slathers' and Sailors' Chilzenship awards

M the outstanding girl and hay

graduating from the Univ.
shy High School at Normal,

suns.

meeting

Visitation will be. after 7
tonight at Lautherburg and

CHANNEL 44
COMPLETE AND
NEWS
WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

.41.1i/10,A4-

veterans' ®A ea-

Mange shop, featuring hand made articles made by ham&

cappedm.o., sponsored by
the auxiliary. invites the public
to visit its new and larger mu-

les at 30 W. Washington St.,
Chicago. The shop, now in its
3.20 year, has 300 exhibitors
from 36 states. There are on

innticlartrniost' "
ndin
pOpular being Me ruct woven
by the blind veterans.

Sweet Adelines
set guest night

M cup flour
10 carrots, cut Into 1.incli
pieces

5 Metes of celery in 1 --inch
11/957:11

Lake Bluff benefits
from fashion fever

pieces

2 medium onions, sliced

12130 p.m,

be
Lowrance
will be
Henrich, psychologist at the
Audy Home for the mat three

Sweet Adelines, Inc., an ipterof woMan
national
en who sing barbershop ha,
moor.

This will be the last guest
night for several months as the

Tor: 'anidr'Peatrialfarcets
petition to be held on April 24
and 25 in Peoria, Ill., at which

be conducted by the Rev. Herman C. Noll Wednesday at I I

MRS. PHILIP CORBOY,
foreign relations chairman, re-

time the new champions for
the year 1970 will be en-

Gardens in Arlington Heights.

- -porta-the American Legion is

nounced.

recently

at the Flyi ng Carpet
Motel on Mannheim Rd., and
played

Lancers
chaumburg.

oil

in

frying

pan.

browned nicely add set, pep-

.. onions,

Worcestershire

551104, soy sauce.

Cover with

about 2 to 3 cups of water.

in

Restaurant

is render. This takes approximately 2 hours. Place Vegetables on top and cook for One
hour longer or until vegetebles
are done. Salt and pepper vegc.
mbles to taste. Servo six to
eight.

Broiler - fryers
a bargain
source
You can emt your family to

Volunteers launch

annual auction
activity for WTTW
More than 400 volunteer
chairmen and go-getters for
NYTTW-Channel I Ts fourth
fund-raising auction
helped kick off the season for
collecting donations at a
champagne parry in the foyer
annual

A Des Phi= nesident who
will he involved in volunteer
work on the Channel 11 auc-

tion

during the earning
months is Steve Martin, 340S.
Lawn Ln., chairman of the entertainment, travel, and nuauraM committee.

of the Auditorium Theatre,
Tuesany. Feb. 10.

Indians
Whoop

This year's auction will he
televised for seven days. Sun-

Upper Avenue National Bank
of Chicago in the Hancock
Center Building for several
weeks before the auction. ,

Yea..

el. Burial will be in Memory

... Miss Stockton

Uoited

Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. Seevices will
a.m.inthe funeral home chap-----

country. will be at the pi ano
furnishing "Music for Mod-

St

Heat

Dredge meat with flour and
place in pan for browning
When meat and flour have

Cover and simmer till amt

The fashions will be by Muriel Mundy of Arlington
Heights, with a wide variety of
stylm shown for all occasions.
Doris Stockton, well known in
night clubs throughout the

have a chance to view the mm
jar donations in antiques, jewelry, art and fashion, at a special display in the lobby of the

current regional champ. of

3 tablespoons oil or she..

at the Old Orchard Country
Club. Cocktails will begin at
1100 a.m and luncheon at

Sweet Adeline, Inc., attend
an Invitation to all interested
their next
a
women
guestnight,
night, tomorrow at 8:30

Church of Christ, Arlington

Ye teaspoon pepper

ter of the Lake Bluff Chicago
Homes for Children April 14,

day, May 2: The public will

Sr John,

I tablespoon Worcester.
Mtre sauce
1 Wet:moon soy sauce
I tablespoon sal(

end red by the Northwest chap-

day, April 26, through Sarno

p.m., in

IM -inch elec.

"Fashion fever" will be
presented in a sating of pink

Country Chords Chapter of

non of Jarmela Speta, Is the

Herman Tihen of Kenosha,

Louis and Josephine

pervise each project.

in the southwest, and others.

older inhoheants of the township; Oat
the menet. of dottribution of excess
township funds
he school districts,

Rf

ministrative costs and will es
sign trained technicians to sti-

sponsorship of Indian children

of Jefferson City, and
Iwo brothers, Frank Tihen of
Oklahoma City, Okla. and

Rolesf

schools in Nicaragua. T. Nicaragum Ministry of Educe fion will contribute to the ad -

Heights.
The chorus, under the dheo-

to ho aped for the operaten and
maintenance of o non.ivoodna et.
evity and guidance center for the

not for profit and

2 -inch pieces

M
10055V.75V:

Northwest Suburban YMCA.
300 E. Northwest Hwy., Dm

The

this meeting.

&Warding

lington Heights,

Crittendon arrive at the church for the 1100o Supper.

Cut 2 p.nds of chunk into

March 30,

thusiasm of the parents and
children het been over-

is to build classrooms for coral

business
April 3, at
a

tal,

and Randall of Ar-

ingredients Into

the

Patched pokes packed and ready to became .ItIngs of
load" Mrs. Robert Kerbs, (qrs. John Lemma and Mrs. II.

your hobo poke and head for
the spring s-a-poppin' high-

_Page 3

and the "Y" tries to make
learning fun, too. The eo-

hold

dren, Home in Normal, Ill-,

on,

Pack

0050

wrieir2T

down on the spring hoed d
over a little yellow "orse
and climb up and down MUdrenk ladders
The equipment is

Auxiliary, Department of II-

Northwest Communspi-

Adrian; three children, S.

-,,`,.-'1,1-0..,9:41;s3-P,1.54'...,M.6:47..8.3(").,,M816'.4.14,:ger.13:

bass, and Donald Keck. sec-

HOBO STEW

parallel bars, spring up and

again studying Nicaragua In
Central America. The Amen can Legion Auxiliary's project

Recently the children at the
Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium and the Chicago State
Hospital were entertained with
gam. and refreshments.
at this
The puest s

Monde, With 20, 1570

Ronde, includes Al Haulmkatz, lead, Bill Herrmann,

ways.

progress is rapid and. to most
observers, amazing. The Mildrcn walk low and high been.
swing Co the rings, hang from

Cook County Council, First
Division. American Legion

House in Chicago.

Beezley

Survivors are her husband,

(al
theesting
agenda of said m earsced

DAYPURIPTIO154111C,

THERE WAS homemade
broad,
call-ef.thinopmdroad
coleslaw,. hot, homemade sink -

table.

Child welfare, foreign
relations programs set
meeting Friday,
1130 p.m. at the Sherman

Hoerday

nd decide the following:
Notice is further given eat there
las been filed with or presented to
the Town Clerk a petiten signed by

t.:2:1"""°'

checkered

whelmine.
This is jest one facet of the

ment skills by instructors.

linois,

Obituaries

observe the Aug. 26 strike.

6 medium potato., cut into
Wm Folks 2 to 3 mum old,
Nod Tiny Tots. 345 to 5 years
dikf. can spend onohalf Kowa

Anwo-way band radio and

Heights,

purSupn[p of tow. come eeere the

Nee
21.1(0,S02112,01101$2.20

Small fry class
builds enthusiasm,
motor skills at Y

corneae

Margaret L. Combs, 45, of
1708 Rosehill Dr., Arlington

and

(c)the menet, distribution of excess
township fund. historical socieies,
Given under my hand March 23td.

Bright

5061150551156Trrr505506-111-5110

to help their
tor skills and
physind and mental devel-

Margaret Combs

nds to

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

2t
taken

o
fromdi car

Backman of North Webster.

the matter of di...Wien of excess

Use Handy Order Blank

o the

u. He

Department of State as Dime
tor Cl the Office of Soviet
Affairs.

one

for thee'

on

rovia, Ottawa, Moscow and

the conference. and NOW is
hoping that millions more will

As diners ate, the newly -

Man -

earsm,,;:cyd,

The OacenarYodour
regiStranon ore An official

15 or more voters of Wheeling Town,
that there

suburban people for such a low cost.

The Foreign Service is civilian professional corps of
men and women selected sod
trained to carry out U. S. foreign policy.
Mace entering the Foreign
Service in 1949, he has been

1.0r

...tee and especially to consider

Ads are so handy for many things and

the United State, The promotion resulted from the recommendation by the 230 Foreign

the burglars screwed the an off
Imp of the auto
gartrn am encouraged to winwhich
attached to the car
an their local school buildingby luomen:J

and after a

lecied,

that a member may

ainclude "lierstory"

formed barbershop quartet
sag The group, under the
leadership of tenor Al Te-

food was served by manbers of
the Woman's Guild disguised as

Road. menu were members of
0 u r Redeemer Lutheran
Church in Prospect Heights.

reaching, liffinganThending in shoo -skirted, drove -type uniform. Reactions from
patients, visitors and co-workers to the fashionable new "unis" (thuhnees) has
been very entbusietle and the nurses report them both comfortable and practleal.
A trio of head nurses, Marcia Schmidt, Hanover Park, Jean Conroy, Rolling
Meadows, and Helen Halstead, Arlington Heights, model their choices from the
varied line of pants uniforms which basneently become available.

Heights. for promotion to
Class 1 in the foreign service of

1"), ..."'""
plan to enroll them in kinder-

10V=IIN'e

TOWN MEETING el said town will

hopes

Hobo stew was served on
foil throw.away plates. All

preview of a "King of the

"pants unifomn" in nn attempt to rind a solution to the problems caused by

For more informaddn call

.."'

Legal
Notice 1 BEGINNING APRIL
5
Sete of Illinois, eat the ANNUAL

United States Equal Oppor-

for over 250 guests.

Recently sneaking a. lute

Many nurses al St. Alex. Hospithl, Elk Grove Village, are experimenting with

this public.meeting so that you
LIM judge our program, andour
purposes for yourself. sold

before

number if the fonn they re

Residents can also call the

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

Discreet revolt?

Biteh Society arc sponsoring

kips in the front of his apailAll parents with children ment 't 1226S. Wilke Rd., Ar.
"'o willrte 5 Yon old on errlingtit'n Height, Police sold

birth certificate. m =rem
physical examination record.
current dental examination en
record err dental appointment

Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5

HOIKH5 HEREBY GIVEN en rite legol

hobo Ma to the road
ePrittg.

es soon.si possible,

punks.

tion are now running for pub
Its offics and the group has

a rock decorated the church

Local members of The John

appropriate

signs at key locations around

crews of noise problems and

five members of the organiza-

tamer commissioner of the

from a stick held in place with

By Dolores Haugh

more responsibility."

with the reporting
dj'rico'f Gm al
declines in kindegartcn
mend
en.

The Ciry of Chicago has

those forces winch threaten us,
and then to build a better
world or' Ness government end

Service Selection Boards.

declines

lady, Cannom

well as history.
Over 500 woman attended

camAfire, too"

below the flight path," Cann= explained.

vant mewHares problems.
procedure will be
The n

have

oppose and rout

Foreign service promotion

program

tion, pose some irritation

He said members of the
Society

Mrs. Hernando noted that

et

`King of the Road' menu
sparks hobo dinner

fernlike. our freedoms and
even our future are under at-

to

marked thm she became a
rnoiRt" Mr Sale girls in

SHE AlaS0 noted that
school hooks always show the
end that Satan
heroes
liana! curricula. should he

She is a public relations and
industrial consultant. and a

will take off their aprons and

ran for mayor of Syracuse last
fall on a feminist ticket. She ro-

THE 1006IEN also support
rho equal rights amendment.
d members of Mc group will
testify at hearings on the bill to
be held later this spring.

the O'Hare Inn, is Aileen Her ad ez of San Franchise.

will be absent Rani classes and
sum mer jobs, and housewives

you, said Dowd, =um our

Birch

three-day content= held

going president, "On thia day,
seeretaries will cover their
typewriters, sales clerks 1001
abandon their shops, students

US &oath
Hann IX Cron fix es Mire
regional director tor NOW.

the arcl who had never seen a
lady mayoral cmdidutc.

NOW, chosen at the recent

den, the organization% out-

and north of St. James.

Mortis h I aendWats lor 1110

government and industry.

THE NEW prmident of

In the words of Betty Frio -

cast of Vail, south of Fmntont

pledged

women of the United Sates of
America."

-

Dowd at 956.07313.

airport, regard.ss of direc-

No census
form -then

The new procedures were

ahc Nrional Council of the

Round up

near runway 32L or at a pad
near runway 9L and the airmote areas of the airport, as far
as possible from populated

lehil

larte.
'Father Fenton. member of

"WE ARE MIN aware that
Al turbojet operations' at the

reviewed and updated man

runway headings (straight en,)

said

Dowd. 967 Cedar Ln.. Elk
Grove Village. in a tams re.

said.

same conditions.

until

dedicated friends.

O'Hare, the committee photo-

airports in the United States
were studihd by ernmitthe
repr.entatives o determine
whether or not they. are rele-

Jets must continue on the

Birch SocMty has made powerful enemies end has won

Americanim organization the
Communists fear the most, he

populated areas,

' hour general strike by women
on Mat day, to commemorate
the 50th anniversary of women obtaining the vow.

property ma of Dalton and

tack.

ewe Mn. Hernandez called
for a wide range of activities
for NOW during 1970, with
emphui s on promoting unire
versal child casupported
by

the start of a major edit.' effort for the liberation of the

pnization is calling .for a 24-

The Art Festival will be held

John

ire

way. The national feminist or-

on the Cultural Commiesion

p.m.. at the Saint Joseph's
Ukrainian Catholic Church.
5000 N. Cumberland Av..
Chicago.

In addition to reviewing
at
Operational
procedures

feet and above, in on effort to
locate open areas which might
provide corridors where air
traffic could be directed to
provide relief to more heavily

[key, If NOW (Nadonal Orp-

=anon of Women) has

At till final men sonfhr

Women all over the coon
try will gather to draw the notion's attention to the opera doe they suffer and to signal

Aug 26 should be quite

tration. Beacham said.

tumty Commission appointed
by Preadult Landon tohnson

lave their children with their
Malmo&

By Barbara Pam=

Beacham.
tents. ecording toBeacham.
The tents will be colontd
and white striped, which will
help keep artificial lighting to
mum due to light penea

The truth about The John
Birch Society is important to

community relations officer.

graphed are, around the airport from altitudes of 35,000

liDO Productions on picked
on lb. bahis of good genies
attr Ictimness of the
cod

"The John Birch Society.
Myth and the Reality.'
will be the subject of a public
addrees given by Rev. Mr.
Fnincin E Fenton April HI. 11
the

Society, offers a clear, concise,
and penetrating analysis of the

After April 15, Runway
27R may be used for atTivais
only when wind, weather and/
intraffic volutne conditions
dicate. Runway 9L may be
used fm departures under the

.MSL. On reaching that alti-

THE
MIGHTY
MITE!

composed of air traffic control
personnel tram the FA/ass
Chicago -area office, FAA air
carrier inspectors, represent.

isix comp rheas Beacham mid

Birch Society to be
talk topic April 10

'In net 10 years. The John

put together by a committee

NOW calls for women's strike!

Wednesday
A Wisconsin Indian talent
display will be featured at the
"WisconsinOn Parade? sport
show

April
April 5, at the Arlington Park
Convention Center, Arlington
Height,
The 70 -foot display will

Volunteers are beginning to
contact local merchants and
manufacturers for donations

of products or services. The
auction will raise inoneY for
improvement of facilities and
programming at the noncomofficial public television stalion. The businessmen who

opening Wednesday,
I, through Sunday,

span one end of the huge e

-

bition hall where visitors may
study and photograph anthem
is Indian crafts.
According to Victor Swan,
show director. the Indians will

Luncheon tickets are nail -

high -quality protein at bargain

able nt 56 and maybe obtained

prices by including plentiful

by calling Mrs. limben Cortulles at 392-2042.
.

Door prizes and a boutique
her will be added attractions
All proceeds will be used to
benefit Lake Bluff Chicago
Homes for Children. which
had been the mainstay of
thousands of needy chit L,
for the past 75 years.

out that broileoThers cost less

today than they did 20 yeah
ago. Average retail price hes
dropped from 59.5 cents per
pound in 1950 to 42 cents in
1969.

Total production of broilers

Concert benefit

for Augustana
Nursery
Are you anima to weer
your

Easter boonet again?
plan to spend a

Why not

..Night at the Symphony?" A
"Pop" concert program by the Chicago Syins
phony Orchestra, conducted
by Henry Mazer with soloist
Mary Costa will be performed
for the 7th annual benefit of
the Augustana Nursery for
mentally retarded children at
Hen,
atur ay,
Orchestra
April 4. Seals rage froln $100

'festive

(box) to $2 (gallery).
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra has just reamed from

a tour of Europe. capitals,
and is offering works from
Milhaud, Gounot, Charnel-

almost tripled from 1950 to
1960, and it increased about
50 per cent in the 1950s. Ml,.
Thomason says broiler sup-

plies this year will be 10 per
cent greater than I. year.
Per
capita consumption
continues to increase end
reached a record high last year
of 25 pounds. In 1950, broiler. fryer consumption averaged

almost 8 pounds per person,
and in 1960 the average was
231/2 pounds.

Homemakers should know

that the term '"broficinfryer
is given to chickens that are
less Man 12 weeks old and Usually weigh less than roue
pounds.

Since these birds have ligle
fat, their caloric value is lower
than that of most meats. For
threcoance
inst ance,
serving of skinless broiled

chicken contains only 115 .
lories.

ring with 1 the gloriets Sym-

Also included on the United
States Department of Agricul-

phony in C Minor by Franck.

ture's March list of plentiful

lier,MassenekNayarraiie,end-

Sanding a few harmonizing =sins of .1lighways Are Happy
El kV5' are Bill Herrmann, Al Hainan., Al Tritende and Um=
Elick. The newly -formed harberrium quertet muds their debut
i<
Me church's Hobo dinner. They vrelrelaelnritations to perform.
OIf TeRonde at 251.2086.

,

Gamma Phi Beta

The Northwest Suburban
Alumnae Chapter of Gamma
installed i-w
Phi Drs
officers as follows: Mm-

box Office or through Mrs. C.

Mods are rice, canned and find
frocan
zen corn, canned tomatoes

ilgers of Arlington Heights
presidents Mrs. Alvin Reitz of
Prospect Heights, vice pre.

Joseph Compton, Lutheran
Welfare Services, 4840 W. By-

tomato products,

Pala; Mn, John Yarling of

pare,

tax de-

present afternoon end evening

Tick. are available at the

duction for his donation, plus
on-theeir acknowledge-

performance on the exhibi,
non hall the, plus demon-

meats for his map= end

sOations at the Indian yillayp
koraltdISPNY.--.

contributes items gets

broiler -fryers M your March
Melte.
Lucretia A. Thomason. local University of Illinois ExIntsion home adviser, points

Where, It. a "bum" job serving dinner Is 250 people say
exhausted waitresses, into, George Kusehr Mrs. Joseph Stern;
berg and Mrs John Lampe, chairman.

FOOL. Chicago00..$1.

.

peanuts

and

peanut

Palatine, recording secretary

Mn. Steve Friesen of Ar

1101101

Heights

cornsPend

her secrytary Mn Rob. IL
of PIA Regc treasurer
and Mn Russyll Schwan 01

Arlington Heigh.

Pan

tannic thlygaly
AM new G imm Phi Bola
tlum, in Mt. who an. urgel lo

conned Mn Might, at 251
161S

gotAvr0-

-11IDDeit

'NM,

liDap Publication5

One day at a time

urginal drawn by idsrayxjeninesly keeping
the paper's freedom and iatellerinal lategriry."

John E. Stanton. &Mora. Poblisher

moustache eases eame

He didn't fight it. Walking

problems.
Parents chose up sides.
Strika were held. Pickets
in issue.
marched. The
tensified.

across the stage is no big deal.
He knew he'd get his dip/oMA

time they won. Federal Dito
so. Apparently no one plank,

I'm sure he felt sad, though.
Not for himself, but the princl-

challenge his decision in a

pal and the school board.

Oct Judge lames Parsons mid

,

ONE YOUNGSTER won
the right to wear a beard. He
had to do it on appeal, hose-

higher court.

William J. Kiedaisch,Man.ilkl:

Hutchin.n, Vico-Proud.,
R. N. Foote, Ciradolion Oirertur

Seu, A deer/king Dirwitor

Day by Day

It happened mostly in the
suborbs. The saddest case was

LAST FALL it was' differat. In another suburb, a lag,

al a graduation ceremony len
lune. In one suburb, the
school board agreed with the
principal. They decided an
honor student, who happened

haired

standing. On his own, he had

By Catherine O'Donnell
This seemed like a week to

intent of this column writer

He also slays open until
midnight every night ineluding Sunday except for Fri-

until yesterday.'

day and Saturday when the res-

be deeply serious. Such was the

Passing a church with a sign

on the front that read, "Sock It
To Me God," and hearing, another Reverend gentleman use
for his sermon the opening of
Dickens Tale of Two Citiesere
you know the paragraph that's
been called the preamble to the

French revolution -about "it
was the best of times, it was the

mist of times" - and follow
with a smote from Norman
Mailer, being serious seems silly.

I khould have known spring
has always been known as the
milly season and it is Spring.

Them were a brave few
women who wore Easter bonnets and corsages yesterday.

Hurrah for them. They did
register a message of beauty,
however slight. Most of the
clothes were midi -winter style.

taurant stays open until

1

a.m.

The local college set is home

and their up to the minute
word expressions are choice.
For instance one young

men's description of a new
"akin film" w. that "the film
is better than the movie." And
if anyone of you college kids

are listening, learn now that
your plans to join the reserves

when you finish college and
Avoid the direct draft need se,
vision.
One young man who gradualed from college this year has

discovered that all branch. of
the armed forces are not inter-

ested in being joined by anyone over 20. He has been told

thet, "21 and 22 is too old for
the reserve enlistment rester."

Wigton Heights would like all
tfommuters to drop in for their

tr014.7tfixT.°c:t
catcd just south and right of
....the railroad station in down :.!own Arlington Heigths.

-Letters
to the
editor

.,,...

Ai
c...

An

open

Zria'als

letter

Mayor

to

.

Weather and vatic eon nutters caused 'O'Hare Air -

by.

port's manager Pat Dunn to

Peter named his restaurant
the Dorton House after much
smdy by him of local history,
he said, Before he picked the
name he made many trips to
the local library to research
appropriate designations. And
in addition to all that, the place
has an active fountain right in
the center of all the eating ac-

cancel his scheduled talk to the

tivity. Try it.

EXAMINATION
The Elson Ave. breech of

DISCOVERY
You gals who did prises up
for Easter know how difficult
it is to find a good manicurist.

the Illinois State Driver examiners is another doldrum chas-

There is one. Her name is Ann
Dodge. She lives in Wheeling
and works at the Beautiful

driver who h. be. shep-

D. Plaines Chamber of CommerCe on Thursday. His sub jam w. to be airport ex pansion." It will be rc-schedtiled," a nice young lady at the

wear any kind of cloth. as
long as they are not a distraction to others. Dress codes.
mooch. are out the window.
Some parents will be down-

right unhappy. They undoubtoily think the judge is wrong.
So wrong. in fact, that it make;
them angry, even furious. end

low them.

frustrated.

dent should not be a dlo
Unction in the cducetiOnal

long-haired

Judge Kerner said, 'A sk-

istrators said, "Not' Several

They can have long hair.
beards, moustaches. They can

Maybe they can join that

kid woking on

ghetto problems. Then they'd

process of himself or °Sten.

really have something to be

He ehould not be uncles..
'We'd not havelseir ...ring

massy, furious, and frustrated

iSgiiiiiSS,feieWSKSOKom.B.WWW,SiNS

WASHERS - DRYERS

-

DISHWASHERS
1St

lining look great, lady pauses in her tour of Countryside
Gallery (below, left) to give us a good look at this dramatic

message.

er. "Raise your right hand,"

.id the examiner to a

new

ACE

Arlington Heights border.

when the phone rang it was cod

However, she only works on
Friday and Saturday. She said
that she is seldom to, to busy. If

by a clerk who turned
to another and wiry" les that
guy mato He still tryng to get

she gets to, to busy, she'll in

to put him deans es a wpm

dash, The full-length sleeves bell out above their white piping
the self -bow below the wide wide collar is lust as pnm as can
be and the back has a deep vent that gives the costume the
most beautiful profile we be seen The dress alone is an A -line

INSTALLATIONS

Good thing the cars have
automatic turn signals. And

Her navy double knit costume (below) combined with the
cusp, white trim give us the little girl look but with a lot of

SALES -SERVICE

school employe.
The driver raised his left hand.
er training

Busse on the Mount Prospect

pnnt, which is also used in the scarf

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

herded into the Mace by a driv-

charmer, eased with pleats -the kind that s a standout anywhere

manlyn shuman, editor

her working days.

SPRING DOLDRUMS
YOU om take of the Spring
doldrums if you live in the
Mount Prospect area by joinMg the Woman, Club. Pub)icily gal Gladys Duda of
course N directing this informotion to women only. You
men will have to be content
with the YMCA gym. For inormation on the Woman's
Club, call Mrs. Donald Long,
39-7534 or Mrs. A.H. Nelson, 439-5393.

f the "grand door prize of
the recent

Annual

Antique

Fair of the group w. Mrs.
en Engle of Da Plaines. Th.
Woman's Club has an active

OPEN MOAVAr till/WA/FRO&

TELEVISION STARS
Suss are modem born, es pecially for television. Lynn
Heidi of Prospect Heights,

NITES 'TIL 9:30

who gads movements and is
presently engaged in purifying
the

coding of packages for

consumers. appeared on the
telly nationally last weekend
picketing

a

food SEM

to

She will also be seen on an
NBC segment that was sort of
inquiring photographer
an
being done at Randhurst last
week. Another Prospect

O

Height., Marian Skinner will
also be seen, if anyone ever
finds out when that program

CORNING

will he shown.

Hideaword
LIVURET
Make as many four letter or more words Out of
these tennis as you can. In addition, find the word

FREE
H

WARE

SET

SH ER

DImS..MAKEvslA

DAD

using all swoon( these 'ellen.
Des

HerbertH.

13 good, HI excellent
Answer on Comic Page

attended the City Council

acting Monday, Mach 16,
Intl was very pleased with your

solution of the city's plan to
alt the expansion of O'Hare -

BEGINNING APRIL 5

DE11114°11
ALL

Complete

WE'LL INSI

FOR MOTHER'S

With Food
Filter.

DAY!

All Automatic

a

resident of the 8th

din D. Plaines, I am con 'corned, and feel every effort
should be set forth against
This expansion. Home values

rough°. this area will be af'Acted greatly, also loss of
axsome of our industrial section.
fRunways built right over five

Tbe Dap

HEAVY-DUTY

schools in this area is the most
I ever heard
of. The potential danger to the
hot children and the mi-

:ridiculous thing
'

ss of the 8th Ward is un-

100% CREDIT

INSTANT

EW

IS EASY
AT ACE!

MAYTAG

1ST PAYMENT

FOOD WASTE
MONDAY. MARCH 30,1910

Disposer

DRYERS

-- DISHWASHERS -DISPOSERS.

ModeledieCoranverk Gann,
Arlington Holler

broods hum

wow

COMOMrfrom Marge siggarel

BIG SELECTION OF GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED LONG -LIFE UNITS..

waysand

NORGE

that O'Hare
seld's expansion can cause to
Plaines are tremendous.
.c are only a few of the obproblems

WHIRLPOOL

WESTINGHOUE E

TAG

.

1

lins Which I know you are
tordu,,,,,,potli:,,Loctro7
.wre of.
:

Therefore, we should ur.
fitly request all airlin. to
Midway and put pressure

bear for a third airport, in
area. Please
Cue to
ti it to fight and I'm sure
will be 'unquestionably
pported in this effort. I will.
pporl and defend Des
!eines' fight in this matter to

'beet of my ability. Thank

Mb

Sincerely

Thomare Grieco

HANNEL 44
COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

PROSPECT DAT

DB PLAINER OW NORTHWEST Os,

TRADE NOW! FOR THE BEST DEAL!

not handle the air traffic they
the addition of
ve

e

DAY PUBLICATIONS

TERMS WE WANT USED WASHERS --

lievable.

As yoh know O'Hare can

BUILT FOR HARD
WATER AREAS

.1 INCTOILL DAY

IN MAY,

TREES

Suburb.

bcorona

YOU MONEY,
WE'LL SAVE

Ind.
As

There's nothing th it carries more elegance than the costume
The understated dress with matching coat or locket, can go
with aplomb to teas to luncheons to dinner The dynamic duo
can take to travel like nothing else pack beautifully, or keep
you beautiful while you re on your way
Their downright comfort make them a great favorite, and it
was ever so lit seems) Remember the ensembles we wore as
children year, ago^ The light little cult to shield us from spring
breezes the matching dress peeking out , Fashion in the '70 s
has gone them one better not only in the matenals, but in the
styling
Bright, bright red double knit is the fabric of Judy Favian's
costume at left and its really her color The spare, high
waisted skimmer demonstrates this season s penchant for belts
This one's in patent, slim and tidy And doesn t the zebra pnnt

about.

DP Elk Club mid visitors who
didn't get the' cancellation

ilehrel
I

spent long hours working in
the Inner city. 'He molted to

So, all in all, the kids won.

CANCELLED

he'd like you to wave. you go

Incidentally the big winner

EARLY AND LATE
Peter P.agakis, manager
of the Dun ton House in AN

had ruled against the student.

The
Costume
ok

other school personnel.

Judge Kerner upset the vet.
diet. Then Judge Kerner set
some simple guidelines. Any
school administrator can fob

in
schedule of
events that run right through
closing time in hum

Central Rd. at the comer of
CURRENT CRITIQUE

ever, He was from Wiso hnsin.

After another district judge

to

Isis eyes, should not be dam
germs to the health and welfare of others. Finally. he
should net disrupt students or

and

If you don't live in the area,

Lady beauty shop located on

decided

tight. Not violently, but in
court. He wore his long hair in
front of the judge. Arguments
woo heard on both sides.
Said Judge Parsons, "You
cm', impose the standards of
this '20s on the students of H.
day. Admit the boy to school."
Other cases arose. When it
got cold, girls wanted to wear
slacks to school. Sumo admin.

to have long hair, would not be
allowed to walk across the
cage to receive his diploma.
limy sad. Especially tad.
sitwo this young man was out-

Easter Monday

student

up.

There were *Me mini dreas

ghetto kids.

ere on losing. It's just that way
when adults arc involved. This

Monday, Match 30, 1970

By Ron Swans

help build a nester life far

.The blob wan. Rowel have
heed shock. Kids usually, 0g.
Marshall Field III

Page 4

VS

In Arlington Heights

In sth..mb....

1615 N. RAND

24 W. GOLF RD.

(U.S. 12)
CALL 392-2800

(ROUTE 58)
CALL 894-1900

CURTIS 0505.

ACE:
YMINR&
DRYER CO

THEDAY

Page 7

Monday March 10 1970
THE RAY

Monday March id 1910

Page 6

ltday's woman -7LT -Tiny

Does inflation affect you?

1:1Me Tightener, Zia Zees new

,minute facial mask
:Packaged m a see-through
plastic cayeMe c tubes are em

identtliable 5, color, fruit
Binor and went pineapple
111

By Gerry Walsh

apricot peach pear and apple
Little "Tighteners, priced

Jr

at LW In mailable at Carson
fine ScottB Co Randhurd

long range savings HS you we

yaw dollar shrink At '1 per

pug an with

gent interest sou are barely
even at the end of the[ ear yet
We mod a nest ay foe MN,

has

miles NO ONE really under

gurdes

Rands for sure ju,nwhat causes

milation No one understand,
hinter than a housewife what
effect it is having on our daily
Ines The hear in the market

FOR

Att

may he obscure but the non at
the door we recognoe
We all agree with the oath
mercial which says There It
MO much month left A: amend
Of the money

1101/,
-.Alps 4"
101 W Palatine gel

Polortne 350 1060

w

1m a compantise shop.
I comp., my gimp
per now

Women on our town door
really understand the econom
les of inflation

But wee not dumb fe

NELSONS'

dt

There tan t much point in

said mother dept

I wouimer consider

moving now bek..M. of the
high interest rates I haven et
am
per cent mortgage to
I

need

1

more room Co.,.

two companies want 89 000
tor a two room addition I piss

up um the reply trorn a Ion,
time resident in a prestige area

Im

doing fine I hair pet:chatted
one u ifs said

sin boyeotting Daum.
and Mem, . loin point I has
list emu wamcn have toga
1

sued Wife

ttaGng right hie although

others

mud bo,cons
work

The,

that molly
Ed,
say that

weights and ovsrpncing are
common

I

heard a woman on

TV tell how a frond of lum

By Helen HennekLy

at
a working wife sad

After several isoume at
faihion gone mad when usual
ty (reactant, demissi women

'OLD ACE mnsioners ate

indulvd in wild commyry for
the mere Kipaion of it Ip nm
Moms a welcome return to

with

count:

diffident

presee

the wont otf Sometime we
win I Ilford sag, and milk
MOO less moat !mums an
1.4d, B. i na a treat in this land of

plenty. Soft dna., are Out for
replied an cldsrly
as 100
woman

Inflation is not a theory

it

is a pay chssk that davin t

(who worked In , supermarket
meat section) wogiven a large
hunk of ground meat and Mk]

make It Necouity is the moth
er of invention and women in

Mark half of It chuck Ind the
other half chopped sirloln

'hoc approach to our sommon
problem But
wcsry a 100

our town are Lreativi. about

do each in our own way

I

asked many women the ques

Ion What difference tos an
Damn made in your Imes,

How you can design
the matte velvet eye
IN.1

By Estee Lauder

VIOE1F.0 TJA

Far. .make can look
Apph Solid Crane E)eitd
Sloths, from lashas to Non

SPRING IS COMING,

The amount of water WM mat

Be sum m clean your garments before stoong them

sohth

hhe

col should be mothproofed az well os cleaned

But if you hove not better things to do on the, e tore
spring days (and who hosn-11, we con free yov from
storage bother. Bring your garments to us. We will
professionally store them and return Mem to you when
You wont....ready to wear.

CL .5-4800
PLANT

T PROSPECT
662 E N EV Hwy.

ELMHURST RD

May

It smooths on two tin.

iron

sou

film of a elict with
tipped brush es

penally demenen for pot.sional ease.
Liquid Eyelid
Fine -line
Lner at the base of uppor lashfor soft definition. StopA

Stro,c

by making it possible to getjust

the amount of liner you want
on the brush.
g

on

tut: ,ludo

Eichrov Cage make up tar
Julies) Io0Amg brows. Eva 11
with wet brush where .peelal
delineation is needed. Brush
on dry for the softest effect.

Tuxedo

short at the outer corner.
little sCoil M the cap of each
bottle helps keep things neat

F

Roll on

urn It sontain, a Misr etc
mutt la [eel, naturally lush
edict Don t Most }our Itanvr
lashes to somplste the Patty

nynhd Ilki
a

ladnithening

the color mss et 0

Moths feed on soil and Omni All fob.. ontatutnn

ER OSP ECT HTS

worn your own mak.
Misr and longer Pith Lash

chieh with Mier tuxedos.

Is

this a correct fashion77
Yes, it is, but you'd he safer

?Vie

WHUTTER

Melo, quality

tellored linen, making them
X eal for cruisewear as well.

SECOND TIME
' AROUND
tee

s WEE BIEN CAIldrens Nem.,

NOW OPEN
MON. THRU SAT.
10 TO

15% frocount with this ad an pm. interiarsholtars
OPEN SUNDAYS 12-5

STRETCH "YOUR"
CLOTHING DOLLAR

.

Pot -Grove Shopping Center

SOY N. Milwaukee

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

WPFELINGALL,

lin

in these days of the high

cost of everything?! said that I

ace
pamtmo
Mr Patna also 0,0,00, 00 eve

non, Lid, it Commode on
demo color and iptual rely

the fund drive at the grocer).
store.. said am other of Nine
pre-schoolers.

asp., p.neaOm, wwww the

Gayle Kirkpatrick, yotIng

lightest 'cream -colored Irish
linen mat with a slim dress in

.

°WE NOW have hot dogs

food? The mortgage payments
and the utilities bills all must
more monbe tithepTh
bank when 1 go withey in
out a new dress," answered a
mother whose husband is avid
by the week.

7We are making more, but
getting so much less. The averabout
age income here is

Heading moth this spring? You'll Snd your new swimsuit has
mil flattery In the tunic with shirred midriff which clings and slims

813,000, and it seems imp.
sill, that we should be counting 'mutes on that --- but vie
y sale meat and MI
re.

al.', its short aatherad skirt. Matching panties and camisole

cheaper cuts," replied an older
mother.

at Carson Pirie Scott & Co., Handhursn

neckline mmplere'the new son look for beachwear. An Oleg Cass
sini design for Pam Pan, it is of Ban -Lon, available in prints of

o

05

"

,

bluenilac or red/hot pink, in sizes 8 to 16. About $30. (Mailable

ts,

pants

-

rambles of all sorts --even chil-

, clothes. les exanomkal
bemuse ins sow ide and ids

April

We think we have lots
of bank with lots of people

to get things done FAST.

stereo excitement

17a:ruir:08TeaToVenini:Vi::;titield
ors
"ems Pow Miserttiapplan sarksi
$111,31, add PPP to your wain. akcaunt or 8100

to your Onicking account or ocrt nnof nnmcs
EMI receive sour FREE 3 tsuue

double -take look

Is

pants taking a tunic top. A

legally .can on every

ers of this newspaper, along
with such newsy pants dmigns
as a sew -simple jumpsuit and a
dressy, tailored pantsuit.

There's o lot of motion in

While you're at It
join our Fine China'Club
and obtain your.3 piece
starter set FREE.

Self -fringe is may and effec-

an edging of self fringe or add

pull

the Orion' to a finished hem.

tive. Make sure the fabric edge
Is on true grain. Determine
.how deep you want the fringe.

fringed hemline can give

Old Orchard Country Club. Mount Prospect:
luncheon 12:30, curtain 2 p.m.

Heights-Open daily except Monday. I s,5 p.m.

./len
HEyou

The big SWITCH is on !

can connswe V0\1111111

so moon an Medal...Mew - ifs hen.

The Heger Potteries, Dundee. Ill.. et 9 sm.,

UAW
Prescriptions Azeaeotely iffed

The

Free Postcards

you want-all postage paid.
As many
Drop a line to your Blends to let them know

358-7722

07 W Slade St. Palatine, III,

what It's like to splurge. Tell them how
you're relaaing on a Trim -A -way lounge.

MURPHY'S

-,:\....--s
tyainebes

[

IlaVI090)0)V

Forget the promises of pills, diets, exercises or steam
baths. Trim -A -way will show you results. Today. On
your very first visit.

ACETATE CREPE

ken.s$A1,..7E7

71150$ ,i1JVf6(bfhlt

EA%

I

#ffitfla

S5 0R If You Splurge Nowt
Save Senn your first 90 -minute visit to Trim -A -way
during our Grand Opening Splurge only'.

-

45 x 60"

Sim

Sc99

Reg. $7.99

Yitap

hi yd.

SALE

1624 W.

aimed Sunkleys
I

11

1

I

I

I

I

I

A

PALATINE IP IT A
PALATINE,

k PM 304548

Newest Shopping Center

Melte Rand and Schaumburg Rood

529-46611

ononfidays5dims Ent frond.«

-

Town Square

Norlllwes't livq.'ir;r5_9595,

Arlington Heights

tocaledln Schaumburg,

,elaleg

sr

AFGAN KITS

"LT 47fd.

Tan, Wed, Mon, Sat. PAO to 600

III

Approximate finished

36/45 Wide
Blom Niday 9:30 Pi Pm

U

you, those retra-hard.:10-get-rictiof inches.
Set up your Splurge today by calling now.

TRIPLE CHECK

FLOWER &

5

Nit relax on a lounge comfortably dressed In our
special Trim -A -way Tape (the method to our "miracle.). And enjoy the luxuries of our Grand Opening
Splurge, while Trim -A -way loses your extra inches for

45" Wide

AND BROWSE

.

you'll lose an all-over total of at least

From your figure in the first 90 minutes, and

five inches by the fifth visit.

CELANESE

70% Rayon
30% Cotton
44/45" Wide

covery of a fun way to lose extra inches.

Trim -A -way igthe new luenrious way
to thin. What's Mere, we guarantee that

SPRING COUPON SALE!!

Fashionable Clothes at Reasonable Prices

Free Champagne
A bubbly splurge to celebrate your die-

)

March 30 -April 5

Sizes 3 to 20

Saturday's WEXI AIL Night Concert ..,9 P.M. to 6 A.M..

to keep.

ENTER

DAISY PRINTS

1 aye

many recipes and decorating ideas as
you want, because the magazine is yours

PTI CAL

with every pattern.

There are fashions
for Everyone

THE BANK
fd Trust Company of Art ngton Heights

Fete Fashion Magadan
To leisurely page through while
you're thinning. And tear out as

Ovtwoo

COME IN

:..

in the 'Arlington Markel Shopping Center , :
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 2554900

So

Robot w °wan

f,

-

A special low -cal splurge
while you Trim -A -way at
least two Inches from your

10 a.m.. 10,45 a.m.. 1:15 p.m. 2 pod, 2:45 p.m.
(Tours subject to change without nonce).

A

LID

V

Free Strawberry Shortcake

a

FUPPEDTTS

Then See
ME'

O0 minutes at Trim -A -way.

TOURS

CLIPPER PLAIDS

HAS YOUR
WATCH

A beautiful splurge to take home
as a reminder of your luxurious

Countryside Gallery, 407 N. Vail. Arlington

Sale Dates,

rmalliwee.1111. eMI/l

'75'1c:reed
to show
off 'your new Trim -A -way
waistline.

Free Lang Stem Rose

ART SHOWS

instruetims on ming hoet
elusive Photo Guide, incded

THE

wiring. For those who want to
look fashionable without
ittering their skirls too short, a

,--a..)!

Pheasant Run Theater, St. C harles,2:30 p.m.

the -minute fashion magazine,
packed v. ith setting tips and

Place a pin as a marker. IS,,
a thread at this depth.
Stitch along this line, prefer:,

the spring fashiOns, and 'fringe
of
swing
emphasizes the

-

THEATER NIATMELS

City Station, 000, York, N.Y.
IMP, Wall receive all up -w short skin an extra couple of
flirtatious incho-and still
look youthfully mini.
THERE ARE TWO ways to
work with fringe-either make

bath

Wednesday-Ivanhoe, Chicago 2 pp.

11111ehin. Time, cat this new
paper, P.O. Ilex OIG. Radlo

charming new pattern for
pants -dressing is, found in the
*ring issue of Basic Fashion,
available exclusively to read-

IF YOU THOUGHT
FM IS ALL
BACKGROUND MUSIC...
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
WEXI.

Comedes Bailment. Arlington Heights, 12

you

the

t.

to 3 p.m., 5 to 9 p.m,
Plentywood farm, Bensenville. 12:30 pan.

Fashion, and sec for yourself
the pretty new Spring outfits
can sew, simply send 50
u, with your name, edam.:
sad ,IF code to Basic Fathion,

pants dress, with slim. straight

ogs isail.

iia vain clucking

cull,,, no urne

the

Get a splurge of

Frislar-Am Steak. House, Glenview. 12130

When purchasing yarn for

ANOTHER VERSION of

Where you'll lose

2 inche
90 minutes of luxury.

ThomMe-Dale House, Hoffman Estates, 12

counted

To order 0 copy of

EQUIP1.15 THE FINEST

s,2 pm.

fringe. use synthetic yam if'
you am working with synthetic
materiel, and niatch weight of
yarn to weight of (nitric.

sec-

wwwdes WALTON

the corner.

Beak Andy.. Cow Palace, Nimble, 12:20

evenly, using the sante number
of threads for each loop

sleeveless cardigan.

92.71m

the
through to

plement the fabric. completes

Corradel Restaurant. Arlington Heights 1 to

form
threads
loop. Draw yarn end through
loop and pull tight. Space

issue of Basic

and park A fringed scarf adds
flyaway fashion to a simple
to carries its
dress: a
own jacket, cape, cardigan or
coat; a pants outfit or simple
dress often looks best with a

and pull

?mkt.. sett it broivi

4

number of threads. Insert n
crochet hook into the finished
edge.

to 2 p.m.
Glenview,

Camelot Restaurant. Dee Plaines,
Wednesdo,Are Steak House,
12,30 p.m.

Cupa one edge. Cot. out a

11 ef;,,not h Inn!

mock,. crews nowt

ATrii-n,Away
11Grand Opening
splurge.

Ben-

Weller's Restaurant. Morton Grove, 12130

to the depth of the fringe. and
yarn around the garige.

knit,

aoue to

Tree inn.

senville, 12:15 p.m.
Jim Saincs Tralee Farm (see Monday
Pickwick House. Paladtm, 12 to 2 pan.

ment, Cut a caargassa.

he.

FREE

sans.

talk
w
pool Ind cover vtng
which doubles m a doh An
MA
coal 030 surrounded
c'led floor &signs to com-

Jim Saints Tralee Farm ElarringtOn Hills,

man to be trimmed, after first
-inch. To
turning the hem
add your own fringe. first turn
narrow he on yous gar-

gle most important

ths

in

Golden Eagle, Arlington Heights, 1130 to

and pull threads,
rline at the stitching line.
Purchased fringe is simply
stitched on the edge of the ger-

bed fabricThe

pillows

130 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Trim

liked, season, a time to find
.your own best look, to sew
your own thing M your own

Ar)%t

nindow Cow

Camelot Restaurant, Des Plaines, noon.

bly with
with machine zigmigging.

What will be the bast look to
tan this spring, les an as -you -

Naerhvem.i Prey

add
Arrant,. tlacurtain,. whathkr or

fabric

Monday --Black Fox Restaurant. Holiday Inn,
Rolling Meadows-noon,

Tuesday-Ehlers, Green

By Jeanne Selmlber

mintkd

WEEKLY FASHION SHOWINGS

Sew your own thing for spring

of Fr iday. Where else
can you cut down except on

PALATINE

se mstress panes us lite with

throu

Fashion shows for
a change of pace

IN

A sewing sem, ton sow,

not it coos,

ion

practice/1y everything loafing

type of account.

1 bow

Stitchin' time

hest with aordinating

EPEE, we will flan yea out on

bedroom,

12;30 to 2 pm.. Monday through Friday.

No

,PS :

H,,hts

No tricks involved in fatal this spring. The look
emus naturally.

white. Evan Please Dom en
entire wardrobe concept on
natural. black sad white

The important fashion ailMame is a double -take, with

HERE'S OUR CHINA CLUB STORY

onk tall; toward

Mvishes It with a ship captain's deeonitive passementelie braid. Underneath, a neat skim of a dress
in white.

safari

in the spring
Fashion.

April Fool joke? 1?on't
you believe it. We even
py the top interest rate

ample do and who tattkr
tli kulasate It Item to ere
your own tdknt sonar to goer

(right) by Gayle Kirkpatrick pares the palest cream -colored emit down to ilim proportions and

Burnett pattern No.
8349 In sizes 8 to 18 Is featured

We'll even give you FREE
interest on deposits in
by the 10th.

to
Luke, %fond qs from
n Ineand
pm
gt
Arlington
407 N

Flared and bared. this 1111ab ensemble couldes a minimum of shirt and a maximum of pants in
trim linen 11001 primitively patterned In pink, blue arid oldie. Irish linen coat and dress ensemble

Sue

Fool

De you haw. a talsnts Most

1

gettelltally carefroe.

So we offer lots of extra
services like s transferring
funds to our vaults where
you can get at it easy.

The ships can be sun dot)

050 on a
in preench

'

Try Intent corner

nonshms

for city ssesr

and sh i r 1 -oriented
dram.

causes. Yee spent the doll& for

trent. McCartney Mount lircapect, Countrynide Art Center member and niudent pauses to
Body a wood sculpture In Vagina Mernd Allan. Six artists are currenth islubiting in the new
dome at Countrystde Gallery 407 N Vm1 nit Arlington Height,

IA1111111 no

Gin ori's spring sportwear
colketion strikes tho right
blend of fashion forwardness
OM. the mural quality of Irbil linen in nautical palttsaila

would have to go to County
Hospital next time, but an of

Wend

vourshade. We Measure A Installfree EstiMetee

Il

of the ridiculou, con Now we
are in debt. Who can afford 10

keeping the patterns subtle,
like a small check, polka dot or
a subdued foulard pattern.

THRIFT 8 GIFT SHOP

1427 E. Palatine Rd,

sum the P.M, shit,. of
den The most d ishing non

and beans on Wednesday. is,

Olson, Blister of Deltailb
whom. mod!, i, on serigraph
end Gets Penns Chicsgo

Even the contriintal tt.e
through, lid Chettinfist mid
riff ban, top, frequently as

Well I nist had a hospital
Way of rise days and our in,ur
enee only covered a small part

be

Ind poramakina
R AbsIs Wol in Wilmette.
speaali,ing is ,mbo,od pnnt

muted plaids crisp Irish !mon

the mother of three

if you're not in the spotlight

Featuring Joanna Western Products

Daily 10-5,30, Mon. a Thurs. 10-9

soft crepes

411
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who pElnn III
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e40

Virginia Merritt Alvm of
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the Min and he shirtdrss, the
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pants updated m turn, of to
day and the reialti are the
sort of clothes woman Wee to
and CU rah,
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Can

husbands, a teacher We cant
liforn a a acation tea year Ey
erytbmg is up exaspt our wile

"I give less away to good

"1010 notmed some of the
stars on television wearing
h adkerI
fully p. It
d

Dtarfikld

fabric &miner, hove choun

this week, that is out,' replied
mature homemaker.

trappings

till steno panting

tor wirt of

-

Donna Laggard of Chicago
whose msdia are etsinng end

denting effects than with gtv
mg women smutting in whch
to be comfortable and :Mew

to represent ths

_

work of the follon ing pried
ms.mbsrs
Countrysids s
sable of artists

less concerned with achieving

PRI YAWING

PI

run

0011

WW1 !sans heavils toward the
It -lobo. arts oprosnts tits

up in ice, Dooms seem

league- not at 514 each My

said

which

through April 22 Thu shoo,

time
Its not ...naming that Ms

rsally Oil home whoa I
maimed that 1 couldn I afford
f°Ira tu, b.), play m Little
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svar

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,

CL 5.6174

Here is a sampling of Moir re

men luxurious (Wks souse

Galksy me currently Walt
gum thew work in a speoal

normalre
In place of frequently con
Interpreted and mnundentood
',shunt Headline maker, are
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So artists of Countryside

and nattering cloths, to turn

SO WE MUST cope end ive

wet

6 artists in
new show at
Countryside

Linen is natural for spring

Ask any woman

rZU Zsa Ltd has an tam for

salon atop at

RAND & CENTRAL R
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
.9 p.m.

OM

MUSE Sion. thoi fri. 030 ogn.
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a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
p.m.

Sun, lo

0

3309 Dampier gaping
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... the figure trimmers of the world
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The history of luster ware
and in most crow calls for
aubstantial investment:

C011ectom af pottery will

There are two major kinds
of luster ware, the first being
the traditional English. It op-

hardly find a wider deice
than in the great ceramic fami-

of luster ware. It is a very
aristocratic

in Staffordshire at
about the end of the 18th Ccnneared

thing to collect

\

""-

Ivry. It gores inetidlieshcco in
pinks, silver, cooper. gold and
purple to china and corthenware.

The second major kind
darn to the early Renaissence
the
"Hispono-Mortsque"
type. It is
color -changing
type of ware, giving the effect

.of a prism or an

iridescent

Ism], This type was also re.
steed in the I nth Century.

Portrait of Loveliness

IN gHIS ARTICLE we will
primarily with English
losterware. This type deter
deal

sorncivlicrn ground the end or
the 18th Century and the beginning of the 19th.

Many claim the honor of
producing

first &latish

the

'

Broom, and continued to make

it long before Mr. Booth or
any other person awaarpre4

r. Named

ern

.1070W. Patna.

259-9219 or

'
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,-,:..

:

11
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Tumble Dry Never Iron
.5 yd Lengths

When deciding on

lamp
remember that
lamps should not he Owed be

',Lt./mats.

fore minting,. or pleas of an,
Place lamps on tither side of
e,eir fasmite painting.

from tonic to hatilc jacket. The
straight leg is newr.M. but flame

arc still in evidence. A new
length fur day wear is the
"midway" pant.

TNT/ GREAT fashions in
the suit category are the
Casthlanca mit and Me

net. worn with pants or a
shorter skirt Ott con..

and shiny cobraprinted pat-

If you like a handbag that is

ent. This serpent -scaled leather geoid ne or vinyll is the big

understated and neM, choose a

UTVUr011-me4"1

is still a sell squashy shoulder -

WE
e, CARE!

C

silver hanlw an: decor.

slender envelope. box bag or
roc' Or if your preference

winging large pouch. you'll
find tyat. too. in cob:want.
al vinyl.
The color gamut includes

the very ''now" white. butterscotch tan, camel.
red. beige and black.

navy.

Soften
laugh -lines
them
mango) try
moisturirer.

about

MITCHELL'S
JEWELERS

.h,`

Cardigan emus are favorites. but the robe not and the
high. closelitting coat that
bells and flares are still
around.
Fabrics on the scene include
sheer wools. silk jersey. en.
lined gabardine. burlap and
textured crape. And cotton
turns up in claque textures and
silklike polyester blends.

PATTERNS ARE tiny.
mints and "old
lady" florets and prints with a
geometric

camUnderveye

r Pantyhose
stands on
own feet

jjf

most modern

jewelery
store in he NW.
Suburban area.

This one, strictly for those

33

rtr

E
_.:0

zi MITCHELL'S?
.,..
L JEWELER C
evergreen Shopping?,

ilp

r.

Center

2t,.1....._

-

adelightful difference In

IA

Neyer.lron Full Bolts First Quality Values

to 1.59

FAMOUS BRAND SPORTSWEAR
75% Dacron Polyester 25% Cotton
95" Wide Permanent Press Never Iron

8cy.

1.98 Value

SPORTSWEAR FABRICS

cocas.

simply add an artist's smock or

PA1TERPI HAS a new

your mason tunic, you haw a
lounging costume. Colors
black with white sole, silver

with black sole and gold with

.. a

CO

among the superstars of the

30c

Soft blow the winds fabrics,
ion, soft flow the fluid fabrics,
soft glows the light that 0 the.
new "light look" Co the beach

,-,..... Buffalo Grove Mall

A Hank
_approximately
24 Yards'

nn

.-'...
1.,,,,..,

II

7.°17,1':"*"'"'"
Buffalo

ZaZeo7r'

tir.,==o9pr
Sunday loom to s pm
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MOUNTPROSPECT

cry fabric, and the Polynesian
carpeting pattern arc unified

he asked the usual mmaion of

in- horror,

was told. -Is that a nice way to
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don in many homes Li not very --Zing billnerllY o". halt-, ',at
he varied styling of
ks
much :W.I.:ed.
the new synthetic WI., (huh/ M
Al oily rate. you need to see.
gor gooro, oo0, 0.0 go no tea why you cannot and

with muh mom, coo em one that will suit you pir,ctly
pre,ng.g.

ploy

..t.ece

ill

at a prim well within reason.

FEDDERS

.

throw up."
w
01111 and you're so fen.,
"Arc ylou kidding? Th. 00/9
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$4.75
OUR OWN 'SPECIAL SAUCE
PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU Job $3.45

$3.50
$3.50
$3.50

BROWN GRAVY
ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
CRANBERRY SAUCE
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS
mars wax 1.1
hams

al 04 num.
pre

$3.50

rlo.voloo Ono fled

Iii

MERLON CO., INC.

a thee Imes nerd

PHONE 359-4868

M

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND
ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS

FREE Ranso ,.

which sometimes needs old
fashioned four-letter works to
convoy its full monion words
like give. care. help. Inv. dl
love -words which even I child
can underAand."

is

to Complement our Superb Menu

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH

1550 Rand Rd Palatine, Ill

-Sex

We are Now featuring
Mon. thru Thurs., Special Dinners

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS
BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH
BROWN GRAVY

"Hey, Ma. How come

has too short a wingspn.nd to
load
carry a rte Po
Accordi, to Lcvmsnn

Complete Dinners

CENTRAL FIN CONDITIONING

you

and

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT
Businessmen's Luncheon *Fashion Show Daily

BAR -B -Q BABY BACK R1135,

1000 fr'"

Old hm, c1101igh Confiderwe in your appearance to
entertain Mends or to, Olil IS
dinner, without spending time

"You mon.

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25

SIAL

"""0
c""'
last minute, put on a prestylcd

ATE baby?"
A ar oo, on, ooga onto

oz)sAi
Open

am

doss n setI Iroi II OM AM 04 00 AM

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
I432 N Rand Rd Arlington Heigh s
394 0765

A

It

ANTIQUES GAIORE

h due," he continues. "there
has never been a time when
think has been a greater friend

to fashion." He points to a
maillot

and silky you'll find it in a
bride's traumeau. They cling
or low, depending on figure
demand.
There are pants both supple
and suggestive, as one Would
expect when they're nettled

Harlow and Harem shins dial

'MY' HOUSE

COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIQUES

OUR LOCAL AREA ).

ANTIQUES ETCETRA
-

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Mt. prospect
VBS Hardware

253-4601
lot WEsr PartalCr AVENUE

on and

Mr.PPOSPECT

are sleeveless but
hooded. and a wow of a ,worn
see-through Shin

Win in contest,

\

Two School District 21 mu -

groups have won first
place ratings at the Illinois
Grade School Music Assoc.
district contest held laht wok

1003 V. rartld Rd.
Prospect Heights

Both

the

70 -member

Wheeling Elementary .School
Orchestra under the direction

of Thomas Hagman, and the
80 -member Jack London Junior High School Band di.

rented by George Galin, re.
cawed first pincer ratings.

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES
903 S..:zrnIt.e Ave.

BIG HOU E ANTIQUES

329,2653 or 894.7572
Antiques:Cell clubles; Jun,.
Also ellen
Con, memo

[wen.]

[

A

lased Mu

THE RED GAVEL
to S

12

pand Sell
Seel
ntiquei, PumishIngs,
We

SuNOON

;t1gE,7:

ed. Eve. -7:30

Every

Phone 537-1000

ANTIQUES

VICE

PEET MG,
MANOR BLOC LONG CROY

All Wet ?

FURNITURE CUT

ENNA. I I .0 30
SUN

APET
D INE

, BROWeE

Specialninq in Antique Jew.

ANTIQUE SHOPPE
'

girt

WEBER'S ANTIQUES

113 E. L lee Street

57gleeoltSe

soPleines

Tiffany Lumps, An Gloss Pron.
6 General Line a Antiques

OPEN MON. Ihro SAT.

10:00 a.m. to 4:30
939.3028
1006 S. Michigan
CHICAGO

BUSSES FLOWERS SOFTY
El

Flea Markel Sale

sicai

and will go on to the state Bgals in April,

1114 THE

Open eve, dnY

know the wicked wilm of the

music group s

`To give meth, g....di,

YE OLD CHINA 0 GLASS

ANTIQUES Ala
CHERISH 0 GIFTs

white backgroundsand figures
outlined in black.

don of swinsuits and acee

beautifully -patterned

Is Liquidity

\

by a subtle blend -Moth haw'

2 Dist. 21

oils of Enisalurc, a knit so soft

(40

why n neighbor lady was Botta: avysr,
His mother told him it was

come she had a baby in her
mm boy mired
stomach,

where did he come from he

go to 1110

used depends on personal pref.
creme,

"WC Cassini
can " of hisS""..
Oka
new colic.
soriesfor Peter Pan,

1111

OW*

there h nothing to do with

As Levenson points out,
when he was a boy. sex education. even M the home, was not
particularly advanccd. When

get another one in cotton knit orterr yfa warm

Beach look is light, clingy

of nylon Lycra and to other

SC PITS

O

JUST

hair except

Featuring:
The Bill Pierce Trio

your band on a double thick

36,000 BTU's

OR RETELLS us about the Per
a week lire
hisaw mom., hairdresser once
Hum boy who

-the beach over your itsy-bitsy. bikini,

tired in the "Many Moods of
Other patterns har neutral
Contemporary" collection of -backgrounds which proyide
home furnishings from Scars. the unifying element in mixing
Roebuck and Co.
patterns. For example, dim
Designed a. coordinated circles from a craftsman's
by Lawrence Peabody, the col- comp., can be learned with
ken km covers everything from curpoing printed with odd furniture to !lower holders. Its :h
Polynesian
figures
drapery dl edspreadarca Dbrics. whinh never saw a drawing
floor coverings and
rugs board. The circles. in a drapI make any interior come alive,

4.69

mantra

ture" hand. Make a .6,, of

anal

wow, the days of thinking dati

,How much of this pattern is

collection. Their patterns can

Heat & Shape Burlap

Values to $1.98 Yd.

ngthempc:
he w ire to form the stemro

ic wigs haw come into exi,

friend, "The big difDrence between men and uomcn is that
women dance backwards."

AN AFRICAN motif of

cool and definitive role in Moerior design, ond it is drama

$1.00 &81.49

Yd.

gang onou

wall placques and an urea mg,

AT ....

47c

Content 2 to 5 Yd Lengths R.O.M.

mend the nom pan center.
Secure the flower with the
bred ohmic ta pearid contim

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

what the family hin-mewl lotus Stripe" can w-

playful moments. And if you

Ribbon Straw

36.45" Wide Undetermined Fiber

color

!wangles within rectangles
apportion in a drapery fabric.

Flower Looms

en dm inside,
be fresh."

poncho, or serapes. They're the coming thine.
Su head on down to yr.- favorite store and get
an open-work wCol crochet fringed poncho.
Rash it away somewhere until those cold March
winds blow over and things warns up a bit. Plan
on wearing your poanncho anywhere and every.n
d pants. hlaybe you'll
where with jeans

phasis lo the mivering for an
entire wall, while the coordi-

The wide range of patterns
create moms which took

Yd

Since the prestyled

moo,

where one little boy tolls his

Soon you'll have to busy yourself finding a
whole slew of beiv cloth: for spring mid summer. One of the honest tips Mr sp ring, watch for

scheme, "Lotus", the flow.

Dimity's hams and prefer-

C

65% Dacron, 35% Cotton 95" Wide

God wanted us to know what's

ago but even today,ses educe_

A stylised Haitian lotus Rower
drapery fabric has been team-

shoes or hoots, for your most

from Studio Twelve

PERMANT PRESS PRINTS

mid to

who has become anxious and
overooncdrnethabout sex cd.
cation in school. to get hold or
Sam levenson'a "Sex and the

been given design coordinates.

It steads on its eon, vithent

Flower Loom Projects

iffra,

I

illustrations
o on the page

e v e r -delightful

strongly urge any parent

In fem. some fabrics haw

lows and draperia.

white sole. By RounddhoCleek
Hosiery.

Talk Omit sex education in

Problem hair?
Here's solution

talk to your own mother?" "I

shave

nhe breakaway nom nest Ina
&ions That once decreed decor should completely hide a

fibers that MO law
through many a pattering wear.

.5- 394-0820
*7.:
i:IVi-AA.A.i-VV1

rangements or made in thick
colorful bouquets.
Mrs Valid nude them all in
solid red, in a bunch of ten or
so, to go with hoe SOS solo-

16. 5. Bothwell
Palatine 359-3396

ig= and Del. This is 0 den- pear in accent touches like pil-

made

arealgre

Single

tour schools today has become
so extremely controversial an
faet. in many communities
.dweright 00101 that it% a
pleasure to toll you today
about a hook on sex that is just
plain fun.

exotic or primitive.

formed with menu which
tell

nylon tight have both on inner
and outer sole of sturdy, man-

Child" (Simon and
Schuster). Whitney Darrow's

By Louise Bates ATM, Ph.D,

adventurous or whimsical,
boldly art deco, purist modern.

trans-

They are nice added to dry ar-

form a pom pan. The wims

`Sex and the single child' will leave you laughing

cr. can he mud for major am being

two by tutee inches. Fringe the
narrow ends in about In IIICh.

Parents ask

Try crocheted poncho

arc

To make the centers cut a
rwlangic of crepe papa about
Gather together in the middle
and fasten with rha end of the
wire. Push up and fluff out to

changing home

matching

Punch a hole in the comers
and set aside.

Pleats will Continue to smug tan:gm:Pe Dre Islander's milling,'
French tank is topped by a Chevron patterned vest. Both are in
wnshable Fortrel. Shoes are hy Latinos, handbag is a Rum Creation. Athilable tit Mum Agnes Shop, Arlington Heights.

Self-expression

Rooms

ore the pantyhose with sole. The

." Arlington Heights -hi,

)446- SY 8)4 "Di." ho 1. 7 "

'lobe says

several

010010 .-half

edge, cut

would be wise hoot down those goodito Oat mon to you hefoo
you forget them Week ahead rather good one for resolving mac problem.
last day of week don't be fooled by fast- ^,-A
talking hotshot.

timid. sterile interiors out tern

Mc playroom or patio. These

C20 S. Evergreen, :tt,

YD.

misses. Fringe around outside

often what saves the day. It is not only plentiful. but it is wry. Yee

signs that haw the power to RR

LaY

per mid cur through all thick-

the minciple
Icon
that there is safety in numbers. Cap. perhaps it is
dine for you to
the whole thing. On last day of wok boa

self -m-

Patterns-

them on the unfolded crape pa-

personalm ID all done with
patterns. fabric and floor de- al with a woy. random stripe

-. do you know anybody Re
tht, It's a super idea In a new
Bind of pantyhose width heralds

Um them

gat by with several revolving love affairs, week ahead is Meal time
to take a stand and settle for Mat one. If you've been operating on

premien is ehaiming the home
me m% look and spirit.
There's a wholesew way for
rooms to communicate and to
reline to individwal Tnorals or

er

bout two and one-half inch.

SCORPIO (Om. 23 -Nov.21): Been hearing the drums lately.
Scorn? They have 1110 mine old message. A. you know what
THAT means. Olga recommends. however. Mat you proceed
with cauion. Though Scorp oesn't much this to Caution.
Scorp would he wise to listen to old Olga just this once. On last
Jay of week you may be asked 0 foolish question. If so, give a
foolish answer.
small-mous
22- Dec. 211: Do norallew yourself to
be hassled
week ahead, SM. There is one incrhaps an Aries or
Taurus), who would make life has than comfonable for you if
you allow b. If pressure builds in week ahead tell this person to
hang
and re -dial. On lot slay of week mike a fool of youndf.
Saj is wise enough to get away with it,
CAPRICORN Mee. 22 s Jim. 191: If you have been trying to

A fresh wave of

nth the wire, the small ones at

h: lap, and I:hrefully sepanlc
meh layer. Push tat firmly

inches, in diameter and one

lest day of week. cast caution aside and do a little fooling around.

e-

Slip the crepe paper circles

THESE MOWERS can be
made well by chiklmn
young as Ill or II year olds.

thenrdboard,oncobnrthnehonk: he about eight inches

Nagging details will harass' you. Don't hlow your mind. Don't
run away from home. Do your duty. Then on lot day,' wok you
might consider indulging in o little April flitilishness.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 -Oct. 22b It will be the little things in week
ahead which will most impress you, Libra. Like a little pal on the
hock. A little unexpected windfall. Alaybe even a little love. On

problem, of an assmdate, Aguarim. but don't get too invblval.
After all. you have enough it
of your own. Embrace today and look to the future with anticipation. You givc more than
you know. On Imt day of week. go fly a kit,
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Pisces. your naturdl homer is

band

CUT TWO CIRCLES from

fault" is to play the role of the fool. Ignore this advice on last stool week. however.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Senn 22): Heekota week`coming up Virg.

"In'Arj',It'ILS Iran, 20 - Feb. 18): Concern yourself with roc'

I

weight cardboard.

trouble Total honesty can In brutal. And being centavo)

i8Putrii

that you will be able to bend
the hand to hold the flowers.
For a MIMI touch slip a
brightly colored plastic ring
on one of the fingers.

0

171-

florist wire in Me 00000

you will need: crepe paper,
scwrote. florist, wire, green
plastic tape and some light.

it over. Then act.
1.1,0 Only 23. Aug. 221: You arc uncommonly honest swell
as generous. Leo. And though these two qualities are to be desk,
ed. unless they arc tempered by moderation. you are Waded for

$19.95

ing lines. Stuff with Micron or
c011on stuffing or use the lint
from your drier. While you are
tUffing, insert paper covend

as-

3

SYNTHETIC WIGS

Lul fl just a 111111 Lassa Ilan
the sating and stitch on trot-

semble these few materials that

growth. NI

cracker colors on a black
ground.
Although rad while and

brilliant green and
ello,v bloom this spring. the
avorite, are lilac, mauve.
shrimp, alabaster and gliy.
Shoes will give you ell( this
spring with higher heels and
platform sobs.

lb make the flowers,

namec...a
horn; ior.7.

tension is

L imaffers watch & jeweler,. mA

repairing, with the

,e1

PIM of wcPe nor, P.m Pam.
nes of fabric. IA soft, stretchy

1

time during last two days. And stop muttering to yourself: "Is

Far East Influence . in firk

avy

except
en

hlDietric oot

isho hoe an aversion for ahem

10a% woven Acrylic Bonded to 100%
acetate. Lighweght, machine wash
able, drip dry.. Ideal for casual and
anodswear fashions.

i2-

ic look with all the new tops

Mk And usually it has shiny

60" WIDE - FULL BOLTS

v011.,*: - --7.`"'

Not in front

texture and a sleek shiny fin -

WOVEN ACRYLIC

AK,k,,,,,..;....,
-'111'
N'itiik\ IV Compare
y 1.4,,,,z. At $3.98

shepherdess dresses bring back
a breath of the '30s.
Pants are here to stay-st bas-

how het.- wore is made.

and leathers. Tde. most
the-minute handbag is a sleek

NEW SPRING - BONDED

WI

klidi-lcogth filmy shirt and

In the coat winker. the midi
seems to be the daytime win.

,

sira.,, s:..,...,

spotlight. There arc undershirt

that any dmier trying to tell

Marlene

VALUES TO 4.99 YD.

lAt

olds and important. Second,

new fashion look for spring.

'Z -WATCH

67

inudpted by culls JennnJing your
Mtentmn. Don't bicome all unstrung. Sandwich in a little fun

That All There I,

, move hem, into rho

-1Mn. Sarah& Volld odds her men whimsical touch to a Lot

flower making expett, gives us
the directions for this bouquet
of poi, pons and adds her own
specie) whimsical touch.
f was inspired by
Act
an okl,
well-worn, garden
found in my go glove that
rage," said Mrs. Valid.
thought it might be fun to
make a soft sculpture of my
own hod to hold some flowers
I had made."

crhtimning

..G.EMT,Twiliaithacy

whenever. y. are able. II necessary, hide for a few hotas some.

there', nothing you can do

Yd.

i:, at;
ni,

,

A0

I$

look in Ratline is available In

The look is :Teat bemuse it has
a dual roesskyci 0 nifty serpent

.., .\\

A.

T H E WARDROBE of
lengths has beaamea fact. Any

any knots

To iwoid laugh -lines. or to
there,
boften them (if

100% Dacron Polyester

-

First and foremost kS that
any 'utter ware found with the

per floweo are just ththat.M.
Virginia Volid of PaIntinc, our

week a raid fooler.

chemise,

Slinky serpent is the fashion

,N
,...

S;4.

Machine washable

,::'

all of this?

.

trend in the animal kingdom
today. mini the look is fast
tin
Laktin in reany retries

e-

DOUBLE KNITS

f.
k

&nth. He must be. What are
the groIn one can dative from

body for dear life.

sI

POLYESTER

..,

is

any ways, a super

rea/ly, in

Next work we will dimes.

for Your

t

tor? An antique collector

who mass. known
a figure in the world of perm

SAO ilit \

O.,
lo

for every mood -garden pony
crew, classic Tshirt dresses,
mNi.coms with pants. the

Oredo-be-successlid crepe pars -

Mowers to mmstions concerning that which has been worrying
you. And don t accept glib platitudes either. Demand directness
and honesty and you will get e. Rapport and mutual case will

.

1

t

,

\

all of this to the modern collo-

and amusing, These simple.

instead of trivia to a daily as -sock.. Do .1 settle for vague

b.operno.mELpi,o,,,m,c,,rliyy gec,ncenrtabccot,e,sntsrin,,nt,,,bu,,

,''

a.ft, A,

with us. too. And there's u look

I.

.

I

What is the importance of

or slinky serpent

1,...

SPRING

back. Din the mistime stow

chino."

look. Anil they all hug the

10

Spode. rhi, famous firm and
the seccuslors. Copelamis

Fabric Shop

a thel.
TAURUS (April 20- 6100 20): It is time that you talked turkey

luster dating prior so the ISOM

qe

who were under contract to

scoTis

pool seasons. The read suit is

:Theis um timcs''when we
fike Io make somethingjust foe
(nth -something bright and gay

will he unusually strong: Be sure all Important rusks are taken
care of before you get frisky. In short, be exuberant, but don't he

minim,

rq

working for Dame' and Bh,,,n,

.eqq53.9162
1:9.9 doily 9.3 Oar.

of "gold and lustre ois

By Ruth Cournoyer

ARMS (march 21 April 19): Week ahead will he full of
templabon, You will want to goof off. Your thirsting after life

'Mgr°, mare carjjeo

vertiser spmks of /um as the,

Your Weekly Horoscope

Now York fashion showings.
The shape it the body. with
ego emphasis on ,tte nu
hosom The goartrnegpc ts
the fabric.

CANCER (Jane 21 -July 221: If you feel that injustice axis,
within your own little world. Xloonchild. then bring it into the

At Me time he clainn to
h:we introduced the art of to.
big irciallic Inger. he was

Rollins Mem,.

rtioidaddninc

builder. The Staffordshire Ad-

Some fun flowers

the word

tank dresses and
dresses svith the tennis -cm.

lain as Josiah Wedgwood was
in earthenware.

BEAUTY SALON
224 Algonquin Pd,

is

Spring 70.

dews.

Dlassb ury.

riinitinniiiin,triieni

in

wu he has 0 piece of English

p

COSMETICS

and Horbin 11763-1830) was a
joiner -carpenter and organ -

Joao'name or marking,
of ony ofhthe
-j,
ton mum m,
earlheneare. He has bean an

Phone

for fashion

claimed the honor of producing the first luster ware. Rich:

notice in the Staffordshire
Mercury of 1846 claimed that
John Booth, deccmeth was the
inventor of luster was, A
week later a letter
signed
...Mho
Hancock. - Etruria"
hates a very emphatic case for
another person. The letter

reads "I was the original Inventor of lustre, which E
recorded in several works on
pottery, and I first put in prac
lice at Mr. Spode's manufacNoy for Messrs. Daniels and

Creative corner

harsh moor,
Thafs nor
OT HERS HAVE also welt Or seam in sight in the

skald be given. An obituary

We do know that Hanoi&
vire very well-known painter
and decorator of china tind

259.229,

manufacture &wain. today.

luster wale, but no one isquite
sum 10 whom this honor

Pone 9

Monday March 39,1970

this spring
Unconstructed

By Dm kr=

THE DAY

Shape is
the thing

Antique world

THE DAY

Sunday of each Month
Town Hall, Lower Level
of Randhurst
Prospect
Rts. 12 83,
430 p.m.
rn.
ADMISSION 50c
Antiques Etcetera Managers

dE

M

P

259.2210

b'Etfre=::"'"
Antique .
moctifully Avvented

WM Mrel Anaimement

r 1 I iOVA

TO ADVERTISE IN

THIS COLUMN

CALL 255.7200

HEELING

..

11 392-0383

Cli!7.7

Not quite.
Now you can earn 41/2% compounded Quarterly
on your regular passbook.
No minimum deposit.
And best of all, withdraw any time,
without notice.

P

Y

S°

*MO

I1

7"

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
Milwaukee Avenue et Dundee Read
Wheeling, III. Phone: 537.0020
Member F.D.I. C,

3

'SIMII
3

Pittenger pti:le Pre
Palatka., ountmdmg per
former m the met was pole

DJ Geome Halos

Ruud led by Dan Palen
gsr s

error y nt the rnIk n

ont of sts dams to surpass&
fondtilL ohammon Palatine m

miter Guy Zoonc who fin
idled third in that event Zu
toot rho has boon in tho 13

toot ran, oonsisently

prestigious Oak Park Relays

n Mt that figure on the
head Saturday as he took a

The state mom champion finished

Back seat to
13-6 effort by
Bill Plass of York. Zajonc also

the Class B compottlion at
Saturday.

he

country
third wOh 20 points while the
neighboring Piratm were seventh with five points.

The Oak Park meet N mt.
nually the biggest and

track
meet in Iliinois, and more than
2,000 spectators watched Sat

urday's 40th running. In the
Class A competitio it was
again the host school which re-

has a 13-6 vault to his credit,

fist Thumday night he

and

cleared 13-8 M before falling
to 0 an who went 14-0 on
hslats try in the Wildeal.Reat Wheeling.

I

Fremd supplanted Patnaar
in the running events this year

as the Vikes picked , relay

tained its championship tro-

the Pri"' medley, the
P!""
eight -lap and the four -lap re-

phy. The Huskies have won
their own meet 22 times. and

lays. Palatine got a fifth -place
finish from its eight -lap relay.

did it this year with 42 points.

LINCOLNWAY won the
Clam 9 title with 34 points.
by David
Merrick's
recordmhattering 4,13.2 eon
ockP aced

ing in the mile. Merrick

in

Class A mile. allowing
Pittenger to win the corntned Class B and C race with a
4:26.4 time.
the

THE VIKING sprint medley of Mike Zander. Mark Kel-

Bill Cheney and Bill Jarocki finished second for the
ley.

highest area relay finish. In
this event, Zander ran two

laps. Kelley and Cheney one

real.

and

Jarocki

fawn Arlington bead baseball
cathh Fran Somers may produce an interesting season for
fans. Os only s pair
of freturning lettermen sell he

present in Me starting Cardinal lineup which will make its
debut April 6 versus Ridge-

finished

spaces left by Card greats Dave

John Garth have all looked
"pmmising. in Somers' eyes

final 109
slate.
While Dubeck saw limited

and all figure in his lineup

Top hurlers for the Red.

relief action last year, Elsberg
demonstrated his supremey on
the mound on the sophomore

birds appear to be Bokelmann,

reel rolling up on excellent

Ekberg and senior Eon DIP

14.0 individual record.

Armstrong, Cr: Bmmipirtner.
Jim Kolari. Gary Anderson.
Dean Sehrnelzer, Al Feldman
and Dow Woodard.

wood.

JUNIORS CHUCK Don -

Third baseman Larry Geyer

non, Gene
School, NOM(

Rick
Wilbins

and

pans

beck. Bokclinann was a mainstay in the Cardinal pitching rotation last season, combining
his efforts with those of Anderson to account for the Card's

that number one doubles pan.

mesopis not yet sure which

A good blended seniors and

underclassmen will form thc
backbone of HerSty.3 varsity
t...is Kan, this season, us the
Huskies will try to improve on

THE OTHER doubles team
will probably boa pal' of seniors. Mike Dunne- and Bill
Hutton, although they arc still

their outstanding performance

being pressed by scveral other

of tel year.

boys.

lather Peisoupb
:ntounded ibe attire
Mid -Suburban
League last
ler leant.

BIJT THE star of that great

nom rif a year ago. Mike
McLean is no longer around.
He moved away last summer.
and to say the least he will be
sorely missed.

"The kith really looked up
they'll miss him this year. and
that he could have helped use
meat deal."

son. They are seniors Gary
Meyers and Drake Williams,

IN SPITE. OF the intermittent bad weather that ban
plagued .11 of the acbools in
the arc a. the Huskie netters
haw managed to practice out.
lloors for about a week and a
hell. The spirit has been cxeellent, according to Peistrup,
end everyone is looking forward to the opening meet on

April 4.
That will be a quadrenguhr

no Maine West, with teams
from Homewood-Flossmoor
and Lake Park also par-dr:iota-

ing. The first MSL encounter
for Hersey will be April 16 of
Frond.
At present there is a crew
of competition far POSI.
dons on the squad. Pcistrup,
says there will be a lot of dock
knges and line, changes un-

and juniors Dennis Loony and
Bob Mciers.
'The situation makes for

competition,'
dNish-up...The underclass
saiinteresting
kids have the best shot at the

b. carrying some of the team
members broke down on the
way to the contest, and things

Deco

four limes before the

The Northwest Subdrban
YMCA girls sliced by Coun-

Ina year,

0011I-rEAMS will now be

the girls

pointing toward the state
finals at George Williams

had all

been on the same team. but
this. year the Countryside Y
opened and caused a split
in the

Maine. East High School is

heeding into its fourth

the hulk of the pitching

College on April

first in eight of 10 relays while
Countryside claimed an edge

because they arrived at the
meet just as their event started.

Their only warm-up was the
half -lap they had to jog to get
to the starting blocks.

THE REDBIRDS have
four excellent catchers, each
of whom could fill in behind
the plate at any time. Seniors
Terry Foy and Rick Erickson
A
Donohess an
arecoming strong.
John
and Cerro! ore

battling it out for the top spot
al first base, while teammates

Antonik:

MIDGETS: 200 -yard
medley relay: Judy Gran, Ann
Di Fruncesca. Paoli. Di

brenststroke: Ann Di

Frances.; 200 -yard free

South

while

Titans

closest ballgames of the year.

The Cards open their season

tieing a week, so the infield poAkin are still indefinite,"
Somers commented.

April 6, when they host the
Ridgewood einem the Ream -

tion Park field. April 10 the
Cards tangle with the Glen.

John Kuykendall, Scheel!.
Wilbins :cod Germs ate possable outfield candidates. but
Somers added, "There are lot

herd for these positions and
it's hard to say who starting
where at this point"
SOMERS EXPECTS q11110

a struggle for the conference

title from both Hersey and
Wheeling as he said, "Wheel -

Encouraged by an ex-

rceptionolly good turnout and
some pitching."
TheCausla have had ren of three returning lettermen.
intersquad games, ands mers first -year Fremd varsity tennis

0

tl.11..,'".i.k's

Soed'Yoc.

whooP'0°007
posted

to the

a 4-0 record last season as a

Hilltoppers dropped the

junior, Frank Knopf, a fi-2
junior who will see most of

crown

a

6-5

Demons to a 9-5 conference

=Irk and 0 second place
finish. Overall, Ward's charges
nailed down a 13-8 mark and
continued the tradition of
never having a losing season
for Ward,

his playing time from the first
bee spot, ands eniors Bruce
Bradfield and Wayne Conrad.

Once Maine has run

through its pitching, however,
it has exposed its strongest

THIS YEAR several quo -feature. The Demons look to
be only an average hitting
lions
at be answered before
Mai, Eml can be considered team and seem to have some
a

bunafide

pile

the

contender,

Blue

des-

and Whites

apparent --paper" strength.

The Park Ridge nine will
have six lettermen returning
from last year's runner -um

weakness with the glove. They

may, however, be able to

base sack, Reimann, when not

is slated for short stop action;

eAFTER THAT it will
probably be bettercost:: with
n pat lineup." he said, "be Louse it's usually easier for a
'hay to get a good seed in the
conference meet if he's been
playing regularly."
The most "set" position at

"THE KEY to our season
Will be the pitching," Ward
said. "It will be our strong

corner,

uit, as we think 05 6000 the
kids who can do the job. On

Conrad, again depending

the moment looks -like the first

Ward will not have long to
wait to sec how his pitchers

have to play a few ballgames
and see how it goes."

THE OUTFIELD lists Bill

Kill mem Jim Ziazo end
upon the mound rotation.
The catching chores will be
taken over by Torn Larkin.

In looking over the eight
positions, Ward in dicated he had no set lineup
as most of his personnel will
fielding

Stein

go as Maine will open the

Ohrsoom, both seniors, hold -

season this Saturday morning
at home with Evanston High.
Slated to see important ac-

be shifted about in accordance
with the game sitnation.

'They've been playing to
for three years now,"
and they'll
sald Piestrup.

eon in the opener are two
senior moundsmen, Bab

picture in his own mind,

coax probably be-Ilaying In

upon -whom Ward will plow

Itch.. and Gary Wagner,

Ward indicated.

starter,

throwing arm and wag one of
the top hitters curia last year

In the East surfing lineup,
Knopf should work the first

HE DID have a complete

good range, had a good
before tailing off at the end

The "o who does thejob

Center fielder Zizzo was
given high marks by his coach
as having "good speed, a good
arm and a pretty good bat. He
(Zizzo) is the type who will

spot, and then will move

shortstops in the area" as the
successful coach is counting
upon Schawel to have o much

WARD FINISHED his

more consistent batting

'theirbaseb

Suburban League's f irst

Although limited by

largest sailboat

Rom

ever to heist canvas In CMago will be on display at the

110110

ditioni,," Gable= said. 'It
might

Boat,

Travel

and

Outdoor

Show, April 10-19, at the International Amphitheatre.

All that's new in boati, for
1970 will be featured in the big

event as water craft ranging
from small sailing di,hys to
ocean-goi, yachts, will be
shown at the itolorfal 10day

.

r1

Stelniner-`

the new 24 -foot Venture, ling

of the fast, small sailing
cruisers afloat.

The Day coca dealer will
also display a new 14 -foot catamaran called the Roble Cat,

a hoin hulled boat whine in
deHan. and construction.

Maelllostroliona

tow.

towawe

us win

a

few

performance and the field

Gablcns said that mon-

performance, and he ordered
to have his players show their
worth in competition rather
than in any pre -season spec,
teflon.

petition
doubles to
is
pretty well up in rise. air,

rd

.-

Real 0,I,Wa

Removal.

Dundee..
g p g gky,p0Hoo
9 6 7,11Palleb PPP...
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players me pushing them for a
spot. two
or
and IWO
j1111i0M. None lettered last sea-

He lettered has ophomore led
mom and looks to he the hen
of the singles mndidatm.
The leading hopefuls for the
other two singles positbns arc

first-string spots right now. but
the seniors don't especially
like that and are giving them a
good battle."
team can stilt improve over last

The numbir onesingles post

to him as a bider.' sold Peist-

Thcre's no doubt thaf

will be number two and
which will be number three.

is now being filled by junior
Rick Ledley, who was she
number three pl,er kot year.

Coach

theca
on by finishing second in
nference with on altjun-

mphomore Jeff Seeger and
juniur Rick Liston. although

omn lb lip n.lay had to dn..

on the way, the me, The

too the
thechoices
choice candidates
candid
tu

By Jim Stuart

eels

Somer

Best individual gone, so
Huskies will bank sin team

Ind OILY Ltsnlo dly

IlErness Senates

,

rU0

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in

\it

MI NLI Y M Yh disippouu
bi-idans ht slid Ire runnus

Y °Pis surpass tanner teammates

414

chess. Glen Abel, Tom Cerro!.

p.n.

Mom tilt palm., to

was hit by a streak of bad luck

The Vikes also got fifthplace performance from the
four -lap relay
of
Menick, Kelley, Cheney and

ouch Ron Mandy aalkd his

129 in the prohnunartos to
mkt. the ton tight but in tin
tury forced him out al
fiFremd, team perlorMance

Bohn-

-

ek n

and pitching ace Jim Bokel.
mann are the sole returnees
from bet marh second place
squad, but a flock of talented
juniors will fill the blank

Chuck Dillon. Mike Moffo.
Bob McDonald. John Brod-

Beth.

:tool a line.

the polo v

Zandor and 1, Ala just beat
Old Manny 4,1000 of Frod
Miller Charlof Phillips Read

firstcam
ts, and mom was

yards on the Oak Park track.

BRUCE ALSO did mil in

Tkruck Mikt. Pitchtll Miko

Jacobsen and Steven

got so &gam. that mom

Sieve Buret

Light lap nday takttIL a fourth
to fin Pm Ms fifth MILu

with four bps. One lap is 197

Just two lettermen
By into Rowe
The rebuilding chore that

this

Fremd edged Palatine m the

i

Pine II

Monday March 30 1970

.

ap

296-6640

296-1071

0,00.2 aggg

BUSINESS MEND
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

to

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

I'm looking fora couple
f

f

h

'

y

area to disploy our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insulah
ed Siding, If interested

24

elp Wanted Men

PARTS ASSISTANT

Coll Mr. Moore.
S45-0507

GPPly in person

IStaness Services
Wiltdo ironing in mIthome. I
plece.Call after Sieve,
6,676.1

a

INNETKAWINI2OW CLEANING

,r5,1n:ad

Des Plaines

Volkswagen, Inc.
855 E.Rond Rood

Page 12
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124 -Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

248elp Wanted Men

25 -Employment Agencies Women

24 Help Wanted Men
nel

o

7 me

II

MUNE 014361!

Doreen

EXPERIENCED RETAIL1

SERVICE MEN

SALES PERSONNEL

MOUNT PROSPECT
STANDARD
Rt MEI Dump t

TWIN BROOK
V 8 5 HARDWARE

WELDERS
STRUCTURAL STEEL FABRICATOR NEW FACT
(TIES VACATION PLAN INSURANCE HEALTH &
WELFARE PLANS STEADY WORK PLUS OVER TIME

CI p

°a., Murphy

RECEPTION

FOR FASHION
DESIGNER

272-9400
A

w e.49.

Magic, shies offit

peeplu

R RETT110X

tun

CRAVENS CO.

n1t/C..
Art. Ms., Ill. 6000S

AGLOW= CLERK

TOASTA FOODS CO.

1.1=1'"'r7ocl.V270'63

0,nion

39.1.0800

602B DeopMer

086 0700

Fell Time, Do

TRAINEE
RESERVATION
TRAVEL
AGENCY

OPPORTUNITY AWAITS
YOU!
Starr $1 10 plus a week.

ARTIST

PH6 Pad bond,

Louse Northbrook company needs Kest ine Mist no

rn

gn und ori deportment Mot have
colMteral and rnagarn
pain. in googly posreup
mak. Applicone mod he inierested pranadly in Rwyline.
15 person

"t'Ll

Fringe Benefits.

Call 201-5078 or 291-5079

ULM MI

M1411511

rim and oder res

Northbrook

Allstate

....Renew include

ice

N EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

privileges for to.

82,66/S

Mem L lag

TRAINEES

Call Ken %Mos at

Is Wo es
er and posting

...and

to wary.

CHICAGO MAGNET

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS:

Bockgrot.. Euonexing

-

Elk Grove Village

901 Chase Ave,

ORDER EXPEDITOR
SUPERVISOR

al and weekly

=71W tar, iat'undt.mr"'.
rY fornmeweste pair wooden. and obigry.

GENERAL OFFICE

MATURE WOMAN

Appointment for Inremiew

CA1L 428-4411

666-3443
ACROSS THMINET FROM 114
WESTERN AMCOMAMIT, DEPOT

WEI Pen,.

599 S. Wheeling Ed. Wheeling, Illinois

a 327, ',Pub

REVCOR - INC.
An equol OPPomreiN ernPlaYer

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
has several permanent jobs for

WAREHOUSEMEN
No experience necessary. Doy and night shift.
$2.04 per hour to start. $3.17 per hour after 120
days.

e Free Hospitalization
o Free Life Insurance

ACORN NEEDS YOU!
CONTINUED GROWTH HAS CREATED
THESE PERMANENT POSITIONS

TIME STUDY MAN

CALL 827-4794

WORK WITH
PEOPLE -

Charles Galbraith

SECRETARY

"i'll'AVBUNTR
RECEPTION
FOR BRAND

,s==E,,

$525 MO.

BARRETT-

ANAIISIS.Sheer mere! background help( ut. Sahery open.

* DRAFTSMEN (Sheet Metal)
Minimum 2 years expo...Raey

line of Company Bandits
Secure your future mdayl
Secure
Coll Mr. Peter Blur

m Paid Vocations
a Paid Holidays

natal known elect..

CRAVENS CO

componerpeolng

GAL FRIDAY
GOOD SALARY

goodli,srimpresion.. Fee.

Mis. Pate

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
OFFICE - $575 MO.

286 0700

6028 DempEler

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

ACORN Sff 4.'T METAL CO.
MONACO. AVE

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

FRANKUNPARK,Ill
ol Wolf Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

dly

F

YOU CAN BE
BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL -$540

dpp

.e.

Start a long career with Signode.

lowe a Isesh happy so. end rite
people make Melt. connections around
be Ms perfect Iola Bar you.

Excellent opportunity to work for
modern medium else company close to home,offedng superior working conditions and liberal employee benefit program.

014=er=

Neel and modern working conditions.

2 S. Dunton

394-08110

n026 De.pster

288-0700

@

preenations we hve.,

EXPERIENCE

1st SHIFT

JANITOR

ID GRINDER
PARTS CRIB ATTENDANT
SHIPPING CLERK

2nd SHIFT
MACHINIST

e SURFACE GRINDER

10% Bonus for 2nd Shift

Call Torn Mannard at 724-6100 or stop by

SIGNODE
3700 W. Lake Ave. Glenview

(lust W., of Glenview Naval Air Station)

PLENTY OF OVERTIME
e NO GENERAL LAY-OFFS
a LIFE INSURANCE

Qualified Applicants will apply
in person

or call 543.9570
530 WESTGATE RD.

ADDISON, ILL

.Reghley Now,

DOCTOR'S GIRL9-SSSO

-4411

GENERAL OFCE --UN
u wi

oul and

ll

ho ve

pnew

beawilulyo
ly fuol shed ond Me

OFFICE MANAGER-8-5AM

Ms Pn.
g S. OInoArB

Denpon

49,,

ISTCT'.'SECT.LK.
TRAVELOGUE GALE -1500
TECH. TRAINEE

AMR

0680bozo

LA SALLE PERSONNEL

3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HTS., ILL.
439-0923

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Al OUR DES PLAINES FACIL.
ITV. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS AL

a PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
ASSEMBLER
a CABINET ASSEMBLER
a CABLE FORMER

a WIRING & SOLDERING

Seeing Is

44,ty,..y.,,ro.1. Runs good

oTnt'S700 'S'S97;29'

Heow SHAG CARPEI 3.122 30
yd. NYLON PLUSH S3.95 so yd

WICNSTROM
THE BOSS

01.3.6.16

CARPET CLOSEOUT

Believing

358 0989

'57CS's'eS:.ISM

'71';

VA oilman

El Rott

724-6006

cc assess,
Vos clou SS 327 vs. am. en

NEW SURPLUS
TOOL STORE
56-Cifice

1965 CHEVROLET

Furniture-0AM

types or mechanic hand tosh.
,0014
dtoP
sones abrasives, loth. 6

"'""k1

Dela ne Surplus Supply

I5Business Opportunities

A191

94.3

E

$745
°

2

A, up Evog.B.E.

Amv

1965 BISCAYNE
STATION WAGON

Ago ofle 02398,

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. F. J. GANDER
PERSONNEL

$595

LDS, DELTA ROYALS

PHONE 297-5320

WAIN, ROSSINS

ITT

ADAM cud a2g4704

P011,10 MO 0

1965 CHEVELLE
CONVERTIBLE

83,19D3

'ECFOTS'AN°'

EaAw
and raki, act

Des Plaines
20005. Wolf Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer IN/F

isnnen

Errrt

Residen ial

10400W. Higgins Rd.

Commercial

$895

CLEANING PLANT
airei,i,rz rAciiire Modern

w sene

April SM. ID to 5. Ads..

.erican leg. Hall,

121./..
Douglas. Arl. Hie 26,60,11 or

onnssed

283

A. GOODMAN & CO.

Real Estate

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES, INC.

Palatine

High Voluu

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Or

224.1000
101Autemobiles Wanted

Vacant

tgo.gt,g

DICK WICKSTROM

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING
Lacing

wE PAY TOP S52

1963

7410 Rent Apartments

7IApts. and Rooms to Share

Webbing

Pandits
Pane, Powtie 9

CHEVROLET

555 Irving Park Road

Candy Col.,
Foggmg
mmaillakkg
ASK FOR KEN

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

9,4 9238

.11-29187
-0,111%=3"E"',75127

$175 A WEEK
German and English speaking. Typing 60 w.p.m.

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

teak

5

I.

do3y 392-1374

80 -To Rent Ake Space

DON'T

102-trucks,Trailers

PASS

7$41 Rent Apartments

CALL 439-8020

101Auto trailers &Campers

UP

'771TN'OlrFI:11711'0 '4;0

II -Industrial Property (igen!)
111Notorcycles and Scooters

THESE

We am seeking cap_
oble
lor au
modem medical

ys, ,yys

0-19,28'

Shorthand 80 w.p.m.

DEALS

'THE CHOPPER SHOP"

3 EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

per of Cows. lino and
weloi Reads.

ayreground
wt.

SECRETARIAL POOL

Wee tip.t
AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET

$475 TO 8525

I

Available for

All lobs are 10096 Fee pald by employer.
Call Dan Donohue at 992-3920

Ar.91,

JUST GIRLS DIVISION

392-5230

MT. PROSPECT

WOO W. FOSTER AVENUE

FridlEMI*E.9t!.

"721`1)71 -

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60656

Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate

Morton Grove, III.
267-6900

s

1967 CHEVY IMPALA

AG

253.6233

9695

112 -Automobiles For Sale

x'00

CALL 362-0204
SALEM LANE
APARTMENTS

$1295
1969 CHEVY II NOVA

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes
DOWN PAYMENTSAII Type,. of

1"°fito!,
296-7893

1895

330000 NO DISCRIMINATION

Deluxe 2 Bedroom, $210
Also 3 Bedroom, 1300

ANYONE MAY BUY
my

dow PO. R1EIEn 41.11 3650

on., I
nna

wiser

earn r

Ask For Agent
ROE Auloilrom Radio Healer

Michael Nelson

3975 Cl 3-5697

motet

April Ist.1225, WILL NEGOTIATE.

537-0023
Between 8:30 AM & 6:00 PM

6d

m.nlo;n.a ape

ncluded. Ouiei
residential area. Pets OK. Avail.
Hoot

CALL

ELME IB7 oft MO

6967835

C'" V=0"
Ardlits.Sublet, large

P.Isaaee,.aeilenr

cre.

02A-1535

SIM

bedroom
apt. Pully canceted. All modern

1967 DODGE DART

'Zbet'orn1=:2'

PAIANNEf ROLLING MEADOWS

6301 Lincoln Ave.

*99,9' app

psi

'o'B'E'B200.013.6112f 1e76p::

Laboratores, Inc.

unity

D.

MUNDELEIN

HOWARD SPRONT A CO

ROBERT D. HUGHES & ASSOCIATES, Ins

IvE

"''11561'n'117

S.00

965-4700

RANDHURST CENTER

B

.rn. to

Baxter

,

White Collar Girls

eke remark 0:00

Cell Ken.

791 9987

°

r Industrial 61,

Variety of duties, reception, girl friday, secretory,
teletype, sad Meg. Will advance into saoratarial
pool.

Temporary Jobs

All Office Skills

STENOGRAPHER POOL

Pkn ace,:

mmising and molding All work

B&RealEstateMouses

am

General secretarial duties assigned to group leaders will substitute for executive secretaries.

.

COURT A SWIMMING POOL.

Typing SO la 60 w.p.m. Shorthand 60 to 80 w.p.m.

DEPOT

far

Lissom

251.8850

3150A WEEK

Yrtmv0 *he 6PAL

'-r4.r°

6'0.

ZIS

Park-

good

%Cey=7,

the now people
Des Plaines

to,

S

School Bus, Inc.

BI -LINGUAL SECRETARY

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

298-2770

mga

Cook County

Illinois Bell

$125 TO $150A WEEK

JUNIORADDANS...RFOISTER NOW FOR 1UNESIARTS
LOCAL AREA OR LOOP-ALIPOSITIONS 100,FREE

-940W St.

An No, thP1mMungy Employer

FRIDAY

rAltuNT,B2,22E,A.,,,i95
CLERK

FLA1-2230

d2

RECEPTIONISTS.-- $4.2.3

11,
TILE

255.1107

NURSE

An Envoi °Apo.* EmPioym

GENERAL OFFIE----.311

Mho.

,70= "

401 E. Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, III.

Phone:M.6300

VEgrgiti---17

VARIETY
POSITION

co BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD

a MAJOR MEDICAL
o 81/2 PAID HOLIDAYS AND LIBERAL
VACATIONS

...GRADUATES

-All TOM Meal.

2

Coll

55-Musica I Instmments

'

INDUSTRIAL

25Emplopent Agencies -Women

MEUNIER.=
EXEC. SECYS------smo

$625 MO.

u.51,501

Come in or call
Jean Yale, 259.7010

EA. Otis
2,9.7161
An nouol imam* employer

ter girls wlih gond .1. Allis. Good starling salary WM pro.
motional potential Irom =kn. Modernair condlemed offices

Definitely the leader in cur field

GENERAL
OFFICE

a, ro 3P.3
dM.E99E353

Williams Gray Building

to'' ""=7V"'"°'

needing/A

SALES DEPT.
DEPT',

ACROSACROSS
S

TOP $$ COMMENSURATE WITH

The Boss
Says,

Moine Furnishingsfumiture

5ns.LLocla7t7ZtIrgat.

PERSONNEL

CLERK TYPISTS
eve

6663.3

!! LA SALLE HAS YOUR JOB !!

THE FINEST SERVICE "

Rosemont,

Des Plaines

2450 W. HUBBARD

0 ppormilly for real advancement

E

world, this could

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY
200 E. Touhy

INF STREET FROM THE 4611.WAURR RD. WESTERN

employment...len

"'reol'irrr:
47rneIls

d32-13580

In Arling1, Hui0111"

CUTTER GRINDERS

d 529.2885

SILT!? Pso

Chicago Office 346.5040

congenial assom....ollent Maga helm. Including

is looking for

Grear wages and benefits.

381-009

1,65=1,13

hEM

Typist Clerks
you have good.. and clerical Aglhwe how be
Me ..... Open.. hWyou

INTERNATIONAL

rton CORPORATION

126 N COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

LYNN DAVIS

Operators

learn key tape Is necessary.

ROCKFORD

GEAR 8 TOOL

patio

Cali 252.83111

2:30-5 p.m.

year.Wo ho,,e amnia, km

very 111..1 sick pay play

nteresting jobs wills friendly people.

Paid Training

mone y. ond on sow way m geeing ihree rai.e. your first

=747.'*".

73 -

BARRINGTM

THE OLU4IVE DEALER

aiore,

PROGRAMMERS SALES

leb helping., cosine. around lb world making good

296-2251, Ex,. 361

carnpany benefits
paid hospitalization
9 holidays
profit sharing.
new facilities

MIA"

Earn Extra.Cash

.wilh o new lob ai
Bell. D's a bremse wigs
ememienal Raining program Dell designed especially oar
you. Re* the Dowers ore in bloom you can be on Me

Our Data Processing Deportment hos an opening
fora gal to work in Me keypunch seclion.

comewludw. code an

;""".37:7,17,7::.11,!:`,

175

0

2.22.

COLLEGE GRADUATES
o ADJUSTER TRAINEES

NCR OPERATORS
SWITCHBOARD
PERSONNEL

DRIVERS

Nal

Looking for a really goad place to work? Call:

ree

In Arlington Height.
S Dungs
WM 0880

Apply in Person

aiming
SPRING

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR
You should be capable of Alpha and Numeric
Keypunching as well as Verifying. Willingness to

NEW SUBURBAN
COMPANY

SCHOOL BUS

WORK NEAR
HOME

OE,

h

TRAINEES --

LEARN TO HELP

25-EVIIIHRDIt Agencies Women

Pickwick Building Park Ridge, III.

tb

ad

Al

best

Kenna,.

o ACCOUNTING CLERKS

CLERK TYPIST

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

ning light
LI

POPP.

IMPORT MOTORS

MALE:

a GENERAL OFFICE
* FIGURE CLERKS

SECRETARIES

775-6126

698-3277

966 0799

RO

FEMALE

JIM HELSDINGEN

miss Poige

In Arington Neg.
NOM.
9,1 0080

tutdo9s., 93.22011 or wry gwe

-

NEEDED
PART TIME EVENINGS

"

6 ackwahle c011iE
weasels l did each.

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAN
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

yr.

Old English SheeP deg. g ems.

awn

IT'S A GOOD DAY
TO FIND A NEW

a AIRLINE

255-7500

6211211i x1111@
MB DIVISION

SEE THE 19]0

cad 825-6181

532 MSS

AND BETTER JOB!

P.M. ROUTES

expedgeg customer on., and Imo..

245G W HUBBARD

saw

FEMALE:

6:30-8:30 a.m.

hone e. *commos* & he

NO

Border Collo euPPH..

Cons..

.06 up. 25,7416

raw

Apply in person or calls 537-8550

PA

To

larn711:1'ers.. eft=

ec.

255-8800

A.M. ROUTES

pleo.anr persona. to

%Li,.

usnopy, itlair. Could he used

psid olidays. a Dne pension plan, a. many more
°unloading

686-7740

hinges. .
redo, Os. se,

F. H. BONN
COMPANY

LINDBERG
HEVI-DUTY

Y002.11.. good

OS it

wag was ma. E.g. bon* Including
To 10 yew-,

62.05,
reseed

When.

able as work day ar evening Mlle. 11 swagged. coil Mr.

Mer

de

AP

Dale. apperiurAy To.I and Die Maker..
tnewience supeodeng Yoi and., Yeit.

For gnaib

le dome. hospital,

$600 MO.

TOOL ROOM

and

-

INVESTOR'S
SECRETARY
LITE STENO

CITY OF DES PLAINES

Menge

-

Mud be nest oppeasing
service traveling ublc...,

Pill
PAP.
Champion sired W2.1446

RESERVATIONIST

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

=.21rCorAl=

65 tufo.. Law Hallman

AAOUNT PROSPECT

MANAGER

raced., freeew
Rle Insurance and harydblisolioo. eight

Pmmm

1447111, Fels & Equipment

ss ou cash.

Na. dm

27 Help Wantablen & Women

ninw

296-6127

Cl IWO

HOLIDAY INN OF

CREDIT

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

SEW

Phone:391E270B

swan. Pool table

GARAGE SALE SATURDAY APRIL

aciecramieri
Pod

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE.-

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

62 Ches.. 4 raw 6 CO.

mistrecRed or in an
CI.6.2220

CollawJ9Po

SALSA.,

SPIEGEL CATALOG
ORDER STORE

Op..

'62 mercury Come, 1.22aulornariccomodible....,24S.

rebel, ongine.ppod condldan
2g41116

WANT TO BUM Scuba dying

Avocado

677-0600

sewer

OS Rambler Arnerican.4 doer

600 LAW HYA.

272E3151

Assemblevs:

'61 OW SEDAN

lwaua,leadiragrocand. gag

'OBTI

O

Roads -Deerfield

seen

Swart TO BUY

rII".LE`"t7,lit

DISHWASHER

""

11),CoAl..

CA.19.1121
SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO.

WIRE CO.

and
quip...1i used o nAlic Works canstructm.
tie.maknienance
main
Browlgelge

Cook

4 d Pelee cond.
61 Co
menu. km oilmen. Many nev,

RISES, Dem

G, rte

and maxim Space and Syslem. Ridden Plonk Ey

holmes & assoc.

Or Apply in Person

lake

E

31Rummage & Garage Sale

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

Countryside Restaurant
&Lounge

We Need You

437-5750

6

132.31

saotHnoR.

al -945-3770

Doy or Evening Hours

HELP!

PART TIME
SECRETARY.

CALL 332-2359

267-5300

IN OUALITS2t40 CARS

[Mon

F rd

Art. PIS. enei nos all Mr or,,,
S75.350426

437-4.101

salary commensurate with pagoda

peke a DIFFERENCE

Waukegan

WANTED

Openings on all shifts. Must be willing to work 6
days per welL Good salary with liberal benefits.

OF PUBLIC WORKS
00.05

E A OTIS

MUD BEAR 7.-,5 RESTAURANT

WAITRESSES]

Earn top pay and learn PROCESS INSPECTION.

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

Position offers excellent company benefits and a

$125 a week.

can -945.3770

oilier 5

re

WE SPECIALIZE

re

THE DAY DOES ITI

V.77a0 "1" `""
CIE 3 AVM

fl+Sa

76

old

medl

9232V.

P.M. Shill open - start 5 P.M.
Our girls average well over

O131.3lbgliSS HECHT

'51100 19'2

CASH

21.9119 Wanted Men & Women

Our company in the educational field, is looking
far several girls who enjoy clerical work and hove
good typing skills. Excellent working candid.*

ATTENTION WAITRESSES!
Why work any place?

. To

r

Larararsmall.

from

Engineering Co.

6c1

y

Eoo 0000m

CAFETERIA AND
SHOPPING.
SALARY OPEN.

AMA

V

4241anted To Buy

7300 N. Linder - Skokie

R.N.'s

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

579°"1

:,restme Hog.,

CONTACT

Where you work doe

CO,

od.

OPPORTUNITY, spool

gorncntxe:

CLERIC TYPISTS

263elp Wanted Women

Irn'e'R7LtCT'N

124,1Kcellsneous Merchandise

few Food

Runway &

112 Automs67os For tole

ROI PO

he,,Ins, 45 hp Mgr

1,

I'

19111

INDUST2146PLATIKIE

Call 537-7419

Great Lakes

259-4000

$500-550

d

or

$2.75 PER HOUR.

299,61

man.

Congenlal Atmosphere - Paid *wagons - Major
Medical Group Insurance - Free Meals and Other

conchnos.gesmonent.

BOISE CASCADE
PROPERTIES INC.
10400 W. Higgins Rd.
Rosemont, IP,

State Bank

"

on

2972880

sar,
Mount Prospect

or Nights

preparation at
sgss.1
entries for o Computer
General Ledger System,

"I"aav m'Th
tdDodoe

Secretary

salaries based on aducalion
and experience. Personal Transportation mem-.

teeI

BUS MEN

P

I

slc;.Bs

pbo,,,,s long

ELECTRONIC
PRECISION

RENTAL AGENT

other du. Euellent working

Excellent starting

ping answer phones

Net g.
In Ming. Ho

894-7400

mom

Executive

in-

oration.

bo,

Monist. typist, do

Miss

17 Boats sod Almelo Supplies

Wenerorle eatv

447:Vzo'o

General Office Work

at 259 Tomo

clude computallon and

nanciol Statement prep.

$130 WEEK

sonority ond non/ WM:nonce
Is alsore ed. Free.

stoning salary.

couirl7kGcinGEN

Account Analysis, and 111-

ART GALLERY
GIRL FRIDAY

Prone clerIcal ...Good Per.

coroca

TYPIST

Responsibilities will

SECRETARY

rue Tbno

Ploosoni work,

emnrei decoked

101 ARLINGTON

NATIONAL BANE

Ph,

Aaounting.

h

lin

Publ:

3141ummage& Garage Sale

112 Automobiles For Sale

tro noble to dn nraP

areas of General Ledger

WEST PERSONNEL

f

f

PHONE

Day Want Ads

CUSTODIAN

=21.0,

orPtew

Id

'''''EZ.75t 300

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

Atru'l

yd

u

27 Help Wonted Alen & Women

26 Help Wanted Women

WP St

pre

wish

vim, experience in

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES, INC,

$110 WI( MINIMUM

p

cl

pony wah modern
hem in Ilia near North

of

678,2272

4495051

BETWEEN 0 AM -5 PIA

Asst Office Mgr.

NURSES
AIDES

A rapidly grog, con,

bookkeeper

as be so.
mesh
minded PS. O'Hare

237 MELVIN DRIVE, NORTHBROOK

Part Time Work

BOOKKEEPERS

ren. GOP..

and

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

PART 11

o FRIDEN COMPUTYPER
OPERATOR
o FRIDEN ELIDE WRITER
OPERATOR

m.1 suburb, is seeking

ed
Empl

PsAr

25 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

Pcs Plow,

GREAT LAKES STRUCTURAL STEEL CO.

ASSISTANT
CONTROLLER

"1910:1r9'06

940loo Pr

yot

0 ;10

$540

_

La Salle Personnel

°;1;177';7,'.

_

PHONE
RESERVATIONIST

228 "770

1302S 12 to 16

439P1334

'To=81?Cer'.

25 Employment Agencies MOM

2611elp Wanted Women

24 Help Wanted Men

Call 392-9188

coml.. cond. MIL 30.
29114661

""W'

Pro =OIL

John Houhinger 4

_

4'.::e U.:14 A. .4..--.4.144

a
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SHORT RIBS
Monday, March 30, 1970
'THE KING
HAS FINISHED CONFERRING

AND 114E SECRETARY OF sum

4 NOV41.157E14! rM ABOUT TO USE
ALL-BUT
LAST NIGHTS PAPBRTO MAKE A
KITE F.Olt THE KIDS! IF YOU WOMEN 5INKE HE'S

THAW REALLY ,
SET HIM OFF ,

BEING 5AR- ON A TIRADE:

STILL HAVEN'T SEEN THE

HOOPLE CHILL. THE
MAUOR WHEN 1 PUT

CASTIC, I'VE
A 6001, NOTION

SOCIETY PAGES, RE CIPES,AN'
\,...GOSSIP COLUMNS, SPEAK UP
NOW OR FOREVER HOLE
YOUR PEACE!

CLOSER
THAN THE
APBUSTER,

DiD YoLl SEE MRS.

SEEN WARMER SMILES

BUT SOMETIMES I

PASSENGER WHEN

OUGHTA BE

ON MY

TO STALL HIM j

Acr ?

ON AN AIRLINE

FOR A
WHILE -

THINK. 'YOU

DECLA.QED

Hts FLIGHT IS
OVERSOLD:

5
7
9

\ I ',OUR. FAKE

WERE

ILLEGAL!

great churches
England.

BHAN
MEHANESA T

PRINTIN' 'THE
ASTIZOLOGY
CHARTS

26 Turin

NOW HE WANTS
AMUSE

HIM)

7:30

as a fast -talking used
car salesman.

"The Deadly Affair." Suspense story
with British agent
James Mason trying
comt o unravel
plicated mystery be-

hind an agency official's suicide. With
Simone Signoret and
Maximilian Schell.

NIX
7

Ele,,t5e«.

5;11

CaRAMPAW

LANCELOT
WOULD BE NICE

.TtIERE! A/OW 'AV CAN

SURE THING, LORI

LANCE, VD YOU KNOW WHAT

REACH THE STOVE WITHOUT

Just YOU LEAVE

IV LOVE

OVEN GOTT/NG UP!!

EVERYTHING TO ME!

TO HAVE BREAKFAST IN
BED THIS MORNING !

It Takes a Thief

Mundy is poisoned by a beautiful

"Pictures at an Exhi-

11 The Tiger's Eye
Scientific problem

32 Truth

combines music,

sequences

1HE SECRETARY OF FUN
REPORTS FOR DUlY, SIRE!

26 Today's Racing
and

Lands

Philbin

26 Famous Artists;
Famous Writers

TAURUS (April 21 - May

7:00
Laugh -In

Jonathan Winters

Midnight Report

7

Chicago Show

9

Flash Gordon

Paul Harvey

32

12:05

Comments

5

via Porter."

12:35

9 News

sales-

11 Fact of the Mat7

1:00
Perspectives

9

Movie

ter

32 Password

to win an oil comMovie

5

"Arabesque." An
college
American
professor of ancient
languages at Oxford
is asked to decipher a
message written in
hieroglyphics. The

"A Novel Affair."
Tale of Margaret
Leighton, who writes
a sexy novel, finding
the fantasy come
true. With Ralph
Richardson.

ment and Criminal
Justice

MIA Black's View
of the News

11:55

The Honey-

32

British government
and prime minister of
a
Middle Eastern
country also want to
know what the message says. Gregory
Peck, Sophia Loren.

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

mooners
2:00
10:30

Mery Griffin

2

Show

2:40

Tonight Show

5

Hitch-

Alfred

1:05

10:00
News
5 News
7 News
9 News
Enforce11 Law
2

Dick Cavett

7

Live By

Show

cock

Star Trek

12:30
Some of My Best
Friends

Now

7

manship in an effort

9

is guest.
9

5

9:25

8:00

pany contest.

6:55

Friends will soon be enemies if
you do.

9:10
20 Forsyte Saga

Mayberry RFD

spectacular

5

ley.

Part 2. "Save on

dazzles
Goober
Mayberry with some

Bob
26
Sports

FOR TUESDAY
ARIES (March 22 - April
20): Take care that you don't
carry legitimate criticism to
the point of fault-finding.

neighbor Dan Dai-

Your Taxes with Syl-

ethical dilemmas that
face the geneticist.

6:45

cv1

to new home and falling in love with

9:30

A trip to the West

Horoscope

2

11 Book Beat
David Randall discusses his "Dukedom Large Enough"
with Robert Cromie.
32 News

or Con-

2

Indies features stops
in Trinidad and Martinique.

BUGS BUNNY

12:00

Movie
"The Girl Next
Door." Musical with
June Haver moving

Perry Mason

9

Mussorgsky.

strate the moral and

Seas

Your

Conway

bition" by Modest

poetry and
to demon-

32 Of

32 News Final

and
are

Lee

guests.

Paul
performs

Schemley

11:30

Paintings;
32 100
Great Music
11:45

Show
Peggy

Pianist

Red agent.

dance,
drama

tto

Musical

11 Young
Artists

32 The Prisoner

9:00
Carol
Burnett

2

Tim

Movie

7

Davis as his girl:

Doris' life as Mr. Jarvis, the magazine's
newly hired efficiency expert.

Here's Lucy
Milton Berle stars

6:30
2 Gunsmoke
crossing
Dillon,
the desert with a condemned prisoner, is
pursued by a band of
Comanches.

ter, editor and the police.
3 -30

Acevedo

2

Welcome to It
Dogs set humorist
John Monroe at odds
with his wife, daugh-

Doris Day

2

Prison

drama with Spencer
Tracy as a hardened
criminal and Bette

Billy
De Wolfe returns to

26 Quiz

5 My World and

Car-ttRAA

Sing Sing."

Guest -star

Show

6:25

A DAY
LATE :

of

Movie
"20,000 Years in

9

8:30

through many of the

Mike Douglas
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

HYPNOTISM
RoLrrINE.

II Black Journal
32 Big Valley

Piper takes a trip

6:00
News
News
News

2

I'VE SEEN I.ZM )'PONT' )01.1 DARE!

11 Directors Choice
British artist John

TONIGHT

WITH 'THE SECRETARY OF WAR

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

_.444

t

a

21): Make every effort to make

EEK & MEEK

life more comfortable for an-

Co-workers may be
looking forward to an airing of

other.

your opinion.

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): Priase those who deserve

MORTY MEEKLE

it --- and don't stint on the
good words. Children are in

1,10 YOU 6For THE 1
STORM CLOUDS
FORMING. FILM
YOUR LOFTY

THI6 AREA IS IN

particular need of affection.

liO2 A LOT OF PAIN
TOMOf?J7ON.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): Light hearts make this a

it

PERCH?

day of memories. Don't let
yours be the only mood that
isn't up to the tenor of the

1-40W CX) YOLJ

KNOW THAT?

time.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Family members should mean
something extra special to you
these days. Do what you can to

let your affection for them be

DCIG
CAtALL-1

known.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -

Sept.

23): Keep your mood light and
gay. This is not the time to in-

sist upon taking disciplinary
action with members of the
young generation.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Take care that rapid romantic
developments don't lead you
to neglect your work. Career
plans must still come first.

Hidden Plants

THE BORN LOSER
THEM , AFTER YOU MAID

THE CEREAL INTO A MASI4
AtQc)

AV, THEW YOU APO
THE HOPS AND YEAST-..-

DUMP IT ALL
INTO A BIG0

VAT, 5E6...

look every gift horse in the
mouth you may lose out on
friendship.

5- William

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): Take the pessimistic

17 Graf -

viewpoint and you may well

18 Man's

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

-

CAPTAIN EASY

budget in mind. A day when
you could easily go beyond the
mark set for yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): See that the influences on

WHAT'S
WRONG,

THE CLERK BAYS TIGRA CHECKED,
OUT OF HER HOTEL-WITHOUT

WHERE TH' BLAZES D' YOU 5UPPO5E
511E5 GONE?

LEAVING ANY WORD

EASY?

DUNNO..; BUT

HERE DAMES
SOMEBODY

BACK.

you are for the better. Now is
the time to weed out whatever
in your life disturbs you.
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Take pleasure in doing a
good job. This is a day when

ers insofar 'as proficiency

Answers to
Hideaword
RIVULET
rule
rivet
rite

rile
relit
evil
vile
virtue
veil

live

lute
liver
lure

EVERYONE ABOUT THE
GROWING DANGER TO OUR.
Ec.OLOGY

LONG LECTURE ON WHY HE SHOULD
WORK TO END POLLUTION OF OUR

AIR, LAND AND WATER.

DiD NE./.11 HE WOULDN'T
EVEN LET ME DRIVE TOE
CAR ALL WEEKEND'

34 Obstruct
legally
38 Auricle
40 Departs
44 Narrow
(comb, foim)

64 Defense group
55 Hurricane

4

'5

16

country
center
57 Cyprinoid fish
58 Boy's

nickname
8

9
2

21

II

13

,

-

22
*

32

34

36

35
38

39

lire
liter

50 On
52 Languish

tier
tire
tile
true

56 Liberate
58 Small branch
59 Easy to

47

perceive

American

7

53 Moslem

18

nickname

60 Winged
61.Latin.

'

jerk

51 Food remnants

17
19

45 Mouthlike
openings
47 Man's

0 I RE S

46 Fruit
47 Fruit drink '
48 Bulgarian
monetary unit

33 - Marlene

41 School -

assent

eS A

49 Toss with a

15

24

S

M GRANT
N ON
CT0

university

14

43 Word of
EVEN GAVE MY OLD MAN A

M

URNA

27 Cease
29 Highway
30 Is mistaken
31 States

11

degree

sN

25 Eastern

10

42 Theologian's

LIKEYOU SUGGESTED, SIM°,
rye BEEN YAKKING TO

3

HA

G MI

TON OON

0R
G AR

sinner

39 Fishhook
line -leader

centered
group (ab.)

CAMPUS CLATTER

RG

O

24 Biblical

dignitary
17 Single step
28 Female horses 20 Circle part
32 White zeolite 22 Part of hand
35 Feminine
23 Eccentric
appellation
wheels
36 African
remembrance

concerned.

L

ARS
A MARM S

LEDA
iDES TAT SEEP

13 - Kippur

2

AA

GO

A

AISIE

beverages
7 High regard
8 Japanese
outcast
9 Civil wrong
10 Feline sound
12 River (Sp.)

1

OE

F
BAAL

6 Alcoholic

republic

is

A
K

(archaic)
5 Store

37 Symbol of

you can set an example for oth-

M

4 Days of yore

19 Was seated
21 Month (ab.)
23 Bashful
26 Ethiopian

TS FLUR HIGH

FDATR I
S TA T

areas

nickname

miss out on some activities vital to your future success.

0 E3

coins
62 Less (music)
DOWN
1 Regulation
2 Of the mouth
3 Beachlike

ACROSS
1 Got up

10 Form of art
11 Record of
events
14 African
antelope.
15 Canadian
province
16 European
mignonette

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Accept another's offer of
help as a genuine one. If you

Jan. 20): Take care to keep the

77

Answer to Previous Puzzle

HA

__

56
59

48

WO

452

1146
51

57

to

u

53

54

55

'r

Pro5pect 3Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low in upper 20s. Tomorrow:

Cloudy,

Telephone

2554400

chance of

snow or rain, little change
in temperature.

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price It) Cents

4 2 Pages

Tuesday, March 31, 1970

Volume 4, Number 239

Crane seeks end to ES
ostal s vice mon poly
The Crane legislation would
Cong. Philip M. Crane (R 13th District) introduced leg- repeal the legal prohibitions
islation in Congress Monday on private mail carriers.

that would end the government's monopoly over the nation's postal service.
dependable
"Efficient,
postal service at reasonable

J.

"PRIVATE

CARRIERS

should be permitted to enter
into competition with the Post
Office," Crane stated, "so that

prohibitions on private com-

the carrier who provides the
most efficient service at the

petition with the U.S. post Office are removed," Crane said
when he filed the legislation.

"I believe it is time for the

cost can be achieved only if the

most reasonable price may
prevail."

lant that has brought Ameri-

adequately guarantee
proved mail service.

can business and industry to its
high peak of achievement:
competiton," the Congressman continued.
Rep. Crane, whose 13th
District extends from Wilmette and Evanston west

across northern Cook County
to Palatine and Schaumburg,

In the past, the average citizen interested in investing his
money has been able to turn to
the information at the Mount
Prospect Public Library for
the answers to most of his financial questions. These services have been located on the
businessmen's table in the
browsing room.

formation is covered in a of volumes, covering those on
weekly stock market letter the American exchange, listed

called "The Outlook," which and unlisted stocks. These are

discusses special situations af- revised as often as five times a
fecting stocks and bonds, and week.
Complete financial inforadvises on each issue covered.
The "ISL Daily Stock Price mation on corporations and
Index" lists official daily industries -their securities, diprices of all stocks on the rectors, and executives -can be
American and New York ex- found quickly in the well orNow the library has added change, along with a three- ganized volumes of "CorpoStandard and Poor's financial month price history for each, ration Records, Register of
and investment services, giv- showing daily highs, lows, and Corporations," and "Industry
ing the library the major publi- closing prices, daily and week- Surveys."
cations of the leading financial ly volume, dividends declared,
THOSE INVOLVED in the
publisher and investment advi- and recent earnings.

bond market will find "Con-

ALSO HELPFUL arc a
cludes about 10 volumes,
books, or sets of updated bulle- relative strength ratio given
tins, provides the best financial for each stock and other iminformation for investors, stu- portant market indicators.

SIMON

g

vertible Bond Reports" a helpful

source for specific con-

vert or sell recommendations.
Also, "Bond Outlook," a
weekly service that reports and
interprets all significant developments in every section of the
bond market. It also recommends buys and switches.
This only briefly describes

the information and advice
available through Standard

and Poor's Investment Ser-

SAYt =

vice. To realize it all, you really must see it for yourself.
The library is open weekdays 9-9, Saturday 9-5, and
Sunday 2-5.

The children love "spring" vacation-- skiing, ice -fishing,
snowball fights.

Board, last night, agreed to include in their 1970-71 recommended budget, $1,000 to be
used for Village participation

in the annual Fourth of July
Parade and decorating the village at Christmas.
A request from four representatives of the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce,
the organization that sponsors
both projects each year, originally included $500 for christmas decorations and an unde-

parade because they are interested in building the community's reputation and keeping
Village residents at home over
the holiday, Frakes said.
I N DISCUSSING the
chambers finances, Pryan explained to Mayor Robert Teichert, Village Manager Virgil
Barnett and Finance director
Dick Jesse as well as the committee members that of the approximately 400 businesses
and small industries in Mount
Prospect 150 are now chamber

TRUSTEE SODERMAN
said that he would not recommend any fund for the Chamber of Commerce to decorate
the village because he believed
that only the business community would be the ones benefitting.

He added that for the Fourth

if a military group could be
hired to march in the parade.
fi-

the village last year for the parade.
Presenting the request to
committee members, Trustees
Jack Kilroy and Robert Soderman, were Chamber of Com-

He said that these members
pay an average of $50 per year
for membership dues and be-

nance committee told the
chamber members that the village would probably be willing

cause of operating expenses
and the cost of sponsoring

to do the installation of the

executive secretary Mathew
Pryan and members Terry

decorations are among the

Frakes and Richard Hughes.

The parade and christmas
chambers major projects, he
said.

FRAKES WHO is heading
the parade committee estimated the increased cost for
getting bands'to be almost 25
per cent over last year.
He said that to have a parade

the same size as the one held
last year with approximately
65 units and 9 bands the cost
will be increased from $2,500
to more than $3,000.
The. chamber ,sponsors the

ON THE CHRISTMAS
decorations,

Hughes

ex-

exhibit.

Mayor Teichert said that he

were able to rent decorations
for between $700 and $800,
'but last year the company quit
renting decorations and they

believes the village should par-

$1,750 for 35 wreaths and
$750 to put them up and take

Ps

46k

1.

.rtr

ttni tt, 6 i144

novative abilities of the American private enterprise system

into play to develop new and
more efficient techniques for
postal service.

"The widespread and immediate response of business
industry," he reported,
"to the urgent need for aland

ternatives to the Post Office
during last week's strike, indicates that the private sector
is willing and able to meet the
challenge

that

would

be

these budgets in the past.

presented by this legislation."

The two per cent commissions were recently ruled unconstitutional by Cook County circuit court and the deci-

Crane pointed out that the
reaerat monopoly of the postal service is inconsistent with
out national anti-trust policy.
"Why," he asked, "should the
government continue to ex -

sion was upheld by the Illinois
Supreme Court.

IN

RESPONSE

to

the

charge that free competition
for mail service would leave to
the U. S. Post Office only that

portion of the mail unprofitable for private carriers to
handle, Crane stated that

"basic economics would dictate that we determine the real
costs of those services, and see
that individuals, businesses or

other users are held responsible for paying them."

In introducing his legislation Crane called upon members of Congress of both parties to put adie political and
ideological differences and
join in support of constructive
change that will improve the
mail service.

merce should be recognized as
coordinator acid not just a
group that is getting funds for

a project that would benefit

Schlickman, Juckett to file
series f bills in Springfield
Two hills, one each by Rep.
Eugene F. Schlickman (R -Arlington Heights) and Rep.,
Robert Juckett (R -Park Ridge).
are key examples.
Schlickman, state representative in the 3d District which
extends from the western section of Des Plaines to eastern

Elgin, is prepared to file in the
Illinois House a zoning which

volved the power to veto programs of the Metropolitan

would be of direct interest to
most towns in the northwest

Chicago.

Sanitary District of Greater

suburbs.

REP.

JUCKETT'S

proREP. SCHLICKMAN is posed bill would bring about
ready to introduce a bill into important election reform in
the General Assembly which every township in the north=
would give municipalities in - west suburbs as early as 1971.
Juckett's 4th District includes
Maine and Niles Townships
and extends from Des Plaines
.

to Skokie.
Collectively the six state
representatives
from
the

tw

northwest suburbs have prepared approximately 35 bills
for the 1970 spring session of
the legislature. There is doubt
as to whether many, if any of
them, will be given attention.
The Ogilvie administration
is attempting to limit consid-

eration to new bills to just
those having to do with the

from $191,000 budgeted last

1970 budget and management
of state finances.

year.

Gov. Ogilvie hopes to se-

THE ROAD CONSTRUCTION account was doubled, go-

ing from $17,000 during the
current year to $35,000. Also
doubling was building maintenance, from $2,500 to $5,000
fund,

John Woods, Arlington Heights Con -Con delegate, explaining the rigors of constitution writing
before a public meeting Monday evening at Mount Prospect Country Club. From left: Bernard
Lee of Mount Prospect, president of the Elk Grove Township Republican Club; Mrs. Virginia
Macdonald, Con -Con delegate also of Arlington Heights; Carl R. Hansen of Mount Prospect, Elk
Grove Township Republican committeeman; Woods; and James Wilbur of Elk Grove Township
Village, chairman.

Woods, Macdonald see new
constitution by end of year

Gripe
Of The
Day
Loud, nerve-racking
sound effects and music in
many TV shows.
E.S.

By Richard Crabb
John Woods and Mrs. Virginia Macdonald, 3rd District
Con -Con delegates, told an audience in Mount Prospect

Monday evening that the convention will complete the writ-

Republicans
re-elect
Carl Hansen

FLOYD FULLE of Des
Plaines was re-elected chairman of the county GOP execu-

ticipate in both projects and tive committee. Carl R. Hanthat the Chamber of Com- sen of Mount Prospect was re-

them alone.

CRANE STRESSED the
necessity of bringing the in-

area of postal service, when it
would not permit private enterprise to exercise monopoly
power over any other area of
the economy?"

Road and bridge budget
proposed for Palatine Twp.
shows an increase to $245,200

decorations and save them the
Northwest suburban Re$750 and budget the $500 to be
publicans
were named to five
used for decorations at the Vilof the 18 positions filled Monlage Hall.
day when the Cook County
HE SAID THAT the money
Central Comwould be used either to re- Republican
mittee
organized
for 1970.
novate the Village's nativity
Edmund J. Kucharski of
scene which was not used this
year because it needed repairs, , Chicago was re-elected Cook
or another type of Christmas County GOP chairman.

plained that in the past they

were forced to buy them.
He said that they spent

township collectors, supported

I

of July Parade he would recommend that even more than
the allotted $500 be expended

members.

merce President Paul Dasso,

budgets.

In Elk Grove, the road
budget proposed is $151,000,
By Richard Crabb
up from $140,400 for the current fiscal year. Increases ocNc.rthwest suburban state
curred in several categories,
including labor for road representatives will be in
maintenance, machinery pur- Springfield tomorrow prepared to introduce major legischases and administration.
lation which if passed would
IN SCHAUMBURG, road have an immediate and imporand bridge expenditures are tant impact.
scheduled to go from $61,700
during the current fiscal year
to $69,640.
For Wheeling Twp., road
and bridge expenditures will
be the same as the current fiscal year, a total of $224,900.
Of the total appropriation of
$344,900 proposed, $120,000
will be turned over to Wheeling Twp. municipalities for
road and bridge uses.

and bridge administrative
costs went from $9,500 in the
current budget to $16,200.

termined amount that would
exceed the $500 donated by

various projects in the village,
they need to get help in funding some of the projects.

assistance

Tax collection commissions,
formerly turned over by the

April 14.

from $2,000 to $4,000. Road

them down, plus and additional $5 each for storage.

Kilroy who heads the

general

voted on at town meetings

and the contingency

Village unit approves $1,000
for July 4th, Yule spending
The finance committee of
the Mount Prospect Village

pected to ask for a tax levy to
support their township and

All four are expected to take
final action on the road budgets tonight and are scheduled
to hold discussions on the general town budgets that will be

COMPLETE STOCK in- sively given in three other sets

sor. This service, which in-

are ex-

im-

c cise a monopoly over the

year.

Stock reports are also exten-

dents, or businessmen.

ings tonight to consider proposed road and bridge fund
budgets for the 1970-71 fiscal

Library adds Standard ,Poor's
financial investment services
By Laurie Rossi

Palatine, Schaumburg and
Wheeling will hold town meet-

townships

Local

the

present system nor the proposed postal corporation can

on road -bridge budgets
The four northwest suburban townships of Elk Grove,

neither

charged

4 NW townships tai= meet
Mrs. Arthur F. Weith Jr., 620 N. Willie, Mount Prospect escorts Greogry School 6th grader,
Jim Junokas, 613 N. Willie, as he models an original fashion designed by class for "The Can't Be
Copied Shop" and modeled recently at the "Comical Fashion Show" presented for the Gregory
School PTA. Jim's outfit is titled "A dashing walking suit that Jim lost his head over." (Photo by
Le Roy Meyers).

that

Congress to act to improve our
postal system by providing for
the Post Office the same stimu-

elected vice chairman. Harold
Smith of Barrington was elected to another term as a mem(Continued on page 2)

ing of a new constitution by
mid -August but that the state-

wide referendum to approve
the document will not be held
before December or January.
"We had hoped for an early
vote on approval, possibly as
earl y as October," said
Woods, "but meeting all of the
legal requirements for such a

referendum will make it impossible to vote on the new
constitution before early December. The vote may come
after the first of the year."
THE CON -CON delegates
took part in a panel -type report

Meetings
School District 59 Can-

didates' Night, Dempster
Junior

High,

420

Dempster, Mount
pect; 8 p,m.

W.
Pros-

in a public meeting held in the
Mount Prospect Country Club
and sponsored by the Elk
Grove Township Republican
Organization.

Woods praised Mrs. Macdonald's work in the convention which is now at the halfway point. "I am so pleased to

be able to work with Mrs.
Macdonald. Her work on the
difficult Bill of Rights Committee has been outstanding."
The delegates made opening

reports 'Monday evening and
then discussed specific questions raised from the audience.

Here were highlights in the
evening forum on Con -Con
developments:

T H E CONSTITUTION
will be submitted for approval
in segments or articles rather
than in a single package.
Debt restrictions for the

state are likely to be completely removed. The present
constitution limits the state to
an indebtedness of not more
than $250,000. There will be
more liberal debt limits for logovernments, but some
limits are likely.

cal

cure passage of his 1970 budget. If all other legislation is barred, it is hoped the General Assembly will adjourn before
Memorial Day.

Schlickman's bill has been
drafted with an awareness of
the dispute which has developed between the City of Des
Plaines and the Sanitary District.

The Sanitary District has
acquired land in the south section of Des Plaines in order to
built a new multi -million dollar sewage processing plant to
be known as the O'Hare Treatment Plant.

There will be a home rule

THE CITY OF Des Plaines
article in the new constitution,
holds that the plant will rebut it is early to tell what it will
move valuable real estate from
contain. There is no home rule
the tax roles, will prevent the
article in the present condevelopment of worthwhile
stitution.
privately owned real estate on
THERE IS LIKELY to be a which taxes would be paid and
ceiling set on the state income that the sewage processing
tax. Personal property taxes

plant would reduce the value
for individuals are to be abol- of business and residences in
ished, but may be retained for the area.
corporations.
that there is a loca-

The hew constitution will tion at O'Hare Aiprort where
encourage reduction of local the treatment plant could be
government units. The way located without any of these
will be opened for more unit disadvantages to Des Plaines
school districts so that ele- or any other municipality.
mentary and secondary The new Schlickman bill
schools can be under the same would give the municipality
management.
The voting age is certain to
be lowered from the present 21
year requirement, but it is
doubtful if it will be lowered to
18 years. A new -voting age of
19 seems more likely.

the right of veto when it is itself
involved in a diSkute_with the
Sanitary District not only

within its limits, but for one

and one-half miles beyond its
limits or half way to another
village that may be less than
The new constitution will one and a half miles away.
contain provision for less diffiWHILE THE SCHLICKcult amending processes. Only MAN bill would be filed after
60 per cent of votes cast will be

Plaines dispute began, it would

required for approval of an set a pattern.

In

the 'e d

it

amendment. At present the re-. would likely bring about a e quirernent is 67 per cent of all
( Continued on page 21
votes cast.

THE DAY
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Tenor section

Republicans
re-elect
Carl Hansen

Tuesday March 31 1970

Woodland trails pool fees

And all the alumni are babies

(Cmtmun,IJtnnt Pilot II
The River Trails Park Dineke Board 'of Commissioners

single adult in the district

is

$12.

ry this season a change could

bar

bo mode next year,
Board member

mittee.

FOR ONE child not a die-

the district's pool expected to

trict resident, the fee is $15 and
for an adult non-resident $18.

Rudnick estimated that M the

The daily rate for using the
pool will be $1 for both rest-

come front the sale of season

dents and non-resident adults

attendance. fees for swimming
lessons and locker rentals.

be opened in lune at Woodland Trails Park, on Euclid
near Wolf. Rd. in Prospect
Heights.

After a lengthy discussion
of competitive rates in neigh.
baring park districts the bowil
approved the following grad:abed scale for the 1970 summer
season.

For Park District residents;
family of two is $20; a family

of three $21; family of four
$22; family of true $23; family
e( six 524, and a family of seven or ore is $25.

weekends and holidays. The
fee for children is 75 cents evcry day.
Despite objections from two
residents present at the meeting the board agreed with Park

The cost for swimming lessons was set at $4 for children
and $5 for adults.
Rudnick projected an aver -

Director Marvin Weis's proposal that tokens be used for
the Paso.

sumption that 800 families will

Is $32; atria,- of four 534; a
family of five n $36; a (unity

\ V.,..'s-' "'`!'

of six 53g, and a family ofsev-

' "e objectors .'d that they

park director estimated more

opposed the 0'.. ....e it

children and 20
adults participating in the pro -

M9

than

Pam. for one child who is a

Millard of the park district

THEY URGED that cards
be used to identify pass hold-

the season_ The

the tokens prove unsatisfacto-

for

rate

a

cis. The board agreed that If

Springfield
bills
,,,,,
Ii.""8"ralm'''''

,

solvernent of the D. Pieria
difficulty.
The bill which Rep. learn

m Ref .98'.du''"I this

seek
mks

in

the Illinois

Hoene

'" ' '''''"

world

""th' and "kr'n''' k

held on one day.
There as a
.Pad,PF

in,

period

last

athJ 0.815

''''..,9.°'

!wheeling
whocling t uurnsiliP Y.. l°
tlia Pollsseven Ii moo in

'

Pede".`"'''.......d°'
, KNOW THAT Gov.

Total expenditures for operacing the pool are estimated at
$26,000.
The largest
penditure is expected to be

$14,900 for the salaries of a
pool mmager, 10 life guards
.

zpsorzn.=',17.',%`:.

is not interested in IA- t1100 a"r014r'n'ainteZril'Ciecgt al!
ing up other than fiscal matters most $1,000, accordion to
in this spring meeting of the
Rudnick.
legislature." luckett told The
He said that water will prohDay, "but 1 hope that I do get ably cost $2.000, and elmall opportunity to introduce
tricity another $2,000.
this legislation fare sin. day
Fie added that the ex.

''Ir 6C.I.i. ill

the 'Thing as
we'i 9s k number a °the, hillu
dealing with urgent current
problems."

pendituro were estimated at
the high -

what en,

car en,r, and ine at rryservative level.

Rep. Schlickman hopes to
he able to gel consideration

If the sale of pas. gat:swell
the district should break eallt

liar no less than 12 bilLs in the

an

spring NERCO or rho legisRhin.

the

income

and

ei-

for ti. poor. am
season, said Rudnick.

Fish deaths blamed on oxygen lack
Results of chemical

conducted by the Metropolitan Sanitary District (MSD) on

Hiller.
Heights

there recently were killed by a
lack of oxygen resulting from
sewage in the lake, according

pollution control officer.
water,
Analysis of the
Knight said, has shown the
presence of seal conorm,

'

Anawsd

same type of air polluters an
be fined up to 10 times as

that Me.
Ward's statement is extremely

certificates" granted Chicago

much."
The attorney general said
that if non -financial legislalion is permitted in the no.
semed session of the legislature that starts Wednesday, he
will support the governor's
ideas on pollution and also infieduce legislation pertaining
to automobile pollution, noise
pollution, and an extensive

and a few other communities.

program far pollution emer-

lion anti -pollution bond issue,
which will be submitted to not.
ers in November.
Scott saidhe would cooperate with Ogilvie in an attempt
'to reorganize and improve the

ante's antdpollution machint:ay, adding that he was glad
the governor feels there should

be n end to the "exemption

'The state and federal goyarm/tents must do their share
tit helping hard-pressed local
governments build adequate
age treatment plants, if we
are to have any hope of saving
our lakes and streams from totel destruction," Scott said.

THE ATTORNEY GENER-

AL said there
the

question
Chicago area
is

a

glitnild have been exempted
from the enforcement proCedures of the Slate Air Board,
when that agency was formed
in August, 1963.

Under statepaw the maxm fine toe air phaeton
vielations is $5,000. The Chiago law, passedin 1952,

gencies such as those created
by temperature inversions.

REFERRING TO the pollotion

control

program an -

nounced by Commonwealth
Edison on Friday, Scott said
that the utility's commit,
meats to reduce sulfure dioxide emissions at its gonerating stations is "a constrtictics first step in thedirection of
cleaner air for Chicago and
northern Illinois."
Commonwealth's
board
chairman J. Harris Ward said,

"We agree with Atty. Gen.
Scott that people have an inalienable right to enjoy clean

Monday

'

level to zero."

Commonwealth
Edison's
representatives announced the

Hillcrest Lake am cmon
when shallow, water, icoe cover
and sewage are combined, he
said. The 13 -acre lake is lo -

439-9906

Mrs, Otte Scherr of Mount Prospect is in charge of an Alumni Club like no other. It condsn entirely
of babies, born at Flory Family Hospital, whose parents grave donations for nursery care for the needy.

This is only one of the many heels of hospital volunteer work that Gretchen Scheer ha. Found so
rewarding for the past 11 years For her 'ten -or" more yeses of volunteer service, the Is fentured in

the Der'sTener ...Ion today.'

year;

There's Something

SPECIAL

truck from the street an
bridge fund.
In seven weekly sessions to

every .tick -of -the -clock, in fact, it gathers new interest.

You Can't lose!
.0pounds in 10 cloys. There will he

Pound. on the Sth day. Thereafter

offense, with a maximum fine
of 55130.

11;12: \'no!=illneuterlreN

linois Commerce Commission

Senn said, "The Air Board

rate c.e to ensure that Com.

also is needed but is not as es

weight...It of all, there will he no

actually has no authority to

monwealth Edison does everything possible to halt pollution

sential to the public works do
partment . the leaf machine.

'12;d7ITZ"nliell:ron Ian

Walk tall, feel better, gain confidence from the message it brings

I. pounds twory two days until
you gel down to your
rope,

far does not loot fat. And the
prepefruit juice in this new altar

mho. warily(' (Ma "trim.% to

son the lot burning poxes. You
nun
on the
feed

5%

193

7irTig=rret.artt
leeth
ewandstoling

Spada..
far Children

Iwo days Awning, simply return

11 et Ow month

1116.

SWIM minimum

in 1930.

of service. He continues to

Mr. and Mrs. [offer have

tat Auxiliary. She had, in OM
been working es a volunteer
for Holy Family since before
the hospital came into exist-

allegories, working for the
canteen, working at We mos.
es. stations, heiping organize

ence. And, in en asuctment

Memorial and Hospitality
Fund and the Baby Alumni.
And just for added interest,

the librarr and heading the

she accepts such jobs as chairnum of the bake sale. the Sue -

6%

au min, attractive figure of your
Yonth, while enjoying Mani
breelitons, lunehouand dinners.0

dance with pride when she

9. in nearby Lake

fro
Zurich.

one of these days."
In not. Gretchen. who had
once been a business librarian.
helped organize a patients. li-

She Is a fabulous cook and for
relaxation. an avid fisherman.

brary for the hospital. gooks
were solicited, donated, classified: pockets were inserted fad

cards compiled. Today the library has mare than 1,225
books end serves all patients in
the hospital.

Gretchen sews end baba.

"I love the outdoors:. she
"Especially the nonh
woods, And love to doh even
mom than my husband dom."
said.

She's planning to continue

her work for Holy Family
Hospital in whatever

olu-

teer venture !Milli bor. Besides, if she should ever cut a

Mrs. Scharr has brag In

190 Seniors celebrate
second birthday

7X%

It's strictly a pony. Thera
will be no business mrating.

celebrate the second birthday
rattle Extensioneers.

Girl Scout Troop 511 of Busse
School, which has adopted the

On April 2, 190 senior tiltues with plenty of "go'. pow-

group of seniors as a contin-

er will get together at theColn-

favors. Six of the girls have

nwnity Presbyterian Church
in Mount Prospect to commemorate their second meiemery,
Ford Wilson is the current
president Elizabeth Meyer is

solontecred to help with clean.
up after the event.

director.

with the Veterans Chorus,

come

Wagon

Newcomers

Club will set the scene for the
fashion s of 1970 when it
dinner fashion
Monday, April St.
a

fascineted

Scene '70 will he
held in the Tall Cities Room of
F

rion

vied to enjoy the delicious
dinner and catch a glimpse of

ban Special Education Pro gram for the trainable Men -

what their 01VeS 011 be wear-

tally handicapped.

ing in the months to come
Saks Fifth Avenue is putting

57.5(1 per person, are available

presentation
Newcomers members

Moncypenny at 298-2469 or
Mrs. Frank Cunningham at

on

the fashion

with
doing the modeling

the Marriott Motor Haul at
6:30 p.m.

Proceeds of the affair will
benefit the Northwest Subtle-

Macs

in advance from Mrs. Paul

299-6809, but tairiy-the re.
it ap-

sernition dmidline
prosching.

Boy Seoul Bruce Bloomquist bonny accepts a era American Hog no behalf of Troop 157, of Westbrook School, Mount Prospect, a gift of American Legion Post 525. The recent presentation was
Made by Ralph Hauptley, goo finance officer, who as a youth was the first boy in Blount Prospect to
reach Eagle rank, Currently scoutmaster of Troop 57 in Arlington Heigh., he holds the Silver Bawer.
highest adult scouting au ard. His son Gregg. who made Eagle rank hut fall, told the boot of Troop
157 the opportunities for scent adveneement

MP women

antlmous caanwemang
Earnings pale stand°, term

One year to ten yin
Continuous
Earnings paid mane

cofit:TM
burn

%

The April 7 meeting of the
Mount Prospect Women's
Club will be held at I p.m. at
the Mount Prospect Community Center.

eeived her bachelor s degree
the American Con-

Yom

servatory and her master's de-

ans from DePaul University.
She has studied at Illinois
Teachers' College,
Northwestern University School of
Journalism.

and

been

has

She is a member of the Chicago Club of Women Organ -

.

A

A

a

A aim grader who likes
math, art and gym. si:chili:es
in science. He devised a project to outstanding that his

and
mad

by Mrs. Arthur
Kent, cultural arts committee
of the Westbrook PTA,

heart which will be shown beside the doll in the exhibit.The

fir will be viewed by the chit-

then during the day. Parents
will Hew it ra pot of the PTA
meeting that night.
To the viewer at the science
fair,this will prove to he an um

interesting projecs
and who knows, it could be on
opening m a budding scientist,
usually

nernely Stephen Bull. 'invader at Lion, Park School,

ventricles of the

and Co Illinois Federation of

extremities.

Music Clubs.

EXPLAINING the workings of the project, Steve said,
"I just siphon the air out of the
tubes and this causes' the
"blood" to start running
through the system. It will

fied. Now the blood goes to the

continue to pump as long as
there is a supply of water in the

mammoth paper flowers which Mrs. Keith Corbin and her decoratiOns committee have created. They
will decorate the Prospect Heights Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club dinner -fashion show, "FasNon

meeting will be April 13 at I
p.m. Both meetings will bed
held at the Community Cenref, For information call Mrs.
Long, 439-7534, or Mn Net :el& 459-5293.
... .

pail."
Steve admits his dad helped

.

Venetian glass blowers, Mr.
Allier began his demonstra-

arranged

tained a doll about 18 inch.

hart and from bob out to the

'

This unusual program was
A descendant of a family of

high and cut out a cavity in its
chest. In it he rigged up the au-

Pen Women and a member of
International Platform Assn.,

'

West -

brook School PTA meeting.

the circulatory system. He ob-

9:30 am. The veteran's service

Scene 'TO" Apriit theMarrioll. Mrs. Donald Kauer, in charge of door prim and Mrs. Richard

Samples of his glass blowing

were displayed at the

Ten -year -old Stephen Bull

"Con't fool me,'',says 5.year old Laura Corbin as she tries to sniff a ham.. from the ralorthi

' or the event (both standing), and (seated) Mrs. Corbin and Mrs James Van
Goodwin, co-chel
Hellen, chairman, are Rum of the women who hare been working diligently to imere the success of
this benefit for the Tratinable Mentally Handicapped program.

by

got the idea for his project
when the class was studying

Ws, the National League of

16u etmeeting

audience

suggested he enter it in the
ence
Fair at Lions Pork
School.

foilow the flow of blood in the
veins to the lungs where it
picks up oxygen and is puri-

THE
WOMAN'S Club
spring luncheon will be held
Tuoday, May 5. Other dates
coming up are the art ep
on April 6 at

the

forming plain glass tubes into
graceful swans and delicate

tions as a project Inc a Chicago

arca PTA. 'Since then. he has
traveled throughout the country and frequently featured on
television rmrforming this an cient art.

teacher, Marianne Bongo*

riclo

plano ado

the mhool on May 14, Steve
We* plans to construct a model

heart
attached plastic
tubes to them.
In this way it is possible to

3100.D0%in

7=i7=narnIng

By Fen Schneider

Bible Institute of Chicago. She

hos made records with bells,

sel

amp.

graduated twice from Moody

peened,. astamon el mew

AM.

'Afai

vocalist.

We program. She has received
recognition in the fields of performance and writing. She re-

INSURED

r

renocitalist,

pianist and lecturer, will give

IguNnm

IX%igr

A special musical program
will be presented by Betty
Myers. who is guest sokaist

Watch your heart in action

hear writer
Mrs. Elear Pankow.

pau olnp
r,

eons service project. is making

Westbrook Arts program
features glass blower

Christopher Alder, a nnBanally known glue blower,

P, 8. Our Savings Counselors On guide you o the program Oat sullen to your goals.

LL .-jr

There's a whopping big
birthday party coming up to

t. Friday,

S

HOODOO minimum

yammer% fear
this mamma
as a rernIndar. Oder now and we

will rush your dish pion via nor

Gretchen Schorr is n happy
ens
grandmother
whose

"The contact with patients
was so enjoyable." sic said.
"Maybe I'll go bask into that

serve in the tholes patent process division es consultans

*ohtiogr==.71'1.....

warn to on run

°Ai mutt.,

den matt brads new w

666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

4 AiCa

gOven

die plan end your 12 will.
refunded promptly ond war.

I or Staple PROSPECT

Plaines nod! his retirement
Nov. 30, 1969, after 43 years

1/0/;',.°077';.-

tet'P'7Irr:t

how

MOUNT

cominfity out naid gelded,.
Bashes in by Ira 10le own tooth.

Deferred means nertilleaterl Deposit

successful diet plan con be
obtained by geed*, $2 to OWE.
wood DIET, Opt. C, 7046 olly.
wood Blvd., Sul 802, Hollywood
CHIA OCi0O. bion,bacti goon.:

won day,

fer's wedding in Wellingfonl

mon al !Dorothy and Fred Lei,

Boman Deye CeiiifIcetos of Deposit

and still lose
plon,and

tee. X off fir rrvin9

loiter worked for Unlooses
Oil Products Co. in Des

3/0/.,t1;';:l=n,

uids. When the fat and bloat me

ALL INCLUSIVE
RATES FROM

The Prospect Heights Wei-

Husbands are cordially in-

rte minimal Wen. required

unsightly ft and mess bode

awn. A copy of

HER II YEARS of volunleer work for Holy Family
Hospital fall into free main

hours, neve

'vetystrs, ranging in age

came none...Star,.

Des Plaines Valley Geobgical

For people with other ideas, here is the complete array:

pounds every two days thereafter until your weight is down re
normal. The secret behind this new
quid; weight lass" diet it simple.

Me

fora hormital in the arca.

Otto Schorr of Mount
Prospect a member of the
Brand of Holy Family Hospi-

handbell

bads rhos

pant.
ony more. And still lose tO

thetaIn
diet

ready convinced of the need

patients.

be-

service

Society.

How much does it cost? As little as you like-name it and it's yours.

ain. in the first ten days plus

lined In

de= ving

construmion

the

helped feed patients if it

Lone Tree Council and the

to Tashion-Scene '70'

into your life.

interest compounded ME Iletelook

Hit the trail for a
great family vacation!

to be asked twice. She was til-

defray

help

Scouts of Northwest Cook and

lost

scrOmbled eggs..
you ore Rifting! you con

Winter Park, Colorado

hospi-

talizan coSIS for needy and

PH Newcomers invite you

.1.

Pauhack sashge

AT BEAUTIFUL

Sisters °f St, Francis of A.isai
in Milwaukee, the other living
with her husband and live ac-

members from the chalk Mn.
Scheer, an officer, didn't have

.

&wens of Altade.. Calif.

been active in Boy Scouts or

laments

Enjoy the most flexible and popular book in the financial market.

teak.

GUEST RANCH

chemistry. a member of the

picked up medicines and sup.
plies that were sent up, even

10 l meeting. seeking their aid
in enlisting new auxiliary

hey r work is
not the sort that can be count-

Although much of

The unique an of glassblo.
log wee demonstrated for the
students at Westbrook School

Loan Insurance Corporation, an agency of the U.S. Government.

bly

sday, March 31, 1970

LaGrange Council. Girl

The dinner was held at the

(that's us) and insured -safe to $20,000 by the Federal Savings and

th

.all ywr,711

records, sent requisition,

Holy Family Hospital Aux -

volved." she sighed.

Holiday Inn in Rolling Mead.
OW. Among the 110 guests
were Mrs. Lefferk sister Katherine Norton of Wallingford.
Conn.. and her brother John
They were bridesmaid and best

* Its contents are valuable-carefully protected by the publishers

committee is reviewing th
budget for the fiscal year the
begins May 1, as submitted b

SeaVers

and

ret Flood of Maxwell Air
Force Base, Ala.; John of
Hoffman Estates; Ann of New
York city. and End. who is attending college at Normal.

remove some-whenever you like!

yo

speaks of her two daughters.
one a nun with a doctorate in

mind."
In 1959, the newly formed

Leffers honored at
surprise celebration

book

* It becomes part of yourself and your day-to-day needs. Add to it or

70:1=2;:erryt: n:irl

on different From She filed

in my

(90 days).

Diet

she

Sr. Raymond Women's Gish

stuck

about this

but to eliminate an 511,500

The leaf machine was re

counted In hours

iliary invited the officers of the

ArrEa 1111E HOSPErAL
building was completed in
June 1961, Gretchen donned
am "chee ry, cherry
form of the volunteer and
worked at the nurses' stations

That little trip

9IIPPagggg00,2091102PgaggP111/.1099"gg. P11091.02011"00 QQQQQQ

*No other book gives you a higher return (5%) in so short a period

Grapefruit

ducting weekly sessions in reviewing the 1970-71 village
budget, has voted to retain
leaf sweeper valued at $6,200

be concluded April 20,

T

Dolores Haugh -Woman's Editor

* Even as you read, more is being added to the story it tells. With

The finance commi
o
dye Mount Prospect Vitteellage
Board which has been con

Awerd pin given for hospital
volunteer work that is not

way to Resurrection Hospital
just to get my finger stitched,

to

vet/gee:7/E

to honor of their 40th wed-

10 days on

workers.

hospital volunteer work has
averaged :Morn a da a week.

Page 3

Mrs. Fred Leff. of 9045. WIS.
verb, Mount Prospect. were
given a surprise dinner party
by their four children. Marga-

in the budget

snacks

ohm said. "We drove all the

"I ALWAYS psi win-

ding 'ennivenary, Mr.

Lose 10 lbs. in

peel troll Milwaukee." Grel-

xxx

00110600611156118066001111

59.00 IMx moony

rates.

"That was in 1957 when we
had juit moved lo Mount Pros-

thetas she has her 1,000 -hour
pin and Is working toward her
second one. But her particular
pride is her Special Service

of capacities.

newsonn d price, 10 C111,

One vehicle
goes, one stays

'

DEeL7117:

mission to charge increased

penmen, heads,

brochure 259-6030

846 S. Elnlherri Rd,

Commerce Commission, call ed when the utility asked per-

support and co-operate with

Includes round trip by air, three meals daily horseback nehng oil facilities of the ranch.

WIG STUDIO

pollution control program at
hearings before the Illinois

air and water and we pledge to

Leave it to Beavers, they think of everything!

t
WISHING WELL

Fish Ells like the one in

csled east of Illinois 83 and
north of Willow Rd.

ed in

Auxiliary members brciught
food. cooked right there, and
sold lunch. and coffee -break

its ever-

Meautomatically mules

oria raw, 312.00 o

filWII

cr as essential to provide th
village with "a minimum lea
removal program."
The tnrck, Barnett believe

say that polluters in Chicago

for oxygen reduces the oxygen

"What this really means is

Surnreption nom 33 cents a
moth haws defroered. Our of

SCOTT IN response said,
"While our office will continue to utilize the current II-

from $100 to $300 fora first

gen, he said, fish often die.

600T.

right"

March 25 provides for a firm of

not replenish itself with oxy-

"The combination of the ice
cover and the great demand

Itel.Pallepron treigfis.111. 6000S,

feel, however,

Village Manager Virgil Barn
me after consultation with de

all governmental regulatory
agencies to help safeguard that

doily.

quested by Barnett and Publi
Works Director David Creani

vido fora fine of from 910 to
5200. An ordinance passed

ads of time and the water can -

awe, 217 s. Amy.. Hoieris

strong endorsement to Gov.

Ogilvie's proposed $750 mil-

that organic enrichment or nuMenu in the lake draw oxygen
mg of the water," Knight said.

Schorr loves to cook and hake.

a cut finger. But a cut linger

Being chairman of them

kinA of bacteria present in has
TM sewage wastes.

Wrough ander hi. Dey

without an unfair burden on
their individual customers, I
de

Sewage uses up oxygen in
the water and when the lake is
covered with ice for long perk

!tonal., um, bY.

funds

to Earl Knight, MSD's chief

Ittraothr oar

mantle the Chleago =a the

can only be fined 95OR while.

Lake in Prospect
indicate that thou-

sands of fish that have died

anti pollution bond issue
Illinois' Attorney General,

tests

Mein.. Names of

of relatives or friends, These

'18"
'17"

OVER THE YEARS, her

Working in the canteen
while Holy Family was being
built was fun because Mrs.

headquarter's committee.

100...HUMAN HAIR

flour years.

that needed stitches and emermenq room treatment, with no

ry, iv honor, or in appreciation

AFTER EASTER
SALE!

volunteer activity, for the pmt'

other money making projects.
iShe has made aprons and sequin -trimmed gift items for
the hospital gift shop.

"115 the Baby, -Alumni of
Holy Family Hospital in Do

was named chairman of the

wig'

Her

experiences herself.
involv ement in hospital

charge of the Manorial and
Hospitality Fund and Baby
Altumi, hex present area of

volunteer work stemmed from
the simplest of circumstances-

Me of the township affirm
committee. Donald Totten

ore goalie, JIrn Aubry, (from left) Mike Kautz, Dave Hansen,

Scott endorses Ogilvie's
William J. Scott, Friday gave

Gordie Lewis, Mike Gooske, Jack Kratameyer, Nick Kautz, and
Jim Quinnette, all of Des Plaines. (Photo by Dan Batas)

T.dag advantage of the Easter vacation with o game of hockey at the home of Howard G. Lewis, 421 Amherst, Des Plaines,

hes helped with many separate
bake sales, card parties and

does raise money for a worthy

Grotchen Scherr is also in
Charge of the Memorial and
Hospitality Fund of the haply
MI, donations made in Mein.

Palatine was named co-chairman with John Nimrod of Ski

or Plum Berm each pun She

hospital

=Ion.

BERNARD PETERSEN of

gram.

d

who has not pa graduated
from eighth grade arc $to for

board of directors for the Sub-

Anban Republican Organize

Mix Sa=ns was never a
mese or nurse's aide and never

bad' any parrictfiar interest in
medicine or any sienifmant

chair-

babies whose parents cared
enough to donate money for
tannery are for the needy. A
certificate of membership is
their remembrance of the ac-

of Arlington Heights WII8
named a new member of the

500

is

grouting roster of infant members arc inscribed in a book
outside the nursery on the meThese arc the
ternIty

that Fulle has held this key position.
Carl Hansen was reelected
treasurer. Richard A. Cowen

For swimming low. the

((ill mean the same suit will
b

chairman is William Erichon
of Evanston. It is the first time

mated an income of 12400
from a projection of 40 pie sons a day paying the $ I fee for
60 days.

h

in Cook- County. Full.

purchase the $23 passes.
For daily attendance he eeri-

the P.,

'98. s9.9.99's 00

erating unit co-ordinating lite
activities of the 30 townships

w.:son passes, based on the aa-

The tokens will be sewn em

Gretchen Schorr

men of an alumni group unfmiller to most people. II
doesn't hold meetings and it
&moll make headlino, but it

chairman of the Suburban.Rio
publican Organization, an op-

age income of 91,840 from

swimming suits and will proaide a quick method of cheek-

= or more 540.

season

By Eleanor Rine

group.
Floyd Fulle was also elected

will

pasts, collections from daily

on weekdays and $1.50 on

on -residents; a family
of hvo is $30; a family of three
Formes

1970

924,000

o
the ecutive
of
Donaldxe Totten

Schaumburg Township was
elected a new member Of the

Kenneth

basset season rates and fees for

1

him build the frame mound
the doll, but that he thought of
the idea.
Before doe fair, to be held et

Debbie Ricotta, one of the students who made a poster for the Lions Park School Science Fair
watches .Stophen Bull demonstrates the worldnes of the circulatory system, his project in the fair.

Map Publication5

One day at a time

"""IV,h,;;;Tr4,7.1:::41117:1;17"'

SOME PEOPLE say that a

It's almost as'effective lis a 'do

fondly that acquires h loose
with a driveway, a Family

John 0.Stanten. Et/in.-m.1 MINAlter

R. N. M..; Crow/orlon Director

C. I.S.O. ddcm01100 Direfh.e

happens.

W. They say it takes an automatte dishwasher, a patio and
one and a half bathrooms.

How or why it havem. no
one seems to know. Taeara.

MI Others hold to the theory
that it carpeting, air conditioning and a new piano. No

gnat many theories. The Re-

theories. They just jump for

who do, public relations for
American Airline, invited a
group

of

local

newspaper

emote to lunch in the exectw

live dining mom of the ai
inflight

kitchen

an

O'Hare.

If the proved anyting, it is
that the day of coffee, lea or
milk as a leading airplane icebreaker N gone with the gog-

into the neighborhood," he
says. "Boy, I sure am
to
me you. We need all the help

though:

changing

ales and the helmet.

Thepurpose of the luncheon was to ohnw off the new
"Americana" menu which
was used for the feast tin. on
flights

Chicago -Wog Coast
lost Wednesday.

The new service

has the

pretty elewarclears in the red
and white checked smocks ask-

ing "lobster, steak or chick.
drowned in

n.

champagnesauce?"

tont education is even for children who are not labeled "dig advantaged." He feels that in
District 2 14 there presently is

definite Incaof commis-

indeed, was had by all.

The luncheon simulated a
mat aloft in Me first ciao
tion Minns the vibrating and

ins for Monday, April 6

in one of ffeir homes. For ticket Information would -he pato cMl Chris at
trons am
359-5347 or Brad at 355-5784.

parents.

or nociely..The gory

do some soul-searching. He
knowe that prents who know
just what their children am
learning in high school am
He has been attending the

IoW board meetings on a

It was complete with red linen

regular bags for the pant year.
During some of the meetings,

is

a-

man who is on a space

bout

is

positive. need for education to

the aioeontrollers-siek-in.`
tablecloths. blue napkin, and

They've scheduled the wet

nication between the board
and theInc
administrati. and beaeon
administration and

He thinks that there
lltranswers wale given yesterday by the 20 hoary word
makers and a very good time

and friends last week.

"You see." explained pea
pmducer, Chris. "the monk
contains a la of symbolism.
Mon emit escape reality

a

joumey from the moon to
Mars and is pulled toward
earth

by

gravity.

He pm

caught in 0 time warp which
means that he crashes to earth

in the year 198, He discovers
how man has killed his amid.
He sees the devastation...
Brad is the son
Charles Ashmores

of the

of Mu

psychedelic

he has found it difficult to re-

sugar plus two pretty first alas

main silent.
He thinks the smoking issue
needs much more thought. He

of the David Bones of Morris
in Palatine. (C'mon, now Jan

finds it difficult to believe that
any school hoard would sanelion smoking when the cost of

Bone, confess, the kid's really
a midget, isn't he?) So save me
a sent for the Cobb. 111 bring

polg a smoking area wools'

etY tan alum.'

Francisco

San

stewardesses. They were Sheila

PrindivilM and Mary Reed. In

a short time they knew the
names of all the guests.

Mary Rosc with
the host job was America's
Helping

Chicago viceNresident HarHelping

Foster.

vey.

the

guests find their way through
the maze of immaculate Ma,
dolt kitchens were American
airplene meals originate, was
Joe Dvorsky who's been cook-

ing for a long time. He was
happy with the rave notices
given the luncheon.
Outside giving the

whole

thing a continental flavor was
Elverialo Reyes who was
happily
,vashing
night
kitchen truck and singing loudly in Spanish.

given by his math.. United
Air Lines. lust in time to file
as a candidate for the high
school

District 2

I4

School

Bumf election. The elation
will be held on Sat. April 1 I.

over Lane in Schaumburg.

and planted 92 eggs in the

spots.

Then they turned loose the

When

Christopher

Bone

make their movie, Brod already had one film credit. In
fem, his film was titled, "Ma sooner and was "in the can",

Joe SchiMmuer returned
from a special assignment

Eater mtoo but once
year and this year It brought
plenty of excitement to West -

of eight condi:has for three
TAKE 2 -IN PALATINE

Hollywood
movie of the same name with
the ume story was made.
long before

the

The new film is called
"Time Lock" and the two 13year -old eighth grade students
from Winston Park Junior

junior members of the street
homes. It was fun and frolic
for the day of the egg hunt, and
guess whose pile of eggs led all
the rest. Scott Novak reporttng

in with an even dozen multicolored, snow covered eggs,
was declared the winner.

That is until Debby Price
tied the score. Other winnen
and Nitre egg eaters of Amer0. J. Hagen, But
ica we
Frickes and Tricia Drake.

COT oh Doric° oars

leave.

'It's

get along with everybody out
bac. We don't want to be difDrat, and if everybody else is
in that party, well, titere mual

all the terrible things in the

D egolt pard alit answered Mar

question when he said. "Well
sum miss that arny of his be.
hind the plate. And there's no
Moat that he was the leader of

Democratic party
was good to Me, but now !just
don't' know."

the 'team so we definitely
could use

Q Our sea. S, has asthma
end is odd, conisone.Can he
take this drug regularly without any bad gde effects? Is
there tiny other treatment for
this souease
A
Although

.cortisone

end his eye dominance Inas, be

helps most asthmatics, it is
only a stopgap Prolonged use

equally uncertain. When rais domither half of the
num. skill in language and is
sloe i a I ly reading develops

may cause peptic ulcer, moon.
fide and bleeding into Me skin.
Antihistamines also give temporary relief but the cause

arab who moved out to the

team last year, so the other kids

slowly.

diagnosis of dyslexia

is made before a child is 7.
treatment to promote the de-

hr

be found so that your
can avoid fir or take deoensitbing injections.

velopment of one-sided dominance and special training in

reading may bring him up to
tb. level of his schoolmates.
Repeating kindergarten may

Q - If a Mild has on allergy
ree; 71't'; pisett.7irthet71Znysist'g

the child,
A - Desensitization to the
offending animal dandruff

be a necessary pert itself treat -

malt bin this in itself is not
enough,

0

helps some but not all nth,

successful
theis crp.

matics. It may build up enough

thrapy
e
fro cancer of

immunity to permit the child

tate, Can it be used on ahn
erable prostatic cancer?

to be in a room where the two
has been but rarely enough to

A - The success of freezing
or cryosurgery would depend
msuch factors as Me size of
e tumor and whether it had
spend beyond the prostate.

permit close contact with the
Pet.

Q sty child is allergic to

dogs but I have heard that such
a.child can have a poodle with-

Self -Study,

Self-Test-

Books" are desimied to supplement the customary school
Materials and activities.
They can he effectively used

nation.
says.
"The
in the response

Sullivan

On.

is

Each frame is a little problem
for the child to solve. He IIright - which
delights him - and 00,w/1101m
waY s gets

it

ha jog learned to solve the
next problem.. He is playing a
game he is equipped to win:'

This reading scrim is pub.
lished by McGraw-Hill Publishers.

HOW CAN you as parents

fig

'We're miing to have a real

good outfit."

Carne
h. to complain
*bout is the weather. The reour snow has kept the Warrior
diamondmen confined to indoor workouts which includes
. lot of running and working in
d. batting cage.
"We were hoping to get in a
couple of intr.quad games bcfore the start of the se.on ISM
may against Mon -conference

reading. pen world of knowledge is open to him. You will
lind many other materials on
hunger

101ll

said.

ABOUT THE only thing

them.

dYoung

Carstens

B lended -with thc veteran letunes are a good crop o(jun.
ima who had an emellent sea.
son es sophomore,

your child hos started

Rack" that

Scholar Book
not his grow knowledge.
.

into both the school and the

foe Oak Park). but the snow
a& kept us inside." Carstens

Studebaker.)

Thirty-eight showed up for
the initial practice session. but

IF YOUR chili dos not

the club has since slimmed
down to 23. "I told the boys
that In order to ploy for me.

know the basic facts In addition, subtraction, multiplia.
don and division, you can play

There is even a free magic
slate with each book kit. The
L

RAQULER
Slake as many four lamer

or

.Wordy%

these

Ie handy'in acT:e

an attack of asthma occurs.
Q My X011, 5, can sing the
alphabet song perfectly bot

win of

lea.
ttrs as ou can.

In addition. find the word
using all seven of been
letters.

110 can't recognize the lotus
when he sees them. Should
rental kindergarten es his mac-

8 good,

I excellent

Answer on Comic Page

Is?

this way the book is never
marked and an be used by
merry children over ha long
life.

ALSO ON the rack you will
find
The Sullivan Programmed

1

his

through the diemut
windows on the tell pages. In

Reading

Series."

Mothers can use this series to
their childrth improve
their tending progress in

help

IN THE

of Mount Prospect

Mount Prospect, Tim Jilek
finished third in dm Olympic

200 E. Rand Road

255-8800

00

CT

DP IN

ex-

Fort Meyers. The second leg
went 30 miles, and then there
was a' -5 -mile time trial m the
riders
raced
individually
eganist Me clock. Saturday's
race vow 'mains, the wind all

Permit #66458
Chicago, III.

the way.

On

On Sunday. the fourth leg of
the race started back toward
Nest ?atm Beach and ran for
.

Dotted

r

n miles
stopped

Center

ti

before the rider
Easter Sunday

for

worship, Then the final

Postage WM Be Paid By

Chicago, III. 60646

-

POSITION FOR position,

there is still some good tom-

petition going on for starting
berths.' Beginning with third
base, returnee Mike Maloney,
Gary Warren and Dave Ares'
weld are all vying for the job.

At short. junior letterman

named

Jim Hanselinann
should have the first shot. but

a challenge. Sffoifil base is up
for grabs with Dan Moss and
Rick Kehe competing for the

Pr and Jim Buckholtz.
"Pitching is 90 per cam of
the same; " Carstens said. He

named Cr hurlers whom he
said would give his team
good shot for the top of the
Central
Suburban
standings.
Returnees
Bert

League
GastorE

Dopp and Bill Olson had the
pitching corps, but are ably assisted by Arnswald, Bessenho.
for and Nelson. "If I have to
use my pitchers at mother po-

sition, TM just as soon keep
than in the outfield where

they don't hue' to throw as

berth.

"ALONG WITH pitching,

we try to concentrate on defense." the succmsful mentor
said. 'We shoidd be sound up
the middle and should have
better than average speed on
our club."
Carstens, entering his 10th
year at the Warrior helm, hat
racked up seven conference
champions and a gate trophy
after rffording another pair of

B

:

1I

111

45

miles of the race were run.
Dave Chauner won the race
in nine hours. 46 minutes. but
John Van de Veldc of Glen Ellyn, ill., was just three minutes
behind rat 9,49.6.1.1ilek's time
of 9,514 was just nine minutes

/oft the leader,pagg for the
235 miles

JILEK WAS also MO In

fi

known for his pitching, he hit
.341 last year and con elm do

new

.in scorebrd.
elec.:

-They're

ailing

it

the procesoas of
up right now,"

Carstens said. The DesPlaines
Park District baseball priagmm was responsible fm.
gating the scorsboank

CARSTENS SAID Mat the

Warriors'

toughest

games

tel

this vein

be

plans to pick a regular rotation

hid hick to it. He wonTjuggle.
his pitchers to fit the sehednle.

although he says he will use
Day in a non -conference name

apinst Niles

just to see

his glove and he also has a real
good arm."
Th e toughest competition

With the weather still a big
sue hen mark. the first game

for a position will probably be
at second. where three Itiiom

Deerfield. By MI indiotions.

although

he Indians are.

shedled for Monday

at

that should be the Wart of another great campaign Mr Ilse
Wheeling diamondmen.

Bencriscutto

Dellolt says ifs still up for

comumpeti-

of the league."

'Deerfield and Qlenbrook
Nonh should also be tough.
think we can give them
some trouble.' Carstens said.

S PzIRTS

position is also wide open. Insignia winner Ken Dopp.
while not on the mound. may

if they don't have too much
pitching depth."
['Molt, on the other hand.

will gel the first shot et thejob.

P.5° s

a

change now that we're on top.
Of course. that may mean thm
some of those teams could get
knocked off by the lower clubs

how

and

tion will come foam Smer

at

"FOR SOME reason we el -

mat never faced the number
one pitchers last mason." he
said. "000 I'm sure that will

"What I really went In there is

grab,

ANOTHER
for

CANDIDATE

infield berth is jun-

ir Tom Fritano, who con!'
play third base and may fill
jp
5ch,itzer at times.
Bastable or not. Wheeling is
rated a clear -al favorite in the
conference
by
tile rival
coaches. DeBolt agrees that he

has the material to go all the
way. but hc abo knows that

the Waniors' home
Pints this year
be a new
fans

a plus." said Molt.

ure vying for a starling role.
They are Fred Beneriscutto,
Mike Groot and Rob Richter,

League state champion Niles
West winch "is the class

state champs at sister school
Maine East.
Assisting the players end

The race for the first base

Tuesday.
March 31.

ISM

anything can happen in a sca-

son marked by questionabk
weather and other "ifs-.
He also plans on facing the
top pitchers in she league although that was not the case
last year.

NBA drafts

Card grad
Chuck Lloyd. former Arlington High School star. has
been

drafted on

the

tenth

round by the Saittle Supersonics of the National Basket-

ball Atoll Ilion Lloyd, who
sct a one year scoring record of
584 points this year. is the first

Yankton College tSouth Da.
konal player ever to be drafted
by a professional tm
The 6-8 senim center piled
up 1.569 points M three years
of play. and I hi-. year he lcd the

Greyhounds by grabbing 309
rebounds for an average of

be pressed into action as an in -

12.3 per game. He has received

fielder. but Carstens can oho

TriState all -conference and
District 12 NAIA all-star nab
cognition in his three year of
vanity play. He was on the
' honorable mention list in the

Randhurst boat show
to open tomorrow

call upon either BM Bessenho.
fer, Dave Nelson or Bob
McAndrews who is still MON-

ering from a shoulder seguelion incurred during the woo Bing season.

THE CATCHING job has
veteran Keith Moran, Mike
Bistany and Joe Jung, if neon sary. ready 10.11 signals. Sen-

Mrs Jim Kulik. Doug Keehn
and Jung, all starters last year.
make Carstens' outfield one of
the best in the league. Others
who may see outfield duty Ore

Georp Woodley, Ram -San-

NAIA AI

Lloyd is now rmident of

campers, tents and camping
gear. as well as 15 new fiber.

by sports celebrities and a
wide-rangIng display of new
hoots will entertain visitors to

"Every new style of boat
will be here for your in-

glass boats.

the Randhurst Boat and Spores

stration will be presented Sat.
urday. from I I am. to 4 p.m.

spection," according to Richard B. McCarthy, promotion
director of Randhurst.
ad.
dition, all exhibits will be manned by persons who can an your questions and in-

ins champion in 1962,will
demonstrate effectivecasting
the Sports Chrs
exhibit on Wednesday
and 11
:d
evenings from
techniques at

lets

7.?0 until 0:10. He will also
w inmim and answer indi-

idual quaff. on

fishing

AN ARCHERY demonat the Montgomery Waal ex-

hibit Don Lloyd, nationally form you about hotting and
known -bow hunter" will wakeports.

*mono,. how he shot the

Scoadalc. Ariz.

Indianagym letters

Randhurg Boat and
Sport Show will be opth, as the
Shopping Center. from 10 a.m.

Dave Mattson. a 1969 graduate of Prospect High School,

to 9:30 prn. on Wednesday.

bow and arrow. He will also

leuer

Thursday and Friday: from

this year as did Bob Gleich-

demonstrate
bow -fishing
equipment for shooting and re-

9:30 a.m... 5:30 p.m. on Saturday and from noon until 5

man, who graduated last year

trieving sport fish.

p.m. on Sunday.

lington High squad.

record
class
caribou. the
record class mule -deer and the
record class mountain -goat by

earned his weeny gymnatics
a,

Indiana

University

from the state champion Ar-

and casting.

BROWN IIAS
os,,reertchw
.l'ud'ic
d'
N
f
dl

fished
d

all
and

other Canadian provinces. In
addition to representing John
Joha--

1

team the

pest two pan.

Fly -casting
and
archery
demonstrations, appearances

Show. fomorrow through Sunday in the Randhurst Shopping Center's enclosed mall.
Ralph Brown, national old.

Mark Kuzich, Fred Home,

n

Reels and Plano tackle

and has instructed at the Chi

cap Tribune

school

Champion Single -Engine

1

Speed Boaa 20 other new
boats, ranging from sail boats
to

euhin cruisers,

Reinstate

three or four days of preliminary Itilning and
be.

Anticipating summer boating, visitors to Rho

Bel

and Sports Show ore viewing miling shifty like the

above, at

Among the innovations at

the Montgomery Path exhibit. The show wilt run tomorrow

fore engaging in the race.

through Sunday.

the annual show will be Momgomery Ward's exhibit of new

through

Lone returnee sparks
Palatine golf hopes

accessories.

Denny.
Denny has assumed the link
responsibility in his founh

ycar at the about after serving
as jayvee hasketholl and sophomore football coach.
with a large rebuilding task as
only five of the 30 -plus candidates for his varsity and froshtoph teams are iri the final two
years of school.
Denny puts it this way. -We

Wildcat netmen shoot for
first division position

have the same problem that
most athletic teams hem at
Palatine face. We just don't get
the junto''
seniorS out.

Four miumia -lettermen
will form the nucleus of a
Whaling tennis team that
hopes to improve on its Sixthplace Mid -Suburban League
finish,f a year ago. ",

Buaffording to Wildcat

"GLENBARD

NORTH
was terrible last year, but they
Started a program down there
over the summer and I guess
their coach is really gung.bo,"
he said. -Tennis just hasn't
quite caught on yet at Wheel.

returning lettermen at
Wheeling

are

seniors

Bob

Lemke, Ron Fedyskk Wayne
Fish and Ron Cuff The other
"THERE COULD be same', front -liners will most likely be
competition fo.he title for the sophomore Vern Fish, junior
first time in a long time," said Tom Fielder and juniors Bob
Ecker. "Arlington will again Seheffel and Bill McCoppin,
who. are vying for the seventh
be the team to beat, but Forest
View could give them a real and final position.
Unlike some other
run for the championship."
coacheslEcker does notga by
"Hersey will also be decent, challenge matches I...di:teralthough they'll miss McLean mine who will play in each
slot.
(Mike) very badly," he contin-

ued. "Palatine has one out
standing kid, and Elk Grove
probably won't be bad, eithee."

Fact says that his club will
probably be competing with

".

"Vern Fish is going to be

"I PREFER to Awe the

by watching him in

the Grenadiers for the final

cria, and I'll just make up

first division spot, although
the teams that finished low in

my mind on that basis."
Right now the number one

the standings last par coal

singlm man is Len., with

gist everyone trouble.

Vern Fhb playing number two

And Wheeling has good indoor facilities in its fieldhousc,
so the time inside has definite.
ly not been wasted.

real good tennis player by the

time he's a senior," said Ea-

YESTERDAY WIE Wild-

r,"He has showed a lot of improvement over last season,
when he was playing with the
frosh-mph team,
and
he
shotild continue to get better."

cals went outside, but only to
shovel the snow of their
courts before returning to the
warmth of the fieldhouse for

THE NUMBER one doubles
team will be Wayne Fish
sod Fedsski, and the number

two doubles group will consist 'of Cuff and Fielder.

and so the outlook for 1970
doesn't look too brig}t. Not
many boys have played that

strongest

for

gad o some good sessions out .stokm.

Armfield earns
letter at EIU,
John Arznffeld of Hoffman
Estates earned his varsity gym-

nstatiM letters this season at
'Enemas llgoois University.

The Pirate linksmen will
face a 12-niatch dual schedule

names, he preferred to talk
about the team's diMeulty in

this year. and will compete in

building a strong link entry.

the Lake Park and Chevy
Chase
Invitational tourna-

ments during, the course of the

"Irwin. my big job will

1970 semon.

IN LOOKING the

Mid -

be to keep the younger (fresh-

Suburban

mamsophomorel hop inter-

petill.m, Denny lists Prospect

ested. The courses around here

as probably the mongest

won't allow us to keep the

Conference

ca

tor,

The first meet, weather permitting, will be April 7 el

only le.. and his

home against Central Subu,
ban League power Glenbrook
South. The first conference encounter will be April 16

o more, have been "pretty. Int
press i v e in the manic
rounds.^
Denny also listed junto

against Palatine.

Glen Hearn as the third ma

brother

Rich, who is only a mph

numbers eze would likd as we

con only use 15 boys on the
course. Im trying to get the
athletic director to see if we

be the firq of many building
years herr. the Palatine golf

can get some kind of member-

petitive entry in the

ship help for those boys who

ence.

team can he considered a comconfer-

'They're 077 and running

O\Y
LO\GE
NOW appearing

GRIFFITH
INSURANCE
or our new location ...
THE COMMERCE BUILDING
1040 S. Arlington Heighte Rd.
Arlington Heights

'Phone: 253.5971

of

is squad will meet, but
indicates that mid Yeason will
those

the Pates in

ban unkind to the 'Cat net it has to all the area
men
teams, but they did manage to

keep them."

But once the first -year golf
coach itemized the initiol three

their kw warmym 10.100 so
TOMFROHNE, the Main's

serious practice session.

'We have to show them we

uch. and we'll probably hove
a freshman or sophomore on
the varsity this year,"
The new mentor indicated a
brother combination looks the

of course the weather has

deers before the big snow-

kids where' I think they'll do
the best.Mb for us," he said, "I
can tell how good a player N
y

and schetfei and McCoppin
fighting for the number three

me not on the mambo they cam
keep playing.

arc interested if we want to

year.

1969 edin ow and a new head

coach in the moon of Mark

THE NEW menhir is faced

head coach Ted Eclair, imClad ,235 miles and was ton'n
five atages. On SmordaY. the
provement will not mammy
first stage covered 60 miles.in as tough a league as Me
MTh.
leaving West Palm Beach for

EVE.

sider it

guiltily riders for Me games,

DIE RACE in Florida owAFT.

another dependable stick.
Day and Jarzeinhowski will
alternate in right field. dm
pending on which one is on the
hill, Although Day is better

Outboard Motors and boating

Olympic leam. Until

aim State University, went to

First Class

Closed

don could also play left field

last summer.. and he was quite

If he hits for me 111 con-

aged about 24 mph.
'the riders went

Linked

dila, a sophomore at Ark

sxur

6328 No, Cicero Ave.

League outfit,

mer he will give the Wildcats

had been a ..one-shal" deal
with only one race serving to

1972

-den ere. guaranteed

TAPE

Ends

ball a long way."
Either Lundquist or Sheri -

the

DY SON DIDNT play
much last year behind Salto
but he tame into his avn during the summer.

this year. the Olympics tryouts

the

fare to 'Florida. but the top 10

MD

National Mail Department

season. and he was the pre- counting too heavily on him,
mine pitcher on the Summer Big Dino pitched occasionally

the capability of hitting

tertaining the fans with his circus catches. An excellent defensive outfielder. Speedy certainly lives up to his name. and
if he hits like he did last sum-

for a starting assignnmnt this

was One who'. was asked to
come. He had go my his air

STAY

Tape

Another possibility is Sheri.
although DeBolt isn't

hat on excellent arm and has

don.

"but Sheridan

Wheelia's Legion team in ad-.
didon to the summer Wildcats

13 against Wheing with only
one senior returnee from the

ADOBES

And

and Newman to givd the
'Cats an impressive corps last
Crab

DeBolt

said

Wiesen wilconce again be en-

The Sports Chalet exhibit
will also display the World

Floride on his Eastern ma-

LIBERTY POOLS CO.

"Lundquist is probably the
better 'defensive receiver because he, a little quicker.-

pense money while in Florida:

HERE

tote

In Day. the Wildcats have
e of the toughest hurlers in
the area He teamed up with

righthanders Dunne
Nelson and Casey Wasilewski
and lefty Neil 0000011 could
challenge for spots

stromental it last year's success. and both starred for

Weide at 21.1ilek is
grad nato of Prospect High School,
Of the
riders who sir ed the race. only 39 made trio
the finish line. Those thaiwere
near the front of the pack aver

NAM

On

but

M-

stage es having the best chance

:RUT NOW there will be a
series of traiM. camps and

Jderstand that am tinder no obligation. Please have your representative

No postage stamp necessery If mailed In Re United Mates

from the Wheeling diamond,

junior

game.

were

worth mentioning at this early

States

Stamp

Fold

IN SPITE of the exodus

ing. just as it will be for all the

other teams in the imam."

both
should eventually get in a Imo(
playing time somewhere.
hockey

a

THERE SHOULD he no
problem in ent er field, Mac

Schweitzer

and

?uterine High School will

determine

Na

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

But there will definitely be
to dill this year -gaps
Created by the graduation not
only of Bastablc but of such
names as Cary Salm. ?deny.,
Crain. Bill Newman, Don
Wright and Bob Fitzgerald.
gaps

most of the mound
work. said DeBolt. although
handle

catching chores mill be either
Sheridan or Terry Lundquist.
Lundquist has the edge right
now because of a should.- in jury that Sheridan sustained in

Pat Gainey. whose lone is hit ring.

open its 1970 golf season April

of qualifying run, which will

Mall in coupon today. .. Or call collect. (312) 545.7950

Lines.

could be better this year. Of
course. the key will Be pitch-

the

sitions seem Art with Hull
first bap. Schweitzer at third
end Jo/in Dyson at short. Hull

for six ,Nars.

Cro.Florld

Ram this weekend. and Den's
Ellertson of Arlington
Heights was Path in a field of
III bictcle riders from all
over he country.
The race was ma in series

representatives will give fantastic price consideration.

Cut

101. "hut the defense very well

State champion Niles West in
the tournament.

TAKING CARD of

the job in Ow field.
Three of the four infield po-

of the top four being Van de

Development

P.m from Ilona urst)

Leading distributer of a national luxury type abeve.ground swimming
poet Is looking to install 50 of their brand new 1970 model pools as
soon es possible for modeling and Installer training purposes. Factory

0

onavenged log was to eventual

who didn't pitch last year but
who sa w some action in the
summer. Those three will

date.

don could also play left gold,
where presently Ralph Baker
holds down the top spot. Another candidate there is junior

boxes in Illinois. he is certified
casting instomtor for the
American Casting Association

to the Florida derby. and Tim

MIN

"I don't think well hit .320
apin." said the Wheeling pi-

effective with a wide assort ment dim* that had the hit lens off balance much of the

the time trial stage of the race
and was fourth in the 30 -mile
stage. Of the first four finish era only 1110k was not a nunbee lithe 1968 Olympic team.
Most are young with the oldest

training and at specified races.
There were 60 riders invited

CALL MORN,

whip two of the three to
that bout them. and the only

Bob.
The top southpaw looks like
senior Glenn larzembowski.

Olympic tryouts

*ei&k Zniuk

raes. mid the selection of a CS
team will be based on cu multi -

PHONF

certainly was an outstanding
on, The 'Cats
e back to

third in Fla.

Titlark Vaulter

1

CITY

ball working, according to On.

Tim Jilek bags

idle

This

Needed

tough if he can get ha curve

both made all -conference last

Sheridan and Speedy

Dean

.

the points earned while in

Today,

Wiesen. Day and Schwas ier

ear's seniors...
League to

at SummerTh

the "game? of math with this

Mod

Coupon

any of last

tam,senior Geordie Lewis is making

try to surround your chiWren
with good books so thin every
to can reach out
eye and hand

this

West

spring campaign with no less
than nine insignia winners
beck from last year's -.500

music. science and writing you
can involve your child in read ton experience before he Ls
Yonsciously aware of it.
1 I believe that you should

elp them tarn to low 'good
hooks? How an you as pa,

Maine

Ile as he rembas ,for another

Mutation?
I. Reading takes many
forma Through art activities.

work with your chlkIren to

letterman.

stens is certainly mote optimis.

work with your children

m mess the importance of

rind see and

Pother two moundsman st
present. Tyler could also be

Cantens said.

head baseball coach Al Car

home." (By John W. Studebaker - Vice President - Scholaa.
tic Magazine., - and Gordon

whildrites

allergen, For a definite answer
to one individual's allergy,
however, a brief trial exposure
to 0 poodle could be arranged.

hei

-

a:If-Check. These are five
books M this Arithmetic series.
These books contain basic addition, subtraction, mullingation and division facts, galue
extended application of these
facia
"fhc "Knowledge Master

the

Gary Schweitzer, Dan Hull,

they would have to learn to
.Play two to three positions."

AA" fi.ishing last Teerb'
Injury -riddled season without
tits services of a single Miura-

ested and mhool-accepted.

Hideaword

drufT, which is the offending

Me

learning

across

-And we had a 16-3 record in
the Summer League without

series. which has been Iffcher

A - All animals shed dem

1'1 i'srt

prosinop-

tic Bocaaa library of classics
and contemporary reading in
an economical format.
"Self Teaching Ariffunet

schools

?ROD

ca

DAY IS a right-hander as is
0111 Tyler, who looks like the

West has veteran baseball snit bacBy k
7;.=rk
.

school. Dr. Sullivan env cr..
ed a unique reading program
that has been seed in over

DeBoll still has the services al
returning lettermen Scott Day.

"BUT WE hit .320 as

him for over a year, but they

Today, I tun going to talk
MOre about educational books
which I found on- the. "Help
Your Young Scholar'. rack 01
the Oakton-Lee lmvel-Osco
store in Des Plaines. Scholas

ie?

Bumble's

ther.

Talk with a teacher

W.E.BRANDSTADT.MJ).
A -If your son does not bac
a visual dam he may be dyslexic, a formidable terin to describe reading difficulty. Such
a child often shows no prefer
ence for his right or left hand

him."

.540 average didn't bun. ei-

One time, onc-of the Demo.

still don't have all the answers.

will not

Wildcat head coach Ron

city. The

TIIE CAPTAIN begins to

your

marks that
soon be surpassed?

"Well, no." says the new-

get a panicky look
riotin his eyes.
story 6ehand the

go

setting

Democrath won't you"? he

about
regiewation.

hues how you

departed from the area after

You will be Maisteria m

wet* 'obviously doing something. too." Delok went on.

its all -everything

catcher Jack Bastable, who has

all settled, then.

we can get out here. Now

Seek underlying cause
in asthmatic cases

tack. Is this true?

call him at 392-9873.He bone

If you'd like to hear more,

be without

Mid -Suburban League
championship baseball mem

Educational books

out getting an asthmatic at-

EGG HUNT

Donna Novak enlisted the
aid of a couple neighborhood
mothers and boiled, painted

and Brod Ashmore started to

JUtfr IN TIME

Arthbr and Chris a the son

he considerable.

To Joe, it is mom Man a
moml issue, it is a financial is sue us w ell in a time when he
feels
the
monetary reins
should be held firmly in cheek.
He has plenty to say about dis-

cigarette. He settles down for
king discussion.
Two hours later, he rises to

suburbs remained a Democrat.
They've been doing a study on

DOCTOR SAYS

cheering audience of family

M1

ing's

comer. You sec, we mined to
the suburbs to get away front

be reason. We just 'don't

Just how good will Wheel.

fmb Somevariaioni, but still
the same story. He light's a

about how all our neighbor.,

Anil, y. know, we want to

By Jim Stuart

ua8a1:188:18:liablahlfkkk.kl, X

Joe who lives In the Ivy Hill High are doing a spectacular
section of Arlington Heights job of promoting the finished
has been working with the Na- pmduck
[tonal Alliance of Business
To insure
its amass,
men for the past six months.
The Alliance is an organize- they've billed it vrith "Madan that gets companies mem- maned" and several corn ploy people who am termed mercitd cartoon, They held
the world premiere to a wildly
"disadenntaged."

According to Joe, the apecial assignment as much as
anything else has made him
feel that g is most urgent for
P arents to know how iffipo,

already
lie's
Republicans,
been here. He's been telling us

he

A Democrat moves from
the city to the suburbs. The
may he's a Reablican.
neM day
Welt
not the next day,
It anainly doesn't take big,

By Catherine O'Donnell
Mary Rmo Noel, a nice gal

"I heard you just

Joy. since it work's as it does.

Forget coffee, tea or milk

we're not sure what we're deing to do, yet. That guy for the

one seems to know for sure.
The Democratic precinct
captain stops by for a chat.

publicans don't care about the

Day by Day

"Oh, yeah, sure we were
Democrats," he replies. "But
the Mn. and me, we've ban
sort of talking it over, and

Some people say it's not that at

ILE. Hutchinson, VitY.Prosident

William J. Niednisch, Managing Editor

You were i registered Demo.
aat In the city, weren't you"?

room, and, sometimes, a fireplace bffomes Repbulican.

wring their hands in disbelief,
You've probably seen it,justro
often as I have. That means'
an there is no question that It

Tuesday, March 3 1, 1970

Page 4

. It aims to week:every time

it yourself kit. The Republb
cans love it. The Democrats

Marshall Field III

Wheeling diamondmen look potent again

By Ron Swans

Frothingslosh
Randango

happy, bosh, test -aced abashment by 3 goys 'Mayo

Vieeirregraisnere=si=teng084.
Ahosal

ailing of

towers

THE DAY
Pogo

Tuesday Merch 31 1970

Corn Ester
Tomorrow
lb Today

ken m rah excitin
your community

and elistrathl
[Who put thsth all together and -admit to wood With t toy, adrustmentS
h Iv,- ant nods s small computer which o
progrumwad to and meanly and subtrwA toy
1,11%

MT,

Des Plaines 60010.

IT

_it s tr vet time
9

'.. to

,, led 17 hem 9

1
I

t

nPras 000

I

1,.. k

'

A child must ha live years

Morn than An District 214
high

school

arc
spending their spring vacation
traveling.
students

Gouge Elgang. Elk Caine
High School social science
teacher. accompanied by two
other klUlls, Ito Ncw Mex-

registered. It must he proem.
al at the time of registration.
At registration, the parents
will be charged S 10 for book
mud fee and should also pay
either 51.20 or S3.60 for milk
monies fora year or half -year
The parents will also he given informational items as well
as medical anti dental exam-

motion forms. The exams moat

becomplated hdoresthool be.
gins in September. .

orcd April 4 at Ihe annual
Luca sponsorod by' the adult
ballroom dance classes of Mc
Northwest &Murton YMCA,
Des Plaines.

Clearhreak

dinner dance
Th, hour, or gi
Center,

will be how

y, g
1.

RollmS

To be honored for their
community acreice aro Mart
Herbert Behrek Des Plaines;
Mayor R. 1. Meyer, Rollin
Meadows; Mayor Robert D.
Theban, Maom Prospect'.

0, pa,

Mayor John Moodie, Palatine;

Meadows, will hold their an p,e,a,,,,
Et,
sloe dinner dame Friday.. Croon
Village; Mayer 0,,,,g 2.

May I, in like Round Tabk

Room at Arlington Park Tow-

Walsh, Arlington Helaine and

dub

idol expethition to the

southwest.

terday for n 10 -day tour of
Madrid. Unmade. Seville, and

ctordobn.

artists

for continuing
exhibition
St,

Amon ay, alcy 4.
The hospital's an

wind

symphony.

six weeks.

Further information May be

obtained through the hospital's public relations d11.
t 1437 5500: es& 571).

evenings the Y offen a epeciul

dancing with Grace Y. HMV.
Director of the YMCA
program as hostess end John

ow.

Forbes as host.

Ted Sherwood. president of

A new seri, of ballroom

White Collar Girls of Amerwill address the Arentmama/ Secretaries Assock

dance lessons begins at the Y

during the week of April 20
with classes on menday,
Thursday and Friday. An

SeDay
lIql1WinIns

rhythms arc taught on beginimermedlam and adyawed levels with chases for

the De}} Plaines Chamber of

A resident of Des- Maim

the Chicago Executives. ABM
The northwest suburban office

for the past nine years, Sherwood Ewa with hk.00lfa late

junlor high and high school

at

2080 Webster Lm Their

It's not

u63

choir. and Ian hand will leave

cert our in Boston.

THEATRE

Irwin Brick, Frank G. Dobler.
and John M. Higgins will direct the musicians.
a.,1

'5.95

Headed Work

-

mcV0'

DECORATORS

Nired 253 4792

er nu

an

2 39 ors

".

Iwne Purling

5711

Buy LOCOly

od.CO'8 559.4656.

and

students,

one

two chaperones

$3.00

nd

ao

6

elude antis, to Williamsburg

SAT & SUN. MATINEE
For Children

and Jamestown, W. Va., and

rthur, lbe Magician

-

Joseph Caron, Alga

5.1.5.0507

Nisi 439 0706

=';`=4TZT,T,

Locally Grown

dependable

ORt7tdr° '"I'24,7510

me

Gutters

255 4596

9.

vdth an

a.a.

GMeoe . ort

Worn aootrioes RUMPUS

POO.

Ifs

$10,000 to 115,000 Plus?
Then why not cell me. All

R&M

Decorating

wont is someone that

I

will work for Big SS. The

neat stop is up to you.
Coll Bch Van.

296-1071
358-3172

289-1088
BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

21-Silualions Wantenomen

"Help Wanted"

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

now radayl

.52,6.581

7>t,'.

227.0020

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

'CZ211e'raTAZ'OrT

days, with interest patol,sand compounded quarterly.

R00,11,100ion.

The only requirement is that you hive Iselemum al $201I on -deposit

. CLEANING. RESIDENTIAL/9ND

COMMERCIAL FREE...1E6

"'50-11.189MPO.
C
W k by V. Pel

CALL 259 MID
g

Interne Too Service
los

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

oedar 5200.

Room Add.Www

ROBERT O. STENSLAND AND ASSOCIATES

Ace
we Do All

twertathrs
6 sidng

ESTIMATESESTIMAE

FREE
.

NEAT CARPENTOMMORK

FAIRS, WINDOWS. POP....
MC. RMS. ROOM ADD. MC ME
ESTIMATES CALL 394.307

Special Senria for Shulans - Home Hearing Test & Demonstration

Child Core

atote Ideated. 255.7535

CML

'

Roof

O31-59611

SOMOtiPEr

VAr2,4637

oil

MEN'S CLOTHING: suet 6 spor,
any
ieCk0t, Inr sole. Taitored
sthe Satisfaction 9
CHI far oppl. 53,1023 after

'

919'61 592 7.7

Sower & Septic Weak

e

Pu6

FILERS SCHOOL OP

DANCING. ENROLL NOW FOR'
CLASSES CL 3.3500. O 3-1355

PROBLEM

38,1-3528
Sewing Machine Repair

FOR THE

259.0561

rt'yottr Fit'tne.9.11'ke Seelsi."
824.8509

.1E. 2594016

59.7202
Prospect Personnla
Mi.

oseol Plm

Storm Windows

BUSINESSMAN

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS
130

SMERIOMINTIRIOR

OuoliN wraketiortddp

S.

N,W.

Neu,

359 4650

Sump Pump
EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

CL 9-0495

RIGWI

Des Plaines

M6
.

soles

SUMP 191169

855 E Rand Road

2441,Ip Waled Men

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
OF PUBLIC WORKS
roblic Works
ter rand o

HOUSEWIFE,

HERE

IN THE

se,V;o0711 Noes.

Put Day Want Ado
To Work For You

Volkswagen, Inc.

AND FOR THE

DAY

SALELLZrICE

PR '°4991.1.9

CALL 253-6300

SOLVER"

Income Tax Service
°Koko,. 799 1706

HOURS. MT YOU
OETWESN B.- 5 PM

"THE DAY
IS A REAL

MOO

Dancing Schools &
Supplies

HAPPINESS

Zi1C/gS='F'LP:VirE

Pointing &Deconning

Part Time Work/

PARTS ASSISTANT

EE -

Truett Gt.. 394-5163

nO0 est, 37

PROGRAMS

$7,800-$9,600
no fee

MEI 5359

ROOFING. AND RFROFFING
WORK GUARANTEED FRMestt

CHm"en Re Fed Rebuilt

Federal 6 Data Tan Returns

Clothing

DOLORE S

Coll otter 6PM11 592,8892

MANAGEMENT

BANJO LESSONS

3 sn

CALL 0.24 0160 ,

so

Radie.TV Service

Musical Instructions

-

PRI HIS DAY CARE CENTER

'

EX SERVICEMEN

BRICK AND STONE WORK FIRE-

STEPS

FOP FRECESTIMAlE CALL

by
Woltrnon Cond. Co
sow. a...acme

uI logos

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

ON mE Moos

SIDEWALKS

990 lea'517'We':Ploakek

R'ErOliN11 RR6912=5

STRIP WAX AND BUFF TILE

342 5994

298-2770

olnment 0011439-273B

ALL TYPES-FREESSIIMATE5
537.12.14

5/L1.2 INSURED cam 562 197a

ADDITIONS. GARAGES. RI,

15. PERI/110E. INSURED

OFNERAIACCI. to WM

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

APOLLOIsr

2441elp Wanted Men

CUSTODIAN

FINDING

Masonry
Home Maintenance

MAIM]

IlEmployroont Agencies Merl

5Alto TRAINFE54100

RMERS MASONIC,

Prompt Invollogon

GOOD WORKMANSHIP

ad

AK

Lo Salle Personnel

Walks
Foundosion!

I

N'

Heating

"Hot Water Heating'

ihnid:olt=ereial

owl® yMd

Piano Tuning Services

Mona

RED1 HEATING

L

GENERAL

5600 Cl 3.5236 or a 3 3384

hted 824.4146

'Callt3O2,4753

NG

MO Des Plaines Ave.

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

totiodas.

ka. stag miaow,.

Pram

Hearing Aids
HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Ouolity Week

ECCIPICAL PLUMBING
Ca0 AFEER 5PLA
529.273

set.

Them is no catch to MA FREE CHECKING accounts

_

Are you willing to put
forth the effort to earn

as
action -getting

.

"'d0,,'gv,,I.r=r,n0.0"

GOLDEN STATEMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNTS 'pay 5% whine
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TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible gray to find out what kind of help a hearing lid can gill yin -without major exprodinfrol Wear new MAICO aid Mr 30days
at
rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID; THE FULL RENTAL COSTmoderale
IS
PLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, your only investment is the rental charge, APand
there ism/finther obligation. Call today for full information.
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HAVING. A PARTY,
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James Curry. Prospect High
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high schools flew to Spain yes-

The festivities will include
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Testmg the computer built by Dennis Krueger (left), II firth
grade teacher nt Patton School, is Susan Rend, II, 1428 N.
Mitchell, Arlington Heights. The computer is programmed to
add, multiply and subtract any goo digit rnindum fed into it.
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Engimering and Technology in Chicago.

respectively.
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mentary education from DePaul University, and
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ton School. He received a BS, degree in ele-
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'This is Krueger's second year reaching it Pat-

3 de feel she 001 Rot back together whir her lImee and I do feel and must show a birth caul',
cote as proof before he cm be
a moulage Insight.
otos.
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MAY SPECIAL

Krueger has thought of designing mom computers, maybe even obtain a patent. "But no machine can stimulate creative thInging. There still
needs Lobe the teacher -student relationship..

year to be registered for classes
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tries 16 elementary schools
Dear Mr DeLthise,
accenting to Tom G. Warden,
My grdadibughter cod her 00,., h., broken their engage- 'Mae' edmillistre/11...1%

Dear A.W.,

J

Icon

255 2570

He bunt another computer which a friend's

Deer
You are 1.01 entering, the age of social Ymeess with the opp.
she ses.1 feel thine, will improve soon ferrous feel there will he
to Kr tom family within the next three years and I feel good
about It. i ;the kel things with your girl friends win work

you see them going back together and what do you see

p

ter 5 30 559.0582

keen -mom
8.1 t

GROOM.

designed 1 sort of lost my ambition." He said
writing the progratn tripes takes up thc most time.

Dear M r. Delmnisci
Prh a freshman in high school. Sohn, since ethool stoned, I've
had very little social success with the opposite sex. Pm wondering if 171 have. ome this year or will I have to wait for upcoming
then? la Meth 0 move for my family sometime in the filture?Willt
niii1prealer happiness there if so? Will things work out with my
gith-ritmds? N.01., Arlington Heights.

in the future for her?

I
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POODLE S SCHNAUZER

"It tool/ about two months of part time work
to complete the computer," Krueger sou. "One.

7tes. I'm feeling 1111 Eastern school.
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Dem MO,
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DECORATING

ROIAN0 E. JOHNSON
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Krueger. "That's ono of the reasons I built it."
He said children get tired of teachers sitting
them down end captaining to them how to add,
subtract, etc.

Motive,

hot eon. along and you're already going steady with someone
eke. He might be afraid to ask you. i do feel bell he along soon
and ben let you know with a ring Mat will be too big for your

P'""' d"".""'""'

"The computer makes learning fun." said

Dear Mr. ladLouise:
Will menplete the study of medicine If sun where? MD.,
An' moon Heights

SERVICE
ss

pop, riNe otr puAss,

and se sam, mis Cornet Cleaning

Mamas

EMI answer lights up.

11001/1am will be a marriage with This mum in your future, but
I'm not getting that it will be...netted 011 back will be okay, but
It will take a year or year and n half before the problem is completely corrected. I don't see a job or leaden ehange for Yoe in
the near future,) Mel you will continue to have trouble with your

66
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Day ComP
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Painting 8 Decorating

Income tot Service
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is made up of lights. The student listens to the
reorder and hears the problem. After adjusting
the knobs to set the digits, end plugging in Ms
answer, the student obelus a Isogon and theca,

for me? Will I have anymore trouble With Of reletivee D.C.
Wheeling
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gram, is placed over the answering board, which

the brace comes off7Do you see a Menge of job or change of Nate

I natal, gingtor in Mount Prospect. All the people 1 know are
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Eager, Moran Women
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Alterith no

"Even the kids who know the basics like to
work with the compote,- said EfeDthilr,
A template, one for each mathematical pro-

Iwo of tot Will we got married someday,
Also. this men hurt his back very bad. Will he be all right aller

Oupodundwo
Business Somali
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structions and problems and they arc all set.

hos been seeing this married man for several years- We love
each other very much. Do you sec any flare happiness for the
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The Creation was built by Deana tempt, a
fifth grade Machu at Patton School in District
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Rol good with dill. 1 see more Mon too children around goo. I
feel one, your husband getiielded you toll be mars more and
Mere al peace.
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staying lemon Mrs. RD., Des Plaines
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File Clerks
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Planning Clerk

Scheduling 8 Expediting Clerk
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Qaulity Control Engineer
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HOWARD SPROAT
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Westgate Apts.

Interviewing Hours
SALEM LANE
APARTMENTS

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes
Ph o ne: 2S3-6300

BRUNING
Mt. Prospect, III.

1800 West Central Rd.

255-1910

Deluxe 2 Bedroom, 8210
Also 3 Bedroci.m, 5300

77,

HON. Westgate, Mt. Pnispef
80 -To Rent Wes

Space

it=erAZ=All is7en
$30,000. NO DISCRIMINATION.
ANYONEMAY BUY
Holly Spring Agency

695-7835

Large balconies, new carnet,
peal, betifully
ripndsRaPed
au
and well maintained apart.
rnent complex. Very near trans.

Hand...v.1 shopEN9.

pp mitre EmPlal.orM/F

1967 DODGE DART
ntm tt,,
A/T
toP....

2S8.7

MON. THROUGH FRI.

TYPISTS
CLERKS

2 dem hard top, Pi. PM Ww.

PALAIINEIROLIINONIEldlOWS

MUNDELEIN

CALL 362-0204
Doily 7820 NA
4,15 PM
Saturday 9 AM Till Noon

UP

Horiel=

.3.1'n'e7:14

To the best
Real Estate

PEOPLE MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE AT BRUNING!

PASS

1411 Rent AparMents

11 -To Rent Apartments

D'e's"PB"t

APPLY 9:3010130

All jobs are 100% Foe paid by employer,
Coll Dan Lidnohue at 992-31120

JIM HELSDINGEN

1" 1 1,11°

433.6134

CARPET CLOSEOUT

HOLIDAY INN OF

SCHOOL BUS

4TO 3.P.M.

pool.

For Interview Goll

'urnirifiPraTigraTinatcsTen ingrrrfr

Believing

us °sums

Man

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY

75

General serrettrial duties assigned to group leaders will substitute for executive secretaries.

$475 TO $525

II do recePIOA 967.22:

Seeing Is

OFF
5. Pei
10. Typist

Heavy SHAG CARPET Se 9S,

SECRETARIAL POOL

STENOGRAPHER POOL

686-7740

WICIISTROm
3HE BOSS

40% - 60%

2LNelp Wanted.Men & Women

la

VINOD SAmIng

824.0525
'61 VW SEDAN

51,70E12

OPPORTUNITY, men

27 -Help Wanted Men & Women

P.5

casells

213 CS

INDUSTRIES, PALATINE

ACROSS THE STRUT FROM THE IMLWAYME RD WESTERN

FEMALE

School Bus, Inc.

Typing 50 to 60 w.p.m. Shorthand 60 to 80 w.p.m.

day (95The office is new,

Oust West of Glenview Nasal Air Station/

0156.143

ELECTRONIC
PRECISION,

sels. 2 nrsystj.

$175 A WEEK'

SURFACE GRINDER

3700 W. Lake Ave. Glenview

2450 W. HUBBARD

Bt's Almost

ROCKFORD

1960 Red wopnr, v-8,

tre 215 439 2416

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

P.M. ROUTES

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

,via

10% Bonus for 2nd Shift

*I SIGNODE

I7 Home Fomishins.Forniture

259-2921

te'.2g$2$$X,o

Mk mwOon.

$125 TO SISOA WEEK
vse

The Boss

Says,

lif. 92399,

company bandits
paid hospitalsation
9 holidays
profit sharing
new facikties

Des HmRes

.255,06

11.1111911W Men & Women

itTot;:"'"i"°

Cook County

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG &ADES,

2nd SHIFT

Call Torn Mannord al 729-6100 or stop by

GAL FRIDAY
GOOD SALARY

BI -LINGUAL SECRETARY

!! LA SALLE HAS YOUR JOB !I
GENERAL
OFFICE

SOO E. nw

111 Automobiles For Sale'
9

13293

Palatine, III.

o'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Definitely the leader In our field.

296-6127

259,1467

congenial mom. Rallen.
mry

Unbelievable!

3 EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

594S W. Dempster 96,2400

Sheep dog 8 mo

adorable COLLIE PUPA

292'6266

2.30-5 p.m.

(47..

Runway &

EMPLOYMENT

BRUNING
MuiRwphORP.

.

ret2t2'2,:".1 71' L

ratt:T=the7t7,
ape !waft IncludErm

DRIVERS

$2.25 Per Hoer -Full Time Days
$2.50 Per Hour -Full Time Nights

Great Lakes
"FORD"

kt
Ecgli

1,2202

SIT THOMPSON INDUSTRIESCO.

300 N. Northwest Hwy, (Rte 53 8. 14)

Interesting jobs with friendly people.

MACHINIST

waver

25S-II07

ho

HOSTESS.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

sh°

.

267,6900

young ladies lee the position of CASHIER

IMIE

D

a JANITOR
PARTS CRIB ATTENDANT
0 SHIPPING CLERK

25S-2973

INTERNATIONAL

TYPIST

An Equal Opporlury Employer

IDGRINDER

teens

Attention Ladies

We can offer permanent employment

1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village.

1st SHIFT

'LrgrjOVINT'0°E. "Ca.

27.1111

We are now inietviewing neat: attractive

OFFICE - $575 mo.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

EDual employment opportunity.

6301 uncolnAvv.
am.

Sulllhemlaums m mid Pultdo

yp n

BECKONS YOU

e

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Apply in Person

0 pportunily for real advancement

2

OF BEAUTY

No experience necessary. Doy and nigh 154 ts.
$3.04 per hour to sled. 13.17 per hear after 120

Greal wage. and benefits.

CASHIER HOSTESS

Get Results

h

;long career with Signode.

259-4000

Day Wont Ad

GOODYEAR TIRE 8 RUBBER CO.

Stort

439.7260

Morton Grose,

1st Shift Only

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

in N. NickorY
Arlinglan Height.

ASK FOR KEN
894.9239

WE SPECIALIZE

dl B6V ENTERPRISE. Dem

Z7t71,TtZ

tantlyCabra

741.9407

ez7.4I4z

Mount Prospect
COMPANY

jobs for

=tam

Laboratores, Inc.

2.22-7,7a1.124,*"°-

392-5230

Advertise with Day

a Rand....

Baxter

Illinois Bell

MT. PROSPECT

Apply in Person

ACROSSIKSIRREI FROM THE ILWARICURD.
RSIRRNAV.COMmllIER DEPOT

hos several per

.

e Shad..

wally

o

IN DUALITY SNO CARS

White Collar Girls

call InIss Bell ot 777-81.55

i'nEria'n

2450 W. HUBBARD

e ttta,

swan axe..,

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

for the position at WAITRESS.

We can offer permanent employment with excellent, employe benefits, Including paid soca-

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

OR

Ws ore now interviewing neat, °Practise ladies

WORK WITH
PEOPLE -

nt.'OM 222"

102-TrucKsTrailers

During 4 Week Training Period

TRAINEES --

'Fa%

1%71A'F7IMO'ia'S' 7112

Skylark

Buick

SALES DEPT.

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed

CALL 332-2359
TRAINEE
RESERVATION
TRAVEL
AGENCY

.

Wanie,

13275,107

aP

DaaaPm

RAN DHURST CENTER

WAITRESSES

-

1963

con=;2.0,

Mary nerdertan,
12,3678

OLDS 69 DELTA ROYALS

BONTM'CliglIS"'C';';6'6 la

259,719S

,tniegivinven emote's.

.62 Ford Falcon Van.

'WE PAY TOP $$$

sylbdin'tal

have behind

Low

101 -Automobiles Wanted

.,,t,"Egttt'2

235

'

439-7603

.

44-0151, Pets & Equipment

,

PRINTING CO.

SPIEGEL CATALOG
ORDER STORE

gaud firstimprslonsFre.

224-1000

lie en.

Typist Clerks
Wean ham ponoMming and clerical

I

350

A. GOODMAN & CO.

w""2,7

Bed Mlog are.

Secretary

holmes & assoc.

CO)

Available for
All Office Skills

Aly

PHONE 392-2708

amY

CLERK TYPISTS

METROPOLITAN

Executive

,

1:30 259-7195

v4700PP

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

DICTAPHONE TRAINEES

LINDBERG
HEVI-DUTY

aH`

965

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET
Temporary Jobs

CRAVENS CO

667 Cams, 55

'SZeld":11:LbsZ.

can - 945-3770

Wayne Milligan

BARRETT-

B92,5223

274E300

'177";:Tt;.

FRE

APPLY

APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL A195.16192LLSEN

REVCOR - INC.

PI

Mute mew fohforms.

CORM BC PR 7a..Aw 1001885882
VOutegan e La. Conk Roads -Real..

Excellent Starting Rates
Pleasant Working Conditions
Many Company Benefits
Steady Work

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES, INC,

SECRETARY

CLEANING PLANT

FOR ORIENT/2E211GS.

$125 a week.

Experience helpful but
not necessary

FOR INTERVIEW PHONE

's.ce'tlIsere7o71

'1"All

01.1

II you ham a MA happy save. and the eles14 m help
sworn maks ...connections maundawysidd,°2 costri

ATTENTION WAITRESSES!
Why work any place?
P14 Shift open- start 5 P.M.
Our girls average well over

Charles Galbraith

297-2880

banns Merobandis

Operators

599S. Wheeling Rd. Wheeling, Illinois

1st shift 7 to 3

TYPe.b.Rs Help!, p Int

4211arild To Buy

C

CASH

Assuan immtms Imre.

General Office Work

$600 MO.

1,1

SPACE ANL, SYSTEMS DIVISION

782-6735

351209E9

THE DAY DOES IT!

drapes,

mp a
taren
our
modern medical

emu

uala

ph WO, an...omen around is world, nummo good
stanry. and on your way to set°. Ma °Am your Ott

Smolt Vim

new ffice bldg

1267 CAMARO

'C'CIOVS'AZE°

khd.

L

Minna Roach.

CALL 827-4794

OON;ZCLVIR'S!1'.4SRN
.827.6620

SECRETARY
LITE STENO

ASSISTANT
CONTROLLER

ORDER' EXPEDITOR

y°
beam wIM
new Mb al Mao% MA Ws
ellmloned espeeMlly far
training mann=
yam
Ulan an.
aleUlan
aft Hewers am la bloom mu Gan. en MD

you work does make a DIFFERENCE

NURSES
AIDES

ble

32441

ul

emy mare

r

NURSE

So come swine with so CA or came In faday. Were an

DAY PUBUCATIONS, INC.

super.. wark,seludlag Nang. Fowl, Progressive

omq

1=1; re=bede:.:1.

Call 537-7419

-with

BA

INDUSTRIAL

Apply In pawn areal!: 5374550

for
Secretorrol
Service

In Palalino area doing light

,

AU

!Mural=

PH&

MATURE WOMAN

966.0700

00%1254

...sig. eupervising Tooland MenloSare.

BASKIN, 6 ROBT

THE PORCH ANTIQUE,
W-11 be open April 2. 3 6 4, 9 AM

3=6'32'and'32':794
Planl.

OPPORTUNITY

lo

poudm

TOOL ROOM

01 Pheasa

dl

5

1967 Camaro st ck PEN wide

bo.ne

workin

end gab

7:ntre

D'unnOrn'"'" '19'4.08E10

95

lens payee

madam Saucy and Sydeam

tt=iPhnrrvV4

Congenial Atmosphere - Paid Vacations - Major
Medical Group Insurance Free Meals and Other
Fringe Benefi..

'Ite A6

9,242.1.1

moolionk no

GALL 359 6661

Asst Office Mgr.

lilt Bent ReNs-OserlitIrl
call -945-3770

2/24151

Behsiele=or:17171: 5:f "1' 'LT "r"'I:1

[RENTAL AGENT

-

sic. shed seAer

,ka °sec
Apr 3-1 9 tc

111Aulemobler For sea

6611u,ine,s Opporttnibes

OLD TIME FLEA MARKET

SliANq

itkrp, g

Tuesday, March 11 IWO

34 Arts and Adques

31 Rummage & Garage Sale

16 Help Wanted Wolnen

2'gr.5711Cino 5'A...ton%

Assetiablevs:
HERE'S YOUR CHAIM.

BUSSINESS

'Ir'sit'sci=rstrr

5Mrt $1 10 plus a weak.

sump°. Hatt.

253-3300

Mks Paige

Witlega.

Day or Evening Hours

Countryside Restaurant
6 Lounge

$275 PER HOUR.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Full Time, Days or Nights

t

SECRETARY

$130 WEEK

TWIN BROOK
& S HARDWARE

OEM

26 Heln Wanted Women

I

SECRETARY

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

894.1,66

OPPORTUNITY AWAITS
YOU!

26 Help Wanted 19031ell

WAITRESSESl

"47:1'11FO'''g"

WAITRESSES

RECEPTION

'

EXPERIENCED RETAIL
SALES PERSONNEL

BUS MEN

2611111Viarned Women

I

Canmholl

$110 WI( MINIMUM

Elk Grove Village

V,199 17AZ"

BOOKKEEPER

nor

2516

CHICAGO MAGNET
901 Chase Ave.

Typo

up calls
<120 Free IVY

Follo

PART TIME

porrrMM

LEARN
PURCHASING

IIJUNE GRAD511

Call Ken Kokes at

WIRE CO.

28 Help Wanted Women

11

439.1334

Or Apply in Person

eIn

-

days per omok Good salary with liberal benefits.

437-5750

benefits
free IVY
Miner
Des
Plo nes
297-3535

MOUNT PROSPECT
STANDARD

Earn top pay and learn PROCESS INSPECTION.

Iu40 !mu nurkii
Ladles, Learn kw la earn SA

1496

,

4& at L

23 $1413)31181$14111,11 WIN

TEAAS OIL CO 'PW
9 hot open.

24 Help Wanted Pen

24 Help 1111118 Men

Call 392-91 b8

to

.:=1'e7I'oo'n';'

22S N.Arl. RR. Rood
Elk Grave Village

1 block north of HI.. 1.
ewled, Way Interchange

CALL 439-8020

Des Plaines by owner: 4 backm

ng area, beamed ceiling I,
rn.,
w/frplc., new draper.

'0207:tr,':o"ri=n't

da-umealair °my. Sas

1969 CHEVY II NOVA

Vtrtt=4,e4=4,trt.:::

9895
CALL

537-0023
Between 830 AMR. 6:00 PM

Ask For Agent
Michael Nelson
or

John lioubinger

a

Page 10

7 I'VE MADE A LIST
OF PROSPECTIVE
CUSTOMERS FOR
LAWN JOBS THIS
SLIMMER IF `DU
C.UYSLL GO IN
ON IT WITH ME...

Tuesday, March 31, 1970

BETTER COUNT ME V YEAH! TELL YOU

'U

HAVEN'T

WHAT, THOUGH -OUT-THAIS PLANNIN.
LINE UP TN' JOBS,
TOO FAR AHEAD! I
HAND ME A RAKE AT
DON'T LIKE TO BURTI-' LAST MINUTE
DEN MY BRAIN WITH
AN' YOU'LL HAVE ME
UNPLEASANT
WORKIN' BEFORE I
THOUGHTS ANY
LONGER THAN I
KNOW WHAT HIT MEI
I'M A SLOW
HAVE TO!
THINKER.,

GOT ANY
HEART AT ALL,

HOW

I FIX THE

AAA3OR UP

THIS TIME...
I'VE GOT A
WHOLE NEW
ROUTINE TO
SPRING AT

THE TABLE!

RrURNS!

WE COULD

ALL GET

CAUGHT

BUSTER? GETTIN'
A GUY IN TROUBLE
WITH HIS WIFE IS
RISKIER THAN
PUTTIN' SNEEZIN.
POWDER IN HIS
SHANIN' CREAM!

MKS

11,1

THE MASSACRE!
REMEMBER
THE 'TIME

'AKE HOOPLE

.34/

COMPLAINED
THAT THE
MEAT WAS
TOUGH

9

32 The Monsters

H TV College

6:30

Free
A documentary se-

quel to the motion
picture "Born Free"

wife

expedition in Kenya

Nathaniel and daughter Mary Frances
appear in a combination live -action and
animation
musical

to record

the
triumphs and failures

of seven young lions
raised by the Adam sons that were given
their freedom.
5 The Brass are
Coming
special
Musical
starring Herb Alpert
and the Tijuana
Brass with guest star
Pctula Clark.

VHIRTY
DAYS OF

HASH THE LATE STARTERS

t 119 1..14

LANCELOT
J'usT FINKHEC:
SHOPPING,LANcE.

r

11

wr
-

:no v,

.

in

Your
BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

I GOT A NICE BOAT WITH
AN OUTBOARD MOTOR FER
THREE BUCKS AN HOUR:

FOR WEDNESDAY
1r

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): Take a new look at your
approach to the job at hand.

I

21): Aim for the top and you
should reach it. If you fail to
take joy in your work, you will
be in for difficult days.
GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): The wise Gemini will encourage himself in construc-

7
9

For Blacks Only
News

7

Reflections

9:25

1:30

Paul Harvey

Comments

7:40

20 TV College
American
literature from the Civil

Movie

9

"The Mystery of

9:30

11 French Chef
20 TV High School
Anderson
26 Bill

War.
8:00
Movie

Mr.

graduate

2
5

plans to bring modern dentistry to the

7
9

10:00
News
News
News
News

1:40
2

Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

1:45

comes involved with

26 A Black's View
of the News

Community College

a female bandit on
the way out West.

26 Famous Artists;

Don Knotts, Barbara

mooners

2:50

The Honey-

32

Live By

EEK & MEEK
THERE'S A. MOVEMEJJT Arocrr

HEY, Y.KAXAU
WHAT ?

TO MAKE APRIL
A

MORTY MEEKLE

DAY

CWArrIL WASHINGTON

HEARS ABcur
THAT!

kuvlion_AL I-Out:AY!

-v-

tive thoughts. It's easy to tear
down another's work; try

4111111)

ARE YOLJ TRYING

building it up.

TO MAKE ME
AN OW MAN
BEFORE MY

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): An important step forward is in the works for Cancer. Take care that you don't

11

TIMES'

ts,

stumble by trying to take it too

SI IAF NM 19 ?AA

.)-

.1,

Mw

soon.
1.1.0 (July 24 - Aug. 23): If a

long-range project appears not
worth the effort, scratch it.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

You know best where you
should put your efforts.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

23): You have to do some fast
talking today to get colleagues
to back you up in a new proj-

ect. Those in authority may

Answer to Previous Puzzle

IR°,
u R A L-

Hodgepodge

THE BORN LOSER.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
The wise Libra will refuse to be

difficult time

per-

suading others of that fact. Be
patient.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Don't expect progress to stop and wait for you to
catch up. If you would be with
the times, get a move on!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Don't try to persuade others of the guilt or innocence of
a mutual friend. You have nei-

CAPTAIN EASY-.
YOU KNOW THIS MAN? THE OFFICERS
SAY THEY FOUND HIM UNCONSCIOUS
IN A WASHROOM AT ORLY AIRPORT:

MARCHED ME INTO THE WASHROOM AND -CONK! WHEN I CAME
TO, THE ENVELOPE WITH THE
JEWEL WAS GONE!

HE'S THE PRIVATE DETECTIVE WHO
WAS TAKING 'THE 'OPAL SKULL' BACK

TO MR.McKEE
62,1
IN AMERICA;
Is RIGHT
EASY! I GOT HELD
UP BY SOME FAT
YANK WItH DARK
CURLY HAIR.:

4 1.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): You can be convincing
enough when you want to be.
If you fail to persuade others

LOOK, BIMO, ANOTHER
BUSINESS MOVING INTO

THE CAMPUS AREA"
A SIGN COMPANY"

THIS IS WHERE THE
ACTION IS" HOW
CAN ANY BUSINESS
FAIL IN THE MIDST
OF THIS DYNAMIC
YOUTH MARKET',

SOME DO! LOOK
AT THE PLACE THE
SIGN COMPANY IS
MOVING INTO"

:=7

RDPG3
Ai,

(2-

rir:

til fill

...

lD IttO t, MA. IP,

4

,''

4,a_

SI'0

GONE OUT OF

BUSINESS!

1".: \ -

14
Nal

Elk

.

il

2.

CAMPUS CLATTER.

rural
lure

1

1

consider it

equal
earl
eral
urea
real
rule
rale
rear
rare

esip.

1

l

your own fault.

QUARREL

LLII0167.
T lft -

1

thority.

Answers to
Hideaword

R S
S
1 Direction
A N A C.
6 Number
MAL
R
stream
11 Iran
18 Attorney (ab )
D
12 Took notice of 20 Sacred songs
L F AT 0 P P
14 Orifices
21 Musical note
15 All
22 Mariner's
E
16 Summer (Fr.)
direction
E S0 $
0
17 Pitch
23 Costlier
.19 Nautical rope 24 School -home 37 Arid
46 Table scraps.
of a sort'
group (ab.)
38 Everlasting
47 Remove
20 Make believe 25 Render turbid
(poet.)
(print.)
24 Gift
26 Feminine
39 Symbol for
48 Fruit drink
27 Require
appellation
iron
50 Consume food
30 Biblical
28 Famous
41 Change
51 Brew made
character
English school 42 Make
with malt
31 Essential
29 Deceased
mistakes
53 Ever (contr.)
liquid
32 Railroads (ab) 43 Abound
54 King of Judah
33 Bridal path
34 East (Fr.)
44 Church part
(Bib.)
35 Bellow
36 Flees (slang)
0
37 Protects
40 Automotive
gadget
42 Greek letter
45 Lixivium
7
46 14arem room
0
49 Reiterate
52 Constructed
6
55 Second selling
7
56 Cuddle
57 Measuring
device
58 Expunge
DOWN
0
4
1 Dispatched
2 Shield bearing .
3 Employ
4 Small bird"
6
1

ther the evidence nor the au-

today, you may

itIP

+

Dec. 22): Though you may.
know you are right, you may
a

T

I

with

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): An excellent evening for
entertaining guests. Take care,
however, that you don't waste
the afternoon planning for it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23,7 have

E

10 Weird (var.)
11 Pastry
13 English

ACROSS

idle throughout a day calculated to bring success to all
through

HIST0R

LAN

balk.

who follow
plans.

Mr.

mysterious "House
of Hate" in search of
a
stolen Oriental
gem. Boris Karloff.

32 Password

"The Shakiest

Wong."

Wong goes to the

Show

Gun in the West."
An Eastern dental

6:55
American

12:30
Everyman
1:00

32 News

11 Ski School

20 The

You may be causing your own
troubles by taking a pessimistic view.
TAURUS (April 21 - May

the state of the arts in
Chicago.

32

Philbin

5

mentary special on

Far West. He be-

NO, WE'D LIKE A

ROWBOAT: IT'S
MORE ROMANTIC!

11 Chicago Festival
ChrisRichard
tiansen hosts "Chicago Culture," docu-

a gold mine, a

2 6 Bob
Sports

CALL IT!

"Hilda
Crane."
Jean Simmons, a
t w o -time divorcee,
returns home to learn
what life means. Guy
Madison, Jean Pierre
Aumont.
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

teacher is told she has
only a few months to
live and goes into seclusion.
9 Perry Mason

derland."
About
Lewis Carroll, author of "Alice in
Wonderland."
32 Truth or Consequences

school

12:Q0

Movie

2

A young school

"A Don in Won-

6:45

OKAY, PETUNIA...

11:45

9:00
60 Minutes
7 Marcus Welby,
M.D.

Garrison, Diana Merrill.
11 Adventure

5

11:30
Paintings;

Great Music

2

Berle, Sean

smoking volcano and
a fresh -water lake inhabited by salt -water
sharks.

32 100

32 News Final

drama about sightless survivors of a
plane crash. Milton

A trip to Nicaragua features a look

32 The Baron

dog becomes ill.

Movie
"Seven in Darkness."
Adventure

Seas

1.. 3.31

ron is an unwed pregnant girl jilted by her
lover, left to face her
life in her squalid
surroundings.
11 The Forsyte Saga

quaintance with veterinarian Dr. Bob
Livingston, who displays his skills when
Gov. Drinkwater's

7

Mod Squad
A young film producer asks for police
protection when a
series of "accidents"
plague his production of an actual 20y e a r -old unsolved
murder case.
26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and

---fit!

Room." Leslie Ca-

and
J.J. renews her ac-

tale.

7

ME A HAND?

7

8:30

version of the fairy

WILL YOU OWE.

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
Show
9 Movie
" T h e L -Shaped
5

T h e Governor

2

Bing Crosby, his
Kathryn, son

features a two -month

Show

8:25
20 TV College
Social science.

7:30
R e d Skelton
Show
Guests arc George
Gobel and the Original Caste.
5 Goldilocks

The Lions Are

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

32 Big Valley

2
2

Hitch-

Pan -Am Show

. the Week

Psychology.
26 Spanish Sports

10:25

Editorial

2

11 NWT Festival
"Festival Dubrovnik XX."
26 Victor Ortega

26 Goya Theater of

6:15

ffN

Coogan
9 Alfred
cock

7:00
Star Trek
of
11 University
Chicago Roundtable
Review of the major aspects of Victorian England which
have had a far-reaching effect on contemporary life.

6:00
News
News
News
M i It e Douglas
Show
Pan11 Italian
orama
2
5
7
9

BRCIPE12

Rhodes and Jackie

Famous Writers

TONIGHT
r AI -1.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE ,

OUT OUR WAY

On TV Today
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3-31

5 Hurry
6 At that place
7 Fowl
8 Soak flax

.
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9Redact
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